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TRANSLATOR'S PREFACE.
In the preparation
to

make

it useful to

bestowed upon

man

it;

Commentary on the

of this

Anglo-American

and the

readers.

They

a vast amount of work.

by the

and other

best English
section of

divines, ancient

New Testament,

the

three years of labour have been

latest.

in this

made from

The addenda

will speak for themselves.

Oodex Smiaticus, uniformly embodied

of the

More than

translation of several .Epistles, originally

editions, has been carefully revised

entailed

Catholic Epistles no pains have been spared

the earlier Ger-

are numerous,

It is

and have

hoped that the readings

Commentary, the constant reference to the

and modern, and the extracts from

their

comments on this

will place the reader in possession of every element necessary to

the understanding of these Epistles.

have endeavoured

I

and

tion;
it is

faithfully to

gratifying to

me

that none of the Catholic Epistles in Lange's

The

been translated into English.
cially

diversity of style, to

apparent in the Introduction and the

He

James, from the pen of Dr. Lange.
of his

comply with the general principles regulating the transla-

if the reproduction of the style of four different writers presented peculiar difficulties,

combinations are so graphic,

them in English

I

Commentary have ever

have just

referred, will

and Exegetical portions

before

be espe-

of the Epistles of St.

has an extraordinary genius for word-coining, and some

telling

for the reason that these

often the effect of stimulating the

Critical

which

and

original, that I

have deemed

it

proper to reproduce

somewhat grotesque and strange-looking words have

mental activity of the reader.

commentary where this was not the case in the original, due
;

The context

is

generally their

recourse has been had to periphrastic

explanations.

On many questions I

differ

onesidednesa of statement.
because I did not think

works.

I

am

May the

from the authors, and. the addenda are mostly made to remove

In numerous instances, however, I hesitated to express

it fair

to carry

only responsible for the matter in brackets,

Divine blessing rest upon

my humble

[

],

arnica

reader I would say:

"

their

endeavours to aid in the elucidation of

Errores pauci fuerint

own

marked M.

important and interesting section of the Inspired Volume

To the

my dissent,

on a controversy with them in the pages of

si forte libello,

—

errores

this

paucos toUat

mamut"
J. ISIDOR

Lancaster, Fa., April

/\&?

1,

MOMBEBT.

1867.

^
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LAIOE'S

DE.

PEEFACE TO THE FIKST EDITION OF JAMES.

This Commentary on the Epistle of James

and

Oosterzee
are

my work;

bestowed

upon

With
the

is

the joint work of

Introduction, the translation

and the

my

respected friend, Dr. van

Critical

the Doctrinal and Homiletical sections have been supplied

thank

I heartily

The

myself.

my

friend

and collaborator

for the cheerful

and Exegetical notes,

by

Dr.

van Oosterzee.

and valuable help he has thus

far

Commentary.

this

respect to the sections undertaken by me, there were especially two reasons which

work one of peculiar

interest to me.

In the

first place,

I

was anxious

to

made

improve this oppor-

tunity to testify against the old Ebionito-apocryphal fiction of non-apostolic brothers of the Lord,

who were, at the same time, held

my

express

Hebrews) cannot be

to the

when
tion

it

in high Apostolic repute.

was

sufficiently appreciated unless the history of the world, at the

against the Romans, which, with

its

national sympathies, was, to the

This historical reference, hitherto neglected, in

to the

exposition of this Epistle.

my

recognition
side of

work be

add that

the Doctrinal

attested

by

in general, a

opinion, can only prove advantageous

my honoured

collaborator

sections the aforesaid points of view,

On

theologians.

may

the fundamental

blessed results.

the contrary I thought

it

would forthwith apply in

which have

still

to fight for

most desirable that the universal

the Epistle should be fully developed in the Doctrinal and Homiletical sections without

special reference to its historical points; and, indeed,

expect

my

In this sense I have been working;

I did not expect that

and Homiletical

among

Jews

become hardened, and to the Jewish Christians an equal temptation to apos-

tasy.

I only

time

written, be constantly referred to, viz., the beginnings of that great Jewish revolu-

great temptation to

thought of

In the second place I desired to

conviction that the Epistle of James (like the First Epistle of Peter and the Epistle

an execution of

his

work

doubtless gained in allsidedness

the independence of

carried out in this sense.

by

my

friend, led

me

to

The Commentary, as a whole, has

this recognition of the universal

by the

side of the historical

point of view.
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DE. LANG-E'S

PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION OF JAMES.

My

respected friend and cooperator, Dr. van Oosterzee, has charged

also in this Preface to the

second edition.

The

me

to represent

him

thing to be said imports the assurance that

first

and here and there rectified or improved his respective part, without
work to unnecessary changes.
Since the publication of the first edition Dr. van Oosterzee has been called and translated to

each has carefully, revised,

subjecting the original shape of the

Utrecht in the capacity oiProfessor ordinarius of Theology; he himself has thus occasioned

and very gratifying change on the title-page. Another call, namely, the removal
our friend, the Rev. Chantepie de la Saussaye, from Leyden to Rotterdam, had, alas, the
consequence that the note on page 5 of the first edition [not inserted in the translation for this

the first
of

—M.] could not be

fulfilled, according to which he had undertaken the preparing of
but found himself for an indefinite period prevented to carry his task
But, by the help of God, said section of this Commentary passed from one compeinto effect.
Our whole work, moreover, has lately made considerable progress;
tent hand to another.
the publishers, as well as the authors, may look back upon the road already traversed, with
cheerful gratitude, and forward to the goal with increasing hope.

very reason
the

Johannean

With

Epistles,

have appeared since the publication of the first edition in
which deserve to be noticed: The second
edition of the Commentary on James, from the pen of Dr. Huther, appeared in 1863; last year
the third edition of the respective section of de Wette's Handbook, prepared by Dr. Bruckner;
in the same year also a new commentary, of considerable extent, on this Epistle, from the pen of
the lately deceased venerable Professor Bouman of Utrecht, published after his death by his sons
under the title of "itermanni Bouman, Theol. Dr. et in Acad. Hhenotraject. Prof. Ord. Commentarius perpetuus in Jacobi 'Epistolam post, mortem auctoris editus. Trajecti ad Rhenum apud
Kemink et Filium, 1865." To these Commentaries must be added the publication of the Codex
reference to exegesis there

1862, four theological novelties in our field of labour,

Sinaiiicus.

The second

edition of Huther's

as early as October, 1862,

Interesting

is

Commentary on

Huther's discussion with his

into the preface

owing

James having been concluded
it and our exegetical work.
reviewer, Professor Frank of Erlangen, introduced
the Epistle of

t

has not led to reciprocal discussions between

to the circumstance that his reviewer misconstrued the statement that

Paul also teaches a consideration of works in the

final

judgment.

oar work both in the Introduction and in his exposition.

move that highly-esteemed theologian

Dr. Bruckner has referred to

The circumstance, that we could not

to pronounce in favour of the radical modifications of the

we have put
mind that he had to deal
a mandatary work, imposed upon him

exegesis of this Epistle, in consequence of the definite historical construction which

on

it,

does not disturb us or

fill

us with doubt;

it

must

also be borne in

with the revision of a book which, as the preparation of
the most rigid self-constraint.

In opposition to our statement that the author designed to

fortify

the Jewish Christians against the already roused revolutionary spirit of the Jews, without incautiously drawing the impending revolution in over- distinct colours, Bruckner simply contend*
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DR. LANGE'S

x

PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION OP JAMES.
1

that then the "political fanaticism' ought at least to have been touched in the Epistle.

we have

reply

oppose

to observe, that

political fanaticism

it is

only in

its religious

motives and

roots.

however, appear plain enough by replies to the following questions

common
belief,

mon

cause of

all

In
wisdom of the author to
These motives and roots,
1. Which was the greatest

characteristic of the apostolical

:

the twelve tribes of the Jews in part believing, in part

during the sixth decade after the birth of Christ?

2.

Which

still

temptations which through patience and steadfastness they were to change into

to be

And

still briefer,

which was at that time the common great

wherein had, consequently, the

common

trial of faith of

proof to consist?

Why

3.

receptive of

could be the manifold comall

joy?

does the Apostle, after

the general warning against representing the general temptation as a temptation from God,
as a provocation, pass at once to the condemnation of wrath?

4.

Or,

the twelve tribes ?

And

i. e.

what, in particular,

is

which even progresses to the naming of
faarcurraola as the result of Cv% and kptdeia?
Similar questions arise from each separate section
of our Epistle in opposition to the non- historical construction of our Epistle as being merely a
collection of edifying exhortations to good moral conduct, but where it is anything but edifying
that the author straightway assumes that the poor were disregarded at worship and otherwise
neglected in all the twelve tribes of the dispersion, and that the rich Christians were guilty of
conduct that he felt justified or rather constrained to utter a woe on them. We reiterate the
expression of our conviction, that the non-appreciation of the historical motives and propheticosymbolical phraseology of the Epistle leaves its great one fundamental thought well-nigh unopened, and this is proved by the extraordinary misconstructions which have been put upon it.
Bouman, the venerable veteran of Dutch theology, who left his Commentary in manuscript,
the import of the warning in chapter

like

iii.

a testament, to the care of his sons, has

scientific force

13

sqq.,

first

of all gladdened us

by the

decisiveness

and

with which he represents in the Introduction the view that the author of our

Epistle could have been none other than the Apostle Jacobus Alphaei.
sign that theological science begins to turn

away from

May this

example be a

the all-confounding and self-confused pre-

a non-apostolical James had risen to the highest apostolical repute in the apostolihe was a brother of the Lord according to the flesh, who at a late period
became converted to the faith. We discover also a welcome agreement of the author with this
Commentary in the assumption that the Epistle, though primarily addressed to Jewish Chrisjudice, that

cal Church, because

and that this
His attaching particular
importance to the parallelism between the Apostle as the head of the Church at Jerusalem and
the High priest with reference to the Jewish dispersion, appears to us as not unfounded; but the
tians,

had

also the secondary design of converting the receptive

Jews

to the faith

;

circumstance accounts also for the prophetical colouring of the Epistle.

hypothesis that the Epistle dates from the earliest time of the propagation of Christianity, does

not induce us to change the view expressed by us in this respect in this Commentary, or to fortify
The exposition itself resembles variously the Scholiait by the production of new arguments.

customary general and abstract construction of the Epistle,
and independent manner, cognizance of modern exegetes, and manifests also with reference to the Codex Sinaiticus a free critical judgment.
The readings of the Sinaiticus, wherever they appeared to be important, have mostly been
form, and

moves

in the track of the

takes, however, in a learned

added to the

May

critical notes.

the joint preparation of this Epistle continue to be blessed in promoting the vital

appreciation of the glorious totality of the Scripture as the

must be consummated

in the belief that all the writings of

Word

of God, which appreciation
Paul and of James are in perfect

Agreement with one another, and with the whole Scripture.

THE EDITOR.
Bovir, January 6, 1866.
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THE

EPISTLE GENERAL OF JAMES.

INTRODUCTION.
THE

EPISTLE OP JAMES BEING THE FIRST AMONG THE SO-CALLED CATHOLIC
EPISTLES, IT IS NECESSARY TO FOUND THE PARTICULAR INTRODUCTION TO
THE EPISTLE OF JAMES ON A MORE GENERAL INTRODUCTION TO THE CATHOLIC
EPISTLES.

I.

1.

THE CATHOLIC EPISTLES IN GENERAL.

THE TEEM "CATHOLIC EPISTLES " AND THEIR STATUS (OEBM.

Bestand).

The term "Catholic Epistles" embraces the seven Apostolic Epistles, which, besides the
Pauline Epistles and the Epistle to the Hebrews added to them, are found in the Canon of the
New Testament; namely the Epistle of James, the two Epistles of Peter, the three Epistles of
John and the Epistle of Jude.
According to the primary and original meaning of kmoroTJ} «x#oX«#, it denotes an encyclical
writing, which as such was primarily addressed not to individual Churches or persons, but to a
larger ecclesiastical sphere, to a number of Churches. In this sense Clement of Alexandria
{Stromal, iv.) calls the Epistle of the Apostles and of the Church at Jerusalem addressed to
Christian congregations according to Acts xv. 22-29 an emoroty Ka&6kudf. So Origen (contra
Celtum i. 63) calls the Epistle of Barnabas, the contents of which characterize it an encyclical
writing,

KadoTuxfi.

Eusebius (Hist. Eccl.

v. 18) reports that

Apollonius reproached Themison,

the Montanist, with having written in imitation of the Apostle (probably John) an knurrcM) koGoTuKfj.
This shows that the universal character of the First Epistle of John was designated by
the term 'Catholic' as early as the time of Apollonius, that is: in the beginning of the third century. Even Origen applies this designation in this sense to the First Epistle of John (in the
Commentary of John), to the First Epistle of Peter (according to Euseb. vi. 25), and to the
Epistle of Jude, but in passages which are found only in a Latin translation ( Comment, in epist.
ad Roman.). In the time of Eusebius, the term 'Catholic' was already applied to the whole
group of Epistles, which we call Catholic. "James," he says "is said to have written the first
of the Catholic Epistles;" and then adverts to "the seven Epistles called Catholic." (Hist. Eccl.
The meaning "Epistles more general as to their contents and object," which Guerike
iL 23).
considers to be primary, could only be secondary, because it generally resulted from the nature
of the encyclical writing; for the very first Catholic Epistle (Acts xv.) was not general as to its
object and contents. There was but one step from changing the originally somewhat general
character of these circular letters which assigned to them a more enlarged sphere of the Church,
into one altogether general. Thus the Apostolical Epistle (Acts x v.) was already destined to
apply to the whole Gentile-Christian Church, while the Epistle of James and probably that to
the Hebrews were designed for the whole Jewish-Christian Church. In this sense, Oecumenius
{Prolegom. in EpisL Jacob.) declared that they had been called 'Catholic/ inasmuch as they had
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INTRODUCTION TO THE EPISTLE GENERAL OF JAMES.
not been addressed to a particular people or city, like the Epistles of Paul, but to believers in
general (as a whole, Ko&dXw), whether to Jewish Christians of the dispersion or even to all Christians, as

members

same

of the

faith.

In the Western Church the term

epittolm eanonicm instead of catkolica

obtained great currency

from the time of Junilius and Cassiodorus (see Credner, Introd, p. 570). That this could not have
been the original sense follows decisively from the fact thai Eusebius (Hist Heel. ii. 23) applies
the term 'Catholic' also to the Epistles of Dionysius of Corinth to the Churches at Lacedaemon,
Athens, etc. But Eusebius probably combined also here with the idea of the eDcyclical character
the idea of the universal, for he remarked concerning said Dionysius and his Epistle, " that he was

most useful to all (ottchkv absolutely) in the Catholic Epistles which he addressed to the Churches."
Yet Eusebius gave already occasion that the idea of general reception or canonicity was combined with the idea of partial or entire universality by saying of the First Epistle of Peter: "The
First Epistle of Peter

is

universally acknowledged, but the Acts of Peter, the Gospel according

to Peter, the Preaching and the Revelation of Peter are not
[Hist. Eccl.

iii.

—

3

M.].

—

among

the Catholic writings."

It is evident that neither the idea of universality

nor that of canonicity

could be applied absolutely to the Catholic Epistles as contrasted with those of Paul. If they
were called universal, the reference was to their more general tenor, if they were called canonical,
the reference was at once to their more general contents and to their direct general authority,
without any intention of seeking thereby to weaken the less direct universality and canonicity of
the Pauline Epistles.
Besides this definition of the term 'Catholic Epistles/ another has arisen in modern times,

Hug

in his Introduction to the Writings of the

New

Testament

ii.

p.

429 observes as follows

"After the Gospels and the Acts had been referred to one division and the writings of St. Paul
to another, there were still remaining the writings of different authors which might again
They
be collected under one head and had to be distinguished by a name of their own.

might most aptly be called Katiokinbv oinrraypa of the Apostles and the writings contained
it Kotvai and KatioXucal, these two words being frequently used as synonymes by Greek
In proof of this statement, Hug brings forward the declaration of Clement of
writers."
Alexandria concerning, the Apostolical Epistle, Acts xv. 23, namely, the Catholic Epistle in
which all the Apostles took part. But t&v aK(xrr6XtJv ir&vrwv has not the meaning which
Hug discovers in it. He then cites the judgment of Eusebius that the "First Epistle of
Peter is universally acknowledged, but the Acts of Peter, the Gospel according to Peter, the
Preaching and Revelation of Peter are not among the Catholic writings." This, according to
Hug, denotes the class to which the Apostolical writings in general were then referred. But the
citation from Eusebius established rather the contrast between writings acknowled and writings
not acknowledged. The circumstance, finally, that the Epistle of Barnabas is called Catholic, he
tries to account for by the assertion that Barnabas also was sometimes called an Apostle.
But

in

the true explanation must be sought in

its

contents, fir in the time of Origen, the Epistle of

Barnabas was neither acknowledged as Apostolical nor as Canonical. In the sense of Hug, it has
also been attempted to draw a parallel between the origin of the Canon of the Old Testament
and that of the Canon of the New. For it is maintained that as in the formation of the Canon
of the Old Testament, after the Thorah and the Prophets had been collected under their respective heads, the remaining sacred writings, in general, were collected under the head of Hagiographa;

so, in

the formation of the Canon of the

Epistles (evayyihov

and

a7r6aro2x^)

had been

New Testament, after

collected, the

the Gospels and the Pauline
remaining sacred writings of the New

Testament were collected under the head "Catholic Epistles," i. e. writings of the New Testament
Apart from possible objections to that view of the Old Testament, it is selfevident that in that case the reference ought to have been to Catholic writings and not to
Catholic Epistles, and that then both the Revelation and the Epistle to the Hebrews ought to
in general (koB67jov),

—

have been included

in the last-named class.

Credner gives the following natural account of the old arrangement of the Canon of the
New Testament " First historical notices of Jesus (the Gospels) then such notices of the Apos:

tles;

then general (catholic) Epistles of the Apostles;

;

then Epistles to separate congregations
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I.

THE CATHOLIC EPISTLES

and to individuals (the Epistles of Paul).
ception of

what was

collected

and why

it

IN GENERAL.

This primary arrangement originated in a clear per-

was

collected."

But the ideal principle of division has evidently been modified by historical relations.

A

made with reference to subject-matter, would require the Epistle to the Ephesians
and that to the Hebrews to be included among the Catholic Epistles, the second and third EpisThe latter, however, were considered as supplemental
tles of John to be excluded from them.
division

the

to
it

first

were,

2.

purely

Epistle of John, and the former retained

by the great mass

of the Pauline Epistles, as

by attraction.

THE IMPOBT OP THE CATHOLIC EPISTLES IN THE CANON OP THE

NEW

TESTAMENT.

The Catholic Epistles, comprehending only a small part of the New Testament
utmost importance on account of the completeness and fulness of that part.

Canon, are of the

As

Gospels are designed mutually to complement each other, so here the types of the

the four

doctrine of

James, Peter and John, complement the type of the doctrine of Paul.

By

this

com-

plementing they preserve the Christian consciousness from a one-sided culture of the Pauline

modes of treatment and expression, they guarantee
and the full vitality and motion of the churchly spirit. Paul
This
has been called the Apostle of faith; John the Apostle of love, Peter the Apostle of hope.
is a very imperfect mode of distinction, because, to name only one reason, it is exclusively Pauline;
it denotes, nevertheless, the riches of the Apostolical complements furnished by the Catholic
Epistles.
These Epistles, moreover, are highly important as mirroring the condition of the
In this respect they constitute an indisChurch during the latter period of the Apostolic age.
pensable connecting-link between the Acts and the Pauline Epistles (excepting the Pastoral
Epistles to which they are intimately related) on the one hand, and the Apocalypse and the
While in the Book of Acts and the Pauline Epistles, we have
Apostolical Fathers on the other.
the exhibition of the external diversity of the Churches which were springing up every where,
as yet predominating over the certainly existing internal unity, the encyclical character of most
of these Epistles (as also of that to the Hebrews) gives already greater prominence to the conThis holds also good of
sciousness of a full, and moreover, of an external unity of the Church.
the Epistle of James, for he addresses Christendom of Jewish origin not as an Ebionite JewishThese Epistles moreover acquaint us with the further developChristian but as an Apostle.
ments of Church- life in the Apostolic age; with the springing up of the Ebionite and Gnostic
weeds among the wheat of pure doctrine, and on the other hand, with the development of the
more distinct, the dogmatically more conscious Apostolic and church-testimony. Ebionitism is
in the Epistle of James
perfectly drawn in symbolical characters not sufficiently appreciated
(eh. ii. 2, etc.), in the first Epistle of John (ch. ii. 22, etc.), and probably also in the third of
John (v. 9) Gnostic libertinism, on the other hand, is condemned in the Epistle of Jude, in the
second of Peter (ch. ii.), and in 1 Jno. iv. 1, etc.
With respect to ecclesiastical constitution, our
Epistles confirm the identity of the Presbyterate and the Episcopate; but the dignity of the
presbyter-bishop becomes more distinct in the position taken by Jude, James, John (2 Jno. 1)
and Peter. That is, we have to deal with Apostolical men who, as leading presbyters, had even
then entered upon close relations with specific ecclesiastical circles; this applies at least to
James and John.
We also obtain hints of the form of worship (Jude 12; 2 Pet. ii. 13), and of a
certain method and gradation in the presentation of Christian doctrine (1 Jno. ii. 12, etc.).
With respect to the relation of the different New Testament types of doctrine, so richly

by the

expression;

variety and fulness of their

the fulness of Christian cognition

—

—

;

represented in the Catholic Epistles,
is

we

take for granted that in this

impossible but that differences of doctrine, various types,

modes of statement are necessary.
the

New Testament,

that

is:

1,

field

a

conflict of doctrine

individual views, conceptions

the fulfilment and therein the harmonious contrast of the Old
;

2,

the fulfilment and contrast of

incomplete

all

general, the perfect religion absolutely; 3, consequently they see in the

New

ment the primeval, even the everlasting Testament, the everlasting religion which, while
branch out into the

two

and

All the Apostles are agreed in that they see in Christianity

Testament, the completed religion of revelation
religions in

i. e.

aeons of struggling development

Testa-,

it

must

and of glorious consummation, oar
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nevermore be followed by another religion. In these respects James is not by a hair's breadth
less evangelical (German: neulestamentlich) than Paul and John.
The New Testament, according to all the New Testament types of doctrine, is the fulfilment,
the real form, therefore, of the religion which the Old Testament had traced in the symbolical
shadow.
Christianity is the fulfilment of the law of the Old Testament, hence the royal law of love,
the law of liberty, of spiritual life, of unity; such is the teaching of James.
Christianity is the fulfilment of the theocracy of the Old Testament, hence the real kingdom
of God, the real royal priesthood, which, first a kingdom of suffering, finds its consummation in

a kingdom

of glory; such

Christianity

is

the teaching of Peter.

the fulfilment of the old Covenant, of the sacraments of the Old Testament,

is

hence the real circumcision and regeneration, hence the real passover, the real redemption and the
real

new human

of faith

Christianity

new world of the resurrection, the New Covenant
communion of faith; such is the teaching of Paul.

as the principle of a real

life

and the new covenant-jubilee

of the

the fulfilment of the worship of the Old Testament, hence the real eternal

is

Divine worship of the completed word, of the completed Sabbath, of completed
the completed festive-church (Germ:

Fest-Gemeinde.);

sacrifice

such is—closely following

and of

Paul—the

teaching of the Epistle to the Hebrews.
Christianity is the fulfilment of all the symbolism of the Old Testament, and of all the symbolism of primitive monotheism (Germ.- Urmonolheismtis) in general, on which the Old Testament
is

founded, hence the real

by the Personal Word

new world

in the development of its glorification (Germ. Verklarung)

in the threefold lustre of real light, real love

and

real life;

such

is

the

teaching of John.

The Epistles of Peter (on the character of Peter see my Apostol. Age, I., p. 354, and the Article
"Petrus" in Herzog's Eeal-Encycbpadia,) are connected with the speeches of Peter in. Acts, and
the Petrine Gospel of Mark. They form a connecting link between the doctrine of James and
that of Paul.

The fundamental

idea of the First Epistle op

Peter

The

tance).

division

Introduction

from the dead,
I.

:

ch.

is

is ch.

3, 4,

i.

the regeneration of Chris-

(Land of inheritance and kingdom of inheri-

tians out of suffering unto an incorruptible inheritance

as follows:

The new hope of the spiritual Israel flowing from the
i. 1-3.
The theme already specified, ch. i. 4.

Believers destined for this blessedness of the inheritance, ch.

i.

resurrection of Christ

5-9.

The Old Testament pointing to this inheritance, v. 10-12.
III. The pilgrimage of the spiritual Israel to this goal
Their sanctification. Their redemption. Their brotherly love on the ground of their common heavenly descent by means of
II.

regeneration, ch.

IV. The

i.

New

antitype of Sinai.

13-25.

The preparation

Covenant.

Christians, the

V. The wilderness-pilgrims

new

(v. 11)

the relations of the pagans, v. 12-17

viour of enslaved

men

(males)

;

;

6.

of the

theocracy ch.

and

New Testament.

ii.

Christ the living stone,

1-10.

their behaviour towards

pagans

;

a. according to

according to the relations of the Christians.

that of wives, especially in mixed marriages, ch.

VI. The behaviour of Christians among themselves,
VII. Their behaviour towards persecutors,

ch.

iii.

VIII. Readiness and blessedness of suffering, ch.

IX. The proper relation of the leaders of the

ch.

iii.

ii.

The beha-

18—

iii.

2.

3-8.

9-22.

iv.

flock of

God and

as the proper preparation against the adversary, ch. v. 1-9.

those

who

are led, especially

Conclusion, Benediction and Salu-

tation, v. 10-14.

But compare the

First Epistle of Peter in this commentary.

As

to its literature,

we have

to mention Schott's commentary, which has recently appeared.

Erlangen 1861.
With respect to the Second Epistle of Peter, we refer to our work, " The Apostolical
A%q" (Das Aposlotische Zdtalter, Vol. I., p. 156). We continue to maintain the hypothesis there

still

advanced, that the Epistle of Jude according to

its

contents was at a later period inserted in
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the original Epistle of Peter.1

The fundamental idea

IN GENERAL.
of the Second Epistle of Peter is this:

Christians are promised to become partakers of the Divine nature by the knowledge of Christ's
glory and virtue; hence they are charged to make their godliness [ehokfiua M.] sure bj/pereever-

—

emce, ch.

Conformably thereto

3, 4.

i.

the Introduction, which serves the purpose of wishing

is

and recommending them

to grow in the knowledge of Clod and in Christ, ch. i. 1-3.
shown by the argument. The above mentioned theme, ch. i. 3, 4.
Development: I. They are to grow therein practically by the development of

necessary
tian

life,

—

is

ch.

i.

this it

their Chris-

5-9.

Their growth in knowledge

II.

Why

is

necessary, because otherwise they

would

fall

through

stumbling, v. 10-12.

IIL Such a stumbling might be occasioned

to them

by his impending departure (his martyr*
v. 13-19.
(But prophecy is

death) and lead to their doubting the promise of Christ's advent,
established as the word of the true prophets of
arise, ch.

i.

20—

iii.

IV. The coming of those

V. Refutation

God

contrasted with the false prophets

who

shall

2).

who deny

the advent of Christ, ch.

of their denial, v. 5-13.

ings of Paul, concerning the advent of Christ,

The Epistle of Jude

iii.

3, 4.

Conclusion, with a reference to misinterpreted sayv.

14-18.

(on the character of Jude, see

my

Life of Jesus, II., 149, 699
work) may be regarded as the
forerunner of the apocalyptic descriptions of Gnostic Antinomianism (2 Pet. ii.; Rev. ii. 6 w. 14
The type of its doctrine and the symbolical mode of its expression connect it with the
15).
Epistle of James. Its more definite analogies in the Old Testament as revelations of the judgment are the books of Obadiah, Nahum, Habakkuk and Zephaniah. On the Apostolicity of its
Author compare our special introduction to James.
The fundamental idea of the Epistle of Jude: contending for the true faith against the false
belief or unbelief of the (Gnostic) Anomists, v. 3. The introduction pursuant to this theme: a
Apostolical Age,

I.,

p. 364.

—Compare the Epistle of Jude in

this

;

word

addressed to those

who

continue preserved in Christ vv. 1, 2.

The theme,

Division of

v. 3.

the short Epistle.
I. The real character of the Anomists: turning the grace of God into wantonness, v. 4.
II. The ancient types of these Anomists and of their judgment; a, the people of Israel in
the wilderness; b, the rebel-angels; c, the Sodomites, vv. 5-7.
Fanaticism unfolding on the one hand into voluptuousIII. More definite characteristics.
The development of their ruin, v. 11.
ness, on the other, into contempt of authority, vv. 8-10.
Their pseudo-Christian and anti-Christian character, vv. 12, 13.
IV. Their coming foretold as to the fundamental trait of their character, viz., murmuring
against revelation; a, by Enoch, the most ancient prophet (according to Jewish tradition, to
which the book of Enoch also must be supposed to have been indebted) b, by the Apostles of
;

Christ, v. 14-20.

V. Exhortation to proper behaviour towards them
22, 23.

Conclusion.

;

a, defensive, vv. 20,

21

;

b,

polemical, v.

Benediction for the preservation of the readers and doxology, vv. 24, 25.

The Epistles op John join with the Epistle to the Hebrews, as the last type of the developments of Pauline doctrine. They form in conjunction with his Gospel and Apocalypse the
On the unity of this grand trilogy,
last and most completed type of New Testament doctrine.
compare my History of the Apostolic Age, II., p. 571.
The much misunderstood unity of the three Epistles of John, flows from the relation of the
second and third Epistles to the theme and division of the first. For the theme of the first Epistle
is not, as is commonly supposed, communion with God through Christ, but the mutual communion of Christians based upon that communion. The true communion of the Church based
apon walking in the light, ch. i. 7. The Introduction leads to this. The end of all Apostolical
preaching

is

and the Son.

as

communion as a medium of communion with the Father
communion with God is made to depend on communion with

to bring about Apostolic

For

» I did not know
an interpolation.

historically the

at the first

adrandng of

my

hypothesis, that Bertholdt had already considered the second
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but then the communion of Christians among themselves as a communion of
perfect joy (the Kotvovia=iick?ijfoia) is made to depend on communion with the Lord.
Hence:
the Apostles;

of God and Christ on which the communion of Christians is made to
permanent reconciliation; o, confession of sins; c, faith in the Advocate; d, the
keeping of His commandments; e, that is, of His word; /, i. e. of the commandment of brotherly
love; $r, formation of this behaviour in fathers, young men and children; A, the rooting of this
behaviour in the love of God, as contrasted with the love of the world, ch. i. 7 ii. 17.
II. The communion of Christians as contrasted with the Ebionito-Antichristian denial of
Christ and hatred of the brethren, evidenced by the abandonment of communion, ch. ii. 18 iii

The communion

I.

depend:

a,

—

—

24.

The

Antichristians; a, seceded; b, denial that Jesus

is

the Christ, the Son;

to perseverance in faith; d, the protection of the anointing (with the
of adoption [Kindschaft=at&tQ of being the children of

—M.];

God

c,

Holy Ghost);

/, the

exhortation

e,

the dignity

demonstration of adop-

tion: righteousness, brotherly love.

Maintenance of purity of communion as contrasted with Gnostic

III.

Christ having

come

IV. The vitalizing of the communion of
The source of brotherly love: God is Love;
the Jloly Ghost, by the confession of Christ;

Christians

who deny

as evidenced by faith in the Son of God.

among

iv.

7—v.

12;

a.

the perfecting of this love in joyfulness before

c,

d

t

Test of true brotherly love by the love of

God

Exhortation to faith; to prayer;

Conclusion.

intercession for erring brethren; to confidence;

each other, ch.

Maintenance of this love by brotherly love, by

b,

rejoicing in the brethren as God-born;

God; in

spirits

in the flesh, ch. iv. 1-6.

to

to watchfulness against deifying the world, ch,

v. 12-21.

Now since the First Epistle of John manifestly sets forth the law of the life of Christian
communion, his two lesser Epistles are clearly corollaries of the first, the second (to the «%pip)
warning against a lax loosing of the limits of communion, and the third (to Gains) contending on
the other hand against a fanatical narrowing of its large-hearted and wide-reaching sphere.
The Epistle to the Hebrews,
and more

being so variously connected with the Catholic Epistles

particularly with the Epistle of James,

we

also

add a brief notice on its construcOld Testament as the

Its fundamental idea is: Christ, the fulfiller of the revelation of the

tion.

Son of God,

is

as such the eternal Mediator of the real atonement-religion [Germ. Versohnungs-

kultus, the real worship of the religion of

venly Centre thereof, ch.
Al8 such

I.

He

i.

—M.], and therefore the

atonement

and hea-

eternal

2, 3.

superior to the mediators of the Old Testament economy; a, to angels,

is

4——ii. 18
b, to Moses, the servant of the house, as the Son preparing
to Joshua, the mediator of Sabbath-rest in Canaan, ch. iv. 1-13; d, to
Aaron, the Highpriest, as a Priest forever, who has offered obedience, ch. iv. 14 v. 14; e, to
Mosaism in its entireness, to which the readers of the Epistle cannot return without falling away,

even as God-Man,

the house, ch.

oh. vi.; /, to
II.

As

iii.

ch.

1-19;

i.

;

c,

—

Abraham

even," as the real Priest of

God, typified by Melchizodek, ch.

the priesthood of Christ is superior to the status of the

New Covenant with

its services

superior to the Old Covenant,

a,

vii.

Old Covenant, so

The

1-11.

is also

superiority of the

the

new

ch. vii. 12-22; b, the superiority of the new priesthood, w. 23-28; c, the supenew sanctuary and its services, ch. viii. 1 x. 39. (1, The new tabernacle, 2, the
New Testament, 3, the new entrance of the new High-priest into the holiest of holies. The new
covenant-blood and sacrifice. 4. Warning against the new or the New Testament apostasy).

law and covenant,

—

riority of the

III.

Hence the

New

old faith, ch. xi. 1-40.

Testament faith is also the sublime completion and fulfilment of the
Warning against apostasy from this faith, ch. xii. 1-17.

IV. Hence also the new congregation on the spiritual Mount Zion, is superior to the old
Warning against disobedience. Exhortation .to
eongregation at Mount Sinai, ch. xri. 18-24.
thank-offering; to the manifestation of this living service in brotherly love, ch. xii. 25 xiii. 7.

—

Conclusion.

The

application, ch.

xiii. 9.

Caution against

Exhortation to bear-

false teachers.

ing the reproach of Christ, to the life of prayer, to churchly disposition [t.
xiii. 17
M.]. Appropriate benediction and salutation, ch. xiii. 10-24.

e.

with reference to ch.

—
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II.

THE EPISTLE OF JAMES.
1.

who

THE AUTHOR.

this Epistle, must be either the Apostle James
the Less (Mark xv. 40), or the son of Alphseus, Jacobus Alphaei (Matth. z. 8; Mark iii. 18;
Luke vi 15; Acts i. 13), or also " the Lord's brother 1 ' (Gal. i. 19; ch. ii. 9), who is altogether
identical with Jacobus Alphaei (Acts i. 13; xifc 17; xv. 13; xxi. 18).
This definite hypothesis does not follow solely from the Introduction of this Epistle, i&

James,

describes himself as

Author of

which he calls himself "a servant of God and of the Lord Jesus Christ." But it does fbllotf
from it, that James claimed to possess a prominent position in the Church, and felt conscious of
being known to the whole Jewish-Christian Church as James, the servant of God and of Jesus
Christ in an exclusive sense, which rendered it impossible to confound him with any other James.
2
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But

him (with a preponderance of testimony) Aposfrom the reception of his Epistle into the Canon, although it was
enumerated among the Antilegomena; indeed it is matter of inquiry, whether during the third
that the tradition of the Church ascribed to

tolical authority follows

century

it

was not by confounding data and opinions

first

included for awhile

among

the Antile-

gomena.

James the Elder, the son of Zebedee, cannot have been the author
martyrdom as early as A. D. 44 (Acts xii. 1, 2), while the
internal allusions and statements of this Epistle belong to a much later period.
The subscription in the Peschito and that in an old Latin translation ascribe without any reason the authorship to him, and Luther took him for the pretended author.
The question of the authorship of our Epistle would thus be settled, had not an old error
diffused the opinion current in ancient tradition and modern theology, that it is necessary to disIt is settled, however, that

of this Epistle, because he suffered

tinguish the Apostle Jacobus Alphaei from the Lord's brothers.

It it the old Ebionite

apocryphal

legend of the Lord's brothers.

of

Adhering to the simple statements of the New Testament all doubt concerning the identity
James with " the Lord's brother " must vanish although we do not at once see why James
;

the son of Alphaeus should be called the Lord's brother.

For James, the son of Alphaeus, passes at once from the

lists of

the Apostles, given in the

Luke vi. 14), into the list of the Apostles given in Acts
(ch. i. 13).
Here he appears as yet as James the son of Alphaeus, by the side of his prominent
name-sake, the son of Zebedee, who is therefore called simply James. But immediately after
the death of this prominent James (Acts xii. 2) there is mentioned another James, who bears
and the assumption is highly improthat name without all further qualification (Acts xii. 47)

•Gospels (Matth. x. 2;

Mark

iii.

16;

;

bable that James, the son of Alphaeus, should in so short a time, have vanished from the stage

without being thought worthy of having even his death noticed by Luke, the
and that there should suddenly have sprung up some non-apostolical James, who
We are thus forced to maintain
actually occupied a prominent position among the Apostles.
that if after the death of James the son of Zebedee, who was simply called James, there arose
forthwith another James who went simply by that name, that James must have been the son
of Alphaeus. And thus he is mentioned all through Acts, ever the same and ever in the same
position of a mediator of the new Christian faittrand the historical national consciousness of his
people (ch. xv. 13; xxi. 18). But while the last meeting of Paul the Apostle, and this James
of the Acts, who is called James without any further addition to his name, occurred about 59•60, A. D., it is to be noticed, that Paul made mention of James, as the Lord's brother (Gal. i. 19
so also the appellation " the Lord's
ii. 9) several years before that time (about A. D. 56-57)
past

all tracing,

historian,

;

brother," simply, or

"James" simply

(1 Cor. ix. 5; ch. xv. 7

"have to call attention to the circumstance that Paul, in the

about A. D. 58).
first

Here, again

we

chapter of Galatians, conjoins

the same James, whom in the second chapter he describes as one of the pillars among the Aposwith the rest of the Apostles, as the Lord's brother.
In the first place, then, we must hold fast the hypothesis that James the son of Alphaeus,
and the Lord's brother, are identical. The question now comes up, what is the relation of this
^supposition to the most ancient tradition of the Church? The oldest tradition is represented by
fiegesippus and Clement of Alexandria. Hegesippus, according to Eusebius, iv. 23, reports as
(follows: "James, the brother of the Lord received the government of the Church conjointly with
the Apostles, who from the time of the Lord until our own was surnamed the Just by all; for
many were called James, but this one was consecrated from his mother's womb." Then follows
an account of his holiness, the character of a pious Nazarite and a faithful Christian martyr.
He undertook the government of the Church with the Apostles, that is, he was not the exclusive
bishop, but the cooperation (in the office) was reserved to the Apostles as such. As bishop in
the Apostolical sense, according to which every overseer of the Church was subject to the joint
Apostolate of the Church, he was distinguished from the Apostles although he was at the same
time, an Apostle, 1 just as Peter was distinguished as spokesman from the other Apostles, although
tles,

'»

Hnther

(p. 4,

Note

S) thinks that the

prominent position of James at Jerusalem could not haye been owing to his
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,

he belonged to their number, Acts v. 29 (6 Uhpog xai

ol

bwdaroAot).

If

we here

press the letter in

a distinction of the son of Alphaeus from the brother of the Lord, Hegesippus in
another passage (Euseb, III., 22) on the descent of James declares himself in favour of the identity.
He says that Simeon the son of Cleophas succeeded James the Just as bishop, this one again
the sense of

a descendant of the same uncle of the Lord (deiov ovtqv referred to the next following 6
and that all gave him this preference, as being the second relative of the Lord (aveifudc). 1
Cleophas, or what amounts to the same thing, Alphaeus (cf. Bretchneider's Lexicon) was consequently our Lord's uncle, James and Simeon (the same as Simon) his sons, James and Simon
brothers, both the sons of Alphaeus, both cousins of the Lord, but the former, as appears from
what has gone before, revered by the surname " the brother of the Lord." Still more important
"The Lord imparted the gift of
is the testimony of Clement of Alexandria (Eoseb. II., I):
knowledge (the gnosis) to James the Just, to John and Peter after His resurrection. These
He then adds expressly, " there were, however, two
delivered it to the rest of the Apostles."
Jameses; one called the Just, who was thrown from a battlement of the temple and beaten to
To this must be added the testimony
death with a fuller's club, and another, who was beheaded."
But the testimony of the Gospel according
of Origen in his Commentary on Matthew, ch. xviL
to the Hebrews that Christ, after His resurrection, had appeared to James the Just, the brother
of the Lord must be taken in conjunction with the testimony of Paul (1 Cor. xv. 7), that "Christ
was seen of James, then of all the Apostles." The same appearing therefore is called once an
appearing to James the Apostle, and again an appearing to the brother of the Lord.
being

txptoq),

Simon and Judas
Simon and Judas, but it distinguishes
the James there introduced as the son of Alphaeus, from James the son of Zebedee, the Peter there
introduced, as Zelotes or the Canaanite from Simon Peter, and the Jude there introduced, as LebThe

list

of the brothers of Jesus, given in the Gospels, specifies James,

(Matth. xiii. 55).

bffi08

or Thaddaeus

The

James, the

Gal

who is

of

in Acts also specifies James,

from Judas

the elder
1)*,

list

also

Iscariot.*

In the Apostolical Epistles we find after the death of

James who is an Apostle and also a brother of the Lord (Gal. it;
a brother of Jude, and to whom we are indebted for an Apostolical Epistle.

name

of a

The most ancient tradition (that of Hegesippus; informs us therefore that James the brother
the Lord, was the brother of Simon, and that both were the sons of Cleophas=Alphaeus.

we

James of any importance than
most distinguished Apostles (so distinLastly
guished that Clement, indeed, erroneously confounds him with James the Elder).
concerning Jude, Hegesippus reports likewise a Jude who was called the brother of our Lord,
according to the flesh (Euseb. III., 19, 20).
Eusebius after his uncritical manner, or as an
u
erring exegete, turns the phrase ht was called a brother of the Lord" into, "he was a brother
of the Lord." For in like manner he makes Simeon the son of Cleophas, whose death is reported
by Hegesippus (Euseb. III., 32), the grandson of Cleophas, because he understood the phrase
But from Clement

James the Elder and

actually learn that there existed no other

James the

"Maria Cleophas" to denote

Just,

who was one

"Mary the daughter

of the

of Cleophas."

which is everywhere transparent, follows also from the most striking particular
Mary, the mother of James the Less or of James the son of Alphaeus, is also the

This identity,
evidences.

mother of Joses (Matth. xxvii. 56;
brothers of

Aposttestup

Mark

xv. 40;

v. 47, ch. xvi. 1).

the Lord bore the same names as the four sons of Alphaeus,

This proves that four
viz.:

James, Simon, Jude

« which pointed rather to missionary activity than to the episcopal government of a congregation n

But where

**Q* Apostle of the Jews to reside, if not at Jerusalem? If Christ did charge the Apostles "Go ye into all the world," He
sorely did not mean to exclude the centre of Judaism.
1 On
the view of Neander, who makes *I<£*»/W the subject of avrov, cf. my article "Jacobtu " in Henot/s R. S. p. 407,
*« srj Apothtieat Agu I. p. 104. Nor does the note of Huther (p. 5) affect our explanation, especially as it proposes to leave
sAufisi the account of Hegesippus, that Simeon the son of Clopas was attends of the Lord.
9 Hother
will not admit that this Jude is a son of Alphaaos, but the son of a James, because he is called 'Iou&k 'IaxwSov
h lake vh 16 and Acts L IS. But Jude 1 proves that a Jnde might be thus designated with reference to his honoured and
tafanally known brother. Lebbtsus also is placed in Juxtaposition with James in Matth. x. 8 and we must not press the
cfomstance that he is not expressly called his brother. In the case of this Jude it was contemplated to distinguish him
si smca ai possible from Judas Iscariot (see Jno. xiv. 22), and this was accomplished by designating him as the brother of
tts

veil-known James.
1

SUer'a

and Wleseier's proposed distinction between the James of Gal. 1 and Gal. 2

Is

so forced as to render all refn-
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and

Joses.

On

the numerous complications of both

lines, see this

commentary on Matth.

xiii.

53-58. 1

The opposite view, that the brothers of the Lord

constitute a line of the same name to be
a development which through different stages must be traced
back to the Jewish-Christian consciousness; treated with respect to the real point of observation,
we may designate it as a view of Ebiontie-apocryphal origin. Its first stage is the New Testament emphasis on the sons of Alphaus as being the brothers of the Lord. The Jewish-Chris-

distinguished from said Apostles

is

tians gave peculiar prominence to the respective Apostles of the Jews, especially to James,

parPaul admits this emphasis as to its historic
value and recognizes as a climax of authority in which we have first the Apostles in general,
then the Apostolical brothers of the Lord and then Peter, the Apostle (1 Cor. ix. 5). But
his language in Gal. 2 shows how far he is from according to this historical authority any*
The continuance and growth of this Jewish-Christian emthing like Apostolical priority.
phasizing follows especially from the report of Hegesippus.
But he still insists upon the
identity of the brothers of the Lord with the sons of Alphaus, he still designates their brotherticularly as contrasted with the authority of Paul.

—

hood as an original cousinship, he still holds fast to the coordination of the Apostles. All
this was changed with the fall development of Ebionitism.. The first Ebionite fanatics, who
brought about a decided schism, denounced the aged bishop Symon, doubtless because he
opposed their heresy, as a descendant of David, consequently as a relative of Jesus, doubtless
after immoderate veneration had changed into immoderate hatred (Euseb. III. 32).
But the
later Ebionites (according to the Clementines) highly exalted

Now since

above Peter.

James

as the Lord's brother even,

Peter was unmistakably the most distinguished

member

of the

whole

Apostolical College, the distinction of the brothers of the Lord from the like-named Apostles

became

In the case of the common Ebionites was superadded the natural interest

inevitable.

that this facilitated the view which
of a

number

critical

of children.

Eusebius,

made Jesus the

actual son of Joseph,

and Mary the mother

—This spurious, apocryphal tradition imposed upon and misled the un-

who was wont

who was consequently either
As by misunderstanding Papias, in the
ApostoL Age I., p. 215) he conjured up the

to huddle every thing together,

greatly at variance with himself or uncertain in himself.
interest of Theology against «the Apocalypse (see

phantom
(i.

made Judas Lebbaus Thadaeus one of the seventy disciples
he made also James, the brother of the Lord one of the seventy, that is: distin-

of a presbyter John, and

12, 13), so

guished from James the Apostle (i. 12), although in every instance he takes refuge behind tradition.
This laid the foundation of the vacillations of the later fathers concerning the brother of
the Lord,

among whom Gregory

and Augustine the

of

identity, while

Nyssa and Chrysostom favoured the distinction, Epiphanius
Jerome is undecided (see Article Jacobus in Herzog, p. 408).

Since all these fathers depend on Eusebius, their opinion, as opposed to the original tradition in this
matter,

is

devoid of all independent weight.

In modern and most modern times the majority of

"was some good, pious man")
have decided for the distinction but they are opposed by a great number of eminent theologians
(see Winer, Art. Jacobus; Wiesinger, The Epistle of James, Introd. p. 4 and others).
The only question, however, relates to the merit of the arguments advanced in support of
the two opposing views. But first of all must be settled the question how it was possible that
the sons of Alphaus and of a Mary different from the mother of Jesus, could be or become the
brothers of the Lord. According to Hegesippus (Euseb. III., 11) Alphseus or Clopas the father
of Symeon the second bishop of Jerusalem, was the brother of Joseph and consequently Symecn
the cousin of Jesus, by origin. But Mary the wife of this Alphseus is commonly and erroneously
considered to have been the sister of Mary, the mother of Jesus. For Wieseler (in Studien und
Kritiken 1840, Vol. III., p. 648) has shown that Jno. xix. 25 ought to be rendered: " But there
stood by the cross of Jesus His mother, and the sister of His mother (Salome; after the manner
theologians beginning with Luther (that the author of the Epistle
;

who characterised this presentation of

the romarlmhle complications of said names as exaggerated (p. 4) supby the assertion that it is erroneous to maintain the identity of James the Jnst and James the
son of Alpharas. Bnt this is Just what follows from the report of Hegestppus (Eoseb. IV;, 22). fofrcpor eridenily ^i^mji
•«
to the imn»*diately precedmg di^uir and sn
Simeon the son of Oleophas our Lord's uncle, next
was appointed bishop."
* Hitther

ports his statement mainly
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John only to indicate personal relations without specifying names), Mary the wife of Clopas
Hence the sons of Alphaeus were at the most cousins of the Lord in the

and Mary Magdalene."

through their father Alphaus and Joseph the foster-father of Jesus, while the sons of
His cousins in a stricter sense, as the sons of Salome, the sister of

legal sense

ZeSedee were at all events

Hence the

Mary the mother of Jesus.
noting

a relative or cousin (avsfiSg)

is

reference to a wider sense of the

term brother as de-

altogether insufficient to account for the constant appel-

"But in this place arises the most simple hythosesis,
Jews everywhere (see John xix. 26, 27). Geophas was dead,
Joseph the foster-father of Jesus was his brother, (Hegeeippus in Euseb. xL 3); he now became
also the foster-father of the sons of his brother Cleophas and thenceforth the family of Joseph and
the family of Alphwus-Cleophas, the other Mary, therefore, and her sons James and Joses, Simon

lation of James

supported

as the brother of the Lord.

by the custom

of the

and Jade, with several daughters formed one household (Matth.
after

Joseph

the decease of

Jesus, especially

also,

the oldest brothers of Jesus,

xiii.

who most

55;

Mark

Now

James, gradually became the heads of this household and this circumstance

would account for the disposition of these brothers even at a later period, to assume
guardianship over Jesus (Mark

iii.

31; Jno. vii. 3.

—See my

The sons of Alphseus were then according to Jewish

upon the early

article

some kind of

Jacobus in Hertogfs Lexicon)."

law the brothers of Jesus. 1 Schneekenburger
sister of the mother of Jesus conceived
of Jesus went to live with her sister

Mary Cleophas having been the
decease of Joseph, Mary the mother

on the false hypothesis of
that

vi. 3).

probably were older than

Alphseus.

the wife of

We now purpose giving

(with reference to the Article Jacobus in Herzog's Heal-Encytfo-

quoted repeatedly) a brief account of the reasons and counter-reasons of the dis~!
between James the son of Alphseus and James the brother of the Lord.

pcsdia already
tinction

Reasons:
the brother of
2.

1.

James the son of Alphseus, being only the cousin of Jesus, could not be

the Lord.

called

by the above discussion of the subject.
of the Church does not make mention of James, the brother

This difficulty

is set

aside

of
The most ancient tradition
as of an Apostle. We have seen that the most ancient tradition affirms the opposite.
In the title of the Epistle of James the author simply calls himself the servant of Christ.

the Lord,
3.

But Paul also describes himself

by the same title in the Epistle to the Philippians, John in the
and James had reasons of humility, wisdom and

two lesser Epistles calls himself presbyter,

himself the servant of Christ especially as he might well notice the abuse to

for calling

faith

which the appellation "brother of the
4.

Jno. vii. 5,

we read

Lord

1

'

had

given* rise.

that " the brethren of Jesus did not believe in Him/' at

a time when

had been received already among the Apostles. But John doubtless
refers to the same unbelief or want of resigned obedience of faith* according to which his mother
also did not believe in him, Mark iii. 31, or Peter, Matth. xvi. 23 and Thomas, Jno. xx. 25.
5. The passage Acts i. 13, 14, besides enumerating the Apostles, mentions the brothers of
Jesus.
The primary reference may be to Joses and his sisters; but just as Mary, who certainly
belonged to the women, is introduced besides the women by the special designation of Mary the
James the son of Alphssus

mother of Jesus, so also the Apostolical brothers of Jesus, besides
of the
ft.

Apostles,

1

may be

Cor. ix. 5, introduces the brothers of the

but Peter also is

having been included in the

list

introduced by the special designation of the brothers of Jesus.

Lord alongside of the Apostles.

mentioned in particular according to the climax:

a,

To be

sure;

Apostles in general, b, the

the Lord as distinguished Apostles in the estimate of the Jewish-Christian opponents
Peter as the most distinguished Apostle.

brothers of
of Paul, c,

1
Bother says p. 7 that Jhls hypothesis 1b devoid of all solid reason but ha substantiates his assertion only by taa
titetot that tradition is ignorant of the early death of Clopas and the adoption of his children by Joseph. HUtory
ksovs that the sons of Alphssus and Mary the mother of Joins formed one household In which the former wielded some
l&arlty. H other (p. 8) thinks it more probable that Mary and the brothers of Jesus believed (according to Mark ill. 21,
&), Jami to be beside Himself, than to have had recourse to a pretext in order to extricate Him from supposed imminent
faafsr. lUry is to have believed the report that Jesus was out of His mind ! !
We use here for once two marks of attention stalest the one of Huther, who, after the manner of Meyer expects it to produce a sensation and for the rest remind

•ureideri of Luther's well-known flight to the Wartburg.
9

"Altogether arbitrary." says Huther, although the matter

* Hsrj, of Peter, of

may be

elucidated

by the analogous

cases in the conduct

the sons of Zebedee and of Thomas.
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Counter-reasons.

1.

It is hardly conceivable that

Luke (Acts

xii.

2) should suffer

mention and to

•

James

some other

the sou of Alphaeus to vanish from the stage without

all further

James, until then not an Apostle, forthwith (Acts

17) enter the circle of the Apostles

xii.

let

and

enjoy peculiar distinction, without offering any explanation of the feci
2. It is

purely inconceivable, considering the importance attached by the Apostles to a duly

i. 21, etc.), that they should have agreed to acknowlJames a recently converted non-apostle, although he was
a brother of the Lord; and especially that Paul, who was obliged so emphatically to defend his
apostolicity against Judaizing Christians, should have accorded so prominent a position among
the Apostles (Gal. ii.) to a non-apostle.
3. If any thing, it is still more inconceivable that the names of three real Apostles should
have been extinguished without all trace by the names of three non-apostles who had acquired

authenticated call to the Apostleship (Acts

edge as a

man

of Apostolical vocation,

Apostolical authority,
4.

viz.:

James, Simon, Jude.

Equally inconceivable

is this

threefold dualism of three

scent and relationship, and of equal fraternity, that
a.

James, Simon and Jude were Apostles.

names

of equal dignity, equal de-

is,

Another James, another Simon and another Jude

acquired Apostolical distinction in their stead.
b. James the Apostle was the son of an Alphaeus, the non-apostle James and his brothers
were also the sons of an Alph»us.
c. In like manner James the Apostle and Joses were brothers, being the sons of Maria
Alph»i. The non-apostles James, Simon, Jude and Joses being the sons of Alphaeus probably
would be also the sons of the same Mary.
5. In the passage 1 Cor. xv. 7, a distinction is drawn between the appearing of Christ to
James and His appearing to all the apostles indicating that he had been mentioned before as a

single Apostle.

"But another of the Apostles saw I not save James the Lord's
be construed to mean that James was not counted among the
Apostles, as has been done by Hess and Neander, but each in a way of his own. To this must
6.

The passage

brother/' can only

Gal.

by

i.

19:

finesse

be added:
7. Moreover the coordinate authority of the same James with Peter and John Gal ii. to
which Paul offers not the least objection although he had taken the watchword "to know nobody after the flesh." We have still to superadd
8. The above-mentioned most ancient church-tradition with its decisive testimony.
9.

The demonstrably

of the obscure Ebionite-apocryphal origin of the legend of the Lord's

brothers taken in conjunction with the insecurity of Eusebius and the false security of the
fathers who sustain their opinion by his.
10. The agreement of the characteristic traits of the brothers of the Lord according to
the Gospels with the characteristic traits of the like-named Apostles with reference to the caution of James (Mark iii; Acts xv. xxi. 18; the Epistle of James), to the fiery vivacity of Judas

Lebbaeus Thaddoeus (Jno.

vii.

3; Jno. xiv. 22; the Epistle of Jude),

the characteristic trait of Simon Zelotes at an earlier period of his
Apo8t.

Age

1, p.

364.

We

which
cf

life;

may

also

have been
148

my Life of Jems, p.

have elsewhere repeatedly affirmed the identity of James and the

brothers of the Lord with great decisiveness (Life of Jesus; Apost. Age, Article Jacobus in

Herzog's Encyclopedia, in this Commentary on Matthew)
repeating a short resume* of the process and

moval of the groundless and

;

but here

it

was impossible

to avoid

necessary to use every effort towards the reunreasonable Apocryplum of false learning from the field of
it

is

theology.

After what has been said

we may

briefly sketch the life-portrait of

the foregoing statement that James also must have been

appearance at Cana in Galilee accompanied

Him

among

James.

It follows

from

who

after

the brothers of Jesus,

Capernaum. The Evangelist designates these companions of Jesus to have consisted of His mother, His brothers and His disciples.
We have seen that there was good reason for the continuance of the two categories, His brothers

His

first

and ERs

disciples, at

to

a later period, because the two lines did not fully cover each other, that is,
circle of the Apostles.
But while we assume

because Joses and the sisters never belonged to the
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disciples, their inclination to believe

to follow from their having joined the company of Jesus. 1

Soon

after, after

the

seems

first festive

journey, Jesus appeared at Nazareth (Luke iv. 22; Matth. xiii. 55), and on that occasion His
brothers are mentioned as follows, James, Joses, Simon, Judas. Matthew according to his ar-

rangement has assigned the respective event to a later period, probably because he connects it
with a subsequent appearance of Jesus at Nazareth. Even then only the sisters, probably married, appear to reside at Nazareth (Math. xiii. 56; Mark vi. 3). Again at a somewhat later
period took place the first sending of the twelve disciple- Apostles and among them we find
the name of James the son of Alphaeus and the names of his brothers Lebbssus Thaddaeus
or Judas and Simon Zelotes or the Cananite. But the surname the son of Alphaeus distinThe separation of the Apostles had ocguishes our James from James the son of Zebedee.
curred some time before the visit of Jesus to the feast of Purim in the second year of His
official life.
At that feast Jesus had incurred the hatred and persecution of the Jewish hierarchy
by the performance of a cure on the Sabbath day; hence He soon after was put to great straits
in Galilee and His mother and brothers (Mark iii. 21-35), conceived it their duty to restrain
Him from His bold attitude towards His enemies and to save Him from their hand by stratagem.
There is as little difficulty in supposing James the son of Alphaeus to have participated in
this rashness as there is difficulty in admitting the rashness of the sons of Zebedee (Luke ix. 54),
Indeed we may go even so far as to
of Peter (Matth. xvi. 22), and in the unbelief of Thomas.
suppose that James was the chief prompter in this matter, which exhibits a sinful caution,
whose purified and spiritualized counterpart we meet again in his later conduct (cf. Acts 15,
and ch. xxi.).
For the same reason we may suppose that in the second exhibition of rashness in
the opposite direction, on the part of the brothers of Jesus, which took place in the autumn of the
same year before the feast of Tabernacles (Jno. vii. 3, 4), it was not James who was prominent
bat his brothers, especially Judas, who although silenced did at a later period revert once more
to the

idea of inciting Jesus to manifest

Himself to the world

(ch. xiv. 22),

although

it is

to

be noticed that

Jesus had again greatly raised theycourage of the disciples on the mountain of

transfiguration

and at the

lated the

foot of the same.

The degree

to which the family of Alphaeus

emu-

sons of Zebedee (Matth. xx. 20), in their sympathy with our Lord in His end at

Jerusalem, is apparent from the fact that

among the

women

Mary

the mother of James the Less and Joses

was

who on

the

that were spectators of the crucifixion.

Yes,- it

was she

only,

company with Mary Magdalene, sat over against His tomb
(Matth. xxvii. 61); in the same manner, she and Mary Magdalene were among the first of those
women who on Easter-morning hastened forth to the tomb of Jesus (Matth. xxviii. 1). Meanevening of the burial of Jesus in

James quietly matured into one of the much distinguished Apostles. After the martyrJames, who seems already to have stood in a nearer relation to the government
of the Church at Jerusalem, because Herod Agrippa laid hands on him first, James the Less, according to a tacit presupposition, seems to step into his place; for Peter charges those, to whom
he showed himself after his deliverance from prison, to tell James and the brethren. At the
Apostolic Convention at Jerusalem (Acts xv.) James is one of the most distinguished speakers;
and- here we perceive clearly that he deemed it his task to be the mediator of the religious
liberty of the Gentile Christians and the national customs of the Jewish Christians. He stands
on precisely the same platform of faith as that of Peter and Paul; what he proposes in order to
pacify the Jewish Christians is not a religious but an ethical dogma; a measure of missionary
wisdom, which accordingly meets the approbation of all the Apostles. That he did not Judaize,
and indeed as an Apostle he could not judaize, is evident from the decided ground he took against
judaizing demands, which was also fully accorded to him by Paul (Gal. ii.). On the other hand,,
in his cautious consideration for the Jews, whom in their national totatility he would gladly
have saved for the Christian faith, he went to the utmost limit, as is evident from the counsel
which he and his immediate associates gave to Paul on his last visit to Jerusalem (Acts xxi.).
Paul was to give proof to the Jews that he did not despise the customs of the fathers by accomwhile

dom

*

of the elder

Him from Cana to Capernaum, not
He seems to conoeiTS them to have

According to Huther they went with

because they belonged to their mother.
bows that such was surely not the case.

because they were inclined to beliere, but
been young children, but Mark lii. olearlj
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plishing the

vow

of a Nazarite in the temple at Jerusalem.

the light of an inspiration;

it

We

cannot consider this counsel in

miscarried and actually produced the very opposite effect that

had

been contemplated. But Paul, who also before this entertained a high esteem for James (Gal. i.
ii.), saw nothing to object to it, although he could offer the most decided resistance to every
But this cautious position of James,
judaizing tendency, even when Peter was guilty of it.
this keeping sacred the national custom of his people enables us to understand how the judaizera
might make such manifold abuse of his name (as is apparent from Gal ii. 4, 12, and similar indications).
James, then, is above all things an Apostle, a witness of Christ, everyways the equal
is to him the fulfilment of the Old Testament, a new, absoand in this respect he, Paul and John occupy the same platform. But, in the next place, he is also the Apostle of the Jews 'par excellence;' that is, he
conceives of Christianity in its close connection with the Old Testament, as the new perfect law
of spiritual life and of liberty, because on the other hand he apprehends Judaism as passing into.
Christianity [Germ, werdendes Christenthwn] and feels conscious of a special call for his peoAs to the form of James's ideas, it is to be noticed that he addresses Jewish Christians (for
ple.
it is settled already that our Epistle can belong to only one James) to whom the mediating
The purity of his Greek style indeed has
dialectical form would be a heterogeneous element.
been to some an enigmatical phenomenon. But it characterizes also the Apostle of holy care-

of the other Apostles; Christianity

lute, eternal principle of religion

fulness.

Baumgarten (Acts iv. 127) has treated at large of the grandness of the ecclesiastical position
The following sentence however requires to be examined. "James refuses to acknowledge any other liberty than that formed within the measure of the law and in this sense he calls
the law, the law of liberty/' In that sense the law has always been a law of liberty; but here
the reference is rather to a liberty, developing and manifesting itself as a new law of life, and
which preserves holy Jewish custom tn Jewish-Christianity but patriarchal custom with (along"James represents the Christian dogma in the form of the Jewish
side of) Jewish-Christianity.
Ethos [*0oc=custom M.]. He has removed the Old Testament law, as such, from the sphere
of religion into the sphere of national custom. And this was the very task assigned to him, because he had to put forth the best effort of love with a view to gain the Jewish nation to ChrisThis effort is recorded by historical tradition." (See Herzog's Real-Lexicon, Art. Jatianity.
cobus). Three reports are in perfect agreement on the characteristics of James and also with the
Sketch of his character found in Holy Writ. The Gospel according to the Hebrews narrates of
him, that James after the death of Jesus took the vow, that from the time he had shared the last
meal with Jesus he would not eat any thing until he saw Him risen from the dead; that the
risen Saviour soon afterwards appeared to him and told him, " Go eat thy bread, for the Son of
of James.

—

—

Man

from the dead." This report sounds rather apocryphal but its subject-matter,
very words, are confirmed by the statements of Hegesippus, that James was a
Nazarite, and by tho fact that he also recommended Paul to fulfil the vow of a Nazarite (Acts
xxi). This Nazarite vow on the part of James surely does not denote a wavering faith, as Neander
is

risen

although not

;

its

In a general way, however, the
account in the Gospel of the Hebrews concerning a special appearing of Christ to James agrees
with the statement of Paul 1 Cor. xv. 7. The second particular, for which we are indebted to
thinks, but rather an over-bold form of his assurance of faith.

Josephus (Antiq.

XX.

9, 1) consists of

a general notice

of the

martyrdom of James.

He

reports

"that the high-priest Ananus, a Sadducee, in the interval between the departure of Festus from
Palestine, A. D. 62 [Josephus speaks of his death
M.], and the arrival of Albinus, the new Pro-

—

whose name was James and some
he had accused as breakers of the law, to be stoned to the great dislike of the more
moderate citizens, who therefore informed against him before Albinus/' Eusebius (II. 23), superadds the words of Josephus that all the calamities of the destruction of Jerusalem did happen to
curator, caused the brother of Jesus,
others,

1

who was

called Christ,

whom

the Jews to avenge James the Just

Jews had

slain,

who was

brother of

the detailed account of Hegesippus in Eusebius (II.
*

Note.

Him

notwithstanding his preeminent justice.
23).,

that

is

called Christ

and

whom

the

To this we must add in the third place
"With the Apostles James, the brother

On

the doubt concerning the genuineness of the words in Italics expressed by Clericns and others, see Huther p.
But the sereral notices of Eusebius seem to sustain Josephus.
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—that James who has been called the Just and

for there

were

many

of the

name

of James.

He was

he drank not wine or strong drink,,
nor did he eat animal food; a razor came not upon his head; he did not anoint himself with oil;
This expression
he did not use the bath. He alone might go into the holy place (elc rd &yta)."
The expression may admit of such an
if falsely interpreted as designating the holiest of holies.
The acknowledged Nazarite might probably go
interpretation, but the Jewish law forbids it.
"For he wore no woollen clothes but
with the priests into the temple proper (Acts xari. 26).
linen.
And alone he used to go into the temple and there he was commonly found upon his
knees, praying for forgiveness for the people, so that his knees grew hard-skinned like a camel's,
On acfrom his constantly bending them in prayer and entreating forgiveness for the people."
count therefore of his exceeding righteousness he was called "Just" and "Oblias" (according to
holy from his mother's

(a Nazarite, one consecrated),

—

—

Bfcoih

QJJ

7flj^)>

which means in Greek "the bulwark

(pillar) of

the people" and "righteous-

him (in the opinion of the Jewish people). Some of the seven
Hebrews inquired of him, "What is the door (doctrine) of Jesus?" And he said
Now the forethat this man was the Saviour, wherefore some believed that Jesus is the Christ.
mentioned sects did not believe in the Resurrection, nor in the coming of one (Christ, Messiah) who shall recompense every man according to his works; but all who became believers
ness," as
sects

the prophets declare of

of the

When many

At last, reports
among the people and at the Passover
they placed him on the gable of the Temple and bade him solemnly declare in the audience of all
the people what he believed concerning Jesus, because he was the Just and would speak in conformity with his convictions.
From that lofty place he then cried with a loud voice: " Why ask
ye me about Jesus, the Son of Man? He sits in heaven on the right hand of great power and
will come in the clouds of heaven."
And many were convinced and gave glory on the testimony
of James, crying, Hoeannah to the Son of David.
But the Scribes and Pharisees cried "Oh oh
even the Just is gone astray," rushed up and threw him down.
Below they then stoned him
(symbolically, therefore, the whole act was of course a zealotical stoning and so Josephus, from
bis centre of observation, correctly reports the event) and slew him with a fuller's club."
This
behoved through James.
Hegesippus, there arose

a general

therefore of the rulers believed etc.

conflict of opinions

I

1

—

narrative affords also

a

full illustration

of the forementioned statement of Josephus superadded

among the Jews agree with him in regarding the destruction of
punishment of this crime. Josephus and the Jews who were of his mind seem

by Eusebius that the wisest
Jerusalem as the

an obscure foreboding that James was the last preacher of repentance sent to the
a nation, and that the murder of this witness of the truth was the decisive
stubbornness of the people as a people, upon which the judgment had inevitably to follow.
Seander and Schaff have discovered without reason much legendary matter and an Ebionite
mode of thinking in the report of Hegesippus. Hegesippus was certainly a Jewish Christian but
not an Ebionite.
It must not be overlooked that his opinion of James momentarily oommingles
in his report with his opinion of the Jewish people.
But this narrative is strongly authenticated
in all its main features.
That James was a Nazarite is supported by Acts xxi. 23 etc, and by
the citation from the Gospel according to the Hebrews.
The zeal of James in interceding for the

to

have had

Jewish people as

Jewish people is reflected in
ration

every thing

we know

James enjoyed among the Jewish people.

Josephus also

But most important,

testifies to

the vene-

in the last place, is

which was to determine the decision of the Jewish nation
and the antecedents of similar analogous crises, particularly in

the

account of that public crisis

for

or against faith in Christ;

ActB v. 13; vi. 7; xxii. 22, as

of him.

well as its internal truthfulness, give decided support to this the

The Nazarite character of James would also exwhy, to judge from later indications, the Essenes in particular became converts to Christianity and were more especially attached to the person of James not only as
Jewish Christians but also in the direction of the Gnostic Ebionitism.
The veneration with
which Jewish Christians were wont to regard "the brother of the Lord," which had already
tafon that period become extremely one-aided, would be heightened in their case and the Clementines in particular supply evidence that this veneration had actually been thus heightened.

main feature of the account of Hegesippus.
plain

the reason
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James above Peter and all the Apostles and make him the supreme Bishop of
James has here been made the symbol of jitdaisHco-chiliastic claims to the
government of Church and the world. According to Epiphan hmres. XXX. { 16 there were
among the glorifications of James actually bvafiaBfiol 'laicApov, descriptions of his pretended asEpiphanius also notwithstanding his antagonism to the Ebionites, holds similar exagcension.
gerations (Hares. XXIX. 4 and LXXVIII. 13). Probably it is only owing to Epiphanius misunderstanding Hegesippus that he states, "that James was like the highpriest permitted to
enter once a year the holiest of holies because he was a Nazarite and wore the highpriesf 8
This myth is not on a level with the account of Polycrates respecting
mitre (t6 nfraXov).
John (Euseb. Y. 24). Polycrates doubtless accorded the highpriest's mitre to John in a Bymbo(See Herzog, Art. Jacobus).
lico-ideal sense; which is hardly so in the case of Epiphanius.
An ambiguous notice in Eusebius (VII. 19) states that the Church at Jerusalem in token of their
veneration of James had preserved as a holy relic, his official seat.
Owing to the mythical difference between James the Just and James the Apostle the myth
took further occasion to decorate particularly the end of the latter, considered separately. Nicephorus, II. 40, reports him to have first appeared as a messenger of faith in South-Western Palestine, then in Egypt; and that he was crucified at Ostracina in Lower Egypt. (For particulars see
Natalis Alex. Scec. I. p. 59.) On the Church legends of the supposed two Jameses cf. Stichart,
The chronology of Eusebius
Ecclesiastical legend of the holy Apostles, Leipzig, 1861, p. 79 etc.
fixes the death of the real and one James in the year A. D. 63. Eusebius judiciously connects his
death with Paul's appeal to Rome (II. 23). Until then the hatred of the Jews had been directed
mainly against Paul whom they tried to kill by all means. But by his appeal to Rome he escaped
further persecution on their part. But since James had consorted with him at Jerusalem, it was
natural that the hatred of many Jews should now be turned against him, the most distinguished
representative of Christianity among them. But from this it does not follow that Eusebius intended to say that James was killed as early as the time when the appeal took place nor does
it follow from Eusebius III. 11 that the death of James took place immediately before the
destruction of Jerusalem. The notice of Josephus that James was killed after the departure of
Festus and before the arrival of Albinos leads to about the time given in the chronology of Eusebius, for Festus was called away in A. D. 62.
"Among the Apostles James is, par excellence, the representative of Christian wisdom, gentleness, mediation" and union; as apostolical presbyter-bishop of Jerusalem he is the representative of Jewish nationality and custom in its Christian transformation and transfiguration.
As
the son of Alphaeus he presents a contrast to the fiery, impetuous Judas Lebbaus Thaddaeus,
and exhibits the character of a sage and a sufferer matured, according to his charisma, in cauThus he was the last and most engaging expression of the
tion by constant spiritual discipline.
Gospel to the Jewish people; and after the stoning of this messenger of faith, the city and people
were sealed unto judgment, which was acknowledged not only by Eusebius, but even resented
by Josephus. Jerusalem rejected Christianity especially because it hated in it the union with
(From the article "Jacobus"). On the literature of treatises on the
Gentile Christians."
Also Wiesinger's
supposed two Jameses see Winer's Real Worterbuch, Art. Jacobus, p. 525.
Cominentary p. 21 and the Introduction of Theile.
[EXCTJRSES ON THE BROTHERS OP THE LORD.
[The family relations of Joseph and Mary demand more than a passing or one-sided notice.
This interesting, but very difficult and complicated subject involves the question: Was Jesus
the only child in the Holy Family, or were there other children, and if so, who were theyf
The New Testament answers the first part of the question in the negative, and says concerning the second that Jesus had brothers and sisters. They are mentioned with or without
their names twelve times in the Gospels (Matth. xii. 46, 47; xiii. 55, 56 (a 6 e X $ o I and hdeX^al)i
for they exalt

all

Christendom.

;

Mark

iii.

31, 32; vi.

once in 1 Cor.

(ix. 5)

3

Luke viii. 19, 20; Jno.
GaL (i. 19), where James

(sisters also);

and once

in

vii. 3, 5, 10,

once in Acts

(i.

14),

of Jerusalem is called the Lord's

brother.
St.

Matthew

(xiii.

55) gives the

"'mon and Judas.—St. Mark (vi 3)

names of the four brothers, viz. James, Joses or Joseph,
calls them James, Joses on Josetus, Simon and Juda.
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«;

Neither the names nor the number of

sisters are

mentioned, but they cannot have been less

than two.
It

is

sisters,

L

to be noticed that in all the passages referred to they are also called
e.

and that

e*c),

His brothers and

the brothers and sisters of Jesus, never His cousins (ave^iol) or kinsmen (<rvy yevthese brothers and sisters are always mentioned in connection with Mary.

and

any other case, the terms used would have
and sisters would have been regarded as
brothers and sisters, nothing more or less. But dogmatical prejudices and ascetic extravagances
concerning the sanctity of celibacy began at a very early period to apply a non-natural interpretation to the terms brothers and sisters with reference to our Lord. At least three leading
These are the simple

been received

facts of the case,

in

in their natural sense, the brothers

theories have been advanced towards the solution of this question.
I. The theory which makes the brothers and sisters of Jesus the children of Joseph by a
former marriage, or the adopted children of Joseph.
II. The theory which makes them the children of Mary, the sister of Mary the mother of
Jesus, or the cousins-german of Jesus. As a variation of this theory, there is another which
makes them* His cousins both on the side of Joseph and Mary.
III. The theory according to which they were the children of Joseph and Mary, or the %ctoal brothers and sisters of Jesus.

A condensed survey of these theories will
nected with our

enable us to form an idea of the difficulties con-

subject.

L The hypothesis that the brothers and sisters of Jesus were the children of Joseph by a
former marriage or his adopted children is founded on traditional notices drawn from the apocryphal gospels, which represent Joseph as a man of 80 years when he married Mary, the father
of four sons and two daughters by his former wife Escha. The names of the children are variously
given. This is the earliest tradition concerning the parentage of the brothers and sisters of the
Lord, but need not detain us long, because even Jerome, the strenuous advocate of the cousin"
theory, denounced it as deliramenta apocryphorum" as "apocryphal nonsense." But notwithstanding this strong censure of Jerome, and ample margin being left to the reputed age of Joseph
at the time of his marriage, it contains nothing intrinsically improbable. It is indeed, and we
think justly, pronounced by Stier and Qreswell a mere fiction devised to save .the htmapdevla
of Mary, and advocated on grounds of expediency by modern authors, but although the children
of Joseph might and would be called the brothers and sisters of Jesus, the hypothesis is open to
very grave objections, because it makes them the seniors of our Lord, which conflicts with their
constant attendance on Mary and our Lord's being .the legal heir to the throne of David, a prerogative that could only have been enjoyed by the first-born, not by the last-born for the people
clearly knew nothing of His supernatural origin and here we have to deal altogether with popular
;

impressions.

A modification of this hypothesis is Lange's adoption-theory. He supposes Joseph
had a

of Jesus.

and

to

have

who married a certain Mary, not the sister of Mary the mother
and Joseph adopted his children who thus became the legal brothers

brother Clopas or Alphaeus,

He died

early

Their mother also became an inmate of Joseph's family. It is hard to
a state of things, if we consider that Joseph was a poor carpenter, and that Mary
the supposed mother of those children should have relinquished her maternal rights over them.
sisters of

our Lord.

realize such

The

hypothesis, although very ingenious,

nor

tradition,

and evidently the

Liechtenstein

At

is

purely speculative, countenanced neither by exegesis

result of dogmatic

makes Joseph and

Clopas,

two

the death, of Clopas, Joseph took Mary, the

and

critical perplexity.

brothers,

widow

marry two

sisters

both named Mary.

of Clopas, into his family, and thus the

children were doubly related to our Lord, legally

on their father's side and naturally on their
mother's side—and might therefore after their adoption be styled tho brothers and sisters of the
Lord.
The Leviraie hypothesis, according to which Joseph on the death of his brother Clopas, marand that the brothers and sisters of Jesus were the fruit of this marriage, belongs
under this head, but needs neither discussion nor refutation.

ried his widow,
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We come now to

II.

makes the brothers and sisters of our Lord
Mary the mother of our Lord, and alleges that
by a lax use of the words brother and sister were regarded to sustain the fraternal
the cousm-theory, which

the children of Clopas and Mary, the sister of
these children
relation to

our Lord.

This theory rests upon the following assumptions,

I.

That Alphous and Clopas are identical;

Mary

the mother of James, Joseph, Simon and Jude was his wile and the sister of Mary,
the mother of Jesus; 3. that the lax use of the term " brother " is a fact These assumptions are
2.

that

open to weighty objections.
a.

The

identity of

Alphous and Clopas

Less, one of the twelve

Matth.

x. 3;

Mark

ii.

14;

on the slender foundation that James the
son of Alphaeus ('Idico/?oc 6 tov 'AXfalov
18; Luke vi. 15; Acts i. 13) and that one of the spectarests

called the

is

iii.

Mary (Clopa=Map/a jj tov KXuna) was the mother
James the Less, because a Mary, the mother of two sons James and Joses is

tors of the crucifixion, called

of

mentioned in Mark xv. 40; and that the Hebrew *Bhr\ anc*
are supposed to be different forms of the same name.

Matthew

or Levi, moreover

'lanAfiov (Luke

vi.

was

15; Acts

serting adetyo\t the Apostle

Mary was

also the

also

i.

13)

Jude

This

is

a son of Alphams, and
is

also

if

to be filled up, as is

was a son

^e

Greek 'AAf aZoc

probable but not certain.

the

ellipsis "in

'lob Sac

commonly done, by

of Alpharas.

Furthermore,

in-

if

this

mother of Simeon, another Apostle, we have the extraordinary

fact

that four Apostles, claimed

by the advocates of this theory as the brothers of Christ,
John expressly informs us that His brethren did not believe

Him, for
Him. (John vii. 3 sqq.).
The assumption that Mary the mother of Jesus, and Mary the mother of James and
Joses were sitters is founded on a solitary passage in John, which admits however of
a very different and far more probable solution. It is Jno. xix. 25, which as punctuated
and read by the advocates of the eoKStn-theory, enumerates the three Marys as
spectators of the crucifixion. " Now there stood by the cross of Jesus His mother, and
His mother's sister Mary the wife of Clopas, and Mary Magdalene/' but the more correct reading is " Now there stood by the cross of Jesus His mother and His mother's sister
(Salome, the mother of John the Evangelist), Mary the wife of Clopas and Mary Magdalene.".
We know from Matthew that Salome, the mother of Zebedee's children wa»
present at the crucifixion, and this indirect reference to his, mother, accords with the
did not believe in
in

b.

—

usual delicacy of John.

two sisters having the same name are indeed occasionally met with, but they
common; considered as a question of probability, it must be decided in the negative,
decision will be corroborated by the other arbitrary and illogical elements of this hypo-

Instances of
are far from

and

this

thesis.

The Evangelists enumerate James, Joseph
Matthew) Simon and Jude as the four brothers of our Lord. The
advocates of the cousin-theory allege that they were his cousins, but were called his brothers.
We read also of another Mary the mother of James and Joses, who is nowhere called the mother
of Simon and Jude. Now because she had one son, or if you will, two sons, whose names were
identical with those of the brothers of the Lord, it is inferred that she was the mother of the
brothers and sisters of the Lord. But the most authentic codices and the most reliable critics
pronounce Joseph to be the correct reading in Matthew, and this develops the extraordinary logic
that because here is a mother of two sons one of whom has the same name as that of a son of a
mother of four sons, therefore she is the mother of the four. The acumen of Aristotle, surely,
Add to this that the brothers of Jesus appear'uniformly ia
is not needed, to detect this fallacy.
the company of Mary, the mother of Jesus, that the Hebrew C7N> the representative of th*>
Let us look at

it

from another point of view.

(for that is the true reading in

—

Greek a6eX^6c,
the words & v

vide
of the

Ttjc

e

is

$ 16 c

,

bdcXfyc,

used only twice in a lax sense, and then only in the case of nephews, thai
consobrinus, or cousin (Col. iv. 10 applied to Mark the cousin of Barnabas),
sister's

son (Acts

xxiii. 26),

and a v y y e v 4j c, kinsman or relative form part
Evangelists use the word & 6 1 X } o I and

New Testament vocabulary, that neverthless the
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not any of the new terms, that the brothers did not believe in Christ before His resurrection, that
they could not have been Apostles, and that after His resurrection, even as believers'

therefore

they are expressly distinguished from the Apostles, and the inference
that this whole theory, from beginning to end,

is

is all

but

irresistible

involved in chaotic confusion and endless con-

tradiction.

Much stress is laid by the advocates

on the celebrated passage Gal. i. 19 " But
Bead and construed as the
verse stands in E.V. it is argued that Paul here declares to have seen at Jerusalem James, a brother
of the Lord, who"was an Apostle, that this must have been James of Alphaeus or James the Less,
because James the son of Zebedee was dead at that time, that here is a clear case of the word
brother being used in the sense of cousin, and that consequently the Lord's brethren are His cousins,
the children of Alphaeus and Mary. The passage bears however the very opposite interpretation
and some of the best Greek scholars have shown, and we think conclusively, that we ought to render "I saw none other of the- Apostles (besides Peter to whom he had referred in the preceding
verse) but I saw James, the Lord's brother." In other words Paul distinguishes James the Lord's
brother from the twelve.
Still it is only fair to add that although James was not an Apostle, yet
both on account of his exemplary piety and wisdom and on account of his relation to our Lord, and
as first bishop of Jerusalem, he enjoyed apostolic dignity and authority. " That such was the case
is evident from, various passages in Acts, in the Epistle to the Galatians, from Josephus, Hegesippns and the tradition of the Eastern Church."
IH. The only remaining theory is that the brothers of Jesus were His actual brothers, that
This view is the most natural, but beset by dogmatical difis: the children of Joseph and Mary.
ficulties.
We will first state the arguments in its favour and then consider the dogmatical difother of the Apostles

saw

of this theory

:

I none, save James, the Lord's brother."

ficulties.
1.

2.

The language used by the Evangelists is such as to intimate that Joseph and l^ary
were man and wife.
The term first-born although of technical value and importing certain privileges, may
'

'

fairly

be construed as implying the existence of children born subsequently, especially

it is

considered that the Evangelists record events as historians after those events

if

had become history, and that if they had intended to say that Jesus was Mary's onlyborn, it was as easy for them to select that term, which forms part of the N. T. vocabulary as the ambiguous 'first-born/ which although susceptible of a non-natural interpretation, imports generally the existence of later-born children.

5.

The Evangelists mention brothers and sisters of Jesus.
These brothers could not have been Apostles, for they continued to disbelieve in Jesus
during His life-time.
The hypothesis that the brothers and sisters of Jesus were the children of Joseph and

6.

The

3.
4.

Mary

simplifies the domestic relations of the holy family.

which is sometimes brought against this hypothesis that Jesus would not
have commended his mother to John, if she had other sons to take care of her ( Jno.
"But why," asks Andrews if James and Judas were Apostles and His couxix. 26).
sins, sons of her sister and long inmates of her family, and it was a question of kinobjection

He not commend her to their care? The force of the objection remains then
unbroken on the cowsin-theory. The true reasons why our Lord confided His mother
to John and not to His brothers, seem to have been the following:
The brothers did not believe in Him, and consequently could not sympathize with

ship, did

a.

Mary
6.

in her great sorrow.

Between John, the most intimate friend of Jesus, who understood and appreciated Him
better than all the disciples, and Mary there was the strongest bond of sympathy in
their love of Jesus, and John was therefore most likely to uphold and comfort her with
filial

tenderness in her sad

John, moreover,

trials.

was the cousin

of Jesus, being the son of Salome, the sister of

Mary, and

the brothers of Jesus were probably married, as the notice of Paul in 1 Cor. ix, 5, seams
to imply.
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The

last

two points we do not urge as

These plain

facts,

drawn

solely

reasons,

but merely state as matters of interest.

from Scripture, conflict however with the old and wide-

Mary and

was lowering the dignity
descendants.
To preclude the possibility of such an hypothesis was doubtless the ruling motive of
those who gave currency to the apocryphal fiction that 'Joseph was eighty years old when he
spread view of the perpetual virginity of
of the Saviour and that of

Mary

the feeling that

it

to admit the probability or even possibility of further

married Mary.

The cousin-theory which may be traced back

made

the
unmarried
to the married state.
Gnostic principles began early to prevail in the Church and to induce the
desiro to separate Christ as widely as possible from other men.
To obliterate, if possible, any and
everything He might be supposed to have in common with other men, was believed to add to
Church by Jerome,

to Papias, although

clearly originated in the desire to establish the superiority

"of

current in

the

His exaltation. This exaltation would naturally pass from Him to Mary, and with the development of Mariology and Mariolatry become an article of faith. Due allowance must also be
made for the feeling " that the selection of a woman and that of a virgin to be the mother of the
Lord, carries with it as a necessary implication that no others could sustain the same relations
with her." (J. A. Alexander). It is of course very difficult to account for the extent of this
feeling, but there can be no doubt that it is not altogether free from an undervaluation of the
honour and dignity conferred by our Lord on our common humanity by His Incarnation. The
inspired writers of the New Testament seem to emulate each other in portraying the true humanity of Christ and in showing how He ennobled, glorified, and with reverence be it uttered,
deified that nature which at the first came pure and holy from His creative Mind.
It is surely
an ineffably touching and consoling thought that the holy Jesus passed through every relation
of human childhood and from having been a pattern of humility, modesty and forbearance to His
brothers and sisters, from having borne with their impatience and want of sympathy, to evidence
Himself in this respect also as our true Highpriest that He might be touched with a feeling of
our infirmity." And then as to Mary, her memory will not be less dear and sacred to us; as
the mother of the brothers and sisters of Jesus, than as the ever-virgin. Marriage is a divine
institution and has been made doubly divine by the human mother of our Lord.

The question has from the
actual brothers and sisters

Winer, Meyer,

Stier,

is

earliest times

as old as

any

been variously answered

of the other theories

Alford and Farrar that

it

;

the view that Jesus

and we

believe,

had

with Neander,

accords best with the evangelical record,

and

most natural and logical solution
of this otherwise hopelessly confused question, which fortunately is an open one in our Church
and most of the Reformed bodies.

barring dogmatical prejudice or feeling,

is

at once the simplest,

Those who desire to study this question are referred to Andrews, Life of Christ pp. 104Alford Greek Testament, Introduction to Epistle St. James, Dr. Schaff's excellent Essay:
"Das Verhaltniss des Jakobus, Bruders des Herrn, tu Jakobus Alphcei, Berlin 1843, his annotation to Lange's Matthew pp. 256-266, and to my Article in the Princeton Review for January
t"
1865 "Are James the Son ofAlphceus and James the Brother of the Lord identical
M.].
116.

—

:

2.

GENUINENESS OF THE EPISTLE.

A. Notices which presuppose the early existence and reception of the Epistles in Clemens
1. ch. x.; in Pastor Hennas, SimilU. viii. 6; in Irenaeus, adv. Hoeeres, iv. 16. Abraham amicus Dei (Jacob, ii. 23). Tertullian adv. Judceos Cap. ii. Abraham amicus Dei. See on

Romanus Ep.

:

it

Guerike, Isagogik, p. 441, and Huther p. 24.
B. Testimonies., The ancient Syriac Peschito contains this Epistle.

according to Euseb. HxsL Heel. VI. 14.

He

also alludes to

James

ii.

Clemens Alex,

8 in Stromat VI*

knew it-

—Origen

mentions the Epistle of James in Tom. 19 on John and occasionally calls it divina Jacobi AposDionysius of Alexandria appeals to it in several places ana
toli Bptstola. Homil. 13 in Gen. etc.
Didymus of Alexandria wrote a commentary on it. Cyril of Jerusalem and Jerome, Cat. 3 con«

—

sidered

it

—

to be genuine (Guerike p. 442).
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C. Ancient doubts of its genuineness.
Jewish Christian account of distinguishing

TfyBse

were the na'

23

outgrowth of the apocryphal

iral

James the son of Alphseus from James the brother of
the Lord It is certainly not surprising (Kern supposes it is) that the testimony of Hegesippus
chronicler of the life and
is wanting for the Epistle in Euseb. ii. 23, where he is only cited as the
martyrdom of James. But Eusebius takes occasion to mention the Epistle itself in order to add
the observation that it was accounted spurious, aa many of the ancients had neither mentioned
but that they were publicly read in most of the Churches.
it nor the Epistle of Jude;
The reason adduced

is clearly

of little weight against the genuineness of th* Epistle.

Origen

have intended to give a faint intimation of existing doubt; but this is rather doubtful
Eusebius placing the Epistle among the Antilegomena simply proves
(see Guerike 443, note 4).
he himself appears to have
that in his time its genuineness was not universally acknowledged
essentially shared those doubts, owing to his indecision in his historical view of the person in

may at

first

;

question.

The doubts stated by Jerome are now only regarded

alleged contradiction of Theodore

as historical references;

of Mopsuestia cannot be authenticated, but oven

if it

the

could, it

would only be the statement of a critical view belonging to a later period.

Luther, in the preface to the Epistle of James
D. Doubts at the time of the Reformation.
1522 says: "This Epistle of James, although rejected by the ancients (which is false) I
praise and esteem good withal, because it setteth forth not any doctrine of man and drives hard

AD.
the

law of

God {which

is

incorrect).

But

to give

my

opinion, yet without the prejudice of

any

no Apostle's writing, and this is my reason. First, because contrary to
St Paul's writings and all other Scripture it puts righteousness in works (a misunderstanding
"Lastly he thought that
and if it were so, how could he praise it and esteem it good withal?).
Yes, "some good pious man" who understood better
the Author was some good, pious man."
how to warn Jewish-Christians of the insurrection of the Jews than Luther knew to warn the
His opinion is couched in stronger terms in
Evangelicals of the insurrection of the peasants.
"On that account the Epistle of James, compared
the preface to the Edition of the N. T. of 1524
with them (the Epistles of Paul and the remaining Epistles of the N. T.) is a veritable strawEpistle.
For it lacks all evangelical character." It is striking enough that Luther held also to
the opinion that the early -deceased James, the son of Zebedee was the author of this Epistle.
Similar opinions rejecting the Epistle found in the Table talk ( Tisch-Reden) proves that Luther
retained this view to a later period although the respective passages were omitted in later editions
of the New Testament.
(See Huther p. 25). The opinion of Luther was followed by the Magdeburg Centurxators, Hunnius, Althammer and others among the Reformed by Wetstein.
It is
known that Luther's view could not do justice to the book of Revelation and other books of Holy
Writ; it was the enthusiastic prominence he gave to the doctrine of justification (the work to
which he had been especially called), connected with his misapprehension of the general tendency
of the Epistle and with the new born deep consciousness of evangelical liberty of thought as
contrasted with exegetical tradition, that made him pronounce so embarrassed an opinion of our
Bpistfc.
In the Dorpat Magazine for Theology and the Church Vol. I. pt. 1. 1859, p. 152, von
Oettingen reviewing Huther's Commentary on the Epistle of James says concerning the forementioned opinion of Luther: "This opinion of Luther not only has been recently adopted by
the Tubingen school utililer for its tendencies but it has also been repeated by the Gnesio-Lutherans, as is proved by the following hasty statement of Strobel (in a review of Wiesinger's Commentary in Guerike and RudelbacKs Magazine for Lutheran Theology, 1857, II. p. 356.
"No
matter in what sense we take the Epistle of James, it is always in conflict with the remaining
parta of Holy Writ."
Very justly von Oettingen expresses his censure of that opinion in the
wane of the Biblia Stroebeliana (see in Huther p. 28). In the Roman Catholic Church doubts
were uttered by Erasmus and Cajetanus.
one, I

count

it

to be

—

:

;

E.

Modern doubts. Forerunners: Faber, Bolten, Bertholdt: James wrote
work of another hand.

in

Aramean, the

Qteek translation the

De Wette, Introduction
written

an Epistle to

taks personality.

all

to the

New

Testament.

It is difficult to see

the Jewish Christians in the world.

The missed

why James

Its contents are

contradiction of Paul is undignified.

Ch.

ii.

should havo

ambiguous.

It

25 seems

to refer to
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Hebrews xi. 31 and consequently to betray a later author. How could James write such good
Greek? For counter-statements see Guerike, Contribution*, p. 160 etc.
Schleiermacher:
Introduction to the New Testament, edited by Walde. He finds the opinion
of Luther confirmed, the style in part ornate, in part clumsy and as to the contents of the Epistle,
he finds much bombast.
Kern
The character and origin of the Epistle of James, Tubingen Magazine 1835, II. Why
Hegesippus did not mention the Epistle?
Baur :—"Paulus," p. 677; "Christianity of the first three centuries, p. 96."—On theground of
the well-known Ebionite hypothesis and of the assumption that the Epistle teaches a righteousness
of good works against PauL Schwegler in the train of Baur: "The Post-apostolic Age, vol. I. p.
413 etc. Reasons for the alleged epuriousness: 1, The want of individuality; 2, Christian antiquity unacquainted with the Epistle and its later recognition as canonical; 3, the mild form of
Ebionitism it sets forth; 4, the internal church-relations assumed in it; 5, its acquaintance with
the Pauline Epistles, the Epistle to the Hebrews and the Gospel according to the Hebrews.
Quite new, but also quite untenable is here especially the discovery of Ebionitism. The very
name of James, the address to th'e twelve tribes, the word synagogue for Church are adduced in
:

proof of the Ebionitism of the Epistle;

But

the rich

—are

irXobotoi

to denote the Gentile Christiana.

2 would make the congregations addressed by the author non-Ebionite,
Notwithstanding the strong language used against the rich (=Gentile Christians) the Epistle
in that case, ch.

ii.

and said to aim at effecting a compromise between Jewish and Gentile
For farther counter-remarks see Huther p. 301 and Reuss { 146, Note. Huther p.
31 treats also Hitachi's view of the Epistle of James (which has. however been modified in the 2d
edition) and mentions Ranch's attack on the integrity of the passage ch. v. 10-12, which has been
repelled by Hagenbach and Schneckenburger (see Guerike p. 448).
Credner considers the Epistle genuine as the production of the brother of the Lord and denies
the authorship of James the Apostle. But this point is decided by the right apprehension of the
Author's p|rson (J 1). Moreover it is to be noticed that Schott has revived the view of Bolten
etc., that the Epistle is a free translation of the Aramean original; an assumption, devoid of all
is

alleged to be ironical,

Christians.

foundation.

The circumstance
date

may be
1,

It

of the Epistle not being generally

was addressed

to

Jewish Christians (hence

Syria in particular there were

by

known

to the ancient

Church at an early

accounted for by the following considerations

many Jewish

it

occurs already in the Peschito, because in

Christians; this circumstance

is

rendered prominent

Ritschl);
2,

The

Epistle, in its tendency, presented only

Church reverted especially

few dogmatical points, whereas the ancient

to dogmatical points;

The absence of the apostolic designation in the title and similar matter. See Guerike p.
The chief reason lay probably in the circumstance that the consciousness of the concrete
relation of the Epistle, which made it appear in its whole weight, became gradually less pro3,

444.

minent.
[ Alford

we

:

"

On

the whole, on

any

intelligible principles of canonical reception of early writings,

cannot refuse this Epistle a place in the Canon.

some part of the Church

;

that in spite of

many

That that place was given
adverse circumstances,

it

it

from the

gradually

first

won

in

that

that when thoroughly considered, it is so consistent with and worthy of
and standing whose name it bears; that it is marked off by so strong a line of distinction from the writings and Epistles which have not attained a place in the Canon; all these
are considerations which, though they do not in this, any more than in other cases, amount to
demonstration, yet furnish when combined a proof hardly to be resisted, that the place where we
now find it in the N. T. Canon is that which it ought to have, and wfiich God in His Providence has
guided His Church to assign to it."—M.].
place in other parts

;

his character
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EPISTLE, ITS THEOLOGICAL

AND

8TYLISTIOAL

CHABACTEB.

We should

be obliged to treat twice of the contents of

this Epistle, were we to omit to conFor in order to gain a thorough appreciation of the full import and apostolical value of this Epistle our exposition should be duly
influenced by the character of James, by his relation to the Jews and to Jewish Christians, by.
Jewish affairs belonging to its date and by the Christian-prophetical stylistic which demanded an
address to his people.
To the circumstance, that the Epistle of James, in most instances, has
been dissociated from all these vital considerations, is mainly to be ascribed the manifold misunrider first

the question stated at the head of this section.

The consideration of the contents according to the leading thoughts
and the total impression of the Epistle, to be sure, ought to precede the investigation relating to
derstanding of the same.

occasion, object etc.,

'

but the exposition of

its historic

genesis will enable us to understand it

with reference to the whole of its glorious contents, that

is,

then also to set forth

its

contents in

detail.

shows that the Epistle of James was addressed to Jewish Christians in the
whole people was only one diaspora (dispersion) viewed as a
huge whole. The same remark applies to the First Epistle of Peter with reference to the Jewish
Christians of Asia Minor and also to the Epistle to the Hebrews with reference to the Jewish
Christians of Palestine.
The date of the Epistle of James falls most probably (as we conclude
from the developed condition of the Jewish Christian Churches) into the latest period of his life,
The

title v. 1

widest sense of the term/for the

—

The date of the. composition of the first Epistle of Peter we fix with Thiersch
about A. D. 64 (see my History of the AposL Age, I. p. 148 and II. p. 574) not with
Weiss and Fronmuller A. D. 54 or 55, because at the latter period the prolonged activity of Peter at Babylon and the multiplication of Jewish Christian Churches in Pontius are entirely out

about A. D. 62.
(63-64) at

of the question.

To the same

my Apostolic Age,

1.75; cl this

A. D. 62-64, belongs the Epistle to the Hebrews (see
Epistle to the Hebrews, where for good
reasons the date given is the interval between the death of James in A. D. 61 or 63, and the beginning of the Jewish war in A. D. 67).
period, to

Commentary on the

Said three Epistles addressed to

Jewish Christians originated therefore in a period when the
Romans had already begun to germ and ferment
The proper foundation of this revolution had already been

Jewish revolution against the supremacy of the
in the

minds of the Jewish people.

by the crucifixion of Christ, but especially by the rejection of Christianity sealed with the
Thereby the preserving and saving
execution of James (see my Apost. Age, Vol. II. p. 427).

laid

had been separated from the Jewish nationality, which henceforth, developed into perfect
arrayed in deadly enmity both against the pagans and the Christians. The
pagan instinct, however, returned this antagonism also in its representatives, the Roman governors and thus provocation and persecution increased on the part of the pagans, and fanatical
element

Pharisaism, stood

So already Felix, the proconsul, treated the Jews
maltreatment by several insurrections, especially under the leadership of an Egyptian who took 30,000 men to the Mount
of Olives.
Similar jarrings and revolts were repeated under Festus. The Jews on the whole,
restrained themselves as yet under the proconsulate of Albinus (A. D. 63-65).
But the war

commotions and tumults on that of the Jews.
worse than his predecessors

broke out in
into

the

and the Jews

in their turn resented his

A. D. 66 under Gessius Florus. The rupture among the Jews and Gentiles turned
first at Caesarea; immediately afterwards at Jerusalem and the flames of

open revolution

most atrocious religious war spread on all sides, to Scythopolis, Damascus, Askalon, Ptole*
Hippo and Alexandria; everywhere the Jews were slaughtered by thousands.

mais,

must be assumed, that the same excited, enthusiastic and fanatical disposition flashed from
Jewish diaspora and that the hope of miraculous deliverance and
the impulse of revolutionary self-nelp and revenge conspired every where with their animosity
•gainst the Gentiles, who in their turn were filled with equal deadly hatred.
Such was the situation. But now must be taken into account the powerful effect of such
It

Jerusalem through the entire

national

sympathy and antipathy on the Jewish

Christians.

Nationally they were

still

Jews

3
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and Jewish blood

stirred

and boiled

They were

in their veins.

in

common

with the Jews at-

tacked and tempted on the one hand, by the hatred, contempt and oppression of the pagans; and

on the other by Jewish-national sympathy, by

propriate illustrations of the powerful influence
individual

members

and by their chilimodern and quite recent times offer apof such a national revolutionary current on the
That movement was consequently the great se-

their yearning for deliverance

The national movements

astic, enthusiastic hopes.

of the respective people.

of

ductive alternative that lay before the Jewish Christians of that period. Standing aloof from the
revolutionary movement, they were cursed and persecuted as apostates

We

ren.

know from

history

later insurrection of the

how much

by

their national breth-

the Christians had to suffer in this respect during the

Jews under Bar Cochba

in the time of Hadrian.

Bare sympathy on the

other hand with the chimerical enthusiasm of the Jews, was entering the road to apostasy (for

they exchanged the faith in Christ for the hope of a pseudo-messianic deliverance), falling into
unbelief of the justice of

bond

God

in the

judgment that was coming on

their people

and severing the

of church-fellowship with the Gentile-Christians, while they were restoring religious fellow-

ship with Christ-murdering fanaticism.

Hence the Spirit of Christ on all sides warned them and confirmed their faith in this their
and the above-mentioned three Epistles are the documents of this guardian Spirit, and
They are therefore the most appropriate sein this light alone can they be rightly understood.
quel to the prophetical warnings, cautions and exhortations of the eschatological speech of Christ
situation;

in Matth. xxiv. 16 etc.

Even

if

the revolutionary spirit had been less developed during the last days of James, his

prophetical forebodings would sufficiently account for his hortatory Epistle (v. ch. v. 1) as in a
similar manner a prophetical presentiment of the Church anticipated a dearth (Acts xi. 27) ; and
;

foretold the imprisonment of

Paul (Acts xxi.

10).

James had the immediate and wide-reaching vocation

to confirm the Jewish Christians, with-

out incautiously delineating the impending revolution in colours too positive.

a

Hence he issued

circular letter to the twelve tribes in the dispersion.

This address has been variously interpreted:

it is

certed and unconverted Jews (Grotius, Wolf, Credner

maintained that the Epistle addresses conJewish Christians and Gentile Chris-

etc.),

tians as divided parties (Kern), as a closed society (de

(Neander, Guerike, Wiesinger

etc.).

Wette and

See Wiesinger's Introduction.

the Epistle a wholly particular destination,

e. g.

others), Jewish Christians
(The views, which assign to

Noesselt: to the Christians at Antioch, see in

Huther (p. 12) lays stress on the consideration that the Author saw
only in Jewish Christians true Jews and that there did not then exist so sharp a separation of
Judaism and Christianity.
Hertwig's Tables

p. 51).

We rather think it necessary to lay stress on the
relations he bore to his people,

in the last

symptoms

circumstance that James, according to the

and as long as that people had not

set the seal to their obstinacy

of their apostasy (viz.: the execution of their bishops

and

their chiliastdc

revolution against the pagan authorities which involved their renunciation of Christian salva-

not only saw in the Jews catechumens of Christianity by birth, but he also saw in the
Jewish Christians the true Jews. Addressing therefore the twelve tribes, he did not address the
Jews in a dogmatical sense as associates of the old religious communion, but he did address the
Jews as his theocratico-national brethren, the noblest part of whom had already become his
brethren in the faith and all of whom were called to become his brethren in the faith. His pri-

tion),

mary

object of course

was to warn the Jewish Christians against taking part in the

fanatical

revolutionary spirit of the Jews, but surely his secondary purpose was to warn the Jews against

being carried away by the hostility and oppression of the tyranny into revolt and the final falling
away from the patience of Christ. We admit therefore the correctness of the following remark of

Guerike

(p.

435) " Strictly speaking the twelve tribes in the diaspora certainly denote only those
more general sense the. term does not exclude the Jews living in

living out of Palestine, but in a

Palestine and the contents of the Epistle

The

show that the term

is

here used in the latter sense."

on which James felt constrained to speak to all his brethren was to adthat they were exposed to a great and manifold temptation and that thev needed

point, therefore,

vert to the fact
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great perseverance in the spirit of Christ's patience.

Especially he

who had thus

solemnly to threaten those

believers (ch. i.);
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far

felt called

npon

to encourage

persevered in unbelief and

self-

warn and admonish the tempted and manifoldwavering brethren (ch. ii. etc.]. On the other hand he had to couch his warning against the
chiliastico-political fanaticism of his time in terms sufficiently general and cautious in order to
avoid the suspicion of being mixed up with the political issues of the question, that is, he had to
righteousness (ch. v. 1); variously to instruct,

on purely religious grounds.
The further destination of his pastoral Epistle for all Jewish Christians, relatively including
It also
the Jews, accounts also for the careful Greek diction which is characteristic of the Epistle.
explains the Hebrew-symbolical character of the Epistle whereby it is related to the prophetical
treat it

This character surely

the 0. T.

style of

the Churches*

the result that in

oppressed

by the

rich, that the rich

were

represent the people of

the twelve tribes

future Christliness,* as

the

dv#/>

denote the self-righteous and those

again as in ch.

if

the Epistle

made

is

to yield

addresses, the poor on account of their faith were

flattered in their religious assemblies etc.

God

As

in ch.

in its present state of development of actual

man who

i.

and

doubtingly wavers between faith

humble and those who believe through humility, but the

who

are unbelieving through self-righteousness.

the synagogue describes the assembly of the congregation, and the rich

ii.

with a gold ring

wholly misunderstood,

difvxog denotes the

and apostasy, so the poor represent the
rich

is

whom James

And
man

and a splendid garment denotes the proud, Ebionitising Jewish Christian paraJewish Covenant, while the poor man with a vile garment describes the Gen-

ding his ring of the
tile

Christian, so faith denotes here in the theocratic sense the

lief

(Thiersch, too strong: Jewish orthodoxy), while the

the

energy

the

New Testament

vitality

and consistency of

and the
scribes

Jews

Rom.

(v.

life,

sister).

is

And

faith as brotherly love

as in ch.

iii.

hand

signifies

the evidence of living faith

the work in grandi, which

but especially the N. T.

poor brother, the poor

(ffoWol fatiaoKaloi ylveoOe)

Jewish theocratic rightness-of-be-

of faith on the other

exhibited in faith- work, which

consistency of

faith,

of the O. T. faith,

tians (the

life

work

is

;

the evidence of the

towards Gentile Chris-

the becoming teachers of

many

denotes the doctrinal, propagandists nature of the Jewish Christians

17

ii.

etc.), so

the fiery spark which grows into a great conflagration de-

wars and disruptions (E. V. fightings) probably denote
and sectarism, but the adulterers and adulteresses describe not such persons in
but in the 0. T. religious sense, viz.: apostates or such as are inclined that way. As
In

Jewish fanaticism.

ch. iv. the

not only disputes

a

literal

ch

iv.

a prophetical allusion to the sad transformation of the gain-seeking Jewish
the great judgment impending on the rich, on. self-righteous Judaism.
suffice to show that the character of the Epistle answers to its end and aim.

13, 14 contains

diaspora, so ch. v. foretells

These hints

may

comes out only in general outlines. The
would hardly admit of a too definite dogmatical

For this very reason its specifically Christian character

wide-reaching destination* of

the

Epistle

treatment.

That the receivers proper of the Epistle were really Christians

is manifest from its fundamen"Servant of the Lord Jesus Christ brethren, beloved brethren—he begat us
with the word of trutli
the good (E. V. worthy) name the killing of the Just the nearness
of the Lord
" etc. see Huther, p. 12. That on the other hand these Christians were Jewish
tal

Christian tone

—

Christians is

—
—

:

—

evident from "the synagogue"

ii.

2

;

—

the prominence given to monotheism

ii.

19; the

more from the characteristic features
of Jewish improprieties which are denounced; such as pride of faith, fanaticism, conceit and such

enumeration of Jewish formula of oaths v. 12

like

etc.;

and

still

(Wiesinger, Schaff, Thiersch, Huther).

As regards the place
wrote the Epistle, viz.

was not Jerusalem but

James determines also the place where he
" The conjecture of Schwegler that the real place of writing

of writing, the Authorship of

Jerusalem

Rome,

is

:

nothing but a

fiction

invented in favour of his hypothesis."

Huther.

—

German ha* "In selnem jetsigen Entwieklungsstande getoordener und tocrdender Chrlstlichkeit" the literal
Is " that to which it already has attained," of werdtnder " that to which it is attaining, or which it is
ia process of becomin f actual and future seemed the best equivalents we coald find without a lengthy circumlocution.
g
ftrktUnaw is a word of my coining—I had to coin it, because the German Ohriatlichkeit has no Inglish equivalent or rep*
* The

•faming otgooordm

nseDtati-e.—M.J.
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[Jerusalem was the centre of attraction to the Jews of the Diaspora

;

many

of the

Christians were doubtless in the habit of attending the feasts and thus centrally located,

had every

facility of

Jewish

James
and

information as to the religious condition of those Jewish Christians

of oral or written intercourse with them.

was written

—The physical notices found in the Epistle support the

The author wrote not far from the sea,
figs, in. 12; he was familiar with
salt and bitter springs, iii. 11, 12; the land was exposed to drought, rain was a matter of great
importance to the inhabitants, vv. 17, 18; the land was burnt up quickly by a hot wind (ch. i.
11, Kofouv, a name especially known in Palestine)
the author names the former and the latter
rain, irpAZ/ioc and ty<^oc, as they were called in Palestine, ch. v. 7.
See Hug. Einleitung, ed. 4,
p. 438 etc. and Alford, ProL to James III., 2, 3.— M.].
supposition that the Epistle

ch.

i.

6;

iii.

4;

at Jerusalem.

he lived in a land blessed with

oil,

wine and

;

On

the date of the Epistle opinions are

1852, Ch.

I.,

p. 95),

much

divided.

Pfeiffer

(Studien

und

Kritiken,

Schneckenburger, Theile, Neander, Thiersch, Hofmann, Schaff (and in less

plecided language also Huther) say that it was written before the Apostolic Council at Jerusalem,
but Schmidt, Guerike and Wiesinger maintain that it was written after it. Huther gives the
ollowing reason: "After that time the Pauline doctrine that man is justified not e£ Ipyuv
but U irlareoc not only had become generally known but also had so profoundly moved the
mind of Christendom, that it is inconceivable that James in view of this circumstance could utter his £f Ipyuv etc. in perfect ignorance of it." This reason may also be reversed thus: If James
wrote this Epistle earlier in an anti-Pauline sense, he would not have declared at the Apostolic
Council that he was in agreement with Paul. We ought rather to distinguish between the historico-theocratic sense (Monotheism) and the specifically-Christian sense of the word faith.
The

chief reasons for the later date of the Epistles, namely, shortly before the death of James, are
these.

The spread

of Christianity through the entire Jewish diaspora,

tion of the authority of

James by the

(A. D 62-63) required to be fixed at the latest possible date.

James
—'then we have the important conside-

ration that a general temptation of all Jewish-Christendom to falling
for the first time

with the

first

and the general recogni-

entire- Jewish Diaspora in relation to the death of

away from

positive opposition of the hatred of the pagans to the fanaticism of the Jews.

added the highly important consonancy in which our Epistle in
Epistle of Peter and the Epistle to the Hebrews.*
4.

the

fa'ith

arose

germinating beginnings of the Jewish revolution or with the more

To

this

must be

this respect stands to the first

THE RELATION OF OUE EPISTLE TO THE PAULINE EPI8TLES, THE CATHOLIC EPISTLES, TO THE
MOST HOMOGENEOUS EPISTLES VIZ. THB FIRST OF PETER AND THAT TO THE HEBREWS. ITS
NEW TESTAMENT PECULIARITY.

JAMES AND PAUL.

A.

The apparent contradiction between the doctrine of James (ch. ii. 24) and the doctrine of
Paul (Rom. iii. 28 iv. 2) concerning justification and the question connected with it as to the
relation of faith and works, did already cause Luther to be greatly staggered, and because he
considered the contradiction as founded on fact, to induce him to pass the above-mentioned unfavourable opinion on the Epistle of James. In modern times theology has been much engaged
with the discussion of the question whether or not James and Paul contradict each other.
The answer of this question has occasioned a group of different questions
1. In favour of a real contradiction are Luther and his immediate followers, and recently
;

Strcebel, Cyrillos Lucaris (see

357), de Wette, Kern,

Neander's History of the Planting etc., Bohn's edition,
p. 170), Baur, Schwegler.

Vol

I.,

p.

Lutz (Bibl. DogmatUc,

2. For a contradiction against the misinterpretation and the abuse of the Pauline doctrine
on the ground of an essential agreement between Paul and James, are several ancient expositors,
Augustine, Grotius (see his Annotationes ad N. T. II. p. 973), Gebser, p. 214, and others.
3. There is no contradiction either of Paul himself, or of the abuse of his doctrine; this view

starts

on the supposition that the dogmatical tropus of James, which diners from that of Paul,

* Only for the arte of noticing
of the eecond century.

It,

we hare

to

add that Schwegler haa remoTed the origin of the EpUtle to a late period
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Schneckenburger, Theile, Neander, Schaff, Thiersch, Hof-

latter

(p. 35).

4. There is no contradiction, but an antithesis and difference of dogmatical tropns. Although
according to its internal relations it is the first and earliest of the N. T., it does not follow that
it must also have preceded the doctrine of Paul chronologically, Schmid, Wiesinger and

others.

Ad.

has been supposed that the illustration of

1. It

Abraham

ch.

tionally in opposition to the application of the same illustration in Rom.

ii.

21 was chosen inten-

and the illus25 in opposition to the application of the same illustration in
Heb. xi. 31. The following circumstances, apart from the otherwise perceptible unity of spirit
hi the two Epistles, militate against the supposed contradiction.
a. The historically-proven assent of James to the doctrine of Paul, see Acts xv. and Gal. ii.
6. The manifest and demonstrable difference of James and Paul in the definition of the
tration of Rahab, the harlot ch.

terms

The

c.

irforic,

iv. 1 etc.;

ii.

Ipya, duccuovotiai,

an unprejudiced conception of the
view and from the exposition of the respective passages. For while

actual agreement of doctrine which follows from

differing points of

with James nUmc does not denote orthodoxism, because this faith may be animated by
energy of life or the evidence of works (ch. i. 25), it does denote the historico-theocratical orthodoxy, which is to evidence its efficient power in consistency of life, indefatigable
activity (br&exeta) and energy of Christian deportment.
And it is this very energy,

Paul calls faith, the evidence of which is its working by love.
James are not the dead works of the law (ch. ii. 10) but the living evidence
of faith in works (ch. ii. 8). If it is alleged that James had developed a defective idea
of faith, it may be alleged with equal force that Paul has developed a defective idea
of works. But both would be false. With Paul living faith as the work of works excludes dead works: with James the living work-of-faith as the evidence of faith excludes dead faith. Faith without works is dogma-righteousness, orthodoxism. Works

which

St.

Ipya with

without the foundation of faith are work-righteousness, ergism.

But James

as well as Paul acknowledges the ducat&w

frodai tie iutatoobvrpf (see ch.
ZeoOaL, afpayKeofku.

ii.

See Calvin

U irUrreoc;

only he

calls it foyi-

by AuuitovoSat Paul's dotuftAand others; my Apod. Age, I.,

23) while he understands

ad

loc.

Huther,

p. 127,

the Article Jacobus in Herzog, p. 417.
But his point of view is not the work-righteousnes of the Jews, but the dogma-right-

p.

171

;

eousness of the Jewish-Christians and Jews, a tendency whicn Paul also has distin-

guished from the tendency of ergism, as one at once Jewish-Christian and Jewish. See

Neander, Plant., Vol.

Ad. 2.
just among
Bruckner,

It

is

the

p. 189;

I.,

p. 358.,

Bruckner on de Wette,

p. 199.

not probable, that an abuse of the Pauline doctrine should have spread

Jewish-Christians, to

whom James

wrote.

Neander, Plant. Vol.

I.

p.

359;

Huther, p. 32.

Ad. 3. The supposition that James' dogma-tropus as related to Paul's must be taken as being undeveloped as to its forms (Neander, Schaff and others), cannot be proved.
a. Because the circular Epistle of James cannot be regarded as a complete development
of his system of Christian dogma.
b. Because the use of gnomical and tropical forms in James alongside of the dialectical
forms in Paul does not constitute an inferior degree of completeness, but rather the coordination of a Jewish Christian

mode

of teaching with the Gentile Christian

mode

of

In like manner the historical conception of this view which assigns
a very early date to the Epistle of James, has not been proved (see section 3).
Ad. L The view advanced under this head, as to its most important features, is sufficiently
teaching of Paul.

conclusive from the foregoing explanations.
On the other relations of Paul and James, relations of affinity and contrariety, which have

been explained
p. 188.

and

as relations of dependence

[The treatise of Bp. Bull,

learnedly,

and polemics,

cf.

Bruckner on de Wette's Commentary,
this whole question very fully

Harmonia Apostolica, discusses

and the eminent author reaches the conclusion that our Epistle

is

not contradio-
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tory, but rather supplementary to the Epistles of St. Paul to the Romans and Galatians.
Compare also on the same side Barrow's Sermon on Justifying Faith, Works, Vol. IV., Serm. 5
p.

123.— M.].

THE EPISTLE OF JAMES AND THE CATHOLIC EPISTLES IN GENERAL.

J5.

common with most of the Caththem the Jewish-Christian type of doctrine which puts dialectics in the background and gnomical and symbolico-figurative forms in the foreground (see Hutber, p. 21).
Its gnomical mode of statement establishes its chief affinity to the Epistles of
Besides

its

evangelical destination, which this Epistle has in

olic Epistles, it shares

Jphn,
(ch.

its

all

of

symbolical expression establishes

and

ii.),

with

besides, to the Epistle to the

its affinity to

the Epistle" of Jude, the second of Peter
is closely connected with the Catholic

Hebrews which

Epistles.

THE EPISTLE OF JAMES, THE FIRST EPISTLE OF PETER AND THE
TLE TO THE HEBREWS, A TRILOGY.

C.

Above we have

already pointed out the sole significance of this trilogy.

EPIS-

They have in com-

mon

the tendency of earnestly preparing the Jewish Christians in the impending outbreak of the
Jewish war for the great temptation to apostasy, to which they were exposed by the hostility

and oppression of the pagans and the fanaticism and revolutionary spirit of the Jews. They all
aim at strengthening the Jewish-Christian people for that great temptation and at warning them
of the great apostasy (see above). Here James the Apostle [?] starts with the harmony of the
Jewish law

as necessarily leading to its perfection in the Christian law of liberty, the first

itself

Epistle of Peter starts with the fulfilment of the promise of the Old Testament-kingdom in the

New

Testament-kingdom of inheritance, while the Epistle to the Hebrews starts with the supeNew Testament to the covenant-cultus of the Old Testament. The
warning of James describes the principal danger of his brethren as a double-mindedness gravita-

riority of the cultus of the

God and the world and the breaking out in impatience the warning of Peand visionary enthusiasm (ch. i. 13), while the warning of the
Hebrews clmqacterizes it as unbelief apostasy and rebellion. But the spheres of

ting at once towards

ter delineates it as indecision

Epistle to the

f

The

their operation also are different.
in Asia

first

Epistle of Peter is addressed to the Jewish-Christians

Minor written at Babylon, the Epistle to the Hebrews

the Jewish-Christians in Palestine written at

Rome

is

probably addressed chiefly to

or in Italy, the Epistle of

James

is

addressed

to the Jewish-Christians throughout the world, written at Jerusalem.

D.

THE NEW TESTAMENT PECULIARITY OF JAMES.

Besides the references of our Epistle to the Old Testament, to the book of Jesus the Son of
Sirach

Matth.

and
vii.

to the Gospels in general (ch.

21

;

i.

25 to Jno.

been particularly' noticed.

xiii.

17

i.

17 to Matth. viL 11

etc.), its

references to the

i. 20 to Matth. v. 22; L 22 to
Sermon on the Mount also have
;

—

See Bruckner on de Wette,

sure, exhibits the glorification of the

James, to be
p. 187; Huther, p. 18.
Old Testament law into the New Testament law of the

Spirit, of the inner life (see Messner) in perfect analogy to the manner of Christ in the Sermon
on the Mount. And this then is also his peculiar dogma-tropus. It'bears as much the character
of the New Testament as does the dogma-tropus of Paul and that of John, but in respect of the

development of the doctrine of Christ, it occupies the first place among the dogma-tropes of the
New Testament, without ignoring however the specific features of the later dogma- tropes (see my
Apost. Age, II. p. 577). And this is the peculiarity of James. The wisdom which had been
personified individually in the Logos of Truth, is also to be personified in the life of believers by
believing heart-decision and thereby to conduct them through the fearful ruin of apostasy into

which the
it is

fanatical disciples of the double-hearted earthly

to evidence itself in

Christ.

To

this

mode

them

wisdom plunge headlong

(ch.

ill.

15)

as steadfast patience in the joyous expectation of the advent o*

of teaching answers the gnomical,

New-Testament-Solomonic-calm ra-

diance of his language, the festively sententious form of which exhibits an affinity to the language
of John, although unlike the latter

of

a

it is

not the expression of a contemplative intuition, but that

practical energy.
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5.

The theme of

the Epistle

THE CONTENTS OP

SI

OTTB EPI8TLE.

evidently contained in the macarism ch.

is

12.

i.

" Blessed

is

the

Here it is noteworthy that the reference is not to man in
general but to man in a sexual sense and that we read immediately afterwards " The wrath of man
We confidently assume that the reference is to
(dvdprff) worketh not the righteousness of God."

man

that endureth temptation etc."

men were peculiarly exposed; viz,: the thought cherished
by the Jewish men that the righteous judgment of God on the pagans would have to be executed
by an armed insurrection against them. This fundamental theme is resumed in the final
theme, ch. v. 7: "Be patient (persevering in long-suffering) therefore, brethren, unto the coming

a temptation to which Jewish-Christian

of the Lord."

The Salutation and Introduction,

In

in the first place, correspond to the leading thought.

the Salutation the Apostle introduces himself as a

bondman of God and

intimating thereby that in virtue of this servile relation he

was

freed

Lord Jesus Christ,
from the bondage under

of the

which the Jews were groaning (Jno. viii. 36). He addresses the Epistle to the twelve tribes of
the dispersion because he wants to include in one category the Jews as yet unbelieving and the
believing Jews, the category, that is, of theocratico-historical catechumens of Christianity, inasmuch as the final historical hardening of Israel had not yet taken place. His Salutation is
couched in the Greek form x<^P stvt and apart from the example of toleration indicated by the selection of this expression, this word serves also the purpose of introducing his first idea.
They
should not yield to the

gloomy and desponding

disposition

which was animating the rebellious

but rejoice conformably to their Christian faith (v. 2).
The Introduction states that they should also rejoice in their versicoloured temptation

spirits,

(irouci-

—

more than divers, manifold), use them for their proof [doidfwv M.] and not to run
The means he recommends is prayer, but prayer in faith without doubting
to rain by wavering.
Along with this the brother, who is crushed by his
consequently a firm and undivided heart.

ta? probably

humble lot (surely with particular reference to his national position),

lowness, the bondage-form of his Jewish

has already

Jew

(the

in

glory in his Christian
riches, is to glory in

This can hardly mean his poverty in spirit or his humility before God but his his-

his lowness.
torical

is to

but the Jewish-Christian, conscious of his theocratico-national

exaltation;

gone by, the grass

is

and Christian

life

the pride of his theocratic riches)

will-

fade

away

of faith.

For the time of glory
confident rich

man

in his occupation or schemes.

Ch,

withered and the flower has

fallen.

The

i 1-11.

The Apostle
in

now expatiates on

—

the theme of the Epistle viz. the exhortation to perseveranoe

from ch. i. 13 v. 6.
L The most important admonition, then, the Apostle names

temptation

first.

Let them not in the en-

thuriam of sdf-delusion perver^ their temptation into the cause of Ood} which was really done by
the Jewish fanatics.
Here James delineates first the contrast between the false, hypocritically

phantom of temptation and temptation in its true, hideous and deadly form secondly
God in its most universal character, who had made them, as
Christians, the first-fruits of His creatures.
Ch. i. 13-18.
II. The second admonition warns them against fanatical zeal itself.
The wrath of man [sex-

decorated

;

tye actual providential rule of

—M.] does not accomplish the decree of the righteousness of God.

Its development
and recklessness of self-complacency. Do they wish to avoid it„
let them not think that they Are pure and rich but laying aside their uncleanness and overflowing riches of malice let them meekly yield themselves to the efficient operation of the implanted!
*ori As doers of this word they will effectually guard themselves against self-deception. But,
they must steadily contemplate this word and enter into it, as into the perfect law of liberty./
Tta Jew considers himself to be religious [0pr/<nK)c=ob8ervant of God's outward Bervice M.]
ro that his
but their Christian true service
zeal of wrath gives the reins to his tongue
[fywdfcaoutward service M.] should be evidenced in their care of the orphan and widow

ually=op«Jp<jf

must be traced to the rashness

—

;

—

(especially

tion

of the crushed people in

from the pollution of the world.

its

orphanage and widowhood) and their self-preserva-

Ch.

i.

19-27.
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III. The third admonition opposes their contempt of the pagans, especially also their contempt of Gentile-Christians. On this account James starts with faith in Jesus Christ, the
Lord of glory which admits of no respect of persons. Hence we see in the man with a gold

ring on his finger, in a splendid garment, the portrait of the Jewish-Christian or the Jewish

convert according to Jewish notions, in the poor man, on the other hand, in a vile garment

[Lange understands by the
Jewish convert and the Gentile convert those whose conversion is going on, in process of
being, but not yet completed.
M.]. They ought to consider both as equals in their synagogue (assembly) yea, they should remember that those poor of this world are rich in faith,
while those really rich are the proud Jews, their persecutors and the defamers of their Christhe portrait of the Gentile-Christian or of the Gentile convert.

—

;

therefore to observe the royal law "Thou shalt love thy neighbour
a higher sense) as thyself" and to have no respect of persons. The law is a unit.
Now in supposing that as true Israelites they avoid the adultery of apostasy, while with their un-

tian

They are

name.

(co-religionists in

merciful fanaticism they kill their Christian Gentile brother (cf. 1 Jno. iii. 15), they are transgressing

the whole law. In this form the law itself becomes a law of liberty
the bondage of its single letters. In connection with this thought,

—

;

its

living totality delivers

faith contrasted

from

with works—de-

notes further the theocratic, Jewish-Christian orthodoxy, while the works denote the living, ener-

The monotheism of the Jew, says James, is altogether insufficient, for the devit.
True faith must prove its vitality in the work of love, especially in brothThe examples chosen in illustration are most telling. Abraham, sacrificing Isaac his

getic proof of faith.
ils

also participate in

erly love.

who sacrifices his national claims Eahab, the harlot is a type
who came by the work-of-faith into communion with the people of God.

son is a type of the Jewish-Christian
of the Gentile Christian,

Ch.

;

ii.

IV. The Apostle, in the fourth place, considers it matter of great moment, to dissuade the Jews
their fondnessfor fanatical teaching, which was their characteristic both in their intercourse
with the pagans in particular and with those of a different turn of mind in general (cf. Matth. xxiiL

from

Rom.

They transgressed particularly with their irrepressibly-busy, didactic tongue,
19).
condemn and curse. The consequence of such a tendency the Apostle shows to be
an earthly, sensual and devilish wisdom, born of envying and strife; with this he contrasts heavenly wisdom with the beautiful attributes of love and the blessing of peace. Ch. iii.
V. The Apostle, in the fifth place, now indicates to the Judaistically prejudiced Jewish
Christians and with them to the Jews the infallible mark whereby they may perceive that their
15;

ii.

inclined to

in strife and war among themselves as well as with
he says, are lusts and worldly desires, which in their
sensual life are at war with one another; its fruit, disappointment and the failure of all their
Ch. iv. 1-3.
striving, contention and even of their prayer.
VI. James now proceeds in the sixth place, to disclose the ground of those egotistical, pleasustand-point
others.

rable lusts.

by

is

The

not true fanatics, he says,
;

live

root of this quarrelsomeness,

It is the apostasy of the {spiritual adulterers

and)

adulteresses

from

their worldly-mindedness; their friendship with the world (in a spiritual garb)

the living
is

God

enmity with

Judaism appears in the foreground with increasing distinctness. It
spirit of humility to which grace is accorded.
Pursuant thereto are the exhortations which follow: Be true Israelites in relation to God; true
subjects of God, truly praying and sacrificing to God (v. 8), truly purified and God-affianced (v.
Be true Israelites in
8), truly poor and humble jn the sense of the Old Testament (w. 9, 10).
relation to the brethren; avoid slandering, condemning and cursing
Be true Israelites
Do not yield yourselves in blind confiin your dispersion-life (Diaspora-life, so German.
M.]
dence to your planning, to go from city to city with a view to traffic and gain, but realize your
Otherwise all your knowledge of good will turn to sin
transitoriness and dependence on God
and judgment (vv. 11-17). Ch. iv. 4-17.
VII. These admonitions, the Apostle concludes, in the seventh place, by a powerful denunciation of woe on the rich, doubtless on the Judaiting Jewish-Christians and Jews who called
themselves poor but thought themselves rich in their Jewish privileges, and here the affinity of
his mode of statement with that of the prophets, becomes quite prophetical. It contains the prophecy
of judgment, of a judgment which, with the destruction of Jerusalem, soon afterwards came upon
God.

Here the

portrait of

lacks the spirit which

is

opposed to hatred, the

I

—

!

!
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be penitent. Their riches are corrupted etc., t. e. all their selfand disgrace. They confide in and boast of this treasure before
the near day of judgment.
But that which brings judgment rapidly near is the crying of the
hire withheld from their labourers and reapers, the ingratitude to and the rejection of Apostles
and believers, who had undertaken the harvest of Israel The day of slaughter, which shall come
on their pleasure-life, is nigh at hand, and has opened with the condemnation and murder of the
Judaism.

i.

e.

righteousness has turned to sin

Just,

who now no longer

arrests their

running into destruction

(ch. v. 1-6).

theme and the conclusion. Once more he addresses the brethren. Let
them in long-suffering patience persevere unto the coming of the Lord (v. 7).

Then
1.

follows the final

Encouragement thereto: the example of the husbandman waiting

(w.
2.

for the harvest

7, 8).

Conditions of that patience.
a.

They must not murmur against one another

in disaffection,

*. e.

they must not

nourish in their hearts the spirit of fanatical hardness and alienation.

Examples:

(w. 9-11).
by oaths they must avoid, and hallow

the prophets; the patience of Job; the end of the Lord
o.

c.

3.

The excitement of swearing and complications
their minds (v. 12).
They must cheer their minds by prayer, praise, the help
the Church, and the confession of sins (w. 13-16).

Elias the type of wonder-working [effective

of the presiding officers of

—M.] prayer, whose

first

prayer effected the

miracle of chastisement and his second the miracle of mercy (vv. 17, 18).
4.

Conclusion. Exhortation containing a promise of blessing on the effort of reclaiming an
erring brother. Every one should engage in this work, and whoever succeeds, does thereby

save a soul from death and prevent the multitudinous evil of sin ( w. 19, 20). Ch. v. 9-20.
The existing tables of contents do not exhibit a perfect, organical structure of the Epistle, because the idea which animates all its separate parts, has not been laid down as the foundation of the

The construction of the Epistle has been treated in extenso by Pfeiffer, On the connection
of James, Stud, and Krit., 1850, Part 1 in Wiesinger's division in his Commentary,
in Huther's division in his Commentary, p. 15; de Wette and Schleiermacher see neither plan

Epistle.

of the Epistle
p. 46;

;

nor order in the Epistle. See Bruckner, p. 182 (his own exposition, p. 184)

6.

;

Schleiermacher, p. 421.

LITERATURE.

See Heidegger, Enchiridion, I., p. 617. Lilienthal, JBibl. Archivarius, p. 784. Winer's
Handbuchder Theol. Literatur, I., pp. 268 and 271. Supplement, p. 42. Danz, Universal- Wcer-

Supplement,

terbuch, p. 421.

p. 51.

De Wette,

Introd. 6th ed. p. 362.

Wiesinger's

Commen-

(Among the most recent works on the Bible
—See General Works on the
and Practical Commentary on the New Testament, by
W. Nast, Cincinnati and
Bremen, 1860);—
Commentaries on the Catholic

tary, p. 45.

Bible.

is

the Critical

C.

also

Epistles.

Particular exegetical works.

Roman Catholic: Lorinus, 1622; Prioeus, 1646.
Lutheran: Winkelmann, Althameb, Brochmann, Laurentius

etc

Reformed Zwingli, Calvin, Cocceius and others.
Modern: Benson, Semler, Baumgarten, Herder,
:

(Briefe Zweener Briefe Jem in unserm Kanon), Storr, Morus, Hensler, Hottinger, Pott, Sohulthess, Gebser (Berlin,

1828),Schneckenburger (1832), Theile (1833), Kern (1838), J. J. Cellerier (Etude
et commentate sur PEpitre de St. Jaques, Geneve, 1850), A. Neander, Pract. Exposition, edited by Schneider (1850), Wiesinger (VoL VI. Sect. 1 of Olshausen's Commentary), Huther (Sect. 15 of Meter's Comment., 2d ed., 1863), Bruckner's edition of
de Wbtte's Commentary, Vol. III., Part. 1, 3d ed., 1865.
Dutch Works: Be Brief van Jac, bearbeiddoor J. Clarisse, Amsterdam, 1802; M. Stuart,
Amsterdam, 1806; JProeve eener Verklaring etc. door G. van Kosten, Amsterdam 1821;
Jacobus etc. van Friesema, Utr., 1842; G. van Leeuwen, 1855; Vinke, 1861 Bis;
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H. Boumann, Comm.perpet. in Jacobi Epistolam, Utrecht, 1865.
Fob thb pabticulab tbeatment of thb epistle see Heisen, Flaohs, Fabeb.
Winer, I. p. 272; DANZ,p. 421 etc.; Supplement, $. 51. Wiesingeb, p. 46. Hbbtwio,
Tabeflen, p. 51.—We must also mention, The Apocryphal ProtevangeHum of Janus,
edited by Suckow (Breslau, 1841).
Fob dogmatical tbeatment consult the ^orks on Biblical or New Testament Theology in
general See the list in H agenbach's Encyclopmdia, 6th ed. p. 201
On the doctbine op the Apostles Luttebbeck, die Neuiestamentlichen Lehrbegriffe, 1852 ;
Messneb, die Lehre der Apostel und Neutestamentlichen SchriftsteUer, 1856 History of
the Apostolic Age, Neandeb, Schapp, Lange.— Ritschl, Origin of the Old- Catholic
Schapp, das VerhSllniss des Jacobus, Bruders des Herrn, zu dem Jacobus AlChurch
cently appeared:

:

;

—

pha*, Berlin, 1842.

Fob special practical tbeatment
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Balthasab Kebneb,

der Epistd Jacobi in 60 Predigten, Ulm, 1639.

Jakobsstab oder Erklarung

Habtmann

oder 91 Predigten uber die Epistel Jacobi, Frankfurt, 1694;

Cbeidius, Jakob's Schaiz,

Daniel Gbiebneb, Erhfa-

Goltzius, de allgemene Sendbrief des Aposetc. in 79 Predigten, Leipzig, 1720.
Jacobus verklaart en toegeeygent, Amsterdam, 1698 Similarly Janssonius, Groen-

rung
tels

;

ingen, 1742.

—K. Bbaune, die SiebenKatholischen Brief —Die BriefedesJakobusund

Judas, Grimma, 1847
rf

e.

;

Jakobi, der Brief des Jakobus, ausgelegt in 19 Predigteft, Ber-

1835; Stieb, 3er Brief des Jakobus in 32 Betrachtungen ausgelegt. Barmen, 1845;
Dbeseke, Predigten Uber den Brief Jakobi, 1851 Viedebandt, der Brief Jakobi in

lin,

;

Bibelstunden, Berlin, Schulze, 1859 ; Jakobus, der Zeuge vom tebendigen Glauben*

Erne

Beihenfolge von Predigten uber den ganzen Brief Jakobi, von Q. Porubszky, evang.
Pfarrer in Wien, Wien, 1861.

[English Commentaries on James.
Tubnbull, Richabd, Exposition on

the Canonical Epistle of St.

James in 28

lectures, 4vo;,

Mayeb, John, Praxis Theologica, or the Epistle of the Apostle James resolved,
expounded and preached upon, by way of doctrine anduse, 4vo., Lond., 1629 Manton, Thom.,
D. D., A Practical Commentary: or an Exposition with Notes on the Epistle of James, 4vo. A
Lond., 1606

;

;

Lond., 1653.

Repr. imp. 8vo., Lond, 1840; 8vo, Lond., 1842.

See also Stanley, Essays and Sermons on the Apostolic Age, Lond., 1852; the General
CommentarieSf those on the Apostolical

and

Catholic Epistles.

—MJ.
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COMMENTARY.
THE EPISTLE GENERAL OF JAMES.
I.

1

INTRODUCTION.

THE SALUTATION OP THE SERVANT OF GOD AND OF THE LORD JESUS CHRIST TO
THE TWELVE TRIBES IN THE DISPERSION. REFERENCE TO THE VARIEGATED
TEMPTATIONS TO WHICH THEY ARE EXPOSED, AND TO THE JOYFUL DESIGN OF

THE SAME: THEIR CONSUMMATION.
Chaptbb,

L

1-11.

James, a servant of God and of the Lord Jesus Christ, to the twelve tribes which
brethren, count4 it all joy when ye fall into
2 are scattered abroad/ greeting.*
3 divers temptations. 1 Knowing this, that the trying* of your faith' worketh patience. 8
4 But let patience9 have her perfect work, 10 that ye may be perfect and entire, wanting
5 nothing. 11 If any of you lack wisdom, 13 let him ask of God that givech to all men
6 liberally ,* and upbraideth14 not; and it shall be given him. 15 But let him ask in faith,
nothing wavering: 1* for he that wavereth is like a wave of the sea driven with the
For1 ™ let not that man think that he shall receive anything of
7 wind and tossed.17*
8 the Lord.
doubleminded man18 is unstable in all his ways19 Let the brother of low
9 degree* rejoice* 1 in that he is exalted.
But the rich,** in that he is made low*4 : be-10 cause as the*5 flower of the grass he shall pass away.
For the sun is no sooner risen 9*
11 with a burning heat17 , but it withereth the grass, and the flower thereof falleth, and
the grace of the fashion of it perisheth : so also shall the rich man fade away in his
ways. 9* **

My

A

.

iBuseblus ends his account of James the Just thus: rocadra cal r£ *arA *I <£ « « o v ofl i) itowtij
r&v bvofia^ofiipttw jcaloAtK»r Jrt<rroA»r «Ira« \4ysrai. Hist. Bock ii. 23. A. 0. Sin.
omit the title.— M.]
tj itaunropf.
Vene LfJJr rg
8ta<rirop£. In
/ the dispersion. M.]
Preudengruss, n Frtude turn
a i* Pp «e *i »r
Lange u Freudengruss,
sum Oruts«-Selutatton
[* x
0ruts«-Selutation or
of Joy,
joy, Joy
Jot the burden of his salutaX»
tton; the English " greeting" is sometimes used in the same sense; to de Wette, van Ess etc.—M.]
Verse 2. [* The Codex Colbertinns has *}y«Z<r0«. voticiAoif, literally, versicoloured.— M.
p The whole verse in Lange's version, " Count it all joy, my brethren, when ye fall into divers (variegated)
temptations."— M.]
Terse a
r—since ye know. Sox^to r—proof. M.]
7 The omission of r ij % w i ar <*»« according to Cod. B. has been dropped on good grounds by Teschendorf,
according to the decided majority of MSS. A. 0. G. etc [It is inserted in A. B. C. K. L. Cod. Colb. God.
[Title.

—

•
.

i

PYi»sa«o»n

—

Sin. Vulg. Syr. Copt. Aeth. Arm. etc.— MJ.
pis-oper^r—endurance. Lange's version. "Since ye know that the proof of your

durance."
Verse 4.

—M.]

faith

worketh en-

fjiiojior if—endurance.—M.]
POfpyor T<X«top»-a perfect work.—M.]

version " But let endurance have a perfect work (the perfect operation of ChrittUnest) that
P Lange's
ye may be perfect and entire people (Christians), in nothing deficient (verkuemvurt, stunted).—M.J
P*A«i»«Tai aofyia *=»fal]s short of wisdom.—M.J
:

Verse

6.

P* A » A A *—a,

liberally, 6, sincerely.— M.]
n bvet&ifovTo t— upbraideth not, i. e. who gives without exprobration.—M.]
u But if any of you is deficient in wisdom, let him ask it from the God who giveth
Lange's
version
:
to
P*
all men {also to the pagans) sincerely (without reservation and delusion) and upbraideth not with it
(turns it not into the disgrace of the recipients, according to the notion of work-righteousness), and it shall
be given to him.—M.]
p, ij 6 i v 4taKpirtfpfro ?=-nothlng doubting, not in the least (Lange) doubting.
M.l
["• Lange's version : " But let him ask In faith, not in the least (faltering) doubting, for he that donbteth it
like a wave of the sea, agitated by the wind and tossed hither and thither."
.]
p» Lange renders y a p—«lso, but we prefer " npr let that man etc."
.]

[J*

Vene
Vene

6.

7.

it

—

p

—M

—M
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Lange'i version : * A double-minded (faltering) man : a •editions (excited) disturber of peace in all
Bat this rendering is too fanciful ; we prefer therefore the strictly grammatical rendering
" A two-minded man, unstable in all his ways," taking the Terse in apposition with y. 7<— M.]
Terse 9. [*> o afcAAfe o ravecre (—the brother who is low^M.]
» k a v x * <r
glory,—M.]
* i r ry v^rcc avro 0—in his exaltation. M Bat let the brother who is low glory in his exaltation." M.]
Terse 10. *>o wkorio-ior—the rich man. M.]
** Lang* understands asecond ** glory," makes the passage ironical, and renders M bat the rich in his humiliation."—JL]
P»»« ivBot y<JpTov—as a flower of the grass.—M.]
•»
11.
The
Aorist with its narratiye force should be retained.—M.]
Terse
[W KsilvM r may mean the dry parching Bast wind, Kadim, bat " the bunting heat" of
V. is Tery felicitoas.—M.J
«jrop«tai*. A. and seyeral lesser MSS. read v opiate, an orthographical blander, according to
Schneckenburger, because there is no nonn no pi a with a fixed meaning, [ropciait is stronger
than ways ; it denotes the eager pursuit of some business or pleasure.—M.J
the whole Terse, " For no sooner rose the sun with the burning heat (wind) and dried up the grass
Bender
ft*
and the flower thereof fell away and the beauty of its appearance perished; thus also shall the rich
man wither in his ways" (journeyings something like Ltnge's "{Hfefct/aArten"),—M.]

Tene

8. [*• i»

his ways."

•—

—

—

K

called to (the reception of) the faith.
Of course
they are distinguished from the Gentile Chris-

EXEOBTIOAL AND CRITICAL.

—

—

—

—

—

Vkb. 1. Address and Salutation. James, (on
James, see Introduction above) servant of
God, applied in the widest sense to Christians
in general (1 Pet ii. 16; Bph. Ti. 6), denotes in
the narrower sense, in the official use of the
word, apostolical men (Phil. i. 1); but here the
word in its fullest weight signifies not only the
head of the church at Jerusalem, but also the
Apostle whose special work lay among the Jewish
Christian and the Jewish Dispersion (of which
Jerusalem was the centre). Rom. i. 1; Tit. L 1.
[Oecumenius: vnip irav 61 KOQfxucbv a£lopa ol tov
Kvplov airSoTohoi to SovXoc thai ^ptorov KaXfatni(6/tevoi,

tovto yv&pwfta iavrov PovXovrat noielodaL,

koI TJkyovrtc, koX kirtoriXXovrec Kal SiddoKOvres.

Of God and of the Lord.

—M.].

Of God not the

attribute of Jems Christ, as some expositors have
rendered, but God the Father and the Lord Jesus
Christ represented as wielding one dominion (cf.
Jno. xvii. 8) ; thereby James also wisely takes
together the Old Testament and the New. The
Apostolical and Christian office is one service
however not service rendered to man but service
rendered to God and Jesus Christ with undivided
consciousness, obedience and operation.
[Oec.
" &eov fdv,Tov naTp6r icvpiov dV, tov vlov." Bengel
" videri potuisset, siJesum steps appellaret, id ex ambitions facere, cum esset frater Domini.
Atque eo
minus novit Christum secundum carnem.** It is certainly remarkable that James mentions Christ only
here and in ch. ii. 1, while in his speeches (Acts
xv. and xxi.) he does not name Him at all.
M.]

—

To the twelve

—That

Huther ; see Wiesinger).

tians (against

Introduction. Analysis. The address and
Reference to temptation as a
salutation; v. 1.
proof of endurance tending to joy: tt. 2-4. The
means of endurance, wisdom; hence deficiency
in wisdom to be met by the prayer of undoubting
Caution against instability ; tt.
faith; tt. 6, 6.
Particular adyice to the lowly and to the
6, 7.
rich (in their own opinion) ; tt. 8-10. The fate
of the rich; t. 11.
1.

tribes in the dispersion.

is, in their Christian calling, and in being called to Christ. To Jewish Christians primarily (so Laurentius, Hottinger, Schneckenburger, Neander and others), but, secondarily
also to the Jews, as far as their adoption of Christianity had not yet been given up (sofern sie noch
See
nicht aufgegeben sind als werdende Christen).
Introduction. As yet all were treated as the
theocratico-ideal unity of the people of Israel

Acts xxvi 7)
Matt xix. 88; Rev.vii. 4-8, etc. The dispersion,
see Deut xxx. 8; Nehem. i. 9; Ps. clxvii 2; Jno.

The twelve

etc
Greeting.

vii. 85,

tribes (rd dodeK&fvXoit

—

*aipea>, the Greek form of salutation (xalpetv so. Xkyet 1 Mace. x. 18; 2 Mace. ix.
19); used also in the Apostolical decree Acts xv.

28

(to

which Huther, following Kern, rightly

The Hebrew

calls attention).

D^l

/C^
T

Is -

*!*"•

forms of salutation used by the
other Apostles; as here, they always correspond
with the fundamental ideas of the several Epistles.
James desires to preserve to his brethren
the true joy and to become instrumental in their
22

Cf. the

etc.

Hence ^oipetv of v. 1 relates to
which we seek to express in the trans" Salutation of joy (Freudegruss)." [See

securing it

Xapd

t. 2,

lation,

—

above in Appar. Crit. t. 1. M.].
Vkb. 4. Reference to the temptation and its design.
All joy. Traoa £aprf, not as some of the
older expositors render " the highest joy," but
all joy, joy throughout (oTmc CarpzoT., Huther
entire joy) unless indeed the joy, as an all-sided
one, is to correspond with the noudXoic iretpaffftoif
[" all sorts of joy," "all conceiTable joy," Alford " rem revera omnique ex parte tetany" Theile.
M.]. But this xaP& is not mere gaudenoH materia (Huther): rather, they are to convert the
objective substance of joy into subjective riches

—

;

of joy. ifyfaaode is therefore emphatic.
[The
repetition at the beginning of a verse or sentence,
of the last word in the one preceding, called by
grammarians duadiplosis is characteristic of the
style of James ; e.g. x^ipstv, xaP^v
1 aQ d followr
ing ; ixofwrfv, t. 8 ; Xetirdfievoi, v. 4 ; 6taKptv6fuvocf
t. 6; compare also t. 18, 19, 21, 22, 26.—M.].
brethren. Primarily used to denote
community of faith, but here also community of
theocratic nationality (see ch. i. 16, 19 ; ii. 6 ; iv.
[Wordsworth remarks that
11; t. 7, 9, 19).
"this address is Tery suitable in an Epistle like
the present, characterized by the language of
stern rebuke; inspired like the reproof of St
Stephen, by the Spirit of Love.
James, 'the
Lord's brother,' having the Spirit of the Lord,
addresses even them as * brothers.* "-^M.."].

•

—

My

•

When ye fall into divers temptations.
These

are the chief motive of the
certainly they are not only in a

ireipao/tol

Epistle.

And

general sense the

OXL-tyett

which an unbelieving
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CHAP.
world prepares for believers (Luke viii. 18;
Matth. xiii. 21 (Huther) ; nor are they parallel
to 1 Pet L 6.
Still less are they in essential
antithesis to iretpafroOat v. 13 (as Wiesinger
thinks), the antithesis is at the most that of

incitement and

corresponding suba very definite, concrete idea, the elements of which may be gathered
in part from the circumstances of the time (see
Introduction), and in part from the Epistle itself.
The Jewish Christians were then tempted, on the
one hand by the hatred of the pagans, on the
other by the national fanaticism of the Jews
(an alternate odium generis humani), and their
objectire

jeetire irritability.

its

It is

ever-rising chiliastic desire of rebellion;

they

were tempted to participate in the antipathy to
the pagans and to transfer it to the GentileChristians, to sympathize with the visionary
Jewish national sentiment and thus to be again
surprised by the old legal service.
They were
tempted to Ebionitism, which was already germinating (ch. ii), and beyond it to zealotry (ch. iiij,

1.

1-11.
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signifies proof; for this dodfuov is

designed to

the endurance consequent upon doiuuff.
Wiesinger rightly cites Rom. v. 3, 4, where 6m\jhc
effects tnrofiavfa etc.
Huther says that then we
ought to have tovto rb Sotdfuov. But the temptation and the proof are not purely identical.
The
tempting element oft the proof emanates from the
evil one, while the proving element of the proof
comes from God. Temptation is proof under the
aggravating cooperation of evil incitement to
evil. .This settles also the objection that temptations may result in failure (of proof); for temptation as a test ever contemplates proof on conIt explains also, how
dition of good behaviour.
in the concrete manner of the Scriptures proof
may be described as temptation (but with reference to existing difficulties in the proof, Gen.
xxii.), and temptation as proof. On KarepyaXeodai,
to work, effect, see Rom. v. 3 and other passages;
vnofiovfj manifestly denotes here endurance.
Baumgarten, Theile, Wiesinger, Huther: The
fiheiv tod standing one's ground in temptation.
Schneckenburger remarks that if to6 be emphasized we get the idea of patientia ae tolerantia
malorum, if fiheiv, that of conetantia, firmiUu,
effect

—

to insurrection, (ch. iv.), and to apostasy (ch. v.).
The temptation came therefore from every side
and took the most variegated shapes of alluring
and threatening, while their hereditary Judaistic pereeverantia.
Inst presented a counter-impulse (v. 18.).
Thus
Veil 4. Bnt let endurance have a perfect
the one great iretpaopdc resolved itself into the work.
Wiesinger : The emphasis is on rifoiov.
vupafffiol KoutDiM.
Now since the adjective iroud- The majority of commentators understand the
Aor. denotes not only the diverse, but primarily
perfect work as the perfecting of toouovfi itself.
the variegated, it probably contains an allusion So Huther, Wiesinger : the proof of vnofiovq (cf.
to the manifold-dazzling glitter of colours in which
Huther: toofiov^j is not only
1 Thess. i. 8).
the Jewish-Christian and Jewish temptations passive but also active.
This active toopovfi is
presented themselves and whereby they might not only to persevere unto the end CLuther : Let
even appear in the guise of Divine revelations patience abide firm unto the end : similarly Cal-

—

and prophetical warnings urging them to be
zealous for the honour of God.
Into the midst of
such temptations they had fallen; on all hands

Jerome and many others); toopovfj is to be
deficient in nothing, neither in joy f Bengel) nor
in any essential point; .especially, wisdom, confivin,

—

were surrounded by them (on neptKiirreiv dence, etc. But James evidently contemplates
Lexioa and Huther). [ireptTriirretv to not only inward demeanour but also and chiefly
fall into the midst of anything, so as to be wholly
the outward exhibition of the same, which he
surrounded by it.
Luke x. 80 ; Acts xxvii. 41. deplored to see manifoldly omitted. Hence that
8o baric 4v routirraic %v(jL$opcug Kepnrfoy Plato, interpretation is right, which distinguishes the
Legg. 9, 877. c ; fieydXotc drvx^fiaatv to AiruA&v, perfect work, viz., the accomplishing of endur«al pey&atc (rdfjupopdic ireptweodvrec Polyb. p. 402,
ance, as the proof of endurance from endurance
L 5; *oihk$ irepiireodvreg, lb. p. 670, 1. 6; Xyoraic itself. So Erasmus, de Wette and others; but
repthrsoe Diog. Laert. 4, 60; JcaxoZf, 2 Maco. x.
these commentators err in limiting this outward
4, etc.— M.].
The design of everv affliction of proof of enduranoe to something general, viz.:
believers to turn by proof (6W/*#) into spiritual the exhibition of morality, etc. (see Huther).
joy (Acts iv. 23; Rom. v. 8, etc.) was conse- But James in his Epistle looks at a definite object.
quently in an eminent degree peculiar to this The ipyov rkXeuov by which the Jewish Christians
great temptation.
But this temptation did doubt- were to verify their enduranoe consisted accordless bring many an inconstant Jewish-Christian
ing to ch. ii. in the unreserved acknowledgment
to ruin before the Jewish war, as did that under
of their Gentile Christian brethren, and accordBar Coohba.
ing to ch. iii., iv., v. in their open rupture with
they

consult the

Vbr.

3.

Since ye

jour faith

know that the proof of

worketh endurance.

—The Parti-

ciple ytitiaKovrec

explains fyfaaode and indicates
ef encouragement the manner how they
night turn the heart-grief of the proof into joy
(hence neither "and know" (Luther), nor "for
jou know" Pott).
To dotdfuov (found only here
m»4 I Pet. L 7) may mean the medium of proof
bj

W*J

(the

proper signification of dotafielov, which occurs
a different reading of this passage, also as
opposed to Ak^wv), but also proof (doiurf) as the

m

result of

]jw«ts

the test.

rightly

Huther following Oeoumenius

upon the latter sense, Wiesinger with

oemler, Theile
so,

and others, the former. And
although in 1 Pet. i. 7 the word

judaistic faith-pride

and fanaticism.

Tes,

James

cherished the hope of gaining the Jewish Christians and along with them even the Jews themselves, to a greater or less extent, for this perfect
work of submitting to the practical results of the
Christian life. But if the more general sense is
preferred, we have the meaning that Christian
endurance must evidence itself in the full carrying out of the practical consequences of the
Christian faith. An ipyov riXewv of the toofiovff
in our day would consist in the thorough acknowledgment of Christian humanism and the thorough
renunciation of the spirit of sectarianism and
fanaticism.
To
'E;rfrw is decidedly emphatic.
this

endurance must hold, this

it

must receive,
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acquire and this it must have to show. It is
therefore at once=xpare/ru (Schulthess) and
irapextro (Pott).

That ye may be perfect and entire

;

Iva

decidedly expresses the word [used in the telic
sense.
M.] f and is explained by ch. ii. 22.
TkTieioi and SXdkfajpoi are not altogether Synonymous (Huther), although the LXX. use both for

—

D*DflT

^ ne fo™*'

expression denotes per-

*

fection in the sense of completed development or
vitality, the latter perfection in its completed
manifestation.
[Alford defines 6X6x?jfpoc as
"that in which every part is present in its place,'*
and cites Plato, 7Sm. t p. 44, c. and Corp. Inscrip.
863, 26.
M.]. But it denotes here specifically
If you want to become entire Jews and close the
entire Jewish development, you must become
entire Christians but if you want to sustain the
character of entire Christians you cannot dispense with the mark of perfect fraternization
with the Christians, also with Gentile-Christians,
and that of being opposed to the world, and also
to the judaistic world.
For the tIXbioq is one
who has reached his r/Aof, the bMifajpos one, cui

—

;

totum est, quod sorts obtigit ( Wahl=nulla parte
mancus). The Jew was by origin a symbolic
k?Jjpoc ; as a Christian he was to become a real
Khfjpog and thus bMKhripoq.
The primary reference here is manifestly neither to moral perfection in general (Huther), nor to perfection hereafter, but to the rudimentai [German: princitriell] perfection of the faith of Christians as
Christians; but the expression of James involves
also the rule of absolute Christian perfection.

In nothing deficient ;—falireodai means
primarily to stay behind, to be inferior to another, but also to be wanting, deficient in a thing
(v. 5).
The latter sense is advocated by Theile,
ae Wette, Wiesinger, Huther with reference to
v. 5 and 1 Cor. i. 7, the former by Storr, Augusti
and others, whose view we consider correct notwithstanding the modified sense of the word in
v. 5.
For the opposite of having reached the
end, or of being riXeioc. is just the having stayed
behind. The decay consequent upon quiescence
and retrogression, the very characteristics of
Ebionitism developed at a later period, and of
Nazarite-Christianity, is the primary idea which
corresponds with the connection of the whole
Epistle.
The Jewish people itself became most
emphatically the "kenrd^uvoi of the world's history.
James with a prophet's eye foresaw all this
growing (werdend) decay.
It springs indeed
from a guilty deficiency in spiritual things or at
least from a deficiency that might have been
avoided, a point to which James refers immediately after.
The sequel moreover shows that
he sees in a, perfect outward proof of life the full
expression of character.
VV. 6, 6. Wisdom a condition of endurance;
wayer for wisdom in undoubting faith.
But if any of you ; u 6$ points by pothetically, and with reference to individuals, to a
manifold probable or rather perceptible deficiency
in general.
Deficiency of wisdom has the form
of the Judaistic and Ebionite element.
Deficient in wisdom.— Zo^/a? without the
Article acknowledges in a forbearing manner this
lack of wisdom, supposing the deficiency to exist

only in part. Oecumenius defines wisdom as
to alrcov rov reteiov tpyov, Huther as the insight
of the problem of life as a whole as well as in its
particular phases, which incites us to work.
The
reference here is not only to the Proverbs of
Solomon, the Wisdom of Solomon and Jesus the
Son of Sirach. The New Testament stadium of
theocratical insight was objectively wisdom
manifested in person (Matth. xi. 19), and therefore subjectively the right perception of the
signs of the time and the christological fulfilment
of the theocracy in the Church* as well as in the
faith of individuals.*
The distinct relation of
this want of wisdom to the temptations (Calvin)
cannot be denied with Huther, although, wisdom, to be sure, must not be identified with endurance. As it is a fundamental condition of
the same, so it is also one of the chief modes of
its exhibition according to ch. iii. 17.

Let him ask from the God.

—

See Matth.
Jno. v. 16. The further
definition shows how important it is that real
prayer must be free from the admixture of any
conception which obscures the holiness and goodness of God. The Judaizer did also pray, but his
conception of the Deity was a Jewish God, parxx. 20; Acts

tial,

legal

iii.

2;

1

and measuring His blessings according

The position of the words' rov-didovros
to merit.
deov (Cod. A. rov Oeov rov didbvros) gives prominence to the idea that God is a giving God (Huther).

See

v. 17.

"Wiesinger:

"Who

is

knenen

Thesenseis: a giving comprehending
every thing that is good, hence no object is indicated (Gebser and al).
To all. Huther with Calvin and others supto give."

—

ply roic. alrovatv ; but God's giving in the most
general sense may not be measured by man's asking, although He is wont according to the measure of asking and beyond asking to give good
[Any and every
gifts and even the Holy Spirit.
qualification of iraoiv reflects on the graciousneBB
of the Giver— M.].
Sincerely. dizldg occurs only here in the New
Testament. Huther [and Alford M.] renders
simply and sees in it an exclusive reference to the
gift (nothing else is added to it with reference to
Wisd. of Sol. xvi. 27), but the reference is not to
the quality of the gift, but to the mode of giving;
on this account the definition candide sincere
(Kerne, Theile and others), is preferable. Sincere (pure) giving is opposed to calculated giving
which according to the view of the law, is at
once suspicious and half compulsory. It refers
indirectly to the source of benignitas (Bede and
al.) and also to the liberality of giving (qjfluenter,
Erasmus and al.) [Wordsworth explains: "who
giveth d7rtaf, liberally, that is, sinu lazo, expanding the lap of his bounty and pouring forth its
contents into your bosom. Cf. 2. Cor. viii. 2
ix. 11, and the use of the word dnfawv, dilatory
by the LXX. in Is. xxxiii. 23 ; and therefore the
word an7uj$ is rendered affluenter here by the VulM.].
gate, and copiously by the Syriac version."

—

f

—

• The Jews Indeed had already before that time been deficient in the right comprehension of the Seiomomc doctrine of

wisdom, that is, of the nnlversalism of the Old Testament,
and for this very reason they had misunderstood and misinterpreted the Davidic He&slanism from a particularistic point
of view ; jnst as Evangelical theology for the same reason
has fallen short of its task in consequence of not sufficiently
appreciating Christian humanism.
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And npbraideth not with

it.

—Negative

explanation of the preceding or of that which is
Wiesconsequent upon God's sincere giving.

with Luther*
"and npbraideth none with it" with reference to
8ir. xli. 28 : petti rd dovvai pr) oveidifr ; ch. xx. 15
HuxriiL 17 (see Huther' 8 note from Cicero).
Semler and al. inther disputes this exposition
inger also explains pr) bvetdi^ovroc

;

qualemeunque reprehensionem.
Bat then James would utter an untenable sentiment, because God notwithstanding those who
ask, in various ways covers men with confusion.
The expression also would be too brief in that
sense; it is only intelligible if we take it with
what goes before as one idea. But the exposition
"to put those who ask to shame with a refusal"
(Moras, Angusti and al.), is certainly unfounded
although it is less far-fetched than that of Huther ; he who afterwards upbraids with his gifts
is equally disposed to be hard beforehand and
according to circumstances to send away the
" The side-look on the
atker (without claims).
terpret bvei6i£etvz

10; oh. v. 9," also, which Huther and
Wieeinger detect here, cannot be sustained because it has first of all to be determined whom
James means by the rich. The conception of a
9eov <wetd%ovToc would certainly agree with the
religious views of said rich and then also indirectly with their behaviour. m
rich, t.

And

it

(wisdom) shall

be given to him.

not sufficient reason for taking dodffoerat
(with Huther and Wiesinger) impersonally: it
will be giren to him. See Matth. vii. 7-11 ; Luke
xl 13; 1 Kings iii. 9-12,
Via. 6. Bnt let him ask in faith.
James
hsring objectively defined real prayer as the
worship of the true God of revelation, now also
defines it subjectively as prayer in faith.
See
ch. v. 16; Sir. vii. 10; Jno. xvi. 23. It certainly
follows (according to Wiesinger) from the appended negative definition that iriartg here designates first of all undivided confiding, full and
firm heart-trust.
Such trust is only possible as
a looking up to the God of free grace according
to roelation ; Huther therefore rejects without
reason the exposition of Calvin : "fides est qua,
dri promissionibus freta, nos impetrandi, quod petiMst, eertos reddit" as one which lacks sufficient
intimations; even the still closer definition of
some of the older expositors, " triori^ 'Iqaov Xpuj*
rri" would seem to be included implicit*.
That
is, while Wiesinger rightly observes that iriartg
both with James and Paul denotes the mind's
ttoral attitude to God, yet with James this very
attitude presupposes a looking up to "the giving
God" according to revelation. Henoe the pijdhf
&toKptv6ft£voc excludes at once subjective wavering
and doubting the certainties of evangelical salvation, because the attempt of fixing the heart outside of the sphere of revelation (in the case of
Christians outside of the name of Jesus) would be
pure fanaticism.
A similar conjoining of " faith
There

is

—

tad not doubting" also in an objective sense, occurs in Rom. iv. 20 ; of. oh. xiv. 23 ; Matth. xxi.
21; Mark xi. 24.
James' conception of faith as
giren here is consequently his full conception of
kith; it is only in such an energy of praying
ud doing that faith is to him vital, but without
it dead.
Auurprveo&ussbeing at discord with
being divided in oneself, and hence
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doubting must be

still further defined as indiscriminating, judging and deciding, and in this root it is joined with false
discriminating and judging, ch. ii. 5. The hard
and austere mind on the one hand produces a
bard and austere conception of God, and on the
other a hard and austere deportment. Huther:

ward

false

" While ir'umc is 'yes,' and hmoria 'no,' duutpivtaBat is the union of yes and no, yet so that the
preponderance lies with* 'no.'" That is, where
iuucplveadai has become habitual, a governing
trait of character ; this is the force of the Participles.
But Huther (after Calvin) also mentions
the possibility of doubting alongside of honest,
yet weak faith (see Note p. 48).
Caution against wavering, vv. 6, 7.

Van.

wave

6.

For he that doubteth

is like

a

of the sea.

'Eocne occurs only here and
Testament. Huther sees in the

24 in the New
ydp of v. 7 the repetition of the ydp in v. 6. That
is, he thinks that James gives only one reason,
not two and that the figurative description of
him that doubteth v. 6, is only intended to bring
out a clearer exhibition of the fickle mental constitution of the doubter.
But " this apparently
helpless disunion" assumes another form if
we take v. 6 not only as a colouring but as a declaration that the doubter falls under foreign, antidivine influences. The sea, according to the Old
Testament, is the figure of the constrained (unfrei) life of nations, floating hither and thither in
Dan. vii.
pathological sympathies (Ps. xlvi. 93
3; Is. lvii. 20; Rev. xiii. 1). James was doubtless oonscious of this theooratic influence at a
.time, when "the waves of the sea" already began to roar. The symbolical figure of the wind
(Eph. iv. 14; cf. ch. ii. 2) however, must be put
in the background, because it is only expressed
in verbs.
But even here we can hardly fail to
recognize an allusion to a restless spiritual commotion (Geistesleben) tossing the sea of nations,
especially because dvepl&o6ai is an airag Aey., not
found elsewhere (in classical Greek we have
avepovadai, to be moved by the wind), and
friirifrodat also occurs only here in the New Testament.
On the different derivations of the
word, see Huther. Note 2, p. 48; via.: from
puric, a bellows or fan, or from /&£7r#, rush (of the
wind) or storm. The latter derivation seems to
lie nearest.
These expressions are therefore not
altogether synonymous (Huther). Bengel makes
the former to denote motion from without and the
But both, the wind
latter motion from within.
and the storm come from without ; the inner element is here expressed by the sea-nature of the
wave. According to Theile, the former indicates
But the two dethe cause, the latter the effect.
note two different relations of degree : the sea in
waves, the sea in billows the breeze, the storm,
the excitement of spirits, the rebellious commoFrom these consideration (vide bellum Jud.).
tions it seems to follow that the first ydp has a
more limited signification; it pronounces the
diaKpivdfievoc incompetent to pray aright, because
he is governed by the evil influences of the world.
The second ydp, on the other hand, bears in a
wider sense upon that man's faithless relation to
God. We cannot indeed conveniently render ydp
twice by for and repeat it therefore intensiter by
9
4
Calvin makes it=ergo, Huther=namely,
also.
v.

;

;
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doubter is delineated first as to how he stands to
the world (a wave), then as to how he stands to
God (a visionist, a man of conceits), and lastly as
Ykr. 7. Also let not that man think [or to how he stands to and by himself. And here
as I should prefer to render "Nor let that man it is noteworthy that James speaks of man in the
4-hink."
Mj) ydp as an elliptic phrase denotes masculine gender, probably not only on account
absolute denial and an Imper. or Optat. verb is of his proverbial character, but because the danthen always supplied ; here the context, on any gers against which James cautions his readers,
interpretation that may be adopted, involves ab- are more especially dangers which threaten the
The Sl-^vxoc is not the same
solute denial and the nor has intensive force; Jewish male-world.
the meaning is "let not that man by any meant as the diaxpivd/ievoc (so Luther and al.). According to Huther this word "characterizes the inthink" or "let that man by no meant think."
M.]. The second ydp has particular reference ward being of the doubter." To be sure, the
to the doubter's deficiency of faith in God, which inward being, not however as the ground of
Sure, he doubting (Huther, Kern, Wiesinger), but as the
is involved in his worldly dependence.
For two-mindedness is
seeks to supply that deficiency of faith by super- result of doubting.
stitious or fanatical delusions, but he deceives forthwith mentioned as the ground in relation to
himself with these delusions. He must become the manner how the doubter proceeds. Twoconscious of the nothingness of these delusions mindedness indeed lies already germ-like in
before matters can mend with him. The severe doubt itself, but it is doubtfulness which develhandling of false praying is a very ancient cha- ops wavering and irresoluteness, wherein man
racteristic of exhortations to repentance accord- has, as it were, two souls, the one touched by
ing to Is. i. 15 Luke xviii. 1 1, this passage and God, the other occupied by the world. He is
false in both directions, false to God and false
the Reformation.
to the world by his double reservation, just as
That man, the one who doubts and has fallen he
is false to himself by the reservation of his
into human weakness.
[Alford sees in these
egotism over against his piety and vice versa.
words a oertain slight expression of contempt.
But this makes him not forthwith a consummate
M.].
liar and hypocrite ; "he has not only, as it were,
That he shall receive any thing. He re- two souls in conflict with each other" (Huther),
ceives nothing; Bee ch. iv. 3 where another rea- but as vet his enthusiasm glows psychically
now
son is specified why he does not receive any for God and now for the world in two changing
thing.
[The reference is to the things for which forms of the psychical life. The word
dtyujof
he prays; there are many things, temporal is admirably formed after the analogy of <Mblessings, which he does receive.
M.].
yXuoaog and similar words; it appears to occur
From the Lord. The reference is of course nowhere prior to this Epistle (see also ch. iv. 8),
to God, as in v. 12; ch. iv. 10, etc., but there is but besides the analogies just mentioned, it
has
a reason for the use of icbpioc instead of #e6f
James means Jehovah, the living covenant-God, its type in the Hebrew yy\
(see also Jesus
who has now fully revealed himself in Christ.
For details, see Wiesinger. [Alford quotes Hof- Sir. I, 28), and has been adopted by Clemens
mann, who remarks that where the Father is Rom. and other church authors (see Huther p.
not expressly distinguished from the Son by the 51). [Alford proposes to make the whole sencontext, the Godhead in its unity is to be under- tence predicate and all to apply to 6 avdpumc
stood by & defy; and the same may be said of 6 kicelvoc. On the whole, however, we give the
preference (with Wiesinger, Huther and Wordsitbptoc.
M.].
Vkr. 8.
two-minded man.— The connec- worth) to the certainly most grammatical construction of taking avfyp 6irfn>xo£ in opposition
tion of this sentence with that which precedes it,
The expositions of Pott with v. 6 ; not as an explanation but as an exis variously explained.
u vm homini inconstanti," and of Baumgarten who pansion of the figure in v. 6. This construction
is by no means in oonflict with the abrupt and
wants to join dliln>x°C with Mf*1>cTat may be
predicative style of James, for the transition
Winer, Wiesinger and Huther
passed over.
from the figure of the wave of the sea to the
[also Wordsworth
M.] take it in apposition
two- minded man is certainly bold, if not abrupt,
with the former verse and as explanatory of the
there is indeed a transition from a physical to a
figure v. 6, and render "he, a two-minded man."
But the explanation of a figure and especially of psychioal illustration; the word iiifwxog itself,
used here for the first time in Greek literature,
one so thoroughly self-explanatory would not
suit the style of our Epistle.
Although the ne- by its novelty would arrest attention and thus
in the language of Lange, "elevate the sentencessity of the Article before avfjp ( Schneckentious weight of the proposition."
M.j.
burger), if the latter exposition is given, is unsay (namttch), Pott, a particle of transilively figure is charged with prophetico-symbolical matter.
that

tion.

is to

The

;

—

—

—

373

—

A

—

—

founded, the exposition itself runs into a feeble
Hence we agree with Luther and
tautology.
many expositors in taking avfjp dtfvxog as the
subject and anar&araroc as the predicate and
the omission of the copula (is) as elevating the
sententious weight of the proposition. Huther
Bays that this would make the thought too abrupt.
But in the masculine gender it is this formal
abruptness which elevates the sentence, while in
point of matter the connection is perfect The

An (excited) seditions disturber of peace.

—The

ordinary rendering

*

unstable' [E.

V.] or

inconstant (Luther and al.) does justice neither to
the original nor to the connection. For firstly,

the expression is already half settled by what
precedes it as well as by the words "in all his
ways ;" for although the latter phrase may bear
a good sense, it seems to be used here in a bad
sense (Sir. 11,13 imffaivei iirl 6bo rpipovc). Secondly, the expression, as the representative of
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Wp

(Is.

degree.

Uy. 11, LXX.), is too foeble in point of

And although,

lastly, it

may

passively

denote one driven about by the storm as well
as actively a storming seditionary, ch. iii. 16

recommends here the use of the
The wavering man, indeed,
b exciting and seditious because he is ruffled and
driven by the storm (of public excitement). The
(oKaraaraffia)

active signification.

wave of the sea, related passively to the winds,
strikes actively against "the rock."
Particular advice to the lowly [in station
and particular advice to the rich. vv. 9/ 10.

—M.]

who

Yir. 9. Bat let the brother,
is low,
glory in his exaltation. Ai indicates a contrast of proper behaviour with what has just
been described (Theile), [i. e. with 6u\mxia
M.].
It directs the brother to
turn the particular
temptations to wavering into instruments of constancy. Commentators are divided with regard
to adeltfc.
De Wette and Wiesinger apply the
term both to the more remote ntohmoc and to the
nearer raKttvdc.
Then raKecvdc must not be
taken spiritually according to Matth. xi. 29, but
like xtobotoc with regard to outward circumstances, while the exaltation in which the lowly
is to glory, would denote his heavenly dignity.
Bat Uather, representing the opposite view, remarks that that exposition conflicts with the
connection, which forbids such a distinction of
Christians into poor and rich ; that the reference
is rather to the netpacpol;
that a Christian,
moreover, as a rich man would hardly have required so urgent a reminder of the transitory
nature of things temporal.
But three things are
here overlooked.
1. That the iretoao/ioi affect
tke rich in a higher degree than they do the
poor; 2. That the Apostle, as we have seen in
tke Introduction, treats both of Jewish Christians (among whom were already rich meri) and
of Jews.
Moreover he addresses, at the very
beginning of the Epistle, the twelve tribes as his
brethren. 3. The contrast between the poor and
tke rich had as yet not become prominent, but a
contrast of those low in elation [E. V. brethren of
low degree— M.], and the rich.
But that the
low in station and the poor are, as brethren,
nearer to James than the rich, becomes increasingly apparent as the Epistle runs on, especially
in ch. v.
Primarily, the lowly and the rich are
described as brothers, for James indicates also
to the rich a means of deliverance.
There is
still a third view, represented
by Morus and
Theile, which comprises both ideas: those who
are outwardly poor and persecuted for righteousness' sake, Matth. v. 19; 1 Pet. iii. 14.
Hutker contests this union (p. 52), but afterwards
reaches about the same conclusion.
We have
first to remember, that the brother of low station
is not identical with the poor in ch. it
Glancing
at the characteristics of that time, we find that
it
designates the Jewish Christian and the Jew absolutely in their low, oppressed theocratic condition as contrasted with the heathen world and

—

—

the seculiar

power; and still more particularly
inasmuch as he deeply feels this

the theocrat,

condition.

He

Wvenly and
derive

from
4

is to glory in the dignity of his
royally-glorious vocation, i. e. to
it consolation and joy and to

I.
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.strengthen himself with it. But the rich, t. *.
again the Jew and the Jewish Christian, inasmuch as he sees the hopeless situation of the
Jewish people in a very different and brilliant
light, inasmuch as he is not only rich in the
consciousness of his Jewish prerogatives, but
also rich in the chiliastic and visionary expectation of the Messianic or pseudo-Messianic restoration of his Jewish theocracy,
he is exhorted
to glory in his humiliation, that is, to become
reconciled with Christian or pious humility to
all his theocratical humiliation, the full development of which in all its fearful magnitude is as
yet impending (v. 11), in order that he may find
in this Divine judgment turned into deliverance,
the source of rejoicing and exaltation and of
real glorying.
And here a general explanation must suffice
for our passing on to the general import of the
double antithesis: the low-in-station and the
rich ; the poor and the rich.
For we hold the
opinion that, after the type of the Old Testament and the Gospels, these expressions are
throughout prophetico-symbolioal, and that the
common literal acceptation of this antithesis has
unspeakably flattened the Epistle, weakened its

—

purport and obscured its interpretation. Is it
possible to suppose that in the time of James, in
all the Jewish Christian congregations among
all the twelve tribes the rich were in the habit
of slighting the poor and that the unbelieving
Jews were everywhere the rich ? And that James
was so reliably informed on that point, as to feel
constrained to call all the twelve tribes to ao
count for it? Such conduct, I should think, oould
not be generally charged on the Jews proper.
The rich among the Jews, as a rule have at all
times exhibited much sympathy with and regard
for their poor. And this very regard is supposed
to have been wanting in such fearful generality
in the Apostolic age, at a time where even in
Gentile-Christian congregations collections were
made for their Jewish Christian brethren Nov
was this the only point on which James felt
bound to reprimand, but it is still further supposed that he had to denounce the sexton-rudeness of assigning good seats to the rich and of
allowing the poor either to stand or to sit on the
bare floor, which rudeness had become prevalent
throughout all the twelve tribes! If James, "the
good, pious man" had only received a little more
credit [for capacity M.], t. s. the ApostolicaJ
spirit united with prophetico-eymbolical style-,
doubtless more would have been found in his
!

—

Epistle.
The brother must therefore be taken in a gene2.
The low (in station/ is the
ral sense, like

.

Jewish Christian or the Jew who asfcueh (not
primarily as a private individual) felt his theothis intimates, ef ceurse>
cratic humiliation;
that he was the more humble just as a being
pinched in private affairs might also further
such consciousness ; this is quite analogous tothe Old Testament and the Gospels. (Ps. lxxiv.
21; ICor. i. 27).
Glory. The stronger rendering for Peter's
(1 Pet. i. 6) ayaZkiao&ai, analogous to Paul's expression in 2 Cor. xii. 9. A real glorying or a
rendering prominent by glorying, inasmuch as
such glorying is in contrast with egotistic self-

—
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or also the condition of Divine grace
assistance.
In his exaltation ; kv denotes the object in
which they shall glory, as a foundation of their
It is the glory, given now already
well-being.
in the form and inwardly, which hereafter however shall also be outwardly manifest (see 1 Pet.

glorying;

and

burning wind which accompanies the rising
sun (or the arid East wind, Q**jn which comhot,

ing from the desert of Arabia scorches the plains

of Palestine) from the sun itself, referring to
xvii. 10;xix. 12;
Hos. xiii. 15 etc. Huther, however, applies the expression to the
scorching heat of the sun and cites Is. xlix. 10,
1), the process of its development being diametriT^fog Matth. xx. 12; Luke xii. 55. But in Is. xlix. 10
cally opposite to the rich man's flower.
is therefore notsssteadfast courage (Augusti), or the heat of the sun is expressly distinguished
only future exaltation (de Wette), but=*u6/im»- from the sun, as a higher degree of the ordinary
to* jam prsesens, ted etiam adhuc futura (Theile, sunshine which oppresses Orientals, and the reference is to the relation of this incumbrance to
Huther).
Vkr. 10. Bat the rich in his humiliation. men, so also in Matth. xx. 12, while in Luke xiL
Here we must evidently repeat navxaodu. As 55 the sun is not mentioned at all. The suppoto the irony contained in this clause (Thomas, sition that sunrise and the development of the
Beza and alA it is not much greater than that sun's heat are forthwith imperilling vegetation,
in the preceding sentence : let the lowly glory in would be almost too strong even to an Oriental
his exaltation ; for 1. such glorying emancipates imagination. To this must be added the presence
from vain-glorying, 2. the rich also finds a source of the Article before naicuv. But the view, that
of comfort and praise in the full knowledge of the sun with the development of its power frehis humiliation and its blessed import (see Matth. quently wakens the hot wind, as a kind of supplemental counterpart of its beneficent operation,
t. 3).
Beoause as a flower of the grass.— An is current in Holy Writ. So according to Mai.
Old Testament figure applied to man in general, iv. the day of the Lord comes hot as a burning
Job. xiv. 2; Ps. ciii. 15, to the ungodly with oven on all the proud, while the Sun of Rightearticular emphasis, Ps. xxxvii. 2 (Ps. xcii. 8). ousness rises with healing in His wings on all
S>ut here it is not to
be explained with reference that fear the Lord. So Matth. xiii. 6, the scorchto the ungodly (so Huther), but as a historical ing heat is distinguished from the rising sun ; in
figure with reference to the decay of the Old the interpretation of the parable v. 21 it is called
Testament glory, which in a surprising manner tribulation or persecution because of the word.
exhibits the realization of the law of the univer- Now, as we Occidentals make use of the well" the rising sun calls
sal decay of human glory, even as foretold by known symbolical language,
Is. xl. 6 etc. to which this passage doubtless has up vapor, fog, and thunder gusts," so the Orienspecial reference.
But in this decay there lay tal is wont to say, " it wakens the hot wind."
really conoealed a consolation (just as in the Hence the application of this passage to Christ
universal decay of man), at which the thoughtful ( Lauren this), was not far from its real meaning,
theocrat might well rejoice. The flower of the but we do not press it ; stall events the hot wind
Old Testament glory was decaying, but the fruit- of the law, which scorched the glory of Israel,
time of the Gospel of the New Testament had set was developing with the sun of the finished reveAnd indirectly it was also the effect of
in; "Comfort ye, comfort ye my people! " Hot- lation.
tinger has erroneously referred &v&og to Is. xi. the sun itself ("a stone of stumbling etc.").
render «W1 by av&oc. The
1, where the
the beauty of its appearance.
Huther connects the second abrov not with rdv
words "flower of the field" (Is. xl. 6) are
x6prov but with rd avttog. But we cannot imagine
changed into " flower of the grass " with reference
that a fallen flower is still to lose its beauty;
to v. 7 "the grass withereth and the flower
the flower is gone with the falling ; the flower
fadeth." So in the parallel-passage 1 Pet. i. 23,
not only its beauty. And thereby (by

LXX

And

itself

24.—

ThefaU of the

rich.

v. 11.

—

Via. 11. For the sun rose (already).
This again is not only the colouring of the preceding, but considering the reference to Is. xL
etc., this passage contains an application to
Jewish history perfectly intelligible to an Israelite.
What Isaiah had represented as having
been done in the Spirit, was now fulfilled in
reality; fie old theocratic glory of Israel had
passed away with the crucifixion of Christ.

'

Ezek.

Hence the Aorists avfaetXe etc., as symbolical
expressions, must retain their literal force and
neither be construed as used for the Present
(Grotius and al. ), nor as the mere representation
of whatever repeats itself in one past fact (Huther).
This historical style serves, of course,
the purpose furnishing us with a lively picture
in the rapid succession of the separate stages of
the process of decay (Winer).
The son with the burning heat (wind).
—Grotius, Pott and aL distinguish 6 Kabcuv, the

and

the falling of the flower) the grass or the plant
itself lost all its beauty, the dress of its appearance, without, however,, having wholly perished.
And this was then precisely the case of Israel.
Its flower had fallen away in the most significant
manner; like grass, low on the ground, it continued vegetating in its cumbersome existence.
The word einrpiweia occurs only here in the New
Testament; irpdeoicov often denotes outward appearance. Ps civ. 80; Matth. xvi. 3 etc.
Thus also shall the rich man, that is:
the fate of the withered, stunted plant, or the
general fate of the Jewish people will also be
the fate of each individual Jew or Jewish Christian if he persists in the conceit of his riches, or
refuses to learn to glory in his humiliation.
ofoog=80 quickly, so thoroughly." Wiesinger.
" iiapaiveadaij a anaf Xey in the New Testament

occurs in the

Job xv.

LXX.

80, in the

as the translation of

same

sense, Wisd. of Sol.

Huther.
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In bis journoyings. Luther has "in his known: " Prosperity is the blessing of the Old
which rendering rests on the false Testament, adversity that of the New." Comreading iropia (z=£vxopla1 good way, favour of pare the treatise, still worth reading, of F. V.

possession,"

wealth).
Herder, following Laurentius
and Piscator, 44 in his journey ings," with reference to ch. iv. 13.
Huther, "in his ways"
Wiesinger, "in
(=«Joif, v. 8; cf. Prov. ii. 8).
his walk," with reference to de Wette, " in his
luxurious enjoyment of life."
The word denotes
in classical language 1, a going, a journey;
In LXX, way, Nah.
2, walking along, course.
ii. 5;
Jer. xviii. 15; Jon. iii. 8, 4; but also a
journey, 2 Mace. iii. 8 ; cf. Luke xiii. 22.
From
these passages it is evident, that nopeia is not
used as much as 666c in a metaphorical sense.
We avoid therefore this expression and render:
in his journey ings (of fortune).
Huther: "The
prominent idea is, that the rich man, overtaken
by judgment, perishes in the midst of his doings
and pursuits as the flower in the midst of its
blossoming falleth a victim to the scorching heat
fortune,

of the

sun."

Reinhard, de prsestantia religionis Christians in
consolandi$ miseris etc, and on the other hand the
Diatribe de consolations apud Grsscos, auciore A.
C. van Hcusde, Traj. adRhen. 1840.
8. Since ye know.
In order to make a joy like

—

that which he had just recommended to them
possible to their marie, James now points to the
fruit of their yvuaic.
Faith also had a science
of its own, but a science, different in kind although not inferior in value and reliability to
the knowledge whose province is purely natural.
On the one hand even Christians are constrained to
acknowledge " we are but of yesterday and know
nothing," Job viii. 9, but on the other, the thingB
which were hidden from the wise and prudent
are revealed to them, Matth. xi. 25, 26. And this
science is fully competent to enable him to secure the joy here recommended; he knows from
whom the temptation comes, he knows the pur-

pose temptation serves, viz. the proof of faith.
This view alone is calculated to reconcile him to
the sufferings he has to endure. It is not chance
1. If the purely evangelical character of the
if the Christian, more than many others, falls
Epistle of James has ever been impugned, its into manifold temptations, as little chance as if
opening words may be referred to as furnishing the smelter, in order to refine gold or silver,
proof that we are moving not on the ground of heats the furnace to a certain degree.
Still less
the Old Testament, but on that of the New.
Joy is it a just punishment but rather a means of puas the burden of salutation is the watchword given rification, improvement and education, without
to the first readers of the Epistle, who, however,
which it is impossible for us to attain any degree
were troubled by manifold temptations.
Luke of greatness in the kingdom of God. Thus we
ii. 10.
The beginning of the Epistle of James have here also a confirmation of the words of
sounds like an echo of Christ's first sermon Seneca : " Opus est ad notitiam sui experimento.
at Nazareth, which the Author had probably
Quod quisque possit, nisi tent an do haud dtdicit.
heard, Luke iv. 18, 19.
This xdpew makes him
4. Christian endurance is infinitely diverse
homogeneous with Paul (Phil. iv. 4) and Peter from stoical indifference with its motto: "re*
It has a
(1 Pet. i. 6), the beginning of whose Epistle exmihi, non me rebus subjungere conor"
hibits a remarkable agreement with the begin- more sublime origin, a milder character, a greater
ning of that of James. James, like Elihu, knows a duration, a more glorious fruit.
God "who giveth songs in the night." Job.xxxv.10.
5. It is remarkable that James insists in the
2. The very beginning of the Epistle testifies of very beginning of the Epistle upon Christian
the truly Christian as well as of the morally ex- perfection, so that in v. 4 the same word is twice
alted character of its Author.
The demand " to used. So also the perfect law, ch. i. 25, the
count it all joy if one has fallen into manifold perfect man, ch. iii. 2, etc.
Cf. the beautiful
temptations," has so lofty and bold a sound as to essay of Ad. Monod in his Adieux, 1856: "Tout
11
prompt the question whether such a demand is dans VEcriture est ideal.
not beyond the reach of man's ability.
Cf. Heb.
6. The exhortation in v. 4 contains the proiii. 11.
Such a demand must severely strike the found hint that where endurance has its perfect
natural man as a piece of consummate folly and work, the Christian, as to principle, is perfect
scandalize him.
For counting temptation all joy and in nothing deficient. For where Christian
is infinitely more than to be silent in it and to
endurance holds sway, there the power of sinful
pray, even more than to be grateful for it; it is selfishness is broken, of selfishness which pernot sufficient that we readily submit to tempta- chance would love to take a position either indetion, but we must glory in it that it is so and not
pendent of God or higher than God, but in no
otherwise, and this not only in isolated tempta- event under God.
For the heroism of faith is
tions bat in the many temptations which spring
evinced in two ways, it is suffering or militant.
from the sufferings of earth.
Cf. Rom. v. 8. The former is higher than the latter, because it
Sueh a demand makes the Festuses exclaim demands the greatest self-denial, and he who
u James, thou art beside thyself." Acts xxvi. 24. really attains to it, by so doing carries also
But the Christian, hearing this first word, feels within himself the principle of Christian perfecand is Conscious of the spirit of him who ad- tion.
dresses him in that word.
For how could flesh
7. The short Epistle of James treats relatively
and blood have been able to reveal what is here much of prayer, see ch. i. 5; iv. 2, 8, 8; v. 13so clearly and explicitly put on record, viz. the 18.
Herein also the Apostle appears as the true
Christian's deepest grief at once the source of
servant of Him who not only did conduct His
his highest joy?
No other religion, beside the disciples to the school of prayer, but was to them
Christian, had raised the suffering of earth to a in this respect also a pure and perfect pattern,
new ground of gratitude. Bacon's saying is well Luke xi. 1. The manner in which James speaks
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of prayer shows clearly that he recognizes a
direct connection between prayer and its answer,
not only in the sense Of modern unbelief that
prayer can only psychologically exert a beneficial influence on the heart of the person praying, but also that prayer is the Divinely appointed me an 8 for the direct obtaining of our
wants, which also without such prayer we should
If prayer were only psyoertainly not receive.
chologically operative on the person praying, it
would be altogether inexplicable wby James also
so earnestly and emphatically enjoins prayer for
other* (intercession, ch. v. 13-18), as in the
former case prayer could not possibly be of any
use to them. Cf. this commentary on 1 Tim. ii.
1-7.
8. The Christian never needs more wisdom
than when in temptation everything depends
upon his enduring it in the right manner and
according to the will of God. We often speak
of the wisdom which men need in prosperity lest
they become ungrateful, haughty or arrogant

and united

to Christian nobility of soul, then it
not counted a disgrace, but borne as the highest
honour. Cf. Matth. v. 11, 12; Acts v. 41,42.
Here we are involuntary reminded of Pascal's
beautiful saying concerning man: " Gloire et
is

rebut de Vunivert, s'il se vante, je Fabaitee; itt
vante."
11. The number of the rich who were able to
glory in their humiliation has always been small
Cf. Matth. xix. 23-26.
Still history here and
there shows us individuals in the fire of the
%

8 abai8*e,je

U

fiercest assault and temptation.
Hear only e. g.
the splendid language of Cbrysostom in his
speech after the fall of Eutropius, Opera, vol. 8,
"Why did we not tremble?
p. 686, ed. Montf.
Because we do not fear any of the adversities of
this life.
What could inspire us with terror?
Death? We run so much the sooner into the
haven of repose. The loss of earthly riches?
Naked I came out of my mother's womb and
naked I shall return into the mother-womb of
the earth. Exile? The earth is the Lord's and
what therein is. False accusations? Rejoice
and be exceeding glad when men shall say all
manner of evil against you falsely, for great shall
be your reward in heaven. I saw the swords
above me and looked up to heaven. I expected
death and thought of the resurrection. I looked
at earthly adversities and counted up the blessings at the right hand of God.
I looked upon
the perils and my eye beheld in spirit the crown
of glory. What I am constantly preaching in my
sermons, was constantly preached by the deed in
the market-place.
The wind blows and scatters
the leaves, the grass withers and the flower
fades."
(The last sentence probably contains
an indirect allusion to James i. 11.)
12. The crown of life, of which James here
speaks, presents not only a contrast to the
perishable laurel-crowns for which the Greeks
contended in the games, but also to that fading
flower to which James referred in the preceding
verse (v. 11). In the doctrine of the reward of
grace accorded to persevering faith, James is in
prefect agreement with our Lord and His other
Apostles.
Cf. Matth. xix. 28; 1 Cor. ix. 24-27;
1 Pet. v. 4; Rev. ii. 10; iii. 21.
His mentioning
the crown of life which is ready for all who love
the Lord, affords a not indistinct view of "the
election of grace."

But in adversity
the Divine light not less if we
would truly understand the lesson God is teaching us thereby and not be driven by our own
This was
excited feelings into lamentable error.
duly understood and appreciated by the sacred
bard, Ps. xciv. 12. There never was a sinner
converted by the highly praised benefit of tribulation alone, as long as the Lord Himself did not
render the wholesome chastisement efficacious
with the rod of His Word and the light of His
In the day of tribulation we probably
Spirit.
need Divine wisdom even more than in the days
of joy wisdom in order that we really choose
the true way without turning to the right or to
the left; wisdom, in order that we may understand what God wants us to do when He denies
us the realisation of some cherished desire, or
when He lays on us a heavy burden, etc.
9. What James says of the indispensable necessity of faith in prayer, is also taken from our
Lord's own teaching, Matth. xxi. 21, 22. His
charming figure of the waves of the sea originated probably in his own recollection of the lake
of Gennesareth. The striking truth of this figure
is best understood, if we apply it to our inward
experience of life. The soul is like the sea, but
doubt blows over it like a tempest which upheaves
the waters from their lowest depth ; in such a
condition, the heart of the Mijwxoc is not suscepHOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.
tible of the enjoyment of answer to prayer.
Gf.
Y. 2-8. Epistle for 8d Sund. in Lent, v. 9-12
1 Kings xviii. 21, where the expression "to halt
between two opinions" [German: "to halt on Epistle for 22d Sund. after Trinity in the Grand
both sides." M.], indicates a similar inward Duchy of Hesse and elsewhere. [V. 1-12 Epistle
breach, with a probable allusion to a bird limp- for St. Philip and St. James's Day in the Church
ing from twig to twig without finding rest any- of England and the Prot Epis. Church in the U.
S.—M.].
where.
How the vocation of being servants of Jesus
10. James seems to present us with a new
paradox in the exhortation (v. 9) "Let the Christ was especially committed to the authors
brotherj who it low, glory in his exaltation,*
There of the New Testament and how it still is the
The servant of Jesus
is however an exaltation seen by God and the prerogative of all believers.
Lord, which does not depend upon earthly Christ can do nothing better than to strengthen
honour and perishable riches and is mostly to be his brethren. In Christ is joy for all people.—
found where superficiality would last and least How Christianity renders possible what seems to
look for it. To be humiliated can only be irrita- be impossible.— The sufferings of this time the
ting and disagreeable to flesh and blood ; but if Christian's proof of faith. It is this very fireproof [noun, to give the full force of German
it happens for the sake of Christ's name, if the
humiliation is borne with the eye turned to Christ "Feuerprobe"] which establishes 1, the genuine*

and

also

this assertion is correct.

we need

;

—
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Bess 2, the standard and 3, the intrinsio value
Cf. 1 Pet. i. 7.
Endurance
of this gold of faith.
under all temptations the daughter of faith, the

1-11.
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— He that has

begun well must persevere unto
the end or all former labour is lost Patience
in the first hour is not sufficient. The end brings
mother of all other virtues. The Christian life the crown. It is great wisdom to bear suffering
s God-consecrated sacrifice which must be with- aright, and that wisdom is of God's supplying.
"Ask, what I shall give
Hedinger : A rich man who is charitable is a
out spot or blemish.
The difference between raro spectacle ; to be giving and never tire of
thee," 1 Kings iii. 5.
Divine and human benevolence, cf. Sir. xviii. 18. beggars is more than human ; but to give above
The great value of believing prayer and its indis- all that we can ask is Divine (Eph, iii. 20).
pensable necessity in times of great temptation.
Osiander: Because God does not angrily upThe curse of wavering ; the value of Christian braid us with His benefits, therefore we should
Riches and poverty still less reproach our neighbour with the good we
decision of character.
viewed in the light of faith. Abasement the way show him.
to exaltation, want the way to enjoyment, fightLangii Op.: The highest honour which a*creaing the way to the crown.
The beatitude of the ture can oonfer upon God is to trust Him in every
servant of Christ (v. 12) compared with the thing by faith and to rely in the full assurance
beatitudes of the Master, Matth. v. 8-12.
upon His promises, which is also the purest worOn the whole section w. 1-12. The Christian's ship, Rom. iv. 20, 21.
threefold duty in temptation: 1. Suffering (v. 2Quesnbl : Faith is the fountain of Christian
prayer; the stream does not flow, if the fountain
4), a. with grateful joy: b. with enduring patience;
2. Prayer (v. 6-8), a. for a precious is dried up, Rom. x. 14.
True believers are not
gift at the hands of a magnanimous giver; 6. in
fickle and changeable, but constant and steadsimple faith without any doubt ; 8. Glorying (v. fast, Col. ii. 5.
Would you serve God, then let it
9-12), a. in the present conflict; b. in the expec- be your serious endeavour not to tempt God.
tation of the future crown.
divided heart longs not for God, Matth. xxii. 87.
Tholuck (Sermons I. 6, 840) on v. 2. "Why
A poor believer is as much a brother in Christ
the Christian counts his temptation ail joy."
as a rich, Philemon v. 16.
Humility and abase1.
He knows whence it oomes ; 2. He knows whither ment have been made by Christ true exaltation,
it leads.
Job. xxii. 29.
Staaq : The Christian's behaviour in crosses
Hedinger: Riches are not culpable in themand temptations : 1. The bliss of the cross; 2. selves, but they may easily make men haughty.
the prayer of the cross ; 8. the disposition of the
Cramer: God willeth that the rich and the
cross; 4. the promise of the cross.
poor should dwell together.
Langii Op.: The transitoriness of life and
Bscx: (v. 5) The true wisdom.
Klbmm: The prize in the arena of life.
instability of outward prosperity are to be well
D*asbkk : Humility the condition of all true considered.
moral greatness, for it is, 1. its beginning, 2. its
Hedinger: Rich and ungodly a double hellfood, 8. its support and 4. its crown.
rope.
Take care that avarice put it not round
Abjtot:
Happy is the man who endures your neck, 1 Tim. vi. 9, 10.
temptation.
Langii Op.: Believing Christians are not only
Poeubszcy: (w. 1-4). The temptations of the subjects but the sharers of Christ's reign, as
faith:
1. How they are occasioned.
2. How those who rule and govern with Him, 1 Cor. vi.
they effect endurance.
8. How they excite be- 2,8.
lieving activity.
Cramer: What is marred by the crown of
fv. 6). Prater the first act of
faith.
(vv. 6-8). The doubter's torment and de- thorns, which we have to wear here on earth,
lirerance.
(vv. 9-12). Through abasement to will be amply compensated by the crown of life
exaltation.
The end: exaltation, 2. the in heaven, 2 Cor. iv. 17, 18.
I.
means: abasement.
Stier: In order to do justice to the deep,
Starke: To be the servant of God is to a be- rich meaning of every word and sentence of this
^
lierer a precious title of honour, in which he may
Epistle, we have ever to begin with the beginning
alwsys glory.
without ever exhausting its fulness.
What a
Cramer : The Church of the New Testament sermon might be preached on the single joy
is not confined to one locality as in the time of
(xaipeiv) which sounds into our tribulation.
the Old Testament, "but in every nation he that What a lofty saying is the verse connected with
fe&reth Him and worketh righteousness, is ac- it
"Count it all joy if you fall into manifold
cepted with Him" Acts x. 85.
temptations," etc.
Quesnel: One of the chief cares of consciHeudner : Proofs (trials) a Divine blessing.
entious teachers is to comfort those who suffer
To have a good beginning and to omit the
for the Lord's sake, 1 Cor. xiv. 3.
prosecution is disgraceful. Wisdom, that is not
Hedinger:—Great artl To laugh in weep- from God, is no wisdom. Faith and prayer are
ing* to be glad in sadness.
But there is still mutual conditions. Where the will is still watime to learn it ; our strength is nothing, it is al- vering, there is no trust.
1 Sam. ii. 80 holds
together God's work and doing, Phil. iv. 11-13.
good of belief and unbelief. Christianity exalts
Cramer:
Different medicines are required a Christian above his station.
It is a touching
for different maladies, different chastisements
spectacle, that commands respect, to see a Chrisfor different sins, Tit. iii. 3.
tian, whose position in the world is commanding,
Staeci: Sincere faith is not dead but alive clothed with humility.
ind works all manner of good, 2 Pet. i. 5, 6.
[v. 1. It is the duty of the Church to send
Crosses and suffering promote patience just as greetings of joy to the dispersed children of God
the wind strengthens the roots of the tree, v. 2.
and to use every means for turning the wilder-
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ness of the dispersion into the garden of the
(Missionary Sermon)
v. 2. The true
Lord.
Christian sees in temptation of every kind and
of every degree cause for unmingled joy. Cf.
Rom. v. 8; 2 Tim. ii. 12.—v. 8. The Christian
in the furnace: 1. Experiencing the heat of
temptation, 2. Rejoicing in the watchful care of
his superintending Master, 8. Jubilant at the
result of the fiery process. Mai. iii. 8; 1 Pet.
yv. 4, 6. yodatg may be acquired in the
i. 7.
Cf. Lactantius,
schools, aofia is the gift of God.

—

"on

true

and false wisdom"

—

spirit

with

all

we have and hold, as a reasonable
God by His faithful ser-

service rendered unto
vants.
M.].

—

—

Dr. Jortiw: The wisdom of resisting
any sort of temptation may very well be extended
so as to mean pious wisdom in general, or a
practical knowledge of our duty and true interest, by which we shall overcome every thing
that opposes and endangers our salvation.
M.].
[Bedk: This text contains a warning against
the erroneous notion of Pelagianism, that men
True wisdom the may obtain wisdom by their own free will, with[v. 5.

—

—

—

—

The charac- out Divine grace. Cf. v. 16, 17. M.].
wisdom it makes wise unto sal[ Wobd8wobth —The description of the Divine
The doubter like a wave, a, in bounty is like a summary of our Lord's words,
vation.
v. 6.
Matth. vii. 7-12. M.].
his conduct driven hither and thither, by con- exhorting to prayer.
[Bp. Andrewxs:
This text presents the
trary winds or lashed into a billow by the temgift of

God

to prayerful believers.

—

teristic of true

—

:

—

—

—

—
—
—
—
—

pest; b, in his end touching the shores of safety
but dissolving into spray and returning to the
treacherous sea. v. 7. Instability the characterv. 8. The mountain is reached
istic of schism.
from the valley. v. 9. The riches of wealth the
riches of learning the riches of station the
riches of earthly honour no grounds for glorying.
True riches are riches toward God. w. 10,
11. The fate of earthly greatness symbolized in
the fate of the flower, v. 12. Earthly afflictions
and trials destined to become amaranths in the
orown of life. On the whole section James i. 112 compare John xiv. 1-14. M.].

—
—

—

—

strongest motives to

Wordsworth.

—M.].

genuine liberality.

See

—

Bp. Sandbb80N: A large and liberal
but yet a promise most certain and full
of comfortable assurance, provided it be understood aright, vis., with these two necessary limi[v. 6.

promise

;

God

shall see it expedient, and if man
as he ought
To make all
sure then here is our course. Wrestle with God

tations : if

pray for

....

it

by your fervent prayers: and wrestle with Him
too by your faithful endeavour* ; and He will not
for His goodness' sake, and for His promise* sake
He cannot, dismiss you without a blessing. But
Our very joys are omit either, and the other is lost labour. Prayer
[Bp. Contbeaee: v. 4.
broken and interrupted, and our distresses are without study is presumption, and study without
so frequent and sharp, that we scarce know bow prayer is Atheism, v. 8. Hernias says of the
and yet borne double-minded man: "Cast away from thyself
to support ourseWes under them
that must be which cannot be avoided by us. double-mindedness be not anywise two-minded
The will of God must be submitted to by His in asking of God; say not, how can I ask of God
creatures, both in the ordinary dispensations of and obtain it, when I have sinned so much against
Providence and in the more eminent exercise of Him? Nay, but rather turn with thy whole heart
Patience will then come in as a ne- to the Lord and ask of Him without hesitation
its powers.
cessary duty in common life. We need it almost and thou shalt feel the abundance of His mercy,
every day on some occasion or other and there- for He is not like men, who remember injuries; but

—

—
—

:

;

;

fore should arm ourselves with such principles
as may enable us to go through with innocence.

-MA

[That ye may be perfect and entire. Probable
allusion to the sacrificial victims which must be
without blemish. The sacrifice of body, soul and

II.

thou doubtest in thy heart, thou wilt receive
nothing from Him, for they who doubt concerning God, are the double-minded men and receive
none of their requests." Hernias, Pastor, Mandat. 9, p. 696 ed. Dressel.
See also Wordsworth
and Whitby, who produoe other passages. M.]-

if

—

THE THEME,

THE BEATITUDE OF ENDURANCE IN TEMPTATION AS A WARNING AGAINST YIELDING
TO

IT.

Chapter

12

I.

12.

Blessed is the man 1 that endureth temptation : for when he is tried, he shall receive
the crown of life, which the Lord* hath promised to them that love him.*
Terse

12.

1

The reeding a r • p« n o *
to the significant

iv

*o«vpiofl* wanting

1$

in Cod. A.

and eeTerei minnecnle Mas., being a

false correction, calls attention

p.

and rejected by Lachmann, Tischendorf, (Alford—M.) and al.
Theile retains it with 0. K. (C. without the Article) and al. the Syriac, [Armenian—M.] and other ver9 6 f. As the
sions. Several minuscule Mm. end versions [ Vnlg. Syr. Oopt. Aeth. and al.—M.), read e
insertion is more readily accounted for than the omission, we may presume that the Apostle in A if m^ c r a 1 revert* to A ij /* c t a i ti vap& tov KvptovTv. 7— Mij. But summary sentences here
in

A; B. Cod.

Sin.,

«//

*

generally a summary mode of expression. We follow therefore Bouman. p. 68.
:
Blessed (is) the man .... for when he has become approved . . .

Luge
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12.

orown of honour wherewith he that endures is
adorned." But Jno. iii. 36 says: "he that believeth hath everlasting life"; does "the crown

Thai this Terse contains the proper theme of
whole Epistle and indicates the dominant
fundamental idea of the same follows from the
twofold consideration that 1. the same thought
comes np already in the Introduction t. 2 and 2.
that it is repeated in a corresponding final theme
It ia a beatitude after the manner
at ch. v. 7.
of the sermon on the mount and moreover the
last of these beatitudes of our Lord, in which all
the preceding ones blend (Matth. v. 10, 11),
appropriately adapted to the situation of the
readers in the time of James.
Blessed (is) the man. avfip instead of &vfyuroc not only with reference to Ps. i. 1, for it
occurs repeatedly (see t. 5, here, v. 20 and ch.
iii. 2) and we have already intimated that it may
be accounted for by the temptations of the time,
which James had in view, making the round
Thomas appears
especially among Jewish men.
to have noticed, but not to have understood this
characteristic, as would seem from his comment
"beatu$ vir, non mollis vel effaeminatut, ted Tir."
endure th temptation. [Bengel reads
with K. L. vwofuvsl, Future ; but vxofikvti is the
ordinary reading and, the blessing being absolute, the tense is immaterial
M.]. Although
the proposition is valid and will be valid as a
general dogma, the netpaojidc here does not
primarily denote the concrete unity of all the
rupwjftoi mentioned in v. 2, for the reference to
these very iretpaoftot runs through the whole
Therefore not : brav irepiire'oy (WiesinEpistle.
ger).
Hence wrofihei like tmofiovfi in v. 8 and

of righteousness" 2 Tim. iv. 8 signify "righteousness is given me as a crown ? " If the orown
denotes the crown of honour of the finished proof,
matured in the life of faith but" also objectively
awarded and glorified by God, it is the crown of
life, L e. the crown granted to a life which has
developed itself into coronation, as life, the Summum of life as life's prize of honour ; our Genitive is consequently the Genitive of possession
or dependence. Cf. 1 Pet. v. 4, Rev. ii. 10. If
the legal men [•'. a. sticklers for the Jewish Law.
M.] of that time were perhaps wont to say with
reference to Ps. i. : Blessed is the man that ever
keeps to the law, he is the tree by the rivers of
water, his leaves do not fade u e. his life shall
retain perpetual freshness, the beatitude of
James expressing his continuance and promise
of life would receive a peculiar significance.
Although we oannot assert with Zwingli, Miohaelis, Wiesinger and al., that the foundation
of this figure is as in 1 Cor. ix. the idea of the
Grecian games, it may be shown that the Jews also
regarded the orown or diadem not only as "a
symbol of peculiar honour" (Huther referring
to Ps. xxi. 4; Wisd. of Sol. v. 16, 17), but also
of an honour accorded by God to a well-endured
warfare of life. Both the Jews and the Greeks
started with the presumption that persevering
wrestling in a higher course of life constituted
the condition of the diadem and that presumption
repeats itself more or less among all mankind in
the most diversified forms. This law of life was
recognized in the Old Testament especially in
the case of the typical Judah, of David, of the
paKpo&vufaare ch. v. 7, etc.
Because when he has beoome approved. ideal man (Ps. viii.), and of the Messiah (Ps. ex.).
The crown of believers is contrasted with the
One who has become approved, not only proved
one who has beoome approved by the fact of perishable garland of honour in 1 Cor. ix. 25 and
proof.
[He has stood the test of the Sotdfitov it is also alluded to in 1 Pet i. 4 ; v. 4. Why is the
v. 2 and thereby has become tfAuuoc— M.].
The antithesis here wanting? The Jews and the
idea is identical with that expressed in ch. ii. Jewish Christians of that time might readily
23: Abraham has become the friend of Qod by remember it ; ail their visionists wanted to see
daaioxxrfrai.
And here we see how James and the day of the kingdom of Zion, of the coronation
Paul agree in their dogmatical views, for Paul of their chiliastic Messiah, the crowning of the
also mentions the doKifjJj as the consequent of Jewish rulers of the world.
On this account
vxopovq Rom. v. 3. But the subjective and inner Peter also points the suffering Christian pastors
aide of this proof is otypayiZed&at according to to the crown of glory (1 Pet. v.) and the promise
Eph. i. 13.
Krebs, Augusti and al., have found of the Epistle to the' Hebrews also is the kinghere an allusion to the trial preceding the con- dom which cannot be moved (Heb. xii. 28).
test of the athletes, but such an allusion is out
Which He (the Lord) has promised. See
" If 6 Kbpto$ is the right reading,
of place, so is that of Gebser, Theile and al., to
Critical Note.
the refining of metals by fire, for that figure pre- it signifies not Christ (Baumgarten, Schneckensupposes the idea of refining, which although burger), but God (Gebser, Theile, Wiesinger
involved in the trial or proof, is not identical [and Alford
Huther. But that means
M.].
with it
The same situation presupposes the nevertheless : God revealed in Christ. But might
certainty of success in refining, questions it in not James by this very omission have designed
the trial and endangers it in temptation.
De a supplying which he had prepared in v. 1 ?
Wette and Wiesinger reject a figurative reference
To them that love Him.-Ch. ii. 5; Ps. xcviL
but the crown of life, which is here promised,
10; cxlv. 20; Rom. viii. 28; 2 Tim. iv. 8. Theat least reminds us of the idea of the race-course
love of the Lord, with James and Paul is consealso in Paul, 1 Cor. ix. 24 ; 2 Tim. ii. 6.
quently the real and eternal nature of faith, its
He shall receive the crown of life; <rrk- root, its sap and its crown ; and it is love which
tavof, garland, chaplet of victory or honour in
proves itself in endurance and by it attains to
its fullest significance, denotes a crown and in
completion. Cf. Jno. xv.
[Amor parti patienthis sense we are warranted to take it here, actiam. Bengel.
M.].
cording to Matth. v. 9 and Rev. v. 10.— T^f (wr
[In Shemoth Rabba, sect. 81, p. 129 and in
ia explained by Huther as the Genitive of appoRab. Tanchum p. 29, 4, we read: "Blessed is the
rtion: "The £«$ i. e. eternal, blissful life is the man, who stands in his temptation ; for there if
the
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whom God

does not try. He tries the
they will open their hands to the
poor: He tries the poor, to see if they will receive affliction and not murmur. If, therefore,
the rich stand in his temptation, and give alms to
the poor, he shall enjoy his riches iu this world,
and his horn shall be exalted in the world to

no man

come; and the holy blessed God shall deliver
him from the punishment of hell. If the poor
stand in hit temptation, and do not repine, he shall

rich, to see if

HI.

—

have double in the world to come." M.].
For "doctrinal AND bthioal" and "HOMIlbtioal and PBAOTiOAL " see the preceding section.

FIRST ADMONITION WITH REFERENCE TO THE FIRST
OF TEMPTATION: VISIONARINESS.

FORM

CAUTION AGAINST THE VISIONARINESS WHICH REPRESENTS THE TEMPTATION AS
GOD'S CAUSE. THE HIDEOUS FORM OF THE SELF-TEMPTATION OF THE ERRING
AND THEIR END, DEATH.—THE OPPOSING IMMUTABILITY OF THE FATHER OF
LIGHTS IN HIS BLESSING RULE AND THE EXALTATION OF HIS PRINCELY CHILDREN BORN BY THE WORD OF TRUTH.
Chaptie

(W.

16-21.

I.

1&-18.

Epistle for Fourth

Sunday

after Easter.)

Let no man say when he is tempted, I am tempted of God: 1 for God cannot be
13
14 tempted with evil, neither tempteth he any man But every man is tempted, when
15 he is drawn away of his own lust, and enticed. Then when lust hath conceived, it
16 bringeth forth sin ; and sin, when it is finished, briogeth forth death. Do not err,
17 my beloved brethren. Every good gift and every perfect gift is from above, and
cometh down from the Father of lights, with whom is* no variableness, neither sha18 dow of turning. 1 Of his own will begat he us with the word of truth, that we should
:

be a kind of nrstfruits of his creatures.

a

K. L.—M.] Cod.
Only several minuscules sustain the reading rod 9to0. [to v Is omitted by A. B.
8in. reads vrb $ « o 0, bat In v. 17 erroneously *iro<rjcta<rparof. Lange : " No one. who it
tempted [stands in temptation] shall say I am tempted from God, for God is not temptable in respect
of jeril things, bat He Himself tempteth [oat of Himself] no one.
[Let no man, being tempted, say that (on recitantis) I am being tempted from God; for God is not experienced in respect of evil things, but He Himself tempteth no man.— M.I
Verse 14. Lange: . . . tempted in that he is drawn away [rendered an apostate] by his own Inst and allured [by

Vert©

13. *

:

his evil inclination.]
[.

.

.

Lange:

Verse 15.

his own concupiscence.—M].
being drawn away and lured by *--»
•—««-•
^
»- —
.
.
.
, but sin, when it is completed [has ripened] bringeth

forth death.

Verse 16. Lange : M. Be not ye deceived, my beloved brethren.
Verse 17. «TCod. Sin. fvriv for ivi.—M.]
•[Cod. Sin. diroo-«(ao-fiaT©«.—M.]
Every good giving and every perfect gift [donation] cometh [and cometh] down from above, from the father of the lights [beings of light], with whom there is not existing a change, nor a shadow-casting of a
turning.

coming down from . . . with whom there is [essentially] not a
.
.
[Every good bestowing and .
change or shadow of turning.—M.]
Lange : Pursuant to free decree hath He begotten us by the word, [of His own Will [because He willed It,
•
Afford ; by the act of His own will, Wordsworth.] etc.— M.].

Verse 18.

Vbe. 13. Let

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.
Analysis

—The

no one who is tempted say.

—Caution against the deceptiveness

of the

temp-

It is incorrect to affirm that James opbg virojdvet ireipaofifo to flf neipd^eraiy etc.;

tation.

form of temptation

poses
something like Huther, Pott, Olshausen, Schneckenburger and al. For how could any one abide
the temptation, without haying first been tempted?
James in this dehortation refers indeed to those
who really say that they are tempted from God
(which is also indicated by the foroible participial
form) but even these he desires to reclaim wfrile
His princely children begotten by the word of warning his better readers against their error.
According to Calvin (and Wiesinger) James here
truth, v. 18.
The first form of the temptation—fanaticism, rep- treats de alio ientationis genere. But the matter is
resented as a glorious cause of God, or a Divine ad- simply this ; James now explains the one great
iveipaopdc according to the separate iroudXotc ire«monition.
:

first

The representation of tho temptvisionariness.
ing thought as of God's cause and caution against
The
the deceptiveness of this temptation, v. 18.
hideous form of the self-temptation of the erring
and their end, death, yy. 14-16. The opposing
image of the true God in His blessing rule and
His fixed immutability, v. 17. The exaltation of

—

—

—

—
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18-18.

4?

word (Luther following the Vulgate intenfor its weak grammatical basis, the Genitive kokuv, its tautology both with respect to what
Xeytro
according to Schneoken- goes before and to what follows forbid the active
Shall Say,
burger and al.=cogtict or sibi persuadeat, which construction. The passive-adjective construction,
and begins with the first form of the
[The force of the Participle should

pacfuic

of the

*

—
be brought out in the translation. — M.].

iator

implied but not all, as Huther justly
[Bengel: eorde aut ore M.]. James
connects this saying with the uncommonly much,
saying of the Judaizing Jewish Christians and

however, not tempted, not temptable, which is
generally adopted is not only not against grammatical usage as Huther maintains, (see the
adjectival aKar&oraioe v. 8), nor against the
connection, as he thinks also. For James wants
to strengthen the dehortation, " Let no man say,
etc."
For this saying, like all fanaticism, was a
tempting God, and therefore vain and impious,
because God does not suffer Himself to be
tempted. Hence we might feel inclined to take
Kcucuv in the Masculine and to denote evil men
but this would probably be expressed more definitely.
To think of evils (Oecumenius) is somewhat far-fetched, but also the evil in the Singular
would be too general ; the Plural in the present
connection points to concrete and intensively
evil things.
[But there is an insuperable objection to Lange's derivation of the word from
ireipd^u; for direlpaoTOfisssuntempted, not temptable : but James argues not concerning God being
tempted, but concerning God tempting.
I therefore prefer the common usage of the word 'inexperienced in' ; so Alford, Winer and (in part at
least) Wordsworth, who adds, " that James may
perhaps refer to the false tenet of some of the
heretics of the early Church, who said that it was
the duty of men to have experimental knowledge of
all evil, in order to the attainment of perfection."
See Palm and Rost's Lexicon and Weststein for
examples in favour of 'inexperienced in\ M.].
Secondly: Bat He Himself tempteth no
one. [Lange takes no notice of fit which has
here adversative force and makes therefore
against his rendering « not' temptable,' while it
favours the rendering 4 inexperienced in;' and
61 here is="not so, but" Alford.— M.]. Seeond
negation aimed at the substance of the proposition "1 am tempted from God" (Huther). Avr6c
is construed differently ; Huther takes it as antithesis to what follows in the sense : it is not He
who tempts, but every man is tempted etc.
Theile and Wiesinger take it in contrast with
what goes before : He Himself (self-active). And
this is probably right; He suffers Himself not to
be drawn by God-tempting fanatics into their
unholy interests, but He Himself becomes tempter

temptation.

is

of course

—

observes,

Jews, to

I

which he alludes.

am tempted from God. —Grotius,

Hottin-

and aL have rightly felt that the word
'tempt bears a somewhat different sense in the
two places, while Huther asserts without sufficient reason that the sense in both cases must be
identical, viz.: to be inwardly solicited to sin.
Let no one say : I am inwardly solicited to sin of
God but with such an exhortation James could
not possibly have warned the twelve tribes. Said
expositors miss however the correct distinction
by saying that in the one instance it denotes

ger

1

;

and in the other malts ad defecHonem
a sententious oxymoron conveying the idea: Let no one say that the impulse,
which to him is really a temptation, and in the
end a devilish one (ch. iii. 15), in which he is already entangled (Treipa^dfievoc), is a monition of
Qod, a cause of God, an incentive to maintain
His honour.
For this the Jews at a somewhat
advcrta pati,

toUidlaru

It is

period did really say in their uprising
Romans, this they said even then in
their fanatical utterings against the pagans, and
the Judaizing Jewish Christians said in a similar
manner: It is the will of God that we maintain
His law and therefore separate from the Gentile
Christians, as far as they do not receive the whole
law or only in part.
But James doubtless chose
this poignant mode of expression in order to
reproach those
sayers with their making,
though unconsciously, God the Author of evS.
But it cannot be absolutely assumed that he is
here inveighing against an impertinence generally or variously current among Jewish Chris-

later

against the

which made them charge God with temptaof which they were conscious, for
we have no data to warrant such an assumption.
This was not the language of the Sadduoees, nor
of the Pharisees, or Essence, (as has been thought
by Bull, Ittig and Schneckenburger with refer-

tians,

tions to evil,

doctrine of the elfiapuevn), still less
he aim at Simon Majus (Calov); on the
other hand the reference is not simply to the general bias of the natural man to charge God somehow with the iretp&ZeoOai, which the Jews might
strengthen by misinterpretations of the Old Testament (Huther; see also the Note p. 69; Prov.
xix.8; Sir. xv. 11, 12); for our Epistle deals
throughout not with mere generalities, but with
concrete relations.
bri is a much used formula
of quotation; and, as Huther observes, is not
*» atrong as v*6.
[See Winer, p. 382, <&*<$=
through influences preceding from God.
M.].
Por Qod is not temptable.— The reasons
for the foregoing in a twofold assertion respecting God. First, He is aireipaoroc. This arro£ teydpnw in the New Testament must not be confounded with the classical hxeiparoc (in the sense
of inexperienced) as denoting: God has no experience of evil (Schulthess, de Wette, .Huther).
Equally objectionable is the active construction
ence to their

could

—

'),

—

—

to no.

man

;

the solicitation to evil, in the trial

which He appoints, is not from Him. Stress
must therefore be laid on both not He, tempteth
[Lange hardly does justice to Hunot any one.
ther whose view is very lucid. " Let no one say
when he is tempted to evil, from God I am
tempted: for God has no part in evil: but as to
the temptation, He tempts no man etc." M.].
[Wordsworth here quotes Augustine, Traetat.
in Joann. 43 and de consensu Evang. ii. 80, who
If God tempts
raises a question on this passage.

—

—

<**

how is it that He is said in Scripture to
To which he
tempt Abraham (Gen. xxii. 1)?
replies that St. James is speaking of temptations
arising from evil motives with a view to an evil
end No such temptations are from Qod. But
God is said to have tempted, that is, to have tried
Abraham, from a. good motive and for a good
end.
He tried him, in love to him and to all

no one,
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men, in order that he might become the Father
of the faithful and be an example of obedience to
See also Tertullian de
all ages of the world."
"God forbid that we should imagine
Oral. o. 8.
that He tempts any one, at if He were ignorant
of any man's faith, or desired to make any
one fall. No, such ignorance and malice belong

Abraham was
not to God, but to the devil.
commanded to slay his son, not for his temptation but for the manifestation of hie faith* as a
Sattern and \ roof to all, that no pledges of love,
owever dea*% are to be preferred to God.
Christ, when tempted by the devil, showed who
it is that is the author of temptation, and who it
M.].
is that is our Guardian against it."
With reference to the seemingly contradictory
passages Gen. xxii. 1; Deut. viii. 2 and others,
it is first of all necessary to distinguish as much
between temptation and obduracy as between
Abraham and Pharaoh. According to the concrete expression of the Old Testament God tempts
Abraham by subjecting him to a trial to which
the popular idea, handed down by tradition,
He tempts
clings as an element of temptation.
Pharaoh by subjecting him to a trial in which
the judgment of his self-delusion must reach its
consummation. God therefore has no part whatsoever in the temptation itself as a solicitation
to evil but throughout concurs in it, in the
beginning trying or proving, at the end judging,
at the intermediate stages chastising and punishing.
It is with reference to the punishing feature in temptation that we pray: lead us not
God, as Calvin remarks, is
into temptation.
never the author of evil.
The hideous form of the self-temptation of the
erring by evil eonempisence and its fruit death, w.
14-16.

—

only one temptation both to the Jews and the
Jewish-Christians; all those glittering, variegated
visionary expectations which seductively met the
individual, had sprung from the matter of the
chiliastic, world-lusting, spiritual pride.
It is
on this property in the dazzling object that James
lays principal stress, because every one must
overcome the world and Satan in his own
strength by overcoming himself. In the first
place we have now to inquire why he renders
the Mia im&vfda objective in the figure of the

unchaste woman.
According to Theile and
Wiesinger the words: Every one, etc., should be
construed thus : Every one is tempted by hit own
lust in that he is lured etc.
The pure expression
of the antithesis : " tempted from God," " temptBut
ed by his own lust," seems to favour it.
this construction wipes out the figure that follows
in its very conception.
The sense is rather:
"Every one it tempted, in that he" etc., according
to the construing of Luther, de Wette and Hut her;
viz., his own inward concupiscence meeting him
as a soliciting unchaste woman. For this image
is immediately indicated by the verbs k^ihaav
and 6e%e6£etv. Sehneckenburger observes on it:
Verba e re venatoria et piseatoria in rem amatoriam
k^iXxetv (in
et inde in nostrum tropum trantlata.
N. T. frraf tey.) and Sefedfrtv are not synonymous
(Pott: protahere in littus), in fact it has hardly a
specific meaning in the res venatoria (Schultess
elieere bestias ex tuto) ; but in the ret amatoria we

may

distinguish

that

it

it from allurement proper in
draws men from their intrinsicality and

independence by dazzling interest

—Germ,

(to

draw

off

and anloeken);
ad eapienda
6efe6friv (from 6iXeap=etca
2
ii.
animaUa) occurs also Pet
14, 18, and is used
also by the classics metaphorically, always in a
Vie. 14. But every one is tempted.— bad sense. Now we must not overlook the force
Wiesinger wrongly insists upon the necessity of of the Participles h^ehc6fievoc etc., they denote
and

to

allure

abloeken

exposita

—

distinguishing the being tempted in this verse
falling into temptation v. 2, as an inThe representation of
trinsioal occurrence.
tempting lust under the figure of an unchaste
woman rather shows that James thinks of the
lust belonging to the person tempted objectively
in some folly which he encounters extrinsically,
just as in Prov. vii. 6, etc. But he is quite right
in opposing the above drawn course of good
demeanour in temptation to the now drawn
But this point we
course of misdemeanour.
The objective folly,
shall touch further on.
therefore, encountered by the person tempted,
is, according to the Apostle's idea, really nothing

from the

than his very own (idia emphasized) lust;
because it springs also, as the temptation
of Satan and the world, from the same ungodly
else

first,

from the alter ego of his own sinfulness,
and secondly, because his evil lust which has
now become objective can only control him by

kirtBvfjua,

the process of development (becoming) in the
course of which temptation becomes entanglement as far as man continues in it. He is first
drawn out from his inward self-control and fortress and then attracted (drawn to) by the un[This is the reason
chaste woman's allurings.
why I have retained the Participles in my translation.
M.]. But the intrinsical decision proper
'E7r«is further expressed by elra ovKXafiovoa*
fhfiia however does not denote "innocent sensuousness."
"The word occurs here, as it always
occurs in the N. T. (except where its specific
object is indicated, as in Luke xxii. 15; PhiL i.
23; 1 Thess. ii. 17) also without the addition of
*wc#, capturf, or some similar adjective, in sensu
1
Huther. 'E-rrtdvula is not, indeed, birthmalo.*
sin per se (as Huther rightly observes), but just as
little only an evil lusting for the commission of the
deed springing from birth-sin, as he argues against
Wiesinger, whose almost equivalent exposition

—

If, according to a wellhis subjective evil lust.
founded distinction, we are tempted by the world,
the devil and our own flesh and blood, we must

he scruples to admit

further explain this thus the temptation of the
world and the devil also is in its nature uniformly
homogeneous worldliness and selfishness and it
is only in a man's self-own and subjective evil
lust that temptation is able to become to him an
ensnaring temptation in a narrower sense. Thus
the great temptation of that time was everywhere

ness, assuming in different situations innumerable
variations.
Maintaining with Pott the figurative
description of different personifications, we find
that, the reference is not to four but to three

:

It is birth-sin itself in its

concrete activity ("pravaconcupiscentia") viewed
from its positive side as worldliness and selfish-

generations. We have in succession the unchaste
mother or the kntdvfiia, the unchaste daughter or
dfiapria in the narrower sense of deed-sin and
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the ton and grandson of the voluptuous mothers,
the murderer-son death.
Man yielding with his
will to the allurement of evil lust, his moral
relations assume a kind of natural sequence and
the rest follows of itself.
Lust becomes impregnated and brings forth sin, while sin brings forth
(as it were out of itself or pursuant to its essen-

—

connection with kndhpia hastening along
with its own maturity the maturing of the hereditary death-germ) death.
tial

I.

—

)

.18-18.
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irup&XeoSai and the ifeXxduevoc and AeXea^Auevoc
in connection with the antithesis of operative
izIgtiq there and operative iirtttvfua here, this is
one real antithesis; the second is the wrouovfj
there and Aftapria here. Again the ipyov riXetav
there and the Aftapria Airore^aOeiaa here; lastly
the rkfatm there (connected with the orfyavoq -nfc
$(jt}$ v. 12) and the ddvarog here.
The last two
antitheses Wiesinger has taken together.
Ap-

plying now the whole passage to the circumVan. 15. Then, when Inst hath eon- stances peculiar to the time of James, the comoeived. This denotes man's proper surrender- pleted sin denotes the completed apostasy of the
ing to his evil lust in a manner which indicates Jewish people and death their historical judgthat it was to be expected because he kept stand- ment (see oh. v. and Bom. x.).
This of course
ing (continued,) in the allurement (deXea£6ftevoc). does not exclude the more general meaning of
The evil lust is fecundated t. s. it has obtained our passage which opens the prospect of eternal
the mastery over the will of man.
death as well as the most specific meaning according to which every mortal sin is followed by
It bringeth forth sin. (I^J?) *|?W1).—
spiritual death.
We have still to notice the
De Wetie and al. make Aftapria denote the intrin- different dogma-tropes: sin brings forth death
(James}, sin is followed by death as its wages
sical act of sin and Aftapria airoreXstjfolaa the exBut Wiesinger and Huther or punishment (Paul), sin is death (John).
trinsical deed-sin.
are right in saying that the intrinsical act is Likewise we must guard our passage against the
involved in ovXXafhvca.
On the other hand [Roman] Catholic inferenoe that sin as such
Calvin, Schneckenburger, Wiesinger and al. take must be distinguished from evil concupiscence
the Aftapria airoreXeadeiaa to denote the whole (lust) with Calvin: "Nequc enim ditputat Jacobut,
But Huther says that it denotes the quando incipiat na$ci peccatum, ita utpeccatum sit it
sinful life.
equal deed-sin, yet, in its entire development rtputetur coram deo, sed quando emergal." James,
passing through its different stages until it sub- to be sure, and all Holy Scripture prompt us to
jects man to itself so that all reaction is at an distinguish intrinsical deed-sin or the evil counsel
end.
"For avoreXelv is neither =perpetrare of the heart from the direct and natural motions
Lastly we must avoid the pre(Pott), nor=soperari (Laurentius), nor=ri*cretv of sinful desire.
{Ttxfkiooj Baumgarten), but=to complete; hence sumption that James by the use of this frightful
sin advanced to the image simply wanted to didactically prove that
f Aftapria axor&eodeUra
completeness of its development. Now since sin temptation does not oome from God; he also
makes its first appearance as a new-birth the wanted his readers to understand it as to its real
Hence the further
allusion to the now matured unchaste young nature, origin and working.
woman which several commentators have found admonition: "Be ye not deceived.'
[Alford
develops another view of the above image. " The
in the aworefootiefoo, is not outside the cycle of
James's thoughts; the expression certainly harlot entBvuia, k^iTtxei and 6e%ed£et the man: the
brings out the idea that she did reach a false guilty union is committed by the will embracing
riXos which is the opposite of the riXoc to the temptress: the consequence is that she rixru
which the believing Israelite attains in virtue Auapriav sin, in general, of some kind, of that
of his well-demeanour.
True Judaism has kind to which the temptation inclines: then
matured into Christianity, Judaizing into anti- # Apapria that particular sin, when grown up and
christian apostasy.
In point of meaning the mature herself aKoicbet, t extrttdit as if all along
exposition of Wiesinger coincides pretty much pregnant with it, death, the final result of sin.
with that of Huther, but the latter has the So that temptation to sin cannot be from God,
He also recalls
preference of firmly keeping up the image of sin while trial is from Him."
itself in its process of completion.
the sublime allegory in Milton's Paradise Lost
Bringeth forth death.— "The word airoicOet (Book II) where Satan by his own evil lust brings
(found in the N. T. only here and in v. 18) forth sin ("out of thy head I sprung"), and then
differs from ritcret only in that the former indi- by an incestuous union with sin
(
Back they recoiFd afraid
cates more clearly that the Aftapria is from the
outset pregnant with the Odvaroc."
At first and called me sin, and for a sign
Huther.
Huther and Wiesinger explain death both of
Portentous held me ; but familiar grown,
temporal and eternal death, Rom. vi. 28. But
I pleased and with attractive graces won
between the two lies the historical, indeterminate
The most averse, thee chiefly, who full oft
(imabtekbar) death (which being indeterminate
Thyself in me thy perfect image viewing
must therefore be extinguished from absolute
Becam'st enamour' d, and such joy thou took'st
death \UnUrgang]), and as soon as we consider
With me in secret, that my womb conceived
the concrete import of this passage, this feature
A growing burden.
ef death becomes of the utmost importance. causes her to bring, forth Death.
M.].
And here we have to call attention to the antiVer. 16. Be not ye deceived.— Although
thesis which Wiesinger has found between w. 8, this sentence refers also to what follows (Theiie)
4 and this passage.
The first proposition that and not solely to what goes before (Gebser) the
"the trial of faith by tribulation answers to the reference to the latter (Wiesinger) is greater than
incitement of the will by lust" we consider to be that to the former. The expression, moreover, has
ialse; to fall into temptation and to be tempted the full pregnancy of a warning against objective
are identical.
But the consciousness of the images and spirits of temptation, according to da

—

=
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Wette, " be not ye deceived," and not with Geb" err not." The warmth of this caution is
heightened by the address

ser,

My beloved

present it in a richer form: not only does no evil
come from God, nay rather all good comes from
Him. It is moreover avudev Kara/iaivuv in un-

brethren, although they were interrupted permanenoe, a perpetual rain and
means of strengthening and confirm- sunshine of gifts. The Participle is to be duly
ing this exhortation in the subsequent instruc- considered and we ought really to render: it
tion concerning the true God of revelation. Hu- comes and comes.
The word gift for d&pqfia is
ther: "The same formula is found in 1 Cor. yi. rather weak and donating would be more weighty
to find the

[Bengel renders 66atc datio and
the whole S6aic=sdatio=giying9
and 66pq[£a=donum=gitlt is probably the nearest
rendering which the Latin and English tongues
admit. Bp. Andrews, who has two sermons on
this text, voL iii. p. 36, and vol. v. p. 811 observes
p. 818, that ddotf aya04?t donatio bona or good yiving, represents rather the act of giving which bestows things of present use for this life, whether
for our souls or bodies, in our journey to our
heavenly country ; but i&pupa riXetov or perfect
Vsa. 17. Every good giving (bestowing).
gift, designates those unalloyed and enduring
We ask leave to reproduce the Hexameter (see treasures, which are laid up for us in eternity.
Winer, { 68, 6a, p. 663) because nothing but
I have retained the ParticipU in my translation.
close consideration of the text has led us to do so. -M.].
[The German rendering is as follows: "Jcgliche
From the Father of the lights.—Huther
the and Wiesinger agree with the majority of modern
gale Bescherung und alls vollkommene Oabe "
commentators that the lights here signify the
Greek original reads thus : iraaa 6v aig aya Ojj
heavenly bodies. But we do not believe that a
koi irav 6u pnpa re Xetav, the last syllable in the single passage of Holy Writ oan be produced
in support of such an abnormal mode of expressecond foot ate being lengthened by the arsis.
Ps. exxxvi. the LXX. say concerning the
M]. Standing by the side of dopypa, 66aic can sion.
hardly have the same meaning as the former (as stars tQ irotfaavri <pCtra pey&Xa, Jer. iv. 23 rd,
Huther maintains) ; dtouc. rather denotes prima- <p<jra avrov. But Scripture as well as the Nicene
rily the act of giving and secondarily the gift Creed uniformly distinguish make from create
But alongside of doprjfia, which denotes gift,' do- and beget Job xxxviii. 28 surely does not mean
Setting aside the
nation, present, it becomes at all events the lesser that God is the father of rain.
giving, while 6&pnfia is the more weighty expres- following explanations of the lights: knowledge
To this must be added the gradation of (Horn ejus), jog (Miohaelis), wisdom or goodness
sion.
the adjectives ayadjj, rifaiov. It is certainly un- (Wolf), it is hardly necessary to think of the
founded to apply dfote to gifts of nature and Urim and Thummim (Heisen) and even the re66pr}(ta to gifts of grace, but this does not involve ference to the angels (Kern and Olshausen) canan identity (so Huther) which is here very tauto- not be retained. But the reference to the Sermon
TeXeiov must be made the on the Mount, with which James is so intimately
logically expressed.
According to connected, is less remote. In Matth. v. 14, the
starting-point of the exposition.
the New Testament idea of reXeiuaic, riXeiov cor- disciples are called rd e)uc. rov Kfojwv and in v. 1 6,
responds with the ipyov rkXevov and the Chris- they are actually distinguished from their light
The Messiah is
tians as rkXeiat, and with the dpaprla aicoreXeo- as candlesticks or light-bearers.
And just as the perfect work can often called a Light in the Old Testament (Is. ix.
deioa, v. 16.
only be understood as the consistent practical 2; xlix. 6, etc.) and in the New Testament it is
exhibition of the theocratical faith in Christi- an appellation by which He describes Himself
anity, and as the rkteioq describes one who has (Jno. viii. 12; cf. ch. i. 4 and other passages).
decided for Christ, while sin completed denotes Also John the Baptist He calls a light Jno. v. 85
the sin of Christ-inimical apostasy, so also and Phil. ii. 15 Christians are referred to: £?
66pTjjia riXeiov signifies the gift of God completed <puorfjpec kv nbopy.
If in favour of the aforesaid
Our dbprjua reminds us of exposition it is alleged that God Himself is called
in Christianity.
Christ as xfourfta, Rom. v. 16; but here the re- <pC% 1 Jno. i. 5 (c/. 1 Tim. vi. 15) it is necesference is probably to the Christian revelation sary clearly to distinguish that ethical idea from
This would make the physical. The subsequent metaphors : irap* £,
in the fulness of its gifts.
iraaa 66ovc to denote everything which served to are claimed in favour of the disputed exposition
prepare this completed gift in the flden time, but they constitute an antithesis between God,
especially in the old covenant, according to the the Light without shadow and the symbolical
analogy of Heb. i. 1. The readers here and bodies of light, which are not without casting
Besides all this, believers as
there should know that the one and only God their shadows.
presides over the difference and antithesis be- God-begotten children are distinguished in v. 18
tween the Old Covenant and the New. It is not as an anapxh from the icrloftara. The Scholion ap.
to be wondered at that several commentators Matth: rfrot ruv ayyeXucav dwdfiecw, fj r«v ireOw(Raphelius, Augusti) were tempted to take iraaa riopkvuv avSp&nuv, seems accordingly to be right
9; xv. 83; Gal. Yi. 7 (a similar one 1 Jno. iii. 7
\pL7j6elQ -irXavdru vjuic
M.], in all these passages
it follows up a thought peculiar to the Christian
consciousness, by which an antecedent statement
receives its confirmation" [Wordsworth: The formulas ft} irXavo " be not thou deceived," and fit}
irXavaoik ''be not y« deceived," are the preambles
used in Scripture and by ancient Fathers, in order to introduce cautions against, and refutations
of some popular error, as here.
M.].
The opposing image of the true Qod, etc,

—

than donation.
donwn.

SupTjfia

On

—

—

|

|

and

\

irav in

lay near:

\

\

an exclusive sense, for the antithesis

God tempts no man, nothing but good

oomes from Him. This would be a more distinct
statement of the antithesis, but James wanted to

in the last clause in the sense that the whole line
of organs of revelation from Abraham to Christ
as the representatives of all good spirits is what
is meant here,
[Bengel: Patris appeUatio con*
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gruens huie loco ; sequitur aireicbifoev.

Ipse Patris,

Est Pater luminum etiam spiriErgo multo matualium in regno gratix et glorise.
Luois mentione
gis Ipse Lux est, 1 John i. 6.
stem, ut solei, subjungitur mentio Tit®, ex regeneraThere is no reason why the two
font. v. 18.
interpretations should not be combined.
God is
the Father of all lights, the lights of nature and
the lights of grace ; the Father not only of the
light of reason and conscience, the light of
knowledge and goodness but also the Father of
the children of Light.
To enter in this connection upon hair-splitting distinctions between
create, make and beget, seems hardly the thing.
Whatever is gross and material is of course
eliminated from the meaning of any of said three
expressions, and if the spiritual conception of
the Divine character as Maker, Creator and Father, has once been reached, metaphysical quibbles may well be disponed with.
M.].
tt

maim,

With

loco est.

whom (as

—

peculiar to whom) there
it not existing.
We give this construction of
the passage on account of ivt, without discussing
the question whether kvt is a peculiar form
(Bnttmann, Winer), or an abbreviation of ivetrn
(Meyer, Huther).
change or a shadow-casting. In the
first place it is to be remembered that these
words are axag Xey. in the New Testament. Then
the first word, being the more general, must be
explained by the second and more definite one.
The Greek commentators limit the figurative to

A

—

—

amoiuaofM (Oecumenius, Theophylact and
with God there is no mutation or a shadow
(i e. a trace or appearance of a change, or also
of a reservation; they are followed among modern expositors by Morus, Rosenmiiller, Hensler,
Theile.
The Latin commentators, on the other
hand (Justinianus, Estius, a Lapide and al.) ap-

the

al):
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general sense

(Huther)=mutation, but

as a

figurative description of a change of position
This alternation is the first
(standing-place).

thing: the constant progression of the celestial
bodies, the turning, follow as the result
Now^
if the heavenly bodies, as the created symbols*
of the Divine being of light, possess the property
of being not without shadow and night we get
the antithesis that God, the Father of the Lights
is eternally the same, not only per se, but also in
the phenomena of these lights: that is to say,
He makes no revolution with the Old Testament
which could cast a night-shadow on the New
(as the Talmud at a later period attempted to
make such a revolution), nor does He suffer
the New Testament to cast a night-shadow on
the Old (according to the later opinion of the
Gnostics and of all rationalists). The Father of
the lights remains unchanged even in this anti["God is always in the meridian."
thesis.
Bengel's note will be found useful:
Wetstein.
"TrapaXXayt} dicit mutationem in intellectu; (vide
LXX. 2 Reg. ix. 20), r/xwny mutationem voluntatis.
In utroque vocabulo est metaphora a stellis, huie
irapaXloco t ubi luminum mentio fit, aptissima.
hryi) et r/xwn) est in natura (vid. rponag Job. xxxviii.
33) qua habet quotidianam vicissiludinem diei et
noctis, et longiores modo dies modo nodes: in Deo
Ipse est Lux mera, napaXhayJi et Tponi},
nil tale est
si qua accidit, penes nos est, non penes Patrem luminum. hiroaidaafia interdum dicit Sfioioua. Sic cnim
Uesychxus interpretatur. unde Oregortus Naz. to
rfjc afoftelac IvdaXua koL airooKiaopa tanquam syn-

—

onymaponit: et apud TuUium, Budseo observante,
adumbratio rei opponitur perfectioni ejus; sed
hoc loco opponitur luminibus, adeoque magis proprie
sumitur, ut airoeiciaofia rponijc sit j act us umbra

primulus, revolutionem habens conjunct am. Idem
Hebraismus genitivi mox, abundantiam malitim, ex
ply the expression ad solis vicissitudmes et convcr- quo colligere licet, to transmutatio opponi rtf datio
sianes.
Then also Luther (see the Translation), bona, quemadmodum vicissitudinis obumbratio
Grotios, Wetstein, Flatt, Schulthess.
For a full opponitur r£ donum perfectum. irapaXXatf alitreatment of the passage see Gebser, who ex- quidmajus est. Bine gradatio in orations negante:
plains it of the shadows cast by the solstice. Wiene quidem vicissitudinis adumbratio. Hoc de~
Persiager suggests changes of the moon, solar and mum effieit perfectionem ; illud bonum est,
lunar eclipses and regards the shadow as the fectior est, qui ne quidem vicissitudinis adumbratioeffect of Tpoir%;
similar is the exposition of Hu- nem habet."— M.].
ther: the shadow cast on the heavenly body,
The exaltation of the children of Ood begotten by
effected by its changing position.
But solar and the word of truth.
lunar eclipses are phenomena too rare and
Vbe. 18. Pursuant to tree decree hath He
transient in order to give a pregnant expression begotten us.
The connection of these words
to the idea in question.
And although there with what goes before is differently construed
not be used here any termini technici of 1. as coordination: God the Father of lights is
Astronomy (as Huther observes) in their strict also the Author of our regeneration (Theile);
sense, the contemplation of the world in every 2. as exemplification: generatio spirituaUs, quasi
age led probably to a sufficient knowledge of exemplum aUquod donorum istorum spiritualium
astronomy in order to recognize in the diurnal (Lauren tins, de Wette) ; 8. as an inference drawn
phenomenal revolution of the sun, the moon and from the general idea of the former (Huther).
the stars the cause of ail nocturnal obscurings But regeneration, as matter of experience, canof the earth.
The sun has not only its annual not be inferred from a dogma concerning God
hat its diurnal solstice.
In like manner Ihe 4. as proof or demonstration (Gebser, Kern).
moon snd the stars rise and set and leave us in Wiesinger's remarks are excellent: "The greaabsolute night.
But God is in a very different test d&pnua (v. 18) which consists in the Divinely
sense the Light of the world, a Sun that never effected regeneration of man by the word of
wis. To this refer Ps. oxxxix. 9, 12; Job. xxxiv. truth, is now mentioned by the author in lieu of
22; it was also symbolised by the pillar of fire everything else as the brightest actual proof that
in the camp of the Israelites.
Now if the ex- nothing evil, but all good comes from God. This
pression Tpcnrijc airooidaoua denotes such a pheno- act of His holy love is at once the strongest ex•«a«Z shadow-casting of the revolving heavenly hortation to a demeanour well-pleasing to Him.
bodies, we can hardly take irapaXKayif in a purely
The Apostle shows therefore how
(v. 19 etc.)."

—

ay
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the heaven-descended 66pnua riXetov had evidenced itself as such by its effect, viz. the regeneration of believers. Now in thus laying the
strongest emphasis on the exalted dignity, the
ttyof of Christians following from their regeneration, he also emasculates thereby the fallacy of
that seductive fanaticism, which would fain mislead them to pursue a false phantom of this exaltation on chiliastic and revolutionary paths.
At the same he presents to all Jews this true
Bov?.q$elc is the
life-picture of their exaltation.
emphatic beginning of the sentence. "Pursuant
The eleto his established (Aorist) free decree"
ment of love (Bengel: voluntate amantissima) lies
primarily not in the word itself but in its connection.
The antithesis is (according to Bede,
Calvin and aLJ the meritoriousness of good
works. It lies nowever nearer to see the primary reference to the Jewish claims to the kingdom (Rom. ix.), especially because the ftovhjdeic
at any rate contains the element of voluntary
The verb itself, used here,
determination.
shows plainly that reference is made not to natural birth, but to regeneration, ivr a-rrotcveiv is
the synonyme of yewgv etc. (1 Jno. iii. 9; 1 Pet.
So Huther rightly answers
i. 23; 2 Pet. i. 4)."
Pott, who wants to explain airoicbeiv by facere,
-

efficere.

But the objective reUs, «. 0., the Christians.
generation of humanity in Christ was primarily
also designed for the Jews as the regeneration of
the nation and the theocracy, and to this teleologies! element the sequel constrains us to give a
proper share of our consideration. Besides this
objective element, subjectively realized by believers, we must also take cognizance of the emphasis begotten by the Father of lights and thus
destined to the enjoyment of the most exalted
dignity.
[Bengel, as usual, gives us the pith of
the whole riches of thought in a nutshell and
supplies commentators with mental food.
Much
of Lange's view may be traced back to Bengel,
and some of the beautiful reflections of Wordsworth, which we shall produce under Doctrinal
and Ethical* seem to flow from the same source.
He says : fiovAqOelc, volens, voluntate amantissima,
:

Ijfoerrima, purissima, foecundissima.

fQX T°l u

ft;

°£ Jao*

*•

Hebr.

2K aD

Congruit tkeoc,
13.
Antitheton, concupis-

misericordia, 1 Pet. i. 8.
centia cum conceperit.—aTreKfo^rev.
Antitheton,
airoKbet, v. 15 (of. also what he says on v. 17,
Ipse (Deus) Patris et matris loco est.
M.].
the word of truth.— The Gospel as the
completion of the whole word of revelation.
The
word of truth regarded not only as opposed to
the law as such, or even to the tradition of the
law, but especially also as opposed to the lies and
frauds of fanaticism which promised to make the
readers of the Epistle sons of the kingdom. This
also chimes in with the antithesis in time: what
the temptation promises you in a phantom, the
word of truth has already made us in reality.
The word of truth, «., the word which is truth
(Genii. Appos. [of. Jno. xvii. 17: 6 X6yoc 6 ode
aMjdeia iori
M.)], but also the expression and
life of truth (1 Pet. i. 28; cf. Eph. i. 18; Col. i.
6=evayyiXun>; 2 Tim. ii. 16). The whole Epistle
shows that James meant the mediation of this
word by Christ, but the idea is more general because by this completion, he comprehends into

—

By

•'.

—

one whole the entire Old Testament as Christianbeing Tor becoming). [These
words are also susceptible of a different interpretation.
According to it the X6-/bc is personal and
denotes the Eternal Word, the Second Person
in the Holy Trinity, by Whom we have been born
again (cf. 1 Pet i. 23), " Who for our sakes became Incarnate and by being Incarnate gave " to

ity in process of

who receive Him power
God" who are born, not of

those,

to become sons of
blood, nor of the

but of God (Jno. i. 18), and
cry "Abba* Father" (Rom.
viii. 15; Gal. iii.
and become "partakers of
26 J,
the Divine nature.
Wordsworth. The noble
array of authorities, in favour of this interpretation, will be found under "Doctrinal and
Ethical." M.].
That we should be ; not that we should become.
But the teleologies! mode of expression is
probably chosen in order to indicate that the
Jews should become what Christians already are.

will

of the

through

fleshy

whom we

—

—

A

(kind of) first fruit. Calvin: rtva simiUtudims est nota; nos quodam modo esse primitias. So
Huther, Wiesinger, Gebser and al. But James
hardly needed to give prominence to this symbolical mode of speech in an Epistle, symbolical
throughout. It was self-evident But on that
account we are hardly prepared to understand
the reference in the word with Bengel " qussdam
:

habet modestiam,
est

Christus"

nam

Christ

primitiss proprie et absolute
is

here included as Media-

tor of the Christian first fruit. But James, using
this expression, might well recollect that the angels of God are a different kind of first-fruit of
the oreation.
It has been inferred from this
passage that Christians are also superior to the
angels ; at all events they are coordinated with
them as a different type of celestial first-born.
The frequent occurrence of this word in a symbolical sense (Lev. xxiii. 10; Numb, xviii. 12;
Deut. xxvi. 2) removes all doubt that anapxh al-

ludes to the God -consecrated first-fruit in the Old
Covenant f Laurentius : allusio est ad ritum Ugalem
in V. T. ae consecrations primogenitorum, fruoum^
jumentorum et hominum). The word therefore involves also the idea that Christians are a people
consecrated to the service of God, even as the
first-consecrated in relation to the future conversion of the Gentiles and "the glorification of the
world." (Huther.) But this does not warrant
the inference drawn by Huther and Wiesinger
that the first-born in point of time settles the idea
of first-fruit in point of dignity. Even in the
province of nature the idea of the first-born or
matured is more or less connected with the idea
of the excellent. In the New Testament, however, this idea of the word in a spiritual sense,
is repeatedly made prominent (1 Cor. xv. 20, 23;
But there is yet another
xvi. 15; Rev. xiv. 4).
element of the idea, which has to be decidedly
held fast. As the first-fruit was at once the prophecy and surety of the whole subsequent harvest, so Christ as airapxfi of the resurrection is
surety for the subsequent stages of the resurrection, so the Holy Ghost in believers is surety for
the subsequent glory (Rom. viii. 28) ; so the first
believers of Israel in their unity are sureties for
the future conversion of the whole nation, Rom.
We see no reason for abandoning any one
xi. 6.
of these three elements, 1. The God-consecrated
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God' 3 moral institutions in mankind,

dark back-ground of all human
and had to include the investigation of evil in the course of its contemplations,
if for no other purpose than that of denying the
reality of sin as constituting the guilt of mankind.
The most important efforts of human
thought to explain the origin of moral evil have
been discussed in a masterly manner by Julius
Mii Her in his classical work, "Die Christliche
Lehre von der Sonde" (new edition, 1844.)
2. The principal features of the doctrine,
which James here presents concerning the origin
of sin, may be oompressed into one sentence,
viz.: Sin is in no event God's fault but altogether
our own. Every explanation of the origin of sin
which makes God directly or indirectly the causa

brings out primarily the second sense of airapxtii
as in Ps. viii.; Rom. viii.; 1 Cor. vi. 2, 8; but
Christians as God's anapxfi
also the third sense.
are not only superior to the doings of the moral
world and to the propensities of the natural
world, but they are also as God's anapxh sureties

inmost ground), as does also Paul, Rom. iii. 8.
3. Nothing is more common than the endeavour to charge God directly or indirectly
with the guilt of our transgressions. Even the
heathen sought shelter in the subterfuge that

first-fruit

children of Ood involved in it, 3. the living security for future conversions, even for the gloriHuther ejects to the
fication of the world.
second element that instead of rtva we ought

hare KTiojidruv followed by vkuv or icaivCw.
Bat the difficulty with regard to rivb has been
settled above, and Huther' 8 exposition, not ours,
would require a viuv. Even the taking of irp&rot
in the sense of ti[u6totoi or some similar word
(in Oecumenius) is not against the Apostle's
idea; it only presents modifications and consequences of npuroi.
Of His creature a.—This expression which
relates generally to the whole creation but partito

cularly to

to overlook this

self- consciousness

efficient

mali,

James condemns

m

toto (as to its

The KrUrfiara
the glorification of the world.
although they are not really the Katvr)
rricic (Olshausen), but the awapxti foov belongs
also to them, as a surety that they will ripen into

some divinity or irresistible demon had impelled
them to evil and the Jews asked "Why does he
yet find fault?" Rom. ix. 19. The most ancient
art of sinful mankind was the sewing of figthe uatvii KTiatCt just as the first-fruits are an leaves (Gen. iii. 7), and also the modern raThe depth of tionalism of our century in this respect seems
crapx^ of the ripening fields.
Christian knowledge contained in this passage neither to have learnt nor to have forgotten any
has been admirably set forth by Wiesinger, p. thing.
Sin, in the opinion of modern rational[We ists, is a relative, yet an altogether unavoidable
88, etc., to which the reader is referred.
give it below under "Doctrinal and Ethical."
evil.
Is God not the Almighty who creates light
Particular note should be taken of the and darkness, the Infinite from whom, by whom,
M.].
striking accord of this passage in James with the and to whom are all things absolutely, the Omfundamental ideas of the doctrine of Paul, in niscient, who*foresaw the abuse of moral freedom
(iorijjddst election, free grace; in anttdipyev the
and might easily have prevented it? It is theredoctrine of regeneration and the new creature, in fore plainly thus: man could not but altogether
the X6yog aXqOciac the antithesis of law and sym- fall and he falls not only with the high sanction
bol, in the atrapxj not only the relation of Chrisbut also according to the will and arrangement

for

rov flaw,

—

the world, but in particular the relation
Jewish Christians to the Jews (Rom. x.),

of God. Sin is a wholly indispensable part of
our earthly plan of education just as a child
and in the Krioftara his doctrine of the glorifica- would never have learned to walk without having
tion of the world by Christ, Rom. viii.; £ph. i.
Sin is the inseparable
previously stumbled.
shade-side of the light of perfection, which as it
DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
shines is inconceivable without a shadow. Sin
If there is one question, which for centuries has
is a want of development, an imperfection,
engaged and exhausted the reflection of the most grounded nolens volent in the organisation of our
celebrated philosophers, it is this: whence is race, for which we can no more be held accountmoral evil? Moral evil, disorder in the dominion able than for having feet but no wings.
Thus
of s God of order and justice, a discord in the
sin, which is free choice and a daring opposition
harmony of creation, an ever-flowing spring of to God, is fundamentally made to be a rule and
misery by the side of so many and copious foun- what might yet be wanting to the fair-seeming
tains of happiness opened for us by a higher
theory, appears in still more glaring colours in
Lore.
Who is the author of its disastrous exist- practice. Even the dullest mind becomes inexence? Does it come from God? If so, how could haustible in wit and understanding if it is necesGod be just and holy? And if it does not come sary to excuse the commission of evil.
There is
v
from Him, how could it originate, continue and nothing more difficult even to infant lips than
role from the world's first dawn until now?
the admission of personal guilt. Now it is the
There is no thinker who has not stood in silent fault of others or of circumstances in which we
contemplation of the riddle and there is also no find ourselves plaoed, again it is the fault of our
pinker who has been able to resist the tempta- temperament or the natural infirmity of an origition of making at least an effort towards its solunally excellent heart. Aye, how many a Christion.
The various schools of Greek philosophy tian seeks to lessen his guilt with the pious sigh
exhibit the most contradictory principles.
The that God had let go his hand for a moment, that
oet different gnostic systems of the second cen- the Lord had hidden His countenance from him
tury we see revolve round this problem as if it so that now he could not evinoe himself as a child
were their immutable centre.
And even the of light; that the flesh had proved too strong for
Ptculative philosophy of our oentury, no mat- him and it was really not he that kept on sinter how often its idealism departed
from the ning, but the invincible principle of flesh within
axims of experience, found it impossible wholly himself. If James were to revisit us, he would not
tians to

of the
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have any occasion to withdraw his exhortation
as superfluous: "Let no man, being tempted,
say, I am tempted from God."
only necessary to enter somewhat more
profoundly into the idea that God in the most
absolute sense of the word is aireipaoToe kok&v in
order to perceive the infinite superiority of the
Christian conception of God to the ethnical.
James, in this respect, occupies not only a lofty
religious but also a purely ethical standpoint.
Just as the conception of God with many is obscured by sins, so on the other hand, the Christian conception of God corrects many confused
or one-sided theories of the origin of sin.
5. In order that we may thoroughly understand the teaching of James respecting the origin
of sin, we must in particular not lose sight of the
point, that it is not so much his intention to account for the origin of sin among mankind as to
describe it in the human individual: in other
words that he here treats of the matter rather
psychologically than metaphysically.
Rationalistic commentators who consequently use James
i. 14, 15 as a weapon against Gen. iii. and Jno.
viii. 44, act most arbitrarily.
The matter has
two sides only one of which is touched by James,
while he does not invalidate the other, no matter
how true it may be in itself. Cf. Jas. iv. 7.
What he describes is the history of sin in every
individual man, and that in three different periods: in its beginning, its progress and its end.
6. James in declaring that lust, having conceived, brings forth sin, does by no means imply
that kmdvfxia per se is not altogether sin.
The
concupiscenlia in this case is n\retidyprava t but it
is here expressly set forth not as the mother of
the sinful principle but of the sinful deed. The
Protestant Church at every period has rightly
opposed to the pelagianizing tendencies of [Roman] Catholicism the assertion that also the
imdvpua of man, which eventually becomes deedPaul also denies
sin, is sinful in itself (per se).
that the law is sin, not that lust is sin, Rom. vii.
Besides the history of every more signal sin,
7.
*. g. y that of Adam or Pharaoh, David, Ahab and
many others furnishes the most striking proofs
of the correctness of the delineation here given.
"This passage is greatly abused if it is cited as
a proof that evil desires are not sin, provided
man withhold his consent For James does not
discuss the question when sin begins, when it is
sin before God and imputed as sin, but when it
breaks forth. Thus he gradually progresses to
show that the completion of sin is the cause of
eternal death, but that sin is rooted in a man's
own lust ; whence it follows that men shall reap
in eternal ruin the fruit which they themselves
have sowed." Chrysostom.
7. The idea of guilt, which is here so emphatioally expressed by James, is of the utmost importance to the whole development of scientific
theology.
Not until sin in its true nature is acknowledged as guilt, are we able to appreciate
the depth of the doctrines of the atonement and
of redemption. But then it must be equally acknowledged that only a Redeemer, who was
really 6W-man, was able to deliver us from
eternal ruin.
The right conception of Soteriology and Christology is thoroughly rooted in the
deeper insight into Hamartoiogy.

8. It is impossible that God should be at variance with Himself, that His holiness should conflict

with HiB love.

The same God

whom James

describes in v. 17 as aneipaoroc kokufv he sets
forth in v. 17 as the eternal source (German
primal source) of light from whom all gifts and
only good gifts flow to us. This declaration also
reminds us of the Sermon on the Mount, Matth.
vii. 11.
God is here called the Father of lights,
as elsewhere He is described as the Father of
spirits, the God of the spirits of all flesh, Heb.
xii. 9; Numb. xvi. 22.
James describes the inexhaustible riches of the goodness and the glory
of the immutability of God in a form at once
poetical and metrical "naoa 66aic hyaffy, koI irav
66p7ffia rkleujv" in order to show also thereby
that the inference " that such a God could yet
be the cause of sin " contains the strongest contradictio in termini*.
For it is impossible that the
Father of lights should love darkness ; He, with
whom there is no change, cannot possibly cause
to-day the evil which yesterday He did forbid or
punish; detestable sin, so often condemned by
Him, in no event can belong to His good and per"The New Testament positively opfeot gifts.
poses the repulsive assertion of a self-development of God." Heubner.
0. The greatest proof of the absolute impossibility of God being the cause of sin lies in the
opposite experience of believers 'themselves (v.
18), where the greatest and most glorious of all
good gifts (v. 17), although stated in general
terms, is yet specifically named.
The history
of the birth of sin (v. 15) is opposed (v. 18) to
the spiritual history of the birth of Christians in
oHer to shed thereby the brightest light on the
fact that God who effects regeneration, cannot
possibly be the author of its contrary
eviL
Those who attach but little importance to the
Epistle of James in a dogmatical point of view
would do well to give their earnest and thoughtful attention to his dictum classicum concerning
regeneration, v. 18. We have here in fact the
depth and riches of Paul in a brief compendium.
See the exegetical notes on the passage. James'
mode of statement exhibits also a surprising
agreement with that of Peter (1 Pet. i. 28).
[v. 15. The progressive development of temptation is thus stated by Bede: 1. Suggestio. 2. DeSuggettio est hostis, delec8. Consensus.
lee tatio.
tatio autem vel consensus est nostrm fragilitatis.
Si deleetationem cordis partus sequitur pravse actio-

4. It is

—

nis,

-

nobis jam mortis reis victor hostis abscedit.

For

further illustration see Wordsworth.
Bp. Andrewes (Sermons, 8, p. 874):
v. 16.
"Though of man it be truly said by Job, "he
never oontinueth in one stay" (Job. xiv. 2);
though the lights of heaven have their parallaxes;
yea, "the angels of heaven, he found not steadfastness in them " (Job. iv. 18); yet for Ood, He
He is "Ego sum qui
is subject to none of them.
sum" (Ex. iii. 14); that is, saith Malachi, "Ego
Deue et non motor (Mai. iii. 6). We are not what

we were awhile

since,

what we

shall be awhile

scarce what we are; for every moment
makes us vary. With God it is nothing so, " He
is that He is; He is and ohangeth not"
He
changes not his tenor; He says not, before Abraham was, / was; but "before Abraham was, 1
am " (Jno. viiL 58).
after,
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Yet are there "varyings and changes,' 1 it can- "Father of lights." And even so let us do. Ad
We see them daily : True, but patrem luminum cum prvmo luminei " Let the light,
the point is per quern, on whom to lay them ? Not every day, so soon as we see it, put us in mind
on God.
Seems there any recess? It is we for- to get us to the Father of Lights." Ascendat
sake Him, not He us ( Jer. ii. 17).
It is the ship oratio, descendat miseratio, "let our prayer go up
that moves, though they that be in it think the to Him that His grace may come down to us," so
land goes from them, not they from it.
Seems to lighten us in our ways and works, that we
there any variation, as that of the night? It is may in the end come to dwell with Him, in the
umbra terrss makes it, the light makes it not.
Is light which is $&c avianepov, "light whereof
there anything resembling a shadow ? A vapour there is no eventide," the sun whereof never
rises from us, and makes the cloud, which is as
sets, nor knows tropic
the only thing we miss,
a pent-house between, and takes Him from our and wish for in our lights here, primum et ante
sight.
That vapour is our lust, there is the apud omnia. [A part of the above really belongs to
not be denied.

—

Is any tempted? It is his own lust doth
that enticeth him to sin; that brings us to

quern.
.

it;

shadow of death. It is not God. No more
He can be tempted, no more can He tempt
any.
If we find any change, the apud is with
us, not Him; we change, He is unchanged. " Man
walketh in a vain shadow."
(Ps. xxxix. 6).
His ways are the truth.
He cannot deny Himthe

than

self.

Every evil, the more perfectly evil it is, the
more it is from below : it either rises from the
steam of our nature corrupted; or yet lower,
ascends as a gross smoke, from the bottomless pit,
from the prince of darkness, as full of varying
and turning into all shapes and shadows, as God
is far from both, who is uniform and constant in
all His courses.
The lights may vary, He is in.

—

they may change, He is unchangeable,
constant always and like Himself. Now our lessons from these are
1. Are they given?
Then, quid gloriarisf Let
as have no boasting.
Are they given, why forget the Giver? Let Him be had in memory, He is
worthy so to be had.
2. Are the "giving" as well as the "gift" and
the "good" as the "perfect," of gift, both?
Then acknowledge it in both; take the one as a
pledge, make the one as a step to the other.
3. Are they from somewhere else, not from
ourselves?
Learn then to say, and to say with
feeling, Non nobis, Domine, quia non a nobis
variable

(Ps.cvi

;

IV

Are they from on high ? Look not down to
ground, then, as swine to the aoorns they
Had lying there, and never once up to the tree
they come from.
Look up; the very frame of
oar body gives that way.
It is nature's check
to ns to have our head bear upward and our
4.

the

seart grovel below.
5.

Do they descend? Ascribe them then

to
table to

time or chance.
No
the prophet Is. lxv. 11.
Are they from the "Father of lights?"
(Jer. x. 12) then never go to the children, a signs oatli noUte timers " neither fear nor hope for
anything from any light of them at all."
7. Are His "gifts without repentance ? " (Rom.
ii. 29).
Varies He not? Whom He loves, doth
"He love to the end?" (Jno. xiii. 1). Let our
service be so too, not wavering.
O that we
changed from Him no more than He from us
Not from the light of grace to the shadow of sin,
as we do faU often.
But above all, that which is ex tota substantia,

purpose, not to
fortune, saith
6.

that if we find

any want of any giving or

gift,

good or perfect, this text gives, us light, whither
to look, to whom to repair for them; to the

"homiletical and practical" but

I

doubt not

that the reader will be thankful to me for not
having attempted to sever the practical element
from the doctrinal M.].

—

—

[V. 18. Wordsworth: With reverence be it
said, in the work of our Regeneration, God is both
our Father and Mother; and this statement well
follows the declaration of the Apostle that every
good giving and every perfect gift is from above,
coming down from the Father of lights. He is a
Father, the Father of lights, and He is like a
Mother also, and gives birth to us by the Word
of truth.
Compare the use of the maternal word txttvty
parturio, used by St. Paul in one of his tenderest
expressions of affectionate 'yearning for his spiritual children, Gal. iv. 19.
By this word antK^aev,
St.

He brought us forth;
James declares God's maternal love for our

souls. Is. xlix. 16. Ps. xxvii. 12.

—

The view which makes 6 Xdyoc personalia
not in conflict with the common view it is based
on the recognition of the two senses in which St.
James and St. Paul use it. Cf. Heb. iv. 12;
Eph. v. 26; Tit. i. 8; Gal. iv. 19. The comparison of this verse (James i. 18) with i. 21
shows that James passes by a natural transition
from the Incarnate Word to the reception of the
Inspired Word.
Athanasius (contra Arianos Hi. { 61, p. 488)::
"Whatsover the Father determines to create*.
He makes and creates by Him .(the Word), as th»
Apostle says. By His will he brought us forth
by the Word. Therefore the will of the Father,
which concerns those who are born again, or
which conoerns those things that are made by
any other way, is in the Word, in whom He
makes and regenerates what He thinks fit."
Irbnjsus (ii. 25, 8): "Thou, O man, are not
uncreated, nor wert thou always coexistent with*
God, like His own Word, but thou art gradually
learning from the Word the dispensations of God
who made thee."
Tbrtullian (o. Praxean. c. 7) illustrating the
word aweKvyaev says: "Christus primogenitus et
unigenitus Deiproprie de vulva cordis Ipsius."
;

—

—

Novatian {de Trinit. 81): "There is one
God, without any origin, from whom the Word,
He, bora, of the Father,
the Son was born.
dwells ever in the Father."
Thsopeilvs of Antioch (j 10) i "God, having
His Own Word indwelling in His- own bowels
(tnrXayxvots), begat Him, having breathed Him
forth before all dings, and through Him He hath
made all things; and He is called the Beginning,
because He is the Principle and Lord of all things
which were created through Him."
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Hippolitus (PhUos. p. 834):— " The One Supreme God generates the Word in His own mind.
The word was in the Father, bearing the Will of
the Father who begat Him and when the Father
commanded that the world should be created,
the Word was executing what was pleasing to
Ihe Father,—The Word alone is of God, of God
Himself; wherefore He is God. The Word of
;

God

the life of man must be renewed, from its very
root and foundation
2. It designates this renewal as God's work,
moreover as an imparting of the life of God
(aireicityje), as only possible by the working of
the Spirit, only on the foundation of the objective
fact of our redemption in Christ, which is the
contents of the toyoc aXqOeiac;
8. It sets forth this regeneration as an act
once for all accomplished (aireKvqoev, Aor.) and
distinguishes it from the gradual penetration and
sanctification of the individual life by means of
this new principle of life imparted in the regeneration.
4. It declares also expressly that the regeneration is a free act of God's Love (fiovAydtiq) not
induced by any work of man (Eph. ii. 8, 9; Tit
iii. 6), so that man is placed by God in his right
relation to God, antecedently to all works wellpleasing to God : for this the expression aKtidqoev involves: cf. k^ekk^aro, ch. ii. 6, and in so
far as this aneicbTjoev necessarily implies the justification of the sinner (the ducaiovaOai of St.
Paul), it is plain also, that St. James cannot,
without contradicting himself, make this duuuovadat, in the sense of St. Paul, dependent on the
works of faith.
6. 7i6yoc ahfielac is specified as the objective
medium of regeneration ; and herewith we must
have retorts as the appropriating medium on the
part of man himself: of the central import of
which irioTie in St. James we have already seen

regulates all things, the First-born of the
Father. Christ is God over all, who commanded
us to wash away sin from man ; regenerating the
old man, and having called man His image from
the beginning ; and if thou hearkenest to His holy
commandment and imitatest in gocdness Him
who is good, thou wilt be like Him, being honoured
by Him, for God has a longing for thee, having
divinized thee also for his glory."
Bp. Bull (Def. Fid. Nic. III. ch. ii.) says:
"The Son of God, born from Eternity\ is said by
the Fathers to have certain other births in time.
He was born into the world when He came forth
to create the world.
He was born again in a
wonderful manner, when He descended into the
virgin
womb of the
and united Himself to His
creature. He is daily born in the hearts of those
who embrace Him by faith and love."
Bp. Pbabson (p. 219) says: "This use of the,
term Word was. familiar to the Jews, and this
was the reason that St. John delivered to them
so great a mystery in so few words." Wordsworth
adds that the same remark is applicable to the
language of St. James.
Bp. Bull (Def. Fid. Nic. I. ch. i. { 17-19, and something (ch. ii. 6, 14, etc.).
Harm. Apost. Diss. 2. ch. xv.). In the latter pas6. Together with this act of regeneration
sage he declares the meaning of St. James to be proceeding from God, we have also the high des(that our Christian graces proceed from "the tination of the Christian,, which the Apostle gives
good pleasure of God through Christ, and from so significantly and deeply in etc rb elvai a. r. X.
alio regeneration which the Holy Spirit works in And that which God has done to him, is now in
as through the Gospel."
the following verses made the foundation of that
Words worth: "They whom St. James ad- which the Christian on his part has to do : by
dressed, being born again by adoption and cre- which what we have said under 8, and 4, receives
This passage is one to be
ated anew in Christ Jesus, the Eternal Word (Eph. fresh confirmation.
Si 10), might well be said to be designed by remembered, when we wish to know what the
Ood to be a first-fruit of His creatures, for they Apostle understands by the v6/ioc TiAe*oc'(i. 26 ; ii.
were new creatures in Christ (Gal. vi. 16 ; 2 Cor. 12) and what he means, when (ii. 14, etc.) he deAb
t. 17), who is the first begotten of every creature duces duuuovadat from the works of faith.
(Col. i. 16), the beginning of the creation of God regards the dogmatical use, which we make of
!Rev. iii. 14), by whom all things were created this passage, wishing to show that regeneration
By virtue of His incarnation and is brought about by the word, as distinguished
Col. i. 16).
of their incorporation and filiation in Him, who from the Sacrament of Baptism (Tit iii. 6-7), we
4s the first-born among many brethren f Rom. viii. may remark, that seeing that Aejvc aXqdeiac des29), they were made the first-fruits of creation, ignates the Gospel, as a whole, without any rebeing advanced to a high preeminence and pri- spect to such distinction, nothing regarding it
macy, beyond that which was given to Adam be- can be gathered from this passage. The word
fore the fall (Gen. i. 28) and even above the of the Lord constitutes, we know, the force of the
angels themselves. Cf. Heb. i. 6-18; ii. 6, 7- Sacrament also. "Accedit verbum ad elementum et
16."
"This higher sense of Myog includes fit Sacramcntum." And it is meant to be in
also the lower one, God brought us forth by the ferred that the readers of this Epistle were not
Word of truth, preached to the world." M.].
baptized."—M.].
[The Note of Wiesinger, referred to under
" Exegetieal and Critical" is as follows: "this
HOMILETIOAL AND PRACTICAL.
passage is among those which reveal the depth
It is impossible to pursue the course of life
of Christian knowledge, in which the practical
and moral exhortations of the writer are while we regard God in any way the cause of
grounded: lying as it does expressly (616 v. 19) sin. The attempt of charging God with the guilt
at the basis of them.
We will here bring to- of one's transgression : 1, The traces Of this pergether in a few words the teaching of the pas- verseness: a, in the Jewish world, b, in the heathen
sage, for the sake of its important bearing on world, c, in the Christian world. 2. The springs
t .the rest of the Epistle.
of this perverseness ; a, in a darkened underIt teaches us
1. As a positive supplement to w. 14, 16, that standing, by in a proud heart, c, in a sinful wilL

—

—

—
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Stub : Nothing good comes from below ; not
even outward help for outward need (cf. Sir. 38,
Good gifts in general are of no avail
o,
8, 9).
posed.
God in opposition to moral evil. The without the perfect gilt, which restores to us
ethical excellency of the Christian conception of light and life in a regeneration (out of) God.
Hbubneb
No exBeing tempted refers not only to
God, also a proof of its heavenly origin.
The solicitations to apostasy from Christianity, from
ease for sin, cf. Gen. iii. 12 ; J no. xv. 22.
history of the development of sin in every indi- religion by adversities, but James manifestly
speaks of sin in general. Desiie remains barren
vidual man: 1, beginning, 2, progress, 3, end.
How very different sin appears a posteriori from without the will. All the woe of mankind is
what it appears a priori.—Sin should never be the fruit of sin. Deriving evil from the Being
contemplated in the light of speculative under- of God is much worse than Parseeism with its
standing only, but always in the light of con- dualism.
The erring
Fobubsxkt: The nature of temptation [•'. e. its
science, the Bible and experience.
Christian also should still be addressed as a be- essence
M.J, 1, lies not in the outward assault
but rather within ourselves; 2, it should not be
loved brother.
Error manifold, truth only one.
The errors of men in morals are mainly the effect combated from without but from within. Of the
of their not looking up sufficiently to the Father holy power needed for pious deeds: 1, of the
of light.
The riches of God: 1, all good lights necessity of this power; 2, of its communication.
[V. 18. God permits and overrules the temptacome from Him ; 2, only good gifts come from.
Him.—God cannot be tempted to evil but He is tion, but is not the Author of it, God is neither
The exalta- temptable by evil things, nor versed in evil
nerer supplicated in vain for good.
things.
tion of the Creator above the most exalted work
Lust, the enchantress and temptress, cf.
of His hands.
The constant alternation in the Prov. vii. 6-27. See also the admirable portrait
natural world contrasted with the immutable of the gossamer approaches of sin in Sout key's
order in the moral world.
The immutability of Thalaba, Book 8, 23-29.—God, the Father of
the Father of lights viewed 1, on its heart-stirring lights is not the Author of evil ; contrast ** Father
and consoling side, but also 2, on its solemnly- of lights " and " Prince of darkness."
Vv. 14, 15. The way to death. 1. Man drawn
admonishing and warning side. The miracles
of regeneration : 1, God has begotten us, 2, ac- by his evil inclinations out of the safe asylum of
cording to His free decree, 8, by the word of virtue (e^ehi6nevog) ; 2. entrapped by the fascinations of vice and evil (defca^evoc) ; 8. into
troth, 4, that we should be etc.—On the whole
lesson v. 18-18.
Sin not God's fault but solely the commission of voluntary sin (k^iBv(ka ovtfxiour own, a truth, 1, which man is only too prone fiovoa tlktu apapriav)) and 4, ripening in sin,
to forget (v. 13), 2, which confirms the history
hurried to ruin (rj 61 dpapria anoreXeoOeloa
of the development of sin (vv. 14, 16), 3, which a anonvei Odvarov).
glance at the being of God (vv. 16, 17) and at
V. 16. The duty of Christian pastors to cauthe work of God (v. 18), removes beyond all
tion their flocks against error.
"
doubt—On the conclusion:
V. 17. God the Author of good he cannot
Do not err," v. 16.
"Do not err," how James here cautions us therefore be the Author of Evil. God is the peragainst a threefold error : 1, Do not err, ye who ennial fountain,
whence gush in perpetual
streams good gifts and perfeot gifts. Good living
expect the highest good from beneath (the earth):
all good giving is from above, 2, Do not err, ye
denotes not only temporal blessings but also spiwho dwelling on the goodness of God, forget His ritual it comprehends the bestowal of every
holiness: the Giver of all good is also the Father blessing accorded us by the munificence of our
of lights. 8, Do not err, ye who think that His hoheavenly Father in this our imperfect state of
liness in your case would cease to be just : with
existence ; while perfect gifts are those eternal
the Father of lights is neither variableness, nor a possessions laid up for us in heaven, of which
shadow of turning.
regeneration is the beginning and pledge.
God is
8tarke : Man as long as he lives in time is the Father of the lights, not only of heaven, not
reason,
lights
of
only
the
wisdom,
of
conscience,
Bible to temptations.
Every man has a lust and
truth, inspiration and prophecy, but also the
bias peculiar to himself and carries the origin of
Father of the children of light (Lukexvi. 8; Jno.
all his temptations within himself, Jfto. xii. 6.
xii. 36; Eph. v. 8; cf. also Matth. v. 14, 16).—
Quisnil: We ourselves are our own worst
M.J.
eaemies by our own lusts, Prov. xv. 27.
Man
[Wobdswobth: v. 13. St. James delivers a
becomes gradually sinful.
Whatever we receive caution against errors, which afterwards showed
from abore should take us back from below upthemselves in the heresies of Apelles, Uermogenes,
ward to God.
The rivers of God's grace flow Valentinus, Mareion and the Manichmana, which
from on high into the deep valleys; the lower
represented God as the Author of evil, or as subject
the heart, the more gentle the supply [influx=
to evil, and unable to resist and overcome it.
the tow of God's grace into the heart.—
M.J.— v. 14. Concupiscence is the womb of sin, and the
If God is the Father of light, then sin cannot be
offspring of sin is death. All these are evil and
His child. For what communion has light with
none of these are from God, who is the Author
darkness ? 2 Cor. vi. 14.
If believers are God- of all good.
M.I.
begotten, they are of Divine descent [a Divine
[Didtmus: v. 16.—The ministry of good is dirace— M.]. O, what high nobility!
rectly and indirectly from God; but evil comes
Lpthee : The lying word of the serpent has only per occidens^ indirectly and mediately, for
corrupted us but the true word of God makes us the correction of man, who is chastened by sufgood again, Jno. xviL 17.
fering.
M.].
8,

by

The sad consequences of this peryerseness
it a, God is insulted, b, our brother offended,
and our own sanctiiication and salvation op-
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[Wordswoeth: t. 18. Here is an Apostolic
protest against two errors prevalent among the
Jews, 1. that men are what they are either by
necessity, as the Pharisees held, or else 2, as the
Sadducees taught, by the unaided action of their
See
own will, independently of Divine grace.
Maimonides in his Preface to Pirke Aboth, and
Bull,
xviii
3.
Bp.
1,
Josephus Ant. xiii. 6, 9;
Harm. Apost. Diss. 2, ch. 15. Thus they disWill.
the
Divine
paraged the dignity of
[Man in Christ is the wave-sheaf of the harvest. See 1 Cor. xy. 20-23— M.].
[Rabbinical : v. 13. This is the custom of evil
conoupiscence ; to-day it saith, Do this ; to-mor-

consent must be our own giving : and without it
the rest is nothing.
M.].
[Dr. Jortin: v. 17. The unchangeable nature
of God suggests very powerful dissuasions from
vice.
The Scripture contains no decrees concerning the reprobation and salvation of particular persons, without regard to their moral
qualifications.
But there .is a law which declares that obstinate and impenitent vice shall
end in destruction. This law is as eternal and
unchangeable, as the nature of good and evil, or
the nature and perfections of God. Heaven and
earth shall pass away, but this decree shall not
pass away: and therefore a fearful thing it is to
row, worship an idol. The man goes and wor- fall into the hands of the everliving and immuships.
Again it saith, be angry. Evil concu- table God. Yet this unchangeable nature of our
piscence is, at the beginning, like the thread of Creator, considered in another view, affords no
a spider's web; afterward it is like a cart-rope. less comfort and peace to the greatest offenders,
-M.].
if they will repent and turn to Him.
Their
[Maokkioht: t. 15. The soul, which the Greek offences cannot be greater than His mercy and
philosophers considered as the seat of the appe- goodness, which endures to all eternity, ready
tites and passions, is called by Philo rb iHfkv, the to receive those who by an effectual repentance
female part of our nature; and the spirit, rb and reformation, through the satisfaction of
In allusion to this notion, Christ, make themselves proper objects of His
Apfrcv, the male part.
James represents men's lust as a harlot, who en- mercy. M.].

—

—

—

—

—

—

understanding and will into

impure

[Sermon 8 and Sermon themes:
embraces and from that conjunction conceives sin.
v. 18. Sharp, Abp.: How far Oodis concerned
Sin being brought forth, immediately acts, and in temptations to sin. Works 6, 263.
is nourished by frequent repetition, till at length
w. 18, 14. Tillotson Abp. The sins of men
tices their

its

:

gains such strength that in its turn it begets
death. This is the true genealogy of sin and
death. Lust is the mother of sin and sin the mother of death; and the sinner the parent of both."

it

-M.].

-

Saubin,

v. 15.

—

[Bp. Sanderson : t. 18. St. James therefore
concludes positively, that every man's temptation, if it take effect, is merely .from his own
luat.
It is then our own act and deed, if we are
Satan's vassals: disclaim it we cannot; and
whatsoever misery or mischief ensueth thereupon, we ought not to impute to any other than
ourselves alone. M.].

—

not chargeable to Ood.
w. 13-15. Apology for Providence in sin.
Simeon, Ch. Sin, the offspring of our own hearts.
Works 20, 27.

Sermons

La

maniere {Titudier la

w. 16, 17. Simeon, Ch. Qoi the only source
of all good. Works 20, 82.
v. 17. Blaib, H.
On the unchangeabUness of
the Divine Nature.
Sermons 2, 85.
v. 18. Chabnock, Stephen, The instrument of
regeneration.

Works

6, 521.

Hall, Robert, The

—

cause, agent

[Abp. Seckeb: v. 14. Temptation has no regeneration. Works 6, 186.
power, the great tempter himself has no power,
Doddridge, Phil., Address
but that of using persuasion. Forced we cannot Works 2, 636.— M.].
be, so long as we are true to ourselves, our own

IV.

religion.

4, 1.

to

and purpose

of

the regenerate.

SECOND ADMONITION WITH REFERENCE TO THE SECOND
FORM OF TEMPTATION—FANATICISM.

CAUTION AGAINST YIELDING TO THE WRATH OF MAN (SEXUAL), WHICH THINKS ITSELF COMPETENT TO ADMINISTER THE JUSTICE OF GOD BUT IS INCOMPETENT TO
DO IT. THE INSTRUMENT OF DELIVERANCE AND PRESERVATION FROM THI8
ZEAL; THE CULTURE OF INNER LIFE IN FAITH AND THE VERITABLE RELIGIOUS
PROOF OF THIS FAITH IN ACTS OF MERCY.
Chapter
(V. 22-27.

I.

Epistle for 6th

19-27.

Sunday

after Easter).

Wherefore, 1 my beloved brethren, let every man be swift to hear, Blow to speak, slow
20, 21 to wrath : For the wrath of man worketh* not the righteousness of God. Wherefore

19
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lay apart all filthiness and superfluity of naughtiness, and receive with meekness the
But be ye doers of the word, and
22 engrailed word, which is ahle to save your souls.
For if any be a hearer of the word,
23 not hearers only,* deceiving your own selves.
24 and not a doer, he is like unto a man beholding his natural face in a glass: For he
behojdeth himself, and goeth his way, and straightway forgetteth what manner of man
But whoso looketh into the perfeot law of liberty, and continueth therein,
25 he was.
he being not a forgetful hearer, but a doer of the work, this1 man shall be blessed in
6
26 his deed. If6 any man among you seem to be religious, and bridleth not his tongue,

Pure religion and un defiled
27 but deceiveth his own heart, this man's religion « vain.
before God7 and the Father is this, To visit the fatherless and widows in their affliction, and to keep himself unspotted from the world.
Terse 19.

» I

U

A. B. 0. Vulg. al. & o* t < found in O. K. [Rec. L. Sin.]
eridently a
is the most authentic reading.
correction designed to establish a clearer connection, which has howerer obscured the peculiar import
of this section. De Wette and Wiesinger, indeed advocate the retention of » o- r c on internal grounds
against Lachmann, Huther and al., but the internal grounds are also in favour of I <tt « and even Tealso read with
schendorf's reSdoption of the reading of the Text. Bee. cannot affect the question.
A. & falter I <r t « and icai before c <rr w. Tischendorf now decidedly favours m vx c ; so does Bouman p.

vr€

We

84sqq.
also let every man etc [ye know it
but let etc.—M.]
Lachmann; jcartpyditrai C.*0. K. al. Tisch. The former seemi
has
surely
a
peculiarly
emphatic
«pv4£«rat
here
meaning.
ponderate, but

Lange :
Verse 20.

*

Know however

ipydCtrcu A.

B. [C.*] Sin.,

to pre-

Lange : For the man's [«'r] wrath doth not accomplish [execute] etc.
Lange Wherefore, removing all filthiness and all out-flowing [communication of life] of malice [malignity]
Verse 2L
acquire in gentleness the word implanted in [and among] you. which etc.
Wherefore putting off all filthiness and superabundance oi maliciousness, receive in meekness the innate
Word, which etc.—M.]
Verse 22. *fi6vor before aK poar a iB.ec. A. 0. K.L.Thefle; after B. Vulg. Alford.—M.]
as those who ensnare themselves. [But become ye
deceiving
Lange But become ye doers
:

:

etc.—M.]
: For

this man is like to a man who observes the countenance [image of appearance] of bis
if
birth [of his development-image, of his life-form, the momentary formation of his continual development]
in a mirror.
tills man is like to a man considering the face of his birth in a mirror—M.].
Because (on)

Verse 23.

Lange

Verse 24.

Lange : For he observed himself and went away and forthwith forgot of what manner he was.
what he was like (oroios $ r, i.e. how he looked in
For he considered himself and is gone away
the mirror)

—M.l.

A. B. C. Sin. and al. omit oCrot before axpoarij?, so Lachmann ; Tischendorf following G. K. [and Rec;
M.] inserts it. The omission may have arisen from the supposition that the word was superfluous, its
pregnant force having been misapprehended.
Lange: But he, who became absorbed in the completed law, that of liberty, and remained thus, who became not a bearer unto forgetting, but a doer of the work, the same shall be blessed in his doing.
But he who looked into the perfect law, that (rb v) of liberty, and perseveres doing so, being
in his

Verso 25.

*

Verse 26.

* 8 ) after «

—

doing—If.].
*

It weakens also
i, inserted by Lachmann following G, has the most important Codd. against it
the recapitulatory character of the sentence.
A. B. 0. omit i v i/p. i v.
Lange If any man [among you] fancieth himself to be a religious man [one theocratically Melons of the
honour of God] etc
German for religions man, " GcUesdiener w—* servant of God, one observant of God's outward service; religion u QottitdUntt "—outward service of God. M.]
ry before 0««p recommended by A. B. C.+ Sin. al. and Lachmann. This reading is also in consonance with
the thought* the reference being to the God of the Christian revelation.
Lange : A pure and unprofaned religion [outward service— M.] before the God and Father is this : to be
careful of the orphans and widows in their tribulation [to have the oversight of them, and not to be engrossed with politics], to preserve himself unspotted from the world.
before our God and Father (r» 0c<S «al war pi) etc.: * o p a—with, in the estimation of
:

—

Verse 27.

*

Alford.-M.]

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.
AtuUt/tu.
Caution again* t the second form of
temptation—fanatical, angry teal.
The clemency
of the man who is called to be the child of God
«r who is already begotten, should be in comfor-

—
—

clemency of God v. 19. The wrath
[sexual] is not adapted to the ministering
«f the righteousness of God, v. 20.
They were
to purify themselves from this temptation, by acknowledging said sin as a pollution (not peradventnre as zeal for Judaistic purity) and as natural maliciousness and putting it off, and on the
other hand, by thoroughly appropriating with
meekness the word of Christian truth unto the
farthering of their salvation, v. 21.
Such an
appropriation of the word will be most readily
accomplished by their becoming doers of the

ttity to the

of

man

—

word and by ceasing to be mere hearers, v. 22The real doer of the word has two distin-

24.

—

guishing marks: he is absorbed with the eye of
faith in the contemplation of the perfect law, the
free law of Christian truth and proves his perseverance in this contemplation by the full consistency of Christian activity (as described more
particularly).
By such full energy of life he
attains the enjoyment of blissful life v. 25.—
Whoever imagines that he is a real worshipper
of God and a zealot for the honour of God and
corrupts his heart in giving the reins (in fanatical zeal) to his tongue, his religious service is
vain.
But the counterpart, true worship of God
corresponding to the true image-of-God-theFather, is Christian care of the helpless members
of the Church accompanied by a decided shunning of polluting worldly-mindedness. vt. 26,
27.
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germ of obedience to the truth, just as real
"tasting and seeing" involves the experience
Being slow to tpeak of
Vsft. 19. Know however, my beloved "that the Lord is good."
brethren. The connection indicated by the course does not exclude all speaking t nt rash,
reading dare (see App. Crit.) deduces from the immature, thoughtless and immoderate talking
clemency of God the exhortation that the Chris- (faiAeiv), especially dogmatical speaking ch. iii.
tian also should exhibit corresponding clemency. 1, although the expression is not confined to it
But that reading makes this Terse dependent on (Pott and al. ). The Apostle demands cautious,
what precedes, as if it were simply an applica- thoughtful speaking, a speaking flowing from an
tion, which is not correct.
On the contrary we inward calling and therefore a weighty speaking.
haye here the beginning of a new leading Being slow to wrath applies in like manner to anger,
thought, viz.: the guarding of Christians against which is consequently not absolutely disallowed
the temptation of fanatical zeal by fully yielding (as Hornejus has truly remarked). Eagerness
to the spirit of meekness and liberty in Christi- in speaking by warmth leads one easily to eagerHence the reading lore is also preferable ness of passion [Alford The quick speaker is
anity.
The clemency which shuns fanaticism and conforms to the clemency of the Father in heaven.

—

Huther's observation is
correct: "v. 18, connects primarily with the
exhortation to hear and then with the further
exhortation in v. 22 to be not only hearers but
doers of the word." "But the hearing here insisted upon must evidence itself as decided,
(according to Matth. xiii. 28) as a fall and unreserved yielding to the word of truth and consequently as the foundation and not as the contrast
of doing. Semler takes lore as an Indicative;
non ignoratis istud carmen Sir. v. 11, but apart

on internal grounds.

—

from the difference in expression there and here,
the indicative sense weakens without reason the
Huther reenergetical tone of the exhortation.
marks that lore answers to the fir) rXavaade v. 16,
which view is further confirmed by the use of
the same address: adeXfoi jiov ayamjrol here and
there ; fcf. also ch. ii. 6.
[But it is not necessary
to connect the lore taken indicatively with the
exhortation at all: it therefore cannot weaken
its energetical tone, on the contrary it strengthens it by its very abruptness. Adopting the indicative sense of lore I connect it therefore with
the preceding, as follows: Ye know it, my beloved brethren, but let every man, etc.; or paraphrasing: Ye know that these things are so, but
possessed of this very knowledge let every man,
etc. lore is used in this sense in Eph. v. 6; Heb.
xii. 17.— M.].
Also let every man. xal (see App. Crit.)
indicates that the conduct of man should be in
conformity to the conduct of God. It remains
to be ascertained in what sense we are to take
this sentence.
Laurentius and al. make it a
general direction; Gebser, Wiesinger and al.
give it a distinct reference to "the word of
truth;" Huther, Theile and al., say that the
general direction had primarily the specific aim
of inculcating upon Christians the right conduct
also in respect of the word of truth.
But all
this hardly does full justice to the double antithesis in the words: slow to speak, slow to wrath.
The Apostle indicates the point in which Christ
and Christian religiousness should evidence itself as humanity, but true humanity also as piety
even the centre of faith and humanity as contrasted with inhuman and impious conduct.
Hence the express declaration: Trdf avBpomoc. It
is a fundamental law of 'humanity, whioh is here
described by the antithesis ra\H and ppadvg
(found in Philo, but in no other place of the
New Testament, and expressed by Ruckert thus
"thou hast two ears and one mouth.") Being
swift to hear denotes entire readiness, constancy
and thoughtfulnesB of hearing (Matth. xiii.. 23)
and shows that such real hearing contains the

—

—

:

the quick kindler. M.]. Huther justly rejects
the reference of this wrath to God (Calvin, Ben-

Gebser: "impatience towards God on account of persecution "). For in that case James
ought not to have allowed any slowness to wrath.
Huther capitally explains this wrath of ** carnal
zeal aiming at the mastering of our neighbour,
the fruit of which is not eipfyvn but oKaraaraala
ch. iii. 16; the caution is directed against Christians, who—as did the Pharisees in respect to
the law instead of using the Gospel for their
own sanctification, were abusing it in gratifying
their love of condemnation and quarrelsomeness."
Thus our exhortation in its particular
direction is addressed not only to the Jewish
Christians bnt to all the twelve tribes, whose
gel,

—

ancestors in fanaticism, Simeon and Levi (Gen.
xxxiv.), disapproved by ttoeir father (ch. xxxiv.
49), were afterwards mentioned as, patterns
worthy of imitation (Judith ix.).
The wrath of man not a suitable organ of the.
righteousness of God.

Vie. 20. For the wrath of man worketb
not. Our verse gives the reason of the preceding one, but contrasts the two modes of conduct, the right one there and the wrong one
We attach importance to the distinction
here.
that in the former verse reference is made to the
wrath of man in general and here to the wrath
Thomas perceives in the exof man sexually.
pression an antithesis between the man and the
child, Bengel one between man and woman but
neither does conform to or satisfy the historical
We agree with
significance of our expression.
Huther that this sentence, must not be referred
to the state of being righteous before God (Gebser, Grashof ), and with Wiesinger that it must
not be to the personal doing of men which is
well-pleasing to God (so Huther following Iaith%T-SiKaLoabv7j=^Tb dUatov a meaning of frequent occurrence in both Testaments); but we
cannot stop with Wiesinger at the interpretation
of Hofmann that "the wrath (zeal) of man is unable to effect in others (t. «., as a seal of conversion) the righteousness of God, i. «., that "state
of being righteous" [Rcchtsbeschaffenheti*], which

—

begets by this word of truth. For James
evidently has respect to the fanatical delusion of

God

wrath, whioh imagines to administer and work
out in the world the righteousness of God especially with reference to unbelievers by passionate
words and deeds, in that it only gives reality to

•We consider this term, vhich through Hofmann baa
crept Into theology, as an abortive improvement on the
term "righteousness" (German: EechUchaJfenhcit or G#.
rechtigktit).
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Such was specifically
which begot JEbionism
and the Jewish war and which also found, afterwards its expression in Mohammedanism and
its

unamiable ebullitions.

the Jadaiatic delusion,

even in the Christian crusades, in the ecclesiastical persecutions of heretics and also in several
de Stella, Thomas
fanatical heretics (Eudo
But that the subjects of this deMfinxer, etc.).
lusion at the

same time believe that their wrath

I.

;
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All oat-flowing (communication of life) of
malice. Huther: irepioaeia, foreign to classical
Greek, denotes in the New Testament "abun-

—

dance," really superabundance. The substanand the corresponding verb irepioaebetv signify in the New Testament the overflowing of a
fulness of life, on the one hand as a development
of life (a passing over into the life whioh continues to procreate itself Matth. v. 20 ; Rom. xv.
13, etc.), on the other hand as a communication
of life (a passing over upon others, Rom. v. 15,
17; 2 Cor. viii. 2: oh. x. 15, etc.).
Here the
word is evidently used in the latter sense. This
follows also from the proper definition of the
tive

way of converting men, that
doing a work well-pleasing to God
and that thus they will become righteous before
God are features whioh, although we cannot set
them aside, must remain subordinate to the leading idea of passionate ebullitions in majorem glo~ term Katda, which here is not synonymous with
riam Dei, i «., here /ostitis Dei.
Our translation irovrfpia (1 Cor. v. 8)=vitiositas (Semlor, Theile
would be more strongly expressed by the reading and al. ), but according to the connection as the
opposite of kv npavrrfTt, as Eph. iv. 81 ; Col. iii.
Kartpyd^erai than by the better authenticated
kpyi^trat; but the latter taken in a pregnant
8; Tit. iii. 3; 1 Pet ii. 1. A more specific idea,
namely the inimical disposition towards one's
sense, does also give the force of the former.
Shunning the temptation to unholy and hypocriti- neighbour, which we express by "animosity"
td wrath (zeal) by meant of true eanetifieation, ne- (Pott)! Huther. (Wiesinger: bpyfi, Rosenmiiller:
morositas; Meyer: malice).
gatively and positively
The overflowing of
Vie. 21. Wherefore removing etc.—James maliciousness is therefore the malicious, hateful
bidding his readers purify themselves from the communication which passes from the fanatical
false seal for their imaginary Jewish purity
wrath (seal) of the propagandists on those whom
sounds like an oxymoron; for it is just their they influence, according to Matth. xxiii. J 5;
kind of zeal for purity which he characterizes as Rom. ii. 24 and according to ecclesiastical hisimpurity and their imaginary piety as inhuman tory, especially the history of the persecution of
maliciousness.
But true purifying is to him the Donatists, the Paulicians and the Camisarda,
sanctification, that is, it is on the one hand the
etc.
The definition of neptaoeia
irepioowpa
result of a negation (putting off impurity, etc.),
(Bede); outgrowth, efflorescence (Schnecken burand on the other, the result of a positive act, ger, de Wette):=the remnant surviving from
vii., the full receiving of the word of truth.
former times (Gebser and a\.=airepiooevua), are
However the two acts do not absolutely succeed thus set aside.
[Alford joins jumapiav with
one another (remove and receive), but with the ireptaoelav, as belonging to the Genitive Kaiciac
removing of impurity (take note of the Partici- and remarks that " it seems better for the context,
ple) the real appropriating of the evangelical
which concerns not the putting away of moral
word of God is to take place.
The negative ele- pollution of all kinds, but only of that kind,
ment, however, has here aoonditional precedence,
whioh belongs to Kaida. And thus taken it will
repentance before faith (Mark i. 15) ; hence it is mean that naicta pollutes the soul and renders it
here subordinated by the Participle to the posi- unfit to receive the ifupvroc Myog.
It is very
tire element on which it depends (cf. Rom. xiii.
possible that the agricultural similitude in ifupvroc
1?; Eph. iv. 22, 23).
But the Participle must may have influenced the choice of both these
also be noted as enforcing constancy in purifywords, frvirapia and jreptooela. The ground must
ing
airoBeuevoi we cannot translate "putting be rid of all that pollutes and chokes it, be*/," for the reference is not figuratively to the
fore the seed can sink in and come to maturity
putting off of filthy garments and to the opposite
must be cleaned and cleared, wepuraeia, if the
putting on of clean ones.
The antithesis is: to above figures be allowed, is the rank growth, the
remove, do away with ; and to acquire, appro- abundant crop."
M.].
priate (see Eph. iv. 25 and other passagesj.
Receive (acquire, appropriate) in meekAll fllthiness (impurity).—frtmapia (in the ness.
In meekness, in virtue of a^meek dispoNew Testament only here) is doubtless a stronger sition, and not only with meekness. Meekness
expression than aicaBapola (Rom. vi. 19).
It de- stands first in a pregnant sense.
In meekness acnotes filth in a religious, theocratical sense like
quire, i. e. a meek demeanour, the opposite of
the filthy garment ch. ii. 2, like frbiroe 1 Pet. iii.
wrath fulness, exhibited towards their brethren
21, and fivrapSg and fwirapebeiv Rev. xxii. 11. To
of different opinions is not only the condition,
take the word in a general sense of moral uncleanthe vital element of the reception of the Gospel
"*t (Calvin and al.), is inadequate; still less on the part of the Jews but also of the right apopposite are the specific renderings " avarice
propriation of the same on the part of the Jewish:
(Storr), "whoring"
(Laurentius), "intemper- Christians. Although the word denotes not diance" (Heisen); but least of all its reduction to rectly the dociiis animus (Grotius, similarly Cal»n attribute of the following Kaicia (Huther:
vin and al.), yet the first condition and proof of
putting off all uncleanness and abundance of
the same. The reference, to be sure, is not to
nuUce; similarly Theile, Wiesinger and al.). It meekness as the fruit of the reception of the
** sufficiently
manifest that James sees in the word (Schneckenburger), although the morally,
^mal wrath (zeal) exerted in the interest of calm and gentle spirit engendered under the inpiety an antithesis, viz., impurity towards God
fluence of Christianity must be manifested in its*
(seal) is the

true

thus they are

—

=

—

(?& the Atheistical
nitzsch System,

in the heart of fanaticism see

p. 39),

and malice towards man.

highest perfection as its fruit. Want of meekness destroys the power of the Gospel (Matth*.
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xviii. 23, etc.); the fourth and the seventeenth
centuries prove this in a remarkable manner
Receive. Sil-aoBe is emphatic and denotes the right
attitude under right hearing with right doing.
The rooting and growing of Paul is here strikingly
described as a fuller making one's own [appropriation], because the Jewish-Christians were
in great danger of again losing their own (property) and the Jews were on the point of losing
their ancient title to it (cf. 1 Thess. i. 6).

The word implanted
yon.

word
—This
"

neither

is

in

[and

among]

the objective Gospel (Huther

innate or connate reason " [Oecumen-

ius], nor the inner light of the mystics, for 6k%toOat forbids that) as in v. 18, but in its subjective
form of life, as the spiritual and vital principle in

believers or as the seed of regeneration (1 Pet
In this form it is implanted in believers
23).
but likewise implanted as a principle of conversion in the Jews as a whole ; the latter meaning
must not be not passed over. Hence the 6k£aode
is relevant both with reference to the first reception and the further appropriation of it In consequence of the difficulty arising from the idea
i.

in the sap of His grace and transfuse the lifeblood of our wills into Him, and grow and
coalesce with Him and bring forth fruit in Him."

-M.].

—

Which is able to save your sonls. The
idea of individual salvation is allied here with
that of the national deliverance of the Israelites
as in Jno. x. 28.
Hence stress is here laid not
only on the salvation of the soul but also on the
salvation of the life and roc int^ac vuuv is stronger
than simply vfiac. [Alford says : u It is the ty>xh
which carries the personality of the man; which
is between the irvevua drawing it upwards and
the a&pt drawing it downwards; and is saved or
lost, passes into life or death, according to the
choice between these two. And the %6yoclfi$vroc9
working through the irvevua and by the Divine
irvevua, is a spiritual agency, able to save the
M.]. It is able (cf. Rom. i. 16, dvvauic
V*>;r#."
deov), but you are unable, incompetent for the
carrying out of your judaistic plans of salvation.
[Calvin: " Magnificum ccelcetis doctrine* encomium,
quod certam ex ea ealutem comequtmur.
Eet autem
additum, ut eermonem ilium inetar theeauri incomparabilie et expetere et amare et magnificare diecamue.
Eet ergo aerie ad caetigandam noetram ignaviam
etimuhie, eermonem cui eolemue tarn negUgenter auree
prmbere, ealutie noetree eeee caueam.
Tametsi non
in hunc finem eervandi vie eermoni adecribitur quasi
out ealue in externa vocie eonitu meluea foret, out
eervandi munue Deo ablatum alio traneferretur.
Nam de eermone tractat Jacobue qui fide in corda
hominum penetravit: et tantum indicat, Deum ealutie
auctorem evangeUo euo eamperagere." M.].
.

—

of receiving a word already implanted, Calvin
ku+vroc proleptio and explained it " ita euecipite, ut vere ineeralur;" and others similarly.
But the word received subjectively does not
thereby cease to be objective and to be received,
fit is doubtful whether Lange's solution of the
difficulty will stand the ordeal of logical analysis.
There is no such double sense in Ifupvroc. Nor
is the more clearly expressed exposition of Alford more satisfactory. He sees in kuOvroc *n
allusion to the parable of the sower and makes
But you will really appropriate the word by be"the X6yoc kpQvroc =the word which has been
coming doere of the word and by ceasing to remain
sown, the word whose attribute and hperij it is to
hearere only, vv. 22-24.
be iufvroc, and which is luOvroe, awaiting your
reception of it to spring up and take up your
Veb. 22. Bnt beoome ye doers of the
being into it and make you new plants." His word. yivea6e=be ye (Huther against Wiesinexposition is open to the same objection that ger, Theile and al.) who rendere=6eeom* ye.
something which is already sown in another soil Huther refers to Matth. vi. 16; x, 16 and other
can be implanted in us, if he understands by TMyoc passages. We take it with Wiesinger, of course
ift+vToc the word written or preached.
Adhering not in the sense of Semler, as if the word indihowever to the real meaning kuOvroc innate, rb cated perpetuam eucceeeionem horum exercitiorum,
ffoei (Hesych.) we may remove all difficulty. but in the sense of a perfect development of their
Then the Myoc kpfvroc is=the innate Word, that Christian life.
This demand on the Jewish
is, the Word which has been born in our nature,
Christians and the Jews was the cause of the
So Wordsworth who produces much martyrdom of Simon, the brother of James under
i. e. Chriet.
illustrative matter of the use of kuOvroc and thus the reign of Trajan ; it was also the cause of the
sums up the whole : While it is true, that Christ early martyrdom of James, not long after he
by his Incarnation is properly said to be kufvroc wrote this Epistle, and this is just his idea of the
innate, born in us, and to be indeed Emmanuel, deed, the doing and the work, as it here for the
God with ue, Ood manifest in our fieeh, God dwell- first time takes a distinct shape: you must being forever in the nature of us all ; or, if we come wholly consistent Christians, if Christianity
adopt the other sense of Iftfvroc, while it is true, is to effect your salvation.
As the warning
that Christ is indeed grafted in us as our Netzer against apostasy forms the negative side of his
or Branch (see Matth. ii. 28), yet will not this Epistle, so this exhortation to consistency constiavail for our salvation, unless we receive Him by tutes its positive side.
For the word is more
We must bo planted in Him and He in us clearly defined in vv. 18, 21 as the Gospel. They
faith.
must
Baptism
(Gal.
iii.
dwell
in Him must become doers of the same in respect of its
toy
27), we
and He in us, by actual and habitual communion organic unity: this cannot be done by isolated
in
the
Him
Holy
Eucharist,
must
with
we
abide acts, but only by one general act of practical
and bring forth fruit in Him, by fervent love and life. Cf. ch. iv. 11; Rom. ii. 13. The noarrfa
is
the
obedience.
Christ,
who
hearty
Branch who as such is the real aKpoarijc, is contrasted
(Zech. vi. 12), is engrafted on the stock of our with the fitvov aKpoarfc. To the theocracy in its
nature ; but a scion grafted on a tree will not practical direction the aicpoarfc as such is insuffigrow unless it is received and take root in the cient, while the Greek school understood by
stock ; so His Incarnation will profit us nothing, OKpoarfjcper ee a praiseworthy hearer. Cf. Matth.
unless we receive Him in our hearts and drink vii. 21; Luke xi. 28; Jno. xiii. 17.

made

—

h
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As those who ensnare themselves.—See The

Jews, as Jewish-Christians, for a while
attained self-knowledge, in that they saw [knew,
recognixed M.] themselves in the mirror of the
Gospel according to their national and individual
becomes deceiving, cheating and ensnaring by course of development, and thus they saw also
fallacies.
Thus the "hearer only" deceives and the maculae of this development and appearance,
Huther refers irapaXoyi^ofiivoi hence the allusion to this circumstance (Wolf)
ensnares himself.
In a more
to ytveoOe in opposition to Gebser and Schnecken- must not be rejected with Huther.
borger who connect it with axpoarai; but the general sense, irpfowrov etc., can neither denote
latter are right, because the imaginary merit of the natural corruption of man per se (Pott), nor
hearing is the fallacy whereby they deceive them- the ideal form of the new man (Wiesinger).
To
stop at the figure itself (with Huther) would be
selves and thus properly ensnare themselves.
Via. 23. For [because] if any is a hearer. tantamount to making the figure unmeaning.
Demonstration of the preceding by means of But it simply signifies the image of the inner man's
appearance as to his sinful condition modified
* simile, which is not, however, a mere figure.
Is like to. The ovroc emphatically repeated. now this way, now that way by his actual confor
duct.
man. There must be some good reason
On the mirrors of the ancients see the
the recurrence of the specific man (sexual) and respective article in Winer.
not
ought
Huther
Veb. 24. For he observed himself. The
not only of man in general.
to have despatched as curious the exposition [of
narrative form represents as in v. 11, an inciinspecula
Pass M.] "viri obiter tantum solent
dent quickly accomplished in the rapid succestueri" [muliebri autem est curiose te ad speculum sion of the fleeting stages of its brief duration.
eomponere.
The exposition of the word The evO&oc kireMdero is the most important point,
M.J.
avijp is connected with that of ttaxavoelv which
as Huther remarks, but each separate stage has
according to RosenmUller, Pott and al. is here a meaning of its own.
The stage of self-knowused in the secondary sense of hasty observation, ledge in the mirror of the word, believing hearbut is disputed by Wiesinger and Huther.
Now ing, is followed by speedy departing, the avertit is correct that in Luke xii. 24, 27 ; Acts vii.
ing of the mind from the objective fulness and
31, 32; xi. 6, the word denotes attentive contem- depth of the word (not only from what had been
plation or consideration.
Primarily it signifies heard subjectively, as Huther explains) ; the desimply, to observe, perceive, contemplate, under- parting is attended by the forgetting of the mirstand, and if the expression is opposed, as is the ror-image, i. e., the loss of self-knowledge conease here, by the more important contemplation scious of the necessity of salvation which would
-apoKlnrreiv^ and we have in narrative form the have impelled the man to the consequence of
statement, that the man observed himself, went Christian renovation of life.
The loss accruing
sway and forthwith forgot etc., the reference is from such a course, is referred to by James in v.
only to a somewhat imperfect, momentarily- 26, but especially in ch. v.
[The Perfect
sufficient self-contemplating, such as before the
(nzeTJj'kvBev standing between the Aorists Karev6if~
mirror is rather peculiar to man than to woman. oev and kireXddero is striking and imports that the
It is moreover to be borne in mind that the ideas
departing denotes a permanent neglect and disuse
"to hear the word," and "to contemplate oneself of the mirror.
M.].
in a mirror " do not exactly coincide; it is only
The real doer of the word according to hie marks
in the moment of a knowledge of oneself, of an of distinction : his being absorbed in the contemplaincipient repentance that the word, which per te tion of the free-making word, his constancy, the
however is a mirror throughout, becomes efficient blessedness.
as a mirror.
The countenance or irpfouwov, albecame absorbed.
Veb. 25. Bnt he
though it need not denote the whole figure (so
The pure antithesis of the former figure. HuPott and Sckneckenburger), is not necessarily ther: " irapaidnpac corresponds with jcareyoVrev,
confined to the face (so Huther) ; the addition irafiofieivac with airtWiXvOev, and oIk aKpoarifc
TK yevheuc renders the word more expressive. ewtX/fOfjun^c with kireMOero"
The Participles
rbtmc denotes according to Wiesinger and Hu- have the effect of strengthening the already
ther only the sphere of sensuous perception as strong expressions, especially in the Aorist, while
distinguished from the ethical sphere, the face, taken together they indicate : yevdjievoc, that it is
inch as a man has by natural birth.
That is, only by constancy that a man becomes a real doer
James is again made to remind his readers that of the word. This passage must not be construed
he only refers to a figure.
We consider such an as if James wanted to distinguish the doing of
interposed explanation of the figure here also the word as something separate from the looking
not only superfluous but inappropriate to sym- into and abiding in it
The irapaKfafHic and
bolical diction.
For what is the real meaning irapaftelvac, as such, is nourrfc ipyov ytv6fie%'oc.
of Tpoxbc rfjc ytvkoeuc ch. ill. 6?
According to This has an important bearing on the right unWiesinger, to be sure, "the wheel revolving from derstanding of the passage and is also very
a man's birth;" but that would be an unintelli- Pauline.
Constant looking into the word of salgible expression and the exposition of Grotius vation by faith is preeminently the doing which is
and aL "cursus naturse" has more in its favour. followed by outward proof.
This construction
For life is also a genesis in a higher degree, and therefore must not be altered by resolving yevdthe fluctuating npdauKov is just the signature of fievog into yiverat (Pott), or by saying with Wiethe stages and states through which this genesis singer that right hearing and appropriating leads
runs. This would also enable us to fix the refer- to doing and (thereby) to the blessedness of doence of avTov here to yhectc (Huther), as opposed ing.
Even Huther, who rejects Wiesinger's exto its reference to the general idea (Wiesinger).
position, does not strictly adhere to the full energy
26; Col. it 4; Gal. yi. 3; 1 Jno. i. 8; napaXoy%eoOai to reckon beyond the mark, to reason
falsely, to use fallacies,
in its practical tendency
t.
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of the idea, for he says that the doing of the law
the necessary oonsequence of persevering
looking into the same; although prominence
must be given to the fact that he characterizes
the consequence as necessary. UapaicvirTeiv to
stoop aside, to stoop over a thing in order to examine it closely (Luke xxiv. 12 ; Jno. xx. 5, 1 1
1 Pet i. 12) ; to sink into it, to be absorbed in its
Schneckenburger thinks: percontemplation.
haps ad imaginem speculi humi aut mensm tmpotili
But this is not the most fitting way
adaptation.
to look into a mirror. The remaining, persevering
But
in it, Wiesinger explains as appropriating.
it is just the remaining in the yielding oneself to
the object by contemplating it, whereby the appropriating of it is effected.
[One of the best
illustrations of the force of irapaicfafxic is given by
Coleridge, Aids to Reflection, p. 15, note: "It signifies the incurvation or bending of the body in
the act of looking down into; as, for instance, in
the endeavour to see the reflected image of a star
in the water at the bottom of a well.
A more
happy and forcible word could not have been
chosen to express the nature and ultimate object
of reflection and to enforce the necessity of it, in
order to discover the living fountain and springhead of the evidence of the Christian faith in the
believer himself, and at the same time to point
ont the seat and region where alone it is to be
Quantum sumus scimus. That which we
found.
find within ourselves, which is more than ourselves, and yet the ground of whatever is good
and permanent therein, is the substance and life
of all other knowledge."— M.].
is

—

Into the oompleted law.—We translate
completed because of the weighty adjective rifatoc,
which here again makes prominent the N. T.
completion of the 0. T. (cf. the rkXeiot and the
ipyov rifotov v. 4, and the dfiaprla anoreAeodcioa,
v. 7 ; the Sermon on the Mount, the nTaipovv Matth.
It is not therefore the lex naturalis
ii. etc.).
?
(Schulthess), or in general the Myoc aXrfieia^ inasmuch as it is the means of regeneration and the
norm of the new life (Wiesinger, Huther: the
norm of the new life), or on the one hand the 0.
T. law as simply perfect, or op the other the Gospel in a general sense ; but it is the Gospel conceived as that completion of the law which transforms the outward, enslaving law into a new
principle of life communicating itself to the inner
man and absolutely liberating him. And just as
the expressions of Paul: the law of the Spirit
(Rom. viii. 2), the law of faith (Rom. in. 27),
always contain an oxymoron alluding to the
higher unity of the antithesis: law and spirit,
etc., so likewise in the expressions of James: the
perfect law, the law of liberty, although an imitation of Pauline modes of expression is out of
the question (Kern). The law as law made men
servants (slaves); in its N. T. complet : on it
makes them free. In the same sense it is also
called the vdfioc paoiXindc which is fulfilled by
love (ch. ii. 8), and again the law of liberty (v.
The passages of the Old Testament, which
•12).
speak of the glory of the law (Deut. xxxiii. 2, 8),
or of its sweetness (Ps. xix. 8), denote the prophetical transition from the Sinaitical standpoint
to the Evangelical, which was decidedly foretold
by the prophets (Jer. xxxi. 83). Those who attribute to James an Ebionite glorification of the

him back behind Jeremiah or rather
remove him even out of the Old Testament. But
James had special reasons for calling the Gospel
a law of (liberating) liberty inasmuch as his
people were tempted to Beek in their 0. T. seal
for the law the means of chiliastioo-revolalaw, put

tionary liberation

(cf. Jno. viii. 82, etc.).
The
Gospel is moreover a law of liberty in that it asserts, along with the Christian's liberty of faith,
the liberty of conscience of those of a different
mind and in this form also breaks the fetters of

fanaticism.

—

Not a hearer unto forgetting. Properly
a hearer of forgetfulness (hrtZipfiovrfc, atrophy.
in the N. T.), stronger than a forgetful hearer.
The antithesis Troujrnfc ipyov brings out the idea
that forgetfulness was, as it were, the object of
hearing ("infuturam oblivioncm"). The expression " doer of the work " (as follows from the
construction as stated above) cannot signify here
a work-activity separated from, or only clearly
distinguished from faith, but it denotes the perseverance of the life of faith, which owing to its
oneness of energy leads of its own accord to a
consistent exhibition of corresponding outward
deeds.

The same shall be blessed. —See the beati-

tude

v. 12.

In his doing,— {Kohpic

in the N. T. airef feoccurs only, besides here, in Sir. xix. 20),
not in his deed. In the ever diligent (efficient)
energy which is the soul of his deeds. SchneckThe
enburger: u ut ipsa actio sit bealitudo.*
striving spiritual life-motion or the doing becomes
a festive spiritual life-motion, perfect joy. This
factual becoming blessed lies according to circumstances in confession, and Rom. x. 9, 10 exhibits a near affinity with this passage. It is
noteworthy that Paul also in that passage was
particularly referring to Jewish Christians and
that James above all things felt anxious that the
Jews should confess Christ and that the Jewish
Christians should make full and common cause
with their Gentile brethren.
False and true religious service or zeal for religion
and the glory of Ood. vv. 26, 27.
Ver. 26. If any man fancieth himself.—
AoKelv denotes primarily to suppose with reference to appearance and without any higher
ground of ^certainty (Matth. xxiv. 44; hence 1
Cor. vii. 40, an expression of modesty), hence ac
cording to the connection also to imagine erroneously (Matth. vi. 7) or as here to be spiritually conceited, [i. «., the man thinks, fancies that
he is religious. M.].
y6fi. t

1

—

—

To be a religious man.— Ooyaicoc

*8

peculiar

James. The sense of the adjective is clear
from Acts xxvi. 5 and Col. ii. 18. James has formed
the adjective in a masterly manner: one wbo
plumes himself (seeks his being in) on his pretended serving of God. The word certainly implies the exhibition of a presumed tvokpeta in external acts of religious worship (Huther), not
to

exclusively however in the outward observance
of religion, but in the permanent soldier- or
knight-service for the glory of God. So the
Jews supposed that they were the servants of God
among the nations (Rom. ii. 17), so did the Mohammedans and Crusaders at a later period and
bo the Jesuits suppose now. But at that time the
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Jewish Christians, conceited of their God-serving,
inrarious ways separated themselves from intercourse with Gentile Christians and in preparing for the Jewish war, the Jews supposed they
were making ready for "the glory of God."
'here is no one word in English which gives
e exact meaning of QpijoKas and ftpijoiuia.
The
words religion* and religion at one time were used
in the sense of outward ceremonial worship. An
example from Milton and another from the Homilies may prove serviceable. Some of the heathen
idolatries Milton characterizes as being

2

"adorned
With gay

religions full of

pomp and

gold."

Par. Lost. 61.
M Images used for no religion, or superstition
we mean of none worshipped, nor in
danger to be worshipped of any, may be suffered."
Homily against Peril of Idolatry. See
Trench, Synonymns of the N. 7*., p. 233. Apropos

rather,

Coleridge (Aids to Reflection, p.
beautiful remarks : " The outward
service of ancient religion, the rites, ceremonies
tnd ceremonial vestments of the old law, had
morality for their substance.
They were the
letter, of which morality was the spirit : the enigma, of which morality was the meaning.
But
morality itself is the service and ceremonial
{eultus exterior, dpqoKela) of the Christian religion.
The scheme of truth and grace that became
(cyhtro) through Jesus Christ, the faith that
looks down into the perfect law of liberty, has
1
light for its garment: its very robe is righteousness.*
of this QpijoKcia,
14) has these

-M.].

—

Not bridling his tongue. Not exempli causa
nor must we with the majority

(Rosenmuller)

;

of commentators resolve the Participle into

though," as

"al-

Huther rightly remarks, adding:

"James wants to censure those to whom zeal in
was a sign of fy>707ce/a." That is: those
who by their fanatical zeal wanted to make good
their pretensions of being the true soldiers of
God. XaXtvayuyelv, an expression found only in
profane authors of the later period has been added by James to the fund of N. T. language (cf.
talking

Acts.

iii.

2).

But deceiving his heart. 'knargv napSiav
qvtw is not exactly synonymous with irapdtoylfa&at hvrdv (Huther), but denotes the same act
in a much higher degree. From
inward self-deceit of the thoughts protrudes
and this has the effect that the zealot
completely deceives his heart by false self-excitement (echauffement and bad consequences).
The fanatic, by false exaggerations outwardly,

of self-deception

the

false zeal

tt last

makes himself inwardly a false and bad

character.

His religion (in the sense as defined above,
aUieaifor the imaginary cause of God) is wain.
The blinding effects of his blinding passion yield
no fruit of blessing to himself and others and
Pws as follies (Quixotism* in a higher style) from
history into

Vbr. 27.

the judgment.

Religion pore and nnprofaned.

—The two adjectives are not strictly synonymous
(Theile, Huther), nor do they simply denote the
contrast of the outward and the inward (Wiesinftr atrial.).
The expression "pure" requires
uw Christian realization of the symbolical, theo-

—

I.

19-27.

«T

craticai purity; the sequel shows that it is to
exhibit itself in the pious life of merciful love.
The expression "unprofancd" (we supply this
rendering in order to give more marked force
to its literal meaning; the difference between
afiiavroc and aowduoc also must be brought out in
the translation) requires in the same sense real
preservation of purity and purifying. The legal Jew became unclean by natural and pagan
uncleannesses, the Christian must keep himself clean and cleanse himself from worldly-minded n ess and vain worldly doings. Such a Divine service, therefore, denotes here the true
life and work for the glory of God.

Before the

God and

Father.

—This

again

lays stress on the Christian conception of God,
as in vv. 6, 17 and irapd. r£ #f£ refers not only
to the Divine judgment (Huther) but more especially to the attitude of the servant before the
face and mouth of the commanding Lord.
(Huther rightly observes concerning koI irarpi "God
in virtue of His love can only consider pure that
religious service which is the expression of
[Chrysostom in Catena says: ovk elwev
love."
iav vifarAiyre, buoiot korl r$ narpl iuvv, ovdev yap
robrav irapa dedv ovdi ipyd^erat rt toOtw 6 #edf •
aXhd ri; ylvea^e oucrtpfiovec &c 6 irarilp vfiCrv 6 kv
role ovpavolc* rovro &eoi> ipyov kav obv rovro ui)
&XW» r* &XetCi &teov &ihj, tojoi, not ov dvolav.

—

M.].

To be careful of the orphans and widows. We translate thus because it brings out

—

the antithesis to be careful of worldly affairs, which
James has doubtless before his mind's eye, like
Peter in his aXKorptoeirioKoiroc, 1 Pet. iv. 16. Although the verb is frequently applied to visiting
the distressed (Huther: Matth. xxv. 36, 48; Jer.
xxiii. 2 etc.), it has also in this form a wider
meaning (Theile: the species pro genere). The
wider sense: to be careful of, to care for, to protect one, is directly brought out in Acts. xv. 14;
Heb. ii. 6 and elsewhere; I>hilo calls MoKeiptc
"The ofxpavoi are named first as
providentia.
those in want of help, as in Deut. x. 18; Job
This Divine service
xxix. 12, 18 etc." Huther.
answers to the fatherhood of God; those who
engage in it do His work in love and compassion,
because He is a Father of the orphans and a
Judge (a Protector of the rights of) the widows,
Ps. lxviii. 6 and other passages. Now according
to the book of Tobit it was the ideal of a true
Israolite to protect the distressed among the
captives of his people and Tobit i. 6, 7 we read
that it was an integral part of the religious service of Tobit that every third year he gave the
tithe to the strangers, the widows and the fatherless.
In this manner the Israelite of the
New Testament was called upon to help his poor
people especially the distressed in their affliction.
The state of affliction in its concrete form is most
frequently and most touchingly exhibited in the
distress of widows and orphans. In this direction
we may have to seek the sense of keeping oneself unspotted from the world ; and this probably
explains the asyndeton of the two sentences (of.
Huther). They are not strictly coordinate, but
the second is the reverse or the sequence of the
first, its

pure antithesis.

Hence

aarrtXav

comes

emphatically first.
Cf. 1 Pet. i. 19; 2 Pet. iii.
14.
The expression ought really to be resolved
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into two idea*, firstly, to keep oneself from the
world, secondly to keep oneself unspotted from
the world, that is, from the world is connected
with the two elements of the sentence: to keep
oneself unspotted.
The ethical idea of n6aftoe is
everywhere the personal totality of life converted
into the Impersonal, t. e. mankind as to its ungodly
bias.
The peculiarity of this idea in James
comes out more clearly in ch. iv. 4. What heathenism was to the Jew, the antithesis of the
holy people, to which it might apostatise by
spiritual idolatry, such was to the apostolical
mind, the ungodly doing of the world, whether
manifested in Judaistic visionariness or in a
heathen form. Oecumenius's idea of the dtj/i66t?c
koX ovptyerbc dxtoe, o Kara roc eiri-dvulac rrjc ap(mtc
avrov <f>6eip6fievoc was consequently not far from
the image of the excited condition of the world,
which was floating before the Apostle's imagination; but the Judaistic bx^oc assumed a prouder
and more spiritual shape.- This specific reference,
of course does not exclude the more general.
[Alford: "The whole earthly creation, separated
from God and lying in the sin, which, whether
considered as consisting in the men who serve
it, or the enticements which it holds out to evil
lust (km^vfila) is to Christians a source of continual defilement."
M.J

—

8.

Slowness of hearing was,

it

would seem, an

evil not peculiar to the first readers of this
Epistle, but also common to others, and particularly to Jewish Christians.
Cf. Heb. v. 11; x.
The emphatic urging of the opposite quality
26.
is therefore not superfluous.
Here also the
words of James echo the words of Christ. Luke
xi. 28; Matth. vii. 24-27; xiii. 28.
4. Real inward hearing is ever to receive anew

the word, implanted and already extant within
us as the seed of regeneration, which in an inexhaustible richness of forms is ever brought home
to us as a new word of life.
What would the
preached word avail unless it had hidden points
of contact in the hearts and consciences of Christians? cf. 1 These, i. 6. The forgetful hearer,
whom James describes in w. 22-24 fully corresponds with the second class of men depicted by
our Lord in the parable of the sower (Matth.
xiii. 20,

6.

21).
1

James view of the connection of

hearing

is identical

faith and

with that of PauL

Rom.

x. 14-17.
6. The representation of the Gospel as the perfect law of liberty is as correct as it is important.
Paul, who contrasts generally the law and the

Gospel, acknowledges a law of the spirit of
in Christ Jesus,

Rom.

viii. 2.

This law

life

is per-

because it presents at once the most perfect
and most judicious directory of the life of befect

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
The purity

of the moral teaching of James
also is conclusive from what he says concerning
wrath. James is far from holding a quietistic
1.

lievers; it is the law of liberty because the faithful practice of it leads men to true, moral liberty.

Here the saying
est liberi esse

is fully valid legum servi sumus
possimus.
Cf. Jno. viii. 86; Matth.

or ascetico-rigoristic view which did approve v. 17-20.
of all anger absolutely,' as unworthy of man or
7. Care must be had that James be not misunthe Christian. He recognizes with Christ (Matth. derstood in the description of the pure and unv. 22; Mark. iii. 6) and Paul (Eph. iv. 26) law- spotted religious service (v. 23), as if these words
ful anger as opposed to unlawful.
As in the contained an exact definition of the inner side
oase of the Master, so also in that of the disciple of true religious service in general. Any one someanger should be the extreme point of the flame, what philanthropically inclined and at the same
with which love strikes. But although anger is time keeping himself outwardly free from worldpermitted up to a certain degree, it is neverthe- ly contamination is on that account far from be*
less restricted within fixed limits by the limiting ing entitled to say that in so doing he is practisdirection ppadvc etc bpyfo.
One has only to look ing the pure and unspotted religious service in
at the deplorable mischief that may be produced the sense of James.
In order to prevent any
by excessive anger in order fully to justify the possible misapprehension of his language we
necessity and wisdom of this precept. Pecu- have to notice that he refers not indefinitely to
liarly Christian is the triplex officium, which in v. the Divine service, but to a pure and unspotted
19 is commanded in so brief and pithy a manner. service (&pyemia without the Article) and states
The exhibition of such a frame of mind affords merely in a general way what is above all things
proof that the regeneration spoken of in v. 18 is essential to the being and efficacy of a practical
a reality. The natural man is the very opposite: religiousness in its outward manifestation. "As
he is slow to hear, swift to speak and swift to if one addicted to drink were to boast of his morwrath. It is also note worthy that v. 19 con- ality and were to be told in reply that a moral
tains properly the text, the exposition and deve- man does not get drunk, it would not be the latlopment of which are treated of in the remainder ter's purpose to represent thereby the sum-total
of the Epistle.
The exhortation to be swift to of a Christian conversation." Chrysostom* The
hear is expounded from v. 21—ch. ii. 26 with great and principal condition is taken for granted,
simultaneous reference to a fruitful hearing; the viz. : repentance and faith ; besides, this exhortaadmonition to be alow to speak is emphatically tion is also addressed to Christians already reurged in ch. iii. and that to be slow to wrath in generate, v. 18. James insists upon the duty wo
ch. iv. and v.
owe to our neighbour, who is here represented by
2. Because on the Israelite standpoint no justiwidows and orphans as those most in want of
fication before God was possible without the ful- help, and upon the duties we owe to ourselves
filling of the law, the chief demand of which is
by the practice of self-denial and vigilance.
love, while wrath is the very expression of the
These two points reveal at the same time the true
most unbridled selfishness, there are no ideas disposition toward God. Besides James does not
more decidedly opposed to one another than bpyi) say that the man who applies himself to the disavdpdc and duuuoavvn #«w.
charge of these duties shall be blessed by this his
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doing bat that he shall have even here a taste of
Miss in this his doing (h ry irotfoet) so that this
doing as such is to him the highest bliss, v. Gerlaeh: " In this doing of the law he will feel himself truly blessed, as he must be esteemed blessed.
To fulfil the commandments of God, to progress
in holiness, is an ever-growing enjoyment of
blessedness, granted more and more to the beand Uje faithful already here on earth."

liever

Widows and orphans
even by the Mosaic law (Ex.
8.

so highly favoured
xxii.

22-24 and

else-

where), are also emphatically protected by ChrisThe difference between the phitian morality.
lanthropy of the Church and that of a mere hu-

manism.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.
Christians are called constantly to adopt the
It is impossible
prayer of David, Ps. cxli.
that the bitter root of wrath can produce the
Difference between
sweet fruit of righteousness.
The
Ira furor brevu.
holy and unholy anger.
causes and excuses of the frequent dulness of
life
ever
hearing.
The development of spiritual
conditioned by the use of the means of grace.
The preaching of the Gospel a constant watering
of the seed of regeneration already planted in us.
—What we have to lay aside and what we have
to bring with us in order to serve God in public
(le. make a public profession of religion).
Many hearers put rigorous demands on the
preacher bat hardly any on themselves ; it ought
to be the reverse.
True meeekness in the hearing of the word.
The Gospel a power of God
unto salvation etc.
Bom. i. 16. The self-deception of the hearer of the word who becomes not
a doer, cf. Prov. xvi. 26; 1 Cor. iii. 18.—Three
classes tof men: 1, those who neither hear nor
do the word; 2, those who hear it but do it not;

3—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

Even Herod
3, those who both hear and do it
heard John the Baptist gladly and for his sake
did many things, but not the one thing needful,
Mark vl 20. The word of God a bright mirror
which must be attentively looked into, would we

—

true self-knowledge.
The true hearer of
Gospel looks as carefully into the mirror as
do the angels into the plan of salvation, 1 Pet i.
11—The Gospel 1, a law; 2, a perfect law ; 8, a
perfect law of liberty.
The blessedness of the
doer of the word, Ps. cxix. 1 etc.
The absolute
incompatibility of the service of sins of the
tongue with a truly religious life.
The Christian
life a service of love.—-Only that Divine service
is the true, which is a Divine service before
"God and the Father," 1 Sam. xvi. 7.—The
practice of the duties of love must be joined with
conscientious watchfulness of ourselves.
The
Christian's relation to the world: 1. to its distressed ones; 2, to its temptations.
The fruit of
righteousness is a tree of life, Prov. xi. 80.— How

attain

the

—

—
—

—

—

eloquently

James has recommended

his instruction concerning active fear of God by his own
example.
direction for and
(w. 19-27).
••logy of the right hearing of the Gospel. James
vgeo us 1, to devout hearing (w. 19, 20), 2,
to meek receiving (v. 21), 8, to active practice
(w. 22-24), and 4, to constant searching of the
word ( vv. 26-27).—(w. 25-27) 1, What one enjoys (v. 25), 2, avoids (v. 26), and 8, practises in

—

A
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19-27.

—

way of active piety. True Christianity the
most practical matter in the world.
Starke: Believers are more eager to learn
than to teach, for the cause of regeneration
makes us real hearers of the word. Jno. viii. 47.
Luther: Blessed is the man whose mouth is
in his heart and whose heart is not in his mouth;
the one is wisdom, the other folly.
the

—

—

—

Starke: He who along with other sins does
not overcome his carnal anger, cannot enter into
the Kingdom of God, Gal. v. 20, 21.—Sins are
also in

believers,

who must more and more

cleanse themselves from them, Heb. xii. 1.
Quesnel: He only loves the word of God in
truth, who performs it by love, 1 Jno. v. 8.
Lanoii Op : To deceive others is bad, to deceive oneself worse, and the latter is more common than the first, Prov. xxiv. 8.
Starke : The word of God is here compared
with a mirror not only on account of its intrinsic
brightness and purity, but chiefly because of its
use and benefit. For it not only shows us (according to the law) the detestable and sinful form
of our souls which we derive from the first Adam
and wherein alas, we resemble Satan, but it
shows us also (according to the Gospel) the
beauteous, glorious and lovely form whicn we
may receive from Christ, the second Adam, and
His Spirit by means of the new birth and wherein

—
—

—

we resemble Him.
Qubsnel: He that

—

doeth not what he heareth,
forgetteth more than he heareth and his latter
end will be worse than the beginning, 2 Pet. ii.
Blessed is the man who receives his own
20, 22.
testimony against himself. 1 Cor. xi. 81.

—

—

Fear not, believers, if you hear tjie
Starke
Gospel called a law and that it enters as much
and more into hearts of poor sinners with lightning and thunder than the old law of Sinai;
Such a liberty which
for it. is a law of liberty.
is more valuable than all treasures, more pleasant than life itself and more precious than all the
goods of the world ; none know what it is worth
but those who have lost it and those who have
it, although they esteem it most highly, yet do
they not esteem it according to its value, Gal. v.
1-18.
Whoso truly serves God in the spirit, his
tongue also is governed by the Spirit of God, Ps.
xxxix. 2. Many whose mouth is full of the
:

—

—

praise of the truth and who are proud of their Divine service are their own worst deceivers and seMany a service is well-pleasducers, Rom. ii. 28.
ing to God which is despised and even rejected
by men, Acts xxiv. 14.
Cramer: Widows and orphans are privileged
individuals before God.
He that keeps himself
unspotted before the world, does the will of God
and is greatly blessed, 2 Cor. vi. 17, 18.
Vv. 16-21. EpUtle for the 4th Sunday after
Eatter (Cantate).
Luther: Because the Epistle of James ch. i.
has been read from of old on this Sunday, being
also good for instruction and exhortation, we will
also retain it for those who would have it continued and say something concerning it, lest it be
thought we wanted to reject it, although the
Epistle has not been written by an Apostle nor
does set forth everywhere the manner and stamp
of apostolical teaching nor quite conformable to
Therefore James concludes;
pure doctrine.

—

—

—

—
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" Let every man be swift to hear, slow to speak,
slow to wrath." That is He taught, admonished
by God' a word, reproved' and comforted, be
swift in these things; but be not fluent in speech,
in murmuring, cursing and railing against God
and man. Hereby he does not forbid us alL
speaking, reproving and being angry, if the commandment of God or necessity require us so to
do, but that we for ourselves shall not rashly and
vehemently engage in it, although we be irritated thereto—and the rather hearken to and
suffer us to be taught by the word ; which is the
true and real word, which we should ever let
govern and lead us, and from which should flow
whatsoever we say, blame and rebuke. Hence it
is said soon afterwards to receive the word with
meekness, that we may not be angry if it reprove
us, or murmur if we have to suffer somewhat for it.
Hbobner: Talkativeness the mark of a weak
mind. The word of God the best bridle for the
government of the tongue and the affections.
Never act while thou art angry. (vv. 16-21.)
The Christian's belief in the presiding control
of an all- good God.
1. Nature and reason, 2.
Effects of this belief.
Self-deceit in the service
of God.
Porubszky: Of ungodly anger. 1. What is
anger ? 2. What does anger ? 3. How is anger
:

—

—

—

—

—

conquered ?

Couard

:

—Contemplations on the precious

gift

of the Gospel.

Kapff:

— Whereto we

are impelled by the ab-

solute perfection of God.

—Good works: their inward origin
outward form
19-21).
Sodchon: — Receive the word
Standt: —What we may expect from God:
Palmer

1,

:

(vv. 16-18), 2, their

fvv.
daily.

1,

what He gives

(vv. 16-18), 2,

(vv. 19-21).

Von Harless
to the

:

—Who walks

in the right

way

end of life?

—

—

—

—

compatibility with

Fucns:

human

sin.

—The word of truth as the perfect

gift

of God.
Vv. 22-27. Epistle for bth Sunday after Eaiter
(Rogate).
Heubnbr: Other laws bind and are often
burdensome to us : the law of God delivers us
from the bands of Bin. Those, otherwise free
from gross sins, yet sin with the tongue. Sefishness turns even religion into an instrument of
All religion must be moral.
self-sufficiency.
We should take to the necessitous not only our

—

—

—

tifying faith.

—Be doers of the word and not
—Our Divine service a surrender

Porubszky
hearers only
to God.

Lohe:

!

:

is

—There

is

no doer but

is also

a true

hearer.
First a hearer, then a doer; true
hearers, true doers.
Lanoe: If the word seises not thyself, it will
be a burden to thy head.
Stier: v. 27. He refers less to the work
itself than to the disposition and impulse of heart
whioh impels us to the distressed in their affliction.
Hence he says nothing of our feeding,
clothing and providing for widows and orphans,
but he specifies our visiting them in their affliction, protecting them, assisting them and carrying to them the best of our possessions, true
consolation.
We understand, it is to be hoped,
how much this requires, how the duty of love
drives us constantly into the world and among
men, and how it is incompatible with pharisaio
or pietistic separateness and monkish solitariness.
How the hearing of the word is to become
saving work.
Von Kapff: Who is blessed in his doing?
Floret
How differently Christians use the
mirror of the Divine Word
Schmid: The apothegm of wisdom concerning self-vigilance : 1. Mirror aright and see thyself; 2. See aright and know thyself; 8. Know
(thyself] aright and think thee small; 4. Who
thinks him (self ) small is wise in all.
Hbrberqer: The keeping of God's word

—

—

—

:

—
—

—

—

—
—
—
—

tianity.

Souchom
Be doers of the word.
Wbstermaier: The same.
J. Saurin:
An excellent sermon on
:

be a cripple, like as he consists of two parts, body
and soul, so Christianity also runs in two parts,
1. God the good gives good
in faith and works.
gifts, 2, and expects good to be returned to Him.
Lisco: The fountain and the vessel of all
good gifts. Spring's threefold address to us the
children of God.
The holiness of God in its in-

—

Caution against the abuse of the doctrine of jus-

what He removes makes it ours unto salvation.
Couard: Caution against self-deceit in Chris-

Arndt
The sins of the tongue.
Hbrbbroer: Like as a wagon runs in two
ruts, like as a man stands on two legs unless he
:

—

but ourselves. Comparison of the true and
false religious service as to 1, their nature, 2,
their influence and 3, their relation to God.
gifts

—

entitled:
Sur la tnaniere
Serm. Tom. iv. p. 1-48.

—

cTSludier

Lisco: Of true religion.
word and not hearers only.
it ?

and

Whereby

2,

is it

—Be
1.

la

v. 25,

Religion,

doers of tie

When we shall be

seen that

we

are

it.

Of the nature of true religion.
Ledderhose
The right hearing of the word.
Neiling
Ye shall be not only hearers of the
word, but doers also [in a rhyme which hardly
:

—

:

—

—

deserves reproduction. M.].
[This section is already so full of homiletical
matter that instead of supplying additional ones,
I refer the reader to the new matter given under
" Exegetical and Critical " and to the following
standard works, which will furnish him with
much that is excellent and full of thought.
On verse 22. The Sermon of Bp. Andrews, V.
p. 195; also Bp. Sanderson, III. p. 866.
On verse 26. Bp. Butler's Sermon IV.; Lm.
Barrow, Serm. XIII., VoL L p. 288.—M.].
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THIRD ADMONITION WITH REFERENCE TO THE THIRD
FORM OF TEMPTATION. JfiBIONITE CONDUCT.

V.

CAUTION AGAINST JUDAISTIC PARTIALITY, AGAINST FAVOURING THE RICH (THE
JtJDAIZING CHRISTIAN) AND DEPRECIATING THE POOR (THE GENTILE CHRISTIAN) IN THEIR CHURCH-LIFE. CONSISTENT PROOF OF FAITH DEMANDED IN
THE -WORK OF CHRISTIAN BROTHERLY LOVE AND IN THE ACKNOWLEDGING OF
UNITY OF FAITH IN THE FAITH-WORK OF ABRAHAM THE PATRIARCH AND
IN

THE FAITH-WORK OF RAHAB, THE GENTILE HARLOT. DEAD AND LIVING

FAITH.

Chapter

II.'

My brethren, have not the faith of our Lord Jesus Christ, the Lord of glory, with
For if there come unto your assembly 1 a man with a gold ring,'
2 respect of persons.
3 in goodly apparel, and there come in also a poor man in vile raiment: And ye have*
respect to him that weareth the gay clothing, and say unto him, 4 Sit thou here in a
good place; and say to the poor, Stand thou there, or sit here6 under my footstool:
4 *Are ye not then partial in, yourselves, and are become judges of evil thoughts?
5 Hearken, my beloved brethren, Hath not God chosen the poor of this world, 7 rich in
8
faith, and heirs. of the kingdom which he hath promised to them that love him?
Do not rich men oppress you, and draw you9 before
6 But ye have despised the poor.
7 the judgment seats ?
Do not they blaspheme that worthy name by the which ye
8 are called?
If ye fulfil the royal law according to the Scripture, Thou shalt love thy
9 neighbour as thyself, ye do well: But if ye have respect to persons, ye commit sin,
10 and are convinced of the law as transgressors.
For whosoever shall 10 keep the whole
11 law, and yet offend io one point, he is guilty of all.
For he that said, Do not commit
11
adultery, said also, Do not kill.
Now if thou commit no adultery, yet if thou kill,
12 thou art become a transgressor of the law.
So speak ye, and so do, as they that shall
13 he judged by the law of liberty.
For he shall have judgment without mercy, 1* that
14 hath shewed no mercy; and 18 mercy rejoice th against judgment.
What doth it
1
profit, * my brethren, though a man sty he hath faith, and have not works?
can
15 faith save him?
"If a brother or sister be naked, and destitute 16 of daily food,
16 And one of you say unto them, Depart in peace, be ye warmed and filled; notwithstanding ye give them not those things which are needful to the body; what
17 doth it profit?
Even so faith, 11 if it hath not works, is dead, being alone.
18 Yea, a man may say, Thou hast faith, and I have works: shew me thy faith without 18
19 thy* works, and I will shew thee* my faith by my 81 works.
Thou believest88 that
20 there is one God ; thou doest well : the devils also believe, and tremble.
But wilt
21 thou know,
vain man, that faith without works is dead ?*
Was not Abraham our
22 father justified by works, when he offered Isaac his son upon the altar?
Seest thou
23 how faith wrought with * his works, and by works was faith made perfeot?
And the
Scripture was fulfilled which saith, Abraham believed God, and it was imputed unto
24 him for righteousness: and he was called the Friend of God.
Ye see then*6 how that
25 by works a man is justified, and not by faith only.
Likewise also was not Rahab the
harlot justified by works, when she had received the messengers, 86 and had sent them
26 out another way?
For as the body without the spirit is dead, so faith without" works

O

is

dead

Terss

1.

also.

Lange :

My brethren, do

?;lory exalted

not practise the (kith In our Lord Jesus, the Christ of glory [the Messiah in His
above Jadaistic expectations] with respectings of persons [personal considerations, partia'

ities.]

M

hold not ye the faith .... [the Lord] of glory in respecting of persons.— ]
Tens 2. * « ic rij r. A. G. K., Tischendorf ; omit tJj r B. 0. Sin. al. Lachmann [Alford—M.], an important variation, showing that the reference is not to particular synagogues.
[* Xpv<rot«KriiAio t—golden-ringed.—M.]
Lang© : For if there had entered Into your common assembly (<rvray»y?J)a man with a gold fingerling, in a clean splendid garment, but there had also entered a poor man in an unclean garment,
[for if there come into yourplace of assembly a man with golden rings, etc. M.)
Terse*. • iwifl\i+iiT* 6L B.
K. Tischendorf [AlfordJ, is more expressive than «al iviSAtf^rs A/O.
[

a

—
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avrw A. B. 0. Sinait. keeps the expression more general and gives it more dogmatical
colouring [than its Insertion, Rec. K. L. Vnlg. and al. M.l
inserted in C.«* G. K., is omitted by A. B. 0.*—The addition of r A v * o 6 & r in A. Tnlg. [Syr.—M].
Lachmann, seems to be exegetical and intensive, bat may have been dropped owing to a moderation in

*

The omission of

*

&9c

—

expression.

Langs And ye were looking upon [msde a looking up, a demonstration of] him who wore the clean splendid
garment and should say [to him] [thou], sit thou here on the best place, but should say to the poor,
[thou) keep standing here [on the standing place], or sit [here] under [down at] my footstool.
k a t omitted before o v by A. B. C. Sinait, may hare been objected to in the apodoais as a striking form,
Lange Did ye not then separate [divide] among ourselves, and become judges according to evil considera:

•

Verse 4.

:

tions?
"Did ye not distinguish (invidiously) among ourselves etc.—M.]
t Rec. reads tow *<$<tju.ov tovtov; [A.** 0.** K. L. tow «6«rjtou-M.]; rip <6Vf&e> A.»B.C.*8Jn.
etc. The variations seem to be exegetical illustrations.

Verse 6.

*

For 0a<rtAetat [A. and] Sin.; read «*ayy«Ataf.
Lange: .... hath not God also chosen the poor [according to the world),
the [glorified Messiah

Verse

6.

ft

—

1

.

judgment?

are rich in faith, heirs of

Is it not just they,

who drag you

7.

to the courts of

—

not they that drasr you into courts of justice? M.l
Lange: Is it not Just they who blaspheme that fair [glorious] name, which hath been

[Is

Verse

who

kingdom

For w ft, w v A. Sinait, read v/i« ?.—M.]
Lange : . . . [But] is it not the rich who oppress you ?
It

name?

made

to

you a

sur-

—

that glorious name, which was invoked over you? M.l
[
Lange If indeed ye fulfil [complete under the New Testament] the royal law [the law of the kingdom] acVerse 8.
cording to the Scripture, Tnou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself, ye act beautifully [conformable to
the beautiful name of Christ as Christians].
[If, however, ye fulfil etc.— M.]
Verse 0.
Lange : But if ye practise respect of persons, ye practise sin, convicted by the [very] law as transgressors.
{But if ye respect persons, ye work sin, being convicted by the law as transgressors. M.l
Verse 10. "'rijp^an and wra 10-77, the most authentic readings. So [A. B. C. Sinait. M] Lachmann, Teschendorf.
Lange : For whosoever should observe .... in one thing [commandment] the same hath become guilty of
.

.

.

.

:

•

—

—

[For whosoever shall have kept etc.—M.l
A. B. C. Sin. have the Present potx«vctf, ^orfvctt.
. . as those about to be judged by the law of liberty.—M.]
[ .
13. » a v A e o 9 not a^tAcwt, is the true reading.
80 A. B. C. [K. Alford—M.] Lech., Tisch. On the form,
Itself and variations of spelling it see Huther.
l*«ai before xaraxavx, found only in minuscule codd; 61 after fcaraxawy, is probably also
are
a stylistic insertion ; the variations «ar««aw;p*Vtfa> in A. [ Vulg.;— v a a- Be C.** M.] ;—v
exegetical efforts to render the text more easy. e Aco? instead of i\tov supported: by A. B.
Tischend. [Alford.—M.]
Lange: For the judgment is merciless to him who did not practise mercy, and mercy boasteth [triumphantly] against the judgment [thus Christian mercy triumphantly excels the judging legalistic spirit of
Judaism.]
[For the judgment [will be] merciless to him who wrought not mercy. Mercy boasteth [triumpheth] over
lodgment.— M.J
Verse 14. "Tt rb o^cAor, TJschend. following the majority of Codd. Lachmann: ri 6>cAo*. 80 also in v. 10.
Lange . . . [what profit doth it bring] if any man were to say that he hath faith, but were to have no
works. Faith [in such a case] surely cannot save him ?
*• 1 <r t 1 c] save him ?—M.
.
.
.
. can his faith [^
Verse 15. r*ilv Si the most authentic reading; omit 6* B. Sinait.—M.]
Lange : But if a brother or sister were naked and bare and destitute of daily food.
Verse 16. ^Sxrtv after Atnr6>tyot in A. Q. Lachmann, is unimportant as to sense. Sin. [B. C. K. 8yr. Tischend.
Alford.— M.] omit it.
Lange : And one of you should say to them : Depart in peace, be ye warmed and filled, but ye were not to
give U> them those things which are needful to the body, what would that profit?
[And some one from among you say to them
but ye give them not the necessaries of the body,
what is the profit?—M.]
Verse 17. 11 ?XV <Py a [A. B.C. K. Tischend. A If.—M.L is the most authentic and most emphatic reading.
Lange: So also faith, if it has not works, is dead for itself.
[So also faith, if it have not works, is dead in itself (« a 9 cawr^ w.—M.]
Verse 18. " x •» P
A. B.
Sin. Lachmann, Tischend. [i k Rec. K. L.— M.]
Jffov after coywr omitted by A. B. [Tischend. Alford.—M.]
* /iow after ipyuv wanting In Vulg. Syr. B. C. It seems to have originated in the parallelism of this
sentence with the one preceding it according to its rejected readings.
»B.O. omit /tow after wivriv [A. K. L. insert it.—M.J
Lange : But some one will say [to a man of such falthj: thou hast faith and I have works: show me thy
faith without the works [how const thou doitf\ and I will show thee my faith out of [by] the works.
[Nay, some one will say ... . show me thy faith without [apart from] the works, and I will show that
my faith by [out of iic] my works.—M.]
Verse 19. ** Different readings, Rec. with Q.$ set etc sVti; A. Sinait. Lachmann, sir iaruv I tf«e*v; B. Tischend. [Alford] : e t v
c 6 1 text*. The strongest emphasis of A is also the most probable.
Lange Thou believest [the article of the law and of doctrine] that God is one : that thou doest well therein;
the evil spirits [the demone] also believe that and shudder.
Verse 20. n v««,pa A. C.**G. K. [Rec. Vulg. Copt*—M.], opposed by a.pyn in B.C.* etc.; the latter more probable
(Lachm. and Tischend. support it) because the former seems to have been occasioned by v. 17.
Lange But wilt thou know It, empty man 1 that faith without works is useless [inefficient] t
[ . . . . that faith without [apart from] the works is useless [bootless. Alford]?— M.J
Verse 21.
Lange : . . . justified [proved righteous] by works [out of works] when he offered Isaac, his son, on the
alt&r of sacrifice [Gen. xxii.1?
. When he offered Isaac, his son, on the altar.—M.l
[ .
Verse22. \**vv4pyei A. Sinait.—M.]
Lange: Thou seest that his faith was energetically joined with his works [was manifested as one with his
works] and that faith was completed by works [out of works].
[Thou seest that faith was working together with his works and that by [i a] works faith was made com-

Verse
Verse
Verse

11.
12.

«

an

—

:

.

I

I

U

a

:

:

.

.

plete.

Verse 23.
Verse 24.

Lange: And thus also was fulfilled .... righteousness [In justification proper Gen. xv. 8.]
wanting In A. B. C. Sin. [Tisch. Alf—M.] etc.
Lange Ve eoe [therefore] that by [out of] works man is justified [proved righteous as man] etc
* * a t a oOe 6 * o w «, CO. seems to be taken from Heb. xi. 81.
Lange
and sent them forth by another way.
• py»*» B Sinait.— M.]
Lange: For as the body without spirit etc.

*roivw
:

Verse 25.
Verse 26.

Px»pU

-
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1-18.

mode of expression would be most remarkable and because the faith of Christ itself could
not be thus disfigured. 8. rov icvpiov etc. Genitive of the subject: the faith, derived from our
Lord Jesus Christ, on the glory (Huther).
4. Bengel : rrjc 66$rjc is in apposition to Christ
this

2 1.

Chapter

II.

1-18.

BXEGETCCAL AND CRITICAL.
Analysis: Caution against partiality in the
Christian Church-life, that ia against the Ebion-

ut ipte Chrisius dicatur $ 66i-a. Gloria. Luke ii.
preference of the Jewish Christian and 32; Eph. i. 17 etc. Christ, the glory not sufputting back of the Qentile Christian, in connec- ficiently developed, although the idea that Christ
tion with the demand of the proof of faith in the
is the Schechinah would otherwise be quite suitexhibition of brotherly love.
Leading points: able. 6. Laurentius unites 66&k with Xpurrov,
Reference to the abolition of respect of persons Christut gloria, but Huther objects that this conby the Christ of glory.
Ebionite conduct in a pa- struction would require the Article before Xptorable, tv. 1-4.
Reference to the faith of the poor rov. This would however occasion an error as
(in a symbolical sense) as well as to the unbelief if a twofold Christ were conceivable. In German
of the rich (cf. Matth. xxii. 1-10), w. 6-7.— True however we have to emphasize the Article, as
fidelity of the law or the fulfilling of the whole
far as it is in rr)$ d6%rjc. The sense is plain : faith
law in the royal commandment of love, as well in the Christ of glory is incompatible with estias the damnable transgression of the whole law mating persons according to carnal respects.
in sinning against this commandment, vv. 8-18.
See the analogous idea 2 Cor. v. 16 and Eph.
The true life of faith or faith evinced by the mercy ii. 16, 17. Christ in virtue of His exaltation has
of brotherly love and dead faith illustrated by also acquired the Kvpi&njc of the unbelieving
heartless demeanour, vv. 14-17.
The proof of Jews. See Matth. xxvi. 64; Rom. ix. 5. [But
faith by the works of faith or the believer's juson the whole it seems best, beoause it is the least
tification before the consciousness of the Church
forced construction, to govern rye ddgqc by #cvw. 18, 19. The two examples of the proof of piov, see 1 Cor. ii. 8. M.]
faith by works as a general example of the unity
Vbb. 2. For if there had entered; ydp
of the living faith of Jews and Gentiles, vv. 20- gives the reason not of the whole exhortation as
26.
such, but of the reference (connected with it) to
Caution against ^partiality in Christian Church- the glory of Christ, which Luther has made prolife, that is against Ebionilizing
The minent in his free translation ; Do not suppose
demeanour.
parable of such demeanour, w. 1-4.
that faith in Jesus Christ, our Lord of glory,
Via. 1.
The construction
brethren, do not practise.
suffers respect of persons.
The Apostle does not, as is generally supposed, which makes the antecedent extend to the end
pass from the doctrine of charity to a particular of v. 4 and then makes the consequent begin
example of charity. If this were so, the example (Michaelis, Herder etc) has been justly set aside
would be ill-chosen, for respect of persons does by Huther ; v. 4 is the consequent.
The refer-,
not violate primarily the duty of charity but the ence of the following exhortation to misconduct
law of justice and equality.
He rather passes in worship has led to the opinion that James is
on to a new form of the temptation.
primarily addressing the Church-wardens (GroThis clause is not (as Schneckenburger and tius etc).
We have already shown that this
Kern take it) interrogative, not because the fact view over against the grand prophetico-symboliin question is beyond all doubt (Huther), for
cal expression of the Apostle is inadequate The
the interrogative form would express this more
misconduct to which James refers is so general
definitely (is it not so that ye, etc.), but because
and important as to preclude the literal accepthe form of a warning exhortation makes it imIn the first place it cantation of what follows.
perative.
The interrogative construction is in- not be assumed that such a grievance as that of
admissible not only because of the analogy in oh.
assigning bad places to the poor had spread
i 16 but also on account of the parable which throughout the entire Jewish Christian dispershows the form of the temptation to which they sion and in the second, it is even more improbwere exposed.
able that James should have received reliable inDo not practise:
lxitv denotes not only, formation concerning a disorder so universally
"do not hold your faith as if it were shut up prevalent.
The idv also and the Aorist indicate
iiTpooLnroAjT^uc" (Huther); still less, " do not a relation which has become historical and is
detain your faith " (/cari^ere Grotius), but still
still in course of development.
stronger "do not hold, cherish it in this form."
Into your common-assembly. SchneckThe faith of fanaticism is not only allied with enburger and al. interpret the Jewish synagopsrueutarisms but the particularisms constitute gue, Huther, the place of the Christian assembly,
its very glory.
The Plural irpoow7roXrnf>iai points de Wette, with referenoe to Heb. x.«25, the reto the ever returning and diversified occurrences
But the Article indicates thai
ligious assembly.
of this kind.
the one synagogue of the entire Jewish Christian
The faith in our Lord Jesus, the Christ. dispersion is meant, that is their religious com—Different constructions: 1. The faith in our Lord munity symbolically described by the name of
°* gtary. Jesus Christ (de Wette, Wiesinger, and the Jewish place of worship.
The symbol is the
*L; reference to 1 Cor. ii. 8).
This construc- more appropriate in that it characterizes the
tion is inadmissible on account of the position of family-bias to union in Judaism.
The referenoe
TO (KfTC* 2. d6*a taken in a different sense from to civil judicial assemblies, which Herder and
its ordinary signification=opinion (Calvin: the
al. find here, is altogether unfounded.
We have
knowledge of Christ obscured by the respect endeavoured to bring out in, the translation the
ptid to wealth).
Wholly inadmissible, beoause uniting element of Christianity.
itiiing

—

—

—

—

—

—

My

,

—

—
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If there had entered a man.— The Aorist
not only aids the imagination by its picturesque
force but indicates the historical fast that belieTers with Judaistic pretensions had already
entered the Church.
With a gold finger-ring.— The character
of the parables delineating and censuring on the
one hand the factious conduct of the Jewish
Christians towards the Judaisers proper and on
the other towards the Gentile Christians, comes
out in the most decided manner. According to
Wiesinger and Huther our text gives only an

omnium for the representation of
that sinful irpoawrohj^UL, while many older commentators see in it only a figure of the preference of the rich to the poor, and these are the
example

irutar

common views. These views give only rise to
the question whether the rich and the poor are
to be considered members of the Christian commonwealth (Knapp, Theile, de Wette), or unbelievers or hospites (Pott, Kern, Schneckenburger).
Wiesinger, in support of the former view,
alleges that the Epistle being addressed to Christian readers, the oppressive disparities between
rich and poor should be taken as introcongregational (ch. iv. 1; vv. 18
16; v. 1); Huther, in
support of the latter, that the rich are distinguished from the brethren etc.; Weiss (Deutsche
Zeitschrift fur ChristUche Wissenschaft, 1854, No.
61) makes the rich a non-Christian, the poor a
Christian.
Schwegler is altogether wrong in
making the rich the Gentile Christian and the
poor the Jew, for it would follow from this that
ihe Jewish Christians did exhibit partiality towards the Gentile Christians. But he is on the
right track in that he sees in the Epistle a reflection of the circumstances of the time.
Now
we hold that the rich here and throughout the
Epistle is not less symbolical than the rich in
the G 08 pel (Matth. xix. 24 etc.) and just so the
poor. But the attributes of the rich indicate
whereof he is proud. He is in the first place a
Xpvffodtucrbfooc (the word airai; Acy.).
That rings
with the ancients, especially among the Jews (as a
signet-ring) were highly esteemed is evident
from Gen. xli. 42; Esther iii. 10; viii. 2; Luke
xv. 22.
Received as a gift it denotes the prerogative of representing the donor; in the parable
of the prodigal doubtless the restoration to the
filial state.
But the man with the gold ring cannot be any other than the Judaist priding himself in and boasting of his covenant-right and
sonship (which to the humble was indeed a veritable gold-ring see Rom. ix.), as a xp^odaxrhXtoc,
a gold-finger-rtng-wearer by profession. He is further described by wearing a splendid garment
(Xofiirpdi) which according to Rev. xv. 6 involves
in particular the idea of purity and connected
therewith denotes the Jewish pretensions to puIn like manner
rity and holiness or glory.
(he garment of the poor, that is, of the Gentile
Christian, is not stained in the ordinary sense
*but from a religious point of view, as is proved
by the fnmapdc Zech. iii. 8, 4. In Rev. xxii. 11
-also it denotes the opposite of the Holy in a symbolical sense.
According to the Jewish conception of purity the Gentile Christians had entered
4he Church in such a garment; but that James
notwithstanding accords to them the weddinggarment is evident from v. 26. Raphelius on

—

"nullum cerium colorem declarat, sed
splendidum, clarum, mtidum, seu rvbrum sit, seu
Xa/tirpdc,

alius generis.**

Van.

8.

And ye were

looking upon —

'EmpXiiretv is emphatic (Pott).
Upon the 6
fopav r#v ko&rrra, also very significant, he who
wears thet and carries himself in wearing it.
Instead of experiencing disgust at the spectacle
of vanity^ which manifestly looks out of that
proud dress, they suffer themselves to be deceived by that glitter, which in their estimate

should have been valueless, and to be awed by
the haughty claims to it This rich man is first
looked at, contemplated in astonishment, then
complimented, he also stands first; meanwhile
the eye is averted from the poor man, who is
furthermore despatched in a hurry. "The difference of speech to the one and to the other
strongly marks the contrast ; they are first distinguished by oi> «ri>, then k6Bov and aiijOi, ode
and ixelf Kafatc and imb rb im66U>v fiov are opposites" (Huther}.
The addition "or sit thou
here, etc," as allowing him to be seated, is intended to modify the hardness of the word
"keep standing there," but becomes a further
humiliation, "sit here under my footstool."
This means certainly "down at my footstool"
but the expression involves contempt ; as it were
under one's feet. Not on the footstool The
Judaist either wanted to acknowledge the Gentile Christian merely as hospes in the Church, or
to concede to him at most an inferior right of
communion. As the reading bri [for vx6 B**
M.] indicates a tendency to soften the harshness of the expression, a similar tendency may
have omitted ruv iro6uv before ftov.

—

—

Van. 4. Did ye not then separate among
yourselves. The comments on this passage
are wide apart. Some plead ov as a declaration,
others as a question.
1. Those who take it declaratorily : then, partly ye would not have distinguished (according to sound judgment) among
yourselves, partly ye would have judged after
an evil manner of thinking (Graahof ) or, " then
ye are not any longer distinguished among yourselves, i. «., godly and ungodly" (Oeder); or,
" then ye have not rightly judged among yourselves" (Oecumenius, Bengel); or, "then ye
have not yet judged yourselves" (Heisen); "not
But
yourselves but your garments" (Cajetan).

—

;

the construction is decidedly in favour of the interrogative form, particulary the hypothetical
form and the brevity of the consequent. Hence
2, interrogatively: a. 6uucplveodat*=to doubt in the
sense of having scruples concerning a thing.
"Ye had no scruples, etc.?" (Theile). b. to
doubt in the literal sense: "have ye not become
doubters in your faith? or similarly (de Wette,
Wiesinger, Huther); c the verb=to fudge: do
ye then not judge among yourselves?" (Augusti); or the Verb passive: "Do ye not condemn
yourselves? (Paraeus). d. to make difference;
did ye not make differences (in a bad sense)
among yourselves?" (Grot his, Knapp and ai.).
This interpretation passes, into e. to separate, to
divide in a Passive or Middle sense. But the
Middle sense lies nearest: do ye not separate,
divide yourselves in or among yourselves? (SeaWe hold with
ler, Gebser, Schneckenburger).

Schneckenburger that the beginning of
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dissen-

—

——

CHAP. IL
sion in the Church primarily takes rise in the
They are
minds of those factions Christians.
also at schism in themselves, which schism although it begins with doubting (oh. i. 6) means
more than doubting, as is the case in our time
with those confessional zealots [confessionals
-pertaining to a confession, used in German almost as the synonyme of denomination
J, who
suspend the communion of the Lord's Supper
with other Evangelicals while they are willing
otherwise to hold fraternal intercourse with
them. Creating dissensions reacts on the zealots
themselves so that they become divided in themWiesinger and Huther allege in favour
selres.
of their exposition that StoKpiveaSai in the New
Testament constantly signifies to doubt, which
But the Middle of our
it does in many passages.
verb occurs in our sense in Jude 5, 22 and the
transition from the Active ( Acts xv. 9) to the
Middle lay quite near, icai intensifies the question. We have endeavoured in our translation to
bring out the paronomasia of icpiral and dtoKptihrre
M.l.
[in German: zerschieden and Schiedsrichter.
From the evil schism in the heart springs evil
judging in the life. Riohter: after (according
to) evil considerations (motives), not the evil,
That is, according to the motives of naetc.
tional preferences, claims and prejudices, outward position, etc.
Reference to the faith of the poor in a symbolical
tense at well at to the faith of the tick w. 5-7.
beloved brethren.
Vbb, 5. Listen,
The painful earnestness of the Apostle's mind in
view of the dangerous symptoms he had described may be seen in his animated exhortation, his lively address (see ch. i. 16) and his

—M

—

.

my

questions.

Did not
Cor. xii.

26.

God choose
Huther:

[Germ, for the world.
as regards

ference

—

the poor?—Cf. 1
"poor to the world"
M.]. Wiesinger: "poor

the world."

In the latter sense reto the analogous rf irvebfiari
that condition of poverty as to

may be made

Mttth. v. 8.

Bnt

simultaneously expresses a longing
for the Spirit.
But such an element would be
out of place here, hence the sense "to the world"
is more appropriate.
These persons whom you
call poor, because they are Gentile Christians,
are rather poor to the world according to their
relation to the world ; but to you they ought to
be rich, seeing they are rich in faith.
The fact
that the Ebonites afterwards called themselves
poor as regards this world, presents no obstacle
to this exposition.
Their utut loquendi was
doubtless rather formed after the pattern of
James than vice versa, just as the Gnostics' did
probably borrow many of their expressions from
Piul, not Paul from them.
[But the sense
"poor as regards the world" is after all at least
as good as that given by Lange; it is general,
and there is no reason why even Lange's interpretation may not be included in it: the Dative
of reference here simply shows that these persons were poor with reference to the world objectively or subjectively or both.
M.].
Riob in faith. Not rich in the possession
of much faith [nieht reich an Olauben. Germ.
M.1, but they are rich in virtue of their faith.
StiU the stress lies not only on the general being
rich, the result of the general condition of bethe Spirit,

—

—

—

1-18.
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lieving, but also on the particular measure of
their being rich as contrasted with the false
Who are rich in
being rich of the Judaists.
Huther: HXovoiovc ev nioret not in appofaith,
sition with rove tttox<M (Erasmus, Baumgarten,
etc.), but the complement of efetegaro, stating
whereto God did choose the poor (Beza, Wolf,

But taking James* choosing
Wiesinger, etc.).
as exactly synonymous with Paul's we consider
Here the word evidently sigto be not proven.
nifies rather calling, with reference to ethical
good behaviour to the Divine revelation. That
is : " the decree (more definitely the election) of
God is here viewed (indicated) in respect of temporal manifestation." Wiesinger. Still an essential element of the idea of election is held
fast.
The nearer definition of the election lies
in koI K?jfpov6fiovg so. elvat.
That is: Did not
God choose these poor according to the world
(from among the Gentiles) who prove themselves
rich in faith, that they also may be heirs of the

—

kingdom? Cf. Acts xv. 14, etc.; Eph. ii. It is to
be borne in mind that only the poor to the world
were also the "rich" among the Jews. But
this characteristic was not enough here, while
the correction "poor to the world, rich in faith"
was sufficiently definite. James therefore here
utters the same idea, on which Paul laid peculiar
stress as the characteristic of his evangelisation,
Eph. iii. 8-6, etc. i&qpovdfiovc here, points not to
the kingdom as future (so Huther), but as koX
KXypov6f£ovg to the joint participation in the true
vlodeala of the

Jews.

Heirs of the kingdom.

—

It is the

kingdom

of God, the real theocracy completed in the New
Testament, progressing towards eschatological
completion, not the latter only, as Huther mainJames separates from this kingdom
tains.
whatever is particularly Jewish, describing it as
the kingdom, that peculiar kingdom which God
has prepared for those who love Him. The common construction gives a proposition not limited
like 1 Cor. i. 26-28, and not sufficiently proven
by Matth. xix. 28, 26 ; viz. : " chosen the poor in
this sense that those whom God did choose belong to this category, while those belonging to
the category of the rich have not been chosen."
(Huther). It is impracticable to take the one
expression literally, the other figuratively.

Vkr.

6.

—

Bnt ye dishonoured the poor

(man). iW denotes the antithesis of $e6{, JfTifidaare the antithesis of cfyAii-aTo, as Huther rightly
Still the Aorist is used, not only beobserves.
cause reference is made ton. 2 and 8, and because the case is general, but its historical force
points to a historical fact, in which Judaizing
Jewish Christians have already taken part with
the Jews, viz. : the dishonouring of the Gentile
Christians.
But is it not the rich?—These rich, who
use violence towards themselves, i. e. the Christians,
The refer(of. the expressions Matth. xx. 25).
ence here is not any more to the rich in general
than before to the poor (both according to HuThe populace took as much part in the
ther).
persecution of the Christians as the nobility, the
former indeed were conspicuous in it Nevertheless it was with the Judaists who fancied
themselves theocratically rich, that the impulses
to the persecution of the Christians did then still
,
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originate.
So e. g. the first persecution of the
Apostles, the execution of Stephen. koX avrol, it
All sympathizing of Christian ulis just they.
tras with Judaistic Jews contained the germ of
want of self-respect, as is the case nowadays
with all sympathizing of the evangelical ultras
with the ultramontanists and that of pietistio
Is it not just
ultras with the confessionalists.
they who excommunicate you? one might ask in

the latter cases.

Ver.

7.

Is it not just they

who

blas-

pheme that fair name?—Favouring those rich

true fidelity to the law, to be sure, ye ought to
exhibit, according to the commandment, thou
shalt love, etc.; but your partiality is a breach of
the law." According to Huther and many others
(Calvin, Theile etc.) James wants to meet the excuse of his readers that their respect of the rich
was the outgoing of love; but surely no Jew

could have thought of representing wpoooKoZqifHa
as love. Although in this case fikvroi is rendered
certainly (indeed, German frcilich) the sense is different: igitur (Schneckenburger) and yet (de
Wette) are also set aside by our explanation,
[Whichever particle be chosen, pkvrot is clearly

ones would involve not only want of self-respect
but even a participation in the guilt of their adversative. M. ].
blasphemous conduct in respect of the fair name.
The royal law. The law denotes here not
This blaspheming cannot be taken figuratively a single commandment (as Huther maintains
as if it did denote insult heaped on that fair with reference to Jer. xxxL 88, Heb. viiL 10;
name by the evil works of the Christian rich x. 16), for the commandment cited immediately
men themselves, as Huther rightly observes in afterwards embraces the whole law as comrefutation of the views of several commentators pleted in the New Testament. It is royal not only
(also of Wiesinger, whose citations, e. g. Jer. lii. because it is supreme and the most excellent
6 : 61 ifiac rd bvofia fwv pXacpifulrai and similar (so Wiesinger with reference to Philo, Plato and
ones, do not prove that pXaoityfieiv has the direct also Theile, Schneckenburger and al. ). Although
meaning " to dishonour"), nor can the reference Christ, placing Himself on the Jewish stand-point
be (according to Hensler) to the Christian name, calls it first and great, immediately afterwards

—

for that is just the transfer of that name to them
the name of the poor is altogether out of the
It is only the name of Christ to which
question.
reference is made, whether believers were already called xpusrvavol (which was the case, in
part at least, Acts xi. 26), or not. The name of
Christ was transferred to them as a surname denoting at once their peculiarity and to whom
they belonged. [They were Christ* ^/wnw, 1
The expression is formed
Cor. iii. 23. M.J.

—

after the Hebrew model

7j; VT\p$

Q^(Deut.

2 Chron. vii. 14; ct Is. iv. 1; Gen.
xlviii. 16 and Acts xv. 14, 17).
In virtue of the
fact that once the name of Jehovah was called
over Israel, Israel was described the people of
Jehovah; in like manner Christians are now the
Christian people (the people of Christ M.] in
virtue of the name of Christ.
His name is called
fair, in opposition to the insulting blaspheming;
xxviii. 10;

—

3
the fair, the glorious name kqt Ifrxtiv ; the
name of the Lord of Glory (ch. ii. 1), in which
is all salvation (Acts iv. 1 ; PhiL ii. 10, Wiesinger).
The Christian rich men could not any
more be reproached with the sin of blaspheming
the name of Christ (pXaa^fulv always denotes
abusive language, Huther), than the non-Christian rich men in general (the names even of
Pilate, Gallio, Agrippa, Festus and al. may here
be called to mind); the reproach fitted solely,
if the Judaists were the rich in a figurative
sense ; to them it was wholly applicable.
True fidelity of the law or the fulfilling of the
whole law in the royal commandment of love, as
i^ell as the damnable transgression of the whole
law in sinning against this commandment, vv. 8-18.

it is

Veb. 8. If, indeed, ye fulfil the royal
law. The connection, by the introduction of
is difficult, but only, if doubts remain as
fiforoi
to what precedes.
James had just now reproved
his readers for being partial to Judaists, proud
of the law and fancying themselves rich, t. e.
because they themselves were not free from legal
onesidedness. The progress of the thought fully

—
,

accords therewith:

"The whole

consistency of

—

He

describes it as all-embracing and principial
(Matt. xxii. 89), and this New Testament conception of it is found also in Paul, Rom. xiii. 8-10;
Gal. v. 14.
Now if this principial ft. e. original,
initial, elementary
M.] nature of the law and
this its oneness, Mark xii. 82, are inferred from
the Oneness of God, the Giver of the Law, the
explanation that it is called royal because it proceeds from God its Author, is not so far-feteched
(Raphelius, Wetstein and al.), as Wiesinger supposes, who says that this is true in respect of
the whole law ; but this objection lacks point,
inasmuch as the cited commandment is really
the whole law ; but it leads to the exposition that

—

the " royal oommaridment is the commandment
Its applying to kings as
of Christ" (Grotius).
well as to other men (Michaelis) its being a via
regia (Calvin), are explanations which do not
reach the fundamental idea; its making kings

(Thomas) is less remote; but it is probably
called here the law royal and the law of the
kingdom, because of the authority of rich

men

and the contrast between rich and poor must
completely vanish before the authority of the
king.
Before Christ, the Lord of Glory, who
has comprehended all laws in this one law, the
rich are low and the poor rich (ch. ii. 1 i. 9 etc.)
Negatively, the law completed in the New Testament is a principle of perfect liberty (Acts i.35),
;

Positively it is a royal principle exacting perHence we have here
fect obedience to the Lord.
once more the word reteiv conformably to the
previously repeated allusions to the New Testa-

[But why not take v6fiov paotXin&p
and obvious sense, the law royal,
" the law which is the king of all laws " (Alford) ?

ment

rttof.

in its plain

This rendering (with reference to Rom.

xiii.

10)

mra r$v ypa+qv
suits the context well.—
refers not only to re'kelre but to the whole sentence vdfiov paoifonbv reXelre for the vd/ioc Ex. xx.

M.]—

in its higher royal form is already traced beforehand, Lev. xix. 18, while that discursive form of
the law is referred to the ministration of angels
(Gai.

iii. 1.9).

Ye do well. (Girman:
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CHAP. H.

—

That is: conformably to the beautiful name,
Christianly beauThick those men blaspheme.
tiful, answering td the spiritual beauty or the
Huther's remark
glory of the name of Christ.
that here something is to be conceded, not without
irony, to the opponents, lies outside of the oontext.
Vie. 9. Bat if ye respect persons.—

1-18.
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11. For He who said.—The unity of
commandments lies primarily in the unity of

Veb.
all

the Lawgiver, Mark xii. 82. This implies of
course the One Spirit of all commandments acoording to which all commandments are included
in each separate commandment and the one sense
the requirement of love and the one recompense.
npxHmhprreiv is aval; fay. and admirably chosen
Thou shalt not commit adultery. DifBy ferent explanations have been given of the selecby James to denote Judaizing Christianity.
Baumgarten
such' conduct they suppose to avoid sin, but he tion of these two commandments.
Because their transgression was punished with
tolls them : by this very thing ye are working
death; Wiesinger: because the readers are nosin (ipya£eoOai is stronger than iroulv, Matth. vii.
where charged with /xoixeh£tv (see for the contrary
23, etc).
<povtb<*W has the commandConvicted by the law. The reference oh. iv.), whereas
here is certainly to the specific prohibition of ment of love as its kernel, because these are the
prosopolepsy [respect of persons M.] Deut. xvi. first duties under the law of love to one's neigh19 and similar interdictions (Huther denies it), bour.
However we have here once more to call
inasmuch as it formulates the commandment of attention to the symbolical character of this
light
Epistle.
To the Israelite the prohibition of
lote literally and at the same time in the
of it acquires a more general sense ; that is, the adultery was at once the prohibition of religious
law of love in its oneness, as applied to the ques- apostasy to heathenism (which probably accounts
tion under notioe, runs into an express prohifor the transpositions Mark x. 19, etc. of which
The very law therefore Huther makes mention), and the prohibition of
bition of prosopolepsy.
oa which the Judaist plumes himself, convicts murder at once that of lovelessness [coined from
him as a transgressor. The choice of the word the German LiebloeigkcU, for want of a current
rapafttTTK has here, as in Rom. ii. 25, and like English equivalent
M.] towards our neighbour.
mp&tiaaiS eh. v. 14, a peculiar emphasis; the The sense therefore is probably as follows : the
the
law
as same God to whose commandment you appeal in
Jndaisuco-Ebionite transgression of
completed in the New Testament is, as it were, a your fear of intermingling with heathenism, has
second falL
prohibited murder, of which you may become
Cf. GaL ii. 18.
Via. 10. For whosoever shall have kept guilty by your hatred of men. We have no doubt
put
so as that also 1 Jno. ill. 15 refers primarily to Ebionite
the whole law.— Hypothetical case,
to apply at once to the Jewish stand-point in its
oonduot towards Christian fellowship (ch. ii. 19).
without
fall consequence and to the Christian,
The connection of the words with Matth. v. 17being ambiguous, because the full consequence 19 is clear.
The uniform
of Judaism leads to Christianity.
Ver. 12. So speak ye and so do ye.—
solidarity of the law is also acknowledged by the Application drawn from what has gone before,
"quod
« but not a new section (Semler). Huther wants
Jews; hence Rabbi Jonathan says;
feaai omnia, unum veto omitlat, omnium est tingu- to connect ovmc with what follows, not with
lonm reu$." kv hi is to be taken agreeably to what has gone before.
But the double ofruf as
the preceding.
Not the one definite command- well as the anteposition of laktlrz refer strongly
which
emment of love (Oecumenius, Semler),
The readers of the
to what has gone before.
braces the whole but any one point of the law. Epistle are charged not only after the manner
the
Mosaio
8iace v6ftot is rarely used to denote
of laymen to judge according to the anti-judaistio
esauaandments one might feel inclined to take conception of the law, which had been laid down,
Was a neuter (with Schneckenburger and Kern), but also to assert it in their respective spheres
bat since the following n&vruv, acoording to as witnesses of the truth (see,ch. iii).
Thus
Huther and aL, renders the construction difficult, they were first to speak and to testify but then
it is better to assume James entering into the
of course also to act accordingly.
Jewish mode of view which he potentiates in
As those about to be judged by the law
saying that every separate hvroTJj has also the of liberty.
This is not the explication but the
foil force of a v6(io$.
that
James
Wiesinger says
reason of the preceding exhortation. The questakes the most favourable oase in order to make tion comes up why here again James calls the
Us statement as convincing: as possible. But New Testament the law of liberty as in ch. i. 25
James is hardly willing to yield this most favour- and not, as above, the royal law ? The law of
able ease to the reader.
The point to be made liberty is the New Testament principle of the
is the demonstration of the absolute inviolability
new life in the Gospel of Christ, which frees us
of the law.
The irraietv may be understood as from the restraint of the law. Conscious that
well of a slight offence as of a gross offence, the according to their faithful or unfaithful conduct
declaration holding good in either* case ; but the with reference to this law they are to be judged,
oontext seems to require the latter construction true Jewish Christians and Israelites must cheerwhich is also favoured by the preposition kv. fully testify against Judaism and its legalism
Whosoever offends in one point so as to fall, is and exhibit Christian fellowship. It is true that
preeminently a transgressor of all laws, t. e. % he this vdfwc, as such, admits least a non-observance
is an apostate.
This sense follows more clearly of this or that commandment (Huther), but this is
from the seqneL
Such an one is ivox ^ ?. *., hardly the reason why it is called vdjiog ktevOepiac.
held fast in guilt [Germ, arrested
Veb. 13. For the judgment is [will be]
M.] for satisfaction by the suffering of punishment.
Unmerciful is inadequate.
Cf
Each merciless.
The saying
separate law becomes as it were a judge who Matth. v. 6; ch. xviii. 28; xxv. 85.
arrests him.
is primarily true objectively.
The judgment

—

—
—

w

—

—

—

—
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be rigidly enforced according to the love
displayed in our life by mercy shown to the poor,
the suffering and the despised. But the saying
holds also good subjectively. A hard, merciless
man reacts by his oonduct upon his own consciousness; he makes- himself a hard self-tormentor, who cannot but see the judgment in all his
experience and a merciless judicial decree in all

18.
Nor must we overlook his mentioning the
Lord Jesus Christ at the very beginning of his
Epistle in immediate connection with God Himself, and his constant reference to God as the
Father shows not indistinctly .that in doing so he
had before his mind's eye the high and holy relation of God the Father to the Son.
Of equal

judgment.

James

will

Meroy boaeteth over judgment. —The

asyndeton intensifies the antithesis. Since KaraKavxaoBai with the Genitive denotes boasting oneJas. iii. 14),
se\f against or over (see Rom. xi. 8
kXeoc must not be completed by 6eov (so Calvin,
Bengel and al.), nor interpreted as the triumphant exaltation with which mercy by its assurance of grace confounds (puts to shame) the terrors
of the judgment (so Wiesinger), or transforms
them into signs of redemption, as says our Lord
(Luke xxi. 88); but it rather signifies the triumphant assurance with which the evangelizing
mercy of believers, especially that of a James, a
Peter or a Paul or the Gentile world excelled the
judging spirit of the Judaists, the cheerful Gospel
excelled the gloomy Talmud, the Church of the
world the synagogue of the Jewish quarter and
;

the evangelical confession the inquisition of the
Middle Ages, to say nothing of the triumph of
Christian philanthropy over modern particularism.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
1.

Against the genuineness of the Epistle of

James there is probably not raised an objection
apparently more just than that the person of

importance

in estimating the Christology of
the circumstance of his unequivocally
calling Christ the Lord, that is transferring to
Him the Old Testament name of God with which
he was familiar from his earliest childhood ; ch.
v. 7, 8.
Such an appellation was only possible
on the conviction that He, who in the Old Testament is universally called Jehovah (Jahve), has
revealed Himself in the New Testament as God
(the Father) and as Christ.
Cf. Wiesinger's
is

Commentary on James,

p.

65,

and

Entwicklungsgeschichie der Chrisiologie,
p. 95.

Dorner's
ed., L,

2d

2. We should wholly misunderstand James'
reproof of the sin of respect of persons, were we
to infer from it that he was aiming at the establishment of a perfect equality in daily life or
even in the assemblies of the Church. God Himself sanctions difference of rank and station,
Prov. xxii. 2; Matth. xxvi. 11. But it is contrary
to the will of God, if men overstep the line of demarcation which He in wisdom has drawn, turn
it into an impassable gulf and with the existing
difference overlook the higher unity.
The ar-

rangement therefore, which especially in former
times was so frequently prevalent in many evangelical churches, of assigning splendid seats of
honour to the distinguished and of putting back
the poor as much as possible, would surely be
contrary to the spirit of James. It is one thing
to recognize a Divinely appointed difference, but
it is another to make arbitrary distinction in the
public worship of God.
8. James also teaches the doctrine of God's
eternal election of grace irrespective of wealth or
poverty or any outward prerogatives whatsoever.
Although it is true that poverty per se is no recommendation and wealth per se presents no insuperable obstacle (cf. Matth. xix. 25, 26; Jno.
xix. 88, 89), it is on the other hand not less indubitable (and also a real compensation for so
many things of which the poor are deprived in
this world), that comparatively by far the great-

Christ is less prominent in it than in other Epistles and that the author occupies a comparatively
lower Christological standpoint than the most
famous Apostles. It certainly does not contain
the richly developed Christology which characterizes the writings of Paul and John.
The
Christology of James in general is on a level with
that of his* brother Jude and not essentially different from that of the synoptical Gospels.
The
mind of James is rather practical and ethical
than dogmatical and speculative. Even in respect of insight into the nature of Christ there
was among Apostolical authors doubtless a diversity of gifts, cf. 1 Cor. xii. 7.
It is also very
probable that James in his wisdom as a teacher est number of those who are rich in faith and
deemed it more judicious to refer the readers heirs of the kingdom are found among the
whom he addressed, more to the moral precepts poor.
of the Gospel than chiefly to the Person of the
4. The idea of Christian Church-life involves
Redeemer. On this account the comparatively among other things the non-existence of lawfew passages in which he speaks of Him with suits among believers, or at least the settling of
decision, asc.y. in ch. ii. 1, deserve the greater their differences among themselves.
Cf. 1 Cor.
attention.
On the sense of the remarkable ex- vi. 1-4. The readers of the Epistle of James appression tov fcuplov ijfiwv 'Iifoov Xpiorov rye o*6$;f?g pear however to have been far from realizing
see under Exegetical and Critical. This single this ideal, and as a rule it was just the rich who
passage proves conclusively how far James was in this respect most oppressed their poor brethfrom conceiving Christ (as some maintain) accord- ren. This is therefore an additional reason for
ing to the old-Ebionite manner to have been a not showing them any greater honour than that
tyifcbc avOpwiroc.
Describing himself as the ser- to which they were legitimately entitled.
vant (bondman) of Jesus Christ (ch. i. 1) shows
5. David was held guilty of having caused the
unmistakably how far be places the Master above enemies of God to blaspheme in consequence of
himself, and describing Him as Kbptog rfc 66f-Tjcy he his sin with Bathsheba and Uriah, 2 Sam. xii.
not only attributes to Him a royal rank but, in- 14. Equally guilty are in James1 eyes those who
directly at least, a higher Divine nature far ex- by their oppressive conduct cause the goodly
alted above all creatures.
name of the Lord to be blasphemed to the
Cf. Ps. ex. 1 ; Heb. i.
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Church, the

name which

really

was invoked
again an indirect
Lord Jesus Christ a

in Baptism

This is
over His people.
proof that he ascribes to the
Divine dignity.

" The giving of the law on Mount Sinai took
pltoe mainly by the Son of God, who as the Angel
of the Lord had led the children of Israel through
the wilderness and is on that account called by
the prophets King of Israel (Jert xxiii. 6, 6;
Numb. xxiv. 17; Jer. xxx. 21; Jno. i. 49; Rev.
xvii. 14; xix. 16), and King of all kings; hence
the words royal law refer particularly to Christ,
who in His sayings and sermons did so strongly
inculcate (he duty of love (Matth. xxii. 88, 39;
Jno. xr. 12, 17; 1 Jno. ii. 6; iv. 20, 21).
To
love oneself, that is in a well-ordered manner, is
nothing else than taking care of one's temporal,
6.

tf

1-18.

thority and liberty is converted on his standpoint
into a higher unity. The Divine law by no means
opposes the Christian as keteronomy, but if he has
received it through faith and love into his inmost
consciousness, it becomes to him daily more and

more an autonomy [heteronomy

literally

another

living according to another law;
autonomy literally one's own law, then, living
according to one s own law, self-goverment.
M.]. But if on the other hand latitudinarianism
arrives only too soon at being rigid in some
points and yielding and lenient in others, James
stands up with inexorable severity and administers the unity of the Divine law as that of an indivisible whole.
Even the best Christian involuntarily is easily inclined pharisaically to over,
rate some commandments and to underrate

law,

then,

and eternal welfare, so that one's spi- others (cf. Matth. xxii. 86 xxiii. 28). Many a
may also promote one's temporal man, e. g. who would fear and tremble at the
prosperity.
This is done, if we are truly the thought of murder would little hesitate in bearservants of God, believe on Him and love Him. ing false witness against his neighbour.
Here
Now where this love of oneself is well-ordered, it comes in the admonition, "Whosoever shall have
is also a rule of a well-ordered love of one's
kept the whole law yet offend in one point, has
neighbour; see Matth. vii. 12."
Starke.
become guilty of all." It is self-evident that
7. "A single sin against the commandment of
James here does not speak of sins of haste, ignoGod (though he have kept all others) condemns rance or infirmity but of intentional, presumpthe sinner and burdens him with the curse.
If tuous or principled transgressions (transgressing
it it presumptuous and intentional, it deprives
on principle) of one of the commandments.
him of spiritual life, destroys faith, etc., as in the Whosoever has thus become guilty, has disturbed
ease of David by adultery, in that of Peter by the harmony of the Divine law.
Of course not
denial and in that of Adam by eating the forbid- in the sense that a murderer is therefore also a
den fruit.
If it is committed through infirmity thief, an adulterer or a defamer, but because the
and haste, sin as sin carries within itself the transgressor of any one commandment disgraces
venom of damnableness, although preserving love, which is the key-note and sum-total of all
grace and forgiveness prevent its execution. The the commandments.
The favourite notion of
law is, as it were, a garment, which is torn alto- many people that the province of morals recoggether, although you only take away a piece nizes a greater or a smaller number of adiaphora
thereof; it is like harmony in music whioh is therefore is here emphatically denied.
He who
spiritual

ritual

;

welfare

obstinately transgresses one commandment without actually violating the others, omits doing so
& "If a man transgress only one command- only because at that instant he does not feel
ment and, if it were possible, should keep all the himself incited to a definite act of disobedience.
other commandments of the law, he would still For did he feel it, he would doubtless withdraw
be guilty of the whole law, because he has of- himself with equal swiftness from the restraint
fended the same God who gave the whole law and of any other commandment.
But where is then
insists upon its being kept not according to one
his respect of the Divine law in its totality?
commandment only, but wholly according to all Whichever commandment be transgressed, such
its parts; whence every man may abundantly
transgression always reveals selfishness opposing
know that there is not any single sin so trifling on principle the chief requirement of love,
and bad as not to be liable to damnation, since
10.
The passage, " Mercy boasteth over
also the most trivial offence against the law is a
(against) judgment" (v. 18) is not any more isotransgression of the whole law.
But God for- lated than that it contradicts the evangelical
giving the penitent even the grossest offences doctrine of free grace.
In the* Old Testament
in their justification, is done for Christ's sake,
also the idea is repeatedly expressed that love
just as in the case of the converted their daily
and mercy disarm to a certain degree the sevesins of infirmity, although damnable in themrity of that Divine judgment.
See e. g.> Is. i.
selves, for Christ's sake are not imputed unto
John the Baptist described
17, 18; Dan. iv. 27.
damnation."
Starke.
and insisted upon actual exhibitions of love as9. The moral life of the Church of Christ was
one of the marks of a repentance by which men
at all times exposed 'to the peril of two opposite
might flee from the wrath to come, Luke iii. 8—
rocks; moral rigorism on the one hand and anti- 11.
Our Lord described the blespedness of t henomian latitudinarianiam on the other.
The merciful (Matth, y. 7) and set forth love as thedoctrine of James (vv. 10-12) concerning the in- standard in the last judgment, Matth. xxv. 84—
divisible unity of the Divine Law is admirably
40.
This is also the spirit in which James
adapted powerfully to counteract both maladies. thinks and speaks and no further intimation is*
Is no event does he favour ascetical rigorism needed to show that he refers to no other Chriswhich only too frequently degenerates into soul- tian mercy than to that which is the fruit of
killing formalism.
The law for which he is living faith and genuine renovation of the heart.
walous, is a law of liberty in the loftiest accept- Not only he, who loved much, may therefore
ance of the term, yea the entire antithesis of au- hope for forgiveness but also he who asked for
wholly spoiled if

only one voice

is

out of tune."

Starke.
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will now also love much, and
to the judgment with greater
calmness because this love of faith supplies to
him and to others unequivocal proof that he has
passed from death unto life. Cf. 1 Jno. iii. 14.

much forgiveness,
may look forward

HOMELETIOAL AND PRACTICAL.
The

glorified Christ, the

Sincere faith may still be
very imperfeet. Love and faith are indissolubly
united, but love is irreconcilable with partial re-

—

Agreement of the love inupon by James and that described by
Rich and poor should appear
Paul, 1 Cor. xiii.
sisted

—

in the house of prayer at unity among themChristian liberty, equality and fraterselves.
The catchwords of the revolution only
nity.
The comcaricatures of a Gospel watchword.
munion of saints is disgraced by lovelessness and
Loveless judging of others illparty-spirit.

—
—

—

—

becoming

to

—

—

Lord of the Church,

the object of faith.

spectings of persons.

his occupation has outwardly to wear a vile garment, let him so much the more wear the beautiful garment of Christ's righteousness. Is. Lxi. 10.
Starkb: The masses always look more at
those who are splendidly attired before the world
than at these who are gloriously attired before
Christ.
Luther: The rich enjoy greater privileges
than others in things temporal, but not in things
spiritual, Luke vL 24.
Lanqii Op.: There are rich in the world who
are also rich in God, but there are also poor in
the world who are likewise poor in God and
these are most miserable for time and for eter-

one who will be judged himself.

of the believing poor! 1, They
are the elect of God; 2, they are rich in faith;
8, they are heirs of the kindom of heaven which
God has promised to them who love Him. The

The prerogatives

—

—

nity,

Gen.

xiii. 2.

—
—

Hedinqbr
To be a beggar but a true Christian
is more than being emperor or king without it.
Cramer: Bodily poverty should not hinder
but promote one's salvation Luke xvi. 22. Those
who do not honour Christ in His members are not
worthy to be honoured themselves, Luke x. 16;
:

.

—

Sam. ii. 80.
Quesnel: There is nothing greater than the
name of Christ, but nothing more to be feared
1

—

than to bear

Starke

:

it

unworthily.

—The royal law of love makes

all

to

be kings, who are however the subjects of the
King of kings, 1 Pet. ii. 9 ; Rev. xviii. 6.
Cramer: By seeming trifles also the law
"He that op- may be transgressed, Numb. xv. 82, etc.
M.] and despotism.
cracy.
Nova Birl. Tub.: The law exacts perfect
presseth the poor, reproacheth his Maker, etc."'
Poverty evangelically consi- obedience.
Prov. xiv. 81.
Hedinqbr: Like as the believer fulfils all
dered. It is, 1, a great sin, 2, a great shame, 8,
a great harm, that the goodly name of Christ, the commandments of the law, so the ungodly
which was invoked over us in Baptism, is dis- transgresses all the commandments, 1 Jno. iii.
22.
If any man will allow only one sin to have
honoured for our sake; cf. Rom ii. 28, 24.
Love the foremost requirement made by the dominion over him, he cannot receive forgiveness
royal law of Christianity, Jno. xiii. 84, 85. The of sins, Ps. xxxii. 2.
Starke : It is as culpable to be silent when
inviolable unity of the Christian code of morality.
" Whosever shall have kept the whole law, but we ought to speak as to speak when we ought to
have offended in one point, etc." This saying 1, is be silent, Is. lvi. 10.
Luther : The Divine law is the only rule of
apparently strange 2, but nevertheless perfectly
true and therefore 8, calculated to solemnise our conduct in whatsoever we do in word or deed,
minds in the judgment we pass on ourselves and Ps. cxix 9, 16, 22.
Quesnel: To be unmerciful, especially toto render us careful in that which we pass on
The Christian must not, consider the wards the innocent and believers, is a sign of
others.
commandments of the second table to be less men being merely natural and consequently exholy than those of the first We shall be judged posed to the wrath of God, Ps. xxxvii. 26.
Luther:
The unmerciful will be damned,
by the law of liberty ; the meaning, the truth,
without mercy and the merciful will be saved of
the solemnity and consolation of this thought.
The connection between faith, love, judgment mercy, Jer. xv. 6; Hos. i. 6.
Lisco (ver. 1-9): True faith is remote from
and acquittal. The thought of the impending
judgment 1, wherein it may alarm the Christian all sinful partiality.— (w. 10-18). Of disobedience to the Divine law. Christianity aims at
and 2, wherein it may again calm his fears.
On the whole pericope, vv. 1-18. Of respect of equalizing the differences among men.
Heurmbr: All haughtiness is a denial of faith.
persons. 1. The character it discloses: it maniWhat
fests itself a. among Christians (v. 1), b. in reli- Unchristian distinguishing between sins.
gious intercourse (vv. 2, 8) and c. it springs from a contradiction to see Christians dishonour the
impure foundations (v. 4). 2. The wrong it in- poor whom God honours. Without esteeming and
keeping all the commandments alike the keeping
flicts : a. on the poor (v. 6), 6. on the rich (vv.
The judgment it of this or that is worthless in the tight of God.
6, 7), c. on ourselves (vv. 8, 9).
deserves; this is a. terrible (v. 10), b. just (vv. The assurance which love gives in the judgment.
Von Gerlaoh : The Apostle calls Christ the
11, 12), c. inevitable (v. 18).—
The Jews had the regulation that Lord of glory in order to show the nothingness
Starke
if the rich and the poor had a cause before a of all human distinctions in His sight. The law
tribunal, both had either to stand or to be seated. of liberty has freed us from the bondage of sin,
Quesnel: Godliness forbids not the differ- from mercenary work-holiness ; we should conence of posts of honour but simply disapproves sider therefore what a testimony there will arise
of the rich only being respected and the poor against us in the judgment if we make exceptions
Whoso on account of and do not keep it in voluntary and childlike love.
despised, 1 Cor. xi. 22.
opposed both to mobocracy [German
'Proletariat,' a word always used in a bad sense
this must be my apology for the hybrid moboGospel
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&xm:—The

Christianity of the rich is

14-26.

more you

frequently ungenuine and not proof than that
If a father setting out on a journey
of the poor.
lays down ten commandments to be observed by
hit child during his absence, and the child redares such
serves one to be transgressed by him
a child appear before his father and say : Father
I hare obeyed thee, nine of the ten commandments

—

—

Every sin, thus reserved and
I bare well kept I
remaining, every continuing transgression of one
commandment given by the same God cancels
our righteousness before the law, so that all its
fair numbers turn into so many ciphers.
Nbaxdbr: -Diversities and inequalities founded
•a the natural relations and organizations of
society were not to be abrogated by Christianity

81

—

not the vain glory of this world, which ye
seek by preferring the rich to the poor, and by
having men's persons in admiration for the sake
of advantage to yourselves (Jude 16).
[V. 2. Christian places of worship true synagogues (of. owayuyf} and hrujwayuryr) Heb. x.
26).— M.l.
[V. 4. Wordsworth:—There are two distinct
grounds of censure—
1. That by this partiality they become like
disputants in a law-suit (cf. 1 Cor. vi. 6), instead
of being brethren: this is the rebuke in this
clause.

% double trick: 1. In

2. That they thus constitute themselves into
Judges\ this is developed in what follows.
Y. 7. The name invoked over Christians in
Baptism and in the Benedictions (Mstth. xxviii.
29; Acts ix. 14, 21; Rom. x. 12; 1 Cor. i. 2; 1
Pet. i. 17).
In the Jewish synagogue that godly
name was blasphemed (I Cor. xii. 8); in the
Christian synogogue it was invoked, brtKAqetc in
the language of the Church denotes the act of

faith is

solemn

lure,

1.— M.].

hut rendered less, burdensome, they were to be
equalized by the common bond of love and to
become matter for the exercise of that Christian
love.

VnoMBAif dt :

—The devil has well succeeded in

making the rich think that
the disturber of all enjoyment and plea2. In convincing the poor that faith brings

bo help.

—We do not

a negro a white
man because his teeth are white ; so none may be
Nitssoh :

0.

oall

who

only speaks of righteousness
or otherwise puts into practice some other part
thereof.
David says : ** I keep all thy command-

oiled righteous,

—Faith

in Jesus Christ tolerates
persons. The moral harmony in
the kingdom of God (w. 10-12).—The taking to
heart of Christian mercy (v. 18).
Jaoobt (v. 12) : Speaking also is subjected to
the royal law of love.
It amounts to the same
whether our judgment be bribed by riches in
Bjoaey, in intellect or worldly education.
Vy.8-13 Perioope on the 21st Sunday after
Trinity in the Grand Duchy of Hesse and else-

Pobubsbkt:

o respect of

—

—

—

—

Baus:—Love as to
J.

R.

is able

the riches

commandments of

his God.

JEccl.

Ant. 16,

and

dissipates the darkness, and
of hell, and destroys the worm
and rescues from the gnashing of teeth. To her
the gates of heaven are opened. She is the queen
of virtues, and makes man like to God, for it is
written, Be ye merciful as your Father who is in
heaven is merciful. She has silver wings like the
dove, and feathers of gold, and soars aloft, and
is clothed with divine glory, and stands by the
throne of God ; when we are in danger of being
condemned, she rises up and pleads for us, and
covers us with her defence and enfolds us in hor
wings. God loves mercy more than sacrifice."

quenches the

fire

-If.].

[Bhaksprarj, Merchant of Venice, Act
Scene 1.

being and working.

:

See Bingham,

—

his chains,

iv.

The quality of mercy is not strain'd;
It droppeth, as the gentle rain from heaven
Upon the place beneath: it is twice bless'd;
It blesseth him that gives, and him that takes:

—Love the being of the Christian
and bound
Kmoiof —The Christian

keep all the

invocation.

"Mercy is dear to
[V. 13. Chrtsostox:
God, and intercedes for the sinner, and breaks

MtfLLEB:

life.

to

its

—

—Of

etc.—B^].

of Christian love.

Social differences are allowed among
Bom. xiii. 7 ; but invidious distincand partiality in spiritual matters are dis-

[V. 1.

Christians,
tions

allowed

and unchristian.

In the use of the

8terements, in prayer and praise, in the hearing
of God's Word Christians are on a level.
The
pew-system is unprimitive and unchristian. The
Church is the Lord?* house, as its name implies
(npmceV), and in the Lord's house the rich and
poor alike ought to be provided with equal accommodation for worship without any invidious,
uiehristian and worldly reference to their pecuniary ability.
Ecclesiastical preferment of pertonal friends and relatives, as such, is another
form of respeotings of persons.
M.].
Wordsworth : Contemplate the Lord of glory

—

—

—

who humbled Himself, and took the
man's nature, and joined all in Himself,
snd promises glory to humility (Luke xiv. 11
Jas. iv. 10).
This consideration is the groundwork of the Apostle's argument and exhortation.
This is the glory which Christ Himself offers to
(1

Cor. il 8),

poor

{ 2.

Chapter

II.

14-26.

EXEQETICAL AND CRITICAL.
life of faith or faith evinced by the mercy
of brotherly love and dead faith illustrated by heart'
v. 14-17.
less demeanour,

The true

14. What doth it profit, my brethren,
man were to say eto. ?—James, having

Vrr.
if

a

illuminated outward legality as lacking the principle of love, now takes it up as outward faith
Oldubigkeit) lacking both love and the energy
(
of practical demonstration (Thatbeweis). The sequel shows what be means by practical demonstration ; it is the full communion with beThe followlieving brethren in love and life.
ing section (w. 14-26) supports his demand by
examples from the Old Testament. Here it is to
be remembered " that with James irioric is the
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necessary ground of atmipia, which is eTident
from ch. i. 18-21, but of course that rrUrnc which
In disputing the former
is not without works.
delusion, James adopts his characteristic mode
of first stating in clear and well-defined language
the fundamental thought on which all the rest
depends and he does it by the introduction of
brief interrogative sentences, which reject that
Huther.
false opinion."
What doth it profit t The Article makes tyelos
emphatic; what is the use, what profit does it
bring ? That is, all the blessing of the theocratic
faith, ultimately also in Jesus as the Messiah,
is lost if this faith does not lead to vital fruit.
That faith itself is then not true ; hence: u ifa
MAN WERB TO SAY, THAT HE HATH FAITH. Xtyq
is emphatic, so also Gataker, Stier, de Wette and
Although de Wette's rendering " if a man
al.
PBBTBND8," be probably too strong, the assertion
of Huther, that the sequel does not give the lie
This is certainly done
to TJryuv, is incorrect.
conditionally in v. 18 where it is maintained that
the existenoe of faith cannot be proved without
works. Only thus much may be admitted, that
James allows the faith which is merely outward
and traditional to pass as a kind of faith, on
account of its objective truth he cannot call it
false, but on account of its subjective untruth he
oall8 it dead and the contrast of dead and living
shows that he distinguishes faith from faith.
Now the faith which he calls living needs no
further complement; it is a^mit as to its living
energy, while Hie faith without works, lacks
owing to the absence of works the demonstration
of energy of life. If we say "the dead body is
without the soul," it does not follow that we
think also: "The living man consists of body
and soul." Schneokenburger with reason sees
something significant in the absence of the Article
(eav moTtv).
Huther rightly asserts that irtortg

does not denote here nuda notitia or profcssio,
because this idea is identical with real faith in
the opinion of the speaker ; but he is wrong in
supposing that irlortc always denotes the same
thing in the mind of James. For saying, that
irUrng in one is different from ir'umc in another,
amounts to nothing and it is false to affirm that
Why
fiducia cannot be denied even to dead faith.
then is the subject of this faith uniformly the
[The distinction is manifestly between
6ixfwx<K ?
theoretic belief unaccompanied by the practice of

good works and

—

vital faith

abounding

in

good

Faith is the inward, works the outward.
Works are the outward sign and pledge, the
demonstration of faith within. The man dramatically introduced in the text has faith (v. 19),

works.

that the Article is used, because there is a resumption of the previous idea, as ch. i. 8 with
reference to vrrofiovfi, and ch. i. 16 with reference
to d/Ltapria.
But the resumption of the previous
idea is sufficient to settle the point that the reference is here to such a faith which has no
works. The demonstrative therefore is not contained in j) only, but in jJ nfortg and one might
translate, "thus faith surely cannot save him."
Huther thinks that avrov is emphatic, " him who
thus conducts himself, faith cannot save ; " bat
this would make faith an abstract objectivity.
The reference therefore is simply to the faith in

and the explanations of Theile (false
only) and similar ones are
Huther in his explication of txhrov
returns to the definition "the faith which has
no works," whereas, in order to be consistent,
he ought to say, "the man who has no works."
Save him. afoot relates not to the attainment of future salvation, as Huther maintains,
but denotes, according to the idea of the New
question,

faith), Pott (faith

epexegetioal.

Testament ownjpia the present, principial salvation of the redemption already experienced and
passing through progressive stages of completion
to ultimate salvation.

Bat

if a brother or a sister.
example in the opinion of Huther (and Wiesinger) explains the preceding proposition by explaining that oompassion also without corresponding works is dead and useless.
But the reference to dead love or even to dead
oompassion would be unheard of. The question
in one example also is dead faith which under

Vers.

15, 16.

—The following

f

certain circumstances hypocritically affects the
appearance of love without however evincing the
reality of its existence.
The absence of the
work is just the absence of love or compassion.
The brother and the sister are as such fellowbelievers (companions of the same faith).
this leads to take these personages also in a symbolical sense.
For the duty of relieving the
literally needy with food and raiment was already recognized in the Old Testament as a duty
of man to man ; how much more then under the
sense of duty acknowledged in the Christian
Church. James doubtless needed not to inculcate this duty on the believing dispersion, and
if it was his intention, he could not limit its exercise to Christian brethren.
But the case stood
differently with regard to the relation of the
Jewish Christian to his Gentile-Christian coreligionist or
also to the Gentile-Christian

And

Church. That they were not literally poor and
naked does not affect the question, for on the one
hand they were indebted to the Apostles, who
but his faith is theoretic belief. There seems to were more merciful than the Judaists, for their
be no necessity for making Akyy emphatic. M.]. spiritual prosperity, and on the other hand they
Bat were to have no works That is, would still appear as very poor to the Judaists
the works specifically belonging to and charac- yi)fivot as those wholly stripped of proper and
teristic of faith.
That James particularly refers respectable apparel, after having laid aside their
to the works of brotherly love, is manifest from vile raiment (see v. 2; Huther's pressing of
the sequel.
ybfivoi yields no gain), and destitute of daily
Faith aarely cannot. The remarkable food (the different senses in which k^fjfiepog is
character of this proposition as contrasted with construed, amount to the same thing), t. e. desti-

—

—

t

—

the doctrine that faith does save is variously
gotten over. Some commentators emphasize the
artice tj before irioric: that faith, such a faith
TBede, "fides ilia, quam vos habere dicitis"
If.].
In reply, Wiesinger and Huther observe

tute of positive familiarity with the word of God
according to Judaistic ideas. The Jewish Christians, to be sure, had progressed so far as not to
damn the poor believers (even as the Jews already
affected friendliness towards the proselytes of
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they acknowledged the brotherhood
;
a general way and perchance would unctuously express that acknowledgment in the words
"Go in peace," wished them perhaps also all
manner of good in the self-satisfying of their (the
poor brethren's) Christian wants, but having
gone to that stretch ofliberality, would also dismiss them, without having any other dealings
with them or entering with them into the communion of devoted care and love (just as nowadays the Confe8sionali8ts dismiss the EvangeliBe
cals with unctuous sour-sweet words).
warmed be filled ! These words are surely not
uttered optatively in the sense, " May some one
the gate)

in

!

else help you" (Hottinger, Grotius and al.), nor
imperatively in a liberal .sense (Huther), but
connected with the valedictory salutation of
peace they denote a cant-wish of blessing, "may
you succeed in getting warmed etc." The reproach of pauperism is at the same time clothed
in hypocritically sparing terms, hence "be ye
warmed" not at once "be ye clothed" {Laurenting and al.), but alluding to it and in like manner " be ye filled " in allusion to their hunger.

The one who thus speaks represents the general
tendency but points to the unctuous speakers
who understand to couch the unsparing dismissal
as much as possible in fair and sparing language.
Instead of such conduct they were one and altogether to show love to the poor. But our example
presupposes the case that they did not even give
them necessaries.

What would

that profit?

—See

14.

v.

a benediction (wish-of-blessing) would
purely have no value and the acknowledgment
of brotherhood on which it is founded would accordingly be equally void, just as the faith on
which it is founded. The whole demeanour would
he unprofitable egentibus (Hottinger) and dicentibus (Sender); in general to the kingdom of

8nch

God.

not—

Tib. 17. So also faith, if it have
it does not show the life-sigu of animating
works, which are intrinsically its property.

If

For

itself,

[t. e.

in itself.

—M.l —As

it is

dead

regards the brethren, so it is dead as regards
itself.
JLaff iavrfv not pleonastic (Grotius), not
"fides sola" (Knapp), but joined with venpd indicative of being dead or rather of having died,
whereby the life of faith and consequently the
life of the believer himself is denied.
And this
being dead is not only the cause of this want of
works (Olshausen) but also the consequence of
the reaction of that want.
It dies ever more
and more of not being energizing.
See Matth.

as

xriii.

23

etc.

The proof of faith by the works of faith or the
justification before the consciousness
Church, ,w. 18, 19.

believer's

the

Via. 18.

of

Bat some one will say.—Different

explanations are given for the introduction of an
objection by aXX' kptl Ttc, although the sense of
the passage especially with the reading xuPk T^v
Ipyw is abundantly clear. The possession of
faith

without works

may be

asserted but not be

proved, since the corresponding works constitute
the proof of faith, while the faith may be proved
by the right works. The works therefore are
the exhibition, the evidence of faith. Difficulties

have been found

1.

In James' introducing this

;

II.

14-26.

8*

proposition as the expression of another person
and not as his own; 2. in his introducing it by
aXXd.
The second difficulty disappears with the
first.
James could not well take the place of the
objector because it was remote from the mind of
his readers to deny the genuineness of his faith
but many among them were inclined to deny it
in the case of the Gentile Christians. Hence the
sense is as follows : but some one will rise up
against this dead faith and with it enter the lists
in proving the genuineness of his faith by his
works of faith. In this sense the passage has a
grand prophetical character. The Gentile Christian world has proved by its works of faith that
it had the true faith, but Ebionism with its
want of consistency in Christian works of love
that its orthodoxism was not a living faith. aXka
therefore is here not the formula of a dialectical
objection, as in Bom. ix. 19 ; 1 Cor. xv. 85, but
the introduction of an actual historical antithesis,
That the speaker's faith (v. 14) is dead is primarily a mystery of an inward state of death,
but there will come one who by the exhibition of
the contrary will make manifest that death.
James makes him express in a definite antithesis
what he actually shall do. in order to elucidate
the law of life that invisible faith cannot be seen
without visible works, while the visible works
enable us to see the invisible faith. Wiesinger
therefore rightly maintains that the speaker
sides with James.
On the other hand the artificial explanation of Huther can only be accounted
for by the embarrassment he experienced with
respect to aKkb. " But some might say in answer
to what I have just stated, defending himself:
thou (who hast not the works) hast faith and /,
on the other hand (who affirm that faith without
works is dead), have works; my one-sided insisting upon works is not any more right than
thy one-sided insisting upon faith." This, in the
first place, would be no defence of the speaker
(v. 14), and secondly it is nowhere said that the
speaker (v. 18) has no faith ; he rather wants to
prove his faith by his works. Stier even maintains that the tpya ixuv, who has the word, is a
man of pharisaic tendencies who in the interest
of work-righteousness impugns faith; but this
is altogether beside the connection, for there is
no reference whatsoever to pharisaic works. On
the other wide-differing but otherwise unimportant explanations given of this passage compare
Huther especially with reference to those of

de Wette and Schneckenburger. It
add that Huther himself farther on
gives a tolerably correct paraphrase of this passage and is equally right in remarking that with
the reading ek tow ipyuv in Text. Bee. these words
should be taken ironically.
Ver. 19. Thou belie vest that God is one.
The Apostle having shown in what precedes that
the existence of faith cannot be proved without
works, now proceeds to the proof that faith, even
if granted in such a form, has a damnable effect,
that is one issuing in fear and terror of God.
Pott, Eern,
is proper to

Huther does not justly state the force of the
Apostle's thought in saying that James here
shows the ina'dequateness of faith without works
For the example of the devils who
to salvation.
tremble just in consequence of their manner of
believing, not only along with their faith, nor
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even notwithstanding their faith, is not simply
designed to intensify the negation that such a
The condition of not
faith is without salvation.
being saved is connected with the state of being
damned. The Apostle does not start with the
concession that the objector has faith (Huther},
but that his faith is worthless. Huther thinks it
strange that James does not name that which is
On
specifically Christian as the object of faith.
this account Calvin supposed that this, whole
section treats not of Christian faith (defidt) but
only de vulgari dei notitia. De Wette holds that
brt characterizes the faith as being merely theoretical, in which Wiesinger agrees with him and
to which Huther objects without sufficient reaHuther and al. consider that this article of
son.
faith is simply introduced by way of example
and that just this article was selected because it
distinguishes revealed religion from heathenism
(Deut. vi. 4; Neh. iz. 6 etc.). But this suggests

objector to believe in such a manner were therewith also conceding to him the true faith. " This
irony" says Wiesinger " rises into sarcasm in the
combination of irurretoovot kcu fpUwown." It may
be doubted whether this conclusion is formally
sarcastic.
The sarcasm lies here in the naked
fact itself.
Formally it only flashes out in the
splendid kclX which connects the greatest seeming
contradiction and which Huther rightly does not
like to see wiped off (Theile: atqui eto.).

The monarchism

To give to this idea a more
it would run thus: the demons
which as you hold inhabit and constitute the
heathen world, are all monotheists but for that
very reason they shudder. But if we emphasize
the heathen element, we weaken the marked
emphasis of the demon element, and this is the
reason why we have doubts concerning said reference.
Nor do they shudder only, because
they expect the judgment, their judgment is al-

The devils.—Although we must not think of
demoniacs (Wetstein), nor of the demons in the
demoniacs (Schneckenburger) they furnish the
most intelligible historical proof of the otherwise
more transcendental declaration. Huther thinks
that the reference is to the demons or apostate
spirits according to the view which makes the
heathen deities demons (LXX. Deut xxxii. 17
etc.
1 Cor. x. 20).
But the Apostle's saying is
perfectly intelligible without such reference,
which
may easily lead here to confusion. For
the additional remark that it was selected because the Jewish Christians and the Jews not as far as the demons are the occasion of polytheism
they impugn the Unity of God but as far
only were particularly proud of this first article
of their faith (Schneckenburger), but also were as thev are conscious that they are lying and
wont to contrast it with the distinctly Christian that the One God will visit them in judgment,
they just appear to acknowledge the pride of
dogma of the Triune God and the Son of God.
This discloses moreover the further consideration Judaism and the defeat of heathenism. Holding
that it was their pride in this increasingly mis- fast to this reference we ought to pass on to the
understood article which kept them back as thought that heathenism also in its deepest deJews from fully surrendering to Christ and as mon-background is not without a monotheistic
Jewish Christians from fully surrendering them- consciousness, and it is just this which constiselves to the Christian faith.

of the Jews which was opposed to the incarnation
of the Son of God continued in the germinating
monarchism of the Jewish Christians. In the
judgment of James therefore the fruitlessness or
worthlessness of that faith is connected with the
fact that in the shape of orthodoxism it obstinately remains at a stand-still on a stage of faith
which has been laid aside and that in this respect it is a heterodoxy which may become a
heresy and ultimately even a devilish antichristianity.
It was just by remaining at a standstill and by resistance offered to the completed
revelation that monotheism originally so rich in
vitality became dead deism.
In a similar way
the Greek article* of faith has been established
in opposition to Roman Catholic development,
and the Roman Catholic article in opposition to
evangelical faith.* Where vital development is
abhorred (perhorrescirtt) faith becomes false confidence in the abstract article.
Wiesinger justly
calls attention to the circumstance that this passage shows that this Epistle is far from being
Judaizing and anti-Pauline.
Thou doest well.— It is questionable whether
we are to take these words ironically (Calvin,
Theile, Wiesinger and many others), or literally
(Grotius, de Wette and al).
They cannot be
purely ironical, because the article is truth;
they cannot be purely laudatory, because the
true article is falsely held; Huther therefore rightly observes that the ironical lies in
the whole expression; that is, in the momentary appearance as if James in conceding to the
* If Lange alludes to the filioqtut in the Nicene Creed it is
only proper to remark that the position of the Greek Church
sustained by Oecumenical consent, while the insertion of
the JUioqttt in the Nicene Creed has never received the
••action of an Oecumenical Council.—M.
Is

;

tutes its misery.

popular shape

ready involved in their relation to God. This
shuddering fpiqaeiv (o7ra£ tey.) is more than
trembling (Job iv. 15), a horror with the hair
standing on end.
The two examples of the proof of faith by work*
at a general example of the unity of living faith of
Jews and Gentiles, v. 20-26.
Ver. 20. But wiliest thou to know (it)?
These words denote the certainty with which
the Apostle announces the convincing' proof of
the uselessness of faith without works from the
Holy Scriptures, the source of all certainty. The
<5 before avOpome
intensifies the censure conveyed in the address, " thou empty (not as Baumgarten has it, simply unwise and shortsighted
[stupid], but empty as to faith and spirtual
strength) man," and which "as applied to persons occurs only here in the New Testament"
(Huther). It is not perchance the fiction of an
objector but the personification of a mode of
thinking which is introduced as an actor, v. 1
etc. and as a speaker in v. 15.
The spiritual
emptiness of such a man corresponds to the
spiritual emptiness or impotence and unproductiveness of his faith.
The reading aprf (advocated by Wiesinger against Huther) certainly deserves the preference also in respect of the sense
because the Apostle passes from the idea of dead
faith through the idea of unproductive faith to

—

—
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the idea of

a faith lacking the specific

[Oecumenius

faith (duauovoBai).

:

effect of

tuvdv kn£Uatu

bvdpunov rbv yfkXy ry iriorei avxovvra, firj6h> rrjc
tuv Ipyuv faroordaeuc Ketcnjuivov tig nM/poxjtv.

6ta

-M.].
Ver. 21.

—The

first

Wa«

not Abraham our lather.

example contrasts the father of faith

himself with the false orthodoxy-righteousness
of Judaism, just as Paul in Rom. iv. contrasts

him with their work-righteousness, or more accurately with their pride in circumcision. Abraham, the highest theocratical authority, which
they share with him.
When he offered Isaao, his eon. In explaining this difficult passage we have to start
with the preliminary statement that ducatovv

—

liyTXn

Sept. duuuovv, 6'uuuav xplvetv) gener-

denotes in both Testaments : to pronounce,
one forth as, righteous in any forum of
justice or judgment, whether in consequence of
proved innocence or surrender at discretion, expiation or pardon ; .although there are passages
in the Old Testament in which the sense to lead
ally

declare, set

to

righteousness, to

Dan. xiL 8; Is.

make

liii.

11.

righteous predominates,
The most important in-

stances of the former kind of declaring righteous
are the following passages: Luke Tii. 29: idi-

$e6v and 1 Tim. iii. 16; kdiKai66n kv
Ex. xxiii. 7; Deut. xxv. 1 ; Prov.
15; Is. v. 23; Matth. xii. 87; Rom. ii. 13);
instances of the latter kind occur in Rom. iv. o;
iii 26 etc.
The comparison of these different
passages shows that to the Old Testament with
reference to man belongs especially the idea of
pronouncing the innocent righteous conformably to
kit innocence, while to the New Testament belongs
that of pronouncing the sinner righteous conformably to he faith.
Matth. xii. 37 must be carefully
distinguished because the last judgment shall be
a judgment of the works of faith. But even the
Old Testament knew already the imputation of
faith as righteousness, Gen. xv. 16.
We may
say therefore that James for the benefit of his
readers adopts the language of the Old Testament in allotting to true faith the imputation of
righteousness by the teyi&oOai etc duuuoabvnv, but
to the proof of true faith the duuuovcdai.
St.
Paul, on the other hand, employs the two terms
ss identical (Rom. iv. 6 etc. ; ch. v. 1), although
he is well acquainted with the Old Testament
meaning of duuuovcdai as applied to a human
forum or even to the last judgment (see I Cor.
ir. 4,
Huther, after enumerating the dif5J.
ferent interpretations of this passage (Calvin
profed righteous before men; Baumgarten: his
justification has been ratified before men; Grotius: he was loved as a righteous man etc.),
adds "he has been declared righteous ; " but this
ii really saying nothing concerning our passage,
for the question is, in which sense?
The difference in the report is noteworthy.
Gen. xv.
* we read: Abram " believed in the Lord and He
counted it to him for righteousness," without
any further mention of an outward declaration
of God concerning it.
Both to him and to the
8cripture the thing is sure in virtue of the testimony of the Spirit. Very different is Gen. xxii.
16, where the proof of Abraham's faith is followed by the the solemn declaration of the angel
waktoav rbv

xveitftan (cf.
xvii,

14-26.

II.

from heaven,

Has not

"By

myself have I sworn etc."
become a manifest de-

this declaration

posit to the house of Abraham and the theocratic posterity ?
And that this is a decisive element is also evident from the other proof. So
also righteousness was imputed to Rahab, the
harlot also, not only in the depth of her heart

but along with the proof of her faith. She did
also experience a 6tKawvc6ai in the congregation
of God, Josh. vi. 26; Matth. i. 6.
The term
diKaiovv consequently is used by James according
to the Old Testament mode of expression in a
New Testament deeper sense and denotes that

God
rum

declares righteous in the theocratical fobefore the theocratical congregation conceived as permanent. It is the Divine declaration of the proof of faith in and for the kingdom
of God, while the XoylfroHai etc ducatoobvqv of
James or the duuuovv of Paul describes an act,
which transpires solely between God and the
sinner in the forum of his consciousness.
Justified by works: ef Ipyuv.—Although
this Plural is selected with reference to the category in question, yet it must also be remembered that the singular work " when he offered
his son" was the culminating point which comprehended all the trials of his faith. Huther
justly finds this pronouncing righteous in Gen.
xxii. 16 ; but it was not solely contained in the
giving of the promise on the ground of that which
he had done; he had previously received less
developed promises and moreover in connection
with acts of well-doing. It was rather contained
in the solemn declaration with which God in
consequence of Abraham's proof of his faith
now sealed to him His promise with an oath,
whereby at the same time a seal was set to the
consciousness of Abraham.
If the distinction
which Holy Scripture draws between the degree
of justification and that of sealing, had been better
observed, the key to the doctrine of James in its
agreement with that of Paul would thereby have
also been better preserved (see Jesus Sir. xliv.

20).—
•

On

—

the altar. Offering is sacrificing as to
essential element; hence Luther's version
when he sacrificed " is not as wrong as Huther

its

"

thinks ; but the explanation " when he was going
to sacrifice" is tautological, unless the term receive the doubtful interpretation of positive

—

Isaac, his son. Emphatically describing the
greatness of the offering as in Gen. xxii. 16.
The example of Abraham, however, has a peculiar significance to the Jewish Christian readers
of the Epistle. As Abraham obediently offered
to the God of revelation his theocratic offspring
with whom the promise seemed to be indissolubly
connected, so were they also to learn to distinguish their natural national feelings from the
promise of God and offer them for their entrance
into the New Covenant.
Ver. 22. Thou seest—We read the verse
with the majority of commentators as an assertion and not as a question (de Wette, Lachmann
And what then? Not, perchance,
and al.).
that the works were added to his faith, but that
faith and works flow forth in one gush of the
Spirit and doubly cover each other ; faith was
actively joined with his works as the foundation,
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the works were reectively the completion of his firmed, or that of

That

faith

his works.

was working

together with

commentators perceive here
—Most
"

neither faith was wanting nor
the antithesis,
the works " (Bengel : quid utravis pars alieri conAcferat; similarly Erasmus etc. Wiesinger.).
cording to the opposite Tiew the propositions are
designed to demonstrate the necessity of works.
Thou seest that faith was active in works and

be completed by works (Estius : operosa
Huther, " The second
fuit, non otiosa. Calvin).
hemistich is not in antithesis with the former,
but constitutes its complement : faith being active with its works, itself reached its completion."
But James evidently does not wish to lay so onesided an emphasis on the necessity of works ; his

had

to

object is rather to vindicate the unity of both, as

manifest from w. 18 and 23. Primarily he
demanded works as the proof of faith, he now demands them also with reference to the kSucat&Bq
The first propov. 22 as the completion of faith.
is

sition therefore stands for the proof of faith, although not as demanding the necessity of faith
which was self-evident to him and to his readers.
owfipyet certainly cannot mean "faith was auxiliary in his doing " as Huther rightly observes
against Hofmann and Wiesinger; nor hardly,
"it was the owepydc of his works, it operated
not by itself but with his works" (Huther),
which gives not a clear idea. Kern sought to
avoid this dualism by taking role ipyotc as Dat
commod., " it operated to the production of his
works." aiw joined with the verb may be construed as having additional force, t. e. along with,
but also inlensivo -synthetically, t. e. united to, joined
with (not to mention that it may mean: quite,
thoroughly, awriuvu etc.) Mark xvi. 20 etc. We

take the passage in the latter sense thus : "Faith
manifested itself operatively at one with the works."
Faith aided in the completion of the work and
the work aided in the completion of faith.
Faith was made complete eretei&dn is
taken by many as completed proof, that is deolaratively (Calvin, Bengel etc.), against which

rendering Huther with reason insists upon the
expression, " it was completed," not in the sense
it had been imperfect but that it was consummated in the exercise. But here again we have
to remind the reader of the significance of the
term refalooic in this Epistle (of. ch. i. 4, 25 ; iii.
2; v. 11). Abraham \>y his faith-offering attained typically and ideally the TeXeUxric, which
the Jewish Christians were to attain by the full
proof of Christian love out of [as the ground and
source of M.] faith and with them all Israel

—

was

Hofmann

:

then was proved thai

rightly estimated the faith of Abraham
(Wiesinger, " then it was shown (erwiesen) that
the Scripture was right").
The meaning of
itfoipovv
forbids such definitions.
Moreover*

God had

faith.

to attain

Yea. 28.

—

it.

And

[thus]

the Scripture

was

That is the passage Qen. xv. 6 here
fulfilled.
cited from the Sept. (with the exception of
for
Kal) which gives a passive rendering to the active
language of the original. So Paul quotes the
LXX. Rom. iv. 8 ; Qal. iii. 6. James, it is evident from this declaration, was fully cognizant

&

of the predication of that passage concerning

Abraham's righteousness of faith and was far
from disputing it But on that account, as Huther rightly maintains, we are unable to adopt
the definition of hrtyp&fh? which is given by the
majority of commentators, vis.: then was con-

speaking this saying cannot be referred
Holy Scripture but
to the Divine act on which that declaration is
founded, t. e. the toyi&otku, or to the prophetical
strictly

to the written declaration of

sense of believing Abraham himself. But, on the
other hand, we cannot adopt the exposition of
de Wette and Huther, " then was realised," for
that righteousness of faith was a reality from the
very first The fulfilling denotes throughout the
completed, decided and manifested development
of a seed of faith which until then was germ -like
concealed, whether it be a prophecy or a type
(cf. Matth. ii. 15; v. 28 etc.; 1 Kings ii. 27 etc.).
That righteousness of faith of Abraham reached
its irfypoatc or reXeloaic in its proof and verification, as it was sealed by the now openly stated
Divine testimony. The act of faith itself and the
subsequent sealing in the life of individual believers answer to the Old Testament Abr&hamio
foundation and the New Testament completion.
That proof and verification of faith was on its
real side refaUxric, while, on its ideal side viewed
as the completion of the prophetical word of the
Spirit on which the written word is founded, it

And this irtypootc was manifested
nMfpoaic.
in his being called the friend of God. Not literally but substantially he was honoured with Chat
appellation from the beginning Gen. xxii. 16, and
afterwards also was referred to in the Old Testament as the beloved of God 1 Chron. xx. 7 ; Is.
xli. 8.
This honourable appellation has developed the epithet " the friend of God" among the
Jews and the Mohammedans (Wolfs curse, and
1
Theile.) ["El-Khalil- Allah ' or, as he is more
was

usually called, "El-Khalil," simply "the friend,"
"is a title which has in Mussulman countries superseded altogether his own proper name."
Stanley's Jewish Church p. 14. "Abraham is the
Zoroaster of the Semitic race; but he is more
than Zoroaster, in proportion as his sense of the
Divine was more spiritual, and more free from
the philosophy of nature and the adoration of
the visible world." Bunsen, Bibelwerk, II., 88.

M tiller's Essay on Semitic MonotheLondon Times of April 14 and 15,
"In Gen. xviii. 17 the LXX. add
I860.—M.].
the words rov naidoc [iov to anb 'kppa&u, for which
See also

Max

ism in the

Philo substitutes rov fiXovuov" Huther. Hofmann
defines the expression " the friend of Qod," by
11
who loved God," while Huther disputes that
definition and gives the opposite one "whom God
But both entangle themselves in a
loved."
false antithesis.
The friend is at once loving
and loved and indissolubly so. And although it
remains a fixed fact that Abraham's love was the
consequence of God's love to him, it is also evident that Abraham's good conduct, that is his
self-sacrificing loye, is intended to be brought
But he was not only made "the friend of
out.
God" (Grotius iKkfjBn^factus est), but he was
called and honoured as such. And this was the
way in which he was MinatAfht for the kingdom
of God. Wiesinger's assertion is therefore incorrect that SuuuovaOai refers to righteousness
before God and not (as Calov and si.) to rightDigitized by
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men. Bat this " righteousness verb may not have the secondary meaning " clam
requires to be defined in the man- excipere," (Theile) still it suitably intensifies the
ner indicated above.
idea.
She hospitably received the messengers
Vbjl 24.
see that by works a man is and sheltered them, she received them forthwith,
Out of (££ ipyuv) works.-— The prepo- as the Gentiles received the messengers of the
Justified.
sition is not interrogative (Griesbach), nor imGospel rejected and persecuted by the Jews.
perative (Erasmus), but indicative (Luther).
sent them forth by another way.
Recollecting that duauovrai here as in v. 21 does Cf. Josh. ii. 15.
It is not simply that she let
not refer to justification by faith before God, but them go, but that she thrust them off with saving
to the proof of faith before the congregation or haste and effort, as it were by force.
So Festus
the forum of the kingdom of God (in the sense of the Gentile sent Paul to Rome in order to deliver
being declared righteous to the world, of. 1 Tim. him from the persecutions of the Jews and so for
a time the Roman rulers in general, but espeiii. 16), the seeming opposition of this passage
to Bom. iii. 28 and al. is set aside.
Per te cially believing Gentiles protected the messengers
therefore ftovov might be connected with diKatovrcu of the Gospel from the fanaticism of the Jews.
thus "not only by faith but by works a man is The way of the deliverance of the messengers,
justified," but firstly this would not give a pure however, was not only another wsy, but an unantithesis as in v. 18, and secondly, the preposi- common one (frkpa 66$ [t. e. did nfc Qvptdoq.
M.]).
tion t. 26 could then not follow,
Ver. 26. For as the body without spirit.
p6vov therefore
The spirit can only describe the constant,
mast be joined adjectively with iriareug in the
tense of bare faith, faith without works (so inward vital principle (and in its actuality),
Theophylact, Grotius, Wiesinger, Huther and al. which gives motion to the living body.
Consec£ 1 Cor. iii. 81 ; 2 Cor. xi. 28 and other pas- quently not the soul as a quiescent substance,
nor that which animates (Wiesinger), and still
sage*).
Via. 25. But likewise, Rahab, the harlot. less the irvevpa as "halitus" (Piscator and al.).
<$e indicates
the contrast between the two The spirit in its actuality is the kvkpytia of the
examples, bpoiac their similarity.
The contrast body, without which it is dead. By comparison
eomes out strongly in the fact that Rahab was a therefore faith is dead without (corresponding)
harlot
The Article denotes that she was the works. It is an unnatural condition for the
historically known personage without intensify- body to exist without spirit; consequently the
ing the idea which however must not be weakened reference here is to a faith which has passed
by the exposition "hospita" (Lyranus) or into an unnatural condition.
James, therefore,
"idolatra" although she was both in reality cannot mean that works must be added to faith
he
rather sees in the works (with the Article), the
(Rosenmuller).
But the circumstance that she
wis a Gentile is implied.
The supposition of de collective phenomenon, that form of life which
Wette and al. that this example was chosen with renders visible the vitality of faith, its animating
polemical reference to Heb. xi. 81, because there energy (although not absolutely love, as Theile
she is praised on account of her faith, Wiesinger maintains) or entclechy.
The seeming inconrejects with the appropriate observation that cinnity of the figure, to which Huther calls
there as here it is the work-proof of her faith attention, that while on the one hand, the body
which is rendered prominent, as indeed the whole is visible and the spirit invisible, faith on the
chapter (Heb. xi) lauds faith as the power of other is invisible and the works visible, disapconduct well pleasing to God.
Wiesinger (fol- pears if it is remembered that the spirit also in
lowing Calvin) also brings out the real motive virtue of its actuality effects the higher visibility
for the selection of this example. To the example
of the body.
Being dead and being alive is the
of Abraham, who was the prototype of all true decisive antithesis, in which, however, the separkith, is now added another as remote from it as ate members also are brought into comparison.
possible, "that of a woman, a Canaanite, a James is therefore far from forming a dualistio
harlot." The Apostle's motive, however, must be conception of real faith, he rather takes it really
taken even more concretely.
Doubtless Rahab as a productive power much as Aristotle does the
stands here as the representative of Gentile idea, and with reference to public proof he will
Christians in their works of faith.
Just as recognise it only in its' expression by works
Abraham by the sacrifice of Isaac, from being a which almost recalls Hegel's idea that the true
Jew, hedged in by his nationality, became the in the individual authenticates itself in its process
patriarch of the spiritual Israel, a pattern to the of development as fact.
Jewish Christian readers of this Epistle, so the
JameeU doctrine offaith in thie chapter in relation
esse of Rahab is an example drawn from the Old to the doctrine in Rom. iii. 28 ; Gal. ii. 16, and al.
Testament of the ability of Gentiles becoming by
We refer in the first place to the Introduction,
cans of their work of faith the spiritual com- to the foregoing exegesis, to our exposition in the
panions of Abraham and his children.
Now she History of the Apostolic Age, I., p. 171 ; and in
was justified not only in that her life was spared the next place to Huther, p. 126, and the Supple£»h. ii. 6, 22 etc. ) but in that she became a highly ment to his Commentary, p. 208. Huther, with
onred mother in Israel, as tradition informs reason enumerates three views.
1. James and
(Matth. i. 5).
Paul agree in thought but differ in expression.
when she received the messengers.
This was the prevalent view before the ReforOne might always think that James selected the mation, and in modern times the view of Neander,
*ord ayytfot instead of kot6okokoi (Heb. xi. 81) Thiersch, Wiesinger, Huther, etc. 2. The doca allusion to the circumstance that the Gentiles trine of James contradicts that of Paul. So
of his time were so ready to receive the messen- Luther, de Wette, Kern, Baur, Schwegler.
8.
t*rs of the Gospel.
Although the
of the There is certainly a difference in doctrine of
eousness before

before

men "

Ye

And

—

—

—

—

m

M
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subordinate importance jet without prejudicing
So Schmid (Bibl. Theol.),
their higher unity.
Lechler, Weizsaoker (see the last supplement in
Huther, also the controversy with Weiss and
Weizsacker, p. 130, 181). Ad 1. Theophylact
and others. The ipya are different in both instances, Paul mentions the opera legis f James the
" opera fidei." "This is also right," as Huther
correctly observes. Paul deals with the ergism
of the Jews, James with their orthodexism.
Huther moreover urges with reason that Paul
does not attribute justifying power to the opera
A second distinction in the idea of kiotls
fidei.
was therefore necessary. This has been pointed
out by Oecumenius, Neander and al.; viz. "that
James takes faith per se simply as the mere notitia,
the considering things as true etc." It is evident
that he knows such a kind of faith but it is
equally certain that he does not acknowledge it
as living' faith ; not any more than Paul, who
was equally familiar with Jewish orthodoxy
according to Rom. x, but insisted with equal
firmness, that faith must work by love or authenticate itself

by works

(Gal.

v.

6).

Wiesinger

(with whom Huther agrees), however, is right
in maintaining against Schmid, Olshausen, Neander and al., that it is one thing to say "to
become righteous by (qut of) faith authenticated
(proved) in works," and another "to become
righteous by works in which faith authenticates
This brings us to the third and most
itself."
important distinction, the different senses of
Here Wiesinger and Huther also go
duiaiovvdai.
asunder. Wiesinger (in connection with Hofmann) maintains that man, having been justified
by faith, becomes personally righteous by his
works in which faith authenticates itself: that
justification in relation to God becomes a justification according to a man's behaviour towards
God. Huther, on the other hand, holds that by
Sixatovv Paul describes that declaring righteous
or free [». e. from guilt and punishment, German
Freisprechcn— M.] on the part of God which puts
the believer into the new filial relation to God,
whereas James understands by it that declaring
righteous or free on the part of God in virtue of
which the man regenerated into a child of God
But the two
receives in the judgment ourrjpla.
views are not quite clear. In the first the idea
of the forum is wanting, where the ducawvodat is
to take place, in the second the forum of the last
judgment is improperly anticipated.
It is of
course understood, that according to Paul also,
men will be judged in the last day with reference
to their fruits of faith (2 Cor. v. 10), but in that
judgment Abraham also has not yet stood, whereas on the other hand righteousness of faith and
ourripia along with it, are acquired only in an
But between the first Divine
ideal judgment.
forum in a repenting conscience and the last
forum in the judgment of the world there lies as
a middle forum the public attestation of the
believer in the consciousness of the theocratic
congregation; outwardly to the Church an authentication, inwardly to believers a sealing.
By the selection of the term, therefore, James
wished the Jewish Christians to understand that
with the Church he could not acknowledge them
as believers, if they were lacking the full consistency of Christian deeds.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
1.

Both according to James and Paul (Rom. L

16, 17) the doctrine of the sinner's justification
before God is one of the principal doctrines of
the Gospel. The question of the true Israelite
"What shall I do, that I may have eternal life?"
(Matth. xix. 16; Mark x. 17; Luke x. 25),
rightly considered, is the most vital question for
every sinner desirous of salvation. It is so
much the more melancholy that the dispute concerning the doctrine of justification by faith (out
of faith), or of justification by (out of) works has
in every century of the Christian era given rise
to so much misunderstanding and called forth so
many attempts to show that James and Paul are
irreconcilably contradicting one another. How
little the doctrine of the one differs from that
of the other, if we understand the meaning
which each attaches to the terms faith, work*

and

has been sufficiently illustrated in
See "Exegetical
and Critical." Considering this, we cannot but
regard the well-known opinion of Luther on the
epistola straminea, which is partly based on
James' doctrine of justification, as the fruit of an
unfortunate misunderstanding. Nor do we find
justify,

the exegesis of this passage.

—

in these propositions of James any positive opposition to the doctrine of the great Apostle of the
Gentiles.
But we hold it to be very conceivable
that Paul's doctrine of justification was either
involuntarily misunderstood or designedly perverted into an excuse for the flesh by the readers
of the Epistle of James and that he was on that
account constrained powerfully to oppose those
who degraded the doctrine of grace into a cloak
of sin.
He therefore contends not against Paul
but against a one-sided Paulinism, which in
some hands might easily turn into unchristian
Antinomianism and an unholy spirit of emancipation.
Both James and Paul are well entitled to
a hearing and every view or consideration of the
way of salvation, which silences the one at the
expense of the other, is decidedly unfair. Paul's
preaching is glad tidings to all who are conscious of the absolute impossibility of being
saved by their own virtue and strength, and the
exhortation of James is a wholesome corrective
for all who are apt to forget what Paul himself
did teach that true faith must work by love
(Gal. v. 6).
Paul sets into prominent relief the
great antithesis of grace and sin t James (as well as
our Lord, Jno. xiii. 17) that of knowing and doing.
2. It is of the utmost importance that while,

on the one hand, justification and sanctification
must be distinguished the one from the other, on
the other hand the one must never be separated
from the other. The true preaching of the Gospel involves the necessity, of Christ in all His
fulness being set forth both in us and for us. If

and sanctification are confounded,
or if the latter is made the foundation of the
former we open the door to self-righteousness; Mr
justification and sanctification are separated, we
deliver an open passport to injustice.
The true
union of the "for us" and the "in us" requires
that justification be put first, but that sanctification be neither put in the background nor in the
foreground.
justification
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8.

What James says concerning the faith of the

devils (v. 19) is important on several considerations 1. As affording proof of the existence of
2. As afpersonal, self-conscious evil spirits.

fording proof of their original goodness and
communion with God, which consequently shuts
oat indirectly all reference to dualism in the
8. As afquestion of the origin of moral evil.
fording proof of the infinite misery of the fallen
angels ; to have a faith which yields no consolation but only excites terror and shuddering, must
probably be the highest degree of misery. 4. As
indicating the low and sad standpoint occupied
by one who confesses the Gospel without the exhibition of love-working Christianity; his standpoint is not Christian but devilish.
The way of acquiring the favour and friendship
of God in all great essential features was virtually the same under the Old Covenant as under
The example of Abraham, in particuthe New.
lar (Gen. xv. 1-6), which is also used by Paul
(Bom. iv.) exhibits this unity of the way of salvation under both Testaments in the clearest
manner.
5. The case of Rahab, the harlot, who is introduced as a pattern to the believers in Christ
Jesus (cf. also Heb. xi. 81), affords a striking
proof that God exalts the mean and regards the
miserable and exhibits a lofty memorial of the
spiritual emancipation and exaltation of woman
It is wonderful that just the
by Christianity.
most fallen and disgraced women of the Old Testament are preferred to honour in the New.
Do
mot even Thamar and Bathsheba shine in the
genealogy of our Lord ?
Matth. i.
6. "whatever is transitory is only a similitude."
Nature the symbol of grace, the body
permeated by the spirit the figure of living and
active faith, but the cold corpse also is the representative of a merely outward form of spiritual
life, from which life itself has vanished.
7.

"If James calls faith without works a dead

he surely cannot mean that the works, the
oatward and the visible render faith living and
that they constitute the life of faith but he had
to presume that true faith includes [carries
within itself] life, the animating principle, from
which the works must emanate, and that this
most make itself known in the works.
He considers the want of works as proof of the want of
vital faith and therefore he calls such faith a

faith,

Neander.
Luther (in his Exposition of 2 Pet. Ed.
Irmischer, Vol. LXX., p. 223 sq.) exoellently
•tys concerning the fruits of faith : " although
they belong to our neighbour, in order that they
may redound to his benefit, yet does that fruit
ot fail because it make* faith stronger.— It is
therefore altogether a very different strength
than bodily strength for it decreases and is consumed ; but this spiritual strength, the more we
exercise and practise it, the stronger it grows,
ud it decreases if it is not practised."
[V. 14. On the error which James combats,
compare the following passage from Tertullian
(*de Poenit* c. 6) : " Some persons imagine that
they have God if they receive Him in their heart
tad mind and do little for Him in act; and thai
therefore they may commit sin, without doing
violence to faith and fear; or in other words

dead faith."
8.

7^

14-26.

may commit adulteries, and yet be
and may poison their parents, and yet
be pious At the the same rate they who commit
sin and yet are godly, may also be cast into hell
and yet be pardoned
But such minds as these
are offshoots from the root of hypocrisy and
sworn friends of the evil one."
V. 16. There is opus fidei, the work of faith
that is St.
fide* qua operator, faith that worketh
Paul's faith (1 Thess. i. 8; Gal. v. 6), and faith
that can show iUtlf by working, that is St.
James's faith (ii. 18). And without works it is

that they
chaste,

!

!

;

but a dead

no

faith, the carcase of faith

No

;

there

u

no work; spectrum
est , non spiritus: a flying shadow it is, a spirit it
is not, if work it do not.
Having wherewith to
do good, if you do it not, talk not of faith, for
you have not faith in you, if you have wherewith
to show it and show it not.
Andrewes.
V.20. Beveridge(onArt.l2 "of good works"):
"Though it be for our faith only, and not for our
works that God accepts us, yet our works as well
as faith are acceptable unto God, yea, and they
necessarily spring out from a true and lively
faith, so that it is as impossible there should be
true faith without good works, as that there
should be good works without true faith for as
without faith our works are bad, so without works
our faith is dead. And therefore a true faith may
be as evidently known by its works, as a tree is
clearly discerned by its fruit [Article 12 of the
Articles of Religion established in the Church of
England and Prot. Episo. Church in the United
States reads as follows: "Albeit that good works,
which are the fruits of faith and follow after
justification, cannot put away our sins and endure the severity of God's judgment: yet are
they pleasing and acceptable to God in Christ,
and do spring out necessarily of a true and
lively faith
insomuch that by them a lively
faith may be as evidently known, as a tree discerned by the fruit" M.]. If I see fruit growing upon a tree, I know what tree it is, upon
which such fruit grows. And so if I see how a
man lives, I know how he believes. If his faith
be good, his works cannot but be good too and
if his works be bad, his faith oannot but be bad
too ; for wheresoever there is a justifying faith
there are also good works, and wheresoever there
are no good works there is no justifying faith ."
To
this last statement Wordsworth adds the following judioious modification. "Suppose the case of
a person who has been baptized, and has a lively
faith and earnest resolve to serve God, and that
he is suddenly taken away from this life, without having time to show his faith by his works.
Or suppose the case of an infant dying after bapThen Faith saves. No man oan do good'
tism.
works without Faith but faith without works
saves a man, if God thinks it fit to remove him
out of this life, without giving him time for working, and if God knows that he toouWhave worked,
if he had had time for working.
Indeed in such
a case Fatth itself is work; according to our
Lord's saying, This is the work of God, that ye
believe on Him, whom He sent" (Jno. vi. 28, 29).
V. 25. Wordsworth.
"Rahab received the
spies, who were sent before Joshua, the type of
Jesus, and who were types of the Apostles of
Christ, and hearkened to their message and sent
spirit in

it.

spirit, if

;

•

;

—

;

;
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them forth in speed (Upalovaa) by a cord, by
another way (other than that by which they had
come), viz. by the window, from which she tied
the scarlet cord by which they were let down
(Josh. ii. 15-18), and thus obtained deliverance
Tor herself and family by her faith, when her
eity was destroyed.
Thus she was an example
very applicable to those whom St. James addressed, who, by receiving the Gospel preached
by the Apostles, might escape the woes impending on Jerusalem, as she escaped those which
fell qypon Jericho (cf. Heb. xi. 81), and who
would be overwhelmed in that destruction, if
they neglected so great salvation."

—M.].

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

tion both agree in this respect, that just as true
and living faith consists of three parts, viz.
knowledge, assent and trust, so false and dead
faith consists of these three parts but its knowledge is only historical, its assent only human
and its trust only carnal or a conceit of God's
grace drawn in carnal assurance, Matth. vii. 21,
22; Luke xiii. 25. Works are not the life or
soul of faith but only an infallible mark of the
same, Heb. xi. 8, 17. The devils believe and
know in particular four articles of our faith,
Matth. viii. 2, 9. They know 1. that there is a
God, 2. that there is a Christ, 8. that there will
be a final judgment, 4. that they will then be
tortured.
But this knowledge does not minister
to their peace and salvation, but to their alarm

—

—

and damnation.
Hedinqer: If true faith consists only in
out works. A faith that cannot save us, cannot knowledge and outward assent, the devil also is
Love the touchstone a believer and consequently blessed, 1 Jno. ii.
possibly be the true faith.
of faith. Pious works behind which lurks not 8,4.
Luther: Not fear and terror, but joy, peace
seldom hardness of heart. Those who unwittingly communicate to other their temporal and consolation in the conscience work true
goods prove thereby that they received of their faith, Rom. v. 1.
Quesnkl; Even the devil is not an atheist;
God only little or nothing of spiritual goods.
The contention of dead and. living faith. Un- what then are we to think of those who boast
The faith of devils in its that they believe nothing and are not afraid of
fruitful monotheism.
Some hope to be saved
infinite diversity 1, from the faith of good angels anything? Ps. xiv. 1.
by a faith which does less to them than the faith
and 2, from the faith of believing Christians.
Abraham the true friend of God: 1. God calls of devils, Job xxi. 12, 18.
Lanqii Op.
and Abraham obeys, 2. God promises and AbraThe emptier a vessel, the more
ham confides, 8. God tries and Abraham stands does it sound and resound just so the hypocrite
The friendship of God compared with the who lacks faith, Ps. xciv. 4.
fast.
friendship of the world. What the friend of
Quesnel
Works live by faith as by the spirit
God shuns, enjoys and expects. Why is it just which animates them, Rom. xiv. 23.
faith, provided it be living and active, which
Luther: Works do not make us righteous
makes the sinner so well-pleasing to God ? An- but cause us to be declared righteous, Luke xvii.
swer 1. Because of the honour it gives to God, 9, 10. All the world has admired the offering
2. because of the struggle it costs us, 8. because of Abraham ; what may not come to pass, since
God has offered His own Son? Rom. v. 8; viii.
of the fruit it bears for the benefit of others.
Rahab, the harlot of Jericho a guide to the 32. Faith is the mother who gives birth to fhe

The Christian

—
—

utility-principle.

— Faith

—

with-

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

:

—

—

;

—
—
:

—

:

—

—

heavenly Jerusalem. What the sight of a corpse
suggests to a believer of the Gospel. According
to James also the sinner is justified not propter,
eedper fidem.
On the Pericope. Commendation of a living
.faith; 1. The sense in which James exhorts us
thereto, 2. The connection of his doctrine with
the doctrine of the Gospel, and in particular
with that of Paul. 8. The importance it will
always have and has now. a. There are men
who have neither faith nor works; b. others
who have works without faith ; c. others again
-who have faith without works; and d. many
whose faith and works leave much to be wished
for.
For each one of these diseases and onesidednesses the ever-repeated consideration of

—

.James' doctrine is wholesome medicine.
Starke : To boast of faith without having it,
Neither true faith
•is very common, Tit. i. 16.
nor true love consists in bare words, 1 Jno. iii.
We usually refer the poor to the Provi17, 18.
•dence of God and it is just this Providence that
A rich man
refers them to us, 1 Tim. vi. 18.
•ought to rejoice in being God's hand, whereby to
iii.
Saving
do good to the poor; Prov.
27, 28.
faith is not either dead or living, but it is only
faith
living
and
this
is
properly
true
always
and
whereas dead faith is properly not true but false
Xaith.
But apart from the article of justifica-

—

—

—

—

—

—

*

virtues, as her children.
Starke: All true believers are the friends of
God and this is the peculiar prerogative of believers of the New Testament. Jno. xv. 14, 15.—
The faith of converted Jews and Gentiles is uniform, Acts xv. 19. The grace of God does not
charge us with past transgressions, if we are converted, 1 Tim. i. 13.— The weak faith of a Rahab
must be as active as the most perfect faith of

—

—

Abraham, Rom.
Lanqii Op.

:

iv. 19, 20.

—This

is

the only right and safe

way

to seek righteousness, which enables us to
stand before God, solely by faith in Christ out
of His merit so that that faith be also actively

shown by love, Phil. iii. 9 Gal. v. 6.
Heubner: Unfruitfulne8S betrays the ungenuineness of faith. Love never complains of
want of ability the stronger love, the greater
Dead faith is no faith.
the ability.
Such faith is a palsied hand.
Augustine
The faith of Abraham was imputed to him for
righteousness, before it had brought forth works,
but it was a living faith, in whioh the works lay
Works per %e are not the spirit,
as to the germ.
but the faith moving in the works, is spirit
What James calls faith withVon Gerlach
out works is properly speaking no faith at all;
not any more than a love which deals only in
;

—

—

;

—

:

—

—
—

^

:

pleasant words,

is

love (v. 16).
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of dead work-holiness, James the
of a pharasaic pride in empty intelPaul met the Pharisees with
lectual knowledge.
precisely the same argument, cf. Rom. ii. 6-11;
Man is not justified by (out of ) faith
xiii. 27.
the antithesis

antithesis

—

—

separable

from works, not any more than

painted fire) separable from heat
able to warm and light us.

§,

fire («.

and light

is

—

0, faith is a lively, busy active
that it is impossible for it not to be
It does not ask either
ceaselessly working good !
if good works are to be done, but before it asks,
it has done them and is ever doing.
But whoso
doeth not such works, is an unbelieving man,
gropes and looks out for faith and good works,
and neither knows what is faith nor what are good
works, but for all chatters and talks much of faith
and good works.
Faith is a living, well-weighed
assurance of the grace of God, so sure, that he
would a thousand times die for it, and such assurance and knowledge of Divine grace renders men

Luthbr:

thing, so

merry before God and all creawhich is the work of the Holy Ghost in
faith.
Hence man becomes without constraint
ready and glad to serve everybody, to suffer
many things to the praise of God and from love
of God who has been so gracious to him, so that
it is impossible to separate works from faith, yea
as impossible as it is to separate burning and
shining from fire.
Stikr: James by no means affirms that works
give life to, produee or create faith; for faith
comes by the power of the word, entering into
and received by us and by nothing else.
But
faith grows complete in works, that i$ the same
as Paul's saying or rather the Lord's saying to
Paul,' that the strength of God may be completed
in weakness (2 Cor. xii. 9).
The strength of
faith, indwelling from the beginning and already
received along with the first seizing of grace,
becomes fully proved, verified and its operation
completed.
Thus our calling and election are
Bade sure in the diligence of living and doing
Thus Abraham's first call was
(2 Pet L 10).
made sure in his last works and the word conglad,

daring and

tures,

—
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ing an adherence to God, yet is severed from
good works and is void of charity. M.].

—

—

all

[v. 21. Hammond:
Abraham was [the father
of the faithful, the great example of faith and
justification ; but it was not upon his bare belief
of God's promise that he was justified, but upon
that high act of obedience to God, in being ready
to offer up his only son, in whom the promises

were made

to him.

—M.].

Adam Clarkb:

—

As among friends
common, so God took Abraham
into intimate communion with Himself, and
poured out upon Him the choicest of His bless[v.

23.

everything

is

ings ; for as God can never be in want, because
He possesses all things, so Abraham, His friend,
could never be destitute, because God was his

—

friend.
M.].
[v. 24. Horns

—

:
In this instance of the father
of the faithful, as in a common centre, are the
doctrines of both Apostles met.* one says a man
is justified by faith working;
the other by
working faith ; and this is really and truly all
the difference between them.
M.j.

—

[v. 26.

Bright :—Justification then by

faith,

or according to the Christian doctrine as opposed
to the law, must be that' all men being sinners
are justified, and particularly receive remission
of sins, the Holy Spirit, and everlasting salvation,
from the free and undeserved goodness of God;
upon the consideration of the perfect righteousness and the meritorious sacrifice of Jesus Christ,
and upon the condition or qualification of a pious
temper of heart for the future, to obey the will
of God, and consequently to do what is right and
just in whatsoever way He is pleased to declare
it, but particularly as it is declared by the Lord
Jesus Christ: which same condition too we had
never been able to perform without the assistance
of the grace of God.
M.].
[Taylor : Let a man believe all the revelations of God; if that belief ends in itself and
goes no further, it is like physic taken to purge
the stomach ; if it do not work, it is so far from
bringing health, that itself is a new sickness.

—

—

M.j.

—

rEpiPHANirs : Faith hath in it the image of
godliness engraven and infidelity hath the characcorded to
acter of wickedness and prevarication.
M.].
ally confirmed as a truth.
[Salvianus: Bominem fiddlier Chruto credere
Viidebakdt: A faith which helps not our est
fidelem Deo ease, h. e. fiddlier in Dei mandata
neighbour, neither helps ourselves, for it has not
servare."
M.].
helped us to love.
Before faith are the tears of
[Lactantius : " Chrutianorum omnU religio
Peter and after faith the following after of Paul.
tine sedere et macula vivere."
M.].
Jakobi: A sacred author tells us of true
[Taylor: There are but three things that

by (out of) faith already
him, was lawfully and actu-

cerning justification
before

—

—

the firm confidence of things hoped
for.
But the faith of the devils is an assurance
not of what they hope for, but of what they fear.
faith

that

it is

—

PonuBszKY: Dead faith cannot save. This
is evident 1. from the being of blessedness, 2.
from the nature of dead, 8. from the experience
of daily life.
Living faith justifies and saves
(Reformation-Sermon). Cf. art. 20 of the Augs-

—

targ Confession.
Lisco:
Faith
t

—

and works.

—

—Operative

faith

us before God. True Christian faith a
power of life.
[. 17. Hall : As that is a vain and idle
charity, which bids a man be warm and filled,
jet gives him nothing to feed or warm him with,
to is that a vain and dead faith, which, professjustifies

sanctifying

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

make the integrity of Christian faith ; believing
the words of God, confidence in His goodness,
and keeping His commandments. Believing is
the least thing in a justifying faith; for faith is
a conjugation of many ingredients, and faith is a
covenant, and faith is a law, and faith is obedience, and faith is a work, and indeed it is a
sincere cleaving to and closing with the terms
of the Gospel in every instance, in every particular.
M.].

—

—

[Compare

also

on

v. 28.

John Howe, Friend-

ship with God, 10 8ermons. Works, 8, 876.—
v. 24. Taylor, Faith working by love. Sermons.
Bull, Doctrina D. Jacobi de jwtificatione ex
operibu* explanatur et defenditur, Works, 8, 1.—
M.].

—
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VI.

FOURTH ADMONITION WITH REFERENCE TO THE FOURTH
FORM OF TEMPTATION—PROPAGANDISM.

CAUTION AGAINST THE JUDAISTIC BIAS TO FANATICAL ACTIVITY OF TEACHING.
REFERENCE TO THE POWER OF THE TONGUE AND TO THE DEPRAVITY, LICENCE
AND DUPLICITY OF THE FANATICALLY EXCITED TONGUE. THE CONTRAST OF
FALSE AND TRUE WISDOM IN SPEECH ACCORDING TO THEIR OPPOSITE OPERATIONS.

Chaptxr IIL

My brethren, be not many masters, knowing that we shall receive the greater oon2 demnation. For in many things we offend all. If any man offend not in word, the
3 same is a perfect man, and able also to bridle the whole 1 body. Behold 1 we pnt bits
in the horses' months, that they may obey us; and' we turn about their whole body.
4 Behold also the ships, which though they be so great, and are driven of fierce winds4, yet
,

are they turned about with a very small helm, whithersoever6 the governor

listeth*.

5 Even so the tongue is a little member, and boasteth great things1 Behold, how great a
6 matter a little* fire kindleth And the tongue9 is a fire, a world of iniquity: so1 * is the
tongue among our members, that it defileth the whole body, and11 setteth on fire the
7 course of nature1 *; and it is set on fire of hell. For every kind of beasts, and of birds,
and of serpents, and of things in the sea, is tamed, and hath been tamed of mankind:
8 But the tongue can no man tame"; it is an unruly14 evil, full of deadly poison.
9 Therewith bless we God u even the Father; and therewith curse we men, which are
10 made after the similitude of God. Out of the same mouth proceedeth blessing and
11 cursing. My brethren, these things ought not so to be. Doth a fountain send forth
12 at the same place sweet water and bitter ? Can the fig tree, my brethren, bear olive
berries"? either a vine, figs? so can no fountain both yield salt water and fresh".
13 Who is a wise man and endued with knowledge among you ? let him show out of a
14 good conversation his works with meekness of wisdom. But if ye have bitter envying
15 and strife in your hearts 18 glory not, and lie not against the truth *. This wisdom
16 descendeth not from above, but is earthly, sensual, devilish. For where envying and
17 strife is, there" is confusion and every evil work. But the wisdom that is from
above is first pure, then peaceable, gentle, and easy to be entreated, full of mercy and
18 good fruits, without partiality, and* without hypocrisy. And the fruit of" righteousness is sown in peace of them that make peace.
.

!

,

1

,

Verse

L

Lange: Become not many teachers, my brethren, since ye know, that we shall [as snch] receive a greater
[a more severe] condemnation [Judicial sentence.]
.
. knowing that we shall receive greater condemnation.—1L]
\} Cod. Sin. has Svviuivoi for Svvar6 1*—MJ
Lang© For manifoldly we offend all; if a man onendeth not in word As Is a perfect man, able even to bridle
the whole body.
[For oftentimes we all offend
word, this man Is a perfect man, able to bridle also the whole body.
[.

Verse

2.

.

:

—-M.]

Verse

8.

Verse

4.

Uov against the most authentic oodd. C. and Griesbech read !£«. A. B. O. Sin. and aL
Lachmann and Tisch. have tt 64. [So Alford, Words w. Scot ensat, Syr.
aMttm, Vulg-—M.]
[•B.C. «if re. [8oCod.8in.Alf.Bec.irp*f with A. K. L. (?)— M.]
Lange: But if we pat bits into the hones' months, in order that they may obey us, we guide also their
whole body.
the bits Into the mouths of horses In order to their obeying us, we also turn about their whole
[.
body.—M.]
^Urifimr o^ffAqpAr. B. 0. K. Ood. Sin. <ricAi)p. avi/i. Bee A. L.—M.]

[*

Bee. reads

&

Bee—8*0 v

*[oirov ir

Sin.

B.—M.]

for jlto tf A if t a u—M.]
although they are so great and are [moreover] tossed about by fierce winds,
even they are guided with a very small rudder, whithersoever the direction [course] of the steersman

•[Ood. Sin.

B

read

Soi/Acrat

Lange : Behold even the
[guide]
[.

Verse 6.

.

ships,

may wish.

though to great and driven by ... are turned about by a very small rudder, whithersoever the will

the steersman may wish.— M.J
The reading fityika avvit A.

C* recommended by Tischend.

of

preferable to pcyaAavxci.
• The difference between tjKucoy and oAiyor keeps balancing between the authorities and the critics.
In point of sense both amount to the same thing with the exception that i» A t « o r, the more difficult
reading, gives also the stronger expression: what a fire, i. e. what a little fire. [Vj A i * o k Is decidedly
the more authentic reading. It is in A.** B. C* Cod. Sin. Vnlg. received by Lachmann, Ttech., Alford,
Words w., de Wette, Bother and others. Alford maintains that * Ac cos is "quantuUu" as well as
f

is

—

u q*antus n and cites Ludan, Hermot. 6. M.l
Lange: Thus also the tongue is a little member and boasteth great things.—Behold what a
what a forest it doth kindle [Jerusalem on fire.]
[. . . Behold how small a fire kindleth how great a forest.— M]
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chap. ra.
Ten* 4.

• [Ood. Sin. omits

mal

before

yA&o-co,—M.]

»ovrt*t

before the second 4 vAiffffa is wanting in [A. B. 0. K. Ood. Sin.—M.]
[Co*! Sin. reads *«i <ririAow<ra for ^ <r»i\ov<ra. Boo. end many others.—-ML]
BrOod. Sin reads *»&»r after yc rtfVtMf. M.]
Langs: The tongue also Is a fire; it, the world [the adornment of the world, worldliness [Germ.: M WbUforwUgkeU "1 of unrighteousness. The tongue eteppeth forth [rules] among our members, it, which dsflleth the whole body and lnflameth the [revolving] wheel of the development of life, and Itself is in
11

—

•

flamed by hell.
[And the tongue is a fire, that world of iniquity. The tongue makes itself in our members the polluter
of the whole body [Wordsworth], and setteth on fire the wheel of nature, and Itself is set on Are
by hell,—M.]
ens 7. Lange: For every nature of the wild beasts and of the birds, of ths creeping creatures and of seaoreatures is tamed and hath been tamed by human nature.
things and things in the sea. . . . .—M.1
things], or
things},
of creeping tningi
ats and birds [lit. wingea
winged
of beasts
[
.-*--.
'
«--«•'
'
i,v9pt»w»v.
Cod. 8in. A. K.—M.l
lapao-at
< e8. »[«vr«T«* *«
M ajcaraVraro
rov is on good grounds preferred by Lachm.TiscI:h. according to A. B. Vulg. and Ood. Sin. to
X«ror, Bee. 0. O.K.
Lange: But the tongue no one of men Is aide to tame, the [causing restlessness and disquiet; Germ:
*tt*ruJist\fUnd"—\ evil full of death-oringin? poison,
. it is a restless evil, full of death-bringing poison.— M.j
f. .
e 9. » A. B. G. Tisch. Lachm. [and Ood. 8in] read to v _k p t o r.
Lange : With it praise [blossl we the Lord and Father [also as Father] and with the same curse we men,
who after the image [similitude] of Ood are created [hate become, destined to become His children.]
have been created after the likeness of
[Therewith bless we the Lord and Father, and therewith
God-—M.J
(

Lange: . • . praising and cursing.
. . goeth
h forth [Stier, de Wette, Allloll and al.V-M.]
_., _~,
Lange : Itt shall not be thus, my brethren, that these fthings come thus to pass.
*
"
The immediate sequel in Text. Rec. becomes modiis opposed by the most important witnesses,
Terse 12.»o«r*»<
.... ykviti* rot^o-at v£« p. Ood. Sin. favours owf»»t etc [Syr. u Uae
fled 1into ovrc aAvffbr
aqua salsa nan fieri potest dttlcii." M.l
yk vk&.— M.J
M.]
17r[0od.
[Cod. Sin. omits xal before ykvicb.—
Lange: Doth the fountain, perchance, bubble out of the same opening sweet and bitter [water]? A figtree, say brethren, surely cannot produce olives, or the vine figs? [Thus] nor can [any fountain] salt
[water] give sweet water.
[Doth a fountain, perchance, out of the same cchink Alford] send forth the sweet and the bitter? Can a figcan salt [water] yield sweet water.—M.]
tree, my brethren, yield olives . . , , nor c
Tens 18. Lange: who is wise and intelligent among you? Let him show through good conduct bis works [that Is]
in gentleness of wisdom.
out of a good conversation his works in meek[. . . Intelligent among you [Bengel, Stier, de Wette, al] .
ness of wisdom. M.T
Tens 14. » [Cod. Sin. race it«p«.—M.]
iLsnge: But if ye harbor bitter seal and quarrelsomeness in your hearts, boast not yourselves. . .
[But if ve harbor bitter emulation and party-strife . . . boast not.—M.]
V[God.8n>. car* r^s &At)0ci«{ «cal <£cv6ea-0c. M.l
,
Tens 1A. Lange : For this wisdom is not that which oometh down from above, but an earthly, sensuous Fsoullsh
(Germ. steUsch, almost impossible to render in English without a circumlocution), passionate], devtUsh
vstss 10.

—„

[.

r

.

—

•

I

<

—

—

one.
[This wisdom is not that which Is coming from above, but earthly, sensuous, devilish.—M.]
Tsnsl«.»rpod.8in.has ««l after U<~t; so Aw—If.]
Lange: For where is emulation and quarrelsomeness, there is seditious work and all manner of

evil

doing.
[

Terse 17.*
**

Tsrss 18.

.

.

.

emulation and party-strife, there

Is

perturbation and every evil deed.— M.]

A.B. C. 8in. andal.omit *«l after a6t«*ptroc.
t * k before iixaiovvviff is omitted in A. B. 0. L. [and Cod Sin. M.]
Lange : But the wisdom from above is first of all consecrated [theocraticallv pure or chaste, free from apostasy], then peaceable, equitably disposed [philanthropical, humane], gladly yielding, full of compassion
and good fruits, without separatism, without hypocrisy.
[. . . first pure, then peaceable, equitable, compliant, . . . undistlnguishing, without hypocrisy,—M.]
Lange: But the [future] fruit of righteousness is sown in peace by them. . .

—

Caution against the Judaistio bias
activity of teaching, tt. 1. 2.
The
power of the tongue tt. 8, 4 (first half;. The
depravity of the tongue tt. 5, 6.
The untamableness of the tongue, tt. 7, 8.
The duplicity
Axalysib

:

—

to fanatical

—
—

(German " doubietonguedness," Doppehungigkeit)
of the [fanatically excited] tongue, tt. 9-12.
The contrast of false and true wisdom in speech
according to their opposite operations, tt. 18-18.
Coition against the Judaittie bias

to fanatical

*tmty of teaching.
Vims.

1, 2.

The exhortation progresses from

visionariness (ch. i.) and from Judaistic
Particularism and exclusiveness (ch. ii.) to Judaistic, fanatical activity of teaching, to the evil,
exciting and pernicious tongue-sins of bitter
emulation, cursing, envying and party-strife exhibited in a false, devilish wisdom in contrast
*ith true and heavenly wisdom.
That this section is an essential point peculiar to the entire
Epistle, is evident from the fact that it has been
Jfodsistic

announced already in oh. i. 17, 26. The fanatiproselyting and polemical mania for teaching,
which is here described by James, had previously
been delineated by the Lord Himself, Matth.
xxiii., and by Paul the Apostle in Bom. ii. 17;
it is here and there illuminated in Acts (ch. xv.)
and in the Pauline Epistles (2 Cor. xi. 18 Phil,
iii. 2; Gal. ii.), and it is finally condemned in
Rev. ii. 9.
Wiesinger heads this chapter
" against the itch of teaching" and adds the observation that "the author passes on to the
ready-tongued teaching and finding fault with
cal,

SXSGETTCAL AND CRITICAL.

;

—

others, because this is the false actualixation of
the kIotis of his readers, whereby they think
themselves warranted to dispense with genuine
actualixation [t. e. the practical exhibition of
living faith by good works.
M.]. Nothing is

—

nearer to a faith which consists in knowledge
only than conceit of teaching and dogmaticalness (cf. Rom. ii. 17 etc.). Thus ch. iii. is the
carrying out of the censure James had already
passed on his readers in ch. i. 19, 20 and similarly as in ch. i. 26, 27, where the author had
indicated inability to bridle the tongue as the
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characteristic of a purely imaginary religion
and the exhibition of compassionating lore as the
characteristic of trne religion, he now returns to
[we ought to say : he now takes up in earnest]
this subject, and represents to his readers that
the human inability, so strongly developed in
them, of taming the tongue, ought to cure them
Hueffeotually of the desire to teach others."
ther : " Words had taken the place of works."

Ver.

1.

Do not become many teachers.

—The exposition of

Huther (and of de Wette,
Wiesinger) "be not teachers in great numbers,"
For if refergives hardly a satisfactory sense.
ence were made to ecclesiastically ordained
offices of teaching (as Wiesinger maintains with
reference to 2 Tim. iv. 5), the language of the
Apostle would hardly convey the rebuke he intends to administer. It is evidently his purpose
to censure the false mania for teaching, the dogmatizing contentiousness, which is thoroughly
We
characteristic of the Judaizing Christian.
therefore connect (with Gebser and Schneckenburger) ttoXKoX with yiveaScu and so that rroXXol
and diddaKaXoi form one idea. Do not end with
being a great host of teachers. Luther: "Let
not every one dare to be a teacher." The expression has consequently an ironical colouring
and even stronger than the fir) nuvreq of Grotius.
Knowing that we. They know it and they
ought to be conscious of it. [Huther remarks
that elddreg, being closely joined in the Impera"knowing, that ye
tive, is itself hortatory:
might know." James Bays here "we shall receive" and in v. 2 "we all offend" and thus forCf. 1
cibly practises his precepts w. 2, 17, 18.
Cor. vi. 12.— M.].

word

offences in the widest sense (Huther), the
so chosen as forthwith to point to moral errors and offences and these occur for the
part in the sphere of teaching (Lekrrede=&id.*LOtic utterance).
is

most

—The

If a man offendeth not in word.
asyndeton indicates that James progresses in
the same sphere of thought and hence aims not
at an antithesis, as Wiesinger rightly observes.
Although the iv Aoyv> ma7 not nave *° De limited
i. 19), as Pott maintains,
the context requires us to think of didactic offences which were the soul of Judaizing proceedings.

to iv oidaaKakia (cf. ch.

—

a perfect man. Supply iarl. Every
here significant ; ovroc denotes the rarity
of such a man, avfjp indicates that the Apostle
refers in particular to a sphere of males and
their doings, rlfetof describes once more the N.
T. maturity of faith, principial completion.
proposition may easily be generalized and
to denote the ideal of the Christian life -which.
none can attain here on earth (see de Wette) ;
but James manifestly refers to something attain-

He

word

is

is

The
made

able,

which

is

evident from what follows.

Able even to bridle the whole

body.

This inference is founded on the thought that
the tongue is that member of the body over
which man finds it most difficult to establish th^
mastery and that he who does not offend in word.
shows that he has established that mastery.
Consequently : he who offendeth in no word and
thereby shows himself to be the master of his
tongue, has obtained the mastery over his whole
body. But just as the inference is here not to
the physical tongue as such but only as the orgreater condemnation. Although tcpifta gan and symbol of readiness of speech, so James
cannot signify "responsibility" only (so Hottin- does not "set the body as such in opposition to
ger and Augusti) the ordinary N. T. usage does man "as a relative independent power which
*•
not necessitate us to insist with Wiesinger (who offers moral resistance to the will of the "
remarks however that a sentcnUa damnatoria is out (Wiesinger, Huther), but the body denotes here
of the question) and Huther on the meaning the organ and symbol of all human action -with
"punitory sentence" The fact that James in- the exception of speech. The sense in brief is
cludes himself is certainly against the latter con- therefore as follows: he who truly masters his
struction.
"The humility of love" (Wiesinger) words, will also master his works. Life under
surely could not cause him to assert something, the law of liberty is most difficult to be eviwhich was inapplicable to Himself, and Huther's denced in the mastery of one's speech. Huther
observation that the punitory sentence might also afterwards acknowledges the figurative in
be postponed, does not by any meanB settle the the language of James: "The icapSia indeed is
the fountain of evil deeds (Matth. xv. 19), but
difficulty.
Kpifxa denotes primarily judgment,
then more definitely a judicial sentence and it the lust which is rooted therein, has so thogenerally becomes a punitory sentence by the con- roughly appropriated the members of man and
nection, just as the connection here does not as it were fixed its dwelling in them, that they
make it so. Moreover, how were the readers appear as lusting subjects and may be repreof the Epistle to know that all teachers as such sented as such in living-concrete language."
have to expect heavy punishment (German, pu- But the figures of the horse and the ship, which
nitory sentences). The increased measure of follow, prove that the reference is not only to
the sentence may be gathered from various say- opposing sinfulness (the seeming law in the
ings of our Lord (Matth. xxiii. 13 and else- members Bom. vii. 23), but also to the naturalness
where). The increased measure, to be sure, in- itself which is subordinated to the spirit and
dicates that the severer sentence agreeably to needs guiding; for the horse does not resist its
nature may easily turn into a punitive sentence. rider, and the ship its helmsman, as the old
Ver, 2. For manifoldly we offend all resists the new. Huther moreover seta here
(anavreg).
This assertion is absolutely valid. aside several explanations ("the whole connecThe Apostle includes himself without any quali- tion of the acts and changes of man " Baumgsvrten, etc.), which are more or less well suited to
fication, just as Peter (Acts. xv. 11), Paul (Phil,
define the idea on which the "as it were," in coniii. 12) and John (1 Jno. i. 8) include themselves
Although nraUiv does nection with the body needing to be guided, is
in similar assertions.
not bear directly on the errores, qui docentibus based. But the organic concretion and
obvenire possint (Grotius), but comprehends moral bering (Gliederung=articulating) of the lusts of

—

—

A

Ego

man

—

mom-
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CHAP. in.
the sinfully untuned corporealness
most be held fast.
The power of the tongue, w. 3, 4.
James illustrates the power and import of the

the heart in

In y. 2 he had set it
being relatively the most mighty member
among the members of the body, he now develops the thought that it is the ruling member, the
control of which involves the control of the whole
body. He takes for granted that it is only the
but the organ
spirit which can control the body
of its rule, the instrument to be controlled for
The
the control of the body, is just the tongue.
" This whole disword is the disposer of acts.
cussion of the wild power of the tongue is not
'bombast' (Schleiermacher), but designed to
make clear to his readers their perverseness."
Right, but James knows also a
Wiesinger.
power of the tongue in a good sense.
tongue

by two comparisons.

forth as

;

First figure.

bit

into the

Vbe. 8. Bat if we pat the
mouths of horses. — The Apostle
because he
borrowed therefrom the

introduces first the figure of horses,

had already before

^ ^^

01 ( v 2; ch. i.
expression x
Hence the Genitive ruv \niruv should probacy be joined with robe ^oAiwi)f (Theile), and
not withrd orbuara (Oecumenius and al. Huther).
[tuv hnruv appears to stand first for the sake of
figurative

»

25).

Translating literally "But if of
horses we put the bits into the mouth " is not
We have therefore exEnglish.' (Alford).
the dispressed the idea in idiomatic English
tinction of Lange to connect top Xttttuv with
Towf xoXivov^ instead of joining it with ra arbfiara
We
is really a distinction without a difference.
put bits into the mouths of Worses, that is real,
material bits ; of course, such bits we do not put
into the mouths of men.
The sense is really
The similithe same on either construction.
tude contains the application.
M.]. The bits
[Lange throughout uses the word Zaum=brid\e,
out xaAtv6c is not the bridle, but its metal mouthpiece.
I have therefore uniformly rendered
Zaum=b\t. M.] of horses as literal bits are
But both kinds
contrasted with the figurative.
belong to the respective mouths : the horse-bit
belongs to a horse's mouth, the man-bit to a
man's mouth.
Thus the principal accent lies
certainly on rd. arbfiara.
These constitute the
tertium comparationis, not "the smallness of the
Xahvoi, as the majority of commentators suppose " Huther. The apodosis begins with koI btov
(Wiesinger, Huther) ; it is not contained in v. 5
(Theile)
nor does it require us to supply something in thought (de Wette).
perayetv occurs in
the N. T. only here and v. 4.
emphasis.

;

—

—

steersman. Hence the first koI, as well as tbov,
denotes intensification. The participial sentence
bvra brings out the immense weight which the
rudder haB to overcome ; which are so great, or
though to great. iXabveiv to drive on, set in
motion, is used elsewhere in the N. T. of navigating proper [of*- Mark vi. 48; Jno. vi. 19,
LXX. for \y>$, Is. xxxiii. 21.—M.], but then
also of restless agitation 2 Pet.

ii.

Pierce

17.

winds are the wild navigators of the ship

whom

human

navigator opposes with his rudder.
They have doubtless a symbolical import, as
Bede did think, not however as the appetitut
mentium originating within, but as the great
temptations (ireipaffuoi) of the world, coming
from without, the place of whose nativity, to be
The little rudder
sure, is within (see ch. i. 6).
is here obviously the antitype of the little tongue.
[Bede's exposition may be found useful in point
of application, although it is hardly sound in
point of exegesis. " Naves magna in mari, mentes
sunt hominum in hac vita, sive bonorum sive
malorum. Venti validi, a quibus minantur, ipsi
appetitus sunt mentium, quibus naturaliter cogun tur aliquid agere etc." M.].
the

—

Whithersoever the dlreotion.—Although
hardly denotes the impulsus extemus, the
steerman's pressure on the rudder (Erasmus and
many others), the translation "eager will, desire
of something" (Bede, Calvin, Huther etc.) is
hardly sufficient; bppfj always indicates active
will developed into an effort or onset; hence
here the direction, the course of the navigator,
kept in action by the rudder. On similar comparisons among the classics see Gebser, Theile.
[bppfj signifies primarily any violent pressure onwards (bpwfii), then the first stir or move towards
a filing, then impulse, eager desire in the sense
of will. I render "will,'* because the will of
the steersman directs the impulse given to the
rudder and thereby to the ship. M.]. "The
two similitudes of the bit and navigation have
often been connected by the ancients in a similar
manner, so that Pricseus even thought that
James might have borrowed them frcm Plato or
Huther
some other Greek writer." Gebser.
further calls attention to the circumstance that
the reference here is to the actual tvOvvuv, not to
the technical or official evdwrfjp,
bpp.ii

—

—

Vbe.

member

And

5.

Thus

—A

little

—Since

fieya-

also the tongue.

like the little rudder.

boaateth great things.

lavxel describes absolutely haughty and overbearing conduct, the reading peybha avxu seem*
to be preferable (see note in Appar. Crit. above).
Second figure.
Vbe. 4. Behold even the For James had spoken of a great and praiseships.—The organ of guiding, probably con- worthy doing; he could not with ovroc pass at.
nected with the natural unruliness of the horse once from the figure of the rudder to the pernito be guided, was the principal idea of the first
cious doing of the tongue. The ISov moreoverfigure: the mouth, the tongue; in the second
separates the thought under notice from the configure it is the contrast between the smallness of templation of the pernicious operation of the
the organ, the fine touch required to influence tongue, which follows.
The selection of the term
it and the greatness as well as the storm-tossed
simply intimates that the tongue not only does
condition of the ship to be turned.
The small great things, but boasts of the great things.
raoder on which the will of man with almost the Bede: tl Magna ezaltat."
The explanation "acstillness of spirits, exerts its impulse, governs
complishes great things" Luther (similarly
the whole great ship with all the fearful reaction
Oecumenius, Calvin and al.), gives tone to the
of the wind and the waves, which like infuriated fundamental idea without preserving the shading
elementary spirits oppose the firm spirit of the [i.e. the gradual shading off M.].
Persevering
;

—

—
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to the idea fuydkavx& (Huther, similarly Wiesinger) is not based on the context
The pernicious doing of the tongue.
small
v. 8 (second half), v. 6. Behold
a fire. fiXucov gives prominence to the quantity
according to the construction, either in point of
greatness or smallness ; here in point of smallness (Cajetanus, Huther). de Wette understands
it as denoting a great fire; but the Apostle's
design was not so much the aesthetic contemplation of a forest-conflagration, as to point to the
wicked origin thereof in a little spark ; against
this Wiesinger justly lays stress on avairrei
f which is not=consumed, butc=iighteth up,
Seneca (Cont. v, 6) employs very
kindleth.
similar language "quam lenibus initus quanta

how

—

—

M.l. Huther, adverting to
incendia oriantur."
corresponding descriptions in Homer, Pindar,

Philo etc., points out that the concrete sense of
6Aj7=forest, is preferable to the vaguer materia
^combustible etc. [The classical descriptions
are found in Homer, II. xi. 115: Plutarch, Sympos. viiL p. 730; Pindar, Pyth. iii. 66; Virgil,
Oeorg. ii. 308.— M.].
Vbr. 6. The tongue also is a fire. The
figure of a spark or a very small fire producing
the conflagration of a forest, is now applied to
The
the incendiary ravages of the 'tongue.
tongue is fiery as to its nature in general, t. e.
spiritual
inflamed
by
the organ of speech, easily
fire, by passionate, vehement and consuming
impulse. James here passes over the fact that
the tongue is destined to become an organ of
heavenly fire, Acts ii., for his eye is fixed on the
pernicious fire of fanaticism which begins to
inflame the Judaistio spirits throughout the

—

-

world.
It, the world of unrighteousness [that
world of iniquity]. Not an elliptical clause,

—

complete it in the sense "the
tongue is the fire, the world is the forest."
Moras and al. This cosmos then is a further
designation of, the tongue. According to Wiesinger K6opoc in general, denotes the sum-total of
what is created (Matth. xiii. 85; Eph. i. 4),
"the cosmos of unrighteousness," hence here
««the sum-total of unrighteousness."
So Huther
requiring

vfa? to

citing bTjyc 6
8.

XWP&TW LXX.

Pro v. xvii.
mare et abyssum."
"it is as it were the unrightwhich has its seat in the

icfofioc rcav

Calvin:

"Acsi

of unrighteousness."
At all events he could
it as the sum-total of unrighteousness only in a highly figurative sense.
We
therefore hold with Tischendorf and Neander
against Huther and the majority of commentators, that b icfofioc rfjc hdudac does not belong
appositionally to what goes before, but belongs
to what follows.
The addition "the Bum-total
of unrighteousness" would not explain the proposition "the tongue is a fire."
But it is to be
understood that the tongue is prominent among
the members as the world of unrighteousness.
It is however matter of inquiry what is the
meaning of KaBiaraTait The following interpretations are idle, to say nothing of their incorrectness: it stands, it is placed, it is set; that of
Huther also is inadequate : it sets itself, appears
in connection with what follows, as that which
polluteth the whole body.
In agreement with
the full meaning of Kadtordvai and with the context, the word according to the analogy of Heb.
viii. 8 and other passages, taken absolutely,
denotes the presidency, the domination of the
tongue among the members.
In virtue of its
worldly culture, which understands even how to
unrighteousness,
the tongue rules among
beautify
the members. But what a contrast between its
works and its position ! And it is just it, which
from its prominence pollutes the whole body.
Before the world it washes all unrighteousness
clean, before God or truth it stains and pollutes
the whole body, i. e. the tongue, by the preceding, sinful word paves the way to all the sinful
acts of all the members.
Although ctcCkovv does
not suit trip (notwithstanding Bengel's explanation "ut ignts per.fumum"), it suits the saying
"the tongue is the koouoc" as its perfect antiApparent comeliness is the most essenthesis.
tial deformity of life.
How it pollutes the life is
apparent from what follows. [But there seems
really to be no objection to the rendering "makes
itself" which is preferable to Lange's, because
it is founded on better grammar than his and
gives a good, clear and unforced sense. kqBIorarm is used here as in ch. iv. 4. Huther. " The
tongue by acting in and upon the members, makes
itself to be the defiler of the whole body.
It is
roig fiiteoiv fyuv, which, as their
so made
name intimates, ought to move in harmonious
melody and amicable concert with each other;
and so glorify their maker.
But the tongue
mars their music by its discord. It is even like
an intestine volcano; and sends forth a dark
stream of lava, and a murky shower of ashes and
smoke, and is thus a source of pollution, sullying
and staining as with foul blots (tnriMvoa) the
beauty of all around it; and also like a volcano,
it emits a flood of fire."
Wordsworth. M.].
inflameth. Wiesinger takes teal, teal in
the sense " as well as," and sets both in the relation of logical subordination to jJ omXovoa. We
object with Huther, because the following words
are not only explanatory but intensive.
The
tongue inflames

have described

voearet

Olshausen and al.,
eous world itself,
tongue."
See the interpretations of Theile,
Estius, Herder, Gebser, Clericus (who with
others holds the words to be spurious), in Huther.
Oecumenius and many others read K6V//o?=adornment of unrighteousness: the tongue adorns
unrighteousness by rhetorical arts. Wiesinger
objects 1. that nfofioc is a passive idea, 2. that
the sense would be too feeble. The word need
not be taken in the sense of "adornment," but
we may nevertheless suppose that James here, as
frequently, returns to the original signification
of the Greek word. In point of fact it is the
tongue which sophistically, rhetorically, poetically, parenthetically and imperatively gives to
unrighteousness its worldly, apparently respecWe therefore
table and even splendid form.
suppose that James wanted to say that "the
tongue is the form of the world, worldliness,
worldly culture, the seemingly beautiful world

—

h

And

—

—

The wheel of the development of life.
That rpox6c denotes a wheel requires no further
proof (see 1 Kings vii. 80 etc.; Ezek. i. 15, 19,
20). But the question is what is the meaning of
ykveme and what is therefore the meaning of
rpoxbe yevkaeoct According to Huther yfreotf
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chap. in.
denote here " as in oh. L 28 " (see the passage),
the wheel of birth ; that is : the wheel re.volvmg from our birth, i. e. life. Similarly Oecumenius. Taking the separate features differently,
Calvin end aL reaoh the same idea : the wheel is
the cww8t the genesis is the natttra; the two
united—life. Wiesinger (after Kern) passes from
the interpretation "it inflameth the revolving
wheel," the spherical course of being (Pott,
Sehneokenburger), to another: "it inflameth the
circumference of our corporeal being " (literally
"of that which has become"). As the axis or
centre of the circle it diffuses its fire over the
whole circumference.
However, genesis, taken
in the sense of birth, is not life itself but itself
only the first revolution of the wheel. Although
we need not think (with de Wette following more
indent commentators) of the orb of creation
absolutely, or of the cycle of the self-renovation
birtk,

—

mankind (7J7J JlVlTlfl' Wolf and • L )5
it does not follow that genesis here should be
taken as birth only, and life only as individual
life.
The genesis of man rather progresses in an
ethical sense through the whole of his earthly
existence, and if it is said that the tongue setteth
on tre the wheel or the revolution of the developof

ment of life, the word in this generality applies
not only to individual life, but also to the life of
humanity, primarily of course, to the life of the
Jewish people, but in its widest sense even to the
development of the life of this (earthly) cosmos.
The fanatical fire, which at first made the development of the life of individual Jews a continu-

«7

turmvi," and Boethius (de Consol 2, pr. 1), "hme
rotam volubUi orbe versamus." Thii
wheel is ever rolling round, ever turning apace,
whirling about, never continuing in one stay,
seeking rest and finding none. So these words
of the Apostle are explained by Oecumen., Bede,
and Bp. Andrewes, 1, 361; 2, 294, 819.—The
functions of a wheel, set on fire by the internal
friction of its own axis, are deranged, and so the
organization of human society is disturbed and
destroyed by the intestine fire of the human
tongue; a fire whioh diffuses itself from the
centre and radiates forth to the circumference
by all the spokes of slander and detraction, and
involves the social framework in combustion and
conflagration.
M.].
itself la inflamed. Not only once, but
habitually Mkoyt&iibni Part Pres.).
It is as
unwarrantable to change the participle into the
preterite as to explain it of the future, as a prophecy of hell-fire (Grotius and al.).
nostra vita c*t

—

And

—

By hell. Gehenna itself uniformly and throughout to be distinguished from Sheol (besides the
synoptical gospel found here only), as a symbolically described fire-region (ykewa rov nvpdc) will
not be wholly completed before the end of the
world. /The positive primitive fire of Gehenna is
brought about by the immanent heat of devilish
passions which proceed from the devil through
his kingdom.
This devilish heat, therefore, is
here described as the causality of that fanatical
heat of men (cf. v.
That fiery heat of fanaJ.
15
ticism the origin of wnioh the Judaists wanted to
God

quantity of this feverish fire-impulse (see Ps. xc.)
"This verb fXoylfrtv is &na$ Xey, in N. T.; it occurs in the LXX. Ex. ix. 24.
Huther, with

James refers directly
18).
in this manner it exhibited
itself by hatred, lying and death and particularly
by frenzy. The strongest utterance concerning
the evil tongue excepting the sayings of our
Lord of the blasphemy of the Holy Ghost and the
apocalyptic saying of the blasphemies of the beast
(Dan.vii.viii.; Rev.xiii.)! Approximating descriptions are produced by Huther, Ps. Hi. 4 ; cxx. 8, 4;
Prov. xvi. 26; Sir. v. 16. Wiesinger in addition
to the specification of sin according to the members of the body, as here indicated, cites also
Rom. iii. 18 ; Col. iii. 6. But the latter passage
belongs to another chapter ; the seeming members (Scheinglieder) of the old man. But Rom.
vi. 18, 19 belongs hither.
The untamablenese of the tongue, w. 7, 8.

whom we should interpret the word of the fire of
passion and not with Morns " de damnis qua lin~

—Vkb.7.
yap creates

**

substantiates, especially with reference to v. 8,

growing

of a burning and revolving
wheel, at last seised the development of the life
of the whole Jewish nation (for chiliastic worldline* lay at the bottom of the crucifixion of
Christ and of the Jewish War) and imperceptibly
communicatee itself to all mankind and to the
earthly w&opoc *» the causality of the fiery day,
the last day
immanent in ihe world. James is
right in saying that it is the tongue which
changes the wheel of the human development of
life into a burning fire-wheel; or we might say:
a ship on fire entering the port.
Perhaps every
nan may find in his course of life a proportionate
ously

fire

—

My

although the self-consumption of this
sin of burning passion is also alluded to, and the
reference is not to a mere kindling (Michselis).
rAlford renders "the orb of creation," and
Wordsworth «« the wheel of nature." The idea
is both is really the same. The note of the latter
will doubtless be prised ; " The rpoxk yeviaeoq is
the wheel of nature, the orbis terrarum, the world
itself in its various revolutions;
in which one
generation follows another, and one season succeeds another ; and so rpoxfy yevkoeog is used by
dot,"

Stmplicius in Epict. p. 94,
sions in authors quoted

and other like expreshere by Wetstein, p.

WO.—-In a secondary sense, this rpox&s yevioeug
the wheel of human nature, of human life, of hu•w* totiety, which is compared to a wheel by Solomon Ecct xii. 6 ; and so Greg. Naz. (m Sentent.
*B- a Lapide), and Silius ItaL 8, 6, " rota volviis

refer to

to the devil.

(ch.

i.

And

—

For every nature of the wild beauts.
difficulty.

Huther thinks that

it

the foregoing judgment expressed concerning the
tongue. But the assertion concerning the untamableness of the tongue does not substantiate
the assertion concerning the depravity of the
tongue. Wiesinger makes yap substantiate even
the preceding fieyaXavxei, while Pott holds that
it simply indicates the transition.
In our opinion
the yap substantiates the words immediately pre-

ceding : " itself is imflamed by hell." Whereby
will he prove that assertion ? By the untamablenesa of the tongue. If the nature of the tongue
were only animal, man, the power of human
nature could tame it as well as every thing animal. But the untamableness of the tongue shows
that there is something devilish in its excitement,
over which human nature left to itself has no
Only by the wisdom which is from
power.
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above v. 15, can be conquered the wisdom which
from beneath, t. e. devilish wisdom* . 1&> and
that not in the form of taming, breaking in and
enslaving, but in the form of free transformation
by regeneration. James first specifies what can
be tamed, universal animal nature, then what
can tame it human nature. Man as man is a
match for a beast, but if the animal element in
man is strengthened by the devils, he can acquire
is

—
—

the superiority of the avr)p riXetog only by Divine
grace. James divides the animal world into four
He first mentions together quadrupeds
classes.
(not beasts in general, Pott, or wild beasts in
particular, Erasmus etc.) and birds, that is the
higher and more noble species of beasts. Then
the dismal creeping beasts (not "animalia terrestria" in general [Pott J, not only serpents in
particular [Luther, Calvin], but amphibia and
worms as in Gen. xxiv. 25), and the stupid seaanimals (not only fishes in the literal sense
[Huther], nor sea- wonders [Luther], nor sea-

monsters [Slier]). Huther : " The classification
is here the same as in Gen. ix. 2, which passage
may have been before the Apostle's mind."
James doubtless thought of serpents as the representatives of creeping beasts, with reference
to the conjurers of serpents, of trained fishes,
dolphins or the like as the representatives of
sea-animals. We see here, moreover, that even
menageries or the art of taming beasts have
some reference to apostolical truth. The opinion
of the Apostle really amounts to this : all faric,
every ffaftf, as further specified is subjected to
human ftoic ; the condition only, that man understand the natures, which are subjected to him
and seize them at the right spot of want, docility
Huther rightly observes that
or dependence.
James does not describe the relation of man the
individual to individual beasts, but the relation
of human nature to animal nature in general.

By human

nature

—So we must take the Da—M.], not as a da-

expression may also affirm with reference to the
animal world that man's original relation to the
beasts has not altogether remained the same (see
Gen. ix. 2; cf. Gen. i. 28; ii. 20). Wiesinger:
" In the opinion of James also man's dominion
over the creatures is not lost (cf. Ps. viiL 7, 9)
but it has been modified like his relation to the
earth itself." v. 9 also furnishes a parallel to
this verse.

Via.

8.

Bat the tongue no one

of

men.—

Estius and al. : the tongue of others ; Huther, one's
own tongue. Doubtless primarily one's own tongue,
for the taming of the tongue must proceed from
the heart ; but the more general sense must not
be lost sight of. Before the human tongue diabolically grown wild natural humanity stands as
before a dragon, for whom there is not found a
Knight St. George among men as they are. Ben-

who interprets: "nemo alius, vix ipse qwtque," overlooks that the antithesis between the

gel,

natural power of man and a higher power is
here postulated. But that which still causes
James to utter an expression of indignation, is
the pernicious working of the tongue in the Judaistic world of his time.

—

The turbulent evil. We interpret kok6»
in the positive ethical sense as wickedness or
evil and the adjective aKarAararov (see App. Crit)
with reference to ch. i. 8 and aiuiraoraoia ch. iii.
16 according to the meaning of Che word in Luke
xxL 9 ; 1 Cor. xiv. 88 ; 2 Cor. vi. 6; xii. 20. The
revolutionary conduct of the Judaistic tongues
became at that time more and more inflamed in
order to prepare for the Jewish people nothing
but evil, death and ruin. [Alford thinks that
the figure here seems to correspond nearly to
what is related of Proteus, that he eluded the
grasp of Menelaus under
Cf.

Hermas, Pastor

2, 8,

many

various shapes.

novrjpbv irvev/td iortv j

/caraXaXia, not OKardararov 6aiji6vun>.

—M.].

Full of death-bringing poison.—-The

tive [it is the Dative of the agent

dia-

bolical nature, the death-bringing serpent-viruhere the whole
lence of the strife of tongues ; contains substanpower of mankind, as it is made to depend on tially the same idea, as the opinion expressed in
itself in dependence upon God, Gen. i. ; hence not
the preceding verse; "inflamed by hell," Ps.
only the "ingenii solertia" (Hottinger), but that Iviii. ; cxl. 4.
5
ingenuity regarded as the most proper characThe duplicity of the (fanatically excited) tongue,
teristic of human SOvajuc in its superiority to
w. 9-12. The new element which is introduced
animal power.
(but not noticed by Huther and Wiesinger) in
Is tamed and hath been tamed.—For v. 9, is the falseness, the duplicity, the self-conthis is a process which beginning with the most
tradiction and consequently the self-judgment
remote past continues to the most distant future. (•". e. self-condemnation) of the tongue. The serThe beasts are more and more subjected to hu- pent-like nature of the tongue, v. 8, forms an
man nature, while the diabolically excited tongue apt transition to the duplicity of the same, inas(to which in the modern world must also be recmuch as it is simultaneously deceitful and venokoned the pen, so that Satan now speaks more mous.
to men by the goose-quill [or the steel-pen
M.]
Vee. 9. Therewith bless we the Lord.
than by the mouth of the serpent) becomes in(See Appar. Crit.) ev is instrumental Blessing
creasingly untamable (see Rev. xiii. 6). ddpaand cursing constitute a familiar antithesis; the
£eoOat dvvarcu is by this process illustrated as a
blessing, cvAoytZv, *l'm\%, as applied to God, defact, and consequently assumed in the two tenses
of the verb, and not limited to the present only notes however praising Him. The unusual conTSchneckenburger and al.); dafi&frcv moreover nection " the Lord and Father " appears to hare
denotes not the conquest of our resistance (Hu- been stated not without design. Although the
ther) which also takes place in conversion, but Lord here does not directly designate Christ, yet
the translation into a coerced-psychico-physical it describes God as the God of revelation, who
dependence by the use of appropriate means. If has finally revealed Himself in Christ as Father.
it is said therefore that the tongue cannot be In Him even the Jew praises unconsciously and

thus commodi.

Human

nature

is

—

—

tamed by human nature, this implies also that it reluctantly the revelation of God in
cannot be tamed in the form of taming. This (Rom. ix. 5).
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CHAP. ra.

And therewith curse we men whioh.
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and the bitter?

fipvetv, awa£ fay., to bubble
[Lange renders "bubble" with an
mentators, arises from the circumstance that evident attempt to find a word sb nearly intranIn order sitive as possible, ppbetv is generally intransitive,
the Apostle includes himself in we.
to escape it, Benson, Gebser and al. suppose but it is used transitively by Anacreon, 87, 2
that the reference is solely to those who set I6e 7r«f, lapoc Qavtvroc, x6piTeC l^a ppbovctv.
It
themselves up as teachers.
To be sure the re- means therefore " to cause to burst forth," and
ference is primarily to them, but then also in this is the reason why I render "send forth."
general to the Judaistio element as a whole.
Is M.], oiri^y the opening of the fountain [6ir# is prothe proposition a general confession of sins con- bably connected with ty, bTrropai, to see ; Wordscerning the abuse of the tongue? or a hypothe- worth adds that so the word uEnon (the place of
tical judgment; if we curse men, we do so with
springs) is derived from the Hebrew
py («ytn),
the same tongue wherewith we praise God?
28.
an
iii.
eye,
Jno.
the
sweet
and the
M.];
The design of a particular reproof forbids the
former, and the premising of the fact the latter. bitter describe the heterogeneous waters applied
The difficulty may be solved either by taking to blessing and cursing. Such an occurrence is
the second clause as a question expressive of unknown in nature, hence in the moral world
surprise or by hearing James speak as the re- also it only appears as something monstrously
presentative of his people in the name of his unnatural. The fountain is not exactly man, but
guilty people.
[Alford recommends the reten- the disposition, the heart. Out of the abundance
of the heart, the mouth (the chink of the fountion of which instead of who, which would personally designate certain men thus made, wnile tain) speaketh (Germ: Whereof the heart is full,
However here
winch is generic
This distinction, he continues, the mouth overfloweth. M.].
which some modern philologists are striving to again the reference is not to the moral unnaturalobliterate, is very important in the rendering of ness of this duplicity in general but the concrete
Scripture, and has been accurately observed by bearing of the reproof on Judaism becomes in-

A difficulty,

insufficiently noticed

by many com-

over, overflow

—

—

our English translators.

probably the

—M.].

most natural

The

latter is

solution.

Have been created

after the likeness
is, the subjects of this Lord, the
Father according to their destination, or also the images representing this
Lord and Father. This is the glaring contradiction.
Wiesinger and Huther (the latter with
reference to Bengel's "remanet nobiUtas indehWw") here observe that sinful man also remains
of

God.

—That

children of this

created in the likeness of God (Gen. i. 26).
Without detracting from the general application
of the proposition the Apostle may be thinking
of such men, in whom the likeness of God
ibfieiuatc) i. e. the actuality and visibility of the
image, has reappeared [Germ, "has become
again," wieder geworden
M.], t. e. Christians,
and particularly according to their majority,
Gentile Christians.
With regard to them, the
contradiction of the cursing Judaists, was perfect ; they praised the Father of revelation, they
cursed the children of revelation.
Tib. 10. Out of the same mouth goeth
forth.
It is the sinful mouth as to its fanactical
excitement in general, but the mouth of Judaism
in particular as at that time it continued traditionally to praise God in the Old Testament and began
with talmudical rancor (the source of the later
Talmud) to curse the Gospel and its adherents.
It shall not be thus,
[ov xph% adehpol
pm, ravra ovruq yiveoOat.
These things, my
brethren, ought not so to be."
M.]. This address to the brethren hardly means only : it is
not right that these things (denoting the substance) are done thus (denoting the form),
xph
has its full weight and denotes at once that the
thing must not be done according to the oracle
[here of course with reference to the revealed
will of God
M.] and that the thing itself is unprofitable (with reference to xptopai). Moreover
the Plural ravra and the emphatic ovruc are to

—

—

—

—

[xph i« ana% ley. in N. T.— M.].
Doth a fountain perchance out
same chink send forth the sweet

be noticed,

Via. 11.
of the

creasingly apparent. It is not the Divine purSose and law that the fountain of Judaism in its
istorical going forth for the world should send
forth such a contradiction between praising God
and cursing the children of God. The application
to the end of the Christian Middle Ages lies near.

Van. 12. Can a fig-tree, my brethren,
yield olives?— The figurative statement of the
preceding verse

continued in the figures taken
the idea that nature does not
brin£ forth that whioh is contradictory and inBut if the former figure was meant
consistent.
to say : "your duplicity [double-tonguedness] is
like a fountain which sends forth at the same
time sweet water and bitter, if it were possible to
find such a fountain," the figures which now
follow set forth with still greater distinctness the
impossibility of such a contradiction in nature.
And this certainly brings out not only the reprehensible and morally unnatural character of duplicity, but it also expresses the idea that one of
the two must be false, either the cursing or the
blessing; so that if their cursing the images of
God be true, their praising God must be lying
and hypocrisy (Huther). To this must be added
that in the metaphors which follow the reference
is to the character itself, as is the case in the
saying of our Lord Matth. vii. 16. Thus we infer their double-mindedness of character which
iB false on the side of godliness ((ttyn^of) from
It may however seem
their duplicity of speech.
strange that James should use several examples
in order to corroborate the thought that as nature is always at unity with itself, true and consistent, so also ought man to be true and consistent. The multiplying of examples has primarily
the effect of illustrating more forcibly the general
application of the law of life, which the Apostle
had laid down. But the supposition might occur
that the examples may have also a symbolical
import. The fig-tree, the symbol of a luxurious
natural life cannot bring forth olives, the symbols
The vine, the symbol of theoof spiritual life.
cracy and ultimately of Christianity, cannot pro-

from nature,

t.

is

e.

—
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duces figs, happiness [t. e. outward], the fulness of
the Jewish natural life. The meaning whereof
would be as follows : if -you want to be natural Jews
you cannot bring forth the fruits of the children
of the Spirit but if on the other hand, you want to
be Christians, you must not cherish Jewish ideals,
ait under the fig-tree of outward prosperity and
expect to enjoy its fruit. This would explain the
last n gure after this manner as the salt-spring
or the salt-current is a mixture which cannot
yield pure and drinkable refreshment of life, so
a mixture of Jewish severity and hardness and
Christian vitality cannot produce the pure water
We leave this symof life of the New Covenant.
bolism undecided as a whole, but maintain at all
events that the salt water is designed to denote
a mixture, in which the two elements pure by
themselves, have been stained and corrupted.
This would give a
Salt water cannot be drunk.
train of thought which beginning with duplicity
in speech passed on to double-mindedness and
thence again to its final cause, doubleness of bethe mixture of legalism and evangelical
lief,
vitality.
On similar biblical figurative modes of
speech among the ancients, see Gebser, p. 290;
;

1

:

Theile, p. 196.

The contrast of false and
to their origin, character

18-18.

Vbr

18.

Who

is

true

wisdom in speech as

and opposite

operations,

w.

wise and intelligent
occur in LXX.

among yon ?— The same words

Heb. ftjjj
WlB '
dom is the knowledge of ends aoquired by enlightenment intelligence (or understanding, German,
Binticht—M.. ), the knowledge of relations aoquired
by experience and practice [Wisdom is the gift
of God, intelligence and knowledge are the results of education.— M.]. The Apostle's question
sounds like an exclamation of the greatest

Deut

i.

18;

iv.

EMIT

6.

;

anxiety;

it

characterizes the desperately bad

Their few wise and
spiritual situation of Israel.
experienced men are to rise and conjure the
storm by the wisdom of gentleness.

Let him show oat of a good conversa-

—

tion. James is here more explicit and definite
in describing the works to which he had referred
as evidences of faith in ch. ii. Such as flow from
a good or beautiful life, in which it develops itAnd in order to remove all doubt concernself.
ing the main object he has at heart, he adds
emphatically in meekness of wisdom. We
refer this clause to the whole proposition which
precedes it: all the works of this good conversation are to culminate in meekness of wisdom.
The deviating construction of Neander: let him
show it by his good oonduct; "his works in
meeknesB of wisdom " is recommended by a certain vivacity and pregnancy, but requires the
verb to be mentally repeated; the avrov also
would be rather in the way while the demand of
the exhibition of works, so common to James,
would be rather obscured, avrov is based on ri?,
who wants to advance true claims to being wise.
Every weakening of the expression kv irpaimrn
ffwjtiag either by reading "meek wisdom" (Bede
and al.), or "wise meekness" (Lauren this),
affects the full sense of the words: the meekness
wherein wisdom evidences itself (Wiesinger some:

what

different:

which

is

proper to wisdom and

|

proceeds therefrom), see oh.

i.

19, 20.

[Alford:

" in that meekness which is the proper attribute
of wisdom" M.].
Wiesinger thinks that H

—

describes the disposition attending the doing;
but James obviously calls for the activity of
meekness, for meekness itself in corresponding
aots.
It alone was able to deliver the Jewish
Christians as well as the Jews from fanaticism,
conjure the storm and save the hope of Israel
See the promise Matth. v. 5.

Van.

14.

lation].

But if ye hare bitter

—This was

seal [emu-

the real situation of affairs
and on this account James addresses them personally on the subject. We render ^Xoc not jealousy but seal, for doubtless the reference is
primarily to a religious and not to a moral
passion. James means the specifically Jewish
emulation which was considered by those who
exhibited it as enthusiasm for the glory of God,
as Paul describes it Rom. x.
The adjectiTe
shows that it was a false, unholy seal ; fnxpdv indicates passionateness and animosity ; this certainly turns seal into jealousy, for religious seal

becomes sealotical and fanatical through the
admixture of jealousy and hostility. 'Rptffeia is
really the envy, rivalry and party-strife rooted
in venality ; so Paul frequently uses the word
(Rom. ii. 8; 2 Cor. xii. 20 etc.). t;reTC denotes
not only an active having but a real fostering.
In your hearts. " In contrast with the wort
of the readers who make boast of their wisdom.''

—

Huther.

—

Boast not. The offence of their excited
teaching, striving, judging and cursing was twofold: firstly a haughty self-elevation or proud
demeanour against others, secondly a more or
less conscious lying suppression of their better
consciousness.
But both sins were more aggravated from being directed against the truth itself.
According to Wiesinger ahjdeia denotes Christian
truth (because otherwise rfrevdeofo would be tauHuther
tological: to lie against the truth).
seems to understand by it only the real fact that
the condition of the heart is in opposition to the
word. But with James theocratical truth and
Christian truth converge into one troth of the revelation of Qod, the effect and import of which are
in the lives and consciences of men. The boasting
and lying therefore was directed not against a
mere object and against a mere fact ; bnt it was
a haughty and hypocritical insurrection against
the very troth which the zealots, with an evil
conscience, professed to protect (see Rom. ii. 28).
It becomes more and more evident that James
addresses not only the Jewish Christians, but his
nation in general.
Via. 15. [For] this wisdom is not that—
"Negatio cum vipramissa " Theile. ahrrf must be
taken in connection with $ oofia, the latter is
therefore introduced ironically here as in Matth.
xi. 25; 1 Cor. ii. 6; false wisdom the opposite
of the true. Luther's translation: "This is not
the wisdom which cometh down from above"
must be corrected accordingly. The participle
Karepxofitvrj

emphatically denotes the continual

coming down, as in ch. i. 17; it has therefore
adjective force and must not be resolved into the
Indicative as do Schneckenburger and al. The
expression is a little difficult, but it ceases to he
so if we consider that it is the purpose of James
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—

—

chap. in.
the most emphatic negation to the false
that it was dvudev kaTepxouevq.
Hence
gives his judgment: it is on the contrary
(described false by the use of three adjectives)
mrthly, sensuous, devilish.
It is earthly as to its
earthly nature and origin and thus opposed to
the heavenly (Phil. iii. 19) ; it is sensuous or
properly speaking psychical (Luther has the improper rendering '•human;" the Vulgate better
" animali* ;*.* Allioli following it "animal;'* Stier
aad de Wette: "sensuous/' which in consideration of the modern idea of ''sensuousness" may
pass [for want of a better term
M.l, having its
origin in a psychically restrained passionate
constitution deprived of the rule of the Spirit (1
Cor. ii. 14: iii. 8; Jude 19) and is opposed
to the spiritual [pneumaticalj wisdom
of the
spiritual life excited by the Holy Ghost; it is
to give

rtenee

—

—

devilish

(dat/juvi66tK is

awa$

Xey.),

proceeding

from the devil or inspired by accursed devils
end ii opposed to the Divine.
Hornejus has not
wrongly delineated the moral sides of these evil
characteristics: "terrena, quia avaritm dedila est,
sum cperibus terrenius inhiat ; animalis, quia ad amtubidincs accomodatur; dsmoniaca, quod ambition tt superbim servil, qua propria diaboli vitia
mat" These were surely also the characteristic! of Judaistic and Ebionite sealotism.
The
earthly was peculiarly exhibited In their ehilisstic claims to the rule of the earth, the psychical in their fanatical and hateful passions, the
devilish in their great errors nourished by
haughtiness and hypocrisy.
Vie. 16. For where ia emulation [seal]
and party-strife. y&p makes this assertion
the proof of the one preceding it.
In what goes
before James describes a wisdom properly animated by evil zeal and party-strife, and designates it as earthly, sensuous and develiBh.
The
proof is that that spirit of emulation and partystrife is so disastrous in its consequences.
He
1
does not say "where is such wisdom, * for he has
torn the mask of wisdom from this evil spirit of
emulation.
In its nakedness it is carnal and
devilish conduct.
Zytoc occurring here without
the adjective nucp6g might lead one to think at
ease of jealousy, but the zeal is sufficiently ohaneteriied as evil from being connected with rivalry and party-strife.
Everywhere is exhibited the rebellious element.
hKaraoraala is not
only mere disorder but the dissolution of order;
in the theocratic sense it denotes rebellion
(Namb. xvL; Prov. xxvL 28), in church-life a
seditious spirit opposing the order of God, who
his constituted civil order (Bom. xiii. 1, etc.)
and church order (1 Cor. xiv. 83).

i

And all manner of [every]

evil work.
esalov might be rendered "foul" (German
"fad") in an ethical sense. rShakspeare uses
the word in the sense of wicked, abominable.
"A/o*J fault:" "Foul profanation." The curof *faul* in German is rotten, lazy, its
value denotes moral rottenness, evU.
H.]. Such was the situation of Jewish affairs
at that time.
The rebellious attitude broke out
everywhere in insurrections against the Christians, which were the prelude of the insurrecrent value
ethical

the Romans, with numerous epievU work, and all proceeding from the

tion against

sodes of

same fountain of diabolical fanaticism.
Vie, 17. Bat the wisdom from above.
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See Proverbs ; the Wisdom of Solomon ; Siraoh;
Matth. xi.; 1 Cor. viii. Its first characteristic
is distinguished from the others, as its principle.
Conseorated [parol. ayvfj. Really consecrated [or hallowed M.], t. e. not only pure
from the influence or even from the inspiration
of worldly, carnal and devilish motives, but only
chaste, free from the spirit of apostasy into
whioh the fanatical zealots fell, but also animated by the Divine Spirit and therefore wholly
consecrated to the service and glory of God;
consequently full of a dignified and priestly cha-

—

v

\

From this principle flow its social virracter.
tues.
It is peaceable, ironical (Matth. v. 9),
equitably disposed (1 Tim. iii. 3), gladly
yielding ([compliant M.l. Eimet&fc the oppo-

—

site of stubborn, awetdfc Tit iii. 5; not "easily
persuaded," but well inclined to enter into the
views and reasons of others, compliant). All this
as opposed to the contentiousness of false zeaL
But it not only resists evil, but overcomes evil
with good; it is fall of compassion (in the
widest sense, in its sympathy with the necessitous ch. i. 27; ii. 13) and good fruits, in
which compassion is evidenced. The contrast is
exhibited in the seditious character and the foul
doings of false wisdom. So stood in those days
Christianity over against its enemies and so it
was to show itself also in the Jewish Christians
over against Judaism. This attitude of wisdom
induced James still further to add in its praise
aSUucpiToc, avwrdKptrog i de Wette, Wiesinger and
Huther render the first word « without doubting;*
This
that is, consequently, confident, decided.
would givo a good sense if 1. the reference here
were not to social conduct and 2. if a certain
correspondency between adidnptroc and avwzdNow since the word
Kpirog were not necessary.
(as well as that which follows) has to be taken
in an active sense, although its primary meaning
is passive (not distinguished, undecided, so that
the first word might mean "undivided,** "being
a unit" [emheitUch], there being only one wis-

—

dom— "non

duplex *Wetstein; "simple" Nean-

—and the second undivided,
"

der

i.

e.,

without any

not separatists, not
false admixture) the idea
sectarian** seems to lie nearest (so Baumgarten,

Schneckenburger and

al.:

"qum non

discernit

homines;** Luther, Grotius, etc.: "without partiality ;" Vulgate : u non judicata ;** Semler : "non
temere judicans **) : With this corresponds then

awnSKpiToc, without hypocrisy, without dissemRom. xii. 9 ; 2 Cor. vi. 6. [The
reader is referred for further information on
adidxptroc to notes on ch. i. 6-8; ii. 4; on dvwro^

bling, sincere

Kptroq to ch.
Vir, 18.

i.

22, 26;

ii.

1].

—

This
Fruit of righteousness.
difficult expression might be taken literally as
follows: the fruit which consists in the liferighteousness as just described {Omit, appos,
not only justification, Schneckenburger), is once
more turned into seed, it is sown in the world,
primarily among erring brethren, in peace, t. «.,
in the form of peace, in the exhibitions of a
peaceful demeanour [not etc upin*m>> t. e., unto
eternal life, de Wette), and then becomes the
lot of the children of peace as the harvest of
peace and the kingdom of peace. But Wiesinger rightly calls attention to ch. i. 20. "For
the wrath of man worketh not, accomplishes not
the righteousness of God," and adds "that
Digitized by
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2. There are not a few in our day who set up
which the readers pretend to realize by their
contentious wisdom, can only prosper under the as teachers and leaders of the congregation withquickening influence of peace." The righteous- out being sufficiently prepared for this important
ness of God in its full manifestation in the and difficult work, who thus render more difficult
world, for which Christians are yearning and the work of the duly appointed servants of the
for which at that time the Jews in particular Gospel and scatter the flock without cause and
were yearning also, is a harvest-fruit which has there are others who suffer themselves to be duly
to be sown by the peaceful demeanour of the led and to be prepared for the holy ministry, but
peacemakers (toIc noiovotv elpffvqv Dat. actionU. whose desire to enter the ministry springs from
Huther). The term Kapir6^ etc., would be there- very impure motives. How desirable that both
fore " a pregnant expression for: the seed, which would seriously lay to heart the teaching of
[Ministerial preparation
yields the fruit of righteousness, is sown." James on this subject
(Huther). This construction is also favoured is not sufficiently appreciated by the uneducated
by the remark of Huther, made elsewhere, that portions of the laity and not unfrequently made
James is fond of beginning his speech with the light of by the ecclesiastical authorities. In a
Huther rightly ob- new country, like America, the supply of ministeleologioal leading idea.
serves that the sowing is not only teaching ters is not equal to the demand and owing to this
proper (Schneckenburger), still , it remains a circumstance men morally and spiritually fitted
fundamental form of evangelical peace-making. but intellectually and educationally unfitted, are
The dat. comm. in role notovaiv "for the children frequently put in charge of churches, whose best
of peace," is reluctantly given up and Wiesinger interests are apt to be grievously affected in such
would like to connect this meaning with the incompetent hands.
The moral and spiritual
Dai. actionu. It must be observed, however, qualifications of candidates for the holy ministry
;

t

!

that the world-historical harvest of righteousness will affect all men, although it will be a
kingdom of peace only to the children of peace.
The words of the Apostle therefore were primarily an exhortation addressed to His readers, t.
if you
«., to the twelve tribes to this effect:
really seek the righteousness of God, then prepare the future harvest of righteousness in such
wise that as children of peace you scatter the
seed by a peaceful behaviour (which includes, to
be sure, the peace of the Christian righteousness
Sow peace and you will reap rightof faith).
ousness to your joy. But the idea must be so
construed that the Apostle is made at the same
time to lay stress on the fact that the harvest of
righteousness is prepared under all circumWhether you join in or not: that
stances.
righteousness, for which you suppose to contend
in zealotical party-strife, is now sown with the
patience of the sower (see ch. v. 7) by the peacemakers who are really in the world, by Christians in their exhibitions of peaceful demeanour
(ev elpfprq hardly denotes mere mode, but rather
the form of the seed, evangelical peace), and at
the time of harvest it will appear in its full maturity.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
1. The fault which James reproves in the
greater part of this chapter, is nothing but a
natural manifestation of the egotism of sinful
human nature, a fault which, although suppressed, is by no means fully overcome even in
It would seem that, as elsewhere,
Christians.

there were many among the first readers of this
Epistle in particular, of whom the author knew
or at least was afraid that they were more fond
of speaking than of hearing, more fond of teaching others than of receiving instruction themHe therefore seizes the fault, described
selves.
in ch. i. 19, 26 by the root, at the same time
pointing out, that those who set themselves up as
teachers, are in the greatest danger of bringing
on themselves greater condemnation than their
hearers. His doctrine in this respect is in perfect
agreement with that of our Lord, Matt. xii. 36,37.

is a conditio tine qua non, but their possession
cannot cover or supply intellectual and educational deficiency.
How can a man preach the
Gospel intelligently and beneficially, if he is
ignorant of the first principles of correct interpretation, completely at sea in scientific theology

and void of

all knowledge of Church History and
other cognate branches of a theological education?
If these lines are read by any minister, who is
conscious of his intellectual deficiency, the writer
would affectionately entreat him to remember
that he ought to be thoroughly equipped for the
study of God's Holy Word and that he cannot
teach his people aright, if he does not understand
aright The cacocthea docendi is a great evil in
dur days and has ruined many a man, who had
he only been content to sit awhile on the students'

bench might have been eminently successful

—

in

the ministry. M.]. It is of course self-eyident
that the Apostle's warning is not directed against
a great number of teachers as suoh, which on the
contrary is in many respects useful and desirable
(cf. Eph. iv. 11), but rather against an eager
pressing into the Ministry of the Word, when
men touch the Holy illottt manibut. The language
of Homer: "owe ayadt) ij irohvKoipavitj, eif nolpavoc
tort)."
[" The rule of many is not good, let there
be one ruler" M.], applies also to Church gor-

—

ernment.

The familiar saying of James "manifoldly
offend all" is frequently but erroneously
taken and used as a dictum prolan* of the doctrine
of the universal sinfulness of human nature.
The author speaks not of men in general, but of
Christians in particular.
He considers not so
much gross transgression as sins of infirmity
and haste; and particularly the danger to which
the hearer is less exposed than the teacher,
namely the danger of offending in word. The
preacher of the Gospel may very easily offend in
word, on the one hand by setting forth his own
perverse notions instead of the objectively given
truth of salvation, or on the other by onesided
preaching or by want of clearness and simplicity.
Thus he may even involuntarily give offence and
estrange his hearers, or on the other hand, he
3.

we

may lull them

into a false sleep of peace and thus
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CHAP.
do infinitely more harm than good with his
urgently ought he therefore to
preaching.
press the exhortation that men should not prematurely set themselves up as teachers, since
probably they would do much better to continue
Cf. Heb. v. 12.
But
disciples a little longer!
this warning ought not to deter any one who
sincerely desires to serve God in the ministry of
the Word and truly loves the Lord and His
Church. By watchfulness and prayer the ser-

How

Gospel may preserve himself from
many sins of the tongue. The best corrective,

vant of the
in this

respect, is doubtless the petition Ps. xix.

15; cxii. 3.
4. In order to form a correct estimate of the
magnitude of the sins which Christians also commit with the tongue, first of all it must not be
forgotten that the faculty of speech is originally

bestowed on man. Compare Herder's
Language (1770), a work which is still
very valuable.
This idea was not unfamiliar
eren to the pagans. Cf. Hesiod ipya not >///., v. 79
a Divine gift
Origin of

:

Horat 0<L 1, 10, w. 2, 3; Ovid, Fcutor. f v. 667.
See also Dr. J. C. Amman's Dissertat. de loquela,
Amsterd. 1700, and especially Schubert, History
" The word
of the Soul, 3d ed. 1839, p. 153-163.
ottered is only the outward sound of the begetting inward language of ideas through the cor-

medium." Ennemoser.
No Christian moralist may omit

poreal
5.

to

bestow

possible attention on the doctrine of
James concerning the sins of the tongue.
For
speaking is also a doing and a doing of such daily
and manifold occurrence, that its good and its evil
consequences are all but incalculable. Compare
the greatest

the familiar French proverb:
"le style Jest
fhommt" and the motto of the well-known diplomatist Talleyrand "le langage est donnd pour
eacher sts pensies."
No wonder that the Old
Testament abounds in warnings against the perverse use of the tongue ; see e, g. Ps. xv. 24, 34,

and other passages.
5. In saying that " if any man offend not in
word, he is a perfect man," James of course takes
for granted, that such a mastery of the tongue
is not solely the fruit of a politic wisdom, but
rather the fruit of Christian self-control as the
product of faith and love.
He who has learned
from this principle to set a watch before his lips,
may with certainty be supposed to have attained
to high a degree of discretion and life-wisdom,
that to him the performance of any other duty
cannot be particularly difficult, still less impossible.
Cf. Prov. x. 19; xiii. 3; xvii. 27.
But in
order to obtain and to preserve the mastery of
one's tongue, one must before have become master
of one's most violent emotions and remain collected in one's intercourse with friends and enemies,
Cf. the language of Plutarch
Ps. xvi. 32.
on this head: "decapienda ex hostibw utMlate,"
opp. ed. Reiskii, Tom. 6, p. 366 sq; also "de
9*ruUtaU," Tom. 8, p. 13 sqq.
7. "Plutarch (de Auditione, p. 137, and in con*». SepL p. 666, vol. 6, ed. Reiskii) relates that
AmasU, King of Egypt sent a sacrifice to Bias
end requested him to send back the best and the
worst part thereof: Bias sent back the tongue."
Henbner.
8. James who wrote his Epistle as a warning
to believers, from the nature of the case could
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III.

only advert to the harm caused by the abuse of
the tongue, not (or only slightly) to the profit
that might accrue to the cause of the Lord by the
well-ordered use of the power of speech.
To
realize this light-side of the matter ought to be
the daily effort of every Christian, but more
particularly that of the Christian teacher.
9. The words of James (v. 9) would be unmeaning, if he meant that only the first man bore
the likeness of God, which by the fall was wholly
and eternally lost to his descendants.
The
ravaging power of sin is manifested not in the
potentiality but in the actuality of man's likeness
to God, and the Conf. Belg. art. 14, is therefore
right in speaking of small remnants (scintillulss)
of the Divine image in fallen man, which are
perfectly sufficient to take away all his excuses.
[Art. IX. of the Articles of Religion in the Church
of England and the Prot. Ep. Church in the U. S.
says: "man is very far gone from original righteousness."— M.]. Lange (Positive Dogmatik, p.
299) is perfectly right in saying that "man is the
image of God, i. e. the visible form of the Infinite
in the totality of his being. The Being of God consists in His eternally embracing Himself perfectly
in the clearness and liberty of His Being, in that
He is the Absolute Spirit. And in like manner the
being of the image of God consists in man's living
in himself as a spirit, in his continually taking
back the whole manifoldness of his existence
into the unity of his consciousness and out of it
re-forming it anew."
10. The doctrine of James (vv. 11, 12) exhibits a remarkable agreement with the sayings of
Christ in the Sermon on the Mount (Matth. vii.
16-19; Luke vi. 43-46); a new proof that the
publication of the fundamental law of the kingdom of heaven could not be forgotten by this
servant of the Lord.
11. The bearing of James concerning the wisdom, which is from above (v. 18 etc.) is remarkable for its recalling not only many of the proverbs of Solomon but also many cognate ideas in
Jesus Sirach and the Book of Wisdom. James,
although occupying a purely evangelical stand*
point, is nevertheless full of the ethical portion
of the Old Testament, and in part even of the
deutero-canonical writings. However it is impossible to examine the doctrine of this entire
chapter more closely without discovering that
the author himself has and exemplifies that
heavenly wisdom, which in vv. 16, 17 he has so
admirably and beautifully delineated as contrasted with earthly wisdom.
12. Very important is the connection of
life, on which James here insists.
does not prove his wisdom by works,
which have the seal of a meek disposition, contradicts himself and gives the lie to his confession of the Lord, which he is constantly making.
He may boast in the possession of the truth but
he is an opponent of the truth, if he does not
receive it as the principle of his life cf. 1 Jno.
His wisdom, as contrasted with that
iv. 20, 21.
from above, is purely earthly, as contrasted with
that of the pneumatical man purely psychical, as
contrasted with that of good angels (of. 1 Pet. L
%
12), even devilish.
13. "The peaceable scatter in peace the seed
of genuine Christian wisdom, which grows into

knowledge and

He who

;
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the harvest of righteousness. This applies not
only to teachers but to every one who has received
from God wisdom and the gift to influence
others." Von Gerlach.
14. The seven qualities which James attributes
to the wisdom from above (v. 17) are nothing but
the seven colours of the one ray of light of heavenly truth, which has been revealed and has
appeared in Christ Himself. He is therefore
supremely entitled to the name "the Wisdom of

God" (Luke

xi. 49).

Even the dosing sentences of this instrucreecho notes from the Sermon on the Mount,

15.

tion

—

—

,

Matth.

v. 8, 9.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.
A.

w>.

—

—

—

—
—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

[That is a sermon
a Reformation-sermon.
preached on the festival of the Reformation,
which in Germany is kept October 81, the anniversary of Luther's fastening the 95 theses to the
door of the Castle Church of Wittenberg A. D.
1517 M.]. there is not a thumb's breadth between our strong side and our weak side. The
melancholy inconsistency and the still sadder
consistency of the abuse of the tongue.
Starke: He who wants to teach others in
spiritual things, ought to be first well established
himself.
A man must be a pure and obedient
sheep of Christ before he can become a shepherd.
Many, although they have not Divine
Hos. iv. 6.

—

—

—

—

—

literal

knowledge, acquired not in the school of the
Holy Ghost, but from the bookB and writings of
men, straightway presume to be guides of the
etc. Rom. ii. 18.
Quessbl
If all men have to observe caution
in speech, how much more those, whose office
requires them frequently and religiously to discourse of holy things? Rom. xv. 18. Men must

blind

:

—

—

fairly strive to attain evangelical perfection, especially if they seek to be employed in the Ministry, 2 Tim. iii. 17.—

—

Osiander: If a man is able to govern his
tongue so effectually as not to utter any thing
censurable, he is doubtless equally able so to
govern and guide his body as not to indulge in
any vice, Job xxvii. 4, 6. Many men are more
unruly than a horse men whom God by the infliction of severe punishment has to make somewhat orderly. David cautions us against this

—

—

1-12.

The lust of rule one of the most ancient disEven the manieases in the Church of Christ.
fold warnings of Christ (Matth. xviii. 1 ; Jno.
xiii. 12-17 and other passages) have been insufficient hitherto to prevent disputes about precedency among those who confess Him. The
higher the position we hold before others, the
" Manifoldly
greater will be our responsibility.
we offend all." The remaining infirmity of the
The truth, solemnity and comfort of this
elect.
saying. The use and abuse which may be and
at different times have been made of this saying.
How the knowledge of our own, manifold infirmities ought to make us judge others leniently.
No matter how much the Christian may offend, he ought nevertheless to advance.
ChrisMan, lord of the animal creatian self-control.
tion but not lord of himself.
Even the bravest
sailor suffers each time ship-wreck on the rocks
The
power
of the tongue evident
of the tongue.
1, from the harm it can do, 2, from the utter
wholly
of
subduing
it.
impossibility
The faculty
of speech which makes man superior to the
the
seldom
means
not
of
making
beasts is
him
The sad part acted by the evil
inferior to them.
tongue in every century of the history of the
Christian Church. The sinful tongue is the
Sinful man is able to raise himself
sinful man.
above every other irrational creature but he is
unable to raise himself above his own nature.
That which is impossible with men, is possible
with God.; The sad want of many men's conformity to their proper being. How extremes
meet also in the use of the tongue. That which
is never seen united in nature, is often simultaneously found present in men. Man at Once a
lord and a slave (v. 5. " Behold how small a fire
kindleth how great a forest.'') Suitable text for

—

wisdom and experience but possess only a

—

If irrational creatures
disposition Ps. xxxii. 9.
suffer themselves to be guided and ruled, how

much rather ought rational creatures suffer it
likewise? Is. i. 8.
Luther: The tongue guides men either to
The tongue of
virtue or to vice, 1 Cor. xv. 83.
a Christian is ruled only with the bridle of faith
and love, Ps. cxvi. 10.
Que8nel : Who knows not how to govern his
tongue, is like a passenger on a ship without
rudder in the open sea exposed to the fury of the
storm. If the rudder of our body is controlled
by the Spirit of God, we sail in safety on the sea
of the world, Rom. viii. 14.
Cramer : Many have fallen by the edge of the
sword, but infinitely more by evil tongues, Sir.

—

—

—

—

—

xxviii. 21.

—

Laugh op.: How easily may an uncircumcised
and untamed tongue cause discord in a whole
family, so that the best of friends fall out with

one another! Sir. xxviii. 15, 16.—God has distinguished us from the brutes by the use of the
tongue, and we are distinguished from one another by the good or evil use we make of it, Ps.
cxix. 23.

Hbdiroer:—-Evil tongues and bad lungs have
caused the death of many. The former spiritu-

How much murder is commitally and mostly.
ted with the tongue ? how forward and swift is
this poor member to wound the conscience?
Whoso is wise puts a lock to his lips. Sir. xxii.
88
God, create us a new tongue, that we may
praise Thee ! Prov. xviii. 21.

—

Quesnel:
tongue

—There

may not

is no sin, of which the
be the cause and instrument, and

which as a poisoned seed it may not contain,
ye liars and slanderers,
Matth. xv. 18.—Think,
how shamefUl and hurtful a member ye carry in
your mouth! Ps. lvii. 6.— Whoso desires to be
delivered from the sins of the tongue must particularly apply himself to work in faith at the
bottom of his heart by repentance and renovation, Matth. xii. 88.—As the Holy Spirit did set
on fire the tongues of the Apostles with godly
zeal, so contrariwise the spirit of hell sets on

the tongues of the ungodly with venom and
great malice to crush the good name and reputation of their neighbour, Acts ii. 8, 4, 11.—The
diligence of men is able to change the wildest
natures of beasts but none is able to change the
fire

!
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sinful nature of men, save the Wisdom and OmGod must
nipotence of God, Ez. xxxvi. 26.
needs take a coal from His altar and touch our
stammer by
tongue or it cannot be tamed.
nature like Moses, until God makes us eloquent,
The tongue of the hellish serpent has
Is. vi. 5.
thrown us into the greatest confusion, but the
tongues of the Holy Ghost show us again the
way to eternal peace, Acts ii. 4, 38. We shun
serpents, yet consort with people that carry
How
poison in their mouths, Ps. xliv. 4 ; lv. 22.
ill-suited it is that those should engage in the

—

We

—

—

—

God, the whole of whose lives dishonA golden collar cannot be so ill-becoming to a sow covered with filth and dirt as
the praise of God to a filthy sinner, Am. v. 23.
Laxoii op. : The nobility of human nature ib

praises of

ours

God!

—

and no man may

offend it in word
or deed without sinning against God, Gen. ix. 6.
—We ought to honour the image of God in every
man be he never so bad, 1 Jno. iv. 12.
Starke: Man is so perverse, that there is
nothing left in the world which is like him.
He
wants to render impossibilities possible, to do
good and evil at the same time, which is contrary to the whole order of nature, Eccl. i. 15
Ps. lviii 4.
If we want to show others their follies and sins, we must not do it in boisterous scolding, but in compassionating brotherly love, 2
Tim. ii. 24, 25.
Words are fruits enabling us to
form an estimate of the heart, t. e. the tree which
bears them ; if this is pure, the others are not
very exalted

—

—

—

bad,

Matth.

—

xii. 23.

Stub: Future accountability is solemn and
difficult even in the case of our own soul.
Who
would lightly undertake to be accountable for
others? Indeed is it not written,
"Many are called but few chosen" who will
call himself in order to fall with so much more
surety into condemnation ?
Many did it then,
and alas! many do it now.
"But howsoever,
let me, I pray thee, also run after Cushi," said
Ahimaaz the son of Zadok, and would not be dissuaded when he was told "thou hast no good
tidings ready."
He stuck to his "let me run."
There are many such
(2 Sam. xviLL 19-23).
the souls of

teachers

—

and runners, who are not

sent.

They

not the true teachers and masters
that shall shine as the brightness of the firmament (Dan. xii. 3),—but they will stand illy.—
"Manifoldly we oflFend all" James includes
himself in this confession in order to put to
shame the proud brethren. Not indeed that he
intended to expose the supposed errors of his
surely are

—

Divinely-inspired Epistle to their criticism or
now to ours, but he rather meant solemnly to
assert respecting life in general apart from the
acred office, that the perfect man who does not
even trip in a word, cannot be found anywhere.

Even the Apostles were assuredly not sinless,
holy and infallible in their daily and hourly
private life ; the promise of the Holy Ghost to
guard them from all error related only to their
sacred office, just as it was with reference to
their office and the principal and fundamental
truths of their message that the seventy as well
as the twelve were told " He that heareth you,
heareth me." Although the proud tongue may
boast, I can be silent, or I can thoroughly dissemble myself—it is a thing beyond its control,
8

—

105

there it is brought to sham*. The most expert
hypocrite can never reach such a point of dissembling as to prevent its failing him even in a
word ; the heart runs over, the hell within bursts
out on the tongue. Our speech is and remains the
nearest, surest and most irresistible effluence of
the heart. What follows lastly from James's sermon against the sins of the tongue ? Whither they
lead to the world full of unrighteousness, whence
they come from the inward abyss of corruption
he has shown ; it is not difficult to apply here
the only remedy.
Hkdbner: We are more on our guard with
respect to sins in deed than with respect to sins
in word.
Whoso fails to govern his tongue is like
a rider on an unruly horse, or like a sailor in a
ship without a rudder. The tongue is a channel
which transmits the evil of hell. An unconditional impossibility to tame the tongue does not
exist.
If thy tongue is cursing, it is unfitted for

—

—

—

—

—

—

praise.

—

—

Viedkbandt : The rule of the tongue is more
important than the rule of the.world
What an
evil full of deadly poison is many a newspaper
tongue! If Satan has your heart, he also rules
your tongue. The tongue and the heart are only
a span apart.
Neander : James attacks the being of mock
piety at all points. Such is that pious cant
which while it utterB the praises of God in words,
hatefully censures and condemns men, in whom
the image of God ought to be honoured, aside.
Thus James points out the fundamental idea
of this whole Epistle, that everything depends
on that disposition which gives direction to a
man's whole life, the recognition of which truth
was as remote as possible from that tendency,
attacked by him at all points, which only considers the outward, single acts, and the appearance of things.
Jakobi: The Apostle shows from the harmony, visible in universal creation, that it is unnatural and therefore ungodly and therefore displeasing to God if the same tongue is used in
the service of heaven and hell, and if praises and
God,
curses proceed out of the same mouth
says another Apostle, is a God of order. Because
the fig-tree, the olive tree and the vine bear fruit
each according to its kind, figs, olives and grapes,
and because sweet fountains and salt fountains
always send forth the same kind of water and
because of this order in nature, God rejoices in
all his works (Ps. civ. 81), and looking down
from heaven upon the earth, behold, all things
are very good. Therefore it cannot be good and
well-pleasing to God, if contrary to the Divinely
appointed order the gifts and faculties intrusted
to man are employed in opposite uses, if the
same tongue which has just stammered the
praise of God, utters shameful words, folly and
unseemly jests. Therefore as long as this continues to be done among Christians, so long as
we who have just had on our tongue the sweet
word of God, indulge in bitter reviungs of those
who share with us the greatest of all blessings,
as long as out of the same opening of the mouth
there flow such sweet and such bitter streams, so.
long the sad dissension of sin continues in us
and we do not yet stand in tlte unity and truth,
of the Divine life.

—

—

—

—
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—The sins of the tongue:

1. They are be an enemy of all disputing and contention, 2
They are of all Tim. ii. 24.
He who
Cramer :—Cunning is not wisdom. Hence litsins, the most difficult to be avoided.
governs himself solves the problem of the Chris- tle wisdom in the fear of God is better than much
The tongue 1, is the communicator of wisdom allied to contempt of God, Sir. xix.
tian life.
our thoughts and 2, ought to be solely the media- 21.—
Quesnbl
The wisdom of the world is very
tor of good.
Porubszky: (w. 1, 2): Religious conversa- different from the wisdom of the Gospel. It is
The tongue of only cunning wisdom whose end is to rale on
tion in social life.—(w. 8-12).
earth, but which is ruled itself by nothing but
soandaL
Beck: Three golden rules for a Christian's brutal lusts, 1 Cor. i. 21 it 7, 8.—Sin punishes
itself even in this world, because man in the serlife: 1, have humility in your heart (w. 1, 2),
2, have truth in your mouth (w. 3-9), 3, practise vice of it does not enjoy his life on account of the
great trouble and annoyance to which sin puts
faithfulness in your life (vv. 10-12).
W. Hofacker (Sermons p. 635): Our speak- him, Ps. xxxii. 10.
Cramer: As smoke causes pain to the eyes
ing tongue one of the greatest gifts of God's
and prevents their seeing distinctly, so it happens
grace.
Vv. 1-10. Epistle for the 16th Sunday after to reason and wisdom, for if it is disturbed by
Trinity in the Grand Duchy of Hesse and else- the passions, it cannot see any thing and decide
what is white or black, right or wrong.—The
where.
Gerok: Watch thy tongue: 1, It looks so most simple Christian who practises these seven
little and so small 2, Tet worketh such great qualities of virtue will be wiser than the seven

Lisco:

of

all sins

the most corrupt ;

2,

—

—

:

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

things for

all

;

Kindles

8,

many a

fire

of hell, 4,

sages of Greece.

Remember only one

—

for each

Yet heaven has ordered it so well [German: 1, day of the week. Those who scatter the poison
SU ist nur klein und scheint gering 2, und rtehtet of their evil heart in anger, contention and brawlan to grotte Ding ; 8, tie hat manch Hollenfeutr ent- ing, will reap from it the unhappy fruit of eternal
flammt 4, und/Uhrt dock tin to himmUth Ami. M.]. trouble, tribulation and anguish, Rom. ii. 8, 9.—
RuPERTi:—Several oft-forgotten duties to be Be content, ye peacemakers, if your souls are
practised by the Christian in order that he may afraid to dwell with those that hate peace,
become master of his tongue in his intercourse (Ps. cxx. 6), remember that ye shall hereafter

—

dwell forever in a peaceable habitation,

with other 8.

—The

Alt:

evil

word towards

one's neighbour.

18—

Is. xxxii.

—

Stier
To be only prudent and understanding
does not amount to muoh and is a very doubtful
Quinquagesima
Sunday
and suspicious thing, but to be wise and prudent,
VV.
that is the right thing.
in the Grand Duchy of Hesse and elsewhere.
Every 'good gift as well
knowledge
of
abstract
The difference between
as true wisdom is from above, but that which is
The tree is passed off for it with lying against the truth, all
Christian truth and true life- wisdom.
known by its fruit. Meek wisdom the crown of false wisdom is not from heaven, but earthly;
The intimate union of truth not from the Spirit of God but human, from man's
Christian virtue.
and love on Christian ground. The wisdom soul, flesh and blood ; not from Christ the King
which is from above, and the wisdom which is of the kingdom of God, the destroyer of the works
from beneath; the sevenfold more exalted char- of the devil, but rather devilish still, ffom the
acter of the former and the threefold baseness influence and seduction of evil spirits. Indeed
The wisdom from above: 1, how on this profound saying of James might be writof the latter.
it is evidenced, 2, how it is rewarded, 3, how it ten a history of all knowledge falsely so called,
The harvest feast of the peaoeable
of all so-called philosophy or even theology. All
is learned.
the trouble and confusion in the Church, all the
1, the seed, 2, the fruit, 8, the harvest-joy ; here
in its beginning, hereafter in its perfection.
disorder and unruliness or rebellion of self-will
James himself is in his Epistle a continuing opposing the Spirit of God originates in the brawlproof of the truth of what he says, vv. 13-18.
ing of carnality hence schism, factions, sects,
Starke: The possession of a natural, wise, hence other evils and particularly also evil hypoprudent understanding is a great gift of God, but crisy under coerced unity. Even in the world
to be truly enlightened with the light of truth is and in things earthly a family and many a city
invaluable, Prov. iii. 18; 2 Cor. iv. 6.
give unceasing testimony that good cannot maCrambr: Our Christianity is then insepara- ture under the influence of envy and contention,
ble, for a good understanding have all they that but that these conduce to nothing but eviL Still
do His commandments, Ps. cxi. 10. Many men's more lamentable and ravaging are the contenmeekness is a worm-eaten fruit of nature. They tions concerning God's Word in the house and
are rather tamed lions than meek sheep of Christ, city of God, the carnal wrangling of brethren and
:

B. w. 13-18.

13-18. Epistle for

—

—

—
—

—
—

—

;

—

—

.

—

Matth.

xi.

Nova

29.—

members

—Wisdom and

in Christ.

—Many are

officiously engaged!

meekness are in imparting to others opinions, whioh are their
noble virtues which ought to regulate the whole truths and in disputing away errors but where
of our conversation they are the springs of all is the good fruit of all these efforts ? whom have
other virtues, Prov. xix. 2. Those who are ready they improved thereby, converted and won for
to dispute and quarrel and are ever at odds with the kingdom of heaven ? On the other hand look
their neighbour, exhibit an infallible token that at many quiet people in the land: they make no
noise, they do not deal in great things, they walk
they are still lacking true wisdom, Prov. xviii. 6
everywhere in meekness and gentleness—but
xx. 8.—
Quisnel: A teacher above all things should wherever they go they carry something along
Bibl. Tub.:

;

—

—

*;

4

—
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with them, which passes from them like a breath
the words which they utter at the right
time, are seeds
all their walk and work burst
into fruitfulness around them with a silent, deep
power, and many things are recorded on high as
the fruit of their righteousness, whereof men
of life;

—

—

know and suspect nothing. Grace works by them,
they live in lore and this is their deep power.
gentlemen, fruits that shall make men
It was this which the king of Prussia
demanded of the University of Konigsberg, and
truly it was a great royal word, a Solomonio
word, in its time.
Wholesome, healthy fruits
will grow where healthy seed has been sown, but
the seed itself had before grown as the produce
of ripe fruit; thus righteousness is sown and
transmitted from one to another.
Hbubrbb : (v. 16). This is a description truly
applicable to those who by their writings,
either immoral, provoking vice, or irreligious,
undermining the faith of Christians especially
if they exhibit skill and genius, have exerted the
influence of devils upon the world.
The subtle
and disguised ones are the worst ; subtle poison
insinuates itself most thoroughly.
Earthly wisdom effects nothing good for eternity.
Nbaxdbb: Holy Scripture often designates,
by the name of the flesh, all evil, whatever is opposed to the Spirit of God, to the Divine life.
If
the word is used in this general sense, it includes
also man's spiritual nature, reason and the soul,
as far as it has not been made subject to the Divine Spirit, but persists in its selfish being, pretends to be something by itself, independent of
God, without (extra) God and hence opposed to
Him. The term flesh in this biblical sense includes all these ideas.
Its meaning is by no
aeans restricted to what we call flesh, sensuality
in the narrower sense of the word.
Now if we
take JUsk in this more general sense, biblical
usage distinguishes it from that which in the
narrower sense is designated as psychical, i.e., the
spiritual [part of man], as far as it is made not
to conform to God, but to conform to the world
[German : "In sofern es nicht vergottlicht ist,
sondern verweltlicht."].
Reason however cultivated remains still within the sphere of the psychical fu e. the rational soul not only not influenced by the Divine Spirit but rather influenced
by the physical and the oosmical. The German for
psychical is seeUseh, as stated before.
M.]. The
seed of whatever is truly good in action, proceeding from righteousness, can only prosper where
peace reigns and with those, the end and aim of
whose actions is peace. Where all is strife, nothing truly Christian can prosper.
Jakob i (on the feast of the ingathering of the
harvest) : What a description of wisdom
Truly
such wisdom cometh from above, from the Father
of Light with whom every thing is light, and pure
and holy ; thence it cometh as the best and most
"fruits,

whole."

—

—

—

—

—

—

!

communicated by Him, in whom is
treasured up the fulness of all good, communicated by the Son of Eternal Wisdom and Love to
all those, who renouncing earthly, human and
devilish wisdom, and looking to Him alone in
simplicity of faith, suffer Him to create in them
a pure heart and receive a new sure spirit, the
spirit of truth, which is also for this very reason
the spirit of true wisdom.

perfect light,

——

— —

18-18.
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Pobubszky:
us at variance

—Wisdom
1,

in action.

with God,

2,

—Envy

with man,

8,

sets

with

ourselves.

Beck:

—Heavenly

wisdom the fountain of

earthly peace.

Schmaltz
Kostlin

:

The

fire

of discord.

—Of true, Christian wisdom

as contrasted with false, earthly wisdom.
Alt: With the wisdom of Christians we will
overcome the evil of time.
[v. 2. Barrow :
To offend originally signifies
to impinge (infringe), to stumble upon somewhat
lying across our way, so as thereby to be cast
down, or at least to be disordered in our posture,
and stopped in our progress: whence it is well
transferred to our being through any incident
temptation brought into sin, whereby a man is
thrown down, or bowed from his upright state
and interrupted from prosecuting a steady course
of piety and virtue. By an opposite manner of
speaking (Ps. xxxvii. 23, 24) our tenor of life is
called a way, our conversation walking, our actions
:

—

—

our observing good laws uprightness, our
transgression of them tripping, faltering, falling.
By not offending in word, we may then conceive
to be understood such a constant restraint and
such a careful guidance of our tongue, that it
doth not transgress the rules prescribed by the
Divine law, or by good reason ; that it thwarteth
not the natural ends and proper uses for which
it was framed, to which it is fitted; such as
chiefly are promoting God's glory, our neighbour's
benefit, and our own true welfare.
A constant governance of our speech according to duty and reason is a high instance and
a special argument of a thoroughly sincere and
solid goodness.
The offences of speech are various. 1.
Some of them are committed against God, and
confront piety; 2. others against our neighbour,
and violate justice, charity, or peace; 8. others
against ourselves, infringing sobriety, discretion,
or modesty ; 4. some are of a more general and
abstracted nature, rambling through all matters,
and crossing all the heads of duty.
Cf. on this subject Dr. Barrow's sermon on
this text; Bp. Butler on the Government of the
Tongue, an abstract of which is here given; Bp.
Taylor's Sermons on the Good and Evil Tongue;
On Slander and Flattery ; On the Duties of the

steps,

—

—

Tongue.
Abstract of Butler's Sermon on the Govern(Bonn's edition.)
"One of the most material restraints under
which virtue places us in the obligation of * bridLet us then ask
ling the tongue.' "
1. What vice is opposed to this precept?
and
2. When can a man be fairly said to act up to it ?
1. The vice alluded to is not evil-speaking from

ment of the Tongue.

It is talkativemalice, nor from selfish design.
a disposition to talk at random without
thought of doing either good or harm. Now
talkative persons, when other subjects fail them,
will indulge in scandal or divulge secrets ; or,
further, they will go on to invent matter, and all
in order to engage attention ; and if a quarrel
ensue, they will defame and revile their enemy,
but without malice.

ness or

As

all

our faculties

may be made

of evil, so also the tongue.

instruments
Deliberate and wilful
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falsehood, indulged in from malice or revenge,
does not arise from haying no government of the
tongue. But there is a vicious habit, without
malice, which arises from a desire to arrest attention ; and in these people the very least thing
excites the tongue, and so gives birth to innuIts effects
merable evils, especially to strife.
are often as bad as those of malice or envy ; it
wrongly distributes praise and blame, and, being
used at random, always does harm.
2. In what does the government of the tongue
consist ? We are to measure our faculties by the
end for which they have been given to us. The
end of speech clearly is to communicate our
thoughts to each other, either for real business
or for enjoyment. In this secondary U9e, it contributes to promote friendship, and so is serviceable to virtue and its tendency is to general

good.

Corresponding to these two uses is the abuse
of speech. As to its primary end, deceit in busiIt is in its
ness does not come within our scope.
secondary sense that it becomes the object of our
inquiry, for the government of the tongue relates
Certain
chiefly to what we call Conversation.
cautions are to be observed in governing the
tongue. First, that there is a fit time to speak
and a time to keep silence. This rule is too
often forgotten; and they who forget it, too
often, if they amuse at all, amuse at their own
expense. The times for silence are when they
are in company of their superiors, or when the
discourse is of subjects above themselves ; and
these obvious rules are generally passed over by
those who in their talkative mood forget that the
very essence of conversation is that it should be
mutual, and talkative persons are generally disregarded.
Men, then, should be sjlent, both
when they have nothing to say, or nothing but

be able to govern ourselves
And if we rule our
tongues, we do in fact govern the whole man ; for
the tongue is to man what a bit is to horses, and
a rudder is to ships ; it rules the whole ; let it
therefore be governed aright.
M.].
[v. 5. Virgil, Georgic 2, 808.
!

—

" Nam saepe incautls pastoribus excidlt ignis,
Qui fartim plngui prfmam sub cortice tectus
Kobora oomprendlt, frondesque elapeus in alts*
Ingentem coelo sonitum dedit; inde secutus
Per ramo* victor, perque alta cacumina regnat
St totum involvit jlammi* nemut ; et rait atram
Ad coelum picea crassus fuligioe nubem;
Presertim si tempestas a vertice sylvis
Incubuit, glomeratque ferens incendia ventus."

For the

benefit of those not familiar with
subjoin Davidson's translation. The
quotation itself mutatis mutandis forcibly illustrates the incendiary ravages of the tongue.
" For fire is often let fall from the no wary shepherds
Which at first secretly lurking under the unctuous bark,
Catches the solid wood, and snooting up into the topmost

Latin,

I

leaves,

Raises a loud crackling to heaven : thence pursuing lt# irsy,
Reigns victorious among the branches and the lofty tops,
Involve* the whole grove inflames, and darts the blaok
Cloud to heaven, condensed in pitchy vapor;
Chiefly if a storm overhead rests its fury on the woods,
And the driving wind whirls the flames aloft."— M.].
[v. 6.

Wordsworth:

— That world of

iniquity,

that universe of mischief, as containing within
it the elements of all mischief; as the world contains within itself mineral combustibles and
volcanic fires, and electrio fluid, which may blaze
forth into a conflagration.
By the faculty of speech man is distinguished from the rest of creation: by it his
thoughts are borne, as upon eagles' wings, to the
remotest shores, and are carried to distant ages;
by it they are endued with the attributes of om-

—

nipresence and immortality ; by it men are reclaimed from savage ignorance ; by it cities are
built and are peopled, laws promulgated, alliwhat were better left unsaid.
ances formed, leagues made; by it men are exIn talking on indifferent subjects, the first rule cited to deeds of heroic valor, and to prefer
is not to spend too much time on them; the eternity to time, and the good of their country
second, to be quite sure, that they are indifferent. to their own ; through it the affairs of the world
Conversation about other people and their matters are transacted ; it negotiates the traffic of comis often very dangerous; as in such cases we merce, and exchanges the produce of our soil
cannot always be indifferent and neutral, or es- and climate for that of another ; it pleads the
cape being drawn into rivalry. But as we can- cause of the innocent, and checks the course of
not entirely avoid speaking of others, we should the oppressor; it gives vent to the tenderest
take care that what we say, be true. It is im- emotions ; it cheers the dreariness of life. By
portant to know the characters of the bad as it virtuous deeds of men are proclaimed to the
well as the good, and abuse will scarcely follow, world with a trumpet's voice; by it the memory
1st, That to of the dead is kept alive in families.
if these two rules be observed:
It is the
speak evil of a man undeservedly is worse than to teacher of arts and scienoes, the interpreter of
speak good of him undeservedly, for the former poetic visions, and of subtle theories of philois a direct injury to the person as well as to sophy ; it is the rudder and helm by which the
2nd, That a good man will always speak state of the world is steered; it is the instrument
society.
all the good which he can of his fellows, and by which the Gospel of Christ is preached to all
never any harm unless he has some positive nations, and the Scriptures sound in the ears of
reason for so doing; for example, just indigna- the Church, and the world unites in prayer and
tion against villany, or to prevent the innocent praise to the Giver of all good, and the chorus
from being deceived. For we must always study of Saints and Angels pours forth hallelujahs
Justice : and we do justice to society at large by before His throne.
exposing bad characters.
Such being the prerogatives of speech, it is a
Those who observe the above cautions and heinous sin to pervert the heavenly faculty, to
precepts have due government over their tongues. insult the Name of the Giver Himself, or
-M.].
to injure man, made in the image of God.
St. James follows up All true
[v. 8. Wordsworth:
Christians will put away profane
the metaphor of the preceding verse with an and impure language, calumny and slander,
We can rule irrational injurious to God's honour, the welfare of society,
argument a fortiori
animals with a bit; how much more ought we to and their own eternal salvation. They will ab-

—
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worse than pestilence, and they will pray

Him from whom are the preparations of the
heart, and who maketh the dumb and the deaf,
the seeing and the blind, who quickened the slow
speech of His servant Moses, and put words of
fire into his mouth, and whose Spirit on the Day
to

but Babel. Cf. Bp. Sanderson L pp. 214, 860;
and. see Clemens Rom. I. capp. 8-9.
M.].

descended in tongues of fire on the
and filled them with holy eloquence, so
to direct their thoughts and words, that both
now and hereafter they may ever sing His praise.

Vatixba Rabba:

eon, the

88:— "Rabbi Sim-

{

son of Gamaliel, said to his servant To-

Go and bring me some good food from the
market: the servant went and brought tongue*.
At another time, he said to the same servant, Go
and buy me some bad food: the servant went and
bought tongue*.
The master said, What is the
reason that when I ordered thee to buy me good
and bad food, thou didst bring tongue* t The
servant answered, From the tongue both good and
bias,

tvil

come

better; if

[v. 18.

to man: if it be good, there is nothing
bad, there is nothing worte."
M.].

—

Pyl«

:

—Whatever Christian convert or

Jewish tealot, therefore, would be indeed a master of religious wisdom, let him show his wisdom
first in the suppression of this wretched habit,
and in reducing himself to a meek and charitable disposition towards his brethren.
M.].
[v. 14. Bp. Hall:
Never brag vainly that ye
are Christians: and do not shame and contradict
that truth which ye profess, by a real denial of
the profession thereof.
M.].

—

—

[v. 16.

—
—Strife and party-spirit

Wobdsworth:

would destroy Sion, and can build

VII.

up nothing

for fiereene**

makes

Error a fault and truth discourtesy:
Why should I feel another man's mistakes
More than his tiekne** or his poverty t
In love I should but anger is not love;
Nor wisdom neither; therefore gently move.

of Pentecost

[v. 10.

—

—

[Herbert:
Be calm in arguing,

Apostles,

—M.J.
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IV. 1-8.

:

—

-M.].

Fortiter in re, leniter in modo.

—M.] u

On the meaning and use of the term wisdom
from above" see Sohoettgen; illustrations:
1. Sohab, Yalcut Rubeni f. 19: "The wiedom
from above was in Adam more than in the supreme angels: and he knew all things.'*
2. Sohar Chadath, f. 85:
"The angels were
sent from above and taught him (Enoch) the
wisdom that i* from above, " Ibid. f. 42, 4. '« Solomon came, and he was perfect in all things, and

—

strongly set forth the praises of the wisdom that

iafrom above."'

For particular texts consult the following,
besides the above:
v. 1. Bp. Bull:
The priest's office difficult
and dangerous. Visitation Sermon. Works 1,
187.
v. 2. Barrow: Not to offend in word, an evidence of a high pitch of virtue. Works 1.
w. 14-17. Arp.Whatblt: Party-spirit. Bampton Lecture 88.
v. 16. South: The nature, causes and consequences, of envy. Sermons, 6, 889.
v. 17. Lriohton: The nature and properties
of heavenly wisdom. Works, 8, 86. M.]»

—

FIFTH ADMONITION.

KEPERENCE TO THE INFALLIBLE TOKEN OP AN UNSPIRITUAL (FANATICAL) MENTAL
CONSTITUTION FOUNDED ON WORLDLY-MINDEDNESS, VIZ.: THE WARS AND
FIGHTINGS IN THE JEWISH CHRISTIAN WORLD AND PARTICULARLY IN THE
JEWISH WORLD BOTH INWARDLY AND OUTWARDLY.—THE CONSEQUENCE THEREOF: FAILURE AND FRUSTRATION OF THEIR STRIVING, THEIR MURDEROUS
ENVYING, THEIR WARRING AND EVEN OF THEIR PRAYING.
Chapter IV.
1

1-8.

From whence come wars and1 fightings among you ? come
members? Ye lust, and have not: ye

they not hence, even of your

and desire to have, and
3 cannot obtain : ye fight and war, yet* ye have not, because ye ask not.
Te ask8, and
receive not, because ye ask amiss, that ye may consume it upon your lusts.
2 lusts that war in your

Tcrae 1.

kill,

A. B. C. Cod Sin. and al. insert a second ir6B*v.
: Whence then [are] wars and whence fightings among yon T
Is it not hence : from your lusts, which
[especially] wage war in yonr members.
;
[Whence art . . . ? Are they not . . .
M.1
tJLec. and some minoscnles read Ik after «x« T «- A.B.G.K. ov« fx«r«; 0. Cod. 81n. Vulg. Oriesbach
and al. k a t o v x < v r «.
Lange : Te desire it and ye hare It not, ye murder and ye strive and ye cannot obtain it; ye fight and ye
make war, and ye get it not, because ye ask not.
[Te desire and ye have not : ye commit murder and ye envy, and are not able to obtain ; ye fight and make
war, and ye have not, because ye ask not M.]
» Notice the interchange of a i r « i r « and a i t « t v 9 «. Cod. Sin. intensifies the last word of this sentence
l

Lange

—

Terse 2.

—

Tens 3.

into

xaraiar.

Te ask and receive it not, because ye ask illy [desirable in your interest] that ye
your lusts.
[Te ask and receive not, because ye ask amiss, that ye may spend it in your lusts.—M.]
Lange

:

may waste
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EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.
tents.

—

See above in summary of conThe Apostle comes now to worldly-mind-

Analysis:

—

[t. e. the lust of the world
M.] which
the bottom of the fanatical zeal of teaching
and wrangling described in the preceding chapHe began with the appearance of visionariter.
ness (ch. 1), passed on to party-spirit (ch. ii.),

edness

lies at

then portrayed fanatical striving in its outward
aspect (ch. Hi.) in order to come now to the inward disruptions and breaches among the readers of his Epistle and to worldly-mindedness,
which is really the root from which they spring.
By and by (ch. iv. 4 etc.) we shall meet it in the
shape of selfishness ana a bias to apostasy (ch.
y.), as self-righteousness ripe unto judgment.
The Apostle moreover passes more and more
from tie Jewish Christians to the Judaizing
Christians and from these to the real Judaistic
Jews themselves. This suggests the remark that
this Epistle into the hands of the Jewish
Christians in order that it might influence all Jews,
aiit were, as a missionary instruction to the converted over against the unconverted, and to the

James put

rightly-converted over against the badly-converted. Notice the rapid transition from the
thought immediately preceding, viz.: that righteousness can prosper only in peace, to the impressive question : nddev irSXepot, the answer to which
is contained in a second question appealing
!Wiesinger) to the conscience of the readers
Huther).

'Whence then are wars and
fightings? Not only dogmatical disputes between the teachers (Schneckenburger),
or civil contentions concerning "meum" and
"tuum" (de Wette). It is a true picture of the
Pharihostile dissensions of the Jewish people.
sees, Sadduoees, Essenes, Alexandrians, Samaritans on this basis sprung up nothing but new
dissensions; believing or Christian and unbeVie.

1.

—

whenoe

—

The former contained as yet in
lieving Jews.
the germ the opposites of Nazarenes and Ebionites, of Essene-gnostic and Pharisaic-vulgar
Ebionites, the latter the shocking discord which
appeared in the Jewish war and during the siege
The ndXepot were the basis:
of Jerusalem.
the condition of war [warlike attitude], the fidxat,
single quarrels and fightings, which certainly
partook occasionally of the character of skirmishes and at a later period even of battles ; this
is

de

denied by Laurentius: " non loquitur Apostolus
belli* et csedibus,

sed de mutuis

dissidiis, litibus,

[Alford renders "miliTo act the soldier is the real meaning of

j'urgiis et contentionibus."

rightly apply the term to the war of the lusts
themselves.
Huther thinks it denotes an
inward warfare against our fellow-men, but
ijdovai would hardly be the most suitable word to
bring out that idea. We might however think of
the members in a restricted and in a wider
sense ; the members of individuals and the members of the people. From the individual Jew,
whose lusts become inimically opposed in his
members, the division and dissension between
spiritual selfishness and vain worldly-mindedness
are communicated to the members of the whole
nation.
Wiesinger thinks the fightings denote
opposition of the iirdhpeiv and the ovk l^e/v. The
fruitless struggling however is only an appearance
and a judgment of this fighting. It is described
in four gradations: 1, desiring; 2, murdering
and envying ; 8, fighting and warring ; 4, praying
and not receiving. To the first corresponds not
having, to the second not obtaining, to the third
an increased not having, to the fourth an increased not receiving. The first grade denotes
Judaism full of chiiiastio worldly-mindedness up
to the time of the New Testament.
The second
grade describes particularly the attitude of the
Jews towards the Christians. The third grade
comprises the development of the Jewish war.
The fourth is mainly the history of Judaism after
the destruction of Jerusalem.
Such a definite
mapping out of periods was of course not intended by the Apostle, but it describes the process of the development of Judaism as unfolded
by history. The common construction that the
referenoe here is either to the desire of individuals
or of entire churches, and the limitation of the
object of that desire to worldly riches and glory
are inadequate to the prophetical relation in
which James stood to his people. [Alford cites
a remarkable parallel from Plato, PJuedo. p. 66, c:
Kai yap irotefiovc Kal ordaeic nal p&xa$ ovdbf &Afo
irapixei % T0 oufM *o2 ai tovtov kir&vuiat.
M.].
Vsn. 2.
desire it and ye nave it not.
The indefinite object at all events is implied;
in the most general sense the object of the chiliastico-judai8tio longing for the world [Weltsehnsucht, u e. longing for the dominion of the
world M.], in the utmost variety of form and
colour, nominally the fruit of righteousness, ch.
iii. 18.
The antithesis pregnantly expresses the
fruitlessness of the struggle.
Ye have not has of
course also the sense : ye receive not (de Wette);
but it declares at the same time that they receive
not, because they have not, because they are
empty (Luke xix. 26). [Desire is not possession
there is many a slip between the cup and the lip.

among

—

Ye

—

—

—M.].

—

Ye

murder and ye envy. This strong expression has induced commentators to submit
henoe? The explanation; for various modifications of it arising from their
hrevdev is not a separate question: from hence? supposition that the Apostle here addresses only
Christians and refers as yet only to the internal
(Michaelis).
From your lasts. fidoval are more than dissensions among the members themselves. Ye
brttivplat (Huther) ; they are desires actualized,* kill your own soul (Oecumenius), ye envy (aca life of sensual indulgence (Luther: voluptuous- cording to the conjectured reading ffhveiTe,
These wage war chiefly in the Erasmus, Calvin and many others), ye hate (acness, WollUste).
members. The members need hardly be empha- cording to the doctrine that hatred is murder in
sized as being the camp of the lusts ( Wiesinger); thought 1 Jno. iii. 15.
Luther, Estius, Wiesinnor is the idea that they war against the soul ger, Huther) ye strive even to murder and death
{Rom. vii. 28; 1 Pet. ii. 11 ; de Wette) the lead- (Carpzov, Schneckenburger). Winer rightly ading idea. Theile, Schneckenburger and others vocates the literal sense of the term. That fyfovrt
tate."

arparevofiivow.
Is it not

—M

.

]

—
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CHAP.
is not mentioned first proves nothing: for the
two terms are not intended to a stronger and a
weaker degree of conduct, but the negative and
They committed
positive sides of their conduct.
murder because they thought they were xealous
With their striving they
for the glory of God.
were hunting for the fleshly ideal of the glorifyOn that account also
ing of their religion.
murder must come first. The twelve tribes, however, who had already killed the Lord Himself
and 8tephen, who were in part responsible for
the death of the Baptist and James the'son of
Zebedee, who had already shown the disposition
to kill Paul, and who soon after did kill the author of the Epistle himself; had to submit to this
address; the Christians among them were at
least sympathising with these national offences.
Bat their acts of murder and strife were wholly
in vain, as were afterwards the acts of the inquisition, the hierarchical judicial murders and religious wars of the zeal of the middle ages from
the Crusade against the Albigenses to the Thirty
Tears' War.
Ye do not attain your terrible,
hypocritical end, the Babel of conscience-monarchy in the pseudo-glory of Zion.

—

and ye make war. These words
merely explanatory of TrdXepot v. 1 (Huther), for the primary reference is no longer to
Their
the quarrels among the Jews themselves.
individual words become at last open fighting,
Hence ovk ixere
and this leads to open warfare.
is repeated here, and, as we read with Griesbach
and Lachmann, with teal preceding it, "and yet
ye have not, i. e. ye get it not." We join this
with what goes before in order to constitute the
third antithesis, not with what follows (Huther)

Ye

fight

are not

IV. 1-3.

Ill

the wretched quarrels and disputes
call themselves Christians and yet
not uncommonly carry on such quarrels in His
name. The question of James " Whence are
(Is. ix. 6) to

of those

who

wars and whence fightings among you?" may be
addressed with equal pertinence to the countless
sects and parties in just as many Christian communities in every age of the Church's history.
The cause is really still the same now which it
was in the Apostolic age, vis.: the carnal mind
which exhibits the selfishness of the natural man,
after he has been baptized.
The Church of
Christ, which ought to be a Zion of peace, has in
consequence become a Babel of confusion. But
the serpent- seed of discord bears even now the
same unhappy fruit which it did then. The
sword which the loveless man turns against his
brother, wounds his own hands, and in proportion as men covet what is their neighbour's, they
themselves grow poorer in true peace.
2. There is no greater enemy of the true spirit
of prayer than the spirit of quarrelsomeness and
contention, cf. 1 Pet. iii. 7.
It is impossible to
find faith where love is wanting ; how then csn
the unbelieving prayer of an avr)p diifwx<K (°f- ch.
i. 6-8) obtain any thing at the
Lord's hand?

Many a complaint of prayers not answered would
surely cease, if men did not confine themselves
to hearing their hearts only concerning the disappointment they have experienced, but would
also examine their consciences concerning hidden
guilt, which renders the hearing of prayer on
the part of God morally impossible. Cf Is. i.
11-15.

8. Prayer in order to be well-pleasing to God
must ever go hand-in-hand with a God-consecrated life. There is no greater horror in the
to introduce the specification of the cause of all
Not till then follows the sight of God than prayer which irreconcilably
their disappointments.
contradicts the inward and outward life. Cf.
reason, not only of the frustration of their warProv. xxviii. 9; Ps. xxxiv. 16, 17.
ring, but also of their murderous striving and
4. The Christian is permitted to pray also for
desiring. All lacks the true life of prayer, which
outward things, provided it be done in the spirit
purifies, hallows and adjusts our efforts to the
Divine disposition of affairs. But the probable of absolute submission and resignation to the
" we pray much," Divine Will, to the glory of His name and in the
protestation of the Judaists
prompts the Apostle to add an ironical self-cor- name of Christ. The rule Matth. vi. 88, applies
also here.
If this mind is wanting, prayer will
rection which brings out the fourth and most
Their asking (aXrtiv) is evil not be followed by peace filling the heart, and
terrible antithesis.
The Apostle having intro- this very want of true peace consequent upon
praying (airelodat.
prayer is an intimation that we need not expect
duced an interchange of Active and Middle see
the fulfilment of the desire uttered by us in
Winer, p. 297: Matthia II. p. 1097.—he may
prayer. Cf. Conferences tur lapriere, par J. Marhere either take the Active as denoting importutin, Paris, 1849, p. Ill etc.
nate asking or the Middle as denoting egotistical
5. Prayer is evil first respect of the object, if
The latter is probably inpraying for oneself.
we pray for some vain, unprofitable or foolish
tended.), and for the reason that they pray for

—

:

—

of Jehovah for a fulness of prosperity
which they intend to squander in the lusts of

the help

worldly mind. We have here to remind
reader of the visionary expectations of the
Jews during the destruction of Jerusalem, of
their gloomy lamentations in the post-ohristian
synagogue (how they make God Himself weep
over the unhappiness of His people} and of their
Tain, worldly striving and their description of
the most sensual carousals in the future Kingdom
of God.
their

the

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
indeed a sad contrast if we oppose

1. It is

secondly in consideration of the disposiwe pray in a vain, covetous and boisterous spirit, that is without submission and filial
trust, without leaving every thing at the disposal
of God. Heubner.

thing

;

tion, if

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.
The disputes and quarrels in the ChristianChurch a great proof how little the wisdom
which is from above is understood and practised,
oh. iii. 16.
Every sensual and selfish lust which

—

—

not killed in the heart of the Christian, sooner
or later must work disastrously to the detriment
of fraternal communion. Disappointed hopes
should not fill us with bitterness and hatred

is

the

of Christ as that of the Prince of Peace

—
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against one another, but rather prompt us to
humility and believing, confiding prayer. It is
not sufficient to pray only, all depends upon the

—
manner how we pray and in what spirit —God
not a God of disorder, but a God of peace in
—The
Cor.
churches of the

all

xiv. 88.

saints, cf. 1

history of prayers that have not been heard.
Examples: Deut. iii. 26; Jno. xi. 8-6; 2 Cor.
Prayer the true thermometer of
xii. 8, 9 etc.
He who prays illy need not
the spiritual life.
expect more than he who prays not at all.
What our Lord said to Salome applies to many a
praying man, Matth. xx. 22. In prayer we
must not think first and foremost of ourselves,
but chiefly of the glory of God and the welfare
of our neighbour. A Christian prays not that
he may bend the will of God according to his will,
but in order that he may shape his will according to God's. No prayer without work, no work
without prayer.

—

—

—

—

—

By
By agony and fear,
There is of God no getting,
But prayer He will hear.
oaring and by fretting,

Mit Sorgen und mit Gramen

Und mit selbiteigner Pein,
Ldsst Oott rich gar nichtt nehmen,
cf. Ps. cxxviL
Ei muts erbeten tan.
Stabki :

belong thereto in word or deed, in the peace in
which the fruit of righteousness should be sown
(oh. iii. 18).
But for all, enough remains for
this cutting question: ''Whence are wars and
whence are fightings among you, quarrelling
and discord in word and deed among brethren

and members of the Church of God,
a small scale like
nations ?"

etil

wars on

among

those without

the

—

Jakobi: Do not even desire that which cannot benefit thee in things pertaining to God, and
whatever thou dost desire, desire it only in as far
as it furthers thy eternal salvation.
But if thou
pray est only in order to have and to enjoy, if
thou openest communication with God only in
order to receive or as it were to extort from
Him worldly gifts, thou dost indeed draw nigh
to Him with thy mouth and serve Him with thy
lips, but thy heart is far from Him.

—

Neandeb: James like Paul here presupposes
an inward conflict in man, the conflict between
flesh and spirit. As Paul calls the powers of evil
the law in the members, because the body is the
outward manifestation of man and because the
dominion of sinful desires exhibits itself on and
in the body, so James speaks of the lusts that war
in the members.
Viidebandt : The real trouble-states (Stortn/W«Jtf=di8turber8 of peace) in the world are
seated deep in the hearts of men the worldly

—

1, 2.

—Even with believers Satan attempts

manner of evil. He sows tares
among the wheat, Matth. xiii. 25.
Lang ii, Op.: The wars of the world are no-

to bring about all

—

—Peace

—

among men

the consequence of
peace in men. Who carries his point among men
by quarrelling, is always the loser no matter
how much he may gain besides, for he loses with

lusts.

—

is

—

thing but outbreaks of the evil heart, in whioh
the evil lusts fight against God, against man and
also among themselves, Ps. cxL 8.
Cramee: Many a man rakes and scrapes and
strives to get everything for his own use to no purpose, and labours tooth and nail but only hinders
himself therewith.
Quisnil: It is a great mercy of God not to
hear men if they offer unjust prayers, Ps. lxvi.

praying. Most men desire the gifts of God, not
God Himself. Envy seeks quarrel and quarrel
brings woe. We find often many obstacles in
the way by our desires. Why ? Because selfwill and pride present obstacles to Divine help.

18.

lusts.

—

—

—

Stixr: It is natural that the heathen, before
Christ teaches them peace, break the battle-bow
(Zech. ix. 10) and live fighting and warring with
one another; but where Christendom knows and
confesses the name of God, peace ought surely to

God. There is relatively little praying in
world and besides, much of that little is

—

the
evil

—
—

—The dissensions
—The
—The nature and consequence
Porubszkt: —The deepest root of

L1800
worldly

sinful lusts.

:

life.

of
of

all strife.

[v. 1.

(h

Harmony ought

rote frifaatv.

member;

The

to reign in the members
word ilAoc signifies 1. a

a song and then the music to
an air, a tune, a melody.
be there. To be sure, this so-called Christendom iv fii'kti, in tune, harmoniously. The Greek word
upon earth, inclosing (not contrary to the Divine pifoc would suggest the double idea of member
purpose) as a net many nations, is far from being and harmony to a Greek ear and I cannot bat
the Churoh of Saints, the Body of the Lord, ani- consider the selection of the word to have conmated and ocoupied by His Spirit; hence to this templated such an allusion), but now they exday bloody wars are waged even between Chris- hibit strife and discord, the confusion of the
tian nations, and it cannot be otherwise because camp and the violenoe of an armed soldiery.
of righteousness against unrighteousness; the
vigorous conduct of such wars is the Christian
duty of rulers and ruled (kings and subjects) in
the right place to which the sword put by God
into hands [of lawful authority M.] belongs.

—

limb, a

which a song

2.

is set,

The lusts act the part of soldiers (cTparevofiiwv),
they are not only encamped within us and foraging (Alford), but they are acting the part of
soldiers, engaging in all the offices of \milltary
M.l.
service.
This was especially true of
[v. 2. fovsZere.
those bands of Amoral, sicarii, robbers and assassin^, who, under the name of zealot*, infested

—

must go on
among Christian nations, states and churches,
the sword of the spirit must be drawn against
whatever is unchristian and ungodly, just as Jewish sooiety at this time, .and at last made the
every holy man must fight for peace with the Temple itself a den of assassins. See Matth.
But James makes no xxi. 18. Evidences of the blood-thirsty spirit of
devil and with the world.
reference whatever to this good fight he doubt- rage, whioh now like a fiend possessed the heart
less includes pure zeal for the truth in love, direc- of large numbers of the people, may be seen in
ted against all unrighteousness and whatever the murderous plots and violent and frequent
Moreover the good

fight of faith

;
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at this period, mentioned in Josephus the multitude assembled from all parts of the
and in the Gospel and Acts, such as Jewish dispersions at the Passover, "Crucify
Uut of Barabbas (Matth. xxviL 16; Jno. xviii.
Him" (Matth. xv. 18, 14). Wordsworth.—M.].
[Whitby cites the following passages from
40), tod of Judas of Galilee, and Thendas (Acts
t. 86), and the Egyptian (Acts xxi. 88], and the*
Josephus.
Bell. Jud. IV. 10; II. 1; AnHa.
ontbmkfl
(see

below),

St Paul (Acts xxiii. 12-14). XVIII. 1; BelL Jud.
may also be a reference here to the cry of M.].

wwpirtcy against
There

II.

28; VII. 81;

I.

706.—

Vm. SIXTH ADMONITION.
EHORTATION TO REPENTANCE ADDRESSED TO THE JEWISH CHRISTIANS AND THE
JEWS IN REFERENCE TO THEIR BEING ON THE WAY TO APOSTASY. THEY ARE
ADDRESSED AS (RELIGIOUS) ADULTERERS AND ADULTERESSES, AS APOSTATES.

FRIENDSHIP OF THE WORLD, WHICH IS THE CAUSE OF THEIR IMPENDTHEY WERE TO ACKNOWLEDGE AS ENMITY OF GOD, TO REPENT
RETURN FROM THEIR WORLDLY RUNNING AND WANDERING TO
AND
QUIETNESS OF A CONDUCT MARKED BY HUMILITY AND RESIGNATION TO

THEIR

ING APOSTASY,
OP IT
TO

THE
THE

DIVINE WILL.
Chapter IV.

4-17.

Te adulterers1 and adulteresses, know ye not that the friendship of the world' is
with God8 whosoever4 therefore will he a friend of the world is the enemy 6 of
5 God.
Do ye think that the Scripture saith in vain,6 The spirit that dwelleth in us
6 hwteth to envy ?
But he giveth more grace. Wherefore he saith, God resisteth the
7 proud, but giveth grace unto the humble.
Submit yourselves therefore to God.
8 Berist* the devil, and he will flee from you.
Draw nigh to God, and he will draw
nigh to you.
Cleanse your hands, ye sinners; and purify your hearts, ye double9 minded.
Be afflicted, and mourn, and8 weep : let your laughter be turned to mourning,
10 and your joy to heaviness.
Humble yourselves in the sight of the9 Lord, and he shall
11 lift you up.
Speak not evil one of another, brethren. He that speaketh evil of his
brother, and 10 judgeth his brother, speaketh evil of the law, and judge th the law:
12 tat if thou judge the law, thou art not a doer of the law, but a judge.
There is one
lawgiver, 11 who is able to save and to destroy : who art thou12 that judgest another ?*•
13 Go to now, ye that say, To day or 14 to morrow we will go 15 into such a city, and
U continue18 there17 a year,18 and buy and sell, and get gain : Whereas ye know not
vhtiPthaU be on the morrow. For what w your life?*
It is* 1 even a vapour, that
15 *ppeareth for a little time, andn then vanisheth away.
For that ye ought to say, If
the Lord will," we shall live,** and do this, or that.
But now ye rejoice* in your
JjB
W boastings: all* such rejoicing is evil. Therefore to him that knoweth to do17 good,
I

enmity

and doeth

Vw* i

it

not, to

him

it is sin.

Vulg., Bede, Lachmann, Tiachendorf and other translations read only potx«A£ft«f.
preceding it in G. K. etc. originated probably in the 0. T. symbolical sense haying been
literal sense adopted.
9 Cod. Sin. inserts r o v r o v after k tf a- p o v
• Cod. Sin. reads
t<£ 0«» for rov 0«ov irriv ofRec. andal.
[< B. Cod. Sin. read
for ov.-M.]
[* Cod. Sin. has *x*P* for i x 0pht.—M.I
Lange: Ye [adulterer* and] adulteresses know ye not that the friendship of the world Is the enmity of
God ? Whosoever therefore willeth to be a friend of the world, standeth up as an enemy of God.
[Te adulteresses .... is enmity of God ? . . . . shall be minded ( Alfbrd) to be a friend of the world, is
constituted an enemy of God.—M.]
V.^
'tttsi * A. B. Sin. Lachmann, Wiesinger read xaryxivir for Kar^Kifo-tv G. K. etc.
Lange : Or do ye suppose .... The spirit that made His abode in us, as opposed to envy, longeth upward?
(So de Wette, and after him
[Or do ye fancy .... The spirit that He planted in us, jealously desireth f
Alford).—M.]
lerssfli
Lange : Still greater however [than is the longing], He giveth grace : wherefore It ("the Scripture] saith . .
[But He giveth greater grace : wherefore He saith, God Is opposed to the proud but giveth grace to the
humble. M.]
».
v ** m r
T.
a. Ba gin . vulg. etc. insert ft 4 after the verb. 6 4 is omitted probably in order to give to the sentence a
more independent form.
Bnt resist ....
Lsnge : Subject yourselves
[Submit yourselves .... Bnt resist the devil and he shall flee from you.—M.]
>

A.B.

8in. etc.

noixol

abandoned and the

cVn

Ur

^

—
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Lange:
minded.

8.

.

sf nnen,

Cleaaaa the handa, ye

and oonaocrato [make chaste onto God] the haaxta, ye donbla*

[Purify yonr handa . . . . , end make chaste your hearts.—M.]
Verse 9. p A. and Cod. Sin. omit xai before jcAavaar* .—M.]
Lange : Feel miserable and mourn and weep ! Let your laughter turn itself into lamentation and year
joy into dejectedness.
weep :...., and your joy Into humiliation.
EBe wretched and mourn and
Alford : The old English noun downcast, now obsolete as a noun, is the exact equivalent of carf+ti*
and ought to be resuscitated.—M.]
Verse 10. p Cod. Sin. inserts o 8 v after raw< tv<a0riT< .—M."J
The omission of r o D does not affect the translation. [A. B. K. etc Cod. 8in. omit it—M.]
before the Lord, and He will exalt you.
Lange :
[Be humbled, therefore, before .... and He shall exalt you.—M.]
Verse 11. w A. B. K. 8in. etc. Tischendorf read ij Kpivtov for *ai [Bee. etc. M.]
Lange : Do not calumniate [decry] one another, brethren. He that calnmnlateth or Judgeth his brother,
calumniateth the law and judgeth the law.
[Bo not speak against one another, brethren ; he that speaketh against a brother or judgeth his brother,
speaketh against .... M.]
Verse 12. u k a I k p t r if v omitted by Rec. [with K. L. etc.—M.], is Inserted in A. B, many minuscules, almost all the
Torsions, Tischend. Lachm. also Cod. 8in.
[" A. B. K. L. many minusc. Cod. Sin. Vulg. Syr. Copt. al. insert ft « after <r v t a reading by all mesas to
be retained on account of the strong emphasis " But tkou (almost contemptuous), who art thou t w M.J
"A. B. Cod. 8in. and many minuscules fix the readings 6 xptPttr and top w Abator against
those of Bee. a » k pi v « t f , and to r iripor.
ovk. Iv 4r0p***¥ aa>A* ir 0«y r& Sta0ijfi«ra
[K. adds (see Ps. xxxri. 23)
tc artvBvvtrat
M.]
But who art thou, thou that jndgest[art
Lance: One la the Lawgiver and Judge, He, who la able
judging] thy neighbour ? [ . . . . But thou, who art thou that judgeat thy neighbour T—M.]
ilS. M A.. O. I. etc. Tischendorf [Cod. Sin. Alford.—M.] read <rrjp.i pow « a i avpior, which la alao i
authentic and important than if avptov .
Lachraann and Tischendorf following B. etc., seTeral minuac. Vulgl, read the Future for the Subjuutlre of
Bee. In point of matter more suitable. A. hae flrat two Subjunctirea then two Indicates. [Bo Cod.

—

—

—

on

AvBpmwv

Sin.-M.l
A. B. Alford ip.9optvv6p.s6m. «al Kcaftija-opcr. K. L. Subjunctive.—M.]
A. omits i k 1 . M.J
B. and Lachmann omit J r « , but the omission is not decisive.
Lange : Well then, ye that say : to-day and to-morrow we will journey to such and such a city, and will
work there one year, and do business and make gain.
[Go to now .... to-day and to-morrow we will aet forth to this city and will spend there one year sad
will traffic [de Wette, Van Ess, Allioli etc. Alford] and get gain.—M.I
Verse 14. M The Plural r a (A. Lachmann) is in every case more telling than r b (O. I.) Tischendorf.
*> Lachmann, following A. Vulg. etc. omits y dp after a t p. i « , which makes the expression more diflcalt,
but also more lively. [But A. Cod. Sin. Vulg. Copt omit not only yap but a rp.lt yap *—.M.]
i i o-ts is fixed by A. B. I. etc.
«* A.B. etc. reed xal for Si [Bee. Vulg. JEth. Bode put «al before Ivttr*'
with
Cod. Bin.
A, jf lira xai Is accordingly the most authentic reading.—M]
Lange : Tea ye that know not [underatand not] what will be to-morrow [the great tempests of judgmeail
For what [of what kind] is your life ? A vapour, forsooth, ye are, which appeareth for a little while, and
then vanlsheth [again].
[Whereas ye know not the things of to-morrow: for of what sort (Alford) is your life? For je are a vapour
which appeareth for a little while, then vanishing aa it came.—M.J
Verse 16. *[B.reads *<A».—M.l
** A. B. Cod. Sin. read fifo-opsr and »o^<roj*«r.
So Lachmann, Tischendorf [and Alford. BLLal
have the Subjunctive. M.]
Lange : Instead of that yon ought to say ....
[Instead of which ye .... we shall both live and do this or that.—M.]
Vena 16. [• Cod. Sin. has xaraxavxao-ffs for xavxa*** .—M.]
[*» Cod. Sin. baa Jt«<ra for 9 air
M.]
Lange : But now ye boast yourselves In your [vain] Illusions, all boasting of such kind is evil.
[But now ye glory in yonr vain-boaatings : all such glorying la wicked^—M.J
Varao 17. f* (A.) reads voiqe-at for vonir.—M..]
Lange: To him now who knoweth .
. , to him it will turn to sin.
[So that to him who
, to him it ia ain.—M.]

—

5

—

a—

.

"ye adulterers and adulteresses," is rightly accounted for by Huther, who
says that it arises from their taking the term in
a literal sense, " which is expressly done by Augusti, Lachmann and Winer."
But we can

sequently read;

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.
ANALYSIS:

—

—Reproach of the impending apos—

Exhortation to a better and higher
tasy, y. 4.
aim, tv. 5, 6. The characteristics of their conversion to God on theocratic fundamental ideas
(the new allegiance of the people of God, their
purification, penitential mourning, and humiliaRention according to their situation) vv. 7-1 #.
ovation of their conduct towards the brethren,
w. 11, 12. Dissuasion from their restless, gainseeking and self-willed wandering through the
world in consideration of the approaching storm of
judgment vv. 18-15. Reproof of their false security and forewarning of their conscience, vv. 16,17.
Reproach of the impending apostasy.

—

—

—

Ver.

4.

Ye adulteresses, know ye

not.

the majority of commentators are
in favour of the Text. Rec, the authorities to
the contrary notwithstanding, and that they con-

The

fact, that

hardly conceive any thing more extravagant
than to suppose that James would brand all
Jewish Christians as literal adulterers and adulteresses.
It is however in perfect keeping with
the symbolical language of the Old Testament
that James here describes the Judaistic bias to
apostasy from the living God of revelation, Pa
lxxiii. 27;
Is. lvii. 8;
Ex. xxiii. 27; Hosea;
Matth. xii. 89; xvi. 4; 2 Cor. xi. 2; Rev. il 22.
The wonder is that this passage has not led
commentators to learn the symbolical character
of the whole Epistle, and more particularly the
symbolical character of the rich in ch. ii and ch.
The only auprising part of this exposition
v.
is the occurrence of the feminine adulteresses, a
term which Theile considers to be not altogether
Digitized by

Google
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CHAP.
ittmg, whiek Wiesinger calls singular as applied
to individuals, while Huther remarks that the
Besides it
tana should be referred to Churches.

noteworthy that symbolical adultery accordusage of the Old Testament and according to the figure itself is feminine inasmuch as it
describes the apostasy of the Lord's bride.
To
this must be added that the Apostle is not addressing now the Jewish Christian Churches in
particular, but Judaism in general, such as, in
the preceding section, he saw it sundered into
The Plural probably
the most diverse factions.
denotes this disruption, not only the several
synagogues but also the several factions.
is

ing to the

—

Know ye

not. From your theocratieal
the covenant with God as opposed to
the ungodly world, and from your teaching and
knowledge.
calling to

IV. 4-17.

God

Ill

determined by the attitude of our heart
at the heart.
Huther's laying
stress on the construction that the world must
be taken here as an aggregate of persons, because <t*Ha then consists in a reciprocity, seems
to be an expedient beside the mark.
That the
world is represented as an aggregate of persons
stands to reason; but the question is whether
the persons are to be honoured as persons or
dishonoured as impersonal things as a means of
selfishness.
However he rightly observes that
Kadiorarai here as in oh. iii. 6, must not be weakened, but denotes "he takes the attitude." We
render "he stands up," or "appears," because
is

The Lord looketh

this brings out the as yet inward character of
his attitude.
[On the whole "is constituted"
seems to be the best rendering of the term in

English;

it

does not touch the inward or the

That the friendship of the world.—That outward attitude in particular but involves
either and this seems really to be the Apostle's
it befriending and alliance with an ungodly
world (ch. L 27
meaning. It is immaterial whether the man's
of. 1 Jno. ii. J 5), not merely
inclination to wordly goods (Theile and al.), nor purpose be latent, uttered in words or manifest
worldly desires (Laurentius), nor both of these in deeds, in any case he is constituted an enetogether (de Wette).
The world is personified my of God.— M.].
in this antithesis
it is idolatry depicted as a
Exhortation to a better and higher aim, w. 5, 6.
whole, the vanity of mankind deifying itself and
Veb. 5. Or do ye) fancy that the Soripeeified (u «., ungodliness showing itself in its
ture aaith in vain.— This passage is one of the
propensity for the impersonal) connected with most difficult in the New Testament; we must
the whole visible world frustrated by it
The therefore refer the reader to the Commentaries for
Jodaistie friendship for the world, which must a full discussion of the question (see Schneokenbe taken chiefly in an active sense, consisted burger, BeUr'dge, p. 193 Huther, Wiesinger, etc.).
We have first to set aside the really desperate
jest in the chiliastio desire of enjoying a worldly
glory which at the best was only dyed hierarchi- expositions which aim at improving the text (see
Huther's note p. 166) and then the connection
cally pious (in sensual enjoyment, honour and
It is to be noticed of node fOdvov with what goes before.
dominion ex. Matth. iv.).
The
;

;

:

Scripture saith against envy (du Mont), or:
Think ye that the Scripture speaks in vain and
enviouely (trpbc +66vov adverbially, Gebser) ? But
in that case irpdc <f>66i>ov ought to precede teyeu
pretended uncleanness).
Is enmity of God.
Here also the predomi- We consider the exposition of Beza, Grotius and
"
nant active sense must be held fast
on which ai: "The spirit of man has a natural bias to
iccount the majority of commentators interpret envy " as underrated by Huther.
In that case
k straightway by irfpa etc Oeov (Bom. viii. 7)
the words have to be connected with what the
Hnther.
Lachmann following the tmmtca of the Scripture says of the envy of Cain, and similar
But that exposition is inadmissible,
Vulgate, has even adopted the reading k^dpa passages.
[which, however, is also the reading of the Cod.
for 1. The spirit is described as having taken up
Bin,—M.], which greatly weakens the weight of its abode in us and consequently distinguished
the idea.
from ourselves, 2. fui^ova k. t. X. would be withWhoever therefore shall be minded to out a subject. The first difficulty, indeed, would
be a friend of the world. Inference drawn be obviated if we could take irvevua in the sense
from what precedes. "Of fiovfofiy. The difficulty of rrvevfita $06vov according to Wisd. 2, 24.=
which has been found in this expression, because di&fiotoc.
Huther undervalues the similar exU teems to involve an intentional choice of evil, position of Semler ad. v. 7, saying, "because
it set aside if we distinguish between a formal
of its strangeness we make room for Sender's
end a material intention.
The Apostle certainly note on this passage: Jacobus, Paulus, Petrus,
could not suppose his readers to have the formal Judo* uno quasi ore xd conformant, opus esse, ut Roifttention of surrendering to the world.
But it manis et sic (!) Deo se subjidant" and further on:
vat very different with the material intention "r£ 6ia{36A<t> f quiper nvevfxa $66vovvossuscitat adver•f taking a direction in worldliness which insus magistratum romanum" But the want of a subvolred the friendship of the world.
But this was ject to fiei^ova deters us from adopting this expoprecisely the case with the rebellious chiliasm sition somewhat as follows: even the Holy Scriptf the Jews, even with the worldly-mindedness
ture testifies that there has come among us a spirit
of Judaistic Christians.
And in this sense the which excites that envy which is the specific atterm certainly lays stress both on the consoious tribute of that love of the world which causes
ietention (Baumgarten) and on the antithesis of
the wars and fightings described above (see the
their doing which had already become a reality.
book of Jonah). Less tenable is the exposition
Whosoever is devoted to the world, although as which makes the spirit to denote the Divine
jet only in his heart (not, as Wiesinger, who for Spirit but takes the respective words interrogathe present is only inclined that way), has stood tively, as follows, " num ad invidiam proclivis est
«p as the enemy of God, because our attitude to SpirUut Sanctust minime" (so Gabler and simi-

vain worldliness concealed itself under
garb of a pious fleeing from the world (the
hatred of heathenism, even of Gentile-christian,
that this

the

—

—
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Where the citation
larly Bede, Calrin and al.).
from Holy Writ introduces the subject, we hardly
expect an interrogative sentence. The interpretation of de Wette, Huther and al. is at present
urged more than any other. Huther: "Or do
ye think that the Scripture speaks in Tain?
(No) the Spirit, that has taken His abode in us,
enviously desires us, but gives (so much the)
more grace; therefore He saith," etc The pa-

—

rentheses abundantly show

how very

forced

is

which is also advocated by
Sohneckenburger and al. Our objections to it
are as follows: 1. The anthropomorphism "that
this interpretation,

the Spirit of God loves us even unto envy" is too
The reference to f?Aor, the jealousy of
strong.
God in the conjugal relation He sustains to His
people, is allowable but ffl<K is not <p86voc, which is
uniformly mentioned in Holy Scripture as a source
To this must be added 2. The postuof evil.
lated supplements and the defective antithesis
"but He gives so muoh the more grace," etc.
But this mode of expression at first sight grows

even more dark, if we understand with Wiesinger rd irvevpa as the object of the human
spirit, supplying 6 8e6\ as the subject: Divine
Love enviously desires the object of its Lo-ve y
that is, the human spirit from God (i. «., aus
Gott=emanating from God M.], which turns
If we bear in
either to God or to the world.
mind that defy had been named immediately before, the envious loving remains in the first
place, and then appears as a loving whioh is
only directed to the Spirit. This applies also to
the similar interpretation of Theile, who supHowplies however ^ ypayh instead of 6 6e6$.
ever, even if we wished to retain the interpretation of Wiesinger or Huther we should be
obliged to go back to the passage Ex. xx. 5. The
jealousy of God would be expressed in His visiting the iniquity of idolatry (=adultery) on
the children of the third and fourth generation,
and the antithesis "but showing mercy unto
thousands, etc.," would be adequately expressed
in ftel^ova 6k 616001 x^PiV- With reference to the
citation in question, we have the following conjectures whioh we give in brief from Huther:
Gen. vi. 8, 6 (Grotius), Gen. viii. 21 (Erasmus,
Beza, etc.), Numb. xi. 29 (Witsiusj, Deut. v. 9
Sohneckenburger), Deut. xxxii. 21 (Heisen),
i
>s. cxix. 20 (Clerious), Prov. xxi. 10 (Michaelis), Song of Solomon viii. 6 (Coocejus), Wisdom
of Sol. vi. 12 (Wettstein). Others again have
guessed at passages from the New Testament, at
some lost passage in the prophets, at a passage
in the Apocryphal book called the Testament of
the twelve Patriarchs or at a collective statement
of different passages of Holy Scripture. Huther
denies the fact of a citation altogether and believes the reference to be to a statement of James
and that ») ypa<ft Xtyei adverts either to the idea
immediately preceding or to the citation introduced with 6vb Uyet in v. 6 : 6 defa etc. After
all the interpretations given, that of Luther
(Gomarus, Bengel and al.) still continues to
possess much weight, viz., "the spirit lusteth
against hatred=invidia," (cf. Gal. v. 17); in
favour of which may be produced the following
passages: Ps. xxxvii. 1, etc.; v. 84, etc.; Ps.
lxxiii. 8, etc.
Huther can hardly dispute successfully that irpbc <p66vov in point of language

—

may be
imiroOelv

equivalent

may be

to

/card <fS6vov

taken in the sense of

and

teat

hnfhpib.

But we still want the subject for uel^ova # c r.
and we are driven to recognise it in imvpa

A.

Then it is the Divine Spirit in believers
on the one hand, mediating in them a longing
going beyond the love of the world (Rom. viii
23-26), and on the other also a grace which u
beyond all longing, praying and understanding
We therefore con(1 Cor. it 9; Eph. iii. 22).
strue the passage with reference to Ps. xxxvii
1 and Ps. lxxiii. 8 as follows:
"over again*
and opposed to envy (which is really at the bottom of your worldliness and is the very soul of
your wars, fightings and insurrections) the
Spirit who took abode among us, utters a higher
longing (briTrodti emphatic), and -not in vain; for
the self-same Spirit mediates also the grace
which goes even beyond our longing in Him,"
The Jews in consequence of the envy of their
worldliness became unbelieving with respect to
Christianity (Acts xiii. 45; ch. xxiL 22), and
rebellious toward the Romans; but the spirit
which lived and acted in the true theocrats from
Abel to Asaph (Ps. lxxiii.) and from him and
itself.

the prophets to the Christians,

with

[envy?

coming

in contact

—M.] was longing beyond

it and
objects for the immortal. And as envy shows
itself in the proud whom God opposes, so thmt
longing shows itself in the humble to whom He
gives- grace.
We therefore give our sense of

it

its

by way of paraphrase. The friendship of the world of whioh envy is really the
soul, and the friendship of God, of which the
longing of the Spirit is really the soul are inoompatibles and inimically opposed to each

this passage

This may be proved from Scripture.
For as to our relation to God it says not without

other.

reason that the strong longing of the Divine
Spirit, who took up His abode in us (who united
with our spirit, is the spirit of prayer, of our
yearning for heavenly riches ; while as the Spirit
of Divine consolation and peace He mediates for us
a grace whioh is even greater than our longing),
bids defiance to and is opposed to envy which is the
truest form of the spirit of the world. But as to
the relation of God to ourselves, the Scripture
saith : God resists the haughty and proud who
are at one with the spirit of envy, while He gives
grace to the humble wh6 are at one with the
poor in spirit On the meaning of wpof=in relation or in proportion to, or againtt, in os-

pontion to of. the Lexioa. The sentence, more
clearly defined, would read thus: irpbc rd jroto
rov <p06vov kn model rd irvtvfta.
The Comparative
"greater (more) grace" must consequently not
be referred to the antithesis: what the friendship of the world does give (Bede, Gebser and
al.), or:
"eo majorem, quo lonoiut rteeutru «6
invidia" (Bengel), or according to an obscure
thought: as compared with the case that the
irpbc $06vov iiwrodetv did not take place (Wiesinger, de Wette, Huther).
-

—

[Without reconsidering this bewildering conflict
of opinions, the view whioh seems to harmonise
best with the context and the line of James* argument, is to take irvevjia as the object, and understanding the Holy Spirit, to supply 6 Geo? •*
the subject and to render irpbc $06vov adverbially" The (Holy) Spirit that He (God) planted in us,
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CHAP.
The expression is
jealously desireth [us]."
highly figurative and alludes to the conjugal re-

IV. 4-17.

Ill

—

a call from God, ch. i. 13. Being only halfdecided and doubting make the tempter bold and
strong, while resolute courage in God and resist,
ance unmask him in his impotence; for real
courage and real power come from God; the
power of Satan is a lying phantom-power (Matth.
It is only in the self-temptation of man
iv.).
that the temptation of Satan oan become efficient.
[Huther quotes Hermas, Pastor, 2, 12
"Abvarai
is

between God and the soul of Relievers.
The Spirit of God implanted in us, jealously desireth us, jealously desires us to break entirely
with the world and to be wholly consecrated and
Any temporizing with the
deroted to God.
Then as to
world would be spiritual adultery.
the citation from Scripture referred to we hold
with many commentators that James gives the o dt&ftoloc iraXalaat, KaranaTialaai de ov dbvarat, kav
general sense of Scripture without specifying a ofo avTiorgc avrdv, vuajOelg Qebgerai airb aov KargoAlford takes the same view. Xyuukvoc. "
particular passage.
]
Draw nigh to God. The allegiance of the
-M.].
Veb. 6. This greater grace is the greater people of God is followed by their drawing near
measure of the comforting and satisfying Spirit to Him.
{JV|J or ^y\T) in relation to God is a
-It
-t
did TJkyei, that
as related to the longing Spirit.
specifically theocratical idea. Ex. xx. 21 ; xxiv. 2
[But why
is the same Scripture, not to irvevua.
Lev. xvi. 1; Ezek. xl. 46; cf. Is. xxix. 13; Heb.
not refer did Myei to rb irvevua the Holy Spirit?
vii. 19; hence the expression Korban, that which
He speaks in us and in the Holy Scriptures M.].
is oonsecrated or offered to God.
Here drawing
dw is very apposite : just as the Scripture speaks
near is used in the N. T. real sense=convert
of our relation to God, so it speaks of God's reThe passage in question is Prov. yourselves. The particular although not the exlation to us.
clusive reference to prayer.
iil 84 LXX., which has however 6 tcbpioc instead
will draw nigh to yon. The anof b 6e6?.
[The same variation occurs in 1 Pet.
T.5.— M.]. Tirepfypavoi (not exactly equivalent tithesis " Resist the devil and he shall flee from
you" corresponds to the antithesis " Draw nigh
to the idea rd infnjXa fpovovvrec in Rom. xii. 16)
to God and He will draw nigh to you."
(See 2
are the same as the rich in ch. v. 1 etc. or in the
Sermon on the Mount, Luke vi. 24 etc. In like Chron. xv. 2; Is. lvii. 15; Zech. i. 8).
manner the rcnretvoi represent the poor, the
Ver. 8. Cleanse the hands, ye sinners.
lowly, the wretched in a symbolical sense, so
The first specifically theocratic act. The expresin
the
Testament,
much comforted
Old
or the sion refers to the Levitical purifications, the
poor in spirit, the suffering, the meek and the negative part of Levitical repentance, separatemerciful of the Sermon on the Mount
ness from the world. The prophets did already
The characteristics of conversion to God required apply this symbolical purification to ethical puEpistle,
or
theocratic
the
readers
the
fundamen- rification or rather interpret it ethically accordof
of
tal idea*.
The new allegiance of the people of Qod. ing to its profound import. See Is. i. 15, 16;
Their approach, purification, penitential mourning
Ps. xviii. 21; xxiv. 4; "He that hath clean
end humiliation according to their situation, vv. 7-10. hands and a pure heart."
The hands are the
Vie. 7. Subject yourselves therefore to organ and symbol of ethical actions.
To cleanse
God. Now follows a series of theocratic ideas the hands signifies therefore to repent (Pott), to
in the process of the New Testament fulfilment or
become separate from evil works, especially
completion, which significantly reflect in consecu- from lovelessness and wrong.
This summons
ure order the several moments of Jewish con- does not begin the summons to conversion (Huversion; a circumstance which seems to be not ther), for it is already implied in the words
sufficiently noticed by Exegesis.
Subject your- "Subject yourselves to God," which branch out
sehres to God ; become once more His real subinto two moments, the negative "to resist the
jects, as the people of God, in opposition to your
devil," and the positive " to draw nigh to God."
leaning to apostasy.
This is the first and the This approach to God, in its turn, branches out into
whole, an exhortation not exclusively addressed purification and sanctification in the narrow sense.
to the decided vnepfytxivoi.
Calvin emphasizes
Conseorate your hearts. The real consethe circumstance that the reference is not to cration of our life to God consists in the conseobedience to God in general, but to submissio in cration of the heart, in its surrender to God (Pp
particular.
Semler indeed maintained that they li. 12, 18, 19; Prov. xxiii. 26; Jer. xxxi. 83; 1
were exhorted "ut Romanis st subjiciant, et sic Pet. iii. 15 etc.).
The words "ye sinners" reDt»," but it is rather the reverse ; they were late to the cleansing of the hands, the words
irst to subject themselves to God and then in
"ye double-minded" to the consecration of the
consequence of it, to the power appointed to rule heart. The term dyvioare probably alludes more
them. Their submission to the rule of the living particularly to the unchastity of the heart, as
God was moreover to exhibit itself in their hum- the source of religious adultery. Wavering and
Wy getting reconciled to the new order of unchastity are here alike, so are on the other
things, the change of Judaism into Christianity,
hand simplicity or decision and chastity. They
the unity of Jews and Gentiles in Christianity are sinners in a particular sense according to
•ad the existing rule of pagan Rome.
theocratic ideas, as far as they are about to exBut resist the devil. Not only because he communicate themselves by their evil aotions
is the enemy of God and the prince of this world,
(ch. ii. 8), to burden themselves with the ban of
by the attractions of which they suffer themselves the real congregation of God (publicans and
to be enticed, hut especially because he is the
sinners=those who are liable to the discipline of
demon of self-boasting and envy, who assumes the synagogue) ; but the reason lies in this
the garb of an angel of light, and desires them double-mindedness, their wavering (ch. i. 7, 8),
by representing that his temptation to sedition their mischievous halting between God and the
lation

—
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—
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—

And He
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world, between Christianity and apostasy. Calvin's note is almost superfluous "nonduohominum
genera designat, ted eoedem voeat peccatores et duplice* animo.'* It is evident from w. 6 and 8 that
this exhortation to their own self*activity presupposes the grace of God as the source of
:

couched in a milder form than the preceding and exhibiting a contrast in the address.
ade\<pol being opposed to fwixoMdes, aftaprdm
tion,

dlipvx°h intimates that James now addresses, si
least primarily, another class of persons, namely

"who by the worldly ways of the former
induced to do those things against which he
exhorts them." But Wiesinger takes a more
Veb. 9. Feel miserable and mourn.
Hardly limited to the mourning which introduces correct view as the transition: "The connection
is as follows:
if they thus bumble themselves
and accompanies the repentance of individuals
the type is found in the Old Testament extraor- before God, they must not deny humility in the
dinary acts of penitence which in situations of judgment they pass on their brethren. He
uncommon offences and peril were performed to therefore exhorts them to put away imaginary
complete the ordinary acts of penitence, vix. pu- superiority to others in judging them, which is
rifications and consecrations or offerings, Ex. really an arrogant usurping of the judicial funcThe end corresponds to the bexxxiii. 4; Judg. it. 4; Ch. xxi. 2; 1 Sam. vii. 6 tions of God.
The verb rakantupelv ( dirof "key. in N. T.; ginning. Worldly pride the source of strife,
etc.
humble submission to God the end thereof." He
the adjective form in Rom. vii. 24 ; Rev. iii. 17
the noun Rom. iii, 16 Jas. v. 1), denotes pri- adds however "he refers particularly to the opmarily to go outwardly through hard work, to pressed." But really there is no reason to see
endure hardship or distress, then the inward here already a distinct transition from one class
sense of misery on account of outward or inward to another. Slander and judging were the very
wretchedness.' Grotius and Roman Catholic soul of their fanatical doings in relation to their
theologians apply it without reason to castiga- brethren. In ch. iii. 1 also he addresses the
tions.
Jewish fasting and other castigations as brethren, although the sequel contains the sesymbols of penitential sorrow are indeed the verest kind of reprimand. KaraXaXelv found
It denotes not
type, but Christian penitential sorrow must not here and 1 Pet. ii. 12; iii. 16.
only slandering (backbiting, Luther) but also
be changed back into legal symbolism.
Mourn and weep.—-See Neh. viii. 9; Mark evil contradiction, retorting.
The
He that oalumniateth or judge th his
xvi. 10; Luke vi. 25; Rev. xviii. 16, 19.
putting on of mourning-apparel or sitting in brother. The Participles KaraXaXCw and Kptvuv
sackcloth and ashes (Grotius) can only be the are stronger than the indicative : he, whose chatype of the Gospel requirement of inward mourn- racteristic consists in that he calumniates his
brother.
ing (2 Cor. vii. 10).
Huther thinks that while KaTaXaXw
Let yonr laughter be turned. Is. Ixv. 18; always includes Kplveiv=to condemn, the reverse
Luke vi. 25. "James passes from the outward holds not good. This would make the former
manifestation (ykhje-nhtios) to the inward state the stronger expression, but we consider the
Huther. Karffleia, casting latter to be so. Kpivetv passes from a loveless
(rapd Karifaeia)."
down of the eyes, literallv and figuratively. and therefore from a hateful judging of one's
Hence shame and humiliation, anal; fay., Luke neighbour to a similar condemnation of him.
xviii. 18.
Wiesinger says indeed that "the context affords
Vxr, 10. Humble yourselves before the not the slightest occasion to think here of quarLord. The fundamental idea of the leadings of rels among Jewish Christians and Gentile Christhe Old Testament and the 0. T. fundamental tians," but the spirit of the whole Epistle conrule of piety and of the promises attached to it; strains us to think of it, although the word
it has met its fulfilment in the humiliation and
aTJJihjv shows that the primary reference here
exaltation of Christ and must be realized in the is to the internal divisions of Judaism. James
life of believers (Rom. vi. 4; Job v. 11; Ezek.
probably alludes more particularly to the expresxxi. 26; Matth. xxiii. 12; Luke xiv. 11; 1 Pet. sions and accusations which the Jews as Judav. 6; cf. Sir. ii. 17).
As this humbling must be ists and unfree Jewish Christians were wont to
realized inwardly in the bowing of repentance bring against the believing and more believing
before God (i?6irtav Kvpiov), and outwardly in Jews. This seems to follow from the sequel
the patient enduring of the humiliating state of "He that oalumniateth, etc., calumniateth the
servitude and lowliness (tmb r#v x^f*1 T°v ^eo^» *• law." Schneckenburger rightly observes that the
Pet. v. 6) appointed by Him, so the exaltation epithet brother given to the slandered persons
also should begin with the inward consciousness emphasizes the peculiarly reprehensible characof the exaltation, liberty and glory of the Divine ter of calumny. But the sequel shows that the
Sonship ju e. the state of being the children of Apostle, by the use of this word, still aims at
God in (hrist=Qotte*kindschafl vloOeoia, adop- something more. "Sduoi designates here, as in
tion
M.] and come to its outward consummation ch. i. 25 and ii. 9, etc., the Old Testament law
Hence the
in the future glory, of which we have however in its New Testament fulfilment.
some antepast here on earth. icbpws does not idea of Huther is right that slandering and conexactly signify Christ (Grotius), nor defy as op- demning one's brother is really slandering and
posed to Christ (Huther and al.). James wants condemning the law itself, viewed as the law
to see the living God of revelation recognized in of the Christian life and more particularly as
the law of love, for such conduct amounts to reChrist
Renovation of their conduct toward* the brethren. jecting it as an unjust law; but the Apostle's
idea seems to be more comprehensive, vis., the
w. 11, 12.
Vsr. 11. Do not oalumniate one another, condemnation of one's brother from the standbrethren. Huther thinks that this exhorta- point of fanatical motives is a condemnation of
strength.
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according to its inmost evan- save or to render blessed and in the second aw
import and especially as to its tendency the power to destroy or to damn. The sequel
Thus the con- therefore is not a further predicate: "He is
of Baying and not condemning.
demnation of one's brother in all cases is not able to save, etc." (Luther), but states the chaonly without the law and contrary to the law, but racteristic, "He, who is able."
This intimates
This was per- at least that the Judge is the God of the Gospel,
it ills also upon the law itself.
who saves or damns men according to their befectly clear in the case where the Jews judged
the Christians; they judged the whole revelation lief or unbelief, Mark xvi. 16.
He manifests
Himself in fact as this dw&pevoc sjid thus estab(Jno. t. 45, 46) ; but in the opposite case also, i.
where Christians judged the Jews, lishes His exclusive prerogative to judge. Ben«., that is
jadgment was passed on the heart-point of the gel: "Nostrum non est judicare, prmsertim cum
law, Tii.: the promise of grace.
De Wette, who exequi non possimus."
sees in the respective expression only a figuraBut
art thou. Impotent before that
tive, pointed speech indicating the disregard of
judicial majesty and power of God, moreover as
the law, dilutes the idea. Surely Grotius, Bauma sinner guilty of the judgment and in want of
gtrten, Hottinger are not altogether wrong (as grace (see Rom. xiv. 4).
Bother thinks) in understanding vdpoc as the
That judge st. —Really who makest judging
Christian doctrine and perceiving here the idea thy business: 6 Kplvov, with the Article to which
that whosoever burdens his neighbour with arSchneckenburger calls attention. But this word
bitrary commandments, pronounces upon the evidently serves to introduce the sequel, accorddeficiency of the Christian doctrine and in so far
ing to which a great judgment is impending on
For this is just the these judges.
sets himself up as its judge.
manner of those who condemn; occupying a
Dissuasion from their restless, gain-seeking and
false standpoint, in particular that of illiberal
self-willed wandering through the world in consideralegalism, they set themselves up as judges over
tion of the approaching storm of judgment, w. ISthe word of revelation, which judges no man
IS.
uncharitably and is unwilling that any man
Ver. 18. 'Well then, ye that say.— Huther,
should be absolutely condemned and least of all
who is supported by many predecessors (Oecuhe, who has taken his standpoint -in that very
menius, Bede, Semler, Pott, Hottinger and al.),
word.
thinks that James now addresses no longer
Bat if thou judge st the law, t. «., if thou members of the Christian Church, but the rich
settest thyself up condemningly over it.
viz., rich Jews, according to the foremen tioned
Thou art not a doer of the law. Al- explanation of the term rioh. Gebser and al.
though thou boastest, to be xealous and jealous contradict this view Wiesinger holds that James
of it to the highest degree.
addresses simply a particular class of his readBat a judge. The question is does this ers. But the Apostle's address really avoids
mean 1, a judge who from another standpoint every definite outward classification.
His Episjudges and condemns the law itself, that is a tle is addressed to the twelve tribes by the
God-hostile adversary of the law, an out and out hands of the Jewish Christian, i. «., primarily to
mmist [ivofKKy without law, a lawless man
M. ], these with the intent that they should use the
which would require us to supply the Geni- Epistle for missionary purposes among their
tive v6ftov after Kpirfc (so Neander, Wiesinger
brethren. But as James looks upon Judaism as
sndal), or 2, does icptrtjs denote absolutely the a solidary* guilt and perverseness attaching to
judge who administers the law in judging men ? the whole people, although mostly to the unbeThis interpretation is opposed by Huther to the lieving Jews, so all his exhortations and warnformer, with the remark that the former makes ings are addressed through the Jewish Christhis sentence and the one preceding it tautologiStill so that the centre of
tians to all Jews.
es!, that it dilutes the antithesis of doer and
gravity in his address is continually progressing
judge and that the sequel adverts not to a judg- from the Jewish Christians to the Jews.
With
ing of the law but to a judging of men.
As to respect to this section of the Epistle, while it
tautology, it does not belong to the first inter- still describes a gain-loving, trafficking Jewish
pretation, because we have then the climax, not
wandering through the world, of which the Jewdoers but condemnors of the law.
The antithe- ish Christians as well as the Jews might readily
"
sis "observer and despiser of the law
is surely become guilty, at least to some extent, yet it is
much stronger than that of "doer and guardian evidently the transition to the subsequent proof the law."
Lastly the idea "condemnor of the phetical lamentation over the rich, t. e., over the
law" is substantiated with what goes before. hardened part of the Jewish people, especially
But the relation is such that the anti-judge is also their leaders, and is consequently addressed
always pseudo-judge just as anti- Christ is also al- more particulary to the Jews.
The interjection
ways Pseudo-Christ.
aye wv (here and ch. v.; not found elsewhere in
Via. 12. One is the Lawgiver and the New Testament), according to Theile="age
Judge.— He is One, which is emphatic, not audite," refers doubtless to the announcement
only as contrasted with all men, of whom this is of the judgment, which comes out quite dear in
not true, but also in the unity of the Lawgiver oh. v. 1, but is here darkly and menacingly aland the Judge (Morus), which does not suffer to luded to.
James is anxious to oommunioate to
rise a contradiction between the spirit of the
law and the spirit of the judgment such as it
* Trench says: "Solidarity, a word which we owe to the
ought to exist if the judging of the Judaists were French Communists, and which signifies a community in
and loss, in honour and dishonour, a being, so to
authorised.
Now His power to judge has de- gain
peak, all in the same bottom, is so convenient that it will
veloped itself in the first place as the power to be in rain to struggle against It."—M.
tie essential vSpoe
gelical
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his readers bis sorrowful forebodings of the
judgment impending on his people. Grotius

renders: "jam ego ad vos," de Wette construes
it as calling upon them to lay aside the respective fault, Huther as preparing for the Kkaboart

'What will be to-morrow.

—Prov.

ili.

28,

The general idea that carnal security
here met by ignorance of the future and the

xxvii. 1.
is

transitoriness of life (Huther) has here also a
prophetico-hi8torical bearing.
Hence not only:

" Ye know not, as mortal men, whether you an
ye that are in the still alive to-morrow," but also "ye have nt
habit of using such presumptuous and worldly presentiment of what the next future has in reserve for you with our people." It is to be relanguage.
To-day and to-morrow. See Appar. Crit. membered that these words were written by so
expresses aged Apostle a few years before that great catasteal (according to Theile) certainly
greater confidence than rj the plan of the jour- trophe, which brought the greatest misery and
ney of the restless traders. Wiesinger under- death on many thousand people not only at Jestands "and to-morrtw" of the different plans of rusalem (and James considered Jerusalem and
journey of different persons, Huther thinks that Judea to belong also to the dispersion of the
in v. 6.

Ye that say.—ol "ktyovri^

—

;

fixed the precise duration of the intended
But t. 14 shows that "to-morrow" is
also added for the purpose of resenting the false
"To-morrow" denotes
security of the project.
therefore the undefined future subsequent to
" to-day, " not only a second day; for at that

it

journey.

time a two days' journey did not take one very far.

We

will journey; we shall journey, iropevadpeOa uttered with false, prophetical assurance.
To suoh and such a oity. A demonstrative pronoun instead of the name of the city,
with the collateral idea that the goal is now one
[I have adopted the renderoity, now another.
ing this city, because "such and such," "this or
that" is a sense in which ode is not used; at
least the best Lexica do not give it, and I agree
with Alford, that Winer p. 174, who refers to
Plutarch. Sympos. I. 61 for this image of
rb delva, does not make his point, and that all
that is necessary, is to suppose that rfivde H/v
tt67uv expresses in general terms the city then
present to the mind of the speaker. M.].
will work there one year. noulv
with a definition of time may denote primarily
one's stay at a place; but it probably intimates
also that the respective time is spent (Acts xv.
38 ; xx. 3 etc.). But we take the verb " work"
in the'sense of a working in the oonduct of business." The definition one year again denotes
not only the false security of the calculation, but
also their restless, unsteady habits ; then, they
think, we move on or return.

—

Me=

—

And

And

do business [and traffic—MA. The
hastily following naX and the hastily following
future are also pictorial expressions descriptive
Bengel:
of their immoderate false security.

twelve tribes in the enlarged sense of the term),
but previously also in many cities of the Roman
Empire (Ceesarea, Soythopoiis, Ascalon, Damascus, Alexandria; Josephus, de hello Jud. 2, 18,
1-8; 20, 2).

—

For what

is your life? Of what sort,
not only fleeting and perishable
physically, but as the spiritual life of the nation
also it is affected with deadly disease and a
deadly destiny.
vapor, forsooth, ye are.— Better "Jbrye
are a vapor." M.]. On yap see Appar. Crk
The reading tori is manifestly a stronger expres"They
sion than iarl, applied to their life.
themselves are thereby described as a vapor, ar
it is also said of the irfotoioc ch. L 10 that ht
shall pass away as the flower of grass." Huther.
Does arfrie denote vapor of fire (smoke, as ii
Acts ii. 19 in connection with Katrvov) or vapoi
of water, that is, a misty formation, or is then
no definite reference designed ? We feel inclined
to take the former view ; 1, on account of the
familiar reference to Acts ii. 19; Joel iii 1-6; 2,
on account of the reference to fire in ch. v. 8 ; 8,
on account of the greater volatility of the vapor
of smoke as compared with the vapor of water
which in the shape of oloudy formation is apt to
last longer and in reality does not vanish if it
iroia.

A

It

is

—

dissolves into rain.
But the real tertium comparationis is certainly the volatility of vapor, presenting an affinity with the volatility of the
shadow in Job viii. 9 ; Pa. oii. 12; oxliv. 4. Bot
in the last passage the figure also contains the
idea of a breath and Ps. oil. 4 the figure of
smoke. Our passage is probably more nearly
related to the one named last.

—

"Polysyndeton exprimU libidinenx animi securi."
And then (again). Laying the emphasis on
Huther assents to Kern's note: "Traffic is intro- fatvoirtvn, appearing in splendid extension, say
duced only by way of example as characterizing like an illuminated cloud, koI might be rendered
man's doing calculated only with reference to even: it not only decreases but even vanishes.
earthly life and as contrasted with the life in But as objection may be raised to such an emGod." But it is doubtless an example illustrating phasis, Huther's explanation of koI is sufficient
the secular aspect of the chief tendency of the " as it appeared so it vanished." Thus Israel as
Judaism of that time as it already began to de- a nation, was soon to vanish from the rank of
velop itself; and the Apostle with a prophet's nations.
glance evidently, describes beforehand the funVer. 15. Instead of that ye ought to say.
damental trait of the diabolically excited worldThese words oonnect with v. 18, but the paliness of his people, as it afterwards became renthesis v. 14 has the import of a prolonged
more and more developed.
characterising address.
Vbr. 14. Yes, ye that know not [whereas
If the Lord will, we shall live.—See Apye know not E. V. much more correct and idio- par. Crit According to the less authenticated
matic than Lange's rendering M.l.
olrivec,
reading of the Text Bee (koX Zfoupev), adopted
[Alford: by the majority of commentators, ial <fow i*
properly, "ye that are of such a kind.
s="ul qui
"belonging, as ye do, to a class generally connected with the protasis. Luther:
which."—M.].
"If the Lord will and we live, we shall do this
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Erasmus, Calvin, de Wette. The secthen denotes the apodosis. Here the
protasis is divided into two hypothetical ideas:
Grotius and al.
if the Lord will and if we live.
take the whole somewhat differently: "if the
Lord will that we live, then the rest also will
follow, then we shall do this or that;" bat this
really runs into the construction of Luther.
Host impracticable is Bornemann's construction,
who adopting the Text Rec. y makes not tfcopev
the apodosis in the sense: "let us make our
livelihood."
The better sense also favours the
more critically sustained reading. Not only our
doing depends on the will of the Lord, but also,
first of all, life itself.
Hence if the Lord will, we
shall live and then do this or that (Wiesinger,
fluther.)
[I prefer the reading $co[iev and
render •« If the Lord will, we shall both live and
shall do this or that," for it is evident that -the
hypothesis controls both our living and doing.
Oar life is dependent on the will of God and our
doing depends on our living.
Cf. Winer, p. 301.
or that;"

ond
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an impenitent religious knowledge, the whole
self-contradiction of a hypocritical and unfruitful
orthodoxism is here described as a wholesale sin
of omission. As sin, according to Rom. i. 21
began with a great central sin of omission, so it
is also sealed with the great, all-embracing sin of
omission of impenitence. But this proposition
contains also the common doctrine of the single
8 in of omission.
Now concerning this knowledge
of good the question arises (according to Huther)
whether James refers to the knowledge he had
imparted to his readers by his exhortations
(Estius), especially by the last (Grotius, de
Wette and al.); or whether this knowledge describes one already existing in his readers, as

Huther assumes, observing; "the uncertainty of

human life is something
who notwithstanding talk

so palpable that those
in their audacity as if

did not exist, as if their life were not dependent
on God and contrary to their own knowledge do
not that which is seemly but that which is unseemly and therefore is is so much the more sin
unto them," We consider this antithesis as con-M.].
It is surely assumed that the readers of
Reproof of their false security and forewarning of fusing.
their conscience, w. 16, 17.
the Epistle knew from the Old Testament the
Veb. 16. But now ye boast yourselves rudiments of doing good and that in this knowin.
Bnt now, i. e. instead of their thinking and ledge the Gospel had raised them to the full
speaking.
Instead of it ye boast yourselves etc., consciousness of the highest degree of doing
according to the preliminary allusion, v. 15.
good; but it is assumed with equal certainty
In your illusions. 'A%a£ovela denotes that this word of the whole Epistle, as a final
vaunting or bragging regarded in the light of word of exhortation is to them matter of the
illusion or deception.
But here we must lay more greatest and most decisive importance.
The
stress on the objective, vain, arrogant self- exalt- word should therefore be taken as a final word
ation than on the boasting.
The clause: "ye with reference to their better knowledge of evanboast in your boastings " (de Wette), is rather gelical behaviour in general and not merely as
tautological.
Boasting being a joyous testifying reminding them of their previous knowledge of
of the ground of confidence, the Bcnse is as fol- their dependence on God.
We have still to ask
lows ye boast in a ground of peace, consisting what is sin to one who knows and doeth not?
in those vain illusions or castles in the air, which The knowledge by itself, or that knowledge as
Huther re- connected with not doing? The former would be
from their nature are multiform.
marks that hv denotes not the object but the more piquant and would mean something like
ground of their boasting; but in this boasting this: to such an one even his Jewish prerogathe ground is really made the object.
tives turn to ruin (Rom. x.).
The Gospel proThat is, claimed to him first, becomes to him a savor of
All boasting of such kind.
However we must distinguish
grounded on haughtiness and self-illusion; where- death nnto death.
at both James and Paul know a holy boasting sin from the judgment of sin, hence the reference
(th. L 9
that is glorying) grounded on the cannot be to the better knowledge by itself but
most opposite qualities, not on self-exaltation in to the contradiction between knowing and not
forgetfulness of God and departing from God but doing, which runs thrugh the whole Epistle as
on self-abasement in reliance on God and resig- the object of tno Apostle's controversy.
This
contradiction becomes sin to the perfect avqp
nation to God.
Veb. 17. To him now who knoweth to diipvxoc which is reckoned to or reserved for him
This great forewarning
do good. This is not only a moral sentence t. e. unto judgment
used for the purpose of warning the readers but introduces the subsequent passage of the judgIt is noteworthy thai James seems to
the concluding forewarning addressed to the ment.
Jodaists, followed by the announcement of the foresee with assurance that the greater pait or
judgments upon those who still persevere in their the mass of Israel would grow obdurate contrary
obduracy; the great turning-point in the Apostle's to abetter knowledge or with an evil consciousargument like our Lord's last address to the Jews ness against doing the' truth of the Gospel and
Jno. xiL 35, ( Matt h. xxiii.), or that of Paul, Acts that all the Judaistic corruptions of his Christian
xxviii. 28 etc.
And first we have to note that readers, which he assails, are also oonnected
with such a conscious perverseness in general
the main stress lies not on naXdv, as the sumand in the whole, although not with reference to
total of good, because this would require the
Article (so Wiesinger), but on el66n with which every individual in every individual case, and
He therefore although the solidarity of the judgment is sussakov *. r. X. must be connected.
who, although he knows better, omits the good pended in the case of believing Jews.
£The real point of this saying is hardly brought
tnd moreover the doing of good which he knows to
The reference out in Lange's note and not touched at all under
do, to him it is reckoned as sin.
"Doctrinal and Ethical" and "Homiletical and
bere, however, is not primarily, that a single sin
The reference is not to sins of
Practical."
of omission is also sin, but the whole attitude of
it
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omission, but to sinning against light and knowledge, to doing evil the knowledge of good notwithstanding. kclMv v. 17 is the opposite of
irovqpfo; and the persons, whom James addressed
knew well enough that they ought to do good, but
they separated their knowledge from their pracThis verse (v. 17) contains a
tice and did evil.
sharp rebuke, if not a sarcastic reflection on
their inconsistencies.
M.]

19.

But he

is

here addressing Christians, whom
before (cf. Is. lxv.

God had already approached

1), but who, by their transgressions, had for
a time departed from God and had first to return
before they could again enjoy His grace and
communion. It is once for all impossible to
merit the favour of God by conversion and
equally impossible personally to experience it
without such a genuine conversion.
Now all
temporizing [indecision, half-work, German
" Halbtheit" M.], all discord between the outDOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
ward and the inward life is fundamentally in1. One of the most important life-questions of compatible with such a genuine conversion.
Cf.
Christian ethics is undoubtedly that of the Luke xi. 38-41.
Christian's relation to the world which surrounds
6. True joy is the child of sorrow for sin.
him. In answering it James again fully agrees Man has therefore his choice here on earth bewith our Lord (cf. -Matth. vi. 24), and with Paul tween short grief to be followed hereafter by
the Apostle (cf. Rom. xii. 2 ; 1 Cor. vii. 29-31
constant joy and short joy to be followed here2 Cor. vi. 14-18). He wants Christians neither after by eternal grief. Cf. Matth. v. 3, 4; Luke
to conform to the world nor entirely to separate vi. 21 2 Cor. vii. 10.
themselves from it, but he insists so much the
7. Nothing is more sad and pernicious than
more on their being distinguished from the world that Christians also in their intercourse with
and on their showing that they are governed by each other yield themselves so often to loveless
a very different principle and a much loftier calumny and forget the words of the Lord Jesus,
spirit than the friends of the world.
If this is Matth. vii. 1-6.
In this connection attention
omitted and on the contrary that friendship of should be called to rash contradiction and hasty
the world is sought, which is incompatible with judging which are often the effects of ignorance
a harmonious and independent development of or disgraceful passion to censoriousness which
the Christian life, it must surely lead to the re- contrary to men's own better conviction magnifies
the faults of their neighbour and overlooks his
sult, that Qod and His service are ultimately
abandoned.
The impossibility of uniting God good parts, in direct opposition to the Apostolic
and the world in the heart of a Christian belongs precept, 1 Cor. xiii. 4-7; to calumny, slander,
to the nature of the case; of. Matth. xii. 80. tale-bearing, back-biting, etc., on which vices
The world demands that we should love ourselves, Reinhard's System of Christian Morality, 4th ed.
Qod requires us to love Him the world wants I. p. 681-693 deserves to be consulted. [Also
self-exaltation, Qod abasement and humility. Jeremy Taylor's Sermons,
The Good and Soil
The friend of the world and the friend of Qod Tongue— Slander and Flattery— The Duties of the
are diametrically opposed to each other in prin- Tongue. M.]. He justly observes that partial
Moreover how can and passionate reviewers are not unfrequently
ciple, inclination and aim.
there exist a lasting communion among things guilty of these vices to an eminent degree.
Here applies the Compare also Bayle's Dissertations sur Us tibelles
that cannot be reconciled?
dtfamatoires, in Vol. IV*. of his Dictionnaire, and
saying in Matth. xvi. 26; Luke x. 38-42.-*
2. James as well as the other writers of the the capital sketch of an accomplished calumniator
Tfew Testament receive the ypafyii as the highest in Gellert's Moralische VbrUsungen, p. 647 etc
It is self-evident how ill all this accords with the
authority.
Cf. 1 Cor.
3. No sin is more loathsome in the sight of Qod duties of Christian brotherly love.
•than pride.
We have only to realize for a iv. 6; Eph. iv. 25; CoL iii. 13.
8. " The law protects our neighbour by the
moment the light in which a holy Qod cannot but
regard a guilty sinner in order to understand precept of brotherly love; he who notwithstandthat self-exaltation is not only wicked but almost ing injuriously assails him, violates the protectridiculous before Him.
Thus far we may say ing law itself, sets himself above the law and
(that pareere victis et debeUare superbos is the funda- makes choice of that part of the law he means
mental law of the Divine government both under to observe or not to observe but in doing so, he
Then ceases to be a doer of the law." von GerUoh.
the Old Testament and under the New.
9. The Christian must also show in his daily
'Countless examples taken from history prove also
the truth of the saying, which is constantly heard life that he is influenced in all things by the
in the Gospel. Cf. Matth. xviii. 4 ; Luke xviii. sense of dependence which is the real foundation of the religious and moral life.
James in
14; lPet.v. 6.
4. What James says here (v. 7) of the devil is concert with Solomon (Prov. xxvii. 1), with our
at once a supplement to his doctrine of the origin Lord Himself (Matth. vi. 34) and with the Epis(Of sin (ch. i. 14, 16) and a corrective of those tle to the Hebrews (ch. vi. 3) urges this upon
who are wont to dilute the last mentioned passage his readers. Many a sinful action would remain
undone, many a hasty step would not be taken,
after the manner of the Pelagians.
6. In writing "Draw near to Qod and He will if the words »'If the Lord will and we live"
draw near to you " James by no means wants to were not only on the lips but in the hearts of
deny that the grace of God is prevenient and men. Compare the treatise of Morus, "dc nomifree and to teach that the sinner, for his part, ne submittente se Deo," in Opusculis, II p. 123.
must first turn to God, before God is able in sqq.
10. There is not a more extensive region of
,grace to turn to him. This would conflict with
4he nature of the case and also with 1 John iv. sin than that on which James allows us to oast

—

—

;

;

;

—

;
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CHAP. IV
a solitary glance (v. 17), the region of sins of
omission, and again none in which not a few exhibit less concern.
How many are perfectly
satisfied if in their opinion they hare not done
iny thing in thought, in word or in deed, which
conflicts with the love of God and of our neigh-

although they have never accused themof that which unconsciously or designedly
they omitted to do!
Many secretly object to
such simple and self-evident exhortations as
those in w. 18-16, that they have known it all a
long time without considering that knowing
without doing is altogether inexcusable, cf. Jno.
in. 17.
"The omission of good is the commission of evil.
In this manner we actually may
become thieves and murderers; e. g., the priest
and the Levite who passed by the unfortunate
sufferer, offended by omitting to observe the
sixth commandment.
This omission of good is
also connected with slackness in doing good;
gradually men become more and remiss in doing
until at last all lovo of and longing for good
leaves them and this is the death of which we
must be on our guard. Beware, therefore, of
procrastination
By deferring a thing we ought
to do from day to day, we come to lessen its importance and soon forget it altogether.
Such
negligences disclose to us the slothfulness of our
bour,

selves

—

!

heart,

a most dangerous and critical state of

disease."

Sanderson

:

«*

The words

—

none but Ood, and knows no superior upon earth.
Memorable is the observation
of the Emperor Maximilian, " To offer to domineer over the conscience, is to assault the citadel of heaven."
That man is a plunderer of the
Divine Glory, and an invader of the authority
that belongs to God, whosoever he be, that
claims a right over the consciences of men, or
usurps upon them.
Let the popes of Rome, and
the train of canonists, Jesuits and sycophants, that
flatter and fawn upon them, clear themselves, if
they can, of this sacrilege
and let such as submit their consciences to the power of any creature,
which only ought to be subject to God, be carefill lest by transferring the honour of that service that belongs to God, to any creature upon
earth, they make a god of that creature, and so,
that

it is

subject to

;

N
)

_^

in

effect

virtue alone of the Divine authority, do oblige
the consciences of the subject; for properly
speaking, the Magistrate does not oblige the
conscience to obey the law, but God obliges the
conscience to obey the magistrate."
M.].
[v. 17. Wordsworth: This conclusion of St
James is added as the summing up of the argument, in the same manner as the aphorism with
which St. Paul closes his reasonings concerning
a doubting conscience, where he says, "Whatsoever is not of faith, is sin," that is, whenever a
man does anything without being persuaded in. his
mind that he may lawfully do it, he is guilty of

—

sin.

St.

Rom. xiv. 23.
James appears

statement of
St.

viz.,

become guilty of idolatry.

From this first conclusion thus proved, follows
this remarkable inference, that the proper rule
of the conscience is that which God, the Supreme
Lawgiver, has prescribed to it; and besides that,
there is no other that ought to be admitted.
Yet this hinders not, that there may be other
lawghers of an inferior order, who by authority
dcmtd to them from the Supreme power, may
hare % just right to make laws, and consequently
to bind the conscience to obedience.
We do
not say that God has committed to the Magistrate a power to oblige the consciences of his
people by laws, but rather (to speak with more
care and propriety) that God has given to the
magistrate a jurisdiction to

make laws, which by

have his eye here on this

maxim of general
man omits to do
persuaded in his own mind

James adds

import,

to

St. Paul.

to it

another

that whensoever a

anything which he is
that he ought to do, he is guilty of sin.
Thus these two Apostolic verdicts, delivered
in a similar manner, constitute two fundamental
rules of human action, as to what men are bound
to forbear doing, and as to what they are bound
to do.

Those persons whom St. Paul addressed, were
tempted to do many things, which they did not,
in their consciences, approve; and the Apostle
warns them, that if they do any thing against
their conscience, they

Viedebandt.

of St. James
assert that there is but one Lawgiver
not one
selected out of many, nor one above all the rest,
but one exclusively; that is, one, and but one
done, who is able to save and destroy.
What
was usually applied to the prerogatives of Kings,
may be justly said of the conscience of every man,
[t. 12.

128

4-17.

They

to

whom

St.

commit sin.
James wrote, were vain-

glorious of their religious knowledge ; but they
were not careful to show forth their religious
knowledge by religious practice ; and the ApoBtle
teaches them that their knowledge will only increase their guilt, unless they do what they know

be right
Hence, while it is sin to shun knowledge, and
there is some sin of ignorance (cf. Augustine 6,
661), and it iB a sin* to shut the ears to instruction and it is a duty to get knowledge, to increase
in knowledge, to abound in knowledge, we must
beware not to rest in knowledge. We must add
to our knowledge, temperance, patience, godliness,
Without these knowbrotherly kindness, charity.
ledge is unprofitable; nay, will only increase our
condemnation. See Sanderson 8, p. 282-284.
to

;

Luke xii. 47; Jno. ix. 41; xv. 22; and see
the woes pronounced on Chorazm and Capernaum,
Matth. xi. 21.— M.].
Cf.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.
Friendship with- the world, enmity of God.—
The Christian's relation to the world which sursounds him. On spiritual adultery, cf. Hos. ii.
1-19.
The Scripture should never utter a single word in vain to the Christian, cf. Jno. x,

—
—
856. —The Spirit that dwells
Christians
deevery manifestation of hatred
cidedly opposed
able
do exceeding abundand envy. —God
that we ask or think (underantly above
stand), Eph.
—God resisteth the proud
in

is

to

is

to

all

iii.

20.

but giveth grace to the humble: 1. This is not
otherwise according to the voice of history and
experience; 2. It cannot be otherwise, if we consider the relation of

God and

the sinner;

8. It

be otherwise if God is to be glorified
and the sinner preserved ; 4. It will never be
otherwise and the sinner had therefore better

shall not
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lay it to heart.-»-(vv. 6, 7). How God stands to
the humble Christian and how the humble
Christian stands to his God. The necessity of
a constantly renewed conversion towards God
after every new aberration. -i-The greatest demand of the Christian life: draw near to God,
and its greatest consolation: He will draw nigh
The insignificance of clean hands withto you.
out a clean heart the inward and the outward
must be indissoiubly united in conversion. The
beginning of conversion, the end of every sinful
If we did not remain so far from God, God
joy.
The
also would not remain so far from us.
commandment of inward purification can never
be fulfilled without prayer, Ps. ii. 12.— (vv. 10,
The Christian life a union of humility and
11).
He who truly knows and humbles himself
love.
before God will neither have the desire nor the
coura&e to judge his brother uncharitably. Sinning against our brother is also sinning against
God.—-Slander in religious associations and Christian circles 1, The traces, 2, the sources, 8, the
He that speaks evil of others
fruits of this vice.
injures thereby 1, the brother whom he calumniates, 2, the neighbour who listens to him, 3,
but most of all himself. The Christian indeed is
called to be a doer of the word but not in order
The relation in which
to be a judge of the law.
God stands to the transgressor of the commandment of love: 1, as the Lawgiver, 2, as the only
Lawgiver, 3, as the only Lawgiver who is able
(v. 18, etoA
On our
to save and to destroy.
dependence on God even in the actions of our
Difference between the Christiandaily life.
minded and the worldly-minded merchant.
Christian and unchristian travelling. Our ignorance of the future, 1, the alarm it occasions, 2,
"What is your life?"
the benefit it works.
Different answers to this question from the
standpoint 1, of experience, 2, of faith. Life a
vapor which is to ascend fragrant as incense.
How much cause have we not only to think but
1.
also to say: "If the Lord will and we live!"
Reasons for this frame of mind: a. death or
want of ability prevent not seldom the execution
of our best plans ; 6. the plans of others often
conflict With ours or ours with theirs and both
neutralize one another; e. we are often deprived of the opportunity or the desire to carry
out our plans, but all under the guidance of God.
it will a. make
2. Fruits of this frame of mind
us careful in laying, b. thankful for the success,
c. submissive and satisfied with the frustration
Meof our most cherished plans and desires.
mento mori, of. Ps. xo. and ciii. The problem
of life must never be considered apart from its
Lawful and undirect connection with death.
lawful glorying on the Christian standpoint.
The great chasm between knowing, willing and
The greatness of seemingly little sins
doing.
"He that knoweth to do good,
of omission.
Extended application of this rule to the
etc."
field of Christian philanthrophy and of Missions
among the heathen.
Stabki : Luther : Envious men are not the
temples of the Holy Ghost, ch. iii. 14, 15; 2
Tim. L 7. The proud instead of the honour,
after which they run, receive shame and dishonour, Matth. xxv. 83. The more of humility,
the more of grace ; if in valleys some hollows are

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

:

—

—
—
—

—

—

—

:

—

—

— —

—

—

—

—

—

deeper than others, the water collects in them,
Luke v. 8. Humility of heart is the most certain
way not only to the love of our fellow-men but

—

also
11.

to

honour from God Himself.

Luke

xii.

—

Hkdinoeb
The enemy is not conquered by
Take the sword of the Spirit, the helmet
:

sleep.

of hope, the shield of faith, then thou art equipped
for the contest, Eph. vi. 11.
Nothing unclean is
able to combine with God, the most pure Being,
Is. i. 16.
Humility the surest road to constant

—

—

—

To speak evil of
our brother does more harm than is generally
thought ; as many words, so many wounds are
struck in the conscience, Ps. Hi. 4 ; cxl. 12.
Nova Bibl. Tub.: A pious man always guards
'his tongue lest it judge his neighbour and defame
him, Rom. xiv. 13.
Lather : God gave us His law, not that we
should censure it, but keep it. Deut. vii. 11.
Stabki : Human legislators are able to render those, who obey their commandments, to
some extent happy, but they can neither save
them nor themselves; God is able to do both
perfectly.
The Apostle does not absolutely disallow commerce, he only blames those who are
so covetous that they forget God in their business
and think that every thing depends on their
cunning, chasing and running, and do not remember that they cannot do any thing without
the grace of God.
Trading and chaffering has
exaltation, Matth. xxiii. 12.

—

—
—

—

been peculiar to the Jews before and after the
birth of Christ, especially to those who have
lived out of Canaan, their country. For because
they had no landed property among foreign nations, they were compelled to make their living
by trade, which is the case now, if only it were
done as it ought to be done.
Nova Bibl. Tub.:
wretched man that layest out such great plans, dost thou not know that
to-morrow God may require thy soul at thy

—

hands ? Luke xii. 19, 20.
Lanoii op.< Nothing is more common than
that the healthiest bodies of any age are all of a
sudden attacked by divers diseases, Job. xiv. 2.

—

—

Hbdingbb : The will of God is the sole rule
of Christians in all matters relating to the body
or the soul, as in the case of Christ and Paul,
Jno. iv. 84; 1 Cor. iv. 19; Acts xxi. 18, 14.—
The will of God permits also evil but turns it to
the welfare of His children, Gen. 1. 20. An evil
cause and a stubborn mind full of self-glorying
go generally together, ch. iii. 14 ; Rom. i. 80.
Lanoii op.: Ignorance is no excuse in cases

—

—

where knowledge might have been had but if a
man knows better and yet is unfaithful and dis;

obedient, he only aggravates his guilt accordingly, Luke xii. 47, 48.
(v. 11) Stikr:
I must judge in my heart in
order to preserve myself from evil and to retain

—

only what is good; I owe it in love to my
brother to censure and exhort him in order to
make him better and to prosper his soul. But
this is altogether different from haughty, angry
rebuking and scolding when I converse with
some one about his sin ; but the worst of all, and
that which uniformly begets still greater discord,
is the, alas, nowhere uncommon although thoroughly concealed vice of backbiting, which Luther in his Catechism has wisely ranged under
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commandment

People discourse thought, and instead of expressing the general
or duty, from sheer wanton- thought of the uncertainty and dependence of
ness with a hateful temper of one's supposed sin our whole earthly life, makes use of language
to another; speak evil of their brother behind
calculated to indicate the general thought by its
his back, as a false brother, instead of saying it
application to a specific case.
sincerely to his face.
Thus acted the heathen in
Heubner (v. 15) : James will appear to some
the Apostolic age towards the Christians, wanas a pietist, but just from what he says we may
tonly refused to see their good works and pre- know what genuine, sincere piety is.
He is
ferred to backbite them as evil-doers (1 Pet. ii.
truly pious, whose piety interpenetrates also his
Thus still act nowadays baptized heathen whole heart, his whole life and his whole doing.
12).
towards the godly, saying of them and burden, To carry on even his earthly affairs with God
ing them with ail manner of evil falsely. If this characterizes the Christian: "with God" is his
is done also
among those who pretend to be motto in every thing, Col. iii 17. The spirit of
brethren, verily the Holy Spirit strongly testifies enterprise without religion is always pride.
against it and rather teaches Christians for their
Lisco: (vv. 7-10): All our doing is at the
part not to deal thus with the children of the same time the work of God.
(w. 11-17) The
world. Where such backbiting takes place there danger of pride :
1, It misleads us to judge
is never a good conscience or a courageous anothers uncharitably (w. 11, 12) ; 2, it seduces us
swer to the questions: would I say this of him, to trust over much in our own strength (vv. 13if he were present ? why do I not first tell him ?
The unchristian element in the conduct of
17).
why and for what purpose do I now speak of it ? temporal affairs.
—There is neither obedience of duty nor intent
Porubszky: (vv. 4-6): Worldly and spiritof love; here speaks and judges one's own pre- ual.— (vv. 6, 7) Be subject to God.— (w. 7,
8)
sumptuous, haughty mind, hence it runs so soon The greatest task of human willing.
(vv. 8-10)
into judging falsely or even, if the matter were
Three steps to genuine repentance: 1, grief;
really so, into condemning, into damning judg2, faith ; 8, work.— (vv. 11, 12). Our judgment
ment, which is at any rate absolutely forbid- of others condemns ourselves.
(vv. 13-17). Of
den.
assurance in our worldly affairs.
(v. 17).
We are unprofitable servants before
18-15):
Weinbck: (vv.
In what Christian
the Most Highest ; that is certain, for all profita- families may find comfort in the retrospect of a
bleness comes only from Him; but it is just be- departing year.
cause He makes us profitable that we are bound
Wolf: (vv. 18-16): Man may become the
to do whatever is commanded us, to be diligent
destroyer but not the architect of his happiin doing good, as we know it, according to the ness.
will of God.
James puts this lastly in the place
[Whitby : v. 11 : The great exception which
of every self-willed doing of this or that.
If we both the unbelieving Jews and the Judaizing
suffer ourselves to be found in good works as-' Christians among them had against the believing
piling for eternal life, then our earthly life verily Gentiles was this
"they observed not their
has become more than a vapor, which vanishes feasts or Sabbaths and that they were not ciraway, then it is the seed-time of the great harvest cumcised," whence they concluded they differed
of true gain.
little from the heathens.
This was the thing for
Jakobi: (v. 16):— "If the Lord will and I which the Christian fathers did contend against
live."
There are indeed not a few Christians them; vis. that the ancient patriarchs of old
who take the precept of our text literally and were acceptable to God, and consequently -the
think that they are sinning if in speaking of the Christians, and especially the converted Genfuture, they do not every time employ such a tiles, might be acceptable to God without the
pious addition.
But if faith here borders almost observation of these feasts and Sabbaths or of
on superstition and if we actually find the traces circumcision.
of such superstition even in many otherwise env. 15. It was a rule of Ben Syra (Bnxt Flor.
lightened Christians, is it not true that this mo- p. 4) " Let no man say he will do any thing, unmentous saying "If the Lord will and I live" less he first say, If the Lord will:" who also
sinks down into a mere conventionalism, if we adds, that " one died before night, for refusing to
carry it on our lips on every trifling occasion ? add this."
And when Alcibiades had said to
and is it not to be feared that that which we Socrates, " I will do so if you will," Socrates
should always utter only with a profound and (Plat. Alcib. 1, in fine) tells him he ought to
most living sense of our impotence and the om- have said, kav 6 debg k$£Xy, "if God will." Not
nipotence of God, degenerates into a mere, blind that we are obliged always to say thus (Rom.
habit? Let us apply also in this respect the xv. 28), but only still to own our dependence
ighty saying of St. Paul: "The kingdom of upon Divine Providence. M.].
God is not in word, but in power," 1 Cor. iv.
Menander says: "It is
[v. 17. El66rt obv.
20.manifest folly to know what we ought to do and
Nkaxder: "If the Lord will and we live." not do it. M.].
It is evident that James in saying this did not
[Macknioht : v. 8. This and other exhortainsist upon it, that we should always express tions of the like kind found in Scripture imply,
such a condition in words.
Such expressions that in matters of religion and virtue men must
might easily degenerate into mere forms and cooperate with the grace of God by their own
those Churches, in virtue of their whole tendency, earnest endeavours.
M.].
were apt to turn every thing into a mere form.
[Pyle: v. 11. As to you, dear brethren, who
James, as we have already seen, is fond of are already converted to Christianity, be sure to
naming the specific instead of the general avoid that pernicious custom of slander and
the

eighth

without vocation

—
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—

—
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—
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Remember, that whoever hastily days is at hand, for he shall die within thirty
and unjustly condemns another man, reflects days."
v. 16. Clarke cites from an old English work
upon religion itself, sets up for a judge and
makes himself wiser than the Divine Law. And " The godly man's picture drawn by a Scripture
such an one must not pretend to be a true disciple pencil " the words " Some of those who despise
of that law, while he sets himself above it.
M.J. religion say, Thank God we are not of this hah/
They who thank God for their unholi[v. 17. Now this, or any other crime, must be number!
ness, had best go ring the bells for joy that they
greater in a Christian than in any other man
because he, by the clear revelation of the Gos- shall never see God."
v. 18, The same author cites the following
pel, has or ought to have better notions of his
duty, and a stronger sense of his religious obli- from Saady's Oulistan: "I knew a merchant
who used to travel with a hundred camels laden
gations.
M.].
[Burkitt v. 17. Let us learn hence, that to with merchandise and who had forty slaves in
This person took me one day to his
sin against light and knowledge, is a very hei- his employ.
nous aggravation of sin, because the knowledge of warehouse and entertained me a long time with
our duty lays us under the greatest obligation to conversation good for nothing. ' I have/ said
do it and that the greater advantages and op- he, 'such a partner in Turquestan, such and
portunities any man has of knowing his duty, such property in India, a bond for so much cash
and the more knowledge he sins against in not in such a province, a security for such another
doing it, the greater is his sin, and the more sum.' Then, changing the subject, he said, *I
rash censure.

:

—

—

:

;

—

grievous will be his condemnation. M.].
[v. 4. There is a sense in which a man may be
a friend of the world and yet remain the friend
of God, and this seeming paradox is the duty of
every Christian and more especially of the minister of Christ
He must be the world's true
friend by telling the world its faults, exposing
its corrupt maxims in a spirit of tender lore and
solicitude by preaching the truth of the everlasting Gospel and endeavouring to gain the world
to Jesus Christ.]
v. 8. The Father, in the parable, running to
meet the returning prodigal, a Divine illustration
of the words " Draw nigh to God and He will
draw nigh to you." Outward lustrations are not
sufficient, the heart must be purified as well.
ayvioare KapSlae, literally "make chaste your
hearts" alludes to their spiritual adultery (v.
4), and the whole clause may be applied to baptized Christians whose hearts are in the world.
v. 18. Debarim Rabba, { 9. p. 261. 1 we read
as follows : " Our rabbis tell us a story, which
happened in the days of Rabbi Simeon the son
of Chelpatha. He was present at the circumcision of a child and stayed with his father to the
entertainment. The father brought out wine for
his guests, that was seven years old, saying,
With this wine will I continue for a long time to
They concelebrate the birth of my new-born son.
tinued supper till midnight. At that time, Rabbi
Simeon arose and went out, that he might return
On the way he
to the city in which he dwelt.
saw the angel of death walking up and down. He
said to him, Who art thou ?
He answered, I am
the messenger of God. The rabtyi said, Why
wanderest thou about thus?
He answered, I
slay those persons who say, We will do this or
how
death
soon
that and think not
may overpower them: that man with whom thou hast
his
said
to
guests,
With this
supped, and who
wine will I continue for a long time to celebrate the
behold
the
son,
end
of his
birth of my new-born

—

purpose to

settle in Alexandria, because the air
of that city is salubrious.' Correcting himself
he said, * No, I will not go to Alexandria ; the
African Sea (the Mediterranean) is too dangerous.
But I will make another voyage and after that I
will retire into some quiet corner of the world,
and give up mercantile life.' I asked him, what

voyage he intended to make? He answered, 'I
intend to take brimstone to Persia and China,
where I am informed it brings a good price;
from China I shall take porcelain to Greece;
from Greece I shall take gold tissue to India;
from India I shall carry steel to Haleb (Aleppo);
from Haleb I shall carry glass to Yemen (Arabia
Felix) and from Yemen I shall carry printed
goods to Persia. This accomplished, I shall bid
;

farewell to mercantile

life,

which requires

many troublesome journeys and spend the
of my life in a store.' He said so much on

so

rest
this

at last he wearied himself with talking : then turning to me, he said, * I entreat thee
Saady, to relate to me something of what thou
hast seen and heard in thy travels.'
I answered
'Hast thou never heard what a traveller said,
who fell from his camel in the desert of Yoor?'
Two things only can fill the eye of a covetous man
contentment or the earth that is cast on him when
subject,

till

—

laid in his grave.*'

Compare
v.

8.

—M.].

also on

The duty of drawing nigh
Works, v. 745.
Bp. Smalridqb. Of double-mindedness.
4 Sermons. Sermons, 849.
Robert Hall, Humility before God.
Notes of Sermons. Works, v. 812.

Bp. Hall.
to God.

v. 10.
v. 11.

Barrow.
i.

Against detraction.

Works,

623.

Sydney Smith.

On

Slander.

Sermons,

257.

The guilt of calumny.
Posth. Works, vi. 12.
v. 12. Bp. Sanderson.
Pralectiones.
Chalmers.
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SEVENTH ADMONITION.

IX.

DENUNCIATION AND ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE IMPENDING JUDGMENT ON THE RICH
THE JUDAISTS PROPER, COUCHED IN PROPHETIC STYLE. EXHORTATION
/. B.
TO REPENTANCE OR TO THE PRESENTIMENT OF THE JUDGMENT.
f

Chapter V.

1-6.

Go to now, ye rich men, weep ajid howl for your miseries that shall come upon you}
Your gold and silver is
2 Your riches are corrupted, and jour garments are motheaten.
3 cankered; and the rust of them shall be a witness against you, and shall eat your flesh*
4 as it were fire.
Ye have heaped treasure together for the last days. Behold, the hire
1

crieth

5

who have reaped down your

fields, which is of you kept back by fraud,1
them which have reaped are entered into the ears of the Lord
Ye have lived in pleasure on' the earth, and been wanton; ye have
of Sabaoth.
nourished your hearts, as4 in a day of slaughter.6 Ye have condemned and killed the
just; and he doth not resist you.

of the labourers

and the

:

Tone L

cries of

Cod. Sin. insorts w

l

m

I

v after

in < pxofil vans

[so Yulg. Syr. Copt. JEth.

Arm.—M.j

Lange : Well then, ye rich, weep unto howling oyer yonr calamities which are drawing near on you.
[Go to now. ye rich, weep howling orer your miseries which are coming upon you.j
Lange : Yonr riches are {already] corrupting, and your garments are become motheaten.
Vane 2.
[ . . . . corrupted .... M.T
Terse 8. p Cod. Sin. A. inserts i iit after <r 4 p x a t i>n*v .—M.]
Lange : Yonr gold and the silrer is rusted and their rust will be a testimony against you and shall consume
your flesh fv a p k a c , your carnalities] as fire. Ye bare heaped up treasure in the last [these last] days.
[Your gold and yeur silrer are eaten up with rust and their rust shall be for a testimony to you .... Ye
heaped up treasure in the last days.—M.]
TerseA.p Cod. Sin. B. read <x^> vvrcpiiprf vot for &9<<tt« prj /j.4v os .—M.]
which hath been kept back, crieth out from you, and the cries of the reapers hate come to
Lange
the ears of the Lord of hosts.
hare
entered
into the ears of the Lord of hosts.—M.]
.
.
.
.
[
Tens 5. 4 Cod. Sin. A. B. omit •* * before i r ; so Vulg. and other torsions ; found in Bee., Q. K. and is probably an
ezegetical addition.
Aeth. Pell Piatt's edition.

** ut qui taginat bovem in ditm mactationii.—M.]
Ye bare lived high on earth, ye have lived wantonly and fattened [like flesh] your hearts [as] in
the day of slaughter.
[Ye lived in luxury on the earth and wantoned fAlford); ye fattened your hearts in ... . M.}
Lange : Ye have condemned, ye have killed the Just. He doth not resist you [any longer opposing and

[*

Lange

Terse

6.

:

saving].

[Ye condemned, ye killed the Just One.

He doth

not resist you.]

from the Church or that they would have
excluded the Epistle from the Canon. But just
as the Jewish Christians themselves have ceased
to be known so also the Gentile Christian Church
has suffered the majestic prophetical penitential
discourse of the faithful Christian Apostle to the
Jews to be reduced to the conception of a severe
moral lecture. The repetition of aye vvv does
not prove that the reference here is to the same
persons who are addressed in ch. iv. 13 (as
rich

EXEGETICAL AND CBITICAL.
1.

Analysis:

The Judaists exhorted

to repent-

a presentiment of the judgment v 1. Their condition: spiritual selfdelusion, the corruptness and self-consumption
Their posiof their supposed riches, vv. 2, 3.
such spiritual selftive sfos resulting from
Their sins against the reapers of the
delusion.
Their unsuspecting assurance
harvest in Israel.
of their life of indulgence in the very day of
The crime of the murder of the
their judgment.
ance or to realize
.

—

—

—

Just

One,

w.

4-6.

The Judaists exhorted to repentance or to realize
« presentiment

Ver.

1.

of the judgment.

Well then, ye

rich.

—Concerning

see Introduction, ch. i. 10 and ii. 6,
7.
That the reference is not to the outwardly
rich but to the rich in the sense of Old Testament (Ps. Ixxiii.; Is. v.), Gospel (Matth. xix.
24; Rev. iii. 17) and symbolical usage may be
expected from an Apostolical man, to say nothing
the rich

an Apostle. The ordinary construction put
on this term would lead us to expect either that
the Epistle ought to have driven the outwardly

of

Huther supposes).

Nor

is the reference at all
the persons addressed
there are Judaists in a most perilous condition,
while those addressed here are those who according to the last warning harden themselves
by the self-delusion of their being theocratioally
rich.
The entire prophetical lamentation must
be judged according to its analogies in the Old!
Testament (Is. ii. 22; Ch. iii. 9, 19 etc.) the*
words of Christ (Matth. xxiii.) and the Apocalypse (ch. xviii.).

to individuals as such;

Weep

unto howling.— De Wette and

ml.

take this as an exhortation to shed the tears of
repentance; Huther agrees with Calvin whodenies that there is any reference to repentance
and considers the passage to be "simplex demtn~
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eiaiio judicii deif qua eot terrere voluU ab spe vcnise"
Wiesinger takes a middle position : that the design of James, as in the case of the prophets of
the Old Testament, is nevertheless none other
than that of moving them, if possible, to turn
from their perverse course. Huther, who objects
that James nowhere intimates such design, overlooks 1, that also the strongest menaces of judgment in the Old Testament are at any rate hypothetical (see the Book of Jonah, Jer. xviii. 7 etc.),
2, that the most assured foreseeing of the inevitability of the judgment as a whole still involves
the possibility of individuals being wakened and
saved in virtue of such menace, 8, that the Divine
fore-announcement of such a judgment is at the
same time made as a testimony of the truth for
the future and designed to serve other generations as a warning and to conduce to their sal-

vation.
still

The

strict

construction of Huther

is

.more striking because he disputes Sender's

exposition of the Imperative, viz.

"stilo pro-

phetico imperat, ut rem certissimam demonstret"
and maintains that the proper force of the Imperative ought to be retained. This would therefore be a command to weep without any hope of
The Participle oXoXl^ovreg (b?uoki>&iv
salvation.
used often to describe howling with reference to

the near approach of the judgment, Is. xiii. 6;
xiv. 31 etc.) denotes weeping accompanied by
constant howling, t. e. increasing unto howling.

—

Over your miseries. The impending judgments, not specified by the Apostle, but further
alluded to only with respect to their premonitory
sy mptoms.

Whioh are drawing

near on you.

—There

hardly room to doubt that James refers primarily to the Jewish war and the destruction of
Jerusalem; so Thomas Aquinas, Grotius, MiHuther oannot
chaelis and at understand it.
substantiate by any proof the remark that
"they (Thomas Aquinas, etc.) are not wrong
in this respect,, because in the Apostle's mind
the destruction of Jerusalem and the last judgment had not yet been distinguished." The
TaXauropku are rather said to be kirepxApevai,
already approaching; whereas a very patient
waiting is necessary with respect to the coming
of the Lord, v. 7, etc, although in the light of
is

Christian hope (not of chiliastic calculation) it
On you, by which Luther and
is near at hand.
others further define the approaching judgments,
follows not from the literal expression but from
also contains an allusion,
the connection;
[See Appar. Crit
favouring the construction.
Note 1.— M.].

M

Their condition : spiritual self-delusion, the corruptness and self-consumption of their supposed riches,
tv. 2, 3.

Vee. 2.
verb ofao

Your riches
(<bra£ 7xy.

—

are corrupted: The
in N. T.), to make rotten

or putrid, destroy by rottenness, signifies in 2
Perf. Pass, (as here) to rot, moulder, to be rotten or also to be in a state of rotting fermentaBut it has also the more general sense, to
tion.
corrupt, to consume oneself (Sir. xiv. 19).
M.]. The verb there[ffioyfira is Perf. Middle.
fore does not necessitate us to understand with
The main
Gebser and si. rrXovroe^frumenta.
question here is to determine.whether this and
the next expression denote the natural immanent

—

judgment of sin as portents of the positive judgments, or the latter (Grotius, Bengel), so that
future events are prophetically described as
having already taken place (de Wette, Wiesinger, Huther and al.).
But the reference is evidently to the former ; the corrupting of riches
and the moth-eaten garments denote immanent,
natural corruptions. But here, as in the prophets (Is. xxviii 1, 2; ch. xxxiii. 11, 12; Jer.
vii. etc.) and in our Lord's eschatological discourse (Matth. xxiv. 28) these natural corruptions, as the judgment of the self-dissolution
consumption) of sin, are in their products
(
the tokens of positive judgment.
But the riches
must bt taken figuratively, not literally as is
generally done. The prophetical idea of the rich
corresponds to the prophetical idea of the riches.
It denotes therefore externalised Judaistic righteousness with all its national prerogatives, of
course connected with that outward worldly prosperity and ease which are the outward complements of such self-righteousness. It is matter of
historical record that at the time when James wrote
this Epistle, Jewish affairs had the appearance
of spiritual prosperity (in point of orthodoxy and
world-holiness), as well as of worldly flourishing
in the reign (in part at least) of Herod Agrippa
(See my Apost. Age. I. pp. 807, 312, 824).
II.
your garments. Doubtless in the
sense of the splendid garment ch. ii. 2.
Are become moth-eaten, airrd^puroq, Job
xiii. 28: not found in Classic Greek and not elsewhere in the New Testament.
Vie, 8. Your gold anfl your silver are
eaten up with rust. Kartoo is oVaf Ar/. in
the New Testament. Gold and silver do not
contract rust, hence Horn ejus observes that it is

—

—

And

populariter djctum,

which

is

approved by Huther.

Pott interprets the striking expression of the
dimness of their burnish, others otherwise. According to Huther James did not anxiously calculate the difference of metals in his vivid concrete depiotion but this would be an intensely
popular mode of expression. The words Is. i.
22, "Thy silver is become dross" are not a
merely popular expression; on the contrary
they are designed to bring out the unnatural
fact that the princes of Israel are become rebellious and companions of thieves.
It is then an
unnatural phenomenon to which James adverts,
of course in figurative language. It is as unnatural for gold and silver to be eaten up with
rust as for the glory of Israel to be as oorrupted
as the glory of other nations corrupts, which may
be compared to base metals.
;

And

their rust shall

against you.

be a testimony
whom Huther

—Wiesinger, with

agrees, proposes the following interpretation: in
the consuming of their treasures, to be brought
about by an outward judgment, they see depicted their own.
But the loss of outward
wealth under the influence of outward corruption is by no means evidence of the inward corruption of the losers.
Oecumenins supposes
that the rust on their gold and silver shall testify against the hardness of their heart, because
they did not use them in doing good. This is
correct as far as the reference is doubtless to a
corruption inherent in their circumstances, but
it lacks the due appreciation of the figurative
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CHAP.
the rusting of your gold and silver, of
your glory, represented' by your leading men
(see Is. i. 22, 28), shall be a token that the nation is corrupted in its rich men in general.
And this was actually the case. The leading
men who in the spiritual life ought to have shone
like burnished silver and gold were rusted in legalism and dragged the majority of the selfrighteous people into their own corruption.
And shall consume your flesh. The PluThe word
ral adpiuc is differently explained.
stands simply for bfia$ (Baumgarten), it denotes
their well-fed bodies (Augusti), the fleshy parts
of the body as contrasted with the bones ( Huther
who refers to 2 Kings ix. 36 ; and particularly
But these passages contain
to Mich. iiL 2, 8).
no allusion to a consuming fire ; fire consumes
We therefore assume
bones as well as flesh.
that the term flesh is here used in a bad sense as
in Gen. vL 8; Jer. xvii. 5 and Jno. ill. 6, and
that the Plural describes the life of £he rich as
exhibited in the carnalities or externals of religious, civil or individual life, in which they
take delight.
That consuming rust of the decayed, defunct and deadly legalism beginning at
the gold and silver with which they decorate
themselves, eats through the flesh of their customs, ceremonies and earthly possessions to the
very destruction of their life.
It is a rust which
has the consuming energy of fire fPs. xxi. 22
Is. x. 16, 17).
The rotten fixity, described as
nut, in its last stage transforms itself into the
fire of a revolutionary movement, into a fanatical,
consuming conflagration of rebellion (see Rev. xix.
20), or in brief: absolutism becomes revolution. It is the consummated national self-dissolution, as it fully developed itself in the Jewish
war and in Jerusalem besieged. The reference
therefore on the one hand, is neither to consuming grief and want (Erasmus and al.), nor,
on the other, already to -the real, positive judgments (Calvin, Grotius, Wiesinger, Huther and
aL).
With respect to <&c nvp, Wiesinger, who
adopts the punctuation of God.
and Oeoumeius, and follows Grotius and Knapp, connects it
with tihjoavploare : " tdnquam ignem ope* ietae congeuutii, el qmdem ipsis extremis temporibut."
Wiesinger cites as an analogy dfpavpl&ic oeavrQ
•privy Rom. ii. 5, to which Huther rightly objects
that in the words kdijoavploare
iax&Tatc fiu&patc
the principal stress rests on hx^rai^ Jijikpaic.
This is sufficient; his further remark that the fire
denotes already positive judgment we consider,
for the reason already given, to be incorrect,
tat this fire points to positive judgment.
Ac
slso is against Wiesinger's construction, and so
does the over bold metaphor : ye have as it were
gathered fire in gathering your wealth.

—

A

h

Ye have heaped np

—

treasure. The verb
no definite specification of the object
and the supply of bprfyv (according to Rom. ii.
6. Calvin and aL) is superfluous and arbitrary.
Moreover, the treasure, as Huther remarks, has

requires

been specified before.

—

In the last days. Not perchance the last
and the last days are neither the last days
of life, nor the last days before the advent of
Christ (Huther).
James refers to the last days
before the final national judgment, alluded to in
v. 1, but not yet described.
The gathering of
days,

V. 1-6.
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treasure is done in the anticipation of a long
happy future; this reprehensible heaping up
treasure in the last days of their existence, immediately before the judgment involving not only
the ruin of their treasure but also of their very
existence, characterizes moreover their fearful
want of apprehension (freedom from all misgiving and fear, assurance) and mad-like self-delusion.
All their spiritual and worldly treasures
are useless obstacles in the impending judgment,
destined to vanish as the means of their self-delusion in order to make room for a fearful undeceiving.
Thus the indication of positive judgment draws nearer, but the Apostle first refers
to their decisive sins.

Their positive sins resulting from such spiritual
Their sins against the reapers of the
harvest in Israel.
The unsuspecting assurance of
their life of indulgence in the very day of their judgment. The crime of the murder of the Just One. Vv.
4-6.
self-delusion.

Vee.

—First

4.

Behold the hire of the labourers.

Huther: "Injustice towards those who work for them;" Wiesinger:
One case instead of many, a case moreover which
decisive sin.

clearly exposes the crying injustice of those rich
men as the transgression of the express prohibition, Deut. xxiv. 14, 15; Lev. xix. 13; Mai.
ill. 6.
And this is to be the whole meaning of
this passage 1
But in the first place it is inconceivable that those wandering trafficking Jews
of the dispersion (ch. iv. 18) should all of a sudden be transformed into large landed proprietors,
and in the second equally inconceivable that
James should have occasion to reproach ail the
rich landlords of the dispersion with literally
holding back the hire of their labourers. Here
also we must again insist upon the symbolical
sense of the passage. 'The first question is to determine the sense in which the term " the harvest of Israel" is used by the prophets (Is. ix.
8; Joel iii. 18), by John the Baptist (Matth. iii.
12), and by our Lord (Jno. iv. 85 ; Matth. ix.
88; cf. Rev. xiv. 15, 16). It denotes the time
when the theocratic seed of God in Israel has
become ripe unto harvest; on the one .hand unto
the harvest of judgment, on the other unto the
harvest of salvation. The latter idea predominates here.
The harvest of Israel was the ripened spirit-produce of the Old Testament, as
manifested in the work of Christ; in the reapers
we may aptly see the Apostles (according to Jno.
iv. 85), and the first Christians in general. From
them the rich in Israel kept back the hire in
that they rejected their testimony in unbelief. And
thus the voices of those reapers cried into the
ears of the Lord of hosts, «'. «., abandoning the
figure : their sin against them cried out to God,
even to God, the Lord of those hosts which were
already on the point of approaching in order to
execute the judgment of God on Israel. The labourers, epy&Taij see 1 Tim. v. 18. hfigv is anal;
"Key. in N. T.
The expression imports moreover
that Israel's whole harvest of blessing has been
brought home by these labourers into the Christian Church and that there is no other harvest
besides it.

—

—

—

Which

—

hath been kept baok. We construe with Huther "the hire which hath been
kept back, crieth out from you," of vfivv, as we
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read in Gen. iv. 10. " the voice of thy brother's
blood crieth unto me from the ground,' because
thus the injustice crying out for vengeance is
laid to the charge of the evil-doers not to that
of the labourers; the common construction
44
which hath been kept back by you" seems to
be less opposed by taking and in the sense of
vir6, than by the consideration that icpdfri denotes
a crying out lor vengeance. Hence the connection is not: "the hire of the mowers crieth out
and tMs crying has come to the ears of God"
(Theile), but the crying out of the hire that has
been kept back (Gen. xviii. 20; xix. 13) on the
one hand, is completed on the other by the pool
of the reapers or the gatherers of the harvest,
first as cries of complaint and cries for help (see
Heb. v. 7 Acts iv. 24 etc.; ch. xii. 6), and lastly
also as cries for righteous recompense (Rev. vi.
And these, even more than the former
10, 11).
crying have entered into the ears of the Lord of
hosts; which would yield this sense: not only
the unbelief of the unbelieving Jews but also the
distress of the believing Christians induce the
Lord of hosts to send forth His hosts unto judgment; as indeed the destruction of Jerusalem
was not only a visitation of judgment on Judaism but also a visitation of salvation on the
The crying out of Christian
Christian Church.
blood for mercy to enemies reaches also its limit
in the induration of unbelievers ; moreover we
should distinguish the reapers themselves from
The term
their poai, here made objective.
44
Lord of hosts " hardly renders prominent the
power of God, as that of Lord of the heavenly
hosts only ( Wiesinger, Huther) ; He is also Lord
of the earthly hosts according to the prophets
Amos ix. 4, 5},
(Is. vi. 8; xviii. 7; xxiv. 21;
and also according to Christ (Matth. xxii. 7).
[Bede suggests the following reason "Dominum
exercituum appe&at, ad terrorem eorum, qui pauper et
.putant nullum habere tutorem." This is the only
passage in the New Testament where the term
'•Lord of hosts" is used in direct discourse.
Bom. ix. 29 is a quotation. M.l.
have lived high on
Second tin. v. 5.
earth. rpwf^tv is anal; fay. in the N. T. It comprehends the ideas : to live softly, voluptuously,
In LXJL
gloriously and also extravagantly.
(Neh. ix. 25 and Is. lxvi. 11) the fundamental
idea is "to take delight in something to revel."
onaTdkgv denotes living lewdly, luxuriously, especially in eating and drinking; but in LXX.
(Ezek. xvi. 49 and Amos vi. 4) the idea of idle
indulgence is decidedly predominant, probably
also in 1 Tim. v. 6.
Hence the two words would
express not the definite antithesis delicisc el ex1

;

7e

—

volupta* and luxuria atque prodigalitas
(Hottinger), but that of positive sumptuousness in
pleasure and sensuality and of negative sumptuousness in effeminate, careless indolence. We
might therefore translate "Ye have had your
delight and have settled down on earth," or "ye
have become worldly and effeminate," or "ye
have bragged and made a show." The opposite
order occurs in Luke xvi. 19 : the daily wearing
of holiday-apparel denotes the idler, the sumptuous living, revelry. Huther strikingly points
out the contrast of this sumptuous mode of life
and the toilsome life of the labourers, also the
contrast of such revelling on earth and the comquisita

which is made to the Lord in heaven.
But we must not overlook in this revelling on
plaint

earth the thought, that the earth, the earthly,
figuratively taken, was the foundation in which
their revelling struck root, and that the day of
slaughter is the principal antithesis of reTelling.
fattened your hearts. rpk^uv in the
opinion of several commentators denotes fattening, for the evident design of this clause is to
show that the rich regarded and nourished their
heart as an animal existence. Hence Huther is
wrong in his correction of Luther, "to pasture
your hearts," better : "to satiate.'" Luther's rendering is excellent and we should have retained
it but for the necessity of holding fast to the
other meaning that fattening the heart is at the

And

same time indurating the heart (icapdia ireicupuThe heart, however, is not a paraphrastic
description of the body or individuality but denotes inward life, the kernel of spiritual life

fitvTj).

(Acts xiv. 17).
Wiesinger asserts that Katfla.
involves per se the idea of passionate fondness of
enjoyment, but Luke xxi. 84 is the last passage
which makes good his assertion.
In the day of slaughter. On the omission
of a? see Appar. Crit. Nor must kv be changed into
elg.
The rendering "as on a day of slaughter"
(Luther, Wolf, Augusti) is consequently a double
The comment of
weakening of the thought
Calvin, Grotius, Bengel etc., that the day of
slaughter is the day of sacrifice, when the
slaughter of the victims is followed by banqueting, is altogether outside of the connection with
the judgment. Calvin: "Quia soUbant in eacrir

—

ficiii

eoUmnibus

liberaliut vesci,

quampro

quotidiano

Dicit ergo divites iota vita continuare/estum."
Huther rightly observes that the terna in quesDe Wette sees
tion is never used in this sense.
in it a comparison to beasts, which on the very

more.

day of slaughter eat in unconcern.

Huther'
thinks this comparison inappropriate, since
beasts do not eat more greedily on the day of
slaughter than at any other time. But this refuBeasts*
tation rests on a misunderstanding.
always eat greedily ; their eating on the day of
slaughter may therefore be used as a figure of
the inordinate feasting of the obdurate on the
very day of judgment. The analogy of 2 Pet. it
12 only tends to strengthen the appropriateness
The thought is further
of this construction.
intensified by the consideration that while beasts
are led to pasture and fattened for the day of
slaughter, these men laid themselves voluntarily
out for feasting in the very day of slaughter.
But we may suppose that this point of comparison must not be dissociated from the general and
more lofty meaning of $pipa ofayix, viz. that of a
day of judgment (Jer. xii. 3; xxv.-34). In the
last passage also the ideas "day of judgment"
and " day of slaughter " are taken together in ^a
literal sense, so also in Is. liii. 7 ; Rev. xix. 17,
But the day on which began Israel's day of
18.
judgment which is developing itself into a day
of slaughter, was the day of Christ's crucifixion
* In German " Fruten " and M Saufen" are properly used
to denote the eating and drinking of beasts, ». e. inordinate,
greedy eating and drinking. Applied to human beings the
terms are oflensive and insulting, although the vulgar are
apt to indulge in these choice terms with- reference to themselves.—M.
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CHAP. V.
which connected with the day of the destruction
becomes in a symbolical sense one
The Aorists here, therefore,
day of visitation.
are not used to indicate that the conduct of the
rich is to be Tie wed from the future day of judgment at the second coming of Christ (Huther),
but because their carnal arrogance and unconcern in the devilish revelling of their hearts
culminated just on the judgment-day of Israel.
Since then their day of slaughter is in process
of development.
Just as they had therefore
collected together the treasures of legal righteousness in the last days, while the old time was
on the wane, so they had reached the climax of
their self-indulgent worldliness on the last day,
the day of judgment.
This leads to their third
and greatest sin.
Via. 6.
have condemned, ye have
killed the Just. The fact of modern commentators disputing the exposition of Oecumenius,
Bede and Grotius that the Just signifies Christ,
proves how far they have wandered from the
text in the treatment of this Epistle.
Only think
of James, the witness of Christ, at the end of his
coarse calling out to, the obdurate of all the people
of Israel: Te have condemned and killed the Just
and they not to have understood him to refer to
the rejection and crucifixion of Christ!
But to
what or to whom else did they think he was
alluding? Gebser and Huther [also Alford
M.]
of Jerusalem

—

Ye

—

—

take iltauov collectively for rovf duuuovc.; i. e.
oppressed, suffering Christians, and Huther says:

"The ground of the persecution is'implied in the
d'ucawv itself; the Singular should be taken

1-6.
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more the* explanation of Benson to take the
clause interrogatively. Giving to avrtr6aaeo6ai
the fullest Middle sense, the question would read
thus: "Does He not bring up against you His
army (as the executor of the punitive justice of
the Lord of hosts)?" or "does He not rise
against you in combat?" At least it is easy to
understand that with a predominantly ascetic
turn of mind such a question might have been
asked. But considering the importance of the
matter, the interrogative form ought to be more
distinctly marked: does he not already maroh
against you, march against you in the tempest
of war?
Besides such an explanation might
easily obscure the thought of the continuous
suffering which Christ endures in His people.
Hence one might light on the idea of rebellion,
as we have it in Rom. xiii. 2.
He does not rebel
against you, t. e. you are the rebels. But this
again is not sufficiently clear. We read therefore: He stands no longer in your way, He does not
stop you (in the way of death) ; He suffers you
to fill up your measure.
See Matth. xxiii. 3288.
And this dark, pregnant sentence is the
concentration of the announcement that the judgment impending on them, is inevitable. [The
clause "ovk avrtraaoerai vjuv" seems to be ironical: He lets you alone (Hos. iv. 17).
James was
called by his contemporaries "the Just" and
this reference to Jesus as "the Just One 1 * is a
touching illustration of his character, for a delineation of which the- reader is referred to the
Introduction.
M.].

—

—

word

collectively,

the

idea

absolutely" (similarly

But then surely Christ ought to be
considered as standing at the head of these slain

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

Theile).

Wiesinger (and de Wette) refers the term
continued persecution ad mortem usque and
adds that all reference to Christ is so manifestly
against the whole context of the passage, that
refutation is altogether unnecessary.
On the
ones.

to

contrary,

proof

is

almost unnecessary.

Wiesin-

ger objects first, that the Epistle is addressed to
the dispersion.
But at the Passover, when
Christ was crucified, the dispersion also was
represented at Jerusalem, and symbolically all
Israel was already dispersed.
The most important objection is the Present ovk avrtrdootrat vplv.
This Present is certainly difficult. But is it more
convenient to affirm concerning the collectively
just man, that he had been killed by those rich
and that he was still living than to affirm as

much concerning Christ ? The Vulgate probably
allndes to Christ in rendering "non restitit; ' so
Lather, "he hath not resisted you."
But the
Present forbids such a rendering.
But also the
common explanation: "Ye have killed the Just,
he does not resist you" gives a thought which is
lot clear, at least not very distinct.
It would
perhaps be easier to suppose that the readers of
the Epistle understood James to say:
"Christ
does not resist you in His members, He still endures willingly all persecutions in His sufferings."
But would this thought be a fitting conclusion of the great denunciation of those obdurate people?
Nor is it the idea "the just do
not resist you."
We understand therefore Benttey's conjecture of reading 6 xbptoc instead of ovk
(*ee Ch. iv. 6; 1 Pet v. 6; Prov. iii. 84) ; still
1

Both the Gospel and James are altogether
free from any and every Ebionite one-sidedness
that wealth, as such, is sinful and poverty, as
such, meritorious. James allows the possession
and use of earthly riches, but in major em Dei
While the rich are thus more privileged
ffloriam.
than others, they are also under doubly great
obligations but if they persistently acquit themselves of their discharge and use their riches
only for the attainment of selfish ends which
conflict with the law of love, then they are in ail
justice and reason liable to a vie vobis divilibv*
1.

;

cf.

vi. 24; Matth. vi. 19-21.—
Earthly wealth is not an absolute but a

Luke

2.

the kingdom of
28-25.— The history of many
Ni cod emus and Joseph of Arima-

relative

obstacle to enteriitg

God

Mark

;

cf.

rich men,

e.

g.

x.

thea shows that this obstacle may be overcome.
But this is impossible where covetousness reigns
supreme and adopts every means 'of preserving
or increasing earthly possessions.
Here applies
the Apostolic warning, 1 Tim. vi. 17-19,
compare also Plutarch, de cttpiditate divitiarum, and
the saying of Seneca, de bene/. II. c. 27, "conci-

—

tatior est avaritia in magnarum opum congeslus,"
life of luxurious
also Sallust, in Catil. c. x. 4.
indulgence as the concomitant of wealth and
dependence on that wealth coupled with unfeeling contempt of one's brother, according to the
teaching of Christ Himself, deserves the judgment Luke xvi. 25. And the history of the
destruction of Jerusalem as well as innumerable
incidents taken from the history of the kingdom
of God confirm the fact that such rich men are

—A
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rarely visited already here below with
earthly calamity and outward distress apart from
that judgment for eternity.
8. The rejection of the Messiah, to which
James clearly alludes (v. 6), as the work of the
prominent Jews, as the murder of the Innocent
and the Just was not only a heinous crime per ee
(cf. Acts Hi. 18-16), but also the first of a series
of crimes enacted on the members of the Body,
after they had first laid hands on the Head, which
terminated at last in the horrors of the Jewish
civil war and were punished with the fall of the
city and the destruction of the temple.
4. Christianity imposes upon all men, blessed
with earthly goods, the duty to ascertain and, if
practicable, to satisfy the wants of their subordinates and servants and to consider themselves
not as the lords but as the stewards of the capital
confided to them, Luke xvi. 2; cf. GoL iv. 1.
Those who neglect this duty and oppress the poor
have even pursuant to the tenor of the Old Testament to bear the dreadful punishment of God.
See e. g. Ps. xxxvii.; Prov. xiv. 81 ; EocL v.-vii.
5. " Indulgence as it were fattens men for the
punishment of hell a figure taken from the
sacrificial victims
t. e. ripens them so much the
more for torments." Heubner on v. 5.

not

—

—

HOMILETIOAL AND PRACTICAL.
Wealth not an absolute superiority, poverty
not an absolute evil. Those who have most possessions on earth, have also to lose most in times
Earthly
of common suffering and tribulation.
riches from the nature of the case, are as tranThe
true
Christian
their
owners.
sitory as
an
omnia sua tecum portane, The history of the rich
fool is that of many (Luke xii. 16-20).— The
degree to which the rich may be poor and the
poor rich. God's rich harvest-blessing changed
It is
into a curse through man's selfishness.
possible to do evil, but not to do it unpunished.
God is higher than the highest that oppress
the poor, Ecci. v. 8. The worldling's short joy
followed by long pain. The murder of the Just
One the most horrid manifestation of outward
The fact that evil is suffered here on
selfishness.
earth no guarantee that it will not be punished
Threefold sin of the rich; 1, oppres(vv. 4-6).
sion of the poor (v. 4), 2, selfish indulgence fv.
How the
6), 8, murder of the Just One (v. 6).
crime of the rejection of Christ is still continued
in various ways by many among the rich of this
world.
The Christian has great cause to offer
the prayer of Agur, Prov. xxx. 7-9. The love of
money the root of all evil (1 Tim. vi. 10) and of

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

idolatry, Col.

iii.

6.

—

Stabkb : Cramer: If you get riches, set not
your heart on them, Ps. lxii. 11. A man may be
very rich and yet be very wicked, Ps. lxxiii. 12.
Augustine: Magna pieias! thesaurizat pater
film; immo magna vanitatl thetaurizat moriturus

—

—

—

Many who do not leave even children
and know not whose shall be their riches (Luke xii.

morituris.

20) are so possessed of avarice, that they loathe
parting even with a penny. 0, unhappy rich!
Qubsnel: Thus the rich ground their hope
Foolish
on things which decay and perish.
building!
Matth. vii. 26, 27.
Langii Op.: If there were many pious rich

—

—

men, who did husband their wealth as the stewards of God, the need of the poor would he
greatly lessened, Luke viii. 2, 8 ; xxii. 85.
Hbdinqie:
There are many who gather
along with their gold a treasure of the wrath
and vengeance of God, Rom. ii. 6. To defraud
labourers of their hire they have earned is a sin
that crieth out to heaven and is sure to be followed by the curse and most fearful vengeance
of God, 1 Thess. iv. 6. The name of God "the
Lord of hosts" is as terrible to the ungodly as
it is consoling to the godly, Ps. xlvi. 11, 12.—
Robbing the poor of their well-earned wages is

—

—

—

murder, Ex^

Stub

i.

18, 14.

:—James refers primarily to the
Lord, the Just One (Acts vii. 62) and he himself
bore the honourable epithet "the Just," he here
(implicite\ humbly declines that epithet
Yet
again (here the inspiration of the Spirit affects
the author of the Epistle so perceptibly and.
becomes here so remarkably prophetical that
again) he is unconsciously prophesying of himself.
An author, who lived soon after the Apostles (Hegesippus), gives us a full account, which
is doubtless correct in its main features, of the
martyrdom of James the Just, the Lord's brother, shortly before the siege of Jerusalem. See
lntrod. p. 9 etc.; [also Excursus p. 18, etc. M.].
(v. 4).
Surely the words of James apply to
many of our contemporaries, and many a proud
palace ought to have the appropriate inscription.
"Woe unto him that buildeth his house by unrighteousness and his chambers by wrong."—
The treatment which poor labourers experience
at the hands of our money- aristocrats and merchant princes, who in their avarice are just what
those names import and nothing more, who refuse to know the Lord God and our Saviour, cries
everywhere loud enough in our ear*, and is it
likely that this crying has not also entered into
the ears of the Lord of hosts? Of Him, who
commanded even Moses to say in the law:
41
Thou shalt not oppress an hired servant, that
is poor and needy
lest he cry against thee unto
the Lord, and it be sin unto thee." Deut. xxiv.
:

(v.

6)

—

—

—

—
—

—

14,

16.—

—

Jakobi: It is not the measure of wealth, but
the measure of sin, which tells ; everything depends upon the manner how earthly riches, be
they great or small, have been acquired and are
enjoyed
and hence those whom we can by no
means call wealthy, may be just as ungodly and
;

unrighteous, just as indulgent and voluptuous as
those who are really rich. Our text is therefore
addressed to all that are earthly-minded, to all
worldly people that do not order their lives according to the rule "to have, as though they had,
and to buy, as though they possessed not." 1
Cor. vii. 29 etc.
Neander: James describes wealth in three
different respects, viz. in garnered fruits of the
field, in apparel, in gold and silver.
All these,
he says, the rich heap up without profit Their
treasures in gold and silver, for want of use, are
eaten up with rust and will testify against them
in judgment, finding them guilty because they
suffered to perish for want of use that which
they ought to have employed for the benefit of
others.
The rust consumes their own flesh, reminding them of their own perishableness and

—
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of the punishment that awaits them in the judgment, because instead of gathering durable
riches, they hare heaped up the fire of Divine
poniahment in treasures destined to be eaten up

V. 7-20.
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to speedy destruction; for ye lived delicately on
the earth (v. 5), and have not laid up treasure in
heaven, where neither moth nor nut doth cor-

rupt (Matth. vi. 20).
Even while shining in your coffers, they are,
A Christian, as has been in God's eye, sullied and corroded, and they will
Viedebakdt:
strikingly said, may own worldly possessions not profit you in the day of trial, but be consumed by His indignation : and the rust they
like Abraham, David and many more, for a beggar* 8 staff will no more take us to heaven than a have contracted by lying idle as icvf/para, and
golden chain or velvet fur will take us to hell. not being used as xp^,uaT(h will be a witness
"Ye cannot have God and against you at the Great Day; and will pass
Christ says not;
mammon," but "Ye cannot serve God and mam- from them by a plague-like contagion and devour
mon." Riches, says Augustine, are gifts of God your flesh as fire.
v. 6.
Lest men
A striking contrast. Ye feasted jovially
and therefore good in themselves.
decry- them as evil, they are also accorded to the in a day of sacrifice, when abundance of flesh
good, lest they be valued as the best goods, they of the sacrificed animals is on the table at the
Ye ought to have ruled the
ire also given to the evil ; Holy Scripture there- sacrificial banquet.
fore only forbids men to be proud of and to people gently and mildly; but ye "have fed
But yourselves and not the flock," ye nourished your
ground their hopes on uncertain riches.
although riches and righteousness are compati- own hearts and not those of your people ; ye ha^fe
sacrificed and devoured them like sheep or calves
ble with one other, yet those who are distinguished by their worldly possessions, should of the stall fatted for the pampering of your own
appetites. Cf. Exek. xzxiv. 1-10. Cyril in Cateru
cherish in their souls a sacred fear of them.
Riches are snares [German rhyme "SchUtze sind p. 83.
Ye did this at the very time when ye yourJietzc."
M.]. A man lights hell-fire with his
own hands if he suffers the fire of lusts to burn selves were like victims appointed to be sacriDr. Sauvergne, a physician, nar- ficed in the day of the Lord's vengeance, which
in his heart
rates the case of a miser, who had his money is often compared by Hebrew prophets to a sacCf. Oecumenius
brought to his dying bed and expired with the rifice, see below, Rev. xix. 17.
and Theophylact here.
words "more gold, more gold!"
This
signally
was
verified
by the event. The
Lisco: The dangers of wealth. Of twofold
Jews from all parts of the world came together
riches (earthly and heavenly).
to
the
:
of
the
the
Passover
rich.
A. D. 70, and they
The woe uttered over
sacrifice
Porubszkt
themselves were then slain as victims to God's of1, what it means; 2, its application to our time,
fended
justice,
especially
in
the
Temple; particuS, when it will cease.
Although they may larly was this true of the rich, as recorded by
[Word8 worth : v. 2.
Josephus,
B.
J.
vi.
passim.
may
daxTheir
your
and
eyes,
wealth exstill glitter brightly in
cited the cupidity and provoked the fury of
ile men by their brilliance when ye walk the
the
factious
zealots
against
this
them,
world;
and
high
places
of
they fell
streets, or sit in the
They are victims in a day of slaughter to their own
yet they are in fact already cankered.
kathsome in God's eight The Divine anger has love of mammon ; what was left of their subbreathed on them and blighted them ; they are stance was consumed by the flames, which burnt
already withered and blasted, as being doomed the city.—Joseph. B. J. VII. 29, 82, 87.— M.].
with rust.

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

X.

—

FINAL THEME AND CONCLUSION.

PUBTHER ADDRESS TO THE BRETHREN. FINAL THEME: EXHORTATION TO ENDURANCE IN LONG-SUFFERING PATIENCE UNTO THE COMING OF THE LORD.—ENCOURAGEMENT THERETO. CONDITION THEREOF. FINAL PROMISE.
ChaptibV.

7-20.

Be

patient therefore, brethren, unto the coming of the Lord.
Behold, the husfor the precious fruit of the earth, and hath long patience for it
8 until he receive the early1 and latter rain. Be ye also patient; 1 establish your hearts:
9 for the coming of the Lord draweth nigh. Grudge not one against another, brethren,*
10 lest ye be condemned s* behold, the6 judge standeth before the door.
Take, my* bre-

7

bandman waiteth

who have spoken in* the name of the Lord, for an example of
and of patience. Behold, wo count them happy which endure. 10
Ye have heard of the patience of Job, and have seen" the end of the Lord; that the
12 Lord" is very pitiful, and of tender mercy. But above all things," my brethren,
swear not, neither by heaven, neither by the earth, neither by any other oath but
13 let14 your yea be yea; and your nay, nay; lest ye fall into condemnation. 16 Is any
thren/ tho prophets,

11 suffering affliction, 9

:
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14 among you afflicted? let him pray. Is any merry? let him sing psalms. Is any sick
among you ? let him call for the elders of the church ; and let them pray over him,
15 anointing him with oil in the name of the Lord ie And the prayer of faith shall save
the sick, and the Lord shall raise him up; and if he haye committed sins, they shall
16 he forgiven him. Confess 17 your faults" one to another, and pray w one for another,
:

The effectual fervent prayer of a righteous man availeth
that ye may he healed.
17 much. Elias was a man subject to like passions as we are, and he prayed earnestly that it might not rain and it rained not on the earth by the space of three
18 years and six months. And he prayed again, and the heaven gave rain,10 and the
19 earth brought forth her fruit. Brethren,* 1 if aiiy of you do err from the truth,11 and
20 one convert him; Let him know 2* that he which converteth the sinner from the error
34
56
of his way shall save a soul from death, and shall hide a multitude of sins.
:

Verse

7.

Rec. A. K. L. al. Insert vir ov before vpwifioc; Cod. Sin. inserts r6v icapirdr (r6r improb.)befort
vpuifiov. M.1
Lange Re patient therefore [endure], brethren, .... baring patience with reference to it, till it hath received the early and the latter rain.
being patient over (Alford) it, untill it shall have received ....
.
[
M.]
Cod.
8ln. L. at. insert o 8 v after p. a it p o $ v p, »} 9 a r e.— M.l
P
Lange
. strengthen your hearts, for the coming of the Lord is nigh.
. stablish
[ .
, because the coming ....
SLJ
• A. B. Lachm. Tischend. place aftcA^oi before aAA^A»r. [Cod. Sin. Kara a\\rj\mv.—M.]
* A. B. K. L. [Cod. Sin.— M]. al. read xpilifrc for xarajrpt0i}re.
* Rec. omits not A cpirijf (as Hnther asserts), bnt & sustained by A. B. K. L. [Cod. Sin.—M.] aL
Lange Oroan (sigh) not .... that ye be not judged .... before the doors.
[Murmur not, brethren, .... that ye be not judged .... M.]
•'Bee. K. L.al.lnsert po v before adc A^ot, omit A.B.—Bec.has rrjt x axoiratfc cat before ao'cAfec
[*

—

:

.

.

Verse

8.

—

.

:

.

Verse

0.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

.

:

Verse 10.

—

but A. B. K. L. al give aitk^ol first.
i v found in B [Cod. Sin.—M.l, adopted by Lachmann, is wanting in A. 0. E. aL
Cod. Sin. reads xaAoxayaffiac for xaxoval tiat. M.]
Lange: Take, brethren, as an example of suffering evil and of patience the prophets

*

—

p

who have spoken in
virtue of the name of the Lord.
[Take, my brethren, .... of affliction and patience . . . . , who spoke in ... .
M.]
Verse 11. *° Lachmann tor vvvnivovra* reads ivo fnivavras A. B. Vulg.al. Cod Sin. va-op&rarra*.
H iftcrc A. B. G. al. Tischend. [Alford], through an exegetical mistake appears to have been changed into
(ittri Rec. B al. and adopted by Lachmann.
M 6 icvptov omit G. K. al. Tischendorf ; A. B. insert it, but B omits the Article. This A xvptot wss
probably omitted, because it was held to be superfluous after the preceding mvplov (Hnther).
Lange : Behold, we count happy the sufferers who did endure. Ye have heard of the endurance of Job
and look at the end [the consummation] of the Lord. For very compassionate is the Lord and mer-

—

—

ciful.

[Bohold, we count happy them that endure .... 8ee also the end of the Lord [of His dealings with him]:
because the Lord is very pitiful and merciful.—M.]
Cod. Sin. hs&irdvTt*v oi>v. M.J
Cod. Sin. reads jjm ti o Arfyoc for j}r» ti Rec.—M.]
Luther's rendering " into hypocrisy " arose from the less authentic reading etc vv6k ptviv Rec 0.
K. al. Bat A. B. Vulg. al. fix the reading vwb x p i e* c r.
Lange : Bnt above all things, my brethren, swear (conspire) not, neither by the heaven, nor by the earth
But let your (Smalt.: o \6yos) yea be a yea, and your nay a nay, that ye fall not under Judg-

—

ment.
that ye fall not under judgment, M.]
Lange Does affliction happen to any among you ?...., is any cheerful, let him sing praise.
[Is any among you in affliction ? .... Is any cheerful f
.
.MJ
Verse 14. [» Insert tow before xvpiov Rec K. L. omits B, which also omits xvpio v.—M.]
Lange .... let him call to himself ....
let him call for
M.]
[
Verse 15.
Lange And the prayer of faith shall help the sick .... it shall be forgiven him.
save (heal) the sick man; .... M.J
[
Verse 16. « A. B. K. [Cod. Sin.—M.l Vulg. al. Lachmann [Alford] insert o 8 v. [Rec. omits it—M.1
u rat apapri'a* A. B. [Cod. Sin.—M.] al. Lachmann; rft irapa.wTup.aT a G. K. aL Tischendorf
[

Verse

.

.

.

—

.

13.

:

.

:

.

.

—

—

:

.

.

.

.

[Alford.—M.]
.
A. B. »po<r«v'x«<r0«; [Rec. «vx«<rC«.

*•

—

M.]
:
Confess, therefore, your sins to one another, and pray for one another .... The prayer of s
righteous man, inwardly effectual [efficiency effected] availeth much.

Lange
.

.

is

Verse 18.
Verse 19.

therefore your tranegf<
very efficacious.—M.J

Lange
... .of like passions with us, and he prayed a prayer that it should not rain, and it did not rate
In the land for ...
rain, and it rained not on the
f .... of dke passions with us, and he prayed with prayer that it might not

Verse 17.

:

earth for
—M.l
eSu K «y rbv vtr6 v Cod.

[so

Sin. A. al.—M.J
Rec. G. Tischend. omit p-ov, A. B. K. [Cod. Sin.—M.] insert it; so Lachmann [Alford.—M.]
Cod. Sin. inserts rijt o< ov before rijt a\ri$*ias.
r]
Lange : My brethren, if any smong you should have strayed from the truth, [Sinalt: from the way «
the truth] and one should convert him ....
M.]
[ .... be led astray from the truth and one turn him back.
Verse 20. [» yivrntrtirm Rec. A. K. L. Vulg. aU yir«So*xcTc B. Alford.—M.]
**
avTow. A. [Cod. Sin.—M.] Vulg. al. Lachmann, [A inserts r^r—M.]; Rec. B.G. K.al. read
^rvytfK.
Lange : Let him know .... cover a multitude of sins.
[Know ye, that he who turneth a sinner from the error of bis way .... M.]
The subscriptions: of James, Epistle of James; Epistle of St. James.

"
M

—

[

—

^vx^

—

*

\Iaxwpoo B;

Jax&ftou emazokri, A; reXo? too aytou

aitoaroXoo laxwpou eitiaroXT] xaOoXtxy Z*
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Until

—Further

address to the brethren.
Final theme, viz: exhortation to endurance in
long-suffering patience unto the coming of the
Lord, tv. 7-9.

Encouragement thereto: Examples

of patient suffering,

vy.

10,

11.

— Conditions

Shunning of seditious movements. A
The healing of their sickhallowed disposition.
Liberation of the conscience by means
nesses.
thereof:

of confession
sion.

sion

of sins.

Exhortation to intercesConclu-

The example of Elias, w. 12-18.
replete with promise, vv. 19, 20.

in the confident expectation of its appearing.

-M.].

EXEGETIOAL AND CRITICAL.
Analysis:

185

V. 7-20.

—

Final theme:
Further address to the brethren.
ni exhortation to endurance in long-sufferingpatience
mto the coming of the Lord, w. 7, 8.
Via. 7. Be patient therefore, brethren.
adeXfoi is the turning-point in the Apostle's adHe now turns primarily to the Christian
dress.
section of his readers without exoluding however
the further design of the address for all Jews
capable of conversion in contrast to the afore-

it

shall

have received.

—That

is,

husbandman (Morus).
The early and the latter rain.— That is

the fruit in

its

seed, not the

with reference to the climate of Palestine

:

the

autumnal rain before sowing, the spring rain
before harvest, Deut. xi. 14, 2; Jer. v. 24, etc.
See Winer, R. W. B. Article " Witterung." [The
early rain npfapoQ ft*^* tlTf\Q began to fall

about the middle of October, became more continuous in November and December and turned into
snow in January and February. The latter rain
tyifi<K t

{5^1270

fell

in

March and lasted

to

about

.

mentioned incorrigible irXoictoi. fiaxpoOvfielv literally to have great courage, to be magnanimous,
branches out into the ideas to be long-Suffering or
forbearing towards the erring, applicable both to
Divine and human long-suffering, and to be patient in the endurance of suffering, but also with
the lateral idea of patiently hoping for endurance
under apparent danger, here under the experience

11.

—

lar exposition of the early

given by Oecumenius
7rp6lfiog ieroV,
brffifioc,

t)

may

h ve6rijTi

and the
prove

latter rain
suggestive:

fiera daxpixjv fierdvota.

jevTy y^W-— M.].

—

Ver. 8. Be ye also patient. As is the
husbandman. It is assumed that the seed has
been sown among them. Their patience, indeed,
is

sorely tried, hence:

Establish your hearts.

—

1 Thess. iii. 13;
here understood that this
must be done by seeking refuge in prayer to the
Lord, who giveth strength, as has been repeatedly pointed out, ch. i. 6, 6 etc.
1 Pet.

v.

10.

It is

Because the coming of the Lord is nigh.
and human wrong, Heb. vi. 12. Hence
Literally: it has already drawn nigh in its
is distinguished from farofiovfy in Col.
obviously
chosen
coming nigh. It is not a fixed nearness but a
And here also the term is

of worldly

—

luxKpodvftia

L

Thunder-gusts were not
uncommon from January to March. The singuthe middle of April.

constant drawing nearer and that, not in the
sense of a chronological definition, but in the
sense of a religious expectation and assurance,
which does not calculate the time and the hour,
or rather looks at time in the spirit of the Lord
suffered themselves to be drifted into revolution.
Unto the ooming of the Lord. The Lord before whom a thousand years are as one day
is Christ, as in ch, ii. 1, and the irapovaia denotes
In the Apostle's sense of the
(2 Pet. iii. 8).
His eschatological advent according to the entire expression, it oould be said and may be said at
evangelical and apostolical system of doctrine all times the coming of the Lord is nigh.
Ver. 9. Murmur not, brethren, against
(consequently not the coming of God unto judgThere is no reason why this
ment distinct and separate from the advent of one another.
should be limited to the mutual forbearance
Christ, as held by Augusti, Theile, de Wette).
Here again all
But this involves no reason for identifying this among "Christians" (Huther).
the dissensions among the Jews must be taken
rapovala with the judgments announced in v. 1
As James had already denor must we, on the other hand, limit the coming into consideration.
of Christ to the last and concluding event of His nounced their quarrels, so he now feels anxious
The coming of Christ is the epiphany to stop the very sources of these quarrels.
epiphany.
(manifestation) of Christ with all its antecedent Huther admits that James refers to a "gemitue
interpositions, be they universal or individual, accusatoriue " (Estius, Calvin), but denies that it
the greatest of which is the destruction of Jeru- amounts to a "provocatio ultionis " (Theile and
al.).
But the second cannot be separated from
salem, as the type of all subsequent comings.
Behold the husbandman waiteth. Cf. the first; the legalism of the Old Testament,
ch. iii. 18; Sir. vi. 16; 2 Tim. ii. 6.
moreover, as contrasted with the thorough
fidelity of the N. T. intercession, exerted as yet
For the precious fruit of the earth.
In this the a powerful influence over the minds of the JewWhich is well worth waiting for.
husbandman is a symbol for believers, as also in ish-Christians and might easily bias them in that
that he confides the seed to the earth, to invisi- direction.
The believing Jews were peculiarly
Jno. exposed to that temptation by the oppressive
bleness, to seeming death and the grave.
xii.24.—
and irritating treatment they received at the
Being patient over it. fiaKpoBvfulv pro- hands of the rich. Huther rightly remarks that
bably denotes here his persevering hope of the impatience in affliction has the tendency of
seemingly buried seed. It is the preciousness of making men irritable.
[It is of course difficult
the fruit (which, although invisible, he sees in to determine whether the reference is to Chrisexpectation), that gives him long-enduring, faith- tians only or to those who were open to conviclike courage.
He calculates on it. [inl is very tion, or to all whom it might concern. As the
graphic ; it depicts him, as it were, sitting over exhortation states a general moral duty, it is
instead of vnofikvetv ch. i. 12, because the Apostle
desires to lay stress on the endurance of the
Jewish-Christian under the wrongs of the old
situation of the world, bv which the Judaists

—
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perhaps best to give it the widest possible application.
In this sense the note of Hornejus (in
Huther) will be found useful: "Quo* ad manifesto* et gravi**tma* improborum injuria* forliter
ferenda* incitarat, eo* nunc hortatur, ut etiam in
minoribus Mis offensi* quse inter pios ip*o* *sepe tubnatcuntur, vel eondonandi* vel di**imulandi* promti
tint.
Contingit enim ut qui hostium et improborum
maxima* esepe contumelia* et injuria* tequo animo
tolerant, fratrum tamen offenea* multo leniore* non
facile ferant."—M.].

That ye be not judged.— According

to

Matth. vii. 1, because murmuring against one
another is also judging.
[The reference is to
final condemnation.
M.].

—

tion, and rforof, the original pattern or beginning
of a thing.
Of affliction and patience.—KamirdBaa,
airai; ley. in N. T. although not exactly—to suffer
wrong (Hottinger), or=to suffer absolutely, denotes suffering evil or affliction, which easily
suggests Buffering wrong. [But, as Alford remarks, the word is strictly objective and is found
parallel with £vp<pop& and the like.
Cf. v. 13,
Mai. i. 12; 2 Mace. ii. 26, 27; and Thucyd, Til
77, etoida XP% Zx eiv> ftf°*& KaTafiifirftaodai ifiaf
ayav avroig, fiijre raig ^vfi^opalq, fri/re rc?f irapi
rijfv agiav vvv KOKOTzadelatq ( spoken by Nicias to the

suffering Athenian army in Sicily) : so Isocr. p.
127. c. fajdl fUKpav oleadai delv ineveyKslv KOKOird-

Behold, the Judge standeth before the Oeiav.—M.].
The prophets,
doors.— (Matth. xxiv. 33). Before the door.

who spoke in the name
of the Lord.— Cf. Matth. v. 12. The addition
characterizes them as servants of the Lord, who
endured wrong for His sake.
spoke.—
the oppressors and to avenge the oppressed;
In a pregnant sense as frequently in the prophets.
Huther, on the other hand, says it is intended to
In the name of the Lord. (Lange: "in
caution the suffering against the suspension of
virtue of the name of the Lord"). Huther makes
love and to hold out to them the promise of
r$=kv
r£, claiming as much for Matth. vii. 22.
speedy deliverance. But it is pretty certain that
But there the sense is modified and here also
the love of justice, purified from every unholy
this peculiar expression has probably to be so
admixture, may also expect the just recompense
explained that the name of the Lord, t. e. the
of evil, and that the two ideas, therefore, go tofundamental thought of the revelation of (he Old
gether.
Wiesinger's remark is excellent: "Ye
may with perfect calmness leave the judgment to Testament, gave impulse to their speaking. [But
Him and therefore ye ought not to expose your- this seems a forced construction and since B.
and Cod. Sin. actually supply cv there is really
selves to the danger of the judgment" Cf. Phil,
no reason why ru should not be taken h ry.—
iv. 6.
[Seeing Christ will speedily execute
'

The Judge

Christ.
Theile sees here a reference to the disposition of the Judge to punish
t. e.

—Who
—

1L1.
ver. 11. Behold,
connt happy.—
(Matth. v. 10, 11). This saying is not only a
subjective judgment of James but a reference to
the fixed judgment recognized in the theocratic
congregation and more particularly in the Christian Church.
On this account also the reading
rove vwofielvavrac is preferable to imopbtovras.
This embraces of course also the prophets just
referred to (Grotius etc.), yet not them only but
besides them also the most honoured sufferers.
Hence we have "ye have heard of the patience
of Job," Ez. xiv. 14, 20; Tob. ii. 12-15.—Although his patience was at first shaken by the
great temptation, it gradually became established
even unto conquering the temptation.
The
Jewish Christians had heard of him not only by
means of the lessons which were read in the
synagogue, but the name of Job was popularly
honoured among them.
The end of the Lord. We have here once
more James' uniformly significant r&of, the import of which is wholly misunderstood if the
passage is made to denote with Huther, Wiesinger
and many others: "the termination which (he
Lord gave" (of the Lord, Genitive of the causal
subject
We therefore return confidently to the
J.
exposition of Augustine, Bede, Wetstein and al
"the end of the Lord is the completing of Christ."
It is objected that the context does not warrant
such a construction. But the context speaks in
p. 673.—M.].
the Plural, not in the Singular of those who did
Encouragement thereto.
Example* of patient suffer. The final clause of the verse "for very
vv. 10, 11.
tuffermg.
compassionate is the Lord and merciful," it is
Ver. 10. Take,
brethren, as an ex- supposed, ought to be restricted to the mercy of
ample. vTrddwy/ia, example or pattern=r7rap<i- God, which gave so happy a termination to the
deiy/na, representation, related to imoypafijiAs,
sufferings of Job.
But was Job's restitution,
writing-copy (copy-head) perhaps also attesta- according to the idea of the book, merely an act

judgment, do not murmur against one another;
is a species of
judging and condemning, ye are brethren, not
accusers and judges of one another; invading
the prerogative of the Judge renders you liable
to judgment and condemnation.
Love, requite
evil with good and leave the judgment in the
hands of Christ. The reader is referred to
the Introduction for the remarkable incident
recorded by Hegesippus that the religious
sects at Jerusalem were wont to ask St. James
"which is the Door of Jesus?" Wordsworth
says: "The words of St. James 'Behold the
Judge standeth at the door** perhaps became
current among them. Perhaps those words may
also have excited the question put in a tone of
derision, * which is the Door of Jesus ?' at what
Door is He standing? By what Door will He
come? Show Him to us and we will go out to
meet Him. This supposition is confirmed by the
reply of St. James, ' why do ye ask me concerning the Son of Man ? He sitteth in heaven, and
wUl come in the clouds of heaven. 1 " For other
interpretations of that saying "Which is the
Door of Jesus?" see Bp. Pearson on St. Ignatius,
ad Philadelph. 9, avrdg &v 6bpa tov irarpb?, with
reference to Jno. x. 7-9; Valesius and al. on
Euteb. II. 23; Lardner, Ui*t. of Apo*tle*, ch. 16;
Credner, Einleit. 2, p. 580; Gieseler, Church
Hist. { 81 ; and Delitzsch on Ep. to the Hebrew*,

murmuring against one another

we

—

—

—

—
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On the other hand the supposition
the Lord, pursuant to His compassion,
entered upon His passion and thus showed the
endurance of patience, conforms exactly to the
biblical idea (1 Pet. ii. 21; iv. 1; Heb. ii. 10),
and this idea is actually prefigured in the book
of Daniel (ch. iii. 25). Huther, moreover, thinks
it improbable, that James should have connected
the example of Christ immediately with that of
But he did thus connect the example of
Job.
Abraham with that of Rahab. There the antithesis was: Abraham, the father of believing
Jews, Rahab a degraded Gentile woman; the
antithesis here is : the great sufferer of the Old
This
Testament, the Great Sufferer of the New.
abandonment of the ancient interpretation of
our passage we cannot regard otherwise than as
a consequence of the disparaging views held
Besides James
with respect to, this Epistle.
could hardly extol to the Jewish Christians the
glorious gain of patience in suffering without
adrerting also to the example of Christ (cf. 1
Pet ii. 21 etc.). This might have struck some
of his readers as almost amounting to a denial.
And why does be employ the term riXoc, by
which he understands principial completion, and
Why
generally that of the New Testament?
does the verb ijKoboare not suffice him and why
does he in contrast with it, use the Imperative
Mere "look at the completion of the Lord?"
Bat the Lord, like Job, went through suffering
to glory, and that in the highest sense ; and He
was moved thereto by His infinite compassion,
His love, which is also designed to cooperate
with the patience of Christians.
And this Mere
teems to be the culminating point of the Apostle's missionary saying addressed to those Jews
who were as yet unbelieving: "the end of the
Lord, look at it ;" while the common exposition:
"The end, which the Lord gave, see (i. e. know,
learn from it) that the Lord is iroXixjirXayxvoc
etc" (Huther), is not only very flat, but also
forced.
For very pitiful is the Lord. Rendering
to for, appears to Huther unsubstantiated by
what goes before, but nothing can be more simple
than the thought: "look at the end of the sufferings of Christ, for that He suffered need not
excite astonishment, it is a consequence of His
pity.
*6M}<rxXayx»<K occurs here only; it is
formed after
(Wiesinger), the
Df7
of mercy?

that Christ
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which was constantly growing among the Jews
and was threatening through the influence of

the Judaists to deprive the Jewish Christian
Churches of their Christian composure. The
history of the banding together of more than
forty men against the life of St. Paul (Acts xxiii.
12-21) pro v es the bias of judaistic zealots to
enter into conspiracies; subsequently towards
the outbreak of the Jewish war they were doubtless of more frequent occurrence.
We have employed in our translation an ambiguous word
[ Verschvoorung, of which we have no ourrent
equivalent in English, i. e. an ambiguous equiva
lent; the German words denotes 1, to bind oneself by an oath ; 2, to enter into a conspiracy.
Conjuration is the nearest English representative of Verschwbrung, but the sense of conspiracy
attached to it, although current in the days of
Sir Thomas Elyot (+1646), is now obsolete.—
M],
in order to intimate this meaning.
To be suro
we take it textually in the sense that all swearing accompanied by hypothetical imprecations
or the giving of a pledge is conspiracy.
See
Comm. on St. Matth. v. 84 etc. Hence James,
like Christ (Matth. v.
defines this swearing
84J,
as swearing by heaven, by the earth, or by any
other oath (bpicoc) connected with a hypothetical
curse.
The Greek construction opvvecv with the.
Accusative brings out the unseemly charaoter of
such swearing by or appeal to a created object
as a witness or avenger, with greater distinctness than the Hebrew construction of the same
verb with iv. Oecumenius, de Wette, Neander,
and al. understand the prohibition to apply to
swearing in general, as in Matth. v. 88 with
reference to or for the ideal oondition of the
Church. On the other hand Calvin, Wiesinger
and many others refer the prohibition to light
and trifling oaths in common life. With, this
must be connected the remark of Huther that
b wearing by the name of God is not mentioned;
had he intended this swearing, he ought to have
mentioned it in express terms because it is not
only commanded in the law in contradistinction
to other oaths (Deut. vi. 18; x. 20; Ps. lxiii.
12), but also foretold in the prophets as a token
of men's future conversion to God (Is. lxv. 16;
Jer. xii. 16; xxiii. 7, 8).
But it follows also
from this contradistinction that the oath in
LXX virtue of its N. T. completion was designed to be
stripped of the formulae of cursing and imprecause instead iroXvifeoe, Paul and Peter ehcirTuayxvoc tion
which always involve the pledging of things
(Eph.hr. 32; 1 Pet iii. 8).
over which man has no control. To be sure, the
Conditions of this patience. Shunning of seditious stress lies here not only on this idealizing of the
movements.
hallowed disposition.
The healing oath but also on the total setting aside of the
of their sicknesses.
Liberation of the conscience by abuse of oaths in the reality of social life.
This
means of confession of sins.
Exhortation to inter- attitude of James respecting abitrary oaths and
cession.
The example of Elias. vv. 12-18.
his recommendation of the anointing with oil menVia. 12. But before all things,
tioned in the sequel, show that he was free from
brethren, do not swear (conspire). We all Essene prejudice, for the Essenes were wont
cannot admit the view of Kern and Wiesinger to administer to novices the vow of their order
that the connection of the Epistle breaks off at
with a strong oath, although they rejected all
this point or that the dehortation contained in
other swearing, and so in like manner the anthis verse has no other connection with what
ointing with oU.
goes before than that which arises from the conBut let your yea be yea.— [Winer: Oram"
duct of the readers.* The fundamental idea mar,
p. 92, the Imperative rjro for laro (which
which connects this verse with v. 11 and v. 18 in the N. T. is also the usual form) 1 Cor. xvi.
etc, is the allaying of the fanatical excitement
22; Jas. v. 12; (Ps. civ. 81; 1 Maoc. x. 81, cf.
* Oa the attempt of Bench to prore the non-authenticity Clem. Alex. Strom. 6, 275; Acta Thorn. 8, 7\,
rf the lection eh. y l*-*>, aee Gebeer. p. 896.
Buttman I. 629; only once in Plato, Rep. 2, 861,
10
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See Schneidel p. 1. According to Heraclides
(in Eustath. p. 1411, 22), the flexion is Doric
The other imper. form lodt occurs in Matth. ii.
18; v. 25; Mark v. 84; Luke xix. 17; 1 Tim.

a course wherever taken, will surely restore him
and his transgressions will be forgiven him.

d.

This

symbol, explained in the Epistles of
Ignatius as containing the direction that the
bishop, the centre of the congregation should be
called in, may be founded on a wide-spread
Jewish Christian custom of healing the wounds
of the sick by prayer accompanying the applicaMost remote from the mind of the
tion with oil.
Apostle is the Roman Catholic tradition of extreme unction; for the reference here is to the
healing of the wounds of the sick conducing to
their recovery, but not to a ritual preparation
of him for death ; not any more here than in

iy. 16 (Buttmann 1. 257).— M.
The exhortation
J.
corresponding to the prohibition. Here we find
two opposing interpretations; 1. Let your yea
and nay agree with your consciousness of positive
or negative facts, t. e. let it be according to truth
(Theophylact, Calvin and al.); 2. Let your yea
be a simple yea, your nay a simple nay (Estius,
Neander, Huther). We think that the two ought
to be connected together from the nature of the
case (see Gomm. on Matth. v. 84 etc.), but that
the cnoice of the expression in Matthew along
with actual truthfulness gives prominence to the
assurance, while here James rather intones the

—In the case of bodily sickness

perfect composure whereby the soul contents
self with the simple declaration.

man.

That ye

fall

not under judgment.

Mark vi. 18. Cf. Huther's note, p. 196.
Let him call to himself (summon, call

must be done by others than the sick
[irpoaicdkeo&odo does not necessarily mean
that the sick man is to call in person on the
that this

it-

—On

elders of the Church, it leaves the manner of his
appeal undefined, he might call on them in person or summon them to his side by the interven-

the reading elg vrrdtcpiaiv see Appar. Crit.; on the
expression see 2 Sam. xxii. 89; Ps. xviii. 89.
The context requires a judgment of condemnation and this is to be dreaded not only on account
of the formal, wicked carelessness with which
such oaths are uttered (which carelessness moreover leads to hypocrisy) but also on account of
the mutinous and perilous acts or steps by which
they are frequently sealed.
Vee. 18. Is any among you in affliction ?
In opposition to the reprehensible sealing of
excited frames of mind by such imprecatory
swearing, the Apostle exhorts them to calmness
of disposition and points out the means of accomplishing it. Its way was under all circumstances by a religious elevation of the mind. In
the case of affliction (for the rendering: "does
any among you suffer?" strikes us as too weak)
the depression of the mind is to be raised by
prayer ; in the case of prosperity the mind is to
be guarded against wantonness by the sacrifice
of prosperity, by thanksgiving, by the singing
Of psalms or songs of praise (ifaAkeiv 1 Cor. xiv.
Cf. oh. i. 9, 10.
Huther thinks that the
16).
connection of this exhortation with the one preceding it cannot be substantiated. The connection is manifestly the Christian regulation of

tion of others.
To summon in the sense of
sending for seems to be the most approved

meaning.

The

different mental conditions.
14.

la

any siok among you ? —Here

culminating point of the question whether
the language of James is to be uniformly taken
in a literal sense, or whether it uniformly bears
a figurative character. The literal construction
involves these surprising moments: 1. The calling for the presbyters of the congregation in the
Plural; 2. the general direction concerning
their prayer accompaning unction with oil ; 8.
and especially the confident promise that the
prayer of faith shall restore the sick apart from
his restoration being conneoted with the forgiveness of his sins. Was the Apostle warranted to
promise bodily recovery in every case in which
a sick individual complied with his directions?
This misgiving urges us to adopt the symbolical
construction of the passage, which would be as
follows : if any man as a Christian has been hurt
or become sick in his Christianity, let him seek
healing from the presbyters, the kernel of the
congregation. Let these pray with and for him
and anoint him with the oil of the Spirit ; such

Cf. the Lexica.

elders of the

— M.].

Church.

—We

must

neither reduce the Plural to the Singular in the
sense: "let him summon one of the presbyters"
(Estius, Wolf), nor assert confidently that forifaia denotes here the particular congregation to
which the sick man belongs, although the latter
is probable.
The main point is that i} buOjjcia^
as a local congregation did represent from the
beginning the whole Church and that consequently the presbyters could be sent for primarily
from the most specifio ecclesiastical district but
[If I underalso from a more distant sphere.
stand Lange's allusion, I doubt whether his inference is sustained by the facts of the case.
Interloping was not sanctioned in the primitive
Church. The Apostles uniformly insist upon
order and decency in the conduct of Church
government.
A siok man, connected with a
particular ecclesiastical organisation would send,
of course, for the presbyters connected with it;
where no such organization existed, he would
send for those presbyters to whom access might
most easily be had. M.].

—

Vee.

for).

it is self-evident

—

And

is the

let them pray over him; i. e. not
only for him, nor only literally as standing over
his bed, but with reference to effecting his salva[Bengel " Qui dum orant,
tion (Acts xix. 18).
non mullo minus est quam si iota oraret ecclesia"—
M.].
Anointing him with oil. Many commentators assume, with reference to the Jewish custom, that the oil was here intended to cooperate
as a medium of cure, cf. Jer. 8, 22 ; xlvi. 11
Luke x. 84. The disciples also used to connect
this medium with their miraculous cures, Mark
:

—

i

vi. 18.
See this Comment, in loco. Now in so
far as the reference here implied lies to an apostolical method of effecting cures, we must doubtless think also of the organic connection of intercession with oil, t e. of the spiritual effect accompanying that produced on the medium of the
body. Huther ( in opposition to Meyer) dissolves
.

connection without sufficient reason, by
observing that the oil as such was only refreshthis
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What such a refreshing
body.
not very olear ; the chief point is
that the two were to be united in one act, which
was performed in the name of the Lord (Christ).
But Huther rightly remarks that James did not
prescribe anointing, but assumed the observance
He prescribes prayer in connecof the usage.
tion with that usage and the anointing as an
anointing in the name of the Lord, which latter
particular must not be referred to prayer only
(Gebser), nor to both acts (de Wette), but solely
In the literal
to the act of anointing (Huther).
acceptation of the precept, prayer would be the
medium of the miraculous cure, which was then
to be performed in the name of the Lord (a. e.
not pursuant to His command, but in the power
Schneckenburger
and limitation of His name).
adds that the presbyters had the x^PLGH-a iaudruv
the

ing to

amounts

to, is

an arbitrary
assumption and says that moreover nothing is
But tne X^P urlUL na8
said here of the ^dowx/ia.
at all times been the conditio sine qua non of ministerial efficiency and in the Apostolical church
(1

Cor. xii. 9).

Huther

calls this,

of presbyter did not involve the chabut rather those who had the respective
charisma were generally ordained as presbyters
the office

risma,

Huther also sets aside
(see 1 Cor. xii. 9, 80).
without sufficient reason the connection between
miraculous gifts and gifts of natural experience
to which Pott, after his manner, calls attention
"qwavti omnino prudentissimi eligebantur, tie forte

mediae peritissimi erani.
the prayer of faith.—Not
Via. 15.
faith in general, but miraculous faith as a speoial
charisma of the Christian spirit (see 1 Cor. xii.
% 10). Prayer characterized by such faith, not in
general: the prayer which faith offers. Grotius
and at rightly assume that this faith implies
identity of purpose on the part of the presbyters
etian artis

And

who intercede, and on that of the sick for whom
intercession is made, for it is in this faith that
the sick summons the presbyters (of. the Gospels); Wiesinger and Huther arbitrarily limit
this

prayer to the act of the presbyters only.

—

8hall help (heal) the sick. Shall savingly
Lyra, Schneckenburger
restore him to health.
and aL understand corporeal and spiritual healing, de Wette, Wiesinger and al. corporeal only,
because the forgiveness of sins is separately
stated afterwards [Alford

—M.].

Nevertheless

we feel that we cannot give up the oneness of
the two moments, seeing that the sequel doubtthe possibility of particular sins
already stated, the concrete apostolical spiritual-corporeal cure seems to be here uniformly the symbol of a spiritual-social cure of
the wounds and infection of the judaistic confuless adverts to

tad

that, as

—

And the Lord

shall raise him up. The
is His wont to raise men
spiritually-bodily, not only from the bed of sickness but also from the sickness. This kyslpeiv
however is not only the causality of the preceding e6£ttvt but also holds out the prospect of the
positive exaltation of life which has been effected
by the ofyetv as the deliverance from peril of

Lord £

e.

Christ.

as nenoinKAc, as one who is as yet burdened
with the guilt of those sins (Plural). The presumption is not so much that these sins were the
cause of the respective sickness (Huther), but
they made the sickness a severe one ana one
difficult to cure; this would again import a
spiritual meaning.
It shall be forgiven him ; that is, his having committed sins. "Even in case that." (Huther.)
Forgiven not only in the social sense ft.
e. by the presbyters
(Hammond), not only in
respect of his spiritual life, but the continuation,
the curse of his guilt shall also be removed in
respect of his life-situation. Huther wants to connect k&i> with the preceding clause : " The Lord
shall raise him up, even if he have committed
sins
(for) it shall be forgiven him."
In point
of language kov is to favour his construction (but
see on the other hand 1 Jno. ii. 1) ; but in point
of matter such a construction would greatly
weaken the passage. The general and unconditional character of the assurance of renewed
health, which is here expressed, has created
much surprise. Hottinger expresses it more
forcibly than any other commentator: "« eerim
et constant talium precum fuisset eventus, nemo umquam mortuus esset," Grotius supplies the condition : " nisi nempe alitor ei suppeditat ad salutem
Kternam." But Huther maintains against Wiesins,

—

singer that there is no need of any restrictions
and believes that the difficulty is removed by the
consideration that James conoeived the coming
of Christ to be immediately impending; that
consequently he did not consider the death of
believers to be necessary, but viewed it only in
the light of an evil which might be averted by
Thus a second gross
believing intercession.
error would have paralysed or covered the first.
We rather opine that this very difficulty, as well
as the whole character of the Epistle constrains
us to adopt the symbolical interpretation. James*
assumes the existence of the custom of anointing
the sick accompanied with prayer as a method
of cure very generally prevalent in Jewish
This custom, traces of
Christian Churches.
which are also found in ancient Judaism (see
Wiesinger, p. 204*), ho now turns into a symbol
of a spiritual cure, which he recommends to those
who were infected with the spirit of Judaism
and revolutionary Chiliasm, as a remedy for their
This construction is also,
spiritual healing.
favoured by the next verse. [As the reasoning of
Lange may not appear conclusive but rather
doubtful to many readers of this work, I subjoin
an outline of the subject which may prove valuable for reference. The opinion of Polyoarp,
Bp. of Smyrna, a disciple of John and a martyr,,
is very valuable and sheds light on the wholeHe says (ad Philipp. o. 6), " Let the
question.

—

As

And though he have committed

—This denotes

189
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sins.

an enhanced state of distress.
Supposing that he even (kov) have committed

• Oil In the East, where it is much better than with us. is.
a common and yery useful remedy employed in many dis*
eases by rubbing it into the affected parts and pouring it
into wounds for the purpose of mollifying them. Cf. Is. 1. 6;
Mark ri. 13; Lnke x. 34: Joseph, de hello jud. 1, 33, 5. The
balm of Qilead in particular was highly esteemed as an external application. Jer. vM. 22; xlvi. 11. Thus the Greek
and Roman physicians also recommend poultices made of
wine and oil, or yinegar and oil (Galen, de camp, medic. 2;
Plin. H. N. 31, 47 etc.). Tertullian ad Scapula** informs us
also that Proculus, a Christian, cured the Emperor Severus
with oil. Cf. also Shevilth 8 : qui capiU dolet, aut qua* in
vasit scabies, umguat as oleo etc. Gebser, p. 403.
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presbyters be tender-hearted, merciful to all, converting the erring (see James v. 19), visiting all
who are tick (iiriOKtrrrdfievoi ir&vrac aaOevclc) ; not
neglecting the widow or orphan or needy. (Bee Jas.

and providing always what is good in the
from all respect of persons
(see James ii. 1, 9), not sharp in judgment,
knowing that we are all sinners " (see James iii.
The reference to James in brackets warrants
2).
the presumption that Polycarp was familiar with
oar Epistle, and the extract shows that at that
early day the duty of visiting the sick had been
devolved on the presbyters. The direction that
i.

27),

tight of Qoa\ abstaining

—

the sick should summon the presbyters (Plural)
accords with the practice of our Lord who sent
forth His Twelve Apostles and seventy disciples
(wo and two (Mark vi. 7 ; Luke x. 1). The direction would nardly have been given, if it could
not be complied with. James, as bishop of Jerusalem, presided over elders there (Acts xxi. 18)
and his language warrants the conclusion that
presbyters had been ordained in the principal
cities.
Without discussing the question who
these presbyters were, the second order of the
ministry or the first, the great fact remains that
the visitation of the sick is an important part of
ministerial activity, and that it is the duty of the
sick (whether in body or in soul) to summon their
This is an imspiritual advisers to their side.
portant consideration, for in large parishes and
especially in large cities weeks may sometimes
elapse before the report of a parishioner's sickness reaches their ears if the sick are not visited
under those circumstances, they must not blame
their minister for remissness if they have failed
to inform him of their sickness and to summon

—

—

;

him to their side.
Our passage establishes the fact that anointing
the sick with prayer accompanying it was practised in the Apostolic Church.
The Apostles in
virtue of the extraordinary and miraculous
powers delegated to them by Christ, healed
many, after having anointed them with oil. Cf.
Acts vi. 18 with Matth. x. 1-8 and Luke ix. 1-6.
The miraculous gift of healing continued for
some time in the Church. See 1 Cor. xii. 8, 9.
James refers to this miraculous power of healing,
which in its application however was not absolute, but dependent on the will of God although
applied in faith by the anointing presbyter and
treceived in faith by the sick man, anointing did
not heal him if he recovered his health, but
;

prayer charged with faith, and this iniplies that
the matter of the sick man's cure was referred
to the will of God, who did what was best for the
>sick (Wordsworth), whether that was restoration
to health or a Christian death.
The practice of anointing with oil with a view
to recovery from sickness was continued in the
Eastern and Western Churches, even after the
'Church had lost the miraculous gift of healing.
It is continued in the Eastern Church for this
purpose to this day, but the Church of England
and other Reformed communions have abandoned
the practice, because they perceived that the
effect mentioned by St. James, viz. his recovery
did not ordinarily ensue from the anointing with
•oil, and that the miraculous gift of healing as
well as other miraculous gifts granted to the
Apostles, had been removed from the Church.
y

The Church of Rome however

retains the prac-

j

tice

of anointing the sick with oil but perverte4

the design for which

it

had been

instituted (vii:

recovery from sickness), into that of a sacrament
conveying grace to the soul, the sacrament of
extreme unction, which is certainly one of the
most audacious perversions of Scripture on
record.
See Alford and Wordsworth.
Wordsworth : " The Apostle St James had enjoined the
practice with a view to the recovery of the sick;
as Cardinal Cajetanus allows, in his note on the
passage, where he says: "Hssc verba nonloquuntur de Sacramentali unctione eztremm uhcHonis" but the Church of Rome prescribes, in the
Councils of Florence (A.D.1488) and Trent(1561),
that the anointing should not take place except
where recovery is not to be looked for (Council of
Trent, Sees. 14, •« qui tarn periculose decumbuntut
in exitu vitse consHtuti videanlur"),

and

therefore

she calls this anointing " extreme unction," and
" sacramentum ezeuntium," and she regards itai
a sacrament conveying grace to the soul.
Thai,
on the one hand, the Greek Church is a witness
by her present practice, that the anointing was
designed with a view to bodily recovery; and the
Roman Church, on the other hand, is a witness,
that the miraculous effects on the body, which were
wrought in primitive times through the instrumentality of those who anointed the sick, and
which accompanied that unction, have ceased."—
See this whole subject discussed in my article
"An account of Extreme Unction," Princeton Review, Vol. XXXVII. No. 2, April, 1865.— M.].

Vee. 16. Confess therefore your ilns
(transgressions) to one another. This in-

—

junction is general ; it is the generalisation of
the preceding sentence. Cajetanus rightly observes: "nee hie est sermo de confessione sacramentali;" but the clause implies also the fact
that James knew nothing of such a eonfessio, or
he would have said: " Confess your sins to the
presbyters," of whom he had just been speaking.
As to the sins here referred to, Huther understands
sine in general as violation of the Divine law, in
opposition to Wolf, who explains them as offences
against one another, Matth. xviii. 15. Bengel:
" JEgrotus et quisquis offendit, jubetur confiteri;
But. the particular sins which
offensus, orate"
are meant here, at least primarily, may be gathered from the whole Epistle; the reference is
to the wnole Judaistic movement which in so
many respects had made them sick and feeble.
But the thought has also the more general import
that the confession of certain known transgressions is at once an unburdening of the conscience
and a furtherance of prayer in the case of those
who are thus drawn into the Christian fellow*
feeling of guilt and thus also the preliminary
condition both of forgiveness and of spiritual
(and often even of bodily) healing. How many
a germinating madness and suicide, how many §
heart-languor and disorder which vexes the
members and weighs down the body was to be
obviated by this mutual effect of confession and
intercession ! But James had more particularly
in view the hurts which were then troubling
IsraeL Both the confession and the intercession

were

to

be mutual.

That ye may be healed.— This

healing

understood spiritually by Grotius and aL,
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—

CHAP. V.
and corporeally by Schneckenburger and
only by do Wette, Huther and al.
As nothing is said here of the forgiveness of sins,
tnally

aL, oorporeally

promise of healing implies evidently also spihealing: but the idea "that ye may be
healed theooratically " is probably predominant.
"It is to be remembered that the prayer of the
presbyters does not exclude the common intercession of Christians and that the efficacy attributed to the latter is not less than that attributed
Huther. [This is one of the
to the former."
passages adduced by the Latin Church for the
necessity of confessing sins to a priest.
Alford
cites Corn.-a-Lapide's exegesis as a specimen of
the way in which the Romish doctrine is deduced. "Alterutrum, id est, homo homini, timilis
the

ritual

fraier fratri confitemini, puta tacerdoti, qui
superior, natura tamen est par, infirmitaU simUis, obligations confiiendi sequalis."
M.].

timtli,

Uctt officio tit

The prayer.

.

.

.

—
availe th much. — A say-

power of genuine prayer designed to
encourage them to adopt the recommendations
ing of the

previously set forth, t. e. both mutual confession
of sins and mutual intercession.
The great efficacy of such intercession is still further brought
about by the position of iroXi) etc. and by the

gnomic and asyndetical structure of the sentence.

Of a righteous man, of a

p*T¥

in the theo-

not one " in a state of righteousness " as Hofmann expresses it, for " the state of
righteousness" denotes an ontological, passive
condition, while in the case of the theooratically
righteous every thing turns on actuality, on the
living faith, on the living God and His word of
life.
The species of these righteous men is the
same in the Old Testament and in the New ; they
cratic sense,

i.

e.

are men of living, energetic faith
although the righteous man of the

(Rom.

iv),

New Testament has the advantage of an objective as well
as of a subjective retehms.
Hence Elias may
here be held up to the Christians as the pattern
of a real man of prayer.
Inwardly effectual (working). hepyovphq causes not little difficulty and has given rise
to a great variety of opinions among commentators.
A main point to be determined is whether
hxpywufaq ought to be taken as an epithet to
&9ftf, as the majority of commentators take it,
or as a pure participial definition of the verb
ictf*1 (so Pott, de Wette, Huther, who are however
at variance with respect to the sense).
Pott:
"Prayer is able to work much" or " prayer is
able to work much and worketh much."
de
Wette: "if it becomes energetic."
Huther:
44
In its energy" or "in its working."
But all
this is rather tautological unless it be made to
denote a theurgic operation, which is inadmissible.
The adjectival construction may be taken
passively or actively, or in the most literal sense
as a middle, as a kind of Hithpael.
Prayer may
be considered passively as co'animated by the
prajer of him for whom
nms), as moved by the

it is

offered

(Oecume-

Holy Spirit, inspired
penetrated by faith (Carpxov), as
Animated and attended by impulse to work
[Werktrieb, so Calvin and Gebser].
Taken actiiely the idea of hepyov/i&vq coincides more or
kas with hepyfc or bepyft (see Luke xxii. 44
fcrrvfr).
So Luther: "if it is earnest;" Vul(Micbalis), as

7-20.
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gate: ^assidua," and similarly many others. On
the other hand, Huther contends that this construction is contrary to N. T. usage, while Wiesinger maintains that this usage may be substantiated and refers to the proofs supplied by Wahl.
We believe that the N. T. middle hepyiofiai (Rom.
vii. 6; 2 Cor. i. 6; iv. 12;
Gal. v. 6; Eph. iii.
20; Col. i. 29; 1 Thess. ii. 18; 2 Thess. ii. 7) denotes according to the Hebrew and Christian
conception a passivo-active working, i. e. a working set in motion by a previously experienced
impulse.
This in malam partem applies to the
lusts in the members {Rom. vii. 5), to the mystery
of iniquity (2 Thess. ii. 7), in bonam partem to the
subjective ourrjpla (2 Cor. i. 6), to the subjective
nioTiq (Gal. v. 6), to the vital energy in believers
f Eph. iii. 20), tp the energy of Christ in
believers
(Col. i. 29), to the word of God appropriated by
men (1 Thess. ii. 13}; in both respects, to death
and life (2 Cor. iv. 12). The Active however is
used with reference to God Eph. L 11; Phil. ii.
13 ; Gal. ii. 8 ; 1 Cor. xii. 6 ; of His Spirit 1 Cor.
xii. 11
also of Satan Eph. ii. 2. It follows from
this clearly marked usage of the word that we
must also take dtrioig with the predication kvepyovfihnj as indicating an efficiency effected or an
impulse impelled. The idea doubtless imports
the full tension of the praying spirit under its
absolute obedience (yielding to) to the Divine
impulse. And in this respect there is here an
allusion to the idea of the miraculously potent
prayer which works the kvepyijuara, [The Apostle's idea expressed in plain words, seems to be
that prayer in order to lead to outward effects,
must work inwardly in grateful adoration of and
fervent love and humble resignation to God;
otherwise prayer is only a hollow, unmeaning
and inefficacious uttering of words. Luther in
his terse language hits the point, when he says
in some place that "he who prays must /eel that
he is a beggar," Absolute submission to the will
of God is of course the very soul of prayer, and
the true Christian never engages in prayer without the pious sentiment: "Not my will, but
Thine be done." Wordsworth remarks:" "The
martyrdom of St. James himself affords a beautiful comment on these words, especially where
it is related that after he had been cast down by
his enemies from the pediment of the Temple and
they were stoning him, he fell on his knees and
prayed for them, and some, who stood by, said,
adopting the very words of this Epistle—" Hold,
what do ye? ebxerai vntp vfiuv 6 dUaiog,"
" the just man is praying for you." See Introduction.
M.J.

,

;

4

—

Ver.

17.

Elias

—d>o«wra%

doe's

was a mau of like passions.

not exactly signify that Eliaa

had the capacity of suffering, or his real sufferinga
(Laurentius, Schneckenburger), but "of likecondition and nature" (Wiesinger and Huther),
is hardly adequate in point of sense.
In Acts?
xiv. 15 there is certainly an implied emphasis oil

the dependence and restraints of human nature
contrasted with the Being of God. Moreover
in Wisd. vii. 8 the reference to the earth imports,
not so much equality of kind as equality of condition.
In the case of Elias the term "like
passions " or liability to being affected, points at
least to his capacity of suffering and temptabl

.as

lity.
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And he

prayed a prayer [with

pore non pluvim primum

prayer].

to the Hebrew idiom of producing intensification by placing the Infinitive of the verb in

Analogous

juxtaposition with the Indicative, or by connecting the latter with the noun Gen. ii. 17 pi)f2

rVlOfl*

Considering that Huther himself ob-

serves that this form serves to bring out the
verbal idea, it is difficult to account for his opposition to the exposition of Wiesinger and al., that
the prayer of Elias was an earnest prayer.
[Huther, I presume, objects to the introduction
of a new word. The prayer of Elias was genuine
prayer, prayer charged with hkpytia.
M.J.
That it might not rain. fipkxuv is impersonal.
[The gen. of the intent. See Winer, p.

—

848.— M.].

And it did

not rain in the land [on

—Considering the

the

0. T. colouring of the
whole Epistle we may be allowed to translate
brl rijc yrfc with Grotius and aL " in the land,"
but Huther retains Luther's rendering "on
earth," Schneckenburger compares this weighty
saying with Gen. i. 8: "fiat lux et facta est lux."
But there remains the important difference that
here the reference is not to an authoritative command (Machtspruch).

earth].

[Three years and six months.
worth : equal

—Words-

42 months or 1260 days, a chronological period of suffering.
See Rev. xi. 8.
to

-M.].

—

And

Vbr. 18.
the heaven gave rain.
personifying, vivid mode of expression, reminding us of the prophetic style, Hos. ii. 21, 22.

And the

earth brought forth her

fruit.

—This was really the immediate purpose of the
prayer, pfoior&vo [properly an intransitive verb,
but used transitively — M.], a transitive verb:

it

spring up, t. e. it put, brought forth.
plication of what is related 1 Kings xvii.

An

let

ap-

1; xviii.

42 etc. The positive announcement of the
drought may have led James to draw the reasonable inference that Elias had prayed for it, although we have no record to that effect, and
tradition had probably anticipated his inference.
Such a completion is however very different from
a discrepancy (Huther). The second apparent
difference is as follows in I Kings xviii. 1, Elijah
is said to have foretold and to have been instrumental in bringing about the return of rain in
the third year, while our passage affirms that it
did not rain on the earth for three years and six
months. Seeing that Luke iv. 25 and the tract
1,

:

Jaleut Simeoni give the same duration, it would
seem that that space of time was the uniform

Jewish tradition.

The explanation

festly in the fact that 1

Kings

lies

mani-

the
real famine according to its duration.
But it
stands to reason that the famine did not begin
until one "year after the announcement of the
drought, viz. after the failure of the early and
the latter rain. During the first year the people
were still living on the harvest of the preceding
year. Jewish tradition consequently added one
year to the period of time mentioned in a general
way in 1 Kings in order to mark the whole
period between the two announcements of Elijah.
Benson's solution of the difference is somewhat
different but not very clear.
He says: "accuratior serioris traditionis computation ducilur a temxviii. specifies

cessantis,

ted ultimum ante

quam

dimidio fere anno distort tn
promptu est" That is, the first year of the
drought is not added to the famine of about two
and a half years' duration, but the half year
fTom the first failure of rain to the last fall of
siecitatem cadentis,

rain immediately preceding. Wiesinger is satiswith Benson's calculation, but Huther insists
upon the discrepancy, because according to the
statement of James, the drought began immediately after Elijah's praying.
But the narrative
itself contains intimations that the drought did
not at once produce famine, 1 Kings xvii. 7; ch.
xviii. 6.
[Benson observes, however, that the
words " in the third year " of 1 Kings xviii. 1 do
not necessarily refer to the duration of the famine, but most naturally date back to the removal of Elijah to Zarephath, ch. xvii. 8 etc et
the same '* many days" in ch. xvii 15, where indeed a variation is "for a full year." Alford.
But far more important is the question
M.J.
why .fames selects just this example of an answer
to prayer from the history of Israel. The greatest stress seems to lie on his intercession of pity,
which was the more edifying as an example because the readers of the Epistle were wont to
consider Elijah as a censurer. A drought had
for a long time come also upon the spiritual life
of Israel; the readers were therefore encouraged to pray with the faith of an Elijah for a rain
of grace to fall on their people.
The prophet's
first prayer is mentioned first, in order to furnish
them with a forcible illustration that prayer is
heard and answered, and perhaps also to show
them how the real men of prayer in Israel were
independent of and superior to the evil frame of
mind which kept the populace in a ferment
Moreover the general tendency of Elijah's prayers was hostile to the apostasy of Israel, and the
seal of their believing men of prayer was now to
be directed against the new apostasy which consisted in an obdurate opposition to the Gospel
(see ch. iv. 4 ; Bom. xi. 1-6).
fied

;

—

Conclusion replete with promise* vv. 19, 20.

19. My brethren, if any among you
should have strayed from the truth.—

Vke.

44
This imports not a single practical aberration,
but an alienation from the Christian principle of
life, an inward apostasy from the Aoyof afajOtiafr
of which the Christian is begotten (ch. i. 18), disclosing itself in a single course of life. Cf. Luke
i. 16, 17, v. 20." Huther.
But the tenor of ih9
whole Epistle constrains us to define this aberration still further as an aberration into Judaistio
and chiliastic doings and fanatico-seditious lusts.
[izlavijdff is passive and Alford rightly remarks
44
that there is no reason why the passive signification should not be kept, especially when we
remember our Lord's warning, fiteirere /$ nc*
vfiac TrTuavfjot)"
M.].

—

And one

should convert him, to the
truth, from which he has strayed in peril of
apostasy.

Ver.

He

20.

Let him

know

[know ye— M.].—

that converts is to know the importance cf
his action and what a blessing rests upon it
The word, as to its form, is a hypothetical announcement or promise to him who is found thus
doing, but' as to its contents it is a general sentence or a sententious encouragement to all con-

—

:

;

CHAP.
joined with the
act

upon

it.

promise of a prise to those who
this account kntorptyat is re-

On

peated after brt.

—

That he who eonverteth a sinner. The
who has strayed through delusion from

person

V. 7-20.
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strikes us as peculiarly important Moses effected the reconciliation of his people not as a
sacrifice, not as high-priest, but by intercession,
L e. by the subjective mediation of the objective
atonement This objective atonement therefore
is here assumed, just as the former expression,
he shall save, presupposes objective salvation.
The believing Jews are to become intercessors
for their poor people, become instrumental to
bring about its real atonement Believers participate in the atoning work of Christ as in His
sufferings and intercession not as causa media4oria but as causa organica.
But the commentators are at variance whether the reference here
is to the sins of the converters or to those of the

considered from a practical point of
Let the readers know that all those who
have strayed in part or entirely from the truth
are sinners according to the emphatic theocratic
This weighty
idea: doomed to the death-ban.
part of the word is weakened by Huther's remark, "that the referenoe is no longer to the
person who has gone astray but to the whole
genus to which the Christian who has strayed
The two
from the truth belongs as species."
converted. Erasmus and al. take it thus: by
ideas: delusion and dogmatical apostasy and
his good work he shall obtain remission of his
practical ruin must not be separated on the
sins with God.
The Jews held (Joma fol. 87):
theocratical ground, nor must the former kind
"quicunque multos ad justitiam adducit, per ejus
be subordinated to the latter as species, although
manus
non perpetratur peccatum.** Augusti : He
the practical and the theocratic form of ruin may
will obtain forgiveness on the part of men ; his
alternately predominate.
own offences will not be remembered. With
Shall save a soul from death. From more reason
the majority of commentators refer
death, as in ch. i. 16 and throughout the New
the words to the sins of the converted.
But the
it
is
Testament, from subjective damnation as
reference is not solely to the particular sins of
inherent in the personality itself, defined morethe persons to be converted, and not even to their
orer negatively with respect to the subject as the
personal offences,
nfafios denotes fulness, an
loss of the true life, of the true destination and
entire mass taken as a unit, and the dfiapriai are
the
ontosphere of life; a moral dissolution of
the offences requiring to be atoned for. The
logical life eternally self-generating itself, as on
reference is consequently to the total national
life.
generates
the other hand the true life
guilt of Israel.
To be sure, it is not referred to
soul The naked, inward existence of the perwith greater distinctness or more clearly defined
capacity
of
sufferall
his
sonality itself, man in
than by rd nlffioQ, because James, according to
He shall ch. v. 1, could no longer hope for the immediate
ing and salvation and need of help.
the
apostate
is
conversion
of
tare the send.
The
salvation of all Israel, but foresaw, like Paul, a
the conversion of a sinner ; this has as its consegreat judgment on their obduracy. But it was,
quence his deliverance from death, because he is
still his duty pitifully to wrestle with the judgment
in the way of death and is overtaken before he
and to save a fulness (multitude) of souls and to
We need atone for their sins. But whereas a common, nafinally falls into the snares of death.
not stop to show that this presupposes Divine
tional guilt is ever growing, and whereas this workredemption as the salvation to which he is con- ing
of the curse can be broken only by means of the
verted and the Divine cooperation of the Word
atonement, the observation of Huther is groundand of the Holy Spirit as the means of salvation
less " that this does not describe the sins which
In the battle of faith the
whereby he is converted.
ifiapTu7i6q would still commit and which are
between the believing readers of the Epistle and
now prevented by means of his conversion (Pott:
their half-believing and unbelieving brethren
"multafutura impediet"), but the whole multitude
the point at issue turns therefore not upon dogof sins which he had committed before his conmatical disputes of the synagogue, but solely and
version." This restriction misapprehends the
purely on the salvation of poor souls from eterprogressive nature of guilt, not to say anything
aal death, and not only on this but along with
of the circumstance, that the reference is no
the salration of many individuals, on the relonger exclusively to the sins of converted indimoval of a universal curse.
The conclusion of the Epistle shows in
viduals.
And shall cover a multitude of sins.
general, as we have seen repeatedly before, that
That is, the averting of a general ruin is brought the usual exposition does by no means come up
tbout by the faithful salvation of many indivito the lofty stand-point and point of view of
duals.
This covering of sins (cf. 1 Pet. iv. 8
James. De Wette takes objection to the strong
Prov. x. 12) KaXimruv contains doubtless refer- idea nUjOos, saying that the reference is only to
ence in an enlarged sense, to the Hebrew ^03*
aberration and not to viciousness of life and
T
seeks to arrange his assertion by inferences;
the truth,

view.

—

A

.

*

to

cover,

cover

over sins,

I.

to

e.

forgive,

Ps.

But considering that
1 and elsewhere.
absolute covering of sin is the prerogative of God, it is probably better to think here
which is also
of instrumental covering
xxxii.

such

Tg3

used more especially of different means and
mediators of atonement; not only of the cover
of the ark, of sacrifice, of the high-priest, but
also of the very sins to be atoned for I Ex. xxx.
16: Is. xlvii. 11), and also especially of the person interceding,

Ex. xxxii. 80.

The last passage

Stolz asserts that the sinner's amendment of life
has the effect of consigning to oblivion his former
transgressions ; even Wiesinger and Huther restrict the import of the passage in two ways
"the reference is only to the multiform sin of
the aforesaid converted individual and only to
the circumstance that the converter becomes by
his conversion the occasion of God forgiving his
*' But our passage reminds us of the relasins.
tion of Paul to his people, Rom. ix. 8 ; xi. 14.
And as James, aocording to Acts, exhibited a
Digitized by

Google
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peculiar fidelity in working for the salvation of
his people, and, according to tradition, interceded
for them with God, so at the conclusion of the
Epistle he here invites the whole believing part
of his people to engage in intercession and in the
work of salvation, that many individuals might
be saved from death, and a multitude of sins
might be atoned for. The whole Epistle shows
that he confines himself solely to human saving
and atoning as a medium of bringing back the
people to the true Redeemer and Reconciler, but
he deems it of peculiar importance that the
brethren must not fail to do their part in the
work. Of course his words, in their sententious
form, are also here so construed, that they possess
a general and eternally valid apostolical significance ; but as it was the duty of the expositor
throughout the course of his exposition to give
prominence to the noble historical import of this
Epistle, which has been only too much missed
and neglected, so he does at its conclusion.

and patience, which precedes
Those who are impatient and discontented
will readily curse and swear in their violence,

notice of endurance
it.

while those who possess their souls in patience
will also in this respect guard their mouth and
keep their lips. The context shows abundantly
that James does not absolutely prohibit all swearing, but only those oaths which men take when
they are not as patient as Job (Job ii. 10), but as
impatient as Job (ch. iii. 1), when they curse
their day.
Like Christ, (Matth. xxiii. 16-22)
the Apostle condemns light and trifling swearing
and specifies several examples thereof. Had he
intended to forbid swearing by the name of God,

he would doubtless have mentioned this first and
most weighty oath before all others. But considering that the law expressly enjoined swear-

ing by the name of the Lord (Numb. vi. 18, b;
x. 20) and that the prophets referred to this
8 wearing as the characteristic of the servants of
the Lord (Is. lxv. 16; Jer. xii. 16; xvi. 14, 15),
it is a priori highly improbable that James, who
was penetrated through and through by the
DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
spirit of the Old Testament, should have intended
1. The long-suffering patience required of the to forbid also this oath. Swearing by the name of
followers of Jesus is a duty of so wide a range, God is not only permitted but often becomes nethat the discharge of it, at least under many cir- cessary in an imperfect state of society because
cumstances, would be too much for human of the sins of men, although it belongs surely
strength, if the strength of their faith and hope to the ideal of the kingdom of God that no oath
were not animated by the thought of the nearness will be required in it and that yea and nay are
of the Lord's coming. Therefore the words "the as reliable as an oath. In this respect we may
coming of the Lord is nigh " ought to be con- say, that the Christian, if the civil authority
While the Christians of requires him to take an oath, is necessitated to
stantly before our eyes.
the Apostolic Age were perhaps too much in- do so only in consequence of his sojourn in the
clined to consider the coming of Christ to be midst of this sinful and wicked world. In a cernear at hand in a literal sense, the Christian tain sense we may say of oaths what Paul said
sense of our own age suffers this great final of the law that tQv irapafidoewv xfy™ npootr&ti
event to stand too much in the background and Gal. iii. 19. Cf. Lange on Matth. v. 88-37, and
substitutes for it in most instances a mere indi- on the Hebrew formulae of oaths in general
vidual hope of salvation immediately after death. Rfietschi in Herzog's R. E. III. p. 713 sqq.
The more we learn again that we belong "to
6. Genuine Christian faith is distinguished
men also that love His appearing " (2 Tim. iv. 8) by becoming equanimity in good and evil days,
in the Apostolic acceptation of the term, the
easier we shall find the practice of Christian
patience and endurance in view of this the only
satisfactory final development of the drama of
history.
2. James as well as our Lord Himself (Matth.
xiii. and elsewhere), saw the kingdom of grace
reflected and portrayed in the kingdom of nature.
The disciple of Jesus may learn much from
the diligent and patient waiting of the husband-

man.
8. The heroes of faith of the Old Testament
are regarded by James also in the light of patterns to the Christian in his course, just as in the

Epistle to the Hebrews (ch. xi. xii.) v The rule
that the way through suffering leads to glory, is
in reality as valid under the Old Testament as
under the New. Cf. Luke xxiv. 26; Acts xiv.
22.
4. James begins (ch. i. 12) and ends (ch. v.
11) his Epistle with a beatitude, just as our
Lord began (Matth. v. 3) and ended (Jno. xx.
29). His instructions with similar beatitudes.
The introduction of the example of Job is the more
remarkable because this is the only place in the
New Testament where his history is referred to.
5. The dehortation from frivolous swearing is
intimately and naturally connected with the

as prescribed by James (ch. v. 13) and illustrated inter alia by Paul (Phil. iv. 10-20). Without Christ man is very apt to despond under
suffering and equally prone to become elated
with prosperity.
The true Christian will in
suffering seek' consolation in prayer and so enjoy his prosperity that God is glorified thereby.
7. The visitation and comforting of the sick is
one of the most natural and important parts of
the cura pastorate. For special directions consult the works on pastoral and practical theology
of Hiiffell, Harms, Nitzsch, Palmer and al.
[Also Burnet, on the Pastoral Care, Wilson's
Parochialia, Visitatio Infirmorum

and Vinet— M.].

the true Christian frame of mind on the sickbed compare an essay by N. Beets, translated
from the Dutch in the Jahrbuch dts rheiniich-wut[Also an
phalischen Schriftvercins, 1862, p. 1 etc.
excellent work, published anonymously, entitled
"Sickness, its trials and blessings," New York:

On

1857.— M.].
8. Only by confining oneself to the sound of
the words (w. 14-16), it is possible to find here
the precepts of extreme unction and auricular
confession in the sense of the Roman Catholic
See under Exegetical and Critical.
James refers plainly to miraculous recovery and
to the mutual confession of offences among bre-

Church.
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V. 7-20.

thren in the event of one having failed in his if you affirm a thing, let it be with calmness, and
On the other hand there a mere affirmation or negation. But if either of
duty towards another.
exists also an Ultra-Protestantism and Antithese passions be more impetuous, and strive to
Romanism, which deems the use of both. these overflow the narrow channels of your bosoms, it
means of grace altogether superfluous and al- will be your wisdom to let it forth unto the glory
most prohibits them, which is likewise without of God. Do you demand by what means ? 1
The decrease of the gift of miracles is will tell you : Is any among you afflicted f Let
blessing.
surely no proof of the increase of faith, and the not his impatience break forth into Oaths and
entire discontinuance of mutual confession of
Blasphemies, the Flood-gates of wrath; but

a sad token of the want of humility and
Article OeCf. Heriog's R,

sins is

&

brotherly love.
Umg.

may be very superstitious and uncharitaassume a direct connection of a certain
sin and a certain disease
cf. Jno. ix. 3.
But it
is also very superficial to deny all connection
If there were no sins
between sin and disease.
in the world, there would certainly
be no
9.

It

ble to

;

The sick man consequently does well,
he recalls on the sick-bed first of all his own
sins and seeks to obtain their forgiveness.
Forgireness of sins and recovery from sickness are
in many respects more closely connected than
most people think and therefore both are promised to the citizen of the celestial commonwealth, Is. xxxiii. 24.
plagues.
if

10.

The duty of brotherly exhortation ad-

dressed to blacksliding brethren (vv. 19, 20), so
warmly recommended by the Apostle, has also
been enjoined by our Lord and the Apostles elsewhere (cf. Matth. xviii. 16-18 ; 1 These, v. 14
2 Thess. iii. 18-16; Heb. x. 24). The writings

pagan moralists contain also excellent direcconcerning the manner how such friendly
reproof should be administered.
See e. g. Plutarch, de discrim. amiei et adulatorit pp. 244-276,
of

tions

tdU. Reitk*;

Cicero, de amicitia cap. 24, 26.

A

proof of the blessing which may attend
such a work of love towards the salvation of an
almost lost soul, and of the manner how this
duty should be discharged, is found in the wellknown legend "John and the robber-chief," told
striking

by Clem. Alex., quit dive* talvut, cap. 42.
But
James shows himself throughout this Epistle as
an exemplar of ardent Christian zeal for converting sinners from the error of their way and for
saving souls from death.
His words open a wide
field and a glorious prospect to Christian philanthropy and the specific cure of souls. Hence Z wingii and Herder are not wrong in their criticisms
on the conclusion of this Epistle; the former saying: "Insigni doctrina veluti colophons epistolam
sbioUnt" and the latter : " The conclusion, the
strongest assurance, is like a seal affixed to the

testament."—
[On the connection of w. 12, 18 with v. 11.
Bp. Sanderson, (Lectures on Oaths, vii. 11):
"Set the examples of ancient prophets and holy

men before your eyes.

If

ye suffer adversity,

rather let him pray, and humbly implore God
that He would vouchsafe him Patience, till His
heavy hand be removed. It any merry t Let
him not bellow it forth in Oaths, like a Bacchanalian, but rather sing it in Hymns and Psalms
unto the praise of God: Who hath made his cup
to overflow, and crowned him with happy days."

B arrow: {Serm. XV. vol. I. p. 829). "In
these words St. James doth not mean universally
to interdict the use of oaths : for that in some
cases is not only lawful, but very expedient, yea
needful, and required from us as a duty ; but
that swearing which our Lord had expressly prohibited to His disciples, and which thence,
questionless, the brethren to whom St. James did
write, did well understand themselves to forbear,
having learnt so in the first Catechisms of Christian institution; that is, needlett and heedlett
swearing in ordinary conversation, a practice then
frequent in the world, both among Jews and
Gentiles; the invoking of God's name, appealing
to His testimony, and provoking .His judgment,
upon any slight occasion, in common talk, with
vain incogitancy, or profane boldness. From
such practice the holy Apostle dehorteth in terms
importing his great concernedness, and implying
the matter to be of the highest importance: for, Before all things, my brethren, do not swear ; as if he
did apprehend this sin of all other to be one of
the most heinous and pernioious. Could he have
said more? would he have said so much, if he
had not conceived the matter to be of exceeding
weight and consequence?"
V. 14. Hooker: Eccl. PoliL v. 25. 8. "The
authority of the Priest's calling is a furtherance,
because if God had so far received him into
favour as to impose upon him by the hands of
man that office of blessing the people in His

name, and making intercession to Him in theirs,
which office he hath sanctified with His own most
gracious promise, and ratified that promise by
manifest actual performance thereof, when others
before in like place have done the same
is not
his very ordination a seal, as it were, to us, that
the self-same Divine Love that hath chosen the
Instrument to work with, will by that Instrument
effect the thing whereto He ordained it, in blessing His people, and accepting the prayers, which
His servant offered up unto God for them?"
;

V. 16. Hooker:

vi. 47.

"But the greatest thing

which made men forward and willing upon their
knees to confess whatsoever they had committed
least, except ye be very negligent, you may go
against God, and in no wise to be withheld from
with ease; above all things, take heed lest too the same with any fear of disgrace, contempt or
impatient of your grief, or too much transported obloquy, which might ensue, was their fervent
with your joy, ye break forth into rash oaths, to desire to be helped and assisted with the prayers
the dishonour of God and shame of Christian of God's saints.
Wherein as St. James doth exconversation.
But rather contain yourselves, hort unto mutual confession, alleging this only for
whether troubled or rejoicing, within the bounds a reason, that fust men's devout prayers are of
of Modesty; mingle not Heaven and earth, let not great avail with God
so it hath been heretofore
tU things be filled with your oaths and clamours
the use of penitents for that intent to unburthon
imitate their patience.
If in ail things, you canaot attain to that perfection, yet thus far at

;
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their minds, even to private persons, and to crave
He quotes the following beautitheir prayers."
ful passages from Ambrose de PoeniU II. 10, and
Tertullian, de Poenit. c. 10.
Ambeosb: "Let thy mother the Church weep
for thee, let her wash and bathe thy faults with
her tears : our Lord doth love that many should

become supplicants for one."
to voluntary penitents,

The reference

is

who openly repented and

confessed.

Tertdlliak: "Some few assembled make a
Church, and the Church is as Christ Himself;
when thou dost therefore put forth thy hands to
the knees of thy brethren, thou touchest Christ,
it is Christ unto whom thou art a suppliant; so
when they pour out their tears over them, it is
even Christ that taketh compassion; Christ
which prayeth when they pray : neither can they
be easily denied, for which the Son Himself is

(1 Kings xix. 4) ; therefore the prophets and
patriarchs, Christ and His Apostles teach us not
only by words but by their deeds to be patient,

Lam.

iii.

26.

—

Suffering and patienoe are well
op.:
conjoined, for the sufferings which we endure for
God and for conscience' sake, differ most from
other sufferings in patience, 1 Cor. iv. 12.
Osiandee: The virtues of the saints are
shown us in Holy Scripture, not that we may
only marvel at them, but that we may imitate
them, Heb. xiii. 7. God had also besides the
Jewish people those who were His, who served
Him in spirit and in truth. The Church of God
is therefore not tied to a particular people or
God will not remember the sins
sect, Job. i. 1.
of believers (Is. xliii. 25), but always the good
which they have done (Matth. xxv. 85).—Oaths

Lanoii

—

—

—

should not be lightly used nor become habitual
to us ; yet nothing is less thought of in the world
than this most important matter.
is still to voluntary penitents.
Stiee: The whole period of the world's da
On private confession, Hooker asserts and afterwards proves his assertion that the practice ration with its thousands of years of mankind
was unknown in the earliest and purest ages of upon earth is a mighty sowing for the final har"I dare boldly affirm, that for vest in which the earth, having received its seed
the Church.
many hundred years after Christ the Fathers from heaven, is to give its fruit to heaven. At
held no such opinion; they did not gather by our the harvest we shall understand the ways of
Saviour's words any such necessity of seeking God. If many things are dark and confused to
the priest's absolution from sin, by secret and (as us now, let us wait only for the time of the ripenthey now term it) sacramental confession : public ing ! This applies to every individual in respect
of this life's day of grace, it applies in its highconfession, they thought necessary by way of
discipline, not private confession, as in the nature est and best sense to the true Christian who
Th.ere passes throughof a sacrament, necessary." EccL Pol. VI. 4, 6. really lives for eternitv.
out all Christendom, there lives in the hearts of
-M.].
all saints a constant presentation ft. e. making
present M.] of the end, and this is right; for
HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.
the coolness with which we now reflect and conVv. 7-12. Christian long-suffering immeasura- sider and remove the last day to an indefinite
bly different from stoical insensibility. The distance, is rather a consequence of lukewarm
Lord's coming a consolation to the godly, a terror faith, of love grown cool.
What the Christian, and espeV. 10. We learn from this word, as we do here
to the ungodly.
from James, that Job did really live like Noah,
cially, the minister of the Gospel, may learn from
"Behold, the husbandman" Daniel and all the prophels, and that the history
the husbandman.
of his sufferings is not a didactic poem, but genuetc. an excellent text for missionary discourses;
waiting for the Lord should be 1, desired, 2, pa- ine history. At that time indeed most people
Rainy seasons had only heard of him, for reading was then the
tient, 8, active, and 4, hopeful.
must precede the day of harvest both in the king- prerogative of the learned, and even these had
dom of nature and in that of grace. Christians, if only in rare instances all the books of Holy
Have we indeed read the book of Job
.opposed, should not groan against one another, Writ.
aright?
"A word, a man" this [ German 1
but pray so much the more to God the Lord.
The witnesses of the truth at once the patterns proverb alas has almost ceased to be true, and
The blessedness of the suffer- keeping one's word has fearfully decreased
of its professors.
ing; 1, the worth it possesses; 2, the price at among men, because lightness has increased.
which it is acquired. The end of God's ways a Would that it could be said everywhere at least
Lawful and unlawful "A Christian, a word " [t. e. a Christian, who
blessing to His people.
use of oaths. Christian love of the truth in re- pledges his word, should attach to it the sanctity
of an oath.
lation to an unholy world.
M.].
Jakobi: Swearing is also still common
Starke
A Christian patiently waits for the
of
eternity,
while
amongst
riches
us
and
in order to guard against its
harvest of the promised
meanwhile the early rain and the latter rain of abuse, Christian authorities have taken the oath
the grace of Jesus Christ moistens and refreshes under their supervision and, as it were, under
their protection.
But that oaths are so often
his often weary heart.
Hedinoer: Hope sows the seed and calmly required by the authorities, that most people, if
sleeps on the pillow of Divine Providence until required, take them lightly and thoughtlessly,
the time of harvest, t. e. of a gracious answer, v. that they are eager to take an oath in order to
gain perchance some little advantage, that so
7. Ps. xxviii. 7.
sinner, how many iniquities (\ost many oaths and oathlike phrases are heard in
Quesnel:
thou commit behind the door, in secret. But be- common life, that the simple yea and nay withhold, the Judge standeth at the door, Is. xxix. 15. out the confirmation of an oath have in many
Caajckb: We are not better than our fathers things and with many men almost lost their

The reference

contented to become the suitor."

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

:

—
—

—

—
—

—

—

—
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temptation to impatience and murand particularly to a vengeful groaning

against the

against the oppressor, this is the task of the fol-

and of the saints of God whose
bean testimony to God, who never leaves His
own, in patience and hope that is not de-

lowers of Christ
life

ceived.

—

Nbanbee: Every word should be to the
what an oath is to others there is no

Christian

;

need of oaths, therefore, among true Christians,
because each holds his word sacred and all recip-

among themselves the assurance that the
word of each is tantamount to an oath. Thus it
ought to be in a truly Christian congregation,
wherein all mutually know one another as genu-

rocate

ine Christians.

Hiubhie (on w.
ns pre**Oy militant.

7, 8):

—

—A passage for the

eccle-

(V.10). Examples are peculiarly effective to
strengthen us in suffering. They show us 1, the
possibility of endurance, of victory by means of
the strength of God ; 2, the glory, the reward of
those who have ended their warfare.
What exhorts us ChrisLisco (on wv. 7, 11) :
tians to be patient in tribulation ?

—

V. 12.

Swear not

lightly

I—

w.

The coming of the
7-9).
(on vv. 10, 11).
Lord in the light of our time,
(on
Our gain from the sufferings of Christ (! !)
t. 12). Veracity the result of the fear of God.
Vv. 7, 8. Text for the harvest feast [ThanksPobubsskt (on

—

—

8.
M.]. Wolf: Every earthly
should renew our sense of the value
of the hope of heaven.
(tt. 7-11. Epistle for the 24th Sunday after
Trinity in the Grand Duchy of Hesse and else-

ping Day in U.
harvest-feast

where).

—Three approved domestic remedies
the dignified enBockel —Encouragement
—The power of
of undeserved

Oieok:
ia

adversity.

to
sufferings.

:

durance
a good example.

(On w. 13-20).
by religion.

Joy and grief must be sanctipower of prayer under

—The

fied

—Christian

—

rejoicing in God.
The
on the sick-bed. The sick should send
for the presbyter and not always expect him to
come uncalled.—On the gift of miracles in the
primitive Church.
The cause of its disappearance.—Duty and blessing of mutual confession
of sins.— The confetsio auricularu a caricature of
the brotherly confession in the time of James.
The forgiveness of sins a chief requisite for the
sick.
Intercession a duty of Christian love.
1.
How much belongs to it. 2. How much is wanting in it!—Elias a teacher of prayer.
We see in
him a righteous man who 1, prays; 2, prays
earnestly;
3, whose earnest prayer availeth
much. He that is saved himself should seek to
suffering.

Christian

—

—

—

—

—

The true Christian 1, is able;
bound to ; 3, and will save souls from death.
—Saving brotherly love: 1, how much it costs;
2, how richly it recompenses.
Staxu: Quesxel: The use of spiritual
gain others also.
2, is

—

147

V. 7-20.

power and value, all these are so many sad and
suspicious symptoms of wide-spread untruthfulness and unreliability.
Viidibandt : Patience in view of the blessed
future in store for them, strengthening the heart
muring,

!

songs

is

giaater than

82.

is

thought

Ps. lxix. 81,

—

Cbambb: It should be our first business in
sickness to turn to God and have prayers offered
for us, then send for the physician.
Starke: Maladies are the fruits of sins.
Poor man, if thou hast spent the days of thy
health in the service of sins, be not surprised if
thy Creator takes hold of the rod of sickness in
order to lead thee to better thoughts, Lev. xxvi.
16 etc. If you have offended or vexed others, be
not ashamed to confess it.
Hedinobb: The prayer of the righteous
For God
availeth much, yet not everything.
often sees that the granting of our prayers would
be contrary to His will, nor salutary to ourselves,
and it is often a great blessing, although not generally recognized, that God refuses to grant our
requests. 2 Cor. xii. 8, 9.
Stabke : God is so good that He does not always keep His power to Himself, but often equips
also His children with it, Phil. iv. 13.
Quesnkl : God gives us fruitful seasons and
they are kept up by prayer, Acts. xiv. 17.
Stabke : As the salvation of the soul is infinitely more precious than that of the body, so
much the more is God pleased if we do more for
our neighbour in the concerns of his soul than in
those of his body, Heb. iii. 13.
Hedinobb :— Be not more merciful to thy neighbour's ox and house than to his precious souL
That thou pull est out of a well, this, if on fire, thou
puttest it out, but thou dost not counsel his soul
in brotherly reproof though it fall into hell and
burn in the most dreadful flames of sin. Those
who love God promote also their neighbour's
salvation and lead the blind on an even path, 1
Thess. v. 14.
Lanoii op.: Teachers are bound first and
mostly to observe that which is the duty of all
Christians, to wit, the real instruction of their
Hearers are greatly hohearers, 2 Tim. ii. 24.
noured if God counts them worthy to become also
the spiritual fathers of spiritual children, 1 Thess.
If a woe is uttered .on those who ruin
v. 11.
others (Matth. xviii. 7), what will be the reward
of grace to those who have been the instruments
of God in the conversion of others ! Dan. xii. 8.
Blessed is the man who is ready to be admonished and to be speedily turned from his error.
He who thinks that in this respect others have
no right to speak to him, robs himself of the
blessing which he might obtain through others.
Stieb: Human song is of itself good and
noble.
The same Go 4, who gave to the fowls of
the air the voice with which they unconsciously
praise Him, gave song to man.
We remember
how e. g. Luther rightly extols the science and
gift of song. Who has received it, let him rejoice,
who lacks it, let him seek, if possible, to waken
it, for it is a good gift of the Creator which generally belongs to human nature.
Would that our
present presbyteries did consist of men who
understood something more than to keep accounts
[Stier is a Presbyterian
Every Christian
M.J
should be to his brother Christian a priest who
receives the confession and dispenses the absolution.
(vv. 19, 20).
The greatest want and the
The Lord alone can help,
Sreatest work of faith.
eliver, and save the souls.
But He does it and

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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uses for that purpose instruments of ^lis power,
Hence the Scripture hesiTeasels of His grace.
tates not to attribute to us miserable sinners the
The Apostle
salvation of our fellow sinners.
labours to save some among His people, Rom. xi.
14.
To Timothy, the bishop, he promises: "In
doing this thou shall both save thyself, and them
In like manner
that hear thee." 1 Tim. iv. 16.
he refers to a wife tljat may save her husband,
and to a husband that may save his wife, 1 Cor.
vii. 16. yes, brethren, we may save one another,
help one another from death to life : this is truly
a great, the greatest and most precious promise
of the rich grace of God to our poor soul.
Jakobi: Among our Christian brethren of
another communion, from whom separated three
hundred, years ago for liberty's and conscience'
sake, the use of anointing with oil, recommended
in our text, has been retained, and a devout sick

—

man among them

cannot rest until he has re-

ceived this extreme unction at the priest's hands.
Now although we cannot help seeing in this practice a complete misapprehension of these words
of Holy Writ and a lamentable superstition, have
we not, we ask, gone similarly astray, while
there* continues among us the sad evil habit of
celebrating the Lord's Supper in so unconscious
a state and of considering the taking of it immediately before death to be necessary, after the
Holy Table had often before been unfrequented
for years

?

N bander: —To

excite more than
ance of a single sin, and thus to
towards obtaining the forgiveness
to draw him away from the whole

his life

and

Divine

life.

to restore in

him

him the

Thereby many

sins,

one to repentpave his way
of one sin, is

sinful bias of
state of a new,

which plunged

into his former course, are covered.
Viedebaxdt: Pray for one another* Such a
precept is not found in the catechism of worldly
Alas, how much ungodly friendship.
friendship.
It is like thorn-hedges which have grown the one
into the other, united as it were in order to pierce
Noxious bind-weed! while the
and to tear.
Patience in sufsoul is tied, prayer is tied also.
fering flows from hope for joys.

—

—

von Geblach: (v. 13).—-Sadness and gladness
are alike dangerous to the Christian ; the devil
takes advantage of every strong emotion to draw
him away from God. Prayer and praise act like
weapons against him.
Heubneb (v. 13)
The value of spiritual
songs as compared with worldly songs (v. 15).
Faith is the soul of prayer: without that it is faint
and dead. Prayer is one of the most glorious
expression of free-will. We also, like Elias, may
pray for temporal things (vv. 19, 20). The infinite value of a human soul
:

—

—

—

—

—

Lisco : (vv. 13-18). Of the abuse and the right
use of the name of God\?— Several Christian rules
of life.
Prayer 1, in all the situations of life, 2,
especially with the sick, 3, availeth much.
(vr.
Loving care for the conversion of sin19, 20).
ners.
The blessed occupation of saving souls:
1, the motives that should prompt us;
2, the
manner how we should set to work ; 8, the blessing that attends it.

—

—

—

—

—

Pobdbszkt: True cheerfulness. Faith gives
health.
Of the fruit of prayer. The conversion
of sinners the most laudable work of faith.

—

—

—

History sacred and secular
[V, 10. Jobtin :
shows us men naturally as weak as we are, liable
to the same temptations of vanity, conceit, pride,
sensual affections, fear, wrath, envy and malice,

yet

conquering these foes to their salvation.

They had as quick a sense of pleasure and pain,
q/ love and aversion, of profit and loss, of plenty
and poverty, of honour and dishonour, as we;
and yet they overcame the world by their faith,
and by the influence of true religion upon their
minds. They had indeed the Divine assistance
to strengthen their infirmity
and so may we, if
we seek it as they did.
V. 11. Bp. Sanderson: Job held out in his
patience under his great trial unto the last and
God out of pity and in His tender mercy towards
him, heaped comforts upon him at the last in
great abundance. It would be well worthy of
our most serious meditation, to consider both
what by God's grace he did, and how by God's
mercy he sped. His example in the one would
be a good pattern to us of patience: and his reward in the other a good encouragement for conThis we may rest upon as a most persolation.
fect truth, that if we do our part, God will not
;

—

:

fail

on His.

V. 14. Nedabim p. 40, 1. "Rabba, as often
as he fell sick, forbade his domestics to mention
it for the first day : if he did not then begin to
get well, he told his family to go and publish it
in the highways, that they who hated him, might
rejoice: and they that loved him, might intercede
with God for him."
Rabbi Simeon in Sepher Ha Chayim said:
"What should a man do, who goes to visit the
Ant. He who studies to restore the health
sick ?
of the body, should first lay the foundation in the
health of the soul." The wise men have said, " No
healing is equal to that which comes from the
word of Ood and prayer." Rabbi Phineas, the son
of Chamma, has said, "When sickness or disease enters into a man's family, let him apply to
a wise man, who will implore mercy in his behalf'— M.].
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INTRODUCTION.
1 1.

LIFE

AND CHARACTER OP THE

APOSTLE.

Simon Peteb, son

of Jonas (Matt. xvi. 17; John L 42, xxi. 16), and brother of Andrew (Matt.
John L 41), was born at Bethsaida, a village on the coast of the sea of Galilee (John i. 44),
where in those days many receptive minds were animated by a desire for the advent of the Messiah. He owned a house at Capernaum (Matt. viii. 14; Luke iv. 38), was married there, and followed the trade of a fisherman (Matt. iv. 18; Mark i. 16; Luke v. 2). Andrew, his brother, a
disciple of John the Baptist, who had believed his teacher's word, "Behold the Lamb of God,"
and thereupon had become a disciple of Jesus, told him the glorious discovery he had made, and
took him to Jesus. On his first acquaintance with the Searcher of hearts, he received the surname,

x. 2;

Cephas, Peter, the man of rock (John L 42). This circumstance partly denotes his natural dispoedtion, and partly a prediction of what, on the foundation of that disposition, grace would make
of him. His fiery temperament, his quick resoluteness, his fearless courage, and his unreserved
candour, were to be purified, glorified and confirmed by his love of Jesus, and by the power of the
Holy Ghost Thus only could he become a rocky foundation of the church of Christ (Matt. xvi.
18). After sundry meetings and preparations, the Lord attached him to the number of his permanent disciples. The miraculous blessing which is recorded in Luke v. 1, etc., and made Peter
deeply conscious of his own unworthiness and of our Lord's exaltation and holiness, was the
taming point in his career. His call to the Apostolate is narrated in Matt. iv. 18-20, and Luke
t. 10, 11. In the four catalogues enumerating the twelve apostles, he is invariably named first,
Matt. x. 2; Mark iii. 16; Luke vi. 14; Acts L 13. His full resignation to the Lord, and bisdeeper insight of his Divine Sonship, made him not only share with John and James their Master's more intimate friendship (Mark v. 37; Matt xxvi. 37), but also enjoy a special preference
over the rest of the apostles (Matt. xvi. 18, 19). Every where he appears as first among the
apostles, but only as first among equals, placed not above, but on a level with them, (cf, Matt,
xviii 18; John xx. 21; Luke viii. 45; ix. 32; John i. 42; xxi. 15; Actsi. 15; ii. 14; viii. 14; x. 5;
xv. 7.) Among the other disciples he was clothed with the dignity of being their spokesman, (Matt.,
xvi. 16; xxvi. 33; xvii. 24,) without thereby having a claim to outward superiority, for all believers were to regard each other as brethren and members under their one head, Christ (Matt,
xxiii. 8; John xiii. 14).
Besides the important and characteristic epochs of his life already mentioned, we have the following his walking on the sea, which was designed to make him clearly conscious of the value of his own strength, in which he had so much confided (Matt xiv. 29, etc.);.
his offence at the Passion of Jesus, when he undertook to censure and reprove his Master, while
:
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the word of the keys of the kingdom was

still

ringing in his ears (Matt. rvi. 22. 19).

—Again,

his

wish to build tabernacles on the mount of transfiguration (Matt. xvii. 4) his believing obedience
to a direction which ran wholly counter to reason, occasioned by a question concerning the temple-tribute (Matt. xvii. 27); his inquiry as to the reward flowing from his following Christ (Matt
;

xii. 27)

his refusal to allow Jesus to

;

"Lord, not

my feet only,

but

also

wash

his feet, hastily followed

my hands and my head

1

'

(John

by the opposite

xiii. 8, etc.)

;

extreme,

his promise to go

with the loved Master into prison and death; his asseveration rather to die than deny his Lord
[Matt. xxvi. 35], arising from reliance on his own strength and disregard of the words of Jesus,
followed

by the deep

fence of hia

fell

look of Jesus (Matt. xxvi. 75

who had appeared

to

The

of his threefold denial (Matt. xxvi. 31-35. 58. 69, etc.).

Master with the sword (John

him

;

Mark xiv.

xviii. 10.

11)

;

wilfol de-

his tearful repentance after meeting the

72) his hurrying forth to the tomb of the risen Saviour,
(Luke xxiv. 34; 1 Cor. xv. 5); the loving
;

before the other disciples

which he anticipated the others in greeting the Master on the shore of the lake (John
where Jesus foretold him his destiny (John xxi. 18, etc.); his reply to the Redeemer's
question, "Lovest thou me?" and his restoration to the pastoral office by the charge, " Feed my
lambs, feed my sheep.' (John xxi. 15, etc.)
In the first twelve chapters of the Acts of the Apostles, Peter appears as the chief organ of
the Church at Jerusalem. (Acts i. 15; ii. 14). He is the spokesman of the other Apostles on the
day of Pentecost, and preaches a mighty sermon on repentance, which piercesjhe hearts of three
thousand hearers like a fiery arrow. He multiplies the number of believers both by the working
of miracles, and the victorious power of the Gospel. (Chap. iii. 4; v. 15; ix. 34. 40). He deems it
zeal with
xii. 7),

1

joy to endure the ignominy of Christ; and suffers neither threatenings nor

him

falter in confessing the

pel to Samaria (ch.
first

viii. 14),

name

and the coast regions

of the

Apostle, who, in consequence of a vision with which he

communion

ill

treatment to make

He joins John in carrying the (JosMediterranean. (Ch. x. 23). He is the

of Jesus. (Ch. iv. 8 ; v. 29).

of the Christian Church. (Ch. x. 34).

was honoured, received

Gentiles into

He defends this measure against the reproaches

of the Jewish Christians, and protects the Gentile Christians from the heavy yoke of the Mosaic
Law. (Ch. xi. 1, etc. xv. 7, etc.). If, under the impulse of the moment, he was carried away
into a course of action which contradicted those principles (Gal. ii. 12), he suffered himself by the
correction of Paul the Apostle, to abandon the transient wavering of the new position he had
taken. After the beheading of James the Apostle, Herod Agrippa cast Peter into prison, whence
;

he was miraculously delivered by an angel,

(ch. xii. 1.).

After a brief absence, (ch.

xii.

17), sub-

sequent to the death of his enemy, he reappears at Jerusalem (ch. xv. 7) and declares, with a view
to settling the dispute between the Jewish and Gentile Christians, that circumcision and the observance of the ceremonial law ought not to be exacted as necessary to the justification and

vation of believers.

sal-

Since, in the subsequent account

This event mils into the year 50 A. D.

We
His abode at

of the transactions at Jerusalem, recorded in the book of Acts, Peter ceases to be mentioned,

may conclude

that his subsequent sphere of labour had called

him away from

there.

Antioch, and the incident already mentioned above, belongs to the time from A. D. 52 to 54

from 1 Cor. ix. 5, that Peter undertook various journeys for the
According to an ancient tradition in Origen, which originated
probably in the title of his first Epistle, Peter is said to have preached the Gospel to the Jews
scattered throughout Pontus, Galatia, Cappadocia, Asia Minor, and Bithynia.
He appears for
some time to have had his sphere of labour in the Parthian empire, since he sends salutations from
his co-elected at Babylon (1 Pet. v. 13), which is probably not to be understood of Rome, but of
Babylon, in Chaldea. Many Jews were dispersed there, and Christianity was early diffused in
(Gal.

ii.

11-14.).

•spread of the

It is clear,

kingdom of God.

.

those regions.

According to Dionysius of Corinth,

who wrote

century, and according to Irenseus and Eusebius, Peter

in the second half of the second

and Paul are said

to have been together at

Home, and to have conjointly founded the Church at that place; Eusebius narrates that the two
Apostles had shared a common martyrdom there; Peter was crucified with his head downwards.
The fourteenth year of the reign of Nero, from the middle of October, A. D. 67, to the middle of
A. D. 68, is mentioned as the year of the Apostle's death. Tertullian and Lactantius also report
the common execution of the two Apostles, whose tombs were shown at Borne as early as the end
of the second century. See Winer s. v. Petrus. The most ancient witness for the Aposlle's stay
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at

Kome,

is

who

Papias,

refers to

testimonies to support us,

and others),

we have

who

still

John (Eusebius, Hist. Ecd. iii. 39 ii. 15). With these early
by the critics (Spanheim, Baur, Schwegler,
;

refuse being misled

dispute Peter's stay at Borne.

With

to mention the circumstance that, (as

among the

lars

we

first

reference to the Apostle's sphere of labour,

we

learn from Gal.

ii.

9),

Paul and the

pil-

Apostles gave to each other the right hand of fellowship at the apostolic

Jerusalem, in token that Paul would recognize as his peculiar vocation, and carry out

council of

would act in like manner with regard to the mission
named, as having had confided to him the Gospel of the
circumcision (Gal ii 7. 8), for whith he would seem to have been peculiarly fitted, on account of
the national peculiarities which were so strongly stamped upon his character. Of him, as the Aposthe mission

among the

among the Jews.

Gentiles, while they

Peter

is

particularly

may consequently be presupposed that he would move much on the
Old Testament, that he would set his testimony of Christ and the salvation that
is in Him in the light of the Old Testament, and that he would lay stress on the oneness of both Testaments; while, as the immediate disciple of our Lord, as the witness of His entire ministerial activity and history, and as His favourite Apostle, he would often refer to the words of that beloved
Master to whom he was so ardently and devotedly attached. We shall see whether the event
tle

of the circumcision, it

foundation of the

confirms these pre-suppositions.

SCOPE OP THE EPISTLE.
{ 2.
"When thou art converted, strengthen thy brethren," Luke xxii. 32. Acting on this, his Master's

charge, Peter wrote to the strangers of the dispersion.

He

indicates the design of his writing

"I have written briefly, exhorting and testifying that this is the true
grace of God, wherein ye stand."
They were already converted, believing Christians, who needed
not so much a testimony that laid the foundation, as one that was edifying and confirmative
(htftaprvpelv), who required comfort in their tribulation and encouragements to a holy life.
The
sifting period of believers had partly come already, and was partly approaching; the roaring of the
Hon that threatened to devour the faithful, was already heard. On this account, the Apostle abounds
in exhortations to vigilance and soberness, to right preparation and readiness, to fidelity in confession and life, and endeavours to cast the bright beams of hope of the approaching day of glory
into the night of suffering they were about to encounter.
He would have them triumph over the
sufferings of this present time, with a stedfast look on Christ and their heavenly inheritance.
The testimony of Christ is richly interwoven with such repeated encouragements. The sequel
will show that Dogmatics and Ethics do not occur separately in this Epistle, but are often directly conjoined, and frequently present a quick, even a bold transition from the one to the other,
himself, in

(cl ch.

ii.

chap. v. 12:

21, etc.;

iii.

{ 3.

18, etc.; iv. 1, etc.).

CONTENTS AND ANALYSIS OP THE EPISTLE.

The Title and Salutation of consolation
of the

argument

(ver. 3-12), gratitude for

(ch.

i.

1, 2), is

followed

by the exordium, as basis
The hope of the

God's saving grace to Christians.

them above all temporal suffering.
by the fact that it had been the object of the
anxious longing, and diligent search of the prophets, and that even the blessed angels of heaven
ere looking with profound admiration on this mystery. The entire subsequent contents of the
Epistle rest and move on the basis of their possession of salvation and hope. With reference to the
state of regeneration, which is presupposed in believers, exhortation and consolation [irapaiveaig and
rapfokiatf
M. ], appear as leading tendencies from ch. i. 18, onwards. The first part of the Epistle
comprises ch. i. 13 to ii. 10. The general exhortation to become ever more firmly grounded in hope,
and on that account, also, in a holy conversation, ch. i. l^lB, to walk in the fear of God, ver. 17heavenly inheritance, prepared for

them by

Christ, should raise

They might measure the greatness of their salvation

—

persevere in brotherly love, ver. 22-25, which is again founded on regeneration, ver.
The same idea governs the exhortation to grow in the new life, wherein they stand, and to
remove whatever hinders or destroys that growth, and more particularly the love of the brethren,
ch. ii 1-3. Whereas that growth is designed to be not only individual, but contemplates the found*
21, to
23.
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tag of a holy people of God, it is followed by a description of the glory of the Divine edifice, into
which they were to suffer themselves to be bnilded more and more. (Ch. ii. 4-10). At ch. ii. 11,
the apostle passes to the second part, which continues to ch. iv. 6. It contains particular exhortations to Christians, adapted to the circumstances in whic£ they were then placed.
As
strangers, they should be so much the more dutiful to authority. (Ch. ii. 13-17).
Servants were,
with constant regard to the example of Christ, to exhibit self-denying obedience to their masters.
(Ver. 18-25). Wives should be subject to their husbands in simplicity, quietness, and meekness
(ch. iii. 1-6)
while husbands were to treat their wives with consideration and affection. (Ch. iii.
7). Then follows'an exhortation addressed to all to the practice of mutual affection and brotherly
kindness, and of patience and gentleness toward unbelievers. (Ch. iii. 8 to iv. 6). The exhortation is
enforced by the consideration of the example of Christ, His sufferings and death, His descent into
the nether world, His resurrection and ascension. (Ch. iii 17-22). From Christ's suffering for us is
derived the double duty of patient endurance and of being dead unto sin. They were not to endeavour to avoid suffering, by joining in the vicious practices of the Gentiles, else they would, with
them, be exposed to the judgment of God. (Ch. iv. 1-6). The third part (ch. iv. 7 v. 11), treats
first of the inward union of Christians in the world, without regard to their relations to unbelievers.
In view of the end of all things, the Apostle exhorts Christians to prayer, to brotherly love and
its exhibitions, to an obliging disposition, and to conscientiousness in the administration of
offices of trust.
In the second section of this part of the Epistle, we have a new exhortation to
readiness of enduring afflictions, which treats the matter from a point of view different from ch. ii.
21, etc. iii. 14, etc., and affords proof that this was the main object contemplated in this Epistle.
They were to regard suffering as necessary to the imitation of Christ, as a refining process,
and as a judgment by which the Church of Christ must be sifted according to indispensable laws
of the kingdom of heaven. (Ch. iv. 12-19). In the third section, the Apostle addresses the elders
in particular, exhorting them rightly to feed the flock of Christ, and to be ensamples to the flock
(ch. v. 1-4); then the younger to submit themselves to the elder (ver. 5), and lastly, he entreats
all to cleave to humility, meekly to bow under the hand of God, to remain in the faith, to be
vigilant, and firmly to resist the devil (ver. 5-9).
The conclusion contains a promise full of
strong consolation, a remark on the design of his writing, with salutations and the benediction.
;

—

;

I 4.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE EPI8TLE.

Luther justly designates the Epistle of St. Peter as one of the most noble of the New TestaIt exhibits a wealth of thought, a dignity, a fervour, a humility and love, a believing
hope, a readiness for the advent of Christ, in exact harmony with the individuality of the
Apostle. His conception of Christianity as the fulfilment of the prophecies of the Old Testament
(ch. i. 10-12), in perfect agreement with his speeches in the book of Acts (ch. iii. 18-25), his treattament.

of Christians as those in whom is realized the idea of the theocratic nation (1 Pei ii. 9; v.
and his uniform plan of tracing back his doctrine of the Person and work of Christ to the
Old Testament, show him as the Apostle of the circumcision, whose sphere of labour lay among
the Jews, who viewed the Gospel chiefly from the side of its oneness with the Old Covenant
His numerous references to the sayings of our Lord, which will be authenticated below, prove
him to have been the ear- witness of the words of Jesus, to whom his soul was attached with the
fullest devotion and resignation.
The description of Paul, as the Apostle of faith, of John as
the Apostle of love, and of Peter as the Apostle of hope, may easily be misunderstood, but it is wellfounded, if regarded as indicative of the predominant aim of their respective writings. Weiss
has well, shown that with Peter hope occupies a central position, that it governs the range of his
thoughts, and gives it a peculiar, distinctive impress. Compare particularly ch. i. 3. 7. 9.

ment

4. 5),

13;

iii.

9-15;

iv.

13; v. 4.

It is seen throughout the Epistle that his eye is firmly fixed upon

the coming of Christ and the glory in store for believers.

and

This agrees perfectly with the quick

and has been interestingly developed by Weiss. "His natural tendency to look forward to the end of perfection, and to anticipate it at least ideally, was, in the
Apostle, glorified and refined into Christian hope by the influence of the IJoly Ghost"
fiery character of Peter,

With

respect to

manner

of statement, it

is,

its

great simplicity notwithstanding, very pregnant,
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and lively; sentences and thoughts are manifoldly intertwined and connected by particisudden and abrupt transitions, which are of frequent occurrence, reflect
the Apostle's mind.
His mode of doctrinal statements concerning Christ and sin, is not as folly deforcible

pial

constructions, while

veloped as in Paul,

and lacks the fundamental views which are peculiar to the latter

communion

(e.g.

concern*

with Christ, concerning the sinner's justification by faith in
merits of Jesus), but their germs and beginnings are unmistakable in the Epistle. (Cf. Schmid,

ing the believer's
the

of

life

The latter, after a careful examination of the degree of affinity beand Paul, arrives at the conclusion that Peter's language and mode
of instruction are wholly independent of Paul, and rich in exclusive peculiarities, that they contain not less than sixty &ira£ Xeydptva.
Of the parallel passages in the Epistle to the Romans,
and the First Epistle of Peter, he says that they can by no means be considered accidental;
that while it must be assumed that the one had read and freely used the other's Epistle, it seems
more probable that Paul had read the First Epistle of Peter, when he wrote the Romans, than the
reverse.
The most important passages to be considered in this respect are: Rom. xii. S-8, 1
Pet iv. 10; Rom. xii 9-13, 1 Pet. i 22; Rom. xii. 10, 1 Pet ii. 17; Rom. xii 14, etc, 1 Pet.
Bibl Theology

and Weiss).

tween the Epistles of Peter

—

iii.

Rom.

9-12;

8.

originality

Rom. xiii. 11. 12, 1 Pet. iv. 7, ii. 9; that the
The same remarks apply to the correspondencies between Ephesians

xiii 1-6, 1 Pet. ii 13. 14. 17;

belongs to Peter.

Compare 1

i 3, Eph. i. 3; 1 Pet. ii. 18-20, Eph. vi. 6-9; 1 Pet. iii. 1-7,
Eph. i 4; 1 Pet. v. 3, Eph. i. 11; 1 Pet. i 1, Eph. i 18; 1 Pet. iii.
5, Eph. i 12; 1 Pet. i 5, Eph. i 19; 1 Pet. iii 22, Eph. i. 20.21; 1 Pet i 14. 15, Eph. ii. 3;
1 Pet i 18, Eph. ii. 12; 1 Pet. iii. 18, Eph. ii 18; 1 Pet ii. 5. 6, Eph. ii. 20-22; 1 Pet ii. 2,
Eph. ii 21; 1 Pet. i. 12, Eph. iii. 5. 10; 1 Pet i 15, Eph. iv. 1; 1 Pet iv. 10, Eph. iv. 7. 11.
and 1 Peter.

Eph. v. 22-33;

1 Pet.

i.

Pet.

1,

Eph. iv. 17-24; 1 Pet ii. 12, iii 16,
Eph. v. 21; 1 Pet. ii 18, Eph. vi.
5-9; 1 Pet. v. 8. 9, Eph. vi.
all those passages," says Weiss, "which render a critical opinion possible, all goes in favour of the dependence of the Epistle to the Ephesians."
A
writer in the German Magazine for Christian Science and Christian Life, objects to the foregoing
conclnsioi, particularly in regard of the Epistle to the Romans, and remarks on Rom. xii. 1
1
Pet ii 5, that the Pauline figure is more lucid and simple, and on that account more original;
that the same is true of Rom. xii. 3-8; cf. 1 Pet iv. 10.
Also Rom xii. 14-19 c£ 1. Pet. iii
8-12; and Rom. xiii. 1-6 c£ 1 Pet. ii. 13, favour the originality of PauL
Rom. ix. 33 also seems
to be original,
1 Pet ii. 6. The problem must be regarded as unsolved. There are only a few
passages in the Epistle of James resembling those in St. Peter, e. g. Jas. i 2; 1 Pet. i 6; Jas. i
10; iv. 6. 7. 10; 1 Pet. i. 24; v. 5.
Some of them contain quotations from the Old Testament;
12;

iv.

IPet

14,

iii.

19, iv. 6,

Eph.

iv.

8-10;

1

Eph.
10-20. " In

Eph. iv. 25-32; 1 Pet.

iv. 3,

Pet i

v.

5; 1

14-19,

Pet

v. 5,

;

;

;

d

there is
ble.

only one passage (Jas.

Peter

iv. 7.

10) which renders

may have read and made free
{ 5.

a relationship to 1 Pet.

v. 8, etc.,

proba-

use of the Epistle of James.

READERS OF THE EPISTLE.

The believers, to whom the Epistle is addressed (ch. i. 1), were scattered over almost the
entire peninsula of Asia Minor.
The ancient fathers, with the exception of Augustine and Casthought that the iifXeicrolc related to Jewish Christians. This opinion was prevalent
modern times: several commentators added only the modification that those Churches con-

nodorus,
until

tained also Gentile Christians,

who

were, however, in the minority.

.On the other hand, Steiger,

commentary, that the majority in those churches
were, at all events, Gentiles.
Weiss produces, however, convincing arguments that the Epistle
was intended for Jewish Christians; he justly affirms:
o. That dtaairopd (ch. i 1) is a terminus technicus, and denotes the totality of Jews outside of Palestine, scattered through heathen countries (Jas. i 1; 2 Mace. i. 27; Judith v. 19), and cannot
followed

by Wiesinger,

tried to prove, in his

be taken metaphorically.
*. That the Epistle is entirely permeated by views taken from the Old Testament; it contains
numerous Old Testament figures and termini technici, allusions to the religious institutions and
the history of the Old Covenant. Compare ch. i. 10-12 iii. 5. 6 iii. 20.
Peter frequently inter;

twines quotations

;

from the Old Testament into his language, without designating them as such,
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and mostly

it is of essential importance that they should be recognized ai
and other passages). No portion of the New Testament ii
so thoroughly interwoven with quotations from and allusions to the Old Testament (It con-

in connections where

Scripture (ch.

tains, in

i.

24;

ii.

7. 9.

10,

105 verses, twenty-three quotations, while the Epistle to the Ephesians has only

seven,

*

and that to the Galatians, only thirteen).
c. That this peculiarity agrees entirely with the fact that it was Peter's vocation to be the AposThe mode of speech which he took from the Old Testament, must have
tle of the circumcision.
particularly recommended him to Jewish Christians. The passages quoted in favour of Gentile
See the Commentary on
Christians, prove just the opposite, e. g. ch. iii. 6; i. 14. 18; ii. 9. 10.
these passages. The same holds good of ch. iv. 3. It would be curious, indeed, that Peter should
reproach former Gentiles with having done the will of the Gentiles. The expression Mkftintc
tldoXolaTpeicuc only seems to relate to Gentiles; but this presents no obstacle on the supposition
that those Churches contained individual Gentile Christians. The Jewish Christians formed,
doubtless, the substance and main stem of those Churches (cf. Acts ii. 9; xi. 19), until after the
third missionary journey of the Apostle, the element of Gentile Christians became more important in those parts of Asia Minor.

{ 6.

1

Pet

(Weiss, p. 115, 116).

GENUINENESS OF THE EPISTLE.

17 ought to convince the most undecided that the Epistle was written, at

iv.

This

events, before the destruction of Jerusalem.
historical situation of the Epistle,

is

Peter describes himself as the author at ch.

ness of the sufferings of Christ, ch. v. 1

;

all

equally evident from the entire presupposed

this is confirmed

by the

i.

affinity

1

and as witwhich exists
;

between the Epistle and Peter's speeches in the book of Acts (c£ Acts ii. 32; iii 18; 1
Pet. i. 10, etc. Acts iv. 11 1 Pet. ii. 4), and by the testimony of 2 Pet. iii. 1, even if the second Epistle were not genuine. The author's apostolic consciousness is involuntarily expressed in passages like ch. L 8, in the historical testimony of Jesus, and its application as an
exemplar (ch. ii. 21, etc.; iii. 18, etc.). We have seen above that the contents and mode of statement agree with the Apostle's portrait. Guerike calls particular attention to the harmony between the tone of the Epistle and the sensuousness which is characteristic in Peter: "Peter
knew, indeed, from his own experience, better than any other, the weakness of the heart of man;
for this reason his exhortations are both humane and evangelical, both forcible and gentle; for
the same reason he recommends, with so much earnestness, the practice of constancy of faith,
in humility and patience, with constant reference to the pattern and glory of Christ; this accounts
;

;

also for his earnest exhortation to diligent vigilance, in precise proportion to the exalted condi-

tion of believers, and especially for his touching and repeated recommendation of humility." The
same author notices the only slight intimation of Peter's acknowledging Paul as a true Apostle (ch.
v. 12), the suppression of all personality and marked designedness with respect to his agreement with
the Apostle of the Gentiles, and, lastly, the clearness, precision, and emphasis of Peter's language.
The most weighty external reasons support the genuineness of this Epistle. Eusebius testifies
that the Epistle was used by Papias and Polycarp. Several passages in Polycarp's Epistle to the

Philippians confirm the testimony of Eusebius.

Theodotus, the Valentinian, after the middle of
kit r&v BeoddraviirtTOfial).
Ex-

the second century, cites passages from the Epistle (Clem. Alex,

is found in Irenaeus, Tertullian, Clement of Alexanand Origen. The Epistle stood already in the Old Syriac Peshito, and Eusebius mentions
it among the Homologoumena. The new school of Tubingen, which rejects this Epistle on internal
grounds, because it does not correspond with its premises, is, therefore, guilty of the most arbi-

press testimony in favour of its genuineness,
dria,

trary hypercriticism.

"Among

all

the writers of Christian Antiquity, there

is

not one who

doubted the genuineness of the Epistle, or had even heard of any doubts concerning
(Olshausen).
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Many

LITERATURE.

DATE OF THE COMPOSITION OP THE EPISTLE.

g„ the newthan in
reproaches (ch. iii. 16; iv. 12. 14); the astonishment of the Gentiles at the Christians abandoning their sinful practices (ch. iv. 4) the expectation that the Gentiles, on becoming better acquainted with the good conversation of Christians, would relinquish their enmity, which was
founded on ignorance (ch. ii. 15; ii. 12; iii. 16). To this must be added the as yet undeveloped
state of the constitution of the Church, in which the office of presbyter did apparently coincide
with the free office of the elders of the Jewish congregation, which may be gleaned from the circumstances that the irpeopirrepoi of ch. v. 1, are contrasted with the ve&repot of ver. 5, while there
is made no mention of any other ecclesiastical office; and again the predominance of the Jewish Christians in these Churches (see above), and especially the absence of an antithesis between
legalism and true Christianity, beyond the slight allusion at ch. v. 2, must not be overlooked.
Weiss, moreover, adduces, in this respect, the whole Petrine form of doctrine, which he regards
as preliminary to the Pauline, as well as the peculiar freshness and energy of hope of the impending parousia of Christ. With regard to the latter, we must, in addition to the other reasons
for the early composition of this Epistle, lay special emphasis on the circumstance, that it contains no allusion to a twofold parousia, such as we find in the synoptical Gospels and the Revelation of St. John (v. pp. 97 and 53).
On the supposition that Paul made use of the Epistle
of Peter, and not the reverse (that Peter had seen the Epistle of Paul), and considering that Sylvanus was in 53 A. D., still with Paul (Acts xviii. 5; 2 Cor. i. 19; 1 Thes. i. 1; 2 Thes. i. 1),
Weiss argues that the Epistle could hardly have been written before
D. 54. Since Paul made
his third missionary journey between 54 and 57 A. D., when he passed through Galatia and
Phrygia, and remained two years at Ephesus, where he wrote the Epistle to the Galatians, the
date of the composition of this Epistle would fall into 54 or 55 A. D.
Assuming, on the other
hand, with the majority of commentators, that Peter had seen and made use of the Epistles of
Paul, its date would belong to a much later period.
Since, according to Hug and de Wette, 63circumstances in the Epistle refer

ness of the afflictions

its

composition to an early date

which the Churches had to endure, consisting

e.

less in persecution

;

A

65 A. D. is the date of the Epistle to the Ephesians; the period 65-67, the year of Peter's death,

would be the date of the present Epistle.
has been

Thiersch gives the date 63 or 64 A. D., soon after the

Hebrews had been forwarded. If it be objected to the date assigned by Weiss, as
done by Wieeinger Where did the Jewish Christian Churches, in Pontus, etc., come from

Epistle to

the

:

54 or 55 A. D.? the answer should refer not only to Acts ii. 9, but also to ch. xi. 19,
where mention is made of the wide dispersion of those who fled "in the persecution that arose
about Stephen/'
Paul had, as early as 45 and 51 A. D., visited those districts during his first and
second missionary journeys.
The First Epistle of Peter has no record of Churches already orga-

as early as

nized,

but makes mention of elect strangers of the dispersion.

{
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COMMENTARY.
THE FIRST EPISTLE GENERAL OF PETER.
C&aptbr L 1,2.
Axaltsis :—Titla and salutation of oomfbrt
1

2

apostle of Jesus Christ, to the strangers1 scattered throughout Pontus,
Cappadooia, Asia, and Bithynia. Elect acoording to the foreknowledge of
God the Father, through sanotificatton of the Spirit," unto obedience and sprinkling
of* the blood of Jesus Christ : Grace unto you, and peace, be multiplied.

Peter, an

Galatia,

TeneL P Tbe German Yenkm, in stricter conformity to the Greek," To the elect strangers in the dispersion in.w—M.1
[God. Stik, omite

'A»f a*—M.]

Terse 2. ftGerman, u in eanctiflcation through the Spirit."

Qrtik, " in eanctiflcation o/ the Spirit,"—M.]

P German "with."-M.]

EXOETIOAL AND CRITICAL.
Vnsi 1.—On the meaning of Peter, see
oaltatt.xvL la

notes

Apostle, a messenger of Jesus Christ, speaking
•ad acting in his Master's name.
The qualifications necessary to the apostolic vocation may be
learned from the speech of Peter at the election
of an apostle. Acts L 21, 22. They had to be the
constant attendants of Christ
of Hit ministerial career, as

daring the whole

He said to the twelve

"Ye hare been with me from the beginning,"
27 ; cf. Lke. xxiv. 18, in particular,
witnesses of His resurrection and ascension, Acts
il 88 ; iiL 16 ; v. 82 ; x. 41.
They had to testify of the great facts of salvation and to found
Churches, to teach and to preach, to exhort and
warn, to threaten and rebuke, to intercede and to
orereee, and to carry the message of the cross, to
Jews and Gentiles, Acts x. 89 ; iv. 19 ; 2 Cor.
. 20; PhiL I 7. 17 ; CoL ii. 8. To tide end they
bad been especially called and chosen, separated
and sent forth by the Lord Himself and endowed
Jbo. xt.

with extraordinary gifts by the Spirit, Acts xiii.
10. 11 ; v. 5. 11 ; ii. 4; Mk. xvi. 17. 18; 1 Cor.
.5; Jno. xx. 22.
Blect, in Peter's sense of the word, are such
as are incorporated in the chosen generation (ch.
ii.

9)

and belong to the nurified people of God,
children of Abraham who have become be-

to the

The

cause of this election
and its condition
penitent faith. Acts iii. 19 ; ii. 88. 21 ; 1 Pet. i.
4 ; v. 10. The word is used in a different sense
in Matt xxii. 14 ; Bph. i. 4 ; Acts ix. 16.
Strangers, irapcmfypoi denotes persons, residing with others for a short time in a strange
place, not citixens, but denixens, of. Gen. xlvii. 9;
Lev. xxv. 28; Heb. xi. 18. Weiss would take it
figuratively of the pilgrim-state of Christians
on account of the next word, of. i. 17 ; ii. 11
but the explanation " to the elect denixens of the
dispersion" is more simple. Such a compression
of literal and figurative definitions so nearly related in sound, would hardly be intelligible without some further definition. Judith v. 20 ; 2 Mace.
lievers in Jesus.
is free grace, its

i.

end

final

salvation,

*

27.

Dispersion (Suunropd) was the current phrase
used to designate Jews living in Gentile lands,
i. e. residing
out of Palestine, cf. Jno. vii. 86
Jas. i. 1. This shows plainly who were the readers of the epistle : they were believing Jews,
here and there joined by a few Gentile converts.
This was the field confided to the care of Peter,
Gal. ii. 7, while the sphere of Paul's labours lay
among the Gentiles. Origen, Jerome and Epiphanius, testify that Peter was mainly engaged in
preaching the Gospel to the Jews in the countries
here specified. Such is the opinion of many
among the more ancient commentators, e. g. En-
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sebius, Didymus, GScumenius,
Grotius, Calvin and others
tion).

by

who are
:

followed

(vide Introduc-

Pontut, the extreme north-eastern province
of Asia Minor, so called from the Black Sea, on
which it borders towards the North ; it was there
that Aquila, a companion of Paul probably founded a Christian Church. Acts xviii. 2.
Galatia, westward of Pontus, derives its name
from the Gauls, a Celtic tribe, which had left
its seat on the left bank of the Rhine for Thrace
and Greece and had afterwards gone as far as
Asia Minor. Paul planted Christianity there.

Acts xvi. 6.
Cappadoeia lies South of Pontus; Jews of
Cappadocia were present at the first Christian
Pentecost and heard the declaration of the great
works of God.
Atia describes the province, which under the
Romans comprised the maritime districts of Mysis, Lydia and Caria with the interior Phrygia.
Bytkmia is the extreme north-western district
of Asia Minor.
Vsb. 2 According to the foreknowledge of God, should be connected with eleot:
it denotes not mere prescience and precognition,
the object of which is indeed not mentioned, but
both real distinction and foredecreeing. So oh. i.
20 ; Acts ii. 28. God knew such as are His from
before the foundation of the world and ordained
them unto salvation, of. Jno. x. 14 ; Acts iv. 28
Rom. viii. 29 ; [ il irp&yvuoic hie non prmtdentiam,

—

.

ted antecedent decretum tignificat ut et Act ii. 28
Gfrotius.
idem tentut qui, Eph. L 4."
M.I

—

In aanotifloation of the Spirit.—This

re-

as well as the other parts of this verse, to
The order, by which alone the Divine
election.
decree can effect its end in us, is this, that we are
sanctified by the Spirit of God.
So Paul in 2
Thess. ii. 18 : " God hath chosen you to salvation
through [ky ayiaopQ irvefytaror.—>M.} sanctification of the Spirit." This expression comprises all
the gracious influences of the Holy Ghost, from
His first gentle knockings to the sealing of grace.
The reference of the work of our salvation to the
Holy Trinity, which is unmistakably implied in
this verse, excludes the application of nvevpa to
the spirit of man.
[In Sanctification Jetue Chriet.—" II vout a
teparit effectwemtnt davec eux, non pat en vout
eanctifiant comme U fit le peuple
ftrael au cU~
tart, dune tanctjfication ezterne et corporeUe teulemmt, lortqu *il lefit arroter du tang de la victime,
quiratefiapar ta mart V alliance de la lay; mail en
vout contacrant dune tanctification intirieure et tpir
rituelie lortque par la vertu de ta vocation il vout a
amenit a V obeisance de ton EvangUe et a recevoir
V aspersion du tang de Jetut Chritt epandupour V6tablittement de V alliance de grace en remission du
lates,

—

22. 28 ; v. 82 ; with Paul the fundamental claims
of faith and obedience become separate, Rom. x.
6-9, without any misconception of the ethical element of faith, oh. x. 16. 21 ; xi. 80; i. 6 ; ii 8

2 Thess.

i.

8

;

2 Cor. x.

5.

Unto sprinkling
Christ,
verbs

of the blood of Jeans
fiavTiofidc corresponding to the Hebrew

pTt and

jT?J occurs only twice in the

here and Heb.

K

The

altar of burnt
offering, the altar of incense, the vail of the Most
Holy place and the ark of the covenant (Lev. i.6;
v. 9 ; iv. 6. 7. 17. 18; xvi. 14-19} were sprinkled
T.,

xii. 24.

with blood in token that the holy vessels, which
became, as it were, also infected with the poison of
sin
(by the unoleanness of those who surrounded them) stood in need of purification. At the
sacrifice of the covenant a two-fold sprinkling
took place, vix.: that of the altar with one-half
of the blood and that of the people with the other.
Ex. xxiv. 6-8, of. Heb. ix. 18-20. This implied
not only that both needed purifying, but also that
the altar and the people belonged together, and
that the remission of sins might fall to the latter.
But the sprinkling of the people did not take
place until they had declared themselves ready to
comply with all the demands of the Divine Lew
without any exception whatsoever. Ex. xxiv. 8.
7; nor must the circumstance be overlooked that
the sanctification of the unclean people unto communion with the Holy God must have gone before, Ex. xix. 10.
As in the Old Testament the
sprinkling of blood followed upon the sanctified
people engaging themselves to implicit obedience,
so this passage maintains that the members of the
covenant-people of the Mew Testament are elect unto obedience and unto sprinklingof the blood of Jesus.
It is only by the obedience of faith and our
firm purpose to subject ourselves to the claims of
the Divine Law, that we are made partaken of
the atoning virtue of the blood of Jesus. If we
stand in God's covenant of grace with the honest
endeavour of doing His will, God is pleased to
make us ever anew partakers of the virtue of the
blood of Jesus, and to cover therewith all the failings and infirmities which still oleave to our obedience as well as to forgive us the sins which are
still mingled with it, provided we repent of them
and seek for peace. We do not attempt to determine whether the words of our Lord at the insti-

— —

d

tution of the Holy Supper had an essentially determining influence on the view of Peter, (as
Weiss, p. 278, assumes as certain) but its reference to the conclusion of the covenant in the Old
Testament is undeniable. [The three persons of
the Holy Trinity cooperate, according to the
Apostle, in the work of our salvation. M.]
Grace is here not a Divine attribute, but s
gift, as is apparent from its connection with peace,
pichds.
Amyraut. M. ]
It is the
cf. ch. iv. 10 ; v. 10 ; iii. 7 ; i. 10. 18.
Obedienoe, in the sense of Peter, includes the gift of justification and sanctification, from which
two ideas, to believe revealed truth and to per- flows peace in, and with God and forthwith also
form the duties which it imposes on us. Obe- peace among men, cf. Rom. i. 7 ; 2 Jno. 8;
dience of the Divine commandments presupposes Jude 2. In the last passage as at 2 Pet i. 2, ocfaith in their obligatoriness and the justice of curs also irXqvdwdeb?.
The epistle of NebuchadGod ; faith claims obedience as its fruit, just as nezzar written after his deliverance, Dan. iiL 81,
itself (i. e. faith), according to its inmost nature,
has in the Greek translation of the LXX. an alis an act of obedience.
Peter, according to his most identical introduction.
The multiplying
Old Testament stand-point, views both conjointly. relates both to its virtue and to the feeling and
c£ oh. ii. 7. 8; i. 14. 22; iiL 1 ; iv. 17 ; Acts iU. taste thereof, cf. Bom. v. 5.
'

'

—

—
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CHAP.
[Wordsworth, remarks : " This salutation of
Apostle from Babylon recalls to the mind the
greeting sent forth from the same citj to all its
provinces, by the two Kings of two suooessiTe dynasties,
the Assyrian and the Medo-Persian
under the influence of the prophet Daniel, and
other faithful men of the first dispersion.
They
proclaimed in their royal Epistles the supremacy
* Nebuof the One True God, the God of Israel.
chedneszar, the King, to all the people, to you peace
the

—

(elpfyvq vfuv irfojbwdehi, Dan. iv. 1 )
Darius the King wrote to all people, " To you
peace be multiplied," (Dan. vi. 25).
be multiplied.'

and the three children turned the hearts
Nebuchadnezzar and Darius, and moved them

Daniel
of

declare the glory of the true Go'd in letters
' to all people.'
The apostle St. Peter
sow carries on the work of the ancient prophets,
ind writes an epistle from Babylon, by which he
builds up the Christian Sion in all ages of the
world (cf. 2 Peter i. 1. 2. and 1 Peter L 18), and
proclaims to all, • Peace be multiplied unto you/
to

written

-M.]

DOCTRINAL AND BTHIOAL.
Peter refers to his apostleship, not with a
liew to making it aground of superiority to other
teachers, but in order to remind his readers of
the great responsibility attaching to, and consequent upon, the disregard of his exhortations and
consolations.
Because he is the ambassador of
Christ, we should hear him as we would Christ
Himself, cf. Lk. z. 16 ; 1 These. iv. 8.
He calls
himself an elder among elders, oh. t. 1.—Wherever no positive proof can be given of an imme1.

diate election

and

calling to

and

qualification for

as emanating from our Lord Himself, its claim is unwarranted and untenable.
This is also true where secular authority is allied
to the spiritual office (cf. Matt. xx. 26-28) and
where it is attempted to control the faith ana conscience of men (cf. 2 Cor. i. 24 ; 1 Cor. iv. 1).
[The claims of Rome are illustrative of the second
and third points, those of the IrvmyiteS of the
the apostolate

first.— JL]
2.

The Apostles were not vicegerents and
much less the Pope of

representatives of Christ,

Rome.
3.

The glorious

title

and

be called

'

1*

1, 2;

The call of Divine grace has its proper
6.
seasons and hours in nations as well as in individuals.
According to Acts xvi. 6, 7, the Spirit forbade Paul and Timothy to preach in proconsular
Asia and Bithynia, but soon after the hour of
grace struck also for those provinces passed over
at the first.
On his return from Europe, Paul
declared the word of the Lord Jesus to the Jews
and Greeks in Asia by the space of two years,
Acts xix. 10. He or other servants of Christ
must have planted a Church in Bithynia.
6. The state of salvation of believers is not the
result of some sudden manifestation of the loving
will of God, sprung up in the course of time, but
the effect of His eternal decree and fore-determination.
It is a work participated in by the three
persons of the Holy Trinity and redounding to
their glory. God the Father elects unto salvation
in Christ and prepares salvation ; God the Son
gives reality to election by His life, suffering and
death ; God the Holy Ghost appropriates and applies to the souls of penitent sinners the salvation
procured by Jesus Christ. He that places himself under the discipline of the Holy Ghost and
suffers himself to form the resolution, " All that
the Lord hath said will we do, and be obedient,"
as Israel said of old, Ex. xxiv. 7, is mysteriously
sprinkled with the blood of Christ, his sins are
covered, he is regarded as pure and holy in Christ,
and enabled to render priestly service to God and
to be found without spot before Him, 1 Jno. i. 7.
In the New Testament, spirit and blood appear to
be intimately related to each other, Jno. vi. 58,
etc, Rom. iii. 24, 25 ; viii. 1 ; 1 Jno, v. 6.
7. Peace is a glorious fruit of grace where
The
it is received into the heart, cf. Rom. i. 7.
salutation of peace oontains the sum-total of the
"
Peace is the favour of
Luther says :
gospel.
God which now begins in us but must work more
and more and multiply unto death. If a man
knows and believes in a gracious God, he has
Him; his heart finds peace, and he fears neither
the world nor the devil, for he knows that God,
who controls all things, is his friend, and will deliver him from death, hell andall calamity ; therefore his conscience is full of peace and joy. This
is what Peter desires for believers ; it is a right
Christian salutation, with which all Christians
should greet one another."

—

state of real Chris-

an unspeakable
mercy to be selected from the mass of so many
thousands of the lost, from the communion of
their guilt and punishment, from the power of
unbelief, sin and seduction.
Distinguish between "elect" and "called." Calling reveals
the decree of election.
The end of election in
the New Testament differs from that in the Old.
4. The Christian's real home is heaven
here
below we are guests and strangers, as David con"
fesses :
I am both, thy pilgrim, (here below)
aid thy citizen (above)", Ps. xxxix. 18. [This
is Luther's version, but it is doubtful whether the
antithesis of pilgrim and citizen is warranted by
tians, to

I.

It is

elect*.

HOMILETIOAL AND PRACTICAL.
The servants of Christ find consolation and protection in the fact that they are sent of the Lord.
guest
—The motto of Israelites indeed :
on earth." The sublime consolation to belong to

—

"lama

—

God's eleot people ; [to be a member of the
Church, iuAqeia.--M.]. The reason of our election resides not in man but in the free grace of
God. The unmistakable tokens of election.
Sprinkling with the blood of Christ, the precious
treasure of the elect—The work of grace carried
on by the Holy Trinity in the saint's heart.
the original Hebrew,
is rather a denizen The blessed end for which we are called.
than a citixen ; the Jews of the dispersion were
Stabks : Peter was an Apostle of Jesus Christ,
denizens, not citizens.
M. 1
The time of his sor- but not the visible vicegerent of Christ on earth.
rowful pilgrimage is brief; as contrasted with the
A true pastor cannot forget those whom he has
«t*rnal glory of his imperishable home. Ch. L 4
begotten in Jesus Christ ; if he is unable to comv. 10 ; u. 11. of. Heb. xi.18.
ftet them orally, he does it by letter.—He who is
;

3CiH

—

—

—
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faith in

;

for eternity.

CHAPTER
Ajultsu:—God

is

—

Jesus Christ is foreseen. Grace and
peace belong together, and must not be confounded- with nature and assurance; grace brings
peace and peace testifies of ^race. None can desire anv thing more precious than grace and
peace ; he that hath them is happy for time and

a stranger in a country needs not on that account
be sad it is enough that he has secured a fair
heritage in Christ. The more he pereeiyee this,
the less will he be attached to the world and the
more will he long for his heavenly fatherland.
In the election of grace the decree of God is not
absolute, but it takes place because persevering

I.

8-12.

praised for the grace of regeneration and for the hope of the heavenly inheritance, founded thereon.
augment and intensity the Christian's Joy, for they serve to proTe hia faith. The Spirit of Christ had

Suffering! should

directed the inquiries of the prophets to this end of hope, yea, even the angels were desirous of looking into this salvation.

3

4
5
6

7

8
9
10
11
12

Blessed be the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, which according to his
abundant mercy hath * begotten us again unto a lively hope by the resurrection of
Jesus Christ from the dead,1 To an inheritance incorruptible, and undefiled, and
that fadeth not away, reserved in heaven for you,* Who are kept 4 by the power
of God through faith 6 unto salvation ready to be revealed in the last time. 'Wherein
ye greatly rejoice, though now for a season, if need be, ye are in heaviness through
manifold temptations : That the T trial of your faith, being much more precious than
of gold that perisheth, though it be •tried with fire, might be found 'unto praise
and honour and glory at the "appearing of Jesus Christ Whom having not "seen,
ye love ; in whom, though now ye see him not, yet believing, ye rejoice with joy unspeakable and full of glory M u ^Receiving the end of your faith, even the salvation of
your souls. Of which salvation the prophets have inquired and searched diligently,
who prophesied of the grace that $hould come unto you Searching what, M or what
manner of time the Spirit of Christ which was in them did signify, when it testified
beforehand the sufferings of Christ, and the glory that should follow. Unto whom it
was revealed, that not unto themselves, but unto us u they did minister the things, which
are now reported .unto you by them that have preached the gospel unto you with the
Holy Ghost sent down from heaven ; whioh things the angels desire to look into.
:

:

Verse

a P BefftnemvU no*.—Vulg.—M.]

p German:—'' Who, according to His

manifold mercy, hath begotten us again by the resurrection of Jews

—

Christ from the dead, unto a tiring hope." M.J
begat us again unto
[Translate:

Verse

4.

Verse

6.

through the resurrection,
^ etc—MJJ

JOod. 81n.-4ta for eV.—MJ
["Text Rec *p«f A. B. 0., K. I*, v p«f ; so also most of the Versions^—11]
[0od.81n.—d>*>. x. f ttf«i»T«—4v ovp<i>»—11]

[fOuarded.-Gal.iiL 2&—M.)
cU, tUL—Acts It. 8; Phil. L 10; Get ill. 18, 94; 1 Thess. iv. 15 ; cfc also 2 Pet 11. 4.—M.]
[Calrin:— Quid juvat, salutem nobis in cado esse repotitam, quum nos in mundo tanquam in
mart jactemurf quidjuvat sahdem noetram statui in tranquOlo portu, quum inter skSBLs naHfrmaU
in*
-r-*—
tuemurf PraevenU Apostolus ejusmodi otyectfonet, etc.—M?l
[Bengel: " HsertdOeu servata est; hmrvdes csutodiuntur; nequ^
Corroborate taiignit."—M.l
[Aretlus :— Militate est voedbuUm 4>povpi: prmsiditem. Pit iaiiur d^an sunt inpericulis.seimUiotidm sis
divinitus parata etat prmsidiax rnUUa mitUum custodeunt eoer—M. 1
[Cod. Bins-eroi m-» .—M.]
[German : * Which is already prepared." M.l
"in the which tyrne."—Tyndale.—M.]
\* i r
*\vwrj$4rrtt .—M.]
[Cod. Sin^-Mrf or without Ivriv
[German :—"Whereat ye reioice ; who now, if it must bo so, are for a little time (or a little)' afflicted in mamfold temptations."—M.J
[Translate:—"In which (time) ye reioice, for a little time at present (Alford), if it must be so, havisg
."—M.]
been afflicted, in.
R toKiutov probably—ftoxipa*l«, proof Jes. 1. 8. Proof comes nearer the German than trial.—V.]
!• 4 o * i u « {* t v probare, whence the German pruefen, erprobt and the English prove—M.l
[German :—"That your foith in its proof may be found much more precious than perishable gold,whkr
is also proved by Are, unto praise and honour and glory in the revelation," etc—mT]
[Cod. Sin..—w o A v t t u 6 r « o o v .—4 o * . « . t i u «-t-M.]
i * , resulting in.
See Robinson s. v. « t * 3. a.—M.]
avoxaAif^t t—in revelation. Vulg. Wlcl.—M.]
Lachmann and Tischend. Ud>v«c, but cifttfrcc is also strongly supported^-M.l
Cod. Sin., agrees with the former.—M.1
LaetUia ffor(0oato—Vulg., Germ., WicL, Geneva, Alford. Triumphant Joy,—Brown*—M.]

(»
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Verse
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Verse 7.
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P» BocdTing the end of your fkith ; rather, «.
the eente of jco/x iCu in middle ; eee Liddt
Sin.—J£*p«tfr. with A. B'.—M.]

figBin~—Jpavr. withB^.—MJ

._ et
VL [* v ply
.

Verae

ftptr

Vbb, 8. The praise of the Divine grace in the glorious hope of Christians flows like a deep and wide
stream from the full heart of the Apostle v. 8-12.
Paul praises in similar language with one long
breath of joy the salvation given onto us, Eph. i.
8-14.
We have first the source and cause of
our hope, v. 8, then its end and glory, v. 4, then
the way we must take which ought not to make
us hesitate v. 6-8, and lastly the means designed
to encourage and strengthen us, v. 8-12.
Blessed be the
Christ.—God is here
blessed, as is frequently the case in the Epistles
of Paul, not only as the Father but also as the
God of Jesus Christ, 2 Cor. i. 8; xi. 81 ; Rom.
xv. 6; Eph. i. 8. 17; Col. i. 8; cf. John xx. 17.
An important suggestion concerning the relation
of the Logos to the Father.
Only in Christ and
through him do all find and possess God. The
Paternity points to the eternal generationeeut of
the Being of God, Ps.it 8; and to the intimate relation to the Incarnate Son.
Weiss derives this
dozologieal formula from, what may be called, the
liturgical usage of the primitive Church, cf.
Jas. i. 27 ; iii. 9.
He thinks that said expression
is insufficient as proof of the Essential Divinity
and PreexiBtence of Christ. Cf. on the other
hand, Matt xvi. 16; John vi. 68.

Ood—

tXtos

(Tpr?)

the compassionating

God, which condescends to the low estate
the weak, the impotent, the
wretched and the sinful. It is a manifold mercy,
s wonderful riches thereof (Rom. ii 4] which
appears from the multitude of its gifts of grace,
from the depth of our misery, from the extent
and diversity of its efforts of deliverance.
Begotten again, hvayewfaac etc. cf. John iii.
8; Tit. iii. 5; James. L 18; Col. iii. 1; Eph. ii
10.
He has kindled in us a new spiritual life by
Holy Baptism and the influences of the Holy
Spirit connected therewith, of. Eph. i. 10. 20.
He has laid the foundation of recreating us into
" He has made us other men in a far
His image.
ore essential sense than it was once said to
8enl: 'Thou shait be turned into another man'
1 8am. x. 6. "
What is the principal fruit and end
of this new generation?
A living hope. Its
object is not only our future resurrection (Grotius,
Bengel, de Wette), but the whole plenitude of
the salvation still to be revealed by Jesus Christ,
even until the new heavens and the new earth
hall appear, 2 Peter iii. 18. 14; Rev. xxi 1.
Birth implies life; so it is with the hope of
believers, which is the very opposite of the vain,
lost and powerless hope of the worldly-minded.
It is powerful, and quickens the heart by comforting, strengthening, and encouraging it, by
making it joyous and cheerful in God.
Its
quickening influence enters even into our physical
life.
*Hope is not only the fulfilment of the new
life, created in regeneration, but also the innert kernel of the same.'
Weiss.

lore of
of

the helpless,

is

end of jour fclthw .—M.1
and Scott • t. 11. &—JZgxw-tpife^ Tulf.—1L]

off the

.

awatt tempore.—Jftipis. M In relation to whom end what time."—Purrer.—M.1
lathe more authentic reading.—M.1
Bee K. Syr. Copt, vjiir A. B.C. L,Oo<L Sin.—M.]

EXEGETIOAL AND CRITICAL.

Mercy,

8-12.

By

the resurrection of Jesus Christ

from the dead.

Gerhard,
avayew. ; it seems
it with the immediately
preceding £&oav; so (Ecumenius, Bengel, Steiger,
Lachmann and de Wette. The life of this hope
flows from the resurrection of Jesus Christ from
the dead. "If Christ had not risen from the
dead, we should be without consolation and hope,
and all the work and sufferings of Christ would
be in vain." Luther. As surely as He has
conquered death and entered upon a heavenly
life of joy, so surely will those who are members
of the Body, whereof He is Head, follow Him,
even as we sing : Does the head forget its members.
And not draw them after it?
61 dvoordVet?, Calvin,

Knapp, and Weiss join
more natural to connect

it to

Vbb. 4. To an inheritance, incorruptible
and undefiled and that fadeth not away.
Believers are strangers here on earth, but citizens
in heaven; they have therefore in heaven a possession and an inheritance which infinitely excels
the inheritance of God's ancient people in the
land of Canaan. The heavenly inheritance (cf
Matthew vi. 20; Luke xii. 88; x. 25; xviii
It is
18; Mark x. 17) is (a) incorruptible.
free alike from the germs of corruption and
death, like all things earthly, even those which
are seemingly most firm ana indestructible, e. g.
the precious metals, ch. i. 18. 28 ; cf. 1 John ii.
17.
"Rust does not corrupt it, decay does not
consume it, death does not destroy it." Besser.
It comprehends union* to Him, who only has
immortality and is called 'the Eternal 1 Tim. i.
17.
How could it then be destroyed by any
external power? It is (6) undefiled or unbUmishable.
The earth and the land of Canaan in
particular were polluted by fearful bloodshedding
and many other horrors. Lev. xviii. 27. 28;
'

Numb. xxxv.

88. 84; Exek. xxxvi. 17; Jer. ii. 7.
Injustice, selfishness, hatred, envy and cunning
cleave to temporal possessions. If gathered by
avarice, they are compared to loathsome and

thick mire, Hab. ii 6. Every human body and
every human soul is stained with hateful desires
and mostly, also, with outward sin. All earthly
joy is mingled with displeasure and sorrow.
But the possessions of the life above are pure,
clean and unstained, and nothing impure can
attach itself to them, (e) *It fadeth not away.*
Here the beauty of earthly nature is rapidly
passing away, there reigns perpetual spring;
here a hot wind may change the most blooming
gardens into a wilderness, cf. ch. i. 24; Is. xL
6; there no such alternation of blossoming and
fading is found, but every thing remains in the
beauty of imperishable bloom and verdure.
Weiss sees in the three predicates a striking
climax. He says that the first denotes the freedom
of the heavenly possession from the germs of
destructibility and transitoriness, which are
inherent in all earthly things, that the second
denies its ability to be polluted by outward sin,
and the third even the alternation, which makes
the beauty of earthly nature pass away at least
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['A^&xprof mternum duretu;
temporarily.
'Atdavroc purum eui nihil malt, nihil vitii est

—

— purum gaudium—gaudium
admiscetw. 'Ap&pavroc non marcetcau.
Morns. —M.]

aamixtum

cui nihil

ut

trutitim

Reserved in heaven,

Ternptjfttvqv.

While

here below in the strange country of onr pilgrimage all possessions are insecure, the inheritance above is in the surest custody, for it is in the
Almighty hand of God. As it has been designed
and prepared for believers from everlasting, so
it is perpetually kept; and believers, on the
other hand, are kept for it, v. 5, so that they can
in no wise lose it, cf. Col. i. 5 ; 2 Tim. iv. 8 ; Matt.
zxv. 84 ; John x. 28. TtTtjp. implies both the
certainty and present concealment of the heavenly
inheritance.
The figure is taken from parents
who securely guard something for their children,
and then surprise them with H.

Van.

God,

5.

Who

are kept

by the power

of

a military term used of a guard
for the protection of a place, or of a strongly
garrisoned fortress. Fear not the enemies of
your salvation, for you are surrounded by a
strong, protecting body-guard, by the power of
God and His holy angels, cf. 2 Cor. xi. 82; Phil,
iv. 7 ; Song of Sol. iii. 7. 8; Zech. ii. 6 ; 2 Kings
vi. 16. 17.
Nothing short of Divine power is
needed to protect us from so many strong and
subtle enemies, as Peter made experience
his
own case. Weiss with Steiger and de Wette
explain it of the Holy Ghost, dirvapic Qtov is
certainly used in that sense, Luke i. 85, but
nvevfia aytov goes before.
The other passages
adduced by them are inconclusive. It seems
fpovpelv,

m

therefore arbitrary to abandon the relation of
the expression to the Omnipotence of God. On
what condition do we enjoy that guard? Faith,
whose object is not mentioned here in particular,
and should be supplied from v. 8. It is the same
means by which salvation is first procured, then
constantly kept up, vix. : acknowledging Jesus as
the Messiah and confidently surrendering to Him,
which is not identical with obedience, but the
source of it, cf. Acts iii. 16; x. 48; Matt ix. 22;
Markv. 84; Lukevii. 60.

Salvation ready,

ovrqpia,

ilJTltP*

nega-

deliverance from eternal destruction, and
voritively, introduction to the salvation prepared
by Jesus, translation from the power of Satan,
sin and death into the perfect life of liberty,
righteousness and truth, Acts ii. 40; iv. 12 ; v. 81
xv. 11; 1 Peter i. 9; Matt xvi. 26; Luke ix. 66.
The former point is predominant as the latter lies
rather in Khjpovofiia, With Peter ourripla appears
in most intimate connection with the completion
of salvation, chap. i. 9; iv. 17. 18; Acts ii. 21;
1 Peter ii. 2.
How much he has it at heart is
evident from his using the word three times in
this section.
He thinks of it not as far distant,
but as close at hand, as he says in ch. iv. 6,
"Who shall give account to Him that is ready to
judge the quick and the dead," cf. ch. iv. 7. Sharing
the opinion of the other apostles concerning the
nearness of Christ's Advent to judgment, he
describes atmjpia as ready to be revealed (James
v. 7.8; Rev. i. 8; xxii. 10. 20; Heb. x. 26.87
Jude 18; 1 John ii. 18; Rom. xiii. 11. 12; 1
Cor. xv. 61; 2 Cor. v. 2. 8; Phil. iv. 6; 1 Thess.
tively,

"The inheritance to which you are
17).
ordained, has been acquired long since and prepared from the beginning of the world, but lies
as yet concealed, covered and sealed; but in
a short time, it will be opened in a moment and
disclosed, so that we may see it"
Luther.
To be revealed, hnotaXufflvai, denotes salvation fully disclosed, cf. ch. i. 7; iv. 18; v. 1.
At oh. i. 18 it refers to the announcement of the
first advent of Christ, cf. Rom. xvi. 26; and to
inward revelation at 1 Cor. ii. 10; Gal. i. 16;
iv.

iii.

28.

In the

last time,

h uupQ

taxorp, in

the completing period of salvation beginning
with the return of Christ, this is elsewhere called
owrtXeta rev aluvoc tovtov, Matt xiii. 89. 40; xxfr.
8; xxviii. 20; or# ka%ani tytkpa John xL 24; xil

24 ;

xii. 48.

In Hebrew

D'OJ tj

fiHQN

<*••

xxiv. 14; Deut iv. 89; Is. ii. 2;
Mich. iv. 1 ; Exek. xxxVtii. 16 ; Ban. x. 14, where
regard is had sometimes more to the beginning,
sometimes more to the development of that period
The last times of the present system of the world,
of the aibv ovroe are also called ArroTtu julpat,
2 Tim. iii. 1 ; Jude 18; 1 Peter L 20; 2 Peter
iii. 8, or ktrxarrf Apa, 1 John ii. 18 ; they border
upo9 those Gwr&eia, but do not coincide with
them.
Somewhat different appears the awi
loquendi of the Ep. to the Hebrews (ch. ix. 26).
xlix. 1;

Num.

M

But
awr&Xeta may be rendered, near to the
period of completion, which the author thought
immediately impending.
Ver. 6. Wherein ye greatly rejoice.—
*Ev <J connect not with tcaipdc, but with the whole
preceding sentence, verses 4 and 6. The thought
of the great possessions reserved for you, justly
In this do not let
fills you with exceeding joy.
yourselves be disconcerted by quickly patsiBg
sufferings of probation, whioh for your proof are
necessary to the happiness of all Christians.
If need be.—Ei ikov supposes that the afflictions will not be of uninterrupted continuance tad
that their duration and measure have been decreed
by the wisdom of God, and that they will not he
continued one minute longer than is needful for
us. Believers also need them in exact adjustment
to the degree to which their nature remains as
yet uncleansed of the poison of sin.

In heaviness through manifold temptations.-—Sufferings cause to the outer man pain
and grief, Heb. xii. 11, while the inner man can
rejoice in them.
iroudfoie ircipatrftoZc; iretpaafju relates to afflictions differing in kind, sent or permitted by
God as trials or tests of the reality of the Christian's religious principles, as exercising his patience and developing his desire after heavenly things. Among the peculiar temptations
to which believers wno had left Judaism were
exposed, we may mention the contempt and abuse

they met at the hands of their former coreligionists, the temporal losses to which they had to
submit and the efforts of false teachers to induce
them to deny the truth and to effect a mixture of

Judaism and Christianity.

Cf.

Heb.

x. 82; Jas.

2; Acts viii. 1 ; xv. 1; xiv. 22; 1 These, iii.
2 etc.; 2 Cor. xi. 28.
Vbb. 7. That the trial of your fidth.—Bud
of the temptations v. 7 : The splendour and preciousness of faith is to shine with a brilliancy
i.
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proportioned to their darkness [t. e. of
M.] Faith must be tested by
temptations which are consequently unable to
ar the joy of our hope in Christ.
inversely

the temptations,

T& Sotdfuov rft irtortuc. 6W/aov signifies proofstone, proof, tried integrity. Here it can only be
taken in the last sense. The proof of faith=faith
abiding the proof or test, or faith verified by trial,
et James i. 8. In the Old Testament, the proof or
trial of faith is frequently compared to the trial
of gold by the process of smelting or refining by
fire, Jobxxiii. 10; Ps. lxvi. 10; Jer. ix. 7; Zech.
xiii. 9; Mai. iii. 2.
Gold is the most precious
metal, but faith is even more precious; as gold
is tried, proved and refined by fire, so faith must
be proved and refined by the fire of temptations.
As the heat of fire separates dross from gold, so

I.

.

17

a-12.

the Apostle after having mentioned the name of
Jesus, continues in allusion to John xx. 29: whom

although you have not

known by

face, yet

'

you

relation you sustain to Him is that of
The simplest construction of elg bv is
aya?X, in expectation of whom,
and because of whom you greatly rejoice. The
present and the future are intertwined. x°P9
6e6o£aopkvy in contrast with the idle and vain joy

The

love.

the heart.

to connect it with

of the world, denotes a joy from which are separated all impure and obscuring elements, which
according to the explanation of Steinmeyer and
Weiss, contains glory in the germ, by which the
future glory irradiates already the earthly life
of Christians, and which anticipates, as it were,
the future glory. Roos: " Joy clothed in glory."

Vie. 9. Receiving the end of yonr faith,
must be separated from faith, all self- KOfu^Sfievot. Living hope regards the future as
on our own wisdom or strength, all the present The word is used of competitors in
dependence on the help of the creature, airofovfi. the games, who, upon proving victorious, carry
Think of eontumitur anmtlua utu.
[Ignatius, a off presents or prises.
rb r&o$, the end to which

all

alloy

reliance

successor of Peter at Antioch, calls his chains
"spiritual pearls. " Cyprian, speaking of the dress
of virgins, says, that when Christian women suffer

martyrdom with faith and courage, then their
•offerings are like pretiosa monilia, costly bracelets.

m

8ee Wordsworth
loco, who notices the following
passage from Hennas, Pastor i. 4, p. 440, ed.
Dressel: "Aweapartvotettu; stent enim per ig nem
evrum probatur, et utile fit, tie et voe probamini;
qm ifitwr ptrmemserint etprobati fuerint, ab eupurotbuntur; el eieut aurum emendatur et remittit
tordam tuam, eicet vos abjicietu omnem tristitiam
et emendabmmi instructuram
evpcdy already now, since often the
enemies of truth are constrained to acknowledge
•oeh fidelity of faith, innocence and patience,
bat more in the last days and in the great day

(tiuyov Xvjnj6hrrt^)

turrit.

of

—M ."]

Christ.

xii 11

;

Matt. xxv. 28; 2 Tim.
i. 12; Rev. ii. 8-10.

James

Unto praise and honour
E* bratvov

iv.

8; Heb.

—Jeans Christ. —

The reward of grace which
receive at the return of Christ
consists of (a) the praise of their fidelity of faith,
et Matt xxv. 21; 1 Cor. iv. 6; Rom. ii. 7. 10;
2 Taess. L 6; (b) the honour which Christ promises to His faithful servants and shows to them,
in fact, by the honourable position to which He
promotes them, John xii. 26; of 1 Sam. ii. 80;
Rev. xxii. 4; iii. 21; (e) of the glory, which the
Father has given to Christ, ch. i. 11. 21; Acts
k, r. X,

the elect shall

.

iu.

18;

that
ftfc

and which He

will

communicate to

all

are His, ch. iv. 18; v. 1; iv. 14. ntf and
occur often conjointly in Paul's writings, 1

Km. L 17; Rom.

ii. 7. 10;
Heb. ii. 7. 9. The
glory affecting alike the soul and the body
1 Cor. xv. 48-49; Phil. iii. 21,) appears as
the end of the whole work of redemption, (Rom.
ix. 23; 2 Cor. iii. 18; 1 Cor. ii.
7), and therefore
ss the main object of Christian hope, Rom. v.
2; CoL i. 27.
The effulgency of God will hero•iter shine out of all believers, because they hold
the most intimate communion with the glorified
Jesus.
The completion of the elect shall also
redound to the praise, honour and glory of God
Himself; of. Rev. iv. 11; v. 12. 18.
The object
is probably
not mentioned designedly.! 'Ev
miaal. tufa v. §,
Via. 8.
having not seen—full
of glory.—For the confirmation of their hope

ftuure
(cf.

—

mom

competitors in the Christian race aspire, cf. 1
Cor. ix. 24 etc.; 2 Tim. iv. 7. 8; Heb. xii. 1.—
The salvation of the soul is the end of faith and
the reward of grace, given to the Christian at
the completion of the contest, cf. Acts xv. 11;
1 Peter

6.

i.

Of which feneration—graoe that
should come unto yon. Connection: This
Veb.

10.

—

salvation increases in importance and preciousness, if we consider that the prophets did with
the utmost eagerness inquire into the means and
time of salvation, and that even the happy angels
desired to have an insight of this mystery. How
happy are we to whom is revealed, what was

concealed from them! foftreiv, to make most
and zealous inquiry into a thing and to
regard it from every point of view, k^epewgv^a
diligent

TDfTflO

,

used of miners engaged in digging

for precious metals in the bowels of the earth. They
have searched with a diligence like that displayed
in the mining of gold and silver, cf. Job xxviii.
16-19 ; Prov. iii. 14-18. nepl rife eig bpag ^4/wrof
They did prophesy of the saving grace, which
by the life, the sufferings and the death of Christ
has risen upon a sinful world (the whole world
of sinners). This grace is no longer represented
to you by various types, but has become real.
Cf.

John L

17.

Vib. 11. What, or what manner of timeglory that should follow. Etc riva fj irolov
Their inquiries were not only of a general
Kotodv.
character, how many years would have to elapse
to the advent of the Messiah, but had also particular referenoe to the peculiar condition and
characteristics of that time and to the relations
of the Jewish people to foreign powers, rb

—

h

The explanation, 'the spirit
Xptarov,
testifying of Christ,' which is even found in
avrolc

irv.

inadmissible on grammatical grounds.
may be conceived as follows: The
same Spirit of God, the Messianic Spirit, who in
the course of time operated in the person of
Christ, revealed himself in the prophets; tie
Schmid II., de Wette, Weiss. But more simple
and natural appears the ancient interpretation,
that it was the spirit belonging to the preexisting
Messiah from eternity, and which He was conse-

Bengel,

Perhaps

is

it
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quently able to impart to the prophets. Thus
the preexisting Messiah is mentioned at 1 Cor.
Weiss quotes Barnabas (Ep. 5 Hefele
x. 4. 9.
patres apost. Opp. ed. 8, 1847,).* prophetm abipso
habcnte* donum prophetarunt, and Calvin : veteres
prophetias a Chritio ipso dictates, cf. v. 20; John
ra elg Xpurrbv iratyp. Sufferxii. 41 ; CoL i. 17.
ings in store for, waiting for Christ. rdf pera
rairra d6%ac, sufferings and glory are thus connected, Luke xxiv. 26; cf. Matt xvi. 21. It is
a treasure of glories, of which Christ has taken
possession and which will be fully revealed at
the marriage of the Lamb, Rev. xix. 7.
look into. 'AttokoX.
Ver. 12. Unto
relates to the communication of things new, and

—

whom—

4-6; iii. 28; xi. 8; Rev. i. 4-6. Nevertheless,
the Scriptures teach us firmly to maintain the
true Divinity of Christ, although, the quo nodo
of such simultaneous equality and dependence of
Being transcends our powers of comprehension.

The

filial

relation

among men

affords, however,

an analogy. [Cf. the following section of the
Athanasian Creed : "Scd necessarium estadteter~
nam Salutem, ut Tneamationem quoque Domini nostri
Jesu Christ* fideUter eredaU Est ergo Fides recta,
ut credamus et confiteamur, quia Dommus noster
Jesus Christus, Dei FiUus, Dens pariter et Bono
est.
Deus est ex Substantia Patris ante sxeula
genitus: Homo ex Substantia Matris in ssscula natut.
Perfectus Deus, perfectus Homo ex anima rational*
et humana came subsistens.
JEquaUs Patri secundum Divinitatem : Minor Patre secundum Humanitatem.
Qui licet Deus sit et Homo, non duo tame*,
sed unus est Christus.
Uhus autem, non conversme
DwinUatis in Carnem, sed adsumtione Humamtatu
in Deum.
Uhus omnino, non confusione Subttantim, sed unitate Personm.
Nam sicut Anima rationaUs et Caro unus est Homo ; ita Deus et Homo

previously unknown, cf. Matt. x. 26; Rom. i. 18;
bri
ahra. so. 7ra%*. *. <fo£. should
1 Cor. iii. 18.
be treated as a parenthesis in answer to the question, Why were those things revealed to them,
seeing they were not permitted to realise their
fulfilment? It was not done for their sake, but
for ours; they were thereby to minister unto us.
evayyeXujapivuv ip&c, who have evangelized you,
brought you the glad tidings. From this it may unus est Christus. " Fides Catholioa w. 27-85.
be inferred that others besides Peter had first -M.]
preached the Gospel to those Christians, at all
(2). As corporeal life presupposes birth, so does
spiritual life, Jno. iii. 8, and just as man is unable
events that he was not their only teacher.
cf.
xxiv.
ii.
to
Luke
beget and bring forth himself into physical
anoordtevn hi? ovpav.
49; Acts
While in the and earthly life, so his spiritual generation and
2, etc.; Gal iv. 6; John xv. 26.
meet
with
the
new-birth
frequently
exwe
are equally independent of himself.
Old Testament
pression that the Spirit fell on the prophets, Esek.
(8). As there are two men in every true
iii. 1 ; xi. 6; denoting the suddenness, the passing Christian, a new man and an old one, so heaviand overpowering nature of His influence, He is ness in manifold temptation and rejoicing may
Kapcutfabtu readily co-exist, v. 6.
in the New Testament said to be tent.
properly to stand by and stoop down, in order
(4). Our Lord's return has. been one of the
to examine something very closely, to look at fundamental articles of the faith of universal
something with the countenance bent down. The Christendom in every age of the Church's history.
salvation, revealed by Jesus Christ, contains a To hide this important doctrine under a bushel,
wealth of thoughts and ideas that is unfathoma- is at once a defect of teaching and in opposition
ble even to the angels, cf. James i. 25; Eph. iii. to the mind of Christ and His apostles, v. 7. It
Their looking into has already begun and is to be noticed that the return of Christ shall be
10.
This is indicated by the preceded, not only by several ages, but also, by
is still continuing.
[Wordsworth: This high and holy several ends of ages, with typical final judgAorist
mystery wnich represents the angels themselves ments, as St. Paul speaks of jtMi r&v cu&vov. The
bending over the Word of God enshrined in the flood, the dispersion of the ten tribes, the judgArk of the Church, was symbolised by the figures ment on Judah, but especially the destruction
of the Cherubim of Glory spreading their wings, of Jerusalem and the conquest of Palestine, were
and bending their faces, and shadowing the in a certain sense such final judgments, cf. 1 Cor.
Mercy-seat, in the Holy of Holies, upon the Ark, x. 11.
in which were kept the Tables of the Law written
(6). Verses 10-12, afford us an insight into the
by. God (Ex. xxv. 18-22; Heb. ix. 4. 6); and by mode of prophetic inspiration, and into the rethe side of which was the Pentateuch. Deut lation of the Divine influence andf the free mental
activity of the prophets.
They met, as it were,
xxxi. 24-26.—M.]
the Spirit of God with their earnest longings
for salvation ; the Spirit communicated to them
the main burden of prophecy; while the time
DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
and details of the beginning of salvation were
They
(1). The circumstance that the first person in left to their researches and inquiries.
the Godhead is described as the God and Father made a free appropriation of what the Spirit
of Jesus Christ, points indisputably to a certain had disclosed to them, and sought to apply it to
dependence of the Being of Christ on the Father, time and circumstances.
[The Scripture/act* on the subject of inspiration
not only with respect to the humanity of our
Lord, but, also, with respect to His Divine nature. are as follows: the subjects of inspiration were
ThuB Christ called the Father His God, even after permitted to make diligent and faithful research
His resurrection, Jno. xx. 17; Rev. iii. 12; ii. 7. (Lukei. 1-4), to clothe the same thought in differWith this agree the expressions of the Apostles, ent language (cf. Matt. xxvi. 26, 27; Luke xiii.
Eph. i. 17; Rom. xv. 6; 2 Cor. xi. 81 ; CoL i. 8. 19. 20,; 1 Cor. xi. 24. 25; also Matt. iii. 17; Mk.
Where the three supreme names are mentioned i. 11; Luke iii. 22), give distinctive colouring to
together, the Father only is called God by em- their accounts ; according to the circumstances that
phasis, 1 Pet. i. 1. 2; 2 Cor. xiii. 18; 1 Cor. xii. grouped round their individuality (compare the

—

—
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character and early associations of the four
ET&ngelists, as well as the scope of each Gospel,
compare, also, the style of Ezekiel and Isaiah,
of John and Paul), to cite other inspired authorities (Ps. cviil. and Ps. lvii. 7-11 ; lx. 6-12, etc.),
to use uninspired documents (Josh. x. 13; Numb.
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ries of the plan of salvation,

who

are represented

by jthe Cherubim on the mercy- seat, how much
more highly ought we to prize the knowledge of
salvation in Christ!

Starkk

—Would

you give the consolation of
?
If the hope be living, the
xxL 14 Jude ix. 14, 15), they sometimes were un- inheritance is sure, viz., the crown that never
fades, the treasure that none can steal.
certain of the precise meaning and application of
Abide
v.

:

8-9 for an empire

;

their message (1 Pet. i. 10-12; Dan. xii. 8, etc.).
and their message was delivered in language approved by the Divine Spirit (1 Pet. i. 10. 11 ; Dan.
xii. 8; 2 Tim. iii. 16 ; Heb i. 1 ; 1 Cor. ii. 12. 13),
see Angus's Bible Handbook, {{ 146-150, for a
"Inspiration is
brief account of Inspiration.
such an immediate and complete discovery by the
Holy Spirit, to the minds of the sacred writers, of
those things which could not have otherwise been
known, and such an effectual superintendence as

the heat.

How

short is suffering

—how long the

God will give
heart shall praise Uim.
Hedingeb: Regeneration is solely the work
of God all-merciful, who helps the wretched
from a spiritual death to spiritual life. Children and friends inherit our goods ; those therefore who desire to receive the heavenly inheritance must be the children and friends of God,
Rom viii. 16. 17. If you find this present time
sorrowful and anxious, have patience; in the
to those matters which they might have been informed of by other means as entirely preserved world you shall have tribulation : look joyfully
them from error in every particular, which could forward to the last time that shall put an end
in the least affect any of the doctrines or precepts to all grief, and bring you eternal glory.
God
Scott's Essays.
M.I knows best what medicine He has to use for and
contained in their books."
what burdens He has to lay on each, in order to
(6). Since, according to v. 11, the Spirit of
Christ wrought in the prophets, the prophetical kill the old Adam.
As gold is the most precious
writings must possess an authority not inferior metal, so faith is the most noble of the manifold
gifts in the kingdom of grace, and as much passes
to the testimony of Christ in the New Testament.
Both Testaments contain one and the same prin- for faith without being it, so the cross decides
ciple of revelation, one kernel and centre ; but its genuineness.
The sum-total of the doctrine
while the Old Testament is only the threshold of Christ treats of His humiliation and exaltaand fore-testimony of the New Testament, the tion.
For Christ had to drink of the brook and
New Testament is the end and fulfilment of the therefore shall He lift up His head, Ps. ex. 7 ; suffer
and enter into glory. If any be bowed down with
Old.
grief, let him take comfort from the example of
Christ and the words of the Apostle: suffering
HOMILETIOAL AND PRACTICAL.
first, glory after.
The reverse takes place among
it is
Christianity is essentially a life of hope
the children of this world, with them joy comes
founded on living hope.
The eye of faith looks first, and then grief, 2 Tim. ii. 12 ; Lk. vi. 26.—
out for the glorious revelation of Jesus Christ Kapff :
What is genuine faith ? 1. birth out of
from heaven, for the first resurrection, for the (emanating from) God ; 2. an assurance of what
heavenly city of peace (Jerusalem), for the pre- is unseen; 8. an inheritance of eternal life.
cious inheritance, for the new heaven and the new Lisco:
Christian hope; (a) its foundation; (b)
earth.
He that has' become conscious of his sin- its object; (c) its power; (d) its glorious refulness and manifold bondage and has fixed his eye ward.
Eternal salvation: (a) it was the object
on the heavenly treasure, must needs celebrate of the longing of the holy prophets ; (b) it is made
the praises of God.
Without regeneration there to depend on a certain order ; (c) it is announced
is no partaking of the heavenly inheritance.
to all as existing.
The blessedness of Christian
Nothing short of Divine power is sufficient to hope; (a) it flows from mercy ; (b ) it is the most
keep us unto salvation.
The hope of faith is the precious of all possessions ; (c) nothing can pluck
root out of which grows the fruit of a spiritual it from us.
What is the glorious goal which the
joy, serene and triumphant over pain.
When children of Vie kingdom go forth to meet? (a)
the Christian contemplates the glorious fruit and This goal is the heavenly inheritance ; (b) it is
Us consequences, he can rejoioe at what most founded on the mercy of God ; (c) the way to it,
deeply pains the children of this world.
persevering faith, is not without manifold tribuThe mystery of afflictions and temptations in lation ; (d) it was the object of the longing of
believers.— The solution of the riddle lies in their all the saints of old.
The living hope to which
scope—proof, separation from dross, exercise and we Christians are born again, by the resurrection
purification.
The world's joy never comes up to of Jesus Christ from the dead; 1. its preciousthe terms in which its praises are published in ness in respect of its cause, object and influspeech or in song, while the opposite holds good of ence ; 2. its certainty ; (a) the love and faith of
Christian joy.
What must be the character of the members of Christ (6) from the declarations
such as desire to be partakers of the kingdom of of the prophets and evangelists.
The Christian's
Christ ?
Disparity and similarity in the dispo- gladness in sadness; 1. because of the life of resition and situation of believers of the Old and
generation^ 2. because of his inheritance; 8.
New Testaments. The sweet harmony of the because of Divine protection ; 4. because of sufprophets in their predictions of Christ.
The fering ; 6. because of future joy. Stacdt.
Holy Ghost the best Teacher.
[Vv. 8. 4. 1. The Christian's title to the heavenThe words of Jesus and the Apostles a precious ly inheritance—begotten again; 2. his assurance
key to the right understanding of prophecy.
If of it a lively hope; 8. the immediate cause of
the angels greatly desire to look into the myste- both—Jesus Christ
the abundant
4. The source
Heavenly

glittering eternity !

above, evermore
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mercy of God. A living hope ; the world's highest
motto is * dum spiro spero,* the Christian may add
< dum expiro spero I '
Abundant mercy. Great sins
and great miseries need great mercy, and many

—

and many miseries need many mercies.
Lore will stammer rather than be
dumb. v. 6. "Salvation will God appoint for
walls and bulwarks;" what more safe than to
be walled with salvation itself ? cf. Pro?, zyiii.
10.
v. 6. The battle tries the soldier, the storm
sins

(Bernard).

—

—

—

the pilot. Christian militant dignum Deo spectaeulum.
v. 7. An unskillful beholder may think
it strange to see gold thrown into the fire and
left there for a time ; but he that puts it there,
would be loath to lose it ; his purpose is to make
some costly piece of work of it ; every believer
gives himself to Christ, and He undertakes to present him blameless unto the Father ; not one of
them shall be lost, nor one drachm of faith ; they
shall be found, and their faith shall be found,
when He appears. That faith that is here in the
furnace, shall be then made up into a crown of
pure gold, it shall be found unto praise and honour
and glory. v. 8. The sun seems less than the
wheel of a chariot ; but reason teaches the philosopher that it is much larger than the whole
earth ; and the cause why it seems so little is its
great distance. The naturally wise man is as far
deceived by this carnal reason in his estimate of
Jesus Christ, the Sun of righteousness, and the

—

>

—

—

CHAPTER

cause

is the same, his great distance from Him,
Ps. x. 5.
"If I have any possessions, health,
credit, learning, this is all the contentment I hare
of them, that I have somewhat I may despise for
Christ, who is totus desiderabiUs et totum desidtrabile" Greg Nazian. Orat. 1.
There is an inseparable intermixture of love with belief. If yon
ask, how shall I do to love, I answer, believe. If you
ask, how shall I believe ? I answer, love.—Joy
unspeakable.—It were a poor thing if he that

—

cf.

—

hath

it,

could

tell it all out.

(Pauperis

est numerart

And when the soul has most of it, then
remains most within itself, and is so inwardly taken up with it that it can then least of
all express it
It is with joys, as they say of
pecus).
it

cares and griefs, leves loquuntur, ingentes stupenL
The deepest waters run stillest True joy is a
solid, grave thing (Res severa est verwn gaudum.
Sen.), dwells more in the heart than in the faoe;
whereas base and false joys are but superficial,
skin-deep (as we say) ; they are all in the face.—
Lauda mellis duleedinem quantum polesf quinonguttaverit,

non

inielliget.

—Aug.—

v.

12.

The

true

preachers of the gospel, though their ministerial
gifts are for the use of others, yet that salvation
they preach, they lay hold on and partake of
themselves, as your boxes wherein perfumes are
kept for garments and other uses, are themselves
perfumed by keeping them ! From Lkightoh by

M.]

I.

18-21.

Ahaitsis:—Exhortations to firmness and sobriety, to holiness in mind and conversation, to filial reverence of God,—ell
founded on love and gratitude for the precious redemption by the blood of Christ.

13
14

l

Wherefore gird up the loins of your mind, be sober, and hope to the end
is to be brought unto you at the revelation of Jesus Christ; 'As

for the grace that

obedient children, not fashioning yourselves according to the former lusts in your
ignorance : * But as he which hath called you is holy, so be ye holy in all manner
16, 17 of conversation; * Because it is written, Be ye holy; for I am holy. 'And if ye
call on the Father, who without respect of persons judgeth according to every
man's work, pass the time of your sojourning here in fear : 'Forasmuch as ye know
18
that ye were not redeemed with corruptible things, as silver and gold, from your vain
conversation received by tradition from your fathers 1 ; But with the precious blood
19
of Christ, as of a Lamb without blemish and without spot : 'Who verily was fore20

15

21

•

ordained before the foundation of the world, 'but was manifest in these last times for
10
you, Who by him do believe in God, that raised him up from the dead, and gave
him glory; "that your faith and hope might be in God.
of the mind girded and with soberness of spirit, fix all your hope os
the grace which is being brought to you in the revelation of Jeens Christ.—M.]
[Translate .-—Wherefore gird up the loins of your mind, being sober, and hope perfectly for the grace wnica
- - .—M.]
is being
German. M.]
[* Children of obedience, so Greek.
r* Bnt after the pattern of that Holy One-—de Wette, Alford.—M.]
[* Conversation—'behaviour.—M.]
of Text. Rec.,—omits e t p **—M.]
[Co<LSin. §10.—i<x*<x9ai 8t6ri for yivevB*
[» And if ye call upon as Father, llim, etc., so German after the Greek.—M.]

Verse

18. [*

Verse
Verte

14.
16.

Verse. 10.

Verse 17.

German :—Wherefore with the loins

—

on

—

*A.vA<rrp*46ii9VQi. M.J
[•Knowing that.—M.J
vain conrersation, delivered to you from your fathers
your
of
Out
P
[Cod. Sin.

Verse

18.

German.—M.]

Verse 20.

[»

Who

indeed, instead

of,

(Alford), inherited from the JstMn*

Who verily.—M.]

*
p But was manifested.— M.]
[Cod. Bin. *&v€yvo»<r*.—J<rx aTot rov xP^kov. (••tSi' XP<* r " *)—**•]
po Who through Him believe on God.—M.]
fa So that your faith and hope are on God.—M.]
[German :—So that your faith may also become hope in God.—M.]

—

Verse 21.

[Cod. Sin.

•cyttporr.—M.]
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honour and glory. Then, at the appearing of
Christ, it will become manifest, what is meant by
being in favour (by standing in grace) with God,

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.
Veb. 13. Wherefore, At6 refers to all the
preceding account of the possession (by grace)
The New Testament state of grace
of the elect.
is mainly designed to beget a perfect hope in the
future consummation and perfecting of salvation.
This hope essentially facilitates the full use of salTation with a view to holiness, to which exhortaIn v. 18, hope should
tion is made in r. 14, etc.
oe regarded as the central and leading idea, the
other exhortations being added as participles.
The object of that hope is the grace, which manThe
ifests itself in ovrqpla, in perfect salvation.
preposition
does not indicate the ground and
strength of hope as Steiger and Weiss maintain,
for it is not contrary to the New Testament usus
loqutndi to connect hri with the object, cf. 1 Tim. v.
5; Acts ix. 42; xi. 17; xxii. 19; Winer, 6th edition, p. 241; 1 Jno. iii. 8; 2 Cor. i. 10; Acts xxiv.
16.--Join TeXeiug not with vtflavrz$ but with kXnieart.
The hope existing in its first beginnings
shall become so firm, that no suffering shall be
able to shake it, and that it shall embrace whatever it contains in itself, and that it shall ever
continue to the end.
[ita, ut nihil disideretur.

M

—

WthL—M.]

18-21.

—

Mai. iv. 2. It has already been announced to
you by the prophets (verse 12) but by Christ it is
laid at your door, yea, laid in your bosom.

—

—

Gird up sober.—'AvaZoodftevot vfypovrec.
The perfect hoping is more clearly defined and
confirmed by two participial additions. The first
exhorts to girding up the loins. Peter thinks
doubtless of the words of Jesus, " Let your loins
be girded about," Luke. xii. 25 and with a view to
avoiding all misunderstanding, adds, "the loins
of your mind." Perhaps he alludes also to the
significant commandment, "With your loins
girded" Ex. xii. 11 and in that case the explan;

ation of the addition is more simple and evident,
cf. Jer. i. 17 ; Eph. vi. 14.
The loins were girded
by gathering the long folds of the wide undergarment in a girdle in order to supply the body
with a firm stay and to remove all hinderances,
when the object was to work, to set out on a jourdey, to run, to carry a burden, to wrestle or to
go to war. So the Christian should gird the
di&voia, gather up all distractedness an4 fickleness, and be astir and ready, that is, his thoughts
and his will should be alive and concentrated
when there is a call for work, for fight and for
suffering.
Beware of distractedness and idleness, but also of irritation, morbid excitement

—

For the grace brought to you. 'Enl ri)y
x&PLV The proper meaning of this
expression depends on the interpretation of kv and exaggeration and eccentricity.
Sobriety
AxonaXinpeu
The verb airoKa^Jbirreiv occurs indeed is to be the preventive of the latter. Both the
in a wider sense, to denote the revelation of the girding and the sobriety are to be taken figuratruth to the mind, Or that of Jesus Christ, Matt. tively, although sobriety of the body is taken
jepofthqv ifitv

-

xi.25; xvi. 17; Lk.
1 Cor.

ii.

10.

Hence

x*.

21; Gal.

atroicaMnj>tg

i.

16;

iii.

uvonjpiov

28;

Rom.

and several times anoKdkbpts 'I^rov Xp«rtdv. It is applied to inward revelation as contrasted with human instruction, Gal. i. 12 ; Rev. i. 1
cf. Eph. i. 17; iii. 8; 2 Cor. xii. 1. But if anoKaXfofuc
Tjjgov Xptarov without the article, and without
farther specification, is the constant expression
denoting the visible return of Christ.
It is never
used of His first advent in the flesh, cf. ch. i. 7,
iv. 18; v. 1; 2 Thess. i.7; Rom. viii. 18. 19; 1
Cor. i. 7.
Particularly decisive are v. 6 and v. 7,
where the reference is evidently to the second advent of Christ in the flesh. So CEcum. Theophylact,
xvi. 26;

Carpzov, Starke and others. It is difficombine both ideas, viz. an inward and

Grotius,
cult to

:

Compare
Rom. xiii.

the exhortation at Luke
Elsewhere sobriety
is joined with vigilance that shall ward off all
sleepiness and indolence, 1 These, v. 6 ; 1 Pet. v.
8; sometimes it occurs, as here, alone, 1 Thes.
v. 8 ; 2 Tim. iv. 5 ; 1 Pet. iv. 7.
[Mentis sobrietas
et vigilantia requiritur, sicque metaphora in lumborum cinctura prius reposita kf-rryeru&c explicatur.
Gerhard. « Non temperantiam solum in cibu et potu
commendat, sed sprritualem potius sobrielatem, quum
sensus omnes nostros continemus, nt se huj'tu mundi
illecebris inebrient.'
Calvin.
M.] The hope of
Christians might become mixed up with foolish
and fanatical fancies of, the glories of a temporal
Messianic kingdom and premature expectations of the same as in the case of the Thessalonians (cf. 1 Thess. v. 6. 8; 2 Thess. ii. 2, etc.)
against which the Apostle wishes to warn them.
The present tense denotes necessary endurance in
sobriety, while the Aorists foirioare and avafuodfievoi concentrate the lasting action, as it were
for granted.
xxi. 84, and

—

14.

—

an outward revelation (Calvin, Beza, Bengel), and
a clear sense possible only on the consideration
that the revelation or advent of Christ to judgment is necessarily both inward and outward. The
Apostle sees the advent of Christ as nearly impending, indeed as already present, ch. iv. 7 ; i. into one moment and denote them to depend upon
20, and consequently speaks of grace, not as to one principal act.
be brought unto them hereafter, but as already
Vkr. 14. As children of obedience. Who
brought to them [even now bearing down upon sets his hopes in grace alone acquires the impulse
them. M.].
In this sense ftpeiv is used in the and ability to fulfil the commandment of holiness.
LXX. at Gen. xxxiii. 11. Hence it is unnecessary The exhortation proper is contained in v. 15. The
to assume a confusion of the present and future contrary of children of obedience, are children
tenses.
x&P*G ** tne usual sense, not=;r4p*<7/za, of disobedience, in whom the devil is working,
as Grotius maintains. The objection of Weiss Eph. ii. 2; v. 6; CoL iii. 6; who are consethat the general biblical representation makes quently called children of wrath, Eph. ii. 8 ; 2
the second advent of Christ not a second revela- Pet. ii. 14. Obedience comprises here, as in ch.
tion of grace, but a revelation of righteous judg- i. 2. both the willing reception of the word of God
ment, ch. iv. 6 ; Rom it 6, is met by clear pass- and subjection to its precepts.
Children of
ages, e. g. Lk. xxi. 28.
To the ungodly it will light, Eph. v. 8, are such as are born out of light
be a day of terror, but to believers a day of and into light, with the property and calling

—

—
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to shine as lights ; so children of faith are such
as are born out of faith and into the life of faith
and obedience. Our heavenly Father is their begetter, ch. i. 8. 17, and assurance of faith coupled with obedience their mother, while on the
other hand the devil is the father of unbelievers
Jno. viii. 44; and evil concupiscence their mother.
*&c denotes the reason, because you are children
of obedience, cf. v. 19; ch. ii. 13; iv. 16.
[riKva

"This

phraseology," says Winer,
Gram., 6th ed. p. 252, "is to be attributed to the
vivid imagination of Orientals, which represents
mental and moral derivation or dependence
under the form of son or child. Sir. iv. 11.
Children of disobedience are those who are related
to arreideia as a child to a mother, those in whom
disobedience has become predominant and a
second nature." M.]
Not fashioning—ignorance. The exhorimoKoifc*

—

—

tation to holiness is now more clearly defined by
reference to their ante-Christian state. As Christians, you dare not pursue a course that is in
unison with your former walk in sinful lusts.
avoxnparl&oBai (from oxfiua, the form of a thing,
the fashion and mode of life, the manner in
which one appears) to form or fashion one's self
after something, to conform to it, Rom. xii. 12;
to make oneself like to, cf. ch. viii. 12; 1 Thess.
Lusts are not sensual impulses and wants
v. 22.
only, but desires of what is different from what
God allows, desires of evil comprehensively described by John (1 John ii. 16) as the lust of the
flesh, the lust of the eye and the pride of life ; cf.
Gal. v. 19 etc. They inolude, also, the proud aims
of ambition, of the lust of power and of the desire
of knowledge. The lusts are more clearly defined by 'in your ignorance.'
Sin darkens the

character of the Epistle, but this is not conclusive per se.
The Aorist Imperative demotes an
action that is to take place immediately, cf. Winer,
Gram. 6th ed. p. 329.
All manner of conversation, in all your behaviour toward God and your neighbour. [Nulla
sit pars vitss gum, non hune bonum sanctitaiis odorem
redoleat.
Calv.—-M.]

Vbb.

16.

the reason

Because it la written. 6i6n gires
why holiness is necessary. For yhtofo,

Lachmann and Tischendorf read iaeoBe.

The end

and aim of believers is the same in the New
Testament and in the Old Testament, although
Man's holiness is effected
the ways are different.
by his participating in the holiness of God in
Christ, Heb. xii. 10; Lev. xx. 8.
if ye call npon as Father Him. #doea
not denote doubt, but the necessary consequence
[Si non dubitantis at,
of the one from the other.
Est tnim omnium renased supponentis rem notam.
torum communis oratio, Pater noster qui es in ealu.
EstiuB.
You ought not to regard God as
M.]

And

—

call upon Him as such in the
Lord's Prayer, if you will not walk before Him
in holy fear.
The exhortation to a holy conrersation is parallel to a conversation in the fear of
God; both are founded on the filial relation.
kirucriXcloOe may mean simply to call or to call
upon or pray to. Gerhard recognised already a
reference to the Lord's Prayer. If you confess
before the world in your prayer that God is at
cf. ch.
once your Father and Judge, then .
;
In
i. 14; iL 2; Matt. v. 46. 48; Luke vi. 85.
the Old Testament God is called the Father of
Israel on account of the peculiar covenant-relation, into which He had entered with Israel, MaL
ii. 10; i. 6; Deut xxxii. 6; cf. 2 Sam. vii. 14. The
understanding by the cloud of prejudices and Apostle doubtless thinks here of Mai. i.6 etc. where
false notions, cf. Rom. i. 21; Eph. iv. 18; and a similar condition is found, where God's relation
ignorance on the other hand, is the mother of of Father and Master is made the reason of an
many sins. A hint might be found in the cir- exhortation to reverence, where, at v. 8 and 9 the
cumstance that the Epistle is addressed to former question is twice asked, "Will He regard your
heathens, who were devoid of all clear moral persons?" and where ch. ii. 2, the judicial reveconsciousness, of all definite discrimination be- lation of God is mentioned, cf. ii. 9; x. 12; iii.
tween good and evil, between right and wrong; 6. 18; [S. Barnabas, Ep. 4; " Meditemur timorem
but the Jews also are charged with ignorance Dei, Dominusnon accepta persona judical mundum;
as the reason of their rejecting Christ, Acts, unusquisque secundum quodfacit accipiet. M.]
to which their
without respect of persons work.
iii. 17, etc., and the degree
moral consciousness had been confused and
wywiowov %auj36vetv—
, Luke xx. 21
clouded by the tenets of the Sanhedrim, is well
known. This passage therefore is not decisive. is to regard the person, to take cognisance of outIn the case of believers, lusts belong to the past, ward relations, to make injurious distinction beinasmuch as their power is virtually broken and tween rich and poor, the talented and the unthe spirit has the supremacy, although it must talented, high and low, citizens and strangers,
James ii. 4. God judges very differently; He
ever contend with the law in their members.
Vkr. 15. Bnt according to the pattern looks at the heart and the character of men and

your Father nor

.

.

—
—

Who

DOS N20

of that Holy

One who hath

called yon.
must appear in the life.

at their exhibition in deeds.
Justification at the
last-judgment depends upon the inward state and
Conform not to your former lusts but aspire after the outward works of believers and unbelievers.
conformity to the Holy God; avoxm^xTt^6uevot So taught our Lord Himself, Matt. xvi. 27; vil
may be understood; so (Ecumenius and Theophylact. 19; xxv. 81 etc.; and with this agree John, Rev.
7.: iii. 11 ; John ch. viii. 61 ; cf. ch. xiii.
Calling is closely connected with election, being xxii. 12
the realization and assurance of it. It takes 16; James, ch. ii. 18 etc.; Peter, 1 Peter ii. 12 and
place sometimes mediately sometimes immedi- Paul, Eom. ii. 6 etc.; viii. 18; 2 Cor. v. 10; Eph.
The Scripately ; its end is the light and salvation of God vi. 8; Col. iii. 24. 26; GaL vi. 7-9.
out from the darkness, ch. ii. 21. If God calls, it tures uniformly teach that forgiving grace is not
is man's duty to hear and to follow, cf. 1 Sam. iii. conditioned by any work; it is absolutely free
10.
Thus he becomes, by constant yielding, a and unmerited and presupposes nothing beyond
Weiss sees in the reference a penitent mind and an appropriating of the
child of obedience.
to the Holy God a hint of the Old Testament righteousness of Christ; but it insists npon a

What

is

in the heart

;
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corresponding with the will of God, and even
needed strength to lead fr. Faith
must work by love, Gal. v. 6. It is Ine living
root of all good works, while unbelief is the father
God looks upon the life of a man
of every sin.
Hence we have here the
as one connected work.
singular ipyov as at Matt zvi. 27 irpaijic; for God
looks at the one source of all our work, on our
relation to the truth revealed in our conscience and
in His word. But since all rational creatures ought
to know the perfect justice of His decision, He
judges them according to their works and here all
mankind fall into only two classes. There is no
inconsistency between this passage and John v. 22,
where it is said that the Father judgeth no man,
bat hath committed all judgment unto the Son
[for, as Didymus says, the Father is the /one
judieu, judteante filio Pater eat qui judical.
M.],
just as the creation of the world is ascribed to
the Father, although mediated by the* Son, John
L 1 etc.; cf. 1 Peter iii. 12. 22; iv. 5; v. 4; 2
Peter ii. 9.
[John v. 22 clearly implies that He
who has delegated the judgment to the Son is

;
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18-21.

life

the special allusion in irapouua, sojourning see

supplies the

ch.

—

ii.

11.

Of the gift of the spirit of holiness.
6. Of our new birth by the living Word of
God.—M.]
Yeb. 18. Forasmuch as ye know. The
6.

—

consideration of the inestimable benefit of salvation supplies a new argument for aspiration to
holiness of mind and conversation, v. v. 18. 19.
Bede gives the right connection. " In proportion
to the price at which you have been redeemed
from the corruption of carnal life should be your
fear not to grieve your Saviour's heart by a relapse, for the punishments'will correspond to the
worth of the ransom. 1 ' This knowledge is the
knowledge of faith, flowing from the fundamental
consciousness of Christians, cf. oh. iii. 9 ; v. 9

James

i.

8.

Redeemed.

hrrpow denotes not any release
or deliverance, but to release by payment of a
corresponding ransom. It corresponds to the

7&0

Hebrew
and fTlfl , Ex. vi. 6 ; Ps. lxxiv.
- T
T T
2; lxxvii. 16; cvi. 10; Deut. vii. 8; ix. 26; Jer.
as Weiss maintains, against the Petrine and xv. 21; xxxi. 11.
So Christ says that He was
Johannean fundamental conceptions of the Chris- giving His life as a ransom for many, Matt xx.
tian life, as expressed Rom. viii. 15; 2 Tim. i. 7;
28: cf. Mark x. 46; 1 Tim. ii. 6; Titus ii. 14.
1 John iv. 18.
These passages speak of a slavish The comparison of the blood of Christ with gold
fear which in believers makes room to filial love; and silver proves that the word must be taken in
filial fear and dread remains also in the children
its original sense.
igayopdZetv is used in the
of God, while they continue in a state of imper- same sense at Gal. iii. 18; 1 Cor. vi. 20; vii. 28;
fection; it flows from the contrast between them- Rev. v. 9.
The manner in which the redemption
selves and God, from their dependence on Him has been effected, is therefore the production
and their remembrance of His holiness and justice, and payment of an equivalent, viz.: the satisfacfrom the possibility of a relapse, cf. Phil. ii. 12, tion, the substitution, cf. Eph. v. 2; i. 7; Rom.
and mostly exhibits itself as a holy fear to grieve iii. 24; Heb. ix. 15.
Who received the ransom?
Mb love, to displease Him and to provoke His Not the devil as maintained by some, but the
disfavour.
Calvin: "Fear is here opposed to Supreme Lawgiver and Judge. The justice of
security, " ct Rom. xi. 20; 2 Cor. vii. 1; 2 Peter God, outraged by sin, was satisfied
the satisfaciii. 17; Ps. xxxiv.
reason of tion itself, however, being appointed by the love
10; xix. 10.
fear is also contained in the additional clause:
of God Himself; allusions to which are even
"the time of your sojourning," while you tarry found in the sacrifices of the Old Testament, Lev.
here below among strangers.
Tou are not yet xvii. 11. Because this last passage states that the
at home, but only on the way; like seafaring men soul of the flesh is in the blood and that it is the
yon may possibly be cast on a strange coast. At blood which maketh atonement by the soul, cf.
all events you must fight your way through the
v. 14; blood is designated as the means of atoneworld's hatred. John xv. 19.
ment both here and Rom. iii. 24. 25; v. 8. 9;
[Wordsworth: Here is a connected series of while elsewhere the soul, the life of Christ is
arguments and motives to holiness, derived from said to have been given. Blood has atoning
a consideration,
virtue, for " without shedding of blood is no re1. Of the holy nature of Him whom we invoke
mission," Heb. ix. 22. Redemption relates thereas Father, whose children we are, whom therefore fore primarily to the curse and guilt of sin and
we are bound to imitate and to obey.
secondarily to its enslaving power. The two
2. Of His office as Judge, rewarding every man
ideas are not very sharply separated in Holy
according to his work, whom therefore we ought Writ, cf. ch. ii. 24; Is. liii. 7.
It is most dear,
Judge.— M
J
In fear. This does by no means

the

—

militate,

—

—

—A

to fear.

Of Christ's office as Redeemer, and of His
stare as an all-holy Redeemer, paying the costly
price of His own blood to ransom us from a state
of unholiness, and purchasing us to Himself,
with His blood.
Therefore we are not our own,
bat Hit; and being His, bought by His blood,
we owe Him, who is the Holy One, the service
of love and holiness.
Cf. 1 Cor. vi. 19. 20; Eph.
L 7. 14; and Clem. Bom. i. 7. arevloQjiev etc to
aiua rob Xpcorov, kcu Idu/uev <if iart. ripiov r£ BeQ
3.

*arpi avrov brt did, rift jfieripav
el 8, Aug.
Serm. 86.
4.

cwnjpiav kicxvdh.

Of our transitory condition in this

most precious blood because it is undented by
sin and passion and because it is the blood of
the God-man and more valuable by far than the
blood of many thousand valiant warriors. The
addition v. 19, og ajivov aptifwv koI aoTzDuov, etc.,
confirms our explanation. u$ indicates a wellknown reason and refers to Is. liii. While in
Isaiah the figure of the Lamb denotes immediately only the patient, silent suffering of tho
Messiah in His atoning death, the predicates used
by the Apostle, clearly relate to sacrificial lambs,
and particularly to the Paschal Lamb, cf. John
i.

life.

On

29.

86.

Every

sacrificial

without blemish, Lev.

iv.

82;

lamb had

iii.

to

6 ; xxii. 20
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6; xiv. 10; Numb, xxviii. 8. 11; Ex.
Christ as the Spiritual Sacrificial Lamb
(1 Cor. v. 7; John xix. 36 was perfectly pure
J
within and unstained by sin without, as Bengel
rightly explains.
"In tenon habet labem, neque
eztrineecut maeulam contrazit."
Cf. 1 John Hi. 5;
2 Cor. y. 21; Heb. vii. 26; Eph. y. 27. From
what are the children of God redeemed?
i.

10;

xii.

xii. 5.

From your vain conversation, inherited
from your fathers.
[So the German. M.]

—

This describes the being of this world as untrue, as haying its root in appearances, and as
devoid of all foundation, strength and vitality,
cf. Rom. i. 21; Eph. iv. 17; 1 Cor. iii. 20; 2
Peter ii. 18; Rom. viii. 20. Its main stay and
support lies in the force of habits, ideas, views,
principles and maxims transmitted from father
to child through successive generations.
Men
justify their ways, saying, 'Such was the practice of our fathers and our forefathers,' and
continue in the bonds of error and sinful lusts.
Calov. explains 7rarpoiraoa66rov of original sin and
of imitating paternal examples.
The deeprootedness of this vain conversation notwithstanding, deliverance and redemption from it is
found in the death and blood of Jesus Christ.
The Apostle does not specify hew the atonement
of Christ effects redemption from the power of
sin ; we may doubtless supply this solution (cf. 1
Peter ii. 24) thus : having been redeemed from the
curse of the law by the blood of Jesus, we are
enabled to be cleansed from sin, to be united to.
God and to approach Him with joy and oourage.
The Holy Spirit's power is present to deliver us
from the dominion of sin. X/motov, an explanatory addition serving as a transition to

what follows.
Vbr. 20. The personality and work of Christ
were neither the natural result of the world's
development nor the suddenly formed decree of
God in time [as distinguished from eternity, MJ,
as if after the lapse of four thousand years He
had suddenly thought of contriving this way of
salvation, but Christ was destined and ordained
from before the foundation of the world to redeem us by His blood hence the prophets did
foretell His life and sufferings, His death and
;

glorious exaltation, w. 11. VI.
The antithesis
QavepuOivrog does not warrant the positive conclusion that the Apostle thinks of the real (opposed
to ideal') preexist ence of Christ.
The sense might
be as follows : The Messiah having ideally existed
in the Spirit of God, in the fulness of time became also really manifest. But reverting to v.
11, where mention is made of the Spirit of Christ
in the prophets, and considering that correctly
speaking the <f>avepovvt is the manifestation of a
previously hidden existence, and that while believers are said to have been fore-ordained it is
never affirmed that they were manifested, we
feel inclined to agree with Lutz and Schumann
that the real preexistence of Christ is probably
presupposed here ; ipavtpow, however, relates also
to the continuing manifestation of Christ by the
preaching of the Gospel.

Before the foundation of the World.
*

KarafklMij the act of KarapaAteodat denotes lay-

ing something down, laying the foundation;
applied to the foundations of the earth (Job
xxxviii. 6; Prov. viii. 29)=founding, creation,

cf.

John

i.

9; Tit.

xvii. 24;
i.

Eph.

2. 3;

Col.

i.

4; 1 Cor.

i.

26.

ii.

7; 2 Tim.

The remark

of

Oettinger that the creation of the. world is called
Karapcity because the Visible originated from the
Invisible by a fall, is ingenious, but far-fetched
and untenable. He maintains that the word signifies editing off.
Tkr* kox& TUV T&» XP^Wy Tischendorff and Lachmann read koxdrov. Xp6voi periods of time shorter than aeons.
The Ktupol are
definite portions of those periods.
They are
called, Acts ii. 17; 2 Tim. iii. 1, the last days.
They form, since they have a similar character,
a unit, and are called on that account the last
hour, 1 John ii. 18, or the last time, Jude 18.
It would seem to signify therefore the period
from the glorification of Christ to His first visible
advent [vulgo, his second advent, M.J cf. t. 5;
but
may also mean, "near at hand," a sense
in which it may be shown to be used at least
with local reference. 'E^arwv to be taken as
neuter oh account of the succeeding Article.
For yon who. Believers are the end and
aim in the manifestation of the Redeemer: yon
may therefore view it, as if Christ had come for
you only, cf. 1 Cor. ii. 7. The design of His
manifestation was to make you also believers.
Tou owe it to Him that you are able to believe
(ii abrov). Weiss gives the following connection:
The manifestation of Christ effected by means
of the preaching of the Gospel (ch. i. 12) and
culminating in His resurrection and exaltation to
glory, begets believing trust in God, who did
work this miracle of miracles. He that has done
such great things is also able (humanly speaking) to accomplish the greatest and highest expectations we can cherish. Thus faith becomes
hope in God, who has done this miracle. Hope
appears here as a new feature superadded to
faith, cf. Rom. v. 2; E£h. i. 18.
[Your faith

M

—
—

—

on Christ's resurrection it was God whe
him your hope on Christ's glorification; it
God who has given him that glory. Alfbrd. M.1

rests

raised
is

;

—

Elc Biov signifies resting in, entering into God.
oore denotes
Petr. Lomb. Credendo in Deum ire.
The exhortation here
sequence not purpose.
reverts once more to v. 12, with this difference,
that what there is urged, is here supposed to

—

exist.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
1.

The disciple of Jesus must intimately combine

with confident repose in the grace of atonement,
the desire after the pattern of God to become
holy and to walk in holiness before Him, v. 13-15.
2. The state of Christians is marked by the
singular characteristic that they must become what
they are: born into lively hope, they have to
learn daily to hope anew. They stand in faith
and love, v. 6. 8, yet must ever suffer themselves
They are dead
to be anew excited thereto, v. 18.
with Christ, Col. iii. 8, yet must daily mortify anew

The riddle
their sinful members, Col. iii. 6, etc.
solved by distinguishing between what we are in
the eternal view of God and what in empirical
reality, or between what we are in the new principle of life and what in its gradual development
That which is implanted in the idea and in the
is

germ must be followed by a voluntary and all-sided
development. [This sentence may have a misty
Digitized by

Google

—
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CHAPTER
some, but I found

it difficult to give the
without a long circumlocuLight is shed upon it by the consideration
tion.
tint idea is not used in the popular, but in the
It appears to come nearer
philosophical sense.
to idtal than to idea proper.
M.] By the side

air to

tense of the original

—

new man there continues, until we die,
man who must be crucified day by day.
All exhortation to holiness of mind and

of the

the old
3.

I.

18-21.
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tinction of an adopted child, it is to be hoped,
will not complain of having to render to his
Redeemer a reasonable and joyful service, after
his former experience of the rudder and the
whip. If you meet with some adversity, think
yourself for a night in uncomfortable quarters,
you will have better accommodation when you
get home. You are greatly in error, and abuse
the Gospel, if you consider all manner of vain

—

—

and unsuc- conversation to belong to Christian liberty. In
unless the firm foundation of it lies the work of salvation, redemption as the cause
in confidence in the grace of God that meets us of salvation cannot be dissociated from the condiThe hope to which tion annexed to it, which is the renunciation of
half-way in Christ, v. 13.
the two, redemption and renunthat confidence gives rise, namely, the hope of every evil work
the glorious possession of heaven, supplies the ciation should go hand-in-hand, Luke i. 74. 75.
power of victory in view of the temptations We are bound to honour, love and obey our parents and ancestors, but not to follow them in the
and enjoyments of this earthly world.
vanity of conversation and sinful habits, Eph. vi.
4. The agreement of the Old and New Testaments is evident from the circumstance that 1. 2; Matt x. 87. Beware to form too low an opiholiness after the pattern of God is in both the nion of any man, and still more to injure his soul's
chief requirement and end of our vocation. Com- welfare, for every one has been redeemed by the
The only differ- inestimable price of the blood of Jesus. If the
pare the Sermon on the Mount
ence being that the idea of holiness in the New atoning blood of Jesus is to benefit us, we must
Testament is more profound and spiritual than also carry the innocence, gentleness and patience
of the Lamb of God, Col. i. 22.— Who, after the
in the Old.
at the last judgment will Apostle's doctrine preaches another Gospel is
6. Justification
depend on our works; our works, whether flow- not of God, but of the devil, and he is by no
ing from faith or unbelief, will determine our means to be heard, Gal i. 8.
Lisco: Motives to zeal for holiness: (a) the
respective destiny, v. 17; cf. Rom. ii. 13. 6. 7;
grace offered to Christians ; (6) the blessedness of
Matt. xxv. 84; Rev. xx. 12; 2 Cor. ix. 6.
their filial relation to. God ; (c) the redemption ef6. The blood of Jesus Christ is not the same
ss His death.
Elsewhere also it is specially em- fected by Jesus Christ.—The real character of
phasised as the means of redemption, the ransom, Christ's redeemed people : (a) they are full of faith
Rom. in. 26; v. 9; 1 John v. 6; Heb. x. 29; ix. in God and Jesus Christ; (b) earnestly struggling
22; xiii. 20; Acts xx. 28; Eph. L7; Col. i. 20; with sin they strive after holiness ; (c) they walk in
righteousness and obedience to the command1 John i. 7; Rev. L 6; v. 9; vii. 14; xii. 11.
God's law for the government of the world having ments of God; (d) they abound in zeal to do good
been broken by sin, the blood of the holy God- and are rich in faithful love of the brethren.
How the preciousness and assurance of our hope
Man is needed as an atonement, v. 19.
founded on the resurrection of Christ should
7. The resurrection of Jesus Christ is the seal
influence
our whole behaviour. The value of
set to the atoning virtue of His blood and at the
stme time the pledge of the perfecting of those, the blood of Christ: (1) what makes it invaluable:
(a)
the
holiness of Him who shed it; (b) the
who as members of His body are united to Him,
glory of the work accomplished by it; (2) what
the head.
is the evidence of our appreciation of tne value
of it.
HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.
Besseb, in illustration of v. 19, supplies the
wealthy and kind EnglishThe tightened girdle of faith is a main essen- folio wipg narrative:
man once bought in the slave-market a poor negro
tial to the pilgrim passing through the world to
neaven.
The loins serve the purposes of walking, for twenty pieces of gold. His benefactor prewarring and carrying; the powers of the soul sented him moreover with a certain sum of money,
corresponding to these purposes have need to that he might buy therewith a piece of land
be strengthened.
" The Christian in the heav- and furnish himself with a home.
I really
enly race, Must firmly set and keep his face, free?
May I go whither I will? cried the negro
Fixed on Jerusalem."
Tebsteegen. The blissful in the joy of his heart; well, let me be your
end of Christian hope, v. 18.
The grace offered slave, Maesa: you have redeemed me, and I owe
by Christ is the solid foundation for the soul's all to you.
This touched the gentleman to the
anchor to rest upon.
True faith is not an idle quick : he took the negro into his service, and he
dream nor hollow talk. The features of the re- never had a more faithful servant. But, said
generate exhibit the impress of their heavenly that Englishman, I ought to learn a lesson from
Father's image.
Spiritual blindness both the con- my grateful servant, which until then, alas, had
sequence and cause of the dominion of sinful lusts. little engaged my. attention, namely, what is.
t. 14.— Fear of self-deception, relapse and new
meant by the words: "Ye know that ye were not
offences against God is the sure guardian of our redeemed with corruptible things, as silver and.
hope.— How do we recognize the time of our visi- gold but with the precious blood of Christ."
tation?
[Veb. 13. Grace is bearing down upon, coming
What glorious hopes flow from the glory
which Christ has obtained from His Father? to meet the Christian who with girded loins sets
Staru. Would you be God's child, you must out on his pilgrimage. The prodigal son was
imitate Him, Eph. vJ 1.—v. 17.
What a great met by his Father. M.] Faith establishes the
alliance! a bought slave, preferred to the dis- heart on Jesus Christ, and hope lifts it up, being
conversation will prove ineffectual
cessful,

—

—

—

A

—

—
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—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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on that rock, oyer the head of all interrenlng
dangers, crosses and temptations, and sees the
glory and happiness that follow after them.
Gather up your affections, that they hang not
down to hinder yon in your race and so in your
hopes of obtaining and do not only gather them
up, but tie them up, that they fall not down again,
or if they do, be sure to gird them straiter than
before.
We walk through a world where there
Is much mire of sinful pollutions and therefore
cannot but defile them ; and the crowd we are
among will be ready to tread on them, yea our
own feet may be entangled in them and so make
ns stumble and possibly fall.
Leiohton: Vie. 14. The soul of man unconverted is no other but a den of impure lusts,
wherein dwell pride, uncleanness, avarice, malice,
etc.
Just as Babylon is described Rev. xviii. 2
or as Is. xiii. 21. Were a man's eyes opened he
would as much abhor to remain with himself in
that condition, "as to dwell in a house full of
snakes and serpents," as St Austin says. As the
offices of certain persons are known by the garb
or livery they wear, so transgressors : where we
see the world's livery we see the world's servants
they fashion or habit themselves according to
their lusts ; and we may guess that they have a
worldly mind by their conformity to worldly
/ashions.
Clarke: Obedience to God is as much the
mark of right knowledge, as a sinful life is the
sure sign of ignorance of God.
Yee. 15. Summa religion** eet imUari quern eolie
(In Leiohton). Claskb
Heathenism scarcely
produced a god whose example was not the most
abominable; their greatest gods, especially, were
paragons of impurity; none of their philosophers
oould propose the objects of their adoration, as
objects of imitation.
Leiohton: Vbe. 17. This fear is not cowardice, it doth not debase, but elevate the mind,
for it drowns all lower fears, and begets true
fortitude and courage to encounter all danger for
the sake of a good conscience and the obeying
of God. The righteous is as bold as a lion, Prov.
zxviii. 1. He dares do any thing but offend God
and to dare to do that is the greatest folly, and
weakness, and baseness in the world. From this
fear have sprung all the generous resolutions
and patient sufferings of the saints and martyrs
of God*; because they durst not sin against Him,
therefore they durst be imprisoned, and impoverished and tortured, and die for Him. Thus the
prophet sets carnal and godly fear as opposite,
and the one as expelling the other, Is. viii. 12.
18.
And our Saviour, Lk. xii. 4, "Fear not them
which kill the body, but fear him which after he
hath killed, hath power to oast into hell; yea, I
say unto you fear Him" Fear not, but fear, and
therefore fear, that you may not fear.
He made
all the persons and he makes all those differences
Himself, as it plea set h Him ; therefore He doth
not admire them as we do no, nor at all regard
them: we find very great odds betwixt stately
palaces and poor cottages, betwixt a prince's
;

—

—

—

—

:

—

—

—

;

robes and a beggar's cloak ; but to God they art
all one, all these petty grievances vanish in com
parison of His own greatness ; men are great and
small compared one with another ; but they aU
amount to just nothing in respect of Him; we
find high mountains and low valleys on this earth,
but compared with the vast compass of the
heavens, it is all but as a point, and hath no sensible greatness at alL
[Our sojourn on earth is a state of probation,
from which the fear of God is inseparable.—M.1
[Vbe, 18. The doctors of the synagogue had
delivered traditions to the Jews which made
the worship of God vain, Matt. xv. 9 ; and the
Gentiles sought to justify their vain idolatry oi
the plea of tradition, saying (on the authority of
Plato, Tim. p. 1053 E. and Cicero, de NaL Dear,
That they "were not to be moved,
3, n. 8. 6.)
by any persuasions, from the religion which they
had received from their forefathers." M.]
[Vee. 19. "All glory be to Thee, almighty God,
our heavenly Father, for that Thou, of Thy tender
mercy, didst give Thine only Son Jesus Christ to
suffer death upon the cross for our redemption;
who made there (by His one oblation of Himself
once offered) a full, perfect and sufficient sacrifice, oblation and satisfaction, for the sins of the
whole world." Book of Common Prayer, Communion Office. M.]
[Vee. 20. The Jews say, that "When God created the world, He held forth His hand under
the throne of glory, and created the soul of the
Messiah and His company, and said to Him,
Wilt thou heal and redeem my sons, after six
thousand years? He answered, Yes. God said
to Him, If so, wilt thou bear chastisements, to
expiate their iniquity, according to what is written, (Is. liii. 4) 'Surely, He bore our griefs?'
He answered, I will endure them with joy.'1
And to this representation of this covenant made
with the Messiah "before the creation of the
world " it may be the Apostle here refers. In the
style of Philo, he is todtoc Ao>or, "the Eternal
Word, the first born and the most ancient Son of
the Father, by whom all the species were framed."
This therefore is according to the received
Whitby citing Cartw.
opinion of the Jews.
Mellif. I. p. 2974, 76, and De Plaut. Noe, p. 169, D.

—

—

-M.]

—

Leiohton: Vee. 21. When you look through a
red glass, the whole heavens seem bloody; but
through pure unclouded glass, you receite the
clear light, that is so refreshing and comfortable to
behold. When sin unpardoned is betwixt, and we
look on God through that, we can perceive nothing
but anger and enmity, in His countenance; but

make Christ once

the medium, our pure Redeemer,
and through Him, as clear transparent glass, the
beams of God's favourable countenance shine in
upon the soul the Father cannot look upon his
well beloved Son, but graciously and pleasingly.
[Redemption flows from the precious blood of
Christ, faith and hope from His glorious resurrection.—M.]
;
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CHAPTER

I.

22-25.

CHAPTER L

22-26,

Aiiltsis:—Exhortation to pore and ferrent brotherly lore, as characteristic of those

who hare been born

to lore

by the

word.

life-seed of the eternal

Seeing ye have purified 1 your souls in obeying* the truth through the Spirit* unto unfeigned love of the brethren, see that ye love one another with* a pure heart fervently :•
23 Being born again, not of corruptible seed, but of incorruptible, by the word of God,
24 which liveth and abideth for ever.* For all flesh * is as grass, and all the glory of
man* as the flower of grass.* The grass withereth, and the flower thereof fafieth
22

25 away

But

:

the gospel
Tens

22.

And

the word of the Lord endureth forever.
preached unto you.

this is the

word whioh by

is

P h y rt«4rc«, having purified; castificanU^ Vulg., making chaste, Wlcllfc—M.]
[*vira*ojj— in obedience of. Germ. M.1
[**t* fM^arot omitted in A BO. Cod. Bin., inserted in Reo. K.I«—M.]
[S i a
by, nor through, see t. 83.—M.]
[**k KaBaoat. ix, out of; from, Oerm. ; omitted in A B, inserted in Bee. 0. K. Ld—M.1

—

—

[Cod. Sin.

••«ap8. £Ai»*irijs.—M.]

Terse 23. [((jtrrot 6c«v xai jitfrorTOf— by the
[Cod. Sin. omits etc to* aiica. M.]
became.—M.]
Verse 24. [f 6 6 r t

—

—

word of God living and enduring.—M.]

M and all the glory
latter reading is preferred, we must render
of it," i. e. of flesh. So Wiclif and Reims^-M.]
witheredand
an the flower
Tja.: cne
the grass nam wiuierea
Jltfrce-cy^HiBtStStaj^entasinansmtiTe;
-rjpivor), if
4r«a «yL aon8ts,8iatementasinanarraaTe; tie.:
\*i$-npi.v$ri,
thereof is fallen away ; Wiclif and Reims : Exaruit/otnum etiloi tftu aeeicUL Vulgate. German-—M.]
-M.]
d.Sln.«o-4(«*improb.)^ «6|.avrov.-^*«^|.tt*Ti|«.ai'»^-WithoutttvTov.—
[Cod.

[•«r0p»«-ovinBec. for«6r9«. If the

Ju^

>

V

ch.

Vim. 22. Connection.

The exhortation

(v.

18)

" Hope perfectly for the grace," fully corresponds
to the second leading exhortation, "Lore one
mother fervently." The former was founded (in
a participial sentence) on the concentration of
thoughts and constant sobriety; the latter is
founded (also in a participial sentence) on purifying the soul in obedience of the truth.
Brotherly
lore

must be the exponent of the nature, strength

sad fruit of regeneration.
Purified.
'Ayv£{«v denotes the laying aside
of evil, the putting off lust, hatred, envy and hypocrisy ; &yia£etv, on the other hand, the positive
petting on the opposite good and growing therein,

—

ef.

eh.

ii.

1.

The Perfect shows that the purify-

not belong exclusively to the past but
by the imperatjfre form hyemare, [The
German reads so (instead of ayas^aart) on the
authority of the Codex Colbertinus Cent. XI.
M.], and indicates that suoh pure love cannot
exist without the antecedent purifying of the
pooL The Apostle means a constantly needed
purifying, not one merely begun in regeneration.
Augustine : " Chastity of the soul consists in sincerity of faith and purifying the heart from un-

ing does
if

affected

chaste flames."

•

In obedience of the truth.

—

By absolute
given in the word of God,
by keeping it and causing it to work in the heart.
Obedience to the faith and moral obedience are
again comprised in one.
Truth has a purifying
and separating power, removing all obstacles to
the exercise of brotherly love, such as selfishness,
obstinacy, self-sufficiency, men-pleasing, ambition, flattery,, in fact, all manifestations of egotism,
because true believers are the children of God,
subjection to the truth

14. 17,

8.

i.

one to another.

EXEGETTCAL AND CRITICAL.

they should act as brethren
This is one of the principal

commandments of Christ Himself, and consequently one of the main ends of holiness, Matt
xxii. 40; Mk. xii. 81 ; Luke x. 28 ; Jno. xiii. 84.
85 ; of. 1 Pet. ii. 17 ; v. 9. But because selfishness, deceit, hypocrisy and flattery are frequently
hidden under the cloak of love, the word &vwr6Kpuvc is added.

By the spirit, is wanting in several MSS.
as is probable, authentic,

to rfrVLKdreg not to imanoff.
Spirit, by whom alone the soul
fied,

Bph.

If,

should be joined
It denotes the Holy

it

can be puri-

8. 9; Bom. viii. 18; 1 Cor. xii. 8;
itvebfiarog is also without the article

Acts xv.
v. 9.

in ch.

i.

2.

Unfeigned love of the brethren.

—Broth-

erly love being tfrus rendered possible, its free
and actual exhibition ought to follow. There
being two kinds of love, pure and impure, heavenly and earthly, the Apostle expressly adds, "out
of a pure heart." Lachman strikes nadapac out of
the text. Purity of heart is equally demanded
in other passages, Matt. v. 8; 1 Tim. i. 6; 2 Tim.
ii. 22.
Bengel nicely remarks that purifying
qualities, as antecedents to brotherly love, are
also insisted upon at 2 Peter i. 6. 6.
It denotes
ixrev&g is a very pregnant addition.
stretching out, straining, putting forth strenuous
effort, hence (a) by straining and extending every

energy, by untiring elasticity, (6) by sustained
perseverance, (c) by extending it to such brethren
as appear less worthy of love. Weiss: "With
lasting, persevering energy, that cannot be tired
out by the cumulating guilt of our neighbour," ch.
iv. 8.
The possibility of such a mode of conduct
belongs to the state of regeneration, v. 23; cf.
Matt, xviii. 21. 22 ; see above on v. 3. Steiger.
"As natural relationship produces natural affecDigitized by
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tion, so spiritual relationship produces spiritual
affection." It is lasting, because emanating from

preach the Gospel unto them, we take upon us
the name of God's ambassadors, or of the minis-

an eternal source of life.
Vee. 28. Of (out of) incorruptible sowing.

ters of the Gospel, in vain."

ewopd denotes begetting, sowing, not seed, as many
translate, of. John i. 18.
Regeneration is not
the effect of a transient act of begetting, but of
the power of the Holy Ghost. The means He
uses is the word of God, Jas. i. 18; 1 Cor. iv. 15.
Paul laying claim in the latter passage to the
new birth or new-begetting of the Corinthians
means nothing beyond his haying been an instrument of the Holy Ghost.
[The full idea is
brought out by noticing the force of the prepositions kg and Slcl.
The Apostle says, "Being
born again, not of" if, that is, out of " cor"
ruptible seed
(like semen humanum), but out of
"incorruptible begetting" did "by means of
the word of God." ' The i% of origination rests in
God himself, the Father, who begat us, of His
own will : the did of instrumentality moves on and
abides forever.' Alford. M.1

[A Lapide

—M.]

This sense is a genuine and sublime
one, because in our Regeneration, Christ Himself
:

'*

personally communicated to us, so that the
Deity thenceforth dwells in us as in a Temple, and
we are made partakers of the Divine Nature, 2

is

Pet.

i.

4."

V eb.

See James

i.

18-21.— M.]

introduces the proof of the difference between corruptible begetting and incorruptible.
The begetting is like the instrument
of begetting.
The words quoted by Peter are
found Is. xl. 7, etc.; his citation is free, not literal.
Flesh signifies here the whole living world, inasmuch as it is under the power of transitoriness
and surrounded by weakness. Bengel: "The
old man, man of the old birth, especially selfrighteousness, on which man is wont to found
his confidence." Calvin: "Whatever is highly
esteemed in things human, beauty, bodily strength,
learning, riches, posts of honour. " It includes also
By means of the word of God living and the life of the natural mind, as long as it remains
abiding forever. Zuvroc koI (ikvovroc belpng to unoccupied and without the animation of the
Myov, as is evident from the sequel, v. 26. The Spirit of God. Henoe the Scripture speaks of
Apostle does not speak of the Being of God, but fleshly-mindednese, Rom..viii. 5-7, and reckons
of the nature of the word of God. It is living, also hatred, anger and pride among the works of
cf. Heb. iv. 12, because it has life in itself, is the flesh, 1 Cor. iii. 8; GaL v. 19; Eph. ii. 8;
indued with eternal, with divine power and there- Col. ii. 18. The flesh as well as the spirit, has
fore begets life in its turn, cf. Acts vii. 88. its glory and flower.
It appears robed in the
Luther: "If I put the cup, containing the wine, forms of beauty, wisdom, nobleness, patriotism
to my lips, I drink the wine without swallowing and even of holiness.
It develops itself in forms
the cup. Suoh also is the word, which brings of government, in art and science, in philosophthe voice; it sinks into the heart and becomes ical systems and theories of religion, so far as
alive, while the voice remains without and- passes they are not penetrated by the Spirit of God.
away. It is therefore a Divine power, yea, it is Henoe they vanish as fast as they grow, yea
God himself, cf. Ex. iv. 11.'* It is able to kill, faster like the flower of grass (Griesbach and
Rom. vii. 10, and to make alive. M&vovroc etc *"dv others read avrrjc after 66£a. See Appar. Crit
al&va.
(The last three words are wanting in above), whose leaves fall asunder, cf. Ps. ciil
important MSS. and therefore omitted by Gries- 15; xxxvii. 2; James i. 10; Is. xL 6. 7. Peter
bach and others). It remains forever in its na- refers to the last passage as given by the LXX.,
ture, power and effects.
TDean Jackson on the where the past tense is used, which describes
Creed, book 7, ch. 28, vol. 7, p. 270: "If Chrisfs with graphic effect the rapidity of the change.
Vee. 25. But the word of the Lord enflesh and blood be the teed of Immortality, how
are we said to be born again by the word of God dureth forever, ever green and in vigour of life;
which Uveth and abideih forever t Is this Word, it is continually valid and efficient, enduring to
by which we are born, the same with that im- eternity, and so is whatever emanates from or orimortal seed, of which we are born? It is the ginates in it, cf. Ps. cxix. 89; Luke xxi. 83. Lusame, not in nature, but in person. May we not, ther: "You need not open your eyes wide how
in that speech of St. Peter, by the Word, under- you may get to the word of God ; it is before your
stand the word preached unto us by the Ministers eyes, it is the word wtiich we preach." Dent
who are God's seedsmen? In a secondary sense xxx. 11; Rom. x. 6, etc. The word of the Goswe may, for we are begotten and born again by pel preached to Christians is essentially one with
preaching, as by the instrument or means. Yet the kernel of the word of the Old Testament, cf.
born again we are by the Eternal Word (that is, Rom. xvi. 26; Eph. ii. 20; iii. 6. Eif tywc, it
by Chriet Himself), as by the proper and efficient has been brought unto you and implanted in yon.
cause of our new birth.
And Christ Himself, The circumstance of Peter taking for granted
.
who was put to death for our sins, and raised that his readers are familiar with the word of
again for our justification, is the Word which the Old Testament, furnishes a hint that he writes
we all do or ought to preach. The Son of God to Jewish Christians. [Wordsworth: The transmanifested in the flesh, was that Word which, in ition from the Incarnate Word to the spoken
St. Peter's language, is preached by the Gospel, and written word, and vice versa\ is, as might be
and if we do not preach this Word unto our anticipated, of not unfrequent occurrence in Holy
hearers, if all our sermons do not tend to one of Writ: see Heb. iv. 12; James i. 18-28.—Observe,
these two ends, either to instruct our auditors in also, that St. Peter here returns to the principal
the articles of their creed concerning Christ, or person, Christ, and speaks of Him, who is the
to prepare their ears and hearts that they may Living Wora\ as being also the Living Stone, ii
be fit auditors of such instructions, we do not 4.—M.]
24.
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on differing soil, good, bad and indifferent, owing
to the inequality of the soil, does not yield the
same fruit : so it is with the word of God. Christianity insists not so muoh on a mere externally

—

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
The necessity of purifying the soul was
recognized even in the systems of the philosophers, t. g. y in the Platonic and Neoplatonit
schools; but the only means of accomplishing it
was unknown to them: subjection to revealed
troth, appropriating and practising it
2. Purification must begin and without interruption continue in the soul, the stronghold and
1

test of sin.
8.

22-25.

Essential unity of the message of salvation
Old and New Testaments, v. 25.

blameless conversation as on regeneration, Gal.
vi. 15; Phil. ii. 6.
We know no other word of
God than that which was preached by Christ and
the Apostles throughout the whole world, is put
on imperishable record and still continues before

—

our eyes.
Lisco: Of what passes away and of what remains.
[Ver, 22. The properties of brotherly love.

—

1. It is unfeigned, more of the heart and the
Regeneration or new-birth, the first im- hand than of the lip. 2. It is pure, beginning
and ending in God. 8. It is fervent with all the
planting into the new, spiritual life, must be
energies of the soul on the stretch. The sympadistinguished from quickening and conversion.
thy of the whole body with any injured or disThe Scripture clearly teaches that regeneration
eased member a Scriptural illustration. M.
takes place through Baptism by means of the word
j
[Leiqhton : The true reason why there is so
and through the Spirit who animates it, John iii.
little truth of this Christian mutual love amongst
Eph.
5; Tit iii. 5; Rom. vi. 8; Gal. iii. 26. 27;
Compare the lucid ex- those that are called Christians, is, because there
t. 25-27; 1 Peter iii. 21.
is so little of this purifying obedience to the truth,
position of Kurz in Christ. Religion (Christliche
whence it flows; faith unfeigned would beget
Beligionslehre) p. 196. 197, 5th ed.
this love unfeigned: men may exhort to them
both, but they require the hand of God to work
them in the heart
HOMILXTIOAL AND PRACTICAL.
Ver. 24. The philosopher said of his countryIncorruptible sowing or generation yields in- men . . . "that they eat as if they meant to die
As is the origin to-morrow and yet build as if they were never to
corruptible fruit, a new man.
While die." Archimedes was killed in the midst of his
of life, so are the effects that flow from it.
the non-christian loves in Adam, the believer demonstration.
Cf. Ps. oxlvi. 4.
We in our
lores in Christ
The former passes off carnal thoughts shut up death into a very narrow cominclination for true love.—Regeneration is not pass, namely, in the moment of our expiring;
but the truth is, as the moralist observes, it goes
the eomplotion but the beginning of Christianity.
The word of God, which is intrinsically spirit through all our life; for we are still losing and
It is a fire, spending it as we enjoy it, yea, our very enjoying
andHfe must also become alive in us.
but it cannot prove its power, as long as it it, is the spending it ; yesterday's life is dead today and so shall this day's life be to-morrow.
touches us only superficially.
8taekb : Hearty brotherly love comprises also
[What is the great defect in all human greatness
brotherly correction, which should take place in a
loving and gentle spirit Gal. vi. 1.
The analogy and beauty in earth-born riches and pleasures?
Transitoriness.
between the word of God and seed in the field
M. ]
exhibits the following particulars: 1. The seed
[Maokhioht: Ver. 26. This is a quotation
has in itself the power of growth, and does not from Is. xL 6-8, where the preaching of the gosreceive it from the field.
The word of God has pel is foretold and recommended from the consipower within itself and manifests itself as a deration that every thing which is merely human,
spiritual growth.
2. The seed requires a well- and among the rest, the noblest races of manprepared field ; the word of God a soul ready to kind, with all their glory and grandeur, their hobe qualified for receiving Hand bearing fruit nour, riches, beauty, strength and eloquence; as
8. The seed needs a sower to scatter it in due
also the arts which men have invented and the
season and in the right manner; the word of works they have executed, shall decay as the
God needs the office of teachers, or spiritual hus- flowers of the field. But the gospel, called by
bandmen. 4. The scattered seed must be har- the prophet the word of the Lord, shall be preached
rowed in, in order to be thoroughly mixed up while the world standeth. M.]
with the soil and in order to grow above to strike
[Leiqhton : As the word of God itself cannot
root below; so the word of God,' which is there- be abolished, but surpasses the endurance of heafore called the implanted word, James, i. 21.
5.
ven and earth, as our Saviour teaches, and all atThe seed bears no fruit unless it be quickened by tempts of men against the Divine truth of that
warm sunshine and fertile showers from above : so word to undo it, are as vain as if they should
also the word of God, which although it has living consent to pluok the sun out of the firmament so
power in itself, requires the supply of grace by likewise is the heart of a Christian, it is immortal
the Holy Ghost 6. The seed of one kind, scattered and incorruptible.
M.]
in the
4.
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CHAPTER

n. 1-10.

Aviltbd :—Exhortation of the regenerate to nourish themselres with the word of God, and to grow
themselYes up on Him and to approve themselves a spiritual priesthood.

in Christ, to tmfld

Wherefore laying aside all malice, and all guile, and hypocrisies, and envies, and
speakings1 As newborn babes, desire' the sincere milk of the word*, that ye
3,4 grow thereby j If so be* ye have tasted that the Lord is gracious *. To whom coming?,
as unto a living stone, disallowed indeed of men, but chosen, of God T , and precious,
6 "Ye also, as 'lively stones, are built up a spiritual house, a holy priesthood, to offer up
6 spiritual sacrifices, acceptable to God by" Jesus Christ. u Wherefore also it is contained in the Scripture, Behold, I lay in Sion a chief corner stone, elect, precious:
7 and he that belie veth on him shall not be confounded. 11 "Unto you therefore which believe he is precious: but unto them which be disobedient, the stone which the builden
9 disallowed, the same is made the head of the corner, And a stone of stumbling, and
rock of offence, even to them which stumble at the word, being disobedient14 where9 unto also they were appointed. But ye are a chosen generation, a royal priesthood,
a holy nation, a peculiar people15 ; that ye should shew forth19 the praises19 of him who
hath
called you out of darkness into10 his marvellous19 light
Which in time past were
10
not a people99 but are now the people of God
which had not obtained mercy11 but
now have obtained mercy".
1

2

all evil

,

:

:

:

,

,

*
Verse l.[*KaraAaAlac-4landeringi, to German; backbiting; Wiclif, Tyndale, Cranmer, GeneTa; detraction!,
Reims.—M.]
P i » c v o $ +**•9 a t t—long, yearn for, so German ; core*, Wiclif.—M.]
a a ar xaraAaAlar.—M.1
[Cod. Sin.
Terse 2.[» koyiicbv 5.&oKov y <£ A a—spiritual (Alford) guileless milk. Many Important MSS. add after avf^B^rt,
cif <r»rifpiar< M.]
[God. Sin. avf*.*. ci« ^mr^piavj—HL]
Terse 8. \* « I » « p—'if, otherwise, German ; if, that is, Alford—M.]
p X p ji 9 t b t»good. Genera ; sweet, Wlclif Reims, Vnlgate ; pleasant, Tyndale.—M.]
[Cod. Sin. •«!—M.J
Terse 4.J* ir^otftpx^fKyoi—nighing, Wtcllf; approaching, Reims, Germ^—H.1
"»
w ap a e « ^—with God, i. e^ before God.—-M.]
M.]
M ~ T~
»-- "* up-—SL]
* ~ "
~
Imper~ j—*~~
be ye built
Terse 6. * olico6oi&«ta'0«,
* At 0ot ZStvrt «—-living stones.—M.]
po 1 1 A—through, Gerrn^—M.]
Sin. cirotcoft. rctvfiarot
[God.
to* ©«y without Article,—M.]
..
c.J-towesy
.......(+*wp*vu.atiK.)-—
...
[" 86 6 r i=for the which cause, Reims ; because, Alford.—M.]
Terse fl. P»
J
X}* KaTCLi<rxw6 »
aa hamed, Germ., Tyndale, Genera.—M.J
[Ood. Bin.fr yp^-*im> avro><—M.]
Terse 7. [» To you, then, who beliere, is the honour,—so, substantially, Wiclif; Reims, Vnlgate, Germ, Alford. 8es
note below.—M.]
[Cod. Sin. +i)tiiv—&vt<rTov<Ttr—• •Atfoev—M.]
Terse 8. P* And a stone of stumbling and rock of offence,—at which they stumble, Germ.—who stumble, Alford—bs*
ing disobedient to the word, de Wette, Alford; who believe not on the word, Germ. At any rate «r<f
0ovcr«f not vpo* xo'irrovo't belongs to T<p" Atfyy.—M.]
[Cod. Sin. * • o i xal rpoaxowr. M.]
TtrseO.pAaov «t« »«piiroiijo-tr—• people for acquisition; of purchasing, Wiclif ; of purchase, Reims; ft*prf>
titioni*, Vulgate,—M.]
ItayyikiiT «—publish, literally, tell out; Alford.—M.]
if rdt apcrac—-the virtues, Luther, Vulgate; the perfection,, 1
Kistemaker^-M.]
}* « t s— to, unto, rather than into, German.—M.]
"*•
Qavpaarb v—wonderful, German.—M.]
Verse 10. *> No people, German.—M.]
*, ** Uncompassionated—compassionated, Alford.—o v * marks contrariety, unpitied and pitiedV-M.]

—

'

'

—

"

—

.

"»

.

M

—

—

—

™

this account Peter entreats

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.
Vsn.

1.

Wherefore, laying aside.—The

—

section v. 1.
v. 10. is connected, as are the exhortations in ch. i. 22, with the idea of regeneration and the lore out of a pure heart flowing
from it. To brotherly love out of a pure heart
are opposed guile, deception, hypocrisy, envy
and slander; if that is to spring up, these vices
must die. On tnis account Peter exhorts Christians to lay them aside, to put them off.
If a
new life is implanted, it must grow, and therefore
.

have corresponding, wholesome nourishment; on

them

to long for that

nourishment that thus they might be able to grow
and to overcome temptations. The construction
is here as in oh. i. 22.
The Imperative reacts
on the Participle. Laying aside is a figure taken
from clothing and of frequent occurrence, Col
lit. 8; Eph. iv. 22; Jas. i. 21.
The old man is
a garment, wholly surrounding, closely-fitting and
forming a whole with us. " Take away the filthy
garments from him set a fair mitre upon his
head," was the direction concerning Joshua the
high priest, Zech. iii. 8. The angel adding,
"Behold I have caused thine iniquity to pass
from thee, and I will clothe thee with change of

—

—
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—

n. 1-10.

The figures of laying aside and patting
on clothes was peculiarly apposite because the
early Christians were wont to lay aside their old
garments and to exchange them for white and
clean apparel when they were baptiied and regenerated.
It is necessary to observe that the
exhortation to laying aside is only addressed to

81

children, in respect of what they are to be hereafter.
"Christ, the crucified, is milk for babes,
food for the advanced." Augustine. Clement of
Alexandria suggests the partaking of the incarnate
Logos. XoyiK&v is best explained by the Apostle's
peculiarity to elucidate his figures by additional
illustrations, cf. ch. i. 18. 23.
It is milk
those who had the new man, while the unbeliev- contained in and flowing from the word, spiritual
another
milk,
receive
which,
had
first
as
Luther
and
unregenerate
to
explains,
ing
is drawn with
mind {jierdvota, after-thought, after-wisdom, a the soul. The rendering * reasonable ' is against the
ohange of disposition must precede baptism and usus loquendi of the New Testament, and equally
new-birth.
[Alford renders
M.]. The vices to be laid aside bear inadmissible in Rom. xii. 1.
upon the relation to our neighbour and exert a 'spiritual' after Allioli and Eistemaker.
M.]
deadly influence on brotherly love. Kaida [nocendi The nature of this milk is further defined by
atpiditat] denotes here, in particular, malicious adoXov, which means unadulterated, pure, cf. 2
disposition toward others, aiming at their hurt,
Cor. iv. 2 ; ii. 17.
\h6o%ov seems rather to be in
injury and pain, and assuming various manifesta- contrast with 667uov in v. 1.
M.] It is consetions, of. 1 Cor. xiii. 5.
The accomplishment of quently doctrine that is not compounded with
such eril intent necessitates lying, cunning and human wisdom and thus rendered inefficacious.
other artifices; its concealment requires hypoc- For the word of God has the property that it
risy and dissembling.
The sense of dependence exerts purifying, liberating, illuminating and
on those before whom dissimulation is practised, consoling influences only in its purity and entirethe sight of their happiness, the shame felt in ness.
Irensdus says of the heretics: "They
mix gypsum with the milk, they taint the heavenly
the conscience in the presence of the virtuous
doctrine with the poison of their errors."
excite envy, and envy engenders all manner of evil,
[Matitia malo
kv airnp, receiving it into your innermost soul,
detracting and injurious speaking.
dtUctatur alieno ; invidia bono crueiatur alieno ; do- making it your full property. Growth in holiness
lus duplicat cor; adulatio duplieat linguam; detracdepends on the constant assimilation of the word.
'Thus,' "The mother who gave them birth, nourishes
tatiovulnerat famam.
Augustine. M.].
Harless.
observed Flacius, « one vice ever genders another.' them also."
Veb. 8. If, otherwise ye have tasted.
Hnss says of KaxaXajUd that it takes place in vaconditional statement is often by emphasis acrious ways, either by denying or darkening a
Grotius renders the sense well;
neighbour's virtues, and either by attributing to cepted as real.
him eril or imputing to him evil designs in doing "I know that you will this, as surely as you cf.
Rom. viii. 9; 2 Thes. i. 6." This form -of speech
good.

raiment "

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

A

—

Vie. 2.

As newborn

babes.

—This

goes

back to ch. i. 23.
The connection is similar to
eh. L 14.
They had been addressed as children
of obedience, now their young and tender state
is

mentioned as a reason

why

they should seek

word of God. 'Newborn babes'
wis a current expression among the Jews for
As the desire and
proselytes and neophytes.
strength in the

need of nourishment predominate in the former,
so they ought to predominate in babes in Christ.
The expression so far from being derogatory, sets
forth the tenderness of their relation to God,
and implies the idea of guilelessness, cf. Is.
xL 11 ; Lk. xviii. 16, etc.
Long for word. hmiroBetv denotes intense
and ever recurring desire. While the regenerate
experience a longing after the word of God, by
which they had been begotten, similar to the desire of newborn babes for their mother's milk,

—

72; xix. 11, still the herediyet cleaves to them renders it necessary that they should be constantly urged to the
diligent use of the divine word in order to partake of it
Milk, in opposition to solid food, 1
Cor. Hi. 2 ; Heb. v. 12 ; vi. 1, signifies the rudiments of Christian doctrine, not only its simple
representation adapted to the capacity of the
weak but also the more easily intelligible articles
of Christianity.
In this place, however, where
no such antithesis exists, the figure comprises the
sum-total of Christianity, the whole Gospel.
Milk is the first, most simple, most refreshing,
most wholesome food, especially for children ; so
is the word of God, cf. Is. lv. 1.
The most advanced Christians ought to consider themselves
Ps. cxix. 31.
tary sin which

contains also an invitation to self-examination.
Calov perceives a connection with ver. 1. "The
more you eradicate the bitter root of malice, the
more also do you taste the sweetness of the goodness of the Lord." Cf. Song of Sol. ii. 8; v. 13;
Sir. xxiii. 27.
The expression, to taste with reference to the figure of milk, and with full allusion to Ps. xxxiv. 9, denotes experience of the
essential virtue of a thing as perceived by the
sense of taste. It is transferred very properly
to the experiences of the soul which enters into
and unites with the object in order to know it in
all its bearings.
Cf. Heb. vi. 6; ii. 9.
[Alford
says, "The infant onoe put to the breast desires
it again."
M.]
[Wordsworth quotes the words of Augustine
(Serm. 858), addressed to the newly baptized:
"These words are specially applicable to you,
who are yet fresh in the infancy of spiritual regeneration. For to you mainly the Divine Oracles speak, by the Apostle St. Peter, Having
laid aside all malice, and all guile, as newborn infants desire ye the **rationabile el innocent lac, ut in iUo cretcatU ad salutem," if ye have
tasted that the Lord is gracious (dulcis.) And we
are witnesses that ye have tasted it ...
CheThe inrish, therefore, this spiritual infancy.
fancy of the strong is humility. The. manhood
of the weak is pride." M.]
That the deed is good. [Friendly, Germ.]
XPWrb\ applied to tender, pleasant-tasting solids
and liquids, to the sweet flavour of old wine,
Luke v. 89; then to persons, kindly, friendly
condescending, Eph. iv. 82 ; Luke vi. 86. '0 /rtyxoc
is the Lord Jesus, ver. 4, who invites us to Him-

—

.

—

—
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us the ease of His yoke, whom Christ is as yet a mummy, cannot feel them*
here represented as the selves drawn to Him." Steiger.
Diaallowed indeed of men, bat - - prespiritual means of nourishment, the partaking
whereof promotes the new life of Christians, and cious. airodoKiu&frtv to reject on proof or trial,
draws them to the word, which is His revelation, like useless coin, to reject for want of proper
and in a certain sense identical with Him. "This qualification. Heb.
. He was rejected not
is tasting indeed," says Luther, "to believe from
the heart that Christ has given Himself to me and only by the builders, but by men of every kind,
hasibecome my own, that my misery is His, and of every occupation, of every age and generation,
His life mine. Feeling this from the heart, is by Jews and Gentiles. Hence the expression if
[The Lord, " quod subjicitur quite general, rejected of men, of the whole world
tasting Christ,"
ad quern accedenles f non simpliciter ad Deum refertur, of unbelievers. Opposed to this human judgment,
ted ipsum designat quatis patefactus est in persona proceeding from enmity to whatever is Divine and
depending solely on externals, is the alone deciChristi."—Calvin.]
approaching. The Im- sive judgment of God. Before God, in His eyes,
Ver. 4. To
perative construction is best adapted to what fol- and according to His decree He is chosen out and
lows, as it supplies an appropriate progress in acknowledged precious and excellent before many
the development of the thought. We had before: millions, (antithesis between ekXcktAv and 6xo"Take nourishment from the word of God, and SeSoKipaautvov) and had in great honour. Cf. 1
from the communion of Christ; this is followed Tim. v. 21; Luke ix. 86; Rom. xvi. 18. Everyby an exhortation contemplating the gathering thing met in Him the exact fulfilment of what
of a congregation of God, to wit: Build up your- prophecy had foretold concerning Him, and God
selves, as living stones, into a temple of God. made even His resurrection the means of estaEver-renewed approaching Christ is the means blishing His Messianic character. Peter alludes
and condition of building. The Apostle thinks to Is. xxviii. 16, and laying stress on His preciousness with God, omits several of the prediof passages like the following, Ps. cxviii. 22, 28
cates used in that passage. His rejection, thereIs. viiL 14; xxviii. 16; Luke ii. 84; Matt. xxi.
42; of. Matt xi. 29; Jno. vi. 87. In the Old Tes- fore, so far from being matter of reproach, is one
tament, the priests are those who approach and of the chief signs by which Jesus may be known
draw near to God, Lev. xvi. 1; Ezek. xl. 46; as the true Messiah.
Ver. 5. Be ye also built up, etc. oUoioudatk
Numb. ix. 18; in the New Testament access to
God is opened to all through Christ, of. Heb. ix. cf. Jude 20, to be taken as a Middle in a reflexive
Christ being so excellent a corner-stone,
1, etc. ; vii. 25; x. 22; xi. 6; iv. 16. We draw near sense.
(considering His person, on which rests the entire spiritual temple of God,
to Christ by prayer
His merit and His office) by entering into His be ye also inserted therein. Such being built up
Word and drawing therefrom grace for grace by is something very different from a few ephemeral
faith.
or passing flights of emotion; it starts from a
Unto a living stone. The Apostle being solid foundation, includes continued and sysabout to speak of the sacred edifice of the New tematic activity, and demands in particular that
Testament, felt of course anxious to designate every one, even he who is firmly and closely inChrist as the corner-stone thereof. By the glory serted in Jesus, should suffer himself to be put in
of the corner-stone, he desires to impress us with that place and there to be inserted as a member
the glory of the edifice to be reared thereon. of the whole, which the will of the great Architect
(Weiss). We do not decide upon the suggestion assigns to him. As living atones, forasmuch
of Gerhard that Peter alludes to his own name. as you are living stones and in the regeneration,
[Petrus a petra Christo tic denominate metaphora, ch. i. 8 ; ii. 2 ; have put on spiritual life emanatpetrrn delectatur, ac tuo exemplo docet omnes deb ere ing from Christ, cf. Jno. v. 26; xi. 25; x. 28; xiv.
esse petrosy h. «., vivos lapides supra Christum fide 19.
Calov specifies the following points of comsedifieatos. Gerhard.
M.J Cf. Acts iv. 11; Rom. parison: (a) the building upon the foundationHe stone. " The stones of the building cannot stand
xi. 11; Eph. ii. 20; 1 Cor. x. 4; Zech. iii. 9.
without the foundation-stone. We do not carry
is a stone or a rock, because after the manner of
rocks, He remains ever the same, unchangeably Him, but He carries us.
If we stand and rely
powerful and invincible; because His word is upon Him, we must also abide where He is."
firm and immovable, and because God has or- Luther. (b\ The hardness and firmness in order
dained and designed Him to be the foundation of to resist all assaults of enemies and all storms.
His spiritual temple. But why a living stone? Bernard, Serm. 60, on the Song of Sol., says:
This predicate reminds us of the predicates Peter " Raised on the Rock, I stand secure from the eneis wont to join to other images, vv. 2. 6; i. 18; it my and all calamities ; the world shakes, the body
denotes not only a spiritual stone, but alludes to oppresses me, the devil pursues me; but I do not
the circumstance that His rocky firmness is to fall, for I am founded on a firm rock." (<?) The
His followers not hardness, but absolute relia- working, grinding, polishing and fitting of the
bility, truth and faithfulness, that in Him there stones, (d) The joining together with particular
is nothing of rigidity and death but absolute light reference to the tie of love, (e) The mutual supand life. Calov. " He is alive and makes alive." porting. The lower stone supports the upper,
Jno. v. 28; vi. 48; xiv. 19, etc.; iv. 10; Acts ii. this again the lower and the side stone, as Gre28.
He penetrates and fills with His life the gory says in Horn, on Ezek. ; " In the Holy Church
whole organism of believers, and causes it to each supports the other, and each is supported
grow. "Peter here tenders us the most urgent by the other." Cf. the vision of the building of
invitation to draw near to Christ, for those to the Church triumphant in Uermm Pastor, vis. 8.
•elf

and commends

Matt.

xi.

29.

He

to

is

—

DKD

—

whom

— —

—

—

—
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CHAP.

A

spiritual house, not apposition, but effect
tnd end of the building. Grotius rightly ob#erves: In the spiritual building, individual
believers are both living stones with reference to
the whole temple of the Church, and a spiritual
house or a temple of God, but this is inapplicable
to this passage, which evidently treats of the
As a house
founding of a people of God, (v. 9).
is ft whole, consisting of different parts, so is the
Church of God ; as one master rules in a house,
so the Triune Jehovah rules in His temple; cf.
Bph. ii. 22; 1 Cor. iii 16; 2 Cor. vi. 16. Among
believers each is not to aim at separating himself
into a house by himself; they should be united in
the commonwealth of God, and together should
It is called spiritconstitute a spiritual temple.
ual in opposition V> the material temple, made
with hands, and also because it is wrought and
occupied by the Spirit.
For a holy priesthood, (Lachmann after
the end of
Codd. A. B. C. reads elf Uparevfia,
building,) a holy community of priests. " Under

—

Old Covenant, Jehovah had His house and
who served Him in His house; the
Church fulfils both purposes under the New, being both His house and His holy priesthood."
Wiesinger.
The expression alludes to Ex. xix.
6.-2 Chron. xxix. 11. "The Lord hath chosen
you to stand before Him, to serve Him, and that
ye should minister^into Him and burn incense."
This applies to all Christians.
All believers of
the New Testament are anointed priests by the
Holy Ghost The priesthood is called ayuv, because they are consecrated to God, cleansed by
the blood of Christ and studious of a holy conversation.
Their activity consists in offering
the

His priests,

spiritual sacrifices.

up spiritual sacrifices, etc., 'Avacarry up to the altar; cf. v. 24; Heb. vii.
27; xiii. 15; Jas. ii. 21, elsewhere irpoctfpecv, to
toke to God, Heb. v. 7.
These sacrifices are spiritual, in opposition to the animal sacrifices of the
Old Testament, and correspond to the Being of
God, who is a Spirit, and to the spiritual house
in which they are offered; they are wrought by
the Spirit of God, and must be spiritually offered.
This spiritual sacrifice necessitates voluntary surrender to the service of God, and approaching
Him spiritually and consists above all things in
that believers should, according to Horn. xii 1,
present to the service of their God and Saviour,
their bodies with all its members and powers,
eyes and ears, mouth and tongue, hands and feet,
and themselves, with all they have and are, and
that not only once at their first conversion, but
daily, Luke ix. 23.
Again, as the burning of incense was connected with the sacrifices of the
Old Testament, so the incense of prayer, Rev. viii.
8. 4, and especially the lip-sacrifice of praise,
Heb. xiii. 15; Ps. 1. 14, are integral parts of the
sacrifices of the New Testament. They moreover
include the sacrifices of love and charity; if
Christians gladly communicate their temporal
possessions, seek their neighbours' good at the
loss of personal advantage, and are prepared to
give their life for the brethren, 1 Jno. iii. 16;
Heb. xiii. 16; Phil. iv. 18.
But since these sacrifices are always imperfect and affected by manifold infirmities, they cannot be acceptable to God
offered through Him in whom God is perTo

offer

4tptiv to

;

i

II.

1-10.

fectly

pleased.

evirpoodiKTovc,

Oey

Hence the annexed sentence,
<fcd, which last word is not to

be joined with avevkyta, but with tinrpoodiicTovc
in the sense of taking through, through the mediation of Christ, that is, through His goodness,
power, advocacy and merits, cf. Eph. i. 6. [But,
on the other hand, joining Sid, jctA with avtvkyna
is supported by the analogy of Heb. xiii. 15 ; and
preferred by Grotius, Aret, de Wette, Huther,
Wiesinger and Alford, who consider the former
construction inadequate to the weighty character
of the words, and would seem to put them in the
wrong place, seeing that not merely the acceptability, but the very existence and possibility of
offering of those sacrifices, depends on the mediation of the great High Priest.
M.]
Vib. 6. Because also it is contained in
Scripture. The Apostle again returns to the
figure of the living stone, and supports it by a
free and somewhat abbreviated quotation from
Is. xxviii. 16.
neptixet for irepUxcru as some
verbs are used both in a reflexive and a passive
sense.
Winer, p. 267, 2d Eng. edition. Steiger
adduces a passage from Josephus.
aKpoyoviaJoc Mffov, a corner-stone of the foundation which unites two walls.
Similarly Christ
also is the connecting link of the Old and New
Testaments, of Jews and Gentiles; kt&exrdv see v.
4.
In the prophetical passage, the primary reference appears to be to a king of the house of
David, but the Spirit points to the Messiah, according to the all but unanimous opinion of ancient commentators; the New Testament also

—

—

renders that opinion necessary. Is. viii. 14, describes Jehovah Himself as a stone of stumbling
to those who do not let Him be their fear ; and at
Matt xxi. 42, our Lord applies to Himself the
words of Ps. cxviii. 22. lidcKTdv, Ivrifiov is repeated by the Apostle in order to show how precious and valuable this corner-stone is to him.
6 irtorehuv ; the idea of confiding predominates
here; hence the preposition hrt instead of «c or

h.

In Hebrew

rDKH

to build

on something,

The passage Is. xxviii 16, reads,
" he that believeth shall not make haste," (t. e., fly
like a coward who throws away his arms.) Peter
expresses a more general sense, he shall not be
ashamed; his hopes shall not make him ashamed.
"The precious corner-stone assures an eternal
state of grace and salvation." Roos. It was laid
to stand fast

'

at the incarnation, and especially at the resurrection of Jesus.

Vbb. 7. To you then, who believe, is the
honour, etc. The sense of $ rtpfi is determined
by the antithesis to the preceding KaTatoxw6yt
and at the same time refers back to bntfju^f

—

while the part of unbelievers

is

nothing but shame,

glory, cf. ch. i 7; ii 9.
This dignity is farther enlarged upon at v. 9; but
the relation of unbelievers to Christ has first to
be discussed.
hiredklv relates as much to promises and facts
as to precepts, cf. Heb. iii 18. 19; iv. 2. 8. 6;
Jno. iii 86; Acts xiv. 2; xvii. 6; Bom. ii. 8; x.
21; xi 80; the contrast in this place gives prominence to the former relation.
faith is to

you honour and

M0ov, literally taken from the LXX. version of
Ps. cxviii. 22. Here also 7J0oc is in the Accuse*
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tive. This case may hare been retained with reference to Tidtifu in t. 6. (Laehmann reads Mdoc.)
ctplicodopovvrec, the chiefs, the dignitaries of the
Jewish state are the builders, who tear up the
foundation.
"Whenever we see the dignitaries
rise against Christ, we will call to mind the prediction of David, that the stone is rejected by the
builders." Calvin, cf. Rom. xi. 8; 1 Thess. ii. 15.
16; 1 Cor. i. 23. ovtoc, emphatically just this

one and no other.
eie expresses the destination and development
towards the foundation-stone. 8ince His resurrection, He stands as the rock supporting His
Church, but as a stone of stumbling and rock of
offence to unbelievers, according to Is. viii. 14.
Veb. 8.
stone of stumbling —who
stumble. irpdoicofifjui, a collision producing hurt

A

or injury, *\rA .—oicdvdaXov, properly the catoh
in the trap, holding the bait, then the trap itself;
figuratively, whatever causes to fall, seduces and
involves men in sin and calamity. The running
and stumbling against a thing is followed by falling.
Ruin as the consequence of unbelief stands
in contrast with the honour in store for believers,
cf. Luke ii. 84; xx. 17; Matt. xxi. 42-44; Rom.
ix. 32.
The meaning is more than mere subjective taking offence and being vexed, as the sequel
shows, not^arreiBciv. 61 irpoacSirrovotv, relates to

—

anetBovvres,

who stumble while and because they

do not believe the word. nqooKdirrwotv must not
be joined with A<$y^>, for it has already its object
i. «., Christ
Grotius erroneously confines himself to the temporal punishment of the Jews,
whereas the reference is plain to whatever misery
and ruin follows the rejection of Christ.
Whereunto they were also appointed.
elf b Kol erifhjaav relates to the foregoing principal
verb, to irpocKdirreiv. Grotius rightly: " Unbelievers are appointed for this very thing that they
stumble, endure the moat grievous punishment
for their unbelief."
tIBtjiu applied to the temporal acts of God, not to His eternal decrees and
ordinances, cf. Jno. xv. 16; Acts xx. 28; 1 Tim.
ii. 7; 2 Tim. i. 11; 2 Pet. ii. 6; Ps. lxvi. 9 in
LXX. ; 1 Thess. v. 9. It denotes placing, setting
in a definite situation, in certain circumstances,
which often carry great dangers along with great
disadvantages.
Roos observes : " Had those unbelievers died in infancy, or had they been born
deaf, or among ignorant heathen, they could not
thus stumble. Had Caiaphas, Judas Isoariot and
others been born several centuries sooner, they
could not have so wofully sinned against the Son
of God.
Man is not wronged in being thus set
among inestimable benefits and awful dangers
he is only to seise the benefits, to believe the
word ; if he is unwilling to do so, his condemnation is perfectly just."
Having once voluntarily
surrendered themselves to unbelief, their stumbling is neither accidental ner optional, but it contains besides the natural connection also a Divine
and inevitable arrangement: " He that soweth to
his flesh, shall of the flesh reap corruption," Gal.
vi. 8.
Yea, God punishes sin with sin, unbelief
with unbelief, if men wantonly repel grace and
love darkness more than light.
With this explanation we reject the expositions of theCalvinists, e. g. t that of Aretius; "Satan and their native evil have set them not to believe," and that

of Beza : " That some are rejected not because of
their foreseen sins, but because of the good pleasure of the Divine will." Cf. on the other hand,
Rom. x. 11-18; xvL 26; 1 Tim. ii. 4; Tit ii. 11.
The artificial exposition of Cornelius a Lapide is
equally inadmissible, " They also were set (poeiti)
to believe in Christ, but they refuse faith, just
because they will not believe." The parallelism,
already noticed by Gerhard, ought not to be
passed over, that God sets (appoints) Christ as
the foundation and corner-stone of the Tirf for
believers ; while unbelievers are set (appointed)
to stumble at this corner-stone, which is to them
a stone of stumbling, vide Weiss.

But ye are

- - a people for acreference to v. 5, the AposUe
describes the glory of the Christian state as contrasted with the lot of unbelievers, both because
of their guilt and in accordance with the Divine
appointment The first and last of the predicates
used are taken from Is. xliii. 20, in LXX.; the
others refer to Ex. xix. 6. ykvog, denotes a whole
united by natural relationship, community of
origin among several parts of a people. Applied
to the Christian Church, it signifies the totality
of those begotten of the same incorruptible seed,
and having one Spiritual Father, ch. i. 8. 28; 1
Jno. v. 1.
hcXeicrdv, similar to the Jewish Church of the
posterity of Abraham and Jacob, the Christian
Church is a company chosen out of the great
mass of humanity, destined to salvation and glory
and resting on a foundation stone which is also
^jcfc/crdY, v. 4.
They constitute a royal priesthood
just because they belong to the one family of the
children of the great God. The Hebrew has "a
kingdom of priests," wherein God the King governs and animates all things.
The priestly
character is, however, the leading idea. Yon

Veb.

9.

quisition.

all

may

—With

freely

draw near

to

God,

sacrificing,

praying, and blessing, cf. Rev. i. 6 ; v. 10. But
because you have community of life with Him,
and should be the image of Him who rules at
the right hand of the Majesty, ch. iii. 22, you
enjoy in Him also the prerogatives of royalty
and government Even now you must no longer
serve the world, with Christ you may overcome
the flesh, the world and the devil ; your position
as rulers will hereafter beoome more manifest to
yourselves and to the world. In you shall be
completely fulfilled what in the faithful of Israel
could be realized only in feeble beginnings. Cf.
Grotius quotes the
Is. lxi. 6; Ps. cxlviii. 14.
saying of Cicero that it is a royal thing to be the
servant of no passion.
As Israel was, among the many
iOvoc iyiov.
nations of the world, separated and consecrated
to God, Ex. xix. 6; Deut vii. 6, so are you in a
much higher sense a holy congregation in the
midst of this sin-stained world, you are cleansed
by the blood of Christ, sanctified by the Spirit
of God, oh. i. 2, and bidden to strive indefatigably for holiness by renouncing the world and
growing in brotherly love, ch. L 22.
•

Xabg

etc

irepticohf<Ttv=ilv)D OJ£, a people ac-

quired for possession, is the last title of honour,
Ex. xix. 6; Deut vii 6; Mai. iii. 17. Tit. ii.
14; Is. xliii. 21. &y may be understood. Ast(
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as

exposed to

Wvoq may be designed

to give

prom-

inence to the ideas of subordination to the King
and of classification according to office and sta-

while fflvos suggests the idea of external
and national habits. Some take nepnrolqotC actiTely for acquiring, as in 1 Thess. v. 9;
2Thes8. ii. 14; fleb. x. 39, in the sense of the
people destined, to acquire the glorious inherition,

relations

God ; but the reference to the Old Testament and the absence of an object in the passage
under notice, which elsewhere uniformly accompaAs God
nies it, forbids such an interpretation.
had acquired the people of Israel by taking them
irom the Egyptian house of bondage, so He has acquired the Church of the New Testament by the
Following Is. xliii. 20, the
blood of his Son.
Apostle next specifies the end for which God did
choose them as His own and accord to them such
high immunities, not that they should seek therein
their own glory, but that they should glorify God.
The construction is similar to
Cf. Matt. v. 16.
that of avtviyiuu in t. 6.
That ye should publish, etc. kgayyelfa?rt=
to publish forth, to tell out, to give wide-spread
publicity to what takes place within, cf. Tit. ii.
This must take place by word
14; Eph. ii. 10.
and deed, not only by called teachers but by the
tance of

—

entire

community of

The virtues.

—

believers.

although of frequent use
writings of the Greek philosophers, occurs
in the New Testament, besides this passage, only
in Phil iv. 8; 2 Pet. i. 3, 6.
The word used in
the parallel passage of the Old Testament is
aperf),

in the

'fl^fin,

my

praise, cf. Is. xlviii. 8. 12 in

LXX.

The aperai of God are, as Gerhard rightly explains, those attributes of God which shine forth
from the work of our free calling and the whole
contrivance of our salvation.
The connection
suggests more particularly His Omnipotence
which removes every obstacle, and His mercy
which condescends to the most degraded slave of
sin.
The last attribute, in particular, was exBelieving
pressed in the appearing of Christ.
congregations should be both the trumpets and

JJL

1-10.

KaXtlv,

Ver.

19; Rom. i. 1;
Gal. i. 15; 1 Cor. i. 1; then to invitations to enter into the kingdom of God, Lke. v. 82; 1 Cor.
19; Rev. xix. 9; Mtt. xxii. 14; ix. 13; Lke.
xiv. 24; v. 82; Rom. viii. 80; ix. 12. 24; 1 Cor.
L 7; 1 Thess. iv. 7; v. 24; 2 Thess. ii. 14; that
is, the kingdom of grace and glory.
1 Thess. ii.
12; 1 Tim. vi. 12; Heb. ix. 15; 1 Pet. v. 10.
This invitation is mostly effected by the preaching
of the Gospel, but sometimes also by God addressing men personally and calling them by
their names, Gen. xii. 1 ; Ex. xxxi. 2 ; Is. xiii.
3; Acts ix. 4, and by the efficient working of
His Spirit in their hearts.
God the Fattfer, the
God of all grace is here, as elsewhere, He who
calls, 1 Cor. i. 9; Gal. i. 15; 1 Pet. v. 10.
He
thus realizes in time (in this present life) the antetemporal (the eternal) act of election.
The darkness is, according to Flaoius, the kingdom of darkness and that most sad condition
which belongs to all men before they come to
Christ.
It comprises both ignorance of God and
the greatest unrighteousness, the slavery of
i.

10.

in time past—but now
— The remembrance of what

Which

compassionated.

they had once been, must deepen the sense of
gratitude on the part of the readers of the Epistle.
Peter cites freely Hos. ii. 28, where, of the people
in their then condition, it is said that they were
not the people of God, but that in the days of
Messiah, God would say unto them, ."Thou art
my people." The passage in Hosea manifestly
refers to Israel.
The prophecy met its fulfilment
whenever a Jewish congregation joined Christianity.
If the meaning were the substitution of
a new Christian people, a people either composed
of Jews and Gentiles, or mainly and by way of
preference of Gentiles for the people of Israel
those promises would either still remain unfulfilled, or be fulfilled in a way that needed,
after the manner of Paul, to be more clearly defined and substantiated.
Ov Aad£ not only nopeople of God but the very opposite. 'Etetfltv
teq.
"The Aorist denotes the historical fact,,
the act of Divine compassion to have really take*
place."
ovk rjT&rjfdvoL, a long time be-»
Steiger.
fore they had, under the Divine judgments, been
given over to sin and its fruit of corruption.

—

—

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

elsewhere applied to the call of the

Mk.

*5

Satan, and lastly, all kinds of punishment, the
curse and wrath of God, and, we may add, the
anxious unrest and torment of conscience. This
figure being applied to the Jews in the Old Testament, Ps. cvii. 10; Is. ix. 2, affords no clue,
that Peter was addressing former pagans.
Opposed to darkness is the wonderful light of God,
who Himself is Light as to His Being. It translates
believers into His holy and blessed communion
of light; their understanding is therein enlight
ened, their will sanctified and their conscienct
filled with peace.
It is a wonderful Light as to
origin, nature and effect, since it makes of sinners
the children of God.
"It discovers wonderful
things and cannot be Been by the worldly-minded."
Roos.
"It is wonderful, just as to one coming
out of long darkness the light of day would be
wonderful" de Wette.

mirrors thereof.
Apostolate, Matt. iv. 21;

;

,

would be erroneous to represent the nature of regeneration as a state out of whioh
whatever is good is spontaneously flowing, aa
water flows from a strong fountain ; the new man
needs constant growth in all his powers. The
light of his knowledge must deepen and increase
his will must become more firm and decided he
must grow in love, hope, patience and all other
virtues, Heb. vi. 1; Eph. iv. 15; 1 Thes. iv. 1,
1.

It

;

10; Phil. iii. 12. This necessitates exhortation
on the part of others, and the regenerate must
(of course in the spirit of the Gospel, for the
flesh is ever warring against the spirit) coerce
himself to do good.
"A Christian is in process
of being, not already completed.
Consequently,
a Christian is not a Christian, that is, one who
thinks that he is already a Christian, whereas he
For we strive to
is to become one, is nothing.
gett to heaven, but are not yet in heaven." Luther.
2. Christianity is not satisfied with partial and
superficial

improvements ;

it

demands

inflexible

severity toward the old man, and insists upon it
that impurity in every shape and form shall be

13
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The nature of Christ reflects itself in beThey are, v. 6, stones, temples, priests.
Every stone is, as it were, a temple by itself;
must every many houses of God constitute the One Church

exposed and straggled with, v. 1. The progress
of the Christian life corresponds every way to
He that in a first repentance has
its beginning.

lievers.

been awakened from spiritual sleep,
day rise anew from sleep; he that has put on
Christ in faith, must daily put Him on more

of Christ.

necessary because the old
man exists alongside the new, although the dominion of the former be broken.
8. The means whereby the new man is nourished and furthered is none other than that to
which he owes his existence. He must grow out of
It is a most
(ex) God, His spirit, and His word.
dangerous opinion for any to hold that he has inwardly appropriated so much of the Divine word
as to be able to dispense with the outward word.
He that despises this may soon be punished by
God, in that He will so effectually deprive him of
His light and strength as to Induce him to regard
as Divine revelations his own vain imaginings
and foolish dreams. Wiesinger says: "The
Christian may measure his love of God by his
love of the word of God; it is his personal experience of the love of God that draws him to the
word, and what he seeks is an ever-increasing,
ever-deepening experience of the xP^^tix of
the Lord. Inquiry led by such an impulse of
personal communion with the Lord contains within itself its own rule and corrective, a power
which gathers together into one centre of life all
the varying phases of the Scriptures, and guards
them from being shattered and alienated."
4. A spiritual house, a temple, must also have
a priestly people, v. 4. The priestly consecration
-of the New Testament consists in thaj. we seize
"by the self-surrender of true faith the true sinoffering and atonement made on Golgotha, and
offered and presented to us in the means of grace.
First comes the sin-offering, then the burnt-offering, then the thank-offering; hence none can
live in the service and to the praise of God unless he first have seiied, by the true burnt-offering of faith, the true sin-offering of Christ, and
thoroughly.

This

is

—

6.

7. Holy Scripture is silent concerning the predestination of individuals to unbelief, sin and
damnation, although it teaches that God has (temporally) concluded all in unbelief, that he might

have mercy npon all, Rom. xi. 82.
8. With the Reformers, we should draw the
true idea of the Christian Church from v. 9, although it applies only to a small fraction of the
degenerate Christendom of the present .The
ungodly are only in appearance and name, not in
truth and in deed, members of the Church.
9. We learn from v. 9 that there is no antithesis between the New Testament and the Old, provided the latter be treated according to its kernel
and substance ; Peter comprises both as a unit,
but at the same time gives uniform prominence
to the spirituality and intrinsicality of Christianity, and specifies a spiritual house, spiritual sacrifices and living stones; so that the Old Testa-

ment is represented by him as the Divinely appointed threshold and porch of the New. The
province of bringing out the oontrast between
the Old Testament and the New was left to St
Paul.

HOMILETIOAL AND PRACTICAL.
Which are the things that kill brothand ought therefore earnestly to be
fought against and laid aside! Growth in ChrisVir.

1.

erly love

—

tian perfection: (a) its soil; (b) its necessity;
Love of the Divinely given means
(c) its means.
of grace both the mark and task of the new man.
The foundation, on which all Christian exhorThe true Church is the
tations are resting.
mother, nourishing her children with the pure
milk of the Divine word. Jesus, the sinner's
cordial and delight in life, suffering and dying.
Christ, the living stone, ever living and animating His people. Christians are living stones
in the building of the kingdom of God: 1. What

—

—

—

—

—

unless his whole life become (working outwardly
from within) one whole thank-offering, one whole
and undivided act of worship. The real burnt2 What is necessary to it? 8.
offering is thenceforth repentance and faith, does it mean?
wherein man dies daily with the right sin-offer- What advantage does it bring? The Christian
ing of Christ, and daily revives, and suffers him- state a holy priesthood: 1. Its dignity; 2.
The two-fold destination of the
self and his whole life to be possessed of God, by Its duties.
being refined, purified and consumed in the fire Church's corner-stone.—Of the vessels of wrath
The general set (prepared) for condemnation. The chosen
of the Holy Ghost" Kliefoth.
priesthood of Christians applies only to convert- generation of the children of God: 1. Their
2. Their destination.
Only God's peoed, believing and living Christians, and implies election
that there is no class or state of Christians priv- ple is a people indeed.
ileged with exclusive mediation of salvation. LuThe punishment of sin is affected by
Starke
ther has powerfully brought out this doctrine in regeneration, for this must supply us with the
connection with justification, and Spener pro- ability to avoid evil. He that betrays attachpounded it anew. But God has likewise instituted ment to some one darling sin to which natural
for the church an office for the administration of naughtiness, habit, or manner -of life render him
the means of grace, a clearly defined service to peculiarly liable, gives proof that he is not yet
be committed to certain persons, which is evident in earnest as to his sanctifioation. Sin is an archfrom 2 Cor. iii. 11 Eph. iv. 11; 1 Cor. xii. 28; deceiver; let every man take care not to be deMatt, xxviii. 19. 20; Jas. iii. 1; 1 Cor. xiv. 5.
ceived, and not to regard evil and harmful as
The longer and the more we
5. The Divine pleasure rests on the spiritual good and harmless.
•sacrifices of the priests of the New Testament, partake of the sweet milk of the Gospel, the
only for the sake of Christ where this truth is more do we increase in the spirit. Faith gives
-sincerely held, neither self-righteousness, nor us some taste of the grace, mercy and loving•despondency, its twin sister, can maintain their kindness of God, Ps. xxxiv. 9.— He that tastes
•ground.
the goodness of God must show it in loving

—

—

—

—

—

;

:

—

—

—

;

—

—

;
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Well built on
this temple ? Matt. xvi.
In this temple offer diligently the incense
18.
of your prayer and sacrifice.—-Good works are
well pleasing to God, not because of their perfection, but because of Christ the Beloved, for
Consider
they are wrought in God, Jno. iii. 21.
conferee with

Christ

his neighbour.

who can destroy

;

—

and the order of salvation Christ is
both must go together
the cease, faith the order
Those
or salvation is impossible, Jno. iii. 86.
who reject Christ lose their life, but do neither
hart Him nor His Gospel any more than a wellsecured cornerstone can be hurt by those who
The great glory of believers
stumble at it.
they have consolation and joy in life and death.
The unconverted are abominable to God, the conTerted precious and acceptable.
the cause

;

;

—

—

Lisco
its

:

:

nature
—Sincere repentance
—The blessed communion with Christ
:

(a\ its

;

(b)

motive.

— The

exalted dignity of the Christian
life of faith.— The
eternally immovable foundation of the kingdom
Christ stands in a contrasted relation
of heaven.
toman.— The Apostle's exhortation that we should

Jesus.

Church.— The Christian's

—

up ourselves.
Lkiohtox : Vv.
these two things: 1.
2. The appetite of
44
Every thing hath
build

—

The apostle requires
The innocency of children;

21. 2.

children.

Epictbtus says:

two handles." The art of
by the better side, which charity
always doth, would save much of those janglings
and heart-burnings that so abound in the world.
There is none comes to the school of Christ, suiting the philosopher's word, ut fabula rata, as
blank paper to receive His doctrine, but, on the
contrary, all scribbled and blurred with such
base habits as these
malice, hypocrisy, envy,
etc.
These two are necessary conditions of good
nourishment: 1. That the food be good and
wholesome ; 2. That the inward constitution of
them that use it be so, too.—Iisdem alimur ex quibus ecnstamus.
Pure and unmixed, as milk drawn
immediately from the breast; the pure word of
Qod without the mixture, not only of error, but
of all other composition of vain, unprofitable
subjects or affected human eloquence, such as
become not the majesty and gravity of God's word,
1 Pet. iv. 11.
" Desire the sincere milk": 1. It
should be natural; 2. earnest; 8. constant.
Veb. 3. The free grace of God was given to be
tasted in the promises, before the coming of
Christ in the flesh, but being accomplished in His
coming, then was the sweetness of grace made
more sensible; then was it more fully broached
and let out to the elect world, when He was
pierced on the cross and His blood poured forth
for our redemption.
Through those holes of his
rounds nay we draw and taste that the Lord is grac*w«, says St. Augustin.
"If ye have tasted."
There must be, 1. a firm believing the truth of
the promises wherein the free grace of God is
expressed and exhibited to us; 2. a particular
Application or attraction of that grace to ourselves, which is as the drawing those breasts of
consolation, Is. lxvi. 11, namely, the promises
contained in both Testaments; 8. there is a sense
of the sweetness of that peace being applied or
drawn into the soul, and that is properly this
taking things

—

—

—

—

—

taste.

Vv.

4. 5. 1.

The nature of the building:

It is

—

—

'
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a spiritual building ; having this privilege that
qualibet parte.
The Hebrew for the word for palace and temple is one.
it is tola in toto et tola in

The materials of it. 8. The structure or way
of building it.
First coming and then built up.
As these stones are built on Christ by faith, so
they are cemented one to another by love.
"A
holy priesthood": 1. The office; 2. The service
of that office ; 8. The success of that service.
[Apparent paradox : God claims the heart whole
2.

—

—

—

and yet
Ver.

broken.

—M.]

In these words are five things: 1.
This foundation stone; 2. The laying of it; 8.
The building on it; 4. The firmness of this
building ; 5. The greatness and excellence of the
whole work. What Seneca says of wisdom is
true of faith: "Puto multos potuisse ad sapientiam
6.

—

'

pervenire, nisi putassent se Jam pervenisse.
Veb. 9. 1. The estate of Christians; 2. Its
opposition to the state of unbelievers; 8. The end
it.
Generation': They are of one 'nation,
belonging to the same blessed land of promise,

of

«

all citizens

of the

new

Jerusalem, yea, all child-

ren of the same family, whereof Jesus Christ,
the root of Jesse, is the stock, who is the great
king and the great High-priest, and thus they are a
royal priesthood.
They resemble in their spiritual state the Levitical priesthood: 1. In their
consecration: (a) they were washed, cf. Rev. i. 6;
(b) The washing was accompanied by sacrifice
[Christ's blood was shed in sacrifice] ; (c) They
were anointed [Christians are anointed with the

—

1

gifts of the Spirit] ; (d) They were clothed in
pure garments, Pa. cxxxii. 9-; (*) They had offerings put into their hands.
2. In their ser(a) They had charge of the sanctuary
vices
[Christians have charge of their hearts]; (6)
They were to bless the people [the prayers of
Christians convey blessings to the world]. 8. In
their course of life: [The life of Christians is
regulated by a code of holy laws. M.]
[Baxter
Ver. 2. Alas what a multitude of
dwarfs has Christ, that are but like infants, though
they have numbered ten, twenty, thirty, forty, fifty, or even sixty years of spiritual life.
M.]
[John Glas: Veb. 9. "There is now no more
any place on earth where the whole Church assembles for worship; but they all assemble in the
heavenly Jerusalem, where Jesus is, the antitype of
thai on earth, in which the Church of Israel assembled, and toward which they worshipped from all
corners of the land. Here they on earth have
their conversation, Phil. iii. 20; and unto that
place the tribes of God go up now worshipping
God, all serving in newness of the Spirit; and
there are no worshippers now but spiritual worshippers.
Thus there is an end put to all controversies about earthly holy places and temples of
God made with hands." M.1
[Ver. 2. The early Christians administered
milk and honey, which was the ordinary food
of infants, to such as were newly received into
the Church showing them by this sign that by
their baptism they were born again, and bound to
manifest the simplicity and innocence of infants
:

—

:

—

—

—

;

—

and conversation. M.]
[Moshbim: Veb. 8. " The stone of stumbling
and rock of offence," as the prophet affirms, is the
Lord of Hosts Himself; but this "stone of stumbling and rock of offence," as asserted by the
in their life

—
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Apostle, is no other than Christ, the same stone
which the builders refused. Therefore Christ is
the Lord of Hosts Himself. If the Scripture,
thus compared with itself, be drawn up into an
argument, the conclusion may indeed be denied,
and so may the whole Bible, but it cannot be
answered." M.]
[Joni8 of Natlahd: "Whereunto they were
also appointed." Not appointed to be disobedient, but appointed, since they would be disobedient, to take their own course and the consequences of it; to stumble and fall at difficulties,
of which they would easily hare seen the proper
solution, and so got over them unhurt, had they
but modestly begged, and dutifully followed, the
Divine illumination." M.]
[Abp. Sicker: Query: " What is the origin

—

—

—

—

CHAPTER

of the metaphor 'living stones', as applied
Christians?"— M.]

[Clarke suggests a common Hebrew root
to build

of

J3 a son, J13 * daughter,

OK

house and

built of stones

also

called

daughters

A house

a stone.-

(DODK)

JY3

,

t
is

family,

(D*i3)

The house of God

(JTiJS).

'^f

ft**}

(fi*3)

a house or

consists of sons

'

tc

and

is the

Church which rests on Christ, the Living Stone,
and Christians are members of Christ, drawing
their life from Him and resting on Him, and
therefore living stones.

II.

11-17.

—M.].

•

Analysis :—Exhortation to show our election of grace in the various relations of the
with respect to established authority.

life

of oar pilgrimage, primarily

l
strangers and pilgrims,* abstain from fleshly
Having jour conversation* honest among the Gentiles: that, 4 whereas they speak against you as evil doers, they may by your good
13 works,' which they shall behold,' glorify God in the day of visitation. Submit your-

11
12

Dearly beloved, I beseech you as

lasts,

which war against the

selves 7 to every ordinance of

soul;

man 8

for the Lord's sake

:

whether

it

be to the

king,' as

14 supreme;10 Or unto governors, as unto them that are sent by 11 him for the punishment
15 of evil doers, and for the praise of them that do well." For so is the will of God,
16 that with well doing ye may put to silence the ignorance of foolish men: u As free,
and not using 14 your liberty 16 for a cloak of maliciousness, but as the servants of God.
17 Honour 1' all men. Love the brotherhood. Fear God. Honour the king.
Verse 11.

Sojourners and strangers ; German : gnests and strangers.—M.]
7th ed M reads air i y < <r$ a t, but Air 4 x« ** « " wel1 supported. [A. C. L. Syr. Oopt Aeth^-M.]
« a A i »"—good, comely.—M.l
!•«
i v £-in the matter which.— M.]
ij* rmw KaAwr ipym k— for your good works' sake. M.]
•Tisch. prefers iwowritiovrts.
80 God. Sin. Render "which they see", or "being spectators ef

P

* Tisch.,

Verse 12.

—

them."—M.f

Verse

13.

—

[God. Sin. •o'of *<rovrpc movo-ip. tic. MJ
PviroTdtvijTt, Aor. Pass.— be subjected.—M.J
[• Human institution ; German : ordinance, order.—M.]

[trlair *p9pmwivy w Td« ipx&t A<vti r*f x €l P OTOr W r * $ * ir0 Tir /JtaiArf**?, f *•*
cvrovf Sa<riActf, ma$6r% «*i avrol vwo bvQpmwmv «Tix^f <rAr ^toc «T<*f r«r.

—

Oecum. M.]
P Taking, without the Article-—M.]
{tovwipdxorTiipraeccllenti—tnper-ec
>vwtp4xom, prveeUentf—enper-eminent.—MJ
[God. Sin. omits olv with A. B. 0. al. • w i <r ».—M.]
Verseli. fM Sta—through.—M.]
Q» Well-doers as contrasted with evil-doers.—M.l
Verse 15. P» Of the foolish men referred to in tot. 1£—M.J
[God. Sin. reads <fnp.ol y.—M.l
Verse 16.
belongs to igorrf f, not to iwiic&\ vpjia.—M.]
P««i«
*4Acif0«pot—free, iA«v0«pla—freedom. M.l
[Translate the whole Terse : " as free, and not as Wring your freedom for a oorer of malignity, but
senrants of God."—M.]
[God. Sin. e co v ftovAot.—M.l
Verse 17. ["Giro honour to all men. Suum wique*-M.]

—

*r<!ipottof=one who lives as a stranger or
denixen in a country or community ; irapeir</%»f
one who stays in a place for a short
time, like travellers on a journey, ch. i. 1.
17.
By their present state he reminds them of
"We are in
the general lot of men on earth.
body and soul expatriated ; nothing is permanent
on earth." Calov. Lasting joys and riches are

xeaOat.

EXIQETICAL AND CRITICAL.
I exhort you, etc.—-This exhortation alludes to oh. i. 1, and enjoins the cleansing
of the soul and a comely behaviour among the
Gentiles, on the grounds of their condition of
pilgrims.
irapoitcovc should be joined with hick-

Vie.

11.

ss the

=
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home.

only in our true
as strangers

whom you

It is also befitting that

—

—
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good works become

to

them an occasion of

offend those

ankxeadai
i. 14; it denotes inward
oaptuKal trudvfiiai—
and outward abstinence.

sation

8; 2 Pet ii. 18;=
12; cf. 1 Jno. ii. 16.
In a narrower sense it denies all desires and impulses that seek pasture* in sensual thoughts and
gratification
in eating and drinking, and ob-

compare in point of language, Rom.

live.

tedhfiiat rife oap$t6$,

voofwau imfhftku,

—

Eph.

Tit.

ii.

ii.

—

and incontinence. The primary refermay be to these, but there is also an ulterior reference to those lusts whose seat is rather in

scenity

ence

than in the body, e. g., hatred, idolatry,
of knowledge, avarice, cf. Gal. v.
Cor. iii. 8 ; Rom. viii. 6; Eph. ii. 8; Col.
Consequently all manifestations and mo-

the soul

wrath, conceit
19; 1
18.

ii.

They
the selfishness of man in general.
war against the soul; they go out
against it, surround and assault it.
Bengel calls
this "a great saying"; cf. Jas. iv. 1; Rom. vii.
23.
The design is not so much to describe the
nature of the lusts as to enforce the exhortation.
*zrd nfc irvxv^Neither the contrast between
flesh and spirit, described by St. Paul, Rom. vii.
14, etc.; Gal. v. 17; nor as Calov and Steiger
take it, "they war against the nature of the regenerate soul"
The proposition is general, and
tygy denotes elsewhere the principle of personal
life.
Ch. i. 9, it is the soul that is to be saved,
and ch. i. 22, it is the soul that is to be sanctified
through faith.
The life of the soul is hidden,
tions of

are said to

—

and killed by fleshly lusts, cf. Matt. x. 89 ;
25 Luke xvii. 88. [ Alford remarks, " V^^»
man's personal, immortal nart, as opposed to

hurt
xvi.

the

;

body, his/ilAj? in which the eiriOvplai orpartbovrat is held in suspension between influences from
above and influences from beneath
drawn up
and saved, or drawn down and ruined,
and
his

—

—

among its adversaries are those fleshly lusts, warring against it to its ruin."

vxr. 12.

—M.]

Having your conversation good

among toe Gentile*. avaorpotf, ch. i. 14.
If we do not read d*r£;reo0f, the Accutyovref.
sative ought to follow ; but sometimes Participles,
remoTed from the verbs by which they are governed, stand in an abnormal case ; the casus rectus
gives greater prominence to an idea, v. Winer g
64. 2.
Christians are opposed to an ungodly
world, and are charged to be the salt and the
light of the world, which closely watches them.
(Matt v. 16).
rolf Wveatv is a hint that the
Epistle was addressed to Jewish Christians.
The

h

Jews are probably reckoned among
The deeper view of
Kakfyv.
Greek philosophy represented immorality and
ugliness, and morality and beauty as convertible
unbelieving
the

flh-tf ;

so Weiss.

ideas.

In the matter in which they speak
against yon as evil doers.
£ not: instead
of; while, but in the same matter, in the same occasion in which, because of which, they speak
against you as evil doers.
[The sense is, "that

h

that conduct,

which was

to

them an occasion of
may by your

peaking against you as evil doers,

•The readers of this Commentary will pardon my attempt
currency to a most striking Germanium ; I do bo on

to give

the rappoeition that every term of speech which sheds light
•ft the workings of the mind and soul, Is a most valuable ac-

caftkm to language.—II.

glori-

among fying God. Alford.— M.] Join h £ with oofd%
even stronger than auoi, cf. ch. iii. 16. It was just the good conver-

jou should not

owpifuiTtldficvot, eh.

idf

-;

of

Christians,

their

Christian works,

judged superficially and referred to evil motives,
that gave occasion to the heathen to slander and
persecute them,

h

i>

is

defined

by Kate

tpya,

KaraTertuilian says: If
tetevatv ifiuv 6g kokqkoiwv,
the Tiber rises to the walls of the city, if the
Nile does not irrigate the fields, if an earthquake
takes place, if famine or the pestilence arise, they
cry forthwith: Away with the Christians to the

—

1.

ii.

lions.

For your good works' sake

- - glorify.—
from which we must
supply tovto. It signifies : to look closely upon
a thing in order to see through it So it was
applied to those mysteries which were difficult to
Superficial
explain, cf. ch. iii. 2; Eph. iii. 4.
observers, as appears from the account given by
Tacitus, regarded the brotherly love of the

iiroirreboavrec refers to

h 9,

Christians as a secret covenant imperilling the
state, their decision as obstinacy, their

heavenly

mindedness as hatred of the human race. Their
departure from the sinful customs of their fathers was treated as contempt for and rejection of
all human ordinances, cf. ch. ii. 19, 20; iii. 10iv. 16
ii. 14.
A definite date, e. g. the
12, 17
time of the persecutions under Nero, or even under Trajan, can hardly be substantiated. Join
Ik tljv koXuv Ipycjv to dofaouctv, for the good
;

;

y

works' sake, proceeding out of them.
6oj-&oooiv.
Calvin rightly observes that our
aim ought not to be to make unbelievers speak
and think well of us, but rather to keep before
our eyes the glory of God. More correct knowledge may constrain them to glorify God, to give
honour to God, of whom believers are said to be
the children. Peter evidently thinks of the words
of Jesus at Matt v. 16. Roos adds : In such a
case we must not always look for a proper praise
of God. Provided people praise the good works,
they praise our heavenly Father, as the Author
of them, just as he that praises the $ood manners of a child, virtually bestows praise on his
instructor.
Although people treat the faith of
God's children as superstition and folly, they may
for all that praise their works, and thus give gloJustin Martyr supplies an illustrary to God.
tion of such 6oi-&&iv.
He confesses that, when
still a heathen, he deemed it impossible that the
Christians could be addicted to the unnatural
vices of which they were accused, because they
were so ready to die for Christ
In the day of visitation. ema/coirf, knioKEn-

—

rko6ai= *]T)Q denotes both the merciful

visita-

tion of God, and His judicial and primitive inquisition ; for the former sense cf. Gen. xxi. 1

24: Ex. iii. 16; iv. 81; 1 Sam. ii. 21; Job vii.
18; Lke. i. 68. 78; Acts xv. 14; for the latter,
see Jer. ix. 24. 25; xliv. 13; xlvi. 25; ix. 9; Ps.
Commentators are divided,
lix. 6; Ex. xx. 5.
It is pereither sense finding many advocates.
haps best to combine both views, as the Apostle
himself does not define his meaning, and as both
visitations of mercy and wrath, do often occur
It is by no means an* insoluble riddle
together.
that unbelievers are made to glorify God by suf*
1.
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shows that in seasons
of heavy judgments, stony hearts are sometimes
softened and melted. The word juipa relates, as
is often the case, to longer periods of time than
a day of twenty-four hours. The allusion here
is neither to the day of judgment (as Bede maintains), nor to an investigation' of the life of believers on the part of the world (as Roos sugferings, since experience

do not originate in an explicit and specific word
of God, as true religion does but they are rather ordained by man and bis agency, at least as
far as we are able to judge, that cannot see the
hidden sway of God." If this Epistle belongs
to the time of Nero, light is shed on the selection
of this predicate. Peter may have recollected
the words of his Master, Matt xvii. 26. 27. La;

ther comments in this respect as follows : "Al[The day of God's visitation in wars, earth- though you are free in all externals (for you are
quakes, plagues, etc., brought out the faith and Christians) and ought not be forced by law to be
gests).

love of the Christians, as contrasted with that of
the Jews and Heathens. Wordsworth cites the
history of the plague at Carthage, in Cyprian's
Episcopate, as described by his deacon, Pontius,
"The majority of our brethren," says
p. 6.
Pontius, " took care of every one but themselves
by nursing the sick, and watching over them in
Christ, they caught the disorder which they
healed in others, and breathed their last with
joy; some bare in their arms and bosoms the
bodies of dead saints, and having closed the eyes
of the dying, and bathed their corpses, and performed the last obsequies, received the same
treatment at the hands of their brethren. But
the very reverse of this was done by the Gentiles ;
those who were sinking into sickness, they drove
from them ; they fled from their dearest friends
they threw them expiring into the streets, and
turned from their unburied corpses with looks
of execration." See also Cyprian's words in his
treatise published on that occasion, De Mortalitate, sive Peste, capp. 9. 10 :
Mortalitas ista, ut
Judxis et GentUibus et Christi hostibus pestis est, ita
'

subjected to secular rule (for there is no law for
the just [i. «., to the justified M.]), yet you
ought spontaneously to yield a ready and uncoerced obedience, not because necessity compels
you, but that you may please God, and benefit
your neighbour. Thus did Christ act, as we read,
Matt xvii." irdoy be it Heathen, Jewish, or
Christian authority; be it this or that constitu-

—

—

tion.

—

" Water may be made to as-'
[Wordsworth
sume different forms, in fountains and cascades,
and be made to flow in different channels or aqueducts, by the hand of man ; but the element itself,
which flows in them, is from God. So again,
marble may be hewn by man's hand into different
:

shapes : under the sculptor's chisel it may become
a statue, a frieze or sarcophagus, but the marble
itself is from the quarry, it is from the creative
So it is with the civil power.
hand of God.
The form which power may assume, and the person who may be appointed to exercise it, may be
Krioeie avdfZncvcu, ordinances of man; but the au-

—

thority itself (hZovoia) is from God. Consequently,
as St Peter teaches, we are bound to submit to
Dei servis salutaris excessus est. M.]
Ver. 18. Be subjected, therefore, to ev- every ordinance of man, in all lawful things, "for
ery human institution, etc.— From the whol- the Lords sake," whose ministers and vicegerents
ly general precept concerning the conversation our rulers are ; and, as St Paul declares, " he

—

of Christians among the heathen, the Apostle, that resisteth the authority, resisteth the ordmane*
moved by the very common slanders uttered of God, and they that resist shall receive to themagainst them, that they were dangerous to the selves damnation." See Rom. xiii. 1-3.
M.]
For the Lord's sake. Probably to be unState, and aiming at the overthrow of all the bands
of law, takes occasion to descend to the most or- derstood of God the Father, who had been mendinary duties, to the exhortation of submitting tioned in v. 12, although v. 8, and elsewhere in
[But is
to the secular authority, and of not abusing Peter, as in Paul, Christ is called Lord.

—

—

Christian liberty.
vTT&rayTire.

—The Aorist Pass,

is

sometimes used

ovv primarily conin a Middle sense, v. Winer.
nects with v. 12, secondarily with v. 11.* ir&oy
avOporrivy

icrtoei.

—The word

ktioic, like Krifctv, is

generally applied to Divine creations and institutions, or used to denote a creature ; but here
the adjective avdpunlvq shows that it signifies any
institution or appointment irrespective of origin.
Limiting icrioic to the idea of the Divine institution of the world is confusing. The Apostle
intends by the use of the adjective avdpomivy
to meet the objection that Christians, in view of
their Christian liberty, were bound to obey only
authorities immediately appointed by God, because there was much sinfulness mixed up with
such human institutions; he further desires to
distinguish the Divine ordinance of the State
from that of the Church, ch. ii. 5, without, however, denying the mediately Divine institution of
the secular power, as Paul avers at Rom. xiii. 1.
2. 4.
Flacius rightly remarks : "It is called a
human ordinance because secular constitutions
*ovv

la

wanting in A. B.

0.

and other Manuscripts.

not the reference rather to Christ? For, 1.
Kvpioc with Peter always describes Christ, except
in quotations from the 0. T. (Alford) : 2. Christians derive their liberty from their union to
Christ.
M.] The sense is: because God demands it, because He has founded this instituThis defines, also, the limits
tion, Rom. xiii. 1. 5.
of Christian subjection: the duty of obedience

—

where God from heaven decisively forbids
The Apostle specifies two
iv. 19
v. 29.
classes of political powers whom Christians are
bound to obey first, the king or emperor, secThe
ond, his ambassadors or representatives.
Jews and the Greeks called the Roman Imperaceases,
it,

Acts

;

:

—

king.
6c ^epkxovri. 6c denotes a well
reason, imtpkxovri, wielding the highest
sovereign power on earth. Otherwise, 1 Tim. ii.
Bengel rightly: supereminens. avrov con1.
nects, of course, with paattel, not with xvpoc.
"In inferior powers, we must see and honour the
tor,

known

—

The
king, in the king, God Himself." Gerhard.
ethical purpose of the power wielded by all authorities is to punish evil-doers, and to recognize
the good with marks of praise and approbation,
Calov cites the language of
cf. Rom. xiii. 8. 4.
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rewards and punishments keep the the sequel Peter cuts off all misunderstanding
and quotes from Cicero the saying and abuse of liberty. The Gnostics abused
of Solon, that the state is best governed if the Christian liberty by the commission of all kinds
good are attracted bj rewards and the evil kept of infamous and criminal indulgences. The Jews,
kKd'uajaic^ not execuon the plea of being the people of God's inheritin bounds by punishment.
ance, claimed to be free from the laws of the
tion of the laws, but punishment, vengeance.
On this account we read: "and not as
mxoxotvv, to be taken in a general, objectively heathen.
ethical sense, and to be interpreted by ch. iv. 16, having [=not as those who have
M.] freedom
which treats of murderers and other malefactors. for a cover of malignity." It is uncertain whethThis passage contains not the faintest reference, er (as Cornelius and others supposed there is here
altogether, to the character of Christians, as an allusion to the white baptismal robe, which
drawn by Suetonius and Tacitus, to wit, that was also a symbol of the liberty obtained through
How could the Christ.
they were political offenders.
irapaKdXvfifia, something
imK&XvftfM
Apostle have subscribed to such a delineation of spread in order to cover a thing, hence, a oloak,
This passage, therefore, can- a cover, a veil.
their character!
Luther says: "If Christian
Plato, that

state together,

—

—

not be used to determine the date of the Epistle.
lxatvocy recognition by word and deed, praise,

—

and promotion.
For so is the will of God - Gerhard : Even though your innocence

protection

Yse.

men.
'

—

15.

—

and obedience are insufficient to effect the conversion of others or their praising God, you will
be able, according to the will of God, to silence
blasphemers.
ovrwf earl, after this manner, is the
will of God.
[Then follows what the will of God
is in this direction, via.: ayadoiroiovvrac ftpovv k.
t. A.
M.] fifiovv from ftfidc, a muzzle, to muzzle,
to shut up the mouth, as with a muzzle, cf. Deut.
xxv. 4; Sir. xx. 31.
This ignorance originated in
the corruption of the heart, and in its turn influenced it, (ch. ii 12; 1 Cor. xv. 84; Jno. xvi. 8).
It was marked by varying degrees of guilt
Paul contrasts the knowledge of the Divine will
with this state of ignorance, Eph. v. 17.
Because they are blind as to Divine things, they are
unable to understand our manner of conversation.
[Wordsworth: "Christ was crucified by the
power of Rome, as He had foretold that He would
he (Matt. xx. 19).
St. Peter and St. Paul, as

—

—

—

—

they also foreknew, were martyred by Rome;
but yet they preached submission to Rome."
M.]

—

As

=

men without faith immediately rush in, and* claim to be good Christians because they do not keep the laws of the
Pope." Kaida should not be explained with Wiesinger in the restricted sense of disobedience
to the magistrate, but in a wider sense, just as
the antithesis ayadoiroielv is a more general idea.
doWuoi Qeov.
To serve God, says Augustine, is
the highest liberty. What was expected of Israel
as a nation (often called the servant of God, Is.
xliv. 1. 21; xlviii. 20; Jerem. xxx. 10); what
Jesus was in a peculiar sense (and Peter calls
Him so by preference, Acts iii. 18. 26; iv. 27.
80), should be realized in every believer of the
New Testament.
liberty is preached, godless

—

—

Veil. 17.

Honour all men. —The chief duties

of a good conversation

among

the Gentiles are

now

briefly comprehended, according to the several relations in which they stand.
Ttpfoare,

Aorist Imper., used of actions that are either
rapidly completed and transient, or viewed as
occurring but once. Winer { 48, 8, a.
All men. Not only the chief, but all men.
In your intercourse with equals, show to each the
respect you owe them, first, as God's creatures,
Jas. iii. 9, and, secondly, as having been redeemed by Christ, cf. ch. v. 5. 6; iii. 8; Matt.
xx. 26; xxiii. 12; Lke. xiv. 11; xviii. 14; xxii.
The passage, Ps. xv. 4,
26, 27; Mk. x. 48. 44.
rightly translated, is not in conflict with this exhortation.
Paul, in a similar exhortation, takes
cognizance of civil position and personal goodness, Rom. xiii. 7.
To qualify this passage by

—

Via, 16.
free - - God. 6c IteWepoi may
best be construed as the antecedent of the next
terse, but only of its first member, tr&vrag ny.iioare.
To construe it with v. 15 would require
iXtvBipovc..
[But even this limitation to the first
member of v. 17 renders such a construction
hardly tenable.
The supposition of the contrary
seems to establish its uutenableness.
Does my limitation is arbitrary, rifiare, from rtw, to value,
freedom absolve me from the obligation of hon- to define and pay the value of a thing or person.
ouring all men?
I not bound, on the general
adefy&nx, the brotherhood viewed as a whole,
ground of Christian duty and equity, to give to all who are, or are called your brothers, cf. ch.
all their due?
22.
Because such a disposition of esteem for
On the whole, I consider the ex- i.
planation of Wiesinger, adopted by Alford, the and brotherly love of all can only flow from a
best, viz.: to regard v. 16 as an epexegesis on v.
true relation to God, the next exhortation is:
15, not carrying on the construction with an Ac"Fear God," cf. ch. i. 17. Holy fear of the
cusative, but with a Nominative, as already in v.
majesty of God is peculiarly in place, if you are
12, and, indeed, even more naturally here, betempted to abuse your Christian liberty. "He
cause not the act consequent on ayadfmoulv, as that fears God, loves his brethren, and embraces
there on hirkxtoQcu, is specified, but the antece- all mankind with becoming love, will not fail todent state and Christian mode of ayadoiroielv. render also to kings the honour that is due to*
For arguments see Wiesinger and Alford.
M.l them." Calvin. Peter probably recollects Prov~
It is different with v. 12.
Such subjection and xxiv. 21, which defines the same attitude of feartrue Christian liberty are not irreconcilable an- ing God and honouring the king.
Weiss calls attagonisms.
For the latter, founded on the re- tention to Matt. xxii. 21. [The variations of thedemption through Christ, is spiritual in its na- Imperative form in this verse are noteworthy and
ture; it delivers us from sin and error, from the suggestive.
rififoare, the Aor. Imper.j marks theworld and the devil, and unites us to God and general principle, the following three Present ImHis word by the bands of love, cf. Jno. viii. 82; peratives define its application in particular re
Rom. vL 18, 22; Gal. v. 18; 2 Pet. ii. 19. In lations. M.]
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—

.

—
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form of government, and, as a pilgrim,

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

finds

H

not difficult so to do.

Every government is bound, for its own interest, to punish the wicked, and to protect the
good. An unchristian, unjust government is a
sore punishment to a country but there is no
4.

1. Peter in the second part of the Epistle, ok.
iL 11, resumes the thought that believers are citisens of another fatherland, and only strangers
here on earth, of. ch. i. 1. 4; y. 10; i. 17. This
fundamental view of the Apostle runs through the
whole Epistle; on it are based the exhortations
which follow ch. iv. 6. It must, consequently,
be of the highest importance that we should constantly keep up a lively sense of our status as
strangers.
It belongs to the most noble and
powerful incentives to sanctincation, of. 2 Cor. y.

6; Phil, iii.20.
Holy Scripture wisely prescribes no rules
as to the best form of constitution: we learn
from the Old Testament that the theocratic form
of government is, properly speaking, the institution which corresponds to the will of God ; this is
also the end contemplated by Christianity.
God
is to be the all-animating principle in those who
gladly obey Him, 1 Cor. xv. 28; Rev. xxi. 8;
xxii. 8.
But this end can be attained only after
Satan has been bound, and after the great separation has been consummated, Mai. iv. 2; Matt,
xiii. 40, etc.
Many, impatiently anxious to anticipate the end towards whioh the development
of the Christian Church is being led, rejected existing forms of government.
Hence the Apostle
exhorts, substantially, that it is the part of true
Christians to be subjected to any human institution, whether monarchical, republican or aristoThe only limitation set to obedience to
cratic.
the government is its commanding any thing
whioh militates against the clearly revealed will
of God. It is not for us to ask how such and
such a ruler did acquire his power, whether the
constitution of a state be so framed as to contain
the fundamental laws of God for the regulation
of human relations, (as some try to press the
word ktIoic), but we must obey for the Lord's
sake, who says: "By me kings reign and princes
decree justice. By me princes rule, and nobles,
even all the judges of the earth." Prov. viii. 16.
16.
All rebellion against the ordained government is to be repudiated, as our evangelical
Church has established it from the beginning,
contrary to jesuitico-papistical teaching. [Fron8.

2.

t
'

;

greater evil than anarchy, as Sophocles already
perceived.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.
What

necessary to walk as a pilgrim on
Abstaining from fleshly lusts; 2.

is

earth?

1.

Obeying

all

human governments;

—

8.

Patiently

suffering wrong.
Which are the marks that s
Christian is a stranger and pilgrim here? Consider, (a) his speech; (6) his carriage; (c) his
manners ; (d) his aims. The Christian state t
continuous warfare, Job vii. 1; Ps. xxiv. 8:— 1.

—

the enemies; 2. the weapons;

the victory.—

8.

Walk as lights in the heathenish-minded world!
The manifold days of visitation. The Christian's demeanour towards the secular power.
How to shut up most effectually the mouth of the
ignorant? The Pharisaic hearts thai make liberty the cloak of maliciousness.
True liberty a
blessed bondage before God.
The four main

—

—

—

—
—

points of a good conversation in this world.—
Why and how we should, as Christians, give

honour to all men ?
Kaptf: What makes up true liberty? 1. To
be the servants of God and Jesus; 2. to be sub-

—

Lord's sake, to all human authority;
lead a good conversation, as strangers in
the world.
Staudt : Maintaining the state of strangers
1. In relation to the flesh ; 2. In relation to the
world.
Staekb: Pilgrim, how long dost thou stay at
the inn? Yonder is thy fatherland. Away with
the voluptuous joys of the village, through which
thou art journeying
He .that would be free
from the breaking out of the lusts of the flesh,
must seise them by the root and choke them in
Fleshly lusts, though they begin
the beginning.
sweetly and are soothing to the heart, are the
soul's inveterate enemies, and bring forth sin,
ject, for the
8. to

—

—

I

—

—

Jas.

i.

16;

Sir. xxi.

8.— Fiel

Christians like

Beware and pray, " Gracious God, put
an end to gross offences." The more a man is
surrounded by false, hostile, watching people, the
Wilful Rebellion in the Book of Homilies, authori- more must he be on his guard, not only to avoid
tatively set forth by the Church of England, and evil, but the appearance of it, 1 Thess. v. 22.
received by the Protestant Episcopal Church in the The pious have always to endure slander, yet
United States "as an explication of Christian doc- their best defence is not in their mouth or pen,
trine and instructive in piety and morals."
M.] but in their works and deeds, v. 15. A Chris•Rieger capitally observes: In the words "human tian's holy conversation must also aim at the
institution or ordinance, the Apostle does not de- conversion of others, which is realized in the
prive governments of the honour that they are case of some, ch. iii. 1. The secular power is as
the servants of God, Rom. xiii. 1, etc.
The state much bound to reward virtue as to punish wickand office of the government are God-derived; edness, Ps. lxxxii. 3. 4; Prov. xx. 26.—Calumthey have, indeed, in course of time, manifold nies are best contradicted, if we prove by a holy
human shapes, and in the hands of men have conversation that they are untrue. To requite
been variously instituted. But even this human evil with good has generally a good effect. We
element, so far from serving as a pretext for the are free, but not from the law of Christ and God,
Those who wish to
see the whole subject illustrated on sound Church
principles are referred to the Homilies against
mliller refers to

Germany.

heathen.

—

—

—

1

—

—

withdrawal of submission, should rather be a
root of patience, gladly to. put up with human
and inevitable infirmities, even in this respect."
8. The Christian must adapt himself to every

—

—

Christian courtesy tends to good
1 Cor. ix. 21.
reputation, to the favour and good-will of our
neighbour, and to reciprocal good- will and confidence, Rom. xii. 10. Mark that the fear of God

—
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CHAPTBH
the honour of the magistrate
There are two kingdoms,
God's and the emperor's, each must remain within its bounds; God reserves to Himself the soul
and conscience; the body, goods and possessions
are under the emperor's rule, Matt. xxii. 21.
Which is the
Lisco: Walk, as it pleases God.
deepest foundation of Christian morality?
How
does a Christian's liberty exhibit itself?
Basle Collection*:
Christian abstinence: L
it

mentioned

afterwards,

first,

Acts

v. 29.

—

—

—

—

—

Hs nature; 2. its motives.

XL 11-17.

4S

—

[Whatblt: A timefy, steady and mild resistance, on legal grounds, to every unlawful stretch
of power (as in the well-known case of the shipmoney) wul prove the most effectual means, if
uniformly resorted to, for preventing the occurrence of those desperate and extreme cases which
call for violent and dangerous remedies.—M.]
[M.: The principle on which we should resist
ordinances in conflict with the will of God is
fortUer inresed lemter in modo.]

—

[Luthbb:

—

[Lsjqhton: Via. 11. There is a faculty of
reproving required in the Ministry, and sometimes a necessity of very sharp rebukes, cutting
They that have much of the spirit of meekones.
net* may have a rod by them, too, to use upon
necessity ; but sure the way of meekness is that
It was a very wise
they use most willingly.
abridgment that Epiotetus made of philosophy,
bear
and forbear. It was
into those two words,
the high speech of a heathen, That he was greater,
and born to greater thing*, than to be a servant to hi*

—Vib.

maketh us

16. Christ's truth

not civilly, nor carnally, but divinely. We are
made free in such sort, that our conscience is free
and quiet, not fearing the wrath of God to come.
This is the true and inestimable liberty, to the
excellency and majesty of which, if we compare
the other, they are but as one drop of water in
respect of the ocean. For who is able to express
what a thing it is, when a man is assured in his
heart that God neither is, nor ever will be angry
with him, but will be forever a merciful and loving Father to him, for Christ's sake
This is,
body; how much more ought he that is born indeed, a marvellous and incomprehensible libagain to say so, being born heir to "a crown erty, to have the Most High Sovereign Majesty so
Fleshly lusts.— favourable to us that He doth not only defend,
that fadeth not away " I ch. v. 4.
They war against the soul; and their war is made maintain and succour us in this life, but also, as
np of stratagem and sleight, for they oannot hurt touching our bodies, will so deliver us as that,
They promise it some though sown in corruption, dishonour and infirthe soul but by itself.
contentment, and so gain its consent to serve them mity, they shall rise again in incorruption, and
and undo itself; they embrace the soul that they glory, and power. This is an inestimable liberty,
may strangle it Ver. 12. Mark three things, 1. that we are made free from the wrath of God forone point of a Christian's ordinary entertainment ever, and is greatly more valuable than heaven
in the world is, to be evU spoken of; 2. Their and earth and the created universe.
" Blessed
good use of that evil, to do the better for it ; 8. is the man who is in such a case yea, blessed is
;
The good end and certain effect of their so doing, the man whose God is the Lord."
M.]
ike glory of God.
The goodness or beauty of a
[Olshausbn : Without law, or altogether above
Christian's conversation consisting in symmetry the law, man can never be, for the law is the exand conformity to the word of God as its rule, he pression of the Divine Essence itself.
M.]
ought diligently to study that rule and to square
[Milton : There are
his ways by.it; not to walk at random, but to
"That bawl for freedom in their senseless mood,
apply that rule to every step at home and abroad,
And still revolt when troth would set them free:
and u> be as careful to keep the beauty of his
license they mean when they cry liberty." M.J
ways unspotted, as those women are of their
[Sanderson: Luther complains of "men who
faces and attire, that are most studious of comeliness.— What have we to do in the world as His would be accounted good Christians merely becreatures, once and again His creatures, His new cause they rejected the authority of the Pope;
who will do nothing that either the magistrate or
creatures, created unto good work*, Eph. ii. 10,
but to exercise ourselves in those, and by those God would have them to do ; remaining in their
to advanoe His glory?
that all' may return to old, disorderly nature, however much they may
Him, from whom all is, as the rivers run back to the make their boast of the Gospel;" and who, as
Calvin says, "reckoned it a great part of Chrissea, from whenoe they came.—Vkb. 15. Whereas
those that have most real goodness, delight most tian liberty, that they might eat flesh on Fridays."
Better is it by voluntary abstinence to part
to observe what is good and commendable in
others, and to pass by their blemishes, it is the with some of our liberty as to God's creatures,
true character of vile, unworthy persons (as flies than by voluntary transgression to become the
sit upon sores) to skip over all the good that is in
devil's captives.
M.]
[Hooker
It was not the meaning of our Lord
men and fasten upon their infirmities. And this
is a wise Christian's way, instead of impatiently
and Saviour, in saying "Father, keep them in
fretting at the mistakes or wilful miscensures of Thy name," that we should be careless in keeping
To our own safety our own sedulity
men, to keep still on in his calm temper of mind ourselves.
and upright course of life and silent innocence; is required. M.]
[Barrow: Veb. 17. Human nature has become
this, as a rock, breaks the waves into foam that
adorable as the true Shechinah, the everlasting
roar about it.
M.]
[Warbubton: Veb. 13. 14. Reward cannot, palace of the Supreme Majesty, wherein the fulness of the Godhead dwelleth bodily; the most
properly, be the sanction of human laws.
M.]
[Harrington: To say, because civil magistra- holy shrine of the Divinity, the orb of inaccesscy is ordained of God, therefore it cannot be the ible light, as this, and more than all this, if more
ordinance of man, is as if you said: God ordained could be expressed, or, if we could explain that
the temple, therefore, it was not built by masons; text, " The word was made flesh and dwelt among
He ordained the snuffers, therefore, they were not us."— M.]
made by a smith. M.]
free,

—

—
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—
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—

[Sanderson : When a piece of metal is coined first inquiry was for the Church (the brotherwith the king' 8 stamp, and made current by his hood); and here he was received as a brother,
edict, no man may henceforth presume either to and supplied with whatever could contribute to
refuse it in payment, or to abate the value of it; his spiritual or bodily refreshment. The Church
so God, having stamped His own image upon letters, which were as tesserae hospitales, received
every man, and, withal, signified His blessed the name of ypafifmra TervwafUva, epistolae femapleasure, how precious He would have him to be tae, because, to guard against counterfeits, they
our eyes and esteem, by express edict pro- were drawn up after a certain form, rwrof and
claiming, "At the hand of every man's brother also ypd/ifiara kmvuviko\ epistolae communicatoriat,
will I require the life of man; I require every inasmuch as they indicated that the bearers were
man to be his brother's keeper: for in the image in the fellowship of the Church. Euseh. 4, 23;
Cyprian, Ep. III.; Neander vol. I. } 2, p. 280.—
of God made He man." M.]
[The brotherhood.— Cf. Rom. xvi. 1; 8 Jno. 8. Sic honorandus rex, ut tie contra Deum peccemus.
When a Christian entered a foreign city, his CHBT808T0M. M. ]
9.

m

;

—

—

CHAPTER
Avaltsb :—Exhortation of

II.

18-26.

believing servants to self-denying obedience in doing

and suffering after the example of ftufet.

1

1

Servante, be subject to your masters with all fear ; not only to the good and gen*
18
19 tie, but also to the froward. 1 For this is thankworthy, 4 if a man for conscience 1 to20 ward God endure grief, suffering wrongfully. For what glory is it, if, when ye be
buffeted for your faults, ye shall take it patiently? but if, when ye do well, and suffer
21 for it? ye take itpatiently, this is acceptable T with God. For even hereunto were ye
called : because Christ also suffered for us, leaving us 8 an example, that ye should
22 follow his steps : Who did no 9 sin, neither was guile found in his mouth
23 Who, when he was reviled," reviled not again; when he suffered, u he threatened
24 not; but committed himself11 to him that judgeth righteously: Who his own self"
bare our sins in his own body on M the tree, that we, u being dead to sins, should live
25 unto righteousness: by whose stripes u ye were healed. For ye were as sheep going
astray; 17 but are 18 now returned unto the Shepherd and Bishop of your souls.
Verse 18.

vpAr Cod. Sin.—M.]
Domestics, family servants, oixtfr^s not so harsh as
Cod. Sin.—M.]
P**—in, not with.—M.]

[

6i<rw6rats

be subject to your masters/

p

AovAor.

p <r Koki6t—1£fp$ Dent, xxxii.5, crooked, perverse.

These r«oA{oiare u soJ«ie<*itnurfaMe* dart a*

«

In

all fear

moroti," so Gerhard.—M.l
[Cod. Sin. i p w a p r. j> 60. v ».—M.]
Verse 19. [« For this is grace, so German for x *" P * *, bnt

x ** P » f not—protfa divina bn t—lout. Cf. Calvin, " Idem tain
JnMligxt enim nutiam gratiam vel laudem ooncUiari nobis coram Den, rf ftfnam tusttnemui quam nostril delicti* *imu*promeriti : ted qui patenter fervent injuria*, co* laude dig**
esse, et oputfacert Deo acceptum"
M.]
rather
p Consciousness, not conscience The man knows that God is cognisant of his suffering, and sets
with respect to God than to man. German : Mitvru$en, not Gnvitstn, the former denoting cognisance
"
Hon
grace,
is
For
this
whole
verse,
Render
the
the
latter,
conscience.
in
sense of ioint knowing, the
account of Gode cognizance, sny one endures tribulations (Avftt), suffering wrongfully-—M.]
M.l
20. [ wo to**—German 'was fUr ein,' or English, ' what klpd of.'
or
P Cod. Sin. «oAa£6>fyoi i/iro fiivtre. German, *• suffer patiently." The participial construction
the Greek is, on the whole, preferable to English version. "For what kind of glory (is it) if doing
wrong (sinning), and being buffeted, ye endure it patiently? but if welldoing, and suffering (for it), ye
endure (it) patiently, this is grace."— M.]
p X a P t ?, as above, " with God." The idea here, and in v. 19, seems to be that such conduct is the evidence
of grace received, as none but a child of grace would thus act. M.]
21. pCod. Bin. reads awiBavtv (died) for iwa9*p (suffered).—* p £ v v u. I p is the reading supported by the
greatest number of MSS. Another reading, t)tiwv if/at r, according to Syr. Copt. Ephr. Aug.. ana
still another, it fiitv vfiZ*, Elzevir, Alford; on this last is based the German version, which renders
" suffered for you, leaving you, etc." M.]
[vwoypaixixd *«a copy-head,«=a pattern, to write or paint by.—M.]
22. p i -a o I y v t f, tho Aorist. as distinguished from the Imperfect, I * o t f t, has the force of " never in a singls
instance." Alford. M.l
[Cod.8in.i»vprf0i|.—M.]
23. [ The German retains the preferable participial form.—M.l
w
P° » Render thus " Who being reviled, reviled not again, suffering, threatened not. uM.J
P*»apt676'ov, either, " delivered (His enemies) up to (the Father)," so Alford, or, delivered (His cause)
up to (the Father ") ; in either case, as Alford suggests, perhaps not without reference to " Father, lor*
nomen gratiat quod

laitdis.

—

Verse

—

—

Verse

—

Verse

Verse

—

—

:

—

give them ; for they know not what they do." MJ
[Cod 81n. • i A o 1 6 6 p c *.—M.]
Verse 24. p* " Who Himself bore our sins in His own body on the tree."—M.]
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18-25.

p* The force of ir i rcy«cris that "He took our sins to the tree, and offered them upon it." Alford. Cf.Vitringain Huther: u 7ixunot&boiii+*viivocuava44p<i¥txprimipoUst. JVbto pxrbb et orrcaa*.
Prtmo dticert voluU Petnu. Chrietum portauepeccata nostra, in quantum ilta ipei erant impotita. Secundo, ita tuliue peccata nostra, ut ta tecum obttderit in aUari. Bespicit ad animanta. quibus peccata prima
impon^baniurt quiqu«dmn4^tp«xcUi*cnu^oferebaniur. Stdinquamaranf f3 A ok ait Petru$.Hffnum. h. Cm cruo$m.—$&.A
P* bwoy*r6n<vo t—haying died. The German renders, " that, having died to sins (t. « M our own), we should
live to the righteousness of Him by whose stripe ye are healed " ; but this construction is untenable on
textual grounds.—M.]
" Paradoxon apostolicum :
vitric* sanatt
P« Stripe, singular, is the right rendering of fitikm u puA«tfr.
t$Us. Btt autem p« A*» * vibe*, frequent in corport terviU, Sir. 12, 12." Bengel.—M.J
[Cod. Sin. *t^ o-mj*. without i v.—* A m w. without avrov.—M.]
""
•-"-Terse 26. [" Translate ** For ye were straying (^Tt \x Aa r m /xivoi) like sheep."—M.]
hi The German renders iwiarpd <M t « passirely, " ye are brought back " ; but the 2 Aor. Pass, iwnrrpd----••
a
*~
t. 30,—
translate, therefore, " bnt ye
:
A ^r, is often found in a Middle sense, cf.BIatt.ix. 22 ; x. 13; Mark
iave returned." M.]
[Ood. Sin. tAar«*s<roi.-M.]

—

Vie.

EXEGETIOAL AND CRITICAL.
bat also to the
18. Domestics

—

joined.
Here as there the reference is to thanks,
praise, or honour before Ood,
You have no
praise before God, you cannot glory in your
tribulations Ccf. Rom. v. 8), if you remain stedfast in troubles brought on by yourselves; but
if, suffering wrongfully, you remain
stedfast,

crooked. oheerai less harsh and more compreEstius in Calov shrewdly
hensive than SovXot.
suggests that the Apostle may have selected this you will have honour before God and secure His
Weiss compares
designation because he was addressing Jewish approval and good pleasure.
Christians, to whom the term 'slave' was obthe Hebrew *!£? K¥D, =thploKeiv x^?iV Ivovrnoxious, as incompatible with the people of God.
tocvTaoo6fuvoi.
The most simple construction lov &eov. Gen. vi 8; xviii. 8; xxx. 27; of. Lke.
i. 80; ii. 62; Acts ii. 47.
As to the sense it is
is to connect the Participle with the preceding
Imperatives, especially with the rbv Qebv fopeiade. therefore=;rap£ev, cf. 1 Tim. iL 8; v. 4. Col. iii.
20.
The following explanation of Steiger is
to which the following kv navrl 4>6fk> seems also
to refer.
"It is
It is the Apostle's way to intertwine neither clear nor suited to the context.
his sentences after this manner: the following grace indeed, even in the sight of God, to be
If he means:
exhortations begin with similar participial sen- able to suffer for God's sake."

—

tences, eh. iii. 1. 7. 8. 9.

We learn

from

it,

that

he considers the duties to which he exhorts inHe particucluded in the principal duty, y. 12.
larises the exhortation, v. 18, as to the manner
how the fear of God should be evidenced, v. 17.

In

all fear.

after v. 17.

—Primarily, holy

Cf.

Col

iii.

awe of God,

22; Eph.

vi.

6; with

also involves the dread
of an earthly master.
There are, as Cornelius
observes, different kinds of fear: a, fear of punishment; 6, fear of the guilt of offending God;
e. fear of the offence of exciting masters to animosity against the faith.
ayaddic good in themselves and kind to others.
mil, entire fear

—

fcrtewcfr

;

but

it

indicates a particular exhibition of
kind like the 8yrian

<fya0bf==indulgent, yielding,
captain,

2 Kings

v.

18.

14.— oxokoc ==t5f D l^
4

the contrary of the two other qualities, crooked
in ways and therefore in heart, Ps. ci. 4; Prov.

xL 20;

xvii.

crooked

wood that cannot be bent and

20;

iv.

24, similar to

a piece of
is

not

fit

morose in disposisuch masters the
false longings for liberty are most apt to break
out: but here is just the point at which Christian
views and principles appear in the strongest possible contrast with merely human and natural
ones, and at which the peculiarity of the Christian calling, as a power of endurance, shows its
for use, perverse, contentious,
tion and behaviour.
"Before

marvellous glory." Wiesinger.
Tie. 19. For this Is graoe. The sense of
these words is determined partly by the following
X&pt{ vopa 6e£, partly by the antithesis nolov yhp
K>io$.
This question suggests that of our Lord,
•« For if you love them, which love
Lke. vL 82.
you, what thanks have you?"
iroia ifdv x&Pl S
&rri; in Matt, it reads riva pia&bv ixert.
The
ideas of thanks, reward and praise are here con-

—

"Grace effects and shows its power in this, or
the power and blessing of grace are exhibited in
this," irapd 6e$ militates against his view.
For consciousness of God, etc. did aweldrjotv Qeov.
oweldtpie, the sharing of some knowledge, from ovvotda, I am conscious.
Many take
Qeov as Oenii. obj. on account of our knowledge
of God, of His good will and pleasure; but it
seems more natural to interpret: "because of
the consciousness of God, because God knows all,
because His eye sees all and because His aim
punishes all evil," cf. Col. iii. 28. In this sense
Joseph suffered innocently; he thought, "how
then can I do this great wickedness and sin
against God?" Gen. xxxix. 9. He suffered did
oweldtjotv Qeov.
To take oweidijat^ here in the
sense of conscience is forbidden by the addition
of Qeov, although it often has that meaning, Jno.
viii. 9; Acts xxiii. 1; xxiv. 16; Rom. ii. 16; ix.
1; xiii. 6; 1 Cor. viii. 7. 10; x. 26. 28; 2 Cor.
i. 12; iv. 2; 1 Tim. i. 6. 19; iii. 9; 2 Tim. i. 8;
Tit. i. 16; Heb. ix. 14; x. 22; 1 Pet iii. 16.—
Weiss explains; "The consciousness of God, as
that of Him who has ordained this subjection,
should ever accompany and prompt us to the discharge of this duty. The idea vweidqaic is here
too much narrowed and taken subjectively instead of objectively."
wro^ipet equivalent to the following imofiivetv=i
to endure with constancy, 2 Tim. iii. 11; 1 Cor.
x. 18, to bear up under afflictions and to carry
Xbirai,
them cheerfully on one's shoulders.
events causing multiform grief.
Ver. 20.
ye be buffeted for your
faults
suffer patiently.
dfiaprdrovreq tcai
The antithesis of adbcetc
KO^a^t^dfievoi wrofievelre.
irdaxeev Koka^6fievot==io beat with the fist (vxdgo
"box the ear" ), if as malefactors and punished,

—

—

—

—

you

When

—

suffer afflictions patiently.

[«coAap<£o/ttvoi;
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Bengal says: poena servorum, toque subita. M.l
The world may praise each conduct as courage and
bravery, it will not give you glory before God.
Wrong: if the scourging! notwithstanding you persist in sinful courses for the contrast is between
merited suffering and martyr suffering. ( Lachmann and Tischendorf read trdtov yap, but yap is
wanting in many MSS.).
Vkr. 21. For even hereunto were ye
called, namely, to do good and to endure with
patience, ch. iii. 9, as we read, 1 These. Hi. 8
"We are appointed, set thereunto," Acts xiv. 22.
The first reason of the endurance of wrongful
sufferings and perseverance in well-doing was
the favour of God; the second is the calling of
Christians as a further inducement to which is
mentioned the example of Christ. The words
are primarily addressed to slaves, as Bengel explains: this belongs to your Christian calling,
which finds you in the oondition of slaves; but
they may be applied to all Christians, as is evident from the adduced motive.
Because also Christ suffered for you.
Kai Xpiordg, even Christ, the wholly Innocent One,
has suffered. koI refers to adltcoc ir6ex**> [Alford
makes koX apply to hradev vnkp vu&v on the ground
that the last two words carry with them the ayaM.l.
bra(kmotSrv* as explained below, v. 24.
6ev.
Huss "Peter does not say what Christ did
suffer, his object being to intimate that Christ
endured for us every kind of suffering. Herein
then we are to imitate Him, viz.: in patiently
carrying whatever is laid upon us." As the
disciple is not above his master, nor the servant
above his lord, he may not refuse to endure such
;

—

—

:

Bufferings.
irrrip

iuav (Schols and Tischendorf read imip

may mean:

in your stead, or for
last is probable, if
reference be had not only to verses 22 and 28,
but also to verse 24, of. en. iii. 18, where the vicarious character of the death of Jesus is unmistakably asserted. Winer remarks at p. 458 that
imlp sometimes touches closely upon avri, because
the agent, one acting for the benefit of another,
in most instances becomes his substitute, of. Gal.
iii. 18; Rom. v. 7; xiv. 16; Matt. xx. 28; Jno.
xv. 18; x. 15; vi. 61.
The redemptive and typical nature of the sufferings of Christ are here
intimately connected. Steiger justly asks: "What
is it that makes the example of Christ obligatory
to us, unless it be the fact that that typical suffering was at once and primarily a suffering for us, an
offering of Christ and a benefit, engaging us to
serve Him ?" This passage expresses in pregnant language the double idea : 1 . You are obliged
to obey Christ, because He suffered for you.
2.
You are consequently called to innocent suffering,
though you be guiltless, because also Christ, in
suffering for you, suffered innocently and with
the intent that in this respect you should imitate
itfuav);

your

inhp

benefit, or both.

The

—

Him.

—steps.

Leaving you
form of

of Christ,

28 with

1

of.

Pet

Jno. xiii. 16; Matt xi 29; xx.
Hi. 18; iv. 1. 18.

\va braKofanMjmjre to2c l;rvecw.
Ixyri, afootprint, also the heels of shoes.
The figure of t
copy head passes into that of a guide, whose footprints travellers along a steep, narrow and slip-

pery path must follow up step by step. The
footprints of His readiness to suffer, of His gen-

and humility are particularly alluded to.
frradev, not on ktOJjdrjTi.
The
imitation and following of Christ consists especially in the daily taking up of the cross, Lke.
tleness
Iva

dependent on

[This passage is also imitated by Poly8 : Xptor&c 'Jjjtrovc avfjveyKtv $/ujv rdf a/tap*
riac r£ idly o6fian em to £Moi», bg d/iapriav owe «rofix. 28.

carp,

c.

ry ord/ian avrov
obv yevtifuda rfjg imofiovifc avrov
ifilv rdv vnaypafifibv HJtjkb Si' lavrbv.
rpev, ovdl tvpMfy ddtog iv

•

/u/tyrai

....

Tertullian de Patientia,

c. 8.

"He Who

rovrw
is

God,

stooped to be born in the womb of His Mother,
and waited patiently and grew up; and when
grown up, was not impatient to be recognized as
God. He was baptised by His servant, and repelled the tempter only by words. When He became a Teacher, He did not strive nor cry, nor did
any one hear Hit voice in the streets. He did not
break the bruised reed nor quench the smoking flax.
He scorned no man's company; He shunned no
man's table. He conversed with publicans and
sinners.
He poured out water and washed His
disciples' /eat He would not injure the Samaritan
village which did not receive Him, when His disciples called fire from heaven to consume it He
cured the unthankful; He withdrew from those

H

who plotted against Him.
e had the traitor constantly in His company and did not expose him.
And when He is betrayed and is brought to execution, He is like a sheep which be/ore his shearers is
dumb, and a lamb thai doth not open its mouth. He
who, Lord of angelic Legions, did not approve the
sword of Peter drawn in His defence, He is spit
upon, scourged, mocked. Such long-suffering at
His, is an example to all men, but is found in God
alone."— M.]
Van. 22.

Who

did no sin, etc.—This description of the innocent and patient suffering
of Jesus is almost a literal quotation from the
Septuagint version of Is. Hit 9, the word dpaprtav
alone being substituted for avo/uav. The passages
Is. 1. 6 ; liii. 7, are more freely treated in v. 28.
The servant of God there designated is therefore
none other than the Messiah. His perfect sinlessness is even more explicitly affirmed in Heb.
vu. 26; 2 Cor. v. 21.
evpioiuj not absolutely like civet, but: no guile
could be discovered in or proved from His words,
watching and sifting notwithstanding, and yet
See Winer p. 701, cf. J as.
Bengel notices the fitness of this exhortaiii. 2.
tion to slaves, who were greatly liable to the
all

He was condemned.

temptation of deceiving, slandering and menacing
imoXiuir&vQ another

their fellow-slaves.

Who

Bengel remarks, "tn abituad
being reviled—threatened
Ver. 28.
Patrum." iriroypaupdc, 2 Mace. ii. 29, a pattern not.— He fulfilled Prov. xx. 22; xxiv. 29; He
to write or draw by, a copy- head such as a wri- did' what David had done, 2 Sam. xvi. 10, etc
ting-master would give to his pupils. This re- The strong and bitter words, which Jesus had
quires a steady hand and daily practice. Hence, sometimes to use, Matt vii. 6; xvi. 8; xxii. 18;
pattern, copy, example.
It is characteristic of xxiii. 18. 88; xii. 84, were not the utterings of
this epistle, that it lays great stress on the pattern personal hatred, nor retorts of insults heaped upvrrofaino.

—
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on Him, but necessary evidences of the truth in
order to cast a sting into the heart of His adversaries, and if possible to save them.

sin, offered

they persisted in repelling the overtures of grace,
He left him to the justice of God. In this sense

but selected as in Acts v. 80; x. 89, with reference to Deut. xxi. 28, of. Gal. iii. 13, where it is
said of him that is hanged on a tree, "he is accursed of God."
rag d/Ltapria^ not sin-offerings or offerings for
our sins, a rendering which is inadmissible on
grammatical grounds, but the guilt and punishment of our sins; these He took upon Himself
and expiated them, cf. Col. ii. 14; GaL iii. 13;
2 Cor. v. 21.
In His own body, cf. Eph. ii. 15. This expression is far from singular in connection with the
fact that Christ bore the punishment of sin also
in His holy soul, provided we start from the idea
of sacrifice and assume that Peter was comparing
the body of Christ with the body of the slain
victim.
Gerhard says: "The body is mentioned
in particular, because it was visibly suspended
from the cross, and because His bodily sufferings
were more immediately perceptible by the
senses." Weiss tries to find a reference to the

a sacrifice in his stead, so Christ took

upon Himself the curse which we have merited
by our sins in order to expiate it before God."
Bnt delivered righteously. The second Calov. "The cross of Christ was the lofty altar
He even to which, when He was about to offer Himself,
part of the sentence contains a climax.
abstained from threatening, while He saw into He ascended laden with our sins."
irapadiSov o*£, He
the impending judgments.
avaftpeev hrl rd £Mw=to carry up to the tree of
committed His cause to God, not however by in- the cross and thus to carry away and blot out,
The expression
Yoking the vengeance of God on His enemies, but cf. Jas. ii. 21; Heb. ix. 28.
by praying for their conversion and pardon. If "tree" for "cross" is by no means undesigned,

—

—

He said : " I seek not mine own glory there is
One that seeketh and judgeth." Jno. viii. 50.
Jeremiah spoke differently in the spirit of the
Old Testament: "Let me see Thy vengeance upon
them, for unto Thee have I revealed my cause."
:

Jer. xi. 20.

To Him that judgeth righteously,

otherwise than the anger of the injured part, and the
It
Tiolence of ungodly enemies would make it.
is both a great consolation and an invitation to

vengeance to Him, cf. Rom. xii. 19 ii. 6iii. 9; 2 Thess. L 6; Lke. xviii. 7. 8;
ix. 55.
Lechler remarks, that the Apostle's language was giving one the impression of coming
in contact with an eye-witness of the arrest, of
the trial, of the rough ill treatment and even of
the crucifixion of the Lord.
[Calvin has the following: " Qtti sibi ad expetendam vindictam indulleave

;

11; 1 Pet.

gent,

nonjudiciis ojjicium

Vol
His

24.

own

Deo

concedunt,

tedquodam

—M.]
Who Himself bore our sins in
body on the tree. —This verse

modo facere volunt

tunm

carnificem.

is

oonneoted with imep vptn> of v. 21, and defines it
more particularly; it also brings the antithesis

22 to a climax. Not only had He no sin, or
Himself, but He bore our sins, etc.
avTjvrfKsv.
The exegesis is determined by Is. liii.
which evidently was before the Apostle's mind.
to v.

did not sin

In that chapter occur the
*

fipetv.

words

/2D
- T tUtffi*
T T

The LXX. render: Ty fi6lLmc avrov

tfftelc

in v. 12, koX avrbc dpapriac noXkZw avjfvey10, "When His soul shall make an
offering for sin."
All exegetical attempts to explain away the idea of substitution and the
ystem'of sacrifice closely connected with it, are
altogether futile.
As in the Old Testament, the
expressions, "to carry one's sin," or, "to bear
one's iniquity," are equivalent to "suffer the
punishment and guilt of one's sin," Lev. xx. 17.
19; xxiv. 15; Ezek. xxiii. 85, so "to carry another's sin," denotes " to suffer the punishment
and guilt of another," or "to suffer vicariously,"
Lev.iii. 19. 17; Numb. xiv. 33; Lam. v. 7; Ezek.
iTiii. 19. 20.
Can this be done in any other way
than by the imputation of the guilt and sin of
others, as was the case in the Bin and guilt-offerings?
Weiss is quite arbitrary in persisting to
exclude the idea of sacrifice from Is. liii., for v.
10 clearlv refers to it.
From a Jewish point of
view such a separation of the doctrine of substitution from the idea of sacrifice is simply impossible, cf. Jno. i. 29; Lev. xvi. 21. 22.—The juxtaposition of tjfi&v and airrSc both here and in Is.
liii. is not insignificant, but gives prominence to
the idea of substitution.
Calvin says: "Asunder
the law the sinner, in order to become free from
ttihiftcv,

«»; in

t.

—

words of the

institution of the Lord's

Supper

but this seems to be rather far-fetohed. How
this carrying of the punishment of man's sin
which goes for beyond a compassionating entering into the feelings of our sinful misery was
possible must ever remain a wonderful mystery,
on which the Petrine and Johannean doctrine of
Christ as the real and original Head of mankind,
sheds only a feeble light
That having died to sins, we should live

—

to the righteousness of Him. Calov. "Peter combines the two benefits of the death of
Christ, 1st, by it our sins are expiated, and 2d,
in virtue of it sin is killed in us.
We add, that
the combination gives prominence to holiness as
the end and aim of the atonement
Bengel
airoyivofuu=*&iro(hfaitt>, cf. Rom. vi. 2.
remarks :"yevio6cu rtvbg means to become somebody's slave, and denotes removal. The body of
Christ was removed, taken away from that tree,
up to which He had carried our sins; thus we
should remove ourselves from sin, beoome free
from it" This explanation is more acute than
satisfactory.
The negative, dying unto sin, must
go hand in hand with the positive. The connection of holiness and renovation with the death
of Jesus is not indicated here, but may be supplied by recollecting that the gift of the Holy
Ghost and the power of faith were acquired by
the death of Jesus. Thereby the vital strength
of Bin is broken and the desire of righteousness

—

planted in the soul. £$v r$ duuuooinm=to live in
the service of righteousness, in keeping the commandments of God and Christ instead of the
former service of sin. Bengel: "The whole of
righteousness is one, sin manifold."

—

By whose stripe ye were healed. M6tenf>9
a wound like that inflicted on slaves by scourging,
a stripe or rather the weal left by a stripe. The
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Singular

used here as in

is

Is. liii.;

body of Jesus was so tortured that
were, only one

wound

or stripe.

the sacred
was, as it

it

ov

r<f>

/tAfamt

and sickness are often conjoined.

"The

figure

of stray sheep alludes to original union with God
and represents straying as alienation from God
in consequence of sin." Jno. x. 12. Wiesinger.
But ye axe
brought back (from the
wilderness of sin, error and death) to the Shep-

(Lachmann and Griesbach omit avrov;
now
Tischendorf retains it as the more difficult reading in his last edition). More emphatic than the
'Iddqre. herd and Bishop of your souls.
relative by itself; supply roirrov before it.
hretrrp&frre,
The apostle passes from the first person to the ye have been converted and have suffered yoursecond, resuming his direct address to Christian selves to be converted. By faith you have laid
slaves.
So also at v. 25; the whole section from hold of the atonement made for all and have reChrist is the archptifarty and laoOat turned from your wanderings.
v. 18-25 is addressed to them,
suggest the secondary thought: You have -to en- Shepherd, the true,' the good Shepherd, promised
dure no kind of sufferings and wounds, but Christ, already in the Old Testament, ii. xl. 11; Eiek.
your Lord, endured them also; your Master ex- xxxiv. 23 xxxvii. 24 Ps. xxiii. 1 cf. Jno. x.
He even gives
acts not more from you than He has borne Him- 11; Heb. xiii. 20; 1 Pet, v. 4.
The Apostle
self; He bears all in your stead in order to save His life for the sheep, Jno. x. 12.
you how much more ought you, who are sinful, turns to that side of the pastoral relation of Christ
quietly and patiently to endure suffering? But which exhibits Him as the Bishop and Guardian
how shall we solve the prophetical and apostoli- of souls. knioiumos is used of God in the LXX.
cal paradox, that Christ's stripe is our healing? version of Job xx. 29; the phrase is howerer
Healing is here primarily not to be understood as more probably taken from Eiek. xxxiv. 11. 12,
a sinner's entire restoration to the image of God, where we read: "For thus Baith the Lord God,
else the preceding exhortation would not have Behold I, even I, will both search my sheep and
As a shepherd
been necessary, but as designating the healing seek them out (kirtoKtyo/uu).
of the stings of conscience, caused by sin; but seeketh out his flock in the day that he is among
this involves of course the principle that entire his sheep that are scattered, so will I seek out my
"Sins, committed sheep, and will, deliver them out of all places
healing is rendered possible.
against our conscience, hurt the soul and leave where they have been scattered in the cloudy and
scars which ever and anon open afresh, sting the dark day." He is ever careful of the*salvation
of His sheep and seeks to protect them from deSteinhofer.
conscience and hurt the soul."
These wounds of your soul were healed when by struction. He is the Shepherd and Guardian of
faith in the atoning death of Jesus you received souls.
rfwxuv not without special significance as
forgiveness.
He suffered the smiters to draw it relates to slaves, and servants who are so often
long furrows on His back, Ps. cxxix. 8, to wound treated, as if they had no immortal soul, and who
His head and face, His hands and feet, and to may therefore so much the more readily forget
pierce His heart that in our stead, as the Head that they have a soul which they may lose, and
avroir.

;

;

;

—

for the members,
*

;

He might make

atonement."

that with the soul lost, all else is lost.

" Thou didst suffer stripe and we*],
Treatment full of shame and pain,
That my plague thou mlghtest heal,

And my
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peace forever gain."

[German Hymn,

The Divine origin of Christianity may also
be demonstrated by the fact that it enters into
and hallows every relation of life and descends to
the most degraded of men and to the lowest con1.

hast lassen Wunden schlagen,
Dich erbarmlich richten eu,

Du

Um su heilen meine Plagen,
Um zu setsen mich in Ruh —M.]
Tauler: — "He had to die that we might live:
He was afflicted that we might rejoice; He was
wounded that we might be healed: He shed His
I

blood that we might be cleansed : the blood of the
Physician was shed and made the patient's re-

ditions of society.
2.

The glory of the Christian vocation is pecuby endurance of wrong and in-

liarly manifested

defatigable well-doing under it
3. Plato anticipated the ideal of such a righteous man in the following passage of his second
book on the State: "Without doing any wrong,
he must have the greatest appearance of unrighteousness in order to be thoroughly appwed in
righteousness, since even slander and its conse-

medy."
Veb. 25. For ye were straying like sheep.
The Apostle adds how and from what state they
came to this healing. For ye were straying like
sheep. A sheep is a stupid animal so is the sin- quences cannot move him, and although all his
ner, repelling 'salvation and straying in the ways life-long considered unrighteous, he is yet rightof corruption.
Sheep, as Aristotle observes, are eous. The righteous, thus minded will be bound,
subject to as many diseases as man.
Stray sheep, scourged, tortured, blinded in both eyes and
separated from the shepherd and the flock, lack finally, having endured every possible evil, he
food and care, are exposed td many dangers, may will be hung." Plato's ideal and conception find
become a prey to the wolf or fall into some abyss. their strongest fulfilment and reality in ChrisThe expression is taken from Is. liii., and the tianity.
figure is of frequent occurrence in the Old Tes4. The exhortation that we should copy in ourtament, Numb, xxvii. 17; 1 Kings xxii. 17; Ps. selves, the pattern which Christ has left us in His
cxix. 176; Eiek. xxxiv. 5. 11, and in the New, life and death is enclosed forwards and backwards,
Luke xv. 4, etc.; Jno. x. 15 etc.; Matt. ix. 86. ver. 21 and v. 24, by the recollection that He was
This is the impelling motive
It may have been particularly appropriate to the crucified for us.
ease of slaves of the dispersion who often changed which at once enables us to imitate Christ and to
masters and their place of domicile. Straying do it cheerfully.

—

:
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CHAP. H.
5.

The vicarious

sacrificial

death of Jesus,

based on Is. Uii., is here affirmed with so much
clearness that even rationalistic adversaries are
unable to resist it, of. Wegschneider, Irutit. p.
we are healed by the wounds
407. 6th ed.
of Jesus, is a mvstery which reason cannot fully
solve, and to which we have to submit by faith

How

"Jesus,
clear testimony of Holy Writ.
who by His blood has effected our reconciliation,
in the

%

Himself the Physician who heals our souls.
Eren Dr. Baur is constrained to admit that the
idea of substitution cannot be denied in such passages of the New Testament as Rom. iv. 25; GaL
i. 4; Rom. viii. 8; 1 Cor. xv. 8 ; 2 Cor. v. 19, that
the preposition imip denotes both the idea of substitution and what takes place for the benefit of
man; that these two points are passing the one
into the other, so as to interpenetrate each other,
but that the latter is decidedly predominant; that
according to the Apostle's doctrine the justice of
God had to be satisfied by an actual atonement
for the punishment of sin ; that viewing the death
of Jesus from the stand-point of Divine justice, is
only the outer side of the event and its merely
judicial aspect, but that the inmost ground of the
Divinely-made institution is the grace of God,
Rom. iii. 24, 2 Cor. v. 19, and a point so much
more extensive than the other as to constrain us
to regard only as an emanation of Divine grace
whatever Divine justice may claim of the death of
Jesus; that it was grace that God would not allow men to be punished in their own persons, but
is

See Baur, Lekrbegriff du Ap,

in their substitute.

Paubu p. 541. This is certainly a wonderful testimony from the lips of an unbeliever.
6. The medicine has been prepared by His
wounds, the balsam has been cleared under the
press of the cross.
"The blood of Jesus is the
most precious balsam with which Jesus washes
a&4 heals our wounds, as the good Samaritan
poured oil and wine in the wounds of the bleeding and half-dead man to lessen their smart and
to heal them.
There is vital strength in this crim-

—

1

son oil whereby we are fully healed.'
Steinhofer,
Ewtng. Glaubentffrund, p. 434.
7. Observe the important distinction between
the atonement as the objective act of God in Christ
in virtue of which salvation has been acquired for
and is offered to sinners, and the subjective appropriation of salvation by means of conversion.

The words of Paul : ** Ye are washed, ye are sanctified, ye are justified in the name of the Lord
Jeans and by the Spirit of our God," 1 Cor. vi.
11, apply only to those who have sought Christ
in penitence and faith and laid hold of His merits.

—

1S-26,

—The
—

ness by faith.

How may

the much-lamented difficulties redomestics be remedied ? 1. By the return of the fear of God into the houses and hearts
of men ; 2. By masters and servants entering upon
the imitation of Christ.
The secret of partaking
more and more of the grace of God. The Christian call, 1. To a state of grace, in order to be
and live in it; 2. To suffer innocently and patiently; 3. To persevere in well-doing.
The
Christian's consolation in innocent suffering.
Righteousness of life must flow from righteouslating to

—

—

—

sufferings of Christ for us

and before us. The power of Christ's example.
The great change in conversion. Man a stray
sheep, while excluded from the calling of God in

—

Christ.

—

—

Starke: God ordains, that one should rule
and another serve. Bad masters are for the trial
and perhaps also for the chastisement of servants.

—

—Masters are often decried as whimsical for de-

siring propriety and right in things spiritual and
temporal. Servants, be ashamed and do not slander your godly masters, but learn to be wise and
to do all things right after the will of God and
their mind
Many masters may deal ill with
their people, but if they endure wrong patiently,
attend to their service in the fear of God, pray
diligently for their masters, they are God's people and God will be their helper and reward,
Gen. xxxi. 12. As it is the shame of servants to
be punished for ill-doing, so it is their veritable

—

—

honour and glory before God and man
endure wrong innocently and patiently,

—

if

they

oh. iv.

15. 16.
Christians are not called to voluptuousness and good days but to the cross, ch. ii. 21.
We should often look at ourselves in the sufferings of Christ, as if they were a mirror, that we
may be glorified into the same image, Heb. xii.
8.
Christ is our Gift and Pattern, our Mediator
and Head, our Shepherd and Light. What is our
duty? To believe and to obey (follow) Jno. viii.
12.
The words, the ways and the works of Christ
are, as it were, living letters and footprints for
us to copy and follow, Heb. xii. 6. If you have
a just cause and yet are oppressed, bo still and
persevere, God will maintain your cause, Ps. xciv.
16.
Away with foolish sacrifices for the living
or the dead!
The one sacrifice of our Highpriest Jesus Christ on the cross is sufficient for
the reconciliation of the whole world, Heb. ix.
12. 26; x. 11. 12.— The exaltation and glory of
Christians blossom forth from the cross.—-Sin was
sacrificed and slain by Christ that it should also
be dead in us. Where it lives, the virtue of the
death of Christ is as yet unfelt, Rom. vi. 6. Sin
is like a maze: whoso enters the same cannot
easily find his way out.
Whoso remains in the
wilderness out of Christ (extra) must at last fall
into the abyss of hell and eternally despair, Acts
iv. 12; Ps. cxix. 176.
Augustine: "We must not cease to hope for
the wicked, but rather pray for them the more
diligently, that they may become good, because
the number of saints has at all times been increased by the number of the ungodly. Those
who are goats to-day, may be sheep to-morrow,
those who aro weeds to-day, to-morrow may be

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

wheat."

HOMILETTCAL AND PRACTICAL.
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Kapff

—What

:

is

necessary in conversion?

1.

That we should be healed by the wounds of Jesus.
2. That we should die to sin and live to righteousness.

—

[Lbighton : Vxn. 1 8. It is a thing of much concernment, the right ordering of families; for all
other societies, civil and religious are made up of
these.
Villages and cities and churches and commonwealths and kingdoms, are but a collection
of families : and therefore such as these are, for
the most part, such must the whole societies predominantly be. One particular house is but a
very small part of a kingdom, yet the wickedness
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—
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and lewdness of that house, be it but the meanest
in it, as of servants one or more; and though it
seem but a small thing, yet goes in to make up
that heap of sin that provokes the wrath of God
and draws on public calamity. Servants. 1.

—

Their duty (be subject) ; 2. Its extent (to the froward); 8. Its principle (for conscience toward
God). The eagle may fly high and yet have its
eye down upon some carrion on earth; even so a
man may be standing on the earth and on some
low part of it, and yet have his eye upon heaven
and be contemplating it. That which one man
cannot at all see in another, is the very thing that
is most considerable in their action, namely, the
principle whence they flow and the end to which
they tend. This is the form and life of actions, that
by which they are earthly or heavenly. Whatsoever be the matter of them, the spiritual mind hath
that alchymy indeed, of burning base metals unto

—

—

employments into heavenly. V. 21.
The particular things that Christians are here
said to be called to, are suffering, as their lot, and
patience, as their duty, even under the most unjust and undeserved sufferings.
He that aims
high, shoots the higher for it, though he shoot
not so high as he aims. This is that which ennobles the spirit of a Christian, the propounding
of this our high pattern, the example of Jesus
Christ
. 24.
The eye of a godly man is not fixed
gold, earthly

—

—V

on the false sparkling of the world's pomp, honour
and wealth. It is dead to them, being quite dazzled with a greater beauty.
The grass looks fine
in the morning, when it is set with those liquid
pearls, the drops of dew that shine upon it ; but
if you can look but a little while on the body of
the sun, and then look down again, the eye is as
it were dead ; it is not that faint shining on the
earth that it thought so gay before: and as the
eye is blinded and dies to it, so within a few
hours that gayety quite vanishes and dies itself.
Faith looks so steadfastly on its suffering Saviour, that, as they say (Intellect*** fit illud quod

—

should bring confusion and disturbance into husociety ; but, as by its own genius and tendency, it leads men gently back to the precepts
of nature and equity, to kindness and to mercy,

man

put an end by degrees, in most civilized naand difference
between masters and slaves, which owed its origin to outrage and war, to violence and calamit

tions, to that excessive distance

ity

;

so that in Christian countries the service
is performed is usually, as it ought to

which

be, voluntary

and by agreement.

But what

the

writers of the New Testament have said concerning slaves, holds true concerning hired servants
and all those who are employed in other denominations under a master, that, they discharge their
office modestly, diligently and willingly, and act
with faithfulness and integrity in every, thing
that is committed to them." M.]
[Macklnight: "In this verse the Apostle establishes one of the most noble and important
principles of morality, namely, that our obligation to relative duties does not depend, either on
the character of the persons to whom they are to
be performed, or on their performance of the
duties which they owe to us, but on the unalterable
relations of things established by God."
M.]
[Bp. Hobnb:—Vbr. 21. "Our Lord was * both
a sacrifice for sin, and also an example of godly
life.' (Collect for second Sunday after Easter.)

—

—

—

By His

sacrifice He procured us grace to follow
His example, which otherwise would have been
proposed to us in vain; by His example Be
showed us how to make a right use of that grace,
which, unless we do, it is given in vain. So that
if he who regards Him as an example, and not
as a Redeemer, will be lost, because he cannot
follow Him; he who takes Him for a Redeemer,
and not for an example, will be lost, because he
does npt follow Him, since redemption was in
order to holiness; and although it be most certain that without Christ no man can attain unto
holiness, yet it is no less certain that "without
holiness no man shall see the Lord." He only is
fully and effectually redeemed, and has evidence
to assure him of it, who bears stamped on his

tnteUigit), it makes the soul like Him, assimilates
and conforms it to His death, as the Apostle
speaks.
That which Papists fabulously say of
some of their saints, that they received the im- soul the image and superscription of his Saviour."
pression of the wounds of Christ in their body, -M.]
is true in a spiritual sense of the soul of every
[Dkan Staxhopb :—Vv. 24. 26. "A consideraone that is indeed a saint and a believer; it takes tion of the purpose for which our Saviour sufthe very print of His death by beholding Him and fered should be a matter of great consolation to
diet to tin, and then takes that of His rising again, us, when we meditate upon His sufferings, and
and fates to righteousness ; as it applies it to Justify, cause us to mingle tears of joy with those of
so to mortify, drawing virtue from it. Thus said grief. The latter we should be insensible not to
one, "Christ aimed at this in all those sufferings pay to the excruciating agonies of our beloved
that with so much love He went through and Master the former we should be unthankful and
shall I disappoint Him and not serve His end ?"
cruel to ourselves not to give to the happy effects
M.]
of the misery which He so graciously conde[On the duties of Christian servants see Bp. scended to undergo for us. But, to make both
Fleetwood's "Sermons on relative duties.'
M.] effectual, let us, inflamed with zeal and gratitude
[Joetin
Vbe. 18. "The law of nature knows and love unfeigned, endeavour for our own parno such thing as slavery, for by nature all men ticular, and most devoutly beg for the rest, as
are free and equal; but by the civil laws, and by the best of Churches teaches us, that the innuthe practice of nations, it was established, and merable benefits of this precious blood-sheddiag
still continues among those who know not the
may have their full extent and free course; that
Gospel; and the more is the shame and the pity, " we and the whole Church of Christ may reit is to be found in some places where Christianceive remission of sins" and all the other blessed
ity is professed.
The religion of Christ, when effects of His passion; that He, who "hath made
it first made its progress in the world, left the a full, perfect and sufficient sacrifice, oblation
civil laws of nations, in a great measure, as it and satisfaction for the sins of the whole world,"
found them, lest by altering or repealing them, it would cause His way to be known, and show His
;

1

;

—

:
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the yet dark and unbelieving every man may be effectual to the saving of
and that all, who do already know it, every man! Even so, blessed Jesus, "by thine
may walk worthy of their knowledge and of the agony and bloody sweat, by thy cross and pashigh vocation wherewith they are called.
And sion, good Lord, deliver us." M.]
0! that the death tasted by our Redeemer for
saving health to

nations;

—

CHAPTER
Annas :—Exhortations addressed to married people,

III. 1-7.

enjoining duties affecting their mutual relations, from a Christian

point of rie^r.

Likewise, ye wives,1 be in subjection to your own husbands; that, if 1 any obey not
may without the word 4 be won by the conversation of the wives;
2,3 While they behold 5 your chaste conversation coupled with fear.*
Whose 7 adorning,
8
let it not be that outward adorning of plaiting the hair, and of wearing of gold,* or
4
of putting on of apparel; But let it be the hidden man of the heart, in that which
10
is not corruptible,
even the ornament of a meek and quiet spirit, M which is in the
sight of God of great price.
5
For after this manner in the old time 1 ' the holy
women also, who trusted 1* in God, adorned themselves, being in subjection unto their
own husbands: Even 14 as Sarah obeyed Abraham, calling him lord: whose daughters
ye are, 1* as long as 1* ye do well, and are not afraid with any amazement. 17 "Likewise,
ye husbands, dwell with them according to knowledge, giving honour unto the wife,
as unto the weaker vessel, and as being heirs together of the grace of life; that your
prayers be not hindered.
1

the word,* they also

Verse 1.

—

PCod-, A. Rand Slnait. omit at. 6/&ei«»f goes back to ch. ii. 13 M.]
P « a 1 c Z, even if; the force of k ai « Z is, w put the worst case, even Ii your husbands are positively disobedient to the word, your duty is clear."—M.]
[* KtpjlTiOjaovTat.; another reading is K*p6rj0ijv»vT<n. Rec. Ood. Sin.—On lira with a Put. Indie, see
Winer, 6th ed. p. 268, and cf. Rev. xxli. 14 ; translate " that they shall be won."—M.]
A 6 y o v, without word. Translate the whole verse : " Likewise, wives, be in subjection to your own
husbands, that even if any obey not the word, they shall be won without word by means of the convenation of the wives."—M.]
[f« vovrevvavrc «—having beheld, when they behold.—M.J

[*aw

Verse

2.

•

Verse 8. *

The German renders

" your conversation chaste In fear."—M.]

& r-*of whom, i. «., your adornment.—M.]

ifiwkoKTis rp txMf-ebralding of hair, cf. 1 Tim. il. 0.—H.]
'»arcp40tfa-««» *—putting round (the head, the arm, the ankle or the finger). Translate the verse " Yons
adornment let it be not the outward of braiding of hair, and putting round golden ornanuntM, or of putting on of dresses.*' M.l
Verse 4. P* i p n? *+9apr »-*in the incorruptible ornament of. M.]
ttrov wpaiot itoi ifo-vxtov vycv/iaTop— the meek and quiet spirit, which, etc—M.]
Verse 6. ^wori * a U—formerly also. M.]
**JAv{£ov<rai (Part, of Imperfect, according to Winer, 8th ed., p. 806)—who hoped.—M.]
Verse 6. ^* No necessity for M even" ; the Greek has simply •*.—M.]
14 ft * «y«ri|0i}Tc t 4 jc r a—of whom ye have become children. M.]
"m ay a.9 on oiovv at states the condition on which they have become Sarah's children; render, therefore*
" if," instead of M as long as."—M. j
[H«ai m* tofloOfLivat fiijitfilav vrrfijait—«nd are not afraid of any sudden fear. vr6yi<ri*—*
fear from without, some external cause of terror. See additional observations under u Exegetical and
*

:

—

—

—

—

Critical."—M.]
Verse 7. fW This verse needs entire recasting; the E. V. is involved. We translate, closely following the original
44
Ve husbands, in like manner, (refers to * a r r a s t t » ij o a r t, ch. ii. 17) dwelling, according to know*
ledge with, the feminine, as with the weaker vessel, giving honour as to those who are also fellow-iuiheritors of the grace of life, in order that yonr prayers be not hindered. So Alford. The Cod. Sin.
reads o-vvofiiAovrrcf, "companying with," for o-vpoixovptc?, and supplies woikiKiii, manifold before x a P * t o *.—-M.]

IXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.
Vie. 1. Likewise, wives, be in subjection to your
husbands. The Apostle
bow passes on to conjugal duty, intending to
make 6pofoc convey the idea that the obedience of
wives to their husbands is as sacred an obligation as that of servants to their masters.
What
may be the reason of his not noticing the duties
of believing masters to their servants, to which
Paul, in Sph. vL 9; CoL iii. 25, has special ref-

own

—

erence? It is probably to be found in the circumstance that in the Churches to which hewrote this Epistle were only few believing masters, or none that had slaves.
Estiua sees in this
circumstance an additional reason that this Epistle

was addressed

to the

Jew

of the dispersions

among whom were many
—
ywaiKec, address as

slaves, but few masters*.
ai
in ch. ii. 18; iii. ly
Eph. v. 22. 25. vn<rrac(j6ficva*y Participle, as chii.
18, governed by the principle, ch. ii. 17„
"Fear God," etc., cf. Col. iii. 18 y Gen. iii. 16.
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To your own husbands.—Cf. 1 Cor. xiv.
85; yii. 2; Eph. t. 21. 26. 28. 88. Utoc is not
without emphasis; it adverts to an antithesis; it
is to remind the wives, as Calvin rightly observes,
of the duty of chastity, and warn them of all
suspicious obedience to strange men. Believing
wives married to unbelieving or pagan husbands
might, even apart from the then prevalent demoralization of the conjugal estate, be tempted
to seek close intercourse with enlightened men,
strong in faith, and to be led by them ; such a
course might easily shake the confidence of the
conjugal relation; hence the Apostle's delicate
caution.
The Apostle takes it for granted that
the greater number of husbands of believing
wives are also believers in the publicly preached
word; but even if (ical el) this should not be the
case, the wives must persevere in self-sacrificing,
self-denying obedience, and thus seek to win
their husbands, not by talking and arguing, but
by the powerful preaching of a quiet conversation.
avev A&yovy without open preaching and
peculiar arts of speech on the part of the wives.
Sid, rife bvaorpofqc, by means of their behaviour
and obedience; this is their principal task.
KepdirbfouvTai, cf. 1 Cor. ix. 19-22; vii. 17.
To
gain for Christ, for the Gospel, for the kingdom
of heaven, for themselves=s<7<&C«v. Calov remarks that the expression alludes to the great
value of the soul, and to the holy joy in their
conversion.
The greatest gain is that of the
converted themselves, Phil. iii. 8.
[Leighton
observes: " A soul converted is gained to itself,
gained to the pastor, or friend, or wife, or husband who sought it, and gained to Jesus Christ:
added to His treasury, who thought not His own
precious blood too dear to lay out for this gain."
M.] Grotius cites the language of the heathen
orator Libanius, which shows how primitive
Christian wives followed these exhortations. He
exclaims " What wives have these Christians

—

— —

!

:

Ver.

2.

When they behold your conver-

sation, chaste in fear. kiroTrrehcavre^ cf. ch.
ii. 12, an insight flowing from close observation.
t^v
The allusion is probably
f6fi(t> dyvfr.
(with reference to ch. ii. 17) to the fear of God,
not to the fear of the husband, as in Eph. v. 88.
dyvfr not=chaste in its restricted sense, but
because of its close connection with dd/fy and
with the sequel, denotes chaste in a wider sense,
==pure, holy, cf. Jas. iii. 17.— So Calov, not only
with referenoe to conjugal fidelity and cleanness
of the body.
Ver. 3. Tour adornment let it not be the
outward (adornment) of braiding the hair,

—

——

— —

h

—

—

which he adverts to this subject, and qaotei
Cyprian's sharp censure of women on this score.
The views, which even the more serious heathen
held concerning such trifles, have been oollected
by Steiger from Plato, Sophocles and Plutarch,
# hdbceoc l/iarlw. Peter, of course, adverts
simply to the cottUnete of dresses. [But does not
kvdixjeuc allude rather to putting them on in an
in

—

—

Alford says
indecent manner?
that « within the limits of propriety and decorum,
the common usage is the rule.' True, but where
are those limits? Are they observed in the ( full
1
dress of the best society of either hemisphere?
Is * full dress ' not a misnomer, and ought not our
Christian matrons to use their influence in haying full dress made more drees t M. ] Calov :—
"Peter forbids not any and every adornment,
but a modest and seemly adorning of the body,
conformably to their several stations, is allowed,"
cf. 1 Cor. xii. 23.
Vbr, 4. Bnt let it be the hidden man of the
heart price. Kpwrrbc av$puirog=iou disown*,
Rom. vii. 22; 2 Cor. iv. 16; Eph. iii. 16. Thia
KapSiOy bnt
hidden man is not, as Steiger holds,
that which the Spirit of God forms and develops
in the secret workshop of the heart, namely, the
new way of thinking, feeling and willing, the new
spiritual life, the new nature, the inmost kernel
of man's religion, in as far as he has within him
something flowing from the life of Jesus. [In
other words the inner man is the Christian, the
regenerated, daily-renewed man, adorned with
the beauty of holiness with his (heart) affections
centred in God. M.]. ev t$ affr&pr<t>. Contrasted with those perishable, worthless trifles, v. 8.
neuter adjective is used for an abstract noun
Bexa: =smcerUasf incorrup(v. Winer, p. 266).

unbecoming and

—

—

=

—

A

tio.

irpat>c= *%3l mild, gentle,

meek, Matt xxl

5; 1 Cor. xiii. 4, etc.; Eph. iv. 2; Col. iii. 12;
Mtt. xi. 29; Jas. i. 20; iii. 18; 1 Cor. iv.21; OaL
The contrary of self-will,
vi. 1 ; 2 Tim. ii. 24.
pride, presumption, obstinacy, hardness, anger
and envy. jJov^aov, calm, tranquil, without pasmansuetus, qui so*
sionate excitement. Bengel :
turbat, tranquility, qui turbos aliorumpladdeftrt,—
irvebfiaroc relates not to the Holy Spirit, but to
the spiritual life, infused into believers by the
Holy Ghost—o tariv may be connected either with
Bengel connects it
wvehfiaroc or with a^ddpry.
with the latter, as being the principal subject,
[but "the meek and quiet spirit" seems to be the
main thing desired. M.]. iroAvreMjc^ToMmpK
eh. i. 19.— ("ef. Mk. xiv. 3; 1 Tim. ii 9; Pro. i.
18.
M.]. evtirrtov rov Oeov, "coram Deo, qwi»-

—

—

—

•and putting ronnd golden ornaments, or terna, non externa, special, cut placere curant pn."
of putting on of dresses.
This verse is Bengel.
.closely connected with the foregoing.
This holy
Vee. 5. For after thia manner formerly
(Conversation in the fear of <God is described first also the holy women, who hoped in God,
•negatively: "In contrast with the means used by adorned themselves, etc.—wrw refers to what
wordly-minded women to attach their husbands, immediately precedes. The proof of it [the meek
the Apostle specifies the means whereby a Chris- and quiet spirit
M.] is their obedience.—ajau
tian wife may hope to win even a resisting hus- ywaliuc, Luke i. 70; Acts iii. 21; Eph. iii. 6; 2
band." uv iaro sc. 6 Ktefioc, cf. 1 Tim. u. 9.
Pet. i. 21; those women of blessed memory and
The Genitives are those of nearer definition, and singled out in the history of salvation; their per•describe the act of adorning, not the objects of sonality is denned by their hope in God. If
adornment
kfiwTJb^ the artificial braiding of is all in all in a man's heart, it has renounced
hair; female vanity is inexhaustible in the in- the idol 'vanity* and expelled passionate excitevention of new styles and fashions. Calov cites ment, cf. 1 Tim. v. 6. Tertullian:—"Be clothed
a passage from Jerome's Epistle to Demetrius, with the silk of honesty, the byssus of holinesi

—

—

—

M
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CHAPTER m.
tnd the purple of chastity : thus adorned, God
be your friend."
Bengel : "vera sanctitas,
tpts in Deum: est hoe epithet on pan subjecti"
Yer. 6.
Sarah obeyed Abraham, calling him Lord. This obedience is illustrated
by the example of Sarah, whom the Rabbis also
were wont to set up as a pattern.
She showed
her obedience first in leaving with her husband
the land of her nativity in reliance upon the promises of God, secondly in regarding Abraham as
her Lord and calling him so, Gen. xviii. 12, notwithstanding they were both descended from a
common earthly parent, Gen. xx. l^.—M/Kovev
denotes the continuance of her obedience, which
was rewarded by Abraham in his turn obeying
her, Gen. xvi. 2; xxi. 12.
Grotius remarks that
when the corruption of morals had become general at Rome, wives were called mistresses [of
coarse in a good sense.
Jf.]
will

As

—

—

—

Of whom ye have become

,

M

1-7.

67JCIQ, terror caused by something external.
As those who are so full of trust in God, that they
are not tenderly moved by any evil or by menaces

similar to those Sarah had to pass through at the
court of Pharaoh and Abimelech, cf. Heb. xi 11.
The sentence contains also an exhortation to strive
more and more for the courage and manly fortitude of their ancestress, cf. ch. iii. 14. [Estius
says on irrdrfaiv: quod dumfotitis, non est quod meiuatis quidquam malt: vdut, ne metritis vestris displiceatis, si minus corrupts ineeditis: aut ne servilitsr
vos tractenty si faciles ad obsequium vos prssbeatis
ut solet sexus muliebris vanis pavoribus esse obnoxius.

Sed et si forte naeti estis maritos iniquiores, silentio
pothts acpatientia, quam multis verbis studete eorum
animos lenire." cf. Lke. xxi. 9; xxiv. 87.
M.]
Ver. 7.
husbands, in like* manner,

—

Ye

dwelling according to knowledge with
feminine, as with the weaker vessel.

the
children. —fc —

Weiss re-

'Ofioluc refers back to ch. ii. 17 as in v. 1.
Weiss wrongly maintains that the exhortation to
Christian husbands is out of place in this con.
nection because it does not coincide with the point
But why
of view indicated at ch. ii. 11. 12.
should it not coincide, if the Apostle addresses in
turn the different conditions and classes of Christians, and shows to each how they should walk
worthily among the Gentiles, honour all men and
fear God? It would rather have been a grave
omission, had he not reminded husbands of their
duties; the exhortation was indeed peculiarly
needed in order to avoid all misunderstanding
and abuse of the obedience of women. His first
precept to husbands relates to awoucelv=to dwell
together, to have intercourse in general and then,
as some of the ancients understand the word,
with particular reference to conjugal intercourse.
It should take place Kara yvuciv, according to
knowledge derived from reason and from the
Gospel in respect of their peculiar relations hnd
ug acr&eveorkpv oiccbet should be joined to
wantS
GwoucoivTee; otherwise awouulv would have no
object, airovipovrec would have two c%.
okcvoc is
widely used of vessels, clothes and things in general, Deut. xzii. 6; Lke. xvii. 81; then of men
with reference to their dependence and frailty
and their destination for some particular pur.
We are like vessels in the potter's hand,
pose.

marks, " To be called the daughters of Sarah was
no particular distinction conferred upon Gentile
women, but to be designated as the children of
their venerated ancestress and that in the highest
tense (t. «., of similarity of disposition), was the
loftiest praise bestowed upon Jewesses."
This
conclusion is corroborated by the quotation from

He
Jer. xviii. 6; Is. xxix. 16; xlv. 9; lxiv. 8.
can break or, preserve, reject or prefer them to
honour, Jer. xix. 11; xxii. 28; xlviii. 88; Hos.
viii. 6; Ps. ii. 9; Rev. ii. 27; Rom. ix. 21. 22;
2 Tim. ii. 20. In particular, the body is called
the vessel containing the soul, 1 These, iv. 4. 5.
Here okevos applies equally to husband and wife

tytvffirfTt Tiicva.

This

is

one of the Apostle's fre-

quent allusions to Isaiah;

cf.

ch.

li. 1.

2.

"Look

upon the rock whence ye are hewn (Abraham)
and to the hole of the pit (or well) whence ye are
digged (Sarah)." Sarah is here mentioned as
the first mother of the people of Israel.
It is not
larl but bftvifirfTt, because the expression 'children of Sarah ' has not only a carnal but also a
spiritual import.
Steiger argues from this passage that the Apostle was addressing Gentile
Christians as he would hardly have said to Jewesses, "ye have become Sarah's children" without adding some such explanation as this; "You
have now become Sarah's children indeed or after
a spiritual manner;" but the opposite conclusion
seems more in plaoe. Did our Lord make such a
qualification when He said to Zaccheus, the Jewish
publican-in-chief, "He also is a son of Abraham " ? Luke xix. 9. Did He do it in the case
of the infirm woman of whom He said that she
was a daughter of Abraham? Lke. xiii. 16; Jno.
viii. 89.
Even John the Baptist destroyed the delusion that those are Abraham's children who are
descended from him after the flesh, Matt. iii. 9.

—

Believing Jewesses would have no difficulty in
understanding what was meant; while to Christian Gentile women it would hardly have been
equally intelligible

and applicable.

—

—

—

is evident from the comparative iur&eveorkw,
designates both as the handiwork of God, organized and designed for each other. The husband should be particularly moved to a considerate, loving and careful treatment of his wife by
the thought : "God himself has thus appointed
and made the nature of woman." hodeveoTipy.
Calov : "Women are weak in piint of sex, the
constitution of their body, mind and judgment,
art, aptitude and wisdom in the conduct of af[Rather a sweeping judgment of woman,
fairs."
and as ungenerous as untrue. Woman is physically man's inferior, but it is doubtful whether
she is so mentally. This is not in the writer's
opinion a question of superiority or inferiority,

as

Is.li.

ye do good and are not afraid of any
sudden fear. aya&orroiovoat, not in that
If

—

but : as those who
or if
,
[so German.
M.]. You evidence your
relationship to Sarah by doing good.
Grotius recalls the amiable reception which Sarah accorded
to the stranger guests and the readiness with
or because
- - - -

-

-

- -,

—

which she obeyed Abraham on that occasion, Gen.
xviii. 6 and in connection with the sequel refers
to Gen. xx.
But the sense is probably more ge;

neral and the reference is rather to seal in welldoing, as in ch. iL 15. 20.—p*} fofkvfuvai may be
a quotation from Prov. iii. 26: "ov fi% QojiTi&foy
*roqoev hreWovaav ovdl dppac. aaefiuv iiftgxoptvac.

it

—

—
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There are mental qualities treatment leads to insult and strife, which hinder
which woman excels man and others in which the power and efficacy of prayer." Mtt xviii. 19;
he excels her. They seem to be well balanced Sir. xxv. 1. Wiesinger: "The consciousness of
under equal advantages afforded to each. His having sinned against the hope of salvation forces
experience in schools constrains him to admit itself as an obstruction between God and him who
that up to the age of sixteen, girls are decidedly prays, and thus bars the way of prayer."
brighter and better students than boys. If they
do not progress after that period in an equal ratio, the fault belongs to vicious social habits and
DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
to the superficial and fanciful ideas as to the
maximum attainments of females, but not to the
1. The conjugal state is not a human-Divine
natural endowment of their mind. It came forth Kxioic, like the secular rule, ch. ii. 13, but instifrom the Creator's hand perfect after its kind, tuted by God Himself, Gen. ii. 18. 24; Matt xix.
everyway adapted to man's mind and the two 5; it is a relation of life adapted even to the
equally and healthily developed, working together royal priesthood, to the holy people of God's
in one direction, supply each other's defects and possession, in which they are to show forth the
bat one of diversity.

in

strengthen, each other's powers. United, this natural diversity blends in harmony. An excellent
discussion of this subject maybe found in Adolphe
Monod's "La Femme," Paris. I860.— M.] Lu"Woman is weaker in body, more timid
ther:

—

and less courageous than man, hence your treatment of her should be accordingly." But as woman's weakness is relative, man also being a
weak, frail vessel, he, mindful of his own weakness, ought the more readily to sympathize with
*
the weaker, r$ ywaiKeiu Quebec.
Giving honour as to those who are also
fellow-inheritors of the grace of life, in
order that your prayers be not hindered.
The second precept is: airoviftovree rifiijv'. to
accord rb v6fuuovt what is due rifdjv with reference to ch. ii. 17. The honour due to them, honourable treatment which implies also care for

—

;

—

The reason of this esteem
their bodily wants.
they also are fellow-heirs of the grace of life;
this is a higher reason than the former, flowing
from the natural relation of the sexes. Woman
becomes man's equal in virtue of the gift of the
grace of life accorded to and hoped for by both.
Griesbach and others* read
ovyKfojpov6iMi£.

—

masculine; this reading gives the
sense, but the former is preferable, for they
are destined with other believers to inherit the
kingdom of heaven, ical denotes the participation,
cvyidqpovdfjtoi,

same

i. 4. 10. 13
Rom. viii. 17 Eph. iii. 6; Heb. xi.
The hypothesis is that both husband and wife

cf. ch.

9.

;

;

are believers, or if either part be as yet unbelieving, it

may become

believing.

x^PlT°C

Wf

J

X&pig =x6f>UJfia> the gracious gift of life, of eternal life beginning here and consummated above,
ci. Gal. iii. 28.
Others explain: grace communicating life, or life given out of grace, t. e. y floweKK&irreaOat. (Griesbach and
ing from it. etc rb

$

others read £}7c©ttr«70<u

=

*1py

This expression

There must be some special reason why wives
are reminded of their duties before the husbands,
and charged with obedience as their principal
and foremost task. Christian wives need not ask,
which husbands must we obey ? The direction
is unmistakable: your own husbands; consequently, also unbelieving, harsh, and wayward
husbands.— Noble art! to be silent with the
mouth, and to speak in the life. Augustine tells
of Monica, his mother, that she spoke of Christ
to her husband by her feminine virtues, and that,
after having borne his violence without a murmur or complaint, she gained him at the olose of
his life to Christ, without deploring in the beGrotius: "Harsh liever what she had suffered at his hands as an

is

—

—

riage is marred

by discord."

HOMILETIOAL AND PRACTICAL.

to be interrupt-

used of the pruning, cutting down and tearing up of trees, hence
M.l, to hinder,
to cut off [to out off occasion.
render ineffectual. Common and private prayer,
its power and effect are hindered, where such esteem is wanting, for prayer, in order to be effectual, exacts a reconciled mind, Matt. v. 28 ; vi.
[" Cum vvret uxor
14; 1 Tim. ii. 8; 1 Jno. iii. 21.
non aunt bene Concordes, minus posaunt oraHone vacare et eorum orathnea aunt minus ezaudibiUs."
Lyra. M.]. Boos : " There is no room for prayer
that may be answered where the husband despises and tyrannizes his wife and where a mared, lamed).

praises (virtues) of Him who has called us out
of darkness into His marvellous light, oh. ii. 9.
On the other hand, we ought not to deny the existence of a pure celibacy ; so Thiersch.
2. Although the necessity of the wife obeying
the husband is recognized outside of Christianity,
the equality of husband and wife, in virtue of
Divine appointment and grace, were altogether
unknown; hence there is every where (l «., outside of Christendom) a great degradation of the
female sex. "Christianity," observes Steiger,
"is equi-diBtant from the moral degradation of
the female sex, which the Mohammedans and
Rabbis would almost deprive of immortality, and
from the secular exaltation and deification,
which, especially since the middle ages, has been
defended as Christian by those who confounded
Germanism with Christianity, while it secured to
woman anything but happiness.
8. Peter, defining prayer as the centre and
support of conjugal life, takes as lofty a conception of the matrimonial covenant as Paul, although the Pauline idea that the marriage of
Christians is a figure of the relation of Christ to
His Church does not occur in Peter (cf. Eph. 5).
4. True love in the conjugal state depends upon and is rooted in mutual esteem; where this is
wanting, the conjugal state is shaken at its very
foundation ; but it is not only esteem of the personal qualities and excellencies of either part,
but also, and chiefly, the appreciation flowing
from the thought: Thy partner, like thyself, is a
child of God, purchased with the same precious
blood of Christ, and called, like thyself; to be an
inheritor of the kingdom of heaven.

—

—
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CHAPTER
Veb. 2. There is often a veil before
a hard husband doubt not that it
can be removed, so that he may admiringly look
upon the mystery of a profoundly-Christian
Blind, and with melted heart fall down at the
Fondness of rule and dress is a
feet of Jesus.
bad propensity, which is sometimes found even
The proud daughters of Eve
in Christian wives.
may see themselves reflected, as in a mirror, in
What is the heavenly bridal array of
Isaiah iii.
the believing daughters of Sarah?
Where hope
in God is firmly established, no evil can terrify
unbeliever.

the eyes of

;

—

—

—

—

—

It is the greatest calamity of wedded life to
prayer hindered and room given to Asmodeus
[the devil matrimonial or disturber of married
life.
How do husband and wife walk in
M.].
the light of Divine truth?
It is the greatest folly
if husbands act the part of tyrants to their wives.
Starke: Although wives should mainly fear
God that they may shun evil and do good, yet
ought they to fear their husbands also, that is,
not only to give them no cause for suspicion and
jealousy by unseemly speech, behaviour or works,
Prov. vii. 10, but they should also make it their
study to please them.
Holy women, influenced by
the Holy Spirit, will observe the proper medium
in dress, cf. Est ii. 16; Gen. xxiv. 22; Rom. zii.
2.
Are you astonished to see persons covered
with gold and pearls, with jewels and similar
vanities?
Rest assured that a believing soul,
resplendent in virtues, is far more glorious and
as.

see

—

—

—

—

.

—

—

pleasant to
15.

God and His

angels, Ps. xlv. 14.
!
Is it to be this ?

—The most respectable dress

Ton say,

it

does not suit me,

it is old,

and makes

Well, that depends upon whom you
want to please: God? if so, it should be glorious, but inward; or the devil, the prince of this
world? then you need not care for Peter or
Christ, dress after your own fashion, Prov. vii.
10.—As the Old and the New Testaments have only
one Messiah, one faith, one hope and one charity,
so they have only one inward soul-ornament,
Acts xv. 11; Is. lxi. 10.
Wives may lessen or
increase the cares of their husbands, Prov. xxxi.
bo show.

—

—

—

—

12.
If a husband and wife do not live after
God's ordinance, their prayers and worship are
utter vanity and loss, 1 Tim. ii 8.
[Liighton : Veb. 1. "The common spring of
all mutual duties on both sides is supposed to be
love: that peculiar conjugal love that makes them
one, will infuse such sweetness into the authority
of the husband and obedience of the wife, as
will make their lives harmonious, like the sound

a well-tuned instrument; whereas without
having such an universal interest in all
their affairs, they cannot escape frequent contests
and discords, which is a sound more unpleasant
than the jarring of untuned strings to an exact
ear."—M.],
[Publius Stilus:
Casta ad virum matrona
parendo vnjperat. The submissive wife rules by
of

that,

—

— — M.]

obedience.

TJat:

Veb.

2.

Chaste conversation implies

"diffidence, the blushings of reserve, the tremulous retiring of modesty, the sensation that comes

from the union of innocence and danger, the
prudence which keeps far from the limits of permission, the instinctive vigilance which discerns
danger afar off, the caution which never allows

IIL 1-7.
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the enemy to approach near enough even to reconnoitre." M.j
[Leiqhton: With fear, "Fearing the least
stain of chastity, or the yery least 'appearance
It is delicate,
of any thing not suiting with it.
timorous grace, afraid of the least air, or shadow
of any thing that hath but a resemblance of
wronging it, in carriage, or speech, or apparel,
as follows in the 8d and 4th verses." M.]
[Plutaboh: Veb. 8. Conjug. Prsecep. c. 26.
"An ornamenty as Crates said, is that which
adorns.
The proper ornament of a woman is
that which becomes her best. This is neither
gold, nor pearls, nor scarlet, but those things
which are an evident proof of gravity, regularity
and modesty." The wife of Phocion, a celebrated
Athenian general, receiving a visit from a lady
who was elegantly adorned with gold and jewels,
and her hair with pearls, took occasion to call
the attention of her guest to the elegance and
costliness of her dress; "My ornament," said
the wife of Phocion, "is my husband, now for
the twentieth year general of the Athenians."
Plutaboh in Vit. Phoe. Plato De Repub.:
"Behaviour and not gold is the ornament of a
woman. To courtesans, these things, jewels and
ornaments, are advantageous to their catching
more admirers; but for a woman who wishes to
enjoy the favour of one man, good behaviour is
the proper ornament, and not dresses. And you
should have the blush upon your countenance,
which is the sign of modesty, instead of paint;
and worth and sobriety, instead of gold and emeralds."
The sense of antiquity on this subject was very
strong.
Clemens Alex. Pmdag. Lib. 8, cap. 4,
says: "The women that wear gold, plait their
hair, paint their faces, have not the image of
God in the inward man, but in lieu of it, a fornicating and adulterous soul." The Apottolieal
Constitutions, Lib. 1, cap. 8, 8, forbid women to
wear exquisite garments fitted to deceive, or gold
rings upon their fingers, because all these things
Jamblichus in Vita
are signs of whoredom.
Pythag., Lib. 1, cap. 81, p. 166, maintains "that
no free women wore gold, but whores only."
An inquiry into the sources from which false
hair, now so generally worn by women, is procured, might possibly abolish this vicious and unchristian fashion.
M.]
[Leiqhton: Vv. 8. 4. "The soul fallen from
God hath lost its true worth and beauty, and
therefore it basely descends to these mean things,
to serve and dress the body, and take share with
it of its unworthy borrowed ornaments, while it
has lost and forgotten God, and seeks not after
Him, knows not that He alone is the beauty and
ornament of the soul, Jer. ii. 32, and His Spiril
and the grace of it, its rich attire, here particularly specified in one excellent grace; and it
holds true in the rest." M.]
"Besides this" (secret
[Philip Hbnby:
prayer) "he and his wife constantly prayed together morning and evening, and never, if they
were together at home or abroad, was it intermitted; and, from his own experience of the
benefit of this practice, he would take all opportunities to recommend it to those in that relation,
as conducing very much to the comfort of it, and

——

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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she had him of God, so she bestowed him on God
again: return each other again to God, and
labour to return them better than they receiTed
them. The better they shall make each other,
and the nearer they shall bring each other to
God, the more good, through God's goodness,
shall they have either of other.
The more man
and wife profit in the fear of God, the more comfortably and contentedly shall they live together,
the better shall it be for them both." From "A
Good Wife Indeed." The same author has also

their furtherance in that which he would often
is the great duty of yoke-fellows, and that

say

they can to help one another to
say that this duty of husbands and wives praying together is intimated in
that of the Apostle, 1 Pet. iii. 7, where they are
exhorted to live as heirs of the grace of life, that
their prayers (especially their prayers together)
be not hindered ; that nothing may be done to
hinder them from praying together, nor to hinder
them in it, nor to spoil the success of their prayThis sanctifies the relation, and fetches in
ers.
a blessing on it, makes the comforts of it more
sweet, and the cares and crosses of it more easy,
and is an excellent means of preserving and increasing love in the relation. Many to whom he
had recommended the practice of this duty have
blessed God for him, and for his advice concerning it." An Account of the Life and Death of Mr.
Philip Henry, by his Son, p. 68, Lon<L, 1712,
quoted by Brown. M.]
[Gatakbe (quoted by Beown): "Let such
married persons as God bath blessed in this
kind" (by their being equally yoked in the best
sense) "learn what cause they have to be thankLet the jars and
ful to God, either for other.
discord that they see between other men and
women mismatched, and the cross and cursed
carriage of them, either toward other, together
with the manifold annoyances and grievous mischiefs and inconveniences that ensue ordinarily
thereupon, be a means to put them in mind of
God's great mercy and goodness toward them,
and to make them more thankful to Him for the
same. And since they have received either other
from' God, let them therein show their thankfulness to God by endeavouring to bring either
other nearer unto God, by helping either other
forward in the good ways of God. Do either
with other as Anna did with her son Samuel: as
ifl

'to

do

all

He would

heaven.'

—

sermons entitled, "A Good Wife, Gods Gift",
"Marriage Prayer", and "Marriage Duties",
which are well worth consulting. Fordyce's
Sermons to Young Women, in 2 vols., London,
1794 (rare) are also very valuable. M.]

—

—

Jeremy Taylor:
(Marriage Ring):
was ordained by God, instituted in

JBp.
arriage

paradise; the relief of a natural necessity, and
the first blessing from the Lord. Marriage is a
school and exercise of virtue. Here is the proper scene of piety and patience, of the duty of
parents and the charity of relatives; here kindness is spread abroad, and love is united and
made firm, as a centre. Marriage is the nursery
of heaven, fills up the numbers of the elect, and
hath in it the labours of love and the delicacies
of friendship, the blessing of society and the
union of hands and hearts. Marriage is the
mother of the world, and preserves kingdoms,
and fills cities, and churches, and heaven itself.
Like the useful bee, marriage builds a house,
and gathers sweetness from every flower, and
labours, and unites into societies and republics,
and sends out colonies, and feeds the world with
delicacies, and obeys their king, and keeps order, and exercises many virtues, and promotes
the interest of mankind, and is that state of good
things to which God hath designed the present
constitution of the world."
M.]

—

—

CHAPTER

III. 8-17.

Analysis :—Exhortations of Christiana in general, irrespective of their ciril and domestic relations, to godly beharioar
before an ungodly and hostile -world.

8

Finally, be ye 1 all of one mind, having compassion one of another ;* love as brethpitiful, 4 be courteous: 5 Not rendering evil for evil, or railing:* but contrari-

9 ren,8 be

10
11

12

wise 7 blessing; 8 knowing that ye are thereunto called, that ye should inherit a blefflFor he that will 10 love life, and see good days, let him refrain his tongue from
11
evil, and his lips that they speak no guile:
Let him eschew evil," and do good; let
him seek peace, and ensue it. 18 For 14 the eyes of the Lord are over 16 the righteous,
and his ears are open unto their prayers 18 bu£ the face of the Lord is against LT them
And who is he that will harm you, if ye be followers 18 of that which is
that do evil.
good ? But and if 19 ye suffer for righteousness* sake, happy 90 are ye: and be not
afraid of their terror,*1 neither*8 be troubled; But*3 sanctify the Lord God*4 in your
hearts: and be ready always to give an answer*5 to every man that asketh you a reason of*8 the hope that is in you, with meakness and fear: Having a good conscience;
that, whereas*7 they speak evil of you,*8 as of evil doers, they may be ashamed thai
falsely accuse your good conversation in Christ.*9
For it is better, if the will of God
be so, that ye suffer for well doing than for evil doing.89
ing. 9

:

13
14
15
16
17
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It is better to retain in English thewtyectiYal construction of the original, substituting being, in Italics,
instead of be ye. M.1

—

P vvfiva9«l 9=-ermpatnJzing in grief and joy.—M.]
f*
[*

+iX&&*\+o 4—loring the brethren.—M.]
MvffwXayxvo^ literally of M strong bowels,"

i. «.,

of great courage ; compassionate, " miserioordes traa

«tfKWo*."—M.]
[*

ravcivo^ptfrtf—humble-minded. The Textm Sec. has 4>ik64>por9s tor rartiv^povir, but
Oriesbach, Tlschendorf, A. B. C, and many other Codd. read the latter, which forms a proper transition

to the next Terse. The German reads the former, which gives also a good sense. Quite a number of
Codd. have both. The Cod. Sinait. has ravtv6<f>povi *.—M.]
" Non malum pro malo in factis injuriosis, nee maledictum pro mdMKcto in verbis eontentiosis." Lyra.—M.1
p rovvavrior 3*— nay rather on the contrary; 6* renders the contrast more emphatic than d kkd. M.J
[fvAoyovvrt e— blessing the evil doer and railer.— M.]
p ctdrfrfffis wanting in A. B. C. K., and many other Codd.—It is Malso omitted in Cod. Sin.— Lachmann,
Tlschendorf and Alford reject it. Omitting e 1 6 r « t render : Because to this end (namely, Iva « A
koylar k k i| p v o n ijo- ijTt) ye were called."—M.]
p Blessing in general, not a specific one; omit, therefore, the Indefinite article. " Qui cceUste regnum ah
quando heredUare debentilli sunt benedicti acfilii benedictionis, non solum passive sed etiam active, benedxctionem spiritualem a Deoperjidem recipient** et vieissim alits ex caritate benedicentes." Gerhard. M.1
Terse 10. [» O 4 k « »—he who desires ; wiu is ambiguous.—M.1
pi 86 Ae k—fraud, deceit. Alford lays stress on the force of the Aorists as referring to single occasions, or

Yen*

9.. IJ

—

,

better, perhaps, to the

whole life considered as one fact.—M.]

—

« * « A c v £ *> oi anb k a k o v—let him turn away from evil, and so avoid it.
M.]
p*dt«»£«r*»— pxinue;"inquircrtpacemiUrcmabscofrtitam*t perstqwUttr earn ut rem JugiHvamS'
interlineariSy quoted by Alford.—M.]

Terse 11. P*

Glossa

Terse 12. P* o t t— because.—M.j
"» i

*

v i=upon

(directed upon) ; so

German, Tan Ess and Alfbrd.—M.]

4 if v i *—prayer, singular.—M.]
v *»—upon (in wrath).—M.]
[** jav tov ay a$ov £i}A«»rat y «•»» 17 <r
6"

17 «

Tene

18.

««=if ye

be emulous of (or zealous for) that which

Is

good?

AAA' ii *<tU-but if even, cf. v. 1.—M.]
f*9pa«* ptot, not happy, but blessed.—M.J
[n^o^7jd^T« A /3 o v—be not terrified by

Terse 14. p»

>

or with their terror, viz.: the terror with which they would fain
e*
" JXcut summum malorum y qua lex minatur est corpavidum et formidine plenum. Lev. xxvi.
fill you.
80; Dent, zxviii. 05, Ua maximum bonorum qum Christus nobis promeruit toque EoangeUo offai, est cor
de gratia Dei cerium aeproinde «n omnibus adversis et periculis tranquiUum?' Gerhard.—M.]
Second p if—nor.— M.1
« *~may rather, cf. ch. ii. 28; Heb. ii. 6.—M.1
Terse 16.
** A. B. (X, Cod. Binait, Lachmann, Tischendorf and Alford read xp^^r b v for ©•ok.—M.]
*iroinot *«1 wp 6 *«-ready always for.— M.]
w cp I—Concerning. Translate the whole verse : " Nay. rather sanctify Christ the Lord in your hearts, being ready always for an answer to every man that asketh of you a reason concerning the hope in you,

*
*
*

Terse 10.

but with meekness and fear."—M.1
y-~in the matter in which, cf. ch. it 12.—M.]
C. K n Sinait. and others read Karakakovaiv; Tlschendorf and Alford, with B. and other minor
MSS., xaraAaAc I<r0c with the omission of «/&£r Ac *a*oiroi«* v.—M.1
P* Adopting the former reading, translate the whole verse : " Having a good conscience, that in the matter
in which they speak against you as evil doers, they who slander your good conversation in Christ may
be ashamed."—M-]
[* Translate, with greater conformity to the original, Mke the German : " For It is better to suffer fbr doing
well, if the will of God should will it so, than for doing ill." A. B. C. K. L. and other Codd., with
Tischendorf and Alford, read $ 4 Ao t for 9 4 A c c, in Bee. and others.— M.]

per

P«A.

Terse 17.

umph

EXEOETTOAL AND CRITICAL.
[On the wholi section.]

—

The Apostle hasconclude the Epistle, but not without laying down precepts for the conduct of Christians
in general
irrespective of their social position
—in their dealings with an ungodly world ; he
substantiates these general exhortations by indicating the feelings they ought to cherish beforehand the one toward the other.
Via. 8. Finally, all being of one mind,
tens to

—

sympathizing, lowing the brethren, com-

—

passionate, courteous Hand). rd tit rk7*&
adverbial Accusative, introduces the third main
dhifiion, and conclusion of the Epistle.
[Oecu-

—
connection:

menius supplies the following
ri
tovto yhp
XP% IdtoXoyelff&at ; dxtajf ir&at fvpiTi/joe Ktu Kpdc tovto iraotv 6 ovcoVof hfoplp r^f aurnpfoft Kai

tovto v6fiog iraotv ay6trn^.

from

—M.]

Sfifypcjv

of one mind, agreeing in
manner of thinking, so as to pursue one end, and
to make choice of one way, cf. 2 Cor. xiii. 11;
=6fi6vooc

Phil, it 2.

fpfjv,

—

[Robert Hall:
"Could we indulge the hope
such a state of things (t. «., oneness of
mind) was likely soon to establish itself, we
should hail the dawn of a brighter day, and consider it as a nearer approach to the. ultimate trithat

of the Church than the annals of time
have yet recorded. In the accomplishment of
our Lord's prayer, that all His people may be
one, men would behold a demonstration of the
Divinity of His mission, which the most impious
could not resist, and behold in the Church a
peaceful haven inviting them to retire from the
tossings and perils of this unquiet ocean, to a
sacred enclosure, a sequestered spot, which the
storms and tempests of the world were not per.
mitted to invade." M.]
ovfura&elc, the disposition which enters into another's weal or woe, joys with the joying, and
weeps with the weeping, Rom. zii. 15; 1 Cor.
xii. 25
Heb. xiii. 3. Always to see in the sufferings of others only a judicial or pedagogical

—

;

element, is contrary to the mind of Christ
[Christian sympathy refutes also La Rochefaucoult's slander of human nature, that man always*
sees in the sufferings of others something not altogether displeasing.
M.]
<ptM6eht>oi, cf. ch. i. 22; iv. 8; v. 9; Rom. xii.
10.
evar?MyxvoCt brave, courageous, then also
This
tender-hearted, compassionate, as here.
quality, like that which follows, has already a
bearing on our conduct in relation to the world.
(ptXfyfxjv, kind in thought and deed, benevolent
to every body.
[Leighton :
This courteousness which the

—

—

—
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Apostle recommends is not satisfied with what
goes no deeper than words or gestures. That is
sometimes, the upper garment of malice, saluting
him aloud in the morning whom they are undermining all the day, and sometimes, though more
innocent, it may be troublesome merely by the
Tain affectation and excess of it; and even this
becomes not a wise man, much less a Christian
an over-studying or acting of this is a token of
emptiness, and is below a solid mind. Nor is it
that graver and wiser way of external, plausible
deportment, which fully answers this word. That
is the outer half, indeed, but the thing itself is a
radical sweetness in the temper of the mind, that
spreads itself into a man's words and actions;
and this not merely natural (a gentle, kind disposition, which is, indeed, a natural advantage
which some have), but spiritual, from a new nature descended from heaven, and so in its original nature it far excels the others, supplies it
where it is not, and doth not only increase it
where it is, but elevates it above itself, renews
it, and sets a more excellent stamp upon it
See
note in Appar. Crit., above. M.I
Vie. 9. Not rendering evil for evil, or
railing for railing, nay, rather on the contrary, blessing, because ye know that to
this end. ye were called. The Apostle, by
recommending abstinence from every kind of revenge, and the love of our enemies, follows the
express declarations of the Saviour; this is also
evident from the reason on which he grounds the
exhortation, Matt. v. 89, etc.; Lke. vi. 27, etc.;
cf. Rom. xii. 17; 1 Thess. v. 15; 1 Pet. ii. 28;
Lke. vi. 28. evfoyelv, the direct contrast of rendering evil for evil and railing for railing. To
bless, to desire good, and to show it in word and
deed, even as the blessing of God is a reality.
The word implies, according to Calov, every kind
of temporal and eternal benefits, especially the
latter.
[See note in Appar. Crit, above. M.]
etc tovto, vis.: to blessing, do not join to Zva,
of. ch. ii. 12.
[On the other hand, see note in
Appar. Crit., above. M.1 kiOJjd7jTey as disciples
of Jesus, and children of God, vou are destined
to be the light and the salt of the world, and to
exert a beneficent influence on it, Matt v. 18. 14.

—

—

—

—

—

That ye should inherit blessing.—The
idea implied in these words is : as ye sow, so ye
shall reap, as ye work, so shall be the recompense, Matt. vii. 2; v. 7; x. 82; Lke. vi. 88.

—

[See note in Appar. Crit, above. M.] kXripohowever, to the free grace in the
distribution of the recompense, that it is a reward of grace, then to the title of the Sonship,
and constant possession, Matt xxv. 84. Chrysostom: "Fire is not extinguished with fire,
but with water ; likewise wrong and hatred, not
with retaliation, but with gentleness, humility
and kindness." Gerhard: "Believers, if they
are offended, should recollect that God has not
covered them with His curse, although they deserve it just as much as others, but has blessed
them with all heavenly blessing." Weller:
"Your lot is better than that of the ungodly.
God has called you to the inheritance of heaven,
that you might be the children of God, and joint
heirs with Christ, and become the sharers of the
Divine nature. On the other hand, the ungodly
are rejected from the presence of God, and exvoftfrnjTe refers,

'

—

—

—

—

cluded from that heavenly inheritance." [Christian revenge is to forgive and forget injuries, and
to bury them.in love.
The sandal tree perftomes, when riven,
The axe that laid it low.
Let him that hopes to be forgiven
Forgive and bless bis foe.
Cf. Prov. xxv. 22;

Rom.

xii.

20.—M]

Vbb. 10. For he who desireth to love life
that they apeak no guile. The exhortation to humble conduct, and the love of enemies
is now substantiated by citations from the Old
Testament. These embody the truth that such
conduct assures us of the protection, the gracious
regard and blessing of God. The Apostle quotes,
without any material change, from Psalm xxxW.

—

—

18 to v. 18, the second person being changed
Only v. 13 varies
into the third in verses 18-15.
somewhat from the LXX., which reads : 6 dlXuv
v.

^(JjVy aya-rrcjv

OiXuv

fufyv

4pipac

ayatrfv

tdelv,

we have o
Bengel says,
saying : Who

while here

mi

Idelv fi/itpac.
adds new salt,

:

" that the Apostle
really and truly loves life, who is so thoroughly
in earnest about this love that he fulfils its demands." It seems better, however, to put a com*
ma after C *^v, as in the LXX. " Whoso desireth
The alto live, and to love and see good days."
teration may have been made with reference to
those sayings of Christ which advert to a false
love of life, Matt x. 89 ; xvi. 25 ; Mark viii. 85;
Lke. xvii. 88; Jno.

26.—\6tlv=*

xii.

experience and enjoyment

?W1
T T

iraitecv=to

,

of

make an

end of, to allay, to stop, hinder, keep back from
a thing. " The expression pre-supposes the natural unruliness of the tongue and its wild, natural impulse to evil." Wiesinger.
[" Calvin :—
"Primum notat, qum lingua vitia cavenda tint,
nempe ne eoniumeUoH ae petulante* simus: dearie
ne fraudulenti ae dupUcte. Bine ad facta deecendit,
ne ouem laedamus, vel ne cut inferamus damnum."
airrov.
M.I Xei
(Lachmann and Tischendorf

—

M—

omit avrov). rov /$ XaXfyrat is governed by k*6.
Winer, p. 278. 66ioc denotes acting the deceiver
or hypocrite;

JlO^lp

,

cf.

Jas.

this verse, refers primarily to

i.

David, in

26.

temporal

life

and

experience, so does Peter.

Vbb.

11.

Let him torn away from evil—

and pursue it

huOdveiv

= to bend out or from,

turn away from, shun, avoid, decline, Bom. iii.
12; xvi. 17; Is. i. 16. 17; Rom. xii. 9.—<*r«v=
6i6netv elsewhere, 1 Thess. v. 15; Bom. xii. 18.
[See note in Appar. Crit M.]

—

Ver. 12. Because the eyes of the Lord
are upon the righteous, etc. The reason is
now given why those who act upon the preceding
exhortation may cherish the hope of life and good
days, and the contrary is stated. bq&aXfiol and

—

npdocmov are here in antithesis, the one denoting
the gracious regarding of God, the other His look
in anger.

icbpios

=

Hlff

not Christ hut the

M =

Father, cf. Jas. v. 4.
against, as it has
not
not this meaning.
Understand: are directed.
" We are wont to look with a severe eye on those
with whom we are angry." Bengel: "Anger
excites the entire human countenance, love brightens the eyes." cf. 2 Sam. xxii. 28; Ley. xrii. 10
xx. 5; Ps. lxviii. 8.

—
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he that—if ye be

Christian, say 8 Steiger, is not bound to account
for his faith to any scoffer or such like (Matt. vi.
7), but to every man asking reasons, cf. ch. iv.
6; Rom. xiv. 12; Heb. xiii. 17; Acts xxiv. 14 etc.;
xxvi. 6 etc. airoXoyla, a defence, an apology, no
The sense is not: learned theories but a brief account of the PerIs. L 9; Bom. viii. 88.
Nobody will have any mind to harm you. Peter, son in whom we believe, of the testimony en whioh,
and the reasons why we believe, and of the hope
at least, knew the world differently and his Maswhich this belief warrants us to cherish. Corter had foretold differently, ch. ii. 12. 15. 18; iii.
The nelius: "Peter demands an answer, not a dis9; Matt. x. 24; Mk. z. 44; Jno. xiii. 16.
Join travrl to airoXoylav, irepl rffc
passage supplies therefore no new reason for putation."
Ebteness and holiness. tuutrral rov ayadov. iftdv kXnldoc. We have already seen, especially in
nann, Tischendorf [ana Alford with A. B. the opening of the Epistle, ch. i. 8 ; cf. i. 18, that
others.
M.], read fyXural; that is the hope, in the Apostle's view, is the real centre of
Fronmuller) [{tjXorai is the Christian life. It is the end of regeneration,
more difficult reading.
better sustained and yields a better sense than the sum-total of all the blessings of salvation, the
kernel of the whole of salvation. The primitive
lupiralj which later reading Alford supposes to
hare come in from 8 Jno. 11.
M.I. uturrraX is Christians were often persecuted for their hope
elsewhere only applied to persons, here it is ap- in the salvation of the Messiah.
Every believer
plied to the abstract rd aya&ov, because the good should become thoroughly assured of the reasons
as personified in Christ is the point of reference,
Christian faith and the hope
for this hope.
founded on it, must attain such vital strength in
e£Titii.l4;8Jno.ll.
Tie. 14, But if even ye suffer—be not our inmost heart (h vulv) as to be able to become
terrified with their terror nor be troubled,
a counterpoise to the lust and fear of the world.
—Bat although God should not prevent your suf- [Luther : "In persecution* oportet not habere spem :
fering, as indeed some of you have been already
si ratio spei exigitur, oportet nos habere verbum,"
Tisited with suffering, ch. iv. 12. 17. 19; v. 9. 10,
Bengel: "Spes Christianorum steps eommovit alios
ye are nevertheless blessed if ye suffer on account ad percontandum."
Didymus says: "Here is a
of righteousness, as Christ says, Matt. v. 10.
caution to those who imagine that it is enough for
u with the Optative denotes subjective possibility, us to lead what is called a moral life, without a
without any reference to definite time.
Winer, sound foundation of Christian faith ; and here is a
p. 809. T Augustine: martyram facit non poena ted
special admonition to the Clergy, to be able to
«««.—M.J.—(Jzxa/otrWv; cf. ch. ii. 24, not only solve doubts and remove difficulties which may
the confession of the truth, but right and holy perplex their people, and to stop the mouths of
thinking and living, well-doing in general, cf. v. gainsay ere (Tit. i. 11) and render a satisfactory
11. 18. 17; ii 20; Matt. v. 20; vi. 88,
There is reason of whatever they do, or teach" M.]
no reason for seeking here the Pauline idea of
Van, 16.
meekness and fear, hawing
foauooinfj.—ftaK&pioi so. karl of. ch. i. 9; iv. 18; a good conscience.— [The German version,
Job ?. 17. [Bengel: "Ne hoe quidem vitam beatam following the Vulgate, begins v. 16 with but with
•obit aufert, immo potius auget"
M.l. rbv <W meekness, etc, M.l. uera npavrrfroq. (Lachmann,
f40w avr&v so. of evil-doers, v. 12. This is a ci- Tischendorf [and Alford, following A. B. C. and
tation from Is. viii 12. 18.
many others. M.], insert aXhb. before fiera) ; the
<f>6(lov may be taken
acutely of the terror which they cause, cf. Job sense being
"provided" [or as Alford explains
iii- 25;
M.l, cf. ch. iii. 4,
Ps. xci. 6, or passively of the fear with "ready, but not over ready."
which they are seised.
In Is. viii. 12. 18, the free from haughtiness, scorn and bitterness in the
word seems to have a passive sense, here an active consciousness of truth and with the desire to con*
one.
Be not afraid of the terror which they in- vince. fbfkw in respect of God, whose cause we
spire, and do not suffer yourself to be disconshould not prejudice. [Alford defines <p6pov " procerted.
[But see note in Appar. Crit. above.
per respect for man and humble reverence of
H.]. rapaxOijTt, a climax, to become confused, God."
M.]. Luther. "Then must ye not andisconcerted, troubled.
swer with proud words and state your cause with
Via. 15. Nay, rather sanctify
the a defiance and with violence, as if you would tear
Lord in your hearts. icvptov 6k rbv Qebv dytd- up trees, but with such fear and humility as if
ye stood before the judgment-seat of God, so
shouldest thou stand in fear, and not rely on thy
to acknowledge His holiness in thought, word and
own strength, but on the word and promise of
deed. Mtt. vi. 9.
owelttpcv
" If we are convinced Christ." Matt. x. 19; 1 Cor. ii. 8.
Calvin :
from the depth of our soul that the promised help ixovreg not coordinated with, but subordinated to
of God is all-suffioient, we shall be most effectually troifwe.
Harless: "Only he is able to defend
armed against all fear." Confession, being the his Christian hope with full assurance, who has
outer sanctincation, must be united to the inner kept in a good conscience, as in a good vessel, the
8*octification; hence the exhortation which fol- grace he has received." cf. ch. ii. 19. A good conlows cf. Rom. x. 10 ; Matt. x. 82.
[I have adopted versation is the most telling apology before slanin Appar. Crit. the reading tcvptov 6i rbv xp*orbv.
[Calvin : * * quia parum auctoritadt habet
derers.
sermo absque vita, ideo fidei professioni bonam conM.]
Being ready always for an answer— scientiam adjungit. M.]
hope in yon. hotpot fa (Lachmann omits 6i;
That in the matter in which they speak
then tToiftot would define the sanctincation). But against yon as evil-doers, they
slanforget not that freedom from the fear of man does der your good conversation in Christ,
not exclude but include responsibility.
The be ashamed. Iva kv £. You were not only
Vis. 18.

is

—

emulous of that which is good ? Inference
drawn from the gracious regard of God directed
upon the righteous, vie kokAouv, who will be able
to harm you, who will be suffered to injure you?

&
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—

h
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—

With

—

—
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—
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—

God

—

—

—

—
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—
—
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—
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called to bless your enemies, bat to become a
blessing to them in patting them to shame, and
hnjpeif possible, to win them. cf. oh. ii. 12. 19.
&$etvt to use hard words, abusive and haughty
Conduct in order to terrify and so to coerce any
It denotes greater hostility than naraXateu,
one.
r^v ayaBrjv kv Xpwr$ fnmorpoffjv, see
ch. ii. 12.
Join kv XpurrQ to bvaarpoffp not
ch. ii. 12 ; L 16.
to ayadr}v. A conversation led in communion with
Christ, looking up to Him, in His strength and
with His help. They slander your good conversation, i. e., you on account of your good converThis is to give prominence to the folly
sation.
of their detraction, which sooner or later must
become manifest to themselves.
Vkb. 17. For it la better to suffer for doing
well, if the will of Ood should will it so,
than for doing ill. Kpelrnv yap. In no event
will you escape suffering.
Peter now meets, as
Gerhard observes, the objection: "I should not
take it so hard, if I had merited it" He says
Is it not better to suffer for doing well than for
doing ill? Kpelrnv denotes that which ^s more
advantageous, deserves the preference; of. ch. ii.
Grotius: "This is what Socrates said to
19.
his wife without being instructed, as we Christians are, respecting the right way and whither it

merit heaven on account of righteousness, would
be a great mistake; no, only the assurance of
salvation and the degree of glory depend epos
suffering for Christ's sake and suffering with Him

—

—

HOM1LETICAL AND PRACTICAL.
of God which shine forth
from the character of believers. The blessing
attitude of Christians in a hostile world.—The
dignity and blessing of the cherished cross.—
Are we permitted to love life and to desire goes
days? Of true and false peace. The flaming
eye of God upon evil-doers. The Christian's
watchword ; nobody is hurt but by himself (Chrjsostom has written a work on this subject).—The

Beams of the glory

—

—

—

—

—

secret of being blessed in suffering a good conscience, the shield and protection of believers.

—

Stabkb : Try thyself—whether thou art of
such a mind, v. 8. Mich. vL 8. All the members
of the body are ready by sympathy to lighten the

—

—

members. Canst thou
requite evil with good ? Try thyself; if thorn art
able, thou art a child of God, if not, it is idle conceit, Matt v. 45.
There is no member of the body
sufferings of the suffering

—

with which man is more likely and more ready
leads."—el diXot (The textu$ rec. reads diXei; but to sin than with the tongue; hence we should
Tischendorf [following A. B. G. K. L. and others. carefully reflect upon what we speak and how we
prefers the Optative.), cf. ch. iii. 14, if and speak, Jas. iii. 6. 6; Prov. xvi. 26; xvii. 27; Sir.
M.J
as often as it may be His wilL cf. Mtt. zviii. xzii. 88. Peace is rare game, in the diligent pur14; xxvi. 89. 42; 1 Cor. iv. 19; J as. iv. 15; 1 suit of which every Christian ought to be a quiet
Peter L 0; iv. 19.—-[el <#Xoi rd dihffia rov 0e&v si huntsman, Prov. xv. 18; xxv. 16; 2 Cor. xiii.ll
placuerit volwntati dttmuB, Bihjfta meaning the will
Nothing is more likely to move us to a holy
itself, and OiXetv the operation of the will (like conversation than the constant and lively recolthe stream streams, the river flows, etc.,) cf. Jas. lection that the eyes and ears of God are ever
iii. 4, see Winer, p. 627.— M.].—Qifyua, this will
around us. If this cannot fill a man with holy
is known from what happens to us.
[Luther:
dread, he denies God in deed, though he confess
"Go on in faith and love; if the cross comes, take Him in words, Dent. vi. 18.—Although Che godly
it; if it comes not, do not seek it"
If.]
do not cry with their mouth, they cry to God
with their heart, Ps. xxxiv. 16-1 a The world
is enraged, Satan shows his teeth, it rains enemies: should this make thee alarmed, thou who
DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
Hast thou not a Father who is allovest God?
1. The above warnings against self-revenge mighty, and a King who is the Conqueror of afl
and exhortations to love our enemies are nqt pe- His enemies? Shall men, vile dust and ashes as
culiar to Christianity.
They are already found they are, or hell itself then be able to hurt a hair
in the Gld Testament, and Christianity simply of thy head unless He permit it? Be therefore
enforces them by new and stronger motives. Stei- courageous! the Lord be with thee; come hither,
ger:
"The frequent -warnings against self-re- sword of the Lord and Gideon, Ps. lvi. 12.—The
venge found in this Epistle, seem to have also an ungodly who persecutes the saints runs against
individual origin in the vehemence peculiar to a wall of iron and breaks his head, Jer. xx. 11.
Peter and in his holy dread of actions similar to
The strength and joyiulness of faith in heavy
that in the case of Malchus."
sufferings and persecutions differs altogether from
2. The exhortation to fear God, which occurs self-made stoical insensibility and hard-heartedrepeatedly in this Epistle, is characteristic of the ness. The heart is a timid thing; at the least
Petrine doctrine. This enforcing of fear, although stirring of a cross-wind [so the German. M.] it
more peculiar to the economy of the Law than to begins to tremble as the leaves of trees. But do
that of the Gospel, is equally necessary under the right, and, fear not the devil, Heb. xi. 27.—The
dispensation of the New Testament, and few Chris- ornament of Christ's true bride is within, Ps. xlv.
tians will be found who are past it.
"As the dif- 10; Lke. xvii. 20. A judicious physician makes
ference of tropes (German, "Lehrtropen") has al- great allowance for a delirious patient do then
ways a providential signification for different in- the same for those who err, Gal. vi. 1.—Silence
dividualities and degrees of development of the is sometimes better than speaking, Matt xxvii.
Christian life, so it is the case here." Weiss.
12. 14; Col. iv. 6. 6; Prov. xxvi. 4. 6.—Nobody
3. The manner in which Peter refers to the should cause his own sufferings; but those which
sufferings of his contemporary fellow-believers God imposes everybody should bear with patience,
supplies us with hints as to the date of this Epistle. Lam. iii. 26. 28.
To suffer innocently is the ho4. To draw from v. 14 the inference that in the
nour, but to suffer for sin is the shame of Chris
opinion of Peter it is possible to acquire and tians, Ch. iv. 16; Matt. v. 11.
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Lisco:—Christian feeling in evil times.

—The

ill-conquering power of faith and love of the
sharers of Christ's kingdom.— The art of providing good

days for one's

tribu-

from without are not good for us, but would
be the greatest misfortune to our souls.
Staudt: Direction for good days; 1. How we
should live inwardly ; 2. How we should live outwardly; 8. How we should live upwardly.
1. What is following Christ?
V. Hirbbegir:
2. What reasons have we to do it cheerfully and
lation

—

—

—

[Lbiohtoh : Vhl 8. Men having so many disabout religion in their heads, and no life of
religion in their hearts, fall into a conceit that
all is but juggling, and the easiest way is, to beliere nothing; and these agree with any or rather
with none. Sometimes it is from a profane supercilious disdain of all these things, and many there
be of these, of Gallio's temper, that care for none
of these things and that account all questions in
religion, as he did, but matter of words and names.
And by this all religions may agree together; but
it were not a natural union by the active heat of
the spirit, but a confusion rather, by the want of
it: not a knitting together, but a freezing together,
as cold congregates all bodies how heterogeneous
sserer, sticks, stones and water ; but heat makes
first a separation of different things and
then
unites those that are of the same nature.
Beware
of two extremes that often cause divisions, 1. Captivity to custom ; 2. Affectation of novelty.
The
scales of Leviathan, as Luther expresses it, are
linked together ; shall not the Lord's followers be
one in Him ?
They unite to undermine the peace
of the Church, shall not the godly join their prayputes

—

—

—

countermine them? Says one : " Nothing
shows a spiritual man so much, as the dealing with another man's sin."
Sin broke all to
pieces, man from God and one from another.
Christ's work in the world was union.
The friendahms of the world, the best of them, are but tied
with chains of glass, but this fraternal love of
Christians is a golden chain, both more precious,
and more strong and lasting; the others are
worthless and brittle.
The roots of plants are
hid under ground, so that themselves are not seen,
bat they appear in their branches and flowers
and fruits, which argue there is a root and life
in them; thus the graces of the Spirit, planted in
the soul, though themselves invisible, yet discover their being and life in the tract of a Christian's life, his words and actions, and the frame
of his carriage. . . Faith worketh by love, so then
where this root is, these roots will spring from it
and discover it, pity and courtesy.
He whom
the Lord loads most with his richest gifts, stoops
lowest, as pressed down with the weight of them
the free love of God humbles the heart most to
which it is most manifested.
Vie. 9. One man's sin cannot procure privilege to another to sin in that or the like kind.
If
another has broken the bonds of allegiance to
God and charity to thee, yet thou art not the less
tied by the same bonds still.
Via. 11. We may pursue peace among men and
°ot overtake it; we may use all good means and
fall short ; but pursue it up as far as the throne
of grace; seek it by prayer and that will overers to

truly

take

it

;

61
that will be sure to find

it

in God's hand,

"who stilleth the waves of the sea and the tumults
of the people."
«« If He give quietness, who can
give trouble?"

self.

Stub:—Good days without sorrow and

readily?

a-17.

—

—

—

—

Veb.

14. It is

a confirmed observation by the

that when the Church
flourished most in outward peace and wealth, it
abated most of its spiritual lustre (opibut major,
virtuiibuM minor} which is its genuine and true

experience of

all ages,

beauty : and wnen it seemed most miserable by
persecutions and sufferings, it was most happy in
sincerity and zeal and vigour of grace. When the
moon shines brightest towards the earth, it is
dark heavenwards, and on the contrary when it
appears not, is nearest the sun and clear towards
heaven."

—M.]

Beware of an external, superficial,
sanctifying of God, for He takes it not so ; He
will interpret that a profaning of Him and His
name. Be not deceived, He is not mocked ; He
looks through all visages and appearances, in upon
the heart, sees how it entertains Him, and stands
affected to Him, if it be possessed with reverence
and love more than either thy tongue or carriage
can express; and if it be not so, all thy seeming
worship is but injury, and thy speaking of Him
is but babbling, be thy discourse ever so excellent; yea, the more thou hast seemed to sanctify
God while thy heart has not been chief in the
business, thou shait not by such service have the
less, but the more fear and trouble in the day of
Veb.. 15.

trouble,

when

it

comes upon

thee.

[Vie. 8. The following passage from Poly blue
quoted by Baphelius, Obs. Vol. II. p. 760, beautifully illustrates ov/iiradelc: "Certainly, if Scipio
was peculiarly fitted by nature for any thing, it
was for this, that he should inspire confidence in
the minds of men, koX ovpiradelc iroafrat Toi% irapaKaXov/ihfovc ; t. e. 9 make those whom he addressed
have the same feelings." M.]
[Veb. 10. "A certain person travelling through
the city, continued to call out, Who wants the elixir
of l\fet The daughter of Rabbi Joda heard him
and told her father. He said, Call the man in.
When he* came in, the Rabbi said, What is that
elixir of life thou sell est?
He answered, Is it
not written, What man is he that loveth life and
desireth to see good days, let him refrain his
tongue from evil and his lips from speaking guile?
This is the elixir of life and is found in the mouth
of man." Quoted by Rosenmuller from the Book
of Mussar, ch. I. M.]

—

—

[Ver.

16.

Hope

Han

Pope:—

springs eternal in the human breast.—
is, bat always to be, blest.—
M.J

never

—

[Bentlby: "It is certain there is no hope,
without some antecedent belief, that the thing
hoped for may come to pass ; and the strength
and stedfastness of our hope is ever proportioned
to the measure of our faith."
M.]
[Vinbt: "We are debtors of religious truth to
our brethren, as soon as we ourselves become
possessed of it;" "We are debtors in the strictest
sense of the term, for, properly speaking, the
truth is not the exclusive property of any one.
Every good, which may be communicated by its
possessor without impoverishing himself, cannot
remain exclusively his own. If this proposition
be not true, morality falls to the ground. How
much more does this hold good of a blessing

—

—
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which is multiplied by division of a spring which
becomes more abundant as it poors out its waters!"

" The truth is not to be scattered at random like
contemptible dust; it is a pearl that must not be
exposed to be trodden under foot by the profane.

To protect it by an ezpresrive nUnce is sometimes
the only way we can testify our own respect for
He who cannot
it, or conciliate that of others.
be silent respecting it, under certain circumSilence
stances, does not sufficiently respect it
is on some occasions the only homage truth expects from us. This silence has nothing in common with dissimulation ; it involves no connivance
with the enemies of truth : it has no other object
than to protect it from needless outrage. This
silence, in a majority of instances, is a language;
and when in the conduct of those who maintain
it, every thing is consistent with it, the truth
loses nothing by being suppressed ; or to speak
more correctly, it is not suppressed; it is vividly,
though silently pointed out; its dignity and importance are placed in relief; and the respect
which occasioned this silence, itself imposes silence on the witnesses of its exhibition." M.]
[Bp. Hall: "The proper meaning of the
Apostle's direction and its connection, with the
preceding advice, may be thus stated : give ye

—

—

CHAPTER

unto God in your hearts that honour, which is
due unto Him, in trusting to His promises, and
reposing upon His providence, by a stedfast confidence and reliance ; and since ye live among
heathens and professed enemies of the Gospel, be
not ye daunted with their oppositions and persecutions ; but be ready, when ye are thereunto duly
called, to

make

profession of that true faith and

which ye have received: but let not this
be done in a turbulent and seditious manner, but
with all meekness of spirit and reverence to that
authority, whereby ye are called thereunto."—
M.]
[Chetsostom :—Vib. 14. " Should the empress
determine to banish me, let her banish me; 'The
earth is the Lord's and the fulness thereof.' If
she will cast me into the sea, let her cast me into

religion

the sea ; I will remember Jonah. If she will
throw me into a burning, fiery furnace, the three
children were there before me. If she will throw
me to the wild beasts, I will remember that Daniel
was in the den of lions. If she will condemn me
to be stoned, I shall be the associate of Stephen,
the proto-martyr. If she will have me beheaded,
the Baptist has submitted to the same punishment. If she will take away my substance, 'naked
came I out of my mother's womb, and naked shall
I return to it.'" £p. ad Cyriaatm.—M.]

HI. 18-22.

Avaltsis :—Further exhortation to readiness of suffering In consideration of a deeper motive. Only thus do we attain to
resembling Christ, who suffered for our sins, whose sufferings had every where, even in the world of the dead, ssta*
tary effects, and led to the most blessed issue.

For 1 Christ also hath dnoe suffered for sins, 1 the just for the unjust,1 that he might
18
1
19 bring us to God, being put to death 4 in the flesh, but quickened' by the Spirit:* Bj
20 which also he went and preached unto the spirits in prison ; Which sometime 8 were
disobedient, when once the longsuffering of God waited in the, days of Noah, while the
21 ark was a preparing,9 wherein few,10 that is, eight souls were saved by water. The
u
like figure" whereunto even baptism doth also now save us, (not the putting away of the
11
filth of the flesh,
but the answer" of a good conscience toward God,) by" the resur*
22 rection of Jesus Christ: Who is gone into heaven, and is on the right hand of God;
angels and authorities and powers being made subject unto him."
1

Verse 18.

p 5 r^, because, German* <&**#}'

better than for ;^it ia not, as Alfbrd puts
Christian suffering for well-doing is blessed.—M.]

it,

a reason, but

*«ai XpKTT&r a*«# vcpl apaprtAr i vaffcp, translate: **(Christ also suffered
*<Wxatof vwlp *6txMr—a Just person for unjust persons*—M/
* 9a var «0clf, Aor. put to death.—M.l

the reason,

way

for sins once."—M-]

*£*»oiroti}0cif , Aor. made alive.Both vapid and w Ft vpan, are in the Dative without any preposition : tho change of prepositJonf m
the English version is peculiarly unhappy, as obscuring the sense ; tfapxl and wi»«ii|»aTi,arepstin
antithesis by the regular p. 4 v and 6 i ; translate : " pnt to death indeed in the flesh, but made alive in
the spirit." The German has " after the flesh " and M after the spirit.*'—r * before a-Fcifp.artls omifr
ted in A. B. G. K. L. and God. Sin.—M.]
v <p*-not by but iir which, so German.—M.]
Verse 19.
"
« o t i S t c; translate :"""""
'Which were disobedient once (vori) when (Src) the long-suffering of God,
Verse 20,
etc."—M.]
P*aTa<r*c«v«£ofA*ri>c it i/Bwto v— the ark was being prepared.—M.] t
P«cr %v oXtyat—4n which a few persons. The construction of c 1 1 ^ v is pregnant, the few being ssveC
in it after having entered into it. A. B. sustain e\ A i y o i ; so does Cod. Sin.— M.]
Verse 21. pi «* o Koiiiiiat avrirvvov vvv a«6ftt pdnriana. Translate: "Which (the water), as the antltype
(de wette) or * in the antitype ' (Germ. Polygl.) is now saving us eren (cm or in) baptism." * /* 5 f Kec.
C.K.L. Sinait. vp&«, A. B. with many versions, rwfst, Present, the action not yet completed-—M.J
_,

[•

Pi

^^

,
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[» "Not putting-away (subst) the filth of the flesh."—M.]
p4*»Bnt i»«p«TTjM«, inquiry (Vulgate, de Wette, Alford) of a good conscience after God.*' See note
below, In Exeg. and Critic*— M.]
paid, by means of. M.]
**
[*• Translate
Who is on the right hand of God. haring gone into heaven." The Tnlgate adds after 8 e o 5
dcgUti&ens mortem, ut vitm mUmm hmredes effloeremur^—M.]
[W v r or ay i vr mv—being subjected-—M.]

—

Terse 22.

:

IXEGSTIGAL AND CRITICAL.
Vis, 18. Because Christ also suffered.
according to our ideas, any one ought to have
been spared the cup of suffering, it was Christ;
but He also suffered on account of sins and for
their atonement.
Once, cf. Rom. vi. 10; Heb. vii. 27; ix. 7. It
requires not to be repeated and as compared with
eternity, it is a short suffering, being compressed
It prointo the space of several years and days.
bably relates to the exhortation which follows that
we also should once for all die unto sin, ch. iv. 1.
(Lachmann reads: irepl dftapriuv fyav ankBavev.).
srepi dfiapTt&v, on account of sins, cf. ch. ii. 24
Rom. viii. 8. Sins were the originating cause of
His sufferings and their blotting out His aim.
just person for (in the stead of) unjust persons.
dUawc imlp adlxuv. Although
feip per se may be rendered "for the benefit of,"
jet both the circumstance that the context opposes one innocent person to many guilty persons
and the word irpoo&yetv clearly express the idea
of vicarious suffering; for irpoo&yetv relates to
Defilement by sin
Christ's office of High-priest.
under the Old Testament barred all approach to
God; the Priest had the privilege to draw near
to God and to mediate the people's approach to
Him. This is rendered in the LXX.by irpoa&yecv.
The word
Vide Weiss, cf. irpoaipxeaOat ii. 4.
«Vaf confirms this view, cf. Heb. ix. 27. 28.
The repeated reference to the sufferings of Christ
shows in the opinion of Gerhard, that the Apostle
cannot weary to make mention of His sufferings,
hence he calls himself ch. v. 1, a witness of the
sufferings of Christ.
Put to death indeed in the flesh, but
made alive in the spirit. Oavarudelg is best
joined to irpwxdyeiv.
The restoration of men to
the lost communion with God is conditioned by
the sacrificial death of Christ, by His resurrection and royal power.
$wmoielv not= kyeipeiv,
et Jno. t. 21; Rom. viii. 11; 1 Cor. xt. 22.—
ffapci, weifutri; the two Datives denote the sphere
to which the predicate must be supposed to be
limited, of. Winer, J 41, 8. a.
The Datives are
evidently parallel and must be taken in the same
sense.
the
is
clear : He was
The sense of
first
pot to death as to His outward, sensuous nature.
If this is established, it is impossible to interpret
the second member as follows : He was made alive
by the spirit that had been given to Him, by the
higher divine part of His nature.
Weiss: The
parallelism indicated by ftiv and di, rather requires us to render, "as to His Spirit He was
made alive," (animated.). Death hardly affected
the spirit and soul of Christ, but both at the
moment of Christ's dying were for a short time
put into a state of unconsciousness.
But hardly
had Christ surrendered His spirit into the hands
of the Father, when the Divine Spirit filled and
penetrated Him with a new Divine life.
Flacius
already observes: "the antithesis clearly shows
If,

—

—

A

—

—

—

that Christ was put to death as to one part of His
nature, but made alive as to another. It is a
modus loquendi taken from or alluding to the universal lot of the godly, cf. Gen. xlv. 27 ; 1 Thess.
iii. 8.
Boos : "His soul, for its great refreshing, was endued with and penetrated by heavenly
strength." Others take the view that His death
ensued in virtue of the weakness inherent in the
flesh, His reanimation in virtue of the strength
peculiar to the Spirit, cf. 2 Cor. xiii. 4.
But
&avarw&etc does not well suit this interpretation,
which is somewhat forced. [Luther: "This is
the meaning, that Christ by His sufferings was
taken from the life which is flesh and blood, as a
man on earth, living, walking and standing in
flesh and blood . . . and He is now placed in

—

another life, and made alive according to the
spirit, has passed into a spiritual and supernatu-

which includes in itself the whole life
which Christ now has in soul and body, so that
He has no longer a fleshly but a spiritual body."
Hoffman, Schriftbeweiss 2, 337, says: "It is the
same who dies and the same who is again made
alive, both times the whole man Jesus, in body
and soul. He ceases to live in that that, which
ral life,

His Personality the medium of action, falls
under death ; and He begins again to live, in that
He receives back this same for a medium of His
action again.
The life which fell under death
was a fleshly life, that is, such a life as has its
determination to the present condition of man's
is to

nature, to the externality of its mundane connection.
The life which was won back is a spiritual life, that is, such a life as has its determination from the Spirit, in which consists our in*

—

ner connection with God." M.] [Wordsworth
" St. Peter thus guards his readers against the
heresy of Simon Magus, and the Docetm, who
said that Christ's flesh was a phantom ; and against
that of the Cerinthians, and other false teachers,
whose errors were propagated in Asia, who alleged that the Christ was only an Aeon or Emanation, which descended on the Man Jesus, at His
Baptism, but departed from Him before His Passion."—M.]
Ver. 19. In which also He went and
preached unto the spirits in prison. 'Ev
is
evidently to be joined with nvehpaTij not=
J
6th irveiffiaroci but really in the condition of a
spirit separated from the body.
Bengel:

—

—

"Christ dealt with the living in the body, with
the spirits in the spirit." koI rolg kv QvXoKy.
koI
=even to the spirits in prison He did preach ; so
great was His condescension and so far reached
the consequences of His voluntary, vicarious sufferings.
As Paul the Apostle, Eph. iv. 9. 10, adverts to the descent of Christ to the lowest parts
of the earth, doubtless in close connection with
the exhortation, cf. v. 2, and with the evident
meaning that the* example of Christ should move
believers to descend to the weakest and most

—

abandoned persons, of whose salvation none entertained any hope, so here the descent of Christ
to the world of departed spirits occurs in conDigitized by
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nection with the preceding exhortations to perseverance in well-doing and suffering. kv fvhaicy
not=in the realms of death, for the word always
denotes a custody, a place of confinement, a
prison, Rev. xx. 7; Matt. v. 26; xiv. 3; xviii.
80; xxv. 86; Mk. vi. 17. 27; Lke. ii. 8; xii. 68;
xxi. 12; xxiii. 19; Jno. iii. 24; Acts v. 19; viii.
8; 2 Cor. vi. 6; Heb. xi. 86; consequently it has
not the abstract sense of being bound. But this
prison must be in the realms of death, cf. 2 Pet.
This evidently
ii. 4; Jude 6; Matt. v. 26. 26.
follows also from the comparison with 1 Pet. iv.
6.
That it is not a mere condition, but a locality
in Hades, is manifest both from irooevdeic, for one
does not go, i. «., travel into a condition, and from
the parallel iropev&elc etc ovpavfo of v. 22. As
heaven is a definite locality, so is the netherworld (Hades). The power of the death and life
of Christ operates in two directions, downwards
to the realms of death, and upward to the higher regions of heaven. £«frpt£e. Gerhard takes
it not so much of verbal as of real preaching, as
in Heb. xii. 24, not in order to liberate them or
to give them time for repentance, but in order to
show His glorious victory to the spirits of the
damned. But the usut loqttendi of Kqpbrreiv, and
ch. iv. 6, which should be connected with the
Passage under notice, militate against his view,
he word occurs joined with rb ebayyfatov in
Matt. iv. 23; ix. 86; Mk. i. 14; xvi. 16. Where
it is found alone, it is understood that the chief
burden of His preaching was: The time is fulfilled, and the kingdom of God has come nigh,
repent and believe the Gospel, Mk. i. 88. 16;
Matt. iii. 1; iv. 17; ix. 86. It was just this
kind of testimony which was to constitute the
sum and substance of Apostolical preaching,
Matt. x. 7; xxiv. 14; Mk. iii 14; vi. 12; xiii.
10; Lke. ix. 2; Acts ix. 20; x. 42. 48; 1 Cor. i.
28; Phil. i. 16: 2 Tim. iv. 2. It is never used
of judicial preaching. It is, therefore, by no
means so indefinite an expression as Bengel supposes, but one which has a very definite meaning; further light, moreover, is shed on it by
twiyyeModrj of ch. iv. 6.
The unequivocal sense
is: Jesus proclaimed to those spirits in the prisons of Hades the beginning of a new epoch of
grace, the appearance of the kingdom of God,
and repentance and faith as the means of entering into the same.
Ver. 20. Now follows a further definition.
They are men, who once were unbelivers, in the
time of Noah. Their having repented on seeing
the flood break in, or during the long interval
until the coming of Christ, is a gratuitous and
arbitrary conjecture. Their unbelief was practical, exhibited by their disobedience, for so Peter invariably takes hiretdelv, cf. ch. ii. 7.
They
ridiculed the prediction of the coming flood, and
despised the exhortation to repent.

—

—

iv Jjpkpats N«e.

It

—

waited 120 years for

repent-

ance, Gen. vi. 8. Since Noah was a preacher of
righteousness in word and deed to his contemporaries, 2 Pet. ii. 5, and since the difficult building of his floating house, covering so long a space
of time, ought to have excited their serious consideration, their unbelief appears so much the

more

culpable.

known name

—

lufiordc

of the ark,

= fOTl

cf.

,

the well-

Matt. xxiv. 88; Lke.

xvii. 27; Heb. xi. 7.
KaTatncevatofievix denotes
the difficulty and long duration of the building
which was progressing in their sight ti? i,v
b?Sycu, into which a few souls fled, and were saved,
through, and by means of, the water. &d suggests both ideas in connection with the comparison with baptism which follows.
few persons, put designedly^ not only because, as Steiger remarks, this narrative shows
per se the relation of believers and unbelievers,
but also because the fact itself supplies the
strongest motive for Christ's descent into the
realmB of death, as an act demanded by the grace
of God.
Only eight souls were saved in the deluge many thousands and thousands, who were
very diverse as to their moral condition, perished;
how conclusive, therefore, the inference that that
event took place in the world of spirits, which
Peter, however, knew, not from inferences he
had drawn, but doubtless in consequence of a
special revelation.
As the time of Noah was
elsewhere viewed as an important type of aftertimes, cf. 2 Pet. ii. 6; iii. 6. 7; Matt. xxiv. 87,
etc., so here also it ought to be taken in a typical
sense, while the activity of Jesus ought not to be
considered as being limited to the generation of
Noah. By the example of Noah's family, Peter
was taught the dealings of God with all men, who,
without any fault of theirs, have not known the
salvation in Christ.
This passage of Christ's
descent into Hades belongs to those which have
suffered most from the treatment of commentators.
Some distorted the preaching of Christ
into mediate preaching by Noah or the Apostles,
others into preaching, which, although having
taken place immediately in the realms of death,
was yet confined to the godly only. Steiger has
enumerated their vagaries; they carry their confutation within themselves, and rest, one and all,
on dogmatical embarrassment. Our explanation
is supported by many passages, e. g.> Acts ii. 27.
81; Ps. xvi. 10; Eph. iv. 8; Acts xiii. 85-87; ii.
24; Lke. xxiii. 46; Mk. xv. 87-89; PhU. ii 10;
Lke. xvi. 19. Cf. Koenig, Chrisfs Deteent wto
Hell ; Glider, Doctrine of Ckriet'e Appearing among
the Dead; Zexsehwii, Petri ap. de ChrieU ad in-

—

A

—

feros deseensu eentenlia ; Herxog, Beal-Enqfclop*die, Art. Hades ; [and the Ezcurru* on the Deecenmu ad Inferos at the end of this section.—M.]
[Wordsworth:— " St. Peter's Epistle was probably written in the East (see v. 18). There the
belief in two opposite principle*, (dualism), a Good
and Evil, was widely disseminated by the religion
of Zoroaster, and by the Magi of Persia (see
There also the Ark rested after
Ps. xlv. 8-7).

When the long-Buffering of God waited
in the days of Noah, while the ark was
being prepared, in which a few persona,
that is eight souls, were saved by water.
'A7refe<tt*eTo (The Text. Rec. had arra£ kfrdtXero, but our reading is doubtless correct.), the the waters of the Flood.
The author of this Epistle, written in the East,
goodness of God, exhibited as fuiKpofh/ria, in the
long postponement of punishment and judgment, may have heard the objection raised, on the hisand the waiting for amendment; wore cannot be tory of the Flood, against the Divine Benevolence
separated without violence from the following and the Unity of the Godhead, and he appears to

—
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be answering such objections as those, and to be
He shows the harmony
vindicating thai history.

aya&r) owelSifmc as the end contemplated in baptism.
With this we have to connect the apposition

of God's dispensations, Patriarchal and EvangelHe teaches us to behold in the Ark a type

is

of the Church, and in the FJood a type of
tism.
He thus refutes the Manichasan heresy.
He says that God was merciful, even to that geneHe speaks of God's long-suffering, waitradon.
He
img for them while the Ark was preparing.
states boldly the objection, that few, only eight souls,
were saved in the Ark, and contrasts the condition
of those who were drowned in the Flood with the
condition of those who have now offers of salvation
in Baptism. He says that the rest disobeyed while
He uses the Aorist tense
the Ark was preparing.
He does not say, when the Ark had
(aiuidfoaoi).
been prepared, and when the Ark was shut, and
when the Flood came, and it was too late for them
to reach it, they all remained impenitent.
Perhaps some were penitent at the eleventh hour,
Every one will be
like the thief on the cross.
There are degrees of
justly dealt with by God.
punishment, as there are of reward (see Matt. x.
God does not quench the
16; Lke. xii. 48).
saoking flax (Matt. xii. 20). And St. Peter, by
saying that they did not hearken formerly, while
the Ark was preparing, almost seems to suggest
the inference that they did hearken now, when
One greater than Noah came in His human spirit
into the abysses of the deep of the lower world,
and that a happy change was wrought in the condition of

etc Oe6v,

for a

good conscience toward God, which

much more than a good conscience toward men
Bap- (1 Cor. iv. 4), is just what we need. Connecting,

ical

so me

among them by His coming."

—M.]

now

Via. 21. Which, in the antitype, is
saving us. b koX jfiac (The Textus. Rec. reads
Lachmann reads vpac inV, an easier reading.
stead of $pac ; so also Tischendorf ;) resumes v.
18, after the Apostle's manner of returning after
a parenthesis, to what had gone before, and by
nuking it the subject of further elucidation, cf.
eh. iL 24. 21.
The thoughts now mentioned are
hy no means accidental, and such as might have
been omitted, but the irpoadyetv of v. 18 remained
to be explained, as to the manner how it was effected, viz.: by baptism, whereof that saving
water was a type.
6 relates to Wop. not, similar
to the members of Noah's family.
avrlrvnov,
aatitypal, in the antitype, that is, as baptism.
Two appositions to Wwp. The water of the flood
u here viewed only in the light of having been
taring to Noah and his family, inasmuch as it
carried the ark.—<r6£e<, the Present is used because the saving has only begun and is not yet

—

completed.

Not pntting-away the

filth

of the flesh,

but inquiry of a good oonaoienoe after
God, by the resurrection of Jesus Christ.
—Now follows a more particular account of the
nature of baptism, first, negatively, then, posititeJj.
The end contemplated is not, as in the
case of Jewish lustrations, purification from the
filth of the body.
Steiger cites Justin Martyr,

"Of

Tryph. p. 881,
what avail is that
(that of the Jewish lustrations) which

baptism,
cleanses
and the body only?" It is rather an
hnp&njua owetdfaeuc ayadifc. In explaining this
dark passage, it is necessary to begin with the
more lucid points.
The antithesis of the puttingsway of the filth of the flesh suggests a reference
to the moral import of baptism, to inward, spirit**! cleansing.
Hence the Apostle names this
the flesh

with the majority of commentators, elc Qe6v
with brep6T7]fia, as indicating the end of breptiTOfta, would yield a very harsh expression, which
oannot be illustrated by 2 Sam. xi. 7, besides, the
apposition would then appear to be superfluous.
But since the Genitive ayadifc awetd^aeoc corresponds with frbrrov oapuSc, it must be like the latter,
the Genit. object*, not the Genit. subjecti. As to the
matter itself, the good conscience cannot be supposed to be existing at baptism and preceding
it, for the Apostle elsewhere regards a good conscience as something received at, and effected by,
baptism, Acts ii. 38. If the good conscience
were anterior to baptism, it would be difficult to
see how salvation, by means of baptism, could be

What, then, is the meaning of kirewhich occurs only once, and that in this
passage, in the New Testament? We should ex-

necessary.
ptrrripa,

pect a word signifying the cleansing of the conscience : but tirep&TTifia is never used in such a
sense; nor does it signify promise or pledge, as
Grotius explains the word from the usage of Roman law, nor address, confidence, open approach,
but simply asking, inquiry. This gives quite a
good sense: baptism is the inquiry for a good
conscience before God, the desire and longing for
it.
This would define the subjective side of baptism, with reference to the circumstance that from
the earliest time certain questions relating to the
state of his conscience were proposed to the candidate for baptism. Lutz approaches the right
explanation: " Baptism is the request for a good
conscience, for admittance to the state of reconciliation on the part of such as have a good conscience toward God, a petition for the pardon of
sin, which is obtained by the merits of Christ."
Similar are the views of Wiesinger and Weiss,
except that they erroneously join etc Qe6v and
tirepfrnyia.
Adhering to the idea of asking, the
thing asked may be conceived, as follows: How
Wilt
shall I rid myself of an evil conscience?
Thou, most holy God, again accept me, a sinner?
Wilt Thou, Lord Jesus, grant me the communion
Holy
of Thy death and life? Wilt Thou,
Ghost, assure me of grace and adoption, and
dwell in my heart? To these questions the Triune Jehovah answers in baptism, Yea. Now is
laid the solid foundation for a good conscience.
The conscience is not only purified from its guilt,
but it receives new vital power by means of the
resurrection of Jesus Christ
dY avaaraaeuc is better joined with owetdfaeoc
ayadrfc than with o&£ei, from which it is too far
separated. In ch. i. 8, the living hope is based
on the resurrection of Jesus Christ, here, the
The mediating features of
good conscience.
irpooayetv r£ QeQ and of aC^etv have now been indicated. [Most commentators connect oY avooraaeuc with otftEL, treating the intervening sentence
as a parenthesis.
M.]
[Wordsworth:
From the Book of Common
Prayer: " Baptism represents to us our profession, which is to follow the example of our Saviour Christ, and to be made like unto Him, that
as He died and rose again for us, so we who are.

—
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baptized and buried with Christ in His death, Lke. xxiv. 49; Acts ii 82-85; iii 21. 26; iv. 10*
should be dead to sin and live unto righteous- 12; x. 40-42.
ness, " " continually mortifying all our evil and
corrupt affections, and daily proceeding in all
virtue and godliness of living," in order that we
DOCTRINE AND ETHICAL.
who are " baptised into His death may pass
through the grave and gate of death to our joy1. The fact that the Apostles do not separate
ful Resurrection, through His merits who died, the vicarious element of the sufferings of Christ
and was buried, and rose again for us, Jesus from its typical element suggests an important
Christ, our Lord."
hint to preachers as to the treatment of the atoneWaterland, On Justification, p. 440:— "St. Pe- ment of Jesus.
ter assures us that Baptism saves; that is, it gives
2. The restoration of the lost communion of
a just title to salvation, which is the same as to sinners with God is, according to v. 18, one of
say that it conveys justification. But then it must be the main ends of the sufferings of Christ; but
understood, not of the outward washing, but of His resurrection is also a co-operating faotor in
the inward lively faith stipulated in it and by it. this great work, v. 21.
Baptism concurs with Faith, and Faith with Bap8. There are no stronger motives for persevetism, and the Holy Spirit with both ; and so the rance in well-doing, even where it involves the
Faith endurance of great suffering, than those taken
merits of Christ are savingly applied.
alone will not ordinarily serve in this case, but from the innocent and vicarious sufferings and
As His sufferings and death
it must be a contracting faith on man's part, condeath of Jesus.
tracting in form corresponding to the federal conducted Him to life and to a greatly blessed
promises and engagements on God's part; there- sphere of work, so we are warranted to believe,
fore, Tertullian rightly styles Baptism obsignatio if through suffering for righteousness we are
made like Him, that suffering and death itself
fidei, testalio fidei, sponsio salutis, fidei pactio,
will also conduct us, and others by us, to life and
and the like."
Baptismal interrogatories were used in the blessedness. That which has affected the Head
primitive, even in the Apostolical Church, and will also in different degrees affect the members,
Peter seems to refer to them here. See Acts viii. cf. Eph. ii 5-7.
4. Christ's descent into hell, or rather into
87; Heb. vi. 1. 2; cf. Rom. x. 10. Justin Martyr, Apol. 1, o. 61; Tertullian, de Spect., c. 4; Hades, which transpired, not after, but before
de Corona Mil,, c. 3, and de Resurrect Carnis, c. His resurrection (cf. Acts ii. 27. 81), is by no
"Anima non lavationb bed responsione means a subordinate point in the Apostle's creed
48.
sakcitur." Cf. Cyprian,^. 70, 76, 86; Hip- that may be surrendered to unbelief, but a funpolytus, Theophan., o. 10; Origen, Exhortatio ad damental article. But doubtless it is not founded,
Martyr, o. 12 ; Vales in Euseb. 7, 8, and Euseb. as Weiss assumes, on a conclusion reached by the
7, 9, where Dionysius, Bp. of Alexandria, in the Apostle's reasoning, as if he had inferred the nethird century, speaks of a person who was pre- cessity of Christ's preaching among the dead,
sent at the baptism of some who were lately bap- both from the exciusiveness of the salvation
tized, and heard the questions and answers, r&v wrought by Christ only, and from the justice of
See more in Words- God, but rather on an illumination of the Holy
kirtpurfjoeuv not atroicploeav.
Ghost, whose organs the Apostles were. The jusworth.— M.]
is on the right hand of tice and love of God now appear to us in glorious
Vir. 22.
Gtod, having gone into heaven, angels and light, and withhold the definite sentence of conauthorities and powers being subjected demnation until all men have decided with full
nnto him. Now follows, as the further conse- consciousness concerning Christ and His Gospel.
quence of the sufferings of Christ, His ascension He is set as the rock of salvation or stone of
into heaven, and exaltation to the right hand of stumbling for all the world, ch. ii. 6, etc.
5. Hades is not the final, absolute place and
God. A former sufferer is now exalted to the
Thus this verse state of punishment; this iB evident from Rev.
highest dignity of heaven.
beautifully connects with the exhortation to wil- xx. 14. 10; the lake of fire and brimstone, the
lingness of suffering, of. vv. 17. 18, and paves fiery pit, ytewet, is that final place. There are in
the way for ch. iv. 1, etc. or. kartv tv <fc£ip; cf. Hades two provinces or regions, separated from
Ps. ex. 1; Rom. viii. 84; Eph. i. 20; CoL iii. 1; one another by a gulf. The one is a place of reHeb. i. 8 ; Phil. iii. 20. He has been received as pose, comfort and refreshing, Abraham's bosom,
sharer of the Divine government He is not only Lke. xvi 22, probably that paradise to which beKing of His Church, but of the whole world.
fore His resurrection and ascension ( Jno. xx. 17)
rropevdeh; elg ovpav6v=ha.v'mg gone into heaven.
Jesus went with the thief, Lke. xxiii 48; lower
It is incorrect that this designates, not a locality paradise, as contrasted with the upper, to which
of the universe, but a relation to the world. Paul was transported, 2 Cor. xii 2. 4; cf. Ret.
Wiesinger. vnorayhruv, cf. Heb. i. 4; Eph. i. ii. 7. Another part of the lower world contain*
The spirits, in their various the different prisons of human souls, who in their
21; Col. ii. 10.
gradations, are now subjected to Him who has bodily existence had despised the word of God,
We do not pre- acted against the light of conscience, and died in
suffered so much and so deeply.
tend to determine whether they can be distin- guilty unbelief.
Here Jesus, as a spirit, apguished, with Hoffmann, as ayyeluoi, inasmuch as peared to fallen spirits, to some as Conqueror
they are the executors of the Divine will, as and Judge, to others, who still stretched out to
ej-ooolai, inasmuch as they sway authority in this
Him the hand of faith, as a Saviour. We may,
world, and Avvdfieic, because they bring about the therefore, suppose with Kdnig that the preaching
alternations of this world, of. Matt, xxviii. 18; of Christ begun in the realms of departed sph-

Who

—
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continued there in a manner adapted to the
the ^world of the dead, and analogous
to the manner in which such provision has been
made adapted to our earthly relations (cf. 1 Tim.
that those who here on
ii. 4; 2 Pet. iii. 9), so
earth did not hear at all, or not in the right way,
the good news of salvation through Jesus Christ,
shall hear it there.
If this truth had always
been sufficiently recognized, the anti-scriptural
opinion of universal recovery would hardly have
found such extensive circulation.
[But see thi
Excursus, below.
M.]
6. Baptism is here taken as a means of grace,
although not described from every point of view,
but only according to its subjective condition, the
desire for a good conscience, which coincides with

the few who escaped the flood. A threefold fruit
of the sufferings of Christ: 1. He has brought us
to God by reconciling us to God through His blood
and becoming our peace, Rom. v. 10; Eph. ii. 13;
Col. i. 20.
2. He brings us daily to God, for
through Him we have access to the Father by
faith, Rom. v. 2; Eph. ii. 18, and by His Spirit
He renews us day by day. 3. He will bring us
to God in the end, when it shall appear what we

and according to its saving power which
mediated by the resurrection of Jesus Christ.
7. This passage in connection with Acts v. 82
contains a testimony for the visible ascension of
Christ, which has recently been questioned, and,
alas! occasionally also by professedly believing

As the water of itself did not save Noah, but only
by means of the ark, so the water of baptism saves

its is

relation of

—

urravota
is

teachers.
8. "The doctrine of this section
has," as
Richter says, "nothing in common with the he*
resies of purgatory and universal recovery.
But

a lucid example that the atonement once
made (v. 18) is of universal import for all men
and for all times.
It affects even the dead, and
the decision of their eternal destiny depends upon
their relation to the announcement of the death
and resurrection of Christ."
it

affords

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.
Suffer gladly for Christ's sake,

has suffered for
glory into which

because

only

—Consider that suffering happens us
once in the
and that
has maniblessings for us and for others. — The unisin-offering of Jesus, the fulfilment of
—The atonement having been
to

flesh, v. 18,

it

versal

all

the typical offerings.

made for

all men, must also be preached to all
men.— It was part of the reward of the perfect

obedience of Christ that He should receive the
keys of hell and death.
Hence He was able to
enter the realms of death and remove thence as
many as He chose without the ruler of those pri-

—

sons being able to prevent it.
There are in the
prisons of the unhappy realms of death, in which

unconverted souls are detained unto judgment,
differences and degrees of which some are more
supportable and others more fearful and insupportable, Matt. x. 15; xi. 22.—The descent of
Christ into the dark and horrible regions of the
world of the dead exhibits the stupendous power
of His commiserating love.
Christ appearing
to them as Conqueror and Judge, did not proclaim to them the sentence of condemnation but
announced to them the only way of salvation from
their long, more than two thousand years' imprisonment
Let nobody die with the false consolation of hearing the Gospel hereafter in the world
of death.
As here, so beyond the grave, there
are not wanting witnesses of Christ and preachers
of the Gospel.
The success of Christ's preaching
in those prisons is not recorded ; Peter may intend to give a hint on the subject in mentioning
16

—

—

—

—

—

Besskr:
"It is infinitely better to suffer
once with Christ than to suffer eternally without
Christ."

Bede

:

— " The ark was

lifted

up with Noah and

his family: so we are carried upward and made
citizens of the kingdom of heaven by baptism.

us not as water only but as water with the true
ark which is Christ. All the power of baptism
flows from the sufferings of Christ, from the wood
of the cross." Despair not, little flock; look
through the mist of thy tribulation upward to the
Prince of glory, to thy King, before whom every
thing lies prostrate. To what manifold and rich
glory do sufferings lead! How will it fare with
those who cause tribulation to believers? Do not
abuse the long-suffering of God, believe that the
punishment of God comes irresistibly and with
more fearful weight, if His grace has been neg-

—

lected.

—

—

—

Stabke
Away, popish mass
We need no
more -offering for sin. The one offering of Christ
is mighty and valid for eternity, Heb. x. 12.
0, the riches of the love of God and of Christ
For a righteous man one will perhaps suffer a lit:

tle,

!

but Christ has suffered every thing for sin8. 10.
The vengeance of God

you and for all. Look at the ners, Rom. v. 7.
your Head has entered through comes slowly but

suffering.

fold

He also

shall be.

—

it

strikes hard.

Long spared,

fearfully punished ; such has been the experience
of thousands who lived after the first world, 1
Cor. x. 6, etc.
Our baptism should continually
remind us not to act against the dictates of our
conscience or to sin against God, Rom. vi. 4.
There are orders among the holy angels, although
we do not understand their nature and condition,
Col. i. 16.
Lisco: The glory of the grace of Christ.
The duty of Christians to make a good confession
in word and deed.
The history of the victory of
Jesus Christ, the Head of the kingdom.
[As Fronmuellkr'8 views on this passage, ch.

—

—

—

.

iii. 19. 20 and iv. 6 are rather onesided and the
doctrinal inferences drawn from them laid down
rather too dogmatically, it is but fair that the
question in all its bearings should be laid before
the readers of this Commentary, which is done in
the subjoined excursus, taken from an article prepared by me for the Evangelical Review, January

1866.— M.]
EXCURSUS ON THE DESCENSUS AD INFBBOS.
[The

object

of our Lord's descent to Hades.

—

The passage, 1 Peter iii. 19, stands in the context
from ver. 18-20, in a literal and grammatical
translation, as follows: " Because Christ also suffered for sins once, a just person on behalf of
unjust, in order that He might present us to God ^
put to death indeed in the flesh, but made alive
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in the spirit, in which also He went and preached
to the spirits in prison, which were disobedient
formerly, when the long suffering of God was
waiting in the days of Noah while the ark was preparing," etc. The reasons for this translation appear from the exegesis, to which we now proceed,
or/, v. 18, gives the reason why suffering for
well-doing is better than suffering for evil-doing;
because it establishes the conformity of Christians to Christ their Head.
He suffered for sins
once, that is, He voluntarily underwent suffering
for our sins: He made Himself our sin-offering,
He suffered in our stead, and His sufferings were
the means of everlasting blessedness to others and
of eternal glory to Himself; so we also suffer,
and for sins, not indeed for the sins of others,
but for our own, and by parity of reasoning it
follows that the sufferings of 'Christians not only

PET*,*.

Calov, Horsteius, Capellus makes them erroneously to denote the human and the divine naiurea
of Christ; Castellio (also Corn, a Lap., Flaoius, Estiub, Benoel) interprets: Corporc meatus, animo in vitam revocatus; Grotius paraphrases
aapKi by " quod attinet ad vitam hane fragUem et
eaducam" and explains irvekfian by that divine power.
There are many other variations;

without entering upon their discussion, we hold
with Alford that the two nouns have adverbial
force and that this construction removes the difficulties which otherwise spring up.
The fact
is that quod ad earnem, Christ was put to death,
quod ad spiritum, He was brought to life. " His
flesh was the subject, recipient, vehicle of inflicted death ; His spirit was the subject, recipient, vehicle of restored life.
But let us beware,
and proceed cautiously. What is asserted is
conform them to Christ (with reverence be it not that the flesh died and the spirit was made
spoken), but are the means of everlasting bless- alive, but that " quoad* the flesh the Lord died,
edness to themselves and of eternal glory to "quoad" the spirit, He was made alive. He, the
Christ.
This applies not to all suffering, but God-man, Christ Jesus, body and soul, ceased to
only to suffering for well-doing. This •« beam of live in the flesh, began to live in the spirit;
comforting light falls on the sufferings of Chris- ceased to live a fleshly mortal life, began to Uvea
tians from this airag through /tat," Besser. koI spiritual resurrection -life. His own spirit never
indicates the analogy and shows that dn-af be- died, as the next verse shows us." Alford.—
longs to Christ and His followers.
He suffered " This is the meaning, that Christ by His sufferonce and once only, once for all. So it wijl be ings was taken from the life which is flesh and
with us. Our suffering is only once, limited to blood, as a man on earth, living, walking and
a short space of time ; it is only for a season, standing in flesh and blood, * * * and He is
and our present suffering is not worthy to be now placed in another life, and made alive accompared with the glory that shall be revealed cording to the spirit, has passed into a spiritual
in us.
The way to glory lies through the valley and supernatural life, which includes in itself
of humiliation.
Christ suffered as a just person the whole life which Christ now has in soul and
on behalf of unjust; of course the comparison is body, so that He has no longer a fleshly but a
only relative, for although we are called ducatot spiritual body." Luther.
" It is the same who
in v. 12, and suffer as adutot, yet is our duuuoavvn dies and the same who is again made alive, both
infinitely inferior to that of Christ, and our suf- times the whole man, Jesus, in body and souL
fering not vicarious like Bis, for we suffer not He ceases to live, in that that, which is to His
imlp &duccn>, but irepl dpapriuw $/tijv. The end of personality the medium of action, falls under
•our Lord's suffering is stated in the words Iva death ; and He begins to live, in that He receives
$fiaC irpoaaydyy r£ 0e$, " that He might bring us back this same for a medium of His action again.
near to God." "This is the fruit of our Lord's The life which fell under death was a fleshly life,
passion, that He brings the wanderers back to that is, such a life as has its determination to the
the Father, and the lost to the homes of blessed- present condition of man's nature, to the externess;"* or, in the words of Bjengel: "That nality of its mundane connection.
The life
going Himself to the Father, He might bring in, which was won back is a spiritual life, that is,
who had been alienated, > but now justified, to- such a life as has its determination from the
gether with Him into heaven, v. 22, by the self- Spirit, in which consists our inner connection
same steps of humiliation and exaltation, which with God." Hofmann, Sehriftbeweiss, 2, 336.
He Himself had trodden. From this verse on$. v. 19, clearly refers to irvevpaTi and must
ward to ch. iv. 6, Peter thoroughly links together be rendered " in which," not by which as in E.
;the course of progress of Christ and believers V. koI may be connected with the whole period
.(wherein He Himself followed the Lord according and rendered " in which He also went, etc."—
to His prediction, John xiii. 86), in conjunction (Alford), or with roif iv <pv7xuiy nvevfiaoi, and
witfi the unbelief and punishment of the many."f translated " in which He went and preached also
The Apostle next proceeds to specify the man- (or even) to the spirits in prison," Steiger. The
ner how Christ opened the way of our being latter construction seems preferable, for it not
(brought to God. We have here a double anti- only avoids the awkwardness of subordinating
thesis QavaruOeic and ^uo7rocr/6eig and aapni and the whole period to what precedes, but also gives
irvevpart; the two nouns have been variously ex- prominence to the new idea that the activity of
plained. Okcum., Theoph., Gerhard, Clarius, Christ reached even to the spirits in prison. On
roZc
fvXatcy irvevfiaot see below, iropev&eir de* Buuurant
Hie est fructus passionis dominicm, quod notes the actual presence of the Spirit of Christ
fugitivot redueit ad Pairem, etperditos in mdtt beaten.
in the place of departed spirits, for iropevtieic ele.
f^Ufnot qui abaUenati fueramu*. ipse abiens ad Patron
<stcwn una, juttijicatos, adducent in calum, v. 22, per eoadem obpaifdv in v. 22 clearly shows that the participle
1

—

h

,

t

h

•

:

gradut, quos ipse emensus «<, fxinanitionu et exaltationis.
J5f hoc. ycrbo Petrus, usque ad e. It. 6, penitus connedU ChrUti
etfidrlium. iter sive prooessum (quo f/um ipse sequebatur Do*
minum ex ejus predictions,
dictione, John
Jo'
iiii.86) InJLddhatzm muUo«um etpemam fmectens:

must refer

to local transference.

'EKJtpvgcv

ia=

almost evrryyeXlaaro (from of. ch. iv. 6, whose
evTryyeModq is used with reference to the dead)
our verb in connection with rb evayybuov is found
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ix. 85; Mark i. 14; xvi. 15; it spoke, preached to those spirits who now suffer
preaching of the gospel in Mark i. deserved punishment in prison, as having formerly
refused to listen to the admonitions of Noah ?"
38. 15; Matt. -Hi. 1; iv. 17; ix. 85; it has this
meaning in the following passages : Matt. x. 7
This kind of interpretation, notwithstanding
xiiv. 14; Mark iii. 14; vi. 12; xiii. 10; Luke the respectable authorities who advocate it, will
Acts ix. 20 ; x. 42, 43 ; 1 Cor. i. 23 ; Phil, be rejected by candid scholars as arbitrary and
ix. 2
2 Tim. iv. 2 ; it is never used in the sense ungrammatical. As arbitrary, because the Aposi. 15
of judicial announcement and N. T. usage clothes
tle neither intimates any such figurative preaching of the spirit of Christ in Noah, nor that Noah
it with the meaning " to preach the gospel."
Ver. 20 describes the character of the spirits preached at all ; as ungrammatical, because
a. The subject of discourse is not the Logos
in prison ; they were still disobedient (aneiftrjoae., exhibited unbelief in
disobedience. but the God-Man (Calov), and the means by
oaf), i.
They derided the prediction of the coming flood, which He preached is not the Holy Spirit, but
in Matt. iv.

23;

implies the

;

;

and despised the exhortation to repentance, nori
foe distinctly marks the period of their unbelief,
rii., the time during which the ark was preparing.
The long suffering of God gave them
one hundred and twenty years' time for repentance.
In airegedixeTOt which is doubtless the
true reading (A. B. C. K. Z. ) the full time during
which the exercise of the Divine long-suffering
took place, is brought out, just as KaTaaneva^ofihrfc
intimates the difficulty and protracted duration
of the building of the ark.
Sound exegesis clearly establishes the Apostolic declaration, that our Lord Jesus Christ, after
His crucifixion, went in spirit to the plaoe of departed spirits (Ilades, Sheol as in Syriac) and
there preached to those spirits, who, in the days
of Noah, during the building of the ark, persisted in unbelief and disobedience.
Why, what
and with what effect he preached there, is not
revealed.
The Apostle's declaration, however
clearly established, has been felt from the earliest times to present many and great difficulties,
and occasioned an almost endless variety of interpretations, the main features' of which will
appear in the following classification.
Making
the K^pvyfia of our Lord the starting point, we
have the following survey (given by Steiger) :
Christ Preached. 1. Mediately: 1, by Noah,
2, by the Apostles. II. Immediately, in the realms
of the dead: 1. to the good; 2. to the good and
the wicked ; 8. to the wicked.
L 1. Christ preached mediately by Noah. Au-

the spirit of Christ kv u sc, irveifwrt).
b. The object (irvebpara) designates not living
men, but departed spirits (cf. Luke xxiv. 87;
Heb. xii. 28 ; Rev. xxii. 6).
e. The 'metaphorical fvXairf of Augustine " caro ei ignorantise tenebrss" and the "qui nunc in
carcere meritas dant poenas " of Beza are inadmissible, the former because it destroys all local
reference and thus spiritualizes away the historical value of the Apostle's declaration, the second because it takes an unjustifiable liberty with
that declaration in transferring to the present
what manifestly belongs to the past: kiraOeu,
OavardSeic, Zuonoiifielc, and iroprutielc kicfjpv^ev set
forth historical events in chronological order, and
the role kv Qvfaucy nvebuamv " describes the local
condition of the irvevfiara as the time when the

preaching took place," (Alford).
d. arredHjoaoiv norf interrupts the chronological order, and plainly separates the time of
Christ's preaching from the time of their disobeBenoel says : " Si sermo esset de prsscodience.
nio per Noe, rd aliquando aut plane omitteretur, aut
cum prstdicavit jungeretur ;" and Flaoics, as he
disjoins the kind of preaching from the disobedience of those spirits, so on the other hand, he
conjoins it with their imprisonment or captivity.
compared with v. 22, cannot
e. iropev&eic, as
be resolved into a pleonasm ; giving to the words
their common meaning nopevdetc eK^pv^e must

mean, "he went away and preached." (Hensler).
I.

2.

Christ preached mediately by the Apostles.

Beds, Thomas Aquinas, Lyra, Ham- This is the view advocated by Socinus, Vorst,
mo* d, Bbza, Scaliger, Leighton, Horneius, Grotius. Schottgen, Schlichting and Hensler.
Gerhard, Elsner, Benson, al., and among more It is distinguished, like I, 1, by the metaphorical
recent authors John Clausen, and Hofmann, interpretation of role kv ipvTiaKy rcvevfiaotv kv ^v(Sehriftbeweiss II. 835—841)
hold that Christ AoA9=the prison of the body (Grotius) or=the
gustine,

;

preached by Noah to his contemporaries, that
preacher of righteousness not preaching of himself, but in obedience to the prompting of the
spirit of Christ ; so that while Noah was the instrument, Christ was virtually preaching by him.
In illustration of this view we quote Augustine
(Ep. 90 ad Euodiam ; cf. also Ep. 164): "Spiritus
careers eoneJvsi sunt increduli qui vixerunt temporUms Noe, quorum spiritus, i. e., animm erant in
fame et ignorantim tenebris velut in earcere conclusm;
Ckristus Hs non in earns, qui nondum erat incarnatut, sedin spiritu, t. «,, secundum divinitatem prmditwoU; and Beia : " Christ, says he (the Apostle),
whom I have already said to be vivified by the
power of the Oodhead, formerly in the days of
Noah, when the ark was preparing, going forth
er coming .... not in a bodily form (which

n

He had not yet assumed) but by the self-same
power through which He afterwards rose from
the dead, and by inspiration whereof the prophets

prison of sin (Socinus, Schlichting, Hensler ;)
and the irvevfiara either=the Jews (sub jugo legis
existentes,) or=the Jews and Gentiles {sub potestate
rrork is explained in the sense
diaboli jaeentes).
that those to whom Christ preached have now
ceased to be unbelievers ; Hensler, who gives
this explanation, is constrained to read in the
next clause on. But it is a purely arbitrary assumption, unwarranted by the facts of the case
that all have believed. iropev&tic kidjpvgev, according to the advocates of this view, refers to
the efficacy of Christ through the Apostles, but
it requires an uncommonly fertile imagination to

bring this out. The supposed analogy in Eph
iv* 21 ; ii. 17, cannot be pressed into the service
of these expositors, for the context is too plain
admit of a similar construction; the avrov
ktcoiaare of Eph. iv. 21 \s=kua$ere rov xpiprb'v, v.
20, and kv avr$ kditaxfo/re, v. 21, while kM&v
evrryyeMaaro eip^vifv, in Eph. ii. 17, clearly refers
to
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back

to airrbc yap koriv i} elpqvrj fyfiv, v. 14, and
denotes His coming to the earth in person to
make known the covenants of peace, sealed with
His atoning sacrifice. On grammatical grounds
this view is altogether untenable, and its advocates are constrained to wave grammatical considerations.
Although Huther justly remarks;
"How this interpretation heaps caprice on caprice, need not be shown," the following objec-

may be found

useful :
in which Christ preached, according to this view, must be the Holy Spirit
but this is, 1. forbidden by the context, for
$
refers to the irvevuan immediately preceding it.
2. Gives a double meaning to irvei>u2, for irvevfioai must signify the souls of men.
b. Christ preached by the Apostles not during
His bodily death, v. 18, but after His exaltation,
tions to it

The

a.

irvev/ia

h

Steiqbr.

v. 22.

c. iropevdelc in point of time immediately follows
davaruOrig fih> caput ^(jowotr^delc rte irvebfiari and
denotes au actual going away. These considerations abundantly refute explanations like that of
Geotius, which we give as a sample of theological finessing : "Adjungere voluit Petrus similitudinem a temporibus Noe, ut osiendat quanto res nunc
melius per Christum quam tunc per Nocnprocesserit."
now pass on to the second class of interpretations, viz.:
IT. Christ preached immediately in the realms of

We

the dead.
I.

To

the good.

Walch,

Hist., d.

Marcion (Irexjeus I. 24. 27, cf.
Ketzer. I. 512; Neander, Ch.

Hist. I. p. 799), held that Christ then set at liberty those whom the Old Testament describes
as ungodly, but whom he (Marcion) maintained
to be better than the believers of the Old Covenant, who had to stay behind in hell. The Apocryphal gospel of Nicodemus asserts the same concerning the truly good (see Birch's Auctarium,
p. 109-147, cf. Matthjei, p. 200, and Etjseb.
H. E. I.). Irenes (IV. 27, 2; V. 81, 1), taught
that Christ announced to the pious (the patriarchs and others), the redemption He had purchased, in order to bring them into the heavenly kingdom, (cf. Just. Mart. Dial c. Tryph.
This is substantially the view of Terp. 298).
tullian (deAnima. 7, 65), Hippolttus (deAntichr.
I. 16, 15) Gregory the
the Greek Church, Petr. Mogilab,
Conf. Eccl. Qr. Orth. I. 49, etc.; Joh. Damabo.,
de Orth. fide III. 26), the Schoolmen (Anselm,
Albertus, Thom. Aquin.), Zwingle and Calvin,
Zwinqlb (Fidei Chr. Expos, art. de. Chr. VII.)
ays: "It is to be believed that He (Christ) dec.

26),

Isidoru8 (Sent.

Great and

parted from among men to be numbered with
the inferi, and that the virtue of His redemption
reached also to them, which St. Peter intimates,
when he says that to the dead, t. e., to those in
the nether world, who, after the example of Noah,
from the commencement of the world, have believed upon God, while the wicked despised His
admonitions, the gospel was preached." On doctrinal ground he defends his view by the position that no one could come to heaven before
Christ (Jno. iii. 18) because He must have in all
(De vera et /.
things pre-eminence (Col. i. 18).

Calvin interde baptismo, p. 214, 29).
by u specula sive ipse excubandi actus" and describes the spirits in fvXaK^ as "pias

rel. art,

prets

ipvTuaKfi

animas in spem salutis promissse intentas, quasi minus earn considerarent." Perceiving a difficulty in
aireiBfjOaol trove k. t. X. he explains
"Quum inertdulifuissent olim; quo significat, nihil nocuisse Sanctis pairibus, quod impiorum multitudine ptene obruti
fuerint ;" that as those believers sustained no injury to their souls from the multitude of beliefers
that surrounded them, so also now believers are,
through baptism, delivered from the world. The
:

way in which he justifies his interpretation, sets
forth views to which many, that now call themselves after the Genevan Reformer, are hardly
prepared to subscribe: tl Discrepat fateor, ab hoc
sensu Qrseca syn taxis; debuerat enim Petrus, si hoe
vellet, genitivum absolutum ponere.
Sed quia apostolis novum non est Uberius casum unum ponere alterius loco, et videmus Petrum hie confuse multas ret
simul coacervare, nee vero aliter aptus sensus elki
poterat; non dubitavi ita resolvere orationem implicit am,

quo

intelligerent lectores, alios vocari

in-

quam quibus prsedicatum fuisse evangelium
dixit."
To this class of interpreters Bp. Browse
also belongs, who makes tidjpv^ev to signify procredulos,

and explains that Christ proclaimed to
the patriarchs that their redemption had been
fully effected, that Satan had been conquered,
that the great sacrifice had been offered up, and
asks, If angels joy over one sinner that repenteth,
may we not suppose Paradise filled with rapture
when the soul of Jesus came among the souls of
redeemed, Himself the Herald (icfjpv^) of His own
victory; Browne's view is that of Horsley
(Vol. I. Serm. 20), who favours, however, in language more decided than Browne's, the view that
Christ virtually preached to those " who had once
been disobedient in the days of Noah." The difficulty of airet&fjoaotv Browne supposes to be met
by the consideration that many who died in the
flood were, nevertheless,' saved from final damntThe real
tion, which he thinks highly probable.
difficulty, in his opinion, "consists in the fact
that the proclamation of the finishing of the great
work of salvation, is represented by St, Peter as
having been addressed to these antediluvian
penitents, and as mention is made of the penitents
of later ages, who are equally interested in the
tidings."
We' have already shown that ttdjov^ep
cannot be diluted into a mere proclaiming or
heralding forth, and we shall show, by and
by, that the antediluvian sinners, not penitents,
appear to be singled out because of the enormity of their wickedness, and that the fict of
their being made the objects of Christ's tender
solicitude, seems to shed the light of heaven on
one of the most bewildering subjects in irreliclaimed,

gion.

The objections to this whole view, in its different modifications, are—
a. The text says nothing whatever of the good,
but refers explicitly to the disobedient. All interpretations which ignore this distinct and explicit reference, are arbitrary, and substitute
speculation for the language of inspiration.
6. The text says nothing whatever of the repentance of the contemporaries of Noah, nor does
any other passage of Scripture give us any information to that effect We must, therefore,
conclude that the expedient which makes those
antediluvians to have repented at the breaking
in of the flood, however ingenious, amounts tc
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by many expositors, especially among the fathers, to
unwarranted conclusions.
E. g., Clem em t of
Alexandria, says: "Wherefore, that He might
Martyr, Osiander, Quistorp, Hutteb, Gess- bring them to repentance, the Lord preached
also
sir and Benqel.
The latter says: "Probabilc to those in Hades. But what, do not the Scripat nonnuUos ex tarUa multitudine, vtnientc pluvia, tures declare, that the Lord has preached
4o those
rwpuusc : cumque rum credidissent dum expectant that perished in the deluge, and not to these
only,
Dau, postea cum area structa esset et pama ingrue- but to all that are in chains, and that are kept
in
rrf, credere capites: quibut pottea
Christus, eorum- the ward and prison-house of Hades;"
adding,
simple assumption.

(The

last

view

is

held

SCARES, EsTIDS, BfiLLARMINE, LUTHER OU ZIoS.
by Bengel, Peter
4, 2, A. I). 1545, as quoted

que smilibus, se prmconem gratia
Browhb also shares this view.)

that while Christ preached only to those of
the
Old Testament, the Apostles, after vHis example,
II. 2. Christ preached in the realms of the dead
must have preached there, and that also to the
to the good and the wicked.
This is maintained by heathen, but both only to the good, "to those
Athaxasius, Ambrose, Erasmus, Calvin, In- that lived in the righteousness which was agreeattii. 2, 16, 9.
Christ's preaching to the good is ble to the law and philosophy, yet still were
not
described as a tlprsedieatio evangelica ad consola- perfect, but passed through life under
many
tionem," to the wicked as a "prxdicatio legalis,
short-comings." Origen (on 1 Kings xxviii. Horn.
ezprobatoria, damnatoria ad terrorem."
Bolton 2) adds to this, that the prophets had also been
quotes the language of Abraham to Dives (Luke there, in order to announce beforehand the
arri16. 23 sq.) in support of this view, which is
val of Christ, but confines the number of the dehowever, open to the same objections as II. 1. livered also to those who, before death, had
been
Tii. : that Scripture is silent concerning the good.
prepared for it. This view seems to have genII. 8. Christ preached in the realms of the dead
erally spread through the Eastern Church. (See
to the wicked.
Luther ( Werke, Leipz. Vol. XII. Stbiger, p. 225.) These, and similar opinions,
cannot be taken as interpretations, for they sup. 285) appears to favour this view when he says
"that one could not reject this opinion, because peradd inferences which are not warranted by
that which St. Peter clearly affirms, etc."
Even the language of St Peter, who declares that
under this head we have divergent opinions in Christ preached the Gospel in Hades to the unconnection with the question whether Christ believing contemporaries of Noah ; nothing more,
manifested himself to the disobedient as Re- nothing less.
It has been shown above that Hades denotes
deemer or as Judge.
Flagius, Calov, Buddeus, Wolf, Arbtius, the place of the departed, and consists of two
at, make the burden of Christ's preaching an
separate regions, kept asunder by an impassaannouncement of condemnation. Hollaz (quoted ble gulf. As we know from our Lord's promise
by Huther) say 8: "Fuit prsedicalio Christi in in- to the penitent thief, that He went on the day of
ferno non evangelica gum hominibu* tantum in regno His crucifixion to Paradise, so we learn from St
frutix annunciator, ted legality elenchtica, terribilist Peter that He preached to the spirits in prison,
eaque turn verbalis, qua iptot teterna tupplicia pro- and that these disembodied prisoners- were those
meritot ette convindt, turn realit immanent terrorem of men who were disobedient in the days of
tit mount."
Noah, while the ark was preparing.
Against this view, it may be said
The word qvkudj cannot be rendered otherwise
a. That Kqpixsouv, as already stated, used of
Christ and the Apostles, does not admit of such a than prison.
Cf. Matt. v. 25 ; Luke xiv. 8 ; xviii.
sense, but uniformly signifies to preach the Gospel
30; xxv. 86, 89, 43, 44; Mark vi. 17, 27; Luke
Hi. 20; xii. 68; xxi. 12; xxii. 83; xxiii. 19;
b. That such damnatory preaching, besides being utterly superfluous in the case of spirits al- John iii. 24; Acts v. 19; xii. 4 and in 13 other
ready reserved to condemnation (Alfohd) is de- places; 2 Cor. vi. 6; xi. 23; Heb. xi. 36; Rev.
praestiterit."

.

the Redeemer; ii. 10; xxii. 33.
The word kidjpv^ev has been shown to signify
from the thought
that the holy Jesus, whose dying words were
"preached the gospel." It has this sense in the
words of forgiveness and love, should have visit- following passages: Matt. iii. 1; iv. 17; x. 7,
ed the realms of the dead and exulted over the 27; xi. 1; Mark i. 7, 88, 39; iii. 14; v. 20;
misery of the damned, and publishing His tri- xvi. 20; Luke iv. 44; Rom. x. 14; 1 Cor. ix. 27
umph, have intensified their torments and made xv. 11; and was thus understood by IrenjSus (4,
hell more of hell to them
37, 2, p. 847, ed Orabe.)
"Dominum in ea qua
rogatory to the

character of

Christian consciousness revolts

That the context forbids such a view, "As
Peter would console the faithful with the arguments, that Christ, even when dead, underwent
c.

tunt sub terra descendisse evangelizantem adventum
(Clemens Alex. Strom. 6, 6, 6 iclpioc
ovdtv erepov elg gdov narf/TSev, % Sid rd evayyeMaa-

&

if

suum."

suffering on behalf of those unbelievers " (Calais); for it must be borne in mind that the whole

Horn. Pasch. 20.)

passage, of which these much controverted verses
form part, is designed to show how the sufferings
of Christ minister to the consolation of believers,
(cf. Wiesihgeb, p. 241.)
We come now to the only remaining view, according to which Christ visited the realms of the
dead and preached there the Gospel to the dead.
This is the explicit declaration of the Apostle,
who says nothing, however, of the effect of His
preaching, whether many, few, or any, were
converted by it.
It is necessary to start with
this caution, because the disregard of it has led

important
nothing that
bears any resemblance to the Popish notion of
purgatory, since hades and purgatory are two distinct conceptions, the one being the abode of all
the departed, the other a supposed place of purification for a particular class of Christians ; nor
does he teach universal recovery nor does he
intimate any thing in favour of a second probation after death.
In addition to this caution, the
reader is referred to the capital note of Rev.
Dr. Schaff on Matthew XII. 82, pp. 228, 229.

odai.

•

So Cyril Alex, on John

In concluding this Excursus,

xvi. 16,

and in

it is

to observe that the Apostle teaches

;
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CHAPTER 4IV.
kKALim :—Exhortation
1

2
3

4
5
6

to bring

1-6.

armed with the mind of the sufferings of Christ, and
room for the life of the spirit.

to killing the flesh in order to make

Forasmuch then 1 as Christ hath suffered for us* in the flesh, arm yourselves* likewise with the same mind : for 4 he that hath suffered in the flesh 5 hath ceased* from
sin ; That he T no longer should live the rest of his time in the flesh to the lusts of men,
hut to the will of God. 8 For the time past of our life may suffice 9 us to have wrought
the will of the Gentiles, when 10 we walked in u lasciviousness, lusts, excess of wine,revellings, banquetings, and abominable 1 * idolatries: Wherein" they think it strange that
ye run not with them to the same excess of riot, 14 speaking evil of you: Who shall give
account to him that is ready to judge the quick and the dead. For, for this cause u
was the gospel preached also to them that are dead, 1* that they might be judged " according to men in the flesh, but live according to God in the spirit

—

than forasmuch; render, u Christ then baring suffered." M.]
inserted in Text. Bee, A. K. L. f omitted in B. G. and by Lachmann and TischendorC God.
8in. reads v w i p i/pitv. M.]
[»it«i v p « s ln\i<ra<r$ c— " Do you also arm yourself with," strongly emphatic. M.]
o t t— because, gires a reason for t 5j v avrrfv ivvoiar 6w\i<ra<r$*. M.J
f4
[*<rapici. Text. Bee. inserts i v before second aapxl with K., Vulgate and others ; A. B. C. L., Cod. Sia,
Alford omit it. o-apjet, used adYerbialljr—fuotf ad camem. M.]'
[*i<tavTat, Pass.,—is made to cease ; he has rest from sin. Winer 3 89, 8, p. 2TT. M.]
V«r»e2. [Tfit re pijtttfrt— "with ariew, to the end that"; depends on 6 w Ate- a 9 0c. The Greek has no pronoua,
but the construction and sense require the continuance of the 2 p. Plural. The 3 p. Sing, of the Bag*
lish yersion is singularly unhappy, and obscures the sense. M.]
[» Bender, either with Alford, " With a riew no longer (p. * k 4 r t iubjective) by the lusts of men, but by (he
will of Ood, to lire the rest of your time in the flesh " ; or to aroid the awkwardness of that rendering:
" To the end that, as for the rest of your time in the flesh, ye should lire no longer to (as conforming to)
the lusts of men but to the will of God."— M.]
Verse 8. Papxcret yap 1ip.lv, Text Bee., with 0. R. L.; Lachmann, Teschendorf, Alford, with A.B. omit q*«r,
Cod. Sin. has vp.lv. r o v B o v after x P o* * t inserted In Text. Bee. with K. I*, omitted in A. B. CAlford, Lachmann and Tischendorf. Translate: "For sufficient is the past time (or the time past of
your life)."— ]
[wood. Sin. has wop*v6p«vovt , bnt read with Beceptus, wivoptvpivovt, and translate, "walking as
you hare done", so Alford.—M.]
Verse

1.

P oflr—then, better

P v w ip

np.mv

—

—

—

—

—

—

M

"»

a v « A y « t « i «, Plural.—M.I
l*a0cfiirot t— lawless, godless, nefarious. M.l
T* i v £—at which.—
M.]
** rwt avmriat i v A
v * •'—lough or puddle of profligacy.—M.]
i»«tf towto jyap—for to this end.—M.J
^*«ai r expo t«—eren to dead men. M.J
" Translate M That they mbtht indeed be Judged according to men as to the flesh (see note 5 under t. IX hat
that they might (continue tc) live (present tense) according to God, as to the spirit." M.J

—

Verse 4.
Verse 6.
Verse 0.

—

:

EXfiGETICAL

—

AND

CRITICAL.

Christ then, having suffered for
as do you also arm yourselves with the
same mind. uvv takes up again ch. iii. 18, and
shows that the subject developed in ch. iii. 1922 is governed by the reference to the sufferings
of Christ. vxkp j}/z£v, for our benefit and in our
stead, of. ch. iii. 18.
oapKi; Roos rightly remarks that Peter never uses adp^ in the bad sense
in which Paul has used it several times, but only
Ver.

—

1.

—

as denoting the weak, mortal nature belonging to
our earthly condition. hvota; Wiesinger [and
Calvin, Beza, Gerhard, Bengel and Erasm.Schmidt—M.] render it "thought," but it denotes as much as mens, mind, intent, resolution,
as appears from a passage from Isocrates, cited
by Riemer. [ov yap [of QeoX\ avrdxeipec olre run*
ayaddv olre r&v kcikljv ytyvovrat tcjv ovfipatv6vruv
avrolc, [role avftpimotc"],

aW knaorotc rotavrnv

ivvoiav kfinoiovoiv, dare

<ft aMf/fajv fjuXv hartpa
,irapaylyveadat tovtuv; see also Eur. Hel. 1026;
Diodor. Sic. II. 80.
M.] Exhibit a manly, con-

—

stant readiness (intent) to suffer innocently for
the sins of others and for their benefit (yet not

vicariously) with the purpose, as much as you
are able, to remove sin and to conduct souls to
God. &ir%ioao&e, of. Rom. xiii. 12; 2 Cor. x. 4;
Eph. vi. 11 ; use this purpose as a shield against

temptation to sin.

[Arming oneself with a thought, without

the

or resolution of using it as a piece of armour for defensive warfare, conveys no very clear
idea.
The aforesaid commentators, who render
bvvoiav, thought, and on, that, are clearly embarrassed about Kal ipele and H)v avrip*, which are
decisive for the interpretation given in the text.
" Do ye also arm yourselves (teal hftelc) wi* ft '*'
same (ri/v avri/v) mind, vix.: put on the purpose to
suffer in the flesh, as Christ did, as a piece of
armour." This strikes us as being far more to
the point than the paraphrase of Amyraut:
" Mais encore nous nous devons armer de eette bonne
pen sit contre toutes sortes de tentations au mat. que
celui qui a souffert en eette nature humaine, n*a desormais plus de commerce avee leptcht;" or the in
terpretation of Gerhard : 4< bri reetius accipiiur expositive, exponit enim Apostolus iliam coaitationem
iwotav qua nos vult armari: htec cogitatio erit volts
uistar firmissimi scuti et munimenti contra peecatum."
It is, moreover, difficult to make good sense of
intent
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IV. 1-6.

these interpretations, unless the thought be clothed
with intent.
M.]
bn most not be joined with kwota, as specifying the substance of this thought, this would rebut it defines
attire ra(mp> instead of rrfif avrijv,
[Rendering "ore
le exhortation more closely.
because, as Alford does, makes his paraphrase
Tery forcible, "and ye will need this arming, because the course of suffering according to the
flesh which ye have to undergo ending in an entire freedom from sin, your warfare with sin
must be begun and carried on from this time for-

—

—
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to indicate that

a small

part- of

our earthly life constitutes only
our existence, and that to indi-

vidual Christians, after their conversion, only a
brief term of grace is allotted.
But there is
also a reference to what follows.
Ver. 3. For sufficient is the past time

to have wrought the will of the Gentiles.
—
—The following
apnerbs

Infin-

yctp iiyXv sc. kortv.

depends on these words the time past is
sufficient to have wrought the will of the Gentiles.
Here is an implied irony. If you believe
that you are debtors to the flesh (Rom. viii. 12),
ward."— M.]
and obliged to serve sin, surely you have' done
Because He that hath suffered as to the enough, and more than enough of it, you have
6 iraOuv
oaptdy it abundantly done your duty in the service of sin.
flesh hath rest from ain.
appears to me, is best applied to Christ Himself; Grotius quotes a passage from Martial: "Lumlis,
the expression then connects closely with that taii* est
" you have played, it is enough. This
which precedes, and defines it. For He who has lessens the severity of the reproach. Otherwise
once suffered as to the flesh, which suffering in- Bengel, who avers that penitents are seized with
cludes His death, as in ch. Hi. 18, has now rest a loathing of sin.
(The Text Rec. has
from sin, He is fortified against all its assaults.
rd fiobXqfia rCtv idvav.
iKdaxetv (rapid means to suffer according to the Oityfia). On the demands made upon them by
Winer, p. 431. The Dative, relating to the heathen, among whom they were obliged to
esh.
things, denotes that in reference to which an ac- live, cf. v. 2.
Suppose that the readers of PeWiner, p. 228.
tion is done, or a state exists.
ter's Epistle had been formerly heathens, his reIf.]
He has died unto sin once, as Paul ex- proaching them with having formerly done the
Hence, he who puts will of the Gentiles would surely be singular.
presses it in Rom. vi. 10. 7.
on His mind, and is in communion with Him, This passage, therefore, renders it highly probThe Aorist able that he was addressing Jewish Christians,
henceforth must serve sin no more.
ra&v denotes an action once existing, but having who, belonging to the chosen people of God, and
now absolutely passed away. All other explana- having received extraordinary revelations, ought
tions are liable to many grammatical and psycho- so much the less have placed themselves on a
Weiss: "He that suffers on level with the heathen. Paul also reproaches the
logical objections.
account of sin, because of opposition to sin, Jews with their heathenish, vicious life, Rom. ii.
thereby breaks with sin, and testifies that he will Only the expression aOifuroi eldofoXarpelai might
A6Y/*iTo*£=thing8 forne longer obey the will of the world." But the militate against our view.
Aorist iradAv, not the Present ir6axow is used; bidden by, wrong and wicked before laws human
again, many experiences might contradict the and divine, especially opposed to the law of the
It is asked, Where is
general statement, and the exhortation which fol- Old Covenant, Acts x. 28.
lows would seem to be superfluous.
Others are the evidence of such open participating on the
compelled to have recourse to arbitrary supple- part of the Jews of that time in such heathen in-,
ments.
So Steiger: " Christ suffering bodily iquities? Weiss replies that the expression is
freed us from sin, and we, participating by faith susceptible of a wider meaning, that the use of
|n the sufferings of Christ, die unto sin." Grotius the Plural intimates an enlarged application of
and others, contrary to all grammatical usage, the term, cf. Eph. v. 6; Col. iii. 5; Phil. iii. 19,
understand the passage of the crucifying and and that Adefiiroic relates to persons on whom the
the mortification of fleshly lusts.
law of the Old Covenant was obligatory. Groitive

;

h

—

—

,

—

Vib. 2. To the end that .... ye should
Join e \$ rb fajidri with dxMaaoOe, not with
vhravrai, which concludes the parenthesis.
Acquire the mind which has done with sin, so that
your relation to sin may be that of one who has
died and is risen again, as that of Christ after
not.

—

His exaltation, ch.

To the

= fleshly,

iii.

21. 22.

lasts of men, not to be taken as
worldly lusts in general (KoofitKai,

ii. 12; Rom. xii. 2), not as
but in a narrower sense with
reference to v. 4, denoting the desire of worldlyminded men, that believers also ought to live as
they do, and that they ought not to single them-

oafHUKol i-xiBvpiaiy Tit.
in ch.

i.

14;

ii.

11,

out at the world's disposition to coerce
them also to serve its idols. The will of God
alone ought to be our pole-star.
The Dative is
the dativus eommodi, to live to some one=to devote to him one's life, to place oneself at his service, cf. ch. ii. 24; Gal. ii. 19.
selves

The

rest of

your time in the

time of our pilgrimage, as in ch.

i.

flesh, =the

17.

This

is

tius calls attention to their participation in the

common meals of heathen communities. Those
who are not satisfied with these explanations
may reflect that individual former heathen may
have joined those Jewish Christian congregations.
[On the other hand, the strong expressions used
by the Apostle seem to contemplate a great deal
more than isolated participation in heathen wickedness and abomination. There is absolutely no
evidence that the Jews ever went so far as the
language employed indicates. Moreover, thereis nothing absurd, or even strange, in the Apostle's reproach, if addressed to Gentile Christians;
they had doubtless intimate relations with their
friends in heathenism, and the danger of relapsing into their abominations must have been ever

present, at all events, it was as great as that ot
modern Christians, from intercourse with worldly
and ungodly people, of relapsing into the ways
M.] Kareipy&o&ai allude*
of an ungodly world.

—

to sexual sins.

'Walking

(as ye

have done)
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a tries.
Lke.

——

—

i.

irtiropevfihovg like irepnrarelv

6;

Acts

ix.

"Not only because

81; 2

life is

Pet

ii.

compared

h=

?] /fl

10.
Calov:
to a journey,

but also in order to denote the eagerness with
which they go on from sin to sin." aaiXyeuu, licentious practices, the outbreaks of intemperance,
and excesses of every kind, while tniBv/ilai denote
hidden sins of voluptuousness, inward unchastity

and lewdness, where the power to indulge
outward acts is wanting. oivoQlvylai; $7Jbia

in
to
bubble up, overflow like boiling water, intoxication.
Kofioi, of. Rom. xiii. 18; Gal. v. 21, festive processions on days sacred to Bacchus, characterized by wild revelling, licentious songs and
jests, and folly in general.
Then banqueting,

the end must come after the Gospel has been
preached. Steiger: "The verse is to prove not
the reality, but the moral possibility, the justice
of a judgment even on the dead, since the Gospel
was preached to them also for the purpose of
giving them the means of being delivered from
the wrath of God." So Weiss and Wiesinger.—
vexpdlg in our exposition is not to be taken generally, as v. 5, but as applying to those spirits in
prison; these are adduced by way of example,
from which we may draw a conclusion affecting
all other dead men, who before Christ were surely
as yet more or less in prison. lajfArrrttv ch. iii.
19, explains evrryyeluadr}; cf. Matt. xi. 6; Rom. x.

The above-mentioned example is therefore
16.
simply to prove the universality of the judgment
convivial carousing, terminating, as Eustathius as extending also to the dead; that it is just, is*
remarks, in deep sleep.
But what is the object of that
ir&roe, particularly* secondary point.
drinking in common, drinking-bouts.
preaching which was vouchsafed to the dead and
Ver. 4. At which speaking evil of yon. particularly to the dead of the deluge ?
kv £ relates to apuerdc. Suffering it to suffice, and
That they might indeed be judged—as
giving up your former course, seems strange, and to the spirit. Various expositions, arising
is altogether inexplicable to them.
The fuller from dogmatical prejudices, have been set up
meaning is brought out by fir) ayvrpex^vruv vfivv, with regard to this passage, which we do not rebecause you no longer join them and run with fute in this place. The right exposition depends
them. etc Hp atoljv hv&xv°iv> probably a place on the correct meaning of Kpt&oot. The tense is
reached by the sea at the flood-tide, the frowed- designedly different from £«w in the correspondout water forming a pool or puddle. aauria from ing secondary sentence. The Aorist as contrasted
oxruroc, without salvation, past redemption, hence with the Present points to some past action; it is
extravagant, voluptuous, profligate manner of used of past actions, see Winer. \va after evtfylife, Eph. t. 18; Tit. i. 6; Lke. xv. 18; «c r^v ytTdadij refers to something subsequent to the
avHjv into which formerly they had thrown them- preaching of the Gospel. This apparent contradiction is solved, if KplveoOat is taken to denote a
selves, and dragged you.
[Wordsworth : A strong and expressive meta- judicial sentence, as such decisions are made by
phor, especially in countries where after violent human tribunals («rrd hvBp&rrovg). On Christ's
rain the gutters are suddenly swollen and pour appearing in the realms of death and preaching
their contents together with violence into a com- to them repentance and faith, the declaration
mon sewer. Such is the Apostolic figure of vi- that was to be published to them was as it were
cious companies rushing together in a filthy con- thus: "You have merited death both as to the
ference for reckless indulgence and effusion in body and to the soul, because of your disobedience
sin, cf. Juvenal, 8, 68, "Jampridem Syrus in Ti- you perished in the flood and were brought to
berim defluxit Oronttt" etc., and G. Dyer's De- this subterranean place of confinement; but a way
scription of the Ruins of Rome, vv. 62-66.
of salvation has now been opened for you, so that
M.]
Grotius:
/}%ao$qnoivTec.
Of Christians as you may live in the spirit as to God, according
those who leave civil society; Calov: Of the to the will of God." This declaration, on the one
Christian religidn, because it leads to a different hand, must have produced a painful impression
manner of life. The two ideas may be combined. upon them, but on the other, encouraged them to
Ver. 5.
shall give account— dead. accept the offered salvation. However we are
Let not their evil speaking confuse you, they not informed whether few or many [or any. M.]
will have to render account.
did thereby attain unto spiritual life. The apr<p irotftug ix*™71
He is fully prepared, all the means and necessary position beginning with Iva relates not to v. 5, but
conditions are already in His hand, as described to ch. iii. 19, thereby shedding more light on
in Ps. vii. 12-44.
^dvraq kcu veKpobg, cf. Acts x. the latter passage.
How forced, as contrasted
42.
None can escape the judgment, it compre- with this exposition, is that of Hofmann, that
hends all, no matter whether at the appearing of salvation was published to the dead in order that
the Judge one is alive or dead ; and it may come they might secure a life surviving the judgment
at any moment.
"Where the Apostles did not of death which they have incurred and must contreat expressly of the time of Christ's advent, they tinue to incur, or that of Wiesinger, that the Goswere wont to describe it as immediately impend- pel was preached to the dead for the purpose of
ing."
shaping their condition so that, while on the one
Ver. 6. For to this end was the Gospel hand they are judged according to the flesh (the
preached even to them that are dead.
state of death viewed as a continuing judgment acThis evidently goes back to the important pas- cording to the flesh), on the other they might be
sage, ch. iii. 19. 20.
The Apostle meets the ob- able through the judgment (Aorist) to attain, in
jection: Can the dead also be judged? Yes, and God's way, to the immortal life of the spirit. Nor
for this very purpose Christ, as aforesaid, preached is the view of Konig more admissible, that in the
the Gospel in Hades to the dead. This is the most resurrection their judgment in the body should
natural connection. Bengel takes it in conjunc- consist in their receiving a less perfect resurrection with froifius (x0VTh the Judge is ready, for tion-body.
For other expositions consult Steiger
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and Wiesinger. [See also the Excursus on the
Descensus ad Inferos at the end of the preceding
section.

—M.]

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
1.

The common view, which

is

IV. 1-6.

76

loosed the chains of those long-confined prisoners,
He might return from the dead and prepare to
us the way of the resdrrection." The divine
truths contained in this passage may be abused
against the cause of missions and the necessity
of a holy life ; but abuse does not cancel the right
use.

shared also by

that to
his
heart and life with Christ, suffering in the flesh
is the dying of sin.
So early an expositor as Justin says : " Suffering and temptation, like a medicine, render man more free from his evil intent,
tnd make him more sound." Tauler: "What
the fire is to iron, what the crucible is to cold,
1
But this
such is temptation to the righteous.'
is introducing the Pauline doctrine of the communion of suffering with Christ, although the
original contains no allusion to it; besides the
circumstance is lost sight of, that the original
says "who hath suffered," not " who is suffering."
According to the exposition given above, it should
he the aim of believers not to let the sins of others
find a point of support in themselves in order
that not sinning after the example of Christ may
become their second nafure.
2. The abuse which the ungodly cast on the
former companions of their sin has its final reason in the circumstance that they feel themselves
reproved, opposed and judged by their converGerlach, sees in v. 1, the leading idea,

the Christian,

in virtue of the

communion of

sion.
3. Holy Scripture nowhere teaches the eternal
damnation of those who died as heathens or nonChristians; it rather intimates in many passages

may be possible beyond the grave,
and refers the final decision not to death, but to
the day of Christ, Acts xvii. 81; 2 Tim. i. 12; iv.
8 ; 1 Jno. iv. 17.
But in our passage, as in ch.
Hi. 19. 20, Peter by Divine illumination clearly
affirms that the ways of God's salvation do not
terminate with earthly life, and that the Gospel
is preached beyond the grave to those who have
departed from this life without a knowledge of
the same.
But this proves neither the doctrine
of universal recovery, even that of Satan, the
devils and the ungodly, nor the doctrine of purgatory to the cleansing of which the Romish Church
affirms subjected all who reach the other world
without being wjholly purified, and further maintains, that the stay in it may be shortened by the
performance of many good works in this life and
even after death by the performance of good works
and prayers for the dead on the part of survivors.
Gerlach cites a passage from John Damasc, in
which the doctrine of the ancient Church on the
subject of Christ's descent into hell is summed
up as follows: "His glorified soul descends into
Hades in order that like as the Sun of righteousness did rise to men on earth, so in like manner
He might shine on those who under the earth sit
in darkness and in the shadow of death ; in order
that as He did publish peace to men on earth,
gave deliverance to the captives and sight to the
blind, and became the Cause of eternal salvation
to believers, while He convicted the disobedient
of unbelief, so in like manner He might deal with
the inhabitants of Hades, so that to Him every
knee should bow of those whe are in heaven, on
earth and under the earth, and that having thus
that forgiveness

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.
The

Christian's best armour against the assaults of suffering is the believing, obedient and
submissive mind of suffering in which Christ accepted His suffering as a cup tendered by the

—

paternal hand of God. God's chief design in
sending suffering is to withdraw us from sin and
the lusts of men up to Himself. Sufferings under
persecution and abuse are a means of purifying
and refining. Which are the dangers against
which we ought to be especially armed under persecutions for righteousness' sake? Consider the
comforting fact that Christ has suffered in the
flesh for you.
Look, 1. at His person; 2. at the
greatness of His suffering in the flesh ; 8. at His
suffering for you ; 4. at the result of it.
Preservatives against relapsing into heathenish ways:
1. the communion with and conformity to Christ
2. frequent reflection on your former sinful condition; 8. the abuse of unbelievers ; 4. the nearness of the impending account to be rendered
6. prayer; 6. continuance in the communion of
love with the brethren; 7. the founding of all
your actions on the word and strength of God.
The unhappy consistency in the service of sin.
Will you continue in the service of sin, although
Christ came to save you? The appearing of
Christ among the dead is both the last degree of
His condescension and the turning-point of His
exaltation.
The mercy of God extends even to
the judgment-prison of the realms of death.
Who will preach to the untold thousands, who
after Christ's descent into Hades have been born
and have died without a knowledge of the Gospel? Why should that fact not check, but rather
strengthen missionary zeal?
Starke
Shall the disciple be greater than
his master, and the servant greater than his
Lord ? Be content, if in the world it fares with
you as with your Saviour, it is enough that you
shall be like Him in heaven.
Matt x. 24. 25.
Will you fret at sufferings and tribulations ? If
you knew the wholesomeness of this cup, you
would joyfully empty it, Ezek. ii. 6. The beloved
cross is like strong salt: as the latter prevents
corruption, so does the cross prevent the corruption of the flesh, Ps. cxix. 71.
Sin at a standstill is the well-being of sinners, continuance in
sin the strongest barrier against grace, the best
repentance is never to sin. Christianity renders
the best service to the commonwealth, in that it
most earnestly forbids the vices which ,are most
dangerous to it. The children of the world
grieve most at your separating from their communion; by that they consider themselves put to

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

:

—

—

—

—

—

shame and

despised.

Haughtiness and veuomous

—

The reof the last day and its judgment
ought to be to us a constant sermon on repent
ance, Eccl. xii. 18. 14; 2 Cor. v. 10.

malice are the sources of their abuse.

membrance
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Lisco : The blessed effect of suffering. The
Lord's miracles of grace in His kingdom. The
sufferings of Christ present us with a strong motive to arm ourselves with His mind.

—

[Pythagoras: Veb. L Summa religion* imitari
M.]
[Leighton: Love desires nothing more than
likeness, and shares willingly in all with the
party loved and above all love, this Divine love
is purest and highest and works most strongly
that way, takes pleasure in that pain, and is a
voluntary death, as Plato calls love. M.]
[Attebbury: "Forasmuch then as Christ
hath suffered for us in the flesh, let us arm our1
selves with the same mind/ with a resolution to
imitate Him in His perfect submission and resignation of Himself to the Divine will and pleasure;
in His contempt of all the enjoyments of sense,
quern colit.

—

—

;

—

—

of all the vanities of this world, its allurements
in His practice of religious severities; in His love of religious retirement; in
making it His meat and drink, His only study
and delight, '* to work the work of Him that sent
Him" ; in His choosing for that end, when that
end could not otherwise be obtained, want before
abundance, shame before honour, pain before
pleasure, death before life; and in His preferring
always a laborious uninterrupted practice of virtue to a life of rest and ease and indolence.
M.]

and terrors;

—

—

[ Augustinb :
diligit; qui curat

PerdU quod vivit, qui ie Deum non
non propter

vioere,

tuus est; qui

non sopU

tibi

[Leighton:

—

Politic

%

—M.]

desipit.

men have

observed, that
in states, if alterations must be, it is better to alter many things than a few.
And physicians
have the same remark for one's habit and custom
for bodily health upon the same ground, because
things do so relate one to another, that except
they be adapted and suited together in the change,
it avails not ; yea, it sometimes proves the worse
in the whole, though a few things in particular
seem to be bettered. Thus, half reformations in
a Christian, turn to his prejudice; it is only best
to be thoroughly reformed, and to give up with
all idols ; not to live one half to himself and the
world and, as it were, another half to God; for
that is but falsely so and in reality it cannot be.

The only way

is to

make a heap

all sacrificed together,

and

of

to live to

—

altogether and only to God.
M.]
[Illustration of verses 8 and 4.
of the orgies of Bacchus:

all, to

no

The

hare

lust, but

poet says

Turba ruunt; mixtaque viru, matresque nunuqm
Vulgusqueyproceraque ignota ad sacra fcrumtur
Quit furor
feminem voces, et mcta insania vino
Obeceniquegrtgttt et inama tympana."

**

—

[Bbnqbl: Veb. 2. " piuoai. Aptum verbum;
non dieitur de brutii." M.]

Ovm, Met.

—

CHAPTER

Domini,

fe,

nihil est et pro nikilo est ; qui tibi vivere recusal mor-

8, 620,

etc^-M.]

IV. 7-11.

Araltoi:—-Exhortation, in contemplation of the approaching end of all things, to watch and pray, to lore and
erxe others with the gifts they have received, and in a word to seek in everything the glory of God.

to do, to

But the end of all things is at hand: 'be ye therefore sober, and watch unto
7
8 prayer. 1 And above all things have fervent charity among 'yourselves for charity
9 shall cover * the multitude of sins. Use hospitality* one to another6 without grudging.
10 TAs every man hath received the gift, even so minister the same one to another, as good
11 stewards of the manifold grace of God. If any man speak, let him speak as the oracles
8
of God; if any man minister, let him do it as of the ability which God giveth; that
:

God in all things may be
minion for ever and ever.

glorified

whom

through Jesus Christ: to

be 'praise and

do-

Amen. 10

—

1 o-tt^povijra.r «=»be temperate, of a temperate mind :
v^^ar e—be sober. M.J
l*ctt r&c irpoo'tvxa?; (ra? is omitted in A.B. and byLachmann;) also in Cod. Sin. M.]
Translate : " Above all tilings harlnp love intense towards one another " on i k t « v if see ch. i. 22.—M.1
[*jcaXvirT«i, A. B. K. Lachmann and Teschendorf, also Alford : xaAv^it L. Beceptus, is the more difficult
reading. a yatr »j=love. M.]
Verse 9. PAt\<S£ffO 1— hospitable.—M.]
[»<£k«u yoyyvcr/AoO, A. B., Cod. Si nai t., Lachm., Tisch., Alford. yoyy vo>wr, KecK.L. Translate:
" without murmuring," so German. M.l
Verse 10. pr Translate •« Each man, as he ha? received a gift of grace." M/J
Verse]
e « 6 «-«" as out of the power which God Destoweth," so German, Via
all.['«t i( io-giioc ^* x°P
*Ess, Allioli and others.—n.j
i*=t»,
r» e <r t t
not be. M.]
w Translate u To whom is the glory and the power (or might) to the ages of the ages. Amen."—M.]

Verie

7,

Verse

8. [*

—

;

—

—

:

—

—

:

EXEGETICAL AND CKITICAL.
Veb. 7. The connection is with ver. -6; the
Apostle takes up and further enforces the thought
that the Lord is ready to judge the living and the

dead ; here begins also a new series of exhortations closely connected with the thought of the
end of all things. It has been shown that Peter
in common with the other Apostles, Jas. t. 7. 8.
9; Jude 18; 1 Jno. ii. 18; Rot. i. 8; xxii. 10:
1 Thess. iv. 17; Bom. xiii. 11. 12; 1 Cor. xv
-
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2; Phil. iv. 6, expected that the love covers my neighbour's sin, and just as God
advent of Christ and the end of the whole covers my sin if I believe, so ought I also to
So
present dispensation were nearly impending, cf. cover the sin of my neighbour," Luther.
also Steiger, Hoffman, Lechler, Wiesinger and
ch. i. 6; iv. 6. 17. 18; i. 7; v. 4; 2 Pet. iiL 10.
This may be accounted for by Weiss. Even Estius, the Romish expositor, ad11; Mtt. xxiv. 6.
the fact that the coming of Christ in the flesh is mits that the quotation sustains the Protestant
But many Bomanist and rational(he beginning of the world's last period, during exposition.
which no further revelation of grace is to be istic expositors explain the passage of merit and
expected; and that according to the mind of Jesus, atoning virtue, which they ascribe to the love of
Some quote Matt. vi. 14. 15,
His disciples ought to consider His second com- our neighbour.
ing as always close at hand, and to be prepared but that passage simply affirms that forgiveness
" It ought to be the chief concern of be- is made possible, not that it is positively effected.
for it,
lievers to fix their minds fully on His second Others, with reference to Jas. v. 20, suggest an
"We live in the latter half activity tending to improvement [that of others,
advent" Calvin.
of the world's period, which will quickly flow
M.], but this is foreign to our passage, bn
on.
Although we may not live to see it, after seems however to conflict with our exposition,
death we shall realize that we are near it." Boos. but its design is to give the reason for the licrivtia of love.
"The Apostle takes for granted
It is however to be remembered that nothing but
the long-suffering of God is arresting the judg- that Christians love one another, still he recomment, and that He is counting by the measure of mends them to expand and increase in the brotheternity, according to which a thousand years erly love which they have, because true love
[The forgives a multitude of sins." 1 Cor. xiii. 4-7;
areas one day (2 Pet. iii. 8; Ps. xc. 4 ).
emphasis otir&vrwv is noteworthy. Bengel; "IHnis Matt, xviii. 22. Steiger. According to Beza the
adeoque etiam petulanim malorum etpassionumpio- connection is: "Love one another, because love,
1™."— M.]
as the Scripture says, removes the substance of
Be temperate therefore and sober unto strife." Calov remarks on this covering of sin,
prayers.
As our Lord in contemplation of His that it does not do away with the correcting of
day exhorts the disciples, Lke. xxi. 34, "Take our neighbour, Matt, xviii. 15, and that it is neheed to yourselves, lest at any time your hearts be cessary to distinguish publio and private sins,
overcharged with surfeiting, and drunkenness, between known and concealed sins.
[Alford
and cares of this life," so the Apostle here ex- thinks that the meaning is the hiding of offences
horts us to a<j<ppovicvz= to act wisely, to be tem- both from one another and in God's sight, by
perate and modest
It primarily denotes bodily' mutual forbearance and forgiveness.
He advotemperance, then mental discretion and watch- cates to take the passage in its widest sense,
fulness, cf. ch. v. 8; Bom. xii. 8-; 2 Cor. v. 18;
"understanding it primarily of forgiveness but
Tit ii 6.—vfoetv=to live soberly, moderately then also of that prevention of sin by kindliboth bodily and mentally as in ch. i. 13.
"Tem- ness of word and deed, and also that intercession
perance facilitates vigilance, and both aid for sin in prayer, which are the constant fruits
prayer." Bengel.
elg roc irpooevx&c, the Plural,
of fervent love. It is a truth from which we
because, as Huss remarks, there are different need not shrink, that every sin which love hides
kinds of prayer and because prayer ought to be from man's sight is hidden in God's sight also.
without ceasing.
The reference is probably to There is but One efficient cause of the hiding of
fixed, regular prayers of the Church.
sin: but mutual love applies that cause: draws
Via. 8. Then follows the still more important the universal cover over the particular sin. This
exhortation to brotherly love according to its meaning, as long as it is not perverted into the
real nature, cf. on kicrevq ch. i. 22; 1 Cor. xiii. 1, thought that love towards others covers a man's
etc.; xiv. 1.
It is the mother of all the duties own sin l ex promerito* need not and should not
to our neighbour.
Where love is wanting, prayer be excluded." M.]
is hindered.
[Wordsworth: "St. Peter had spoken of love,
Because love covereth a multitude of stretching itself out without interruption; and
sina.
The words are the passage James v. 20, considered together
Ka?.irtp£i iriirfioq aftaprt&v.
cited from the Hebrew not from the LXX. of
with the context here, where St. Peter is preProv. x. 12, cf. ch. xvii. 9, but the former pas- senting Christ as their Example, may suggest a
sage reads: "Hatred stirreth up strifes, but love belief, that he is comparing the act of Love to
covereth all sins"; and tjhe latter: "He that that of the Cherubim stretching out their wings
covereth transgression, seeketh love."
In both on the Mercy Seat, and forming a part of the
instances the reference is to human love which Mercy Seat (Ex. xxv. 18-20), the emblem of
is to consign to oblivion the sins of others.
Some Christ's propitiatory covering of sins." M.]
51; 2 Cor. v.

second
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see in

HDD
T

a reference

to

Gen.

ix. 28,

and

*

consider it an easy thing ; so Ceesarius of Aries
says : " There is nothing more easy than covering

Be

hospitable towards one another without murmuring.— Cf. Bom. xii.
Ver.

9.

13; Heb.

xiii.

2; 3 Jno. 5; 1 Tim. v. 10; Tit.

i.

"Peter remembers to have heard this saying
oneself or others with clothes."
But forgiveness from the lips of Christ, Matt. xxv. 35; he does
is hardly so easy a task.
It is better to explain not mean pompous hospitality, Lke. xiv. 1 2, but
it of the unsightliness of sin which forgiveness
that Christian, holy hospitality which readily
covers up.
The old Protestant expositors un- welcomes by the promptings of pure love needy
derstand it therefore rightly of human love par- strangers, especially such as are exiled on ac" The covering count of their confession of the true religion,
doning the sin of our neighbour.
up relates to man not to God. Nothing can gives them gentle and loving treatment, and cares
•over thy sin before God except faith.
But my for them as members of Christ and fellow-citi*
8.
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"Let us take
As good stewards. «c denotes not only
sens of the Church." Gerhard.
heed lest, haying been hard and careless in en- mere resemblance, but, as frequently, the genetertaining strangers, the shelter of the just may rally known reason [as is becoming, fit in good
1
Ambrose. avtv stewards. M.]. Christians are not owners, bat
be denied us after this life/
/oyyvofiav, without expressions of murmuring by only stewards of their goods and gifts, 1 Cor. iv.
which one secretly gives Tent to his displeasure 2; Matt. xxv. 14; Tit i. 7.— Manifold, because
or reproaches another with the benefits he has exhibited in various gifts of grace [cf. 1 Cor.
The opposite is a cheerful, pure and xii. 4; Matt. xxv. 16. Lke. xix. 18.— M.]. "We
received.
[Ne- are liberal not with our own goods, but with that
unselfish spirit, Rom. xii. 8; 2 Cor. ix. 7.
ander Ch. Hut. I. pp. 847. 848, referring to Ter- of another." Gerhard.
Ver. 11. If any man speak - - as of the
tullian, ad uxorem, II. 1. 8. ; de jejunio, c. XII:
44
The care of providing for the support and power whioh God bestoweth. Peter specimaintenance of strangers, of the poor, the sick, fies two kinds of gifts, gifts relating to speaking
the old, of widows and orphans, and of those in and gifts relating to doing, gifts of teaching and
These
prison on account of their faith, devolved on exhorting, and gifts of outward service.
the whole Church. This was one of the main gifts they were to use with humility and fidelity.
purposes for which the collection of voluntary XaXeiv here denotes every kind of speaking and
contributions, in the assemblies convened for exhortation in the Lord's name, Rom. xii. 6-8;
public worship, was instituted; and the charity 1 Cer. xii. 8. 10. "k6yia properly signifies Divine
of individuals, moreover, led them to emulate utterances, oracles, but here the revealed word
each other in the same good work. In particu- of God, 1 Cor. ii. 7; Acts vii. 38; Heb. v. 12;
Let him speak with the conviction
lar, it was considered as belonging to the office Rom. iii. 2.
of the Christian matron to provide for the poor, and reverence, with the earnestness and humility
for the brethren languishing in prison, and to which flow from the consciousness: it is God's
show hospitality to strangers. The hindrance holy word to which, as a mean instrument, I lend
occasioned to this kind of Christian activity, is my mouth, 1 Cor. xii. 8 ; 2 Cor. ii. 17 ; 1 These,
reckoned by Tertullian among the disadvantages ii. 18. diwcovel applies here to the manifold ofof a mixed marriage. 'What heathen,' says he, fices belonging to the single or married estate,
about from one street Acts vi. 1,2. [But see Rom. xii. 8; 1 Cor. xii 28.
« will suffer his wife to go
to another, to the house of strangers, to the
M.1 toxfa the act springs from the power of
meanest hovels indeed, for the purpose of visit- God [as from a fountain. M.] which He suping the brethren? What heathen will allow her plies. The term relates to powers of the body
to steal away into the dungeon, to kiss the chain as well as to those of the mind.
xopVYelv vapt*
[The primary sense and origin of
of the martyr ? If a brother arrive from abroad, Xetv, StSAvat.
what reception will he meet in the house of the the wonMs Classical, and denotes "to defray the
stranger f If an alms is to be bestowed, store- cost of bringing out a chorus", thence to furhouse and cellar are shut fast!' On the other nish supply in general. M.]. "Let each man
hand, he counts it among the felicities of a mar- apply to his neighbour all the good in his power
riage contracted between Christians, that the with the utmost humility, knowing that of himwife is at liberty to visit the sick and relieve the self ft e., without God's supplying. M.] he canneedy, and is never straitened or perplexed in not nave any thing to apply." [Wordsworth:
the bestowment of her charities. Nor did the This precept of St. Peter deserves the considactive brotherly love of each community confine eration of those who claim to be his successors,
itself to what transpired in its own immediate and profess great reverence for his authority,
oircle, but extended itself also to the wants of
and yet derogate from the dignity of the ©racist
Christian communities in distant lands. On ur- of God, and set up oracles of their own, in place
gent occasions of this kind, the bishops made of the Scriptures and against them. See 2 Tim.
arrangements for special collections. They ap- iv. 8. Rev. xi. 8-10.— M.]. Bede.
pointed fasts; so that what was saved, even by
That God in all things— to the ages of
lva the aim and end of all the
the poorest of the flock, from their daily food, the ages.
might help to supply the common wants."
rrdat may mean, in
Apostle's exhortations.
M.J
Ver. 10. Each man, as he received a gift all of you or in all your doings; the latter is
of grace. Grotius rightly expounds this not preferable. "As through Christ all benefits deonly of the miraculous gifts of the Spirit, 1 Cor. scend upon us from God, so also ought we in humxii. 4, etc., but also of gifts of the body and es- ble gratitude to refer all things through Christ
tate.
These are as well gifts of grace as those. to the glory of God." Gerhard, do^^jp-at, the
Natural endowments also are included in the honour should be ascribed to Him for whatever is
expression.
The Apostle does not refer to spe- done in the Church, He should be praised for it,
cific official duties and the qualifications necesEverything is mediated through
cf. Heb. xiii. 15.
sary to their discharge he is unwilling to exact Christ, through whom we receive all the power
too much from and to impose too much on be- we have.
£ iarlv t) 66£a ; £ refers to 6 9«Jf as in
lievers.
ch. v. 11, because God has already been named
Even so minister to one another as as the subject of adoration, and because Peter
good stewards of the manifold grace of elsewhere calls Jesus (ri>pu>f=Jehovah, but not
God. avrb diatcovovvreg, cf. ch. i. 12, to offer absolutely God. On 66£a see ch. i. 7. *p6nK
something as a servant. The term comprises goes back to te;tf?
All power among men is the
the different duties of the Church which are not emanation of His power, cf. ch. v. 11. «?
specifically committed to the pastoral office as aluvac tCiv aiuvuv, cf. Phil. iv. 20.
afdjv, not a
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and which are the outgoings of voluntary note of conclusion, but an expression

activity.

of assu-

rance of heart.
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CHAP.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
The doctrine of the consummation of all
on the coming of Christ, which is peculiarly prominent in the writings of Peter, contains the most powerful reasons for our encouragement and consolation. They make no mention of the distinction between the first and still
impending coming for the establishment of the
kingdom of glory and the judgment of a corrupt
Christendom and the coming for the final judg1.

things

ment

:

that distinction was reserved for special
made to St. John.

revelations

The love covering sins, which is here so
emphatically recommended, is widely removed
from the laxity, weakness and want of principle
The
with which it is frequently confounded.
2.

says Wiesinger, ignores the sacred earnestand fancies to do some great thing
by putting some deceptive boards over graves
full of mouldering decay and crying, Peace,
latter,

ness of love

Hatred which unsparingly uncovers in
preferable to love which thus covers
The love here insisted upon has these characteristics, it is not put to anger by insults, it
peace!

its effects is

up.

does not discover needlessly the sins of others
and does not by revenge or passionate reproaches
drag them forth into the light of rebuke.
3. The opinion that the love of our neighbour
eovers our sins before God conflicts with the fundamental principles of the Gospel; it is not the
cause, but only one of the conditions on which
we are made partakers of Divine forgiveness,

Mtt

vi. 14.

With respect to God, we are stewards of
goods committed to our keeping, with respect to
our neighbour only we are owners.
4.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

IV. 7-11.

79

Herberqer: The Christian's motto: Faithand only faithful! A Christian's any and

—

ful

every work, should be a Diviue service and conduce to the glory of God.
Starke Men, beware of confidence be ready
that you may be able to stand worthily before the
Son of Man, 2 Pet. iii. 11. Love has the first
place among all virtues and is the first mark of
the disciples of Christ, 1 Cor. xiii. 13; Jno. xiii.
35.
To give unwillingly and regretfully is to sin
more than to do good, 2 Cor. ix. 7. As among
flowers the form and beauty of each differ from
those of others, so among the children of God is
seen the manifold goodness of God.
God has
given to one something, but not everything, that
we might serve one another, and that none
should bury his talent, Gal. v. 13. Are graces
and gifts thine own? Who has granted them to
thee? God. To what end? To parade them
off?
By no means, but to serve Him and thy
neighbour with them.
Love makes thee thy
neighbour's servant. The more thou hast received, the more thou hast to communicate in
counsel and in deed, 1 Cor. ix. 19. If thou hast
nothing wherewith to serve thy neighbour, thou
Discharge this sersurely canst pray for him.
vice of love with hearty cheerfulness; it is, if
than,
at
least
good
not better
as
as pieces of gold,
Rom. x. 1; Acts iii. 6. [But prayer instead
of ministering to the wants of the needy where
the ability is present and the occasion requiresit
is sheer hypocrisy.
M.]. The glory of God
should be the end and aim of all our works, otherwise they are good for nothing, 1 Cor. x. 31.
Lisco: What does qualify us to receive the
gifts of the Holy Ghost?
The conditions of real
prayer.
Herbergeb: How should a good Christian,
who desires to go to heaven acquit himself, 1
towards God, 2, towards his neighbour, 8, with
!

:

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

respect to his own conscience, soul and office?
The end of all things, how it should minister
Stier: How Christians ought to prepare for
to, 1, encouragement, 2, warning, 3, consolation.
the end of all things, or how we must live here
—Whatsoever thou takest in hand, remember the in time in order that we may stand in tile last
end, Sir. vii. 36.
If Peter more than eighteen judgment?
eenturies ago was permitted to say the end of all
Kapff: Spiritual ascension, 1, By whom and
things was at hand, how much more ought we how it is accomplished, 2, What are its effects on
to be prepared, to watch and pray.
We should our earthly life?
'ever consider the great day of Christ to be near
Staudt Christian mutual readiness to oblige,
at hand.
Believers wait for it as a bridegroom 1, its ability, 2, its opportunities, 8, the condiwaits for his bride.
The end of the way and the tion necessary for its discharge.
nearness of home is sweet and comforting to
[Leiqhton: Vkr. 7. It is reported of one
strangers and pilgrims.
Communion with God, that, hearing the 6th of Genesis read to long
the most precious enjoyment of earth, is only lived, and yet the burden still, they died; Enos
possible to those who are temperate and sober. lived 905 and he died, Seth 912 and he died, MeHe that ministers to sensuality cannot soar in thusaleh 969 and he died, he took so deep the
thought to God. Love should be like fire which thought of death and eternity, that it changed
spreads its flame afar, and like a cloak which his whole frame and set him from a voluptuous
covers much.
"That godly father would not to. a most strict and pious course of life.
shut his door to any poor guest, for I am afraid,
Ver. 8. Love is witty in finding out the fairest
said he, lest the Lord Himself might some day construction of things doubtful.
Where the
come, in the guise of a poor man, to test my lib- thing is so plainly a sin, that this way of covererality: how could I ever justify my having suf- ing it can have no place, yet then will love confered Him sadly to depart from me ?"
All private resider what will lessen it most.
Besbir: There is none so poor as to be unable proofs and where conscience requires public
to serve his neighbour with some gift.
God dis- delation and censure, even these will be sweettributes His gifts unequally, Mtt. xxv. 15.
Mo- ened in that compassion that' flows from love.
ses has five talents, Aaron two, Jethro only one. If thou be interested in the offence, even by unLet each use his gifts to the glory of God, and feigned free forgiveness, so far as thy concern
he will stand before God and men.
goes, let it be as if it had not been.

—
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Now for supply of our brethren's ne- hadst much, but on the contrary, thou hast bttn
one good help is, the retrenching of faithful in little; great faithfulness in the use of
our superfluities. Turn the stream into that small gifts hath great acceptance, and a great
channel, where it will refresh thy brethren and and sure reward.
Ver. 11. Ministers must speak faithfully, hoenrich thyself, and let it not run into the dead
sea.
As the disease of the youth of the world, lily and wisely. Faith's great work is to rewas the abounding of lust. Gen. vi, so of its age, nounce self-power and to bring in the power of
decay of love : and as that heat called for a total God to be ours .
When I am weak, then tm
deluge of waters, to this coldness for fire, to the I strong, 2 Cor. xii. 10. This is the Christian's
kindling an universal fire, that shall make an aim, to have nothing in himself, nor in anything
end of it and the world together. (Aqua propter but in this tenure: all for the glory of my God,
Ver.

9.

cessities,

—

—

.

ardor em

libidinis, ignis propter

teporem charitatis.)

—

Manifold grace. There is such an
admirable beauty in this variety, such a symmetry and contemperature of different, yea of
contrary qualities, as speaks His riches, that so
divers gifts are from the same Spirit A kind of
embroidering of many colours (see Ps. cxxxix. 15)
happily mixed, as the word noadXXeiv signifies;
as it is in the frame of the natural body of man
as the lesser world, and in the composure of the
greater world: thus in the Church of God, the
mystical body of Jesus Christ exceeding both the
former in excellence and beauty.— Be not discouraged, to have little in the account shall be
no prejudice. The approbation runs not, thou

Vbe.

10.

CHAPTER

my

.

—

estate, family, abilities,

my

whole

self, all I

And

have and am.

as the love of God grows in
the heart., this purpose grows; the higher the
flame rises, the purer it is ; the eve is daily more
upon it ; it is oftener in the mind in all actions
than before. In common things, the very works
of our calling, our very refreshments, to eat and
drink and sleep, all are for this end and with a
particular aim at it as much as maybe; eren the
thought of it often renewed throughout the day,
and at times generally applied to all our ways
and employments. It is that elixir that turns
thy ordinary works into gold, into sacrifices, by
a touch of it. M.]

—

IV. 12-19.

Analysis :—Farther exhortation to readiness of suffering and becoming conduct in suffering. They are to consider Buffering as inseparable from following Christ, as necessary to their trial, and instrumental toward their future glory, as
rendering them partakers of the power of the Spirit, and as delivering them from the last judgment. But they
should never lose sight of maintaining their difference from unbelievers.

12
Beloved, think it not strange concerning 'the fiery trial which is to try you, *M
13 though some strange thing 4 happened unto you: But rejoice, 6 inasmuch as ye are partakers 6 of Christ's sufferings; 'that when his glory shall be revealed, ye may be glad
14 also with exceeding joy. 'If ye be reproached for w the name of Christ, happy"
are ye; "for the Spirit of glory and 18 of God resteth upon you: "on Jheir part he is
15 evil spoken of, but on your part he is glorified. 15 But let none of you suffer as a mur16 derer, or as a thief, or a* an evil doer, or as a w busybody in other men's matters. Yet
if any man suffer as a Christian, let him not be ashamed; but let him glorify God
17 "on this bohalf. w For the timet* come that judgment must begin at the house of
God 19 and if it first begin at us, what shall the end be of them that obey not the gos18 pel of God? And if the righteous "scarcely be saved*1 where shall the ungodly and
19 the sinner appear ? Wherefore, B let them that suffer according to the will of God
commit the keeping of their souls to him in well doing, "as unto a faithful Creator.1*
1

:

,

Verse

12.

pp

ij

$<vl$<<tB<,

tive, see

Winer,

Pass., see v. 4, "

p.
literal! y ,
felicitous.

be not astonished at."

On

the construction of this Verb with the Da-

222.— M.]

burning, figuratively, trial by JLre ; the rendering of E. V. must be regarded as very
vp6c w€ipa<rn.ov vfiZv y iv ft 4 17— which is taking place among you (or as AMord
renders, ** in your case ") for a trial to you.—M.J
r»««-asif.— M.]
[* $ 4 v o v o-vpSalpovrof i p.1 »*=" some strange thing were happening to you.
M.J
Terse 13. [5 k a b is supported by A. B. K. L., Rec. and many others ; xafwf.n less authentic reading ; translate "in
as far as^ 1 (Alford) or ** in the degree to which " (Gorman) ; cf. Rom. viii. 26 ; 2 Cor. viii. 12.—M.J
ijeotywyctrs rot? #c. r. A.—" ye are partakers with the sufferings of Christ." M.J
' Translate, " In order that ye may also at (—in)
the revelation of his glory rejoice." M.]
t—exulting, Participle. M.J
Verse 14. _[• " If ye art reproached," « i with Indicative.— M.]
iv bv6iiar i«ln the name of Christ, cf. Matt. v. 11 ; ch. ill. U^-M.]
fi ax dp to i=»blossed are ye.
M.J
5rt»because, it gives the reason why they are blessed.—M.J
[*

vvpoKrtf,

.

—

£

—
—

—

ayaWiwptvo

—
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rejects the addition).—M.]
[t*K«r«L fiiv avrovt 0Aa<r$ijp«tTat, *ar& 6i*dpa« 6o£a£«Tat. This clause stands in Recept.,
K. L. and others,] but is wanting in A. B., Sinai tic. and many MSS. Lachmann and Tischendorf, also
Alford reject it. [It is in all probability a gloss.—M.j

Teml5.n» r *p-for.-M.]

p*aAAoTpto«iri<r/coiroc, a £ira{ Aeyrfpe rov, denoting "oTerseelng other people's affairs, prying into
them." Alford : " Pryer into other men's matters." De Wetto ** au impertinent ; " but see note below.
:

-M.]
i>v6ixari rourf Rec. reads fiipti instead of h v6fi ert, with K. L.; but the formor reading
has more weighty authorities, and is sustained by Lachmann, Teschendorf and Alford. Translate : " in
this name," i. e.. the name ot \pi.<rrt.av6 v. M.l
Terse 17. £• o t t 6 « a t p o v— because it is the season, Alford ; (because) it is time, German.—M.]
Translate : " of the judgment beginning at the house of God, but if (it begin) first at us, what (will be)
the end of them that are disobedient to the Gospel of God? "—M.J
Terse 18. [^fioAt 9—with difficulty, hardly (Gorman )d—M.l
Translate^ to bring out the force of the Greek : u the ungodly and the sinner where
P* <r *i £ e t a t— is saved.
M Alford.—
shall he appear ?
M.}
Terse 19. [*•»«• re sal k. t. A.— wherefore let also them who suffer, etc.— M.l
** Teschendorf reads ay a 0o ir 01 i<^ a more authentic reading than ava0oiroitaif.
« Ht is omitted in A. B., Sinait., aud by Lachmann [and Alford; it is inserted in Rec., with K. L. and others.—M.]
Terse lfl. [" « r rep

—

P

The

The exhortations to readiness of suffering are
but urged on different grounds.
This address, as in ch.
Ver. 12. Beloved.
ii. 11, denotes the Apostle's heart-felt sympathy
with them in the sufferings concerning which he
repeated,

is

—

consoling

them.

sufferings of Christ, as in ch. i. 11
iii. 18, not such as affect Him in
21
His members, but such as He Himself endured
in the days of His incarnation.
Christians partake with them, if, for the sake of truth and
cf.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

—

oh.

;

ii.

;

righteousness, their experience of the world's
sin is similar to that of Christ.
They are in
Christ, and the hatred shown to them is really
shown to Him, cf. Rom. viii. 17. 29; 2 Tim. ii. 11.

That ye may also at the revelation of His
glory rejoice, exulting, Iva icai, otherwise
tians need not be surprised if unbelievers persethe day of the revelation of Christ would be to
cute them on that account," ch. i. 7, Steiger.
you a 4ay of terror. nai, as you now rejoice alBe not astonished

think the

rij

h

"If the heathen
at.
behaviour of Christians strange, Chris-

ifdv nvp&oei.

7rfyM*ttf=burning, ignition,

while burning, from irvpovfiai, 2
Pet, iii. 12; Rev. xviii. 9; Prov. xxvii. 21 ; LXX.
Zech. xiii. 9.
It is a simile of great tribulations,
which burn like fire, but conduce to proof.
[Cf. also Ps. lxvi. 10 in LXX.
Oecumenius says,
rvpoatv raj- 6?Uif>eic eintiv, hifyvev wc fita doiufiaoiav
wro^ avrai, M.] 'cv fydv may mean "which
you feel .within yourselves," better, " which is
among you."
**Asthe potter or the goldsmith
adjusts the furnace to the earthen vessel or to the
gold, so that it be neither too hot nor too cold, so
God adjusts temptation (trial) to the strength of
man and to the grace which He grants him, and
suffers him not to be tempted beyond his ability
kindling,

fire

—
—

ready in hope. rfc dtgw, in contrast with the
darkness of suffering, ch. i. 6. 7. 11.— ;rap#re
" The joy of the saints
ayaXkihuevoi, cf. ch. i. 8.
will be inward and outward, bodily and spiritual." Hubs.
The connection is, as given by Weiss:
Only he who suffers with Christ and for His cause,
is a true disciple of Christ.
Such an one may
cherish the expectation of the heavenly reward
of partaking with His glory, even as Christ has
promised again and again, Matt. x. 38. 39; xvi.
24. 2o; Lke. ix. 23. 24; xiv. 27; Jno. xii. 26;

'

xiv. 8; xvii. 24; Matt. v.

12; Lke. vi. 22. 23.
real life-communion with Christ, as we find
it described in the writings of Paul, is not affirmed
here.

The

Ver. 14. If ye are reproached in (German,
irpbc iretpaoftdv, cf. ch. i. 7
Not unto perdition, but unto salvation. for) the name of Christ. h ovd/iart. dvo/ia,
moderates the pain of the heat. wf
often like
=revealed being (revelation of
%bw. Perhaps you consider the suffering accidental, interfering with God's purpose concernthe being, t. «., nature and existence). Jno. xvii.
ing you, and putting you back in your Christian- 6. 26; i. 12; Acts iii. 16; iv. 12; Heb. ii. 12,
ity, but know that it has been decreed from all
also;=order, command. Here in its proper sense
eternity, it has been repeatedly foretold in the =the name and whatever it involves.
Mk. ix.
Scriptures, it has been the common experience of 41 contains the best key to the exposition.
The
all believers from the beginning, and it is absopassage reads: "For whosoever shall give you a
lutely necessary for the mortification of the old cup of water to drink in my name, because ye
man. *That cannot be displeasing which is dealt belong to Christ, verily I say unto you, he shall
by the hand of a friend." Gerhard.
not lose his reward." As the benefactions of
Ver. 13. In as far as ye are partakers with others may be the result of their belonging to
the sufferings of Christ.
KaBb Koivfiveire.
Christ, so it may be with their hatred.
They reIt is a great consolation that the believer is
proach you because you confess, call upon and
permitted to consider his sufferings as a partak- bear the name of Christ, which they hate, cf. v.
to

bear."

Jas.

i.

Ephrem.

2.

Even this

—

—

—

Q^

—

ing with the sufferings of Christ;

but it is a greatthat he is permitted to infer his
communion with the glory of Christ from his
communion with His sufferings. koBo denotes, at
once the reason and the measure of the sufferer consolation

ings.

16.
&c xpioroivrfc, an(* Matt. v. 11; Lke. vi. 22.
Christ is to the world a hateful name; if one
preaches it, he must suffer. The reproaches oast
at their persons and conversation probably proceeded from unbelieving Jews, who blasphemed
the name of Christ, Jas. ii. 7.
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Blessed are ye

—resteth

upon you. —//a-

Their state of bliss is inferred from the glory already existing, although
to rye 66gqg Spirit
invisible to ordinary eyes,
of glory denotes the Holy Spirit, because, as Calov explains it, He brings glory and seals it in
This Spirit being given to you with
suffering.
the communion of Christ, you are even now, by
faith and hope, partakers of future glory, you
Kapioty cf. cb.

iii.

14.

—

anticipate it in the Spirit, and therefore you are
Hence Paul, in the further
blessed, cf. ch. i. 8.
development of this thought, called the Spirit the
ml to
earnest of the inheritance, Eph. i. 14.
rov Oeov, this second predicate is added by way
It is not the spirit of Elijah, or
of explanation.
"This is to
of an angel, but the Spirit of God.
the Apostle so great and so blessed a thing, that
though the world is against them, God is for them,
as their shield and exceeding great reward."
Wiesinger. e$' ipac avanavzTai. The reference
appears to be to Is. xi. 2; cf. 2 Kings ii. 15. Lke.

—

M,

with the Accus., denotes the descent
x. 6.
of the Spirit on them.- -avaKahec&ai, according
to Olshausen, contains the idea of an abiding
that cannot be overthrown, even by doubts and
It is cognizable to those whose
temptations.
spiritual vision has been rendered acute, and is
evinced chiefly in a meek spirit of suffering.
[Wordsworth: "The glory and happintss of
suffering for God in the fire of persecution might
also well occur to his mind at Babylon, where he
is writing, and where he would be cheered by a
remembrance of the three faithful children walking unhurt in the fiery furnace with the Son of

—

God. (Dan. iii. 1-26.)"— M.]
On their part glorified. [See note 14 in
Appar. Critic. M.l With and among them, the
children of the world, as is their nature and wont,
He is evil spoken of; they traduce the spirit of
suffering as a degrading and slavish spirit, and
These invectives fall
humility as cowardice.
back on the Spirit Himself. Others connect
p?*aff$7jfielrai with bvofut xp^tov, which is rather
a forced construction. Among you it is glorified
by the consolations, the quietness and peace
which it brings to you ; thus it evinces its Divine
power, and excites your praise and gratitude.
The passage gives a good sense, and it would be
a pity if it were spurious [as the authorities declare it to be.
M.]
Ver. 15. For let none of you pryerinto
other men's matters. Here the Apostle takes
up the preceding blessedness (fiatcdptoi, v. 14),
and in the form of exhortation emphatically declares that the value of such patient suffering
depends on the condition that those who endure
it must.be innocent sufferers, ch. ii. 20; iii. 17.
This is expressed first negatively, then positively.
Here is an evident allusion to Matt v. 11, "if
they say all manner of evil against you falsely
uc $ovtv$. The reference is not to
(lying)."
real accusations which had been brought against
them, but to the possibility that such offences
might occur Among them, as Paul warns the
Ephesians against stealing, Eph. iv. 28. kokottoi6c, cf. ch. ii. 12. 14; iii. 16. 17, in a general,
moral sense, not as denoting political offences, as
if this had been the official description of Christians, according to Suetonius, Vita Neronis, c. 16,
which cannot be proved. See Weiss, p. 867.

——

—

—

—

—

—

—

cMoTptoeirioKoiroc,

a term unknown to the Greeks.

one arrogating to himself the oversight of matters with which he has no concern.
Such indiscreet zeal is not uncommon, as Hottinger remarks, among new religious communities.
This may have been a frequent temptation
It denotes

to the primitive Christians,

owing

to their con-

sciousness of more enlightened views. It is more
than ir€pupy&&<r&ai, 2 Thess. Hi. 11. Cyprian:
alienas euro* agens, cf. 1 Tim. v. 13; 1 Thess. iv.
1 1 ; Lke. xii. 14.
[6 trriOKeirrdfievoc ra aXkorpta.
Ilanc explicationem probat 1, ipsa rods compotilio 2,
veterum exposilio, TerU Cypr. Aug. 8, temporit et
loci circumstaniia.
Procul dubio quidam Chrutiani,
ex incogiiantia, temeritaie et levitate, in actiont*

tnji-

delium utpote vicinorum suorum curiosiu* inqutrebant, eas propria arbitrio redarguebant ae Judieet
eorum esse votebant, quod non pertinebat ad eorum

Gerhard.

vocationem.

Ver.

16.

But

—M.]

if (he suffer)

— The

name

mount

to sectary,

as a Christian.

Christian appears at that time to
have been adopted by believers, Acts xi. 2t>;
xxvi. 28.
In the opinion of their enemies, the
name was infamous, and so we must understand
it here, cf. v. 14.
With the Jews it was tanta-

heathen

it

renegade and rebel; with

was equal

to atheist.

Let him not be ashamed.

—

Cf.

Rom.

i.

the
16:

2 Tim. i. 8. 12. Such sufferings conduce not to
shame, but to honour; " they are precious jewel*
in the sight of God." Calov. Acts v. 41.
But let him glorify God in this part—
"On account of the antithesis, Peter might have
said: Let him rather glory; but he teaches that
the glory must be ascribed to God." BengeL
Let him glorify God by patience, by good cour-

and by joyful praises
and thanksgiving. h r£ fdpet ToirtfK (Lachmann and Tischendorf read bv6fiari at because
age, confessing the faith,

—

of the name of Christ. Others render, less aptly
matter, case).
[See Appar. Crit, v. 16, note 17.
M.J Steiger: "In this lot which falls to him."
It is difficult to prove this use of pkpoc.
It is
rather to be taken as ch. iii. 16. ev y KaraJaj**aiv, they were to glorify God in the very thing
for which they were slandered, viz.: their faith
in Christ.
Ver. 17 introduces a new ground why Christians should gladly suffer for Christ's sake.
Possessed of such a mind (the mind of suffering
gladly for Christ's sake), they will be delivered
from the near and inevitable judgment of God
which is about to burst on unbelievers, but begins at the Church of God in the persecutions
that are coming on her. The former will feel
the whole weight of the judgment, the latter it*
first beginnings only, whereby they are saved.
It is time. As it is the inflexible purpose of
God that we must through much tribulation enter
the kingdom of God, and as it is a well-known
law of the Divine kingdom that judgment must
begin at the city and house of God, Jer. xxv. 2D;
x. 18; xiv. 18, 19; xlix. 12; Amos iii. 14; Eiek.
ix. 6; xxi..4; Heb. xii. 6, as manifested in the
troubles of Israel in Egypt and in the wilderness, so now is the season of the judgment, for
the end of all things is at hand, v. 7.
The judgment. To believers it is a paternal chastisement, contemplating their deliver-

—

—

—

—

ance from unknown and unrepented
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CHAP.
der that,

they

may

IV. 12-19.

not be condemned with the

Cor. xi. 28. 81 ; it is to them a judgment of mercy, but to unbelievers a judgment
of wrath, revealing the punitive justice of Qod.
The one leads to salvation, the other to perdition,
cf. Lke. xxiii. 80; Matt zxv. 41; Rev. vi. 1517; xx. 11-15; Rom. ii. 5; 2 Thess. i. 6.
At the house of God. Cf. ch. ii. 6; 1 Tim.
iii. 15.
The Church of the Lord. Steiger has
several quotations from the Rabbis stating that
the judgment will begin with the righteous.
world,

1

—

What

will be the

end of them ?—What

"If the sons are chasbe their final state?
tised, what have the most malicious slaves to expect?
How will it fare with the unrighteous before Thee, if Thou dost not even spare Thy believing children, in order to exercise and instruct
them?" Augustine. Cf. Lke. xxiii. 81 ; Jer.xlix.
t&v airetBobvrw. Cf. ch. ii. 8; Hi.
12; Pa. i. 6.
[Ben gel: "Judicium, initio
20; Jno. xvi. 8. 9.
tolerabilius, sensim wcravescit.
Pit sua parte perfuneti cum immunitate spectant miserias impiorum
imphdumpios affligunt, suam mensuram implent et
diteunt qum sua ipsorum portio futura sit: sed id
melius tciunt pit, quart patientes sunt"
M.].
Via. 18. If the righteous hardly is saved.
—The thought of v. 17 is verified and strengthened by the verbatim quotation of Prov. xi. 81
will

—

—

:

88

is the most trusty Guardian of our souls, Ps. xxxi
6; Eccl. xii. 7, and our bodies also are in the

hands of God. Without His will, not a hair of
His children can be hurt. "As the most faithHe will preserve them, as the most mighty He
can do it." Gerhard. iv ayaOonodat^. In welldoings.
The apposition goes back to v. 15 and
v. 16.
Trust in God and well-doing must be indissolubly united.
"Only inasmuch as faith restores the primal spiritual relation of Creator and
creature, man is warranted to rejoice over this
ful,

—

faithfulness of the Creator." Steiger.
Cf. Matt
1 Cor. x. 13; 2 Pet. ii. 9; Ps. exxxviii.
8; ciii. 14.
x. 28:

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

is no reward attached to suffering as
such ; it is only the patience and constancy with
which, for Christ's sake, suffering is borne, to
which reward is mercifully promised. ^
2. The Holy Ghost who rests upon saints, protects them, shines forth from them, is called the
Spirit of Glory because, says Roos, He is holy,
and causes His holiness to radiate, and because
He is worthy of being glorified by men and all
other creatures.
8. "The fire of trial belongs to Christianity,
in the LXX.
The Apostle may also have remem- it is the rule, not the exception." Richter.
bered the accounts which Christ Himself gave of
4. Why does judgment begin at the house of
the great perils of the last temptations, Matt,
God? 1. There is one law for the Church as a
xxiv. 12. 13. 22. 24.—^f, with difficulty, with whole, and for the individual members of it.
hard pains and not without suffering.
nov $a- Whom the Lord loveth He chasteneth, Heb. xii.
mroL, Ps. i. 4. 5, describes the ungodly as chaff 6.
A father, if he is earnestly opposed to evil,
which the wind scattereth away.
AtKawc=moTev- chastises first his children, afterward his housew, one who as a believer leads a life well- hold. He is first severe to the former, afterward
pleasing and acceptable to God, is justified and also to the latter.
Since cleansing from sin is
follows after righteousness.
The opposite, anei- the end contemplated, enlightened believers reduv and doepifc.
cognize a merciful provision in being judged now
<x6$erai sc., unto life eternal.
The opposite, to be lost, to fall hopelessly into that they may be saved hereafter. Hence it is
perdition.
one of the prerogatives of the house of God that
Via. 19. Wherefore well-doings. Gen- it is destined to pass through the judgment of
eral conclusion from the entire exhortation.
If grace in time, in order that it may be saved from
suffering according to the purpose of God is so the future judgment of wrath.
2. Because therenecessary, if it contemplates such glorious ends, by the accuser of our souls and censurer of
we ooght patiently to submit to this Divine ne- God's ways, and his followers, are silenced and
cessity (German :
deprived of all objections against the justice of
-gottlichcm Muss), ch. i. 6; v.
9, commit our soul to Him, on whom we have a
God.
firm and sacred hold, and never lose sight of the
6. Verse 17 is not in conflict with Jno. iii. 18.
equal necessity that we continue in well-doing. "He that believeth on him is not condemned:
«x2 <h irdaxovrec
Some take it as in ch. iii. 14; but he that believeth not is condemned already;"
others join it with bare, although it is never used all that is necessary is to distinguish the judgment
to strengthen Lars,
Better follow Wiesinger: of grace from the judgment of wrath, and tempo"The end and aim of every thing should be the ral punishment from eternal.
glory of God, v. 11, hence also suffering." Those
6.
The words, "It is time that judgment
alio who do not suffer are to commit their souls should begin"
supply a hint concerning theto the faithful Creator.
date of this Epistle. The destruction of JeruAccording to the will of God.—Ch. lit salem could not have taken place when the au17; iv. 17.
This contains a consolation and a thor wrote this passage.
f
reason for the following exhortation.
be merry
sTunf.
He has not only created our souls origin-

—

1.

There

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

but also created them anew in Christ. Inasmuch as He is faithful, it is His blessed will to

ally,

finish

good
the

all

first

He

has begun, and to make
His promises. As our Creator, He has
claim upon us, Acts iv. 24.
[Oecumen-

the

good work

ius:

ampa&fc not fyevfyc Kara roc kitayyeXiac ov*** M.]
irapartdioBuoav.
As Christ's dying
words were: "Father, into thy hands I commit

—

—

*»y

spirit,"

Lke.

xxiii. 46; cf. 1 Pet.

i.

9.—He

HOMILKTICAL AND PRACTICAL.

—

cross, the fire-proof of faith.
Why ought
astonished at the heat of tribulation?*
a. It comes from God.
6. It is designed to put
us to the test c. It is meet that the flesh should
suffer and that sinners should have trouble,
d.

The

we not to be

The way of Christ goes through
glory,

e.

Suffering with Christ

is

sufferings to

a token of the

10
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and an earnest of future glory. /.
Sufferings are no disgrace but an honour, g. They
are attended bj a sense of blessedness in the
h. The patience
foretaste of expected glory,
-which we exhibit saves us from the judgment of
wrath, which overtakes the ungodly, i. Not even
the smallest injury can befall believers without
the will of God, and all things must conduce to
their salvation.
What is suffering with Christ?
a. Not to do any wrong that renders us liable to
just punishment, b. To suffer innocently for
righteousness* sake. c. To suffer for Christ's
sake, and in communion with Him.
Zkller: "Like as our secular princes distinguish faithful and constant servants and victorious generals with the badge of some order, so
the Lord of lords distinguishes His faithful servants and victors with crosses of suffering in
order to prepare them a* joy, as with a cross of
honour and a token and assured expectation of
the great honour that, as those, who with Christ
continue patient in suffering, they shall be
blessed hereafter with joy and gladness when at
His second and even at His third coming, He
shall reveal the glory of His power, and raise
them to participation in the glory of His kingstate of grace

—

the greatest sin and the real cause of the temporal and eternal judgments of God, Mk. xvi.
16.
Let none envy the prosperity of the wicked:
alas ! it will fare ill with them in eternity, unless they repent, Ps. lxxiii. 12.
A true Christian
ought neither to cause his own sufferings, nor
wish for them, but commit everything to the will
of God, 1 Sam. iii. 18. Whoso committeth his
soul to God must be in a state of grace' and holiness, otherwise all his committing is lost and in
vain. Job xvi. 17.— The soul, if we die a happy
death, will surely go to God, who will preserve
it as an immortal spirit, and the more so because
it has been saved by Christ and sanctified by the
Holy Spirit, Jno. v. 24.
Roos: God decrees punishment on the righteous on account of their probable indolence, on
account of their abuse of His grace and meant
of grace, or also on account of other disorders
and failures, which, unless they are checked,
might lead us to positive falling away from
grace.
The word of God announces loving severity and wholesome strictness; God is very exact with His family.
Lisoo: Blessed are innocent sufferers.—The
hidden glory of the sharers of Christ reign. The
different import of sufferings, a, in the house of

—

—

—

—

dom."
Bessie: As our Lord at His first coming be- God ; 6, in sinners.
Stibr: How Christians ought to submit to
gan with the purifying of the Temple, so it is the
token of the commencement of His second com- suffering.
Kapft: The school of the cross, the school of
ing that He refines His house as with a refiner's
fire.
Mai. iii. 2.
heaven; 1, There is no way to heaven withoot
Starkb: Little pain, great refreshing. Both the cross; 2, Heaven is opened in the cross; 3,
with Christ, how glorious! What is taken from The crown of the cross is in heaven.
thee, for which thou dost not receive a million[Liiohton: Via. 12. In these fires, as faith
fold reward?
What boots then, thy complaining is tried, the word on which faith relies is tried,
future
and
and
is found all gold, most precious, no refuse in
weeping?
Let
the
and
us look upon
sweeten therewith the present. Marks [German it The truth and sweetness of the promises
•Moles' Maalzeichen.
M.] of Christ are tokens are much confirmed in the Christian's heart upon
of honour. Disgrace before the world is exalta- his experiment of them in his sufferings; Us
Peter had God is found to be as good as His word, being
tion before God and His angels.
made experience both of being astonished at the with him when he goes through the fire, Is.
Jieat of tribulation, Matt xvi. 22, and of rejoicing xliii. 2, preserving him that he loses nothing
Partners except dross, which is a gainful loss, leaving only
in suffering with Christ, Acts v. 41.
As his corruption behind him.
in the fight, partners in the coronation.
Via. 18. I remember what that pious duke is
surely as thou art suffering for Christ's sake, so
surely thou wilt be eternally clothed with joy said to have declared at Jerusalem, when they
and glory. Art thou faint-hearted and timid in offered to crown him king there, "Nolo avream,
the state of temptation, observe where thou art ubi Chrutus tpineam."
Via. 14. Here what the Apostle had said, consuffering for Christ's sake, and rejoice, for this
is to thee an infallible token that thou art the cerning suffering in general, he specifies in the
Lord's, Jno. xv. 19. Thou say est: I have to particular case of suffering reproaches; but this
suffer much; examine thyself, if it is not thine expression seems not to come un to the height
town fault; if it is, do not complain, but repent of that which he has used before; he spoke of
and amend. Lam. iii. 89. If a Christian, who is fiery trial, but this of reproach seems rather fit
neither in the magistracy nor the ministry, is to be called an airy trial, the blast of vanquishing
unable to do anything towards the improvement words. Yet upon trial it will be found to be (as
•of much that is disorderly „ it is enough for him it is here accounted) a very sharp, a fiery tnol,
to sigh, to desire and to commit it to God, Eiek. cf. Jas. iii. 6.—M.]
[Macknight: Via. 12. The metaphor is old
They call thee, and thou art a Christian
.ix. 4.
then remember thy Head from whom thou hast but noble: it represents the Christians at Pontos
thy name, thy anointing which thou hast reoeived as having./?™ cast upon them, for trying of their
from Him, 1 Jno. ii. 27, and thy duty, to follow faith, as gold is tried by fire, ch. L 7, to which
Him, Matt. x. 88. The wrath of God is no jest. the Apostle alludes. M.J
[Vbb. 17. In Bava Kama, foL 60. 1. the folFear, whosoever thou art, for sin which cannot
stand before the judgment seat, cleaves to thee, lowing passage occurs : " God never punishes the
Job xxxiv. 11. Many sorrows shall be to the world but because of the wicked, bnt He always
wicked, Ps. xxxii. 10, while the godly simply begins with the righteous first. The destroyer
hold and taste the cup of God, the ungodly have makes no 'difference between the just and the un-

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

to drink the very dregs, Ps. lxxv. 9.

—Unbelief

is

just: oniyhebeginsfirstwiththerighteous."—M.]
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1-4.

Aiaitbw: Elders are exhorted In sufferings also to tend the flock of Christ aright and to be patterns to them.

'

The elders 'which are among you I exhort, who am also an elder and a witness of
1
2 the sufferings of Christ, and also a partaker of the glory that shall be revealed:4 5 Feed
the flock of God which is among you,6 taking the oversight thereof, not by constraint,*
3 but willingly; not 8 for filthy lucre,9 but of a ready mind; 10 Neither as being lords 11
4 over God?* heritage," but being 1* ensamples" to the flock. And when the chief Shepherd shall appear, 16 ye shall receive 16 a crown of glory that fadeth not away.
8

1

,

Terse

Pirpc<r0vrtfpovf without the article, simply elders.—M.]
P Beceptus omits o$v after irpfvfivrtpovc but supplies rod? so K. L. (and Lachmann) ; on the other
hand the important Oodd. A. B. insert o * r*,»
, so Alford ; also Slnait.—M.J
np tvfivripo ?—»the fellow-elder. M.J
f* o 9v
?—»th<
the glory which is about to be revealed. Translate the whole
[* pcAAov<rif« avoKaXvirrtvOak
t|9—
<S £ ij
Terse; •* Elders therefore among you I, a fellow-elder and witness of the sufferings of Christ, also a
partaker of the glory which is about to be revealed, exhort."—M.]
p k-oim a par extend, pasture better than feed which only expresses one office of a shepherd; the Greek
denotes all his duties, and it is impossible to convey in English the force of a-otpdrarc to woip.viov. M.]
P ivivKonovvrtt, omitted in B. and Stnait.—overseeing it. Those who remove this word do it perhaps

1.

—

ju.

<5

Verse

2.

—

14

for ecclesiastical reasons, for fear «-pca~0tfr«pot should be supposed to be as they really were, i v ("*- •* "" (Alford).
e*«oiroi."
tpitcopatu* novun tt officium exprimert sotutt." (Oalrio).—ALJ
kva v jc a e-T w «—constrainedly. M.l
i—
nor
yet,
stronger than not ; " it brings in a climax each time." ( Alibrd).—M.J
ftyt
*at9 xpo#t«p6a>f— for the sake of sordid gain. M.]
» p o 6 * p. w r—zealously, eagerly w—M.]

—

—

Kcruvoitvovrir- lording it over;
-

"

see note below.

r xA^pwp, k Kip or— lot, portion. Simply the lots or portions committed to their care; that is, of
the universal flock of Christ, subdivisions such as dioceses, parishes, etc. Erasmus "Cferot autem vocal
nan Diaconos aut Presbyterot, serf grtgem qui ouique forte contigit gubernandue." Bstius : *Gregi$ Demi*
nid porUtmet, qum singulis tpUcepit pascendm t$ rtgandm vehU sortito, obtigerunL" So Bengal, Wleslnger, de Wette, Alford, and others*—M.]
:

yiv6n*vo t—becoming.—M.]
'

Terse 4.1

v v w o t—patterns.—M. J

4>av*pm$4rro «— when (the Chief Shepherd) is manifested.—M.]
rhv ap.apAm.vor o r 4 + a v o i*«the amaranthine crown, not—a /* a pav to*, but

the adjective derived from it ; the crown made of everlasting flowers. The literal translation might be retained with
advantage : the expression is poetical and very beautiful and used by Pope and Oowper.
The only amaranthine flower on earth
M.]
Is virtue; the only lasting treasure, truth.— Oowper.

Apostles, with the concurrence of the
Churches, Acts xiv. 28; Tit i. 6; their functions
were to oversee, to administer order and direct
discipline, to watoh over pure doctrine and
even to teach, although the last was not their
exclusive function, 1 Cor. xii. 28; Eph. iv. 11;
Rom. xii. 7. After the Apostolic age, the office
of bishop and elder were gradually separated.
During the life-time of the Apostles, the supreme
direction of the Churches was wielded by them, but
they put themselves on a level with the elders,
hence Peter calls himself ovpirpeoftorepoc, and
John describes himself as wpeapirepoc, 2 Jno. 1
" 8[p," says Grotius, "the Roman gen8 Jno. 1.
erals were wont to call their soldiers, comrades,
But the sense is different. Tho
commiltioncs."
antithesis in v. 5 shows that wpeopvripovc refers
rot*, as Steiger supalso to age.
rovf ev iptv.
poses, has no particular significance as rendering

the

KXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.
The

final exhortation

bears on the outward difChurch.

ferences of position in the

Tin.

1.

Elders

among you.— DOpf

.

The

word occurs for the first time in Ex. iii. 16. 18.
They were in Israel the heads of the twelve
tribes, the chiefs or princes of the tribe, cf.
Numb. ii.
In the place of this primitive arrangement, at the instance of Jethro, representative elders were chosen, Ex. xviii. 18, "able
men, such as fear God, men of truth, hating covetousness;" and from their number a select committee fas we should say) of seventy elders was
taken, Ex. xxiv. 9; Numb. xi. 16.
Elders are
also mentioned in connection with particular
communities, Ruth iv. 2; 1 Sam. xi. 8; Josh. xx.
4.
Christianity received these institutions as
they existed; they were retained in JewishChristian Churches, and introduced into GentileChristian Churches.
We find them at Antioch,
Acts xi. 80, in the Church at Jerusalem, ch. xv.
2. 4; xxi. 18; Jas. v. 14, and thus in our passage. They were not always (yet doubtless often)
those oldest in years, but rather the most experienced and matured among the converted members of the Church. They are also called bish«ps=overseers, Acts xx. 17. 28; Tit i. 6. 7;

PhiL

i.

1; 1

Tim.

iii. 1.

a

—

iv vfdv

—

more emphatic

—

I——exhort. Gerhard says that Peter advances three grounds taken from his own person,
on which he bases his exhortation. First, he
calls himself a fellow-elder, as a brother in office
rightly exhorts his brethren ; he calls himself a
witness of the sufferings of Christ, not only bocause he has preached the death and cross of
Christ, but also because be had borne witness to
Christ in very deed, in having endured various
But it is necessary
sufferings for Christ's sake.
They were chosen by to add the remark of Grotius, that "Peter had
Digitized by
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—

—

—
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Him

bound, and probably had been a dis-

tant spectator of the crucifixion." The second
ground is his Apostolical vocation, sealed by sufferings, cf. 1 Cor. i. 23; Col. i. 24. 26; Gal. vi.
The Kal evidently indicates that fi&prvc de17.
notes also his actual testimony, cf. Heb. xii. 1
Acts xxii. 20; Rev. ii. 13. He is also partaker
of the future glory, because he was himself partaker of the sufferings of Christ. The readers
of this Epistle were to look forward to the future
glory with the same assurance in which he was
expecting it. This is the third ground of his
[But compare Jno. xiii. 36, to
exhortation.
whioh the Apostle not improbably alludes. M.].
Gerhard: "The heavenly glory, the reward of

—

—

fidelity, will be common to you and me, if you
also will manifest due zeal in the ^discharge of
your duty." \uK>jovgt^ ddgrx, cf. ch. i. 6. 7; iv.

18. 14.

Vee. 2. Tend the flook. Koifiaivo, as distinguished from kntoKQTrtu, denotes: Lead it to
the wholesome pasture of the Divine word, guard
it from the poisonous weeds of false doctrine, and
go before it by your own example in well-doing,
ch. iv. 19; cf. Jno. xxL 17; Jer. iii. 15;*xxiii.
1-4; Exek. xxxiv. 2; Jno. x. 12; Acts xx. 28;
Bernard: "Tend (pasture) it with
Ps. xxiii. 1.
tby mind, with thy mouth, with thy work, tend
it with prayer, with exhortation, and the exhibiLet the Chief Shepherd
tion of thy example."
be your pattern, Jno. x. 11.

—

The

flock of

—Know that
to

—

——
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seen

—

whom you

it

God which

is

among yon.

belongs not to you, but to God,
have to render account. rd kv

—

will

Erasmus: "as far as in you lieth"
[quantum in vobis est], but: the flock whioh is
among you, with you, in your immediate region
[in your parish, as we would say,
M.], the section of the one Church which is committed to
your charge, cf. ch. i. 18-21; Acts xx. 28; Jno.
Do not imax. 16; 1 Pet ii. 25; Lke. xii. 82.
$/dv, not, as

—

is yours, you are only servants.
Of like import are the words of Jesus to
[Gerhard says: "qui
Peter, Jno. xxi. 15. 16.

gine that the flock

vobitcum

est, videlicet

clesia estis"

—M.].

Overseeing «it

cum quo unum corpus, una

— but zealously.

cc-

pastors are not without censure who, ceuld they
do as they would like to do, would rather be any
thing than pastors." Bengel.
[Coacte pasdt gregem Dei, qui propter- return temporalium penuriam
non habet unde vivat, idcirco prssdicat Evangelism
ut de Evangelio vivere possit,
Bede. **J)um agimue ac necessitatis prsescriptum, lenie et frigid* m
opere progredimur. " Calvin.
M. ]

—

Willingly.—Cf.

Cor. ix. 17 ; Ps. liv. 8; Ex.
xxxvi. 2. This willing spirit flows from the lore
we cherish for the Chief Shepherd and th* flock,
Jno. x. 12 ; xxi. 15-17.

Nor yet for the sake of sordid gain.—
Some turned religion into a trade, 1 Tim. vi. 5;
the Apostle cautions against that sin. Cf. Tit L
7; 1 Tim. iii. 8; 2 Pet ii. 18; Is. lvi. 11; Jer.
vi. 18; viii. 10; Micah iii. 11.5; Exek. xiiL 19.
"Where the love of gain reigns, the shepherds
are apt to become hirelings, yea, even wolves."—
" Those who pamper their body seek the milk
and wool of the sheep." Luther. irpoMuuc denotes inward delight and zeal in the salvation and
guidance of souls, in opposition to selfish motives.
[Bede illustrates the word by the children of Israel, among whom even the workmen gave their
services eagerly and gratuitously in the building
of the tabernacle.
M.].

—

—

Veb. 8. Nor yet as lording it over (the
cure committed to them). [So the German.—
M.]. KaroKvpieleiv, Matt' xx. 25; Mk. x. 42;

—

Acts xx. 29; cf. Jas. ii. 6; Rom. xv. 16. It denotes more than Kvpieietv, Lke. xxii. 25; 2 Cor.
i. 24, for Kard carries the idea of hostility and
pride.
raw id^puv; Khrjpoc=\ot, portion of inheritance, heritage, Acts xxvi. 18; Col. i. 12; cf.
Deut iv. 20; ix. 29. So the people of Israel are
called the heritage of God.
In the New Testament the word was applied to those portions of
the Christian Church which were assigned to individual elders as their lot.
So Gerhard, Calor
and others. It is altogether erroneous to expound iQrfjpoc as denoting the clergy in its orders,
for it answers to iroipvlov, cf. Aots xvii. 4 1 Cor.
vii. 86; 2 Cor. ii. 10.
;

the sense of portion, is the
to this -word, besides the Commentators already cited, by Erasmus ("gregm
qui cuique forte contigit gubernandus"), Bstius
li
gregis Dominici portiones, qum singulis episcopis
(
pascendse et, regendm velut sortito, obtigcrunt"), Bengel, Wolf, Steiger, de Wette, Huther, Wiesinger,
Alford ; 2. K?Jjpoc, in the sense of heritage of God,
is the meaning given by Cyril (on Is. iii. 2), Calvin (" quum universum ecclesim corpus hstreditas sit
doming todidem sunt veluti prmdxa, quorum cultures*
singulis presbyteris assignat"), Beia, £. V., Grotius, Benson, al.
The objections to this view
are, according to Alford, that ickqpot could not be
taken for portions of lOJfpoc, and that Qeov, could
in this case hardly be wanting ; 8. ftXppoc, in the
sense of the clergy, is the anachronistical meaning attached to the word chiefly by Roman Catholic Commentators ; so even Oecumenius, Jerome,
a Lapide ("jubet ergo S. Petrus Epit topis et Pattoribus, ne inferioribus clericis impericse domwari wlint"), Fenardentius, at; 4. Bod well arbitrarily
explains the word of Church-goods, and is refuted
by Wolf, Currn h. /.—The correctness of the
meaning of the text, namely, the first as giren
[1. nAqpoc,

brunom-

owrec (Lachmann and Tischendorf, sustained by
authorities, retain this word) defines hym-

many

and denotes, looking after, overseeing,
watohing with great oare something for some one,
Heb. xii. 15; Acts xx. 28; 1 Tim. iv. 16; Tit i.
0; Hebr. xiii. 17. Take heed that no wolves
eome to devour the sheep, avert in general, all
dangers from th/m, and watch with great care

'p&vare,

over every thing that belongs to their welfare.
How must the flock be tended (pastured) ? Peter
cautions them against three sins of the pastoral
office, and exhorts them to the practice of the
opposite virtues. ft% avaymcrrC^ refers not to the
flock,. but to the shepherds, and respects at once
the acceptance and the conduct of their office.
In those days, persuasion, bordering on constraint, was probably necessary in order to induce
one to accept or continue in the office of a presbyter.
Gregory the Great confesses that he
would never compel any one to accept the EpisSteiger expounds: not only because it
copate.
belongs to our office, but of free will, as God demands it (Lachmann adds Kara GeoV). "Those

1

in

meaning attached
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above, is evident from rov iroifiviov, the flock,
which corresponds to r&v icMjpuv. M.1

are all one and the same crown, will only be disclosed in eternity.
Besser explains it as a
token of the royal dignity of believers, of which
nelius correctly remarks that Peter opposes this Zeoh. vi. 18 may be regarded the type, cf. 1 Cor.
They must rule by ex- ix. 25. Hugo, Thomas Aquinas, Salmero unpattern to their lording.
*' The life
derstand by it a higher stage of eternal life.
ample, not by ordering. Athanasius
66^ijc must not be diluted into " the wreath which
should command, and the tongue persuade."
[Wordsworth:
"St Peter happily uses the is glory" or a very glorious crown, but the crown
plural, OJjpoi\ for in Christian times, it is not one which reflects the glory of God, cf. ch. i. 7; v.
nation, as it had been of old, which is the chosen 10.
[The glory of Christ is probably this amapeople and heritage of God, but all national ranthine crown, cf. 1 Pet v. 1; iv. 18; i. 7, and
Churches, all congregation* of Pastors and People v. 10 below; also 1 Jno. iii. 2, etc.
M.]
are heritages of the Lord each "Church and each
congregation", which every Pastor serves, is, in
a mystical sense, as the English Ordinal declares,
DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
"The Spouse and Body of Christ." By the word
riJjpoi, therefore, we may understand here the
1. The title of Chief Shepherd which is here
faithful people of Christ, distributed in regular ascribed to Christ in relation to the under-sheporder into various dioceses, parishes, churches, herds, His servants, involves the Divine origin
and congregations, like the companies to which of the pastoral office.
It describes Christ not
our Lord distributed the loaves and fishes by the only as superior in dignity to the other shephands of His Apostles."
herds, but as their superior in power, in whose
"Here is another caution from St. Peter's name and in whose stead they hold the pastoral
mouth, which may be commended to the consid- office, to whom belong both the sheep and the
eration of those who call themselves his succes- shepherds, because He has given His life for
' The Apostle forbiddeth dominari in cleris?
them, Jno. x. 11 ; Acts xx. 28, to whom the shepsors.
But they who claim to be his successors are not herds are consequently responsible, and from
afraid to 'teach that their own judgments are in- whom they have to expect the reward or the
punishment of the conduct of their office, 1 Cor.
fallible, and to make their definitions an universal Rule of Faith, and to require subjection to
iv. 5; so Calvin, Calov and others.
2. To give, as Schwegler does, v. 4, a polemical
their laws and persons, as of necessity to salvation, and to be called 'Dominus Deus nosier Papa,
reference to then existing hierarchical tendencies, and thence to argue against the genuineness
(Gloss, in Extrav. Papa; Johann. 22, Tit. xiv.
of the Epistle, is a decided perversion of the
4), etc., all which and much more is professed by
the Popes and in their behalf.
No modest man right stand point.
can deny that this amounts to as much as St.
3. The institution of the presbyterate is not
Peter's dominari in cleris, even to the exercising stated explicitly, but it was" already in existence
of such lordship over the Lord's heritage, the before the death of the elder James, and before
Christian Church, as will become none but the Paul's first missionary journey to Jerusalem, Aots
Lord Himself, whose heritage it is." Bp. San- xi. 80. It appears, says Weiss, to have everywhere
derson, 8, p. 288. Apposite are also the following originated with the founding and more independquotations from Bernard : (" Monstrosa res est gra- ent establishment and organisation of the Chrisins summus et animus infimus, sedes prima et vita ima, tian Church, especially in Jewish-Christian conlingua magniloqua et vita otiosa, sermomultus etfunc- gregations, which followed the precedent of their
tus nullus"), Gregory, ("Informis est vita pastoris,
mother Church. Paul on his first missionary
qui modo calicem Dei signal, modo talos agitat : qui journey ordained elders everywhere, Acts xiv.
m avibus cceli ludit, canes instigat etc. ,f ) t and Ger- 23.
hard ("Pastor ante oves vadit "). M.J
4. This Epistle does not yet refer to different
Vkk. 4. And when amaranthine crown offices in the Church. We have before us the
of glory.
"Instead of sordid gain, and the most simple form of Church-constitution, under
empty honour of ruling, the Apostle shows to which all other offices were as yet included in
them noble gain and a true crown of honour." the Apostolate and the Presbyterate. As in oh.
Besser. Cf. Dan. xii. 8; Matt. xxiv. 45; xxv. ii. 25, the Lord is called the Shepherd and Bishapxuroiuevoc, ch. ii. 25; Heb. op (overseer) of the Church, so the elders were
21; 2 Tim. iv. 8.
xiii. 20; cf. Exek. xxxiv. 15. 28; Ps. xxiii.; Jno.
to continue under Him>these His functions, that
x. 11.
Ka£=then also. QavepuObrros, like airoica- is, on the one hand to teach and exhort, and to
Wvnrtdfou, relates to the visible return of Christ, arrange Divine worship, and on the other to take
ch. i. 5. 7; of. Col. iii. 4; 1 Jno. ii. 28; iii. 2.— care that all things should be done honestly and
Kout^eodaty see i. 0.
afiap6vrivo^=hfi&pavTOQ, ch. orderly, to administer the discipline and to pro4.
The crowns vide for the support of the poor.
i.
rbv rfjs So^rjc orkfavov.
(wreaths) with which warriors and the success5. Peter considers self-sacrificing love and
ful competitors in the games used to be adorned self-abasing humility the most essential qualifiwere made of flowers, herbs, ivy, laurel leaves, cations of true spiritual pastors.
6. The declarations of Holy Scripture conand olive branches. Holy Scripture speaks of a
crown of righteousness, 2 Tim. iv. 8, a crown of cerning the glory of the life to come, and its
life, Jas. i. 12; Rev. ii. 10, and here of a crown
crowns of honour, ought to be dealt with as havof glory. Instead of a crown of thorns, the ing more reality than common theology is wont
"The full import of these orowns we
Christian victor shall hereafter be adorned with to do.
a living, heavenly crown. Whether there is a shall never understand in our bodily life. But
difference between these crowns, or whether they from their very names, we may conclude that

—

Bat (becoming) patterns.

MM tCkoi. —Cor:

—

—

—

—

;

'

—

—

—

—

—
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they constitute a great glory, and indicate a title
to live with Christ after death and royally to
reign with Him after suffering, 2 Tim. ii. 12;
Bev. xxii. 6." Roos.
7. [The Commentators justly observe that if
Peter had been the prince or chief of the Aposas the PapiBts affirm, he would in this place
and in the inscription of his two Epistles, have
assumed to himself that high prerogative. Mac-

tles,

—

sheep to acquire the mind of Christ their Chief
Shepherd and to hear His voice and that of faithful under-Shepherds with ready obedience.—No
rule whatsoever belongs to the office of a preacher ; preachers are servants, not rulers, Matt xx.
26. 26.
Teacher, thou oughtest not only to teach
rightly, but also to live rightly, lest thou do not
build up with one hand and tear down with the

knight— M.]

HOMILETIOAL AND PRACTICAL.

—

other, 1 These, ii. 10.
If all believers are indiscriminately a royal priesthood, this distinction is
especially true of faithful teachers whose dignity
is indicated by the erown, and although they
possess this dignity already in the new man, it
will increasingly appear at the revelation of

The pastoral office a gift of God to the Church- Jesus Christ.
Roos: "Let us belong only to those who,
1. The extent of ita duties; 2. the mind in
es.
Preachers leading an honest life, may indulge the hope of
which it must be administered.
should give testimony drawn from their own ex- receiving such crowns, although as yet we do

—

—

—

How to avoid the three capital faults
perience.
of unfaithful pastors. Look through shame and
death to the crown of honour and the crown of
life prepared for those who overcome.
Stabki: A lofty saying: Who would gladly
neglect the flock and sheep of Christ ? 1 Cor. iv.
2.
We may be fully assured of our salvation
witnesses and testimonies of it abound, Rom. viii.
16.
Rich cross-bearers! which are the riches,
and where are they ? They are more than those
of earth, and well secured in heaven. Believe,
hope and desire, and you will know it, 1 Jno. iii.
2.
minister must lead his flock as a shepherd
to wholesome pasture, rule it with the rod of his
mouth, Is. xL 4, with the staves beauty and
bands, Zech. xi. 7 (German, " gentleness and
pain"), and in all respects be watchful, that

—

—
—

—A

not understand their nature."
Lisoo: The Christian pastoral office: 1. Its
duties ; 2. Its motives ; 8. Its reward.
Riohtxb: "Christian teachers and preachers
must not rule by authority, but guide and direct
by the power of truth and love and the force of
example. Let no pastor be a pope." The pastors of a Church should seek their preeminence
in that they first keep the commandments of
Christ, and thus incite others to emulation^ PhiL
iii. 17; 2 These, iii. 9; 1 Tim. iv. 12; Tit ii. 7.
JLiighton: Ver. 1. The blessing of a faith-

—

—

—

" Sathts Bolem nan lucere quam Ckiytoitomum rum docere." Veb. 2. Had I, says Bernard, some of that blood poured forth on the
cross, how carefully would I carry it, and ought
I not to be as careful of those souls that it was
they suffer no injury whatsoever, Is. lxii. 6.
shed for? All believers afe God's clergy («%<?).
Hearers should possess the characteristics of good
M.]
pastor.

—

—

CHAPTER
Analysis:

V. 6-11.

—Exhortation, addressed especially to the younger, to subjection, and to

sireness to the hand of God, to faithfulness and vigilance,

and thus to

all,

to continued humility, tosubmis-

Qod Himself will then perfect

resist the devil.

and strengthen them.

5

Likewise, ye younger,

Submit yourselves unto the

ject* one to another, and be clothed 8 with humility

:

*

elder.

for

God

Yea,

all

of you be

sub-

resisteth 8 the proud and

6 8 giveth grace to the humble. Humble yourselves therefore under the mighty hand
7 of God, that he may exalt you in due time 7 Casting 8 all your care upon him; for he
:

8 careth for you. Be sober, be vigilant; because 9 your adversary the devil, as a roar9 ing lion, walketh about, seeking whom he may devour. 10 Whom resist steadfast 11 in
11
the faith, knowing that the same afflictions" are accomplished 18 in your brethren
18
16
eter10 that are in the world.
But the God of all grace, who hath called us unto his
nal glory by 17 Christ Jesus, after that ye have suffered a while, 18 make you perfect,
11 stablish, 18 strengthen, settle* you. To him be glory" and dominion for eyer and
*

Amen.

ever."
Terse

5.

—

[iviroriyifr «—be subject. M.1
* Rec. after dXAijAoic inserts v
virora<r<r6>c>'ot, with K. L.; A. B., Sinait. and many YereioMonritit.—
—
M.] So also Lnchmann and Tischendorf
in that case, translate, *« yea, aU gird on humility to one «n-

-•---

-

-

;

other."
[ *

iytcofjLpaxraaO*, to bind a thing on oneself, wear it constantly; the sense is, wear humility as a garment, and retaining the translation of £. V., render : M clothe yoursolToa with humility.'* For the etymology of the word, see note below. M/|

—
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4 s r i—because.—M.]
'* an- traVvcrat—eetteth

himself in opposition to, i. «., opposeth himself to.—M.I
t-but, not* and*—M.]
*aip£— in His time (Germ.), in the time appointed, k a tp4«, an anarthrous concrete, Winer, p. 1M.
M.}
Terse 7. [*wa<rar r4v jirfpijara*'—*ll your care, that is, in its entironess, once for all, so as to render thereovrence of it Impowlble.—M.]
before avriStKoc—M.]
Terse 8. [•Bec^ with L M inserts
P°K. L. and others haven'?* xarairiciv; Sin. xarawlv. M.]
Teres 9. R1 irrtp cot—firm, better than stedfast. M.J
P»ra awr* rwr ir a 0i)i&dlrwvnthe self-same sufferings; this oonstrnotion oocnrs no where else in the
New Testament.—M.1
H>cirtr<A«4<rtfa 4—are being accomplished, in course of accomplishment.—M.]
h*a« eA$<Sf»T t—brotherhcxxL—M.j
p* Translate the whole rerse: **Be sober, be vigilant, because your adversary the devil, as a roaring lion,
walketh about, seeking whom he may deTonr ; whom (to whom offer resistance) resist, firm in the faith.
knowing that the self-same sufferings are being accomplished by your brotherhood in the world." MJ
Terse 10. P* Bee., with K. and several versions, reads iffta?, bat A. B. L. and others have 6 pat; so also Sinalt.—M.j
Xpio-r*} 'I tj <r o v=-in (not by) Christ Jesus. M.]
h^AAiyov wa$6vrat—<when ye have suffered a little while. M.]
1* Bee, with K. L~ inserts v y,
« after icarapr ia < i; A. B. and others omit it. <rri|pi£et*-to oonflrm,
I
establish.—U.J
ground
you,
fix
you on a foundation.—M.l
t—
P0«/a«At«4<r«
Translate : M To Him if glory," preferable to the Subjunctive. Bea, with E. L-, etc^ reads $ t 6 £ « c a i
before t o k p to «.—M.]
rovt aiivas rwr aieirwv—unto the ages of the ages. B. omits the last words.—M.]
e

Verse e.[T 4k

—

on

—

—

,

—

—

piv

—

P«U

EXEGETIOAL AND CRITICAL.
the
Ver, 5. Likewise ye younger
elder.—<ty/ok>f, as in ch. iii 7, leads to the corresponding duty of the younger members of the
Church in general.
These are not laymen,
but the younger members of the Church in
general The antithesis would seem to warrant taking irpeopbrepoi as describing the aged
members of the Church, but this would invoke understanding irpeofttmpot in a sense different from v. 1
moreover bfiohx; would conflict
with such an interpretation.
They are accordingly elders in office, who were, as we have al;

At
ready shown, generally also elders in years.
the same time, it may be assumed that all the
elder persons were to take a voluntary part in
some, though not in all the functions of presbyters, irpeopbrepot and ve&repoi denote, therefore,
the contrast between those who were either bound
to lead, or might voluntarily do it, and those who
were led and obeying. The view of Weiss, who understands by ve&repoi or veavlonoL, Acts v. 6. 10, of
young persons who were to assist the elders in outward ministrations, is hardly tenable, at least on
the ground on which he puts it. rr&vrec <te in what
follows,

embraces

irpeafivrepoi

and

vedrepot,

and

is

Could a small
to the latter.
portion of the Church only be exhorted to be
Bubject to the presbyters?
This would, at all
events, necessitate the idea of official subordination in a narrowed sense.
Such an observance
in other Churches is also doubtful.
[Alford, who
takes a similar view, expresses it with more
not antithetical

clearness

name

and

logical force.

irpeofiirrepoi

had an

He

says:

"As

official sense, viz.:

the
su-

perintendents, of the Church, so ve6repot likewise describes those who were the ruled, the disciples of the irpcopbrepot.
Thus taken, it will
mean here, the rest of the Church as opposed to
Kptopvrepoi.
M.] bnordyrjrt, cf. ch. ii. 13. 18
iii 1.
" Nothing is more repugnant to
Calvin :
the mind of man (in his fallen state) than to be

——

subject."

—

Yea all. irdvreg o?, inferiors are to subject
themselves to superiors, wives to their husbands,
children to their parents, slaves to their masters,
yea, in a certain sense, all to all, cf. Phil. ii. 3
Eph. v. 21 ; Rom. xii. 10.
This subordination,

which is insisted upon as a principal point in the
order of the Christian commonwealth, mast be
founded on humble submission to God, cf. Matt
xx. 27; xxiii. 12 ; Lke. xiv. 11 ; xviii. 14

And clothe yourselves with humility. —

H)v Tairetvofpootoqv, lowliness of mind, which to
the heathen was vile, brokenness of a proud
heart, the opposite of fafaXi <ppovelv, Bom. xii.
16; cf. Phil. ii. 8; Eph. iv. 2; CoL iii. 12.—
eyitofipovoOai from icSfipoc, a string or band to tie
something with, to fasten it, a knot, or from
kyio&fipufUL, explained by Pollux, according to
Riemer, of a white apron or frock worn oyer the
clothes to keep them clean, like the dusters used

by coachmen and travellers. It was a garment
usually worn by slaves. Calvin and others consider it to denote a show-dress, but this cannot
be proved. Calov combines the two ideas " We
are to put on humility as a garment (cf. CoL iii.
12) and have it fastened tight to us."
[His language, literally translated, is somewhat ludicrous: "We should be buttoned up tight in it"
M.] We should be thoroughly surrounded by
it, have it fit close all round, and suffer nobody
to tear it away from us (cf. Jno. xiii. 5, etc,),
:

— —

even if it should be regarded as a servile garment. [Alford renders eyKopptioaode, gird on,
from kyidfipufia, used for a kind of girdle by
Longus, Pa*toralia % 2, 33, and Pollux, 4, 119.
See in Wetstein. M.]

—

Because God opposeth Himself to the
proud, but giveth grace to the humble.

—

The Apostle gives the reason

for his exhortation
in a citation from Pro v. iii. 84, in the LXX., the
only variation being the substitution of 6 Ged^for
icvpiog, cf. Jas. v. 6 ; Prov. ,xxix. 23 ; Job xxii.
29.

wrepypAvoic,

Heb.

Q*¥7

»

scorners,

haugh-

insolent men, unmindful of God, and proudly
looking down upon others, Lke. i. 51 ; Rom. i.
30; 2 Tim. iii. 2. "They assault, as it were,,
the honour of God in seizing that which belongs
to God.
Other sins fly from God, pride only opposes itself to God ; other sins orush men, pride
only raises them against God. Hence God also,
in His turn, opposes Himself to the proud."
Gerhard. [Alford quotes the saying of Artabamus to Xerxes, Herod., vii. 10, 6pgg rd imepkxov*
tcl £&a a»f Kspawci 6 Qe6c, ovd£ eg favr&teoQcu, rd
ty,
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de opucpa obdev fuv Kvlfei ; . . . <fnX6ei yap 6 Qebc rd
imepixovrairdirra xoXoOetv.
M.]. avrivdaoeroL, He
opposes Himself to them as with an army. This
sentiment was known to some extent to the better among the heathen, because the history of the
world proves it. See Steiger, of. Dan. iv. 84.

—

rcnreivolc

— —

—

—

—

= *}]}, the

who acknow-

lowly, those

ledge their vileness, and consider themselves

mean and low.—<K<foxw

xtytv

= fD'

His good

iraaav r^v, anxiety in its entireness, the

thither.

whole of it, undivided and without any reserve
whatsoever; great cares and small ones, cares
seen or hidden, pour them out before Him.
Beoause He careth for you.—/ulto, because
He has you at heart, He has taken it upon Himself to care for you not a hair of your head shall
perish without His will, Lke. xxi. 18; MtL x.
80.
[irepl Vfiijv.
irepl after verbs of caring denotes about. As to the distinction between irepl
and imip, Weber, Demotth. p. 280, says: "ircpf
;

pleasure rests upon them, ami He gives them
proofs of it, cf. Gen. vi. 8 ; xviii. 8 ; Lke. i. 30
ii. 62 ; Acts ii. 47.
" The proud who persist in
offering Him armed resistance, are struck down
by His mighty hand." Gerhard. "There are,
as it were, two hands of God under which we
must humble ourselves, the one abases the proud,
the other exalts the humble." Augustine. ['« HumiUtat est vat gratiarum" ibid. M.1

tolam meruit circumtpectionem vel respectum r«, facip
itmul arum propensionem etc. significat." See Winer
M.1.
"Believers daily ascend Mount
p. 890.
Moriah with Abraham, appropriating as their
motto, the words, 'God will provide,' Gen. xxii.
The Lord will provide on that mountain, that
8.
is on the mountain of Divine Providence, whence
cometh our help; Ps. cxxi." Gerhard.
Via. 8. Be sober, be vigilant. That freeVie. 6. Humble yourselves therefore.
dom from care must not degenerate into apathy,
new inference drawn from the citation from the for we are still in the Church militant, not yet in
Old Testament and the concluding exhortation. the Church triumphant To the care which trouThe Apostle once more reverts to suffering and bles from within must be added the temptations
causes, says Besser, the light of the citation to which come from the kingdom of darkness. Hence
shine on the darkness of suffering of the Church. the Apostle exhorts them anew to sobriety and
TairetvAOqre
bow yourselves in humility, re- vigilance, ch. iv. 8, i. 18. "Let this be your
cognize your impotence and the might of God; care." Bengel. vfyipare, yprryopfyjarz, go insepasubmit yourselves to Him quietly and willingly. rably together, hence no copulative, ypiryoofaan
Under the mighty hand of God* An al- cf. Lke. xxi. 84. 86. This watching consists, says
lusion to ch. iv. 17, to the impending judgments. Calov, in the prudence by which we avoid the
He can put down and exalt, kill and make alive, lying in wait of Satan, in the shunning of false
wound and heal, Acts iv. 28, -80; Deut. xxxii. 89; security and of sins and in the throwing out of
1 Sam. u. 6 ; 2 Kings v. 7 ; Deut iii. 24; Ex. xiv. sentinels, Eph. vi. 11; Matt. xxiv. 42; xxv. 18;
81 ; iii. 19; xxxii. 11 ; Lke. i. 61. He reveals His 1 Cor. xvi. 18. The exhortation based upon the
chastising hand also to believers in the sufferings words of our Lord, springs simultaneously from
the Apostle's own experience, Matt. xxvi. 40. 41
which He sends for their refining and trial.
Luke xxii. 45; cf. 1 Thess. v. 6. [Augustine:
That
may exalt you in His time.
" Corde vigila, fide vigila, tpe vigila, cordate vigila,
Iva iiiac, in order that in you mav be fulfilled
operibut vigila"
M.]
that law of the kingdom of God, "he that shall
Tour adversary. The exposition which sees
humble himself, shall be exalted," Matt, xxiii.
in " adversary " human slanderers, (Hensler and
12.
wpovv
to raise from the dust, to comfort

—

—

—

—

A

—

=

—

He

—

s

and

help, to advance to honour from disgrace, to
ioy from grief, ch. i. 6. 7 ; cf. Jas. iv. 7. 10.
Kaipy (Lachmann adds kmaium^g [A and many
versions.
M.I, probably a later addition from
ch. ii. 12) in the time appointed, the right time,
here on earth or hereafter without any reference

h

—

our time.
Ver. 7. Casting all your care upon Him.
Holy freedom from all anxious care is essential
to submission to God.
"The mighty hand of God
to

—

—

Satan is called abothers) needs no refutation.
solutely the adversary of believers, who stands
up as the champion of law when he opposes them,
their enemy, Matt. xiii. 89 ; John viii. 44 ; Rev.
xii. 10 ; the prince of this world, Eph. ii. 2 ; 2
Cor. iv. 4; John xvi. 11 ; xii. 81 ; xiv. 30; Acts
He is the
xxvi. 18 2 Thess. ii. 9 ; 1 John iii. 8.
declared opponent, both of Christ and of His
members. He is the accuser of the brethren,
;

Rev.

xii.

10

;

Walketh

Job i. C, etc.
about. As in Job

cf.

—

i. 7, he is said
go to and fro in the earth, so here he is said
walk about, which applies not to visible sppearings, but to his operations by his instruments.
imp/dim*
? 7J| and
to roll a
Scripture indeed teaches that the evil spirits are
burden, cf. Ps. xxii. 1 1 ; xxxvii. 6 Matt. vi. 26- confined in hell, 2 Peter ii. 4; Jude 6; Luke
84; Phil. iv. C, to cast upon, to, over, Lke. xix
viii. 31 ; but they are bound only in respect of
25; xii. 22. "We cast our cares upon God in their visible appearing, while they rule invisibly
believing prayer and tell Him the need which ex- in the regions of the air, Eph. ii. 2; vi. 12; in
cites our care, as children are wont to confide darkness, they roam over desert places, Matt,
their grief to their father.
"We implore His help, xii. 43. 44 Luke xi. 24 : and influence man^eremembering His* mercy and His mighty hand. diately and immediately, Luke xxii. 23; John
" Hence xiii. 27.
And He is not implored in vain." Roos
we must not struggle long with the burden of our
As a roaring lion. The lion, according to
cares but ease ourselves at once by earnest heart- Pliny, roars most violently, when he is hungry.
yearning and fervent sighing." Calov: "utpifiva Elsewhere Satan is compared with a serpent, on
from fifpor, ptpifay care, as it were, divides the account of his cunning, 2 Cor. xi. 8 ; Rev. xii- 9;
heart into different parts, drawing it hither and xx. 2 ; herf , with a lion on account of his cruelty

in the service of a Father's heart for He careth
for you."
Besser : hrip^i^avreq from Ps. Iv. 28.
is

=

to
to

tV
;

—

f

;

:

—

—
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power and strength, and his Wette and others take it as the Dative of the more
" When furious Jews and mad remote object [«. «., the Dative of reference. M.]

and boldness, his
lost of injury.

—

began a persecution of the Christians, as in yivecdai vfiiv, ch. iv. 12; so Wiesinger.
or attacked individual Christians, or simply
"They not' only are partakers of our sufferings,
threatened them, it was the devil's work, who but our confederates in prayer and in combating
then showed himself as a roaring lion.
But since the enemy." Calov.
such things happened here and there, he is deVer. 10. But the God of ail grace.
scribed as a roaring lion who walketh about.
final promise full of rich consolation.
x&PX deHis object is to terrify and to tear, but especially notes here, as in ch. iv. 10, a Divine gift of grace,
to tear.
His terrifying consisted of old in me- ir&OT/c involving a plurality of gifts, cf. ch. iii. 7
nacing*, threatening edicts and anathemas, his Jas. i. 17; 1 Cor. xii. 6; Heb. iv. 16; 2 Cor. v.
tearing in executions."
Roos. [Gerhard: "Com- 18; i. 8; Rom. xv. 6.
"He is the source of all
parator diabohu Uoni famelieo ei prm tmpatientia grace and of all goods." Gerhard.
"With the
f«amt rugienti, quia pernieiem nostrum inexplebiUter idea of Him [t. e. t God.
M.] there is indissoluoppttit, nee uUa prmda ei eufficit."
bly united whatsoever is called grace." Steiger.
M.]
Seeking
he may devour. Cf. Matt.
hath oalled you, 6 koMooc 4fiag (LachzxiiL 84; 1 Cor. xy. 82 ; Heb. xi. 86.
The com- mann and Tischendorf read £/uzc, which is the
parison relates to both.
Karairfvetv, to drink more authentic reading).
His call discloses to
greedily, to gulp or swallow down.
He cannot us His gracious disposition. He will complete
derour every body, more them to fall away from that which He has begun, cf. ch. i. 15.
Christ into sin, but only those who are not sober
Unto his eternal glory in Christ Jesus.
" The' enemy and opponent of the
and Tigilant
The Divine act of calling us to that glory conChurch despises those who are already in his tains the earnest, that every thing will so come
power, whom he has estranged from the Church to pass as to take us forward to the end [rlAoc,
and led away captive and conquered.
He passes
M.] of the calling. Kakkaaq belongs to
XP"*~
them over, and continues to tempt those of whom tQ Irfuov not to bMyov iradovras.
altivtov 66gav,
he knows that Christ dwells in them."—Cyprian. ch. v. 1; iv. 18; i. 11. 6.
His
1°
xputrfr
Via. 9.
resist firm in the faith.
power, for His sake and by His word, Eph. i. 8
How shall we offer resistance to this powerful iii. 11 ; 2 Tim. i. 9, as the calling also takes place
enemy?
2. In the thought with referenoe to Him, cf. Gal. L 6 ; 1 Thess. ii.
1. In firm faith.
that such suffering is not peculiar, but the uni12; 2 Thess. ii. 14.
versal lot of Christians.—avrUmtrt.
James iv. 7,
ye have suffered a little while.
cites the same passage; Prov. iii. 84, has the
bjdyov iraOovrag are rightly connected by Steiger
same exhortation, *« Submit yourselves therefore with what has gone before in the sense: which
to God ;" cf. ver. 10, and the charge : " Resist
glory will come to pass in the natural order, afthe devil, and he will flee from you."
This cir- ter we have suffered a little, or on condition
cumstance renders the reference of the one Epistle that we have suffered a little, ch. iii. 14 ; Rom.
to the other very probable.
" Resist him, in order viii. 18. So Wiesinger, cf. PhiL i. 6.—todyov,
to drive him back when he attacks us.
The Lion time as contrasted with infinite eternity, ch. i. 6.
of the tribe of Judah is more mighty by far than
Gerhard: "The Apostle shows that from the
the lion of hell.
His victory and His might be- same fountain of grace proceed both the first
come our own through faith." Calov. Eph. iii. calling to heavenly glory and the ultimate con16; John xv. 4; 1 Cor. vi. 17.
"Unbelievers summation of this benefit."
fear the devil as a lion, the strong in faith despise
Himself will perfect yon. (The Fut. In" Victory over Satan die, of this and the following verbs is preferable
him as a worm." Isidor.
lies in faith, because faith unites us to Christ, the
Karaprloei from iprioc, complete,
to the Op tat.).
victor.
By faith the devil is driven to flight as perfect of its kind, ready. He will perfeot your
is the lion by fire."
Gerhard. orepeol, firm, im- deficiencies, make you ready in every sense, "so
movable in faith, in faithful cleaving to Christ that no defect remain in you." Bengel.
Cf.
and His word ; cf. Acts xvi. 5 ; Rom. iv. 20 Col. Heb. xiii. 21; 1 Thess. iii 10; 2 Cor. xiii. 11.
U.5. 7; Eph. vi. 16; iv. 14.
Confirm, oTt?pi£etv=to prop, make fast, to give
Knowing that the self-same sufferings
firm stay and support to what is tottering, Luke
in the world.
iii. 9.
xxii. 82: Rom. i. 11; 1 Thess. iii. 2; 2 Pet. i.
el66recf cf. ch. i. 18
ra avra, the same kind of sufferings of trial. The
"Nothing shall cause you to
12; Jas. v. 8.
thought that these sufferings are common to all shake." Bengel.
the brethren, is designed to warn against the
Strengthen, o6ev6cei from oOhoc* might,
conceit that they are rejected by God and man, bodily strength, hence to impart spiritual might,
that they are either extraordinary sinners or unto strengthen spiritually. Gerhard thinks of the
common saints ; cf. 1 Cor. x. 18. AdeA^orTn, ch. figure of a castle which is fortified, cf. v. 9.
ii. 13.
h aSapy, to indicate the reason of their Ground, defiela&oei (Lachmann omits ty/of and
Bufferings.
You live in an imperfect world, OepeXi&oei. Tischendorf also omits the former),
among transitory things, and with the children dejiefado, to found, fasten in the ground (fix as
of unbelief, John ix. 5.—-ImTeXeJodcu, used of the on a foundation), render strong, Mtt. vii. 25;
payment and discharge of taxes and debts ; of Lke. vi. 48; Heb. L 10; figuratively, Eph. iii.
the discharge and completion of some business 17; CoL i. 28; 1 Cor. xv. 58; 1 Pet. ii. 4; 2
»r combat
The ideas of payment of debt and Tim. ii. 19. Take note of the intrinsic developcompletion may be combined ; they are endured ment and rise of these verbs.
by your brethren with a view to their completion
To Him is the glory and the might.
(perfecting, so German) by the appointment of
Expression of gratitude for these
avr<i> t} dogd.
God. ry adefy&nrri for {mb rffc adefy&nrroc,
De exhibitions of grace; men dare not take any
heathens

—

—

—

—

whom

—

—

Who

—
—

—

h

h

Whom

When

—

—

—
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share of the credit to themselves. tpdrog, the
might, the rule, the authority which He employs
in our preparation, Eph. iii. 20; 1 Tim. vi. 16;
Heb. xiii. 21. The glory of God is the ultimate
purpose of all.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
Classical antiquity holds along with the recognition of the truth that God opposes Himself
to the proud, the error which the prince of darkness threw into the heart of our parents, that
1.

the Deity is an envious Being, who, from jealousy, is impatient of any exaltation (Germ. Hohe)
alongside His own. So in Herodotus, Luoanus.
Many productions of modern literature, and
many opinions of degraded men, exhibit just
such suspicious thoughts.
2. Mute resignation, as found among fatalists,
is infinitely different from that believing submission to the appointments of God, which Holy
Scripture requires.
8. The teaching of Peter concerning the influence of Satan, decidedly annihilates the distortion of the truth, whioh here and there is advanced in our time, that the power of Satan
ceased with the advent of Christ Satan asks,
says Calvin, nothing better than to be able to
attack and capture us unawares. How could he
better gain his end than by deceiving us into the
belief of his non-existence, so as to deprive us
of all fear of him.

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

tion, ch.

faith,
5.

i.

shall

—Man

is

lievers already in his power and in his claws,
directs his most earnest endeavours against the
godly. Burdening oneself with eating and drinking, cares of living, and fleshly security, opens
the gate and the door to the devil, that he may

—

—

catch and ruin men. Satan is strongly armed,
but vincible. Faith is the best weapon, arm thyself with it for offensive and defensive warfare,
Eph. vi. 16. Nobody suffers anything new, singular or strange. Others before you also have
made experience of it; the devil does not remit
it to any.
Believers must always be combatm^
if not with men, yet with the devil and his angels.
Earthly weapons are of no avail, but faith
conduces to victory, Job vn. 1 ; Heb. xi. 80, etc
High calling of men not to a royal wedding,
not to the receiving of a transitory heritage but
what riches!
to the eternal glory of God.
what honour and graoe I 1 These, ii. 12.—Thoa
thinkest that thou hast to suffer a long time: vain
conoeit!
Is not thy whole life short, how then
can thy suffering be long? 2 Cor. iv. 17. Everything with God, from God, to GodI Is. xL 28.—
He who always talks of his human weakness as
presenting a barrier to earnestness in the Christian life is virtually denying the God of all grace.
Rev. xxi. 8.
Roos : Confirming is opposed to being over-

—

—

—

!

—

powered by outward sufferings and inward temp-

manifestation. The Christian's art of casting
" Oh, he that can thoroughly
his care upon God.
learn this casting will experience the truth of
Peter's assertions.
But he that does not learn
this casting remains a cast-away, a broken and
subjugated man, an outcast and cast off." Luther.
Grace is a river which flows downwards. Humility, the most precious attire.
The mighty
hand of the wrath and grace of God. The
Christian's way leads from the crowd to open
space, from the depth to the height
As the
devil tempts men especially to unbelief, so he can
only be resisted with firm faith. The most powerful consolation is in the cross.
Starke : Humility, the most lowly virtue, is
the highest in value, for it brings grace; rain
moistens the deep valleys ; lowly violets are fragrant.
Pride, the portrait of Satan, and an
abomination to God; a poison which mars and
corrupts whatever is good. Flee, soul, from this
serpent, which has bitten many saints, and, as it
were, cast them out of heaven. Art thou high,
God is higher; strong, God is stronger; mighty,
God is more mighty; eminent, God is majestic.
Thou art under (less than) God, humble thyself
under Him. Sir. iii. 20. We must suffer before

—

we

be preserved unto salvalike a pilgrim passing
through a forest inhabited by bears and lions,
and lodging at a place which is the home of
robbers and murderers. Satan, holding unbe-

through

—

HOBULBTICAL AND PRACTICAL.
Humility is like Jacob's ladder, which leads
-from earth to heaven. 1. Its ground; 2. Its

—

what belongs to the state of grace
Then we may feel assured that in God's might,

especially in

tations; strengthening to weakness, timidity and
want of courage exhibited in the confession of

name of Christ, and in doing His wilL
Grounding is an exhibition of grace, whereby
Christ and the Gospel preached by the Apostles,

the

are made so clear to the soul, that it always
knows why it does or suffers anything.
Hbbbbbqbb: 1. What should be our deportment in adversity, and in evil days? 2. What

—

should be our deportment in prosperity and

in

good day 8? 8. What we ought to say, if fortune
smiles or frowns on us?
Stub: The way in which we must persevere,
after having come to Christ, and the great perils
of this way.
These are: 1. The pride of our

—

own heart; 2. the temptation and seduction in
the world around us.
Kapff: The great blessing of humility. 1. It
finds favour with God and with men; 2. it is a
power against Satan; 8. it imparts strength in

—

suffering.

—

Staudt : How one resists the adversary 1. By
humility; 2. by freedom from care; 8. by sobriety; 4. with a firm faith; 6. with the remembrance of these sufferings of the brethren, of
the calling to glory and of the faithful and mighty
:

God.
[Leiqhton: Vbb. 6. The hoary head is inwe can come to honour, and God tests our hu- deed a crown; but when? when found in th*
There it
mility by suffering, to see whether it be worthy way of righteousness, Prov. xvi. 81.
of honour, Prov. xv. 33.
Humility is not a mer- shines and has a kind of royalty over youth:
itorious cause of exaltation, but a way to it, Col. otherwise a graceless old age is a most despicaiii. 8. 4.
We must cast our care upon God not ble and lamentable sight. What gains an unholy
only in things temporal but also in things spiritual, old man or woman, by their scores of years,. but

—

—

—

—
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more scores of guiltiness and misery? And
white hairs speak nothing but whiteness

their
for

wrath.

Hwmlitg.—That the Christian put on

that (the

not the appearance of it, to act in
is a stage-garment, but the truth of H, as their
It
constant habit, bo clothed with humility.
must appear in your outward carriage. ... It
is seen as a modest man's or woman's apparel,
thing itself),

which they wear not for that end, that it may bo
seen, and do not gaudily flaunt and delight in
dressing ; thoiigh there is a decency as well as
necessity, which they do and may have respect
to, yet that in so neat and unaffected a way, that
they are a good example, even in that point
Thus humility in carriage and words is as the
decorum of this clothing, but the main end is
the real usefulness of it
Rebecca's beauty and
jewels were covered with a veil; but when they
did appear, the veil set them off and commended
huthem, though at a distance it hid them.
mility! the virtue of Christ, (that which He so
peculiarly espoused) how dost thou confound the
vanity of our pride !
One says well, "that he
who carries other graces without humility, carries a precious powder in wind without a cover."
But He gweth grace. Pours it out plentifully
npon humble hearts. His sweet dews and showers
of grace slide off the mountains of pride and fall
en the low vaHeys of humble hearts and make
them pleasant and fertile.

—

—

—

—

Tib. 6. His gracious design is to make much
room for grace by much humbling
It is
necessary time and pains that is given to the unballasting of a ship, casting out the earth and
sand, when it is to be laden with spices.
We
must be emptied more, if we would have of that
fulness and riches which we are longing for.

;

5-11.

And

settle, though it seems the same, and in substance is the same with the other word etabUeh,
yet it adds somewhat to it very considerably ; for
it signifies to found or fix upon a sure foundation,
and so indeed may have an aspect to Him who is
\h% foundation and strength of believers, on whom
they build by faith, even Jesus Christ, in whom
we have all both victory over sin and increase of
grace, establishment of spirit, and power to persevere against all difficulties and assaults. Is.
xxviiL 16; Matt. viL 24-29.—M.]

[Yes. 5. Beware of the pride of humility.
Vie. 7. Most of our oares are either imaginary
or about unnecessaries. Faith and trust in God,
the infallible remedy for them. Vie. 8. Our

enemy

is expert in the variation of his tactics
defeated, he is even more dangerous than victoov diSootv av&iravotv, ovdi vuc&v, ovdk vik&uevoc.
Plato in VUa Marcel.— Vie. 9. The motives to resistance are thus strongly put by Tertullian, Lib. ad Martyr, 8: "Stat conflict*** conspector et victoria, Agonothetet, Deut vivut: Xy*tarehee, Spiritu* Sanctut: Epietate*, ChrtiUu Jeeus:
Corona, mternitatie brabwm, angeliem in cotUe subeiantixpolitia, gloriaintecula seculorum."
Vie. 10.
The God of all grace. Mohammed heads every
surat or chapter (with the exception of one) of
the Koran with tne words BitmUlahi, arrahmani
arraheemi, signifying, " In the name of the most
merciful God," or, as some prefer, " In the name
of the God of all grace." Savary says : " This
formula is expressly recommended in the Koran.

rious,

—

—

The Mohammedans pronounce

it

whenever they

slaughter an animal, at the commencement of
their reading and of all important actions.
It
is with them that which the sign of the cross is
with Christians. Gidab, one of their celebrated
authors, says, that when these words were sent
down from heaven, the clouds fled on the side of
the east, the winds were lulled, the sea was moved,
the animals erected their ears to listen, the devils
were precipitated from the celestial spheres,"

Vie. 7. The whole golden mines of all spiritcomfort and good are His, the spirit itself.
Then will He not furnish what is fit for thee, if
thou humbly attend on Him and lay the care of
providing for thee upon His wisdom and love? etc.—M.]
This were the sure way to honour Him with what
[Vee. 5. Paekhusst : The original word, here
we have, and to obtain much of what we have rendered "be clothed," is very beautiful and exnot; for certainly He deals best with those that pressive.
It signifies to clothe properly with
do most absolutely refer all to Him.
an outer ornamental garment tied loosely upon
Vv. 8. 9. That we may watch, it concerns us to the wearer with knots. And it implies, that the
be sober. The instruction is military, and a humility of Christians, which is one of the most
drunken soldier is not fit to' be on the watch.
ornamental graces of their profession, should conVan. 10. As the first, perfect, implies more clear- stantly appear in all their conversation, so as to
ly than the rest, their advancement in victory strike the eye of every beholder, and that this
over their remaining corruptions and infirmities amiable grace should be so closely connected with
and their progress towards perfection. Stablieh their persons, that no oocurrence, temptation or
has mora express reference to both the inward calamity should be able to strip them of it.
M.]
lightness and inconstancy than is natural to us,
[Vie. 8. Stanhope: Be sober; the advice comthe counter-blasts of persecutions and tempta- prises not only a temperate use of the creatures
tations and to outward oppositions, and imports appointed for our sustenance and refreshment,
the curing of the one and support against the but the government of our passions and desires
other.
Strengthen, the growth of other graces, in general, with respect to any objects or events
especially gaining of further measures of those whatsoever, which in this present life are wont
graces wherein they are weakest and lowest. to provoke them to violence and excess.
M.]
ual

—

—
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CHAPTER

V. 12-14.

AiMLTSni:—Bemarki on the object of the Apostle's writing, salutations and benediction.

By Silvanus, a 1 faithful brother unto you,* as I suppose,8 1 have written briefly,1
12
Porting, and testifying that this is the true grace of God wherein ye stand.' •The
13 exhorting,
church that is at Babylon, elected together with you, saluteth you; and so doth Mar8
Peace be with you all
14 cus my son. Greet T ye one another with a kiss of charity.
9
that are in Christ Jesus.
The first of Peter. 10

Amen.

Verse 12. \}rov irto'rov a$«A£ov.—tfi« faithful brother^—M.]
p v n I v, not as E. V., «*a faithful brother unto you," bat dependent on t y pa ^a, "By SUranns, etc, I bars
written to yon."—M.]
p Better retain the position of i t A o y £ £o ti a i in the original, and render, u By Silranns, the fclthfol brother, as I reckon, etc"—
e* "
i
of) few words.—H.I
8t1 iAiywK—
o A t y t» *— in(by
in (by means
[« 4
*
*
"
"<$.
jjacnraana and
ana Alford
Aiiora ;: «!f_|r
1 1 ,. co-T^raTe—KX^Ttochen.
uocu Sin.,
mn.. so tachmann
uoo. Oolb.
uoid. Cod.
B. Cod.
vrrirt. A.
P«i« r\*
dorf and others. The weight of authority is on the side of the first, We may render, with E. V, "in
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a L.—M.]
longed to the

EXEGBTIOAL AND CRITICAL.
Vie. 12. By Silvanus in few words.

—

very probably the same as SUas, Acts
xt. 22. 27. 32. 34. 40; xvi. 19. 26. 29; xvu. 10. 14;
xviii. 6 ; the companion of St. Paul (1 These, i. 1
2 These, i. 1 ; 2 Cor. i. 9). He accompanied the
Apostle on his second missionary journey, and
was with him at Corinth in A. D. 68. Acts xviii. 6.
The statements of Lachmann, that Silvanus and
Silas are different persons, cannot be substantiated.
See Weiss. vplv is to be joined with
lypafa, not with rov irurrov, which would require
-ov bfdv irurrov. Grotius explains lypatffa of a lost
epistle, but this is quite arbitrary, cf. 2 Pet. iii. 1.
I wrote by Silvanus, may mean, I have called in
his assistance in writing ; this exposition seems
to be sustained by the tradition, that Peter was
obliged to use an amanuensis ; or rather, I send
you this Epistle by the hand of Silvanus, so Acts
Silvanus

is

xv. 23, and in the subscriptions of several of
Paul's Epistles. The apposition rov irurrov,\of the
brother faithful to Jesus and the Church, and
worthy of all confidence, and the circumstance
that v. 13 specifies no salutation from him, favour
the latter view. But &c fay'ifr/iai, I reckon, I
suppose, is decisive.
Some connect it with 6\
bfay&v : I have written in few words, it seems to
me, as I think, considering the importance of the
But such an apposition would have been
subject.
more appropriate in Heb. xiii. 22. Hence others
join it with rov irurrov, saying that Peter did not
know, from personal experience, the fidelity of
Silvanus in .his peculiar relation to those congreStill this would not fail to indicate a
gations.
problematical opinion of this brother, even though
<jf %oy%oficu should be rendered, "as I am fully

—

convinced concerning him," cf. Rom. iii. 28 ; vi.
11.
Beza already remarks, that it is doubtful
that Peter should have praised a man, who be-

ifyovpkvou],

Acts xv. 22, in such

vague terms, particularly if he intended

to recom-

mend him

as the bearer of the Epistle. The
most natural exposition is obtained by connecting A? Xoylfoficu with did. XiXovavov typa^a, " I calculate that you will receive this Epistle by the
hands of Silvanus," which was the less certain
since it was designed to pass through the hands
of several congregations. If this interpretation
is correct, typaijxi 6u\ refers decidedly to the transmission, and not to the composition of the Epistle.
[But the above exposition of ag Tjoyi^ofiai as connected with rov irurrov, is hardly exhaustive. It
seems to be the most natural connection, and indicates, says Alford, the Apostle's judgment concerning Silvanus, given, not in any disparagement of him, nor indicating, as De Wette and
Bengel, that he was not known to St Peter, but
as fortifying him in his mission to the churches
addressed, with the Apostle's recommendation,
over and above the acquaintance which the read-

may

—

already have had with him. M.]
St. Peter avouches to his
readers, that St. Paul's fellow-labourer among
them, Silas, is "their faithful brother." He
calls St. Mark his son, who had once faltered in
the faith, but who had afterwards preached to
them in Asia (See Col. iv. 10; Philem. 24), and
whom St. Paul, writing from Rome to the churches
of Phrygia, mentions as being there among his
ers

[Wobdsworth

:

—

own

tried and trusted friends, and calls him "Sisson to Barnabas."
St. Paul, as well as St. Peter, now also,, at the
close of his career, writes to Timothy about the
same time as the date of this Epistle of St. Peter,
and bears witness that Mark "is profitable to km
And St Peter
for the ministry," (2 Tim. iv. 11).
here joins Mark with Silas, who had once been
preferred in his room.
ter's

So may

all

wounds be healed, and

ences cease in the Church of Christ
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CHAP. V.
be recovered, and Christian charity preand God's glory be magnified in all persons
and in all things, through Jesus Christ!
M.]
Si bXiyuv, an expression of modesty, and an exhortation to use the little conscientiously.
Exhorting. irapatcafelv, to cheer, encourage
This is the main design of the
and console.
Epistle, and the fulfilment of the charge Christ
gave him: "Strengthen thy brethren," Luke xxii.
filterers

vail,

—

32.

what

contained in

follows.

That this is the true grace of God, vii.:
that you have been made partakers of the grace
of God truly, and not only imaginarily
that you
stand on the right foundation, from which you
must not suffer yourselves to be pushed away;
see ch. i. 10. 20; ii. 4.
By means of the preaching of the Gospel, they had been brought through
faith to the possession and enjoyment of the
grace of God.
Therein they should stand firm
and grow, cf. ch. i. 8. 21
ii. 7. 9. 10.— In two
ways they might come to doubt if they were
right and standing in the grace of God
first, by
;

;

:

whioh the literal Babylon in
Chaldea is meant, although we have no account
of a journey of Peter to Babylon.
The designation of Rome by the term Babylon seems only
to fit a later period, and to be ill-suited to the style
of the Epistle and the sending of salutations.
According to Schottgen, the Jews did qot begin
to call Rome Babylon until after the destruction
sition according to

of Jerusalem.

Marcus,
son.— Probably not his actual
son, as we have no information on that head,
but his spiritual son, Mark the Evangelist, cf.
Acts xii. 12; Col. iv. 10; Phil, xxiv.; 2 Tim. iv.
11; 2 Tim. i. 2; 1 Cor. iv. 15; Gal. iv. 19; Matt,
xii. 27. Papias reports him to have been Peter's
interpreter, so Tertullian and Clement of Alexandria.
But the statements of these fathers do
not warrant the inference that the Epistle was
written in Rome, as a spurious subscription in
several manuscripts declares.

Ver. 14. "Salute ye one another in a kiss
of love.— Cf. 1 Cor. xvi. 20; 2 Cor. xiii. 12: 1
Thess. y. 26; Rom. xvi. 16. The custom of a
holy brotherly kiss was at that time universally
observed among Christians. "It was designed
to be the seal of His love in whose name they
kissed one another, but also the seal of their own
mutual love, for without taking its existence for
granted such a charge could hardly have been

by
"Jewish teachers of the law given." Wiesinger. [For a full account of this
'
question, Whether the Galatians were custom, see Winer, Real- Worterbuch, s..v. Euss.

being surprised at their sufferings, second,
false

95

my

—

Testifying. iwifiaprvpijv. Bengel refers km
to the testimony of Paul, which Peter intended
to confirm.
Without reason. It rather denotes
the confirmation of the oral announcement they
had received.
The result, the substance of all,
is

12-14.

teachers.

called in

true grace of God. 1 Afterwards
whom Peter denounces in his
second Epistle, may have arisen in those countries, and tried to make those Christians believe
that they were not standing in the true grace of

-M.]

God." Boos.

situated, 1 Cor. i. 8; Phil. i. 2; Col.
is wanting in many manuscripts.

standing in the

other seducers,

—

«f fy loriJKare in which ye have come to stand
and still stand.
[See note in Appar. Crit.
Fronmuller considers iar^Kare as most authentic,
hat the probability is strong that it is a correction from Rom. v. 2 ; 1 Cor. xv. 2 ; see Alford.

Peace
xvi. 24;

—Amen.

Eph.

vi.

etpfjvrj, see ch. i. 2; Rom.
It is the
28. 24; 3 Jno. 15.

peace flowing from grace. It is enjoyed only by
those who are in Christ Jesus, but by all thus
i.

2.—afifr>

HOMILETIOAL AND PRACTICAL.
Which are the

She that

elected together
with you in Babylon saluteth yon.
"The design of the salutation which follows is
to assure them that other believers have their
perseverance in the faith and ultimate salvation
greatly at heart"
$ h BafivX&vi owekteicHi.
Yse. 13.

is

—

The most current exposition is that it denotes a
congregation at Babylon, cf. ch. i. 1.
So the ancient versions, the fathers and reformers down to
the eighteenth century ; see Weiss.
The "view of
others, who explain it of Peter's wife or some
noble lady at Babylon, has in its favour the circumstance that the names of individuals are mentioned immediately before and after this salutation ; but it would be rather singular that Peter
should describe his wife or another lady so periphrastically as she that is elected together with
you in Babylon.
This would require : my coelect (one) who is now in Babylon.
2 Jno. i. 13
probably refers to a congregation.
Hofmann.
Wiesinger.
Some expositors see in Babylon a
reference to Rome, on account of its hostility to

—

Rev. xiv. 8 ; xviL 6. 18 ; xviii.
10 ; others to Jerusalem, and others again to
Babylon in Egypt, but which was only a Roman

Christianity, cf.
2.

ulitary post.

We prefer,

with Weiss, the expo-

infallible marks of the state of
grace? "It is a great guilt to make those who
stand in the true grace of God doubt their state
of grace, or at least to endeavour to make them
believe that they will always remain beginners
in Christianity, because, forsooth, they are unwilling to castigate their bodies with some un-

commonly hard discipline, to join some peculiar
and to receive some uncommonly high and
profound wisdom of which that party, without
any warrant of Holy Writ, makes boast, cf. Gal.
party,

v. 10;

i.

8.

9;

2. Pet. iii. 17..

—Believers

18." Roos.

stand ever in need both
of instruction and exhortation to constancy under the cross in the course of Christianity, Prov.
ix. 9.
Many a one may imagine himself to stand
in grace, though he is under wrath and losing his
hope.
How much depends upon one's being
found in the true grace of God, and of being vitally assured thereof both inwardly and outwardly, 2 Tim. iii. 6. It was a custom of long
duration that each sex, male and female separately, kissed, Lke. vii. 46. 46. Peace and Christ,
the Prince of Peace, go together. Whoso desireth peace, must be in Christ. Whoso is in Him
has true peace with all the blessings of salvation
forever and ever, Jno. xvi. 88.

Starke:

—

—

—
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—

Lisco: Do you stand in the grace of God?
JLeiohton: To testify the true grace of God

—
end of onr preaching. — M.J
[Niahder: — "The fraternal kiss with which
le

every one, after being baptised, was received in-

community, by the Christians into whose
which the
immediate fellowship he entered
members bestowed on each other just before the
celebration of the Communion, and with which
every Christian saluted his brother, though he
never saw him before—was not an empty form,
but the expression of Christian feelings, a token
to the

—

of the relation in which Christians conceived
themselves to stand to each other. It was this,
indeed, which, in a cold and selfish age, struck
the Pagans with wonder: to behold men of different countries, ranks, stages of culture, so intimately bound together; to see the stranger who
came into a city, and by his letter of recognition
(his EpUtola formata) made himself known to the
Christians of the place as a brother beyond suspicion, finding at once among them to whom ho
was personally unknown all manner of brother]/

—M.]

sympathy and protection,"
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SECOND EPISTLE GENERAL OF PETER.

INTRODUCTION.
i 1.

This Epistle

is

OBJECT OP THE EPISTLE.

designed to be a hortatory memorial addressed to believers, standing and al-

ready established in the truth, as appears plainly from ch.

i.

12. 15.

The

first

Epistle deals with

warnings against dangers and enemies from without; the second warns Christians against the

more dangerous enemies from within, and exhorts them to vigilance and resistance to the deand scoffers, who had gradually crept into the' Christian churches. " Beware, lest ye also,

ceivers

being led

away with

"Use with

all diligence the received gifts of grace to the farthering of

from your own stedfastness," (ch. iii. 17).
your holiness/' ch. i. 3vetc.
The rich contents of the Epistle concentrate in this exhortation. The motives to a holy life/are
chiefly taken from the consideration of the nearness of the coming of Christ and the catastrophes
the error of the wicked,

fall

The deceivers against whom Peter warns his readers,
They are men of the Sadducee cast of mind,
libertines, antinomists, living in uncleanness, unrighteousness and covetousness, according to the
promptings of their own lusts, ch. ii. 10. 3. 14, some of whom scoffed at the truth, and particularly
at the coming of Christ, ch. iii. 3. 4, etc.
They used great swelling words of vanity, spoke evil
of dignities and the celestial powers, and derided the Lord that bought them, ch. ii. 1. 18. 10.
Their wisdom consisted in lying, blaspheming, and the promise of unbridled licence, ch. ii. 19.
Here we may discern the roots of the antinomistic Gnosis, which afterwards was maintained by
Garpoerates, Epiphanes, Prodicus, the Simonians, the Antitactes, and others. Similar errors are
referred to by Paul, 1 Tim. iv. 1; vi. 20; 2 Tim. iii. 1, etc.; c£ Rev. ii. 14. 15. 20.
The author
predicts their appearance, and prophetically sees them already extant, ch. ii. 1, etc. 10, etc.
Their
false knowledge is opposed by the vital knowledge of Christ, on which great stress is laid in this
connected with that event, ch.

are described

not so

much

iii.

11, etc.

intellectually as morally.

;

Epistle, ch.

i.

2. 3. 8;

i 2.

The

ii.

20.

CONTENTS AND ANALYSIS OF THE EPISTLE.

—

two parts: the first, ch. i. 1-21; the second, from ch. ii. 1 iii. 18.
Each of these parts are again divided into two sections. In the first section of the first part, ch.
i 2 11, the Apostle reminds his readers of the great and precious riches and promises which had
Epistle consists of

—

been vouchsafed to them on the part of God, and exhorts them on their part to comply with the

demand of
ch.

the Divine Will,

L 12-21, he

specifies

and to make

their calling

and

election sure.

the motive which then constrained

him

In the second section,

to exhort them, viz., the near-
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ness of his decease; be then, v. 16,
instructed:

Jesus;

1.

By

2.

By

the

by way

punished, ch.

confirms the truth of the doctrine in which they had been
of

In the first section of the second part, he announces
prophets, gives a brief sketch of their character and conduct, and

the testimony of prophecy.

the speedy appearance of false
adverts,

etc.,

that he and all the Apostles had been eye-witnesses of the works

-fact

ii.

of warning, to three examples, to

show that

their wickedness

would

surely be

1-10, the examples being, the case of the fallen angels, the case of those who

Sodom and Gomorrah.

Then follows

the more

thorough carnality, their presumptuousness, their spirit of

rebellion

perished in the waters of the flood, and the case of
specific description of their

and blasphemy, their brutal want of reason, their licentiousness, their perseverance in evil, their
covetousness, their seductive arts, their vaunting with all their nothingness and emptiness, their
The fiery flow of prophetical utterance having
perverseness, obduracy and perdition, v. 10-22.
found a point of rest, the Apostle, in the second section, resumes at ch. i. 15, states the design of
his writing still more clearly than in ch. i. 15, to be the stirring up of their pure minds.
He refers to a still more dangerous class of enemies of Christ, to mockers, who scoff at the coming of
Christ and the events connected with it, and who in their Epicurean bias are on a level with the
iii. 1-5.
'He then refutes the vain reason they assign for their denial of the coming
by the feet of the flood (v. 5-7), followed by the instruction given to believers, that the
heavens and the earth will be destroyed by fire in a fearful catastrophe, and that the apparent
delay of judgment should be considered as an act of the long-suffering of God, v. 7-10. Then
follows, for the edification of believers, the announcement of the Lord's coming, and of the mighty
events connected with it, especially the establishment of new heavens and a new earth. With

former, ch.

of Christ,

this is

connected an earnest exhortation to holiness of life,

of his exhortations

v.

He strengthens the weight
whom he professes himself tho-

10-15.

by a reference to the Epistles of Paul, with

roughly to agree, while those destroyers of the peace of the Churches probably maintained

that

Peter and Paul were at variance with each other, v. 15. 16.
to suffer themselves to

be moved from their

stedfiastness

in grace and the knowledge of Jesus Christ, as a chief

In conclusion, he exhorts them not
by the error of wicked men, but to grow

means

for the conservation of the

faith.

Lastly, a doxology to Christ.

GENUINENESS OF THE EPISTLE.
of no writing of the New Testament has been so much
i 3.

The authenticity
and modern

in ancient

times, as that of this Epistle.

Modern

denied and doubted

critics consider it

proven, that a

pseudo-Peter of a later period clumsily manufactured this Epistle from that of Jude.
their confident assertions, even circumspect investigators

Misled by

have here and there assented

to this

result.

Beginning with the external testimonies of this Epistle,

we have the fact

that

it

was ecclesias-

acknowledged as part of the Canon in the fourth century, (Guerike, GesammtgescMchte
de8 Neuen Testaments, p. 477. 615). Going backwards from this fixed point of time, we find that
Jerome considered it genuine, observing, however, that it was generally held to be spurious on
account of the difference of its style from the First. Eusebius, it is well known, reckons it among
tically

the Antilegomena, describes

many
has

considered

an Epistle which

left

doubted

Holy

—one

is

it

it profitable,
is

as not included in the then received

and used

it

Canon

universally acknowledged; perhaps (&rr«

not agreed about

He

it.

Scriptures in several passages,

cf.

of the Church, although

along with the other Scriptures.

cites,

<fe)

Origen says: Peter

also

a second,

for it js

however, the second Epistle as part

Dietlein, p. 61, etc.

The Syriac

of the

version, the Peschito,

which originated at the latest in the third century, does not contain it; it is not known on what
It is also wanting in the Muratorian Canon, which however does not mention the first
Epistle and other Epistles of the- New Testament. Tertullian and Cyprian do not mention it;
Eusebius states that Clement of Alexandria wrote a commentary on it and other Antiiegomena.
Justin. and Irenaeus probably allude to 2 Peter iii. 8; the latter also to 2 Peter ii. 4-6, and the
former also to 2 Peter ii. 1. Theophilus of Antioch seems to refer to 2 Peter i. 19. 21 iii. 3. The
grounds.

;

Epistle of Hermas, about the middle of the second century, contains almost undeniable references
to 2 Pet.

ii.

15. 20.

22

;

iii.

3

;

i.

5-8.

In Barnabas, whose Epistle perhaps reaches down
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I
of tho first
iii.

of

GENUINENESS OF THE EPISTLE.

century, Dietlein perceives several allusions, the clearest of which

which

8,

*.

is

however not

certain, because this saying occurs also in the

Rome, Dietlein discovers massive proofe, by which this author

A certain

even before the destruction of Jerusalem.

affinity qf

is

that to 2 Peter

Mishnah.

testifies in

In Clement

favour of our Epistle

language cannot be denied, but

the expression of v fuyahmpein^ M$a is the most weighty,
hardly do more than carry conviction to the minds of those who are already sure of the ge-

the citations of Dietlein,
will

nuineness of the Epistle.

among which
The same

applies to the Epistle of Polycarp.

Huther justly maintains

from 2 Peter, as is the case with 1 Peter. Nor
can Ignatius be proved to be dependent on 2 Peter, although there are several distant allusions.
It follows, from the preceding data, that the Epistle was used about the middle of the
second century; that the earliest fathers cannot be proved to have used it; that it gave rise to
doubts in the third century, which however arose on internal grounds; and that its genuineness
was established by the Church at the end of the fourth century. The supposition of Thiersch is
altogether inadequate, that fears were entertained that too early a disclosure of the whole form
of the evil, as given in the thunder-words of Peter, might have exerted a soliciting influence on
the evil, and even on its manifestation in that time, which was shaken to all the depths of the
spiritual world (that is, the time when the Canon of the ITomologowmena was fixed).
Now, since
no certain result can be arrived at from external evidence, which however rather favours than
that

not a single sentence

is cited literally

are so much the more dependent,
which head we have to offer the following remarks:
1. We encounter in the Epistle a person concerning whom we feel that he stands in the grace
and knowledge of Jesus Christ, that he loves truth above all things, ch. i. 3; iii. 18; i. 12; that
he has received the forgiveness of sins, and along with it, a Divine vital energy, ch. i. 9. 10. 2;
that he is thoroughly in earnest about Christianity, ch. i 5, etc. iii. 14. 17; that he has personal
intercourse with Christ Jesus, ch. i. 14; that he looks stedfastly at His coming, and hastens to
meet the coming of His day, ch. iii. 12; that he fears the judgments of eternity, ch. ii. 1, etc., and
is penetrated with the sense of the superintending justice of God, ch. ii. 9; that he cultivates with
all diligence a holy conversation and a godly life, and feels constrained to oppose fine-spun fables
with the severity of truth, ch. ii. 16.
This spirit, thus enlightened and animated with the earnestness of Christianity, calls himself Simon Peter, a Servant and an Apostle of Jesus Christ, ch. i. 1
in. 2; he speaks in the spirit of prophecy, ch. ii. 1, etc.; iii. 3; he specifies details of his life, that
he had been an eye-witness of Christ's transfiguration on the holy mount, ch. i. 16, etc., that
Jesus had revealed to him the nearness of His death, ch. i. 14; he describes himself as the brother
and colleague of the Apostle Paul, with whose Epistles he professes fully to agree, ch. iii. 15. 16,
and considers it his duty to remind, strengthen and stir up the believers to whom he writes, ch.
L 12, etc. iii. 1. 2.
His doctrines, exhortations, confessions, testimonies and warnings are full
of power and fire, fall of firm assurance and glowing zeal for the honour of the Lord, foil of emphasis and originality.
If Peter is really the author of this Epistle, every thing is in glorious
harmony if he is not, we have before us an insoluble psychological riddle. Is it possible, we are
constrained to ask, that a man, animajted through and through with the spirit of Christianity,
who expressly renounces all cunning fabrications, should have set up for the Apostle Peter, and
disfavours the

genuineness of our Epistle,

we

Secondly, on internal evidence, under

;

;

;

have written this Epistle in his
to reconcile
2.

If,

name?

Intentional fraud and such illumination

—who

is

able

them?

as

many

critics superficially

assume, a deceiver did father this Epistle upon Peter, he

But where is there any thing in this Epistle that
a moral impurity? On the supposition that the object was the mediation between the Apostles of the Jews and the Apostles of the Gentiles, the
alleged antithesis unfortunately resolves itself into a fiction (see a citation from Clement of Rome,
in Dietlein, p. 30. 31), and the contents of the Epistle, in that case, ought to be very different
from what they are. An otherwise honest man would not have ventured to place the name of
the Apostle at the head of his writing for the purpose of attacking false teachers (Olshausen,
Nachwei* der JEchtheti, etc., p. 124).
must have done so with some evil intention.
could possibly

3.

be construed into an

error, or

A forger would not have omitted to designate with greater precision the readers for whom

the Epistle

was

written, while the author with the utmost ingenuousness addresses those
Digitized by
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have obtained the

and expects to meet the same class of readers as

like precious faith,

in the

first

Epistle.
4.

The second Epistle is an integrant part of the first, which deals with external enemies, while
The two cannot well be

the second Epistle cautions against internal adversaries of the truth.

separated from each other.

The

5.

doctrinal contents of the second Epistle essentially agree with the first in the concep-

Old Testament prophecy, ch. i. 1$-21, and in the promiwe have seen in the Apostle of hope in the first Epistle,
ch. iii. 10, etc.
The second Epistle is not inferior to the first in spirit, power, vivacity and glowing zeal against evil, in originality and wealth of thought, and no production of the second century can compare with it in this respect. Compare the Shepherd of Hennas with the second
Epistle of Peter what a contrast! How beautiful, in particular, is the opening of the Epistle,
which introduces us at once into the whole plenitude of evangelical grace
The mode of representation in the two Epistles exhibits also many points of agreement, e, g., the connection of
sentences by means of participles and the choice of particular expressions. Thus, Guerike menfaManc,
tions the words bvcurrpotf, 1 Peter i. 15. 18; ii. 12; iii. 1. 2. 16; c£ 2 Peter ii. 7; iii* 11.
1 Peter iii. 21 cf. 2 Peter i. 14.—fyenfr, 1 Peter ii 9; ct 2 Peter i. 3.—bMfltta, in a peculiar sense,
1 Peter I 22; c£ 2 Peter i. 12.—KopiSeoOai, 1 Peter i. 9; v. 4; c£ 2 Peter ii. 13.—hroirreUtv, 1 Peter
ii. 12; iii. 2; cf. 2 Peter i. 16.—tomb* and ifuytoc, 1 Peter i 19; cl 2 Peter iii 14.—On vixavm
tion of Christianity as the fulfilment of

nence given to the coming of Christ, as

—

I

—

;

dfiapriac,

ct 1 Peter

The

6.

iv. 1

;

cf.

2 Peter

Epistle, if written

by

ii.

12.

Peter, admirably fits in the history of the

by

This has been well brought out

Christian Church.

Epistle were not the production of Peter,

it

who

Thiersch,

development

of the

says: "Supposing the

cannot, because of the sum-total of its contents, be-

long to any other period of history than to that of that great catastrophe, the mighty breaking

an unparalleled wicked Gentile Gnosis, which was posterior to the ministry of Paul, and

forth of

anterior to that of John."

The

7.

objections raised on internal grounds against the Epistle, are not of great

a. It is alleged

This

in the latter.
it

that
is

&nk is

the leading idea of the

first Epistle,

the natural consequence of the different tendencies of the

probable that both would

move

in the

moment

while kwfyvuatc predominates

two Epistles.

Is

same fundamental ideas?

b. That the day of Christ's coming is expected in the first as about to take place immediately,
while the author of the second Epistle adverts not so much to its nearness as to its suddenness.
This may be accounted for by the comparatively early date of the composition of the first Epistle.

See Introduction to 1 Peter.
c.

That the idea of

Christ's

advent in the second Epistle

of that of the final destruction of the world.

This

is

is

altogether kept in the back-ground

quite correct, according to ch.

the second Epistle completes in this respect the discourses of the

That

d.

in the first Epistle the

iii.

10,

and

first.

redemptive acts of the death and resurrection of Christ

described as the groundwork of the Christian

are

whereas they are not mentioned in the second.
Evidently because the caution against seducers is the tendency of the second Epistle, which presupposes those redemptive acts.
e. That the ideas of communion with the Divine nature, of the origin of the world out of
water, and that of

reason
/.

why
That

ground.

and

g.

destruction

by

fire,

are peculiar to the second Epistle.

But

there

is

no

there should not be ideas peculiar to this Epistle.
faith in the second Epistle stands in the back-ground,

This

said

its

life,

Myvuot$ does not

De Wette

the case in the

differ materially

from

1 Peter

iii.

fore-

false Gnosis,

nfortc.

says, that Kbpioc is applied, ch.

first Epistle,

That the

and knowledge in the

the necessary adjunct of the controversy with the adherents of the

is

iii.

10, to God.

But

this is also occasionally

12. 15.

coming of Christ, and the view of the origin and destrncNeander thinks, not in keeping with the practical, simple
mind of Peter and the doctrinal development of the New Testament. But even Huther is constrained to pronounce this a purely subjective opinion.
i. The diversity of style in the two Epistles, which were already alleged in ancient times
h.

heretical denial of the

tion of the world, are surprising and, as
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T

very important and counterbalanced by the aforementioned, obvious coincidences of lan-

are not

if they were greater than they are, we might assume, with Jerome, that Peter
amanuenses in the composition of the two Epistles. See Olshausen, p. 118.
k. That 2 Peter iii. 15, seems to assume that a collection of the Epistles of St. Paul was already circulating in the Church.
But the reference here is not to a complete collection of his

Even

guage.

used different

writings.

£
the

Neander

raises the doubt, that the

author assumes a different relation to his readers, in

second Epistle, from that which existed between

the dates of the

Thus

.

them

in the

first,

for according to the second

they must have been personally instructed by the Apostle; but in the interval between

Epistle

all

two Epistles^ a

closer personal relation

between them

may easily have sprung

up.

these objections and doubts are not sufficiently weighty to upset the above argu-

ment for the genuineness of the Epistle.

[A very excellent digest of
Alford's

this section,

with

fall citations of

the authorities,

may be

seen in

Prolegomena, Vol. IV., Part I.—M.]

I 4.

RELATION OF THIS EPISTLE TO THAT OF JUDE.

The second chapter of the present Epistle to the beginning of the third chapter, and the
Epistle of Jude, exhibit so remarkable an agreement, that the dependence of the one Epistle on
the other is undeniable, cf Jude 4. 6-13. 16, with 2 Peter ii. 1. 4. 6. 10-13. 15. 17. 18; Jude 17.
The view which makes the Epistle of Jude the original that was used
18, with 2 Peter iii. 2. 3.
by the author of the second Epistle of Peter, stated by Herder, has become dominant in modern
times.
This is the view of De Wette, Guerike, Huther and Kurz, who allege that the language
of Jude is more simple than that in 2 Peter, and that many passages in the latter cannot be thoroughly understood without the light derived from the Epistle of Jude. But that assumption is
opposed on weighty grounds, by Hofmann ( Wemagtmg und Erf&lung), Thiersch, Stier and
Dietiein.
false

It is rightly contended, that at the time of the composition of the Epistle of Jude, the

teachers

had already appeared, whereas in the second Epistle of Peter their appearance is
ii. 1, etc.; and that the second Epistle of Peter is free from the apparently

simply predicted, ch.

apocryphal elements contained in that of Jude.

Dietlein attempts to prove the originality of the

and although he has not always succeeded,
Those who, like ourselves, are profoundly
impressed with the authenticity of the second Epistle of Peter, deem it a priori highly improbable
that Peter, the Prince of Apostles,
that illumined and highly-gifted man, who proves his originality in the first Epistle as well as in 2 Peter i. and iii.,
should have borrowed, in a part of his
EspeEpistle, the language, figures and examples of a man evidently less gifted than himself
cially remarkable, moreover, would be his silence concerning Jude, seeing that he made mention
of Paul and his Epistles.
If we add to this the fact that the second Epistle is rich in peculiar
expressions, that the three chapters contain more than twenty awa£ fay6[ieva that the Epistle of
Jude expressly refers to the words of the Apostles, v. 17, and specifies that it was quickly composed to meet a particular emergency, v. 3, the hypothesis that Jude made use of the second
second Epistle of Peter in every respective passage;

we can hardly withhold our assent

in

some

passages.

—

—

t

Epistle of Peter, is

more probable than that Peter made use of the Epistle of Jude. We call
word kfincCUcrcu, Jude 18; ct 2 Peter iii. 3, which does not occur else-

particular attention to the

where in the
[Those
cursus on

New

Testament.

who wish

2 Peter

ii.,

to study this question in all its bearings, are referred to Bruckner's
in his edition of

maintains the priority of St.

De Wette's Handbuch, Vol

Jude and

St. Peter's

the independence of the latter; to Huther's

I.,

Part

III., pp.

163-170,

Ex-

who

acquaintance with his Epistle, but vindicates

Appendix to

his

Commentary on the

Epistle,

David-

Vol. III., pp. 399-408. Alford, in his Prolegomena to this Epistle, Section
3, pronounces for the priority of St. Jude.
Wordsworth reaches the opposite conclusion, which is
son, Introduction, etc.,

also the

opinion of Oecumenius, Estius, Mill, Benson, Witsius, Dodwell, Lenfant, Beausobre,
named by Fronmuller. For convenience'

Hengstenberg and Heydenreich, besides the authors
sake, I

to

have given the most important parallel passages in the Introduction to

which the reader is referred.

St.

Jude's Epistle,

—M.]
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J 5.

DATE OP THE EPISTLE.

Mayerhoff undertakes to prove that it was composed by a Jewish Christian at Alexandria,
about the middle of the second century. Schwegler considers the end of the second century t*
be the earliest date of its origin. Huther ascribes it to the beginning of the second century,
This disagreement among critics entirely ignores, first, that the intellectual strength which characterizes this Epistle, is

not found elsewhere in the second century; and secondly, that the

pearance of the seducers, against whom this Epistle

is directed, coincides,

ap-

according to the notices

found in the Pastoral Epistles of St Paul and in the Revelation of St. John, with the very period
to which the Epistle, which must have been written shortly before his death, introduces us. "At
the beginning of the second period of the Apostolical age, the Gentile Gnostic apostacy broke out

with gigantic energy in the Churches of Asia.

Paul had finished his work, but Peter was

destined to raise his warning voice before the end of his

8 6.

life."

Bull

Thiersch,

LITERATURE.

The same works specified in the Introduction to the first Epistle, viz. those of Gebhard,
Calov, Riegeb, Staeke, De Wettb, Hutheb, and particularly Dietlein, Second Epistle of
:

Peter, 1851.

[De argwmento
II.,

epist Petri posterioris et Judoe Oatholicarwn, in Ceit. Sacb.

The*. Nov.

982.

Bp. Sheblock The Authority of the Second Epistle of St. Peter, Works, IV., 137.
Simpson: Commentary on 2 Peter. 4to. London, 1632.
Commentary on the Second Epistle of Peter. London, 1633.
Adams, Thomas:
:

A

Imp.

Folio.

8vo., 1839.

A

Commentary on the Second Epistle of Peter.
Smith, Thomas:
Lillie, John, D. D. : The Second Epistle of Peter, the Epistles of John and Judas, and (he
Revelation. Translated from the Greek, with Notes. New York, 1854.
Separate treatises, expositions and sermons will be referred to in the Commentary.— MJ
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COMMENTARY.
THE SECOND EPISTLE GENERAL OF PETER
CHAPTER
Avaltsis :

Ood richly furnishes you with whatever
His will;

I.

—The brotherly salutation and prayer of bleating
is

1

1-11.

(t. 1. 2) are followed

necessary for your spiritual

life,

by the exhortation : Forasmuch as

do ye also furnish whatever

is

agreeable to

then the entrance to His kingdom shall be opened to you.

Peter, a servant and an apostle of Jesus Christ, to them that have obtained
precious faith with us through * the righteousness of God and our Saviour Jesus
2 Christ : Grace and peace be multiplied unto you through the knowledge of God, and
3 of Jesus * our Lord, According as his divine power hath given unto us all things * that
pertain unto life and godliness, through the knowledge of him that hath called us to
4 glory and virtue :* Whereby are given unto us exceeding great and precious • promises ; that by these ye might be partakers 7 of the divine nature, having escaped 8 the
And besides this,9 giving all diligence,
5 corruption that is in the world through lust
6 add to your faith virtue ; and to virtue, knowledge ; And to knowledge, temperance ;
7
and to temperance, patience ; and to patience, godliness ; And to godliness, brotherly
For if these things be in you,10 and
8 kindness ; and to brotherly kindness, charity.
abound, they make you that ye shall neither be barren nor unfruitful in the knowledge
But he that lacketh these things is blind, and cannot
9 of our Lord Jesus Christ.
Wherefore
10 see afar off, and hath forgotten that he was purged from his old sins. u
M to make M your calling M and election sure: for
the rather, brethren, give diligence
11
shall be ministered unto
11 if ye do these things, ye shall never fall: For so an entrance
you abundantly into the everlasting kingdom of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ.
1

Simon l

like

deorepa: Els: icerp. roo aizoor. eittar.
xa$. deurepa: eictfroXt] xaOoXix-q deor. too aytoo axotrroloo icerpoo. G. ai, xerpoo enter. fi\0^-nerpoo enter, deorepa

Tnu.[* steph. txiGToXri iterpoo xaOoXtxrj

—

Cod. Mosq. Iterpoo fi-A.B. Ood. Sin.—M.]
Verse 1. Lachmann, Tischend.Bd. 7, reads 2 vpc* *with A. O.K. and the majority of Gbd<L,cf.Lukeiii.80; vli.40;

Bev.vii.7; Acte xv. 14; Heb.

P#£B^

[German: .... In the righteousness of our God, and of the Saviour Jesus Christ.—1L]
itjcatertfrui' r. xvptov. Cod. Sin.—M.]
P«tf
tifaev x/"°' ro *' A. Cod. Bin. al<—M.] Tlsch. omits rov 0coff cat 1i}o-ov.
[German Grace and peace happen to you more and more richly, in the knowledge of Ood and of Jesus our
:

Terse

Lord.
Translate : Grace to you and noaee be multiplied in the knowledge of God and of Jesus our Lordw—111
a.f4 T* n&vra A. Cod. Sin.—M.f
[** wpbt rhv 9*6v «al (* • improb. t. t. k„ Tfech.)£« *> * Cod.8iiL—M.l
pi I <•
kpnri A. C. Cod. 8bu-ll.] Lachm.Tisch.
[German : Forasmuch as His divine power hath given us all things which are necessary for Hfs and godU*
ness, through the knowledge of Him that called us by His glory and Divine virtue.
Translate: . . . .By His own glory and virtue.—M.]

Mfnaal
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Sin. al. Rec qptp before «ai r^io, with Cod. Mosq., Cod. Angri.
Bom. fUy. teal ripta imiv A. B. C<—M.]
P^vo-cm? (toicwroi Cod. Sin.—M.]
[•tiii> jy t« KO(ru<P ivtSvptap Cod. Sin.; r» before k6<th* A. B. Cod. Angel. Rom.; iviffvuiait

Verte4.[«Ti>. qplr «ol fUytvr. B. Cod.
;

icaiCr-M.]
[Qerman Through which He hath given unto us the greatest and most precious promises, that by means
of these ye might become partakers of the Divine nature, haying escaped from the corruption in
Inst which Is in the world.
the corruption which is in the world in lust.—M.]
Translate
avroi 6i A; mat avTO tovto 6i Rec M.]
\? &i rovro Cod. Sin.; aiirb 6i tovto C**;
for
this very reason use all your diligence, and present in your faith manly courage, in con[German : Bat
:

:

Terse

6.

.

.

.

.

—

rage discrimination.
. . giving on your side (Alford) all diligence, furnish in your faith virtue, and in your
Translate .
:

Terse

.

virtus

knowledge.—If.]
[German In discrimination,

self-control, and in self-control, stedtastness
Translate: .... in self-control endurance. . . . .—M.]
[German : In godliness brotherly love, and in brotherly love universal charity.—M.]

6.

:

Terse 7.
Terse 8. [w i n & v

C—M.]

[German

:

For where these things are found in you and abound, they will not
knowledge

let

you be

Idle or unfmitfal

for the

Terse

9.

Translate : For these things being yours (Iillie) and multiplying, render you not idle nor yet unfroitfal
for (Be Wette, Alford). . . . .—M.]
Pi &papri)p*>«t' A. Cod. Sin. Cod. Mosq.—M.]
[German : For he to whom these things are not present, is blind, not seeing afar off, having placed in forgetfulness the purification of his former sins.
Translate : For he that lacketh these things is blind, short-sighted, having incurred forgetfulness (Alford).
.

Terse

10.

.

.

.-M.]

P*<tvov6. Iva 6i& t*»f ko.\Zv

Ivatiiruv KttA&y
P*vouitr$€ A-—M.J votqo-tc,
H.1

*

Terse

11.

—

ipyuv
vft.Stv

Cod. Sin.; same addition with further
fl«fl. Lanhm ann .

w a p & KKr)<riv A. M.]
[German : .... ye shall never stumble.

—M.]

o 6 o « without the Article.—M.]
[German : For thus shall be richly presented to you the entrance into the
Translate : . . . . richly furnished. . . . .—M.]

[»

<

vft«r A. Yalg.Sjr.aL-

Spy toy

Lachmann.

I <r

....

To them that have obtained like precious faith with us: role Xaxovoi sc. xa*Pea
X&yei. Xayx6vu=I obtain by lot, by fortune, by
Veb. 1. Simon Peter.—The opening of the Divine appointment, or by inheritance, cf. Lake
It seems that he i. 9; John xix. 24; Acts i. 17.
first Epistle has only Peter.
The word exuniformly bore the name of Simon only while he cludes all personal agency and merit Faith
continued to accompany Jesus till after His ascen- may here be taken objectively or subjectively,
sion; at least Jesus always called him Simon, either as a cycle of truths believed, or as a defiMatt xvii. 25; Mark xiv. 87; Luke xxii. 81; nite disposition of faith the former agrees better
John xxi. 15. 16. 17. The disciples also appear with %ayx&vo and lo&rifiog, and accords with wato have called him Simon, Luke xxiv. 84 Acts pohoy aiqOeia, v. 12, cf. Jude 8.
Every faith and
xv. 14.
Afterwards they began to distinguish every construction of the truths of faith are not
him from others of the same name by the honour- of equal value; there are inadequate and adequate,
able surname Peter, Acts x. 5. 18. The Evan- light and weighty representations of the Divine
gelists call him more frequently Peter than Simon truths.
But Peter here assures his readers that
Peter; in the Pauline Epistles Peter is already the faith, which in the dispensation of God was
the constant form; in the Gospels the two names communicated to them, is equal in value and
are sometimes used alternately, John xiii. 86. 87
weight to that confessed by him and the other
cf. Matt. iv. 18; x. 2; xvi. 16; xvii. 25.—It is imApostles, cf. Acts xi. 17; xv. 9. 11.
The conprobable that the conjoining of both names de- sideration of these passages seems to convey the
EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

'

—

;

;

notes on the part of Peter the design of describing
merely his natural and his new birth. There is
more probability in Besser's suggestion, "that
the full name, Simon Peter, has a kind of testamentary form," for he was near his life's end.

[Simon, or rather Simeon,

Ivfietiv,

[lOST

»

of.

The Aramaic form of Simon seems
to favour the view, that this Epistle was addressed
Acts. xv. 14.

to Jewish Christians.

Alford remarks, that the
occurrence of this form is at all events a testimony in favour of the independence of the second
Epistle.
It was not adapted to the first: which,
considering that it refers to the first, is a note,
however slight, on the side of its genuineness.

M].

A Servant and Apostle of Jesus Christ.

—The same designation
Titus i. 1 ; and
a servant of Christ,
honour, ch. i. 1 ; cf.
notes his relation of
dignity of his office.

i. 1

;

used by

St. Paul, Bom.
also calls himself
one of the highest tides of
Gal. i. 10.
The former deSt.

is

James

dependence; the

latter, the

idea that Peter

here addressing Gentile Chrisfor ry $/uw ir&rrw,
Winer, 6 ed., p. 645, equal in value to our faith.
[Hornejus: "Dicitur fides seque preiiosa, non quod
omnium credentium seque magna sit, sed quod per fidem
illam eadem mysteria et eadem beneficia dhina nobis
proponantur." The references to Acts are hardly
necessary ; whoever they were, Jewish or Genius
Christians, their faith, says Peter, is equally precious in the sight of God with his (Peter's) faith
and that of the other Apostles. M].
tians.

— $fdv

f

is

elliptically

—

In the righteousness of our God and
Saviour Jesus Christ. This clause also fa-

—

vours the objective construction of faith. Its
centre and foundation are in the righteousness
of God.
Gerlach and Dietlein maintain that
"our God and Saviour Jesus Christ" are here
intimately connected, so that Jesus is called God.
But seeing that the Petrine doctrine calls Jesus
Lord, but in no other place except this, God, the
former is more correctly applied to the Father.
But what is the righteousness of God and that of
the Saviour T We must here distinguish two sub-
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CHAPTER L
So Huther, Slkoicktvvtj derived by Aristotle
jects.
from 6i%<h <fc*^C«*» to divide in two equal parts,
ducatog, one who susto appoint to each his own.
tains a right relation to others, who is just what
he ought to be.

p**TV applied to

the judge or

king who protects and administers justice, hence
frequently used of the judicial acts of God as evidenced in the salvation and reward of the godly,
and in the punishment of the ungodly. This is

1-11.

11

correctly as " practical, confiding
He adds, that it contains a
gentle caution against their forfeiting grace and
peace by sins against their conscience or by apostasy.
The gifts of God presuppose not only a
vessel to receive them, but an advance on our
part,
emyvtioet, it is the medium and vehicle
of the multiplication of grace, tov Oeov koI 'Irpov
'Itjoqv does not require the Article, because the
Father and the Son are one in Essence.

lov defines

it

knowledge= faith."

h

Vee.

Here begins the Epistle proper, which,
may be compared to a stream
which sometimes denote truth and goodness. which is wide and deep at its very source. In
Here it is clearly not to be taken, as in Rom i. 17, this it resembles the first Epistle. Vv. 8. 4, show
in the sense of righteousness which comes from what God does for believers, vv. 6-8, what they
God and is valid" before Him, t. e., imputed righ- are expected to do. Gerlach: "The beginning
teousness; this, to say nothing of its being an of the Epistle is peculiarly full of fire and life,
essentially Pauline idea, is impossible on account and translates us forthwith into the whole plenioften

expressed by the terms

pTV ^P^V
'

»

It is rather to be
of the following koI our^pog.
taken as an attribute of God, as it occurs in Rom.
iii. 25. 26, descriptive of the judicial activity of
God. The manner how Peter understood its manifestation in the centre of our faith, viz., in the
work of redemption, is not further indicated in
But we may doubtless infer from
our passage.
ch. ii. 1, where the term "to buy" is used, that
his conception is the same as in Rom. iii. 25, that
Jesus satisfied the justice of God, which demands
the dealh of the sinner, by paying a sufficient
ransom for all mankind. This required Jesus to
be perfectly sinless and holy. This is the ducaioovvri car^pog*, so that the word bears a double
sense, applicable to the righteousness of God and
to the holiness of Jesus.
That our passage is
closely connected with the doctrine of Paul, seems
almost unmistakable, and is not surprising in
Huther
consideration of the passage ch. iii 15.
takes oaaKoff(rvj7==the conduct corresponding to
His holiness, which makes no difference between
the one party and the other; de Wette incor[Winer, p. 142, has
rectly=grace and love.
fully shown that tov Oeov koI aorrypog I. X. may be
grammatically rendered "of our God and Saviour
Jesus Christ"; Bp. Middleton, p. 595, also asserts
that " this passage is plainly and unequivocally
to be understood as an assumption that Jesus
Christ is our God and Saviour." ^The ostensible
design of the Epistle to refute the errors of those
who separated Jesus from Christ, and denied the
Lord that bought them, and rejected the doctrine
See
of His divinity, supports this construction.
more in Wordsworth.
M.]
Via. 2 contains the salutation of blessing, as 1
kirtyv6aet,
Pet. i. 1 ; but further specified by
a stronger expression than the simple yv&atc, and
of frequent occurrence in this Epistle, w. 8. 8;
ch. ii. 20.
Paul often uses it, especially in the
Epistle to the Colossians, ch. i. 9. 10; ii. 2; iii.
10; also Rom. i. 28: iii. 20; x. 8; Eph. i. 17;
It. 18; Phil. i. 9; 1 Tim. ii. 4; vi. 20; Tit. i. 1;
PhiL 6; Heb. x. 26.
It deserves to be particularly noticed because of the tendency to false
gnosis, which was then beginning to appear.

—

h

—

The word denotes acknowledgment, a knowledge
«hich enters into an object and takes affectionAte cognizance thereof; which is not satisfied
with a merely outward relation to it, but seeks
to enter into and to lay hold of that object. The
verb is also found in the Gospels ; e.g., Matt vii.
Ca16; xi.27; xiv.85; Mk. ii. 8; Luke

11

8.

as Roos observes,

tude of Gospel grace."

Forasmuch as His Divine power hath

—

given us

all things ; 6c dedopqfiivtK.
Grotius connects uc with the preceding, and explains

that he did not value that knowledge so highly
for nothing, forasmuch as it is the means whereby the Divine Power communicates all things to
us ; but it is better to connect of with Calov with
what follows, uc is not pleonastic, but denotes
here, as frequently elsewhere, a well founded
assurance; so De Wette, Dietlein, Huther. One
might therefore translate: "Assured that the
Divine Power has given us all things, strive,"
cf. 1 Cor. iv. 18 ; Acts xxvii. 80 ; Winer, p. 689.—
deduptjfikviK, from the Middle dapiofiat, not as if
the per/, passivi were used instead of the per/, activi.
Winer, p. 277. So LXX. Gen. xxx. 20.
avrov refers both to Grot; and 'h/oov.

His Divine Power.—-The Holy Ghost is not
any more referred to here than in Eph. i. 19,
although the Holy Ghost is described as "power
from on high," Lke. xxiv. 49 cf. Acts i. 5, and
He is usually the medium whereby God bestows
grace.
"Which are (necessary) for the (true
spiritual) life, which is planted through regeneration, for the life emanating from God, and for
the evidences of the same, for the exhibition of
godliness. Gerlach " The Divine Power has
;

:

given us

things necessary for regeneration
and holiness, so that the Christian has no exBengel: " Look, it is not only by piety
cuse.'*
that we attain life, the Divine glory brings life,
the Divine power godliness, to the one is opposed
destruction, to the other lust (v. 4.)"
all

Through the knowledge of Him that
called us.

—

Here, as in v. 2, believing knowledge is the medium of the attainment of the Divine communications of life.
That called us, cf. 1 Pet. ii. 9 ; i. 15 2 Pet 1.
The oalling of God is the temporal fulfilment
10.
of the FRB-temporal [eternal
M.l act of election.
The end of the calling is not indicated here;
where it is not mentioned, as in 1 Pet. ii. 21
iii. 9, we may supply it, as importing eternal
salvation and glory, 1 Pet. 6. 10; cf. 1 Thess.
ii. 12; 1 Tim. vi. 12; 2 Tim. i. 9; Heb. ix. 16.
;

—

By His

glory and virtue.— Sih 66&x koI
[The reading iSia ddfy Kai apery given in
Appar. Orit., which see, is the most authentic.
Idio&szsuus is peculiar to Peter ; cf. ii 22
iii. 8.
aperfje.

;

16. 17; 1

Pet

iii. 1.

6.

Athanasius, Dialog. d§
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;

164, cites this passage as from " The CaM.] Peter, who often uses the
word glory, connects it elsewhere with Kpardc, 1
So Paul
Pet. iv. 11 ; v. 11. here with aperlj.
also praises the glory of the grace of God, Eph.
Trin.

i.

tholic Epistles."

ix.

—

:;
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i.

—

—

—

6 ; cf. Acta vii. 2
4; xv. 7; 1 Cor.

;

Rom.

ii.

i.

23

8; 2 Cor.

;

ii.

iii.

7

;

18;

v.

2

viii.

On glory see the
23; Phil. i. 11 ; Col. i. 11.
note on 1 Pet. i. 7. oV uv shows that 66%a and hpeHf
must not be reduced to one idea and rendered
"glorious power." Respect being had to the
above mentioned connection, and to the derivation of aperf) (from hvfjp or &pw, like virtus from
vir), which denotes primarily manhood, strength,
valour, we cannot, with Bengel, refer aperi} to
the moral attributes of God, but rather adopt the
exposition of Roos, that "God calls us by means
of a glorious, great, rich and wonderful grace,
which is worthy of His Divine Name, and by a
mighty energy, because His call is powerful and
also a drawing, which renders our coming to
Christ possible, Jno. vi. 44; cf. 1 Pet. ii. 9."
ddga ; connect with the brightness with which
God shines in the hearts of those whom He
Others refer dti-a and
wakens, 2 Cor. iv. 6.
hperf} to the manifestation of the glory and moral
perfection of God in the Person of Christ. Jno.
Huther refers 66$a to
i. 14 ; Acts ii. 22 ; x. 38.
His Being, aperij to His acts.

the devil, sin and death." Calvin aptly compares the incarnation of Christ. As His human
nature partook of the Divine, so believers are to
become partakers of the Divine nature. The reference, consequently, is not only to a moral resemblance, to an ideal communion, but to a veritable communion of being, which begins here
below in our regeneration, 1 Jno. i. 3, but will
be consummated hereafter. Cf. Rom. viii. 29
Jno. xvii. 21.
This involves the glorification of
the body, Phil. iii. 21, seeing God and sharing
in His glory, 1 Cor. xiii. 12, and increasing resemblance to Him, 1 Jno. iii. 2. " When He shall

—

appear we shall resemble (bftouu) Him. ' " This
does not mean that the partakers of the Divine
nature shall be exactly like (i. e. f equal to) God.
God reserves to Himself His Person, although He
shares with us His nature. As the sun reflects
his image in a clear lake or a dew-drop and yet
remains the sun, so also does God remain as He
was and as He is, although He has made men
partakers of His nature." Zeller's Biblischts Wor~
1

[Origen, in Levit. Horn, 4, cites this
passage as from a genuine writing of Peter, also
Athanasius, c Arian. Orat. 2. 1. 133. Words*.
terbuch.

-M.]
Having escaped from the
etc.

airxxjwydvrec,

Calov takes

it,

corruption,

not in a preceptive sense, as

" only ye

shall escape," for

it is

Through which He hath given immediately connected with the preceding clause
unto ua the greatest and (most) precious and not with the following Imperative it rather
Ver.

4.

—Through which,

:

means

on the supposition that, ye have
Divine power. kirayyiXfiara properly, promises, escaped. The Aorist, which denotes an action
which, although they are gifts per se, are the merely as a past event (Winer, pp. 290. 291) formore precious because their bestowal involves bids the rendering, "if ye eectfpe forthwith.''
also the bestowal of part of the promised riches. Bengel : " There is an antithesis between parThus we read in Acts ii. 83, " having received takers and escaping, and also between Divine nafrom the Father the promise of the Holy Ghost," ture and corruption in lust This escaping denotes
had been promised. not so much our duty as a Divine benefit which
t. «., the Holy Ghost who
Hence Gerhard understands it of the promised accompanies the communion with God."
riches themselves, t. «., redemption and atoneTfy> Qdopav (of. Rom. viii. 21 ; Gal. vi. 8 ; Coi
ment, adoption, union with God, the gift of righ- ii. 22 ; 2 Pet n. 12. 19) not Active, but Passive,
teousness and eternal life. Only it should be re- not only moral, but physical corruption. Here
membered that these are likewise the earnest of we meet again the antithesis between the perishstill greater riches to oome.
dedtiprrrcu, again able and the imperishable whioh is deeply rooted
Middle, to be joined with naUaac.
Cf. 1 Pet i. 4. 7. 18. 2Sin the Apostle's soul.
That by means of these ye might be- 26 ; 2 Pet iii. 10, etc. Corruption reigns in the
oome partakers of the Divine nature. It world and penetrates it in all its parts ; its source
is incorrect to construe with Roos and al. : " The and strength lie in the anti-divine lust which
sum-total of what is contained in the great and excites the wrath of God and ruins human naprecious promises of God, is that we may become ture, in soul and body.
Cf. Eph. iv. 22. Roos
partakers of the Divine nature.' 1 Iva rather in- 44 There lies a corruption in the lusts common to
timates that the reference is to the end contem- the world. The old man through lusts corrupts
plated in those glorious attributes and promises himself in error, so that he grows worse sad
did tovtuv refers both to 6*6£a and apcri} worse.
of God.
The carnal lusts war against the soul,
and to inayyiXfiara, [But it is doubtful whether whioh thereby is increasingly enfeebled and
there is such a double referenoe ; rovnn* seems darkened.
It grows in wickedness, becomes
to point to iTrayyiXfMTa as the nearest noun. See more like the devil, and inclines to hell. Through
Winer, p. 170. Iva is telio, and the end proposed many of these lusts the naturally good condition
in these promises is their becoming partakers of of the body also k ruined."
[Calvin: "Ilanc
the Divine nature. M.]
non m element** quae not eircvmstant, sed in cords
Partakers of the Divine nature; fate, the Being, nostro esse oHendit, quia UUc regnant viUosi et pravi
the Essence proper, of. Rom. xi. 24; Eph. ii. 3 ; affectus, quorum fontem vtl radicem voce eoneupuJas. iii. 7, from $bo, as it is with God from all centiae notat. Ergo Ua locator in munda corrupts,
eternity, and oomprises all His perfections. ut scimue in nobis esse mundum"
M.]
"What is the Divine nature?" asks Luther.
Ver. 5. Bat fox this very reason—know" Eternal truth, righteousness, eternal life, peace, ledge.—nal avrb tovto 6& begins the apodosis.
joy, delight, and whatsoever good may be named. avrb tovto used adverbially, it is just therefore—
a partaker of the Divine wherefore I exhort yoi*, it is for this very reason, on
, Hence he, who becomes
nature, is wise, righteous and omnipotent against this very account, see Winer, p. 156. ical as God

promises.

i.

e. y

His glory and

—

after,

—

—

—
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CHAP.
does His part,

so do ye jours.

made prominent,

is added, beescape is now

<te

cause the posit ire side of their

[tovto 62 on. napetaevkyKavreg

stands parallel to utg ndvra . . 6t6i»prjnhfjq, etc.,
and t. 4 is an explanatory relative clause to the
words 6ta i6g?% xal aperifc, so Winer.
M.]
All diligence.—Cf. vr. 10. 16; iii. 14.
Tory comprehensive term.
Use with all earnestness the* energies of faith which have been bestowed upon you for your holiness.
Luther:

—

A

—

— —

—— ——

I.

—

1-11.

IS

tates the next; each next tempers and perfects
the preceding."— Gerlach:
"The import of this
scale of Christian graces may be still more appreciated by considering it in an inverted order,
and by acquiring the conviction that each successive step necessarily presupposes the one which
precedes it."

—

8. For if these things are in yon,
vK&pxetv, to lie under, to be taken for
granted, to be truly subsisting, to be at one's
command, like a property. If these qualities
have become your inward property, cf. Acts iii.
6.
irXeovd^ovra, and if by daily practice they
multiply, Rom. v. 20; vi. 1; 2 Thess. i. 8, they
will not suffer you to appear as unworkful [apy6{
=aepyo$. M.] and unfruitful; they will exhibit
themselves in all manner of good works, and impel you to an ever-growing, profound, comprehensive and thorough knowledge of Jesus Christ.
Thus there is an admirable fitness, in that the
knowledge of Christ, which consists of different
gradations, is first described as the source and
afterwards as the fruit of those virtues. [Christ

Veb.

etc.

"Ye have a goodly heritage and a good field, take
care that you suffer no thistles and weeds to grow
in it"
vapetoevtyKavrec (ana£ fey.) denotes
bringing in something along with one, quietly
and without ostentatious display.
kirtxopijyeiv, a
word peculiar to Paul, 2 Cor. ix. 10; Gal. iii. 6;
CoL ii. 19, to furnish, supply.
Generally the reference to the chorus is entirely ignored.
The
word is often used of expenses that are incurred,
and denotes here that we must be prepared to incur expenses in order to furnish this garland of
virtues.
The furnishing on our part corresponds
to the furnishing on God's part, v. 10.
"The
gifts of God are followed by our diligence, our
is the Author and Finisher of our faith.
M.]
diligence is followed by the entrance into the
these things
Veb. 9. For he to
kingdom."
Dietlein gives the ungrammatical not seeing afar off. Supply before y&p the
readering: "leads in the dance."
r# irlorn. thought, 'strive so much the more earnestly after
Faith, which leads the chorus, identical with the these things, for
otherwise you go in the direcpractical knowledge of w. 2. 8, is the root of tion of relapse and blindness.'
Huther: "A
those virtues, love, its crown, ends it.
Augus- negative illustrative explanation of the preceding
tine: "Faith is the root and mother of all virverse.
He is blind while he thinks after the
tues."
It appears here as a gift of grace, Jno. manner of those false teachers, that he has light;
Ti. 29;
Eph. ii. 8. 9. apertp>, manly, decided he knows neither himself, nor God, nor Christ;
conduct before the three enemies of our salva- he is in the darkness, 1 Jno. ii. 9. 11; Rev. iii.
tion, and readiness to good works.
It corres- 17; Prov iv. 19."
uvom&Cuv from fiixjrf), one who
ponds to the aperr} of God, v. 4, which energetic- is near-sighted and obliged partly to shut his
al]? repels all evil.
De Wette and Huther are eyes in order to see objects at a distance. Such
too general in rendering * moral fitness. "
Of the an one accordingly is blind both in regard of the
even fruits on the tree of faith this is the first present and of the future ; he intentionally shuts
and the best, of. Phil. iv. 8.
It must be coupled the eyes of his spirit against the light, wherever
with yvboict which is different from hrlyvuoig, it is disagreeable to him.
Grotius, falsely:
ef which it is the fruit, cf. 1 Pet. iii. 7 ; Phil. i.
"He is blind, or if not wholly blind, short9; a wise demeanour with a ready perception of
sighted." Huther:
"He only sees that which
what is useful or harmful, of what is to be done is near (earthly things), not that which is distod to be avoided, cf. Eccl. viii. 9.
[FronmUller's view is
It preserves tant (heavenly things)."
as from indiscreet zeal and exaggerations.
Lu- the reproduction of that of Suidas: "Itaque
ther:— "Prudence is the eye of all virtues, with- ri^Aoc fivundCcjv' is dicilur qui ideo emeus est, quia
out which virtue easily degenerates into faults." sponte claudit oculos, ut ne videat, aut qui videre se
Calov:
"It leads and moderates all virtues, so dtisimulcU, quod vel invitus cernit." M.]
that in the practice of it we err neither by doing
Having placed in forgetfulness the putoo much nor too little, nor stray from the right rification of his former sins.
This describes
goal."
the way in which that getting blind is brought
Vv. 6. 7. And in knowledge—lore.— about.
Bengel notes the fitness of the term
tjKpirzta, abstinence from the lust of the world,
"Aifrqv ?jaftijv as expressive of that which man willelf-eentroL
"It abstains from the evil it knows lingly suffers, that which he wishes for, cf. Rom.
to identify, and in Christian liberty steadily briAn example is found in the wicked serv. 19.
dles the desires, 1 Pet. iv. 8; Gal. v. 22." Rich- vant, Matt, xviii. 28.
tov Kadaptcfwv rw ir6Xai
ter.
bropovij, endurance, perseverance under avrov dfMpTiuv.
Winer inclines to the interpretabase, want, troubles, dangers and sufferings. ation, " purification of sins=putting away of
M
But one can
Self-government accustoms men to be hard to sins, removal of sins," p. 200.
themselves, and thus to endure sufferings." Ph. hardly say: Kodapt^ovrai Sfiapritu.
Sins are puM. flahn. rip evokfkia*, the disposition in which rified=removed. Translate, rather, "the purithe consideration of God controls the whole life, fication of their sins, t. e. of their guilt, which
m which He is held in supreme honour, whereby takes place in justification," cf. Ps. Ii. 4; Ex.
His approval is sought, and the doing of whioh xxix. 86. 87; Heb. i. 8; ix. 22. 28; 1 Jno. i. 7.
things constitutes its own happiness.
fiAadefykt, It emanates from the blood of Christ by means
1 Pet. L 22; Bern. xii. 10; 1 These, iv. 9; Heb.
[Oecumenius:— "*o*
of faith, Rom. iii. 24. 25.
xiii. 1 ; GaL vi. 10.
rip hy&mpf, love in general, y&p tool oWoc bcryvobg kavrbv did, rd naBap&ifvai rp
universal kindness toward all men.
Bengel:
dyty fktrrrloiMTiy brt irWflovc dfiaprt&v e£eirM0rff
"lech ef these several steps begets and facili- 6iw eidsvai in mdapOcb koX aydr^ra Mafic, vftesf
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dtanavTbc n}p% rbv dyiaofidv, ov

Iva

difterai

rbv Kvptov, 6 6$ eireXddero.

Vee.

1*

"Wherefore the rather,

10.

ovSele

—M.]x°pk

—

etc.

Lachmann's reading (see
airovdaaare fkpaiav.
Appar. Grit.) is only in apparent conflict with
Paul, who also insists upon a faith evidenced by
" Peter desires that our
love and good works.
calling and election should be also secure with

election of God becomes more and more immovable, so that the danger of losing it is continually
lessening.
One enters also further and further
into the eternal kingdom of our Lord and Saviour tTesus Christ, so that one receives more and
more richly the Spirit who rules all things therein, and through this Spirit one obtains more and
more fully the knowledge of the Father and the
Son and the capacity of acting in all oases more
and more in conformity to the laws which are
valid in that kingdom." fiaoiAelav is connected

us and not only with God, and that we should
make it thus secure by good works.". Luther.
Our calling becomes secure, sure and certain, if
Breth- with the synoptical sayings of ChrUt, and
it leads to the issue which is desired.

ren.

—This address

—

not found in the first Episequivalent : Beloved, ch. ii.

is

but we hare its
[Ben gel: In priore epittola nunquam, in altera semel hane appellationem Petrtu adhibet: ex quo
gravitae kufue loci apparet.
M.]
your oaliing and election sure. The
calling is placed first with reference to ourselves,
who become first conscious of our calling, and
afterwards of our election, k&joyii denotes not
the worthiness and distinction conditioned by our
our own doings, nor our entering here in time into
communion with God, but as usual, the eternal
purpose of God, cf. 1 Pet. i. 1; ii. 4. 6. 9; Acts
ix. 15; Rom. ix. 11; xi. 6. 7. 28; 1 Thess. i. 4.
Those who consider themselves elect are still liaHuther applies it to
ble to stumble and fall.
the separation of the called from the world and
to their translation into the kingdom of God, in
which their calling is instrumental. Augustine:
"Even for perseverance in obedience you must
hope in the Father of Light, and implore Him in
daily prayers but in doing so you must have the
assurance that you are not excluded from the
election of His people, because it is God Himself
who enables you to do so."
For if ye do these things, if ye exhibit
these qualities (v. 5, etc.), ye shall never
tle

;

11.

—

—

;

—

stumble.

irraletv, to strike the
ov //# irraioirre.
a stone, to stumble, to fail, to come
The figure is taken here, as in 1 Cor.
to grief.
ix. 24, from those who, at the games, run within
Tossan: "James (iii. 2) says, inthe course.

foot against

—

deed, that we all fail or stumble in various ways;
but Peter here refers to a stumbling which denotes a man's keeping down, or his falling wholly
away from the grace of God, or forfeiting it,"
The Intensive ov {i$ with the
cf. Heb. xii. 18.

—

Oonj. Aor. is used when something is to happen
at an indefinite period, or very rapidly, see Winer, p. 528.

For thus shall be richly furnished to
you,

Richly corresponds to irTieovd&tv, r.
the antithesis to 1 Pet iv. 18, "that ye
may enter not as from shipwreck or a fire, but
" But those who
as it were in triumph." Bengel.
enter otherwise (although we ought not to despair of the weak) will not pass on thus joyously,
the door will not be open as wide for them, but
it will be narrow and hard to them, so that they
struggle and would rather be weak all their life
Huther understands
than die once." Luther.
the rich fulness of future felicity. hmxoprjyrfitj'
If ye richly conaerai corresponds to v. 5.
tribute, furnish forth those virtues, God also will
furnish you a richly opened entrance into His
kingdom. Roos thinks that this entranoe begins
"The state of grace
already here upon earth.
builded upon the foundation of the calling and
8,

and

etc.
is

—

—

not

life
iii.

9, 7.

—

—

is

which describes eternal
by the figure of an inheritance, 1 Pet L 4;

found in the

first Epistle,

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
It is impossible to enter into the stream of

1.

power and Apostolical majesty which we
encounter at the opening of this Epistle without
gaining the firm conviction that here speaks not
an unknown personage of the second century,
who falsely arrogates to himself the title of an
Apostle and the name of the Prince of the Apostles, but that it is he himself, as he testifies in the
Introduction to the Epistle.
2. As in Paul, so here, the atonement whereby
truth,

the justice of God was satisfied, and justification
faith in the free grace of God in Christ, are
represented as the centre of the Christian faith.
8. An essential moment of faith is knowledge,
to which peculiar prominence is given in the seoond Epistle of Peter, doubtless, among other
reasons, because the Apostle had to deal with an
intellectual tendency which attached a very great
value to knowledge, although it was only onesided and theoretical. He, therefore, vindicates
the claims of vital, practical knowledge, oh. LI
8. 5. 6. 8; ii. 20; iii. 18; the beginning, progress
and completion of whioh should be duly distinguished from one another, ch. i. 8. 8. " He opposes to the falsely celebrated knowledge of those
false teachers the true knowledge." Besser. Cf.
Rev. ii. 24; 1 Jno. ii. 28; Jno. zvii. 8.
4. The wakening of a sinner from spiritual
death and the communication of a new life to
him require on the part of God the same putting
forth of power as the resurrection of Christ from
the dead, Eph. i. 19. 20.
Hence every thing is
here referred back to the Divine Power. "In
conversion, justification, jand the first bestowal
of grace, grace alone works for and in us sinners.
But afterwards we are bound and able to cooperate, not in our own strength, but in the strength
of God by grace." Richter. .Our confessions
teach rightly: «* That as those who are physioally dead cannot of themselves and of their own
strength reanimate their dead bodies and restore
them to life, so also those who are dead in sins
cannot of their own strength achieve their spiritual and heavenly righteousness and spiritual
life, unless the Son of God deliver them from the
death of sins and quioken them,'* 2 Cor. iii. 6; 1
Cor. ii. 14; Jno. xv. 6; Phil. ii. 18; fvrwmls
Concordim.
tiller, p. 690.
Confess. Aug., Art

by

M

2, 18.

How

5.

men

I

lofty the vocation of us poor, siafol
with

The kingdom of God, communion
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CHAPTER
God, His glory and actually participation in His
While pantheism
Nature are all held out to us.
dreams of a God, who as the universal Spirit of
the world is ever engaged in an incessant alternation of ebb and flow, now distributing and
again gathering Himself, now scattering in innumerable drops and again flowing back into an

Holy Scripture makes us acquainted with
personal God, eternally exalted above
His creatures, and yet so condescending to those
who love Him as to make them partakers of His
Being. The Triune God wills to dwell in His
elect, to make them one spirit with Him, and yet
to make them personally different from Him.
6. "Corruptible and perishable lust often commends itself a& a thing permitted, and wicked
men often turn and twist the commandments of
God until they think that they have found a
warrant for the gratification of that lust; because then this perverted dogma of Christian
liberty constitutes the whole of their Gospel,
which they are minded and ready to practise."
ocean,

the living,

Roos.

Doubts of one's calling and election to eternal life are best overcome by giving all diligence
in furnishing those virtues (v. 5), and warring
"Although all the
against the opposite sins.
rest (t. 5, etc.,] flows from faith in the grace of
God in Christ, it attains only gradually the control of man's doing and not-doing through proof."
" On the seven-fold tree of faith one
Gerlach.
part grows out of the other; the first contains
the germ of the second, the second enables the
third to come to a healthy growth, and all of
them together are consummated in love." Besser.
—Good works are indissolubly united to the true
knowledge of Jesus Christ, so that knowledge
also must be denied to the idle and unfruitful.
8. Those who forget the principal article of
the forgiveness of sins through the blood of Je7.

.

sus, lack the most efficient incentive to holiness,
the Spirit, who teaches men to abhor sin as the

greatest evil, takes flight,

and relapse inevitably

ensues,
9.

The election of believers is forever objectbut they must become more and

irely secure;

more firmly established in it, so that nothing
shall be able to upset their being sealed with the
Holy Spirit.
10.

"The seven-fold furnishing

forth of vir-

tue on the part of believers will encounter in the
eternal kingdom of Jesus Christ, the riches of

which are unfathomable, a seventy times sevenfurnishing forth of glory.
As on the arrival
of a welcome guest with numerous attendants,
we throw open the folding door of the house, so
likewise a rich entrauce into the hail of heaven
awaits those who arrive there with the retinue
ef honest works of faith, Rev. xiv. 18." Besser.
fold

I.

1-11.

tianity which begins and ends with the knowledge
of Jesus.
The straight way to the heavenly
Zion.
The great blindness of those who forget
the purification from their former sins.

—

—

—

Starke : The Apostles have no privileges over
other believers, either in salvation or the appointment of it, but they are all alike loved by God in
Christ, and regarded, as it were, as one, Rom.
iii. 29, 30; Gal. iii. 28; Eph. iv. 5.—The omnipotence and might of God is as evident in the kingdom of grace as in the work of creation and the
kingdom of nature. The same power wakens, enlightens, quickens, cleanses, sanctifies, strengthens, confirms, and keeps the sinner unto salvation.
Nobody can be right in complaining of his
inability to do good ; is it not given to him of
God? Piety is not impossible in the power of
God. Use it with all diligence and earnestness,
Phil. iv. 18.
To receive in faith according to the
Gospel, and to give in love according to the law,
must ever go together in the Christian life, so
that receiving may truly promote giving, and the
giving truly evidence the receiving. False conceit, to hanker after sinful desires, and yet to
imagine that one is the child of God! The two
cannot exist together. If you desire the latter,
you must let go the former, Eph. v. 1. The regenerate must faithfully use all the powers of grace
they have received, and be very diligent in good
works, and thereby prove their new birth, Titus
The golden chain of virtue is man's most
ii. 14.
becoming ornament; let no one sever its links;

—

—

—

—

—

who wants

one, shall have them all, Jas.
Although godliness begins at once with

The highly-important knowledge that Jesus is
Lord.
The fountain of all godliness flows in

my

—

—

the Divine
tianity.

—

10.

faith, it

;

—

—

—

—

—

knowledge of Christ
Participation in
Nature the highest aim of ChrisVkb, 7. Glorious fruits on the tree of
(kith.—The gifts of God and the fidelity of man
*»ust go hand in hand.
The cycle-life of Chris- plants;

the living

ii.

does not truly evidence itself in its proofs until
then it is not confined to good motions
it endures
and resolutions, but the praotioe of good becomes
a continual and blessed habit, Titus iii. 14.
How very different is genuine Christian love from
merely natural love! Who knows this truly but
those who are born of God?
The more a believer
grows in holiness, the more vanish the obstacles
to true enlightenment, and the clearer grows his
knowledge of spiritual and heavenly things, Rom.
xii. 2.
Those who have received gifts from God
and do not use them faithfully, are worse off than
if they had received nothing at all, for they only
increase their condemnation, Luke xii. 47, 48.
Godliness does not merit eternal life, but it belongs to the order of salvation. Shameful deceit,
if thou leadest a godless life, and yet fanciest to
be saved at last. Art thou sure that thou wilt
be converted on thy dying bed? Depend not on
the case of the dying thief; it may happen to one,
but the most are lost, Sir. xviii. 22. To live a
truly godly life belongs to a happy, as well as to
a joyful death. For although a joyful readiness
to die is purely of God's grace, it can only happen
to those who, because of an unblemishable life,
have a good conscience, Prov. xiv. 82.
The heavenly possessions of the ChrisLisco
The communion of faith of Christians: 1.
tian.
Its foundation; 2. Its effect—The most precious
jewel of the members of the Kingdom. The final
aim of the members of the Kingdom.
How faith
Bek: Of true enlightenment
evolves a whole garland of virtues.
Gbbok: The Divine garden of a Christian
heart; 1. With its heavenly nurture; 2. Noble
:

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

15

—

—

—

—

—

8. Its glorious prospects.
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W. HorAOKsa:

—The

most necessary and im-

portant prayers.

—
—

[Vbb. 9. Ungodliness the cause of
blindness; godliness opens and perfects
vision.
(See Wordsworth).

spiritual
spiritual

Schkffbr: Man glorified into a Christian.
H. Riboeb: If God sends rain and fruitful
Vbb. 11. "According to our different degrees of
seasons from heaven, the husbandman also does improvement of the grace of God here, will be
not fail in diligence, and thus the expected har- our different degreet of participation in His evervest is attained.

So, likewise, if

God accords

to

us in various ways His Divine power, and man
gives all diligence, that which is proposed in the
heavenly calling is also attained. The diligence
we use, impels us more and more to the knowledge
of our Lord Jesus Christ, to make a good use of
all the treasures it contains on all occasions, and
There
to overcome thereby remaining obstacles.
Unless the
is no want of occasions to stumble.
heart increasingly enters into purity, and the eye
into simplicity, we shall stop here and there to our
hurt, take a wrong view of things, make not the
proper use of the power contained in our heavenly calling against those things, and this occasions stumbling, inward uncertainty, entanglements in lust and complaisance, outward stumbling and laying hold of something whioh weakens
the hope of our calling.
[Vbb. 1. The Divinity of Christ the beginning
and end of this Epistle, cf. ch. iii. 18.
Verses 5-8. Three figures suggested by the
Apostle's language:
1. The chain or garland of Christian virtues.

—

—

Faith, the foundation of the Christian life,
has been laid by God; on that foundation let
Christians rear the superstructure, taking care
that each succeeding virtue rests firmly in and on
2.

the one preceding it.
8. The tree of the Christian life bearing sevenfold fruit, of which the last kind, charity, is the
most preoious and perfect. M.]

—

—

lasting glory hereafter." Bp. BulL
The Christian's triumphal entry into the everlasting Kingdom of our Lord and Saviour Jesus
Christ.
The things, not seen, are btbrhal. life there
is everlasting. Luke z. 26; the inheritance is eTerlasting, Heb. ix. 16; the house and the tabernacles
are everlasting, 2 Cor. v. 1; Luke xvi. 9; the
glory is everlasting, 2 Tim. it 10; salvation is
everlasting, Heb. v. 2; and so is the kingdom of
the King eternal, 1 Tim. L 17.—M.]

[Sermons on this Section:
Vbb. 1. Simbon, C. : Every thing needful provided for us.
Works, XX., 286.
Verses 5-7. Bbvebidob: The Chain of Christian graces.
Works, VI., 274.
Lenfant Lee engagements de lafoi. Sermons, L
:

Wabbubton

:

The

edification

of Ootpel righteous-

Works, IX., 168.
Vbb. 7. Zollikoffeb: Whether or not Christianity be favourable to patriotism f
Sermons o*

ness.

Confirmation.

the Evils of the World, II., 243.
Veb. 10. Bp. Hall: Good security; or, the
Christian's assurance of heaven.
Works, V., 570.

Veb. 11. Bp. Bull: The different degrees of bliss
in heaven answer to the different degrees of grace hers.
Works,

I.,

168.

Jay, W.: Happiness an death.

Works,

IX.,

411.—M.]

CHAPTER L

12-21.

by the consideration of the expected nearness of Us depart
nre, confirming the certainty of the doctrine In which his readers had been instructed, a, by the eye-witness of hisi
self and all the Apostles ; ft, by the word of prophecy.

Ahaltsh:—The Apostl* enforces

hie exhortation to holiness

Wherefore I will not be negligent 1 to pat you always in remembrance of these
12
13 things, though * ye know them* and be established in the present truth. Yea, I think
it meet, as long as I am in this tabernacle, to stir you up by putting you in remem14 brance; 4 Knowing that shortly 6 I must put off this my tabernacle, even as our Lord
15 Jesus Christ hath showed me. Moreover I will endeavour* that ye may be able after
16 my decease to have these things always in remembrance. For we have not followed
cunningly devised fables, when we made known unto you the power and coming 1 of om
17 Lord Jesus Christ, but were* eye-witnesses of his majesty. For he received from God •
die Father honour and glory, when there came 10 such a voice to him from the excel18 lent" glory, This is my beloved Son, in whom I am well pleased. And this voice
19 which came from heaven" we heard, when we were with him in the holy mount We
have also a more sure word of prophecy ; whereunto ye do well that ye take heed, as
unto a light that shineth in a dark place, until the day" dawn, and the daystar arise
20 in your hearts: Knowing this first, that no prophecy of the Scripture is of any private
21 interpretation. For the prophecy came not in old time by the will of man but holy u
men of God spake as they were moved by the Holy Ghost.
:
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Vtn«19.pai& *«AAif<r» A«l »«p. to*t. irop. it pat Cod. Sin. vjt&t beflbro A«i Bee A.
vjaat vroM- w«p. rotf t. B. 0. Lachmann, Ti«ch M Alt, al.—M.]
[Lachmann reads

jtc AAqr», therefore I shall

Teschendorf.

The seme

P«ai»tp cid— 3t«y«£p

vjuu

alwaya be about

to,

the Mime.—M.]
omitted in Cod. Bin. ; but the omission

Is

if

doubtful.

P German "It."—M.]
[German :

.

.

.

.

til pcAA. Acl

always be ready to remind von; so

alwayt to remind yon of these things, although ye know

it,

—M.IJ

and are established In the

truth which is present in you.
Translate : . . . . present with you. M.l
Cod. Bin.—M.]
[German: But I think it right. .... to stir you up in such reminding,—!!.]
Verse U. p German « plodzlich IcomnQ* •* comes suddenly."—M.]
[Knowing that the putting off of my tabernacle comes suddenly
Translate : . . . . tabernacle Is swift. . . . .—M.]
T«sel5. [• *rou34£«, Cod. Bin.; mlnusc.—M.]
[German: .... that after my departure ye may always be able to have these things In remembranoe. . .
Translate: .... to call these things to mind.—M.]
Tens M.P wap ova lav, German " Bnchelnnng," appearing.—M.]
p Bo German; literally with Passive force " having been made or admitted eye-witnesses. The last preferable on account of the faint allusion to initiated admittance to the Eleudnian mysteries." Bee Bxegetical and Critical.—M.]
[Translate: "for we had not .... when we made known .... but had been. . . LUlie. On the use of
the Aorist for the Pluperfect see Buttmann, { 187. 8. 0; Winer, |4L 6V-M.]
Terse 17. (**«;p«
9iov Ood. Sin. C. minnsc—M.]

—

Yenel8.E««>T0 vropnftrct A.

roD

P° So German; more correctly Peile and Alford, "When a voice was borne to
Is stated in what follows,—M.l
r*f ucy. «<J£ijf. M 6y the sublime glory."—M.]

Him of such a

kind,*9 vis., as

P*»e

VetaeiatMii* rev e i p. Ood. Bin. A^-M.J
[German: And this voice we heard coming from heaven, when : . .
Translate: And this voice we heard borne from heaven, when.
Terse Ifc [» 4 n*'p« Cod. Sin. minusc.—M.]
[German : And we have the prophetic word as a more sure one . . . . until the day shall have dawned, and
the morning star shall have arisen in your hearts.
Translate : And we have the prophetic word more sure.
as unto a lamp
until the day dawn,
etc.—M.]
Tens 20. [German : Knowing this first of all, that all prophecy of the Scripture Is not matter of its own interpre.

.

,

<

tation.—M.]

Terse

2L fH Rec ©I oytot; ayiot tov A. Cod. Sin. (i.wh e«o£> without et ay tot) B. TIsch., Alt—M.]
[German For no prophecy was at any time brought forth out of the will of man, but holy men of God
:

spake, being borne along by the Holy Ghost.
Translate : For prophecy was never brought by the will of man, but
the Holy Ghost.—M.]

men spake from God, borne along by

Although ye know them and have been
established.

EXIOETIGAL AND CRITICAL.

—

Wherefore. The connection is as
In order that this glorious consummationTof participation in the blessings and glories
Vbs. 12.

follows:

of Christ's

Kingdom,

Alf.

—M.]

may be

yours, I

not fail to exhort you to the zealous cultivaof holiness, more particularly, because my
departure is close at hand.
Here we have the
tendency of the whole Epistle.
The Apostle's
aim is neither dogmatical instruction nor the rewill

tion

futation of false teachers,

—

—

because of the danger of their being seduced by false prophets, ch. ii. 1. 2. Luther:
" The Christian ministry is of two kinds, as says
St Paul in Rom. xii. 7. 8. Teaching is laying
the foundation of faith, and preaching it to those
who are ignorant of it Exhorting, or, as St.
Peter says, reminding, is preaching to those who
know and have heard (the Gospel), admonishing
and stirring them up to recollect what they know,
cessary,

and increase therein." imofufivfysiaiv,
ct Jno. xiv. 26; 2 Tim. ii. 14; Tit iii. 1; 8 Jno.
10; Jnde 5.
Paul uses the term brava/u/jivfoKetv,
Bom. xt. 16
to continue

—

h

even in thy mouth and in thy heart." [Calvin
" Vos qui Jem, inquit, probe tenetis qusenam sit evangelise Veritas,

ted

neque vos quasi fluetuantes eonfirmo,

m re tanta monitiones nunquam sunt supervacum,

but the strengthening quart nunquam molestate esse debent. Simili excusatione utUur Paulus ad Rom. xt. 14."
M.]
Ver. 13. Bat I deem it right—reminding.
61 is often used by way of explanation,
ydp
might have been used, but on account of the preceding eidfrrac and korripiyutvovc we haTe an adWiner, p. 474, 475.
versative conjunction.

and encouragement in the practice of good, the
growth of a virtuous disposition and of a virtuous
life on the part of those to whom he writes.
He
mentions first the vital knowledge of God and
Christ as the chief means to that desirable end.
I will not be negligent, etc.
ovk apeWpu.
(£ee Appar. Crit
M.] His anxious care for
taeir encouragement and confirmation is made
more intense by aei. Bengel:
"I will always
think of the one thing, that it is my duty to stir
you np (admonish you)." This was doubly ne-

—

—

eld&rac so. ravra.
kanjptyfikvov^;
The truth was
ontplfa, to set fast, establish.
preached to you, 1 Pet i. 12, confirmed by me,
ch. v. 12, and you are fully convinced of it
t% irapoboy, the truth has been brought near to
you, yea it is present in your hearts. Similarly,
Paul in Bom. x. 8. 6, " The word is nigh thee,

—

—

OKJjvofia like oKrjvfj, orf/voc, tent, tabernacle.

Thus

the Doric poets and Pythagorean philosophers
Plato calls
call the body the oidjvo$ of the soul.
aufia the orjpa of the soul, its prison, or grave.
Paul makes use of the phrase, "earthly house
of tabernacle," 2 Cor. v. 1, with reference to the
metaphor in Is. xxxviii. 12 and Wisd. ix. 15.
"It denotes the immortality of the
Bengel:
soul, the brevity of its stay in this mortal body,
and the facility of its departure in faith." We
may add that it also describes Christians as
strangers and warriors, who use tents or huts instead of houses.
duyzipeiv.
Intensive form of
ryeipetv, thoroughly to arouse from sleep and
sleepiness through every impediment

—

Veb.

me.

14.

Knowing that—hath

declared
St Peter the
death upon the cross when

—Our Lord had announced

manner

of his death,

to
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which belong, however, to the second
Calov:
" They were perhaps Jewish
ceived another particular revelation respecting and heathen fables, such as are found in Hesiod
the nearness and suddenness of his death ; this and Ovid, taken up by those false teachers," cf.
may also have been the case with St. Paul, 2 ch. ii. Z.^taKofovdfoavTee, to follow up, pursue
he should hare grown old, Jno. zzi.
age had now set Id, but he seems

Tim.

Old
hare re-

18. 19.

tinians,

to

century.

Orotius observes that similar revelto Cyprian and Chrysostom.
raxtvfjy suddenly and quickly, iv r&xet, as in Luke
"Certus quodvexviii. 8; Rev. i. 1.
[Vulgate:
Bengel: " Relox est depositio tabernaculi met."
pentvna est. Prmsens qui diu «grotant possunt alios adhuc pascere.
Crux id Petro non erat permitIdeo prius agit, quod agendum est."
sura.
M.]
andOeotc seems to apply to the figure of a garment, but suit 8 also that of a tent, because this
In
is laid aside after having served its purpose.
the following verse, the Apostle calls death an
exodus (a going out), just as our Lord spoke of
it as a going to the Father, Jno. ziv. 2, etc.
A
proof of the calmness with which the Master and
the disciple contemplated the violent and painful
death of the cross.
[Jfodof in connection with
OKfjwjfia seems to be associated with the history of
the Transfiguration, cf. Lke. ix. 81. 88, and contain incidental internal evidence of the genuineness of the Epistle, as such an association would
hardly have occurred to any but an eye-witness
it. 6.

ations were

made

—

—

with great care, ch.
errorem notat.

ii. 2. 15.
[Bengel: rd £f
Talis error in hoc re nulius.—M.

When we made known to you. —Where?j

Partly orally, partly in the first Epistle, cf. ch.
i. 7. 18; ii. 4. 21; iii. 18, etc.; iv. 7.
18.
The
reference to St, Mark's Gospel is here out of the
[But why any more here than in v. 15?
question.
Such a reference is far from improbable. M.1
The power and appearing refer to the
chief epochs of His life, as indicated in ch. iii
Not by hendiadgs=zihe power visible at
18, etc.
His appearing, but two different though closely
connected ideas, dvvafitc embraces the riches of
His whole life and salvation, the whole treasure
of the Divine power centred in Him, His wonderful works, His power, over the hearts of mea,
His power as Teacher and Redeemer, His resurrection in power after His crucifixion in weakness, 2 Cor. xiii. 4, His descent to the realms of
death, His ascension and His supreme dominion.
napovoia, the presence, appearing, coming. It
is used of Christ coming to judgment, Matt
of that memorable event
xxiv. 8. 27.87. 89; 1 Cor. xv. 28; 1 These, ii.
M.]
Yeb. 15. Moreover, I will endeavour, etc. 19; iii. 18; v. 28; iv. 15; 2 These, ii. 1. 8; Jas.
onovddou for the usual arrovddoofiaz, see Winer, v. 7; 2 Pet. iii. 4. 12; 1 Jno. ii. 28. In this
p. 101. I will take pains, that ye may have, etc., sense it might be taken here (so Gerhard, Husimilar to the Latin studeo with Infin.—iicaoTOTe, ther, de Wette) ; but seeing that irapovcia is used
every time, on every occasion of necessity or of the present in 1 Cor. 16. 17; 2 Cor. vii. 6. 7;
emergen oy.
Ixtiv ftvfiftqv iroteiaOai i^ with x. 10; Phil. L 26; ii. 26, that the present and
Infin., as in the Classics, to be able to exercise the the future interpenetrate each other in the prememory. As to the subject matter, it may relate vious passages, that, moreover, the sequel refers
to the present Epistle; but the conjecture of to the past, it is perhaps best to adopt the expoRichter *« that the Apostle here holds out to them sition of Hahn, who blends the two: "His manthe hope of a fixed, written Gospel, the Gospel ifestation in the flesh accompanied by miraculous
according to Mark being considered Peter's Gos- power, and His expected future appearing in
pel," may not be improbable.
We have here also an antithesis to the
Cf. Lange on glory."
Mark, p. 6, etc. On this supposition only the economy of the Old Testament, under which
true import of this verse is realized, for other- salvation and the Author of salvation were only
wise it would seem to be rather pleonastic. So promised, but had not yet appeared in reality, 1
Michmlis, Pott, and al. De Wette thinks that Pet. i. 11; 2. Pet. i. 19. Calov:—"The Epistle
Peter here holds out the promise of other Epis- is directed against those who denied Hie power
tles, but v. 14 renders this conjecture improbable.
and the first advent of Christ."
pvfium* iroietaOat,
Bat were eye-witnesses of Hie majesty.
Romish interpreters discover
here falsely an intimation of Peter's intercession
endxTat, sometimes used of those who were
in heaven, but such an interpretation is even admitted to the third and highest degree of initigrammatically impossible. [This is not all the ation in the Eleusinian mysteries; the verb is
Papists not only twist this passage into the in- also used in this sense. Peter, to whom the
tercession of saints, but use it in support of their word is peculiar, 1 Pet. ii. 12; iii. 2, does not
doctrine of the invocation of saints. As a sam- advert to its technical sense, but uses it in the
ple of such perversion of Holy Writ take the in- sense of careful and close inspection and obserterpretation of Corn.-a Lap.: "fywv, habere sci- vation.
Huther says that reference is made to
licet in mente et memoria mea ut crebro vestri sim me~
the circumstance that the fieydtet&nfc of Christ
mor apud Deum, cumgue pro vobis orem, ut horum has a mystery concealed from the others.—fteyamonitorum meorum memoriam vobis refricet. . Hinc £f«Jrj7f=might and greatness, majesty, used of
patet S. Petrum et Sanctos vita functos curare res the mighty power of God, and exhibited in the
mortalium ideoque esse invocandos." See the ju- miracles of Christ, Lke. ix. 43; of the admired
dicious note of Alford.
greatness and splendour of Diana, Acts xix. 27.
M.]
Vrr. 16. For
did not follow cunning- Similarly fieyaTuutovvTi, Heb. i. 8 ; viii. 1.
ly-devised fables, etc.—pvdoi, myths, legends,
Ver. 17. For
reoeived from God the
An
fictions, according to the exposition of the
an- Father honour and glory. Xafibv yfy.
cients : lying stories dressed up in the garb of anacoluthon, to which iriryx
ma7 he supplied.
truth.
[Pott:— "fabulm ad deeipiendos hominum The construction is interrupted by the parentheanimos artificiose excogitate atque exornatse." M.] sis. The sentence, " He was declared to be the
—<To0/Cw=to devise cunningly, invent artificially. Father's beloved Son." Winer, 868, 869. [But
t

y

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

;

.

y

we

—

He

^

Oecumenius mentions the

fictions of the

Valen-

this construction, although possible, is not that
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CHAP.
recommended by Winer, who gives Fronmiiller's
but Bays in the text: " The structure
is interrupted by /the parenthetical clause fuvijc
—cv66afoa; and the Apostle continues in v. 18
with not Tttfmp ri)v quvty $ftele ijKoboapev, instead
in a note,

of saying i^iac elxe TSbrtfv rijv tyuvijv iucotoavrac,

I.

12-21.

19

of transfiguration is generally identified with
Mount Tabor, about two hours' distance from
Nazareth, in the north-eastern part of the plain
of Jezreel: but because Mount Tabor was fortified, and consequently not a solitary place, and
because Jesus at that time had retired to the
head-waters of the river Jordan, the mountain
of transfiguration is placed by others in the
neighbourhood of Hermon. See Zeller, Biblitehes
Worterbueh II. 710.
[The epithet "holy," applied to that mount, affords evidence that the history of the transfiguration was well known at the

To give this in English
"For having received from God the
Father honour and glory, (when a voice was
well pleased), and this voice ye
borne to Him
heard, etc."
M.] The transfiguration of Jesus
on the mount is produced as an example of the
personal experience of the Apostle of the power time when Peter wrote
or

something similar."

render,

—
—

this Epistle.

*

The

infer-

and appearing of Christ, of. Acts x. 89 ; v. 82,
where Peter also refers to his having been an
eye-witness.
rifjajv not 66£av, see 1 Pet. i. 7;
Rom. ii. 7. 10.
The former may apply to His
mission, the latter to His person.
[Or perhaps,
better, and leas far fetched, riftfjv may refer to
the voice which spoke to Him, and 66$av to the
light that shone from Him; so Alford.
Burgon
calls attention to the remarkable resemblance of
this passage and Jno. i. 14 concerning the same
event, of which St. Peter/and St. John were eye-

ence of de Wette, that it indicates a belief of
the miraculous, is neither logically correct nor
creditable to his estimate of Apostolical Christi-

witnesses,

etc., settles this point,

—M.]

When there came to Him each a voice
—well pleased. ivtjfitlaric indicates the manner how He received honour and glory
Qipercu
:

Ma

+»fc=7Dj

,

Is.

ix.

8; Dan.

iv.

28, elsewhere

anity.— M.]
Veb. 19. Here follows the second testimony
for the glory of Christ and the irrefragable cer-

—

tainty of his doctrine, viz. : the word of prophecy.
The reference here is evidently to the prophecies
of the Old Testament, which are taken as a connected whole, and not to the prophecies of the

New

Testament, as Griesbach alleges.

Ch. ii. 1,
further confirmed
by other references of Peter to O. T. prophecies,
Bengel:
cf. 1 Pet i. 10; Acts iii. 18; x. 48.
"The words of Moses, Isaiah and all the prophets really constitute only one word (sermo\ exhibiting a perfect agreement in all its parts/'

And we

which

is

have the prophetic word as

Lke. ix. 85. 86, or ipxerat, Jno. xii. 80.
more sure. Ixopev. "We possess," not, "We
28, denotes the objective, unmistakable, importhold it surer." fiepaifrrepov, not " fast" or " very
ant character of the voice.
It was not a dream
fast," as Luther and Beza. The force of the comor in imaginary illusion, like many fables, but it
parative must be brought out. Gerhard : " The
was a voice sounding from on high.
The word
testimony of the prophets is declared to be more
is repeated with
emphasis in the next verse.
sure than that of the Apostles concerning the
According to Matthew xvii. 5, and Mark ix. 7,
voice of the Father in heaven and the transfiguit came out of a bright cloud, but Peter carries
ration of Christ.
Not more sure per se and abns higher up to the fityaXoirpe7r%c 66ga, of which
solutely, but in respect of the readers of the
the cloud was only the symbol.
The last words
Epistle.
Among these were converts from Juseem to be a periphrasis of God Himself (so
daism who paid the utmost reverence to the proGerhard, de Wette, Huther and al.), such as
phetical writings and did not set so high a value
ifoa/iis is used in Matt. xxvi. 64; cf. Ps. civ. 2;
on the preaching of the Apostles." Cf. Acts xvii.
1 Tim. vi. 16.
OvroV kariv 6 vl6c; the same words
11.
So (substantially) Augustine, Bede and al.
occur in Matt., but with the addition: avrov
But Peter was hardly prepared to subordinate
cxoicre, and hv £ instead of el? bv; the latter octhe testimony of his eyes and ears to that of the
curs also at Matt. xii. 18.
elg indicates the diprophets.
The view of de Wette is forced, "the
rection of the Divine pleasure on Him from beprophetic word is more sure to us now (that we
fore the foundation of the world ; according to
have seen and heard these things, vv. 17. 18)."
Dietlein, the historical motion of the Divine plan
Nor can we approve of Huther' 8 exposition, that
of salvation with reference to Him.
[Wordsin respect of the Christian's hope the word of
worth:
The originality of the reading elg bv
prophecy is more sure and certain than the testiUapa may be remarked as an argument for
of the transfiguration, which presented
the genuineness of the Epistle.
A forger would timony
only the glory of Christ in the days of His flesh,
have copied the reading in St Matthew, xvii. 6.
but did not directly confirm His future coming
in glory (this is the sense in which he takes the
Veb. 18.
this voice
heard, etc.
napovola), whereas the prophetic word does point
iftdg refers specifically to the three Apostles,
Oecumeniua
to the future coming of Christ.
Peter, James and John, while the plural number gives the right sense, saying that the truth of
in v. 16 includes also the other Apostles.
The the promise was confirmed by its fulfilment, and
celestial declaration was not reported to us by
that this has made the prophetic word more sure*
others, but we heard it, being with Him at the and certain
now than it was before. So Grotius,.
time, with our own ears.
" We possess now the propheBengel, Dietlein.
On the holy mount. Not on Mount Zion, as cies of the Old Testament as more- sure than they
Grotius maintains, connecting it erroneously with were before."
Gerlach " The fulfilment of the
the incident recorded in Jno. xii. 28.
Calvin
chief burden of the prophecies, viz., the mani•'
Wherever the Lord comes, He haltows (because festation of Jesus Christ, has now confirmed them
He is the fountain of all holiness) everything by altogether more fully to us than before." [But
the fragrance of His presence/'
The mountain although Fronmttller endorses the view of Oecu*
yryvtrat,

—

—

we

And

—

:
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meniu9, Grotius, Bengel, Dietlein, as the right
view, we have to object, that the Apostle has no
such reference to now and then; but which is the
right view? Alford seems to come nearest; he
adheres to the grammatical force of the comparative, and renders «« We have, u.,we possess, more
sure," etc. ; and explains the comparison of the
word of prophecy and the incidents of the transfiguration.
The Apostle calls the former more
sure than the latter, because of its wider range,
embracing not only a single testimony to Christ,
as that Divine voice did, but ra elc j^wotov icadfrpara koI rty pera ravra <Mfaf, 1 Pet. L 11; as
presenting a broader basis for the Christian's
trust, and not only one fact, however important.
To this may be added the fact that the voice
from heaven and the vision of the transfiguration
were vouchsafed to the three Apostles only, but
the testimony of the word of prophecy, as the
concurrent testimony of many inspired persons
in different ages, is vouchsafed to the whole
Church and to every individual believer. M.]
Hence the increased responsibility of those who
despise it Others refer the comparison to the
myths, mentioned in v. 16, so Sender ; but saying that the word of prophecy is more sure than
those myths, would be saying very little indeed.

—

—

—

certainly call even the time of the New Testament, night, as contrasted with the future era,
in which the glory of God shall light the heavenly
Jerusalem and the Lamb shall be the light there-

Rom. xxi. 28. But Gerhard rightly objects
to this interpretation, that if the day referred to
were the day of a blissful eternity, iipipa ought
to have the article, and that such a description
of the day of Christ's advent to glory, or of the
of,

Others inlast judgment is against all analogy.
terpret the verse of the contrast between the time
of the Old Testament and that of the New. But
it is against this view that the time of the N. T.
had already dawned in a general sense, while the
Cory. Aor. points to something future and possible.
The reference, as Calvin observes, is rather to
the antithesis between the state of nature and
the state of grace. The day dawns in the heart,
when man awakes from his dream-life, when
the light of the holiness and justice of God
shines into his heart, and enables him clearly to
perceive his sinfulness; the morning star arises,

when thereupon he
moved by the mercy

is

profoundly and

vitally

of God in Christ, and faithful to the leadings of grace, gradually attains to a
knowledge of Christ and the Divine mysteries,
which is continually growing, expanding and
Whereunto ye do well—dark plaoe.— developing into greater clearness and perfection,
9 rotor xoulre irpootxovres, to which ye do well of. Rom. xiii. 12; 2 Cor. iv. 6; Eph. t. 14. The
that ye take heed.
The Participle is used be- readers of this Epistle are indeed spoken of as
cause they had already begun to do so (Winer, knowing and established in the truth, v. 12, but
De Wette remarks that this seems to immediately before it is also said that they stand
p. 46, 1).
apply to Jewish Christians, but it applies still in need of constant reminding.
This involves
better to Gentile Christians, because it was self- not any more a contradiction than does the lanevident In the case of the former.
irpoakxovre^ guage of Paul in the Epistle to the Ephesians,
so. vow, to give attention, bend the mind, give where, at ch. i. 18, he prays that the eyes of their
heed to a thing, of. Heb. ii. 1 ; Acts viii. 6. 10. understanding might be enlightened, although
11 ; xvi. 14; 1 Tim. i. 4. ; iv. 1. 18; Tit. i. 14; he had said before that God had abounded toHebr. vii. 18. if
faivovn ; M;p*>c, a light, ward them in all wisdom and prudence, ch. L 8.
a lantern, a candle used at night Bengel takes 9. The majority of the readers of this Epistle
falvovri as the Imperfect on account of dtavydoy ; we may consider to have stood only in the outer
but better take it as a PfuerU.—«v^7pdr==dry, court of the sanctuary, at the beginning of true
arid, rough, dusty, dirty, dim, dark, because filth conversion ; they believed the external evidences,
and darkness are often found together. What is held to the word of prophecy, separated themmeant by this dark place cannot be determined selves from the world, but had not yet attained a
until we have ascertained the sense of the words vital knowledge of Christ and entered into intifollowing.
mate communion with Him. [This is substanUntil the day shall have dawned.
tially the view of Huther and Alford; see the latIcjf ov belongs to irooofyovref, not to Qalvovri.
ter, whose notes are very full on this passage.
Many commentators understand the day of the
M.]
blissful eternity.
8o Calvin: "This darkness I
the morning star shall have arisen
extend to the whole course of earthly life, and in- in yonr hearts.—<puo$6posy light-bringing gc
terpret that that day shall dawn when we shall a&rfa the morning star.
Hesych. understands
see face to face that which we now see only by it the Sun.
[This is a tradition among comthrough a mirror and in a riddle. Christ indeed mentators, which has been set aside by Alford,
shines on us in the Gospel as the Sun of Righ- who, instead 9t quoting from the commentators,
teousness, yet so that our spirit, in part at least, quotes Hesych., who merely says: $uo$6pog, juroremains shrouded in the darkness of death until 66tt}s, Xafinpd? o(m)p, light-bringer, light-giver,
we shall enter heaven from this carnal prison* bright star.—-M.], but the word is not used in
house.
Then shall dawn the splendour of the this sense elsewhere, whereas Christ calls Himday, when no mists and clouds of ignorance and self the bright Morning Star, that heralds the
error shall shut out from us the clear view of the eternal sunrise, Rev. xxii. 16. To him that overSun."
Similarly Dietlein: "The moment of cometh he promises the Morning Star, i. e., HimChrist's coming." rdnog avxpypk would accord- self and the brightness of His grace, Rev. ii. 28.—
Huther quotes a pasingly denote not only the whole pre-christian era, diavy&biv used of dawn.
but also the whole of this present life, the world sage from Polybius [apa iy d*avy<$£«v. M.] &
not yet illumined by the glorious coming of rdig Kapdiaig, in the hearts touched by grace, not
Now we perceive clearly
Christ, and the hearts of believers, as yet not in the world generally.
seeing, but only longing for the glory of Christ. what is meant by the dark place {avxwrf rdm?);
This gives a beautiful meaning, and we may it is, as Bengel explains it, our heart, which be-

— Mxw

—

—
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—
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men

But
fore conversion, is unclean, dry and dark.
considering that the same state of heart is every-

enabled to unlock

where in the world, the world in general may be
an arid, desert and dark place.
«jf oh with Aor. Conj. denotes the duration of an
action, until the possible event has actually taken
But this does not imply
Winer,, p. 812.
place.
that the use of prophecy is superfluous after the
illumination has taken place, cf. Matt. i. 25; v.
This is evident from the examples of the
18, 26.
Apostles themselves.

[Alford shows that the reference here is to the
prophets themselves, who were unable to solve or
interpret.
He quotes from Oecumenius; rovr-

described as

Knowing

this first of all.— The
exhorted them to give heed to
prophecy, now further reminds them of the origin
of prophecy, and that it must be interpreted in
the same spirit, out of which it proceeded.
tovtq belongs to what follows.
irpurov, not as
Bengel, "before I say it" [priusquam ego dico~\,
bat first and foremost, 1 Tim. ii. 1, being conscious, bearing in mind, Jas. i. 8 ; Heb. x. 84,
Via. 20.

Apostle having

Pet i. 18.
That all prophecy of the Scripture is
not matter of its own interpretation. It
is not necessary to understand here a Hebraism,
Winer, p. 185.
The preceding shows that the
like eoJdYec, 1

—

prophecies contained in the
Old Testament.
The prophecy of the Scripture
is opposed to the, false prophets.
Ch. ii. 1.
oat tdiac iirtXwjhtc, happens not as matter of its
own interpretation, briXfatv, Mk. iv. 84, to interpret, to expound, to settle, to determine, to
reference is to the

to

things previously

locked up.

ioriv bri %apfi6vovot fih curb 6eov ol irpofrjrcu t%»
irpo$7ireiavt aXX ovx og ficeivot fiobXcnrnu, 'aXK <frf
rd Ktvovv avrovc hepysl nvevfia. koI ydeoav fib> kqX

awieaav tov
ov fitvroL

Karairefiirdpievov airrolcirpoiprrriKbv

X6yovt

knikvoiv abrov eiroiovvro
Kaiirep eld&reg ob xpelav elxov ipfufvebetv ra wf airrotv,
a/U' hkpoig StrjKovow ravra faiv ydp.
De Wette
adds that this is said to excuse the difficulty of the
interpretation of prophecy, and to remove occasion of unbelief and scoffing (ch. iii. 8).
Alford
teal rfjv

agrees with Huther that the last purpose is not
only not indicated in the context, but is quite
out of the question the Apostle referring to
prophecy not as difficult of interpretation, but
as a candle shining in a dark place, nay, as being even more firm and secure than external
proofs of the same truth. Huther's view arises
from the consideration that briXvoic is not the
subsequent interpretation of a prophecy already
given, but the intelligent apprehension of the
meaning of the prophecy out of which (but not
;

•

Idiag on the part of those by whom it is sent), the
prophecy itself springs. This Alford considers
much confirmed hjyivercu, which with a Genitive, as here, is not==£oTn>, but gather seems to
denote origin. So that the sense will be, that
prophecy springs not out of human interpretation,
«., is not a prognostication made by a man knowing what he means when he utters it but, etc.
This seems also to be theview of Bengel. AL]
Vkr. 21. For no prophecy Holy Ghost.
Further substantiation of the foregoing posi•'.

decide,

Acts xix.

89.= *l£3 Gen.

xli.

12,

xl. 8.

;

The reference is to the origin, not to the inter*
pretation of the prophecy, as is evident from v.
21.
Even as to its origin it is not matter of its
" The prophets, receiving the
own interpreting.
prophecies, were passive: a vision, a painting
appeared before their mind, which they described
to their hearers and readers as they saw it, without understanding all it signified, so that they
themselves searched what or what manner of
time the Spirit did signify, 1 Pet. i. 10-12."— "A
prophecy only expresses that which God had
communicated to the seer, and is consequently as
moch an object of search and deciphering to him
is it is to us." Gerlach.
'Idiaq is most simply
construed with dcMjjwirt avttpforov; that which
depends on the exercise of the natural power and
will of man.
De Wette cites the following passage from Philo: "A prophet utters nothing of
his own."
Dietlein's interpretation is too full:
"No prophecy occurs in the Scripture that could
be regarded as already possessing its own interpretation; all prophecy has rather the significance and interpretation of history, and therefore must not bo treated allegorically, but has its
fulfilment in the facts of history and thence also
its interpretation." Huther institutes a comparison with Joseph's interpretation of dreams. Gen.
xl. 8.
The words in which Joseph foretells the
prisoners their fate constitute the irpofyreiai this
presupposes, on the part of Joseph, an kniXvc^
an interpretation of those dreams; but Joseph
•scribes that power to God, cf. Gen. xli. 15. 16.
Better take those dreams as irpofqreia, the interpretation of which was communicated to Joseph
from on high.
Bengel defines kniXvaig as the interpretation in virtue of which the prophets were
18

—

—

—

and positively. Qetypari, Dative
of the cause, cf. ad rem John i. 18.
The pleasure,
the arbitrary will of man as opposed to the Spirit
of God.
The sense: The production of a true
prophecy does not depend upon the exercise of
man's own power, as it was attempted in the case
of heathen divination
yvtxfyfr answers to hexdeiojft fuvjjc, verses 17. 18, and denotes not the
utterance (so De Wette), but the origin. $*p&fievot corresponds to the classical terms dc&pdThey were impelled, borne
PT^of, Beotpopobpevoc.
along by the Holy Ghost, like a ship before
a strong wind. Under this influence they remained passive, although they were fully conscious.
Joseph us says of Balaam, that he was
moved by the Divine Spirit, cf. Heb. L 1. Calov:
"It relates as much to inward illumination as to
outward impulse, yet not so that the prophets
lost all self-control," Ps. xlv. 1.
kMXqaav (see
Appar. Grit) This includes also their writings,
Acts ii. 81 ; Jas. v. 10. Their written words were
determined by the Holy Ghost not only as to
their contents, but, in a certain manner, also as
ayioi Qeov avOpomot, cf. 1 Tim. vi.
to their form.
11, particular instruments of the Holy Ghost,
propnets or other holy men. This proves the
security and the venerable character of the testimony of prophecy. But it is also to suggest the
conclusion, that due regard being had to the
matter, propheoy must not be arbitrarily interpreted, but in the sense of the Holy Ghost. Bernard says: "With the same spirit in which theHoly Scripture is written, it must be read and
tion negatively

—

—
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THE SECOND EPISTLE GENERAL OP PETER.
Por the Holy Ghost is the best
understood."
interpreter of His words.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
rests upon the
double foundation of the pure, unadulterated
1.

Word

The evangelical Church
of

God and

the great truth of the sinner's

through faith in the saying merit of
Christ "It is remarkable/' says Besser, "that
in the first chapter of this Epistle, written with
justification

the design of fortifying the Church against false
teaching, the Apostle extols first that precious
faith whereby we possess righteousness and exhibit virtue, and then the precious Scriptures,
the light of the world in a dark place."
2. Mark the Apostle's anxious care to leave to
believers a written testimony of the fundamental
truths of the Gospel directed against the many
false teachers,- who even then began to stir them" Peter therefore was not of opinion that
selves.
oral tradition could preserve the memory of AposIt was for this very reason that
tolical teaching.
he wrote; yea, he foretells, that the truth would
be perverted by feigned words (ch. ii. 8) ; to these
he opposes Holy Scripture, that is, the sure prophetic word of the Old Testament and the Apostolical eye- and ear- witness of Jesus Christ, which
is written in the books of the New Testament,
oh. iii. 16."— Chemnitz.
8. Vjb. 16 and the following verses contain
strong evidence of the genuineness of our Epistle.
Stier: "The presumption that words, dogmas,
testimonies like those contained in the second
Epistle of Peter from beginning to end, could
have originated in the mind of a forger, that such
power and illumination, such assurance of speech
could have coexisted in the same soul alongside
of a so-called pious fraud, that this fivdoA&yoe,
should intentionally personate in a "second
Epistle" the Apostle exhorting, confessing and
prophesying before his death, and yet have the
audacity of expressly renouncing all oeewpuj/iivovc pWovc, and withal endowed with such extraordinary knowledge, and using such bold original language such an hypothesis contradicts
the whole psychology of the Christian consciousness, and the real defenders of the genuineness
of the Epistle should not be ashamed to confess
it openly out of their Christian consciousness."
[Veb. 19. Wordsworth: "A forger, personating
St Peter, would have magnified the importance
of the supernatural visions Vouchsafed especially
to him whose character he assumed.
He would
have exalted those revelations above prophecy.
But the Apostle, whose characteristic is humility,
is not "elated by the greatness of his revelations"
but wisely and soberly commends the ordinary
means of grace, which all Christians, of every age
and country, possess in the sacred Scriptures,
as of more cogency and value for their assurance
and growth in grace, than any extraordinary visions which were vouchsafed personally to himself."— M.]
4. We should consider the Transfiguration of
Jesus not only as a miraculous testimony in favour of His Divine mission for the disciples, but
See
also as a seal set to His glory for Himself.
Stier, II., 198; Lange on Matt. xvi. 28. 17. 1;
Deck, Lehrwissenschaft, I., 612.

—

5. De Wette thinks it strange that the author,
in his argument, verses 19-21, does not quote the
speeches of Christ Himself concerning His coming,
as recorded by the synoptists; that ch. iii. 16,
shows that he must have been acquainted with
them, and that he passes them by because the
rapid succession of the destruction of Jerusalem,
and the advent of Christ announced in them, had

not been verified. But this remark proceeds on
wholly false premises, and it formed part of the
Apostle's plan to advert not to the testimony of
Christ, which might have been disputed by the
scoffers, and of which the adversaries, at all
events, did not think very highly, but to the testimony of eye-witnesses of Christ. Delitxach,
Psychol., 812: "The manner of the revelation of
prophecy is not always ecstatic; it may also consist only in that the willing, the thinking and the
feeling Spirit-life of the prophet in a state of
full and waking self-power is raised and borne
along by a gentle, Divine influence, which he
(and this is indispensable) is able clearly to distinguish from the working of his own. spirit."
6. Those who, like many adherents of separatistic tendencies, take so one-sided a view of
prophecy that they place it alongside, or even
above the work of Christ, prove that the day has
not yet dawned to them, and that the morningstar has not yet risen in their hearts.
But the
pretext that the day has dawned, saysRoos, should
not cause men to despise the word of prophecy;
they should rather inquire whether it is day?
[7. Wordsworth: "Herein consists theprobaiionary use of prophecy, vis., to try the faith and exercise the vigilance and patience of believers, and to
make unbelievers themselves to become witnesses to

—

the. truth, and instruments in establishing it
If
prophecy had been idiac briMoeuc, if its interpretation had been declared at the same time with its
delivery, then none of those moral and probationary
purposes would have been answered. The fulfilment of prophecy in a manner contrary to all
previous expectation, proves the prophecy to be
Divine."— M.]

—

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.
The Apostle's motto is that of his Master: " I
must work
while it is day; the night
cometh when no man can work." The nearness

—

of departure a powerful motive of working for
the Lord.
"Those who in unbelief despise the
revelation of God, fall superstitiously into fables,"
2 Thess. ii. 11, Besser. Christianity is objectively given and revealed from on high, and in-

—

—

all human deand personal imaginings.
The testimony of the prophets and the
Apostles two immoveable pillars for the support

finitely

remote and different from

vices, subjective opinions,

—

—

Dawn in the converof the truth of the Gospel.
sion of a sinner.
When does the morning-star
arise in the heart? The true key to understanding the word of prophecy. The secret of the
true interpretation of the sacred Scriptures.
Teachers must not desist from teachStarke

—

—

:

—

and admonishing, 1 Tim. iv. IS.—
not weary in exhorting one another. Foremost among good works is the work of saving
souls from the burning, Jas. v. 19. 20. The oping, exhorting
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portanity is daily at hand ; we must not wait for
to-morrow. There is nothing more certain than
death, nothing more uncertain than the time of
Happy is the man who daily lives as if
death.
he were to die to-day, Ecol. ix. 12.-*—It cannot be
denied that God by some peculiar grace announces
to some the time of their death, not indeed in
virtue of immediate revelation, but in virtue of
some deep impression conveyed to the heart; but
this happens hardly to one in a thousand: dear
friend, wait not for it, but prepare betimes.—
The good which hearers have heard from their
teachers, or seen in them, they should diligently
remember after their decease, Heb. xiii. 7.
Those who run after will-o'-the-wisps, will sink
Christians are on their guard
into morasses.
against such lights. Christ and His word the

bear good fruit, even after his death. Such an
one's reward of grace will be great.
Lisco: Pastoral fidelity even unto death.—
The legacy of a departing pastor. The firm
foundation of the citizenship of the heavenly
kingdom.

perienced with Christ (although in an inferior
degree, and in a different yet true manner,) the
power and glory of Christ in themselves, and be
able to speak according to the Holy Scripture
from their own experience (2 Cor. iv. 6). With
those who suffer themselves to be found in Christ
through faith, God is as well pleased as with
Christ Himself. For He has been made righteousness unto us, so that in Him we are considered righteous, 2 Cor. v. 21.— man, that art
by nature dark, suffer thyself to be made a bright
and shining light through the right use of the
word of God, or thou wilt not see the light of
heaven, John v. 86. Whatever remains as yet
dark to us in the word of prophecy, shall here-

not persuade Crito that I am that Socrates who
he thinks
now converses with you
.
, but
that I am he whom he shall shortly see dead, and
asks me how I would be buried. I have already
declared that after I have drunk the poison, /
should no longer remain with you, but shall depart to
certain felicities of the blessed.** Plato, Phtedon, 64.

—

—

Kappp

—

—The firm

reason of our faith. This
on the outward testimony of the
Apostles and the miracles of Christ; 2. on the
inward testimony of the Holy Ghost.
:

reason rests,

1.

—

Staudt: How firmly Christians may step
forward in their faith, 1. in all that depends on
the coming of Jesus in the flesh ; 2. in all that
depends on the coming of Jesus to glory.

—

[On Ver. 15. Illustration: When Socrates
was about to take the poison, to which the Athenian judges had condemned him, Crito asked
Those
true Light on our ways, John viii. 81.
him, "But how shall we bury thee?" Socrates
who seek to glorify Christ in others, and desire replied, "As you please, if you can take me, and
to fill worthily the office of glorifying Him in a I do not elude your pursuit"
Then gently smilmanner worthy of the Holy Ghost, must have ex- ing and looking at us he said: "Friends, I can-

—

—

—

.

.

.

-M.]

—

[Secker: We find in multitudes of places,
from the earliest book of Scripture to the latest,
supernatural impulses and illuminations ascribed
to the Spirit of God: Gen. vi. 8: xli. 88; Numb.
xi. 25. 26; xxiv. 2; 1 Sam. x. 10; 2 Kings ii. 9,

Neh. ix*.
1 Chron. xii. 18; 2 Chron. xv. 1
80; Ezek. ii. 2; Zech. vii. 12; Rev. i. 10; ii. 7;
iv. 2, etc.; we cannot doubt, therefore, but they
yet, according to the promise in Dan. xii. 4. 9.
proceed from Him always, though sometimes it
10, when Christ, the true Morning Star, shall
is not expressly affirmed.
So that we are to
arise on that great day both of judgment and
honour the third Person as the immediate inward
It is enough to have learnt
light, 1 Cor. xiii. 12.
instructor of men from the foundation of the
something from the word of God. As the light
world; as Him who hath admonished, reproved
of day grows more bright after dawn, so also the
and striven with the wicked ; who hath warmed
knowledge of God and our Saviour Jesus Christ
and cheered the hearts of the pious in all times
must grow and increase. Holy Scripture does
with the manifestations of God's will, with decnot contradict itself. Though it seem so, H is
larations of His favour, with precautions against
not so. Compare the one with the other, and
unseen dangers, with promises of deliverance
you will find the most beautiful agreement. God
from the heaviest afflictions, with His presence
uses holy (sanctified) men in His service, so that
and guidance in the most intricate difficulties."
those who would be His instruments, must also
_M.]
be His temples and work-shops. Reasonable
[On Ver. 21. See Bp. Hurd's Sermon on
proof of the Divinity of the Holy Ghost: He spake
of future things by the prophets, which things, False Ideas of Prophecy, and the whole volume
for the most part,' have come to pass ; but this is will be found a most valuable aid to students of
the difficult subject of prophecy. It is entitled
solely a work of the omniscient God.
Gerhard: There is no other access to recon- "An Introduction to the Study of the Prophecies" etc.
ciliation with God and to forgiveness except vol. 5 of the works, but also published separately.
through the Son, Is. xiii. 1 ; for Christ's sake See also Dr. McCaul's Essay on Prophecy in
and through Christ only are we made partakers " Aids to Faith" Bp. Ellicott's Essay on Scripture and its Interpretation, in the same volume,
of those blessings.
Boos: Woe to him, whose works, words and and Canon Wordsworth's Essay on the Interwritings cause others to sin, even after his death. pretation of Scripture, in the volume "Replies
Happy he, whose works, words and writings Essays and Reviews ." M.]
after

become

all light, if

etc.:

;

not in this present time,

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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THE SECOND EPISTLE GENERAL OP PETEB.

CHAPTER
AVALTBO: -Warning against the

false

II.

l-10a.

prophets with reference to their inevitable punishment, illustrated by three ex*
amplee.

But there were false prophets also among the people, even as there shall be false
teachers among yon. who 1 privily 1 shall bring in damnable heresies,1 even 4 denying
2 the Lord that bought them, and bring upon themselves swift destruction. And many
5
shall follow their pernicious ways, by reason of whom the way of truth* shall be evil
through
And
covetousness
shall they with feigned words make merchanof.
spoken
8
1

whose judgment now of a long time 8 lingereth not, and their damnation
For if God spared not the angels that sinned, but cast them down to
w unto judgment ; And
hell, and delivered them into chains* of darkness, to be reserved
spared not the old world, but saved Noah, the eighth person, a preacher of righteousness, bringing in the flood upon the world of the ungodly; And turning the cities of
Sodom and Gomorrah into ashes, condemned them with an overthrow, making them an
ensample unto those that after should live ungodly; And delivered 11 just Lot, vexed
with the filthy conversation 11 of the wicked (For that righteous man dwelling among
them, in seeing and hearing, vexed his righteous soul from day to day with their unlawful deeds :) The Lord knowetb how to deliver the godly out of tcmptation, uand to *#
14
reserve the unjust unto the day of judgment to be punished: But chiefly them that
walk after the flesh in the lust of uncleanness, and despise government
dise of*

you

:

4 slumbereth not
5
6
7
8
9
10

:

Verte

1.

notTirccofa class,

not simply identifying the individuals. Alford.—M.J

—

'*w*p*i.v&tov<riy, to bring in by the side of (» a p A), introduce surreptitiously. M.]
* alp 4 <r* it, heresies, i. «., self-chosen doctrines repugnant to the truth.
M.l
* Both Appovpcpot and iw&yom* are to be connected -with waptivifovviv. They are not, however, co-ordinate to each other ; as iwdyovT** must be annexed to the clause otrtpec . . . aprevftcroi. Winer, p. 368.—M.]
[German But there arose also false prophets among the people .... who privily shall bring in selfchosen
doctrines of destruction, and deniers of the Master who bought them, people that bring upon f

—

'

:

selves swift destruction.
2. r 6

.

:

avtkyttatfy

[ « A.,

3.

Verse

4.

Terse

e.

Verse

0.

•

•

-

.

*

.

Cod. Sin.

.

:

Verse

—
—

But there were .... heresies of destruction and denying .
M.]
~ —
—
«
K. L. —
Cod.
Sin.,ae-«A<y£atf. Roc., a ww Acta if. M.J
B. C.
A. (?) read 3 6 $ a for o 3 b *.—M.]
[German . . . their licentiousness . . .-M.]
[» Cod. Sin.,*Kwop. (• • « v o p.).—M.]
[•«KwaAai,ez olim, Bengel.—M.J
[German And snared in covetousness .... deceive you.
. .—M.]
Translate : And in covetousness .... make merchandise of you .
[•e-ctpotc, A. B. C. Cod. Sin.: e-ipotc £6>oit (• • £<$<£ot/); Rec., al M » « i p a t *.—M.]
#coAa£o/xrfKovf
ryptlv;
Cod.Sin..KoAa£op4>'ov9 r^ptr.
A.
**al.,
C.
pORec, 9l«,T*Tipini4rovt;
B. (Mai) C* K. L., Alford. •* The readings are in great confusion from the combined influence of Jade
Alford.—
below."
and v. 9
M.J
Dietlein prefers the readingz rcri)p*p<>ov «—'those which once should have been reserved ? Tarhnunn
Trauslato

Verse

:

.

[German :'.... but cast them in bonds of darkness into hell, and committed them, in order to be reserved
unto the final Judgment.—M.]
.
and preserved only Noah .... the herald of righteousness.
.

[German :

Verse

7.

Verse

8.

.

.

Translate :

.

.

.

.

but preserved Noah, preacher of

.

.

.

.—M.]

condemned them to overthrow, laying down an example of warning for those
Translate
r . laying down an example of those.—M.^
pWppv»aT©,Bec, A.B.**C.,al. « pif<r a o, B. •, Alford.—M.I
[Urqt if Ao-cAycff A Kae-rpotv*—one idea. Behaviour in licentious™ -licentious behaviour.—
[German :

.

.

:

.

.

.

.

M.]
righteous Lot .... of the lawless.—M.]
[German : . .
[German For in seeing and hearing .... distressed his righteous soul at (on account of)
.

Verse

9.

Verse 10.

.

:

deeds—M.]
[»» w «» pa **»»%

their immoral

Cod. Sin. (*)-—M.]

[Mi3t«. 3« w^v^a9Ki9ii4vovtC*impr6b. »«f)il«. Cod. 8in.—M.]
[German .... in lust of defilement, and despise government.—M.]
:

BXEOETIOAL AND
Connection:—The

Apostle,

CRITICAL.
having

exhorted

to give attention to the prophecy of Holy
Scripture, ch. i. 19, now warns them against
the false prophets, delineating their character
and adverting to their fearful end. As he often
takes up the words of our Lord in the first Epistle,
so he doubtless alludes here to passages like

them

Matt. xxiv. 11. 12;

vii.

16:

"Beware of

false

prophets." He makes the transition with reference to the false prophets in Israel, in order
that the believers to whom he wrote might not
be alarmed at the appearance of erroneous teach-

Paul also had prophesied concerning such
erroneous teachers, Acts xx. 29. 80. Those seducers are referred to in the Epistles to Timothy
and Titus, the first of John, and the book of Revelation, but especially in the Epistle of Jude.
In those writings they are mostly described sf
already existing.
ers.
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CHAP.
Vsb, 1. Bat there were false prophets
also—destruction. Besides those holy men
of God, there were also false prophets among the
people; the history of Ahab shows this, the books
of the prophets Jeremiah and Esekiel prove it
more particularly, and ver. 16, below, gives an
example in the case of Balaam. iffevSodiSdoKaXoi
found here only, formed analogously to if>ev6oMryoc,
1 Tim. iv. 2; and iffevdoirpo+tirai.
[Alford remarks
that y*Wo, in the latter, is ambiguous, the word

—

being either subjective=pretenders, not real prophets, or objeotive=prophesiers of false things
cf. for the latter, Jer. xiv. 14, LXX, ipevdrjoi irpofqrai irpofqrevovotv . . . .; ib. 15; xxiii. 25.
H.] Dietlein: "Not a prophet or teacher who
prophesies or teaches falsehood, but one who is
not a prophet and yet falsely pretends to be one,
cf. 2 Cor. xi. 13; Rev. ii. 2.
[Better make ^ewfo,

—

ambiguous, and understand
not only unauthorized pretenders, but also teachers of falsehood.
M.] irapetoaZovot, not to bring
forward, but to bring in beside, introduce secretly.
In Jude occurs the similar term irapetaidvaav,
they crept in through a false door.
Bengel:
in tyviodtddoKoTuoi,

—

"Beside
Aiptois

In the

the

salutary doctrine of

Christ."

from aiptu, a doctrine, a school, a sect.
New Testament it is applied to the religious

among the later Jews, contending with
one another, Acts v. 17; xv. 5; xxvL 6; in a bad
sense, ch. xxiv. 5. 14 ; xxviii. 22.
So especially,
Titos ill. 10.
"A man that is an heretio ....
reject"
It denotes voluntary, deliberate deviating from purely Christian articles of belief,
leading to divisions in the Church, cf. Herzog,
Real. Encycl. Art. Haresie.
'AttoXeioc intensifies
the idea of alpioeif.
Not all heresies are equally
pernicious, not all lead so decidedly to destruction.
[Doubtful whether this distinction can be
parties

—

drawn;

it

certainly does not pertain ad rem; these

teachers, who surreptitiously bring in false
teaching by the side of the true faith, bring upon
themselves destruction. Their end is destruction,
false

Phil. Hi. 19.— M.]
Deniers of the Master that bought
them. Winer assumes that the two Participles
typobftevoi and kn&yovreq are not coordinate to
cf.

—

—

each other, but that kal kn&yovrec is to be connected with, the principal verb thus: "Who shall
bring in corrupting heresies, and also, denying
the Lord, bring upon themselves swift destruction;" too artificial.
Others take Kal for even,
"even denying the Lord," but this use of Kal cannot be substantiated.
Huther proposes to take
the Participle iir&yovrec as the verbum finitum, but
without any analogy.
The construction, however, becomes quite simple by taking the three
Participles coordinate and alike dependent on
Icovraty and making kn&yovreg to refer to the two
classes of seducers, without distinguishing them
from each other. This precludes the necessity
of changing the construction while ml retains
its usual signification.
The second form of seducers is a species of the former. The terms
xapeut&govoiv and hr&yovres correspond : they introduce their errors by stealth, but they draw
upon themselves open and manifest destruction.
[The reader has Fronmuller's construction in the
translation, and may think Unless artificial than

awkward.

The construction

of Alford

(who

II.

1-10.

26

takes koI as the simple Copula, and regards
standing in the place of the finite
verb, coordinate with izapeio&£ovotv, followed, as
a consequence, by kirdyovreg /c. r. A.) seems least
difficult; he renders "and denying the Master
who bought them, bringing upon themselves swift
destruction." M.]
Of the Matter that bought them. deaw&nfe denotes an absolute ruler [an autocrat, M.l of
bondmen or slaves. It is used of God the Father,
Luke ii. 29; Acts iv. 24; Rev. vi. 10. Here the
context requires us to apply it to Christ, cf. Juds
4, and Rev. i. 8, where Christ is called the Almighty. This term suits ayopd£etv better than
Kiptoc.
1 Peter i. 18, has Xvrpovadai for ayop&£etvt
the former of which indicates the infinitely precious ransom, generally i§ayopd^enf, to buy back
from, out of, Gal. iii. 18; iv. 5; Eph. v. 16; CoL
iv. 6.
The simple ayopd^etv occurs at 1 Cor. vi.
20; Rev. v. 9; xiv. 8. 4. Calov: "The ransom is
the blood of Christ, Matt. xx. 28. He, to whom
it has been paid, is God, who chiefly held us in
prison, whereas the devil is only His prisonkeeper, from the hands of whom Christ has delivered us, Eph. v. 2; Heb. ix. 14.
God in virtue
of His justice required a ransom for our deliverance ; in virtue of His meroy He accepted the
ransom, which Christ paid for us."—-Gerlaoh
says : " These erroneous teachers had already become Christians, they had already experienced
the saving effects of redemption, and had really
left the service of the devil in Judaism or Paganism for the service of Christ." In support of
this view v. 21 may be cited.
But ayopd&tv is
generally used to denote absolutely the vicarious
satisfaction of Christ extending to all men, and
consequently also to these false teachers; it is
not used with the limitation that the effect of it
has been experienced, as Calvin maintains, cf. 1
Tim. ii. 6; Eph. v. 2; Heb. ix. 14. Gerhard
makes use of the illustration of a Christian ruler
who pays a certain ransom for the redemption of
prisoners into the hands of the Turkish Sultan.
Those prisoners are truly redeemed, although'
they should refuse to accept the benefit of their
liberation and continue in their bonds.
Deniers of the Master.
Their wickedness is
the more enormous, because they deny their
greatest Benefactor, in the service and confession
of whom they ought cheerfully to. die. The manner of their denial is not further defined. Bengel adds: "By their doctrine and works." Perhaps it is the same kind of denial as that of the
false teachers in 1 Jno. ii. 28; iv. 2; v. 12; 2
Jno. 7. 9. The denial of the historical Christ,
at once God and Man in one Person, as held and
afterwards developed, by the Gnostics into an
anti-christian doctrine, partly with highly danTheir denial
gerous practical consequences.
may have had particular reference to the virtue
of His sacrificial death and to His royal power
over us, as His bondsmen.
[St. Peter, in inditing these words, doubtless felt deeply his own
conduct in this respect, for notwithstanding the
warning of Jesus, he denied Him thrice under the
most painful circumstances. Matt xxvi. 70. 72.
apvovfievoi as

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—M.]

raxtvfyv airofaiav; antiksta,

destruction,

ruin in temporal and eternal death. This will
be sudden, cf. ch. i. 14; their end will be attended
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with terrors, Ps. lxxiii. 19. Destruction shall
overtake them swiftly, 1 Thess. v. 8, just as the
coming of Christ will be sudden.
Vbk. 2. And many shall follow alter
their licentiousnesses.—Cf. Matt. xxiv. 1 1. 12;
2 Tim. ii. 17. Errors, particularly those which
give free scope to the flesh, are very contagious.
[For an account of the Gnostic false teachers see
Below under Doctrinal and Ethical, No. 4. M.]
6oe%yeiaic f licentiousnesses, dissolute habits, unclean living. We see from v. 19 that a false
liberty [really libertinism.— M.] was the gospel
of those false teachers. They confounded ChrisThe roots
tian liberty with unbridled license.
of the bold antinomian tendency, which we find
in the second century among the Carpocratians
and other Gnostics, descend to the middle of the
" The haughtiness of false spiritufirst century.
ality and unbridled sensuality with them went
hand-in-hand." Gerlach.
De Wette exhibits
gross confusion in the remark that " alpiaeic being
called here all of a sudden, hotXyzuu, can only be
explained from Jude 4."

—

import goods, to traffic, to make gain of, to
overreach, cheat, cf. Hos. xii. 1 ; Prov. iii. 14;
to deal in a thing, and to acquire a thing by
traffic, is construed with the Accusative.
Winer,
p. 265, German ed., quotes from Josephus: epmp.
rift lipav rip rov oAputToc, to trade in the beauty
of the body ; and from Philo : eveiropetero rip TJftrp
ruv ducaoruv, he made profit of the forgetfulness
of the judges. Hence Winer inclines to the rendering, "they will seek to get profit out of you,
to make gain of you," or as Dietlein puts it,
"they will cheat you" (OMcAaeAmi).— [The 6th
ed. of Winer, Engl. TransL, does not contain
these quotations.
Winer says plainly, p. 286,
that the word here means, "make merchandise
of you."— M.] Gerlach: "They will sell you
for coin the doctrines of their own inventing,"
cf. 1 Tim. vi. 5; Tit. i. 11.
The equally proven
sense, "to cheat, to deceive," seems to be most
simple.
to

For

whom

gereth not.

judgment from of old

—

rb Kplfia IkkclXcu,
necessary to connect Kplfia
oig

De

lin-

Wette

thinks it
and toraAat,
of truth as if it were the judgment from of old decreed
shall be evil spoken of.—oY obc\ refer the and predicted (Jude 4); for, taken with the
relative to those who are seduced.
The way of verb, it would contain a contradiction ;. a judgtruth is an expression taken from the Old Testa- ment long since hastening!
Dietlein defends

By

ment,

reason of

cf.

xviii. 15;

whom

the

way

Gen. xxiv. 48; Ps. cxxxix. 24;

Amos

14.

viii.

Jer.
of
Acts xix. 9.

The right manner

worshipping and serving God. So
As a way to a traveller such is true reliIt is evil spoken of among
gion to us men.
the heathens and the worldly-minded [Ben-

28.

this sense, saying that both the promises and the
threatenings are from of old in process of continual fulfilment, although their final fulfilment
is loug delayed, ch. iii. 9.
But this cannot be
the meaning of the Apostle, for he speaks of a
raxivt) antifoia ; the sense is rather : " for whom,

sunt, discrimen ignoran- according to an old experience, the judgment is
verorum et faUorum Christianorum" M.] not dilatory." De Wette's rendering, at any rate,
who charge Christianity with the sins of false is inadmissible; for it would require brrvaXai beChristians.
"They are wont to say : Look at the fore Kplfia. [Alford renders " for whom the senfruits of the Christian religion
The inference, tence from long since is not idle " after Bengel:
although false, does harm, because it confirms " non est otiosum," who explains: t. «., "plans vigst
those who draw it in their aversion to the truth unum idemque est judicium super omnes peecantes,
and to Christ Himself." Roos. Peter in his first quod in ammo Judicis sine intermissions agitator
Epistle, ch. iv. 14, and Paul in Rom. ii. 24 (cf. dum erumpit : et in Us, qui puniti in Scrtptura meJas. ii. 7) allude to this evil speaking.
[Oecu- morantur, ostenditur quid ceteros mancat ; tawtetsi
menius describes the Nicolaitans and Gnostics as peccantes putant, Ulud cessare ipsique dormilant"]

gel:

**ab its qui /oris

—

tibus

—

!

—

most "unholy in their doctrines and most licenClem. Alex, states as a
tious in their lives."
reason for his
professing the

shameless

lives,

have brought infamy

(ft?M<j<pr/-

—

3.

expression, peculiar to Peter.

It

own writing, that false teachers, is generally used only of men, as is shown in the
name of Christians, and yet living passage from Plato cited by Huther: faj6b> teia-

fdav) upon the Christian name, even among the
Gentiles, and that it was necessary to disabuse
their minds of this illusion, and to vindicate the
Gospel of Christ. See Wordsworth, who is very
rich in illustrations on this subject.
M.]

Ver.

And whose destruction slumbereth not

—An original

And in covetousness with feign-

Oat

vwt6$ovtoc dixaarov.

Gerlach:

"Punitive

judgments live in God's immutable decree and
break forth at the appointed time, and the speinstances recorded in history teach us what
God is awake as the Judge,
store for all.
while He seems to be sleeping; but they, the recreants, sleep the sleep of security, while they
cific

is in

ed words they will make merchandise of seem
yon.
but

kv nteovegia; not only the lust of
also the lust of honour and pleasure.

significant

money,
'Ev is

and denotes that they were sunk and

immersed in it.

TiXaorols 7u6yov^y another expres-

sion characteristic of Peter, with speeches deceitfully conceived and invented ["speciously
fashioned in fair forms so as to allure and de-

Wordsworth

Wetstein quotes Artemid.
ayaBbv frfjropot.
63, nTAooeiv doncl

ceive,"
1,

;

nal react toI$ airareoot, Sia t6 ra^bvra
.
.
.
bvra deiKvheiv rat rixvag rahrac.
M.] Cf. ch.
i. 16; Rom. xvi. 18.
Perhaps the reference is
to fictitious stories of the life of Jesus and the
Apostles.
'EjiKopebeodat, to trade (Jas. iv. 13),
.

.

it$

—

to be awake in undisturbed activity and
work." Hugo extends the expression to stings of
conscience, which form already a part of hell, in
Gerhard, p. 195.
Ver. 4. For if God spared not the angels
that had sinned. Now follow three examples in illustration of tKxakai, which clearly ex-

—

hibit the punitive justice alongside the saving
Winer, de Wette and aL
el yap.
justice of God.
assume here the existence of an anacoluthon;
but the apodosis of the three pratases [1. el yap;

—

M.] occurs at v.
6px- k6ou; 8. tcai irdXet^.
although couched in more general terms than
might have been expected, respect being had to
the exhibition of Divine justice to the pious.
2. Kal

9,
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—

Spared not. Bengel : " Sever© judgment is
announced upon those of -whom we should have
expected that they would be spared."
Complete
the sentence thus: "If He did not spare those
who stood higher and enjoyed greater dignity,
much less will He spare the less." [But in ordcr to bring this out ayykTuuv dfiaprqo&vruv should
be rendered without the article, vis. : "For if God
spared not axgxls having tinned" then supply,
«« much less will He spare these false teachers."

—
II.

—

1-10.

27

connection with the plagues of Egypt,
uses the following expression: "aXboei okotovq
idkdtjaav, they were bound with indissoluble (?)
bonds of darkness." As the bonds here are only
a figure of the binding (?) power of darkness, so
they are doubtless in our passage. Hence Bengel: "Darkness itself keeps them bound and is
to them like a chain."
Jude 6. 6 is more explicit: "he hath reserved them (bound) in everlasting chains under darkness." in both passages
£<tyo?> profound, extreme darkness, is used for
That had sinned. In Jude 6, we have the ok6toc. Jude 13. gives both words to express
addition, "who kept not their principality, but the highest degree of darkness.
Although these
left their own habitation," or according to Stier,
bonds must not be taken literally, the darkness
"who left their original true dominion and dig- must not be confined to the darkness of their
nity," cf. Jno. viii. 44.
Dietlein supposes on un- wickedness, but should be taken to denote real
tenable grounds that vv. 4 and 6 belong together, darkness, and the custody in which they are
and that Peter therefore stands up as an autho- kept, a real custody.
But this custody of the
rity that Gen. vi. 2, refers not to the Sethites,
evil angels, says Bengel, is as yet preliminary,
but to angels; that he alludes more particularly and the servants of hell may still remain on
to that last form of the development of sin when
earth, Lke. viii. 81; Eph. it 2; Acts v. 8; xiii.
they entered into sexual relations with the 10; just as prisoners of war are sometimes perdaughters of men. As to Gen. vi. 2 we are un- mitted to go beyond the place of their confineable to abandon the view that it relates to the ment
TaprapAaae, another term peculiar to Peamalgamation of the Sethi (es and Cainites, cf. ter and not found in the LXX. Grotius rightly
Luke xx. 84-86. (Dettinger, Tubinger Zeitschrift, remarks that it denotes in Classic Greek to cast
1836, 1; Evangelische Kvrchemeitung, 1858, No.
down into Tartarus, not to condemn to Tartarus.
29.)
duaprna. ayy. above, probably would never Nor does rdprapoc occur either in the N. T. or in
hare been interpreted otherwise than as setting the LXX.; the Greeks conceived it to be the
forth the first fall in the realm of spirits, unless lowest region of the earth, full of darkness and
the passage, Jude 6. 7, had been believed to con. cold, not a region in the air, as Grotius, quoting
tain a reference to a icopvcia on the part of angels.
Plutarch, supposes. So Tertullian, Chrysostom,
But this view is founded on a false interpretation Jerome, Augustine, Theodoret. It i8==a/ivooog,
of Tovrotc, which belongs not to the first men- while gSnc describes the abode of the dead in
tioned angels, but clearly to the inhabitants of general, and yiewa denotes the final place of punSodom and Gomorrah, hence the masculine rob- ishment, the lake of fire, Bev. xx. 10-14 ; Mtth.
rotc.
So KeiL It is alleged in the Evangelische xxv. 44, consequently the preliminary place of
KxTckaizdtung that iicnopv. is only used to de- confinement and state of spirits, similar to what
scribe that kind of incontinence which violates Sheol is for men. Huther connects napidcuce with
an existing bond, that Gen. vi. refers to matri- aeipalc; but the most simple construction is to
mony, while v. 8 discountenances altogether all connect raprapfoag with aeipalc.
reference to angels; that angels indeed denote
Being kept unto judgment. Elf Kplotv
sometimes fallen angels, 1 Cor. vi. 8 (against rrjpovpLvovs belong together.
A judgment has
Stier) ; that Jude must not be interpreted by the probably been passed upon them already, but the
book of Enoch, which, at the time when that Epis- final judgment is still in store for them, cf. Matt,
tle was written, was perhaps not even extant
The Epistle
viii. 29; Rev. xx. 10; Jas.,ii. 19.
(?).
Hence the sinning on the part of angels in our of Jude amplifies "unto the judgment of the
passage can only be understood of the revolt of great day."
Trjpovph^ovc, as criminals that are
Satan and his associates, 1 Jno. iii. 8. 10. Kurtz, now reserved for judgment [from a present point
Dclitxsch and al. interpret differently, while of view.
M.] Winer, p. 858. "They are as unKeil (Lutherische Zeitschrift, 1855, 2), defends our able to work themselves put of their darkness
Tiew of Gen. vi. 2 and 2 Peter ii. 4, on weighty as is a prisoner to extricate himself from his
grounds.
The angel interpretation is found in chains." Boos. But this author errs when he
Justin, Athenagoras, Cyprian and al.; also in* continues: "Just as the word prison, Job xxxvi.
the Syrian Church ; in the Hellenistic and Pales- 18, and the term hell, 1 Sam. ii. 6, do not detinian synagogue; the Sethite interpretation is scribe a place, but a condition, so the term tarheld by writers of the Middle Ages, but also tarize with reference to the apostate angels does
earlier by Julius Africanus, Ephrem the Syrian not describe a being locked up in a bad place,,
and al. ; also by Luther, Melanchthon, Calvin.
but rather the translation to a bad condition.
Bnt cast them in bonds of darkness These angels, be they wherever they may, are in
into hell and committed them. aeipd from a tartaric condition." The latter is true, buk
eipew, to tie, bind, wind (?), a cord, a rope, a the abstraction, which precedes it, is not bibliband, a noose, not a chain. Jude 6 has instead, cal.
Grotius sees in their being reserved a parfajfify, a bond, a band, a fetter.
[But the most ticular reference to their inability of going beauthentic reading (see Appar. Crit. on v. 4) is yond the confines of the place assigned to them,
cupolc from ocip6^==al<pog or otpfxic, atpdc, properly and of doing any thing without permission. Stier
o cave where corn is stored (Demosth.); a pit, & calls attention to the deep irony whfch he detects
vol/* 9 den; in that case render "dens of dark- in these words, wherebv the Almighty holds
dess."
those mighty ones up to derision, an irony of the
Cf. Alford and the Lexica.— M.]
Bonds of darkness. The Book of Wisdom initial judgment of their perverse doings. " They
xvii. 18, in

—

-

—

•

—

—

—

—

—

—
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would not keep their first estate and appointed
habitation, and for this they must now, in virtue
of the new power exerted against them by the
Creator, be sadly kept and held fast unto guilt
and punishment in the state of sin of which they
made deliberate choice." This is perhaps too
ingenious.

example is the destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah, of. Jude 7.
TeQpoiv from rtypa, to burn to
ashes.
Dietlein and aL
Karaorpotft xarkKptvev.
translate: "He condemned them actually by
overthrow;" but we prefer rendering with de
Wette, Huther and al. : " He condemned them to
overthrow," like KaraKpivejv OavarQ, Matt. xx. 18;

Vks. 6. And spared not the old world, Mark x. 33.— Karaorpotfi, cf. Gen. xix. 29, LXX;
but preserved Noah, the eighth person, a 2 Tim. ii. 14; Jude amplifies, see v. 7. Tutf-

—

herald of righteousness. The second example, which is not given by Jude, is taken from
the flood.

The old world,
lein:

the world primeval.

Biet-

" Not absolutely the antediluvian race;

it

includes impersonal creation in so far as it surrounded that primordial race and being, as it
were, its body, participated both in its corruption
and punishment." 'Oydoov TX&e. As the Apostle
in 1 Peter iii. 20, attaches importance to the
small number of the saved, so he does here in the
«ase of Noah and his wife, three sons and their
three wives; cf. on this use of the ordinal, Winer,
"The eight souls are contrasted with the
p. 268.
most numerous world of the uneodly." Bengel.
Among the Patriarchs Noah is the tenth. There
is here consequently no room for a propheticosymbolical reference. The allusion is plainly to
the small number of the saved at all times.
[Wordsworth: "Seven is the number of completion and rest, the Sabbatical number: and in
Enoch the seventh from Adam who walked with
God, and did not die, but was translated from the
turmoil of this world to a heavenly rest, and taken
up to God, there appears to be a figurative adumbration of the Sabbath of heavenly reet, which
remaineth to. the people of God, Heb. iv. 9."
Wordsworth has this note with reference to Jude,
v. 14: "Enoch, the seventh from Adam," and
thinks that Peter not only calls attention to the
fact that Noah was saved with seven others, but
that it places him as it were at the highest point
of the climax.
M.]

—

—

—

—

—

Herald, preacher of righteousness. He
stood up against the world, denounced its unrighteousness and corruption, and exhorted it to
repentance and conversion. biaKoovvrj. Huther:
" Here not=righteousness of faith, but in the Old
Testament sense=piety exhibited in obedience
to the will of God."
[Alford:
The fact that
Noah was thus a preacher of (moral) righteousness to the depravity of his age, is found alluded
to in Joseph. Antiq., I., 8. 1,
O N<feoc 61, role
irparroukvoic in? avrCw dvoxepaivuv koI role Povtebpaoiv arjduc lxuvi InetBev
rb tcpelrrov avrovc rrjv
fitdvotav Kal roe izp6£etc pera$£peiv.
BereechUh
Rabba, XXX., G, in Wetstein: " Ktjpvl; generationi*
e

M

diluvii, ideal,

Noachue."

— M.]

Bringing the flood upon the world of
the ungodly. KaraKkvapdv from KaraMfa, the
deluge,

h)2D

confluence of the seas,

Gen.

vi.

cf.

ch.

iii.

17.— 'Eir&fac, that which here

6.
is

referred to the operation of God, is described in
The two should
ch. ii. 1, as the guilt of man.

go together.

[Human

Divine punishment.

depravity the cause of

—M.]

Ver. 6. And burning to ashes the cities
of Sodom and Gomorrah, etc. The third

—

—

=

decypa re6euc6c
irap6d'etypa: Jude has delypa,
proof, figure, example, similitude, by which something is shown, cf. Jas. v. 10; Heb. iv. 11; viiL
5 ; John xiii. 15.—Dietlein strangely accounts for
the use of the word by Peter's preference for incb.
The Perfect is very emphatic, being usually employed to denote an action completed, conceired
as continuing in its effects, cf. Winer, p. 286.
Bengel: "It was an irrefragable monument of
God and of the Divine judgment." Peter probably alludes here to 8 Mace. ii. 5.
Ver. 7.
delivered righteous Lot,
etc.
KarairovoipevoVf cf. Acts vii. 24, Karairoveu
to wear down or tire out, to oppress, to harass

—

And

—

beyond bearing

(Alf. ).
Connect with vtto rfr—
avaerpo^c. Others join ford with ipfAxjaro, rendering "out of the power of the bad conversation,
under the influence of which he had been left,"
cf. Winer, p. 886.
'Ev aaeXyela avaorpotf, cf. 1
Peter i. 17. *AfJeapoc from BeapSc, a lawless,
abandoned man, an antinomian; Bengel: "One
who sins against nature;" Gerhard: "One who
cares neither for right nor law." Only here and

ch.

iii.

17.

Ver.

For seeing and hearing the righ-

8.

teous man,

—

etc.
Parenthetical explanation of
Instead of the lawless tormenting his soul, it was he, the righteous man, who
tormented his righteous soul. Bteupari nal awe"
belong to kftacdvi^ev. Wherever he turned and
saw and heard, his soul was distressed at the
wickedness that surrounded him.
The sense
here is similar to John xi. 83, where it is said of
Jesus that He irdpa^ev iavrbv. Dietlein: "Pain
at one's own sin and at sin in general must not
only be felt, but it must be a pain effected by the
soul itself* by reason of its turning to God."
Karairovoifievov denotes the passive side of the
pain.
Bede connects 6'tKotoc with ptefipan sal
amy, and renders, "righteous because he did not
suffer himself to be seduced by seeing and hearing."
'Avdpoic ipyotc denotes the object of his

Karairovovpevov.

distress.

The Lord knoweth, etc.—The
expressed in terms which apply the
preceding examples not only to the lawless, but
also to the pious.
Olde.
Knowledge a n 1 power
combined. Kvpioc, God the Father, according to
v. 4.
evoefielCj those who like Noah and Lot walk
in faith in the living God.
Out of temptation, cf. 1 Peter L 6; iv. 12;
Matt vi. 18; xxvi. 41; Luke viii. 13; Acts xx.
19; 1 Cor. x. 18; 1 Tim. vi. 9; Heb. iii. 8; Jas.
i. 2; Rev. iii. 10.— To deliver (rescue,) cf. Jer.
xxxix. 11. 18; xlv. 6: Ex. xviii. 10.— KoXatopivovc rqpelv.
Some take ko?~ as Future, bat Winer
remarks that this is unnecessary, because the
idea of the Future is already implied in rnptzv tie
jpipav; and the Present seems to hate been
chosen intentionally in order to show thtt their
Ver.

apodosis

9.

is

—
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began before the
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DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

chiefly those who go after
1. y?e must not believe that those false teachers
the flesh. Jude t. 7/ applies to the cities of the passed theoretically from the denial of Christ's
plain that which here is affirmed of the false redeeming grace and lordship to their moral
teachers, Til., "Tldfete .... iiaropvetoamu koX libertinism and sensual enormities; the usual psybxtlBovou bxioo <mp*b$ irkpa^.
Then in t. 8 it is chological course is rather that the heart is first
aid of the false teachers, that "likewise these corrupted, that the will is sold to sin, and that
.... defile the flesh." The comparison of the then the understanding becomes darkened.
2. The account of the angels given in v. 4 falls
two passages will show that Jude amplifies and
explains more fully than is the case in our pas- in with what the Bible teaches concerning angels
sage.
Stier interprets Uiropvetetv with reference in general, and must not excite in us the suspi-

Vn.

10.

But

—

next following expression, as excess of decommit fornication out of all rule
'Onioo
and order, beyond the limits of nature.
oapu% hipafr besides the horrors of sensuality,
mentioned in Gen. xlx. 6, and Bom. i. 27, refers
eridently to the terrible sins of Sodom, which are
enumerated in Ley. xviii. 22-24 among the horOur passage, on
rors of the Canaanlte heathen.
the other hand, is kept more in general; they
seek their pasture in the flesh, in all manner of
sensuality, they go in their infamous lust after
to the

bauchery, to

—

e?ery flesh.

In lost of defilement. *JSnriBvuta utaauov,
not as Dietlein contends, "in lust, which is defilement," nor like Huther, "in lust after impure,
polluting enjoyment," for where does fuaau6c signify "polluting enjoyment?"
It denotes defilement, stain, intercourse; connect it with the lust

of eoncupisoence, 1 Thess. iv. 6; cf. Bom. i.
24-27; Eph. iv. 18, 19.
I&taoftdc also peculiar to
Peter, and found only here in the New Testament.
The description of these erroneous teachers reminds us of the Balaamites and Nicolaitanes in
Bev. ii. 14. 15. 20. 24, in whom we recognize a
stem of the fourfold Gnosticism of the second cen-

The circumstance that Peter now passes
from the Future toovrat, v. 1, to the Present,
must not be turned with de Wette into a reason
for suspecting the genuineness of this Epistle.
It may be accounted for in part by the Apostle's
prophetically exalted frame of mind, for his fiery
language shows him throughout as a ^ep6fuvoq
**d irvcbftaTos dylov (cf. ch. i. 21,) and in part by
tury.

beginnings of those melancholy
phenomena were already stirring. A forger of
that capacity, which the Epistle presupposes,
would have consistently adhered to the position
he had taken at v. 1.
the fact that the

And

—

despise lordship. The first mark of
was the denial of Christ, ch.

those false teachers

1; the second, covetousness, v. 8; the third,
unbridled sensuality, ch. ii. 10; the last, arrogant
despising of lordship.
Kvpi&rqrog KarafpovovvTac.
Jude 8 has Kvpt&njra aderown, which goes further
than nara^p., and is its consequence.
Kvpidrtrra
should be taken in a general sense; every and
any lordship, whatever shall be and shall be
called Lord, all Divine and human authority.
So Stier. The word must not be limited to the
dignity of Christ's lordship, because that had already been referred to v. 1.
Dietlein applies it
to Divine and superhuman powers, cf. Eph. i.
21; Col. i. 16; ii. 18; Calvin, to earthly governments; Huther understands it of the Divine
Being, because all power and authority repose in
It; while with reference to the book of Enoch
he explains 66gat of the halo of glory surrounding
the Being of God.
ii.

it is apocryphal.
It is doubtless founded on special revelations.
8. It is remarkable that anti-Christian phenomena, similar to those which threatened to
overthrow the foundation of the Church in the
beginning, spring up in bur time. Stier refers

cion that

more particularly

to the rapidly spreading, fearful doctrines of the liberty of the flesh, and to

the sins darkly skulking among the ungodly men
of our time, especially to self-abuse.
4. [The principal heresies which sprung up in
the Apostolical age, and developed themselves before the close of the first century, were:
1. Smqnianism, or the opinions held bv followers of Simon Magus, who taught that the three
Persons of the Trinity were only three revelations of the same Person, and that Simon was
the great power which emanated from the invisible God.
Neander thinks it possible that the
words of which Simon made use are contained
in the apocryphal writings of the Simonians;
see Jerome's Comm. on Matth., 24: "Ego sumsermo Dei (6 Myog), ego turn speciosus, ego paracletus**
2. Docetism, or the doctrine of the Docetm,
who denied the reality of the human body of
Christ, of His crucifixion, resurrection and as*
cent to heaven.
8. The doctrine of the Nicolaitans, who were
noted for their licentiousnesses.
4. Ebionism, or the heresy of the Ebionites, who
denied the Divinity of Christ, and maintained
that He was a mere man, descended from Joseph

and Mary.
6. The doctrine of the Cerinthians, who separated Jesus from Christ, and asserted that Christ
descended from the Father into the person of Jesus at His baptism, in the form of a dove,
preached during His ministry and worked miracles, that at the end of His ministry Christ flew
away from Jesus, and did not suffer death, and

that only the man Jesus was crucified.
These all "denied the Lord that bought them,**

—

M.l
[The following note of Wordsworth on
embodies much valuable information.
This passage and the parallel in St.
He says
Jude 6, are two important texts on the present
condition and future destiny of evil angels, and, con6.

evil angels
:

sequently, of those persons who 'yield to their
solicitations (cf. Matt xxv. 41); these two texts
declared:
1. That some angels sinned, and, as a penalty
for their sin, were cast out of their original habitation; and,
2. That they have been committed in custody
to chains of darkness,1 and that they are now being
kept in them, and they there endure some punishment.
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8. That they there remain even to the end of
the world, and are reserved there for the judgment
of the great day.
This appears also from the language of the
devils themselves to Christ: "Art thou come to
torment us before the season (tcaipov) of judgment?" See Matt. viii. 29; Lke. via. 81.
It is also evident from our Lord's words, describing the transactions of the great day. He
there pre-announces that He will then say to
them on the left hand, "Depart from Me, ye
cursed, into everlasting fire, that hath been prepared for the devil and his angels." They are,
therefore, not yet cast into it
It is also further apparent from the Apocalypse,
revealing the casting of the devil into the lake of
firej as an event which has not taken place, but is
yet future, Rev. xx. 10.
4. Comparing also these texts with other portions of Holy Scripture (1 Pet. v. 8), where the
devil is compared to a roaring lion walking about,
seeking whom he may devour; and (Rev. xx. 7),
where Satan is described as loosed; and with the
clear assertions of the Apostolic writings, describing his present liberty, energy, and influence, and designating him as " the prince of the
power of the air " (aipoc, not aWipog, Eph. ii. 2),
and as "the god of this world" (2 Cor. iv. 4),
we must conolude, that the chains of darkness, of
which the Apostles St. Peter and St Jude speak,
and to which Satan and his associates are now
confined, and in which they will be kept even till
the day of judgment, are of such power as to restrain them from ever recovering their place in
the regions of light ; but not such as to prevent
them from exercising great power over those persons in the lower world who allow themselves "to
be taken' captive by them at their wilt" See
Wordsw. on Eph. ii. 2, and Rev. xx. 1-8.
The book of Enoch in like manner describes the
evil angels as chained under the earth, till the
day of judgment, when they will be cast into the
lake of fire. See there ch. v. 16; x. 6; xiv. 4;
xxi. 6; xxii. 4.
Huther, p. 205. Cf., also, the
Catena here, p. 91, where we read, that "at the
end of the world, Christ will condemn to severer
punishment those evil angels whom He has already shut up (in the abyss), and this He will do
by casting them into everlasting fire." And Bede
says here: "The apostate angels are yet to be
condemned to the penalties of the final judgment
for although they have already received the nether regions of the murky air as a prison house,
which, when compared with the bright glories of
heaven, where they once dwelt, may be called an
inferno, yet there is a deeper gulf below, which
awaits them."
Accordingly, Jerome (in Eph. vi.) delivers it
as the opinion of ail the doctors of the Church,
that "the devils have now their abode in the
space between heaven and earth." And Augustine (de Civ., Dei, 8, 22) says, "that the devils
dwell in this nether air, and being cast down
from heaven for their sin, they are here pre-condemned a^s in a prison, suitable to their sin."
And it is asserted as an article of the Catholic
faith by Irenes us (1, 2), that "Jesus Christ will
come again hereafter, to raise all bodies, and to
judge all men, and to cast the rebel angels into
everlasting fire."
Justin Martyr, Origen, in

and Eosebins
were of opinion "that the devils never
openly blasphemed God before the publication of
the Gospel, because they did not know till thea
what their future punishment would be," which
opinion, whether true or no, shows that those ancient writers did not imagine that the devil has,
as yet, been oast into helL See the discourse of
Numb.,

cap. 22, Irenssus (5, 26),

(4, 17),

Joseph Mede

;

Works, p. 26, Disc.

5.

—M.]

[The Gnostic teachers, says Wordsworth,
despised and annulled Kvpifrrqra, or lordship, in
various ways:
1. With regard to God the Father, the Kvpwc
6.

Lord of Lords. Tillemont {2, pp. 17,
who took the name of Gnostics distin-

Kvpiu,

28), ."all

guished the Creator of the world from the God
who reveals Himself by His Son; thus they made
two gods," i. e., they despised lordship by their
dualism.

The
2. With regard to the Lord Jesus Christ
EbumUes, as we have seen above, regarded Jesai
as a mere man; the Cerinthians separated Jesai
from Christ, and denied the Passion and Resurrection of Jesus Christ, by which He had asquired universal lordship over the Church and the
world; they also invoked other mediators is
They denied the Lord that
place of Christ
bought them, and would not call Him Lord (Iron.
1, 1.).
8. With regard to earthly rules, by affirming
themselves to be free to do all things, and to be
exempt from all civil restraints. See more in
Wordsworth, from whom this note is taken in a
condensed form. M.]

—

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.
The history of the Divine judgments an earnest monitor for all times. The great comfort of
the doctrine of universal redemption. It is not
enough that we teach sound doctrine, we most

—

—

—

The rise of false
the people of God is a historical
In how
necessity, 1 Cor. xL 19; Matt vii. 16.
many different ways may Christ be denied?—
Which is the greatest gain?

also

denounce

teachers

false teachers.

among

—

—

Chrysostom: "We admire Abraham, Lot and
Moses, because they shone like bright stars in
the darkness of night, because they were as roses
among thorns, and as sheep among countless
wolves."
The pious are distressed at the wickedness of
the godless, 1. because it sullies the glory of God;
2. because it shows that they are tyrannized by
Satan ; 8. because it conduces to their condemnation.

Gerhard:

— "The

pious are not preserved

from every distress and affliction, but they are
rescued from them, so that the help of God is so
much the more manifest Thus it fared with
Abraham, Jacob, Joseph, David, Daniel and the

men

in the furnace."
Try the spirits whether they are of
God, 1 Jno. iv. 1. Although they wear a rough
garment (Zech. xiii. 4), ye shall know them by
their fruits, and shall not take up with their party.
God has no pleasure in the destruction of the
wicked, Ex. xxxiii. 11. No wonder that the
many take the broad way that leadeth to condemnation, because they find in it so many things

three

Starke:

—

—

—
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which are agreeable to the flesh.

—A

false

will rest heavily on you, Jer. xiii. 17.
The sufferings of believers are only temporal ; their redemption is at the door, 2 Cor. i. 9. 10. If not
before,, a happy death is sure to bring perfect redemption, Ps. lxxiii. 17. 19.— As there are degrees among believers, and as some excel others
in spiritual gifts, and as they will be distinguished in glory, so there is also a difference in
point of sin and punishment among the ungodly.
Some excel others in wickedness so the punishment of some will excel that of others, Heb. x. 29.
Lisco : The enemies of the citizens of the

—

God

is

long-suffering;

His punishment

He

forbears

man,
may His long-suffering lead thee to repentance,
Rom. it 4. The devils are condemned, but their
full judgment, without any hope of redemption,
is yet future. Matt. viii. 29.
Let us walk in the
light, if we would escape the darkness of hell, 1
Jno. i. 7.
God has His elect and pious ones
among the great multitude of the ungodly, whom
He can and will miraculously preserve from unilong, but

is terrible.

!

—

;

—
—

—

kingdom.
Roos: If the kingdom of God cometh .with
power, the power of darkness is also astir.
False teachers should stir up and incite the

—

Tersal

punishment, Mai.

iii.

17.

—No country

children of light diligently to search for the
truth, and instantly and believingly to pray God

is

no oity so beautiful, glorious and rich,
but that they may be laid waste and destroyed,
if their sins multiply.
God has many ways of
saving His people: one way is His preserving

for

so fertile,

communion with
strengthening them spiritually
with patience,

2 Cor.

cere servants of

i.

6.

—Should not

God be pained and

prayers and exhortations notwithill with their congregations f
you, over whom they sigh! their sighs

12
13

14
15
16
17
18

19

20

21

22

Presumptuous are

mate-

of the righteous.
2. Cause of the deliverance of the pious out
of temptation.
8. Deliverance from temptation, why to be reputed a great mercy. M.]

the sin-

grieved, if

—

CHAPTER
106

"De

Van. 9. South, Three sermons, Works, vol. 6,
and His pp. 121, 169, 209.
to endure evil
1. Deliverance from temptation, the privilege

Axuras :—Farther description of the false

11

Oritiei Sacr. The*., 2, 789,

evil,

standing, it fares
to

4.

rum angelorum Taprap6eei"

their teaching,

Woe

more enlightenment

[Vbe.

—

them from

81

—

and

apt to have more followers than
a true and godly teacher, but his condemnation
also will be so much the greater, because he
draws many people into his own destruction,
Acts t. 86. 87.
To delay is not to annul [German proverb: Aufgetchoben tat nicht aufgehoben.
godless teacher is

— M.].

106-22.

II.

106-22.

teachers ; their radical corruptee*! and daring scofflng ; their perilous state.

they, self-willed,

they are not afraid to speak evil of dignities. 1

Whereas angels, which are greater in power and might, bring not railing accusation
against them before the Lord. 2
But these,8 as natural brute beasts 4 made 6 to be
taken and destroyed, speak evil of the things that they understand not; 6 and shall
utterly perish T in their own corruption And shall receive 8 the reward of unright:

eousness, as they that count it pleasure to riot 9 in the day-time.
Spots they are and
blemishes, sporting themselves with their own deceivings 10 while they feast with you; 11
Having eyes full of adultery," and that cannot cease from sin; 18 beguiling unstable
souls : a heart they have exercised with covetous practices ; u cursed children u Which
have forsaken the 16 right way, and are gone astray, following the way of Balaam the

son of Bosor," who loved the wages of unrighteousness; But was rebuked for his iniquity : the dumb ass speaking with man's 18 voice forbade the madness of the prophet.
These are wells without water, clouds 18 that are carried with a tempest; to whom the
mist of darkness is reserved for ever. 80 For when they speak great swelling words
of vanity, they allure through the lusts of the flesh, through much wantonness, those
that were clean 81 escaped from them who live in error.
While they promise them
liberty, they themselves are the servants of corruption : for of whom a man is overcome, of the same 88 is he brought in bondage. For if after they have escaped the
pollutions of the world through the knowledge of the Lord 88 and Saviour Jesus
Christ, they are again entangled therein, and overcome, the latter end is worse with
them than the beginning. For it had been better 84 for them not to have known the
way of righteousness, than, after they have known tV, to turn from* the holy commandment delivered unto them. But* it is happened unto them according to the
true proverb ; The dog is turned to his own vomit again ; and, The sow that was
washed to her wallowing in the mire.
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German : "The fool-hardy, haughty onea— tremble not to peak ertl of glories."
Translate : " Daren, telf-willed,— tbey tremble not while railing at glories."—BL]
German : «• Whereas angels, although greater in strength and might, do not bear their Judgment of ratting (»'. «., the sentence passed on their railing) which is given against them before (—by) tteLor4w-Ml
» a p a Kvpt'e cancelled by Lachmann and Tischendorf.
y«Mi2. * Ood. Bin. reads avroi for osroi. M.l
<aAoy« {m a—irrational animals. M.J
* y *y * %>y ri H 4 v
a, Rdc. A*, Slxi ; ycycrrafttfra, A*. B. C, Theile.—M.]
•dyroovfTit ^Xatf-^ifiiova-ty, Cod. Sin. .M.l
>
[1 Bee, 8im,G s ,aJ n Kara^tfap^o orrat; «at ^fapij^orrti, A.B 1 ,. al., Thefle, Alford.
Translate : " But these, as irrational animals, born naturally for capture and destruction, T«f"»f *vu
of things which they know not, shall eren perish in their corruption."—1L]
Terse 18. [*For KOfitovfuvoi, B., Cod. 8in.,reada6'4fcovftcrou—M.]
[•Cod. Mosq. for rpv<Mr, rpo^^r.—M.l
i

Verse 10.

[

TerwU.

[ •

—
—

—

...

...

t*aya»aif,A.B.

(Mai), Vulg-al.—M.]
So Lachmann, as in Jnde 12. But it is more probable that a transcriber changed av-iratcinto iy l*«if,
than the rererse. a*a>atcf8 sustained by A. C. G. K., al. avrwr also, which is cri tical'y ertab*
lished, favours only twarais and not iyiwait, as has been pointed out by Gerhard and de Wetta
[U Translate : ** Receiving, as they shall (Alf.\ the reward of unrighteousness. Deeming revelling is the
daytime their highest (so German) pleasure, they are full of (German) spots and disgrace, revelling is
their deceits, while they fesst with you." M.l
M *totx«JU'a«, A., Cod. Sin.—M.]
axaraylo-Tovc,
A. B. a«aTaa aifo'rov,God. Colbert. aftaprcatf, Cod. Siu. M.1
J*
i* vAcopcf ta«, A. B. C, Sln^ al., Lach., Tlsch.
[vAcorcftai*, Rec, Theile, si.—M.J Hutherdtei examples from the Classics for the constr. with Genitive.
Translate : " Having eyes full of an adulteress, and that cannot be made to cease from sin; luring USstable souls, having a heart practised in covetousness (Germ., selfishness), children of malediction."—1.1
*• t * v before c v * c t a r omitted by [A. B. C. K. L.] Grieeb. Alf.] al.
V for po*6p, 6c»p,B.; fl«»iop<rop, 8in.—&« omitted byf B.—M.]
w Cod. Sin. omits ir beforeai'f p»a-ov. M.]
^sal 6ft; X Aat,A.B.C Sin., al., Grieeb, Tlsch. Alf.—M.]i op<x*«t
from ej»£x«t
*
* *-»
**
[v«>rfi;«jRec.,L,Theil^--M!l|
[•E it aiwra omitted by B.— .] Lachm., Tischend.; it may have been inserted from Jude, [but taod
in Rec, A. C. L~ al ; and retained in German version. M.J
« Rec. with A. B M si. reads e A(yt»{. Griesbach on good authority e vrms, which appears to be the son
difficult reading.
[Cod. 81n.,rov ovrmt (•• tow* oAiy»f)a*o+«vy.—M.J Lach, Ti*clL,aLprtfer aw-o£c vyo Mr*«, being on the point of escaping.
[Translate : M Speaking great swelling words of vanity, they entice in lusts by licentiousness of the tab
those who were only Just escaping (Germ, who were in truth escaping) from them who live in error."

—

Verse

li.

—

I

,

—

P
Terse 16.

—

Verse
Verse

16.
17.

Verse

18.

Verse
Verse
Verse

10. [** Cod. Sin. omits *al after
20. [» Insert q p.
after
21. **icpttf-tf or for xpctrror,

E

M

Terse

to^t*.—M.]
xvpUv, Cod. Sin,

mv

,

t**€i»

22.

ra

—

A. C. L, al.—M.l
Cod. Sin. apcics-ov, A. M.l
aire t*t, Cod. Sin.] (if

—

araxap^ai

ir^s

ra
vvoo>rp4s>at arj, lack[IftCo-rpS'sVai in t$», K. L, Theile, al.; 6 7T Oe-rp^^at ix r^(, B. C, Alford, sI-M.]
[* Omit a after avufii /laser, A. B, Cod. Sin.—M.] Lachm, Tischend^ it seems to be a later addition.
[Rec, 0. K. L, Theile, al. Insert it.—M.J
&iri<r«

tf

EXEOETICAL AND CRITICAL.

of the Divine Sanctifier to their own magical
and by calumniating the prophecies of Holy
Scripture, given by His inspiration.
4. They denied the resurrection of the fish, tod
thus they derogated from the future glories of
Christ, when He "will come in His glory (Matt
xxv. 81) and in the glory of His Father" (Matt.
arts,

Tv. 106. 11. Darers, «elf- willed, etc.—
Here begins a new section. Peter anToTfrjraL
ticipates the future here, as well as in the first
Epistle.
Before his prophetic eye, the false
teachers, who were afterwards to arise, appear
as already present This word, peculiar to Peter, denotes bold, daring, audacious, or insolent
men. [The word occurs only here, but is found
in Joseph., B. III., 10, 12, and Thucid., I., 70; in
the latter passage, the Corinthians describe the

xvi. 27), and when " He will be glorified in His
saints" (2 Thess. i. 10); and in "their glorious
bodies, fashioned to be like unto His glorious
body," PhiLiii. 21. See 1 Pet i. 11, the only
other passage in N. T., beside Jude 8, where 66£a

Athenians as

is

—

napa 6iwa/uv
M.]

napd

found in the Plural, as here.
They spake evil of the glory of the holy anAWddetc from avr6c and adiu, self-willed, pre- gels. The Simonians represented them as the
sumptuous persons, Tit. i. 7. BfototyfiovvTec, on offspring of Simon Magus, who "was glorified
the Participle, see Winer, pp. 857-0*72.
See Catena here, p. 98, where
Ad£ac, by many as God."
not: glorious attributes of God, but angelic pow- it is truly said, "Peter here refers to the Simoers, majesties, as is evident from the next Terse and nians, who blended licentiousness with ungodlithe Epistle of Jude. The reference is doubtless ness," and they traduced the holy angels as rebAnd the
to the angels surrounding the throne of the Most els against God; See Iren., L, 23, 1.
High, cf. Eph. i. 21 ; Col. i. 16.
successor of Simon Magus, Menander, called
[Wordsworth: What are 66gag or glories here? himself the Saviour, and affirmed that he could
Doubtless the word 661-a is chosen, as the word impart knowledge greater than that of the anyv6fitiv

Kal

KivdwevraL

—

roXfafral, koI

6.

—

—

Kvptdrtc before, for its large

and general import.

It signifies,
1. The fieyaXoirpeirifc 66£a, the excellent glory,
the Divine Shechina of the Qodhead itself, i. 17.
2. The glory of the Incarnate Word, Jno. i. 14;

gels, Iren.,

I.,

28, 6.

They spake evil of earthly dignities, which
are images and glories of God's majesty (Bom.
xiii. 1-3), and are even called gods (Ps. lxxxii.
6.

G), as

man

himself

is,

in his headship over wo-

James ii. 1.
man, 1 Cor. xi. 7.
8. The glory of the Holy Ghost.
7. They spake evil of the glories of the natural
The false teachers blasphemed the glory of the world (1 Cor. xv. 40), ascribing their creation
Father, Son and Holy Ghost, by disparaging the to the operation of the Demiurge, hostile to the
Creator and Redeemer, and by ascribing the work Supreme God. M.]

—
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88

governments and princes
'Oirov=zCum y where, whereas, 1 Cor. iii. 8.
nat*
avT<Jv=Kaff lavT&v.
Uapa Kvpiv, before the Lord,
in the face of the Lord, or from the Lord, with
Him the Judge, cf. Acts xxvi. 8; 1 Pet. ii. 20;
Winer, p. 413. De Wette's remark that the sense
in our passage is incoherent is superficial and
unjust.

both to the Divine dignity

terrestrial majesties,

and to the angels, and afterwards adds
that even Satan is included among the glories
that are eril spoken of.
Stier, with most modern

—

Dietlein applies it
of Christ

commentators, explains:

"The

angels, although

strength and might, do not pass before
the Lord a railing sentence on the majesties ; they
know and perhaps announce the judgment, but
lette it in humility to the one Lord, aware that
Vkr. 12. Bat these, as irrational animals,
they, as well as the evil powers, are before His
aTuoya.
etc.
Evil angels know and feel the
face; any other word of self-willed ajwse apwrath of God; those false teachers are inferior
pears to them as a railing of those who are as to them, they are like animals that know nothing
yet spared the executive judgment, and really of a higher world.
They are 0wwie4, they belong
as a railing of the power and long-suffering altogether to the sphere of nature ; it is as if they
of God, and therefore they abstain therefrom."
had no soul and still less a spirit. They are not
He agrees with Gerlach, who says: "Even led by reason, but only by their natural appeif the Lord in His own presence charges them
tites, cf. Ps. xlix. 13. 21; cxli. 10.
Some take
with the execution of the (preliminary) sen- Qvoixb for fvouubc.
[Bede here excellently retence on such high (evil) spirits, they do not ut- marks that there is a resemblance between these
ter it in the form of self-willed railing."
But false teachers and brute beasts, in that both are
this interpretation is not without grave objecled by their fleshly appetites to fall into snares and
tions.
1. A6£ai are made to denote angelic and
destruction.
Cf. Bava Mezia, quoted by Wetdemoniac powers; since, according to this view, stein, p. 706: Quidam vittdus, cum ad mactandum
art avrvv is referred to evil spirits, logical con- adduceretur, R. Judam accessit, eaputque in ejus
sistency requires that 66$a$ also be referred to gremium reponens flevit,
Sed tile, abi, in quit, in
them.
But is it probable that these are called hune finem creatus es. M.]
This is their natural destination,
This reminds one of lucus a non
Teyewrifxha.
4df<u, glories ?
heendo.
The railing is to consist in saying that for this purpose they are created, t. *., to be
they are only phantoms and superstitious ideas. caught by men, and to be killed for their use.
This would be denial, not railing.
2. The refer- Etc aXuatv xal jfiopav, both to be taken passively,
ence in . 4, with which our passage is connected, not actively.^" Peter may be supposed to allude
being to evil angels, it would be very surprising to their falling as prisoners into the hands of tho
to hate in v. 11 an abrupt reference to good angovernment, and their suffering punishment acgels.
The qualifying fie%ovec applies much bet- cording to human laws." Boos. 'Ev dig ayvoovoi
ter to evil angels than to good ones, to whom it pAaGtyfiovvrec, attraction for kv kite/vote & ayvodvai,
belongs as a matter of course, and its application to them would be rather weak.
*pn> 2 Sam. xxiii. 9,
Moreover, like
, Is. viii.
iyytXoi here answer to the ToX/ujral of the preDietlein sees in kv rohroic
21, Winer, p. 651.
ceding verse, and we have, therefore, to assume
the sphere in which the railing takes place, cf. 1
a similar disposition in these.
8. Qipetv Kpiaiv, v.
Therein lies the ground of their perPet. it 12.
ll t is said to mean "to pass a sentence"; but it
ishing, that which constitutes their guilt and diswill be difficult to verify this rendering, although
*Ev ry <p6opg
tinguishes them from brute'beasts.
hiftpetv is used in the Epistle of Jude, 4.
But
QOopd is inward, moral corruption
(pOapfoovrai.
would that be a railing judgment, a railing deand the spiritual death to which it leads, cf. ch.
cision in the same sense, in which the false
The verb denotes outward destruction and
i. 4.
teachers pass it, if the good angels were to give
future condemnation. Their outward destruction
a true, although a harsh judgment of the evil
here is still followed by retribution hereafter,
angels ?
For (tXaofyfitlv means to defame one, to
the reward of their unrighteousness.
speak evil of one, contrary to the truth.
6. Ov
Vbb. 13. Receiving the reward of unfipovai is evidently related to ov rpipovoi, and this
greater in

—

—

—

—

3 T?D

3

'

—

—

would be entirely effaced if fkpetv were
rendered to pass (judgment).
These reasons
relation

could be overlooked only because it was thought
necessary to expound this passage by the parallel passage in Jude.
But this changes the true
point of view.
must endeavour to explain
our passage independently of that in Jude, and
this leads to the result that the angels are evil
angels, that <ptpctv means to bear (Luther), and

We

f&iofyftov Kpictvssf&aofiifiiat Kpiotv, cf. Jude 9,
the j udgment on their railing at God.
The sense

Kofuovftevoi, cf. 1 Pet. i. 9.
participial sentences which follow must not
be connected with hrXavf/Oqoav, which does not
contain the leading thought of this paragraph,

righteousness.

The

but they belong to what precedes and explain the
unrighteousness of those false teachers, which
unrighteousness should be taken in a general
sense tof. Lke. xiii. 27 ; Rom. i. 18). Some of
these participles are subordinate to the preceding ones, e. g. t ev«;rofyi«w, but most of them are
coordinate.
t

as follows: "The wrath of God and the judgDeeming revelling in the daytime their
They
ment which God passes on them in judgment of highest pleasure. 'Hdov^y ^yovfievot.
their railing, are unbearable to the evil angels, know no other pleasure than TfYvtf, rendered by
who have stronger shoulders than those false the Syriac, dslicim, voluptuousness, revelling,
T^v kv ifjikpa. Oecumenius=a
teachers, how much more then ought these to luxurious living.
tremble at blaspheming the angelic majesties, cf. naff jfilpav, Lke. xvi. 19, daily. Others=mov. 4."
It is not known to us what those blas- mentary, transient well-living, as the day suppheming! were. It is evident from kv die ayvoowxt, plies it. So de Wette. Or: spending the day,
So Dietlein
v. 12, thai the reference could not have been to without thinking of the future.

—

is

—

—
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But all these renderings are contrary to gramGerhard: the time of this
matical usage.
present life, which compared with eternity, is
only as one day. The right sense follows from
a comparison with I Thess. v. 7: "They that be
1
But these
drunken, are drunken in the night.'
are so lost to all sense of shame, that they revel
We may also cite the case of those
at noon-day.
heroes of drunkenness, who revel all day long,
[The Gnostics were renowned for such
Is. v. 22.
Jerome (adv. Lucif, p. 68) says,
excesses.
tunc Nicolaus diu koctuqub nuptias facens ©6scoenas, etc.; and Epiphanius, haer., 25, gives one
of their maxims, "that a man had no hope of
everlasting life, kav 'fit} Ka& kKaarnv ypApav
Aayvevy. "
M. 1

—

—

They are tall of spots and blemishes,
revelling in their deceits, while they feast
with you. ZiriAoi, in Jude 12 oirtMtieg, from
on i Ado, to stain, to soiL Both are identioal in
point of meaning, only the one is an adjective,
the other a substantive. Stains, spots on garments, or in the face, moral stain. Mu/zoc=
blame, disgrace [disfigurements, causing shame.
Alford.
M], peculiar to Peter. They are people full of spots and disgrace, who stain the body
of Christ and themselves, DeuL xxxii. 5. The
two words must not be connected with kvrpwfitvreg, as de Wette maintains, but thev stand by

—

—

'Evrpv^Ctvreg kv raZf anaratc. avrCrv,
themselves.
they revel in the gain of their deceits. The
abstr. pro concrete.
[A good sense may be obtained if the reading ay&nats, cf. Jude 12, be retained.
They called their gatherings aydirai,
love-feasts, but they were occasions of revelry.
If airdraic be retained, the remark of Windischmann ( Vind. Petr., p. 45) will be found useful:
" St. Peter would not call these heretical feasts by

an honourable name (ay6.na$), but styles them
and describes their true character by adding the word hrfnxp&vTcc." There is also a similar paronomasia or play on the words hndnj and
ayairn in 2 Thess. ii. 10.
M.] Zvvevuxovpevoi
from ewa^/a, £*«, bxfi and eb, explained by Polairdrac,

—

lux, of public banquets.

Ver.

—

:

14.

—

Having eyes

fall

of an adulter-

Dietlein has the curious notion that
ess, etc.
the allusion is to some' female member of a
bouse into which they had crept, who had already
become the victim of their seduction. MoixaMdog
is more pregnant than the reading b<p()a?*fwvc
ueoTovg ftotxaXiac, which evidently originated with
later transcribers.
Hornejus explains it well:
*« adulteresses dwell, as it were, in their eyes."
But this does not yet account for the Singular.
Respect is probably had to the harlot in Prov. ii.
1 6 ; vi. 24. ' AKarairaboToc connected with bftiaXfiovc
full of ungratified lust of sin, insatiable in it.
Another most pregnant term, peculiar to Peter,
Lustfulness is reflected in their
cf. 1 Pet. iv. 1.
eyes.

Luring unstable souls— children of malediction. lefe&Zovrec from SiXeap, a bait to
allure and attract with a bait, as does a fowler to
catch birds, or a fisherman to catch fish, Jas. i.
[Wordsworth : " A word twice used in this
14.
Epistle, see v. 18; and a metaphor likely to

—

occur to

St. Peter,

whom our Lord
orpov, cast

the fisherman of Galilee, to

said, Matt.

a hook.

1*

—M

.]

xviL 27, fidfe ayiu-

.

'AcmtpUrovf,

cf.

sion, explained

ch. iiL 16,

a peculiar

expres-

by Jerome thus: "Souls

whioh

are not yet strong through the love of Christ,"
and therefore easily turn hither and thither.—
Ttyvpvaopkvqv, practised, exercised, schooled.—
IlXeovegiaic, covetousness in its various kinds and
forms, cf. 1 Pet. ii. 1; 2 Pet. ii. 8, especially also
the lust of honour and enjoyment Erasmus interprets it by rapinae.
Children of maUdichon,
according to the Hebroism=persons devoted to
and worthy of the curse, cf. 2 Thes. ii. 8 : Pa.
cix. 17, etc.
Calov: " From the throat he passes
to the eyes, the tongue, the heart, and the life."
V eb. 15. Having forsaken the right way
they are gone astray. Gerhard gives the following connection : " He illustrates the ootetousness of the false teachers by the example of
Balaam, who once, by his love of lucre, suffered
himself to be beguiled into cursing the people of
Israel, cf. Jude 11."
Another point of comparison, which is not made prominent here, is the
commingling of the Divine and the worldly, hypocrisy and allurement to harlotry, Numb. xxr.
1. etc; xxxi. 16; Rev. ii. 14.
Tifv tvdelav Mov.
This is the waj of revealed truth, ch. ii. 2 of
righteousness, ch. ii. 15.
It is called sometimes
the way of the Lord, Gen. xviii. 19; Judg.il
22 ; Acts xviii. 25 ; the way of peace, Is. lix. 8;
Rom. iii. 17, the way of wisdom, Prot. iv. 11,
the way of life, Prov. x. 17; the way of salTStion, Actsxvi. 17.
They were consequently persons who at one time had taken the right wty,
but had now backslidden.
YlXavaoOai, to go
astray, to err, take a wrong way, a figure denoting the various by-roads into which they get,
and the uncertainty which attends their aberration, cf. Matt. xxiv. 5; Jno. vii. 12; 2 Tim. iii. 13.
Following after the way of Balaam, etc.
—-E$oKoAov(H?cavTecf ch. i. 16; ii. 2; defines
brAavJjOijoav.
Tov Boodp, the son of Bosor. Hebrew

—

—

;

—

—

—

11^3

.

y

changed

is

into

because some

a,

grammarians maintain that in the Babylonian
pronunciation the ty was a kind of

and

y are

Ewald.

often interchanged

;

sibilant.

$

so Gesenius and

—The wages of unrighteousness.—

Gerhard " The reward which the Moabite ambassadors carried in their hands, Numb. xxii. 7,
are called wages of unrighteousness, because Ba:

laam hoped to receive the money for an unjust
and wicked work (the cursing of Israel)."
'Uydiryoev, a mild term but suited to the circumThe sacred narrative does not explicitstances.
ly refer to the covetousness of Balaam, Numb. ir.
22; he seemed inclined to shape his course
wholly according to the will of God ; but when
the second embassy offered him greater gifts and
honours, he induced the messengers to prolong
their stay that he finight once more inquire of
the Lord whether he should go. v. 19. Ilia
dominant lust is also exhibited in v. $4. [See
Bp. Butler's Sermon "Upon the character of

Balaam."—M.]
Ver.

16.

Bat was rebuked

for his peon-

ioxev, he received not
rebuking conviction, as indi-

liar iniquity.

'Eteyfiv

<fc

punishment, but a
He clearly
cated below.
JJapavofiia=aduda.
knew that it was the will of God that he should
.
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jet he resisted it. 'Idiof.
of the law peculiar to
him, and the archetype of the same perversion
1
in the false prophets. '
Far-fetched.
Huther
arbitrarily takes it in the sense of abrov. It rather
denotes that the transgression was peculiar in
that he transgressed the will of God, Numb. xxii.
12, while complying with His commandment,
which gave him up to the counsel of his heart,
not curse the

Dietlein:

people

:

"The perversion

—

eh. xxii.

20, 86.

A dumb beast of burden,

etc.

'Yirofirytov,

a yoke-beast, a beast of burden, especially an
ass, Matt xxi. 6, tyovov, in antithesis to the
bnman voice. The antithesis between aQuwov and
faAp&wov fuv$ qdeyZ&pevw is designed to bring out
the miraculous character of the incident.'
'Ek6-

De Wette says

:
"It was not the ass that
but the angel, Numb. xxii. 22. etc."
Bat this is not a discrepancy between our passage
and the Mosaic account, for God made use of that
dumb animal to prevent his going onward, while
the angel suffered him afterwards to pass on to
punishment, as de Wette himself observes. Gerhard: "Balaam was able and ought to have
seen, from so uncommon a miracle, that his way
was perverse." In the Epistle of Jude, t. 11,
two additional examples are given, that of Cain
and that of the company of Koran
the reward
of Balaam being only briefly introduced.
UapaIt is madftxnr&z, folly, senselessness, madness.
ness indeed to fight against God, Ps. cix. 8 ; Acts
t. 39.
It is, says Luther, an unequal fight, if old
pots will fight with rocks
for let it happen as it

Ivot.

forbade him,

;

;

the pots will come to grief.
The
Upo^fyrcv.
Mosaic account shows that revelations were made
to him, Numb. xxii. 8. 18. 18. 19;
xxiii. 5. 16;
xziv. 17. 16 ; but also that his soul was open to
influences of the kingdom of darkness, ch. xxiv.
will,

—

— ——

:

:
;

85

105-22.

fountain of living water."
but polluting wells.

They are not hallow-

ing,

Clouds driven along by a whirlwind.
lfefifau xmb ha&airoc iXawduevoi.
Dietlein incorrectly renders fogs, alleging them to be clouds
with the lateral idea of inward absence of clearness. [If the reading buixkai be retained, render

"mists." See Appar. Crit. Comm. in Catena: ovk
uonep ol ayioi oi bvreg vty&ai, <UA'
bfdx^aiy Tovriarij aK&rovq ml yv&pov peoroi, xmb rdv
irovtjpov irvciparog kXawdpevoi.
M.] KalXaip. Gerhard produces the .definition of Aristotle, who
describes it as a violent wind turning upward
and downward, cf. Mk. iv. 87 ; Lke. viii. 28
LXX. Job xxxviii. 1 ; Jer. xxv. 82. *Ehiw6pevaif
used of ships driven to and fro by strong winds,
Jas. Hi. 4, and of the possessed driven by demons,
Lke. viii. 29. The parallel passage in Jude 12
reads: ve<j>iXai awdpot (cf. Prov. xxv. 14) vnb
avipuv irepupspdpevai, clouds which promise rain,
but give none because they are chased away by
the wind. Jude adds three other figures. Peter's
point of comparison is different ; with him the
emphasis rests on e?jtbveoOai, which is designed
to denote the inconsistency, the wavering and
unquietness of the false teachers. Huther says
that vefifau denotes inward emptiness.
Huss
"Clouds driven along by the wind produce a
tempest and obscure the splendour of the sun, so
in like manner those false teachers disturb the
peace of souls and obscure the Sun of righteousness by the darkness of error."
For
the blackness of darkness is
reserved forever. Olc 6 £6<f>or. De Wette observes that aaripeg irAavJjrai, Jude 12, is here left
out and that o/f 6 C<tyoV is inappropriately put
down most unfair, for Peter as well as Jude use
the figure with reference to the false teachers.
Dietlein rightly replies that "if Peter had found
aortpec nhavfjrai, which would be even more
telling in connection with his otg 6 (6<f>os than
vefkfau, he would hardly have omitted those
[Add that darkness is predicable of
words."
clouds driven by the wind as well as of wandering stars; the charge of inappropriateness is
therefore unfounded.
M.] The relative olf necessarily belongs to ovtoi, not to mryai or veflfau,
which would require aif.
Blackness of darkness denotes extreme
darkness, Matt. viii. 12; xxii. 18; xxv. 80.
Reserved. Reverts to the judgment of the
angels, ch. ii. 4 ; cf. 1 Pet. i. 4 2 Pet. iii. 7, 17.
Stier : " That blackness of the judgment is reelm, Qijoi, diavyelg

—

—

whom

—

;

Ambrose, Gregory of Nyssa
from the latter passages
he was a prophet of the devil. Compare on
the enigmatical character of Balaam, Kurtz, Getduchte <fes alten Bunde*, 455 [and Butler's Sermon on the Character of Balaam.
M.]
Via. 17. These are wells without water.
Two figures are now introduced to describe the
influence of the false teachers upon others. Calov
sees here a reference to Jer. ii. 18, where God
compares Himself to a fountain of living waters,
and the idols, so much run after by the many, to
broken cisterns, thatcan hold no water. - " They
contain no water of wholesome wisdom and living consolation." Oecumenius: " They have lost
the water of life."
Augustine: "He calls them served, spared, laid in store for them which is
A dark life is
wells, because they had received the knowledge due to the darkness of their sin."
of the Lord Jesus Christ, without water, because justly punished with darkness, especially because
Elg alova, it
they do not live agreeably to their knowledge." of the seduction of so many souls.
Prov. x. 11 states the contrary.
We are espe- is reserved for them down to the remotest periods
cially reminded of Prov. xxi. 6, the original of in time to eternity, no matter what changes may
which refers to scattering mist, to dispersing tajte place with the earth and the world.
vanity, cf. ch. xiv. 24 ; Is. xxxv. 7.
Vee. 18. Speaking great swelling words
Umbreit
suggests the well-known mirage.
The thirsty of vanity, they entice, etc. Tiripayica from
traveller in the desert perceives a moving sheen oyitof, bulk, exceeding bulk, swelling, figuratively,
which he takes for a stream or a lake, hastens to pride. Jude 16, has: rb ordpa avruv AaXei \mkpLuther: "Proud words with nothing to
it, but, reaching it, is bitterly disappointed, for
oyna.
it
all dissolves
Huss back them," hoUowj vain phrases, bombast
into empty vapour.
"Where you find a well without water, you find Want of mind, want of power and emptiness are
dirt and mire.
So these contain no water of in- generally concealed under a hollow sound of
flowing grace, but the mire of wickedness.
No words.— AtXedlownv, see v. 14.— Bengel "They
wonder, seeing that they hare forsaken the pretend, as if they were lights of the Church,
1.

etc.

;

xxiii.

1.

and Theodoret infer
that

—

—

—

;

—

:
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over-great things, but these wells, these clouds
yield nothing. ' 'Ev tnttivpiatc cap/rig. Gerhard:
"These are the bait with which they attract
others." 'AneXyeiaig in apposition with tniBvukug.
We may also translate with Huther: "They entice in the lusts of the flesh (t. c. insnared, in
them, ruled by them) by licentiousness those,
*Ovrug in truth, in sincerity and not only
etc."
in the mask of hypocrisy [but b7iy(jg=b7uyov cf.
Appar. Grit, seems preferable. M.] 'AirwfnrydvTobg ev irTAvy
rag suits b?uyog better than bvrug.
avaarpe^fitvovg dependent on aTrofuy6vrag. Huther:
"Those from whom the deceived persons had
separated, non-christians, especially the heathen,

——

who spend

y

h

nX&vy."
Veb. 19. Promising them liberty, etc.
The subject of their great swelling speeches turns
their life in error,

especially on liberty, that is, on the false liberty
of living as they pleased, of indulging the flesh
Grotius refers to certain Gnostics,
to the full.
whom Irenaeus reports to have boasted that their
soul had been liberated from all moral restraints,
as if Christ had acquired for us the liberty to sin.
[This was the doctrine of Simon Magus and his
promise similar to Gen. iii. 5;
followers.
M.]
cf. 1 Pet. ii. 16 ; they use liberty as a cloak of
maliciousness, cf. Gal. v. 13.
Slaves of corruption, ch. i. 4; ii. 12, of
those sins and vices which end in perdition.
H-rrjrai, by whom a man is permanently overcome,
of him he has also become the slave, cf. 1 Sam.
xvii. 9.
He cites martial law ; by whom a man
is overcome in war, by him also is he enslaved.
Those- persons are brought by Satan into the
slavery of sin and death, cf. Jno. viii. 84 ; 1 Jno.

—

A

Qj
ta

to fall,Prov. xxviii. 18,

from animals which

they become entangled in snares and
'Hrrdiwu, they return again into the
traps."
slavery of sin and Satan, from which they had
been delivered.
Their last state is worse than the first,
appears to have been a proverbial mode of speech,
Grocf. Luke ix. 26; Matt xii. 45; xxvii. 64.
tius cites a passage in Hernias, ch. iii. 2, which
evidently has respect to this place: "Quxdam
tamen ex its macuiaverunt se et prqjecti sunt de ge~
nerejusiorum et iterum redierunt ad statum prubnum,
fall,

—

if

—

atque ctiam deteriores quam prius evaserutU." ra
irptrra is the condition anterior to their conYersion; raiaxara, the state of entire captivity in
The reason being, that
sin and its corruption.
as there is no standing still in the way of a secure sinner, the power of sin, and with it also the
guilt and punishment, have become so much the
greater.
Veb. 21. For it had been better for them

not to have
ness.

known

the

way of righteous-

—rap does not introduce the proof, but

the

explanation and confirmation of the preceding
proposition.
It were better for them if they had
no such great guilt. Chrysostom: "Do not sin
after forgiveness, suffer thyself not to be wounded
after thy healing, nor to be stained after grace.
Think,
man, that guilt is greater after forgiveness, that the renewed wound is more painful
after healing, and that the stain is more troublesome after grace. He therefore is ungrateful for
forgiveness who sins again; he is unworthy of
health who wounds himself anew, and he deserres
not to be cleansed who stains himself after
T
Hv, Imperf. Ind. where we use the Congrace."
junctive (cf. Winer, p. 827.)
[Translate: "For

8 Rom. vi. 16.
Veb. 20. For having escaped the polluThe question is,
tions of the world, etc.
which is the subject of this verse ? Huther thinks it were better," etc. M. ]
O(J6v ducaiooinnjg. Gerthat we must understand the false teachers, be- hard: "The doctrine of Christ, of the Gospel,
this
with
the
the
connection
of
verse
of
which
points
out
the
way
cause
how to acquire righThen teousness before God and eternal life." Cf. v. 2.
clause at the end of the preceding verse.
the ydp would refer back to the f&opa of v. 19.
Than having known it, to torn baok,
But the hypothetical form of this verse is against etc. eirtyvovoiv. Supply hari or j/v. a well known
iii.

;

—

—

Huther, whereas the false teachers are introduced before as very decided persons, although
it may be said that the reality is here expressed

attraction.

return,

cf.

r

kmarpk^ai to turn to something and

Mark

xiii.

16;

Luke

viii.

65; Acts

iii.

Huther considers imoorphjxu the true readBut since ing; de Wette prefers the former.

hypothetically, as is so often the case.
bvrog airofvyforag (v. 18) belongs to the deceived,
it is better to apply awofvydvTeg here with Bengel,
and al. to the same persons. But then we have
to supply before v. 20, the sentence : " As the
false teachers are themselves slaves of corruption, so they make those whom they deceive
slaves of corruption : for ."
Mt&ofutra occurs
here only in the New Testament, but fuaojidg, v.
The reference to noxious
10, stain, pollution.
particles floating in the air, called by physicians miasma, is out of the question here, for
the word was not used in this sense at the time
the Epistle was written, although, as Gerhard
shows, those exhalations are an apt figure of
'Ev kmyvdaEi, cf. ch. i. 2. 8. 8 ; itf. 18. Here
sin.
'EpirXaicevTeg.
also it denotes vital knowledge.
Gerhard: "This word is very emphatic; it describes those who become entangled with snares
and ropes ; 2 Tim. ii. 4 it is used of those who
are so entangled with the affairs of this life, that
they are unable to please Him any longer whom
they stand pledged to serve. The LXX. use it for

—

—

19.

From the holy commandment—'Evro%,
that part of the fore-mentioned way of righteousness which comprises the doctrine of morals, and
especially the cardinal commandment of love,
John xiii. 84; xv. 12; 1 John iii 28. But it may
also denote the whole of the doctrines of Christ,
as a commandment that must be believed and
practised, as we have it in John xii. 49; xv. 10.
It is called holy on account of its origin, substance and end, on account of its contrast to the
pollutions of the world, and because it is the
means of man's holiness.

Delivered to them,

cf. Jude 8.
Ver. 22. Bat it is happened to them that
saying of the true proverb. Their relapse

—

into their old sinfulness is elucidated by two
similes taken from the animal world, with reference to v. 12.
Xvfifii^ffKe di. The truth of that
proverb has been fulfilled in them, cf. Matt Tii
6.
Xlapotfda (from olftoc, way) a proverb, wisdom
by the way, in the street^Kfc*', the first proverb with a slight variation is taken from frov*
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Participle must not be changed
verb, but Suktikc^ should be taken
referring to a case really under observation,
see Winer, p. 869.
The dog, etc. 'RfipajM from kgepfo, to throw
xxvi. 11.

!

The

age,

who began

whose

to stir in the time of Peter,

and

he foresaw, were wont to indulge in
such swelling words: "Only a small standing
m
pool can be polluted by unclean things that are
poured into it, not so the ocean, which receives
every thing, because it is conscious of its greatILiOuafia,
out, to vomit
Eif, supply enurrpbltaaa.
something rolled, and=jn/A<y<?^0pa, a place for ness; so little men are overpowered by meats;
B6p- but he that is an ocean in power (ii-ovola) receives
horses to roll in, the place of wallowing.
The second proverb is every thing without being polluted thereby. " So
fhpos, dirt, filth, mire.
See Neander.
"We must,"
not found among Solomon's; it seems to be taken says Porphyry.
from popular tradition, although parallels are by (Clement of Alexandria reports them to have
no means wanting. Grotius produces several from said) "fight lust in the enjoyment of lust, for
Aratus and Philo. Similar passages are found it is no great thing to abstain from lust if it
Augustine adds: has not been tasted, but it is a great thing to inin the Rabbinical writings.
"See how terrible is that to whioh he compares dulge lust without being overcome by it." Those
false teachers have met their brethren in the rethem; for it is a terrible thing: a dog, etc.
storers of the flesh and the Latter Day Saints.
What wilt thou be in the sight of God?"
What sophisms and powerful errors may not be
brought forth in the last days of the Church
6. What we read here of extreme darkness, is
DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
by no means in conflict with those passages whioh
speak of fiery flames and the lake of fire ; for as
1. Luther and other evangelical teachers show
that the prophecy of Peter met its fulfilment not intense heat and intense cold prevail in different
only in the first age of the Church, but especially localities here on earth at one and the same time,
in the papacy.
Gerhard, t. g. % mentions the so the Scripture informs us that there are very
written words of Ulric, bishop of Augsburg, different localities in the wide extent of the lower
about A.D. 800: "Popes, bishops and clergymen world.
6. If those who have truly escaped from the
rash so passionately into voluptuousness, that
they perpetrate the most horrible and unnatural pollutions of the world, may again be entangled
vices."
Sixtus IV., says Gerhard, was a Sodom- therein, then Holy Scripture teaches that relapsing from the state of grace is possible,—
ite, and granted leave to cardinals with whom he
was on terms of intimacy, to indulge this vice doctrine denied by the Calvinistio School on unduring three summer-months.
Paulus Jovinus tenable grounds.
•firms the same atrocity on the part of Leo X.
into its finite

—

rise

—

marks of
Gerhard and Calov on the respec-

Consult, for the fulfilment of the other

teachers,
tive passages.
false

Augustine specifies four kinds of destruction
or death.
The first death is the death of the
soul, if through sinning it becomes separated
from God, who is the life of the soul, as the soul
is the life of the body.
The second death is that
of the body, when it becomes separated from the
soul.
The third is the second death of the soul,
when, in a state of separation from God and the
body, it endures punishment.
The fourth and
last death is the death of the whole man, when
the soul, without God, but with the body, will
have to suffer eternal punishment.
8. As Christ has His forerunners and types, so
has antichrist his.
To these belong Balaam in
particular.
"The souls of oracular personages,
prophets, magicians and enchanters like Balaam
resemble the strings of a lute, which vibrate in
unison with kindred notes, and reecho them.
The true prophets who were in sympathy with
God, caught those notes of sympathy from above,
but the false and devilish prophets caught them
from beneath (Ex. vii. 11); those like Balaam
caught them from both directions without being
able to identify them until their heart inclined
more to one or the other." Richter, Haxubibel
The history and character of Balaam affords us
important insight into the nature of prophecy.
4. Spiritual and carnal adultery, says Gerhard,
go mostly hand-in-hand. The devil is a liar and
an unclean spirit, John viii. 44; Luke xi. 24, and
hence incites those whom he holds captive in his
bonds to the propagation of lies and impure
lusts.
Those strong spirits of the post- Apostolic
2.

—

HOMILETIOAL AND PRACTICAL.
The great

folly of preferring momentary pleasure to eternal happiness. Salvation may be
gained or lost in one moment of time. "Sin is
fruitful: it does not end where it begins; the sin
that succeeds another is usually the punishment
of that which precedes it, and that which precedes, mostly the cause of that which follows."
Gerhard. An unfortified mind opens the gate
and the door to false teachers. Stability of mind
is a precious jewel.
Wicked men who fan the
sparks of carnal lust in others, are able by means
of such inflaming to do with them what they
please.
"As soon as the heart is removed from
trust in God, from glorying in the knowledge of
our Lord Jesus Christ, so soon all seductions have
again free entrance into the same. At first men
resist for awhile, but by and by their courage
flags and they are overcome at last." Rieger.
The most wretched slavery is the servioe of sin,
"Those who lead
for sin is the greatest tyrant.
a disgraceful and a vicious life, are threatened
not simply with transient punishment in fire."
Augustine. The great danger of relapse: 1. The
greater the measure of grace received, the greater
the nunishment, Heb. vi. 4-6 ; x. 26. 27. 2. Conversion is increasingly difficult in the case of
those who have fallen from grace, just as a
disease is more difficult to cure on its return
than at its first occurrence. How does relapse
take place? It is usually not sudden, but gradual.
Remissness in watching and prayer, indifference to the punishment of the Spirit are its
precursors. The company of pious Christians ia

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

<
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exchanged for that of rain worldlings; the read- the pattern of Paul, 2 Cor. it 17 ; iv. 2. None
ing of entertaining books is substituted for the wants to be a servant, none a slave of the fiend,
study of the wholesome word of God, and Chris- but all sinners are the slaves of their lusts, of
their belly, of their flesh and of the worst enemy
If,
tian liberty is enlarged to its utmost limits.
to crown the whole, deceiyers step in, the relapse of their temporal and eternal happiness, Jno. viii.
A relapsed person is more danger- 84. Mark the deceit of the devil and of sin
is completed.
ous to others, "because knowing Christianity, they show thee not fire and sword, the .gallows
he is able to hurt it more seriously by cunning and the wheel, but portray only that which
pleases and attracts; yet if thou sufferest thythan another who never knew it." Koos.
The deceits of sin and Satan degrade self to be entangled and caught, all those things
Stabkje
many men not only to the level of brutes, but in will follow, and damnation at the last, Heb. iii. 18.
hateful monsters, ye Fearful to hear, but true relapses are dangermany points below it.
fare worse than dumb brutes, Is. i. 8. Veb. 18. ous and finally incurable, Heb. x. 26. 27. Let
him that standeth take heed lest he fall, 1 Cor.
Excellent portraiture of Romish false teachers
man, thou makest so much of outward
but the evangelical Church, alas, is not free from x. 12.
O Lord, heal this cleanliness in dress, in ornament and beautifysuch shameful blemishes.
great hurt, Ps. xii. 2. The wicked, as he seeks ing, but in the natural state of thy soul thou art
Remember that in
rest in sin of every kind, seeks it also in debauch- like unclean dogs and sows.
ery, but does not find it, although he fancies to find proportion as thy soul is more noble than thy
it forthwith, fresh lusts evermore disquiet him body, so shouldest thou the rather provide for her
again and urge him to sin, so that he is a verita- cleansing and beautifying.
Lisco: The fearful relapse into sin. The
ble slave of sin.
Every human heart is sinful,
but if it is thoroughly trained and practised in fearful end of the enemies of the Kingdom.
[Veb. 12. Dwioht : Punishment of the Wicked,
sin, it is altogether imbedded in corruption and
accursed man, tremble and He Nature. Theol. V., 470.
nigh to the curse.
Veb. 6. Liohtfoot: The Way of Balaam.
pray without ceasing: "0 God, create in me a
pure heart," and exercise thyself hereafter in god- Works, VII., 78.
Veb. 19. Blair, H. r On the Slavery of Vice.
He that is devoted to covetliness, 1 Tim. iv. 7.
ousness, has already departed from the right Serm. IV., 201.
Collteb, W. B.: Christianity compared with
way, 1 Tim. vi. 10 Lke. xii. 16,—Wilt thou and
canst thou oompel God to prevent thy wickedness Ddtm. On Scripture Comparison.
Veb. 20. Smalbidob, Bp. : The Danger of Re*
by miracles ? If thou wilt not suffer His word
Sermons, 647.
to deter thee from evil, He will allow it, but, lapsing.
Vv. 20. 21. Simeon, C: Apostate* m aWone
look, what He will do, Lke. xvi. 80. 81.— Many
Falsehood-mongers are de- State than Ever. Works, XX., 888.
words, little power
Tholuck, A.: Light from the Oroet. p. 41.
The reverse is equally true. Happy
ceivers.
the cities and countries which have teachers after -M.]

—

—

:

—

;

—

—

—

—

—

—

;
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CHAPTER

IIL 1-9.

Analysis :—Reference to the long-predicted rfee of scoffer*, and refutation of their unbelief.

This second epistle, beloved, I now write unto you; in both which I stir up your
2 pure minds by way of remembrance : That ye may be mindful of the words which
were spoken before by the holy prophets, and of the commandment of us 1 the apostles
8 of the Lord and Saviour Knowing this first, that there shall come in the last days*
4 scoffers,8 walking after4 their own lusts, And saying, Where is the promise of his coming? for since the fathers fell asleep, all things continue as they were* from the
5 beginning of the creation. For this they willingly are ignorant of, that by the word
of God the heavens were of old, and the earth standing out of the water and in the
6 water: 6 Whereby the world that then was, being overflowed with water, perished:
7 But the heavens and the earth which are now, by the same word T Are kept in store,
8 reserved unto fire against the day of judgment and perdition of ungodly men. But,
beloved, be not ignorant of this one thing, that one day is with * the Lord as a thousand
9 years, and a thousand years as one day. 9 The 10 Lord is not slaok concerning his promise, as some men count slackness; but is longduffering to us-ward," not willing that
any should perish, but that all should come to repentance.
1

:
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Terse

2.

HI. 1-9.

89*

[German : " Tbta Epfatte, belored, I now write yon ai the second in order to rouse in it [ma alio in the former]
your pure mind by way of remembrance".—M.]
P Lachmann and Teschendorf read vfiuv. According to the testimony of most of the authorities this most
be considered the original reading. [ 17 m » v, Rec. Oec.; v fi w v A. B. C. K. LM Cod. Sin. M.]
Translate : That ye should remember the words spoken before by the holy prophets and the commandment
of the Lord and Sariour given by your Apostles. Alford
and the commandment of the Apostles
of their Lord and Saviour. Wordsworth. FronraUUer agrees with Alford in the construction but, retaining rjpiitv, renders : .
.
and the commandment of the Lord and Sariour, given to you by us the
Apostles.
As the authorities are overwhelmingly against iin&v, Alford's rendering is the most correct and grammatical.
The construction is difficult, but the sense is clear and vfnav so far from affecting the genuineness of the Epistle, is an evidence for its genuineness. A forger would certainly
have used ij n, w r, but a real Apostle may content himself with modestly saying vmuk.-M.]
_.
_. t __ * _..„_.
r.
__,
„ L.
» Lachmann and Teschendorf
read, i<ryoT«c. [i<T\i.Tov Rec. K.
j^xaritr. A.B.C*.,Ood. Sin.,

—

.

—

Terse 8.

—2

—

n

.

—

»

.

Vulg^Copt., aL,Alf., Words.—MJ
[German " at the end of the days." Translate : " in the last of the days ."—JIJ
P Omit iv ifLwaiyfiovfi, Rec, K. L^ insert A. B. C, Tulg., Copt., Syr., aL—M.] Grieeb., Lachm., Tlachend.,
iliwatyu o v 5 another aira£ K c y 6
[Scholar, Alf., Wordsw.—M.1
:

.

—

Translate: Scoffers in scoffing, or (mockers in mockery.)
LilUe. M.J [avruy before iwiBvpiat
Rec^ A., al., Oec.—M.] avrStv after c n- 4 v m ' a f [B. C. K. L.] Grieshach. [Alford.]
Terse 4. [* German : .... all things remain thus from the beginning of the creation.
Better than " continue as
they were from,'* etc., in £. V*—M.l
Terse 6. [• German : For it is hidden to them, because they thus will It, that the heavens and an earth were from
of old out of water and by means of water consisting by the word of God.
Translate: For this escapes them of their own will, that the heavens were from of old, and the earth out
*
of water and by means of water consisting by the word of God. M.]
Terse 7. T Lachmann reads ry a vr y , by the same word, as in v. 6. But Teschendorf with B. C. K. L. reads rf
[*

—

avrov.

[Translate with

German " by His word." With this
:

single,

but important variation, the B. T. cannot be

improved here.]
Terse

8.

w Apd kvd to v. Cod. Sin.— M.l
But let not this one thing be hidden
[• German
J8

:

sand years,
Terse

9.

to you, beloved, that

one day

is

before the Lord as a thou-

etc.

Translate : But let this one thing not escape you, (with allusion to v. 5), beloved, that one day, etc.—M.]
p° Insert 6 before k v o t o * , Rec, K. L., al. ; omit A. B. C, Cod. Sin.] Lachra. and Teschendorf.
n Lachmann reads fit* v/iaf. for jrour, the bellovers', sake; but TischemL, with many authorities gives
tit v I* « *. [Cod. Sin. 6 1 v p a 9. M.]
[German : The Lord delayeth not with the promise, as some consider it a delay, but He hath patience with
us, not willing that some should parish, but that- all should turn to repentance.
Translate : The Lord is not tardy concerning His promise, at some account tardiness, but He is longsuffering towards us, etc. Alford. M.]

—

—

Vsn.

EXEOETICAL AND CRITICAL.
1. This Epistle now, beloved, the

second.

—The flow of

fiery, prophetical diction

beginning with oh. i. 16, comes here to a point
of rest
Peter takes up ch. i. 15. *H6tj in the
acceptation of already, gives no good sense. [But
this is doubtful: we have only to rentier "this
Epistle, already a second " and the idea is plain
that this Epistle was written very soon after the
former ; this is the opinion of Bengel, "priorem
f
paullo ante scripserat ;' cf. the same author on ch.
i. 12,
"alteram hone epistolam scribit brevi intervaUo postprimam" M.] Connect ifiq with yp6<pv
sot with devripav.
Now in the near prospect of
death and in the presence of scoffers denying the
coming of Christ, write 1 unto you. This passage
defines more explicitly the somewhat indefinite
statement of ch. i. 15 ; but this does not therefore exclude a reference to the Gospel according

—

to St.

Mark.

—

In both which I rouse,

etc.
*£v afo the
the Plural, because 6vo is implied
in devripavi Winer, p. 154.
bieyelpo, it seems,
must be taken as a Conjunctive for Iva
avralc.
On the sense see ch. i. 18. Tfiuv may be
connected with {nropvfoei or tii&voiav ; the latter
seems preferable. El/Uxpiv?, see Phil. i. 10 from

pronoun

is in

—

h

—

(sun-light) and Kpivo, something attentively
examined in the light of the sun and found genuine, hence pure, clear, unmixed, [unadulterated.
M.] AiAvoia, 1 Pet. i. 13, "this pure mind is
at once opposed to errors in doctrine and to excuses for the practice of vices.
man of a pure
mind believes and loves the truth, and grows
holy in the truth." Roos. Such a mind can only
be roused in the case of those, who are not in the
truth, cf. Jno. xviii. 87 ; iii. 21 ; 1 Jno. i. 6.
eXktf

—

A

A

principal

means thereto

is

the remembrance of

the revelations of God, deposited in the writings
of the Prophets and Apostles.

Vee 2. That ye should remember the
words, etc. Here, as in 1 Pet. i. 10-12 and 2
Pet i. 19, great weight is attached to the word

—

of prophecy, which is brought into most intimate
connection with the Apostolical doctrines.
*Ayiuv irpo^tfTdVy see ch. i. 21.
'Evro&fr, ch. ii.
21.
'H/i^v in apposition with aTrocrdhjv as in
Acts x. 41. The author here repeatedly describes
himself (as in ch. i. 1) as an Apostle, just as he
describes himself in ch. iii. 1 as the Author of
the first Epistle.
Mwyoflvva*, further definition
of
The Infinite of intention or of
vnopvfaei.
further definition, Winer p. 841. Tot) icvpiov koX
ourifpoc.; de Wette makes these words to be governed by the Infinitive and gives the ungrammatiBut it is more
cal rendering "of our Apostles."
natural to connect tov Kvptov with hro^. This
has a double Genitive; cf. Winer, pt. iii. 80.
The one of these Genitives relates to the announcement, the other to the origin of the docIn the parallel passage, Jude 17, the
trine.
De Wette's
reference to the Prophets is omitted.
interpretation being manifestly incorrect, we
need not stop to refute his inference that the
non-apostolical author here betrays himself and
acts out of his charaoter.

—

—

—

h

—

—

—

Vxr. 8. Knowing this first that in the
last of the days scoffers shall come.—
Tim. iii. 1 ; cf. 1 Tim. iv. 1. They are to consider
it as a principal point of the prophetical and
apostolical

word

that.

yivLaKOvrtq.

Here we

expect the Accusative, governed by
Such, probably intentional, anafivt/ad^vat.
colutha are of frequent occurrence. Conceptions
expressed by the casus recti of Participles, are
exhibited with greater prominence, Winer, p.
594; cf. Acts xv. 28; Eph. iv. 2; iii. 17.
should
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Shall come,

cf.

ch.

ii.

1

;

Mtt

xxiv. 5. 11.

22 ; 1 Jno. iv. 1. The parallel paskox&ry
sage Jude 18 is almost identical ; brt

24

——

— —

—

;

;

vii. 15.

h

Xp6v<f> iaovrai kfiKaUrai, Kara rdf iavruv kirtdvfuae
'Ett*
icopevdfievoi, with the addition ruv actfiubv.

—

icx&rov t&v tfitp&v. The Adjective Neuter is
often used emphatically instead of the SubstanAt the end of these present
tive. Winer, p. 248.
days of the world. [But as koxar&v is the best
supported reading, cf. App. Oik, it is better to
translate "in the last of the days" ; there is perhaps no difference in meaning, but the Plural
seems to extend the expression over a wider
pace, so Alford ; Wordsworth " From this reference, it appears that St. Jude wrote his Epistle
after the present Epistle, and that he owned this
Epistle to be the work of an Apostle, and therefore
an authentic writing; and if authentic, then it
:

must be

also genuine, fbr it asserts itself to be
written by St. Peter, ch. i. 1 and i. 17, where the
writer describes himself as present at the transfiguration, at which only three Apostles were
present, viz.: Peter, James and John." M.]
'EftiralKToi (from hfiiraifa to play, sport in or on)
scoffers, deceivers; cf. LXX. in Is. iii. 4, for

—

o»W?#n

petulahtim, petulantes, people that

of the greatest importance.
class of adversaries
of Christ, different from the false prophets and
teachers described in the second chapter. The
two classes have this in common, that they are

jest about things

Here we encounter another

whom the coming of their Lord is
the most cherished desire, cf. Luke xxi. 28.
Of His coming. napovolac. Used here in a
more special sense than in ch. L 16, of the visible
coming of Christ to the judgment of the wicked
and to the consummation of His Kingdom, Matt,
xxiv. 8. 27. 87; 1 Thoss. ii: 19; iii. 18; 2 Peter
Airrov, they do not take His name on
iii. 12.
[Polytheir lips, so much do they disdain it.
carp, c. 7: "Whosoevor does not confess the suffering of the cross, is of the devil; and whosoever perverts the oracles of the Lord to his own
lusts, and says that there is neither resurrection
nor a judgment, he is the first-born of Satan."—
believers, to

—

M.l

For since the fathers
yap

scil.

Tifikpac.

fell

De Wette

is

asleep.

'Af

ijc

wrong in

saying:
these scoffers as

"The author appears to assume
present and that prediction as fulfilled." No;
this appearance springs solely from critical prePeter puts himself into the time of the
judices.
fulfilment of that prediction, when the first generation of believers had already fallen asleep;
most of them had expected the visible coming of
the Lord as immediately connected with the destruction of Jerusalem; but after that catastrophe
had taken place without the expected visible
coming of the Lord, the scoffers took occasion to
deny the coming of the Lord altogether. This
Peter foresees in the Spirit. The word fathers
denotes therefore not the Patriarchs, the ancestors of the Jewish people, nor (as Dietlein maintains) any preceding generation standing to that
immediately succeeding it in the relation of fathers, but the fathers of the second generation of
Christians. Otherwise the sentence would be pleo-

Epicurean and Antinomian in mind, cf. v. 17
The appearance of such men is
ch. ii. 18. 19.
predicted Acts xx. 29; 1 Tim. iv. 1 ; 2 Tim. iii.
If the reading
kuwaiypovy is retained,
2, etc.
'Emqiitnastic, beeause air* agxw follows after.
it is necessary to use a mark of distinction after
dnoav liko inayyetea, to be understood in a mockthe latter word, rendering: "they shall come in
the language of believer*.

h

the spirit of scoffing, as scoffers, walking, etc."
["They will not only be scoffers, but they will
come in scoffing, like those of whom the Psalmist
says, that their delight is in cursing, and that
they clothe themselves with it, as it were, with a
raiment (Ps. cix. 16. 17); and the contrast is
striking to the Divine words evkoyuv evtoyfiaa,
Gen. xxii. 17, cf. Eph. i. 8, 6 evkoyfaac i^iag iv
Wordsir&on evXoyia, and Clem. Horn. i. 24."

worth.— M.]

own

—

lasts. They no
Walking after their
longer appear in sheep's clothing, but exhibit
their wolf-nature.
Kara rat Idiac airruv. 'Idiag
brings out the self-will and opposition of these
men to the law of God. 'Emdvpiac yropevdfievau
Bengel : " This is the origin of error, the root of
libertinism." Luther: "These are our Epicureans and Sadducees, who believe neither one
thing nor the other, who live as they think best
and walk after their own lusts, considering permitted whatever suits their pleasure: examples
of euch are met on every hand." ILopevdfinw,
see 1 Peter iv. 8.

Vsa.

4.

coming?

"Where

is

—Similar to

the promise of His

the daring words of the
scoffers in Mai. ii. 17: "Where is the God of
judgment?" The same form of speech occurs in
Luke viii. 25; Ps. xlii. 4; lxxix. 10. Where is
it? e. g., Where is its fulfilment?
It is nowhere
to be found.
The promise. They uw the language of

—

ing sense, as imitating

All things remain thns from the begin*
ning of the creation. tuaftivu, they remain
without intermission, the whole world remains
according to its old constitution, in the consistence which it has once for all, it remains through
all

mutations.

Huther arbitrarily

....

inserts the

to pass;
things continue thus . . . ." Others supply
&c rjVy as it was from the beginning of creation,
which is equally arbitrary. The construction is
pregnant: "All things from the time of our fathers remain in a general way, as they are ; yea,
from the beginning of creation all things remain
essentially the same." Bengel gives to ovtq a
pregnant force : "All things remain thus as they
remain from the beginning of the world." [Sic
permanent, ui permanent." M.] Dietlein makes
these erring spirits speculative philosophers who
advance the proposition that "the history of
creation is endless; the destiny of the human
race is not one that actually occurs at a given
time and terminates the course of the world, but
it fulfils itself in an untemporal (wucitUch) manner (it is immanent, to use the language of modern
speculation) ; and this they infer from the circumstance, that one generation passes away after
another, and is dispatched as they suppose, and
that therefore it cannot be otherwise with all
succeeding generations." There is no reason U
assume such a system in the case of these trifling
Epicureans, and an* apxfc is absolutely in conflict

idea, "since the fathers
all

hath come

—

—
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Luther explains the
with such an assumption.
inference of the false teachers as follows: " The
world has stood so long, and has always remained
thus; should it now at last become otherwise?"
We must however add in the sense of those scoffers : The coming of Christ and the destruction
of the world were long since predicted as connected with the destruction of Jerusalem without
coming to pass ; where then is now the word of
the Scripture ?
Yib. 5. For it la hidden to them, became
they thus will it. Refutation of the assertion
that all things remain in the same condition by
the fact of the flood.
Tovro belongs to bri, not to
OiXovrac, as in oh. iii. 8, and QkXetv denotes not
" to ohoose a view" (eine Ansickt belieben, as Dietlein maintains), for this meaning cannot be verified.
Huther, indeed, cites a passage from
Herodotus, but it is isolated and proves nothing
for the New Testament.
It denotes "a guilty
ignorance," as Luther translates; they are wilfully ignorant of it ; they are wilfully blind to
the consideration of the flood.
Winer, p. 489,
note [says :
In 2 Peter iii. 5, XavBavei tovto 01forrrae I prefer the rendering : latet eos hoc (what
follows) volentes, t. «., volentes ignorant, to the
other: latet eo* (what follows) hoc (what precedes)

1-9.
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Aqua ceieroqui levior est, et terra mferiores
partes petit, usque eo t ut omnis aqua, in Imea recta
a superficie ad centrum orbis hujus sive rotundi sysUmatis, terram semper sub se habeat: sed in ipsa superficie terra passim supra aquas plus mmutve emtnet; et vel hunc aqua locum quasi invita, etpotentissimo jussu divino coacta, terra concessit et reliquit.
Ex. xx. 4; Ps. xxiv. 2; civ. 6-S; cxxxvi. 6; Job
xxxviii. 10."— The assertion that the earth arose
out of the water is opposed to the dogma of Simon
Magus, that it was engendered from fire. Wordsworth referring to Hippolyt., Refut. haer, p. 165.
cavil.

—

By the word of God may refer both to the
heavens and to the earth, of. Gen. i. 6. 9. But
we may also join these words more intimately
with ovveorSxra, which appears to be preferable,
as it gives greater prominence to the thought,
that it does not consist a moment longer than
God permits. Bengel: "By the word of God is

defined the duration of all things, bo that it cannot be longer or shorter." [The reference here
is to the creative energy of the Divine Logos.
The Jewish readers of Peter's Epistle were familiar with that doctrine, which was opposed to the
error of the Gnostics who held that the universe
was made by angels or by the demiurge opposed
tdentes, L «., contendentes.
The former brings to the supreme God. Irennus I., 19, declares,
out more clearly the guilt of the mockers.
Nei- that the world was not made by angels, nor by
ther in Col. ii 18, is dihjv to be taken as an ad- any powers separated from God, but by His
terb.—lCl
Word, t. <?., Christ Ps. xxxii. 6; John i. 8. The
That the heavens and an earth were same author says, II., 2: "All things which God
from of old, etc. Ovpavol, as usual in the Plu- made, He made by the indefatigable Word, even
as John the disciple of the Lord declares conral like CPDtP, of. 2 Cor. xii. 2.—"EioroOaz,
cerning Him, John i. 8." M.]
from of old, from the first origin of all things.
Vxn. 6. Whereby the world that then
How, de Wette, Huther, al., refer it primarily to was, being overflowed with water, peobpavol, but then also to yv awearoaa.
This might rished. Ac' <jv cannot possibly refer to idaroc
pass grammatically (Winer, p. 868), but how are (Huther), more especially because iSart follows
we to conceive the heavens to consist out of and after ; nor can it signify : quapropter, nor "through
through water? De Wette, indeed, observes that which circumstances it also came to pass that
." (Dietlein), still less "yet" (dennoch—
the conception that the heavens (the firmament)
.
.
were made out of water, may be justified by Qen. Luther).
It evidently belongs to ovpavol nal yfj.
i. 6, but he is conscious of the unsatisfactoriness
It was just the heavens and the earth which beof this exposition, since he proposes to refer ex came the instruments of destruction of the then
to the earth and 6ta to the heavens (through the Kdouog, i. e. y for the then existing world of human
water).
This is very forced, and in no event ap- beings and animals. Peter uses ndopoc in preplicable to the starry heavens, which are of
The heavens
cisely the same sense, ch. ii. 6.
course included in ovpavol.
According to the re- became such an instrument of destruction, when
their windows were opened and it rained as never
presentation of the Bible, the firmament (J£*|5*"l)
before since the creation of the world, Gen. vii.
consists not out of water, but forms a wall of 11.
The earth which had been founded upon the
partition between the waters above and the wa- waters and risen out of the water, Ps. xxiv. 2, in
ters below, Gen. i. 7. 8.
The earth originated, obedience to the command of God was compelled
out of water, out of the dark matter in which it to pour forth its treasures of water, Gen. viii. 2,
was comprehended, and through water, i. «., (as in order to destroy man and beast. Who would
Winer, p. 488, explains it) through the agency of have believed this before the flood came? Who
water, which partly descended into the lower would have supposed that the heavens and earth
parte of the earth, and partly formed the clouds did contain within them such powers of destrucin the sky.
The earth, moreover, manifoldly re- tion, seeing that they consisted so long before?
ceived its diversified form through the water, Every attempt of taking k6omoc in another sense,
consists in a great measure in water and this ele- understanding it of the whole world, of the uniment, as already noticed by Oecumenius, holds verse (Huther, al.), or more particularly of the
it together and cements it
The Indo-^Egyptian earth (Calov), fails to bring out the full force of
cosmogonies, to which de Wette refers, and which air6teTo, which was then to be circumscribed to
are said to contain an account of a chemical ori- such an extent as to denote a great mutation,
gin of the world out of water, are altogether ir- which conflicts with grammatical usage.
But
relevant.
[Bengel: "Gradalio, aqua terram texer- here we must take a retrospective view of liarafau,,
at: ix aquis terra emersit: et aqua inseeviit, ut v. 6, in order to understand the full refutation
terra consisteret, sicut Creator eam/ormavit et colloof the antagonistic proposition. l.'EKirafau should

—

.

—

—
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be joined not only with obpavoi, but also with yfj.
The heavens and the earth even in the time of Noah
had consisted from of old, upwards of 1600 years
from this circumstance the men of that time
might have drawn the inference that all things
in the world of man would ever remain, even as
they were but how fallacious was that inference
2. With this is connected the thought, that considering that the earth came into existence and does
consist by the Word of God, the people of that
time might surely have been able to understand
that it could be destroyed by the self-same Word.
&. The event has shown, that the world of man
was destroyed just by the heavens and the earth,
which to them had the appearance of an imperishable existence. 4. Now the heavens and the
earth, as intimated in v. 7, underwent also a
change in that catastrophe. That flood which
covered the whole earth would be inexplicable
without an extraordinary influence exerted by
God upon the heavens and the earth, whereby
Gen. ix. 11, cf.x.
their condition was changed.
25, where reference is made to an extraordinary
;

terrestrial catastrophe, expressly testify that the

earth was destroyed by the flood, and that it presented in many respects an appearance very different from that which it had before that mighty
revolution.

Vbb.

which

7.

Bat the heavens and the earth
now, by His word are kept in

are

—

store. 01 6k vvv ovpavol. Nvv belongs also to yff
and presupposes a change wrought upon the
heavens and the earth by the flood according to
our exposition, it is not in antithesis with 6 t&te
k6o/mq.
T£ avrov Aoy^. The same Divine omnipotence which commanded. the water to destroy
men and to lay waste the earth, will hereafter
destroy the present world by fire, and not only
change the surface of the earth. [Irenssus calls
the last conflagration, " diluvium ignis." Bengel:
"Ignie eonfutabit empmetae" M.]
Kept in store. &foavpifrtv properly, to lay
up in store, to treasure up, e. g. t grain or a
treasure.
The meaning is not, that the present
world is only a treasure gathered together and
saved from the deluge, merely a remnant of the
Such an idea belongs
original world-totality.
not to drjoavp6g. But the reference is doubtless
partly to the promise (Gen. ix. 15), and partly to
the redemption in Christ. Calov :
" The world,
for a certain time, is as yet in store and left unhurt, like treasure stored up in a chest, as yet
untouched."
Huther justly rejects Dietlein's
notion that the idea of profit must be held fast,
in the sense that the heavens and the earth are
the materials stored up for the exercise of punishment, yet so that they shall perish under the
punishment.
Reserved unto fire, etc. RvpX must not be
connected with Teftijcavpiopfofoi, but with rripoi)Just as fire is even now an instrument, of
fievot.
punishment to the world, so it will be used as an
instrument of the destruction of the world in the
final judgment, cf. Gen. xix. 24; Amos vii. 4;
Is. ixvi. 15; Dan. vii. 9; 2 These, i. 8; Matt. iii.
This is en12; xxv. 41; Rev. xix. 20; xx. 10.
larged upon in v. 10. Typobpevoi, used several
times by Peter, 1 Pet. i. 4; 2 Pet. ii. 4. 9. 17.—
*AiroXelae.
Calov: "Not perfect destruction,
but perdition and eternal death." T&v hoefSCn*
;

—

—

.

f

—

—

—

av&ptmwv.

—

Dietlein applies this to the whole hurace, because with the exception of the eonverted, it is ungodly:
[But he is here, as so often, inaccurate and unreliable.
The reference ii
simply to the ungodly among men. The follow-

man

ing passage from an oration by Melito, Bp. of
Sardis, in the second century, published from the
Syriac by Cureton, is an interesting relic of ancient exegesis: "There was a flood of water, and
all men and living creatures were destroyed by the
multitude of waters, and the just were presorted
in an ark of wood by the ordinance of God. So
also it will be at the last time; there will be a
flood of fire, and the earth will be burnt up, together with its mountains, and men will be burnt
up with the idols which they have made; and the
sea together with the isles will be burnt, and tkt
just shall be delivered from the fury (of the fire),
as their fellows in the ark (were saved) from the
waters in the deluge." M. J
Vbe. 8. Bat let this one thing not escape
yon, etc. This is not a second refutation of the
scoffers, but the removal of an obstacle which
believers might find in the protracted delay of
Christ's advent.
That one day ia before the Lord.—The
shortest space of time before Him,* is in His
sight long enough for the execution of events,
which in our computation would require a thousand years, and the longest space of time before
Him passes away as rapidly as does a day to as.
In order to occupy the right stand-point with respect to the coming of Christ, we must apply the
standard of eternity, and not use human measures of time.
The second clause of the proposition is taken from Ps. xc. 4.
Time is not absolutely denied in the case of God, but His relation to time is very different from that sustained
by us men, the creatures of a day. Bengal:—
"God's mnologium (time-piece for eternity) differs from the korologium (time-piece for hours}
of mortals. But how shall we understand thit!
If we could understand it, Moses and Peter
would not have been under the necessity of adding "with the Lord." Stier: "He who created
the heavens and the earth in six days, because
He thus willed it, may also suddenly accomplish
in one day that which under other circumstances
would require a thousand years ; in like manner
He may ordain thousands of years to be to the
world week- and -work -day 8 before His great
Sabbath begins to dawn. The longest time is
only brief after God's measure; yet it hastens
and rushes irresistibly into eternity, just because
it is time."
Thiersch: "The internal development of mankind, which roust have reached its
consummation before the end of the world, is so
entirely dependent on the Divine disposal that at
one time there may occur a step forward so
mighty that we should hardly have expected it
to take place in a thousand years, while at another time, the course of development, retarded
by God, does not progress in a thousand years
any further than at other times in a day." This
is as incorrect as Dietlein's view, that God will
punish in one day the sin of thousands of years,
and thus equalise the great disfiguring which by
so long a duration had come into eternity; that
otherwise the duration of time with God is of
great, though not of necessary, importance, be-
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—
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thousand years are before Him as one ticed in connection with the inquiry relating to
is well known, have drawn the date of this Epistle.
3. "The Word of God composed in writing is
from this passage the inference that the world is
the instrument of our conversion and illuminato last six thousand years, especially as Heb. iv.
9 speaks of a Sabbath-time of the people of God, tion, the store-house of all salutary knowledge
and wisdom, and the armory against all sorts of
bat without sufficient reason.
Vir. 9. The Lord is not tardy.—-Ob fipa- enemies." Gerhard.
4. Although we must identify the scoffers priBpaSvvo, to delay, to postpone [to
dtou 6 icbpwc.
be late.
M.], usually construed with the Accu- marily as those deceivers, who arose at the end
See Winer, of the Apostolic age, the prophecy, nevertheress,
sative, but here with the Genitive.
De Wette: fipadbvei is not taken in re- is ever undergoing new fulfilments in the course
{ 80.
lation to a definite point of time, aocording to hu- of time, and will have its most fearful fulfilment
man expectation, as in 1 Tim. iii. 15, but with in the last times. In ancient times, Simon Mareference to the purpose and counsel (of God)
gus is cited as denying the end of the world (in
for although with reference to the former the au- the Pseudo-Clementine Recogn., v. 8); in the midthor admitted a delay, he denied the title to such dle ages, a heresy sprung up, which maintained
an expectation, according to v. 8, because God's the imperishableness of the world,
v. Meyer
views of time (as well as His thoughts and asks whether that portrait of the future does not
ways, of. Is. Iv. 8) are different from men's. perfectly apply to the rebellious liberty and
Similarly, Sir., 85, 22; cf. Hab. ii. 3.—Calov:— wanton licentiousness of the corrupt priesthood
44
Although it seems as though He were tardy and monastic orders of the middle ages and later
cause a

day.

—The Fathers, as

—

—

(Rev.
of

vi. 10),

He

is

not tardy after the manner

men, from procrastination or neglect, but

from long-suffering, for, as Justin observes, He
prefers repentance to punishment."
Kbptoc, as

—

God the Father. wf rivic ppadvr^nu The reference here is not to scoffers, who
deny the coming of Christ, but to weak believers.
But He is long-suffering towards as, etc.
—fuucpothpel.
He is long-suffering, putting off
His punishment for a long time, Matt, xviii. 26.
Elg jftag, to29; Lke. xviii. 7; 1 Thess. v. 14.
wards us, the called, then to us all, to men in
general BoiAeo&u, to will, as the result of conscious deliberation, but not with irresistible coercion.
Calov: 44 As an earthly king would desire to see all his subjects happy, as far as they
are his subjects, not as far as they are malefactors."
Xupelv «ic, to* go into, to enter, Matt. xv.
17; of. Esek, xviii. 23; xxxiii. 11; 1 Tim. ii. 4.
The adherents of the Calvin istic doctrine of
predestination wrongly restrict this passage to
the elect. Calvin, himself explains it of the will
of God revealed in the Gospel as contrasted with
His hidden counsel.
in v. 8, denotes

—

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

A

sure means of resisting the temptations
of the last anti-Christian times and of repelling
theassault8 of deceivers is keeping the prophetic and apostolic word in an honest and good heart,
even as Christ often exhorts us to keep His sayings against the subtle attacks of the enemy.
"In the last days there will be a thorough confluence of all the corruption engendered by for1.

44
He who by his lusts is corrupted in error, will do what he desires, and will
not be deterred from it by any fear of God. This
necessitates an unbelieving cancelling of all the
truth of God, and if good proofs of such pretences are wanting, scoffing and witty humour
must become the substitutes of proof." H. Rie-

mer unbelief."

ger.
2. Peter in making mention of the last days,
draws no distinction between the second and
third coming of Jesus, as made prominent in the
Revelation of John, and alluded to in 1 Cor. xv.
23. 24.
This circumstance deserves to be no-

times?

"The

Hegelian school of philosophers

(at least those of the left side) deride the Church's
faith in a visible advent of Christ, in the judgment and the end of the world, as a pietistic notion.
They see in the dominant influence of the

idea (Begriff), brought about by the Hegelian
philosophy, Christ returned, and regard the end
of pietism, of orthodox Christianity as heretofore existing, to be the end of the world." Rich
ter.
6. " It is an old trick of the devil to oppose the
course of nature to the word and promises of God,
seeing that God is the Author of nature, and able
at His pleasure to change or wholly destroy it"
Gerhard.
6. The traditions of other nations also contain
the hypothesis that the world originated out of
water. The Chinese and the Egyptians teach that
water is the oldest element The Veda* of the
Hindoos declare that this world was originally
water; the code of Manu declares that water was
the first thing which God created ; Ramayana reports that originally all things were water, and
that the earth was formed out of it But this,
so far from being a ground of suspicion against
the teaching of Scripture, in connection with
other reasons, constitutes a proof in its favour.
7. In like manner all nations have their legends of the great deluge, of which the highest
mountains, the graves and caverns of the earth
bear testimony. The deluge, according to Scripture, was not partial and local, but universal;
but natural science, to be sure, is incompetent to
account for it by natural causes.
8. The preservation of the world, as well as
its beginning, depends altogether on the will, the
word and the direction of God. u The word of
God is not only the architect of the heavens and
the earth, but also the prop and foundation of
this edifice, Heb. i. 3." Gerhard.
9. The statements of Peter respecting the
world being reserved unto fire, are partly connected with the sayings of Christ, Mk. ix. 44;
Matt iii. 10. 12; xxv. 41; xiii. 40. 42; vi. 22,
and partly, where he goes bevond them, to be re-

garded as a revelation which he had received.
The religions of the pagans and the philosophemes of the Greeks and Romans, frequently
describe fire as the end of the world. Zoroaster
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assumed a dissolution of the mountains by the late. Why does God defer the full punishment
action of fire. The Orphic cosmogony, Herae- of the ungodly to the day of judgment ? 1. Belitns and the Stoics, the Epicureans, Pliny, Ovid, cause the measure of their unrighteousness is
the Gallieans and the Scandinavians coincide not yet wholly filled 2, Because it is His will
The Mexicans describe the to accord to sinners room for repentance 8. In
in this respect.
fourth age of the world, as the age of fire. The order to set His long-suffering towards all men,
Hindoos also teach the future burning of the in the clearest light 4. In order to make more
world. "This fact proves nothing against the manifest the wickedness of those who will not be
;

;

;

truth of this doctrine. On the contrary, it can
onry deepen the overpowering impression of the
sacred revelations of the final judgment." Dietlein.
"As men are melted and purified by the
fire (of the law, the love of God and the sufferings of Christ), so it will fare with the earth
which goes the oourse of man. In the time of
Tycho de Brahe, according to the opinion of
some, another solar system met perhaps a similar
fate." Richter.
10. Although time was oreated simultaneously
with the creature, it is nevertheless to God also
a reality, otherwise He would not interfere with
time and be conscious of what occurs in time
but He is superior to the river of time and controls it
thousand years with Him are as one
day, similar, (bo Bengel puts it), as a thousand
flourins are with a rich man as a farthing.
11. Even before Justin and other fathers gave
currency to the opinion that the world should
last six thousand years, the ancient Etrwcan*
taught from tradition that the world's duration
was fixed at 6000 years, that the sixth millennium
would bring the end and the great year.
12. Calov rightly declares verse 9 to be an
unanswerable proof against the absolute decree
of Calvin, and quotes also 1 Tim. ii. 4. God
wills to save all men only in Christ and in the
order of repentance and faith.
[18. Bp. Conybeare on v. 5: "The truth of
the case is, God does not interpose in a miraculous manner upon every instance of sin : as He
hath made men free agents, so He doth not interrupt the use of this liberty by breaking in
upon the common order of causes and effects.
Hence nature goes on for the most part in one
uniform oourse ; and exemplary punishments are
reserved only for extraordinary occasions. Tet
still God hath not left Himself without witness
many predictions of His prophets have been already confirmed by fact; the old world was destroyed by a miracle, and Sodom and Gomorrah
are set forth for an example, having suffered the
vengeance of eternal fire." Instances of this
kind, it must be confessed, are rare: however,
those few which have been afforded us are
enough to alarm the sinner.
Men should not
flatter themselves that their crimes are forgotten,
because they are yet unpunished: but rather
dread the delays of vengeance. Though mercy
spares them for the present, yet this very mercy,
if slighted, will increase their future ruin.
M.j

—

A

—

—

converted. Let us take heed, not to abuse the
long-suffering of God, but to know the time of
our visitation, Lke. xix. 44. What is the longest
life in the light of eternity T
span of time of
1J to 2 hours' duration.
Stabh : —As frail, men grow soon tired and
are overcome of sleep, so it is with Christians
hence it is necessary that they should be constantly stirred, shaken and roused, Heb. xiL 1.
The works of our bad Christians show that
they believe neither in heaven nor hell, neither
in angels nor in the devil, but the truth will

—

A

—

come home

—

them, Zeph. i. 12. Only see, how
can fall through the violence of his
lusts
deeper than the devil himself, who denies
neither God nor His judgment, but trembles at
it, Mtt. viii. 29; Jas. ii. 10.
Ignorance in things
human or Divine is never good, but malicious ignorance, which refuses to hear and to know the
truth, is worthy of hell-fire, Is. L 11.
The present world will be more severely visited than the
former world, which was laid waste by water;
but this world will be burnt up by a consuming
fire, which the Lord Himself will kindle, 2 These,
deeply

to

man

;

—

—

—

7. 8.
The long-suffering of God is accompanied by tender love, looking to the salvation of
men ; hence He does not overtake them with His
judgment of wrath, out gives them time enough
to repent, Es. xxxiii. 11 ; ii. 1.
V. Hbbbbbqbb: 1. How Peter answers five
questions relating to the last day. 2. How thoroughly he instructs us as to the manner of our
preparing for it An 1. a. Whether we are yet
to wait confidently for the last day? b. When and
at what time it will come? c. Why Jesus has not
oome for so long a time? d and e. How and in
what manner the last day will come ? /. What
the Lord Jesus will do and perform on the last
day ? Ad 2. a. In holy conversation and godliness, b. To wait and hasten unto the coming of
the day of the Lord, c. To give all diligence that
we may be found of Him without spot and blamei.

—

less.

J. C. Stobb:—The waiting of believers for
the coming of the day of God: 1. What they
wait for; 2. Who are they who wait? 8. How
do they wait ?
Stieb: The Apostle's word concerning the
expectation of the last day: 1. The certainty of
its coming; 2. The manner of its coming; 8.
The preparation for it.
Kapff : The beginning and completion of the
Kingdom of God 1. The beginning in the creation of the world and man 2. The completion
in the renovation of man and of the world.
Lisco:— The completion with which the citizens of the kingdom comfort themselves. The
emptiness of the objections against the Bibledogma of the Lord's coming to judgment
Staudt: The destruction of the world: 1.
The reasons why many do not believe it ; 2. How
does the destruction of the world affect us?

—

—

:

;

HOMILETIOAL AND PRACTICAL.
The advent of Christ: 1. Its signs and cer2. The particulars attending it.
8. The
preparation for it. As the coming of the Lord

tainty.

—

draws nearer, the denial and derision of it will
grow stronger. It should be our most anxious
care to be ready, whether the Lord come early or

—

—
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8bakp :

—[0 what confusion will this be to

all

unbelievers and impenitent sinners, when they
shall see that very Person, of whom they thought
so meanly, and whose offers of salvation they
often despised, appearing in the clouds of heaven
with ten thousand glorious angels about Him,
and coming in the most terrible manner that can

be imagined, to call them to account for their
lives past, and to execute judgment upon all ungodly men ! They will not then any longer, with
the scoffers, that Peter tells us should be in the
last days, say, "where is the promise of His coming? for since the fathers fell asleep, all things
continue as they were from the beginning of the
creation ;" for they shall be convinced that, however His ooming was for good reasons deferred,
yet He shall then come to purpose ; to the everlasting confusion of their faces, that opposed, or
despised, or neglected Him and His religion.
Then shall they day, Yonder He is, whom we
slighted, whose religion we denied, whose serTants and followers we took to be no better than
t company of credulous fools
Lo, yonder He is
in the clouds, whose tenders of mercy we have
!

10-18.

refused, whose counsels we have rejected, to
whose Spirit we have done despite t Yonder He
is : but no longer "a carpenter's son;" no longer
" a man of sorrows and acquainted with grief;"
no longer a mean, obscure Galilean; no longer a
crucified God, as we in derision called Him but
the everlasting Son of the everlasting Father;
the Sovereign of angels ! the Judge of mankind
and of devils; the Lord of all things both in
:

earth and heaven.
[Gf.

filling.

Vie. 4. Miracles now neither necessary to the
oonviotion of unbelievers, nor the conversion of
sinners, TFiddes).
Consistency between the
efficacy of prayer and the uniformity of nature.
(Chalmers).
Veil 8. God's eternity in reference to the suspension of his promised purposes, (R. Hall).-M.]

CHAPTER m.
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16
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18
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M.]
Joseph Mede'b Paraphrase and Exposi-
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St. Peter. 2. Epistle, ch. iii.
Works. II.,
758.
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But the day 1 of the Lord will come as a thief in the night,* in the which the*
heavens shall pass away with a great noise, and the elements shall melt 4 with fervent
heat, the earth also and the works that are therein shall be burned up. 6
Seeing then •
that all these things shall be dissolved, what manner of persons ought ye T to be in aU
holy conversation and godliness, Looking for and hastening * unto the coming of the
day of God, wherein the heavens being on fire shall be dissolved, and the elements
shall melt with fervent heat? 9
Nevertheless 10 we, according to his promise, 11 look
Wherefore, befor new heavens and a new " earth, wherein dwelleth righteousness.
loved, seeing that ye look for such things, be diligent that ye may be found of him in
peace, without spot, and blameless.
And account that the longsuffering of our Lord
is salvation; even as our beloved brother Paul also according to the wisdom given unto
him 18 hath written unto you; As also in all 14 his epistles, speaking in them of these
things; in which w are some things hard to be understood, which they that are unlearned and unstable wrest, as they do also the other Scriptures, unto their own destruction." Ye therefore, beloved, seeing ye know these things before, beware lest ye
also, being led away with the error of the wicked, fall from your own steadfastness. 11
But grow in grace, and in the knowledge of our Lord and Sayiour Jesus Christ. To
him be glory both now and forever. Amen. 18
Vine 10.

q omitted by Lachmann and Tisch. The Article is not wanted, because every body knows what sort of a
day it is. cf. v. 7 ; PhiL i. S. 10; ii. 16. tt omitted in B. 0. ; inserted in Rec. with A. K. L., al.—M.l
omitted by Tischen. and al. [also in A. B., Sin., al., Vulg., Syr., Copt., Arm., al.; inserted in C.
K. L., Rec., Syr.—M.]
[*Omitoi before ovp a vol, Sin n K. L.,al.—Sin. and Cod. Colbert., insert fi i v after ova av ol.—M.J
< Lachmann reads XvS^atrai; Tisch. with A. G. K. prefers \v9ijcrovTai [Sin., B. C, read Av0ij<r«t at.—M.l
[• Sin. B. 1^, al., read «vp«0i$<rcra4 for Kara«aif<rcrai. M.]
[German : " As a thief in the night, in which the heavens shall pass away with a crashing roar, but the
elements shall be dissolved in fire, and the earth and the works in it, shall be burned up."
Translate: "As a thief in the night, in which the heavens shall pass away with a rushing noise, but the
elements shall be dissolved with fervent heat, and the earth and the works in it shall be burned up."—
Dr.LiUie calls attention to the onomatopoeia in poi£i&6v which most versions hero sought to preserve.
The word ruthing, like the German * Gtrtaueh' (Stier) resembles poi{-n86v most.—In
kv$4<rovrai I have retained the Passive force with Vulg., Syr., de Wette, Alford and Lillie.—M.]
*

*iv vvktI
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B. d, and many other authorities, roads ovr»t for o£r j [oZv , A. K» L, Yqlg., aL—M.]
» p. a f , Sin.*—omits v ft a « B. M.]
••
:
Since then all these things are being dlseolred, as what sort of persons ought ye to ertdenc*
yonrselrei in all manner of holy walk and godliness f
Translate : M All these things being thus to be dissolved (AUbrd) what manner .... ."—M.]
Terse 12. [• Sin. omits x a i <tv*v&ovt; but Tisch. marks the reading with *.—M.]
[German : "Expecting and hastening (so Alford, BloomfM de Wette, lAlhe) the coming of the day of God,
for the sake of which (iropo v<r ia v ) the heavens being on fire, shall dissolve (themselves), and the
elements shall melt away with fervent heat."
• Translate: M ...... . by reason of which ($11. A paw understood, Alford), the heavens being on Art
shall be dissolved, and the elements shall be melted with a fervent heat (raxi}<r«TatC. Yilg.,
Lachm., or retaining r^iccratas the present of destiny, render * are to be melted.')"—M.]
Terse 13. \}° The German dagegcn. and ncctrtheUu of E. V. objectionable on account of their strong adversative force
and the emphasis they give to » ju. c 1 ; better translate * but ' with most of the foreign versions, AIL,
Hammond, Doddridge, Llllie.—M.j
11 A. Lachm. read « a t r* cwayycApira avrov.
[Sin. r«t Iwiyyakntrm.* M.]
Insert* at wqv before yijK A. Vulg., al.—* w if v yiiw Sin-—M.]
Terse 14. [German : "Wherefore, beloved, expecting these things, be diligent to be found spotless and blameless before Him in peace."—M.I
Terse 16. ["Rec. has avr* before io0cc<rar with L.; 6o9*l<ra.v «v-np, A. B.C. Kn Sin^ al.—M.]
German : " Account pour salvation." Better in strict conformity to the Greek " And the longsuffering of
our Lord account salvation
wrote unto you.w M.1
Terse 10. p* rat? before Avtarokal* omitted in A. B. C. K., al., vulg,. Syr., Alf. M.], Lachm. and Tisch.
*• Lachmann reads a It referring to Awia-roXal t? Tischend^ with A. G.K. prefers the reading ot«. So
de Wette. [Aw a t , A. B., Sin.—
u German : M As he also« does in all hisMJ
Epistles, speaking in them of these things, among which are sons
[
things difficult to understand, which the ignorant and unstable distort, as also the other Scriptures to
their own perdition."—M.]
Terse 17. [" German: "Ye, therefore, beloved, knowing it before, beware, lest being led away together with the
error of the lawless, ye fall from your own stedfastness." M.]
Terse 18. [u German : " But grow in the grace and knowledge of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ. To Him be
glory both now and to the day of eternity. Amen."
M To Him the glory both now and to the day of eternity."—
Translate
. .
M.]

Verse U.

Tbcbn with

•

[7

—

[German

—

—

p

—

—

—

:

Scbscbiptiok:

—

icerpou B,A. B. Sin.; en a to At) nerpou a' xai {}'
aitoaroAoo nerpou eiturroAr} [d sure pa.
t

ayiov
Tcerpou xado~

Cod. Colbert, ^-rou

L^ai.;

Atxy. C.-M.]
to rush, to whix, to crash; a word formed
to resemble the sound, rushing, whining, crashing, here only in the New Testament Oecnmenius understands it of the crackling noise of ft
destructive fire; de Wette, of the crash of falling
houses. The Apostle probably thinks of both,
(Huther). Hape?*toovrat; our Lord uses the
same word, Matt xxiv. 85; cf. Ps. cii. 27; Isa.
xxxiy. 4; Rev. xx. 11. Ovpavoi, the sky and the
fyolfa,

EXEOETICAL AND CRITICAL.
Vie.

oome.

10.

But the day of the Lord will

—The

Apostle having made mention of
the long-suffering of God, now says, as it were,
let none deoeive himself, the day of the Lord will
not fail to appear, bat it will come surely and
suddenly. *Hf« 6i j} ^fikpa Kvpiov; it is called the
day of God in v. 12; hence icvptov is here doubtless=9eov, as in v. 9. So Joel i. 16; Ezek. xiii.
6; Isa. ii. 12. The day of Jehovah; cf. Jas. v. 7.
Elsewhere the day of the Lord Jesus, 2 Cor. i.
14.
The day of Christ, 2 These, ii. 2; also the
day of the Lord's coming, Mai. iii. 2. The last
expression contains an intimation that the beginning of that great period of judgment must be
distinguished from the Lord's coming in the same.
The former sets in unexpectedly and without notice.
The Lord's coming will be unexpected, but
not unnoticed by the ungodly ; it will be attended
by a war-cry, the voice of the archangel, and
with the trump of God, 1 Thess. iv. 16.

starry heavens, as in v. 7; cf. Ps. Ixxn. 7;
26; Isa. xxxiy. 4; li. 6; lxr. 17.

cil

But the elements shall be dissolved in
and—shall be burned up.-r-Zroixtia; the

fire,

rudiments of speech, then the constituent elements of the universe of course not the elements
in the sense of chemistry, but in the sense of antiquity, which since the time of Bmpedocles assumed the existence of four elements or rudiments
of things; cf. Wisd. viL 17; xix. 17.—Calov restricts the word to water and air, because the
earth is specifically mentioned afterward. But
de Wette rightly observes that the earth is re;

ferred to first as an element, and afterward as a
in the night.— The same figure totality. There is nothing contradictory in the
is used by the Lord Himself in the Gospels, Matt,
idea that this elemental fire shall be suspended
xxiv. 43 Luke xii. 89.
Paul also compares the in its action by a stronger and supernatural fire.
coming of that day to the burglarious entry of a A total annihilation of the elemental constituents

As a thief

-

;

thief.

The passages

in Revelation, oh.

iii.

8;

which contain this description of the
Lord's coming, give prominence to the suddenness and surprise of His coming, not to its being
unnoticed. His coming is free from surprise and
terror to those who watch and observe the signs
of the times; it is to them rather a joyful event,
Luke xxi. 28. The figure of the thief contains
xvi. 15,

—

also the secondary thought, that those who are
held fast in the sleep of sin and security, shall
lose in that catastrophe whatever they have,
Matt xiii. 12; John x. 10.

In which the heavens shall pass away
with a crashing roar; poi£q66v from Aotfto,

is out of the question ; the reference is rather to
the supposition of Gennadius and Oecumenius,
that "the old heavens and the old earth shall be
changed and renovated into better." A reference
to y. 12, where the ortM^eZa are mentioned, and
not the earth expressly, shows plainly that onwdl, moreover
Xrta relates primarily to the earth,
intimates as much. Bengel, on the other hand,
sees here, with many of the fathers, a reference
The sense=
to the sun, the moon and the stars.
OepiXia, foundations of the earth, given by others,
cannot be verified. [The yiew of Bengel is that
of Justin, Theophilus of Antioch, Polycrates,
Mede, Hammond, Whitby and Alford. The last

—
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author, after quoting Justin, argues that
presently by the not when reference
is made to the earth, necessarily belongs to the
bearens, and that the mention of the heavenly
bodies as affected by the great day is constant in
Scripture, cf. Matt. xxiv. 29; Isa. xiii. 9. 10; xxiv.
On the other hand, the view
28; xxxiv. 4, etc.
propounded in the text is that of Wordsworth,
says that "St. Peter's meaning seems to be,
that the oToc^eZa, elements or rudiments, of which
the universe is composed and compacted, will be
looted; that is, the frameworks of the world will
be disorganized, and this is the sense of aroixsla
in the LXX., Wisd. vii. 17; xix. 18, and in Hyppolyt Philos. pp. 219. 818. The dissolution is
contrasted with the consistency described by the
word oweardaa in v. 6. The heavens are reserved
for fire (v. 7) and will pass away with a rushing
noii0, and, being set on fire, will be dissolved (v.
12), the elements will be on fire and melt (v. 12),
and be reduced to a state of confusion ; the earth
and the works therein will be burnt up.
There does
not seem, therefore, to be any cause for abandoning the common meaning of arotxela, the elemental
principles of which the universe is made."
M.]
Avd^aovrat.
Gerhard: "When the preserving
and supporting power of God, which is, as it
were, the soul of the world, shall separate itself
from the macrocosm, it will fall together like a
soulless corpse."
The works.—To wit, the works of nature
and of art [Bengel: opera naturse et artis.
M.]
trees, plants, minerals, animals, cities, houses,
prorisions, instruments, etc., cf. Hab. ii. 18.
[Shall be burned up. The variation evpeWjierai of Cod. Sin. B. and K. is difficult to account for.
M.]
Via. 11. Since then all these things are
being dissolved. Avofitvuv, not Xudqoofihuv.
The Apostle vividly enters into the catastrophe
and mentally anticipates it according to the characteristic, which has been noticed in ch. ii. 10;
iil 8, and especially also in the first Epistle.
Winer, p. 858, explains it as follows: "These
things, bv their nature intended to be dissolved
the destiny of dissolution is already inherent
in them."
Calov applies the Present to the certainty of the event
[The reading ovrug accords
with the abrupt style of Peter, and makes the
scene all the more vivid.
M.]
[

& followed

ho

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

As what

sort of persons

evidence yourselves?

ought ye to
Uorandg or

etc.

iro-

doa-oV from t6ko$ or dantdov, land, soil, signifies
properly, from what country, where born, whence
in point of origin, not equivalent to tcoIo$.
Cf.
Matt. viii. 27; Luke i. 29; vii. 39; 1 John iii. 1.

It often denotes a question of surprise, to which
no answer is given but here the answer is added
in v. 12.
Sense: "Ye must evidence yourselves
as persons of more noble origin, as citizens of
the heavenly kingdom that are only strangers
here on earth." This seems to be an echo of the
first Epistle.
The common use of irorcnrdf in the
New Testament as connected with an exclamation,
is not decisive against our interpretation.
Huther wants to supply before norairovg , " consider
then," but this is arbitrary.
De Wette takes
woraJToiy in the sense of quantus how great, how
strong, how diligent ought ye to be in holy con;

t

versation.

But

this is

—

—

ungrammaticaL

The
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connection ie this: Considering that this entire
world-system, with whatever it contains, is
doomed to perish, it becomes us Christians to
tear our hearts from all inordinate love of the
world, and to qualify ourselves even now as citizens of the celestial world. Augustine : " If there
is an end of the world, if we have to move away
from this world, we must not love the world ;"
and in another passage: "Seeing that Christ
shall come to judgment the very day in which
the world shall be dissolved, and that all must
appear before His judgment-seat, let us live in
the true fear of God, serve Him in holiness and
righteousness, and carefully guard against sins."
The Plural as in 1 Peter i. 15;
'AvaoTpo<palc.
ii. 1, to mark the different forms and directions
of a holy walk and piety, cf. 2 Peter ii. 2; i. 8.

—

Vie. 12. Expecting and hastening the
coming of the day of God. Tlpoodoicgv. Not

—

with Luther: To wait as contrasted with haste,
but looking for, expecting something while eaduring the pressure of evil, of. v. 14. 2?r«WovSome commentators arbitrarily supply elc;
rac.
the sense of yearning or longing for oannot be

—

verified ; it signifies to urge, to press, to hasten,
and applies therefore not only to earnest occupation, but, as Bengel asserts, .to inward struggling,, to perseverance in prayer for the hastening of the Kingdom of Christ, and to preparation
At the same
for it in repentance and holiness.

time the remark of Richter

is true, that "in a
certain respect it is visionary, dangerous and
passionate to pray for the hastening of the end
of the world and the termination of the eeon of
Gospel-calling."
[Trench (Bible Revision, p. 112) pronounces
for the marginal reading in E. V., "hasting the
coming" (accelerantes advenhim, Erasmus), and
explains: The faithful, that is, shall seek to cause
the day of the Lord to come the more quickly by
helping to fulfil those conditions, without which
it cannot come— that day being no day inexorably
fixed, but one the arrival of which it is free to the

to help and hasten on by faith and by
prayer, and through a more rapid accomplishing
of the number of the elect." De Wette, followed
by Alford: "They hasten it by perfecting, in
repentance and holiness, the work of the Gospel,
and thus diminishing the need of the fiaicpoOvpia,
v. 9," to which the delay of that day is owing.
Alford, in reply to Huther's objection, says, "It
is true that the delay or hastening of that day is
not man's matter, but God's : but it is not uncommon in Scripture, to attribute to us those Divine
acts, or abstinences from acting, which are really
and in their depth, God's own. Thus we read,
that 'He could not do many mighty works there
because of their unbelief, Matt. xiii. 58, compared with Mark vi. 6. 6; thus repeatedly of
man's striving with, hindering, quenching God's
Holy Spirit."— Wordsworth considers this remarkable thought as compared with St. Peter's
speech in Acts iii., as another silent evidence of
the genuineness of this Epistle. M.]
T#v vapovoiav. See v. 10, cf. Tit. ii. 18; Rev.
The term "day of God"
xvi. 14; Acts xvii. 31.
cannot excite surprise, if respect is had to the
Old Testament Lachmann's notion that the author had given up the hope of Christ's coming,
and mixed it up with God's future day of judg«

Church

1

—
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of the Lord's

4.

For the sake of which the heavens
being on

—

GENERAL 0* PETEE.
and the

Life, be renewed to immortality, so the
heavenly bodies will be renewed by fire and delivered from the bondage of corruption.
See

—

shall dissolve (themselves], Rom. viii. 20-22. The material creation has
shall melt away with sympathized with us in our fall, and it will refervent heat ; 6t $v. It is best to connect $v joice with the righteous in their redemption and
with irapovaiav, and to take did as indicating the revivification, when their mortal bodies will rise
occasioning cause. Winer, p. 418, [who sanc- and bloom anew like vernal herbs and flowers,
fir©,

and the elements

however the construction recommended in
Appar. Crit., which is also that adopted by AlDietlein renders "in honour of
ford.
M.l
which, as it were," but this rendering is inapposite.
If the plan of God is to be carried out, this
Augustine says
sin-stained world must perish.
the
succession of the events, "After the judgof
world
will
on
fire;
that
be
is, it will be
ment the
,f
This is also thought proentirely burned up.
bable by Gerhard, who holds moreover that the
burning of the world will take place before the
wicked are cast into hell and the godly received
tions

—

to heaven.
KavcoiHjdai and HjiuoOai, to melt like wax, are
&iraf; fay.
The Present is used here for the same
[The note of Wolfius,
reason, as in v. 11, above.

(Curse Philologicm

et Criticse)

on the force of these

Presents will be found useful: "Interim nihil est
Patet enim, Apostolum in duobus his
eommattbus, data opera, nunc prsuenti "kvopkvw et
Hjicerat, nuncfuturo Xttifaerai deearu uti, qum tarn
certa/utura erat, ac sijamfieret." M.]

mutandum.

—

in the glorious spring-tide of the resurrection.
See Eusebius, tieverus and others here in the
Catent, Cramer, p. 100.
Thus the benefits of the

—

incarnation and the redemption wrought by the
second Adam extend also to the natural world.
He has restored already the free use of the creatures to us (cf. 1 Cor. iii. 28), and He will raise
the Creation itself to a more glorious state of

being."—MO
Vbe. 14. wherefore, beloved, expecting
these things, be diligent, etc.—The Apostle
founds here an exhortation to holiness on the
last

named circumstance [t. «., the expectation
new heavens and the new earth. M.], as

—

of the

in v. llj on the expectation of that catastrophe.
'AemAot; cf. 1 Peter i. 19; 1 Tim. vi. 14; Jas.
%
i. 27.
kfi6f£tiroi, Phil. ii. 16, Hke aubuuv, blameless ; that you cannot be blamed ; for the opposite,
see ch. ii. 18.
Avrft in His judgment, before

—

—

Him, connect with

—

tvpetitfvm; cf. 2 Cor. xii. 20.
Eipe&ijvai, 1 Peter i. 7 ; ii. 22, in His day.—

'Ev elftfvy.
Be Wette explains it: For your
Tee. 18. But we, according to His pro- peace=eif elpS/vw; but in that case the Apostle
mise, expect new heavens and a new would certainly have expressed it Better Calov:
earth. The Apostle, for the comfort of believers, " In peace with God and with men." [Alford

—

contrasts the destruction of the present worldsystem with the expectation of new heavens and a
new earth. This hope is founded on the word
of prophecy, Isa. lxv. 17; lxvi. 22; xxx. 26; cf.

Rev. xxi. 1. This does not denote an ideal state
of blessedness, but a real spirituo-corporeal bodyworld. So Anselm: "The whole earth, which
carried in its lap the body of the Lord, will be a
paradise. ' Augustine: "The promises of God
are apprehended by faith; hope cannot reach
them, love cannot understand them; they surpass
our longings and desires they may be obtained,
Grotius mentions
but cannot be estimated."
that Plato also speaks of a pure earth and a pure
heavens. Calov suggests a substantial recreation
of heaven.
More correctly even Iremeus: "Neither the substance, nor the existence of the creature will be annihilated." According to His promise, Kara rb kiriyyeb/ia avrov sc. God.
1

;

In which dwelleth righteousness.

—

suggests, that considering the familiarity of the
Eastern tongue with the expression ev elpfry, the
phrase may have an onward as well as a present
elpfprg and etc elprpnfv,
meaning, as in iropebeo&ai
Acts xvi. 86: Jas. ii. 16; Luke viL 50; viii. 48;
and denote that eternal peace of which all
earthly peace is but a feeble foretaste. M.]

h

—

More

specific definition of aairtXot koI aptynrroi.

Gerhard: "Strive that the Lord at His coming

may

find

you peaceful and

reconciled."

The

connected with diKaioovvrj, v. 18. Dietlein thinks that it is added with reference to the
subject about to be stated by the Apostle, via.,
the peace-destroying animosity of the deceivers,
and refers to Jude 19. But Peter states first
something else. It has a good meaning with reference to the many internal and external peace-

thought

is

breakers, especially at that time, Heb.

xii. 14.

Veb. 15. And account the longsuffering
of our Lord your salvation, [see Appar Crit.
M.] ; fiaKpoBv(davt cf. v. 9; Rom. ii. 4 : ix. 22.
Every postponement of the day of judgment is
also an extension of grace for believers, as far

Not
but true righteousness itself or a perfect agreement with the
will of God, cf. Rev. xxi. 27. 3.
This is added
partly for the encouragement, partly for the con- as they may make further progress in holiness.
solation of believers with reference to their un- Dietlein : " Apart from it, every converted Chrisrighteous oppressors. Huther produces similar tian, reviewing his conversion, is constrained
passages from the book of Enoch, in which refer- to admit that unless the longsuffering of God did
ence seems to be made to our Epistles. [The insert a development-process of sin and redemppassages are ch. x. 27 ; lv. 5 liv. 4. 6 ; xo. 17.
tion between apostacy and judgment, his conyerWordsworth says, that the Apostle "does not re- sion would have been impossible and the merited
present the heavens as destined to destruction, judgment would have overtaken him also." To
but as hereafter to be transformed {hvaoToixevov- this must be added the observation that since the
fdvovc) to a more glorious condition.
As the mor- text reads ovrypiav in general, not curtjpiav but*,
abstr.

pro

concreto, the righteous,

—

;

bodies of the saints are dissolved by death, the salvation of many others also is founded on
and will not be reduced to annihilation, but will, this longsuffering. [After this exegesis, it is difby reason of Christ's resurrection, and of their ficult to understand why Fronmuller retains the
incorporation in Him who is the Resurrection old Lutheran rendering.—M.]
Roos: "!*•
tal
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must not be limited to those persons who whioh, if you look diligently, you will be enabled
bat rather be extended to those to be built up unto the faith." M.]
Vxn. 16. Aa also in all his Epistles,
who may still be born, if the long-suffering of
God preserves this present world for a long speaking in them of these things.—'En
passage

fire at

—

that time,

beloved brother Paul
—hath written unto you.— The deceivers, to
Bvfen as also our

whom Peter

refers, probably

of the Apostle St. Paul,

abused the Epistles

and represented Peter

and Paul as contradicting each other ; on this account Peter cites the testimony of Paul as confirmatory of his doctrine, and shows that between
Paul and himself there is an intimate communion
of spirit, and that the incident, mentioned Gal.
il 11, was unable to extinguish his lore.
Aa also, relates, not to what immediately precedes, but to the whole exhortation, w. 14. 16,
to holiness in view of the coming of Christ.
Dietlein supposes that since the poKpofhula of
God is treated of only in Bom. iL 4 ; ix. 22, the
reference is evidently to the Epistle to the
Romans, but the supposition that koBAc is to be
thus limited, is wrong, and fypctyev v/rfv^is de-

opposed to it. Peter must allude* to an
which, like the present Epistle
of Peter, is addressed to the Christians of Asia
Minor. To say that the Epistle to the Romans
was addressed to Gentiles in general, is no sufficient explanation.
Hence Bengel, Gerhard, al.,
think it to be the Epistle to the Hebrews on account of ch. ix. 26, etc ; x. 25, 87; others, the
Epistle to the Ephesians, on account of oh. iv.
cidedly

Epistle of Paul,

8 ; Col. iii. 4, 24. The reference is perhaps to all these; de Wette conjectures 1 Thess.
iv, 18; v. 11, and 2 Thess. ii. 16; but the above
named reason is against this view [which is also
that of Alford, who meets the objection founded
on 4ptv, by saying that this Epistle is addressed
to all Christians alike, cf. ch. J. 1 ; and that all
that can be inferred from vplv amounts to this,
that this Epistle belongs to a date when the
Pauline Epistles were no longer the property
only of the Churches to whioh they were written,
hat were dispersed through, and were considered
to belong to the whole Christian Church.—Benson considered the reference to be the Epistles
to the Galatians, Ephesians and Colossians, beeaase addressed to Asia Minor Churches ; this is
also the opinion of Wordsworth, who notices also
that this text is quoted by Origen de Recta Fide,
sect IL, and ascribed by him without any hesi80;

vi.

tation to St.

Even if the Article is retained, which is probably spurious, there is no
necessity to suppose here a reference to all the
It cannot
Epistles of Paul as a finished whole.
be determined which and how many of the Pauline Epistles were known to Peter. 'Oc ee. £>pajx; nepl toOtup ; of the coming of Christ, the end
of the world and of what is connected with those
events; stedfastness in faith and zeal in good
works. Here Peter might refer more particularly to the Epistles to the Thessalonians.
ir&oate raiq hrtorofadc .

time."

Peter.—M.]

Our beloved brother.

— Brother

must be

taken in the narrow sense of "fellow-apostle."
How beautiful is this trait of Peter's character,
thai he harboured no unkind remembrance of the
sharp rebuke which Paul, who excelled him in his
labours for the kingdom of God, had administered
to him, and that he joyfully acknowledged his
Apostolic calling.

Aocording to the wisdom.— Dietlein
" Not so much preeminence in knowledge as aptitude in teaching, knowledge which peculiarly
qualifies for teaching; hence ministerial grace
accorded to him." Chrysostom does not hesitate
to prefer Paul as a teacher to all others and to
call him the teacher of all wisdom.
[Polycarp
aa* Pkitipp. I. 8 ; "No one like me can equal the
wisdom of the blessed Paul, who being absent
wroU to you Epietlt* (it/Ov iypafev brioroMe) into

—

Among which are some things difficult
to understand. h olf. Gerhard: "Peter here
makes no direct reference to the Pauline Epistles,
but to the subjects of whioh they treat, among
which are some hard to understand," which be-

—

longs to the nature of the last things. "A crpejiTuovctv ; oTpcfiMo from arpiphf, an instrument of
torture, a rock, a screw, a press, hence to screw,
A very
to strain, to wind, to twist or distort.
striking word, peculiar to Peter, to describe the
perversion of the Scriptures. As to the things
themselves Bengel refers to 2 Tim. ii. 18 ; Gerhard, to false views of the millennium, of justification by faith, of Christian liberty, of the coming of Antichrist, and especially to the justification and excuses of lawless extravagancies.

The ignorant and unatable.—The
ence

is

perhaps rather

to the deceived

the deceivers and scoffers, for
words would be too mild. On
ii.

whom

refer-

than to

these two

aortjpiKTot., cf.

ch.

14.

Aa

also the other Scriptures ; fy koX rhg
Here again the reference is not
to a completed collection of the writings of the
New Testament, from which the inference might
be drawn that this Epistle is of a comparatively
Xoardc ypafdc.

De Wette, without sufficient reasons,
understands passages of Scripture. The reference is probably to the Pauline Epistles, the
Epistle of James and the prophetical writings,
which, according to v. 2 and oh. i. 20, must not
be excluded.
To their own perdition.—Cf. ch. ii. 2
Huther:
Deut. iv. 2'; xii. 82; Rev. xxii. 19.
" The perversion of the Scriptures has this consequence, since they use their distorted sayings
in order to harden themselves in their carnal
lusts." We have only to add, that they also bring
perdition on themselves because they deprive

late origin.

others of salvation.

Veb. 17. Ye, therefore, beloved, knowing it before, beware, lest being led away
together with the error of the lawless.—
Final exhortation not to suffer themselves to be
to waver in their hope by the error of the
ungodly, and to grow in grace and knowledge.
Bengel supplies: the danger
npoycv&jKovrec.
Dietlein refers it to the imminent attempts of deception. The Lord Himself set great value on the
Cf.
foretelling and fore-knowing of the future.
Jno. xiv. 29; xvi. 4.—QvMooee&e, \va ft^. Take
heed, be on your guard that ye fall not from.
Thus taken, the construction is not singular ; cf.

made

—

—

Lke.xii.15; Actsxxi.25; Uno. v. 21.—'A&icfiuv,
iii. 8 ; nMvti, ch. iL 18, error, delusion,
;

ch. ii 7
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not deception, as Dietlein maintains ;

owairax-

Similar to what is said
$kvrtg. Cf. Gal. ii. 18.
of sins, that, like the wind, they have taken us
[Alford notes the remarkable
Is. lxiv. 6.
coincidence, that Peter, well acquainted as he
was with the writings of Paul, should have
written this word, which is the very one used by
that Apostle of Barnabas, at Antioch, when he owairfa&V with the hypocrisy of Peter and the other
Jews. M.] ; owairax&kvres, together with them
and others which they had long since deceived.

away,

—

Ye

own

stedfastness.
fall from your
Cf. GaL v. 4, to fall from, to be ban-

kKirtirreiv.

ished;—0TJ7/wy/«$r, standing fast, stedfastness in
faith and hope; contrast to v. 16, above.
He
refers to ch. i. 12 where he declared his readers
to be established in the truth.
Roos: "The
There God Himself
state of grace is the fortress.
is the stronghold and castle; Christ the rock on

but an everlasting day without yesterday to precede it, and without to-morrow to follow it; not
brought forth by the natural sun, which shall
exist no more, but by Christ, the Sun of Righteousness."

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
Unbelief

is generally blind to the grossest
contradictions in which it is entangled, even as
those scoffers do neither see the folly of affirming
a beginning of the world and to deny the end of
the world, nor the absurdity of the conclusion:
1.

"That which has not yet happened until to-day,
happen nevermore." "God has not made the

will

worlds for eternity, like Himself, but they oqsm
and pass away. In the case of each world then
was a time when it did not exist, and there will
be a time, when its place shall not be found.
which we are builded there we are assured by How distant soever the day of the destruction of
the privilege, that all things must work together our earth may be, when it does oome there wul
for good to them that love God there we are, by be men on earth, like ourselves, occupied, ss ws
the power of God, kept unto salvation. A Chris- are, with expectations and hopes of a long
tian falls from this his own fortress, if he loses future.
He that rolls up the heavens like a gargrace, and neglecting to watch and pray and ment and scatters suns and earths like dust, He
to attend to the word of God, gradually yields only is the Lord.
Our science will never reach
to the commission of intentional sins, which, the laws which bring about the destruction of
whether by some thoroughly matured dogma or our earth." Schleiermacher.
only by hasty judgments, he erroneously regards
2. Although loving gratitude to Jesus, who gave
now in a very different light, and consequently up His life as a sin-offering for us, must after all
'Idiov.
.excuses or even justifies."
Gerhard: remain our strongest motive to holiness, Scrip" Not, as though they could of their own strength ture teaches us that the thought of death and the
persevere in faith, but because only true be- judgment, of the end of the world and eternity,
lievers continue firm to the end.
There is no should move us to vigilance, seriousness, soberreference here to continuance in communion with ness, and to be on our guard against the security
;

;

—

1'

the Church.

Vkb.

18.

But grow

In the graoe,

eto.

Gerlach: "The best preservation is continual
practice of faith, continual growth in grace and
knowledge : then we are proof against all assaults."
Similarly Calvin. ["Haec uniea est
perseuerandi ratio, ti aitidue progrcdimur".
M.J
avS&vere.
Cf. 1 Pet. it 2* 2 Pet i. 5; Eph. iv.
16; Col. i. 10. We grow in grace, if we apprehend it with ever increasing faith and keep it,
and thns we are privileged to enjoy it more and
more richly. Cf. 1 Pet. v. 10. Kvplov belongs
only to yvCtati not to x^PlTL [This is doubtful,
since the preposition extends to both.
There is
no difficulty if the subjective force of ;r<Spm and
the objective force of yv6ou as connected with
Christ is brought out
"Grow in the grace of
which Christ is the Author, in the knowledge of
which Christ is the object" M.]. Great value
is set here at the close, as before at the beginning of the Epistle, on the knowledge of the person, the office, and the benefits of Christ, cf. ch.
i. 2.
Avnp i) 661-a.
The doxology refers to
Christ in proof of His Divinity.
[Alford suggests Pliny's letter, "hymnu* Christo quasi Deo."

—

—

—

—

—M.].
21. — Eif

Jude 25; Rev. i. 6; iv. 9; Eph. iii.
yuipav rnGvof not found elsewhere.
Bengel explains jpipa In contrast with night:
"Eternity is a day without night, purely and
Huther: "The day in
perpetually enduring."
which eternity begins as contrasted with time,
but which day is likewise all eternity itself."
The selection of this expression is best explained
by reference to ch. iii. 8. Eternity counts with
God as one day. Augustine: "It is only one day,
Cf.

of the world. If the disciples in their time needed
the pre-anuouncement of Christ's coming tad
the end ' of the world, it is doubly and trebly
needed in our time. "Hastening the coming of
Jesus must not degenerate into an impatient drawing near of the Judge by murmuring against
others; we ought the rather be occupied with
clearing away and preparation in our own affairs,
in order that we may be found in peace." Rieger.
8. "The new earth is the eternal and chief
scene of the Kingdom of God, Ps. xxxvii. ; Rev.
As the nature
It will not be uninhabited.
xxi.
of the earth has been made to correspond and
conform to man in his fallen and corrupt condition, so it will be made to correspond and conform to man purified, recovered and transfigured
Augustine already
into glorious righteousness.
teaches that the renovated world will answer to
the bodies of men which will likewise be renovated." Richter.
4. Even the older theologians held that the day
of the Lord, in which such great and decisive
events are to be transacted, in which so many
millions are to be judged, must not be made to
denote a day of twelve or twenty-four hours. It
ought rather to be taken in the sense of a diet
[In German, jfrtcfo-tag, Land-iAg t Furstm4M§,
literally, day or diet of an empire, county er
princes, i. «., a congress of the representatives
of an empire, a country, or of princes. The reference in the text is to the name of such assemblies, which although referring to a day, continue
So the day of
in session for weeks or months.
the Lord denotes not a single day, but an indefinite period of time.
M.].

—
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CHAP. in.
The Roman Catholio Church charges the
and founds her charge
In reply we may notice,
on ch. iii. 16.
a. The correct interpretation of the passage
shows that Peter refers immediately to the difficulty of understanding the subjects treated in
6.

Scripture with obscurity,

those Epistles.

These are difficult to understand because
and because the
soul-man fso called in respect of the predomib.

they relate to future events,

—

M.1 finds it so difficult to
nance of the iwxtunderstand the things of the Spirit.
c Chrysostom's assertion concerning the Scripture is irrefutable, via.':

"Whatever

is

—

necessary

be known and to our salvation.
M.] is plain
and sure in it, so that all, even the unlearned,
[to

may understand

it."

There are good reasons why many things
in the Scriptures are hard to understand.
"Many parts of the truth of God must be
clothed in concealment in order to prevent averd.

•

sion to it, to prompt diligent inquiry, and in order to be reserved as a reward of the fidelity exhibited in such search." Bieger.
These difficul-

contain a peculiar attraction, a stirring up
prayer, a confounding of our vanity, a con-

ties

to
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doubtless that man's life is good, where faith fu?
love works, for he says, 'the fulfilling of the law
is love,' Rom. xiii. 10.
Evidently, therefore,
for this reason St. Peter in his second Epistle,
when he was exhorting to holiness of life, and
was declaring that this world would pass away,
and that new heavens and a new earth are looked
for, which are to be assigned as dwellings to the
righteous ; and when he was admonishing them
to consider what ought .to be their life in this
world, in order that they may be made meet for
that future habitation ; and being also aware that
many ungodly men had taken occasion from certain rather obscure sentences of the Apostle Paul,
to be reckless of living well, and to presume of
salvation by faith, has noted that there are some
things hard to be understood in St. Paul's Epistles,
which men wrested, as they did the other Scriptures,
to their own destruction; whereas, in truth, that
Apostle (St. Paul} entertained the same opinions
as the rest of the Apostles concerning eternal
salvation, and that it would not be given to any
but to those who live well. Thus therefore Peter
writes." Augustine then quotes this chapter,
w. 11-18. Augustine, de fide et operibus, c. 22,

—

—

Bened. 6, p. 808.—
M.J
[8. Wordsworth, who cites the foregoing passage from Augustine, gives also the following
useful table of the testimony of prophets and
Apostles to the authority of Holy Scripture
The prophet Malaehi closes the Canon of the
Old Testament by a solemn appeal "to the law of
Moses, and to the statutes and judgments." He
says: "Remember them," (Mai. iv. 4.)
The Apostle and Evangelist St. John closes the
four gospels with a similar reference. "These
things are written, that ye might believe that
Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God, and that believing, ye might have life through His name,"
ed.

truth from the eyes of the meddling.
genuineness of this Epistle be admitted, it affords us a clear proof of the futile
pretences of the critics of the Tubingen school in
respect of the Pauline Epistles, e. g., of Zeller,
who says in the TkeoL Jahrb., 1846, II. : "Of the
twenty-seven writings contained in our Canon,
there is not one for which can be shown credentials of its origin reaching up to the pretended
date of its composition."
p. Augustine says concerning the question
arising from v. 16: 'Which are the things hard
to understand in the Epistles of Paul?'
"Even
in the times of the Apostles, certain persons, who
John xx. 81.
did not understand some of Paul's rather obscure
St. Paul, the Apostle of the Gentile world,
(tub obscuras) sentences, alleged that he said,
closes his Epistles with a testimony to the suffi'Let us do evil, that good may come,' because ciency and inspiration of Holy Scripture: "Abide
he had said, 'that the law entered in, that sin thou in those things which thou hast learned, and
might abound; and where sin abounded, there wert assured of, knowing from whom thou didst
did grace much more abound,' Rom. iii. 8; v. learn them; and that from a child thou knowest
20.
When the Apostle Paul says that a man is the Holy Scriptures, which are the things that are
justified by faith (perfidem) without the works able to make thee wise unto salvation, through
Every Scripture,
of the law, he does not mean thereby, that, when faith that is in Jesus Christ.
a man has received and professed the faith, he being divinely inspired, is also profitable for
may despise the works of righteousness ; but that doctrine, for reproof, for correction, for instrucevery one may know that he may be justified by tion in righteousness, in order that the man of
faith, although works of the law have not gone
God may be perfect, throughly furnished unto
btfore his faith.
For works follow him that is every good work," 2 Tim. iii. 14-17.
justified, 'Scgvuntur fustificatum, non precedunt
St. Peter, here, in like manner closes his
jvstificatum. '-—Since, however, the notion above Epislles with a similar exhortation, and with a
mentioned had arisen at that time (viz., that warning against perversion of Scripture.
works were not requisite), the other Apostolic
St. Jude also closes the Catholic Epistles with a
Epistles of Peter, John, James and Jude, specially memento to his readers: "Remember ye the
contend against that notion ; in order to maintain words spoken before by the Apostles of our Lord
earnestly, that faith without works does not profit. Jesus Christ," Judo 17.
Indeed Paul himself has defined faith to be not
Lastly, the Apostle and Evangelist St. John
my kind of faith by which man believes in God, oloses the Apocalypse with a promise of blessing
but he defines true faith to be that healthful and to those who keep its sayings, and a curse on
eutngeUeal faith, whose works proceed from love: those who take from it or add to it, Rev. xxii. 7.
« Faith
which worketh by love,' ,Gal. v. 6. And 18. 19.
he asserts, that the faith which some men think
Thus the duties of the Christian Church, as
cealing of the
6.

If the

—

for salvation is so worthless, that «If I
have faith (he says) so as to Vemove mountains, and
have not charity, I am nothing,' 1 Cor. xiii. 2; and

sufficient

the Guardian of Holy Scripture, and the duties
of every member of the Church, as bound to receive, to meditate upon, and to obey the written
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word of God, are solemnly inculcated by the fare- heads, for your redemption is nigh. Lke. xxi.
28.
Men, be moderate in providing garments,
well voices of prophets* and Apostles.
Prophets and Apostles pass away to another in building palaces, in purchasing precious
and a better world. But the word of God, writ- things. Every thing, even the most precious,
ten by their instrumentality, endureth forever, must be consumed by fire in the last day, 1 Cor.
vii. 80. 81.
The constant recollection of the last
1 Peter i. 26.—M.]

—

—

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.
There is a twofold day of the Lord, a day of
His mercy in which He still causes sinners to be
bidden to His Kingdom by the word (preached),
2 Cor. vi. 2, and a day of righteousness and wrath
(Acts xvii. 81), which has its various gradations
and divisions. What is necessary to watching
and being prepared for the coming day of the
Lord? Luke xii. 89; 1 Thess. v. 6. 4; Matt xxiv.
88; Rev. xvi. 16. We cannot be translated into
a state of peace, rest and happiness, unless we
have been purified within by sanctification of the
Spirit, and there arise a cessation of the reproaches
and accusations in respect of the transgressions
of which we were guilty.
If by carelessness or

—

—

—

we

contract once more spots or blemishes, let us hasten to the opened fountain for
all uncleanness, that we may be cleansed by the
blood of Jesus. If all things shall dissolve into
fire, the idols of secure men will also perish.
How ill is it with us, if we have nothing that is
fire-proof!
The only means of escaping the
terror of the coming of Christ, is a holy walk
and godliness. The former relates to other men
and earthly things, the latter to our conduot towards God. Who does sufficiently realise the
end of all things, which has come nigh, and
which after the death of the body we shall quickindiscretion

—

—

—

be made

ly

to

meet?—According

to Tertullian,

the primitive Christians were wont to pray for a
postponement of the end. The Church sings:
Hasten, Lord, the Judgment-day,
Thy glorious countenance display
«W, Ueber

H*rr% eU rum

Lou ieh'n Dctn herrlich

Oerieht.

Angeticht

—

both sentiments are well founded. The hope of
that new world, wherein dwelleth perfect righteousness and constant joy, a chief means of consolation among all the trials and afflictions of
this world.
It is one of the chief aims of believers to strive that hereafter they may be found
without spot before the Lord. Who will hereafter be found without spot ?
The long-suffering of God our salvation and that of many others.
Beautiful example of Peter in his attitude towards Paul. Harmony among the teachers of
the Church is as necessary as the joint operation
of the members of our body. To honour the
gifts of God in others, is to honour God Himself.
If the forgery of a testament (will) which disposes of an earthly inheritance is a great crime,
how much greater is the sin of those who forge
and distort the Testament of the Eternal God.
The grace of stedfastness should be daily implored with earnest prayer. The grace of God
and the knowledge of Jesus Christ are indissolubly united.
Christ is duly glorified by us, if we
acknowledge, praise and publish His benefits.

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—
Starke — That
:

must be a fearful day ; who

does not tremble at the birth-pangs of the last
But ye holy ones, rejoice, lift up your
time ?

day, in which Jesus Christ, the righteous Judge,
will give to every man his due reward, is a powerful incentive to godliness, EccL xii 18. 14.—
When the heavens and the earth shall have
passed away, believers will nevertheless come to
a most delightful place, although we cannot now
name it or describe its glory, 1 Thess. iv. 17.—
Those who do not pursue righteousness and holiness here, will not be preferred to the abode in
the new heaven of glory, and still less be permitted to enjoy its pleasures, 1 Cor. vi. 9.—Toe
patience and long-suffering of Christ is our pre
8ervation ; for we owe it to His mercy that we
are not consumed, Lam. iii. 22. If there are
dark passages in Holy Scripture, the darknesi
is not intrinsic, but extrinsic, that is, with respect
to the reader and his weak understanding. But
it is clear enough In the order of salvation and
eternal life to silence all excuses, Ps. cxix. 105.
If Holy Scripture seems to be dark here and
there, be not offended at it, and take care not to
despise it; learn rather therefrom its sublimity
and thy lowliness, but ever search more and
more and. persevere in prayer; thus thou shall
get more light : as for the rest, it will be reserved for the perfect knowledge*thoa shalt attain in heaven, 1 Cor. xiii. 12.
perverted understanding goes generally hand in hand with an
Try the spirits, whether they are of
evil wilL
God ; if not, hearken not to them, do not follow
them, and let them not deceive thee, 1 Cor. vi. 9.
strong fortress needs a vigilant and lionhearted commander, else it will be lost. Let
him that standeth take heed lest he fall, 1 Cor.
Watch ! Those who are minded not to
x. 12.
fall from their own stedfastness, must above all
things grow in the grace and knowledge of Christ,
Jno. xvii. 8.
If we may sigh in our own case, Lord,
Stikb. :
come speedily ; must we not, on the other hand,
pray because of the ungodly, Lord, have pa-

—

—

.

—A

—

—A

—

—

—

—

Examples: Abraham, Jonah. Look at
the glory of this poor world with no other
thought than the knowledge that all is destined
to pass away
Riioir:
True part of friendship among
All the notices
Christians, to warn one another.
of the Holy Scriptures concerning future
things are given to us that we should be on our
guard. Those who only use them to gratify their
curiosity, deprive them aU of their best properties of salt and light— The multitude of the
wicked and the diversity of the instruments
whereby error is conveyed to men, constitute no
small power of deception. How many a possession, the objects of doubt, dispute and contradiction will be saved in the day of eternity
Bichtkb:
Ye that are fortified in genuine
Scripture-truth and in the doctrine in Christ, ax?
in the city of refuge, of which the Jewish cKy of
refuge was a type 1 Numb. xxxv.
Eapff: In the great process of combustion
the earth will experience the fate of ore which
contains silver and gold. The gross, light and
tience.

all

—

—

—

—

—
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formleM parts are consumed, the precious and gion, and honestly endeavour to live up to the
parts are preserved. The earth will laws of His Gospel, fright ourselves with such
be a great light-bearer corresponding to the thoughts as these: How muoh shall I, poor
light of the glorified resurrection bodies.
In wretch, dare to appear before the face of my
the passages describing the glorification of the Judge at the last day: I, who have so many
earth, it is difficult to determine how much be- sins to answer for?
Let us but go on in the good
longs to the renovation of the earth during the course we are in: let us but hold fast the profesmillennial kingdom, and how much to the glorifi- sion of our faith without wavering, and daily apply
cation of the new earth.
If the earthly is so un- to the throne of grace for strength and assistance
clean before the holiness of God that it must be against our corruptions; and to our prayers let
burned with fire, how dare we suffer our spirit us add our sincere endeavours to increase in
to be linked to the earthly T
virtue, and the longer we live still to grow better;
Lisoo : Of the salvation, which we may attain and then I dare say, whatever sins we may have
even in this life.
The inner completion of the been guilty of, we shall not need to have any apeitixens of the kingdom.
The salutation of de- prehension, or fear our condition on account of
parting Christians.
The renovation of the world them, when we come to die : but we may with
at the coming of Christ.
confidence appear before the tribunal of our
[Shaxp :—The reflection that our Lord, who Lord; and expect our part in that comfortable
eame into the world to die for the sins of man- sentence, which He will at the last day pronounce
kind, is by His resurrection made Judge of the to all His true disciples and followers : "Come,
world, doth not afford matter of greater terror ye blessed of my Father, inherit the kingdom preto His enemies, than it does of comfort to His
pared for you from the foundation of the world,"
friends and followers.
How must it revive the Matt xxv. 84.—M.l
heart of every honest Christian, and encourage
[Cf. on ver. 10. H. Blaib: On the dissolution
him to go on patiently and cheerfully in the ser- of the world. Sermons, III.
vice of his Master, notwithstanding the many
Vv. 10-14. C. Simion : The day of judgment.
frailties and
infirmities under which he la- Works, XX., 849.
bours; notwithstanding the many slips and errors,
Van, 11. Jomr Owih: Providential changes
that after his beet endeavours do attend his an argument for universal holiness.
4 Serm.
coarse of life, to consider that He, who is to Works XVI., 220.
Holiness urged from the
take his accounts at the last day, and to pass liability of all things to dissolution.
Works,
sentence upon him, is no other than his dear (Goold), XVH., 624.
Redeemer ! If we look upon the judgment to
Van. 18. Thomas Cbalmbes : The new heavens
come only in this view, that then all the hidden and the new earth. Works, VII., 280.
works of darkness shall be brought to light; the
Vv. 15. 16. W. Palit: Caution recommended
secrets of all hearts be laid open ; the actions of in the use and application of Scripture language
all mankind strictly examined and scanned ; and
Visit. Serm.
Serm. and Tracts, I.
sentence passed upon every one according to his
Chb. Word8 worth: Hulsean Lecture for 1847.
works done in the flesh; if we have no other
Babeow:
W.
On the mysterious doctrines of
view of the last judgment than only this, it would Christianity.
Bampton Lecture, 221 ; Serm., L,
not be very comfortable to the best of us, who 178.
are all sinners, and therefore
C. Benson : Origin of Scripture difficulties. 1.
cannot plead
our innocence at that great tribunal
But when Existence of Scripture difficulties vindicated. 26.
we consider farther, that it is our Saviour who Objections to the existence of difficulties in the
shall then sit upon the throne ; that it is our Scriptures as an inspired work considered. 47.
8aviour to whom God hath committed the judg- The existence of difficulties in Scripture not ining of us; our Saviour who knows our frame, compatible with their object as a religiously inwho is sensible of all the difficulties we have to structive work. 69. Classification of Scripture
oonflict with, as having Himself in the days of His difficulties. 156.
Minor difficulties in Genesis.
flesh had sufficient experience of them, " He being
Recapitulation and conclusion. Hulsean Lecture
in all points tempted like as we are, yet without for 1822, 899.
sin ;" and that this Saviour of ours will not judge
T. Chivallixr: The use of historical types
us according to the rigour of the Law, but accord- authorized by Scripture; the advantages attending to that gracious allowance of the Gospel ; the ing an inquiry into them ; the danger of abuse,
consideration' of this will prove an effectual anti- and rules of interpretation.
Hulsean Lecture
dote against all the fears, and disquietudes, and for 1826. 85.
despondencies we may lie under upon account of
Van. 18. Jibkmt Taylor: Of growth in grace,
our own unworthiness. Let none of us, therefore, with its proper instruments and signs.
2 Serthat heartily own our Lord Jesus and His reli- mons.
M.]

—

light-giving

—

—

—

—
—
—

—
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THE FIRST EPISTLE GENERAL OF JOHN.

INTRODUCTION.
CONTENTS OP THE EPISTLE.

$ 1.
I.

THE EXORDIUM

(i.

1-4) states the object of the Apostolic annunciation (L 2) and its

purpose (v. 3) ; the design of the Epistle being superadded (v. 4).

PRINCIPAL PART THE FIRST (i. 6—

II.

ii.

yb walk

6—

18)

law in genebal (ii. 3-6),
AND KEEPING THE COMMANDMENT OP BROTHERLY LOVE IN PARTICULAR (ii. 7-14), NOT BEING
MISLED BY THE LUSTS (ii. 15-17), AND THE LIE8 OP THE WORLD (ii. 18-23), YE SHALL HEREAFTER ABIDE BEFORE CHRIST.
If

1.

2.
3.

5.

6.
(ii.

in the light

(i.

ii.

2),

in obedience to his

The leading thought: " God is light " (i. 5).
The first inference true fellowship (L 6. 7).
The second inference: perception and confession of sins (i. 8-10).
The third inference: reconciliation and redemption (ii. 1. 2).
Mark of the walk in the light obedience to His commandments, especially
:

i

;

brotherly love

3-11).
6.

Consolatory warning against love of the world

7.

Warning and

consolation against antichrist

(ii.

(ii.

12-17).

18-28).

Description of his forerunners,

whose appearing points to the last time (ii 18-23) ; Exhortation of the
in their assurance of having the truth and eternal life (ii. 24-28).
in. PRINCIPAL PART THE SECOND (ii. 29 v. 12):

faithful to stediastness

—

He

that is born again (out) of (the Being of) God the Righteous (ii. 29), is a miracle of His love now and hereafter (iii. 1-3), is bound by His will (iii. 4-10a), especially TO PRACTISE BROTHERLY LOVE (iii. 10b-18), IS BLESSED BEFORE HlM AND IN HlM
(iii. 19-24), TRYING, LIKE God, the false spirits (iv. 1-6), HE ENJOYS the love of god
AND EXHIBITS BROTHERLY LOVE (iv. 7-21), HE TRIUMPHS OVER THE WORLD AND IS SURE OF
ETERNAL LIFE (v. 1-12).
He that is born again of Ood the Righteous doeth righteousness
1. The leading thought
:

(ii.

29).

3.

The glory of the Sonship (iii. 1-3).
The way of God's children passes through God's law

4.

Brotherly love

2.

5.
6.

is the

sum-total of the Divine law

(iii.

(iii.

4-10a).

10b-18).

The blessed consequences of our adoption by God (UL 19-24).
Warning and exhortation with reference to false teachers (iv. 1-6).
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7.

Brotherly love and Divine love as related to each other on the ground of Chris?*

i

(iv. 7-21).

and substance (v. 11. 12).
of the gift op eternal life (v. 13),
OF THE CONFIDENCE THAT OtfR FBATEBS ABB HEABD (W. 14. 15), EXHORTS ITS TO INTERCEDE
FOB EBBING BBETHBEN (W. 16. 17), AND REMINDING ITS OF THE CERTAINTY dF OUR REDEMPTION FROM SIN (V. 18), DEH0BT8 ITS IN VIEW OF THE WORLD (V. 19) AND THE REDEEMER (v.
20) FROM IDOLATRY (V. 21).
This attempted analysis will have, to be justified by the exposition, but the situation of the
question has to be noted here in brief. Formerly nobody thought of seeking and finding in this
Epistle a well-ordered train of thoughts, or even definite and connected groups of thought Augustine (Expos, in Ep. Joh.) contented himself with the remark: " locuturus est muUa et prope
omnia de caritate." Thus Luther in his two expositions says: " The main substance of this

The power

8.

first

of faith (v. 1-5), its testimony (v. 6-10)

CONCLUSION

IV. T,HE

(v. 12-21)

"The

Epistle relates to love."

reminds

tjs

Apostle's object in this Epistle

is

—

to teach faith against

and true love against the vicious." Calvin (in his Commentary on the New Testament) says: "doctrinam exhortationibus mistam continet. Disserit enim de eterna Ckristi (folate, simul de incomparabu\ quam mundo patefactue secwn atkUil, gratia; turn de ommbtu in
genere beneficiis, ac prcesertim inmtimabilem divince adoptionis graUam commendat atque atdInde swnit exhortandi materiam; et nunc qmdem in genere pie sancte vivendum admonet,
lit.
heretics,

Verum nihil horum continua serie

nunc de caritate pmcipiL
hortando varius est
breviter

facit

;

nam

sparsim docendo

praesertim vero multos est in urgecda fratema intellectione.

:

Lutheran expositors,

attingit."

e.

Valentine Lfecher and Rappolt

g.,

et ex-

Alia quoque
thought

that the Epistle was written without method ; the latter described John's method as aphoristic.

Not until the 18th century, more definitely since the middle of that century, the programme of
Joachim Oporin of Gdttingen led to progress in the recognition of a plan and order in this
Bengel recognized the exordium (i. 1-4), the traotatio (namely the special one i 5Epistle.
Lucke with his ten seciv. 21, and the more general v. 1-12), and the conclusion (v. 1&-21).
tions approached again the aphoristic plan (i. 1-4; i. 5-ii 2; ii. 3-17; ii 18-28; ii 29-iii 10
7-v. 5; v. 6-12; v. 13-21).—After v. Hofimann's lead (m
iii. 10-24; iv. 1-6; iv.
hifibe»eu
2, 2. p. 335-337), who, independently of the exordium (i. 1-4), and the conclusion (. 18-21),
ii. 12-28
ii. 29-iii. 22;
iii 23-iv. 21
divides the Epistle into four parts (i. 1—ii. 11
v. 1programme
of
1860
adopted
in
his
the
following
division
Luthardt
after
the
exordium
i 517),

—

i

&

;

;

;

:

ii.
i.

ii.

11

;

ii.

5-ii.

6;

17;

ii.

12-ii. 27;
ii.

edition of his

God

7—ii. 29;

18-iv. 6;

is light

24a;

27-iii.

ii.

iii.

iv.

1-24;

iv.

7-v. 21.

iii.

1-v. 3a;

(i.

5), righteous

v.

—Huther, who,

commentary had grouped

1-21.—Ebrard has six divisions; i 1-4;
8b-21.—Ewald has only three divisions: i 1-

24b-iv. 21

;

v.

at the suggestion of de Wette, in the

abandoned

29), love (iv. 8), has

(ii.

first

his divisions according to the three leading thoughts :—
this

arrangement as untenable,

work i. 5-ii. 11 ii. 12-ii 28
iii. 23-v. 17, leaving it optional to combine the first and second into one.
Dustii. 29-iii. 22
erdieck has, after the exordium, i. 1-4, two main parts (i. 5-ii. 28
ii. 29-v. 5), and a double
conclusion (v. 6-13 and 14-21).
CI Lucke, ch. v. Dusterdieck, 1, p. XI.-XXVII. Huther, p. 3-12.

and adopted the following

division in the second edition of his

:

;

;

;

;

I 2.

CHARACTER OP THE EPISTLE.

1. The
God is light, love, righteous ; being of God,
being God's child, bon* of God, being and abiding in God ; His Son, who is from the beginning,
sent by the Father, come in the flesh to destroy the works of the devil, who gave His life for us,

Epistle treats of the following subjects

who is
life,

in

the propitiation for

whom we

whom we have:

are

and

all,

for the sins of the

abide,

whom we shall

His word, which

is

:

whole world, our Paraclete, in whom is eternal
He is: His Spirit, the Spirit of truth, of

see as

eternal; fellowship with, the Apostles, with the Father and

the Son, prayer, intercession, confidence even in the judgment, the faith which overcomes the
world, love of the brethren even to the point of laying
fies itself

;—the

down our lives

devil, the spirit of fraud, lying, darkness, antichrist,

eyes, the lust of the flesh, the sin

which

is

for them,

hope that puri-

the world, the lust of the

formally lawlessness, inwardly unrighteousness, the sin
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{2.

CHARACTER OF THE EPISTLE.

vnto death, being of the devil, the child of (die devil, hatred, death, idols.—They are almost ex-

very few dogmatical, and these are immediately delivered of the ethical
they contain, and thus linked into this chain of ethical ideas e. o\, the death of Christ
The author hastens in this Epistle through the whole sphere of life, although
(eh. H. 2 ; iii. 16).
his power to do so is derived from a very small circle of ethical ideas.
The advent of the Son of
God in the flesh, His walk and aim as well as His intercession make up the christology he sets in
clusively ethical ideas,

references

;

and the

operation,
ation and'

with

—this

away from the power

of the Christian, snatched

of the devil

is

the sphere of

deal here as

life,

faith in the divinity of Christ transposed into

life

the world

after death,

We have

the extent of ethical contemplations in this Epistle.

much with

by regener-

way through

seductive power in particular things and in groups to the bliss of eternal

its

fore to

life

united in church-fellowship with the Father and the Son in his

there-

then with the

life,

life in Christ theologically thought-out and leading to faith in the diWhile the Gospel seeks to strengthen and enlarge faith in Jesus (says v. Hoffmann, 8ekr\ftbeweu 2, 2, p. 337), the Epistle shows forth the moral conduct which is necessary
to faith and only possible to faith.
2. But our Epistle does not treat these ideas as abstractions of the mind, but as contemplations of life, experiences of life, as facts and concrete manifestations of life.
"One cannot tell
whether the artless ingenuousness of a childlike disposition strikes us more in this Epistle than
the grave high-tonedness of a thoughtful man, because, in fact, both are intimately blended together."
(Dusterdieck). The author takes hold of the most weighty thoughts and ideas with
a sure, light and dexterous hand; he is perfectly master of them, he has experienced them, they
His object is to bring them home to the consciousness of
are his own, he is familiar with them.
his readers and to make them know them.
Hence oMare, dfafuv, 6oKi/i6£tre, yivfoKtn, Iva
life

in Christ, as

with the

vinity of Christ.

t

Peculiar is the constant repetition of antithetical sentences, not by way
but so that the predicate of a sentence becomes the subject of the antithesis
or tiee vena; the antithesis only brings out a new feature and thus carries on the thought, c£
*. g. t i 6 sq., 8 sq. ; ii. 4—vi. 9 sqq. 22, sq. ; iii. 3-6.
On the use of koI instead of &, of to, ba,
etc, see Ebrard, p. 9. [He says Style and conitruc&m remind us strongly of the didactic passages

yoUnmfuv, Iva

dfiqre.

of simple antithesis,

:

For we recognize in the Epistle the same mode
iii. 27-36, etc.
and the same preference for *al in connecting together the different members of a train of thought (of. e. g. 9 1 Jno. ii. 1-3, where Paul would doubtless have used
H» <tt for koX &v, and surely have put avrdc yty iXaa/i6c hrn for koI avrbc tXaa/46c iart) cf his taking
of the Gospel, e. g., Jno,

i.

1-18;

of thinking in paratactic periods

;

.

20 with the anaphoras in Jno. i. 33 iv. 6,
etc, and in general his preference for the particle to which is used in so many different senses
(cf Jno. xvi. 3. 4. 6. 17; also 1 Jno. ii 12 sqq. with Jno. xvL 9-11), and the use of the particles
up again the immediately preceding

ho,

6r«

in 1 Jno.

iii.

;

&U4.

thinking in

It is dear that the author of the Epistle, like the Evangelist, is in the habit of
Hebrew, t. «., Aramaic, and moving within the narrow range of the particles

V

i

repi,

*3 °*

Hebrew

*"!

W07

.

To

cast of thought,

many

35; vi. 8, 70 and
sentence, (kavrtc

.

.

.

this

must be added

tion of the

modes of construction peculiar to a
cf.

Jno.

i.

other passages, the solution of a relative sentence into a conditional

ovk lortv

h abrQ for bene

Hie solution of a simple antithesis into a
plied (owe fao* if tifiov

certain other

the circumlocution of the Genitive by &, 1 Jno. iv. 13,

e. g.,

MX Iva

)

Dative of the instrument by

final

jc.

1 Jno.

h

t. X.)

1 Jno.

ii.

15;

iii.

17;

cf.

Jno.

vi. 43,

etc

or causal sentence depending on a word to be supii.

1 Jno.

19; cf Jno. i 8;

iii.

28, etc.

The circumlocu-

compared with Jno. L

26. 33 xvi. 30;
and lastly the frequent use of Qeopttv and fedo&u, while 6pav is only used in the Perfect, and certain phrases such as tj)v i^X^ rtf&a*, $ebc 6 6Aq0tvbgf 6 euri)p rov k6o[iw 6 Xpun6c, k6c/ioc hiftftevet,

the use of faiveiv, rexvla, waiSla,

etc.

t

ii.

3, etc.,

—M.].—John's method

is

;

neither dialectical like that of Paul,

nor rhetorical like that of the Epistle to the Hebrews, but speculative, contemplative, noting the

marking the mutual relation of the thoughts themselves. Huther
by comparing Ms leading thought to a key-note
that he strikes and causes to sound through the derivative thoughts until a new key-note is
struck that leads to a new key.
It is the dialectics of contemplation, of experience. "His simplicity and unadornedness of statement are characteristic: whether he refers to the Divine truths

substance of thought without

strikingly illustrates the Apostle's peculiarity
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by way of admonition or warning,

themselves, or addresses his readers

throughout the same calmness and decision

mind, but

we

see every

where the

;

he never

reflection of the

discloses

his language preserves

a passionately excited frame

calmness of a heart resting in

of

blissful peace,

which makes him sure that the simple statement of the truth is sufficient to commend his words
to the hearts of his readers. At the same time a firm, manly tone pervades the Epistle, contrary
to all effeminate sentimentality of which the Apostle is so thoroughly free, that while enforcing
spirituality of life, he uniformly insists upon the necessity of the exhibition of its truth in deeds
[t. e. in the life and practice of men.
It is also noteworthy that while, on the one hand,
M.].
he addresses his readers as a father speaks to his children, he does not forget, on the other, that
they are no longer minors and do not require to be taught new things, but that they are his
equals and joint-possessors with him of all the truth he enunciates and of the life which he wants

— —

t

not to create, but to preserve in them/'
the most simple reader whose heart has

(Huther).

made

This Epistle, "a deed of sacred love/'

"is to

experience of Christian saving truth, immediately

but also unfathomable to the profoundest Christian thinker, although equally dear
and refreshing to both. The very method pursued by the author of our Epistle in taking hold
of Christian living, believing and loving from their profoundest depth, and in their inexhaustible
wealth, shows with peculiar clearness how the foolishness of God confounds all the wisdom of the
world for that which our Epistle declares with almost playful ease, or at least with the perfectly
artless simplicity of a heart which in its real vital fellowship with the Lord possesses all the riches
of Divine wisdom and communicates them in holy anxiety of love—that which it declares with the
triumphant assurance and joyful confidence of indisputable truth concerning the source and
nature of the Christian life, t. <?., of eternal life, is infinitely more than all the wisdom of the
world together can ever reach, and also more than even Christian wisdom can ever think out or
intelligible,

;

fathom/'

(Dusterdieck).

One cannot

fail

to see

how

unexcelled gentleness, tenderness and

thoroughness of love are wonderfully blended with the most decided sternness and deep-cutting
keenness of judgment. "It does not seem as if only a father were addressing his beloved children, but as if a glorified saint were speaking to men from a higher world. The doctrine of
heavenly love, calmly active, with indefatigable zeal essaying everything and never exhausting
(Ewald). With such testiitself, has in no writing been so perfectly demonstrated as in this."
monies, triumphantly corroborated by the exposition, we may take comfort under the charges

that the confusion of the Epistle betrays the senility of its author, who, either with planless abruptness, wanders from a thought he had suggested, or falls into the eternal sameness of an old

man

(S. G.

Lange, Eichhorn,

Ziegler).

And

the reproach of the master of the Tubingen

school,

and that the tenderness and profound
thoroughness of the Johannean mode of contemplation and statement had too much resolved
themselves into a tone childishly effeminate, dissolving in indefiniteness, marked by constant
repetitions and a lack of logical energy, may be met by Hilgenfeld's declaration that this Epistle
is one of the most beautiful writings of the New Testament, that it is peculiarly rich and original
with reference to the subjective, intensive life of Christianity, and that the fresh, living and
attractive character of the Epistle consists just in the marked preference with which it introof v. Baur, that the Epistle lacks the freshness of direct

life,

duces us into the inward experience of the true Christian life.
[After all this, we may well say with Ebrard to the commentator and his readers : "Put
thy shoes from off thy feet, for the place whereon thou standest is holy ground/'— MJ

I 3.

THE AUTHOR OF THE

off

EPISTLE.

pay close attention to the stateIf we glance at the testimony of the ancient Church and
ments of the witnesses respecting the author of this Epistle, all doubt must vanish that the
have been its author. The Apostolic
and references to our Epistle. Ebrard gives them along with
14-16. [The paragraphs in question,
similar matter in the Introduction to his Commentary, pp.
these: Papias knew and used this
are
below,
given
as
Polycarp,
besides the quotation from
rft ir/wipof 'Io&vpw bcimfyc. v. Euseb.H.
KixM™ & 6 ovrdf [Papias] futprvpUut

Apostle

St.

John was, without

contradiction, considered to

Fathers contain several allusions

Epistle:

M
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I 8.

K, III,

39.

X.,

—The anonymous Epistle to Diognetus, written about the time of Justin

many

contains

passages, which imply

an unquestionable dependence on

with 1 Jno. iv. 9-11; XII. with 1 Jno.

18-25;

ii.

iv.

this Epistle.

Martyr,
Cf. Gap.,

4-6; v. 6-12; also Cap.; V.-VII.; XI.

The Epistle of Vienna and Lyons [Euseb., V., 1] contains an unmistakable allusion to 1 Jno. iii.
16; 6 &a rdv irXqpAfiaroc iifc ayamft hedelgaro, evdoxfoac toip ttjs t&» adefy&v airoAoytac koX rtjv
Q&vai fvxfo-

iarov

—Carpocrates, a

Origen in Genes., cap.

at," see

of Polycarp,

the disciple of John,

the Philippian8 c. vii.

which Ebrard calls
iv. 2.

:

Opp.,

who

I. p.

23,

is

—

Xpiorbv

'Ijycrovv

is

that

h aapkX kfajXvdhxu avrixptarbg iart

and Dusterdieck "a

the testimony of the Canon of the

ing to Wieseler's careful investigation (see

"Mumdus in maligna posiius

—The most important testimony

clear reminiscence",

New

;

free use of Jno.

Testament, which was

known as the Muratorian Canon. AccordStudien wad Kritiken, 1847, pp. 815-857) it was

by Muratori about a hundred years ago and

written

M."|.

martyrdom, A. D. 168, as found in his Epistle to

suffered

nag yap bf av /^ dfiotoyy

—Very important

flourished about the beginning of the second

for his purpose, 1 Jno. v. 19.

"an unmistakably

3."

edited

I.,

who

Gnostic,

sought to use

century at Alexandria,

is

A. D. 170 by a Church-teacher for the purpose of instructing catechumens in the docu-

We

ments of the Christian faith which were received in his Church.
read, thereafter, notices of
the fourth Gospel and its origin " Quid ergo mirum, ei Johannes torn constanter singula etiam in
:

epittoUs suis prqfcrat,
et

dicens in semet ipso (1 Jno.

mcmus nostra palpaventnt, haec seripsimus;

i.

sic

1)

:

qua vidimus ocuUs nostris etaunbus audwimus

enim non solum visorem, sed

et auditorem,

sed

et

omnium mirabilium domine per ordvnem prqfitetur." And again after an enumeration of
the Pauline Epistles: "Epistola sane Juda et superscript Johannes dues in CcdhoUca habentur."
This reference to the two Epistles of St. John must not be construed as denoting either the
second and third, as if the citation from the first Epistle rendered farther reference to it unnecessary (Schleiermacher, Lindner and Ebrard in Herzog's B. E, p. 98), or the first and the third,
the second being regarded as an appendix to the first (Hug), but the first and the second, as
Catholic Epistles proper, the second Epistle, addressed to the ttvpia, being considered to have
been written not for a single person, but for a congregation; it is consequently the third Epistle
which is not mentioned, not because its Johannean authorship was called in question, but because*
it was regarded as less instructive and as a private letter addressed to an individual
The Feschtio, belonging to the same age as the Muratorian fragment, also bears witness to the*
Quotations from this Epistle grow more frequent after the beginauthenticity of this Epistle.
scriptorem

—

ning of the third century in the writings of Irenaeus, Tertullian,

and Cyprian.

—

It is very probable, but without

authority of Epiphanius, rejected the Gospel

much

Clement of Alexandria, Origen

importance, that the Alogi, who, on the

and Revelation

ofH3t. John, rejected also the first

be of any moment that Marcion and his followers did not enumerate the
Eusebius, whose defects in statement, pompous style, and diswritings of John in their Canon.
jointed treatment are considerably excelled and counterbalanced by his comprehensive and
Epistle.

Nor can

it

among the Homohgoumena (H. E, III.,
and Jerome (de viris Must. c. 9) says " ab universis eccUsiasticis viris probatur." Most
excellent is also on this point Teschendorf's short but weighty essay: " Wann wurden wisere
Evangelienverfassif* Leipzig, 1865. [See also my article on the Sources of the Gospels in the
BibUolheca Sacra, July and October numbers, 1866. M.]
laborious historical researches, includes the Epistle
24. 25),

—

:

—

2.

This chain of external evidence is confirmed

by the

internal evidence arising from the

Both the range of thoughts and their
mode of expression, as well as the diction, are the same in the first Epistle and in the Gospel,
and the remarks on the former in {2., 1. 2, may and must be applied to the latter with slight
modifications.
Cf. Grimm: On the Gospel and first. Epistle of St. John as Works of the same
Author in Studien und KrUiken, 1847, p. 171-181, and On the first Epistle and its relation to
comparison of the Epistle with the Gospel of St. John.

the fourth Gospel, ibid., 1849, p.

269-303.

—"As in the Gospel we see here

the background, unwilling to speak of himself

and

still less

to support

the author retire to

any thing by the weight

name and reputation, although the reader meets him here not as the calm narrator, but as
an epistolary writer, as exhorter and teacher, as an Apostle, and moreover as the only surviving
Apostle. It is the same delicacy and diffidence, the same lofty calmness and composure, and
especially the same truly Christian modesty that cause him to retire to the background aa an

of his
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Apostle and to say altogether bo little of himself: he only desires to counsel and warn, and to
remind his readers of the sublime truth they have once acquired; and the higher he stands ti»
less he is disposed to humble 'the brethren' by his great authority and directions.
no
knew who he was, and every word tells plainly that he only could thus speak, counsel and ma
The unique consciousness, which an Apostle, as he grew older, could carry within himself; and
which he, once the favourite disciple, had in a peculiar measure, the calm superiority, cleara*
and decision in thinking on Christian subjects, the rich experience of a long life, steeled in (he

M

victorious struggle with every unchristian element,
this calmness,

which makes us

feel intuitively

and a glowing language lying concealed under

that

it

does not in vain

commend

the highest attainment of Christianity—all this coincides so remarkably in tins

to us

love as

Epistle,

that

every reader of that period, probably without any further intimation, might readily determine
who he was. But where the connection required it, the author intimates with manifest plainness that he once stood in the nearest possible relations to Jesus (i 1-3; v. 3-6; iv. 16), preciseia wont to express himself in similar circumstances in the Gospel; and all this isso art-

ly as he
less

and simple, so

entirely without the faintest trace of imitation in either case, that nobody can

and Apostle must have composed both writings."
(Ewald, Die Johcmn. Gchriften, 1., p. 431 sq.). Add to this the bold self-testimony with tin
impress of truth, ch. iv. 6.—Surprising is the number of parallel passages in the two writings:
fail

to perceive that the selfsame author

SPISTLB OF JOHJT.

I 3.

Considerably
tike

more than half of the

sayings of Christ in ch. xii.-xvii.

and there

necessary,

it

on this subject especially Lange,

The Gospel of John, $i

1-3, Vol. IV., p. 1 sqq.

German

edition.

The genuineness of this Epistle as that of an Apostle was maintained by the Church withcontradiction until Joseph Scaliger boldly enunciated the notion: "tres epistofa Johannis

S.

out

thirty-five passages taken from the Gospel form part of

There the receptivity of the witness was pre&ninently
showed its strength; where he made the most vital surrender of himself,
he received the most permanent impressions. This is thoroughly Johannean. Compare

last

there

THE AUTHOR OF THE EPISTLE.

all

non sunt Apostoli Johannis. 1 '
ism

S.

G.

Then there arose at the time of the atomic criticism of nationalLange (Die Bchriften des Johannes Hbersetzt und erklart, Vol. III., p. 4 sqq.), who

made the subject matter of the Epistle
doubt whether the Epistle was worthy of an

although not venturing to assault the external evidence,

and

the starting-point of his criticisms,

raised the

were as follows: that the Epistle lacked individual and local character,
agreement with the Gospel gave rise to the suspicion of timid imitation and slavish copythat John, before the destruction of Jerusalem, was not old enough to produce such a work

Apostle; his strictures
that its
ing;

of senility;

that he

point, etc.

lish

may

not have mentioned the destruction of Jerusalem, because it was a tickis a more important opponent; but he lived to be-

—Bretschneider (ProbabiMa)

come convinced of the groundlessness of his doubts of the authenticity of John's writings. Clau( Uransiehten des ChristenLhwms), who maintained that the Epistle was the fabrication of a

dius

and Horst (in Henke's Museum fur BeUgionswissenschaft von 1803) are only
on account of their boldness, and Paulus (Die drei Lehrbriefe ties Johannes wortgetreu
wit erl&utemden Zwischensatzen Hbersetzt und nach philologisch^notiologischer Methode erklart
Mil
exegefochrEfcchentestorischen Nachweisvmgm fiber eine sittenverderbliehe magisch-persische Gnosis,
gegen welehe diese Briefs women. 1829.
[The three doctrinal Epistles of John literally translated
with explanatory parentheses, and expounded after the plulologico-notiological method.
With
eiegetioo-Church-hietoricd references to an immoral magico- Persian Gnosis, of which these
Epistles give warning. 1829.
This title is enough to awe even confirmed book-worms. M.]),
who like Bretschneider believed the Presbyter Johannes to have been the author of this Epistle,
is referred to simply because of the manner in which he maltreated it.
4. More important are the assaults of the Tubingen school on the authenticity of our Epistle.
It starts with the Hegelian idea of God, which makes man truly the other part of God; we
may say that the followers of that school have already applied Darwin's theory to their conception A history
Christianity did not come down from heaven in a finished form, involves no
Jewish Christian,

mentioned

—

—

:

but originated in the inmost being of the Spirit, in the
historical development, without revelation or inspiration by a process in agreement with the general laws of historical development.
The real original Christianity was a Judaism only slightly modified by Christ, quite Ebionite as exhibited by
Peter and John in the Apocalypse, or Gentile-Christian as exhibited by Paul (Epistles to the Romiracle or privilege of certain persons,
natural consciousness of

man by a genuine

and Galatians), who, to be sure, went further in the dogma of the law. Hence
a contention between him and the other Apostles, in which men, Well qualified to
effect an understanding and reconciliation among the contending parties, advanced to Christian
views and composed the other writings of the New Testament, which simply amount to unhistorical party-writings [German
Tendenzchrift, i. e., a writing of a certain tendency favouring
the distinctive views of a party.
M.], not without legends, and were written about the middle
mans, Corinthians
there arose

:

—

of the
etc.,

second century.

1843) and Georgii

This applies also to our Epistle.
(

At

first

Theol Jahrbtcher, 1845) pronounced

for

Kdstlin (Lehrbegriff des En.,
the identity of the author of

and that of the Gospel then Zeller, who as late as 1842 had presupposed the identity of the author of both writings, was the first to declare, in a review of Kdstlin's work, that
it was conceivable that the Epistles and the Gospel were written by different authors.
This
view was raised by Baur, the leader of that school (in Theologische Jahrb&cher, 1848), to apodictica} certainty, and according to him the Epistle is a weak imitation of the Gospel, whereas
Hilgenfeld (Das Evangelium und die Briefe Johannis, 1849, and Theol. Jahrbieher, 1855)
identified and proved the Epistle to be a splendid type of the Gospel.
Baur starts on the unfounded supposition that the author manifests the intentional and most studious anxiety (1 John
L 1-3) to be regarded as identical with the author of the Gospel; in ch. v. 6-9, he sees, owing to
the Epistles

;

—
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an exegetical misunderstanding, a wanton attempt of drawing a distinction between Divine and
human testimony, and shows by this the unskilful imitation of the author. From a comparison
of the eschatological statements of the Epistle (cb.
xiv. 3. 18 sq. 23; xvi. 16. 22),

contemplation in the Epistle
considers to be

more

ideal

is

and

ii.

18-23;

iii.

2) with those of the Gospel

(ch.

with John xix. 34, he infers that the mode of
more material and outward than that of the Gospel, which he

and of 1 John
spiritual.

v. 6,

The

idea of the atonement, ttoaftk (ch.

i.

7;

ii.

2; vr.

he thinks more suited to the range of
ideas peculiar to the Epistle to the Hebrews, and foreign to that of the Gospel Baur, lastly,
considers the Epistle to be wholly Montanistic, because it describes the fellowship of Christiana
as holy and sinless, makes mention of the xpfof*1 and draws an unevangelical distinction between
But our Epistle does not distinguish a higher class of spiritual Christians
venial and mortal sins.
from the lower classes of other Christians, the Psychici, but believing Christians from an unholy
world; the Epistle does not, nor may we refer the xpfop* to the baptismal anointing which is
mentioned for the first time by Tertullian; and with respect to the mortal sins enumerated hy
Tertullian (homicidhtm, idolatries fraus, necatio, blasphemia, mxchka et fomicatio et si qua aBa xida6o
iempli del), Baur ought not to have made a most arbitrary selection of three, viz., idolatry (ch .
10),

and that of the interceding High

Priest, mip&Kb/roc,

,

21 iii. 4), murder (iii. 15), adultery or fornication (from the inscription ad Parthos, corrupted
from ffpdc* irapShovc), and still less to have remarked that the author does not refer to the outward
If Hilgenfeld consider
acts, but to the inward, moral disposition; for that is not Montanistic.
(1 John i. 5. 7) the statement that God is 4&f, h r$ fori, too material and local [r&wnfah, literally, relating to space.
M.], turns 1 John iii. 4, where sin is called &vopia, and 1 John ii. 7. 8,
where love is referred to as an old commandment, into an argument for a friendly relation to the
Mosaic law, and maintains that the idea of a personal Logos, clearly expressed in the Gospel, is
;

—

unknown to the Epistle, although dvfosrov &eov is considered as identical with the Logos, and
4 fu# in Christ as hypostatical, that the Holy Ghost is not described as a Person because He is
called xpfof"*, and not irapdichfroc, although He is called rd fiaprvpoirv (1 John v. 6), that the exhortation, addressed to the readers of the Epistle, to a conduct enabling them to look for and pass
through the ordeal of the judgment without being ashamed, militates against the idea of the

—

—

Gospel, which does not speak of the judgment of believers, all this is as untenable on exegetical
grounds as the recognition of Onostical elements belonging to the post-Apostolical age in the
idea of the ewipfia (iii. 9), the conception of the xptef*, and the thought that God ought not to be
Anointing as an Old Testament type suggested
feared, but only to be loved (ch. iv. 18. 19).
xptop* in the antithesis of the Christian and hvrlxpteroq the representation of being born of God
t

suggested the onipfia, and in that representation the fundamental view of an atonement

for all

any reference to a dualistic separation and to a metaphysical
reason without ethical life-process, and the love of God is not a Gnostical discovery, but a purely
Christian and Divine command. Of what avail is all the praise which Hilgenfeld awards to the
first Epistle of John (for he solely refers to it without adverting to the second and third Epistles,
although the title of his book refers to Epistles) and its author, in calling him a great independent
thinker, if he nevertheless regards him as blindly echoing the Gnostic system of his time, and
having only given a clear, practical impress to its speculative features, and considers the Epistle
as less spiritual, and on that account older than the Gospel; and how can he accuse those who
reject a pseudo-epigraphical literature of the New Testament, of overlooking the important circumstance that the modern idea of literary property was wanting in primitive Christian times;
it has not been overlooked that the modern idea was then wanting, but even more than that,
there was wanting all license of any forger. The pretensions of the Tubingen school are by no
means borne out by what it gives us. Cf Dietlein ( Urchristenthum). Dusterdieck, VoL L, p,
CL Huther, p. 19-28; Bruckner in de Wette's Handbook, p. 316 sqq.
the sins of

all

mankind

prohibits

XXXV—

I 4.

THE READERS OP THE

EPISTLE.

Augustine has a literal quotation of 1 Jno. iii. 2, which he introduces thus: Quoddkh
turn est ab Joanne in epistola ad Parthos (Quaest. Boang, ii. 39). Possridius in his indiadus
operwn S. Augustini cites the tractates on our Epistles as " deep, ad Parthos sermones decern."
1.
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Thus has this designation found its
Augustine,

Grotius already

Cassiodorus, Beda).

ad Parthos, L

rmpmo in

e.,

locis

ad Judaas Christum

and several other writings (Vigilius Tapsensis,
explain and apply it: " Voeaia otimfuit epistola
qui non sub Bomanorum, sed Parthorum vivebani
Judaorum mukUudo, ut Neardce, Ntsibi et aliis in

knew how to
professost

epistola

tahttatkmes apostoBci maris eontmeat, quia
torts

at least into the Benedictine edition of the works of

codices

trans Euphratem, ubi tngens erat

Et hanccausam'puto, cur hoc

lads.

way

and even into some Latin

11

Ephesx* mitteba tw multumque nocere

neque in fronts nomsn titulumque ApostoUt ,neque in fine
terras hostile* Romanis haec epistola per merca-

nimirum in

Chrislianis poterat, si

deprehensum fuisset hoe quanquam tn-

lUterwum commerctum.

Hocens

Clement of Alexandria (opera
addressed

ad

ed. Potter Jragm.

1011) observes that the second Epistle was
It is easy to see how npbg xap-

virgines (see Introduction to the second Epistle).

may have been wrongly

and thus originated the corrupted sub*
may have been mistaken
for the subscription of the first Epistle and connected with it, as Hug conjectures.
Or, as in a
codex of the Apocalypse, the subscription of the first and second Epistles may have read 'lu&wov
after wapBtvov, and thus have given rise to the above mutilation and designation (so Gieseler,
Bed. EisL, I., p. 1S9). There is evidently a mistake somewhere, and since Hug's supposition
is even more simple than Gieseler's, it seems to commend itself as giving the solution of the
riddle.
The matter is not furthered if we suppose with Paulus of Heidelberg, that this subscription originated in irpbg iravras, or conjecture a corrupted reading in Augustine of ad Pathmios
In this way, it is clear, we shall
(Serrarius), ad sparsos (Wegscheider), adpertms (Semler).
never find the readers for whom our Epistle was intended.
2. Equally inadmissible is the inference of Benson that an* aoxfc (ch. ii. 7. 13. 14) points
to a circle of readers in Judaea, and that of Lightfoot who, connecting the Gains, mentioned 3
Jno. 1, with the Gains 1 Cor. i. 14, thinks of Corinth as the Church to which the Epistle was
sent.
The Epistle is not addressed to any one Church in particular; and this accounts for the
absence of detailed notices of a concrete or personal character. The circumstance, that while the
Epistle contains only slight and incidental references to representations peculiar to the Old Testament, it expressly denounces idolatry, gives countenance to Dusterdieck's shrewd conjecture
(2 7), that it was addressed to Gentile Christian Churches; moreover, the author's contrasting
the knowledge of the true God in Jesus Christ, which includes eternal life, with the dazzling
form of paganism and an antichristian Gnosis, is in perfect agreement with the historical notice
that John selected Asia Minor as the sphere of his labours, if we have to look to that province
lor the Churches to whom this encyclical Epistle was sent.
But we must not think of a single
Church, least of all of the Church at Ephesus (Hug), but of several Churches "of John's Ephesian
Sbov?

Bcription of

transcribed irpbc ir&pOovc,

the second Epistle, which, being used as

its superscription,

•

circle

of

Churches" (Lucke),

[i. e.,

Churches within the diocese of Ephesus, as

Churches under the especial jurisdiction of John.
personal labours of

—M.J perhaps of

all

we

should say,

Churches to

whom

the

John extended (Huther).

1 5.

THE FORM OF THE

EPISTLE.

Given an encyclical or circular Epistle, and it is manifest that it may and does lack feawhich generally belong to other Epistles: t. e., the special address and particular saluta-

1.

tures
tions.

Thus the common epistolary address is wanting in the Epistle to the Hebrews, while the
James is without the customary final salutations. Barring this circumstance all the

Epistle of

requirements of the epistolary form are complied with: ypafo occurs seven times, yptyofiev once,
typnfia six

times;

tytfv,

hv v/av9 ipel(

and vpac occur thirty-six times, the address rexvla and
and veavtonoi twice each, adetyoi once. The exordium

ten times, ayamfrol six times, iraripee

1-4)

who

may be

regarded with Calov (Biblia

K

T. illustrata,

Tom.,

II., p.

1582.

iratAta

(ch.

i.

Francof 1676),

on the usual form of an epistolary address. Lucke regards it as
The view of Baronius (Annal Eccl. an, 99, II., p. 964)
that the address, like a modern envelope, may have been lost, is as unnecessary as unfounded.
The spirit of the Epistle corresponds with its form, the former being thus capitally described by
Bacon: " Epistola habentpha nativi sensus quam orationes; plus etiam maturitatis quam coUoquia
follows Estius, as founded

the amplification of

such an address.
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Hence Dusterdieck very correctly remarks (I., p. X.) "The whole writing rests
thoroughly on a living, personal relation between the author and his readers, the pertinence

subita."

:

the written exhortation
sider the writing as

is

bo absolutely personal, that this ground is sufficient to

a genuine

m
of

make us con-

This epistolary character belongs moreover to the whole

Epistle.

keeping and structure of the short writing.

With

all logical order,

there reigns in

it

that free

and easy naturalness and unconstraint of statement, which suits the immediate interest and hortatory tendency of an Epistle, while the strict, progressive dialectical development, peculiar to
a treatise or homily, is held back."
2. Receiving this writing with the ancient Church as an Epistle of John, ia therefore every
way commendable. Heidegger (Enchiridion BibL, p. 986) advanced his new view as late as the
end of the seventeenth century: "Accedit, quod scriptum hoc, Hoot epistola instgniatotr, cotton tamm
poook breois quccdam Christiana doctrina epitome et evanaekt a JoJvame soripti sucemetim gimrfrfni
enchiridion, cm adhortationes quadam pro commmi totius eccUsUs conditions aofectoj sunt No* emm,
ut retiqum epistolf, inscriptions ac salutations inchoatur, neque etiam salutation* et veto daudHwr."

Al-

he rather regards it as a libeUus. Miohaelis (hand., p.
1520) calls it a treatise. Storr ( Ueber den Zweck dor evangdischen QesMchU und Briefs JohanniMy pp. 384. 401 sq.) calls it the polemical, and Berger ( Versuch emer moraUachen JBmkitwg
ins
T., II., p, 179 sq.) the practical part of the Gospel; while Reuse (Die GesMchte der
SeHigen Schriften,
T., p. 217) describes it as "a hemtietical essay, at the most a pastoral
Epistle, the readers being present."
Augusti calls the Epistle an anacephalaosis of the Gospel,
and Hug, Fromman (Studien und KriL, 1840, p. 853), Thiersch ( Versuek tur HersUUung dss Kss>
rischen Standpunkts, p. 78, und die Kvrche im apostoUschen ZeUaUsr, p. 266) and especially Ehrud
(Kritik der EoangeUschen Ocschichte, p. 148, and Comment., pp. 29-39) designate it as a companionwriting of the Gospel, or regard it in the light of a preface as an epistola dedkatoria without an
independent designation per se, but we ought to have some notice or reference to that effect
This view certainly does not explain the want of an address, salutation and benediction, and we
shall show in | 8, 3 that such a view is impossible.
though Bengel

calls

M

epistola,

K

1 6.
1.

the writing

RELATIONS AND CIRCUMSTANCES OP THE CHURCHES.

The external

relations cannot

have been peculiarly

difficult;

there

is

soever to persecutions, like those to which the Christians were exposed either

no reference whatby the Jews as in

Rome (A.D. 54-68), or at the end of Domitian's reign (A.D. 81and under that of Trajan (A.D. 98-117), and his proconsul Pliny in Bithynia, The Epistle
speaks of the hatred of the world (6 xdoftoc /ucel iftic, ch. ill. 13). The notices of the victory of
young men (ch. ii. 13. 14, vtvudiKnrt rbv novripfo) and the victory over the world (v. 4, $*&?$«**>
the time of Paul, or by Nero at

96),

oaoa rbv xdofwr, $ nlortc jp&v), point rather to spiritual struggles, in the Church and in the

indi-

viduals themselves; but they afforded opportunity for a reference to and description of external
relations must have been, on the whole, favourable; at least external
have been of sufficient moment to be taken into account (c£ Ewald, p. 437 sq.).
2. The disquiet and motion reigning within, which characterize this Epistle, point to rest
without The Churches were not necessitated to cling together and to remain closed by themselves.
The writing is deficient in words of consolation, but not in exhortations to brotherly
love, to stedfastness in the fellowship of faith and life with the Father and the Son, in cautions
against the seductions of worldly lusts and false brethren. The time of their first enthusiasm
has passed; their zeal and love lack the vibration produced by the weighty pendulum of obstacles
and enmity. The reaction of evil from without is followed by the more pernicious reaction from
within; falling away has begun without a violent crisis; the energy of evil, as well as of good,
has abated. The first generation which had torn loose from idolatry and the world, and earnestly
laid hold of God in Christ, has died; a showy and nominal Christianity has crept into the Churches.
Believers, like Gaius, exhibit all the Christian virtues (3 John 5. 6), old men full of Christian
wisdom, young men full of vigorous aims (1 John ii. 13. 14), are pleasing evidences of the Chrisconflicts.

The external

fears cannot

tian

life.

But ambition

assert their claims (1

spreads itself as in Diotrephes (3 John

John

ii.

15-17), false brethren arise,

9. 10),

the lusts of the world

and not only tear themselves, but
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ii. 18 sq.; ill. 7; iv. 1 sqq.).
And the influences from the
pagan frivolity, than those of Judaistic narrowness.
8. The heresy, against which the Epistle is directed, is a pagan Docetism.
Jesus is the
Jesus is the incarnate Son of God! The Epistle, from the beginning
Ohmt, the Son of God
to the end, raises high and holds fruit confession as the banner under which we must fight and
an sure of victory, thus pointing to Docetism, which had not yet developed into a system, but
bad appeared as a tendency, as is certified by Cerinthus, the contemporary of John. For Cerinthus held that Jesus was the son of Joseph, with whom the Logos united at His baptism, but
C£ Dorner, Bntonckekvngsgcschichte, I., 314 sqq. Pressensl,
left Him again after His crucifixion.
HmL of the First Three Centuries, II, p. 233 sqq. .The Epistle insists upon knowing and knowledge in opposition to the false spiritualistic. Gnosis which had already begun with Docetism and
opposed to the ergism of Judaism a syncretistic philosophy, and set in motion an ingenious

often from the true fellowship (ch.
world are rather those of

I

theory operating intellectually, in the place of the

In opposition to the pagan Dualism, which

is

work

of redemption operating ethically.

the basis of Docetism in fixing metaphysically

antinomy of spirit and matter, the Epistle points to the opposites of light and darkness, of
and falsehood, of the world with the evil one, and God with His Son and His children, opposites which are altogether ethical and in the fusion of an ethical life-process, so that the opposing element is overcome, dissolved and rejected, or may and shall be saved.
We do not yet
find the full-blown Gnosticism, nor yet the rigid Docetism (as maintained by Lucke, Sander and
Thiersch), nor any longer the antinomism combated by Paul, nor yet the later antinomism of the
Gnostics (as Hilgenfeld assumes). Nor do we find the least trace of opposition to the disciples of
John the Baptist, whom Paul met at Ephesus (Acts xix. 1 sqq.), whom John may have had regard to in his Gospel (John iii. 22-36), and a reference to whom was suggested by the very language of this Epistle (1 John v. 6. 8).
4. The Epistle knows no other division of the Church than that by age, fathers and young
men (1 John ii. 12-14). But John gives distinct prominence to the circumstance that every one
receives the unction of the Holy Ghost (1 John ii. 20. 27); he joins his readers in the confession
of sins (1 John i. 8. 9), does not set himself above his brethren, and acknowledges the inalienable
rights of Christians to try the spirits (1 John iv. 1), as well as their own responsibility to the
the

truth

—

Lord (1 John ii. 28).
[The heresy of Cerinthus and other heretics

is

thus described by Irensaus in his great worfc

against heresy:

u Et Cerinthus autem quidam in Asia non a primo Deo factum esse

quadam valde

mundum

docuit,

sed a vir-

eum f
Deum. Jesum autem, subjecit, non ex virgine natum, (vnpossibile enim hoc d
visum est) fuisse autem eum Joseph et Maria filium similiter ut reliqui omnes homines, et pluspotidsse justitia ctprudenUa et sapientia ab hominibus.
Et post Aap&mum descendisse in eum ab eaprindpaUtate, qua est super omnia, Christum figura columba; et tunc annuntiasse incognitum patrem et vtrhtUs perfeeisse; in fine autem revolasse iterum Christum de Jesu, et Jesum possum esse et resurtate

separata et distanto ab ea principalitate, qua

est

super unwersa,

et ignorante

qui est super omnia,

rexisse;

Christum autem impassibilem perseverasse, existentem spiritualem"

(Adv. Hcer.

1, 26).

u

Hanc fidem annuntians Joannes Domini discipulus, volens per evangeUo annuntiationem
auferre eum qui d Cerintho inseminatus eral hominibus errorem, ut confunderet eos et suaderet
quoniam onus Deus qui omnia fecit per Yerbum suum et non, quemadmodum iUi dicunt, alteram,
quidem fabricatorem, ahum autem Patrem Domini; et alium quidem fabricatoris filium, alteram
;

vero de superioribus Christum, quern et impassibilem perseverasse, descendentem in

Jesum filium

suum Pleroma; et initium quidem esse Monogenem, Logon auearn conditionem, qua est secundum nos non d primo Deofactam,.

fabricatoris, et iterum revolasse in

tem

verumfiUum Uhigeniti; et
aHqud valde deorsum

t

ab eorum communicatUme, quae sunt invisibuta et innominabilia.
Abstulit autem a nobis dissensiones omnes ipse Joannes dicens, In hocmundo erat et mundus per ipsum factus est, et mundus eum non cognovit. In sua propria venit,
et Bui eum non receperunt.
Secundum autem Marcionem et eos, qui similes sunt ei, neque mundus per eum factus est; neque in sua venit, sed in ahena; secundum autem quosdam Qmsticorum*
so angeHs factus est isle mundus, et non per Verbum Dei. Secundum autem eos, qui sunt a Va-

sed * virtute

lentino,

iterum non per

eum factus

subjecta, et abscissa

est,

sed per Demiurgum.

Hie enim operabatur

similitudinet
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tales fieri,

ad imitcUionem eorum qua sunt sursum, quemadmodum dicwit: Demkwgus autem
Emissum enim dicunt eum a moire Dominum et Ztanturdispositionu, qua est secundum conditionem, per quern hoc mundum factum vokmt

perficiebat fabricalionem condtiionis.

gum ejus
quum Evangelism

m

principio eral apud Deum,
manifesto dicat, quoniam per Verbum, quod
omnia sunt facta: quod Verbum, inquit, caro factum est, et inhabitavit in nobis.
Secundum autem illos, neque Verbum caro factum est, neque Christus, neque qui ex omnibus
foetus est, Salvator. Elenim Verbum et Christum nee advenisse in hunc mundum vokmt; Salvalorem verb non incarnatum neque possum; descendisse autem quasi columbam in eumJesum

qui factus est ex dispositions, et cum adnunciasset incognitum Patrem, iierum ascendisse in PUroma. Incarnatum autem est possum quidam quidem eum, qui ex dispositdone sit, dicunt Jesvm,
quern per Mariam dicunt pertransisse, quasi aquam per tubum: alii verb Demiurgi filium, in

eum Jesum qui

ex dispositions sit: alii rursum Jesum quidem ex Joseph et
hunc descendisse Christum, qui de superioribus sit sine came et imSecundum autem nullam sententiam howeticorum, Verbum Dei caro
passibilem existentem.
factum est. Si enim quis regulas ipsorum omnium perscrutetur, inveniet quoniarn sine came et
impassibUe ab omnibus Ulis inducuur Dei Verbum, et qui est in superioribus Christus, oM
enim putant manifestatum eum, quemadmodum hominem transfiguratum; neque autem natum
neque incarnatum dicunt Ulum: alii verb ikque figuram eum assumpsisse hominis: sed quemadmodum columbam descendisse in eum Jesum, qui natus est ex Maria. Omnes igitur illos
falsos testes ostendens discipulus Domini, ait: " Et Verbum caro factum est et habitavit in nobis."
(Iren. ill. xi. p. 462).
The English reader is also referred to the valuable notices of those early
heresies in Bp. Bull's Defence of the Nicene Creed, iii. 1; Dr. Burton's Bampton lectures, 1829,
Lecture VI. pp. 158-160; Dr. Waterland on the Trinity, v. 139; and Pearson's Vmd IgnaL 1L
c. I. p. 351, ed. Churton.—M.]
quern descendisse

Maria natum

dicunt, et in

I 7.

The Apostle

SCOPE OP THE EPISTLE.

distinctly specifies in

and

two passages the scope of this
Iva tidfjrt on fu$v fgrre atfnnsov.

Epistle, viz.

:

ch.

i.

4:

\m

i

The Church therefore has
already the joy of faith, the joy of the possession of eternal life; but it must increase and grow
until it is perfected; the Church has eternal life, but shs must know and be conscious of it.

xapcL bfun> y ireirXqpo/ihq,

ch. v.

13

:

may be gleaned from the preceding parawhom they have neither joy nor eternal life, the

Further particulars relating to the scope of the Epistle
graph.

They must abide with

Christ,

without

whom also they have no undimmed and clear consciousness of what they
what they may acquire or preserve; John desires to keep his Church with
Christ, who is from the beginning, and will come again as Judge, but in the form of a Servant,
became our Redeemer and Saviour (ch. i. 1 3. 5-10; ii. 1-3. 22-28; iii. 1-6; iv. 1-6; v. 1-2;
By obedience to the law and commandments of God and by a faithful following of Christ,
18-20).
he desires to establish his people more and more in the communion of God and in the participation of the Divine nature as the children of God (ii. 3-11 iii. 4-18).
In Christian humility before
the Father and the Son, and in Church-fellowship he desires to fill them with courage in confronting all proud spirits and the anti-Christian powers of the world; he wants them to be timid
lest in any way they should injure the truth, the word of God, or themselves, but courageous
and fearless in reliance on God and in the conflict with the world and its lusts and threatening
(ch. ii. 12-21; iv. 7-27).
On that account they must not think lightly of the faith, as if the
wisdom of the world were superior to it, but cling to it as the means by which they lay hold of
Christ and eternal life and of the Father Himself, and make them so thoroughly their own, that
thereby they may be glorified in and with Christ (ch. iii. 1-3; iii. 23. 24; v. 1-5). "Thus John,
like Paul at the very close of the apostolic age, plants with a firm hand the cross before the
object of joy, without

are and have, of

;

Church, as the lighthouse destined to shed

has to pass.

The

false doctrine shall split

[Huther

the storms through which she
always be her wisdom, and all the efforts of
(Pressense, History of the First Three Centuries, II. p. 234 sqq.).
its friendly light in all

foolishness of the Crucified shall

on

it."

specifies three chief points as essential to

the understanding of the construction of

the Epistle
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The manifest purpose of the Apostle to preserve his readers in the fellowship with God,
joy may become perfect.
2. For the,accompHshment of his purpose he develops the thoughts that fellowship with God
is possible only irf a holy life, of love, rooted in faith in Jesus Christ, and answering to the Being
of God, and that the Christian is not only obliged to lead such a life, but that he necessarily does
1.

that their

lead it
is iff

in virtue of his being born of

God (whereby he

is

absolutely opposed to the world, which

rod nwijpflv).

The Apostle develops

3.

already appeared,

Huther then
dium, ch.

i.

1-4;

these thoughts both with reference to the anti-Christian

lie

that had

and the nearness of the advent of Christ.

The exor-

states his reasons for his division of the Epistle into six parts, viz.:
i.

5-ii.

11;

ii.

12-28;

ii.

29^-iii.

22;

iii.

23-v. 17; v. 18-21, the conclusion, and

exordium and conclusion, he says that of the remaining four parts,
11) warns against the danger of moral indifferentism, the second (ii. 12-28)
warns against the love of the world and antichrist, the third (ii. 29—iii. 22) shows that nothing
short of a righteous life in brotherly love is compatible with the nature of Christians, and the
fourth (iii. 23-v. 17) indicates faith in Jesus Christ, the Son of God, as the Divinely authenticated
leaving aside the

The first

(i.

5-ii.

foundation of the Christian

life.

—M.].
I

a DATE OF THE EPISTLE.

The material already produced in the foregoing paragraphs furnishes us with three points
of view from which we may determine the date of this Epistle first, the Epistle itself; secondly,
the author, the Apostle John
thirdly, the writing related to the Epistle, viz.
the Gospel.
;

;

From

1.

a. It

quently

it

the Epistle

itself

:

we

glean these particulars

contains no reference to seasons of persecutions

must have been written

end of the reign of Domitian,

who

when

it

was written

before the time of Trajan (A. D. 98

—

(J 6, 1.)

;

conse-

117), even before the

reigned until A. D. 96, and also after the reign of Nero and

consequently between A. D. 70 and 96, and rather about 90 than
soon after 70, since the greatness and importance of that catastrophe would render some reference to it most natural, unless .a sufficient period of time had elapsed to account for the want of

the destruction of Jerusalem,

18 cannot be made to supply a chronological date iaxdnj &ga is too inbesides, the context in which it occurs must not be
explained of external events, but relates to internal disturbances occasioned by antichristian

such reference.

Ch.

ii.

an expression

definite

;

for that purpose

;

heresies.
Hence we cannot see with Dusterdieck (I. p. ciii.) a prophetical reference to the judgment impending on Jerusalem, but join him in decidedly rejecting the reference of this passage
to the end of the Jewish state, as maintained by Grotius, Benson, al.
b.

tion,

The more

so,

because cognizance

is

taken not of Jewish opposition, but of Gentile corrup-

the strength of the former having been broken with the destruction of Jerusalem.
e.

to the
d.

The

Church-life, well-ordered in its course

time after A.D. 70

The

and of many

years' standing, points likewise

({ 6, 2).

heresies also point to the time after the destruction of Jerusalem to the

end of the

century (J 6, 3).

have entered upon his labours among the Churches of Asia
({ 4, 1. 2); he lived at Jerusalem until about A.D.
Moreover, the whole tenor of the Epistle for60; after that time no trace of him is found there.
bids the hypothesis that it marks the beginning of his ministry in that sphere, as a kind of pastoral Epistle.
Huther, who had advanced this view in the first edition of his Commentary, has
retracted it in the second edition: this view is too modern to suit the ancient Ch|»ch.
The
Apostle was banished to Patmos during the reign of Domitian, consequently before A.D. 96, and
died after A.D. 100, in a good old age.
Cf. Lange on the Gospel of John in the Bibehoerk, IV.,
(German edition).
p. 8. 9.
3. The Gospel at all events was written before the Epistle.
If we read in the Gospel, ch.
XX. 31: ravra Tfyooflrtu Hxz, irtareifa^re bri 6 Iqaov? kortv 6 Xptarbg 6 vlbc rov &eov, koI Xva itiot*
2.

The Apostle John

ca*nnot

Minor until after the death of Paul, A.D. 64
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ixv Te &* r% bvdpari avrov, believing in Jesus the Christ and life in His Name are the
end contemplated bnt if we read in the Epistle, 1 John v. 13 Tavra typatya v/Ov, Iva eid^re, in
£ui)p ixere aUmov, role irurrefovotv etc to bvojua rov vlov rov £ept>, the reference is simply to the knoweiovrec C«i) v

;

ledge of believers

was written

:

who

already possess faith and eternal

This would indicate that the Gospe.

life.

that the Epistle was not a companion- writing of the Gospel.
simultaneously

terdieck

to

(I.) p.

was written

same time, and
John could not have thus written
only aimed at in the Gospel. Dos-

prior to the Epistle, that both could not have been written at the

the

same readers: the Epistle realizes what

LIX.) thinks

it

after the Gospel,

only possible, while

and believe that

we

is

think

this opinion

it

—

inevitably certain, that the Epistle

may also be proved by many passages

of the Epistle in which thoughts developed in the Gospel are expressed in

pregnant form.

Compare
1 John

ii.

2.

with

a

briefer

and more

}6.

LITBEATtTBX.

17

and the expression: 6 Myoc aapg kytvm, compared with 'hpofy Xpurrbt h
and on that account perhaps earlier than the
Moreover, the affinity of the two writings warrants the supposition, that in point of
former.
time they are not far distant from each other; and this affinity appears not only in the character
peculiar to both, but also in their form, seeing that both not only commence with an exordium
embodying the same ideas, but that also the concluding thoughts of both writings exhibit a singular correspondency, c£ John xx. 31, with 1 John v. 13.
As to the second point: while no conclusive proof can be drawn from the Gospel itself that the Epistle was written after the destruction of Jerusalem, it contains on the other hand nothing to contradict the ancient tradition
that John wrote the Gospel towards the close of his life.
Nor is it improbable that it was not
published during the life of the Apostle; at least it is more natural to assume that the twentyfirst chapter was added at the time of its publication, than at a later period when it had already
become the possession of the Christian Churches. In that case John wrote his Gospel as a legacy
for the time subsequent to his death but this would require the Epistle also to have been written
at the close of the Apostle's life, but before the Gospel. The Apostle indeed states nowhere that his
readers had beard the Gospel of him, notwithstanding his reiterated reference to their acquaintance with the Gospel, nor is there a single passage to prove his personal labours among them,
although we must not infer from this that he wrote this Epistle when he settled in Asia Minor,
after the decease of Paul, as a pastoral introductory of his work there (first edition of Huther's
Commentary); for on the one hand, we lack all indications of such a tendency of the Epistle, and
on the other, said circumstance may be accounted for by the consideration that the Apostle intended this Epistle not exclusively for the use of those Churches among whom he exercised his
An unbiassed
ministry, but also for that of others not included in the round of his visitations.
consideration of all the circumstances renders it probable that John wrote this Epistle during
lie

has already found

it,

oopa khjlvdAc, shows the latter to be less definite,

—

;

—

—

quarter of the Apostolical age/' M.].
Putting all things together, the year A.D. 90 seems to mark the date of this Epistle; so
Ewald (Die Johann. Schtiften, I., p. 471). It is impossible to fix the date of the Epistle with
Hilgenfeld, who gives A.D. 150 for the date of the Gospel, at A.D. 125-150, unless it be classed
the last
-

4.

with the Tubingen school

I 9.

among

the pseudo-epigraphical literature of the

New

Testament.

PLACE WHERE THE EPISTLE WAS WRITTEN.

not known and cannot be determined. Some mention Ephesus, after an old supposifound in several subscriptions by Mill, Wetstein, Griesbach and Matthaei, but hardly enThis is also the view of Bengel, who observes: a non videlurpetitled to the name of tradition.
It is

tion

—

c&aam impertiise audttoribus." Hug, Grotius and Ebrard name Patmos as the
wbere the Epistle and the Gospel were written, the former with reference to 2 John 12, and
3 John 13, as if the want of writing-material pointed to the Apostle's exile. But ancient tradiSee Lange, Bibelwerk, IV.,
tion names Ephesus also as the place where the Gospel was written.
(German edition).
p. 26.
regre misisse, sed

place

3 10.

Compare, (and

it is

LITERATURE.

worth comparing) Luecke's section on the principal features of the

his-

tory of the first Epistle of John.

Of the Commentaries of the Greek Fathers some have been lost entirely (Diodorus of TarChbysostom), others with the exception of small fragments (Clement of Alexandria), and
The
others with the exception of fragments not wholly unimportant (Didymus of Alexandria).

sus,

—

Oecumenius, Theophylact and two Scholiasts have been preserved.
Of the Latin fathers we have the ExposiHo of Augustine and that of Bede.

Catena of

From the time
we may notice, besides the Annotationes in Novum Tesiamentum by Erasmus,
two expositions of Lutheb (Werke ed. Walch IX., 909-1079; and 1080-1252), the Commentaries
of Calvin and Beza, the lectures of Zwingli taken down and edited as an expositio by Megan-

of the

Reformation

deb, and Bullinger's Brevis

et

Catholica Expositio.
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Along with the Lutheran A. Calovixjb, the Arminian Hugo Gbotito should be named.
Bengel, in his Gnomon, is here,as always, very noteworthy.
Among the moderns we specify in particular Ltjbckb, whose Commentary passed throng a
third edition in 1856, and db Wettb, whose hand-book has in several respects been happily improved by Bbtjeckneb. Ebbabd has contributed the Epistles of John to Oishausei^s Commentary. Excellent is Dubstbbdibck's: Die DreiJohanneischen Briefe, 2 B&nde; Gdttingen, 1852-1851
Hutheb's Commentary in Meyer's Critico-exegetical Hand-book is very well done; 2d ed., 1861.
For practical exegetical purposes we name after Spekee's Exposition, 1699, Zelleb's (ArchSt. Nicolai, Leipzig) Explication of the First Epistle of John in 206 sermons, 1709.
Stehthofeb, The First Epistle of John, 1762; Hamburg, 1848.—Rickli, Johannis 1 Brief Erklart v*d
Angewendet in Predigten; Luzern, 1828. Johannsex, Sermons on the JF\rst Epistle of John; Altona,
1838.—K. Bbatjnb, the Epistles of John; Grimma, 1847.—A. Neandeb, the JRrst Epistle o/Johi,
[A good translation of this work by Mrs. H. C. Cohaht,
practically explained; Berlin, 1851.
New York, 1853.—M.].—Wolf, Practical Comment, on the first Epistle of John in Church Cate-

deacon at

1851.—Heubneb,

chizing*; Leipzig,

Besseb, Bibelstunden,

VoL V. The

3d

ed.,

N.

T. t

Vol

IV., pp. 878-440.—

1862.

[We may

Scran), Bibl Theology of the N. T. t 1853, VoL 2, p. 359 sqq. C£ Lahgi
(German edition).
add, besides the General Commentaries, the following works

Pbiobus,

J.,

On

the doctrine see

VoL

in Bibelwerk,

IV., p. 27.

in Oril. Sacr.

Whiston, W., Comm. on

est

Practical Exposition of the

Epistles of John,

*

•

Three CaihoUc Epistles of John, in agreement with the ancientrecords of Christianity now extant. London, 1719.
Hawkins, T., a Comment, on the First, Second and Third Epistles of John. Halifax, 1808,
Bickebsteth, E., Family Exposition) etc. London, 1846.
Shephebd, Notes on the Gospel and Epistles of John. London, 1840.
Series of lectures on Christian Ethics. CamMatjbice, F. D., The Epistles of John.
the

A

bridge, 1857.

Mestbezat, Jean, Exposition de la Premiere Epistre de VApostre

St.

Jean.

2

Vols.

Ge-

neva, 1651.

Patebson,
Piebce,

S.,

a Commentary on

An Exposition of

the first Epistle of John.

London, 1842.

the First Epistle General of John, in 93 Sermons.

Lond., 1835.
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THE FIRST EPISTLE (GENERAD OF JOHN THE APOSTLE.

Iwawou a in A. B. Iwawoo
rparrq

;

1.

sittaroX^

a Cod. Sin.

al.

latavvou too gkootoXou smtrrohj xadoXtxq

r.

[other Codd. read eirioToXy [atavvou

—M.].

npwn).

L THE EXORDIUM.
Chapter

I.

1-4.

OBJECT AND PURPOSE OP THE APOSTOLIC ANNUNCIATION
EPISTLE. (Vbb.

(1-8).

DESIGN OF THE

4).

That which * was from the beginning, whioh we have heard, which we have seen with
oar eyes, which we have looked upon, and our hands have handled, of the Word of
2 life; (For 1 the life was manifested, and we have seen it,* and bear witness, and show
unto you that eternal life, which * was with the Father, and was manifested unto us;)
3 That which we have seen and heard declare 5 we unto you, that ye also may have fellowship with us: and truly our fellowship 9 i$ with the Father, and with his Son Jesus
4 Christ. And these things write 7 we unto you that your joy 8 may be full.
1

German [" What was from the beginning, what we hare heard, what we hare seen with our eyes, what we
gazed npon and oar hands handled, of the Word of the Life." M.]
'German ["And the Life was manifested, and we hare seen and testified and declare nnto yon the eternal

Verte

1. i

Terse

2.

—

—

which it was with the Father and was manifested nnto us." M.]
• [J*, supplied by B.V., not necessary; it is better to construe ittpaKanev.fiapTvpovfitv and iiroyy4Wofj.tr with {t»}r t^f aUrior. So Lachm., Hahn, Theile, Tischend. and Lillie. M.]
* [On the whole, the rendering of E. V., "that eternal Life which was with the Father," is preferable to the
German, and the meaning is clear without the adoption of the Greek idiom, " Life Eternal," by Wordsworth,—M.]
Terse 3. '[German: "What we hare seen and heard, declare we also to you, that ye .... us; and our fellowship indeed is with, .... Christ." *e a I 5 i ; the xal adds something, and B « is slightly adversative, cf. 2
Peter i. 6, also Matt. xvi. 18; Mark It. 80; Luke 11. 3ft ; Acts iii/24; xxii. 29; Heb. ix. 21 ; John ri. 61
iii. 10. 17 ; xr. 27.—Indeed or truly seem to bring out this slightly adversative sense better than again
Life, as

—

'

'

—

(Lillie),—M.]
0od.8in.has ical

&vayy4\\oi*9v ital vptr. The first xal occurs also in Theoph. and Vulg. (Cod.
AmSaHnm; it may have crept in from v. 2). The second * al is found in A. B. C. Cod. Sin. has before

this second xal an erased c, as if Iva rfal if nil t was to have followed forthwith; cat vfttr
seems therefore to be copied.
'
• Cod. Sin. has
after if peri pa, but a disapproval in the margin.
*B, ijtetc for vfiiy, [Cod. Sin. qpctf and ^•"•-M.J
4
Terse»4.
»B. G.al. q#i«»r; so Vulgate with the variation, "utgaudeatis et gaudium nostrum tit plenum." Both^«i«
and if/AMK have probably arisen from the nitf ^jtA* and jfpfi-tfpa of v. 3, [^ x*P a »/*••'• A.
C. K. al. Copt. ; TischencL—M.]

vp&p

[German : "And these things we write unto you that your joy may be

fulfilled."

Wordsworth : " filled up

to the full j" but fuyUUd is better-—M.]

EXSQETIGAL AND CRITICAL.
The exordium
definite

(v.

language

1-4) describes in vivid and
the object and purpose of

the Apostolical annunciation and of this Epistle.
The affinity of this exordium with the prologue of the Gospel of St. John is unmistak-

—

able.
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THI G08PEL.
Vme. 1. In the beginning
Word.
1. 2. And it was with God

THX FiaST EPISTLE.

(h>

apxy) was the

(irobg rbv Qe6v.)

Ver.

1.

What was from

the beginning

{hit*

2.

Which

1.

The word of the Life (tov Xoyov rfc $uffc.)
The Life was manifested, appeared (taove-

was with God [with

(Life)

the Fa-

ther] {irpbc rbv $ebv.\

The Word (7u6yoc) in Him was Life (Cv4?>)
The Life was the Light of men, and the

1-4.
4. 5.

Light shineth

(<paivei)

—

2.

p&0V.)

He was

9.

the true Light, who lighteneth
every man, eome into the world*
We gazed upon His glory (Weao&fieda.)

14.

Equally unmistakable is the difference between
the two exordia; the prologue of the Gospel is a
monologue, a testimony and confession, where
the Apostle, soaring aloft like an eagle, is raised
in calm contemplation above all the tumults of
life; the exordium of the Epistle, however, is
written in profound emotion under the impressions of a blessed experience in the past, and of
the present in hearty sympathy with and tender
anxiety for the readers of the Epistle ; its address
is eloquent, pathetic and lively.
In point of form this exordium differs from
that of almost all the Epistles of the New Testament, and resembles only the exordium of the
Epistle to the Hebrews ; it is alike devoid of the
name of the writer, of a description of the readBut even in the seers, and of the salutation.
cond and third Epistles, although addressed to
individuals, and specifying their name or description, the name of the author is not given, his
office only being mentioned (6 irpeopbreoog).
As
in the Gospel, so in the EpiBtles, John loves to
suppress his name (John i. §5. 40 ; xiii. 23; xviii.
15; zix. 26; xx. 8; xxi. 20, and cf. J. P. Lange,
the Ev. Jo., p. 63. 2). But although he does not
name himself, the Apostolical office and vocation
of the author are accurately marked; and although the readers are not even designated, his
relation to them is made sufficiently prominent,
so that we must say that the Epistle is written
not only for them, but to them. But the salutation (xaipetv) may be alluded to in Zva ij x°P^

2.

What we have

tion after the first series of relative clauses by
irepl rov Xoyov nfr £uifc, takes occasion to introduce

with the Genitive fuifr a parenthesis, v. 2, which
concludes with tyavepAOn tyuv, and cannot be resolved or broken up. This constrains him to
connect the sentence, thus interrupted by the
parenthesis, with what goes before by b iopdrnfuv
koI hKQK6auev, and so that, as the sentence begins
with a relative, now that the object has been distinctly defined by irepl rov Xbyov iifc ^u^c, it also
concludes with a relative. We have therefore
here no period with protasis and apodosis, but a
simple sentence, much enlarged indeed and interrupted by long parentheses, the structure of

which however

if

The

ireirtypuftevn.

structure, v. 1-8,

owing

to its liveliness, is

not quite simple; it is repeatedly interrupted and
has been variously given. The fundamental or
leading word (the verbum finitum), is doubtless
anayykXkofiev, v. 8, which for the sake of clearness is appropriately placed between the object
The purof the annunciation and its purpose.
pose is simply and definitely indicated : Iva ical
1
v*
^ n defining the
ifielq Koivuviav lxrfTB f^
object, the Apostle seems to struggle for the right
expressions, and renders it prominent in a double
series of clauses, first, v. 1 : b %v dV apxffc «V"7"
TAQqoav ; then v. 1 : irepl rov Xbyov rife £urfc hfavep69n $fuv.
He marks it first according to its
import and being, v. 1. b fjv at? apxqc, in the
second part of v. 1 ; wept rov 7u6yov rife £«?$•, and
v. 2, 4 $ufj i) aluvtog jfrtc %v irpbc rbv waripa, and
then according to its manifestation, v. 1 8 iupdKatiev
kylnfX&<pr^av, v. 2: i<pavepAdn
fifjiiv, or first
according to its mysterious sublimity and fulness,
and then according to the manifold internal relations in which it stood and stands to John and
his associates.
The Apostle, while strongly
marking the object of the Apostolical annuncia-

^

—
—

—

—

:

plain

is

enough and does

not

al-

low any other construing.

THE OBJECT OF THE APOSTOLICAL ANXUKCIATI0X.
VEJL 1-Sa

—

v/ujv

seen with our eyes, what we
gazed upon (ideaa&fuBa.)

a.

Ver.

The First
1.

Series of Clauses.

—Vbb,

1.

What was from the beginning.—

The opening words remind. us of John i. 1: "In
the beginning was the Word," and of Gen. i. 1:
"In the beginning God created." Not the moment of creation, but the purely eternal existence
until the beginning of the world and its history.
The word apx'h must always be defined by the
context, e. g., in 1 John ii. 7: "Ye had from tkt
beginning," the beginning denotes the time when
they became Christians, in ch. iii. 8, "the devil
sinneth from the beginning,** u e., from the time
when he became the devil, which happened immediately after the creation of the world ; in ch.
ii. 13, 14:
"Ye have known him that is from the
beginning," i. e., from eternity, Jesus Christ
The beginning of the devil dates from the creation of the world fen. iii. 8), the beginning of
faith lies in the life of the readers themselves
(ch. ii. 7), and the beginning here and at ch. ii.
18, denotes eternity before the creation of the
world. The sense is clear from the parallel seatence, v. 2, "#v irpbc rbv iraripa" and corresponds
with
Eph.

irpb iravruv Col.
i.

i.

17, irpb KarafioMfc nfapos
John xviL 5, or

4, irpb rov rbv k6c/iov elvai

with airb tojv cuuvctv Eph. iii. 9 ; Col. i. 26. But
does not equal irpb, nor is air* apxfc equal to
In the Gospel the Apostle
apx%, John i. 1.
describes and considers the Existence oi the*
Logos with the Father before the Creation, and
then proceeds to denote His agency in the creation ; but here the Apostle passes from the Existence of the Logos to His manifestations in history.
He was therefore befori the world was, and He
was, before He appeared in history [i. e., before
His incarnation. M.]. The Apostle looks back
from his personal experience to the eternity from
aird

—

h

—
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CHAP.
whence

He came; His eve

of years

travels oyer thousands
to the time of His

from the beginning

As He became not the Lowhen He became man, so He became not
[began to exist M.] when the world was made,
The reference is consequently
began, to exist.
personal experience.

gos

—

(Theophylact, Oecumen. ),
Gospel of Jesus Christ (Socinus), or to

not to the fttxrrijptov Qeov
or to the

—

Deo destinatm (Grotius). The simplest
explanation of the designation of the personal
the ree a

Logos by the Neuter o, is the supposition that the
Apostle, moved by the mysterious sublimity and
the fulness of essential [belonging to the Being
or Essence of Christ
M.] glory (which will not
be fully recognized and known before His ultimate revelation in His second advent, ch. iii. 2
ko86s eort), writes with a soaring sense of indefiniteness, and views the Person to whom he refers
at t|ie same time as the principle of the world
and its history, although this does not pass into
a reflecting consciousness [tic in German.
M.].
Similarly rd tcarlxov precedes 6 Korkxw in 2 Thess.
ii. 6
similar terms may also be seen in Luke i.
86; John iii. 6; vi. 87; Heb. vii. 7; 1 Cor. i. 27
The reference is
sq.; Col. i. 26; 1 John v. 4.
consequently not to abstraction, the Word of
Life, the Life (Huther), or to the connection of
the Person of Jesus with His history and doctrine (Lucke, Ebrard), or the taking together of
His preexistence and historical appearance (Diisterdieck), or to the mere designation of the Apostolical annunciation (Hofmann).
[Braune's explanation lacks perspicuity, and really seeks to
combine the views of Huther and Diisterdieck,
with the addition of a reference to the second
coming of Christ ; we doubt whether it will oonTince many readers, while Huther's explanation,
which we give in full, supplies a clear and natural reason for the use of the Neuter 5.
"The
Apostle points to the Apostolical annunciation,
namely, the personal Christ, by the Neuter because he thinks of Him as * the Word of Life,' or
'the Life.'
The reference then being to an abstract (per se) or general idea, £«#, the Neuter b
seems to be in place. The Apostle might indeed
have used 6f for ft, because this £«# is to him the
personal Christ; but considering that the characteristic import of Christ consists in His being the
Life (not only a living individual) and that John,

—

—

;

,

I.

1-4.
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"0 cannot be another object than
in the first clause; the same word, ft, is used in
all the clauses, and designates the same object,
the Logos ; the perceptions and modes of revelation only differ.
The Apostle had not only heard
words of the mouth, words from human lips, but
in such human words, and through them the
speaker Himself, the Logos; not the Apostle's
ear, but he himself has heard, his soul of course
through the instrumentality of the material organ of hearing. He had seen, as he sajs, in order to lay peculiar emphasis on the testimony of
his ears and eyes, with his own eyes, the form of a
servant, the Son of man, but of course what lived
therein shown forth therefrom in look and mien,
in manner and motion; the soul of John, therefore, looked with bodily eyes into the Nature of

heard Himself.

—

the manifested, incarnate Logos.
Hence again
the same object Indeed He says Himself: "He
that hath seen me, hath seen the Father," Jno.
xiv. 9 compared with ch. xii. 45.
gazed upon handled are Aorists, not Perfects, as just before.
This change
of tense is neither arbitrary nor inaccurate, but
designed and wise. The Apostle had heard and
seen in single moments ; these are finished acts,
facts with their effects; but now he intends by
the use of these Aorists to point to the past as an
expiring present, how he had ever and anon had
continuous intercourse with Him in the most diThe verbs
rect nearness and lively self-activity.
"heard" and "seen" rather denote involuntary
perception, while the others, "gazed upon" and
"handled" signify voluntary, intentional perception for the purpose of making sure of the realThe
ity and nature of the Logos. (Huther).
man Jesus only was gaxed upon, His body only
was handled, but through all that sensuousness
the Son of God was recognized and felt, and His
We
Divine glory perceived and experienoed.
have, therefore, to deal with the same object
throughout. The verb "gazed upon" reminds us
of the language of John in his Gospel (ch. i. 14):

What we

—

—

—

"The Word became flesh and dwelt among us,
and we gazed upon (kdeaoapeda) His glory;" the
verb "handled" is connected with the words of
the risen Saviour, Lke. xxiv. 89: "Behold my
hands and my feet that it is I myself; handle me
Nnjlaffoari fie), and see ; for a spirit hath not
full of this idea, begins this Epistle, it was more
flesh and bones as ye see me have," of. Jno. xx.
natural that he should use
than ftr" M.]
27.
John, who leaned on His bosom, Jno. xiii.
What we have heard seen gazed 28 : tv t$ ritov, Jno. xiii. 25 xxi. 20 hri rd
upon— handled is a rising gradation ; hearing arrjdoc, denotes thereby the most intimate relation,
is the lowest degree of the climax, it strikes the rendering shaking of hands and kissing proper,
ear from a certain distance, perhaps unsought and tfius places the real humanity and bodily exfor; with oar eyes intensifies the word seen; istence of Christ beyond the possibility of doubt.
seeing indeed may be involuntary, but the begin- " He patiently allowed murderers to handle Him,
ning of self-activity is already marked
gazing why should He not have suffered those who love
upon gives prominence to this self-activity [vol- Him to do the same." (Pfenninfcer). Thus the
untary exercise of the sense of sight M.J, with Apostle marks here two things, first, the fulness of
ft

—
—

—

;

:

;

—

the secondary idea of continuance;

handled

his perceptions, and, secondly, their authentica-

with our hands denotes the nearest and most tion. Luther says correctly: "He multiplies
direct intercourse.
By "what we have heard" words, and thus makes the matter great and imthe Apostle naturally passes from the eternal exLogos to His historical appearing ; the X6yoc. aaapKog becomes the Xdyog £voapK.o$.

istence of the

He makes Himself known
rally in the

Him

in the

first and most natuNot what he had heard of
of the Old Testament, in the
John the Baptist, but that he had

Word.

Word

prophecies until

We

have, says he, looked and gazed
diligence; we
have not been deceived, but are sure that it was
not an illusion. He says this in order to majte
Thus
his hearers perfectly sure of the matter."
both the glory of the incarnate Word, so difficult
to understand, and the authentication of the tea*

portant.

upon with the utmost care and
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timony, so important in its bearing, are portrayed in such lively colours on account of the
object.

The Second

b.

Series of Clauses.

—Vbb. 1-3o.

Of the word of the Life is neither an independent appositive addition to the preceding
definitions of the object (Huther), nor governed
by the last verb, bpTjM^rjaav (Erasmus, aL), nor,
indeed, by ip air* apxnc (S. G. Lange, "What
happened to the Word of Life from the beginning "). It is the beginning of a new clause,
parallel with the series of relative clauses as to
matter (Diisterdieck), which terminates with
them in hnayyt^Xofiev. That which before had
been taken indefinitely as a Neuter, is here described for the first time as a Person. The Word
of Life, per se, may stand both for the Gospel of
Life and the Personal Logos of Life, and taken as
the Apostolical Word, or the hypostatical Word.
If it be taken in the former sense as verbum simI

the Genitive rfjc. ^wjg may designate the quality (Socinus, Grotius), like 6
aprog rye. £wfct Jio. v *» 85, to 0«f Ttjg £orfc, or the
object (Luther : " we speak of the life," Dttsterdieckj, as in 1 Cor. i. 18: 6 Myog rov oravpov.
But tnis construction of irepl rov X6yov rfjg £«jfc is
impossible, because it must be connected with
hizayytTJuofxev (1 Thess. i. 9: irepl fyvv airayyiXtovotv) ; the construction with irepl instead of the
Accusative is designed to guard against the possible misunderstanding of making the Word designate the Gospel and not Christ. To speak the
Gospel concerning, respecting the Word, although
in the manner of a declaration, pertains rather
to the province of science, is more the work of
the theologian than of the Apostle. But grammatically it is inadmissible to infer from the parenthesis after £u?f, namely from the words
airayyifyafiev rift £uijv r#v al&vcov, that 7u6yog rffg
£ufc is equal to said words, i. «., the declaration
or annunciation of life. The Word, 6 Myoc, the
object of the Apostolic annunciation, must be, as
in Jno. i. 1, sqq., the original, eternal, personal
Word, the eternal Son of the eternal Father, and
fully accords with b rjv art hpxns, with the sole
difference that the neutrum becomes a mascttlimtm,
in order to bring out the personal character of
the Logos according to His historical manifestation.
On 6 Myoc see J. P. Lange, The Gospel According to John, p. 88, sq., Germ, edition.
The
Genitive rfjg Zo% is explained by Jno. i. 4: iv
The Word has Life in itself, is Life
avr<f> C«j# jn>.
Itself, and imparts Life to others.
It is the true,
eternal, primal Life, and this Life is the Nature
of the Logos, but the object of the annunciation
is the Logos Himself. (DUsterdieok).

pliciter (Bengel),

—

—

i. 5, "And the darkness ha*
(Luther: had) not comprehended it" The climax is: iop&Kapev connected with ifavep&hj, he
had been a spectator, but did not see in vain; for
he became a witness through intercourse with the
manifested One, and in his capacity of witness

Antithesis' of Jno.

eye on what had become visible, the
and events which he had experienced : what
he thus sees and utters is purely objective with-

he

fixes his

acts

out reference to his hearers and their wants or
but in the interest in and for the matter itself.
But he does not stop there; he now
declares also what he has seen ; he explains and
applies .at the same time; he unfolds in their fulness, and with a special interest in his readers,
the thoughts and facts comprised in his personal
experience.
The objective is brought near
through the subjective. Thus he joyfully recalls
to himself that blessed manifestation, and is constrained to testify for himself, and to declare to
others, that they also may have such an experience.
'Airayy&M*n,
K*rayyiXXetv, Acts xvii.
27; %jkd=x>fpvaaeivf Rom. x. 14, sq., cf. Matt,
xxviii. 8. 11 ; Acts xxvi. 20.
In John's writings,
6p?v and fioprvpelv are frequently joined together,
Jno. i. 84; iii. 82; xix. 85; but the last of these
passages, like Jno. xv. 27, is without x an object,
which, however, may be readily supplied from
the context
The object of the three verbs is
the Eternal Life (Oecumenius, Lucke, Huther),
and not only of airayyi?Aeiv f Fritsche, de Wette,
Dusterdieck). The life is called eternal, i «&**,
because it did not take its beginning in the world,
but rather gave a beginning to the world and the
life in the world.
It is Absolute Life, the source
and root of all life in the world, physical and
ethical (Lucke on Jno. L 4).
It was before it appeared, became visible ; it did not become [come
into being] perchance, when it appeared. On
that account the Apostle adds ijrtg ty> *pdf rto
naripa,
The relative rjrvc is not=tf, but=v< yw,
hence, eternal life as which it was, that is to say,
which was {1n>) •* such before its revelation in
the direction towards the Father, not with, alongside of Him ; it denotes not a mere juxtaposition,
but a being together, having mutual intercourse;
it is directed towards Him, turned to Him, longing for and leading to Him, according to its nature.
It is not
the Father, but from Him, and
relations,

=

—

m

hence directed towards Him.
of the fw£ what Jno.
in Him truly is such

Here

is asserted

1 predicates of theMyoc;
life, in Him also it has become manifest Because J ohn had just had such
a lively conception of the Life of the Logos, he
i.

was able

to begin in the Neuter, b rp> in? bpxKi
without the world, before the world, with
and for God in the Logos.

for

it is

And was

manifested onto us.—Eternal

Vbb. 2. And the Life was manifested.
Life has appeared, and just now become manifest
koI adds in a vivid manner an explanation by in- to us the Apostles.
Thus closes the parenthesis
troducing a parenthesis and interrupting the sen- with a return to the. thought at the beginning,
tence; ifavepfflr? recalls Jno. i. 4. 5, "And the and it is because of this conclusion (kpartpMs)
Life was the Light, and the Light shineth (<paivei) that John resumes the interrupted sentence, the
in the darkness.'' The Life of the Logos ap- words M what we have seen and heard" bepeared, was manifested, so that we may infer His ing placed before, and, in consequence of i^9
Being and Nature from His Life, and thus ac- prolonged interruption, breaks off and drops the
caiire a knowledge of the Son.
This epiphany series of clauses beginning with irepl rov ttyw
is the immediate consequence of the Incarnation,
and resumes the first series of clauses, in a brief
of the hff&pioMTic. Jno. i. 14: 6 toyog o6pt; kyhero. and concise form.
The object is the same as is
And we have seen testify—-declare.
v. 1.

—

—
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CHAP.

The Subject of

On

the Annunciation,

Vsn.

8.

we

of other Churches who had heard the Apostolical
aniunciatiott ; hence John, in using the Plural in
the verbs from t. 1 onward and $fdv in v. 2,
proaably did not only refer to himself after the
manner of authors, but to himself and his brethren, more particularly to the disciples of Jesus
and the Apostles ; the opposition of jfydv and v/uv
is only the opposition of the first Christians and
the immediate disciples of the Lord, or the Apostles and the Churches formed by the instrumentality ef the former, or founded by the agency
of the latter. John is fond of including himself
among ihe whole of Christendom, ch. it 6-8; ii.
1. 28; Hi. 1.
But the comparison of Jno. xy.
27 seems to render it probable that John in this
place speaks of himself as connected with the
Apostles, the reference being to the founding and
He does
oonserration of Christian Churches.
not stand alone, but like him all the Apostles have

heard, seen and handled, and bear witness with
.

Purpose of the Annunciation, Veb. 8o.

Yin. 36. That ye also
ship with us. The word

—

may have
also, ko.1

fellow-

before ipelc

after the preceding koL vulv, renders it very prominent that the purpose of the Apostolical annunciation is always and every where the same with
all the Apostles in all Churches, namely: unity
and fellowship. Fellowship with us is not the same
*s fellowship such as we have it, like us, with the
Father and the Son (Socinus, Episcopius, Bengel).
The position of the words forbids such a
construction. It is rather the fellowship with us,
the Church-fellowship of Christians among them-

—

Mrni (from piooc, between, among) rtvoc
denotes the circle intp which one enters, consequently coexistence, whereas ovv rtvt signifies
connection with, coherence (so Kruger). The
selves.

'

Church of the

of the Apostles, is
the primitive Church into which they must enter
in order to partake [of its fellowship
M.1;
mere connection with it is not sufficient. The
Apostles are and remain the foundation on which
we must take our stand (Eph. ii. 20), the mediators who must take us by the hand (Eph. iv. 11.
12) ; they are the stem out of which the Churches
break forth and grow like branches. All (koX)
the Churches are to be in Church-fellowship with
the Apostles. Ixvre lB not: acquire (Fritssche),
nor does it denote progress (a Lapide [who says:
"pergere etinea, koivcwiq, proficere et confirmari "
M.]), but indicates simply permanent possession,

constancy.

And our fellowship indeed
etc.

28

1-4.

hence &.

Similar is the construction, Jno. vi.
17; Matt xvi. 18; Mk. iv. 86; Lke. ii.
86.
Winer, p. 898. We have here a separate
clause, in which kori must be supplied, which
adds a new and somewhat different particular,
as if we did read : koI juelc txouev Kotvoulav uera
rov irarpdg k. r. X., so that they have not only fellowship with the Apostles, but also with the
Father and the Son. The thought itself forbids
a close connection with Iva. The purpose of tht
Apostolical annunciation is not to effeet a union
with the Father and the Son, for that is the office
The Apostle inof Jesus Christ, the Mediator..
sists upon Church-fellowship, and that is sufficient, because in it is the fellowship with the
Father and the Son ; a fellowship with God in
Christ is not to be created from Church-fellowship; the Church- fellowship is not without the
former, and the former is in the latter; otherwise the Church-fellowship would be no Churchfellowship, the Apostolical fellowship, no fellowship with the Apostles. Koivwia is a fellowship
with the Father and the Son, so that we form
part of Them and are personally united with
Them, They are in us and we in Them (Jno. xiv.
Besides the
28), Their Life is our Life (v. 6).
Father, His Son Jesus Christ is particularly
named, and thus the full designation of Him 6
%v air* apxijc, of the %6yoc ryg £oifc serves to show
His identity with the Incarnate Saviour; and
thus the conclusion is found. Cf. Jno. xvii. 2226.
[This Kotvovia is one of essence and being,
founded on the circumstance that its subjects are
begotten of the same onippa -&eov (1 Jno. ill. 9),
and that the same power of a heavenly and glorified life animates them ; so Sander.
The definition of ZuingliuB deserves transcribing: "Z)«
qua loquatur societate, quodque intelligat consortium, exponit; nonqua homines hominibus solum pace,
concordia et amicitia fraterna juguntur, sedqua homines Deo animo, mente atque adeo fide hie uniunfur
indissolubiter et posthanc cum eo aeternum viventes.
Hoc est quod Christus oral Palrem, Jo. xvii." M.].
viii.

—

first disciples,

—

Father,

I.

61;

airayyiZAouev see the notes on v. 2.

also to you. Kat
Ver. 8a. Declare
vfiv places the readers of this Epistle alongside

him

—

koX

is

with the

does not connect with the pre-

ceding clause, so that also that which follows depends on Iva (Luther: and our fellowship be, so
Augustine, Calvin, Grotius, Ebrard); for there
is also a <fc after Koivuvia [see Appar. Crit.. v. 8.
6.
M.]. The reference, therefore, is to a koivuvia here as well as in the preceding clause, hence
koX 4 tuuvovla i) t/uripa ; but this fellowship is yet
another pzra rov irarpbc, etc. The other stands
in some sort of ant^hesis to this; it must go be-

—

yond the former, and in

it

come

to the Utter,

The Epistle and

its

Design, Ver.

4.

Ver. 4. And these things we write unto
yon. And not only connects, but continues,
leads us further, and marks the next progress;
the fellowship just described promotes joy, opeTavra is neither
rates in the depth of the heart.
what precedes (Sander), nor what follows immediately (Socinus), but the whole contents of the
Epistle (Lucke, de Wette, Dusterdieck, Huther,
Ebrard). John considers the Epistle with its
contents as documentary evidence connected with
the oral annunciation.
write. Although the personal relation
of the Apostle to the readers is here more prominent than in the Plurals of the preceding clauses,
the Plural is not used, after the manner of authors, for the Singular.
John continues impressed with the convictions of the common
Apostolical annunciation; he knows that he is
in perfect agreement with all the Apostles, that
he speaks as they speak, and that their speech is
like his ; nor does he stand alone, but has his associates and assistants, like Paul (1 Cor. i. 1,
TlavXoc iuu ^oodhnjc 6 Mefydc; 2 Cor. i. 1 ; CoL i.
1; Philem. 1, IlavXoc koI Tiu6deoc; PhiL i. 1,
Uav2oc koX TtfUBeoc dovTuoi I. X/>.; 1 Thess. L 1;

We

—
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2 Thess.

i. 1 : TlavXoc koX ItXovavbc Kai Ttu68eoc).
Writing is indeed another species of uaprvpia, coordinate with oral communication. Bengel:
Testimonium genus; species duss: annuntiatio et
scriptio; annuntiatio ponit fundamentum, scriptio
The Epistle seems only to build
superssdificat."
up and perfect the life already existing in the
DQsterdieck.
readers.

That your joy may be

fulfilled.-?- The

growth in holiness, the bright prospect of future
completion and glory, all these are but simple
details of that which in all its length and breadth
is embraced by one word, Eternal Life, the real
possession of which is the immediate source of
our joy. We have joy, Christ's joy, because we
are blessed, because we have Life itself is
Christ." Compare the beautiful extract from
Augustine, below in Doctrinal and Ethical, 3o. 7.

—

reading jju&v would make the joy of the Apostles -M.]
over the Churches [i. e., joy, because their word
Theophylact:
yields fruit among their hearers.
"ijuvv yap vulv koivuvovvtuv nXeiarmf ixouev r^v
DOCTRINAL AMD ETHICAL.
Xapav Hu&v, ijv rale tieptoralc 6 ^a//xjv onoptvc kv
1. On the word Myoc cf. J. P. Lange en Jno.
ry rov fuodov aitoTJptyu fipafievcti, xaL?^vruv **&
rovruv brt tuv ndvuv avr&v ano^aiovai."
M.]. i. 1, Vol. IV., p. 41, sq., of the Bibdverk, GerSo does Bede with reference to Phil. ii. 2: "gau- man edition. It is characteristic of John, and
dium doctorum sit plenum, cum multos prsedicando ad perfectly analogous to the Gospel, to start from

—

sanctss eeclesix societatemperducant." Jno. xyii. 13;
xv. 11 cannot be adduced in support of this reading; said passages, besides the reason already
stated above in Appar. Crit. [v. 4. 8 M.], may
have suggested this reading. The identical language occurs at Jno. xvi. 24 : Iva j} xaP^ vaunt }
Kenfoipouhnj.
To be sure, according to Jno. xv.
11: Iva ij xaP& 4 ty*7) & v vuiv V Ka ^ 4 XaP& vu&v
irtypady, the joy of Christians is the joy of
Christ, of which they had become partakers.
For Christ has in Himself the Life, Life eternal,

—

true, full, unobstructed Life, which is happiness
and peace. Whoso derives Life from Christ becomes a convalescent, recovers health, the health
of the soul, and that is peace and joy. Surely, he
who is holy, must be happy, and none but the
holy and sanctified are happy. If Christ*! high-

priestly intercession (Jno. xvii. 18) still continues
the object and ground of great joy, it contemplates also the growth of joy in individuals going
on to eternity, even as John remarks in a private
Epistle addressed to a friend (2 Jno. 12).— Hence
Christ speaks of His joy, which shall become
our joy, even as Christ's Life shall become our
Life through faith ; hence xaP& irtortoc, Phil. i.
26.
Given is the joy by Him, but only like a
grain of wheat, which must grow in order to be-

But that which
to yield fruit
be perfected must exist. The perfection,
however, is not instantaneous, magical or miraculous, but has its stages and maladies of development, struggles—-dangers ; hence % irenXrjpo-

come perfect and
is to

—

a.

Now

:

thiB takes place in the fellowship,

in that of the Church and in that with the
Father and the Son ; there, joy is not only a transient emotion, but an habitual state becoming ever
Luther (Schol. ed. Bruns.):
more perfect.
"Principium hujus gaudii est, quum incipimus crei

dere ; postea quum fides augescit meditando, docendo,
The reason
studendo, turn fit plenum gaudium."

why

the Apostle dwells on joy (x<*P&) rather than
on peace, may be that at the beginning of the
Epistle he thinks with reference to the readers
of the greeting, £a//>e*v, which, apart from the
Epistle of Claudius Lysias to Felix (Acts xxiii.
26-30), occurs only in the circular of the Apostles at the Council of Jerusalem (Acts xv. 23)
and at James i. 1. [Wordsworth contrasts the
ntypoaa ^apfif with the nXr/poua of the Gnostics.

—M.J
[Dusterdieck:— "The

peace of reconciliation,
the blessed consciousness of sonship, the happy

—

the historical stand-point, w. 1. 2. 3., cf. Jno. i.
14, and draw the d posteriori conclusion of the
Eternal Being and Nature, and then taking there,
as it were, a firm position, to trace the epiphanies
and operations of the Logos in the world, in time
and among men. On this account the Apostle begins here, as in the Gospel, with the Preexistence
of the Logos (6 #v aV hpxfc 4 C«# 4 hiCmot, frit
%v trpbc rbv iraripa).
He does not lose himself in
the genesis of the Logos, like the Gnosties with
their theogonies, but only dwells upon His Being,
as Zu$ aitivioc, in relation to the Father (tcposrb
icatipa).
Hence we must not connect the Myoc
and the rufi as a (third) syiygy with Valentinus
[tl60 on the island of Cyprus), "that most profound, spiritual, thoughtful, intelligent and imaginative" Gnostic (see Gieseler, K. (?., L, p.
156; particularly Kurts, K. <?., L, 18ft, eqq.)Eternal, true, full life is only the Being of the
Logos, as it is the Being of the Father. But this
Life He has not only in Himself as a possession,
avr$ £vr) %v, but He Himself was
as Jno. i. 4 :
truly and altogether Life, eternal Life in His Being (v. 2), of the same Life-substance with God
the Father, indissoiubly united with Him, although different from Him in Person, there is
nothing in Him which is not likewise in the
Father, but He is self-dependent, turned to and
belonging to the Father (irpoc rbv irarfpa).
2. Threefold is the mode of existence of the Logos: a. anterior to the world of time; b. earthly-

h

human ; c. glorified. The first is made prominent
in the beginning of this Epistle: © 1jv hit kpjfa,
6 Myoc rife C<jjfr, the second is intimated in tfavtpfl&n, and in conjunction with the third in wdf
For X&yoc and vide are to be
avrcto 'Itjaov Xpurrov.
distinguished, so that the historical Christ is
called Son, cf. w. 1. 8 with Jno. i. 1. 14. Bat
The incarnate
in reality it is the snme Person.
Logos does not become the Son of God, and this
designation is not so much of ethical as of metaphysical import. He is called and is the Son of
God only because of the relation essential to His
Person, and of His eternal and ante-temporal relation to God.
8. The humanity of the Logos is referred to
with marked emphasis, in the terms amUcv, bow,
The Son of Man
$e$o0ai, tyfaQav, vv. 1. 2. 8.
has become audible, visible, sensible to the children of men. His being bfiavep&hi to the disciples was only brought about by His human nature, but so that He really odpf iytom and
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He is perfect man.
ij/tfv (Jno. i. 14).
ioKfaxrev
But His becoming man is not brought out as
much by John- as by the other Apostles with reference to His humiliation, because John recognized the Divine glory in the form of the Servant, the Divine attributes in the form of His
human appearing, sought their traces with peculiar love, and found them with a jubilant soul.
John was more concerned with what the Son of
God brought with Him, His eternal Life which
He had in Himself, than with what He .did assume, human flesh and blood. The Apostle sees
in all the epiphanies and exhibitions of the Incarnate One, in all the humiliations of His
earthly-human Being and Life, the Love, the
Wisdom and the Power of Christ; he follows
their traces with ardent attachment, and he folHe bears more testimony
lows them not in vain.
to the Kp(nJH£ than the Ktvuou;, but also more to
the Lutheran intermixture [German: Into-oneanother M.] of the Divine and the Human in
Christ.
Traces of the transcendency and immanency of God may also be found and proved
here, and how both have to be held fast together.
4. Christ is the eternal principle of the life of
men and of the world in general ; He is the Mediator of all the activity of the Father exerted
The thought exwith reference to the world.
pressed in the Epistle to the Hebrews by Qipov
to irdvTa t£ frfifiart rye dw&fieotg avrov is the fundamental pre-supposition of d yv air* apx*fc> £"$

—
—

1-4.

Vee. 8 indicates the relation of Churchliness
Church-dom and Christianity,
[I am not altogether- satisfied with these terms,
but they express as nearly as possible the German words, Kirchlichkeit, the quality of being
Church-like, Christlichkeit, the quality of being
4.

and

Christianness, of

Christ-like, or Christian, Kirchenthum, the state,

existence or establishment of the Church, and
Christenthum, the religion taught by Christ.
M.]
For $ Koivovia fiefr fifivv, the fellowship of the
Churches with the Apostles and among themselves
is Chwch t while noivuvia fierd tov irarpbc koI tov
vlov avrov 'Iqaov Xpiorov denotes liie nature
of Christianity. John insists only on Churchfellowship for the promotion of Christianness.
It is Apostolical that the Churches should keep
to the Apostles and their annunciation, and be'
united among each other without independentism,
but it is equally and only Apostolical that the
Christ-like or the Christian-like should be the
basis and aim of the Churchly.
The Churchly
must ever be measured and adjusted by the

—

Christ-like.

6. The Church is a whole, an organization embracing heaven and earth in the Church militant
and triumphant, and in the Church militant all
the different local Churches (teal vfdv, koI vpele,
v. 8), and all the Churches of all centuries (drrayykXhopev) gathered by the Apostolical ministry
in general, with its continuous activity (LUcke).
What Paul says (1 Cor. iii. 9-11. 16; Eph. ii. 20
dUwtofy {put rp> irpbg rbv irarkpcL, Koivurvia fierd tov sq. ; cf. 1 Peter ii. 5) of the Church, that it is a
xarpdc teal peril tov viov avrov 'Itjooiv Xptorov, as building of the temple of God founded on Christ
John, by the use of the corner-stone, or a body of which Christ is the
well as of Iva
TrercfypofihT/.
air* apxtK
, which, as opposed to
apxy, Jno. i. head (Eph. i. 22 sq.; v. 28; Col. i. 18), is here
also present to the mind of John, who, with a
1, within the beginning, points as a definite
sphere, and as opposed to xaf apxac (Heb. i. 10) leaning to John xv. 1, seems to think of a growth,
along the beginnings, following the oeginnings, in which the Church is the stem founded by
points, although fastened to a longer line, more Christ, out of which believers come forth on all
than i£ apxWt Jno. vi. 64, out of the beginning sides like branches (John xvii. 20).
6. The Apostolical annunciation, airayyeMa, preas out of a fountain, to a source of history after
the beginning intends to mark the power exist- supposes an eventful experience from personal
ing in eternity as present and real in time and intercourse with the Redeemer, and is accompathe course of history.
[The peculiarly involved nied by the Apostolical writings {ypa$6p?v}. All
and occasionally obscure style of Dr. Braune will information derived from oral communication
tax the patience of the reader, as it does that of must be strengthened, guided, cleared and comHe only
the translator, who tries his best to express B's pleted by the written communication.
meaning in idiomatic English. The last sentence is able to work for the Lord and the brethren
was peculiarly difficult, but the use of dashes and that has lived with Him in intimate converse, to
other marks of punctuation will, it is hoped, en- whom He did yield Himself and whom he did
able the reader to catch the author's meaning.
draw to Himself, so that he "cannot but speak
M.]. But it must be remembered that the Apos- the things which he has seen and heard," (Acts
'
tle is more concerned with the life of individuals,
iv. 19. 20).
Augusof the Apostles and of Churches, than with that
7. Joy is the essence of Christianity.
of the whole world.
Still what holds good in the tine, Conf.y 10, 22, says: "Est enim gaudhim, quod
case of individual man, the microcosm, must also non datur impiis t sed iis tantum, qui te gratis colunt,
apply to the whole world, the macrocosm. Christ quorum gaudium tu ipse es. Et ipsa est beata vita
could not be the principle of salvation to indi- gaudere ad te, de it, propter te, ipsa est et non alviduals, unless He were potent and destined for tera."
The Christian faith does not move in a
the whole world.
Because in the creation He is circle of different objects, thoughts, words and
the Mediator of the beginning of the world's life works, some of which must be done and others
(Jno. i. 8) so also in the redemption He is of shunned; but it moves in that which it does
coarse the Mediator of the consummation of the gladly, and shuns that which it scorns to do.
world's life.
The earth requires no new suns, The Word and Life of Christ are as much the
and mankind no other Saviour. The truth of Christian's element as air is the element of birds,
Christ is the only and eternal truth for all na- and water that of fishes.
The exercises of godtions and times.
Christ is not a world-historical liness are to him not charms against an evil, or
personage, like Alexander the Great, but the the worship of God a slave-work, or prayer a
Living One that has the keys of hell and of death burden.
The godliness, which is kindled by the
(Bev. L 18).
loving-kindness of God is true happiness and

—

—

h

—

—

—
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The fear of God does not bring to the
Christian gloomy self-denial and renouncing of
the world, as if the Christian's life consisted
solely in the suppression of ardent desires and
want, but in joys which he experiences, according to the exhortation of the Apostle Paul in the
Epistle for the fourth Sunday in Advent (Phil,
iv. 4): "Rejoice in the Lord alway ; and again I
toy rejoice" Or according to the Lord's promise
in the Gospel for the third Sunday after Easter
(John xvi. 22) : "Your heart shall rejoice, and your
joy no man taketh from you.** Hence the reiterated monition : " Be not afraid," and the promise
of the Comforter and of peace. In the praise*
and lore of God we have a token and a standard
of true Christianity. Delight in the Lord (Ps.
xxxvii. 4) with His creating, preserving, overruling, pardoning, atoning and glorifying (John
ill. 2) love, is the Christian's duty and life.
Only
that he abidb, and thb jot or Christ abidb in
HIM, AND THAT HIS JOT MAT BB FULL (John XV.
1-11).

felicity.

HOMILETIOAL AND PRACTICAL.
Seek-Jesus and His light ;

all without that is
unprofitable.
Seek in all your experience in
time for that which is from all eternity. Seek
in all sensuous manifestations for the supersensuous kernel with its life, which continues to
all eternity, even as it is from all eternity.
Nothing is more sure than that which is of Christ:
He is from all eternity, and brings His own into

—

—

—

—

Kingdom of the Father. Learn more and
more that God is not only above thee, but in the

the

world, not far from thee, but very nigh thee.
Speak of Christ only as His witness. Speak of
Him, because thou hast known and felt Him
within thee, not because thou art a preacher or
a theologian, or because thou art baptized. Do
not despise Church-fellowship ; it contains a blessing, even an eternal blessing.
Be not satisfied
with thy ohurchliness (churchmanship) unless
it make thee more happy in, and more sure of the
Father and the Son.—Christian knowledge, like
all science, is possible only in fellowship with
the whole, especially in going back to the fountain-head in the writings and the testimony of
Holiness and joy are indissolubly
the Apostles.
united in the Christian, but impiety and lust in
the worldly-minded* Be ashamed, if for want
of faith or courage, or even because of a desponding mind, thou dost not rejoice in thy Lord. Be
afraid lest thy joy in Christ and the Kingdom of
heaven decrease. Strive that thy joy in Christ
grow fuller and fuller. Delight in the Lord is
thy duty, in order that thy duty beoome thy joy
and honour, not thy task and burden. A Christian must be joyful, for his is the truth which
maketh free, the righteousness that availeth with
God, the liberty of the children of God, the peace
that passeth all understanding, the joy that no
man may take away, the Divine sonship and inheritance, the life which death cannot kill, and
the happiness which endureth and groweth for-

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

also the Absolute Word of God, for Christ is the
Christ liveth,
star and kernel of the whole Bible.
and the believers shall live too. Glorious consoMighty strengthening of our faith, ir.
lation!
adversity and temptation and in the hour of
death! Because Life and Light have appeared

—

unto us in Christ Jesus, we should most diligently
use them, for sure he will be without excuse that
notwithstanding remaineth in darkness and blindWhat shall it profit an unconverted teacher,
ness.
to testify of Christ the Life, and to urge the people to receive Him, if he himself remains in death

—

and by his works denies Him!—
it is not enough that a man
know and believe Christ to have come into the
world, but he must know and believe Him to haie
also risen and shone as the Morning-star in
his heart
The design of the Gospel is to lead
and in his

life

In order to be saved,

—

men

to fulness of joy, for

—

God has

not called

as

If our joy turns someto sadness, but to joy.
times into sorrow when affliction without and

temptation within, as it were, threaten to take
it by slorm, we know, for our edification and comfort, that Christ will come again and turn oar
sorrow into joy. [Cf. Dr. Muhlenberg's hymn,
"/ would not tote alway" M.]
Spbnbr:—Our life in Christ is eternal life, and
out of (extra) Him there is no life; although hidden now, it shall be revealed hereafter. The Divine word of the Gospel is given unto us for the
purpose of restoring us to the fellowship with
God, and it is therefore an inestimable benefit
that it gives us not only the knowledge of certain
truths, but actually bestows upon us the blessings
which it announces. The written Word of God
is not less potent to produce faith than the
preached word, and this Word the Apostles hare
left us as a legacy which may be heard and read

—

—

—

and therefore we ought to consider
the written Word as more sure and trusty than
the declarations of men.
Langb : In spiritual matters every man should
at all times,

—

for himself

examine and understand

the truths

of God, and not blindly believe the report of
others, lest like a blind man he be led astray and
miserably cheated. All human fellowship should
be so arranged and constituted that it do not oppose the fellowship with God. We should regard
the Epistles of the Apostles as Epistles of God
addressed to ourselves, and know that they are
most surely addressed to us in order that we may
become, as it were, living Epistles of God, known
and read of all men.
Bbssbb:— There is no fellowship with the Head
of the Church apart from the instrumentality of
the joints of the Apostles. Those who are inserted in the edifice of the Church, rest upon the
foundation of the Apostles and prophets, wits
Jesus Christ Himself as the chief corner-stone.—
Out of infinite Love the Son of God became what
we are, in order that He might give us power to
become what He is ; He became partaker of oar
nature, that we should become partakers of the
Divine nature. (Irenseus.)
Hbubnbb : Christianity demands a solemn and

—

—

deep contemplation wholly absorbed in Christ
Christ is Absolute Life, and our life Tor entering into Christ.
Stabkb
M.] hasty and superdepends upon Him, not only this earthly life, but ficial looking and hurrying away is unprofitable;
also blessed, eternal life through faith in Him.
Christianity wants profound natures. ChristiHe that despises the word of the Gospel, despises anity rests mainly on facts, as external revelsever.

:

—

—

;

—
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God, in order that thus the Godhead may
become visible to the sensuous man [to our
senses.
M.], without any injury being done to
its dignity.
The Apostles as Buoh eye-and-earwitnesses are also most sure and reliable, and it
is impossible that their account of so many facts,
their harmonious and many-sided account, could*
hsTe been fabricated or be spurious.
These
Apostolical writings compensate us for that which
we can no longer see with our own eyes. We
hare, moreover, the testimony of the Church for
those facts, for without them it [the Church.
M.] could not have come into existence.
The
Tocation of the Apostles was most philanthropic
and beneficent: the design of their testimony and
of the preached Gospel in general, is to lead all
men (o the fellowship of the same life which was
enjoyed by the Apostles.
The Apostles did not
wish to keep their life to themselves, but loved
to communicate it
The true nature of life is its
tions of

—

—

—

—

impulse,

wherever

it is,

to

pour

itself into others.

The Apostles were to the first Christians, and
are still to all Christians, channels and conductors to the Life Eternal ; without the Apostles we
should have neither Christ nor Christianity.
The Apostles conduct us to it. Those who reject
the Apostles and their testimony, cannot reasonably continue to discourse of Christianity ; they
have only left to them a Christianity of their own
making. Holy Scripture is a standing monument of history that may not be interpolated; it
remains a pure and ever-accessible fountain;

—

:

I.

;
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(contents, German) v. 2, which could not have
spontaneously entered into any man's heart;
8, on the testimony of the Holy Ghost in those who
receive the word of faith from the lips of the

aforesaid witnesses.

—

Spuegion: It is indeed written (Prov. xiv.
stranger doth not intermeddle with his
10) : "
joy." The secret is with them that fear Him,
and their joy no man taketh from them. But
we would remind you of the proverb, *' Still

A

The brook rushing over the

waters run deep."

stones dries up in summer, but the deep river
flows uniformly along in freshets, or in heat and
drought, and yet glides calmly through the
fields.
We do not speak or boast bo loudly of
our joys, as you do of your pleasures, because it
is unnecessary;
ours are as well known in
silence as in lively company.
We do not want
your company to indulge our joy, still less the
manifold condiments with which you try to flavour your joy. We require no cups, no banquets,
no fiddles, no dance in order to be joyful. —Our
joy does not depend on transitory things, but
rests in the eternal, unchangeable Creator of all
things. I know very well, notwithstanding all we
shall say, the slander will continue that the children of God are a wretched people. We have
joy, we have delights, so precious that we would
not exchange an ounce of ours with a ship-load
of yours ; not drops of our delight for rivers of
your pleasures.
Our delight is not tinsel,
painted joy, but solid reality; our joys are such
as we take along with us to our quiet resting
place beneath the dust; joys which sleep with us
in the grave and will wake with us in eternity,

—

would have grown more and more
memory would have lost much,
and our delight in the enjoyment of the GoBpel
would have lessened. The evangelical history joys on which we may courageously look back,
the most sublime history: 1. We will convince and which, therefore, we enjoy a second time in
ourselves of it, it comes from God, continues in God, memory; joys also which we enjoy beforehand,
and leads us to God; and, 2. Lay to heart the con- and know already here below as the antepast of
clusions we draw: behold the poverty of those eternal joy and delight.
Our joys are no soapwho despise and neglect it
Give more attention bubbles which only glitter and sparkle in divers
and diligence to it!
colours in order to burst, they are no apples of
Christian joy is from its very nature the high- Sodom which crumble in your hand into ashes;
oral delivery

unreliable, the

—

!

est joy.

L

true joys are real, true, solid, lasting, enduring,

For,

Whence isitf Of God, of heavenly origin. eternal! What more shall I say? Joy and. true
b. What does it aim at f
The eternal salvation of piety are eternally joined together like root and
our souls, c. For whom does it exist f For all in blossoms, as inseparably as truth and assurance
the same manner (without exception).
they are indeed two precious jewels, set side by
IL (Conditions on our part): a. Acquire a side in the same gold setting."
thorough understanding of the truth that sin is our
[Sermons and Sermon- Themes
eommon' misery, and that none can save us thereCh. I. II. Binning, Hugh: Fellowship with
from but Jesus Christ alone, b. Believe in Jesus, .God, or twenty-eight sermons on the first and
the Son of God.
second chapters of the first Epistle of St. John.
c. Animate this faith by habits
of devotion.
Works, IL, 177.
The Apostolical testimony of the Word of Life,
Vv. 1-8. Mill, W. H. The Word Incarnate,
1. How it is attested (as to its verification)
the essential basis of individual and social Chris2.
How joyful it is (as to its object : the Life was tianity. Sermons, (Advent, 1846), I.
manifested, and as to its effects: Fellowship of
Ver. 8. The same author: The Word Incarnate
Christians among themselves and with God).
in the totality of His exhibition in the Church,
The firm foundation of our faith. It rests, 1, the true centre of Christianity. Sermons, (Ada.

—

:

;

—

upon the Apostolical annunciation of the witnesses
of Him who is the Beginner, Fulfiller and Object of our faith (v. 1); 2, on its joyful object

vent, 1846),

Bradley,
mental,

XXVIII.

C:

Fellowship with God.

Sacra*

216.— M.]
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H. PRINCIPAL

PART THE

Chaptib.

L

FIRST.

6-II. 28.

YE WALK IN THE LIGHT (I. 6-IL 2)—OBEDIENT TO HIS LAW IN GENERAL (IL 2-6),
AND TO THE COMMANDMENT OP BROTHERLY LOVE JN PARTICULAR (II. 7-14), NOT
MISLED BY THE LUSTS (IL 15-17) AND THE LIES OF THE WORLD (IL 18-23) YE
SHALL ABIDE BEFORE CHRIST.

IP

Leading thought:

1.

5

God
Terse

is

6.

God

is

Light.

the message which we have heard of him, and declare unto you,1
light, and in him is no darkness at all.

This then

is

1

that

[German :—And this la the message, which we hare heard from Him, and announce yon again, that God to
light and darkness in Him is none whatsoerer.—M.]
f o*nr avti), B.C. G. K., God. Sin., si. [8rr., Theoph., Oecumen., Tischen<L, Bnttmann, Wordsw. «al
a 9 r n i 9 t 1, A., Vulg.. Lachm., Rec; this is altered from the original reading. M.]
* Instead of«yy c Aia, A.B. G-,al. [Grlesb., Scboli., Lachm^ TtschendL, Wordsw .~M.}ws tod iwm.yy*kU
in C, and in Cod. 8In~ over 4 ir a y y « A i a, th« following correction, probahlj emanatin g from the trapscriber himself: aya»ij r^v iwayytkiat; bat a later hand has added ayy«Ata as the right
l

—

reading,

p Arayy 4 A Aop«>%n*!mftaiMM

announce again, nsport (Lfllie). Zfeetorc, E. V., Is too weak, it denotei s
Y
announcement already made and known, brought out bj the preposition a v a. 8m the
notes of Bengel and Erasmus in JBxegetioal and Critical.—M.]
repetition of an

XXEGETIOAL AND CRITICAL.

And

Via. 6.
is not like obv (igitur, Beta) or
di (Episcopius) ; for it is neither an inference,
nor even a delicate antithesis; it simply connects
with the preceding, as does koX yptyouev, v. 4,
with awayyiXXouev, and while ravra points to the
contents of the now opening Epistle, koX connects

—

with the exordium, in which preparation

is

made

again by His Apostles. Erasmus : " Quod fim
armunciavit a patre, hoe Apostolus aeeeptum a fitio
HEfiunciat nobis."
have heard from Him.—The
Apostle alludes to t. 1. He thinks of the first
disciples, and more particularly of the Apostles.
Hence both the ayyeXla, the Aapcda/iev, and the
contents of the message: 6&t6c k. r. 2., suggest
the reference to Jesus, the Christ; this is also
rendered necessary by the preposition &k6, which
indicates the Prophet-speaker, the Person of the
Master, on whose lips the Apostles hang is

Whioh we

and avnj fj ayyetea points to the
subsequent words [bri 6 &edc k. t. X. M.].
This is the message. Contrary to the usual hearers and disciples. John uses aaAwxafA,
position of the words (avrn koriv, ch. ii. 25 iii. ch. viii. 26. 40; xv. 16, but there it is the Father
11. 28; iv. 3; v. 11. 14, cf. Jno. xvii. 8), kariv is who speaks and the Son who hears this (iropd)
for

what

follows,

—

—

;

;

emphatically placed first to denote the existence presupposes the nearness, the being together,
and reality of the message. The poorly authen- and had to be used when the Son was hearing the
ticated reading knayyeTla is very awkward, the Father, the other (and) denotes distance, and
word denoting not annunciation (Oecumen., Beza, could hardly have been used in the aforecited
de Wette contrary to the grammatical usage of passages; irapa points also to familiarity, ax6
the N. T.), either here or elsewhere (ch. ii. 24; only to derivation in general, avrov denotes,
with reference to v. 8
tov vlov avrov, Christ;
iii. 11 ; cf. var. 2 Tim. i. 1 ; Acts xxiii. 81), and
if taken in the sense of promise would have re- the assertion that avrov, as distinguished from
quired here an enlargement of the thought. Calov : ktcelvos, which always relates to Christ, invariably
non jubemur tantum in luce ambulare ac mundari refers to the Father (Paul us, Baumgarten-Crnsanguine Christi, sed utriusque eiiam gratia nobis sius) is incorrect. The sense then is : From Hun,
promittitur, illius per Spiritus Sancti illuminationem, the Incarnate Son of God, whom we have heard,
hujus per expiationis Christi applications ; quia etc., t. 1, we have received the message concernutraque Jruimur per beatam cum Deo et Christo com- ing God the Father (Diisterdieck, Huther). Somunionem.
[Huther thinks that the reading cinus, who takes the relation of God and Christ
brayyeMa in the sense of promise might be justi- not as eonjunetio cssentise, but only as conjunct*
fied on the ground that every announcement of voluntatis et rerum aliarum omnium, understands
the New Testament is fraught with promise, and a Deo et Christo, t. e. t a Deo per Christum, thus
cites Spener, who says : "Promise, as the sequel representing Christ as the mere mediator and not
indeed conceals a promise. God is not only a as the author of the message.
light in Himself, but He is also the light of beannounce to yon again. Next to the
And that is the promise." M.]. anay- note of Erasmus, as quoted above, we cite the
lievers.
ytTua, which occurs no where in the New Testa- admirable exposition of Bengel: "Qum ta °™
ment, as Socinus and Episcopius read, is an ar- ChrisHfuit ayyeTda earn apostoli ayyVOuovoi; nam
11
bitrary correction.
The outwardly best authen- ayyiXiav ab Ipso aeeeptam reddunt et propaganL
ticated reading is strongly supported by the con- avayyifoeiv is not en&ctlj=airayyiXAecvt the latter
text, for it Beems to reecho in the following denotes to continue announcing [rather to bear
hvayylTQuopev : the message of Christ is announced tidings from one person (drrd) to another— M.],
:

—

—

And
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former to announce anew, back, again, as in
25; xvi. 25, where, however, hrrayyeXd
As o«r Lord conis the more authentic reading.
Tersed with the Syrephoenician woman as the
Messenger of God Kxporling what the Father had
told Him before* so the Apostles report what the
Lord had told them before (Jno. xx. 21).
God is light.—This is the substance of the
But Christ did not say so, although He
ayyzTJLa.
called Himself the Light, Jno. xii. 12; xv. 46;
and speaks of the children of the Light (Jno. Tiii.
86), even as James refers to the Father of the
Light*, tCw e)6ruv, Jas. i. 17, see the note above
ad loc But Christ, as the Son of God, is airaitthe

Jno. It.

66&n koI xapaitr^p rife virooraoeug avrov
and this it is which John and his fellow Apostles (v. 1) had heard, seen and gazed
upon, so that the sum-total and centre of the
yaa/ta rife

(Heb.

L

2),

message of Christ, as well as His personal manifestation and revelation in the flesh, may truly
be expressed in the words " Ood ie Light " Christ
reveals this, but no philosopher is able to find it;
without Christ the wise men of the world pass it
It is not a light, as Luther translates, as if
by.
there were other lights beside and out of Him.
The Being of God is Light Neither is it
the
light, as if it were only surrounding Him, nor<w
It is not eecundum etmilitwhnem (Bulthe Light

m

but secundum substantiate Light is His
garment (Ps. civ. 2) ; Ezekiel (ch. i.) and Habakknk (iii 8, sqq.l beheld the glory of the Lord as
fire, pure and bright as lightning.
He is not
only the Author of light, to whom belongs His
first creative^ (Gen. t 8), but the Father of all
tight (Jas. i. 17), a mighty sphere of light surrounds Him (1 Tim. vi 16) ; and the marvellous
light wherein Christians walk is God's (1 Pet. ii.
ft).
This sentence is parallel to the sentence
" Ood ie Love 19 (ch. iv. 8. 16), with the same fundamental thought, although in the one instance
the expression is figurative, and in the other literal, and the figurative expression lays peculiar
emphasis on one side of the Divine Being, and
this, on account of the antithesis in the following
verses (w. 6-10), is also holtnese, perfect pureness, but not omniscience, as Calov maintains,
although in Dan. ii. 22 light is the symbol of the
omniscience of God; it may include, however,
the wisdom of God.
[Alford:— "Of all material
objects, light is that which most easily passes
into an ethical predicative without even the process, in our thought, of interpretation.
It unites
in itself purity, and clearness, and beauty, and
glory, as no other material object does; it is the
condition of all material life and growth and joy.
And the application to God of such a predicative
requires no transference.
He is Light, and the
fountain of light material and ethical.
In the
one world, darkness is the absence of light; in
the other, darkness, untruthfulness, deceit, falsehood, is the absence of God.
They who are in
communion with God, and walk with God, are
the light, and walk in the light."— M.]
linger),

Him

And darkness in
is none whatsoever. This second negative member, stated
with marked emphasis (owe lortv obdejila, similar

—

to

John xv. 6, see Winer, p. 521. ["The two neproduce one negation, which is the more

gations

frequent case, and serve, originally, to make the
principal negation more distinct and forcible,

29

I. 6.

and exhibit the sentenoe as negative in all its
parts." M.]), rejects any and every darkness,

—

impureness [or absence of all admixture,
M. ] Oeoumenius : %roi t$v ayvotav, $ rip dfiapriav.
Rather both: neither an untruth or a lie, nor
any sin is in Him. The fulness of the reference
contained in this expression is brought out by
Lorinus in the following passage cited by Huther
"Deue lux eet, quia elarmime ee ipsum percipit, omniaque in ee ipee, utpote prima et ipeieeima\ veritae ;

t.

«.,

.

eumme bonue, ae eumma et ipeieeima bonitae;
fideUe absque ulla iniquitate, fuetue et rectue, quia
font omnie lude in aUie, u e., veritatie atque vurtutie,
non eolum Uluetrane mentem, doeeneque quid agendum
sit, verum etiam operant in nobie, ut agemue et sic
raane euie liberans mentem ab ignorantim tenebrie,
purgane apravttaU vohtntatem." John's speculation or mysticism is so thoroughly ethical, that
he is solely concerned with the practical working
quia

—

out of the truth: "God is Light" As he conneots this sentiment with the preceding by *o4
namely, the fellowship with the Father and the
Son, so he develops the nature of this fellowshipNow, since the
life in the sequel (v. 6—ii. 28).
nature of this fellowship and of the life in it do-*
pend upon the nature of the Father, he begins
with the leading thought (v. 5) and with reference
to errors in a sentence of two members, the one
[Huther: "John
positive, the other negative.
properly makes the truth that God is Light, as
the chief substance of the tyytXla of Christ, the
starting-point of his development; for it is the
essential basis of Christianity, both as to its objective and subjective substance, and it involves
both the consummation of sin and the redemption
from sin by the incarnation and death of Christ;
both the necessity of repentance and faith and
the moral problem of the Christian life." M.]

—

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
1.

Monotheism and the absolute personal existence

Ood are with John two chief points, which
may be also identified here, although one side only
Of the two sentences, "Ood
is made prominent
(John iv. 24), and "Ood is Love' (1
is Spirit
of

1

John

1

*

iv. 8.

16),—the former denoting the Being

of God physically, the latter ethiedUy; the former
describing the nature and substance, the latter
the second only will have
the character of God,
to be connected with the sentenoe, "Ood is Light,"
and thus be further defined by a metaphorical
expression. Spirit and Love are indeed correlative fundamental ideas, since Spirit denotes "free
self- glory in self-consciousness and spontaneity
over a substantial fulness of real vital powers,"
and Love "free self-surrender with conscious and
intentional conservation of the essential original
determinateness both of oneself and of others"
11
(Plitt).
But the phrase "Ood ie Light, declares
"the superiority of God to all sensuous wants"
(Kostlin), the holiness of God, and thus defines
further the character of God, His Love, and this
as a holy Love, while it enables us to take the
Love of Ood as contemplating also the communication of His Holiness. We may add, "God is—
eternal Life" (v. 20) as a correlative, so that His
Love as well as His Holiness are live. There i*
ho mann in of darkneee in Him, He is not a God

—
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in process of being coming to Himself in the history of creation, the world or in the spirit of
man, as Plato maintains: He is operative prior
to all the (fhf of Plato, or the dark Urgrund of
Bchelling, as a self-conscious, holy, loving and
living God. Nor has sin, evil, its original beginning in Him, as was taught by the Gnostics in
their doctrine of emanations.
£ Wordsworth: "A
sentence opposed to the error of most of the Gnostics, who asserted the existence of two hostile
Deities, one a God of Light, the other of Darkness.
Irenseus I., 25. 28, ed Grabe. Theodoret, HsereU,
fab. proem. Epiphan., Hseres, XXVI., cf. Ittig.
Hseres, p. 84; note in his Comment, on John i. 6;
and Bp. Andre wee, III., pp. 371-876. Almost
all the Gnostics adopted the theory of dualism,
derived from the Magians, and afterwards developed by the Marcionites and Manich&ans."

M.1

—

must not be taken as a notice,
2. Ood is Light
a truth without reality, a reality without effiAs the sentence "Qod is Spirit*' (John
ciency.
iv. 24) is immediately followed by "and those
who worship Him, must worship Him in Spirit
and in truth/' so this sentence must be taken as
a principle, the application of which is contained
in the sequel. The sentence is through and
through ethical and practical. John wants no
science without practice. He does not allow an
enlightenment of the mind without a corresponding bias and purifying of the will.
8. The question "Whence comes sin, evil into
the world?" the Apostle here decides very disno event from Qod.
tinctly in a negative form:
Evil though connate, is not co-created.
taught
or announced that
4. Nothing must be
does not rest upon or does not agree with the
Those
who
pretend to know
Christ.
testimony of
eternal truth which maketh free, different from
Him, do not know it better, and are not servants,
but adversaries and rebels. It is at once Apostolical and Protestant to go back to the beginning
of the Gospel in Christ We are much more the
Apostolical Church than the Church of Rome
with its claims to Apostolicity.

m

—

HOMILETIOAL AND PRACTICAL.
Ood is Light. 1. Whence do you know it? 2.
What does it mean? 8. Whither does it point?

—Whatever right

and true views you may have
the Father, you have them from Christ,
no matter whether a messenger of salvation, a
servant of the Church have announced them to
you, whether they were told you by your mother
or commended by the counsel of a friend, whether
Christian hands brought them to you in the Bible,
or the Holy Ghost excited them in your heart.
Nothing gladdens the hearts of men more than
light; but how have they abused the Word and
deprived it of its best part, and try to make it
chime in with unholiness in thought, in word
and in deed! The world's light dazxles without
illumining, shines without producing a spring
with blossoms or an autumn with fruit The
world's light may be useful, build you in this
life bridges of honour, bring wreaths to artists
and fame to the wise, make account of order in
the land and in the streets, rejoice the heart in
the social circle and refresh the mind, but also
of

God

—

—

undermine and destroy the salvation of your
souL But it cannot carry a shine of consolation
into the nigtft of

life, still

less into the night of

death ; it cannot help the soul to find love and
the life which death cannot destroy. The world's
light sets like the sun in the sky; but the Light
which is God the Lord, shines through all the
night of sin, of life, of death. Try every light,
whether God be in it If He, the Holy One, is
absent, that light is no light worthy of the name,
but a false light, a will-o'-the-wisp. Do not look
for salvation in any light of science or civilization, if it denies the holy light
Fear only the
darkness in which God the Father is not found.
Stabke: Teachers should not pronounce any
thing in things Divine but that which they have

—

—

—

—

—

heard from the' Lord in His Word ;

for if the

Apostles themselves were firmly tied by it, how
much more are they bound to cleave to it? The
thoughts of man, being fallible, are not sufficient
for the foundation of the faith.
Because God is
Light, and in Him is no darkness whatsoever, it
is wholly impossible that He can be the Cause of
sin, which is the greatest darkness.
God is all
Light, Wisdom, Holiness, Consolation and Joy;
who would not desire to be united with Him?
Lanob: Because God is Light we have often
to sigh in our fellowship with Him: "Lord, cause
Thy face to shine upon us, and be gracious unto
us."
Spineb: God is Light.
1. Holiness and*
Righteousness, showing that He not only has no
evil within Himself, but also cannot suffer sin or
evil in His creatures.
2. All wisdom and All-

—

—

—

—

wisdom.

8.

Glory and salvation.

—

Heubhbb: Christianity has showed to all men
the light-nature of God in Christ in the clearest
brightness; that He is through and through perKnowledge, Omniscience, Wisdom, live,
Grace, Holiness and Happiness, and delights in
the happiness of His creatures. Why does John
specify this as the chief announcement? 1. Because it is of the first importance and indispensably necessary for sinful man to know that it is
not by the hostile and malicious purpose of an
omnipotent Being that he has been cast into this
misery, that God did not plan his ruin, and that
it does not come from Him, because Ho is pure
and good. 2. Because salvation, a restoration of
happiness may be expected from this God who
desires all men to be happy.
This belief is man's
And
first support [holding-point] of salvation.
this His Will God has proved most strongly in
fect

—through Christ.

fact

Bes8ER:—John

convicts of falsehood three
classes of spirits by declaring the vanity of the
boast of fellowship with God on the part of such
as walk in darkness instead of walking in the
Light, of such as comfort themselves with the
assurance of being perfectly pure instead of relying upon the continual cleansing of the blood
of Christ, and lastly, of such as, instead of con-

deny their sinfulness. Worldly-mindedness, boast of sanctity and self-righteousness are exposed by John to the condemnatory light of the truth, and accompanied by an
exhortation to a sinoere, humble and penitent
walking in the Light
[Bp. Hall :—Divine Light and reflections. Serfessing their sins,

mons, Works,

6,

419.—M].
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2. First Inference:

Chapteb

tl

6,7.

The True Fellowship.
I.

6-7.

If we say that we have fellowship with him, and walk in darkness,1 we lie, and do not
a
7 the truth: But if we walk in the light, as he is in the light, we have fellowship one
with another, 8 and the blood of Jesus 4 Christ his Son cleanseth 6 us from all sin. 8 T
6

•

Verse 6.
Verse 7.

v k 6 rt i,

in the darkness ; so German, Lillie, al., Butch, Ital n French verssw—M.]
ivrtv, as He Himself Is, etc.; so Me jer, Lillie, Wordsworth, al. Winer :" Among the Greeks,
well known, a vr6t in the casta rectus does not stand for the mere nnemphatic he, nor could anj
decisire examples of this be found in the N. T."—M.1
* fi€T d A A ij k u» v. The best Codd., also Sinait., have this reading ; per' avrovis substituted chiefly bj
Latin Codd., but the less authentic reading, and clearly a correction designed to conform t. 7 to v. 6.
* After 'I if crow A. G. K., al. read Xpivrov, probably on account of y. 8. {It Is omitted by B. C, 81n^al.
t
Lachra., Tischend., Buttm.—M.]
* * a $ a p t tr « or x a $ a p t « t lacks sufficient authority.
PStn. reads A/a op ti a? ^wv.-M.]
German of the last clause :—-** and the blood of Jesus, His Son, cleanseth us from all sin."—M.]

P

t y t<S

pMf avrbt
as

is

«.

EXEQETICAL AND CRITICAL.
The sequence is clear : the Apostle concludes
from the Being of God the nature of their life
who are and live in fellowship with God. He
postulates that spiritual fellowship necessitates
aa affinity among persons in fellowship with one
another, and that this internal fellowship must
manifest itself externally in their life, so that
fellowship with God is impossible without a corresponding godlike life as exhibited in the walk
and conversation of men.
Vir. 6. The negative part of the inference
stands first, connecting with the last clause of the
preceding verse ("and darkness in Him is none
whatsoever").
If
say. John is very fond of this phrase,
w. 7. 8. 9. 10; ii. 1 ; iv. 12; it is similar to kav
tic, ch. ii. 1. 16; iv. 20, or be av, ch. iii. 17; iv.
15.
As to the sense, the following phrases present parallels: frd? 6 ixuv i cb - i*i* 8 ; irae 6 irotovj

—

we

ch.

iii.

4

;

ira? 6

fdvw, ch.

iii.

6

;

irag 6 apvoOfievog,

The
an objective possibility (Winer, p. 308), i. «., he assumes that it
maybe so, and that the event would show whether
it will be so.
The Apostle renders this hypothesis general by the use of the communicative Plural, and thus makes his speech more lively
if
we, not excluding myself and the Apostles, beginning with myself down to the most humble
reader of this Epistle, or to any individual
Church-member, should say. Thus John combines in the communicative and hypothetical
form generality of application and considerate
ch.

ii.

23

;

without

Apostle is thus

wont

*rac,

ch.

ii.

4. 6. 9. 10.

to describe

;

—

—

delicacy (Liicke).
Saying does not denote here
the inaudible language of the heart, that is thinking, but articulate utterance and assertion induced by the force of conviction. But it is not
on that account nos gerere (Episcopius), as if the
reference were to a testimony of our walk and
practical conduct, although this saying and alleging must be taken as equivalent to an act, a
fact or an action.
[Wordsworth suggests that
iav el7rufuv contains a reference to the saying of
the Gnostics, who alleged that by reason of the
spiritual seed in them, and of their superior spiritual knowledge, and communion with the light,

they were free to act as they chose, and were not
polluted thereby, and were not guilty of sin
(Ireneus, I., 6, 20). Some of them even ventured to extol the workers of the most audacious
acts of darkness, such as Cain, Koran and Judas,
as persons gifted with superior freedom of
thought and intrepidity of action, and to affirm
that, since the soul could not attain unto perfection except by knowledge, it was even requisite
for men to make themselves familiar with all
manner of evil, in order that by a universal
empiricism of evil they might arrive the sooner
at their ultimate consummation. See Irenaeus,
I., 26, 4, ed. Stieren; p. 103, ed. Grabe; II., 32,
ed. Stieren; p. 187, ed. Grabe, and cf. Blunt on
the Heresies of the Apostolio Age, Lectures, ch*
IX., p.

179.—M.]

That

—

we have

fellowship with Him.
Here the Father only is
mentioned, of whom it was said above that He is
Light, in order to draw therefrom a conclusion
See the notes on

v. 8.

bearing on the nature of the Christian life.
[Fellowship with God is the centre and foundation of the Christian

—

life.
M.]
in the darkness. And comWalk,
bined with say makes one sentence.
ireptirarelv, ch. ii. 6; 2 Jno. 6, occurs also Rom.
vL 4 viii. 4 ; its synonymes are iroMrevfia, Phil,
iii. 20, avaorpoQij and avaarpifeiv, Eph. iv. 17, sq. v
Bengel: " actione interna et externa, quoii. 2, sq.
quo not vertimus." It embraces all our actions,

And walk

—

;

—

not only those perceptible to men (Ebrard), but
also that on which these depend, whereby they
are caused, the inward actions of our life.
In the darkness indicates the sphere and
element in which that walking takes place, cf.
Jno. viii. 12. Darkness, which is not at all in
God, does not*in any way belong to Him, is the
undivine, the unholy, that which is separate from
Him sin, evil. It is therefore not: to have still
adhering to one sin or evil, or failure and falling,
through haste or weakness in temptation, in thestruggle ; but as the walk does not denote gross
and common sin only, so walking in the darkness
does not imply the presence of satisfaction with
sin, or the entire passing through the whole territory of sin in all directions ; the reference must

—

be to one particular phase of life ; some want
be Christians and make good their profession
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every thing except honour ; others are not severe
with themselves or unfaithful to God and His
Word in matters of worldly possession or in some
master-passions, although in other respects they
are strict and faithful. Such men walk, never"

"we lie

theless, in the darkness, and the words
apply also to them. It is a contradiction

poor and defective our efforts may be. The sesst
is very similar to 1 Pet. L 14-16; 2 Pet i. 4.
[Cf. iart and ireptirarofiev.
God is infinite—man
finite.— M.]

We have fellowship one with another.

—The reading pc? avrov cannot be right;

for to

and op-

walk in the Light and to have fellowship with
Not exactly in- Him coincide. But we naturally expect an adposition, cf. 2 Cor. vi. 14, sqq.
tentional lying and conscious hypocrisy, but ac- vance in the argument
It is, therefore, not
tual contradiction between Christian principle right to take pzf aXMjhjv as jj/j&v re koItov futrif
life,
and
the
real
ex(Theophrast, Oecumen.), especially because God
and the Christian sphere of
hibition of life, certainly not without personal and men, the Creator and His creatures, are not
our
own
lie,
we
guilt
and
sin,
our
our
of
sufficient equality to be comprised in fter* aXit
is
guilt-;
Whenever, under those cir- MjXuw. Equally inadmissible is the construction
ourselves are liars.
cumstances, we say that we have fellowship with of Beza {cum itto tnutuam communionem), and that
Him, we lie; we lie to ourselves, if we say it of de We tie, who renders our fellowship with God.
only within ourselves, in our heart, think or im- It is the fellowship of Christians one with anagine it, or we lie to others, if we say it to them
Such lying consists,
in our words or our works.
therefore, in thoughts,

And do

words and deeds.

not the truth.

— This

other, as v. 8, fief 4fun>, cf. iii. 11; iv. 7. 11. 12.
(see note on v. 8) and to keep this fellowship is not a light matter; it is the fruit of the

To have

walking in the Light, of the fellowship with God,
were of a holy life and of holy aspirations. For sin
It is nei- separates, impedes and constantly destroys tint
identical with aXrfititiv, Eph. iv. 16.
ther the same as agere reete (Sooinus), nor sincere fellowship,
f This passage shows that the fel(Beta, Grotius, Carpxovius), nor veraciter (Cal- lowship of Christians, or the "communion of
The truth consists not only in words, but Saints," as it is expressed in the Apostles' Creed,
vin).
also in thoughts and deeds; its sphere embraces rests on a truly Catholic basis, and that its rethe whole life, the whole man. The truth, ac- striction to the narrow limits of a sect is at once
cording to John's view, must be done; saying un-evangelical, un-Apostolic and un-Christian.
with him implies acting not to do the truth is
M.] Hence the Apostle continues:
And the blood of Jesus His Son oleanshere parallel with walking in the darkness, while
The copula nal establishes a parallel
to do the truth corresponds to walking in the eth ns.
"It is one and the same truth, which is with the preceding words, and points conseLight.
apprehended in faith and confessed with the quently not to fellowship with God and the brethmouth, which, as a holy, Divine power, recreates ren to be established, but to a fellowship already
the life of the new man and manifests itself in existing, and so well established that the first,
internal and external deeds." (Diisterdieck), of. viz.: fellowship with God, has already yielded
Jno iii. 19-21 [where iroulv rift afyOetav is op- the fruit of the second, viz.: fellowship with the
posed to +ai>?ua wpdoaetv, and where special refer- brethren. It is impossible to take and interpret
ence is made to the ioya, M.] Thus the Apos- Ka}=yap t as alleged by Oecumen., Bede, Calov,
The question is not to supply /too/
tle raises his powerful protest against every form Semler, al.
•f show-, word- or lip-Christianity, but his re- of the fellowship with the brethren, but to state
ference is to Christians, and therefore he passes a consequence of walking in the Light. The onl/
on to Vbr. 7, to the positive part of the inference. question is whether the cleansing through the
But if we walk in the Light. Si marks an blood of Christ takes place alongside or tantfethe
In the Light is explained by the anti- fellowship of the brethren with one another.
antithesis.
thesis iv acdret, and by the additional clause, as The work of redemption is a whole, and not meHe is in the Light, with reference to v. 5. chanical, but organic and moral, so that this
[But this, it seems, is not the only antithesis, for cleansing takes place inside the fellowship of the

same as

ipevSeoifai,

as if iroulv

rijv

is

not the

bMfletav

—

;

—

— —

it is also antithetical to

iav elirupev, bri Ktuvovlav

1
ixofuv per avroi; v. 6, viz.: if we not only say
that we have fellowship with God and not walk
in the darkness, but if we really walk in the
Light; so Huther, Ebrard. M.]. Our walk in
the light embraces, therefore, the holiness of our
inner and outer life, a holiness which in its consequences operates a communion among the
brethren, and fully corresponding to the LightBeing of God, which is also Love, exhibits its essential strength in the formation and preservation
of fellowship. As He is in the Light is only formally different from God is Light; the latter
phrase denotes Light as the Being of God, the
former designates the element in which He is and
lives.
wf indicates the oneness of element [in
which Christians walk and God lives and moves
M.] and ground in God and ourselves; His
holiness must be traceable in us if we have fellowship with Him. He indeed is in the Light,
while we walk in the light, it matters not how

—

—

—

—

Church, of the fellowship essential

to

and

estab-

lished for redemption. Exegetically important
is, moreover, the meaning and the Present form of
This word cannot be the same at
Kadapifri.
tyitvat rac afxaprlac, because it recurs, v. 9, by
the side of and after that phrase. The reference
is, therefore, not to the remission of sins, to exemption from punishment or the pardon of guilt,
but to the cancelling of sin and redemption from
it
The Apostle does not advert here to justification, regeneration, conversion, the actus judidalis or forensis concerning the sinner, but to sane*
The Present may suggest the idea of
tification.
daily repentance and forgiveness of sins, but ihe
meaning of the verb forbids also this reference.
But wherein that cleansing consists is defined by

the cleansing subject: the blood of Jesus
His Son. It is said atpa, consequently not:
God's new covenant with us established by the
blood of Christ (Socinus), not: our faith in the
sufferings of Christ (Grotius), not: Jesus Christ
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who shed His blood for us, not the contemplation of the death of Jesus (Paulus), not: the
reasonable belief of the moral end of the cruci:

fixion of Jesus (Oertel) ; rb al/ia Irfaov is the blood
shed upon the cross, the bloodj death of Jesus
on the cross, as in ch. v. 6, sqq.
[The blood

which Jesus, so-called because of His inoarnation,
shed as a sacrifice at His Crucifixion, or the
bloody sacrificial death of Jesus, so Huther,
Dusterdieck, Ebrard.
M.]. This indicates the
historical fact when the man Jesus died upon the

—

cross at

Golgotha, the sufferings of the Lord

when He made experience of the sins of men,
suffered for them, carried them also, assumed
them {auvdg rov tieov 6 alpuv, etc., Jno. i. 29), and
took them away as Reconciler, but takes them
away also as our Saviour, having died for us, but
lives and works in us, of. ch. iii. 6.
[Wordsworth: "No less a sacrifice than the death of the
Son of Ood was required to propitiate the offended justice of God for sin ; and no less a price
than His blood, to ransom us from the bondage
of Satan, to which we were reduced by sin."
H.]. The addition of rov vlov airrov points to His

now

God

the Father, consequently to His
Dirinity, where two things are to be considered,
first, the exaltation and glory, secondly, the humiliation and servant-form of the Crucified One
the blood of the God-Man is the subject which
cleanses.
Now the death of Jesus is a sacrificial
death, His blood sacrificial blood, shed for the
atonement of committed guilt, for reconciling the
offended majesty of God and the inimically disrelation to

a ransom for mankind doomed to
and condemnation. Seech, ii. 2; iii. 5;

inclined sinner,

death

He creates to believers justifisqq.
before God, but the power that creates
preserves also that which it creates.
The redeemed congregate at the cross of Jesus ; sin is
forgiren, the debt remitted, sin must now be cancelled and fresh guilt avoided; in believers pecaturn manet but non regnal.
Thus in the Church
congregated at the cross and preserved in unity,
•anctification continues in operation, after having
begun its operativeness in justification.
It is
not our walking in the Light, not our own efforts
in sanctification, but the blood of Jesus which
cleanses us.
(See Doctrinal and Ethical, No. 8).
[The whole doctrine of this verse is very fully
and admirably set forth in Dusterdieck. The
stun of what he says we give in the language of
Alford: "St. John, in accord with the other
Apostles, sets forth the Death and Blood of Christ
in two different aspects:
1. As the one sin-offering for the world, in
which sense we are justified by the application
of the blood of Christ by faith, His satisfaction
being imputed to us.
2. As a victory over sin itself, His blood being
the purifying medium, whereby we gradually,
being already justified, become pure and clean
from all sin. And this application of Christ's
blood is made by the Spirit which dwelleth in us.
The former of these asserts the imputed righteousness of Christ put on us in justification : the
latter, the
Inherent righteousness of Christ
wrought in us gradually in sanctification. And
it is of this latter that he is here treating."
M.l
Prom all sin whether sins of thought, word
or deed, sins of rashness or sins of ignorance.
it.

9;

v. 6,

cation

—

—

6, 7.

I.

sins of malice, sins of omission or sins of commission, sins in affectu or sins in defectu, sins of
pleasure or sins of pain, sins committed at our
work or during our recreation, sins against the
first or the second table of the decalogue.
Bengel: originals, actuate.
[Wordsworth notices the completeness of this
doctrinal statement, which declares that Jesus is
the Christ, against the Cerinthians (but this rests
on the doubtful reading ^piorov, see App. Crit.,
v. 7, 4), that He is the Son of Ood, against the
Ebionites, that He shed His blood on the cross,
against the Simonians and Docetae, that it cleans-

ethfrom all tin, against those who deny pardon
on earth to deadly sin after baptism, and that it
cleanseth us if we walk in the Light, against the
Antinomian Gnostics, who changed the grace of
God into lasciviousness (Jude 4), and alleged that
a man might walk m darkness and yet be clean
from all jpiilt of sin. M.]

—

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
As He

in the Light, v. 7

—

is not a Gnostic
be known and understood, but an ethical principle for the governance
of our walk. Light, as it is the Being of God
(v. 6), so it is also the element of God, and because it is the Being of God, therefore it is also
His element, wherein He dwells and lives. Light
must become our element in order that it may
also beoome our Being; we must live in Him that
1.

it

dogma simply required

to

He may more fully live in us, for we are destined
to become Otiac icotvuvol fveeoc, 2 Pet. i. 4.
To
strive after resemblance of God (Lucke) is saying
Nor

is Bengel altogether right in sayDei criterkim eommunionis cum Mo."
For if the Lord says (Matt. v. 48): "Be ye
therefore perfect, even as your Father whioh is
in heaven is perfect" (cf. Lke. vi. 86), perfection
or compassion is not set down as a foreign and distant goal, or held up as an ideal rule, but the
experience and enjoyment of the perfect compassion of God is to become an impulse for receiving and appropriating it, in order that we,
in our turn, may exhibit it.
1 Pet. i. 15. 16 is
similar.
Even Paul says (Eph. v. 1): yiveodai
As
ofa> fufujral rov &tov &$ r £ x v a dyanrjTd.
children they are in their converse with the
Father to inhale and receive what they experience at His hands, in order that they may have
within themselves a living fountain, causing in
its turn the streaming forth of Divine life, and to
do as the Father doeth. The reference is not to
an artificial imitation, but to a filial following the
Father in ardent attachment to Him. The child

too

ing

little.

:

*'

imitatio

not so much literally to imitate as to cleave to
the Father, to receive Him, and as the Lord so
Such a life in
often requires it, to follow Him.
converse with God, in the life-sphere of God,
John emphatically demands as the chief requirement of individual Christians, as well as of the
is

whole Church.
2. The Person of Jesus is again taken as uniting
the Godhead and Manhood, when His blood is
spoken of as alua rov vlov airrov (of God). The
word dtfia testifies against Docetism, because it is
operative as a real power, and against Gbionism
the words "His Son/' whose the blood is: the
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Godhead, in brief, is a factor in the work of redemption. This combined expression opposes as
much Nestorianism, which separates the two natures, as Eutychianism, which confounds them,
and testifies for the Lutheran doctrine with its

"Hi* blood deanseth from aU
This statement involves the following par-

in one direction:
sin.*

1

ticulars:

1. We can nevermore cleanse ourselves, our
cleansing remains the work of Christ
2. It is just the death of Christ that effects
communicatio idiomatum, and against the Reformed
Luther, in and accomplishes our cleansing ; dying for sin,
Erinciple: finitum non capax infiniti.
He conquers it; the victory of sin is its defeat,
is Confession of Faith, A. D. 1528-29 (Guerike:
Symbolik, p. 666), says: "Again I believe and and the defeat of Christ is His victory: fighting
know that the Scripture teaches, that - - God the unto death, He acquires the life of His own, and
Son - - did assume a whole, full humanity, and sin in its triumph orer Him on the cross is diswas the true seed or child promised to Abraham comfited. For His sake God turns to the world
and David, and was born as the natural son of His reconciled countenance, and through faith
Mary, every way and in every form a true man, in the Crucified One the world abandons sin,
as I am myself and all others ; but that He came which is enmity against God. The cross, the
without sin, of the Virgin alone, by the Holy death upon the cross, possesses an overwhelming
Ghost. And that this man is truly God, and be-, power of attraction, and the life of the Son of
came (other reading: was born) one inseparable God shut up in the life of the body breaks through
Person of God and man, so that Mary the holy in the life of the Spirit, in the working of the
Virgin is a very and true mother not only of the Spirit sent by Him and the Father, who now beman Ohrist, as the Nestorlans do teach, but of comes operative in believers (Jno. vii. 89; CoL
the Son of God." But if Luther in a Trinity xvi. 7 ; Acts ii. 83).
8. Sin still cleaves to the justified; justificaSermon (Erlangen edit., 9, p. 25), on the ground
of Acts xz. 28, calls the blood of Christ straight- tion does not miraculously or magically cancel
way the blood of God, it is to be borne in mind sin by a judicial decree, it only absolves us from
that in that passage icvpiov and not &eov is the best punishment, guilt and condemnation, but requires
authenticated reading, and that such an oxymoron the carrying on of the work of redemption (of
must not be pressed beyond seeing in it the doc- which it is the beginning), and of its consumCalov's fol- mation in sanctification ; justification does not
trine of the inseparable God-Man.
lowing Luther cannot be regarded as a precedent end, but it does begin redemption.
4. Justification does not even effect the indeof great moment, since the Scripture, with its
wisdom in the choice of terms, does not require pendence of the believer, but merely introduces
us so to do. Cf. Doctrinal and Ethical, on v. 8, him into the walk in Light, to the fellowship of
No. 8. [Also the last note on v. 7, in JSxegetical the brethren one with another, as into the sphere
within which redemption may be carried on and
and Critical. M.l
[Article II. of the 89 Articles of the Church consummated, and also in the individual; reof England and the Prot. Episc. Church in the demption, like the knowledge of infinite Love, is
U. S. states thus briefly the doctrine of the Per- a common experience (Eph. iii. 18, sq., ovv iractv
son of Christ: "The Son, which is the Word of Tdic ayioic).
5. Sanctification is the continuation of justifithe Father, begotten from everlasting of the
Father, the very and eternal God, and of one cation, it must ever return to it and recur to its
substance with the father, took man's nature in power and might
6. Sanctification is a work gradual in its
the womb of the blessed Virgin, of her substance: so that two whole and perfect natures, growth.
7. It has respect to all sin, not only to its manthat is to say, the Godhead and Manhood, were
joined together in one Person, never to be di- ifestation, but to its seat and origin.
8. Justification and sanctification, the power
vided, whereof is one Christ, very God and very
Man ; who truly suffered, was crucified, dead and of the death upon the cross and the fellowship
buried, to reconcile His Father to us, and to be with the brethren, the walk in the Light and the
a sacrifice, not only for original guilt, but also cleansing from all sin, all these reciprocally opfor all actual sins of men." And the Athanasian erate on and promote each other; this holds
more particularly good of brotherly, of ChurchCreed, vv. 28-85, thus defines:
28. Fit ergo Fide* recta, ut credamur et confite- fellowship, and of the hallowing power of the
amur, t i Dominus noster Jews Christus, Dei Fil~ Saviour's death upon the cross, so that we are
bows
reminded of the words of Cicero: " Nisi
ius, Deus pariter et Homo est.
Or, we must distinguish,
amicitia esse non potest. "
29. Deus ex substantia Patris ante smcula genitus
but not separate Christ for us, before us, and m
Homo, ex substantia Matris in sszcula natus.
80. Perfectus Deus, perfectus Homo ex anima ra~ us.
tionali et humana earns subsistens.
81. JEqualis Patri secundum Divinitatem: minor
Patre secundum Humanitatem.
HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.
82. Qui licet Deus sit et Homo, non duo tamen,
thing depends on the reply you give to
Every
Christus.
sed unus est
only
88. Unus autem, non conversions Divinitatis in the question whether sin rules you or as yet
adheres to you. If sin reigns over you, you becarnem, sed assumptions Humanitatis in Deum.
of
84. Unus omnino, non confusions Substantia, sed long as yet to the darkness, but if the reign
sin is broken in you, though there be still sin in
unitate Persons:,
It is
85. Nam sieut anima rationalis et caro unus est you, you belong to the children of light
Homo; ita Deus et Homo unus est Christus." M.l not with pride, but with gratitude to God, that
light.
8. The work of Jesus is strongly characterized the Christian contemplates bis being in the

—
—

m

—

—
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6, 7.

—Love of God and of the brethren is the power tip walk in Light. As long as He is truly your
Surety and Sacrifice, you also must with Him preof sanctification, and this is the life of love.
sent to God your heart and will as a sacrifice of
It is just the sanctified who see even the smallest
sweet savour. But he that learns to sacrifice himsins with painfulness and perceive that they
need of cleansing through Jesus Christ
sin troubles thee in its deep motions,
know that in the cross thou hast a well, whence
It is
thou mayest and must draw consolation.
not sufficient that thou art a Christian who is
ihone upon, thou must become an enlightened

self,

Christian.

tween good and evil, put light for darkness and
darkness for light, and then spread a figment of
their own thoughts, which they call God, as a
pillow for their worldly-mindedness.—-Our fellowship with God, whom we do not see, is evidenced by our fellowship with one another, where
one sees the other. There are also will-o'-thewisp-fellowships, and the mere saying of any
Church-fellowBhip that it has fellowship with God
is not sufficient.
Anna, the electress of Brandenburg, ordained in her will: "Our text shall be 1
Jno. i. 7: The blood of Jesus Christ His Son
cleanseth us from all sin."
Steinhofeb: "A soul washed in the blood of
Jesus Christ has very delicate perceptions. The
light which has risen in her shows her the smallest dust-particle of sin and the most subtle motions of the flesh, and makes her perceive whatever accords with her happy frame in gladsome
converse with God and the Saviour, and whatever

stand in

—If thy

:

—The ungodly are

—

—

—

—

cleansing.

—We

may

and glory that we
have fellowship with God; nor is it spiritual
pride to acknowledge the grace of God which we
have received, provided we do not ascribe it to
Light is impatient of darkness, and
ourselves.
God of sin. By this test thyself, whether thou
art God's.
Moses shone beautifully through long
Spbkeb:

say

—

it

—

why should not the soul
dwelleth do likewise ? Let thy light
shine, and do not deceive thyself by false conconverse with this light ;

—But how many, who, perchance, do

know

the school-name of the modern Nicolaitanes, the Pantheists, yet do their works, while
from the fear of a separateness from sin, grievous to the flesh, they change the frontier-line be-

not

children of darkness without admitting it, they walk in the darkness without perceiving it, they commit the
works of darkness without believing it. 0, terLord, open thou their eyes that
rible blindness !
they may see, tremble and return from their evil
way. How busy are people during the natural
day 1 0, that they would not suffer the acceptable
time and the day of salvation to pass by idly and
Walk in the Light! The virtue
without profit!
of the blood of Jesus Christ effects not only our
first cleansing from dead works, but also our daily

Stabkb

remains also in the fellowship with the brethren.

Bbsseb:

-

disturbs it."

—

[Rieoeb: The Bible-verse of the blood of Jesus Christ and its cleansing virtue is a verse for
the children of God, for the children of the Light,
ceits.
Niaxdeb: To those who sincerely strive to and says to them: your love of the light, your
walk in the Light, yet make daily experience of hatred of darkness with its unfruitful works were
the still remaining influence of sin, and are dis- insufficient to warrant your access to God, your
quieted in their conscience on hearing that fel- joyous appeal to His Love ; with these only your
lowship with God, who is Light, can only be had approach of the Light would have caused you to
by those who walk in the light, to such is of- melt away as wax exposed to the heat of fire
fered the comfortable assurance of entire cleans- but it is the blood of Jesus Christ the Son of Ood,
ing from the sin as yet adhering to them. But* that is, God's sending His Son into the world to
the self-deception of those is also met, who trust make atonement for your sins, whatever He did
to cleansing through the blood, of Christ, without and suffered, especially His sacrificial blooda corresponding course of life. The close con- shedding in the voluntary surrender of Himself,
nection between Christ in us and Christ for us is and His present priestly appearance before the
face of God with His blood and the treasure of
here indicated.
Hbubnbb: Only among the pure is fellow- all His merits contained therein, it is this which
The design of this
ship, t. e., true concord, love, confluence of the must be of avail to you.
hearts.
Evil separates, and is the source of dis- blood-shedding was the cleansing of your sins;
cord.
The kingdom of God is the kingdom of and thus we find it declared in the Gospel, for
love and peace; that of Satan the kingdom of our use in penitence and faith ; thus it was
sprinkled over us in Holy Baptism ; and thus the
discord.
Ahljkld: Which are the seals and evidences Holy Ghost applies it in our daily renovation,
bestowing upon us the double benefit of the forof true fellowship with God ?
1. That we walk
in the light; 2. that we have fellowship one with giveness of our sins and the cleansing from all
another; 3. the humble confession that we owe unrighteousness. At every motion of sin in our
the cleansing from our sins solely to the blood conscience or in our members, we may, under
of Jesus Christ.
Providence moves pari passu the influence of the Spirit, apply to this blood
and its cleansing virtue, and thus prevent the
from the first creative fiat to the last judgment
Thou knowest that every transgression enshrouds calling into question or the sundering of our felthy heart in night. True fellowship does not lowship with God, and that in the power of the
flow from our natural life, not from leagues for power of the high-priesthood of Christ we may
the commission of common sin, not from common ever become and remain nearer to God." M.J
wherein

He

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

pleasure or common profit, but only from the walk
in Light. First Hit passion, then thy passion
first His dying, then thy dying.
As long as Christ
it our Righteousness, you also must go with Him into

—

—

[Bp. Hall:

—As He

—

Light, so every aberration from Him is darkness ; if we then say that
we have fellowship with this pure and holy God,
and yet walk in the darkness of any sin whatso*
is
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Charhock, Strphbh:

— The

ever, we belie ourselves, and do not according to
that truth which we profess.
M.]

blood of Christ.

[Sermons
Griffith, M.:
Our sinful souls.

Earls
The Popish doctrine of purgatory repugnant to the Scripture account of remission
through the blood of Christ—M.]

—

—

—The spiritual antidote to cure

8.

Second Inference.

:

—

—Perception and Confession of

Chaptrr L

virtues of tat

Sine.

8-10.

say that we have no l sin, we deceive ourselves, and the truth is not in us.1
9 If we confess our sins, he is faithful and just* to forgive us our sins,4 and to cleanse1
10 us from all unrighteousness. If we say that we have not sinned, we make him a Bar,
and his word is not in us.

8

If

TaneS.

we

[*

German: "If we any that we have not tin," but the rendering of B.V. {abetter and idiomatically more mrrect, for «ft«pr£ar Ivitr ie to hare sin, and in*priav »v« ix 9 ** danotea to nava up tia, to
be absolutely free from it.—M.l

.

Vane 9.

*hr jpir ovx i<rnv A. 0. K. al. (Xachm., Tiscb end., Words w.—M.] If a more authentic reading than
ova fffrtr iv ^utr B. G. al. Sin. Vnlg. ; which to probably a correction according to t. 10.
" He to faithful and righteous to forgJre ns ths etna." (ud»t M oonra other Are timaiU thai
[» German
Epistle, and to always in B. V. so rendered. The opposition, moreorer, between God as Atiraiof tad
the a 6 1 k i • from which the Church Is cleansed, to lost in B. V." Iillie.—The omiaalon of oar, sopptttd
In B. V^ Is Idiomatic German, but hardly English.—M.l
:

* il ii » v, Cod. <Sui n but otherwise feebly sustained, to probably added from the first clause of the Tens.
ftffafaplo-et A. al. [perhapa also in C^*J cannot be received aa the original reading, aatfcpie-* hastfct
the weightier authority of*81n. B.

Connection.

—The

structure of these verses

early a writer as Augustine remarks: "Mull*
fadunt unum grande," Nor eta
dfiaprla designate the guilt of sin, as held by Socinus, Episcopius, Lbffler and Grotius, the latter
saying: "Habere peccatum non est: nunc is saccate
esse, sed: ob peccata reum posse fieri," nor describe
sins committed or inhering anterior to entrance
into fellowship with God the Light, where the
levia (peccata)

EXEGETICAL AND CKITICAL.
is

•

unmistakably the same as that of those immediately preceding them: negative (v. 8) and positive (v. 9), while the negation (v. 8) is continued (v. 10) with reference to the positive (v. 9),
and the parallel is even indicated in the, form : £dv Greeks Oeoumenius, Theophylact and the SchoThe connection of . 8 with the liasts have the precedence. 'Afiaprla is simply
elirufiev. w. 8. 10.
presuppositions at the end of v. 7 (icadapioei hnb 'gin, nothing more or less, but it is certainly sin.
vrdo?K dfiapriac) that sin is still inhering in us, is Nor does Ixopzv make any change in the matter,
equally unmistakable. But it is just as unmis- so as to designate the stale "in which sin has not
takable that the perception and confession of tins yet wholly disappeared" (Liicke). But it is less
are here emphatically dwelt upon as following the state which is the result of continued sinning,
and accompanying the true fellowship with its than the state from which results such sinning,
walk in the Light. The continuance of the Plural t. e. t the state which is not the product of former
form (we, us, our\ denotes also the general cha- sin, but the producer of new sin. John says:
racter both of what is said here and in the pre- We have sin, and that denotes, both that original
ceding verses. After all, we have here a second sin gives us still trouble, and that we still do sin
inference drawn from the leading thought that in thought, in word and in deed ; if not as ser"God is Light," (v. 6).
vants, under the dominion of sin, who looking
Vie. 8. Perception of Sin. If we say, cf. v. for reward are in the service of sin, yet by hastiness, infirmity or ignorance, now only suffering
6, above in Ezegetical and Critical.
That we have no sin. 'Aftaprla in the Sin- it by the force of habit or because of its congegular denotes sin in general ; the absence of the nital strength, or again by offering it too little
Article points out that the reference is neither to resistance ; sin insinuates itself into our good and
a particular sin, nor to the whole, full sin [but our 6 ood works, even into prayer, partly m affect*
to any sin.
M.]. Hence the application of the (self-love, hardness in firmness, etc), partly m
term to original sin as contrasted with actual defectu (gentleness even to parting with virtue,
sins (peccata actualia), as maintained by Augus- the love of our neighbour, as well as the love of
tine, Bede, Luther, Calvin, Beza, Caiov, Baum- self with fear, etc.).
'Apapria is a sinful degarten-Crusius, Neander, Sander and Dusterdieck, meanour of any kind, falling away from true
is as inadmissible as that which refers it to a godliness, from that which is well-pleasing to
particular sin or a particular kind of sins, as in God here we may name particular inclinations,
ch. v. 16 duaprla npbg Odvarov, or pf} irpbc tidvarov, tendencies, principles, and especially the forms
sins of infirmity, light offences, against which so of the life of the imagination [Gereaa**. Artunf

—

—

;

;
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CHAP. L
des PhanUmelebens, an expression of Ebrard, who
alludes to the impure representations of a deprayed imagination preceding the overt acts of
rice and sin. 11.1. This we must not deny.
The sentence with its substance and bearing becomes clearer if we take it in connection with
mpncareivh gk6til. The darkness is the territory
of the undivine, well marked off in every direction and containing the whole system of sin, the
sphere of the walk, the life and doings of men.
Christian cannot and may not be said to walk
thus in the darkness, but he still has sin. There
is still within him a territory which is constantly
receiving some kind of admixture from the territory of darkness. He is no longer in sin, bat
sin is in him ; the degrees, indeed, are infinitely
different and adjusted to the degree of the
cleansing and growth of the inner man. But
even John is constrained to say: "We have sin."
deceive ourselves. Here we have the
Active, not the Middle Voice; iavrbv irXav&v.
This form brings out the self-activity which sinks
more into the background by the use of the Middle with its Passive form. This brings out a
d ifference like that in the German, "ich selbst
argere rmch—ich Srgere mieh stlbsU"" In the latter
ease the cause is excluded in others, while in the
former it is definitely laid within myself, and thus

—

—

A

We

—

gives prominence to my own guiltiness, whereas
the second case describes only a suffering without any one else's guilt The pronoun of the
third person edvrov in the Plural is used frequently both for the first (Rom. viii. 28) and the
second person (John xii. 8). See Winer, p. 168,
No. 6. The context removes all doubt that the
reference is here to deception, to lying and error,
as in 1 John Hi. 7; Matt. xxiv. 4. 11, and elsewhere. This is also the proper meaning of this
verb. It is parallel with ipevtdpeda of v. 6, but
gives greater prominence to self-guilt; there he
lies before others in word or deed, here he lies to
himself and this sin works into himself greater
perdition. There an unregenerate man wants
others to believe that he is a Christian, here a
regenerate man deceives himself through pride.
[Augustine: Si te eonfessus fueris peecatorem, est

m

Nondum
te Veritas: nam ipsa Veritas lux est.
perfecte splenduit vita tua, quia insunt peccata : sed
tamen jam illummari coepisti, quia inest confessio
peccatorum."

And

—

M.]
the truth

—

Since deis not in us.
ceiving oneself runs parallel with the lying of v.
6, so this sentence concludes parallel with not
doing the truth, (v. 6). The truth, $ hMfltta is to
be taken objectively (Dtisterdieck, Ebrard, Huther) ; the subjective lies in iv $fdv (Ben gel non
It is the Divine
in corde, neque adeo in ore").
truth in Christ; the absolute principle of life from
God, received into our heart. Hence it is neither
studhtm veri (as maintained by Grotius and Bpiscopius), nor a truthful disposition (Lttcke), nor
the truthfulness of self-knowledge and self-examination, of purity (de Wette), nor that which
is true in general (S. G. Lange, Paulus), nor
better moral perception, mtlior rerum moralium
Moreover, the
eognitio, as Semler interprets.
being, the existence of the Divine truth as the
principle of life in us is also denied (ovk tariv).
Hence this is even stronger than the former ov
ffoieZy r9jv hMfletav, v. 6; the latter is without the
:

8-10.
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deed of the truth, the former without its existence here the truth being in us is denied, in v.
6, only its manifestation and expression in out
;

life.

Vbe.

—

we

confess
of Sins. If
of this sentence with
the preceding is not like that of v. 7 with v. 6,
by 6kt as Luther renders; the negatives of the
preceding verse are strongly and abruptly antithetical to the positive of this verse; [Ebrard:
44
Now follows the second thought-member in a
conditional sentence which introduces the opposite case.
'Eav 6fioXoy&fiev rag dfiapriae. ^fujv.
Here also John scorns a merely tautological repetition; he does not say: kav dpoXoy&fiev bri dfiap^
rlav t£<yev, but where he opposes to the negative
the positive, Confession, he does not speak of sin
in general (as a state), but of definite, concrete,
specific sins.
For this is the form which the
confession of sins must assume, in order to be
inwardly true and effioacious. The mere confession in abstracto that we have sin, would be
without truth and value and shrink into a hollow
phrase, unless it be attended by the perception
and acknowledgment of concrete particular sins.
It is much easier to make pious speeches concerning repentance and the greatness of the
misery engendered by sin, than in a specific case
of sin to see one's wrong, admit and repent it,
and to be sorry for it. John requires the latter."
M.]. The Apostle is not satisfied with elnufiev
as before, but uses dpoXoy&ftev, which is much
more comprehensive than the former, and of
oourse involves it as well as the inward opining,
thinking, saying and feeling convinced, which
finally develops into audible utterance and declaration before men; nor is this all, for it involves the additional particular of confessing
one's guilt before God, and this confession of
guilt must be so lively and profound as to became
public and ecclesiastically ordained, and stands
in nothing behind the former elirelv. It is therefore not enough to see here only a perception or
recognition (Socinus: "Confiteri signtfcat interior'em
ac profundam suorum peceatorum agnitionem."
Baumgarten-Crusius: " bfwkoyelv is to perceive,
to be sensible, and to become conscious of, as
contrasted with elirelv [i% ixetv a/iapriav"), or "an
inward act grounded in the whole inward bias of
the mind" (Neander), all which is taken for
granted. Nor is it only the real utterance of sin
inwardly identified and confessed to oneself (Huther, DUsterdieck), for this also is implied as a
consequence. Nor must we exclude the acknowledgment before God, and "the confession" ordained for the comfort of a disquieted conscience,
from which no truly penitent man will withdraw
himself, and which is gladly sought and made by
such as are of a contrite heart. [The reference
here is to the Lutheran "confession," which
must not be confounded with the R. C. auricularConfession. Luther himself distinguishes threekinds of confession: the first, before God (Ps.
xxxii. 6), which is so essential that it ought to
be the sum-total of a Christian man's life; the
second, towards our neighbour, and is the confession of love, as the former is that of faith (Jas.
This confession, like the former, is nev. 16.
cessary and ordained. The third is that ordered
by the Pope to be made secretly into the ears of
9. Confession

our sins.--The connection

—

—
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a priest with an enumeration of sins. Luther 9; x. 18; 2 Cor. i. 18-21; 1 Thess. v. 24; Heb. x,
condemned compulsory private confession, and 28; xi. 11 J. And more than this, the term «$•
left it optional with individuals to determine if, t6c, held thus absolute and undefined, has surely
and what they should confess. Still he com- a wider bearing. It concerns something which
mends private confession, saying, "it is advisable He has produced as Creator and suggested as
and good/' The Augsburg Confession, II., IV., Regent in dispensations, to which the Father
says: "Confession has not been abolfthed in our and the Lord have given consciousness in the
Churches, and the usage is not to give the Lord's Word, and which is in perfect harmony with the
to those who have not been previously
examined and absolved," and Luther in his
Larger Catechism supplies a form of confession
which is very full of private matters (Catech.
The present practice varies
Minor., IV., 16-29).
in different Lutheran establishments, some re-

Body

He is faithful to His
Light-nature of God.
Being, to His doings for, and in man as
Creator, Preserver, Governor, Redeemer and
Revealer. He is "stiff and firm" (Luther) ia
cleaving to His holy purpose of grace, that is,
His faithfulness; rnordc therefore is not on!/
Besides this we have the
miserieors (S. Schmid).
epithet 6'uuuoc, righteous, just, which applies
to one who acts in accordance with the duties
arising from his position; it denotes the disposition and righteousness which gives to every man
his due.
God is righteous or just when He
punishes those who walk kv okAtu, 2 Thess. L 6.
7, where the reference is to 6uuda tcplotc, then He

Own

taining private confession, others substituting
feneral confession. The latter custom prevails,
believe, among Lutherans in the United States.
M.]. The proud elireiv stands in antithesis
with the humble duoXoyelv, which includes all the
The original dfioXoyelv
aforesaid particulars.
signifies to speak together [hence to hold the same
language.
M.], then to accord, assent to, and
jurl, forpoints to a dialogue between God accusing and rcaroKplvei but blesses those who walk
reproaching us in our consciences by His Word giving, cleansing and ultimately glorifying then:
and His Spirit, and man assenting thereto in It is only the juxtaposition of nurrdc and the conhumility, faith and prayer, even unto pouring text which render the limitation of SUatoc to the
out his heart before loved fellow-men, from his judicial character of God with reference to the
nearest friend to the spiritual guardian of his penitent admissible in this passage. Faithful
soul, the servant of the Word, the Minister of towards the penitent, agreeably to His Love, His
the gifts and Steward of the mysteries of God. eternal purpose of grace, His Word of promise
Hence the object is designated by roc duaprlac. and His work of redemption, He is also righteous,
The sins are "the particular manifestations of just, to them as promising them forgiveness and
dfiapriav txillf " (Huther), " definite, concrete, spe- cancelling what is still unrighteous in them in
cific sins" (Ebrard), of whichever kind they may conformity to His appointed laws.
Hence iuauoe
be, lesser and even the least sins, even as repent- is not=bonus, lenis (Grotius, Schottgen, Roseaance goes ever deeper and deeper and attains mliller), noT=mquusf benignus (Semler, G. 8.
more clear and distinct perceptions of sin in its Lange, Carpsov, Bretschneider), nor again=*wendless turns, in its hideousness and wrong. See t6c (Hornejus, "m promissis servandis integer"),
below on v. 10, and on ch. iii. 4.
nor=6ucaiuv (Ebrard). Nor does the righteousis faithful and righteous.
That is ness of God appear here as jusiiOa vindicatwoy
only God the Father (so LUcke, de Wette and which was revealed in the death of Christ, so
the majority of commentators), who is the ruling that the forgiveness of sins is Christo justa no*
subject in the work of redemption, since for nobis (Calov), or in that the sinner, appealing to
Christ's sake, and through Christ the Mediator, the ransom paid in the blood of Christ, has his
He forgives and makes us happy, although Christ sin cancelled, because it would be unjust to inis referred to in v. 7, and below in ch. ii. 1.
The sist upon a twofold payment (Sander). Luther's
reference to the Father and the Son is inadmis- explanation is excellent; he says, "God is rightsible (J. Lange, Sander, S. Schmid).
The sub- eous who gives to every man his due and accords
ject is not defined, because the reference is to to those who confess their sins and believe, the
God the Father, who is the principal subject righteousness acquired through the death of
throughout [vv. 6-10]. God is faithful, He aoes Christ, and thus makes thee righteous." This
not become so through forgiveness consequent righteousness of God is closely connected with
upon our repentance. God is faithful because His faithfulness. But we must guard against
His Essence accords with His workings, and the distinction that mordc relates to peccata
these in all particular manifestations accord with MORTALIA, dlKOlOC to PECO ATA TEN ALIA, "quia SI
one another and all of them, together. The pri- justiper opera posnitentise, caritatis etc. merenturdi
mary reference is to God's faithfulness towards condigno hanc condonationem" (Suarei). Faithfulus, to the truth-and-light-essence which reigns ness is rather the soil and foundation from which
in us, if we confess our sins, and is related to righteousness springs up.
[The blessings conand in accordance with His Own Essence ferred upon Christians conformably to the 6ucato(Ebrard) ; but to this must be added a secondary cinnj of God, are in fulfilment of the Divine proreference to His Word with its promises of help, mises. M.].
In Holy Scripture goodness and
blessings, redemption and remission of sins (DUs- righteousness, truth and righteousness are syxytcrdieck, Huther, al.), and this secondary refer- gies (Nitzsch, System, 6th ed., p. 176). Cf. Ps.
ence follows from the context v. 10, which re- cxliii. 1, and notes on ch. ii. 29.
To forgive as oar sins. 'Iva is not=&ffrt,
adverts to the Word of God, although it had already been mentioned in w. 1. 3. 5, and is in so that, or bn with which it alternates, v. 5, ch.
perfect harmony with the grammatical usage of iii. 11.
The difference is, whether we have here
both Testaments and the views they express (cf. simply the contents of the message (v. 6), or its
The meaning here seems
Ps. xxxii. 8 sqq. ; Esek. xviii. 81 sq. ; 1 Cor. i. purpose (ch. iii. 11).

—

—

—

He

h

—

—
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"Ho is

faithful and righteous for Ihe purIt is His Law and Will to
forgive (de Wette), but. of course the Will manifests its energy in action (contrary to Huther).
[I should prefer putting this with Winer thus:
"He is faithful and righteous trt order to forgive
si," i. «., the Divine attributes of faithfulness and
righteousness are exercised in order to our pardon, as Wordsworth puts it
M.]. The sins
which have been confessed He remits. Pardon,
forgiveness of sins, t. *., the cancelling of the
debt of sin and its culpability as well as of the
consciousness of guilt or of an evil conscience;
to be:

pose of forgiTing.

—

justification

and reconciliation are therefore the

oonseouence of the confession of sin; the
second consequence is:
first

And cleanse urn from all unrighteousness. Neither an epexegetical addition (Semler) nor an allegorical repetition of the preceding
(Lange).
It is a coordinated clause describing
tanctification as the continuation of justification,
or redemption as the consequent of reconciliation.
On Ka0apl&iv see notes on v. 7. Unrighteousness, h&uda, is synonymous with dfiapria, and
consequently not=pama peccati (Socinus); the
latter denotes the formal, the former the material
side of sin ; the latter indicates the genesis of sin

—

(or its

course of development) which does not
with the law, the former the fact of the

coincide

effect of sin as violating, transgressing and offending against the Law, and on that account liable
to punishment and conducing to ruin and perdition

U we

of

8-10.

And

His word is not in as, t. «., His word
of promise containing the aktfieia, v. 8; not only
the truth and its knowledge are wanting to such
persons, but they are also without the Word, the
frame and vessel ef the truth. As the reference
is to Christians, His word probably designates
the Gospel of, or concerning Jesus (Socinus, Calov, Neander, Luther, Huther, Diisterdieck), and
not the Old Testament in particular (Oecumenius, Grotius, de Wette, aL), or only the New Testament (Lachmann, RosenmUUer), nor in general
the revelation of God absolutely, His entire selfdisolosure, including the A^of, Jno. i. 1 (Ebrard).
It is not stamped into the heart in living characters (Spener), it has remained or become again
" outwardly or inwardly strange to us " (Huther)
for the regenerate may fall from grace. A man
that is not conscious of sin still adhering to him,
not conscious, therefore, of the true nature of
the holiness for which he was born and born
again, cannot be or have been wont to contemplate and examine himself in the mirror of the
Divine Law, in the Light of the Divine Word, by
the pattern held up to us in the revelation of
Jesus Christ Such a one does actually, carelessly or maliciously accuse of falsehood the Word
of God and the God of the Word, who looks updh
us sinners and calls us to the consciousness of
sin.
Such men may remember the Word of God,
know it by heart, but it is not to them an animating life-principle and impelling power; it is
not extant in their inward life and consciousness.

—

Van. 10. Conclusion.—
say.—Gf. v. 8,
which this verse is not merely the repetition,

hot the intensification

That

we

and continuation.

have not sinned

goes back to
hut ov% jftaprijicafiev is a much
stronger expression the former denotes a state
or condition of which the latter is the actual expression [v. 10 describes the concrete act, v. 8
the abstract state— M.]; we have here the conduct (v. 10) in a certain relation (v. 8) in connection with aduda, v. 9.
The use of the Perfect
does not warrant an exclusive reference to sins
iftapriav owe ix°ftevt

;

entrance into the Church (Socinus,
Pauhis), but denotes active sinfulness reaching
down to the present and sins just committed ; rd?
iftapriac,
9, show that the separate acts, the
sctuosity [actuositas M.] of the dfiapria (v. 8)
are here dwelt upon.
[Huther: " The Perfect
does not prove that tiftaprfiicauev denotes sinning
prior to conversion (Soc, Russmeyer, Paulus,
etc.); the reference 'here, as well as in all the
preceding verses, is rather to the sinning of
Christians; for no Christian would think of denying his former sins. The Perfect is in part accounted for by John's usus loquendi, according to
which an activity reaching down to the present
is often expressed by the Perfect tense, and in
part by the fact that confession always has respect to sins committed before.
M.]
make
a liar. This clause answers
to ^tv66/u0a and iavrovc irhav&uev, but is a much
stronger expression; we not only lie for ourselves, we not only deceive ourselves, but we
make God (avrbv) a liar, and this takes place not
without pride, stubbornness or bitterness even
interior to

•

We

—

—

Him

unto blasphemy

(cf.

—

Jno. v. 18;

He who

viii.

58; x. 38;

blasphemed as
i*ixmKy of course only by such men.
xix.

7. 12).

is irtor6c is

89

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
fht want of redemption which is universal is
also permanent, which even in the Church of the
redeemed hat not disappeared (v. 8), although it is
1.

disappearing more and more (v. 9). The certainty
of the difference between walking in the darkness (irtpuraTtlv kv rift OKorei) and walking in the
light (irepurarelv kv ry fori) is not greater than
the certainty that those who are walking in the
light have sin adhering to them (dpapriav ixoftev).
Vast as is the difference between these two modes
and spheres of life, yet the import of the difference among Christians still affected with sin, but
experiencing a daily growing redemption from
sin, vanishes before the purity of God the Father,
no matter how marked and important the difference may be between a John and 'individual
Church members. The perception and cognition
of sin, especially of one's own sin, and the clear
consciousness of it in all humility, are indispensable requisites for the walk in the Light.
Though your sin, as compared with that of the

unregenerate, be light, take care lest you esteem
The smallest stain soils a clean garit light.
ment. If you despise it when you weigh it, be
Many little sins
afraid when you count it up.
make one great sin; many drops make a river.
2. Self-deception is so fearful because it will
progress to the denial of the truth and the truthfulness of God and His Word, even to open and
formal blasphemy (we lie, v. 6; we deceive ourChrisselves, v. 8 ; we make God a liar, v. 10).
tians are saints, but only in process of being, and
[German :—
not already complete and perfect.
This contradicts
becoming, not yet become.— M. ].
the Donatist error.
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8. Justification is before sancttfcation, ite antecedent; roc duaprlac a+Uvai precedes the KoBapl^eiv ano iraoqc adudac (v. 9); this is the fixed
order in the kingdom of God. Both are acts of
God; the first an act occurring onoe only, the
second involving the continuous doing of God
[the first is a solitary act, the latter a continuing
Although the former is only a
process M.].
solitary, momentary act, and not a process like
the latter, the former repeats itself whenever
there occurs an interruption in the walk in light,
or a loosening or sundering of the fellowship

—

—

with God (. 9).
4. The forgiveness of

situ, as the principal part
of justification, consist* of different elements: 1.
cancelling or diminishing of the punishments of
sin; 2. cancelling of the debt of sin and the culpability connected therewith (culpm et debit*) 8.
remoral of the consciousness of guilt or of an
ctU conscience; 4. the inclination of Divine
grace to the sinner as actually evidenced in the
communication of positive, and especially of
spiritual and eternal riches; 5. abrogation of the
strength and power of sin, wherewith the blotting out of sin did begin, redemption, loosening
from the power of evil, the purification of the
While the two last
reconciled sinner from sin.
elements (Not. 4. 5} mark the transition from the
realm of justification to that of sanotifioation
(Kotiaoibiv, t. 7) that named first and relating to
the punishment of sins is so externally related
to the subject needing the forgiveness of sins,
that its centre may be sought and found only fn
the other two, vis., the cancelling of the guilt
and the removal of the consciousness of guilt, in
perfect analogy with the confession of a justified man, as supplied by St. Paul in Rom. v. 1-5,
a passage which may be called classical in this
matter : elp^vnv kxousv. The centre of the forgiveness of sins is the non-imputatio peccatu
Temporal ills appointed as punishments of sin
oease to be punishments to one who has received the forgiveness of sins, they are to him
only Soiuuaala or ircudeia ; they are not always
or altogether cancelled and removed, and are not
the worst, particularly as they do not terminate
;

After the death of Christ with its
sufferings as well as with the proof of His perfect obedience (v. 7) has operated on the sinner's conscience ana caused him by that fight
to perceive his own sinfulness, and to feel at the
same time the mercy of God, as having special
regard to, and influenoe upon him, he ceases in
the love of faith in Christ to love, himself and
sin within himself, is afraid of himself in his
ugliness, afraid of sin and its perdition reaching
to the bottom of his heart and to, eternal damnation, afraid of the wrath of God in the holy energy of holy love, and confesses his sin, which
he has discovered, before himself, before God
and before men. Thus penitent he net only confesses his sins, but he is also another man, he
self-knowledge.

regarded as such by God, who now remits to
This is the initial phase ef
sin.
sanctification, which begins with the forgireness.
is

him the debt of

The reconciliation of sinners is effected through
the reconciliation in the bloody sacrificial death
of Jesus, so that as the sons of God by grace,
through the Son of God by nature, they make experience of the further communication of His
grace, and in virtue thereof grow up into heirs
of His glory. This was very correctly pereerod
by Luther: "Here John meets the objection:
4
What must I do. then ? my conscience reproaches

me

with

thy

sins.

my many

sins, and John says, Confess
Thereby he confounds all such objections as if conscience says : What must I do to
be saved ? How shall I set about to grow better? Nothing else, says he, but this: Confess
thy sins to Him, and pray Him to pardon thy
grievous guilt.' " " This must be the form of
confession," says Ebrard, " in order to be inwardly true and efficacious." The mere confessing in abstracto that we have sin, etc [See
above in Exegetical and Critical on v. 9.—-*L1
The child after the deed and with his deed;
which is evil, is a very different child, if he goes
and sorrowfully and truthfully oonfesses his sins
to his father.
["I will arise and go to my
Father and will say unto Him, Father, I have
sinned against heaven and before thee, end am
no more worthy to be called Thy son," etc Lose
in damnation, antiktta, whereas guilt and an xv. 18, 19, compared with w. 21-24.— M.] It
The is wholly unwarranted that the Condi. TnamU
evil conscience disquiet and cause pain.
forgiveness of sins simply changes the sinner's XIV. c. 5, p. 87, cites this passage along with
relation to and before God, but afterwards there Luke v. 14
xvii. 14 ; Jas. v. 14, in proof of ausprings up a different conduct of God towards the ricular confession, that auricularis cam$cima and
sinner and of the sinner towards Ood in sanctifica- alleges " Dominus noster Jesus Christus, s term
tion, wherein sins are forgiven and forgotten, ascensurus adcoslos t sacerdotes sui ipsius vicarios rethe sinner is no longer regarded by God as a liquit tamquam praesides et judices, ad quos omnia
sinner, but as another man, and God appears to, mortalia crtmina deferantur."
Likewise a Lapide
and is felt by the sinner no longer as Judge, but says " Quam confessionem exigit Johannes t Bmas a merciful Father. But such a relationship retici solam, gum fit deo, admittunt ; catkolici ctien
springing from the forgiveness of sins may in- specialem requirunt. Respondco, Jojumnem vtramdeed be disturbed and impaired and needs there- que exigere. Oeneralem pro peccatis levibus, specsfore repeated renewing and quickening.
alempro gravibus." Equally unwarranted is the
;

:

5. The factor of the forgiveness of sins is God the
Faithful and Righteous with His purpose of grace
and its revelation (v. 9). No man can forgive
his sins to himself; self-redemption is a lie.
Very beautifully says Luther in execrable Latin
'* Amor Dei non invenit, sed crtat suum diligibile
;
amor hominis fit a suo diligibili."
6. The condition of the forgiveness of sins is the
confession of sins (SuoXoyelv roc duaprlac) resting
upon and conditioned by perception of sins and

inference drawn in favour of purgatory from
KaBaphn as if the forgiveness (a+ikvai roc dftaprias)
took place here and the cleansing from all unrighteousness

(KaOapi^ecv

airb

rijc

it&ojk adudaf)

not until hereafter in another State of existence
even the reading KoOapUm would not warrsat
such a construction. It is Paul's particular aim
to guard his readers against all such false satisfactions and hopes as those in which auricular
confession and purgatory entangle men, and pas*
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and friends also should bear this in mind
in private confessions. [See above note on v.

9.—M.]
HOMIL1TICAL AND PRACTICAL.
The

truth that we are altogether sinners is
very bitter, universal in its application and
reaches deep. But those who flatter themselves,
and think higher and better of themselves than
they really are, lose the truth. If you think
any thing of yourself, you ruin yourself. God
only knows and is able to make something of
man. Without the perception of sin no confession of sin, without confession of sin no forgiveness of sin,\ without forgiveness of sin no
cancelling of sin, ergo without grace no salvaThe denial of our sin and sinfulness
vation.
will hardly avail with a human judge, but it
will ruin us with the Judge Eternal. Without
truthfulness and the love of truth you will have
no room for God and His word in your heart and
lose all susceptibility for them. Be afraid of
desiring to know any thing, and especially thy
heart, better than God, the Lord.
Stark* : We must not look for perfect holiness in this world; those who entertain the
fancy that they may be or are perfect are like
those who walk on stilts or over precipitous
cliffs : before they are aware of it they will fall
and come to naught. Whoso seeks righteousness
in absolute deliverance from sin, will lose it if He
has it already, and never get it if he has it not.
Confession of sins before God is necessary to the
forgiveness of sins ; but we cannot merit forgiveness by confession of* sins. The confession of
sins is here simply adduced as a sign of hearty,
contrite repentance ; it comprises all these parts

—

and

is

8-10.

I.

tors

founded on a thorough knowledge accom-

panied by a perfect hatred and detestation of
sin ; but it must take place without all cloaking
and concealment, sincerely and from the heart.
Moreover it must take place with the heart and
with the mouth, first and foremost before God

whom we

;; ; ;

;

written for our learning: grant that we may in
such wise hear them, read, mark, learn and inwardly digest them, that, by patience and comfort
of thy holy Word, we may embrace and ever
hold fast the blessed hope of everlasting life,
which Thou hast given us in our Lord Jesus

irwn."-M.]
Langs
If God

Christ.

—

:
daily forgives penitents
their sins, how much more ought we to forgive
one another's sins ; if we have been offended by
men and we do not willingly and truly forgive
them, neither will God forgive us.
If one thinks himself perfectly holy and pure,
he comes short of,

J.

Daily renovation
The sense of godly poverty of spirit
8. The daily prayer for the forgiveness of the
sins and transgressions he has committed
4. Spiritual watchfulness and carefulness
6. Avoiding what may excite his inward de-

"*

1.

2.

sires
6.

and appetites

The right use of the means of grace which

are appointed for the furtherance of virtue
7. The proper regard and daily appropriation of the blood of Christ for cleansing from all
unrighteousness
8. Bounden sympathy with, and compassion
on his faulty and erring brethren. Thus he will
at last fall from the grace of God into abominable selfishness and spiritual pride; and, unless
he turn from the error of his ways, into eternal
perdition.

—

:
Although we should like David and
from fellowship with God, He will, if
we humbly and penitently confess those repeated
sins and beg for mercy for Christ's sake, forgive
them also and cleanse us from all unrighteousWe must not however boldly go on sinness.
ning, but rather shun sin the more.
Heubner
The beginning of all wisdom is to
know one's sin. There* is a difference between
having and doing tin. The first is partly former
guilt, partly the remaining bias to sin which
misleads us to the commission of many sins of
infirmity
the second is living in some master

Whistoh

Peter

fall

:

—

;

have offended therewith and who, we
hope, may forgive it us ; but also before men,
whom we have either offended or vexed thereby.
It is a congenital fault of men.to love making them-

be wholly the servant of sin. The matter
stands thus: God says on every page of His
Book : All men, consequently you and I also,
are sinners ; but man says, I am not a sinner.

selves innocent by their own efforts [literally
44
to burn themselves white" M.] ; but let none
act the hypocrite to himself ; for God has concluded all under sin, and no man living is righteous before him.
Spbner : Those also who walk in the light,
stand in fellowship with God and are cleansed by
the blood of Christ, have sins adhering to and
remaining in them, from which they still require
to be cleansed.
If God has forgiven your sins,
He will also cleanse you* from all unrighteousness : now if you desire the one benefit without
striving for or refusing to receive the other, you
seek to overturn the righteousness of God and
therefore cannot get it ; for God has ordered
that they must remain together. If the word of
God is to be profitable to us, it must be kept and
planted within us in order that it may be powerful and efficacious in us.
[Collect for second Sunday in Advent : " Blessed
God, who hast caused all holy Scriptures to be

One or the other therefore must lie. If man denies his sin, he affirms that God has lied in His
Word ; yea, the whole Christian religion, Christ's
coming into the world would become a lie ; for
He came for the salvation of sinners and there
Hence pride, self-rightwould be no sinners
eousness is so dangerous, hateful and loathsome
to God, because the proud accuse God of lying.

—

—

gin, to

—

!

—

Nitzsch: I. The warning against the false method of getting acquitted of the burden of our guilt
The Apostle warns,
before God,
1. Against the false interpretation and depreciation of the law ; the precepts, which I have not
violated, cannot preserve my righteousness and
innocence in the one which I have broken ; nor
is ignorance of any avail to me, how often I have
unconsciously or half- consciously transgressed;
more malice may lie concealed in a word than in
a deed, and more still in a thought. Knowledge
of sin is the only gain we can derive from the law.
2. Against excuses of sin from external or in-
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human namore by taking from God what is
Why did
His, than if we give up all self-praise.
you not threaten or entice with God when men
threatened or enticed you with the world, and
seek to lead those to virtue who wanted to mislead you to vice? and have you always done the
good you knew and were able to do ? That igno-

of this condition be not mistaken, it is fit we rethat nothing is more usual in Scripture
than to express a man's duty by some very considerable branch of it Thus the whole of religion is often implied in the love or the fear of
God; and thus confession here, no doubt denotes
not only an acknowledgment of our faults, but
all that deep humility and shame, all that afflictrant sinner remains to be found who has not ing sorrow and self-condemnation, all that resolution against them, all that effectual forsaking
knowingly transgressed the Divine precepts.
them for the future, all that diligence to grow
8. Of false saHsj'actions ; for they contain one
and ail an untrue and unhappy release from the and abound in the contrary virtues and graces,
all that entire dependence on the merits and sastate of guilt
II. The true way of getting acquitted of our guilt crifice of our crucified Redeemer, all that application of His Word and sacraments ordained to
before Ood:
convey this cleansing blood to us, which accom1. Ask what the confession of our sins is; and,
2. Consider how on the right confession of sin Ood pany such acknowledgments, when serious and to
the True and Righteous will forgive us our sins and the purpose, and which are elsewhere represented
cleanse us from all unrighteousness.
as constituent parts of repentance and necessary
The man who confesses his sins in Ps. xxxii., predispositions to forgiveness. In the meanwhile,
does not make a show of his wickedness, nor re- as the mention of this singly was sufficient, so
gard his transgressions with the fear or careless- was ns part of repentance as proper to be menness of the natural man, nor say yea to the ge- tioned as this; for it was directed to persons vain
neral situation and complaint, and yet feel his and absurd enough to suppose themselves void
guilt as he feels the regular pulsation of his of sin, and thereby evacuating, so far as in them
heart, satisfied with his condition.
No, his whole lie, the whole Gospel of Christ; for the Gospel
being, thinking, moving and life fully participate propounds a salvation to all men, to be obtained
in his confession, which insists upon the full act only by His death, a death undergone on purand truth of our separation from sin and the ac- pose that it might propitiate for sin, and consecomplishing of all that to which grace in Christ quently a death needless to them who had no sin;
It is full knowledge of sin and of
will lead us.
a death of none effect to any who do not allow
our sin in us ; we feel truly the guilt and misery the necessity and trust to the virtue of it, for the
of sin and that sin imperils our life, we confess remission of their own sins; but to all who do,
in despair unto salvation, yet not without faith, so beneficial that God can as soon renounce His
but in faith in holy Love. This is the way with Word, as disappoint their reasonable expectsthe beginning and progress of being cleansed tions.
His promise is passed, and He is faithful;
the Judge of all the earth cannot but do right;
from all unrighteousness.
T. A. Wolf:
Of the true constitution of those His Son has paid the debt, and He is just; He
who live without the knowledge of sin.
will not therefore require from the principal
1. Its marks: rude security, tender selfishness,
what the Surety has already discharged. So
*
self-contented pride.
sure are we to be happy, if we be but sensible
2. Its consequences: without the light of the how miserable we have made ourselves; so sure
truth, without the consolation of forgiveness, to be miserable, if puffed up with vain confidence
without strength for real amendment.
in our own real impotence, and insensible that to
8. Its end: either dying without the knowledge of Jesus Christ alone we owe the very possibility
sin, partly with fearful presumptuousness, partly
of our being happy."]
with a firm courage that might make us doubt
"When from ignorance or mistake,
[Barrow
>ur belief, or attaining to a penitent and sincere from inadvertency, negligence or rashness, from
knowledge of our sin,
weakness, from wantonness, from presumption
Krummachee: The throne of grace 1. Is con- we have transgressed our duty and incurred sincealed from ignorant or bad self-righteous men 2. ful guilt ; then, for avoiding the consequent danger
Unveiled to believers 8. Left too soon by levity, and vengeance, for unloading our consciences of
idleness, or culpable opinionativeness.
the burden and discomfort thereof, with humble
Friedrich: Either Ood is a liar, or we are confession in our mouths, and serious contrition
altogether sinners.
1. A call to decision as to
in our hearts, we should apply ourselves to the
whether we will believe God's Word in general God of mercy, deprecating His wrath and inv
or not.
2. A call from sleep whether we will con- ploring pardon from Him, remembering the protinue to yield ourselves to the dream of self- mise of John: "If we confess our sins, He is
deception or not.
8. A call of the judgment,
faithful and just to forgive us our sins, and to
whether we will seek the grace of the forgiveness cleanse us from all unrighteousness." M.].
of our sins, or be lost forever.
f Sermons
Clauss: The Confession: 1. What it is? 2.
V v. 8., 9. Augustine If we say that we have
What are its effects?
no sin, etc. Libr. of the Fathers, 20. 947.
Bebsbr: God grant that the truth be written
Trench : Sin forgiven by a faithful and just
not only in our confessions, but in our hearts
God.
No sanctification unless its root be forgiveness
Ver. 9. Burnet, Gilbert: God's readiness to
and no forgiveness unless its fruit be sanctifica- receive returning sinners. Pract Serm., 2. 321.
tion.
Hook,W. T.: Auricular Confession. Contro[Stanhope: On v. 9, "That the true purport versies of the Day, 187. M.].
ternal circumstances {the world, fate,
ture)

;

we

lose

member
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1-2.

II.

Reconciliation

Chaptbe IL
2

—

1

and Redemption.

1-2.

children, these things write I unto you, that ye sin not.

we have an advocate with the Father, Jesus Christ the righteous

propitiation for our sins:

Vene

2.

p

P

and not for ours only, but

also for the sins

1

And if any man
And he l is the

:

of the whole world.

i an.
"And Ho is Himself." Lillie : " Here the emphatic or exclusive force of a v r b « is imk a I avrh
portant. He is the only propitiation for sin. The penitent may trust the Advocate who, righteous Himself, died for him.
Such an Advocate God will hear." The emphatic force is retained by Tyndale, Cranmer, Geneva (he it is that) ; Syr. Latin versions except Gastal. (ipse), German (the same); French vss.
(c>e*t lux qui) Bengel (ip$e.
Hocfacit epitasin. pakacletds valentutimus, quia ipse propitiatio).— Lachmann following A. B. Vulg. places e <r t i before i\aafi6 *.—M.
German: "But also for the whole world." Winer, p. 699. specifies this clause as an instance of oratio variaia, pointing out that in ntpl r£>v afiaprtuy t|/tuy, ov v«pl rStv ruitrijtnv 6k ftovor
AXKa cat wtpl oAov tow x o <r ft o v, instead ofthe last words irepl rS»v oKov tow k6<p/tov, or instead of the first wept ^ n £> v might have been used.-—M.]

«

teneri ac blandientis sunt amoris signa").

BXBGETICAL AND CRITICAL.
Connection.

—Luther

who

is

prepared to

call

him a

able to show the consistency
and agreement of this passage. He agrees however with Augustine, who says: "Et ne forte impunitatem videretur dedisse peccatis, quia dixit:
fidtlis est et Justus, qui mundet nos ab omni iniquitate, et dicerent jam sibi homines : peccemus, securi
faciamus, quod volumus, purgat nos Chris tus,
tollit
tibi malam securitatem et inserit utilcm timorem.
Male vis esse securus, solicitus esto; fidelis enim est
st Justus, ut dimittat nobis delicto, nostra, si semper
tibi displiceas et muteris, donee perficiaris.
Ideo
quod sequiturf filioli.
Sed forte surrepit de vita
kumana peccatum. Quid ergo fiet ? Jam desperatio
eritt Audi. Si quis,inquit, peccaverit, etc." SoBede,
Calvin, Caiov, Diisterdieck.
[Alford thinks that
there is more in the connection than this: "It is
not corrective only of a possible mistake, but it
is progressive
a further step taken in the direction of unfolding the great theme of this part of
the Epistle, enounced in ch. i. 5.
The first step
for those walking in the light of God was, that
they should confess their sins: the next and consequent one, that they should forsake them, and
agreeably to their new nature, keep His commandments. This verse introduces that further
unfolding of our subject, which is continued, and
especially pressed as regards the one great commandment of love, in our w. 8-11." M.]. The
difficulty lies not so much in the sequence of ideas
is in the ethical relation and agreement of the
points under consideration, viz.: the grace of
God and reconciliation through Christ, the universality and power of sin and man's wrestling
with it. On the one hand, the aid of God and
Christ must neither make us disheartened in the
touggle with sin, nor render us confident that
we are sure to have it, and, on the other, the
power of sin must not terrify us as if all were in
theologian

is

—

—

So Ch.

12, 28; iii. 18; iv. 4; v. 21, only fwv is certain, but in ch. iii. 18, it is uncertain.
Here,
ii.

just in view of the danger, the most tender and
heartfelt love is awake.
These things write I. The Plural ravra
(not tovto), has respect, not to a particular point,
but to the whole in its vital harmony. We should
be eager for the contest with sin, because God is
light; because walking in the light is the preservative of our fellowship with God, and the means
of deriving the benefits of the blood of Christ;
because we must not deny having sin, and because
God will gladly rid us of it.
That ye sin not. This is the design of his
writing.
Sinning applies to particular sins, not
to small faults and inadvertencies only which

—

<

—

would properly be no

sins ; they might gradually
even into mortal sin (ch. v. 16). It is neither
peccatis manere (Socinus, Episcopius), still less
to continue unbaptized (Loffler).
Ver. lb. The aid. And if any man sin
[better: and if any one sin.
M.]. Not an antithesis ( Vulg. &), but simple copulation (koX) ;
since even in zeal against sin there ever recurs the
indubitable case of sinning (kdv tic cf. the note
on ch. i. 6). \kav simply admits the possibility of
sinning.
M.]. Both fighting against sin and
sinning, go always together.
The reference is
general, and hence the apostle continues in the
But the apostle does not affirm an inPlural.
ward necessity, that it must be so, as Calvin supposes: nam fieri non potest, quin peccemus ; it may
be so in fact, but the conditional particle must
not be turned into a causal. Socinus also disfigures the thought; " si quis peccat, i. e., post Christum agnitum, etprofessionem nominis ipsius adhuc in
peccatis manett necdum reeipuit."
The note of
time and the intensification of the thought, are
purely arbitrary; "for, on the one hand, a true
Christian mag sin, but he cannot remain in
sins, and on the other, to one remaining in
vain.
sins Christ is not the irapdiforroc" (Huther).
Via. la. Call to the contest.
little " If any one sin not with the wilfulness of sin,
Ohildren.
Thus "turn propter mtatem suam, but in spite of the will of his mind, which says
turn propter paternam coram et affectum" fHorneno when sin is present." (Besser).
jas), and because he was their spiritual father
have an advocate with the Father.
(GaL iv. 9), and as John called out to the lapsed On irapOKhrroc see Lange on John xiv. 16, Vol. IV.
youth (Euseb. H. E. Ill, 23) ; ri fie febyetc, ritcvov, p. 311 sq. [German edition.
M.]. The word has
rfo aavTov irarfpa; Lorinus (" Diminutiva nomina here undoubtedly a Passive sense, vii. : advocatus
t

—
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—
=

—

—

—

—

—

—
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patromu (Luther, Vormund), interapplication to Christ, Although its
application in the Gospel, is limited to the Holy
Spirit (Jno. xiv. 16, 26; xv. 26; xvi. 7), is anticipated in the first of these passages by the
words hTJunc nap&iduiroc; Christ is also Paraclete,
the Holy Ghost only another Paraclete; this is
clear from the context ["Christ is the real irapdk>jjtoc, the Holy Ghost His substitute" Huther.
M. ] Here Christ is irap6xhjroc npoc rbv iraripa (cf.
pn ch. i. 2), there the Holy Ghost is fieff vfi&v etc
rbv aluva. The Holy Ghost carries on the work of
Christ in His followers, the world with its threatenings notwithstanding, but Christ pleads the
cause of His followers before God the Father, interceding for them with Him, even as Heb. iv.
14-16; vii. 25-28; 8, lsqq.; Col. ix. 24, relate
to a transaction between the Father and the Son.
The imepevrvyx&veiv of the Holy Ghost, Rom. viii.
26, is a different matter, and does not affect the
The apostle says
difference marked by John.
Father, not God, because the new relation into
which those who are reconciled through Christ
have been translated, is assumed as already existing; hence not only because the Son intercedes
with Him, but because He intercedes for believers who, through Him, have become riicva rov
&eov (ch. iii. 1, 2). The activity of the Paraclete
is kvrvyx&veiv imip iftuv (Rom. viii. 84; Heb. vii.
25).
'Exofiev indicates two things. 1. The Plural, as in ch. 1, 6 sqq., denotes the general character of the intercession and the universal want
of Christians of such an intercessor. Augustine's note is capital: "Non dixit: habetis, nee: me
habetis dixit, ted et Christum posuit, non se, et habemus dixit, non habetis. Maluit se ponere in nu~
mero peccatorum, ut haberet advocatum Christum,
quam ponere se pro Christo, advocatum et inveniri
[The same Father
inter damnandos superbos."
says in the same connection after the words
cited at the head of this section under Connection: "file est ergo advocatus: da operam tu
ne pecces : si de infirmitate vitss subrepserit pcccaturn, continuo vide, continuo displiceat, continuo
damna ; et cum damnaveris, securus ad judicem venies.
Ibi habes Advocatum : noli timere ne perdas
causam confessionis turn. Si enim aliquando in hoc
vita committet se homo disertm lingust et non perii:
committis ie verbo etperiturus est?"
M.]. 2. The
Present indicates that the intercession is continued and permanent in its operation.
orator, causm
cessor.

Its

.

—

Jesus Christ the Righteous.— Mkowc

is

evidently put in antithesis to the still sinning
children of God, and is not=&ytoc, innocens et
sanctus (a Lapide), but His sinlessness and holiness as manifested in His life, "righteous, unWhile the
blemished and sinless" (Luther).
sense of bonus, lenis suggested by Grotius is too
weak here, as also in ch. i. 9, that given by
Ebr8,rd=JiKai<Jv, says too much, and is incorrect,
because it is not the province of the intercessor
to ducaiovv, and that of Bede, who says, "Justus
advocatus,, injustas causas non suscipit" is equally
inadmissible, because 6'ikoioc is not the adjective
belonging to TapdKhjrov. Nor can it be taken in
the sense of "fidelis et verax" (Socinus), like nioroc
ch. i. 9.
It corresponds exactly with the description of the interceding High-priest, Heb. vii.
26; cf. 1 Pet. iii. 18. Moreover here, where we
have neither xPurrov Alone, nor vlov avrov, but

Xptorbv, preceded

by

'Iijodbv,

with emphatic

force,

the reference is not to the teyoc aoapnoc, but to
the X6yoc kvoapKoc, who has shed His blood (ch. i.
For both in Heb. vii. 25 sqq.; iv. 14 sqq.,
7).
and Rom. viii. 84, the intercession of Christ is
connected with His suffering on the Cross, as
part of His high-priestly work and office. If
Grotius supplies, and on the strength of ch. v.
16; Gal. vi. 1; 2 Cor. ii. 6, puts after k6* rte
dfidpry "Et se ecclcsim regendm sanandseque tradiderit" remarking, "nondicit: habctiUe advocatum,
1
sed ecclesia habet, quss pro lapso precatur, ' and
"preces ecclesim Christus more advocati dec patri
eommendat," (Jno. *Y\.2(y,) it isnot a SpirituSaneto,
sed a Orotiana audacia, as Calov expresses himself.
The Plural ix°t*tv does not involve the idea of the
Church, but designates rather every individual,
even the most advanced Christian, for every one
is the object of our holy Saviour's intercession.
And this very thing is the comfortable help
vouchsafed to those who fight against sin. AU
this shows that Christ, who died for us and is
now at the right hand of the Father, is our Advocate pleading the cause of every Christian with
the Father, provided that, clearly and profoundly conscious of his guilt, he appear before God
as a penitent, and fight manfully against the sin
in his heart
Christ, as the Sinless and Right*
eous One, lays before the Father the supplication
of the penitent sinner, supported by His intercession, and as He has died for him on the cross,
as He has wooed and drawn him to Himself to
walk in light, so He desires to preserve him
therein, and to aid him towards the attainment
of sanctification, in the continued 'activity of an
advocate in glory, even as He did intercede for
His followers in the days of His humiliation
(Jno. xvii. 9; Luke xxii. 82; xxiii. 84).
Van. 2. The assurance.
is the Propitiation for our sins. Kal is here the simple
copula, which adds a further particular, and,
therefore, neither=owa ( a Lapide), nor=*«ai
This particular relates to the Person of
(Beza).
the Intercessor (koI avroc=et ipse, idemque) and is
of perpetual validity and operation (tori), like
and parallel to the preceding ixo/iev izapdxhfrov.
The word IXaefibe occurs only here and in ch. iv.
10, and there also connected with mpl dfiaprtf*
The verb IMoiceoiku is also found in a
jfujv.
Passive sense, Luke xviii. 18: Yhturdrjri ftot rp
dfMpruXp, where the reflexive sense is not wholly
quiescent; be (become thou) mercifully disposed, suffer thyself to be mercifully disposed, it
is consequently tteuv yeviodai* propithtm fieri. Or
with the obliteration of the reflexive force peculiar
to the Middle, it has an Active sense, e. g., Heb.
ii. 17: IMoKeoOai rbe dpaprtac rob Xaov, to atone,
expiate for the sins of the people, expiate. In
classical Greek IX&oiteoOai denotes on\y propitium
facere aliquem, indicating the attempt of the pagan sacrifices to reconcile God. In Holy Scripture, and especially in the New Testament, God
is not reconciled by us, but reconciles, as we learn
from the instructive passage, 2 Cor. v. 18, If, cf

—

And He

i. 20; Eph. ii. 16.
Man is KoraXAaytlc, God
only KaraXMtjac, airoKaraXKd^ac iavrfa etc avrov.
In Clement Rom. we find already k£tX6oK£<rdat rb*
&c6v, but it does not occur in a canonical writing*
The Socinians have not overlooked this. Schlicht
ing says: "Non est ergo cur quispiam ex km

Col.
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placandi voce concludat,

deum a

Christo nobis fuisse

placatwn" (see Delitzsch, Note on Heb., p. 97).
The some view is very distinctly contained in
our parallel passage, ch. iv. 10: avrbe rjyanTjotv
$/ta{ koX dirloretXev tov vl6v avrov iTmouov irepi
ipaortuv iju&v, God the Father has constituted the
He
propitiation by sending therefor His Son.
Himself is the propitiation, which comprises
the High-priest and the sacrifice. For according
to Ktthner 1, {. 878, p. 418, IXaaubc denotes "the
It is,
intransitive relation of the stem verb."
therefore, neither=iteor#p ( Grotius, alA for He
is also the propitiatory sacrifice, noY=J.Aaorfjpiov
(Bengel, Liicke, de Wette alArfor He is the
Agent accomplishing the propitiation (or expiaAs He m the Light of the world, the
tion).
Truth, the Life, the Way in Himself, and not
only has, shows or brings it, so He is Himself
the Propitiation; it is " really existing in His
Person" (Dtisterdieck) ; He is "not the Reconciler or Propitiator through something external
Thus
to Him, but through Himself" (Lucke).
He is called our dytaoudc, 1 Cor. i. 30 ; cf. 2 Cor.
v. 21.
Nor is He 'Ouaaubc 9eot>, but irepi rdv
The sins are the points with
dftapriuv fifidv.
which the propitiation is concerned, to which it
has reference (fe/w) ; neither substitution is
mentioned here, nor the manner and means how
this propitiation is accomplished and brought
about.
John evidently designates church-members by jfujv (fideUum, as Bengel explains the
word); he writes to Christians, not to Jews.
The sequel also simply contrasts Christians and
Bengel justly observes with renon-Christians.
ference to oh. v. 19 : " quam late patet peccatum,
tarn late propitiate "
On that account the apostle
adds:
Tet not for oars only, bat also for the
whole world. Here is simply oratio variata.
He might have said: dAAd koX irepi tov bTuov tov
koouov, joining what precedes with duapri&v, or
connecting before with \Xaau6c% ov irepi $uav 6i
u6vovf which would answer to the conclusion as
it stands.
See Winer p. 599; [also Appar. Crit.
v. 2, 2.
A similar variation is found
M.T.
Heb. ix. 7. The point is, therefore, not breviloqocnee (Ebrard), nor the supplying of r&v (GroNor was it betius, de Wette, Diisterdieck).
cause of the evil inhering in the n&auoct since it
is equally applicable to Christians (contrary to
Hother). The Apostle's design was manifestly
to show the universality of the propitiation, in
the most emphatio manner, and without any
This renders any and every limitaexception.
tion inadmissible.
We must not except with
Oalvin the rcprobos, because of predestination
it is rather
the double deeretum absolutism
which is here excluded. Neither is it admissible to take nbauoc as ecclesia eleetorum per to turn
mundum dispersa (as Bede does), nor to explain
it of the heathen only (Oeoumenius, Cyrillus,
Hornejus, Semler, Rickli). In like manner we
must not think only of the apostle's age, but
rather of the totality of unbelieving mankind in
general (Spener, Paulas, de Wette, Lticke, Sander, Neander, Dtisterdieck, Huther).
As in ch.
i. 7, the work of Christ extends to all the sins
pf His people, so it extends here to the sin of the
whole world, without distinguishing between
contemporaneous and successive generations

—

—

—
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(Baumgarten-Crusius), or finding here any reference to the difference between sufficientia and
This renders it also perfectly clear that
efficacia.
while Christ is the Paraclete of believing penitent Christians only, His propitiation has respect
to, and is sufficient for all men in general.
The
idea of irapdKXqroc is, therefore, not wider than
and including IXaaubc, as Bede supposes ["advocatum habemus apudpatrem qui inlerpeUal pro nobis
et propitium cum ae placatum peccatis noslris reddit."
M.]; or, vice versa, IXaaubg is not the
wider idea including irapdic>jfToc (de Wette, Rickli, Frommann) ; the two ideas are rather coordinate, yet so that irapdkhfToc pre-supposes Hoopoe ;
Christ has made a propitiation sufficient for all
men. He tit Himself the propitiation, and would
fain appear before the Father as the Paraclete of
all men.
There are two different parts of the
Redeemer's work, each having its real mode of
action and effect, but of course in an ethical lifesphere.

—

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
The frontiers of Christianity,
Systems which, like Pelagianism, do not acknowledge the necessity (idv tic dpdprrj) or like Manich&eiem with its fundamental dualism, deny the
1.

possibility (Iva pr) dudprnre)

of redemption, if the
question bears on the objects of redemption, and
systems which, like Ebionism, deny the Divinity
(diKcuov), or in the opposite case, like Docetism,
the humanity ('Irjaovv) of the Redeemer, if the
question bears on tne subject of redemption;
Buch systems are wholly foreign to Christianity.
2.

Of

Christ.

and holiness is the fundamental
His Being. He requires neither an expiation nor the help of an advocate, but He
makes the one and accords the other.
6. His work on earth is indicated by His being
iXacubc irepi tvv duaprtCw $u&v kcu bXov tov kSouov.
This implies,
o. As He is oucaio?, and according to 1 Cor. i.
a.

Sinlessness

trait of

—

30: oo^ia—SiKawavvrj re iai dyiaaubc nal diroXbrpuso He is Himself, so there is existing in
Him, also ftaoudc; and beside Him and without
Him there is no propitiation for our sins.
is dUauoc, and all men adust*,
/?. As He only
so it is He only who has made and does make a
propitiation for all men; Jhis affirms the universality of the only tXaaubc.
y. The atonement extant relates to the sins
which violate the majesty of God, disturb the
holiness of the order of His Kingdom, and are
the products of an enmity to the Glorious One, so
that they, arouse the reaction of the bpyf); and
therefore, as distinguished from KaraMiayt, reconciliation which bears on sinners and creates a
disposition, reconciliation IXaaubc is to be taken
in the sense of atonement, propitiation [or expiation] cxpiatio, and as regulating a disturbed relaExpiation renders quiescent the bpyi)
tionship.
tov &eovf whereas reconciliation allays the enmity
of man in his duapria, cf. Nitxsoh, System { 135.

otc,

6. The effect of the IXaaubc is that he, whose
sins are expiated, ceases to belong to the kAouoc,
but not irresistibly, nor by a physical process,
but only as a real beginning and supporting
foundation, on which we must take our stand, and
progress, in order that the naraX^ay^ may ensue,
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and that we may become partakers thereof; in irepl ift&v. The intercession of the Paraclete,
our ethical demeanor we must do our part when* which contemplates the perfection of believer*
ever occasion and aid are afforded us, otherwise and their preservation in the Sonship, most he

we

shall lose the ground of salvation, the beginning of blessedness, and the receptivity for the
same. But our passage is silent as to the manner how it is done; even the alfia (ch. i. 7) is

Nor may an inference respecting substitution be drawn from this passage,
as Nitzsch (System, p. 284) has done.
rj.
Christ is and remains the IKaopdc both for
all sins and the sins of all, and for all ages and
generations; His atonement is permanent in its
operativeness. Not only in a general way, but the
individual, every individual, is the object of expiation and reconciliation. This passage teaches
the predestination of the salvation of all men.
c. His work in heaven is indicated by izapdnhjroc npoc rbv iraripa ; which imports,
a. That it concerns a work after His entrance
into His original glory, consequently that which
the glorified Redeemer does for us in heaven; He
is not only a historical person and power, whose
influence is felt for centuries, like Luther and his
reformation, and the Greeks with their civilization, but He is an ever living person above, and at
the same time in the world's history.
/?. Jesus, the Christ, is consequently the Paraclete, not only as to His Divine, or as to His human nature, but in His Divine-human person in
its glory with the Father.
y. This work concerns our need of help remaining after our expiation and reconciliation effected
by Him on earth, which need of help consists in
our repeated sinning anew, and the consequent
peril threatening anew our filial relation to God
the Father effected by him; He desires "to cancel again the effects of our sins on our relation
to God," (Hofmann, Schriftbeweis 11, 1, p. 645), on
the object of this work, are "believers still sinning in their walk in the light" (Huther), and
that without any exception.
d. This work of the exalted Redeemer is an
intercession for Christians belonging to Him in
faith ; it is a real work of the Lord, since He not
only silently waits for the effects of His reconciliation, but is actively engaged in pressing His
merit with the Father, and that, as a vocalis et
oralis intercession
Our passage excludes all the
intercessions of Romanism, those of the Virgin
Mary, and of all the saints, who, as well as
St John, stand in need of intercession. See
Conf. Aug. XXI., Apol. XXI. 10, sqq.
For the
saints are not deprecatores, still less propitiaiores,
orent,
ut
non tamen invocandi. It also dismisses
the "grossly sensuous view" combated by Calvin when he says: "nimis crasse errare.eos, qui
patris genibus Christum advolvunt, ut pro nobis oret;"
the mtercessio is not humilis. But it is equally
false to regard it as only symbolical, as nuda mterpretiva (per ostensa merita), as Beds does, or
only as the continuing effect of the work of redemption consummated by Christ in His death
(Baumgarten-Crusius). Unfounded is the view
of Kostlin (Lehrbegriff, pp. 81, 192), who understands rrapOKhjroc to denote the eternal Highpriest, who does not pray, but, as the Father for
His sake loves also those who believe in Him,
directly excludes intercession, because Jno. xvi.
26 expressly deprecates kporqv irpdc rbv iraripa

well distinguished from the asking intercession
of the High-priest, which contemplates the acceptance of the Sonship, cf., Lange on John xvi
26, Vol. 4, p. 343, n. 16. (German edition, M 1.

tacitly pre-supposed.

—

8.

Of

Christians.

Sinfulness continues even in the most advanced Christians, and manifests itself in the
constant recurrence of particular sins.
b. The warfare against sin, ho wever,, is earnestly
insisted upon.
John does not say whether it is
possible to a believer not to sin ; nor does he say
that he must sin (Calvin: "nam fieri non potest,
guin pecccmus"), but demands that Christians
should strive not to commit sin. The Apostle's
love of the Church (rcKvia pov) constrains him to
charge them not to sin, because those who sin not,
keep themselves, (rnpel iavrbv, ch. f>, 18) preserve
their sonship with God and their regeneration
(ch. iii, 6. 9).
He views sin as man's ruin and
ungodliness.
c. The Christian requires no other human mediator, or priest ; he has become spiritual himself, and no longer secular, himself a priest and
not a layman. These antitheses vanish to those
who live in faith in Christ the Redeemer, do
every thing through Him and for His sake, and
refer every thing to Him.
a.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.
Sin should not be denied, but fought and conquered. Seek with Jesus the Sinless One for
true humility in the knowledge of thy sin, and
thou wilt find with Him the right courage to
overcome thy sin. As thy perception of sin
grows more keen, thy sensibility even of the most
secret and most trifling sin more acute and delicate, thy sorrow for sin more profound, thy
struggle with it more desperate, so thy perception
of the Saviour's life and work will also grow
more keen, thy hearing of God's still small voice
more acute, thy joy over the cleansing power of
His word and work more profound, the Lord's
victory over thee and thy triumph with Him
more certain. Although a man sanctify himself;
he still sins. It is Jesus Christ, the Righteous,
in His glory, who prays for the fallen, for an unrighteous world, that cannot forgive and forget
any thing thai judges and condemns. The
demand not to sin is not devoid of consolation, if
we do sin; but he only that strives to satisfy the
demand will be satisfied with the consolation.
Never forget that Christ has expiated sin, and
that He had to expiate it, and thou wilt take a serious view of sin.

—

AuGUSTiifi : " Ibi habes advocatum, noli timers,
Si enim alt*
ne perdas causam confessionis turn.
quando in hoe vita committit ss homo auertss Ungun
et

non peril, tommUUs

te

verbo et ptriturus est"

—The righteousness of Jesus
on our side; for the righteousness of God
a certain
ours in Jesus Christ. —
Luther

Christ

:

is

It is

is

fact, that

thou art a part of the world : lest perchance thy
heart might deceive thee and say: "The Lord
died for Peter and Paul—not for me!"
Stabkb: Teachers, should deal with their
hearers as a father deals with his children; hut

—
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CHAP.
then the hearers should bo demean themselves
that such a course is possible.
Whoso serves the
Church of Christ with his writings, should examine himself as to the motive which prompts him;

—

he does unite with the motive of ambition or
him ; but if his motive
is really and truly the glory of God, and he desires to make his gifts useful to men, it is wellChrist is
pleasing to God.
Blessed consolation
our advocate and spokesman, who has taken our
cause in hand
Rejoice, ye tempted ones! there
is no danger.
Our Saviour elaims His right.
Heubner: The Christian promises of grace
are holy and not designed to abet idleness; they
are not given to careless and hardened sinners,
but to sorrow-stricken, contrite and penitent
sinners.
Here is expressly taught Christ's interIt is of infinite value
cession for His people.
before God, because it is the intercession of the
Righteous, of the perfectly Holy One, who may
dare to intercede with God.
[Cranher, Abp.: ** Christ was such an High
Bishop, that He, once offering Himself, was sufficient by one effusion of His blood to abolish sin
unto the world's end. He was so perfect a Priest,
that by one oblation He purged an infinite heap of
sins, leaving an easy and ready remedy for all sinif

covetousness, it is sin to

—

!

!

—

—

—

His one sacrifice should suffice unto all
men that would not show themselves unworthy,
and He took unto Himself not only their sins, that
many years before were dead and put their trust
in Him, but also the sins of those, thai until His
coming again, should truly believe His gospel.
So that now we may look for none other Priest
or sacrifice to take away our sins, but only Him
and His sacrifice.
And as He dying once was
offered for all, so, as much as pertained to Him,
He took all men's sins unto Himself." M.].
[Church Homilies : "All men are God's creaM. ]
tion and image, and are redeemed byChrist."
" If any man's sins be not par[Biveridqb
doned it is not for want of sufficiency in Christ's
sufferings, but by reason of his own obstinacy or
negligence in not performing the conditions required for applying the sufferings of the human
nature in Christ unto his own particular person.
For seeing that that death, which was threatened
to all mankind in the first Adam, was undergone
by the whole nature of man in the second : hence
all particular persons comprehended under that
general nature, are capable of receiving the benefit of those sufferings, if they will but apply
them rightly to themselves." M.].
[Barrow: "The whole world is here mentioned in contradistinction from all Christians to
whom St John speaketh in this place : that the
whole world of which he says below, that it * lieth
in wickedness.' Ch. 5, 19.
In this and in variners, that

—

—

:

—

—

—

—

6.

Mark of

—

the walk in the light.

II.

3-11.
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ous other places, where Jesus is called the Saviour
of the world, that the world, according to its ordinary acceptation, and as every man would take
it at first hearing, doth signify the whole community of mankind, comprehending men of all sorts
and qualities, good and bad, believers and infidels; not, in a new unusual sense, any special
restrained world of some persons, particularly
regarded or qualified, will, I suppose, easily appear to him, who shall, without prejudice or
partiality, attend to the common use thereof in
Scripture, especially in St. John, who most frequently applieth it as to this, so to other cases or
matters."
M.].
[Nbandrr: "What now is the practical significance of this truth, that Christ, the Holy, is
our ever-abiding Advocate with the Father ? To
this perpetual mediation through the living
Christ, to His ever-abiding priesthood for those
who are reconciled to God through Him, corresponds the ever-remaining need of mediation in
believers, thqir constant dependence upon the
priesthood of Christ, in union with whom they
are a generation consecrated to God. Under
every feeling of sin and infirmity, in all their
temptations and conflicts, they may securely trust
in their indissoluble union with this Divine human Personage, who Himself has felt all their
necessities, and is near to them in the intimate
sympathy of perfect love. Moreover, their whole
inward and outward Christian life, flowing as it
does from this sense of continual need of redemption, will take its character from this ever-continuing mediation of Christ, and their own conscious connection therewith."
M.].
[Vbr. 1. Buntan, John: The work of Jesus
Christ as an Advocate, clearly explained and
largely improved, for the benefit of all believers.

— —

—

Many editions.
Stephbn: The Intercession of
Works, 8, p. 1.
Fuller, A.: Christianity the Antidote to presumption and despair. Sermons, 826.
Hook, W. F.: Jesus Christ the Righteous. Sermons, 307.
Vv. 1. 2. Crisp, T.: Sermons, 2, pp. 261-886.
Revelation of grace no encouragement to sin.
The faithful Friend at the bar of justice.

Charnock,

Christ.

Christ's advocateship for all the elect.
Christ's righteousness only dischargeth the
sinner.
The act of believing is not our righteousness.
Faith the fruit of union.

Christ alone our Mercy-seat

Beveridqb, Bp.: The satisfaction of Christ
Works, 4. 162.
Seaburt, Bp.: The atonement of Christ. Disc

explained.
2. 118.

M.].

Obedience to the commandmente of Qod, eepeciaUy brotherly lote*

Chaptbr IL 8—11.

And

hereby we1 do know that we know 1 him, if we keep1 his commandments.
fie that saith,4 I know6 him, and keepeth not his commandments, is a liar, and the
23
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5
6
7

8
9
10
11

truth

is

not in him.

But whoso keepeth
know we that we are

his word, in

him

verily is the love of God
that saith he abideth in him
ought himself also so7 to walk, even as he walked. Brethren,8 I write no new commandment unto you, but an old commandment which ye had from the beginning
The old commandment is the word which ye have heard from the beginning.*

perfected^: hereby

in him.

He

Again, a new commandment I write unto you, which thing is true in him and in
you j w because the darkness is past, 14 and the true light now shineth. He that saith
he is in the light, and hateth his brother, is in" darkness even until now. He that
loveth his brother abideth in the light, and there is none occasion of stumbling in
him. 1* But he that hateth his brother is in darkness, and walketh in darkness, and
knoweth not whither he goeth, because that14 darkness hath blinded his eyes.
Vera©

3.

p German "And

—M

p German

:

hereby we know;" the emphatic do know in E. V. suggests an idea foreign from

the text

J.

"That we have known him." LIHie « Hare attained to this knowledge." Where knowledge k
spoken of merely as present, yvunrnm. or o 1 8 a la used, not e y v « « a. Seo John's epistles jxuttsif-kV.
vt. 13, 14; ch. ill. 8; It. 16; 2 John i M and generally elsewhere."—
M.J.
* Cod. Sin. hast v \ 6. ( *> n <p (or tti pi, ntv; which is. however, given as well. The fntnre by no means suiti

Verse

4.

«

:

:

the Apostle's thought.
A. B. Cod. 8in. si. insert 6 t i before

«>vmr«. John usually employs the oratio indirteta with the ta/ta, ai
in w. 6. 9; ch. I. 0, or temp. Jin. with o r *, as in ch. i. 8, 10.
The oratio directa with ore occurs only
in one other place, ch. lv. 20. It is difficult to understand why
should have been introduced here
from there. TRather:
was possibly omitted by later transcribers, on account of the difficulty tt

on

on

presented.—M.].
German : " I have known Him," c y v w « a see above on v. 8, note 2—M.].
German:
"In such an one the love of God is truly perfected." Lillie: "T
P
^Truly in this man hath the love of
God been perfectod."—M.l.
Verse 6. T 0. Cod. Sin. insert o»5t»« before weptwavtlr. There Is no reason why it should be inserted, although
it might have seemed superfluous to some.
[It is wanting in A. B. Vulg.—M.1 It renders the thought
very emphatic.
Vene 7. P German : "Beloved " M.l a i « A * o Oecura, Mill, Wetstein, is w«akly supported ;aya*qroiis manlfcaUj
the correct readingTA. B. C. Cod. Sin. Syr. Vulg. Griesb. Bengel, al. sustain it>-M.].
P German omits the words "from the beginning," at the close of the verse. The corresponding Aw' i/»*H
nittedJ>X. A - B c Sta- •J -» "•* cancelled by Lachm M Tfachend., Buttm., Theile.—M.l.
» ,* .
Verse 8. w vjiir,B.«. God. Sin^ although the more difficult reading, is better authenticated than if ft iv (A.)
w 9 k 1 6. instead of <r « o t t a lacks the weight of authority, and is clear as to its tendency or origin from the
contrast between the economy of the Old and New Testaments.
[German : " Passeth away," waoiyrai. The Present should by all means be retained. German : already,
if A u , better than now.—M.].
Verse 9. pi German : " The darkness," * <r * o t I a , both here and below in v. 11. The omission of the Article in X. T.
obscures the sense.—M.].
P* German : "An offence " or "stumbling-block
Verse» 10. P»
"stumbling-b
is not in him."—M.l.
Verse U.[»« German: "The darkness;" "because that darkness" (E.V.)is perplexing and ambiguous, better retail
the more correct rendering, " because the darkness," 5ti
i vcoria. German :" where he goeth to."
*'

™

-

,

-

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.
The Connection. The call to the contest with
on the ground of the Saviour's antecedent
propitiation and lasting intercession is connected
with this section of the mark of the true knowledge of and fellowship with God, as that of vital
Christianity: see whether thou really art the
•object of the intercession of the Sinless One with
Him who is Light! The mala eecuritae and the
utilti tmor move the Apostle to set this section
with the given marks of a true Christian into
•close connection with the immediately preceding
section of the atonement for the sins of the whole
world, and namely, as a link in the chain of
thoughts depending on v. 5.: "That God is Light."
His object is to excite a salutary, moral seriousness of purpose in his readers; their obedience
to the commandments of God, and especially their

isin

practice of brotherly love are given to

them as

tokens by which they may determine whether
they are really in God's kingdom of grace. He
warns, therefore, "against the false security of a
show-Christianity," and guards his churches
"against false confidence and carnal security"
(Neander) ; similar are the views of the greater
number of commentators, from Episoopius and
Calov down to DUsterdieck, who, however, confines himself to pointing out the dependence of
this section also on the leading thought in ch. i.
6, 6, while the former take too narrow views of

the connection with ch. ii. 1, 2. The copula mH
denotes the close connection and appurtenance of
the sequel to the preceding section. Henoe it
is not correct to make here the beginning of a
new section, (Sander: "Having thus far spoken
of the proofs of salvation, he now proceeds to
exhort his readers to its preservation"), or to
connect with ch. i. 5, 6 (Huther).
Obedience to the commandments of Qod it tkt
general characteristic of true Christianity, (v.v. M).
know.—John
hereby
Vrr. 8.

And

we

uses ev Tobry in order to refer to the sequel, as
here, ch. iii. 16, 19, 24; iv. 9, 10, 18, 17; v. 2, or
to the preceding, as in v. 6 : iiL 10; the reference
In the foris generally plain from the context.
mer case the Apostle is wont to indicate the mark
whereby we know, by the addition of the preposition ck (iv. 18), or by bri (ch. iii. 16, 19; iv 9, 10),
or Ivo (ch. iv. 17), or hav (w.-3, 6), or bra* (ch. t.
2), according as he wants to supply either "a
really existing, historically given and objectifely
sure token" (Dttsterdieck), on one only ideally
existing and described as possible or conditional
The Apostle, who lays a strong emphasis on knowing, understands to express in writing the different
shades of thought with the same nicety and corrotoy
["John uses the formula
rectness.
ytv6oKo/jtev first as referring, the demonstrate

h

pronoun back to what has gone before, as t. g.
If, howe?er, the
in our v. 5, and in ch. iii. 10.
demonstrative pronoun in this or a like formula,
looks onward, and the token itself; with the cirDigitized by
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oumstanoe of which it is a token, follows, he extoken variously and significantly,
aoeording to the various shades of meaning to be
conveyed.
Sometimes the token implied in the
demonstrative, follows in a separate sentence, as
inch. iv. 2; sometimes the construction is slightly
changed, and the sentence begun with kv rofay is
not regularly brought to a close, but continued
in" a new and correlative form ; e. g. ch. iii. 24,
rovrtp ytvboKOfuv is taken up by kit tov
where
irv.
And this way of expression is closely parallel to that where on completes the construction
begun with ev tovt^
So ch. iii. 16, 19; iv. 9,
In these cases the full objective reality
10, 18.
It is an unof the token, as a fact, is set forth.
doubted fact that He has given us of His Spirit,
that He has sent His Son : and from these facts
our inference is secure to the 'other facts in
But in
question, that He abideth in us, etc.
other passages we find instead of this bn an Iva,
ch. iv. 17, or an kav, as here, John xiii. 85, or
This kav, brav, mark the token
©rev, ch. v. 2.
implied in
Toirry as one not actually existent,
an historical or objectively certain fact; but as
a possible contingency, something hypothetioally
and conditionally assumed: in other words as
ideal."
Dusterdieok, pp. 172, sq.
M.]. He is
concerned with the fact,
have
Htm. The context
That
must determine who is meant by avrbv, God the
Father or Christ; the reason must be sought in
the section itself, where in w. 8-6 we have first
the repeated forms avrov, ovt$ and avrbv and
once kxelvoc, v. 6. As the latter evidently denotes
Christ, so the former applies with equal certainty
to God the Father.
Hence it was not the immediately preceding vferse in which Christ is spoken
of; which induced the Apostle to use avrbv and
to understand thereby the Father, but rather the
all-controlling thought, "God is Light," ch. i. 6.
—So Bede, Oeonmenius, Erasmus, Lttcke, Jachmann, Baumgarten-Crusius, de Wette, Bruckner,
It is referred to
Dusterdieok, Huther, Ebrard.
Christ by Augustine, Episcopius, Grotius, Luther,
Calov, Wolf, Lange, Sander, Neander. Sooinus
and Calvin are undecided. The word yiv&aicetv,
occurring twice in juxtaposition, bears each time
But
substantially the same meaning : to know.
to know God is not a matter of the understanding
only, a knowledge, a knowing, but matter of the
whole man; it is an inward life, both matter of
the will and of the mind; an entering into, a
perceiving in order to be penetrated thereby, in
The object of
order to receive it in receptivity.
this knowing becomes the substance of him that
knows; the nature of the object of our knowing
determines His coming near us and entering into
presses this

h

h

•

known

we

relationship

with

us.

—
—

God cannot be known

without Himself; it is only by converse with
Him that He allows Himself to be known (Oeoumenius; awexpadiffiev avrfc Clarius "eocietatem Kobe*
mus cum so.") ; the knowledge of God presupposes and promotes life-fellowship with Him.
This last particular is also intimated by the perfect tyvbcapev; the real fact of having known
Hhn is described as finished, attended by an
after-effect and still further development in continued and ever-growing knowledge ; it is parallel
to mtwviav ixecv pM* avrov, ch. i. 6. Col. 8. " Inward affinity of life, real appurtenance is the un-

49

conditional pro-supposition both of knowing and
loving; for only those in affinity with each other
know and love each other" (Dusterdieok). We,
the Christians, renewed in Christ, created to His
image, are those who know. Hence it is false to

take

yiv6oic£iv like

the

Hebrew ^
V T-T*

in the sense

'

of to love (Carpzov, S. G. Lange), or only as a
theoretical understanding of Divine truth (Sooinus, Episcopius) ; nor may we intermingle knowledge and love, and regard the latter as essential
to the former (Bede, Oecumenius, Lttcke), although knowledge is conditioned by love (de
Wettej.
[It is not mere theoretical knowledge,
but vital, experimental knowledge flowing from
God, being received into the heart, and His influencing our thoughts, our will and our actions.

—

-M.].
If we keep His Commandments.—The
verb rqpetv, probably connected with ripac, [more
probably with Hfpoc, a watch, M.], a sign, denotes properly to pay attention, to oDserve, aveuav
(Eool. xi. 4), tip ^vTbOK^v (Acts xii. 6), the beloved
disciples (Jno. xvii. ll#sqq.), n)v h&njTa tov
irvevftaroc (Eph. iv. 8), lavrbv (1 Jno. v. 18).
Henoe to preserve [keep in safety] (obeervare,
servare) from loss, danger, injury.
Fear, selfishness, hatred or love may be the motives of such
preserving; the object of rrjpelv enables us to
infer the motive.
Hi* commandmentssthe commandments of Ood the Father; for the reference
to Christ here is valid not so much because He
gave commandments as because He kept them
(of. v. 6).
To keep the commandments is not the
same as kv furl irepinarelv (ch. i. 7), but an indispensable part of it, and moreover a distinct, cognisable part of the greater, wide and profound
whole, and as a sign or token peculiarly fitted to
mark a conclusion. The commandments of God
are clear, simple, well-defined; the expression of
His will, given as much for His glory as for our
salvation, evidences of His holy love, of His sane
tifying compassion, and of His salutary righteousness; they answer to His Being, and in like
manner to the nature of His Law, and particularly to the nature of His creatures.
If tiey originate in the love of God, the motive of obedience
to them must also be the love of God, who gave
them, and the love of themselves as the gifts of
His love. But the words themselves do not warrant the opinion of Augustine and Bede, that John
insists here upon love.
He only demands the unexceptional keeping of the commandments of
God, and by the use of the Article and the Plural
(rac hvro'XJac), excludes any and every arbitrary
selection.
He lays down a sure and infallible
token; and the erroneous view just stated proves
it to be such.
But he does not lay down this
keeping as a fact by the use of brt, but as a supposition by lav ; with this agrees also the choice
of the word Ttfpelv instead of irotelv (which is
likewise conditioned by the words of our Lord in
Matth. xxviii. 20: rrfpelv ir&vra baa tvtTttMprjv
vfdv). We cannot do, but only keep the commandments of God. And even this is very limited,
unsatisfactory, liable to frequent and manifold
interruptions.
Least of all can it be John's
meaning (acoording to ch. i. 8-10) to suppose
Christians capable of fully keeping and practising the commandments of God. But not with*
Digitized by
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truth is not in him.
But whoso keepeth his word, in him verily is the love of God
perfected6 : hereby know we that we are in him.
He that saith he abideth in him
ought himself also so7 to walk, even as he walked. Brethren,8 1 write no new commandment unto you, but an old commandment which ye had from the beginning
The old commandment is the word which ye have heard from the beginning.1
Again, a new commandment I write unto you, which thing is true in him and in
you ; w because the darkness is past, 14 and the true light now shineth. He that saith
he is in the light, and hateth his brother, is in" darkness even until now. He that
loveth his brother abideth in the light, and there is none occasion of stumbling in
him." But he that hateth his brother is in darkness, and walketh in darkness, and
knoweth not whither he goeth, because that1* darkness hath blinded his eyes.

5
6

7

8
9
10
11

Yeree

3. [»

German -And hereby we know ;" the emphatic do know

— M J.
P German
:

in E. V. suggests an idea foreign from the text

"That we have known him." LI 1 lie " Hare attained to this knowledge." Where knowledge to
spoken of surety as present, yrw<r*«. urottaii used, not cvkhxo. See John's epistles awtm.—E.Y.
13. M: ch. ill. 0; It. 16; 2 John 1., and generally elsewhere."—
M. J.
> God. Sin. has 4vAa£»pc v for t if pw/tcy; which is, howerer. given as well. The future by no means softs
:

:

•

the Apostle's thought.
A. B. Cod. Sin. al. insert 6 t 4 before ly v» <c a John usually employs the ©ratto (ndtrecta with the •**•, ss
in tt. 6. 9; ch. I. 8, or tewtp.Jln. with 6 rt, as in ch. i. 8, 10.
The oratio directa with
occurs only
in one other place, ch. lv. 20. It is difficult to understand why
should hare been introduced tor*
from there. [Rather: 6rt was possibly omitted by later transcribers, on account of the difficulty it
presented.— JLV
[•German: "I have known Him," cyr»«a see above on
3, note 2— M.I.
Verse 5. [• German : « In such an one the love of God is truly perfected." Li 1 lie : ^Truly in this man hath the love ef
God been perfected."—M.l.
Verse ft. » 0. Cod. Sin. insert ovret before vtfuwar*:*. There Is no reason why it should be inserted, although
it might have seemed superfluous to some.
[It is wanting in A. B. Vulg.—M.] It renders the thought
very emphatic.
Varse 7. [•German: "Beloved" M.l a <«A*oi, Oecum, Mill, Wetstein, is weakly supported; a y a «-» r o l is manifestly
the correct reading TA. B. C. Cod. Sin. 8yr. Vulg. Griesb. Bengel, al. sustain 1U—M.l.
P German omits the words u from the beginning," at the close of the verse. The corresponding a w' a s v f «.
mi ^J>:r ABCffln
e <»n ce"edb^
« ,*. *
Varse 8. » v j& v , B. C. Cod. Sin., although the more difficult reading, is better authenticated than ft t r (A.)
u 9 k 1 4 instead of a k o t i a lacks the weight of authority, and is clear as to its tendency *or origin from ths
contrast between the economy of the Old and New Testaments.
[German : M Passeth away," » a p a y « r a 4. The Present should by all means be retained. German : already,
ifi n , better than note.—M.].
Verse 9. p« German: « The darkness ," * <r«0T*a, both here and below in
11. The omission of the ArtJcleinB. V.
obscures the sense.—M.].
Yeree 10. P* Germsn : "An offence " or u stumbling-block is net in him."—M.T.
Verse 11. \}* German: "The darkness ;" * because that darkness " (B. V.) is perplexing and ambiguous, better retsia
the more correct rendering, •' because the darkness," oT4*<r<oT*a. German : ** where he goeth to."

Verse

4.

«

.

in

on

.

^^

.

—M.j.

EXEGETIOAL AND CRITICAL.
The Connection. The call to the contest with
on the ground of the Saviour's antecedent
propitiation and lasting intercession is connected
with this section of the mark of the true knowledge of and fellowship with God, as that of vital
Christianity: see whether thou really art the
•object of the intercession of the Sinless One with
Him who is Light! The mala securitas and the

in

move the Apostle to set this section
with the given marks of a true Christian into

.utilis

timor

•close

connection with the immediately preceding

section of the atonement for the sins of the whole
world, and namely, as a link in the chain of

thoughts depending on v. 5.: " That God is Light."
His object is to excite a salutary, moral seriousness of purpose in his readers; their obedience
to the commandments of God, and especially their
practice of brotherly love are given to them as
tokens by which they may determine whether
they are really in God's kingdom of grace. He
warns, therefore, "against the false security of a
show-Christianity/ and guards his churches
" against false confidence and carnal security"
(Neander) ; similar are the views of the greater
number of commentators, from Episcopius and
Calov down to Diisterdieck, who, however, confines himself to pointing out the dependence of
this section also on the leading thought in ch. i.
•6, 6, while the former take too narrow views of
1

the connection with oh. ii. 1, 2. The copal* ni
denotes the close connection and appurtenance of
the sequel to the preceding section. Hence it
is not correct to make here the beginning of a
new section, (Sander: "Having thus far spokes,
of the proofs of salvation, he now proceeds to
exhort his readers to its preservation "), or to
connect with ch. i. 6, 6 (Huther).
Obedience to the commandments of God it tk$
general characteristic of true Christianity, (v. v. 8-6).
know.—John
Veb. 8.
hereby
uses
Toi>rtf> in order to refer to the sequel, ss
here, ch. Hi. 16, 19, 24; iv. 9, 10, 18, 17 ; v. % or
to the preceding, as in v. 6 : iii. 10; the reference
In the foris generally plain from the context.
mer case the Apostle is wont to indicate the mark
whereby we know, by the addition of the preposi(iv. 18), or by brt (ch. iii. 16, 19; iv. 9, 10),
tion
or tva (ch. iv. 17), or kav (w.-8, 6), or bra» (ch. .
2), according as he wants to supply either "a
really existing, historically given and objectively
sure token' (Dusterdieck), on one only ideally
existing and described as possible or conditional
The Apostle, who lays a strong emphasis on kneeing, understands to express in writing the different
shades of thought with the same nicety and corrtfty
["John uses the formula
rectness.
yiv&OKOfuv first as referring, the demonstratiTe

h

And

we

U

1

h

pronoun back to what has gone before, as e. e>
If, howeter, the
in our v. 6, and in ch. iii. 10.
demonstrative pronoun in this or a like formula,
looks onward, and the token itself with the eirDigitized by
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eumstanee of which

it is a token, follows, he extoken variously and significantly,
according to the various shades of meaning to be
conveyed. Sometimes the token implied in the
demonstrative, follows in a separate sentence, as
inch. iv. 2; sometimes the construction is slightly
rovry is
changed, and the sentence begun with
not regularly brought to a close, but continued
/
in a new and correlative form ; e. g. ch. iii. 24,
rovry ytv6aicoftev is taken up by £/e rob
where
irv.
And this way of expression is closely parallel to that where bri completes the construction
begun with kv rovry.
So ch. iii. 16, 19; iv. 9,
In these cases the full objective reality
10, 18.
It is an unof the token, as a fact, is set forth.
doubted fact that He has given us of His Spirit,
that He has sent His Son
and from these facts
our inference is secure to the 'other facts in
But in
question, that He abideth in us, etc.
other passages we find instead of this bri an lva t
ch. iv. 17, or an lav, as here, John xiii. 85, or
This kav, orav, mark the token
fazv, ch. v. 2.
implied in kv rovrtp as one not actually existent,
an historical or objectively certain fact; but as
a possible contingency, something hypothetioally
and conditionally assumed: in other words as
ideal."
Dusterdieck, pp. 172, sq.— M.]. He is
concerned with the fact,
have known Him. The context
That
must determine who is meant by avrbv, God the
Father or Christ ; the reason must be sought in
the section itself, where in w. 8-6 we have first
the repeated forms avrov, carry and avrov and
once kialvocy v. 6. As the latter evidently denotes
Christ, so the former applies with equal certainty
Hence it was not the immeto God the Father.
diately preceding ferse in which Christ is spoken
of; which Induced the Apostle to use avrbv and
to understand thereby the Father, but rather the
all-controlling thought, "God is Light," ch. i. 5.
—So Bode, Oecumenius, Erasmus, Liioke, Jachmann, Baumgarten-Crusius, de Wette, Bruckner,
It is referred to
Dusterdieck, Huther, Ebrard.
Christ by Augustine, Eplsoopius, Grotius, Luther,
Calov, Wolf, Lange, Sander, Neander. Sooinus
and Calvin are undecided. The word yivtioiceiv,
occurring twice in juxtaposition, bears each time
But
substantially the same meaning: to know.
to know God is not a matter of the understanding
only, a knowledge, a knowing, but matter of the
whole man; it is an inward life, both matter of
the will and of the mind; an entering into, a
perceiving in order to be penetrated thereby, in

presses this

h

h

:

•

we

—
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conditional presupposition both of knowing and
loving; for only those in affinity with each other
know and love each other" (Dusterdieck). We,
the Christians, renewed in Christ, created to His
image, are those who know. Hence it is false to

take

yiv6aiceiv like

the

Hebrew

VT

*

in the sense

'

of to love (Carpzov, S. G. Lange), or only as a
theoretical understanding of Divine truth (Socinus, Episoopius) ; nor may we intermingle knowledge and love, and regard the latter as essential
to the former (Bede, Oecumenius, Lilcke), although knowledge is conditioned by love (de
Wette).
[It is not mere theoretical knowledge,
but vital, experimental knowledge flowing from
God, being received into the heart, and His influencing our thoughts, our will and our actions.

—

-ML].
If we keep His Commandments.—The
verb Tjyoriv, probably oonnected with ripac, [more
probably with rt?poc, a watch, M.], a sign, denotes properly to pay attention, to ohserve, avew
(Ecol. xi. 4),. rip fvXaidtv (Acts xii. 6), the beloved
disciples (J no. xvii. ll#sqq.), r#v h&n/ra rob
irvevjMToc (Eph. iv. 8), iavrov (1 Jno. v. 18).
Hence to preserve [keep in safety] (obeervare,
eervare) from loss, danger, injury.
Fear, selfishness, hatred or love may be the motives of such
preserving; the object of rrjpelv enables us to
infer the motive.
His comman<lments=sthe commandments of God the Father; for the reference
to Christ here is valid not so much because He
gave commandments as because He kept them
(cf. v. 6).
To keep the commandments is not the
same as
<purl nepinarelv (ch. i. 7), but an indispensable part of it, and moreover a distinct, cognizable part of the greater, wide and profound
whole, and as a sign or token peculiarly fitted to
mark a conclusion. The commandments of God

h

are clear, simple, well-defined ; the expression of
His will, given as muoh for His glory as for our
salvation, evidences of His holy love, of His sanctifying compassion, and of His salutary righteousness; they answer to His Being, and in like
manner to the nature of His Law, and particuIf they orilarly to the nature of His creatures.
ginate in the love of God, the motive of obedienoe
to them must also be the love of God, who gave
them, and the love of themselves as the gifts of
His love. But the words themselves do not warrant the opinion of Augustine and Bede, that John
insists here upon love.
He only demands the unexceptional keeping of the commandments of
The object of God, and by the use of the Article and the Plural
order to receive it in reoeptivity.
this knowing becomes the substance of him that (rdc farolAc), exoludes any and every arbitrary
knows; the nature of the object of our knowing selection. He lays down a sure and infallible
determines His coming near us and entering into token ; and the erroneous view just stated proves
God cannot be known it to be such. But he does not lay down this
relationship with us.
without Himself; it is only by converse with keeping as a fact by the use of bri, but as a supHim that He allows Himself to be known (Oecume- position by kav ; with this agrees also the choice
nius; owtKpddrffuv airrfa Clarius "eocietatem habe- of the word rrjpelv instead of irotiiv (which is
mu cum co."); the knowledge of God presup- likewise conditioned by the words of our Lord in
poses and promotes life-fellowship with Him. Matth. xxviii. 20: rrjpelv ir&vTa baa ivereiMfujv
This last particular is also intimated by the per- ifdv). We cannot do, but only keep the commandAnd even this is very limited,
fect tyvfaapev; the real fact of having known ments of God.
Hhn is described as finished, attended by an unsatisfactory, liable to frequent and manifold
Least of all can it be John's
after-effect and still further development in con- interruptions.
tinued and ever-growing knowledge ; it is parallel meaning (according to ch. i. 8-10) to suppose
to Kotvaviav l;p«i» per* avrov, ch. i. 6. Col. 8. " In- Christians capable of fully keeping and pracward affinity of life, real appurtenance is the un- tising the commandments of God. But notwith*
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standing

the shortcomings of obedience to the

all

commandments of God, and despite all the imperfections and sins of Christians and their life,
remains a sharp contrast between those
the commandments of God to do
them (Ps. ciii. 18), and those who do not mind
them at all, or only know them. However great
may be the difference of believers among themthere

still

who remember

knowledge of God and their obedi-

selves, their

ence to the commandments of God will be reciprocally related, and the latter will always remain
a sure token of the former, which cannot be a
fact in the life of Christians without the latter.
On that account the Apostle, as is his wont, fas
in ch. i. 8, 9), gives prominence to the opposite
with a progression in the thought and by way of
explanation. [Huther thinks it note-worthy that
John never designates the Christian commandments by vSuog, a term used by him only with reference to the Mosaic code of laws, but mostly by

Myog #eot>,or xP torov\\
nor by the verb iroielv (except in Rev. xxii. 14),
but TTjpelv. Paul uses the term rqpelv kvro7Jjv only
at 1 Tim. vi. 11; it occum besides in the N. T. at
ivTolai (only occasionally

Matth. xix. 17

Ver.

(cf.

He

4.

ch. xxviii. 20). M.].

that saith I have

known

Him, and keepeth not His commandments,

is

a

liar.

—The progression

in the deve-

lopment and unfolding of the thought lies in the
Singular, which sets it forth not as indefinitely
general, but as general and true in its application to each individual.
It lies moreover in the
negative form, so that we may and must not only
infer the knowledge of God from the keeping of
God's oommandments, and from other facts as
well, but that the keeping of the Divine commandments, obedience, cannot and must not be
wanting where there is a knowledge of God,
which deserves that name. The words "he is a
liar" moreover, are intensive and stronger than
"he lies" Teh. i. 6), or "he deceives himself"
(cb. i. 8). Not a single act, but his whole nature

and being, is thus designated the lie reigns in
him. There may first of all be wanting self-exa;

mination in the light of divine truth, or it may be
self-deception and unconscious hypocrisy, but the
conscious lie will follow one desire* to appear
more than one is. The further particular,
;

And the truth is not in him, gives emphaprominence to the status, the emptiness of
such a person, of. ad. oh. i. 8, in Ezegttical and

tio

Critical.

—

Vee. 5, similar to ch. i, 8 10, in antithesis
with v. 4, refers back to v. 3, by 61, but progressing both in the subject-clause and in the predicate-clause.

Bat whoso keepeth His word;
"but whoso keepeth of Him

—

literally:

the word"
Tt?py, keepeth, stands emphatically first, so avrov precedes
Xdyov,
and
instead
manifold
teyoy
of
the
rbv
kvroXai, in order to mark the unity.
"Prsecepta
multa, verbum unum," observes Bengel, and a Lapide correctly says : " Dicit verbum ejus in singutort, quia prsecipue respicU legem caritatis: enim
Hence 6 Xfryoc
cetera* omnes in se comprehendit"
is not the synonym of al ivroXal (Huther), nor
the oomforting message of the gospel, nor the requirement of faith, but the revelation of the will
of God as a unit, or the revelation of His commandments in their relation as a unit to His pur-

pose of grace (Ebrard). As this sentence corresponds with "if we keep His oommandments n
(v. 3), and is more definite by the pron. reL than
is the other sentence by kav, so the kyvtinauev avrbv is parallel with
rofrrv ?} ay&ntj tov titov
TEreXeiorai.
It matters not Low much we distinguish knowledge and love, and warn against their
being confounded, they are nevertheless intrinsically connected and correlatives: "Amor prsttvpponit cognitionem " [Bays Grotius, which Huther
admits, and adds M.]:
"Cognitio prsesuppenU
amor em" Both are true. From this it is evident
both that we must apply avrbv, v. 3, to God the
Father, and that ij ayairij tov deov must denote our
love of God (as ch. ii. 15; iii. 17; iv. 12; v. 3.)
The knowledge of God and the love to God most
correspond with each other. This is the view of
the majority of commentators, viz.: Bede, Oecumenius, Luther, Beza, Lorinus, Socinus, Grotius,
S. G. Lange, LUcke, Jachmann, BaumgartenCrusius, de Wette, BrUckner, Neander, Huther,
Diisterdieck, and others.
Others (Flacius, 8.
Schmid, Calov, J. Lange, Bengel, 8ander), understand the love of God to us (as in ch. iv, 9, 10), first in
opposition to the Romish exposition of the meritorious perfectio caritatis nottrse aut operum nottrorum, and secondly on account of TereXeiurat,
which, they say, cannot be predicated of our
But neither is it "the love commanded bj
love.
God" (Episcopius) in which we have to exercise
ourselves, nor the relation of reciprocal love between God and man, the communio, societas and

h

conjunclio,

mutua

amicitia et conjunetio

(Ebrard

following several commentators, chiefly [German] Reformed), nor "the love of God in us, comprising both God's love to us, through which, and
our love to God, in which we* live." (Besser.)
The explanation of TereTielurat, is perfected, perfect,
We have no right to dilute the word
is difficult.
with Beza, as if John were speaking not of a/xrfecta caritas, but of an adimpleta caritas, without all
show and hypocrisy, so that the reference were
only to sincere love and Tefeiow were only nuttre m
execution [to put into execution.
M.l. Nor can it
be right to hold with Socinus and his successors,
the rationalists, that the reference is to a relative
perfection adapted to the powers of man, because
It sigdfofi&s prohibits such an interpretation.
nifies, as in ch. iv. 12, 17, 18, perfected, has become perfect. "John supposes the case that somebody really keeps the word of God, and from this
ideal stand-point says with the fullest right that
such a keeping of the Divine commandments evidences a perfected love to God in practice (of.
The more the ideal keeping of the senLlicke).
tence becomes apparent to us, so much the more
do we perceive in it a paracletical power, an incentive to the realization of that ideal, a holding
up of Christian duty, bfeiXei, v. 6." (Diisterdieck). Calvin says: "Si qui* objidat, nemmen
unquamfuisse repertum, qui deum ita perfecte dap
geret, respondeo, sufficere, modo quUque pro gratim
sibi data mensura ad hanc perfections adsptrsU
Interim constat definitio, quod perfectus dei amor sit
legitima sermonis ejus obtervatio.
In ta no* progredi sicut in notiiia proficere deed." But Huther

—

is

perfectly right in his strictures of Calvin's

view which approaches that of Socinus, who
says : "Est autem perfectio ista caritati* in Deum et
obedientia prstceptorum ejus ita int e lUgenda, uinem
Digitized by
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requiratur, ne ei quicquam deette possit, sed
tantum ut ejusmodi til, qua Dtut pro sua ingcnti
M.l.
erga not bonitate eontentut ette voluit."
"Where the word of God is perfectly fulfilled,
there the love to God is perfect; perfect love

—

itself in perfect obedience. It is certainly
true that the Christian at no moment of his life
has reached this perfection, but is always only
growing in that direction. John, however, does
not refer to that here." The Apostle now quickly
subjoins the concluding thought: Hereby (not
"by the perfection of love" (Socinus), but "by
obedience to the commandments of God," Huther,
Ebrard ; for this thought concerning obedience as
the token of the knowledge of God and of lifefellowship with Him governs this whole thought-

shows

complex)

we know

that

we

are in

Him.

avrif iafitv is the final and summary expression
of ryvAitapev avrdv, v. 8, and of icoivovlav ix
9
fier abrov, ch. i. 6, of the inward life-fellowship of
It is more than man's deChristians with God.
pendence on God in virtue of his inward relation
As having known
to Him (as in Acts xvii. 28).
Him is not without being in Him, obedience of
His commandments must stand as the mark of
the knowledge of God, while the love of God [i.
What
e.» our love to God, M.] must supervene.
is said here amounts therefore to more than the
explanation given by Grotius: "Christi ingenii
*Ei>

^

disdpuli tumus"
Vbe. 6 is the final and full conclusion of this
section.

He

that saith he abideth in Him, ought
himself also so to walk.—First "Synonyma,
:

cumgradatione: Illum nosse, in Illo esse in Illo
MA2VBRB, cognitio, communio, constantia," (Bengel);

II.

8-11.
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enemies (Augustine), contempt of the world and
pleasures, and patience in sufferings (Bede),
nor, as in 1 Pet ii. 21, sqq., to His self-humiliation and suffering, nor only to His perfect obedience of the commandments of God, nor to His
doing only but it is the concrete representation
of walking in the Light (ch. i. 7), of the Divine
its

;

whose essence and kernel is love.
So that Paul may even exhort us to imitate, copy,
follow God (Eph. v. 1,) and to walk in love (v. 2).
But this must not be confined to the inward disposition, but must have an adequate expression in
life in Christ,

our doings, in our whole conduct, at every step
of our life ; henoe irepiirarelv. John and his mysticism are certainly not afflicted with sentimentalism. The emphatic ovruc can hardly be dispensed
all

with here [See Appar. Crit.

—

v. 6, note 7.
M.].
Brotherly love in particular is now specified as
a mark of true Christianity (w. 7-11).
Visit. 7. Beloved, so in ch. iii. 2, 21 ; iv. 1, 7,
11 ; in the last two passages' it is particularly connected with the commandment of brotherly love.
Beloved of God the Father in Christ, whom they
ought to follow in that they walk in love to the
brethren, as He did.
[Huther: "Such an address does not necessarily indicate a new paragraph, but it bursts forth also in cases when the
matter in question is to be brought home to the
hearts of readers or hearers; which is the case
here."—M.].

I write not a new commandment to
The whole context, both what immediately
precedes and what follows, requires us to regard
this foroXfj as a commandment, even as the com-

yon.

—

mandment

not a mark or sign,
which exists or might exist, or given as a touchstone to determine the Christianity of individuals,
but simply designates the duty and obligation of
Christians, as the disciples of Christ. Nor is it
consequently a moment of abiding or being in God,
a part thereof, but a goal to be reached, and 'a
problem to be solved by every Christian, with
the obligation of which none may dispense. So
(ovrog) to walk as Christ walked—is a requirement, compliance with which involves constant
learning and ceaseless labour. The reference to
Christ by ko&uc kiulvoc occurs several times in

of brotherly love.
The consideration
of v. 6 teaches first that bfelXei constrains us to
hold fast to the meaning of MoXfj, commandment,
and secondly exhorts us to walking after Christ;
while y. 9 treats of love to the brethren. The
latter is the definite and explicit declaration of
what is implied in the former. It is improper to
say that the reference here is to the different
commandments ; the commandment, to walk after
Christ, and the commandment, to love the brethren; the two commandments are not alongside
one another, but inside one another, and so that
the latter is included in the former, not vice versa,
that consequently the former is more general and
less definite than the latter, whereas the latter is
particular and clearly defined [t. e. Walking after
Christ is the general, loving the brethren the
particular.
A separation is impossible
M.].
here; nor must w. 7-11 be subdivided as if
vv. 7, 8 treated of something different from w.
9-11.
That which is stated in such explicit and
definite terms in the second half, with referenoe
to the first half of the whole section, must be
already contained and intimated in the first half.
The argument proceeds from the formal, as given
in the walk of Christ, to the material which is
contained therein. The connection is supported
by the Apostle's mode of treatment. For in ch.
iii. 11, 23;
iv. 7, 21, he uniformly passes from
general precepts to the commandment of love.
Jno. xv. 13, 17, and particularly ch. xiii. 84, present an analogy, and supply the basis for this
part of the Epistle.
2 Jno. 4-6 is the perfect

7; iv. 17.
points neither to particular
traits in the life of Christ, e. g. prayer for His

parallel passage which specifies walking in truth,
walking after His commandments, walking in the
new comandments, which we had from the be-

rypelv, rbv IMyov, irepinare'tv koO&c
kxuvoc. *Ev avr$, particularly by the side of knelvoc
(Jesus), and different from it, evidently denotes
God the Father, and not Christ, as maintained by
Augustine, Wolf, Neander, al., although the recollection otithciv, the favourite expression of Jesus,
which occurs ten times in John xv. 4-11, may have
influenced the language of the Apostle in this passage ; at all events, the abiding spoken of in the
Gospel is also connected with a referenoe to the
commandments. "Being and abiding in God denote one and the same fellowship with God. The
latter term merely superadds the description of
its permanence and continuance, which is not contained in the former." (Frommann.)
Ought (bfeiXei) does not designate a mark or
sign, but only the obligation.

then kvroX&c

So

to

Christ).

walk even as He walked. — (t.
This walking

this Epistle, ch.

iii.

As He walked

3,

e.

is

—
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ginning, and which they had heard. The cor- is also said how they did receive it; they had
responding points here are walking in the light, heard it, that is, it had been announced to them.
walking as He walked, after the commandments This renders it necessary to refer aV apxK to
of God, in love of the brethren. But the reference the beginning of Christianity, and the Christian
cannot by any means be to walking after Christ standing of the readers ; for the beginning, ai
per se in v. 6, because just there the kvroTJi is far it concerns their life, cannot be anterior tc
described as 6 X6yog bv J)Kovoare. The command- their time, but must coincide with their life and
ment given is therefore, not Christ's walk which the time when it was announced to them. So,
Ye can
is seen, but His Word, which is heard; the com- also, v. 24 ; ch. iii. 11; 2 Jno. 6, 6.
mandment was not only given in acts, but spoken never mean majores vestri (Grotius), but desigin the word. Of course we must not understand nates the readers themselves, the Church, to
6 X6yog as designating the Gospel which is whom the Epistle is addressed. Nor is there
preached, and make it the kvro^fj. Lastly, the room for a distinction between Jewish Christians
general grammatical usage forces us to take who had it already formerly, and Gentile Christians who had only heard it by the preaching ot
kvToXfj [in its usual sense— M.] as commandment,
and not in the sense of doctrine or truth, as the Gospel, as Wolf draws it, and for saying that
Flacjus, Calov, J. Lange, Rickli, Ebrard under- the beginning in the case of the former denotes
stand it. We ought therefore to agree with Au- what is written in the Old Testament by Moses
gustine, Bede, Oecumenius, Theophylact, Luther, (Flacius, Clarius), and that in the case of the
Calvin, Baumgarten-Crusius, de Wette, Neander, latter the beginning dates even from the creaSander, Huther and DUsterdieck, who understand tion, written in their heart and conscience (the
the commandment of brotherly love, and not with Greeks, fully corresponding with what Luihardt,
expositors like Beta, Socinus, Episcopius, Lucke, on free-will, p. 12, sq., 22, observes as a characFrommann and others, who hold that the com- teristic of the Greek Church which is fond of conmandment applies only to walking after Christ, necting Christianity with the sphere of the unifit is doubtful whether Braune's view of the re- versally human as contradistinguished from the
lation between walking after Christ and loving the Latin Church, which prefers to give prominenoe
brethren is correct. 'It strikes me that the case is to the specific newness of the Christian, BaumBut we must net
stated with greater lucidity and correctness by garten-Crusius, Credner).
Huther, who says with reference to the two views say that aV apxw bears precisely Che same
of the commentators: "These two views seem to meaning as in ch. L 1 ; ii. 18, 14 ; iii. 8, since
be opposed to each other, but they are opposed the meaning is determined by the context, which
only when it is assumed that John's design was points here to the beginning of the Christian
This is the view of most commentators,
to specify a particular commandment in contra- life.
distinction from other commandments.
But that vis. : Calvin, Beza, Socinus, Episcopius, Lange,
assumption is erroneous: the commandment to Rickli, Lucke, de Wette, Sander, Neander, Beskeep the commandments (or the word) of God ser, DUsterdieck, Huther and aL The Article in
after the pattern of Christ, or to walk in the the addition ($ iwoty $ iraXatd) marks once more
Light, is none other than that of loving one's the age of the commandment which had already
From ch. i. 6, onwards John does not been indicated by the antithesis (owc-tuuyfr, <0M
brother.
refer to different commandments, but to a general icafatdv).
It is called straightforth 6 My*, fr
commandment of the Christian life, which flows iKovadre, because, as all evroXal run together in
from the truth that God is Light. The reference the one evrofy, as this one ivroty runs through
is to this commandment when John, in order to and fills the whole Myoc, the evangelical ayyeKa:
bring the matter right home to the hearts of his " We should love one another as Christ has loved
readers, says: oi/ic farotyv Katvfyv ypdjo vjilv, so us;" wherefore 6 Adyor is not the chief subetanoo
that ivroTJi does not refer to a commandment he of the word, but the word itself. As elx^t meant
is about to specify, but to the commandment he that they had, knew and used the commandment,
had already specified before (however, not in v. so ffKobcare adds how they came to possess it: by
6 only), and which he is about to define more the preaching of the Apostles. The addition is,
clearly in the sequel as its concrete substance.' 1 therefore, not a correction of ypdfo, as if John
This view Huther pronounces in agreement with wanted to say : it is not I that give it to you
that of DUsterdieck : "The solution of the riddle now while I am writing, but you havelieard it
is ... . that the holy commandment to walk as long ago of Christ (Baumgarten-Crusius), [for
Christ did walk, is fully and essentially contained TfKovadre has no immediate relation to yptyu,
in the commandment of brotherly love."
"We but to elxere. M.].
encounter here the view that as the whole exemVbb. 8. Again I write nnto you.—Ihfto*
plary life of Christ is contained in His love of indicates a close connection with the preceding
us, so our whole walk in the Light is substan- verse, rendered unmistakable by the repetition
tially nothing else than following after Christ in of the same word in the same form : ypdju, • ]*
this full brotherly love."— M.].
ndfav belongs to the verb (Lucke, de Wette),
The words "not a new commandment" are ex- although evToMfr koiv^v stands before yp&fa •**
plained by what follows:
signifies again, once more, a second time, and

—

—

—

But an old commandment, which ye
had from the beginning; this old commandment is the word which ye heard.

Erasmus, with

The commandment,

irdXcv is

therefore, is not new, but old,
because the readers do not only now learn to
know it by his writing, {yputyui), but because they
have it already, and haa it from the beginning. It

whom most

commentators

agree

here, is not wrong in saying (against Huther):
"et contrarietatem detlarat ei iterationem," because

used by

Homer and Hesiod

in the sens*

of back, backward, and against, irdXiv ipeiv tog**
say [i. e., say against M.], but in Herodotus and
Attic, and later writers generally, it bears almost

—
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the exclusive signification of again, once more,
anew; bnt Erasmus errs when he adds: "hie non
repetilionis ted contrarietatis est deelaratio ;" it is

here corrective and epanorthotic (Beza, EpiscoTpa<pu, both here
pius, Calov, Wolf, Lucke, al.).
and in t. 7, denotes the present act of the Apostle, and has its ordinary, literal sense, not=I
/>r«scribe (Baumgarten-Crusius), nor does the
Accusative following ypospu admit the construction
=1 write of, concerning the commandment.

II.

8-11.
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—

extant.
M.]. This stands as a new commandment, and, therefore, John writes it thus. He
considers the kvroty as the main point, places it
first, and then predicates of it that it is new,
after having previously called it old.
He called
it old from the stand-point of the present with regard to the former entrance into Christianity,
which took place long ago he describes as new
that which is true in Christ and His people, and

—

;

sees first in

Him what

[As] a new comrilandment, which thing what Christ required
[Knapp's para- commandment (Jno.
Is true in Him and in yon.

—

yp&Qu vpXv (tovto)
b kartv akrflic is the basis of as bracketed in the
text M.]. This is a further proof of the close
connection of this verse with v. 7 ; John adheres
to what he had just said, writes still on the same
point, and it is, therefore, simply impossible to
make v. 8 begin a new paragraph, as does Ebrard. The clause 6 kartv afoftlg relates to the
preceding matter, as is evident from the relative
pronoun, and cannot be connected with the following clause introduced by on, as Ebrard
The Neuter forbids our regarding it as
thinks.
a relative clause belonging to naivr) kvroty, as
maintained by Dusterdieck, who assumes a conttruclio ad senium, and says that, "the real substance of kvrofy is declared to be true, both in
Christ anjd in the readers," but this would require 4 tthfotK (Lucke), and "the thing required by kvroJtr) is nothing else but the wrote)
We must take it rather as coitself " (Ebrard).
5rdinated with kvrotyv naivift, and construe it like
tvroTJp Kaivijv, as the object of ypd<f>o. The abovementioned paraphrase of Knapp is the most simple construction, although we must not attach to
the inserted u? the meaning of "tanquam si nova
esset" as Knapp does, for then it could not be
called a new commandment; yet both the Apostle and our Lord Himself describe it by the epithet new (Jno. xiii. 84); &?, moreover, denotes
the reality (Rom. xv. 15, and elsewhere), and is
well adapted to being supplied, in order to point
out the right explanation. But we have to begin
with the explanation of b kartv, which stands emphatically first; the reference is consequently to
Airrdc by
that, which is in Him and in you.
the side of vulv denotes a person, so that kv airy
ia not =per se ac simplieiter (Sooinus), and the
context requires its being explained of Christ
and not of God (Jachmann, who is then compelled to understand aXrr&kg in connection with
ev avT<f>f in a different sense from the same word
in connection with kv vulv in God it has its reaThere is no
son, in you it has its evidence).
reason why the preposition should be rendered
respectu, in respect of, or by (which something
may be known, identified as true, de Wette) it
ply means : m or with Christ and you. At
si
the same time aXrflic. bears of course the sense of
real, as in Acts xii. 9 ft. e., it denotes actual reThe sentence,
M.].
ality (Huther, Meyer)
moreover, must not be torn to pieces after the
manner of Erasmus, Episcopius and Grotius:
** quod verum est in Mo, id etiam in vobis verum est,
But brotherly love evidenced in the
esse debet."

phrase n&fav (&c) kvrol^y

KOtvijv

—

—

—

—

—

;

;

m

—

walk is true in Christ the Head and in the readers of the Epistle, as the members of His Body.
No matter how great the difference of that reality may be, it is still there [is actually, really

is now also in His people,
of His followers as a new

xiii. 84), and from this
stand-point, from their entrance into Christianity
and their fellowship with Christ, he, like the
Lord Himself, calls this a commandment which
is new.
The Apostle consequently does not refer
here to the permanent duration of the commandment of brotherly love, whioh requires to be constantly inculcated anew (Calvin: "perpetuo vi~
gere," 8ocinus, Knapp, al.), nor to man's new
birth (Augustine, Bede, al.).
It is new by the

very words added by Christ Himself in Jno. xiii.
34: "Kad&c Tjy&Tnjoa vuac," as He has proved it
in fact, and as he does effect and operate it in
His people.
fHuther: "The sense is: that
which is already true, t. «., a reality, in Christ

and in you,

to wit: the njpelv rag kvroXac. rov
Jno. xv. 10, where Christ says of Himself: kyu rag kvroMg rov irarpdg fiov TerijpriKa), I
write to you as a new commandment," and then
he adds in a foot-note, "It is manifestly not
more surprising that John sets up before his
readers anew as a commandment that which has
already become a reality in them, than that he
announces to them truths, of which he says himself that they know them already."
M.].

&eov

(of.

—
already. — This sen-

Because the darkness passeth away and
the true light shineth

tence answers the question: Why does the Apostle write as a commandment which is new that
which is true in Him and the readers of the Epistle?
Hence bri is simply causal, because; and
this whole sentence corresponds exactly with the
preceding (Dusterdieck, Huther). 'On, consequently, is not merely dependent on ahj&tg or
kvroMj (Socinus, Bengel, Ebrard), so that it
has declarative force=that; the point is not to
prove that the light shineth and that the darkness passeth away, nor could that be the substance of a commandment. Nor can we divide
(with Lucke and Bruckner) the sentence that the
commandment of walking in the light manifests
itself as new in Christ (in whom the true light
has appeared), and in the readers (in whom thia
light diffuses itself and shines already, scattering;
the darkness), and refer the former to kv avrtf,
which is not said at all, or to rb <p&c faivei, and
the latter to kv rjpUv or »} otcorla irapdyerai. Wehave no occasion or warrant for doing so. Theantitheses rj OKoria and rb $&c aXrflivdv must betaken in an ethical sense, and denote the sinful
and the holy, as the elements ra which one lives
and walks ; and this construction is rendered necessary by the subsequent verses and the whole
Both are opposed to each other, but
context.
they exist alongside each other, increasing or
decreasing {irapdyerai ffiti Qalvei). The former
consequently does not denote the economy of the
Old Testament or paganism, whioh indeed were
never without light, nor the latter only the per-

—
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son of Christ, as in John

i. 9 (Oecumenius, Bennor "Chrittut una cum doctrina ejus eteffectut
fide et caritate" (Lange); for the expression has
a wider reach. The oiooria denotes the whole
power and sphere of the ethical life, separate
from communion with Qod (the Light in Whom
there is no darkness), still fighting against the
Light, but erermore condemned (Jno. iii. 19),
constantly overcome and consuming itself; but
the Light, which is Qod (ch. i. 6), embraces
whatever belongs to His Kingdom, and keeps believers in communion with Himself (Dusterdieck).
The Light is called rb ahfitv6v, which is not only
real (aTcrflkq), but the true light answering to the
real truth, embracing and effecting the real truth.
(Ibid.)
[Eternal, essential Light, of whioh
Huearthly light is only a transitory image.
ther, Neander.
So Luke xvi. 11; 1 Thess.
M.J.
It is just the life of the Lord, wherein it
i. 9.
that which shines, bursts and shines forth with
ever increasing strength this real Being is the
In 7rap6yercu
Light, the true Light (John i. 4).
we have first of all to preserve the Present form.
The Vulgate renders falsely "tenebra frantic
runt;" so do Luther, "is past," Calvin [and E. V.
"is past" M.l. It is unnecessary to construe

gel),

—

—

;

—

passively with Besser, Sander, Bengel, (traducitur, commutatur, ita ut tandem abtorbeatur); it is
Middle, like irapdyei, 1 Cor. vii. 81 (so Oecumenius, Wolf, Luoke, de Wette, Diisterdieck, Huther) : it is passing away, vanishing, disappearWith this corresponds Jjdn Qaivei, said of the
ing.
Light, it shineth, thineth already, not now (Luther, E. V.); the darkness makes room for the
light, the light begins already to break through.
f'Huther, who adds, "so that neither the darkness
entirely past, nor the light entirely estabThe transition from the reign
lished."
M.].
of darkness to that of the Light is thus indicated
and referred to the future, when the conflict thus
begun will end in the full victory of the Light.
vfitu John expresses
Henoe in the words o koriv
not so much an encomium on his ohurch, as a
declaration of his joy in the continued working
and the commencing and progressing victory of
the Lord and His Kingdom. From this point of
view the reading vfilv only can be received as authentic, as bringing out the true sense of the passage in an undiluted form, which would certainly
be awakened by the reading ifdv, and lessen the
Apostle's pure rejoicing over his church, as the
work of Jesus Christ.. [Riokli : " John says this
in relation to the time in whioh they live, and
during whioh the great work of the Lord took a
wondrously rapid course of development. The
true Light, the Lord in His perfect revelation of
already the great
Divine truth, thinet already
morning dawns for mankind. When the Lord
This
returns, then will be the full day of God.
revelation . . believers go to meet.
M.].
that saith he is in the light
Ver. 9.
it

yeyewijftkvoc its. rov deov (ch. v. 1 ) ; the love of the
brethren, as the children of a loved Father, rests
on the love of God, who has regenerated them
(ch. v. 1 ; iii. 10.).
Likewise in the Gospel (Jno.
iii. 16 ; xv. 12, sq. ; xiii. 34; xx. 17; xxL 18);
St. Peter also gives QiXadcfyia in the same sense
Pet. i. 22, sq.J, and actually distinguishes it
from ayawr} which he takes in the sense of
(pi?AvOp<*mid (2 Pet. i. 7), (Luther, common love).
"Ipta appellatio amorit cautam eontinet (Bengel).
Whether ade7jfc denotes elsewhere an actual
brother or a cousin, Jno. vii. 8, 5 [see my article
" Are Jamet the ton of Alphteut ana Jama the brother of the Lord identical," in Princeton Review,
January, 1865 M.], or members of the same

H

—

or=6

nationality, Acts xxiii. 1,

ir?jjalov, 6 trepos,

(Matth. xviii. 36; vii. 3; Luke vi. 41; Jas. if.
11), the context must always determine the sense,
and the context here refers decidedly to Christian
fellowship.
Hence Grotius is wrong : "the Judeeum, tive alienigenam; fratret omnet in Adam
tumut"), as well as Calov and Lange [who give
a similar exposition. M.]. It is improper to
take pcaeiv as "pott haberet minut dUigere, non colere" (Bretschneider) ; it means to hate; but it
is not specified here to which degree of hatred he
has come to whom reference is made ; it is left
undecided whether his hatred be germinating
and initial, or mature and fully developed. Not
even the faintest degree or oolouring of hatred can
be compatible with this
r$ furl elvau That
saying and this hating are so little in agreement,
and this hating imports so much more than that
saying, that John continues, saying,

—

h

la in the darkness until

now—in sin, in

the atmosphere of the sinful, until now, yet, at
this hour, this very moment. But along with all
this severity and profound earnestness which insists upon one thing or the other, runs the intimation of a hope of return.
[Huther: "Like
$€>c and oiooria, fuoelv rbv adetyfo and ayaituv rdv
aSefydv mutually exclude each other. They are
two diametrically opposed biasses of life; a man's
doings belong either to the one or to the other;
that which does not belong to the sphere of the
one, appertains to that of the other. Each denial
of love is hatred, each conquest of hatred is
love."
Diisterdieck:
"Nothing can be more
shallow and weak as compared with the ethics
of the whole Scripture. All the truth, depth,
and power of Christian ethics rest on the '<mi
.
aut,* so distinctly insisted on by St John.
On the one side is God, on the other the world:
here is life, there is death ; here love, there hate,
t. e. murder ; there is no medium.
In the space
between, is nothing. Life may as yet be merely
elementary and fragmentary. Love may as yet
be weak and poor, but still, life in God and its
necessary demonstration in love, is present really
and truly, and the word of our Lord is true:
" He that is not against me is with me," Luke ix.
and hateth his brother.
50 and on the other side, the life according to
For the form of. v. 4, for the thought see ch. i. the flesh, the attachment to the world, and the
necessary action of this selfishness by means of
45, 7.
*£»c here denotes neither Christ (Spener),
nor the Church (Ebrard: "The Church of those hatred, may be much hidden, may be craftily
in whom the fact brt rb 6oc ntin 6aivu has become covered, and with splendid outer surface; but in
r since rb c<if, v. b, denotes tne the secret aeptn of tne man, tnere wnere spring
an afaflic");
holy, the sphere of the Divine life, no other sense the real fountains of his moral life, is not God
can be admitted here. The Apostle regards as but the world ; the man is yet in death, and can
his brother particularly the believer in Christ, as consequently love nothing but himself, and must

—

h

—

.

.

—

—

.

He

;

^
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hate his brother; and then the other word of the pingit. Ps. cxix. 165), or de Wette (with Mm [for
Lord is true, " He that is not for me is against me/' him] there is no offence), or Neander (there is
Lake ix. 23. For a man can only be either for or no offence with him, he himself does not stumble)
against Christ, and consequently can only have or to explain airy witJi Lucke and Sander of the
either love or hate towards his brother."
M.]. external sphere of lite, because in the case of
Vbr. 10. He that loveth his brother, Christians OK&vSala lie in the world, not in himabideth in the light, and a stumbling- self. What Vatablus says is only half true;
block is not in him. Not only an antithesis nemini offendiculo est ; the same applies to Johannsen: "he gives no offence; Ebrard: "there is
to r. 9, but also a progression in the argument
nothing in them whereby they give offenoe to the
fiheit for every thing depends on the abiding
which must be the result of being cf. v. 6. The brethren; and Huther, "there is nothing in him
sentiment is prepared in kuc apri v. 9 by the fine which becomes an offence to himself:" the referallusion that hatred of the brother and being in ence to others has also been given by Caiov, Jaohthe darkness, must be overcome, and that being mann, that to himself by Bede, Luther and Calvin.
Vkr. 11 concludes this section in antithesis to
in the light and in love must be maintained.
Hence we cannot say with Ebrard : " The exeroise v. 10, taking from that antithesis that which
of brotherly love is of itself a means of strength- helps the further development of the thought
Bat he that hateth his brother is in the
ening and confirming the new life ; from brotherly
fellowship there flow for the new man refreshing darkness and walketh in the darkness.
and quickening streams of his faith." But the Here we find irepurarelv kv r# okot'iq, superadded
The latter denotes the
love of the brother acts and moves within the to eivai kv tt/ aKorla v. 10.
sphere of light, not without growth which status or habitus (Sander), or affectus (Qrotius)
strengthens itself there; the impelling power is the disposition, state, the former the actus, ope" Both the
that which evinces itself in brotherly love, faith ration ; so also de Wette and others.
in the Father, faith in the Only Begotten of the being (the assumption) and the doing (the conseFather, who gives us the power to become the quence) of the unloving belong to the darkness;
He that loves his brother ever of. Gal. v. 25" (Huther). "He that hateth his
children of Qod.
grows more firmly rooted in holiness, the king- brother, both as to his person and as to his walk,
dom of light ; growth takes place in brotherly belongs to the darkness, the sphere of the sin" (Ebrard). Closely connected with this is:
love, but brotherly love does not produce it; He ful
he knoweth not where he goeth
only produces it who produces fellowship with
Himself and the love of the brother. John knows to answering to the OKavdaXov kv amy ovk kartv,
The particle irov, where, not whither, deonly aut out, hating or loving: "ubi non amor v. 10.
11
(Bengel). The notes rest ; vn&yetv however is not to go, but to
est, odium est, cor non est vacuum
sentence, oK&vdaXov kv avr$ ovk kartv fully corres- go away to, to go to ; the word describes a calm
ponds with v. 4 ; kv Tohry ij atySeia ovk iortv. The walking, not a mere moving to and fro, but a
comparison of these two verses facilitates the progressive moving towards an end or goal. So
understanding of our passage, rb oK&vdaXov, or 6 Jno. iii. 8 ; viii. 14 ; xii. 85 ; also Jno. vii. 85
ok6v6oXoc (Hesychius) is [the rendering of the nov Kopeveodat; ch. xx. 2, 18; irovkdqKav. The
unloving man sees and knows not which way he
LXX, M.]for 7lt?5P or U'pIO properly is going ; he walks with darkened eyes on a dark
way. Luther ("they fancy that they are going
iftirddiofioc, OKavd&hj&pov (to kv rale fiv&ypatc), irpooto rest and glory, and yet go to hell ") ; and CySo prian ("tl neseius in gehennam, ignarus et csscus
hence p&Xfoiv, red hat OK&vdaAjov.
rifi/ia;
n
Xi&ov irpooKdfifMToc, irkrpa OKavd&Xov Rom. ix. 88
prsecipitatur inpomam ) look at the extreme goal,
1 Pet. ii. 7; cf. Is. viii. 14; xxviii. 16; Rom. xiv.
but we should not lose sight of the immediate
It is always a stumbling against, an offenoe
13.
consequences of a selfish and unloving being and
given, but it is left undefined whether it is given walking. The matter is so very important, that
with or without guilt. Christ Himself, the Cru- the Apostle substantiates his statement, saying:
cified One, is 1 Cor. i. 28 : 'lovdaiotf ok&vSoIov.
Because the darkness hath blinded his
The guilt of the OK&vdalov may reside in him to eyes. Tvfoovv, to blind, to make blind must not
whom it is given, who takes it, who is offended be changed into " surrounding with darkness,"
Here it is said: kv avr$ ovk kartv. or diluted by a tanquam (Lucke and others). The
at it and falls.
In him, who loves his brother and abides in the unloving man himself is dark, and the darkness
Light, in the holy, is not oicAvda'kov, is not that
is in him, in his eyes, not only round about him.
which offends, gives offence, causes himself or Jno. xii. 40; cf. Is. vi. 9, sq.; Matth. xiii. 14, sq.';
others to stumble and fall, such as envy, susand N. pp. Acts xxviii. 26, sq.; also 2 Cor. iv. 4.
picion, want of sympathy, harshness of judgment,
pride all oK&v6a>ja to himself and also to others.

—

1

—

And

—

—

—

—

"@u* fratrem
currit

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

odit, ipse sibi offendiculum est et in-

inn iptum

et in

omnia inlus

et

/oris;

qui

1.

Here we see quite plainly the different sides

amat expedilum iter habet. Bengel.
This seems of the Christian life yiyv6oKeiv &e6v, rac k vroXct^
also to be the exposition of Dusterdieck, who avrov rrjpelv, rbv lAyov avrov njpelv, akffieia, aydnn
says: "Occasion of stumbling and falling, the tov &eov, kv avr(f> eivai, ptvetv, appear as correlates.
lust of the flesh is still extant in believers, but The dogmatical and the ethical are in one anothey are always sure of the virtue of the blood of ther.
The ethos is contained in the dogma,
Christ which hallows and increasingly removes waiting to be delivered in the life; the ethos
every oK&vdaXov ( ch. i. 7, sqq. ). It is inadmis- rests on the dogma as on a root; both are insible to explain ev avTy=ai>r9, as Qrotius does wardly related to each other, refer to each other,
{ett metonymia et kv abundat; sensus: xLU non im- belong together, may be distinguished, but not
;
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separated; the one without the other falls to
ruin or runs to waste.
Christian knowledge
loses experience, clearness, sharpness of outline,
assurance, and breadth, ..without a life of Christian morality; Christian morality loses unity,
depth, endurance, joy fulness, grace and beauty,
if not founded on Christian knowledge.
If it is
affirmed concerning him who, while disobeying
the commandments of God, still makes his boast
of tjie knowledge of God, that the truth is not in
him, and concerning him who loring his brother,
abides in the light that offence is not in him
(tv. iv. 10), it is evident that the hTJfieta and
the cicdvdaXov cannot be made to agree, and that
the former is also an immoral thing.
2. Sinoe John makes roc evro?Ac and rbv A6yov
Ttfpelv perfectly parallel, and regards the Law
with its particular oommandments, and the revelation of God in His word as a unit, and contemplates the love of God as growing and maturing
toward perfection by the obedient observance of
the same, the presumption is that the same loving
Will of God has revealed itself both in the Law
and in the Gospel, and that man's love of God lives
on, ought and has to live on the wholesome food
of both.
But this decidedly excludes any and
every merUoriousness of obedience and of good
works; just as in the Gospel faith in the love of
God does not constitute a merit, so in the Law
obedience to the loving Will of God is not a merit.
Obedience is simply a sign and mark of the
Christian life begun on the foundation and in the
efficiency of the reconciliation accomplished by
Christ.
Our only merit before God is Christ, and
beside Him no man can have any merit before God.
8. John does not in any way countenance the
doctrine of the Council of Trent (Sees. VI., chap.
16) that "the justified are able fully to satisfy
(plene satisfacere) the divine law by means of

works wrought

j

son of Christ has added thereto in His personal
love ; He is the new, which has been superadded
to the old commandment
6. The Perfect TereXeivrat, V. 6, evidently denotes no historical truth, since the historical is
marked by $ onoria it a payer at, rb fbc if 6 s
fai vet. But these Presents indicate the assurance
of victory and the joyfulnees of hope with which
that Perfect is anticipated.
It signifies: "the
whole power and sphere of the ethical life, separate
from communion with God, (the Light in whom
there is no darkness), still fighting against the
Light, but evermore condemned, constantly
overcome and consuming itself" (Dusterdieck),
both in respect of the great totality of the world,
and in respect of individual persons.
6. The progress in evil to perdition, and h
good to the salvation of eternal life, is inward.
The hidden life of the children of Ood has beet

commenced by the Forerunner; walking
Him,

after

grows

in them, daily increasing in completeness, so- that salvation, pursuant to divine
it

appointment, is the consequence of a holy life on
earth.
But disobedience and unlovingness exert
a reaction on the unloving, which forms their
inward being and operates their perdition, which,
in its turn, is also the result of their conduct here

on earth.

As Christ is the principle of ethical life (v.
and love the principle in Him, as in the Uyvc
and the Law, so the love of Him, of God and of
the brethren, must be the principle of obedience
and of ethical life. Ultimately every thing eoncurs in brotherly love, which is the mark, while
7.

6),

the love of God is the principle, the love of the
loving God the fountain of all inward, Christian

and godly

life.

HOMILITIOAL AND PRACTICAL.

God"

[Nihil ipsis justifieaUs Examine thyself.
amplius deesse credendum est, quo minus plene UUs
l.What is to be investigated? Whether yen
quidem operibus gum in Deo sunt facta, divinx legipro know God ; and the knowledge of God is not withhujus vilm statu satisfecisse.
M.], because he does out fellowship with God. The question is not
not speak of that which has an historical existence, knowledge concerning and about God, not having
but of that whioh is 10 become a reality; he refers heard and learned certain truths relating to
not to actual reality, but to ideal reality. On Him, but the being and abiding in Him (w. 3, 6,
this account the words of John rather sustain 6).
Tou are intimate only with those between
Luther's paradox : «« The righteous sins in every whom and yourself there is habitual intercourse.
good work mortaliter, at least venialiter"—or Otherwise you have only a more distant and su8ohleiermacher's translation of it: "even in our perficial acquaintance, but never an intimate
good works there is something in consequence of knowledge.
Without
which we stand in need of forgiveness for them. 11
2. Why it should be investigated?
Though [Roman] Catholicism debase the Law and God you are in darkness, without Him you walk
blunt its requirements in order to exalt man, we in darkness, you become more and more darkare bound to exalt the Law, though man be de- ness yourself, you run to ruin, and perish at last
based and humbled, since the case as put by John in the darkness of condemnation ; you reach the
is and remains only ideal truth, Christ alone be- point that you hate, and are hated, hateful and
in

—

whom

abominable (w. 9, 11). But with and in God
you are in the light, you walk in the light, and
4. The unity and difference of the characteristics light and truth and love are in you, you become
Of the Old and New Testaments appears in one more and more light, love in truth grows more
point, namely, the commandment of brotherly perfect, and all offence will be put away from
w
This commandment is valid in either you (vv. 4, 6, 11).
love.

ing the exception,

alone

all

are bound to

follow.

Look after
it derives in both spheres its origin from
8. How it should be investigated?
has the same meaning in both, and is one your obedience to the commandments of God (vr.
in both, the old [commandment] which remains. 3, 4), more especially after the old and yet new
But in virtue of Christ's example in His love of commandment of the love of the brethren (vr.
the brethren, it is more lucid, attractive, power- 7-11), and see whether you walk after the Lord
He that keeps the commandments
ful, comprehensive and pure in the New than in Jesus (v. 6).
the Old. It is new only in that whioh the Per- of God in thought, in word and in deed, keepe
sphere

God

;

;

it
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8-11.

—

meaning;

amputate the arm or leg of a patient. There
is no lack of offences in the world
let every one
take oare not to give offence, nor condemn others,
but judge every thing in love. He that hateth
his brother knows not the injury he inflicts upon
himself, and into what misery he precipitates
himself; for whereas he thinks that he loves himself and for his own interest, honour or pleasure,
hates his neighbour, even as selfishness is the
cause of all hatred, he hates himself most of all,
when he fancies that he is loving himself (Jonn

practice, for it is the

xiii. 9).

himself; he that observes the commandments of
God, preserves himself.
Acgustini: Christ says not, learn of me to
create the world, to work miracles, to raise the
dead, but that I am meek and lowly in heart.
Luther : The commandment of lore is a short

—

—

commandment and a long commandment, one
commandment and many commandments, it is no
commandment and all the commandments. Short
and one it is of itself, and soon mastered as to its
bat long and manifold in point of
sum and chief of all commandments. And it is no commandment at all in
respect of the works, for it has no special work
of its own by name ; but it is all the commandments, because the works of all the commandments are and should be its works. The com-

;

—

Langs: The true followers of Christ have
not a transient faith, but they are firm and
steadfast like a branch in the vine, a bough in
the tree, a house on its foundation. The duties
of common love towards every man are these
mandment of love therefore abrogates all the 1. Intercession for the promotion of his convercommandments and yet establishes all the com- sion; 2. friendly admonition and correction at
mandments; and all this in order that we may convenient seasons ; 8. the careful avoidance of
know and learn thus much: no commandment whatever may deter him from the practice of
and no work it to be kept and binding, but in at far good; 4. the diligent warding-off of his loss
under all circumstances ; 5. kindly demeanour in
at it it the demand of love.
Spbnbb : There is a vast difference between words, manner and works. The duties of partili-ring and dead knowledge ; the one flows from cular love towards believers are partly the same,
the revelation of Jesus Christ (Jno. xiv. 21), from partly those which are necessary to the maintethe Holy Ghost, and is therefore the operation of nance of intimate brotherly converse and spiriGod ; the other flows from reason, and consists tual affinity.
Starke: A piece of coin stands the test;
in man's imagination; the latter knows only
what people are wont to say of God, the former lead betrays itself that it is not silver, and brass
Perhaps by sound? No, by
ascertains the mind of God ; the one is a know- 'that it is not gold.
ledge like that which I have of a man, concern- the streak ; and this is to keep the commanding whom I have heard something, the other like ments of Christ.
Have a oare, my soul. The
Faith worketh
that of one with whom I have had converse ; the loss of the fraud is thine own.
one is a feeble light, letting in only a beam into by love (Gal v. 6) ; wherefore the faith, whence
the understanding, the other is a heavenly light no good works ao proceed, is only dead faith
which fills and irradiates the whole soul, and in (Jas. ii. 17, 26). The perfection of believers'
which we should walk. It is a great consolation love of God consists in that it is honest, sincere,
that God gives us a sure test, whereby we may be pure, undivided, upright, faithful and withassured of our faith and consequently of our par- out hypocrisy, lacking neither a truly divine imticipation in the reconciliation of Christ, a test pulse nor holy ardour, neither true reverence of
moreover which we may use also in a state of God, nor ardent seal for and towards God,
temptation, when the sense of faith is wanting.
although as yet unable to take and hallow all the
Saying that we know God, amounts to nothing. thoughts of the mind, or to present all its powers
Simon the sorcerer gave out that himself was as an offering of love to God. As we know that
some great one, but was not (Acts viii. 9); a branch which bears good fruit is truly in the
some say that they are Jews, ana are not (Rev. vine (for were it otherwise how could it bear
in. 9) ; but confession demands first of all a befruit?) so we may surely say of a man that does
lieving heart
The imitation of Christ is not truly good works, that he is truly planted in
something that is left to our option, or only in- Christ.—Come hither, ye that refuse to believe
cumbent upon certain people desirous of attain- that it is necessary to be pious. Christ is your
ing unto a peculiar perfection, but it is the uni- Forerunner!
Do as He did! Look upon His
versal obligation of all those who are in Christ example.
Arbitrary choioe and presumptuous
Jesus, and is therefore binding on the high conoeit pave the road to hell.
It is a great comand on the low, on the clergy and on the laity, on fort that our Christian doctrine is sure and estamen and women, in every manner and walk of blished, not liable to change and to be presented
life.—Teachers should treat their hearers as breth- now in one way, now in another, but remains
ren, and use the paternal power within such always the same, because God, who has wisdom
limits, as never to forget their brotherly equality
and truth, is its Author, and needs not at any
(Philem. x. 16).
No condition of life gives to a time to change that which He has given us once
man the liberty to hate his brother; but in what- for all. Examine thyself, O man! who art thou?
soever condition a man may be, he is never and in The child of God, or of the devil?
Consider
nowise permitted to hate his neighbour; and only whether thou lovest or hatest thy neighalthough he have occasionally to hurt him, as bour? If thou lovest him in deed and in truth,
e. g., the authority of the land, which
has to thou art in the light and in God's; but if thou
punish the wicked, yet must such condign pun- hatest Him and showest thy hatred either outishment flow from love, as in the case of others wardly in works, or concealest it inwardly in
•o in his case, and be administered with a com- thy heart, and withdrawest thyself from Him,
passion that would, if it were able, rather with- then thou hast a sign that thou art in darkness
hold the severe remedy, just as a physician, moved and the devil's.
Tremble at thyself, and amend
by lose, yet because of urgent necessity, will thy ways!

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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:

—To know Christ

rience and delight in

is to

know, expe-

Him

as our Friend and Saviour, and to enjoy His grace and fellowship.
The mark of it is the keeping of His commandments, vital, active Christianity. Works are not
the ground of justification, but a mark to ourselves, whether justifying faith is in us, and
whether we are justified ; because Christ when
He gives Himself to us, never gives Himself half
but entire; to whom He becomes justification, to
ttiem He also becomes sanotification.
We may
therefore conclude backwards, to whom He has
not yet become sanotification, to them also He
has not yet become justification. The assertion
of justifying faith and want of holiness, fidelity
and conscientiousness, constitutes a contradiction
and makes the assert or a liar.— In those who
keep the words of Christ, we may plainly see
that they have really tasted the forgiving love of
God, that it has carried captive their hearts and
filled them with love to God.
Hatred, selfishness, is a state of darkness because the lightsome
knowledge of God, of the love of Christ is still
wanting, because it has not yet penetrated and
illuminated the heart, because therefore the suul
also is still in a dark, rent state, at discord with
itself, without seeing the gracious countenance
of God which renders us light, and, as it were,
resplendent of countenance. He knows not 1,
how far this evil, unloving mind may carry him,
and 2, what will be his end, what his reward,
exclusion from the kingdom of light.
Neander : Believing aright in John's sense,
is a matter of life.
His commandments are only
separate traits in which His life-forming word
develops itself.
As genuine love can evidence
itself only in the observance of Christ's word, so
there are different degrees of the manner how
this love has more or less interpenetrated the
life of men.
He Himself is in His commandments, and they also are only separate parts of
His self-revelation. The life of every believer
should be only a peculiar representation of the
image of Christ, the original of the new and gloriEither love or hatred of the brefied humanity.
thren ; love which is ready for any sacrifice, or
selfishness that may also pass into hatred; even as
Christ indicates only the two fundamental Masses
to serve God or the world.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Be88kr: Would I know whether I know God,
must not examine my knowledge but my walk
and would I know whether thou knowest God,
I do not ask that which thy mouth may have to
say of Him, but that which thy life does testify
of Him. Just in the sense of John we read in
the Epistle to Diognetus : There is neither life
without knowledge, nor right knowledge without

I

—

the true

life.

—

It is characteristic of love that it

would do nothing to grieve but every thing to
please the Beloved, surrendering its will and
weal, its honour and life to the Beloved ; His
pleasure is its pleasure ; what displeases Him, it
hates.
The motto of St. Francis was: "Tantum
quisque scit, quantum operator."
Cursed be all
science that cannot stand the test of the commandments of Jesus Christ ! This indisputable
ought (v. 6), is at the same time a blessed may to

—

—

—

to all who have John's mind [That is,
the duty is to them a blessed privilege, which
they receive with grateful hearts. M.]. When
the pagans looked with amazement on the love

John and

—

—

of the early Christians, and exclaimed: "See
how these Christians love one another, and are
ready to die for one another,"- when the mark
of Christians was described in the words "They
love each other even before they know each other,"
then there shone the resplendent light before
:

which darkness recedes.

Would

that this day,

comprises already a much longer period
of light, there oould be found no Christian
Church, in whose new walk that is not truth and
reality which John writes to the Christians as an

when

it

commandment.
[Sbokbb: If we keep His commandmente, t. 8.
Whosoever doth so, though imperfectly, yet sincerely and humbly, hath nothing to fear. Whosoever doth not, hath nothing to hope. Strong
feelings of joyful assurance may be given to the
pious from above as a present reward; and
strong feelings of vain presumption may lead on
the wicked, secure and triumphant, to their foal
old

—

destruction.
Very reasonable terrors from consciousness of their guilt, may torment the bad

beforehand

;

and very unreasonable

ones, from

constitution or the suggestions of Satan, may assault the good. Therefore we are to judge of our
condition by none of these things; but by the

Scripture rule, fairly interpreted: "Little children, let no man deceive you: he that doeth
righteousness is righteous ; he that oommiueth
sin is of the devil " 1 Jno. lit. 7, 8.
M.].
[Barrow : (v. 5). If a man perform any good
work not out of the love to God, but from any
other principle or any other design (to pleaM
himself or others, to get honour or gain thereby)
how can it be acceptable to God, to whom it hath
not any due regard ? And what action hath it
for its principle, or its ingredient, becomes sanctified thereby, in great measure pleasing and acceptable to God ; such is the work and value
thereof.
It is also the great commandment for
efficacy and influence, being naturally productive of obedience to all other commandments;
especially of the most genuine and sincere obedience; no other principle being in force and
activity comparable thereto ; fear may drive to a
compliance with some, and hope may draw to an
observance of others ; but it is love, that with a
kind of willing constraint and kindly violence
carries on cheerfully, vigorously and swiftly, to
the performance of all God's commandments,

—

(v. 6)

:

"To

—

abide in Christ, to be in

Christ, to

put on Christ and reciprocally Christ's heme «
us, living, dwelling, being formed in us, and the like
expressions, occurring in Holy Scripture, do not
denote any physical inherence, or essential conjunction between Christ and us, such as those

who affect unintelligible mysteries, rather than
plain sense, would conceit; but only that mutual
relation accruing from our profession of being
Christ's disciples, our being inserted into His
body, the Church, being governed by His laws,
partaking of His grace, with all the privileges of
the Gospel, relying upon His promises, and
hoping for eternal salvation from Him. By
virtue of which relation we may be said, in a
mystioal or moral manner, to be united to Hhn,
deriving strength and sustenance from Him, as
the members from the head, the branches from
the tree, the other parts of the building from the
foundation, by which similitudes this mysterioai
union is usually expressed in Scripture; i*
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truth, for any man to profess himself a true disciple of Christ, while he harbours revengeful

effect, briefly, to be in Christ, or to abide in Christ
implieih no more, but our being truly in faith
and practice Christians; so that the meaning of

thoughts and uncharitable principles towards
words seemeth plainly and simply to other men. On the contrary, a kind behaviour
be this. WhosoeTer pretends to be a Christian,' and tender disposition towards all our brethren
that is, to believe the doctrine and embrace the is one of the best instances of Christian perfecdiscipline of Christ, ought to walk, that is, is tion, and secures us from all the scandal and
obliged to order the whole course of his life and mischievous effects of a censorious and perse8t.

John's

actions, at Christ walked, that is, as Christ lived
and conversed in the world or, it is the duty
of every one professing Christianity to conform
his life to the pattern of Christ's life, to follow
M.l.
His example, to imitate His practice.
[Horn*: (v. 6). No one can fail to see that the
life of Christ was designed as a pattern for His
followers, who considers how admirably it is
We meet not here
calculated for that purpose.
with legendary tales of romantic austerities, ecstasies and abstractions, tending only to amaze
and embarrass the consciences of men with unprofitable and unnecessary scruples, but we behold a life, which though holy and without spot
or blemish from beginning to end, was conducted
after the manner of men, and so as to be imitable by them; being passed into the midst of
civil society, and in the exercise of all those
lovely graces, by which that is preserved and
And we
improved, sweetened and sanctified.
should find it the best compendium of morality,
the most perfect- and unerring rule whereby to
direct ourselves in all cases, if we would only ask
our own hearts, before we enter upon an action,
how the blessed Jesus would behave in our circumstances.
conscience, but moderately informed from the Gospel, would seldom perhaps
give a wrong determination.
M.].
[Burkitt : (v. 7). The commandment of love
might be called an old commandment, as being a
branch of the law of nature, and a known precept of the Jewish religion: although in other

—

—

A

—

—

respects it

might be oalled a new commandment,
a new motive, and enforced

because urged from
by a new example.

[Clarke:

—M.].
— There a
is

saying in Synopsis,

may cast some light on
this passage: "That way in which the just have
walked, although it be old, yet may be said to be
Solar, p. 94, n. 61, that

new in the love of the righteous."

Love prevents him from giving any
offence to his neigbour, and love prevents him
from receiving any from his neighbor, because it
leads him to put the best construction on every
thing.
Besides, as he walks in the light, he sees
the stumbling-blocks that are in the way, and
avoids them ; every part of his path being illuminated.
Many fall into sin because they do
not see the snares that are in their way and they
do not see the snares because they either have
not received, or do not abide in the light.
M.].
[Ptli: Wherefore it is an effect of the most
malicious prejudice and stunid ignorance of plain
(v. 11).

;

—

—

6.

—M.l.
—

cuting temper.

[Neander:

;

(v. 8).

Thus,

too,

John contem-

plates Christ as Himself the true light, holding
the same relation to the spiritual as the sun to

the natural life. What he here says then is this
With those who have been so long attached to
Christianity, the darkness proceeding from their
former heathen state is passing away, and the
true light is now breaking. Now, he says,
meaning their present in contrast with their for-

mer

state of heathenism, or while still affected

by its remaining influence. The light derived
from Christ, the true Light, was already banishing the former darkness they were becoming
constantly more and more enlightened. So Paul
says to his readers, Rom. xiii. 11 sqq., that now

—

their salvation is nearer than when they believed,
that the end of the night approaches, the day of
the Lord draws near.
It is, therefore, true, both
with reference to Christ, the true Light which
has dawned upon their souls, and with reference
to believers who have received this light and
been illuminated thereby, that this fundamental
law of Christianity now verifies its character as
the new command. To those who live in the
light of Christ, who have become at home in the
new world of Christianity, the old commandment
now, in contrast with the former state of darkness, presents itself in new glory as the new command. In new power must it be revealed to
their hearts, that brotherly love constitutes
the essence of the Christian life, is the essential
mark of fellowship with Christ. M.l.
[Wordsworth: Christian Praxis is the test of
Christian Gnosis. True Christians are the genuine Gnostics.
The Gnostics pretended to have
light, to have special illumination; but their light
is a false light, it is the light of wandering stars,
to whom is reserved the blackness of darkness "

—

—

—
—

(on v. 8).—M.].
Sermons:
[Vbr. 4. Smalridgb, Bp. : Disobedience to the
commandments of God, a mark of unbelief.
Sermons, 199.
Ver. 5. Dwiqht, T. : His example. Theology, II. 869.

Flavel, John: Imitation of Christ in
2 Serm. Works II. 299.
Barrow, Is. : Abiding in Christ to be demonstrated by walking in Christ
Serm. Works

Ver.

6.

holiness.

II.

862.

Ver,

8.

Alford, H.

sean Lecture, 1842.

:

The shining light

Hul-

1.—M.].

Consolatory warning against the love of the world.

Chapter

2,

12—17.

1
12
I write unto you, little children, because your sins are forgiven you for his name's
13 sake. I write unto you, fathers, because ye have known him that is from the begin-
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you, young men, because ye have overcome the wicked one.1 I
I have written
children, because ye have known the Father.
4
unto you, fathers, because ye have known him that is from the beginning. I hare
written unto you, young men, because ye are strong, and the word of God abideth in
15 you, and ye have overcome the wicked one. Love not the world, neither the thiols
If any man love the world, the love of the Father* is not in
that are in the world.*
16 him. For7 all that is in the world, the lust of the flesh, and the lust of the eyes, and
17 the pride of life, is not of the Father, but is of the world. And the world passeth
away, and the ludt thereof:8 but he that doeth the will of God abideth forever.

I write

ning.

tin to

14 write8 unto you,

little

Pert Pass, formed After the Perfect Active « 4 < « k a, here and Matth ix. 2. 5; Mark ii.5;
Luke v. 20, 23 ; vil. 47 ; Sjrlac—remiua sunt, - katb Bin rosomar you " more correct than V. "an
forgiven you." M.]
Cod. Bin. reads rb vovipt *.—M.]
is without critical authority, and opposed to fhs
Verse 13. ««yp*^a, A. B. ft, Cod. Sin. The reading
ructure of this seriei of sentences.
Verse 14. * rb A»* a p x $t in B„ which might allude to ch. L 1, Is evidently a slip of the pen, since the same Osta
reads to* in v. 13.
H the things that are in th*
8 a tcL iv r» k 6 <r u. <?-~nor the things in (he world, more correct than
Verse 15.

Verse 12.

[>4^Mrrai,

&

—

P

ypi$*

Paw

world"8.V.-?k.]

row *arodf, B. [O. K.] Cod. Sin.; the best Tens. Fathers [Oec Theophyl.— M.]. Tnereadiag e«s«
A. C. mu*t yield the place to the former authorities, and to the context v. 16.
Verse 16. P o t t—because, so German.— M.]
Verse 17. Pavrov after i*i* vjtt'a, although wanting in A. and cancelled by Griesbach, is the trne reading, fht
•

difllculty readily

accounts for the omission.—If].

of maturer years (irpetrpbrepoi, ykpovrtc, heads of
the more experienced), and vtaviam
This is the view of
those younger in years.
The structure of w. 12-14. The six members most commentators. Augustine's view, accordare evidently divided into two triads: the thrice ing to which the Apostle refers throughout to
repeated Present ypdfu, and the thrioe-repeated the same persons, only designating them by difAorist fypaifra, as well as the address tckvIo, ferent names from different points of view, is
he says: "filioli, ante
irartpeg, veaviaxot joined to the Present, and consequently untenable
baptismo neonati sunt, panes, quia Christum, patrtm
iraidia, iraripec, veavioKot joined to the Aorist,
The sentences sub- et antiquum dXerum agnoscunt, adoleseentes, qui,
clearly intimate as muoh.
joined by bn exhibit the same correspondenoy, fortes sunt et validi;" nor must we refer, with a
and, confirm this arrangement. This has to be Lapide, the different addresses to a "tripliem
Christianorum in virtute gradum ; pueri «iw» r^prs>
proved by the exegesis.
The addresses, w. 12-14. Tetcvla must be taken sentantiincipientes etneophytos; juronesprojicitnles,
here in the same sense as in the other passages senes perfectos" Similar explanations are given
of the Epistle where it occurs, oh. ii. 1, 28 : lii. by Clement, Oecumen., Qrotius (with reference
18; iv. 4; v. 21. It applies to all readers, the to 1 Cor. xiii. 11, 12; Heb. t. 18; Eph. iv. IS,
whole Church, and should not be made to desig- 14) and others.
The tenses of the otherwise clear verb, yptfo
nate a particular age (as has been done by Erasmus, Socinus, J. Lange), or a peculiarly near and kypa^a, rv. 12-14, present great difficulties.
The diminutive form is It is clear that brt does not denote the substam
relation to the author.
chosen for the sake of intimacy and cordiality, of his present or former writing. John writes
and is indicative of the paternal relation and ad- not that their sins are forgiven, and that they
vanced age of the Apostle. The addition uov, ch. have known the Father, that they have known
Him that is from the beginning, that they have
ii. 1, may have a still more intimate sound, but
there is no want of intimacy here or in'ch. iii. overcome the wicked one, that they are strong,
It is that the word of God abideth in them, all this ho
18; iv. 4; v. 21, although fwv is wanting.
altogether parallel to ayawifroi, ch. ii. 7; iii. 2, does not write, and has not written to his church,
21; iv. 1, 7, 11, or to iraidia, ch. ii. 18; iii. 7, but other things. Hence art can only be taken
Although natdla is thus rarely used, as a causative particle ; it denotes the reason and
(var led.).
nevertheless it is used, and, if we take it here= cause of his writing, and must be rendered "beHenoe there is no rea- cause." It is self-evident that brt, if translated
tckvIo, it is used thrice.
son whatsoever why naidla, v. 18, should not be "because" once, must be translated thus throughapplied to the whole Church, but, like iraripec out, in all the six consecutive places where it ocand veaviaiuH, be understood to designate a par- curs, and not be rendered with Luther the first,
ticular age (with Calvin, Luther, Calov, Sander, fifth and sixth time "that," and the second, third
Neander, Besser, Ebrard, al.), and to disturb the and fourth time "for" (==because). Sooinns,
harmony of the structure of this group of sen- Sohott, Bander, Neander translate "that;" Caltences. Particularly as the comprehensive iraidia, vin, Beta, Lticke, de Wette, Huther, Dusterdieek,
little children, offered a more natural sequence to al. "because;" while Erdmann gives to on a deThe clarative meaning in the first three sentences,
naripec and veavianoi than reicvia, little sons.
order in which reicvia and iratiia occur, forbids without determining whether it should be contheir being referred to a particular age, for strued objectively and oausatively in the last
either veavioicoi, iraripeg would have to follow, or three sentences.
I write simply defines the
Hence reicvia and act of writing: I write just now what I write, beiraripeQ, veavUrmi to go before.
naidla must be construed as denoting the general cause—.
The object is the Epistle, even this
address, and irare'pec; and vtavloKot the specializa- Epistle. Now, if John, after this thrice-repeated
tion of church-members, icaripsc describing those yp&fu signifying this Epistle, says again three

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

families,

—

:

—

—
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iypatpa, the reference cannot be to the
Epistle, neither to the preceding exhortations
(Grotius), nor to the first chapter (Calov), neither
in respect of the thrice-repeated typafa to ch. i.
6-7; L 8-ii. 2, 8-11 and ypajo to oh. it 15-17;
18-27; it 28 iii. 22 (Rickli and LUcke), nor so
thai the reference is general, the Aorist denoting
that part of the Epistle which is already written,
the Present the part as yet unwritten, but in
process of development [the very act of writing,
t.
e., the Epistle itself.
M.] (so de Wette,
Bruckner, Huther) nor can the reference be to
tt. 12, 18, as if the apostle had said "I write,
and I have written, it is a settled thing " (J.

—

—

Lange, Neander, Sander, Ewald, Heubner, Bengel ["rnntttt commonilionem firmissimam"]), nor
are Beza and Dttsterdieck any more satisfactory,

who suppose the Present to indicate the present
stand-point of the Apostle, his present act of
writing, and the Aorist to describe the standpoint of the readers after they had received the
Epistle, when, of course, it was written;
all
these explanations are so many attempts whose
very forced and artificial character shows them
to be mere make-shifts, which, even in their more
simple forms, do not remove the appearance of
trifling, and explain as little the position of the
Present relating to what follows before the
Aorist relating to what goes before, as that the
author by this change of tense tears asunder that
which he has written from that which he is about
to write, both of which belong together as one.
If we are thus constrained to think of another
writing, we must not think of a previous Epistle
(MichaeUs), but of the Gospel (Socmus, Lange,

—

ochott, Baumgartea-Crusius, Ebrard, Hoffmann),
to which this Epistle is not only nearly related
in the exordium, but also in its very kernel and
essence. Cf. Introduction, J 8, 8. The conscious-

ness of the importance of the Gospel he had
written, fully justifies in the Episfle the threefold
repetition of typcnpa in consideration of the reasons relating to different groups of persons in
the Church, and warranting such repetition; nor
can it be thought singular that he had no other
reasons (&><) for having written the Gospel than
those for writing the Epistle. Nor may an objection be raised to the Apostle's not specifying
the object either of typarpa or yodfo, and his not

yp&fu
yp6$o

ifiJvy

yp6jpvvfuvt

narkpec,
iraidla,
koX

First series, w. 12, 186.
12. I write unto

Grammar,
word)
ch.

i.

—The Perfect
2,

rexvta=all readers.

1.

2.

Fathers.

2. Fathers.

8. Young men.
8. Young men.
and Wordsworth (who, however, does not discuss
the details of his arrangement, and carries the
series down to v. 28) makes a series of seven,
closed by an eighth, the octave of the first, with a
symbolical reference to the number seven and eight.
His arrangement is this

v. 12.

lypatya vuiv,

irarkpee,

v. 14.

veavloicoi, v. 15.
iraidla, loxdrn &pa fori, v. 18.

little chil-

been

htikuvrai (See

Children (in point of
age).

v. 18.

you,

iypaxpa.

ypd<j>o>.

1.

typaifxi vplv,

for-

Winer,

14, 8, p. 98, on the form of this
points to the forgiveness of sins, mentioned
ii. 1,

—

v. 18.

J

8, sqq.;

doubtless, incline to that set forth by Huther and
Ebrard gives the following synopsis of
others.
the two triads:
TRIAD THE FIRST.
TRIAD TUB 8KCOND.

vw, tckvIo, fdvere ev

dren, because your sins have

given yon.

6—

TtKvia,

This arrangement is more curiouB than valuable
or logical, and merely added to complete the catalogue of representative views begun above. M.1.
The reasons of the Apostle's writing vv. 12-14.

Vbr.
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describing the writing to which he refers, because both the Gospel and the Epistle were in
the hands of the readers, and enabled them both
to find the necessary explanation, and to prevent
possible misunderstanding.
[The peculiarly involved statement of Braune renders it desirable
to supply the English reader with a more lucid
account of the views he advocates. Tpd<pu, denotes the present act of writing, not only the
particular sentence in which that word occurs,
but the present Epistle; iypaifa a writing already written, finished and complete in the hands
of the readers of the Epistle, to which they might
refer; and that writing was the Gospel, which
would clear up every doubt, remove every difficulty, and furnish a commentary on the statements and exhortations contained in the Epistle.
It must be confessed that this is, on the whole,
the most simple and satisfactory solution of a
very knotty question, although that advocated by
de Wette, Bruckner and Huther is not so trifling
as Braune, echoing the words of Ebrard, asserts.
Said authors explain typaif/a of that part of the
Epistle which the Apostle had already written,
and yp&fu of the immediate act of writing, that
is, to the Epistle in general; in their view it is
proper that John should begin with ypdipu while
his reference to the part already written by
eypatpa may be explained by the fact that that
part (especially ch. i.
ii, 11) contains the
fundamental principles of the subsequent exhortations and developments.
Personally we prefer the view of Braune, but many readers will,

v. 18.

veavlaKoi,

typarfta ijuv,

vfuvy

12-17.

as a completed fact, which,

avr</if v.

28.

as a ground whereon they stand, as a sphere
wherein they move, as a benefit they have received, has and is to have on them and the rest
of their life a lasting effect and an efficient
power. [The forgiveness of sins is the ground of
the Christian life. M.]. Vulg., Augustine and
Calvin render falsely "remittuntur," so Luther,
"are forgiven you," JTand E. V. M.]
Por
His name's sake. The reference is not to
Him who forgives sins, God the Father, but to
Him, for whose sake the Father forgives ; that is

—

—
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for 6ia with the Accusative is not per,
;
through {instrumental), but propter, on account of,
for the sa ke of, indicating the ground of the forgiveness of sins, and here, where the cordiality of

Christ

must not narrow the idea with Bengel, who says:
"Insigne quoddam specimen virtutis ajwocndm, qui-

bus scribit, exhibitum, cujusmodi trot constantia confessions in persecutions Domitiani, itemque reditus
the address (little children), and the direct appli- juvenis iUius, quern apostolus surnma mansuetudme
cation to the persons addressed (I write unto a lactrocinio ad poenitentiam reduxit, suavissime deyou, your sins have been forgiven you), are to be scriptus a Clemente Al. lib. quis dives salv. c. 42, ab.
brought out, it denotes the objective ground, Eusebio H. E., lib. 3, cap. 20 el a Chrysostomo,
rendered subjective : since His name is with you, Parsen. 1 ad Theodorum lapsum, cap. 1 1. We may
in you and among you ; His name is He Himself think of it, but take it in the widest reach. That
and what He is, but revealed and known, be- which John says to all, the reicvioic, that their sins
lieved and confessed ; hence=since ye have be- have been forgiven, applies indeed to all, and it
lieved on Him, confess and invoke Him, indivi- does not apply exclusively to the fathers, that
dually and collectively, and since He has mani- they have known the Lord, or exclusively to the
fested Himself and may yet further manifest young men, that they have overcome the wicked
Himself as iXaa^bc, irapdid.r?Toc; consequently one ; for it may be that there are fathers who
for Christ's sake in you. Thus we might combine have just gained the victory, and young men
with Neander the explanation of Diisterdieck, who have acquired profound knowledge ; but bewho insists with the majority of commentators on sides the general truth of the forgiveness of sins,
the objective ground of the forgiveness of sins, those particular affirmations are admirably disand that of Luther, who understands the sub- tributed among the different classes, and only
[Neander says: " He comforts possible and real on the condition of that general
jective ground.
them with the assurance of sins forgiven through declaration. " Christian life-truth is essentially
the mediation of Christ. For the name of Christ one; in whichever direction its riches may be
are their sins forgiven ; that is, for the sake of developed, or to whichever relations it maybe
what Christ is as the Son of God and the Son of applied, all these different exhortations and inMan, the divine-human Redeemer it being as structions are always of one casting, resting on
one foundation, and animated by one spirit"
such that they invoke Him as their Mediator."
Diisterdieck).
But John has a particular word,
M.l.
Via. 13a. I write onto you, fathers, be- a word of peculiar application for the whole
him that is from Church, as well as for the separate groups and
cause ye have
the beginning. '0 dV apxvc, according to ch. individuals.
only signify Christ,
Second series, v. 13c v. 14.
i. 1 and the context, oan
with reference to His eternal, Divine Nature; for
Via. 18c. I have written unto yon, little
the Father.
the apxh reaches beyond the beginning of time sons, beoause ye have
and of the world, into God's eternal life, and To know the Father, that is, to know God as
must not be weakened into "initium novi foederis our Father, to cast deeper looks into the peaceGrotius and a thoughts of His heart concerning us, into the
et evangelii patefacti" (Socinus).
Lapide, without all contextual sanction, explain holy Love which is His Being, is possible only
"novistis Deum, qui Senex dierum," Dan. vii. 9; in the more intimate converse with Him which
'EyvAicare consequently denotes only He opens in the forgiveness of our sins and our
xiii. 22.
The child, with its child-like
the more profound understanding of the nature reconciliation.
and eternal glory of Christ, spiritual knowledge, ways and mind, with its humility, attachment,
and not personal acquaintance, not even on the diligence, teachableness and receptivity, is nearer
part of some (Bengel: " vivebant patres eo tempore, to God than an adult Here also apply the
quo Christus in terris fuerat conspiciendus, et eorum words, "Become as little children " Matth. xviii. 8.
nonnulli sum et facie et fide, omnes fide cognorant ") It is easy to see that we have here the parallel of
so the eyv&Kare rbv iraripa, v. 18c must on no ac- the clause, "Because your sins have been forcjunt be explained of personal acquaintance. given you ;" adoption and forgiveness of sins inNor does this exhortation warrant the idea that terpenetrate each other, and more than mere
the Fathers, the aged, love .to hear and talk of correlates. He now writes to the fathers preold things, and that to them, in particular, know- cisely the same thing as before
ledge ought to belong. (The Greek Fathers,
Vbr, 14. I have written unto you, faththat is
Augustine, Erasmus, Luther, Calvin, Neander). ers, beoause ye have
But more profound knowledge in general, and from the beginning. His object is not to
knowledge of Jesus Christ, His Person and work write something else ; for he has rightly divided
in particular, is peculiarly suited to the calmness the word.
and experience of old age.
I have written unto you, young men,
Via. 136. I write unto you, young men, beoause ye are strong, and the word

—

—known

—

—

known

known Him

—

beoause ye have overcome the wicked of God abideth in you, and ye have
one. While young men are exposed to the overcome the wioked one. "A&jwxne*

—

power of temptation in respect of the world, both corpore,w>8 fide." (Bengel). Matth. xii. 29; Luke
within and without, they have also fresh vigor xi. 21, sq.; Heb. xi. 84. It is the strength of
and courage to fight against and overcome the the Spirit for the combat and victory, the strength
wicked one, rbv izovnpdv, the devil, who is thus of their own spirit, and derived from the Spirit of
designated in the N T. in general (Matth. xiii. God, given from above, through and with the
and in this adoption and the forgiveness of sins. Theayy&i*
19, cf. xxviii, 88, sq.; Eph. vi. 16)
.

;

in particular (ch. iii. 12; v. 18 sq.)
Carpzov : " Viris fortibus et robustis tribuitur supra
But we
fortissimum et robustissimum victoria"

Epistle

with the aTJfitia ch. i. 6. 8; ii. 4), in
of God, (oh. i. 10; ii. 2. 5. 7), creates
and moves this vital strength and vital courage
(ch.

the

i.

5).

word
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for the

combat.

Hence

laxvpoi *""* is

n. 12-17.

immedi-

followed by xal 6 Myoc rov &eoit hv vulv ukveu
'0 Myoc rov deov, therefore, does not denote
Christ, although He is the centre and star of that
word. The word of God, with its eternal power,
must not only be. brought to them, but it must
have entered into them and remain in them; then
koI vcvutf/Kare rov irovrfpov.
The
it happens:
strength is grounded on the word of God, which
abides in them {jtivei), and in virtue of this
strength they have overcome the devil [the
thought belongs to Huther M.] ; the decisive
battle, of course, has been fought by Jesus Christ,
but His people ought to follow up His victory by
continuous warfare, and gain further triumphs
in their heart and sphere of life, cf. Jno. xvi. 33.
A retrospective view of the preceding verses, assigning the reasons for the Apostle's writing and
having written, characterizes the readers as possessing not a small degree of Christian knowledge
and ability, and the writings in question as taking
for granted such a degree of Christian culture.
While we may therefore think of the Epistle and
the Gospel, we cannot say with Ebrard that the
Gospel is wholesome and pleasant food for the
UitU onet (iraidia), but that the Epistle can be unNow has been laid
derstood by adults only.
down an important and sure foundation for the
subsequent warnings and exhortations (Luther,
8. Schmid, Episcopius, Bengel, Lttcke, de Wette,
Dusterdieck, at): You have received and acquired so much, and succeeded so well, that you
ought to progress, and not to retrograde ! You
stand in life-fellowship with God—do not disately

—

solve

it

The warning. Ver. 15a. Love not the
world, neither the things in the world.
The correct exposition of the whole depends on
the meaning of 6 koouoc, which signifies according to Suidas: evirphreiav, rb ir&v, r&gtv, rb nTJfioc^
or according to Hesychius: K&Xkoc and then the
beautiful fabric of the material universe. "Quern
Kfoftov Qrmci nomine ornamenU appellaverunf, eum
not a perfecta abtolutaque clegant ia mundum"
The LXX do not apply the
(Plinius. H. N. 2, 3).
word noopoe, strictly taken, to the universe. In the
New Testament we find it used in all these
senses, 1 Pet. i. Z=ev7rpineiat r&gig; Acts xvii.
24; Jno. xxi. 25 ; xvii. 5; Matth. xxiv. 21; Rev.
xii. 8; xvii 8=rd 7rdv, and especially by John in
the Gospel ch. L 9; xL 9; xii. 19; xviii. 86;
1 Jno. ii. 2 ; iv. 1. 8. 9. 14.=the creation of the
earth, especially of the world of man (DUsterdieck)=rd izWfioc. Now the difference between
oirroc o K6opos=ra k&tu and ra bvu (Jno. viii. 23),
which is at the same time the opposite of both,
makes k6cjiqc to denote the whole kingdom of sin
and death, inimical to God, under Satan its
prince, and more particularly the world of man
as fallen away and estranged from God [Jno. xii.
31; xiv. 30; xvi. 11, 1 Jno. iv. 4; v. 19; 2 Cor.
iv. 4 ; Eph. vi. 11, sq.).
But all this without the
faintest trace of dualism.
For the k6ouoc, as originally created by God, was very good (cf. Gen.
i. 81, with Jno. i 3,
10), but became evil and is
the object of redeeming love [Jno. iii. 16 ; 1 Jno.
ii. 2; iv.
14), so that the children of the world
become the children of God in their faith in
Christ and His Word (Jno. i. 12; xii. 45-50);
there is no man who is not first born flesh of the
24

68

and yet born spirit of the spirit may not
and should not become the child of God (Jno. iii.
6 1 Jno. iii. 9, 14),— Now the sum-total of this
earthly kingdom of evil is alternately applied in
a real sense to the earthly sphere in general, and
in & personal sense to the world of man, sinful,
and abiding in sin; and these two conceptions
frequently and easily play the one into the other.
The present passage must be interpreted by the
utut loquendi current in the N. T., and we must
"lay down the rule that xfofioc bears the same
meaning in all the three verses, so intimately
flesh,

;

connected together" (Dusterdieck). We cannot
say with a Lapide " omnibus hitce modit " (i. e.
three different meanings: "1. homines mundani, in
his proprie est coneupiseentia ; 2. orbit tublunarit, in

mundo proprie

et formaliter nan est concupitted in eo est concupitcentia materiality i. e.
objectum concupitcibile : 8. ipta mundana vita vel
concupitcentia in genere) : omnibus hitce modit mun-

hoc

cenlia

;

dus hie accipi potett et Johannes nunc ad unum,
nunc ad alterum retpicit ; ludit enim in voce mundut." Points of support necessary to the right
explanation of our passage are these : xooftoc is
the opposite of God, it is a whole consisting of
various parts and members, it is easily the object
of love: it has a life, but lacks permanence and
Hence it is evidently the earthly
endurance.
sphere of life, especially as filled with the world
of man and opposing God, whose real side often
alternates or concurs with its pertonal side; as
applied to things, we have to think not so much
of trees, flowers, mountains and stars as of whatever forms part of and constitutes the world of
man, such as rank or dignity, possessions and gifts
of the mind and of the body and such like. Consequently the k6ouoc must not be taken as the
sum-total of transient creatures as far as they
are natural things as Liicke (sum-total of all
sensuous manifestations, exciting sensuous pleasure), with whom we must rank, de Wette, Bruckner, or J. Lange (tyttema totiut mundi), Neander
(the world and worldly things), and others construe the word. But equally objectionable is the
interpretation which makes jH$oy*op=the evil inhering in the world, as given by Greek authors
(# KoofUKr) ftforfovia koI itdxvaic),

Luther (=the

world, t. e. ungodliness itself, human passions
according to which man does not rightly use the
creature), Calvin (omne genus corruptionit et malorum omnium abyttum). Morns (malum morale) Semler {yulgata contuetudo hommum, ret corporeat unice
appetentium), Erdmann (totut complexut et ambitut
t$ «<5<T/i^=kind8 of sinful
maU), Ebrard (ra

h

living,

thinking and demeanor

—

[e. g.

covetous-

Lastly, we
ness, ambition, sensuality.
M.]).
must not limit the application of kSguoc to " the
heathen world" (Lange), "the mass of ordinary
men " (Oecumenius : 6 ovpQerbc not ow$vr6ct as

Braune corrects M.] bx^oc

ov rift rov irarpb\
t be
ixei aydirnv iv iavry ; Calov.: nominee dediti rebut

hujut mundi), «• the major part of men" (Grotius:
humanum genut, secundum partem majorem, gum
malts actionibut vertatur), " to that part of the world
which constituted the anti-christians " (Storr,

m

Socinus). Cf. Dusterdieck and Huther ad
[the latter giving all the passages cited

—

—

loc.

by

Braune. M.]. Now while John, according to*
the Lord, urges love, notwithstanding Jno. iii
16 : ovruc tjyairmrev 6 Oebc rov k6cuov he says here*
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u% ayair&re rbv K&ofiov. There is a difference, if of this verse with the one preceding by 6><=a6*
the Lord our Saviour and Redeemer, who is cause, compels us to emphasize ir a v; for, because
above the world, loves, or if we love that are of there is nothing in the world, the ufo/ioft which is
the world, needing saltation, although salvable. of the Father, the love of the world is utterly inTo love is to surrender oneself; God surrenders compatible with the love' of the Father. Ildvrd
fa T(f) K6opo is evidently not identical with to h
Himself in order to save, overcome and glorify
the creature can only surrender itself to the rtfj Kfo/K,) (v. 15) ; the Singular denotes the tranworld to be ruined, swept along and carried off. sition from the particular to the unit : what is in
The creature is forbidden to enter into intimate the world is conceived as a whole, a totality comand vital communion, or entire life-fellowship prehending the particular; hence the reference
with that sphere of humanity which has fallen is not to objects only, as all those maintain who
away from God. The Saviour does it in order make it identical with r& fa r£» mfo/iy (although
to save from it those who suffer themselves to be Ebrard's exposition correctly adverts to particuM.rrfb=but not even, or no, not lar forms of demeanour, and Dusterdieck speaks
seized by Him.
The Apostle consequently draws a sharp of a " transformation of the conception of the
even.
distinction between rbv k6o/iov and ra fa r£ k6o/*o, objects of the love of the world into the concepthe whole or the general, and the particular or tion of subjective love itself and its essential
the specific. You are not even to love a particu- modes of representation"); still less to pmon*
lar, a specific part of the icdofio?; one may be ("omnes mundi dilectores non habent nisi eoncupufascinated by this thing, another by that, it all centiam" Bode); but as Huther excellently pots
amounts to the same the love of the world is it: "All that which constitutes the substance,
there where we find the love of the particular or t. e. the essence of the icoo/tof, its inward life,
of one particular in the world, be it the gold of which animates it." The apposition indicates
the earth, which is highly valued among men, or the nature of irav rb fa r£ k6g^, and shows how
human wisdom, or honour with men, or power we are to take, and what is the true import of
and dominion, or only influence of a less degree these words. The apposition has obviously reand in a limited sphere.—This warning is ob- spect to life-manifestations in the world of man;
viously addressed to all, the irarlpcc and veaviami. the whole, the sum and substance, the totality of
"Omnibus hme generaUter ecclesim filiis scribit" those life-manifestations in the God-forsaken
It is not said to the children only world of man, is not of God, but without, sad
iBede).
Oecumenius) ; for iratdia and retcvia denote the opposed to God. In dealing with the difficulty
whole church /see above) nor to the young men connected with the exposition of the apposition:
only (Bengel, Sander, Besser), although it fol- 4 km&vfiia rife oopx/bc. koI $ cm&vfxla rov (xpdalfa*
lows the last address. The next verse, which is koI 4 aka^ovtia rov fiiov, we have to remember
purely general, as well as the import of this warn- that all the three clauses must be taken as cooring, require us to understand it as being univer- dinated, and that the Genitive must be construed

—

;

;

sal in its application.
The reason*, w. 166-17.
First reason, w. 156, 16. If

any one love the

world, the love of the Father

him.—" Unum

is not In
cor duos tarn sibi adversaries amove*

alike in all three oases.
The three ideas are
placed in juxtaposition bv kclL Hence Dusterdieck errs in making 4 eirdhftla rfc oopxdethe
principal idea governing hnBvfria rov bfdaXpar
and aXo^ovela rov fttov. This is confirmed by the
explanation of the separate ideas.
In brtfofua
rov b^ddkfiov we have evidently the Genitive of the
subject; it cannot mean: lust after the eyes.
We have therefore three times the Genitive of the
subject In kirtdvftla rifc capicdc the Genitive of
the subject is analogous to the idea: i <rtyt
kirtBvpel (Gal. v. 17), >and to the grammaticsl
usage of the N. T., where, with the exception of
2 Pet. ii. 10, the Genitive connected with brt&vfua
always denotes the subject; but e&p£ denotes
here what it signifies elsewhere, e. g. in Eph. ii.

(Bede) il Contraria non sunt simul"
(Bengel). Since 6 xtouoc. is the object of love,
since the Apostle is concerned with the love of
the world and the heart of man which loves,
4 aydirn rov irarpbc is of course our love of the
Father ; for the love of the Father is not incompatible with the love of the world (Jno. iii. 16).
Hence ay&irn rov irarpbe. denotes neither " amor
Patris erga tuoe et filiaUs erga Patrem" (Bengel),
nor "the love of God toward its" (Luther II.,
Calov.), nor the li caritas quam Pater prssscribit"
(Socinus). We have here the same antithesis 8 (km&vfiiai rifc oapnbc) 1 Pet. ii 11 (oi oopwmi
which is noted in Matth. vi. 24 : #e$ koI fiafiuvf cKi&vfiiai), the. desire, the lust of the flesh, as
dovtevetv, Rom. viii. 6 (o&pi; and vvevfia), v. 7 suggested by the antithesis of icvei'fiart iytoOoi,
i$p6vrifia rife, oapubg ixQoa «f $e6v) ; 2 Cor. vi. 15 fa irvevpari irepiirarelv.
Limitations like those of
(X/>axr6V and "BeXiap) ; Jas. iv. 4 (ff fiXia rov k6o- Augustine ("desiderium earum rerum qumpertuunl
fiov Ijfloa rov &eov and in this Epistle ch. i. 5 (£6f ad carnem, stent cibus et concubitus et cseUra hujuand OKoria). This is the reason of the warning modC*), Grotius, Baumgarten-Crusius, Sanderand
against the love of the world ; the love of the Besser, who agree with him, or those of Bruckworld is incompatible with the love of God, as ner, who suggests "carnal lust in the strict
our Father ; the love of the world cannot consist sense, " Bengel ( " ea quibus pascuntur sensus qui tpwith the sonship of God. [Christians are the pellanturfruitivi: gustos et (actus,) Gerlach (£*™CJ
children of God, God is their Father ; their voca- kind of the lust of enjoyment") and Ebrard
tion is to love their Father, not to love the world. ("sexual enjoyments")—are not in agreement
with the context and more or less arbitrary.
M.]. This is explicitly brought out in
Vsa. 16. Because all that Is in the world, Only the limitation required by the coordinated
the Inst of the flesh and the lust of the hrtthfua rov ixpdakuov is justifiable ; but even due

non capiL"

—

eyes and the pride of life, is not of the is an em&v/da, and as such equal to
Father, but is of the world. The connection not rft eapiobc, but rov bqttoKfiuv.
Digitized by
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mast not be subordinated to the former (as is
done by Liicke, de Wette and Diisterdieck), but
Nor must the Genitive
it is coordinated with it.
be taken at once subjectively and objectively:
" the lust of the eyes, and at the same time that,
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James

it evidently denotes the outbreaks of that
arrogance which overlooks the vanity and no-

thingness of earthly happiness, and boastinglj
confides in it.
The aha(6v is the vain braggart
at whom and with whom one may perhaps smile;
wherein as the sensuous-worldly, the eyes delight the imepfoavoc is the haughty man, who is irritathemselves" (Bruckner). The lust of the eyes ble and injurious ; the one recognizable in the
has respect to seeing, consequently the lust to national character of the French, the other in
see, and to see that which is the object of such that of the English. The Genitive rov piov, of the
Hence Spener explains correctly: "all life, with reference to sustenance and necessaries,
lust.
sinful lust which seeks for enjoyment in the very as is evident from ch. iii. 17 ; Mark xii. 44;
seeing," and so does Huther: "the desire of Luke viii. 14, 43; xv. 12, 80; xxi. 4; 2 Tim. ii.
seeing that which is unseemly, and the sinful 4, designating occasionally personal property
gratification afforded by seeing it."
Hence it (living), indicates the side on which this bragmust not be restricted to "omnis curiositas in spec- gart arrogance does and is wont to appear, as
theatris " (Augustine, Neander) ; nor is well where there is little or great abundance as
tacvlis,
it sufficient to say with Calvin : " tarn Ubidinotot where it is merely coveted and want is conaspectus comprehendit, quam vanitaiem, qua in pom' cealed; braggart arrogance is wont to appear
pis et mam splendors vagatur."
Nor may it be in connection with bodily sustenance and necesreferred with Bengel to tl ea, quibut tenentur sensus saries. Augustine " Jactare se vult in honoribus t
'

m

:

invcttigativi, oculus sive visus y auditus et olfactus."

magnus

sibi videtur, sive de divitiis f sive

de aliqua

Nor must extraneous ideas be added thereto, so potentia." Bengel : " Ut velit quam plurimus esse
as to make it denote a desire of possession excited in victu, cultu, apparatu, suppellectili adificiisy prmby sight (Rickli), or straightforth irfaovegia diis, famulitiOy clientibus jumentis, muneribus, etc.,
(Luther, Socinus, Grotius, Lorinus, Wolf, Baum- Rev. xviii. 12. Chrysoetomus appellat rdv tv^ov rdv
garten-Crusius, Gerlach, alA or even "the Piwtikov et rijv (pavraaiav rov /Mov."
Examples
f

t

whole sphere of the desires of selfishness, envy,
covetousness, hatred and revenge" (Ebrard).
Thus the lust of the flesh and the lust of the
eyes are arbitrarily distinguished from each other
or rather confounded, since the former is taken
as sensuality and the latter as covetousness, or
The eyes, instruments of the senses,
vice versa.
are preeminently the ministering members of the
life of the soul and the spirit : here is flesh, become transparent, whereby surrounding objects
and manifestations produce impressions on the
life of the soul, and the soul requires insight of
them. As the Scripture draws a distinction between grass and the flower of grass, and understands thereby the flesh and the glory of the
flesh (1 Pet. i. 24: oap$ d>c x^P70^ ana naba
66$a avTTJs &% avdoc xtp70*)* ana thu8 points beyond the nearest sphere of carnal life to the lifesphere of the soul, so we may distinguish the
bctftvfda rffc aaptt&q from the hri&vfria r£v ixpdaXaOv in such manner that the former denotes absolute, purely sensuous lust, and the latter lust
which through the instrumentality of the soul,
points to the spiritual sphere of life. It is noteworthy that as Peter subjoins the words (v. 25)
" rb <f£ jrijua rov deov pivu etq rov asuva" so John
has almost the identical addition: "6 6k irot&v
rb difajfia rov dtov fitvei etc aluva." Hence the
former includes all the desires of possession and
enjoyment, of covetousness and sensuality, of vulgar or refined form, while the latter embraces
the desire which longs for, seeks and finds gratification in 'social intercourse and the manifestations of social joys, in works of art down to
the rude outbreaks of festal joy. To this is now
added as a third koI $ aXa^ovela rov piov. While
hct&vftla refers twice to acquisition, aXa^ovela has
respect to spending. The noun occurs, besides
this place, in the N. T. only at Jas. iv. 16 : iv
roZ? ala^ovtiaiq vu&v, the adjective in Rom. i. 80,
after, and in 2 Tim. iii 2, before virepfyavoc. In
classical Greek it signifies arrogance and vaunting, with the secondary idea of untruthfulness
and boasting about one's rank or wealth. In
*

"

—

occur in Gen. xi. 2-4; 1 Chron. xxii. 1, sqq.;
Eccles. ii. 1, sqq.; Ezek.xxviii. 12-19; Dan. iv. 27;
Rev. xvii. 4-6; xviii, 4-7. So Liicke, Sander, Besser
and Huther; Neander, Gerlach and Diisterdieck
may be included in this category. Hence it is
not correct to restrict the meaning to ambition,
superbia, ambilio (Cyrillus, Socinus, al.V
We
should hold with Bengel that: "Non eomcidunt

—

cum his tribus tria

vitia cardinalia, voluptas, avaritia f

superbia: sed tamen in his continentur."
The hypothesis that this trinity contains a complete indication of all the forms in which evil is apt to
manifest itself, has become traditional, and goes
so far that Bede following Augustine said: "Per

tantum cupiditas humana tentatur; per hoe
tentatus est et victus ; per hoc tentatus
est Christus et vicit." A Lapide actually discovered
in them the correlatives of the three Persons of
the Holy Trinity answering to the three primarim
virtutest contmentia, caritas, humUitas [which according to Huther are closely connected with the
three monastic vows of chastity, poverty and obedience.
M.l. The majority of practical expositors have followed this track with various modifications, even Pascal (Pcnsies, 28, 66) says:
" libido sentiend\ sciendit aominandi." Liicke very

hxc

tria

tria

Adam

—

rightly opposed this interpretation and maintained that the point in question did not relate
to cardinal vices f but to the chief forms (Bruckner ; " leading Masses ") of worldly -mindednese.
These, as Bengel observes, sustain an intimate
relation to one another: "Etiam it, cm arrogantiam vitm non amant, tamen concupiscentiam oculorum sectari possunt, et qui hane super arunt, tamen
concupiscentiam oarnis perespe retinent: hoc enimprofundissima et communissima, apud minores, medioximos etpotentss: apud eot etiam, qui abnegationem
sui colere vidsntur; et rursum, nisi vmcalur, ab ea
facile progreditur homo ad concupiscentiam oculorum, ubi materiam habet; et ab hac ad superbiam
vitaa, ubi facultatem habet; tertioque includitur seThus ambition is
cundum, secundo primum."
emdvuia rfc aapndg only in so far as it wants to
cast others in the shade, it is initiv/da ruv bdOaXDigitized by
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it aims at recognition and marks
of recognition, and it is aXasOveia tov piov as far
as it is indulged in the consciousness of position
and wealth, and in every form there are degrees
of intensiveness and coarseness. The same holds
good of avarice, voluptuousness and the love of
pleasure. We have here by no means a complete
catalogue of the biasses and forms of manifestaUnlovingness specified above (vv.
tion of evil.
2-11) and mendacity mentioned below (w. 1S-20)
although connected with this [trichotomy M.],
are not contained in or denoted by it Hence
Luther, followed by Sander, rightly observes:
" These three particulars are not of the Father
2. The three idols of
1. Hatred of the brethren.
the world. 8. False and corrupt doctrine. The
tov icdofiov elvai denote
terms c* tov irarpde,
origin and indicate similarity, congruity and
connection. This is the profound truth that nothing is esteemed with God except His own Image
whatever is to have respect to Him, to belong to
Him, to be, and able to be united with Him, must
come from Him ; ch. ii. 29; iii. 7 sqq.; iv. 2 sqq.;
7 sqq.; v. 1 sqq.; Jno. viii. 44. So Dttsterdieck,
Huther, and Ebrard in opposition to de Wette

uuv as far as

—

U

—

[Paulus and Baumgarten-Crusius M. ] , who deny
the reference to origin and restrict the application
of the terms to congruity and similarity. The antithesis, intensified by the repetition of kari "if not
*
of the Father, but is of the world marks with peculiar pointedness the world as the source of ungodliness. The world will not tolerate any thing that
does not derive its being from it or belongs to it.
We see therefore how God and the world are just
here opposed to each other, irreconciled and irreconcilable; both are inflexible and neither can
[Dusterdiock
yield the place to the other.
"Through our whole Epistle runs the view which
is also manifest in the Gospel of St. John, that
only the mind which springs from God is directed
He who is born of God, loves God,
to God.
knows God, does God's will. God Himself, who
first loved us, vis. in Christ His incarnate Son,
begot in us that love which of moral necessity
returns again to the Father, and of like necessity
embraces our brethren also. This love is hated
by the world, because it springs not from the
world. It depends not on the world, any more
than that perverted love which springs from the
world and is directed towards the world, the lust
of the flesh, etc., can be directed to the Father or
to God's children. So that John grasps in reality
down to the very foundations of the moral life,
when he reminds his readers of the essentially
distinct origin of the love of the world, and the
love of God. The inmost kernel of the matter is
hereby laid bare, and with it a glimpse is given
of the whole process of the love of the world and
the love of God, even to the end ; and this end
is now set forth expressly with extraordinary
1

power."—M.].

But

The second reason :

v. 17.

the world paaseth away and the
lust thereof; but he that doeth the will
of God abideth for ever.—The world can
only be taken here in the same sense as in the

And

preceding verses, vis.: the world of man fallen
away from and opposing God, which is a power,
and as a power awes many, but does and has great
tilings.
But what is true of the otcoWo, v. 8, ap-

plies also to it: icap&yerai, it passeth away, it is
passing away and disappearing ; the sense mast
not be limited to the transitory world, to be de-

stroyed in the judgment (Bede: "mundus treauibit, quum in die judicn per ignem in meUorm mutabitur figuram, ut sit ccehtm novum et terra iwm"),
nor must the term be so construed as to express
the consciousness of the approaching advent of
Christ and the judgment of the ncoo/toc connected
with it (Luther, with reference to w. 8. 18:
iax^ rrl fy*1 )' I* * 8 in effect, the uninterruptedly
peculiar nature and destiny of the world (Oecumenius: "rd Koc/wcd heiBvft^ftara ovk. Ixu rd
pkvov Tt koI Iotijc, ra 6k Kara rd ftitjipa too
diaxpfj koI 6iaiuv%ovra (Dttsterdieck: "beeauM
of its alienation from God, doomed to paums
away, to death "}. The antithesis pkvtt requires
and confirms this view. Although Dusterdieck
distinguishes his view, according to which he
finds here more permanently valid axiomatic
truths concerning the course of the love of Ood
or the love of the world, from that of Oeeumenhis,
who gives prominence to the properties of the
love of the world and of the obedience to the
commandments of God, the two views ought
really to be combined thus : it fares with the
world according to its nature, and the nature of
the world agrees with its passing away. And m
it passes away, so also passes away its lost,
the lust which inheres in it, emanates from it,
and governs it. Hence avrov is the Genitive of
the subject, as maintained by most commentators ; it cannot mean lust after it or in it, as if
avrov were the Genitive of the object (Lucke,
Neander, Sander, Besser, al.). Of course, the
lust of the world refers also to the world and the
things and manifestations in it, and not to God
and the riches of His Kingdom. If the whole,
the world, belonging to death, passes away, then
also its parts, the life that is in it, its separate
manifestations and exhibitions of life in individuals, must pass away.
This makes one thoroughly loathe the love of the world—the
ayairfv rbv icSafiov. Who wants to seise and hold
as the object of his love that which is perishable,
doomed to death and perpetual defeat? The
clause 6 6i irot&v rd Qifojfta tov &eoi> supplies not
only an antithesis, but affirms that the kxtthfiia
tov k6ouov does not the Will of God, that the
>

Mb

ayamj tov irarpde shows and verifies itself in the
noulv rd Oifayia tov titov, even as unfolded in tt.
that the child does not trifle with the will
of the Father, for the Father is God. To such
applies the uevei etc rbv cduva, the antithesis of
napdyrrac, he abides therefore unto, into eternity,
sharing and assured of the imperishable and
beatific life; redeemed from d&varoc, from the
okotIo, he gains Que, £w# aUn>ioc,
[Huther:
" The destiny of the k6ojmc is tfdvoroc, that of the
children of God fu$ at&vtoc. " M. ]. This antithesis points to the fact that the irapdyerat of the
world will sooner or later have run its course,
and that the world will have ceased to exist
Most singular and arbitrary is the opinion of
Ebrard, who says that "cuuvis the soon which
will gloriously begin with the visible establishment of Christ's Kingdom on earth," and thai
consequently 6 rroitiv elc rbv dUtva signifies that
44
he that does the will of God will abide until
then, until the Kingdom of Christ is established,

8, sqq.,

—

—
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and be suffered to witness the victory of Christ's
Kingdom." The addition, " quomodo et deut manet
tn Klernum," found in several Latin translations!
but not in Jerome's, is rather remarkable.

'DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
1.

The

gift of the forgiveness of sins (v. 12),

which is, at the same time, the gift of adoption,
[of being made the child of God M.], v. 13c,
establishes a relationship which must verify itself

—

in corresponding conduct, in the way of sanctification.
God hat taken the initiative, but man
must seize it and hold fast, keep and verify it in
striving after more profound knowledge, and in
struggling for the peace of victory. On the gift
of the forgiveness of our sins, and on that of our
adoption with the Father, rest the more intimate
knowledge of Christ, the victorious fight against
Satan, and the enjoyment of the fruits of victory.
In the fellowship with the Father and the Son are
given us life, light, forgiveness, truth, wisdom,
and understanding, and victory over the world
and the devil. The victory of Christ (John xvi.
88) is the presupposition of all true victories, and
His victory must continue in ours. John grounds
the duties of Church members on the high privileges and immunities of the Christian state, and
makes gratitude the principle of morality.
2. The peace- work of profound meditation and
mature knowledge in men can only take place
and prove successful if preceded by the struggles
and triumphs of young men [i. e., the man must
have passed through the discipline of the young
man, M.]. Great purity and integrity are indispensable to the dear perception and more thorough knowledge of the glory of Christ, of His
Person, His Word, and His work. True know.

II.

12-17.
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as of the love of God, right on to the end " (Dusterdieck), and at the same time an insight into the
biography of individuals.
6. He that has separated himself from God, has
estranged himself from Him, falls into the power
of death ; the world contains death in the love of
itself.
None but those who love the Father have
the life; yet none love the Father but those who
have and with true fidelity keep His word. But
there exists no eternal kingdom of evil, the principially dualistic predisposition to evil, but only a
condition which has become so, from which any

and every man may and shall be redeemed,
does not offer any resistance.

who

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.
The

gift of the forgiveness of sins sets

us the
task of fighting against the destroyer, and acquiring the knowledge of the Saviour. The gift
of the forgiveness of sins is sonship with God and
the knowledge of the Father. Holy Scripture directs us first to the knowledge of sin, then to fight
against and overcome the wicked one, and lastly
to acquire the knowledge of the God-man.
Holy
Scripture addresses first children that is to say,
the children of God ; the word of God is the word
of the Father to His children ; the word of God
calls all, whom it addresses, children, because
He is the Father of all. Young men and fathers

—

cannot go beyond this child-ship [I retain this

Germanism in this plaoe in order to render the
thought more perspicuous; neither the word

sonship nor adoption conveys the precise shade
of thought
M.]. No age of life can or may desire to surpass the stage of childhood before God.
The life-truth of the Gospel is only one, emanating
from one Spirit, resting on one foundation, conledge presupposes life in fellowship with the sisting in one Spirit, but like the sun, shedding
Person known ; it is a living reality and not a its illuminating and vitalizing beams in all dimere dogmatical formula (concerning the Per- rections : away with all false individualizing and
son of Christ). Nothing Dut fighting against all dry moralizing! He that loves not the world
Satan will facilitate our knowledge of the eternal in God as the object of redemption to its salvaglory of Christ.
tion, loves it only without God to his own perdiThe world, which thou lovest, reacts more
8. The k6cuoc is diametrically opposed to God, tion.
and the heart of man cannot combine the love of on thee than thou art able to influence it ; thou
the world and the love of the Father ; the latter wilt sooner become worldly through it, than it
cannot thrive because of the former, or the former will become Christian through thee. Shun not
must be overcome, and disappearing, yield the the world, but love it not ; be not afraid of it,
place to the latter in the course of its growth and but be afraid of thy love of it
Bodmeb: John the Apostle survived twelve
development. Where the life of [emanating from
M.] God is extant there may still be the world, Roman emperors: Augustus, Tiberius, Caligula,
must
broken,
it
must
wane
more
be
Claudius, Nero, Galba, Otho, Yitellius, Vespasibut its power
and more, and its still surviving remainder must anus, Titus, Domitianus and Nerva; great exincreasing
and
knowledge
waxing
pectations
and hopes were entertained of each
recede before
and- joy. Worldly life and godly life are not only one of these lords of the world, but all failed in
biasses,
but
two
opposite
inclinadifferent
the
of
the best of them: instead of healing,
case
two
they inflicted wounds, and many came to a misetions, incompatible and destroying each other.
4. It is not in point of space that we must flee rable end.
Geeson: Amor habet vim uniendi, H terram
from the world, but it is with reference to ethical principles that we must shun it, without loving amat, terrenut et; ti deum, divinut.
Spbnkb: Every age should diligently cultiit, turned away from it, to prevent our dying and
perishing in and with it ; some one thing may so vate the virtue becoming it before others, which
effectually lay hold of one or another as to is especially done by each particular age applysweep him along with the fearful destruction of ing its natural gifts to the growth of life (understanding in the case of the old, strength in the
the whole jcoo/io?.
5. The definite superiority of the divine to the case of young men, simplicity in the case of
worldly may be gathered from the transitoriness children). Those who have overcome Satan as
of the world. Here is " afforded a vista through young men, may afterwards truly and fully know
the whole process of the world's history, as well Christ as fathers, while those who have served

—

—

—

—

—
—

—
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Mm do not

easily attain such knowledge, which
a kind of reward of grace. The word of God
does not only come to us, bnt abides also in us,
and consequently is not a dead or passing sound.
That which does not abide forever is not worthy of our love; for God has created, appointed
and called us unto eternal things.
Preachers should particularly urge
Starke
obedience to the commandments of God, and renunciation of the love of the world on the plea
of the grace of God in the forgiveness of sins, as
a more powerful incentive than considerations
founded on the Law. Although you have conquered the devil once, he will return and assault
you with sevenfold strength to rob you of your
crown. Therefore, ye warriors of Jesus, grow
not secure, but think that your task is not done
the deluded souls
with one well-fought battle.
that fancy that it is the privilege of their rank to
use the world at their pleasure, to lead a worldly
and carnal life, and to be good Christians for all!

—

ii

—

:

—

—

—

fortieth year.]
They must fight seneetuU contra
.)
seneetutem.
rheyJhave more works than words.
Tney

They are engaged in ceaseless intercessions for
the people of God, and gather riches for the
children (2 Cor. xii. 14). But they must be very
careful not to usurp an authority and power, in
virtue of which they require others blindly and
unconditionally to follow and agree with them;
all

moment they fall into this snare they cease
be fathers, and become the destroyers of the
Christlike spirit in the children.
Young men are
those who are still engaged in active warfare,
and have to fear most the assaults of the flesh,
the world and the devil; they ought to have bethe

to

gun

to taste the better delights [of religion] and
Hence they are always

should overcome Satan.
prepared for the battle.

He that has become a
true child of God must not care for the age of
youth. Can any one, by anxious care, add one
cubit unto his stature [age] ? He that preserves
that which he has, to him shall be given more;
the process of growth is imperceptible (Mark
iv. 28).
They ought to have the spirit of power
and vigilance; as valiant soldiers they must always be at their post, warring against the enemy. Their dangers are rashness, undue ardor,
temerity and negligence. They must have work
to do, they must destroy Babylon, but abstain

They will terribly deceive themselves, for the
mere name is not sufficient. Christians, would
you love the Father, you must content yourselves
with the necessaries of the body, bridle your
The world
eyes, and lead a life of simplicity.
and its lusts pass swiftly away, like an arrow
cuts through the air, like smoke blows away, like
a river flows along, like a bird flies past, like a from all things, and fight faithfully unto death.
sound dies away. What folly to set one's hope They must not be discouraged in the first ardor
and pleasure on such changeable and transitory of their seal, for that first ardor may lose its
Their strength will be in proportion
It is well, but not enough to know the will intensity.
things
of God, we must do it in the strength of God, to their allowing their strength quietly to strike
with all diligence, at all times, in all things, if we root; even Christ walked in silence and retirewould abide forever. It is a great mercy of God ment during His youth, and John was in the wilthat He accepts our poor, imperfect doing, pro- derness. They must learn to enter into the
vided it be done with a childlike heart, as the mystery of godliness, abstain from their doing in
doing of His wilL None can do the will of God order that God may work in them, that thus they

—

—

!

—

—

—

without denying his

and corruptible
eaoh other.

own will,

for the will of

self-will are utterly

—

God may

opposed to

Hbubnbb: Fathers are spiritual adults, matured Christians; they have known Christ, the
Son of God, from personal experience, made
proof of His power, or He has been fully formed
in them (Eph. iv. 13; 1 Thess. ii. 7, 11; Heb. v.
The image of Christ has a feeble and ten14).
der beginning in childhood it continues growing in youth, but does not attain perfect clearness with open face until manhood. No warrior
can go beyond this: Christ and His knowledge
excel all perfection. We have here the case of
souls that long since have acquired forgiveness
and cleansing from their sins, overcome the
wicked one, stood severe trials and hard conflicts, in victory have been planted in the likeness of Christ's death, and made -experience of
the power of His resurrection. As fathers they
possess spiritual generative powers. They are the
mellow old wine. They are called rtfaioi, they are
the nearest friends of the Lord, His intimates, that
have a better understanding of His counsel: but,
although thus highly raised by God, they never
divest themselves of their childlike disposition.
The sense of redemption in Christ, true poverty
of spirit, voluntary and constant self-denial and
strong love are their characteristics. But they
still stand in need of instruction and caution
Tan eld Christian had been victorious in the fight
for thirty-nine years, but was overcome in the
;

resist the irovqpSc, the spoiler,

who

comes

from without and forces his way into them, and
would fain seize the youthful warriors. Hence
they need circumspection and weapons (Eph.
vi).
Children are beginners in Christianity who
have already tasted the paternal love of God, who
receive from the Father more tokens of lore, as
it were, more caressing.
But they most be
truly born of God, have a new mind, the Spirit
of adoption whereby they cry Abba, Father.
Their general characteristics are these: a childlike disposition, lowliness, obedience, sincerity,
joy fulness. Their childlike failings are: credulity, oarelessness, rashness, inconstancy, or

even wandering from the simplicity in Christ
They are strongly attached to the sweet taste
of grace.
They require oversight, guidance,
nursing, care, keeping; they require milk nntfl
they are able to take stronger food and grow.
(Here we may refer to the choral divisions among
the unitas fratrum: children, older boys, single
brethren, single sisters, the chorus of married
people, widowers and widows, to the incipitnttt,
profieientes and profecti of the Moravians, and to
the analogies of paganism, Plato de ligg. IL,
where the chorus of boys, of young men to the
age of thirty, of men to the age of sixty, used
fascinatingly to implant the true and the good
into the minds of the people in songs, and rtotarch laeon. instit. according to which, among the
Spartans, old men used to sing: "Once we wen
vigorous youths;" men, "We are so; if thou de-
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street

it,

try ;" and the boys,

"Some day we

II.

shall

even be better "). Love is the noblest power in
man, which he ought not to waste on unworthy
The
objects, but he ought to love God only.
world is set before men to try them, whether
they will lay hold of it or of heavenly things.
The objects of our desires, as far as they are
creatures, are not evil in themselves (1 Tim. iv.
4; 1 Cor. z. 26), but the passionate desire of

—

The ezcutatio
is evil, ana of the evil spirit
of worldlings is: "it is natural, it is innocent."
That is to lay the responsibility of sin on God.-—
Worldly-mindedness and religion are incompatiThere are, indeed, many degrees of this
ble.
worldly-mindedness and fondness of worldly pleasures, but this much is certain: 1. Those in whom
this fondness is strong and supreme, to whom nongratification causes anger and a blank, are without the divine life. 2. Every worldly pleasure,
though indifferent of itself, becomes sin if it
them

69
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Spbnbb. This eiiher—or is an established
thing which will never yield the place to an as
well—as. To contribute one cent to ungodliness
is as much as to give up to it the whole.
St.
Bernard calls pride the arch-artificer of fraud,
and the true fountain of vice, the tinder of sin,
the rust of virtues, the moth of holiness, the beguiler of hearts, that turns medicine into poison,
and cordials into stupefying draughts. A soul
has nothing in eternity but what it has gathered
in time.

—

Nitzsoh: The principal question of the divine
word addressed to fathers Do you know Him
:

that is from the beginning ? Let us consider : 1.
Why this question is peculiarly suited to the
agedt The excellency and glory of old age is
experience, its natural avocation to gather and

have gathered it, its supreme requirement to
have wisdom by and in experience. How much
more important is it to have seen and/«ft a thing,
leads astray from God, and has to be enjoyed to have shared its suffering, than merely to have
without God. 3. In proportion to the growth of heard of ill 2. Which knowledge does it speak
religion is the decrease of a mind and taste for of ? The First and the Last has been revealed in
worldly lusts, and vice versa. It is disgraceful in the centre of history, He by whom and for whom
clergymen [Germ. Odstliche, a technical term for all things consist; time has become conscious of
clergymen, of which the English divines is the near- eternity. Humanity has been raised from proThis knowledge
est approximation, or we may also say "spiritual found misery to high glory.
and secular" but, of course, without any refer- compensates the eye for every unavoidable want
of light, supplies the solution of many riddles,
ence to the Roman Catholic use of these terms
M.], who ought to be the opposite of the worldly, finds the kernel of many experiences, marks the
to exhibit worldliness in tie bias of their mind holy line of human effort, cherishes the sweet
and conversation. What comes of the transitori- hope of beholding [God], and thinks well done
nesa of the world and of the things which lust that which God doeth. 3. The great monition and
desires T What harm does it do to the worldly? the glorious consolation contained therein. Many
1. Even in respect of this earthly life it is pain- things improve by age, but not the fundamental
Self-will and .unbelief
ful and humiliating to take pleasure in enjoy- error, erring from God.
ments which are wholly idle and transient, and do not break spontaneously by mere events the
leave behind them nothing that is refreshing secret will of the natural man grows to a fearful
or ennobling, but, perhaps, something that will height and resoluteness rather die in sins than
nil the mind with gloom, paralyse and deject the present oneself blind and naked, miserable anf
spirit a melancholy blank. 2. This holds good poor before the only Mediator, the Conqueror on
The the cross. Do you still know Him, do you know
still more in respect of the life to come.
objects will cease, but not the desire, which will Him again f Be overcome and ye shall conquer;
then lack the instruments and means of its gra- His knowledge rejuvenates you like eagles, makes
Painful condition. Such a soul will you wise, and crowns all knowledge and expetification.
then behold itself in its miserable emptiness and rience with faith in the eternal words. The movileness. Therefore consider the tranaitoriness nition of the divine word to young men that they have
and consequences of every sinful lust. (Oriental overcome the wicked one. Regard it 1, as a consaying : The treasures of the world are so con- gratulation on their participation in the victory of
stituted that they will deprive thee of life, if thou Christ, but also as a threefold test-inquiry of the
reality of their Christianity.
After the victory of
g&therest them).
to

—

—

;

;

—

—

—

N bander: It is not part of the nature of the
love of God that we must retire from the world
and worldly things, but rather that we should
use them according to the purpose which God has
assigned to all men, to His glory.
Bbbsbb: The forgiveness of sins is the bread

—

great and the small, Apostles and
malefactors, the wise and the illiterate, kings
and beggars (kings as beggars, and beggars as
kings), live in the kingdom of God, even as the
fourth and fifth petitions of the Lord's Prayer
are significantly joined together by and.

on which the

Johakk Buqbnhagbn's motto was
tum bens scis, satis est, si cetera needs:

:

"Si Chrissi Christum

nescis, nil est, si cetera discis."

—

Lao tub Great: There are two kinds of love
from which proceeds every lust according, to its
kind man, who cannot exist without love, lores
:

either

God or

the world.

mere doubtful struggle
life of mankind, the time
of invincible sin, of the immeasurable progress
of corruption, belongs to the remote past. If
you fear already, or are still afraid in this world,
be of good courage and know that you enter into*
a reconciled world, and stand in eternal peace,
and partake of a happiness and liberty that have
not to be fought for and devised, but may be
seized and enjoyed in true faith. But here you
have to inquire after faith in this word, since the
tendency prevails not to believe that which waa
believed by the fathers; many, all believe to indemnify themselves for childlike faith with the
conceits of the unvanished beauty of the world,
of the power of the mind of man and of the innocence and goodness of the heart of man, to inquire after the knowledge of this truth, after the
decision and conversion of the heart, whether thai

Christ, the time of the

between the death and

—

—
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will reigns supreme which says, How should I do
this great evil and sin against my God ? whether

you are consciously or unconsciously under the
jurisdiction of the prince of this world, and unfitted for the true work of your calling. ... 2. As a
call to resistance, and at the same time as a promise
of assistance. This bears on your bravery, your
honour, your independence, ye that are in such
hurry to be men. There are many adversaries
from without that reappear again and again fight
the invisible battles in your souls. It is good for
a man to have worn the yoke in his youth, but
how much better this yoke; thus you will gain a
clear and pure view of your future, thus you
spend the time of your transitory youth for the
purpose of securing eternal youth, thus you care
to-day for to-morrow and ever, even unto the
judgment; all things are yours.
Hast thou broken with the world f 1. Art thou
perhaps still wholly entangled in its lust? 2.
Art thou convinced that it is impossible to love
God and the world at the same time? 8. Dost
thou daily fight victoriously against the lust of
the world tempting thee?
;

What

the Christian's relation to the world f 1.
that its lust, without any exception, is
sin (v. 16), and such sin as is incompatible with
the Christian profession (v. 16), and on this very
is

He knows

account

2.

He shuns and

flies it (v. 15).

Consider how little the love of the world comports
1. The latter
with sincere conversion towards Ood.
imposes renunciation of the world and its lust as
2. It affords strength
a necessary condition.
8. And is itself a
for overcoming the world.

continued combat with the temptations of the
world. *

The infamy of a Christian being the slave of
worldly lust
1. He thereby enters the service
of worldly vanity, 2. becomes the enemy of God,
And 8. will perish with the world (L. in "Qesetz
und Zeugniss" for I860).—

—

[Ezekibl Hopkins: v. 16. "For these things
(Pleasures, Riches, Honours), though they make
fair and gaudy show, yet it is all but show and
appearance.
As bubbles, blown into the air,
will represent great variety of orient and glittering colours, not, as some suppose, that there are
any such really there, but only they appear so
to us, through a false reflection of light cast upon
them: so truly this world, this earth on which
we live, is nothing else but a great bubble blown
up by the breath of God in the midst of the air,
where it now hangs. It sparkles with ten thousand glories : not that they are so in themselves,
but only they seem so to us through the false
If we come
light by which we look upon them.
to grasp it, it breaks and leaves nothing but
wind and disappointment in our hands : as histories report of the fruits that grow near the
Dead sea, where once Sodom and Gomorrah
stood, they Appear very fair and beautiful to the
eye, but if they be crushed, turn straight to
smoke and ashes."

a

est,

—M.].

ut de temporalibus seterna capiantur"
of the world appears in:

The vanity

That all its glory and splendour depend
merely on opinion and fancy.
1.

2. In its deceitfulness and treachery.
It is
not only vanity, but a lying vanity.
8. As all things in the worfd are lying vanities,
so are they all vexatious.
"Uncertain comforts
but most certain crosses."
4. A little cross will embitter great comforts—
another mark of the vanity of the world.
5. The longer we enjoy any worldly thing, the
more flat and insipid doth it grow.
6. All the pleasure of the world is nothing else
but a tedious repetition of the same things.
7. The world can stand us in no stead, when
we have the greatest need of support and comfort
8. All things in the world are vain, because
they are unsuitable.
The soul is spiritual and immortal, worldly
things are material and perishable.
Its wants are spiritual—but the world supplies
only material wants.
9. The vanity of the world appears in its inconstancy and fickleness and
10. In that it is altogether unsatisfactory.—
M.l.
[Babbow: The world is an enemy, an irreconcilable enemy to our salvation. The world,
that is, the wicked principles, the bad customs,
the naughty conversation and example which
commonly prevail here among men ; alluring to
evil and deterring from good; the cares also, the
riches, the pleasures, the glories of the world,
which possess or distract the minds, satiate and
cloy the desires, employ all the affections and
endeavours, take up the time of men ; all in the
world which fasteneth our hearts to earth, and
to those low transitory things; or which sink

—

them down toward hell and which detain them
from soaring toward heaven.
The world passeth away and the desire (hrtdvph)
thereof; whatever seemeth most lovely and desirable in the world is very flitting; however, our
desire and our enjoyment thereof must suddenly
cease.
Imagine a man, therefore, possessed of
all worldly goods, armed with power, flourishing
in credit, flowing with plenty, swimming in all
delight (such as were sometime Priamus, Polycrates, Croesus, Pompey) yet since he iB withal
supposed a man, and mortal, subject both to
fortune and death, none of those things can he

reasonably confide or much satisfy himself in;
they may be violently divorced from him by fortune, they must naturally be loosed from him by
death ; the closest union here cannot last longer
than till death us depart ; wherefore no man
upon such account can truly call, or, if he consider well, heartily esteem himself happy; »
man cannot hence receive profit or content from
any labour he taketh under the sun. (Socles, i.
8 sqq.)— M.].
[On alafrveia rov filov v. 16. "It was a pertiThere is nothing in the world vain in respect nent discourse of Cineas, dissuading Pyrrhos
Romans.
of its natural being or of God the Creator but from undertaking a war against the
them,
all the vanity that is in worldly things, is only in Sir, saith he, when you have conquered
what will you do next? Then Sicily is near at
respect of the sin and folly of man. [Augustine
you
"Utendum est hoc mundo, nonfruendum; ut invisi- hand, and easy to master. And what when

—

—

bilia Dei,

per ea gust facta sunt, intelligantur ; hoc

have subdued Sicily?

Then we
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Africa and take Carthage, which cannot long
withstand as.
When these are conquered, what

71

And the aged Christians cannot but
have so dear a knowledge of God, and the reve
he your next attempt
Then we will fall lation of His will by Jesus Christ, during the
in upon Greece and Macedon and recover what long season from their
first conversion, that it
we have lost there. Well, when all are subdued, would be utterly inexcusable for them to be
what fruit do you expect from all your victories? wanting in their essential duties or
be drawn
Then we will sit down and enjoy ourselves. Sir, from them by the false teachers.—
M.].
replied Cineas, may we not do it now ?
Have
[Via. 12. Simeon, C, The different growth
you not already a Kingdom of your own? and he
and privileges of God's children. Works xx. 898.
that cannot enjoy himself with a kingdom, canVv. 18. 14. Mabshall, N., Peculiar temptanot with the world." Plutarch
Vita Pyrrhi.
tions attending every stage of life, with the spe[Ptlb (v. 12-14): The cautions I here give cial advantages and counter-motives that are
you ought to be equally regarded by all degrees found in each, considered particularly with reof Christian professors.
The new converts and gard to old age.
The temptations that most endanger our first
younger Christians are to consider themselves as
newly put into a state of salvation, the pardon of stage of life, with the duties most incumbent
upon us in that early period, and the motives to
sin, and the favour of God, through Jesus Christ;
and to endeavour to confirm themselves in it by discharge them.
lo

—

will

?

struments.

—

—

—

m

MA

—

the careful practice of true Christian

Peculiar temptations treated in reference to

virtue.

such as are in the bloom and vigour of life.
Sermons, iv. 488, 469, 486.
Ver. 16. Fuller, Thos., An ill match well
broken off. Joseph's party-coloured coat

Such as are come to more maturity in their profession and are in the strength and vigour ol
their age, have a great advantage, and ought to
employ the utmost of that vigour in resisting the
strongest temptations of the devil, and perfecting
their conquest over him and all his wicked in-

7.

Vv. 16-17. B088UIT,
cence.

(Euvres, xiv. 26.

Traits"

—M.].

de la Concupis-

Warning and consolation against Anti- Christ.

DESCRIPTION OP HIS FORERUNNERS, WHOSE APPEARANCE POINTS TO THE LAST

TIME (W. lft-28). EXHORTATION OF THE FAITHFUL TO STEADFASTNESS IN
THEIR ASSURANCE OF POSSESSING THE TRUTH AND ETERNAL LIFE (V. 24-28).
.

Chapter

ii,

18-28.

18 Little children, it is the last time1 and as ye have heard that1 antichrist8 shall come,,
even now are4 there many antichrists; whereby5 we know that it is the last time9.
19 They went out from usT but they were not of us; for if they had been of ns, they
would no doubP have continued9 with us : but they went out10, that they might be
20 made manifest that they were11 not all of us. But11 ye have an11 unction from the
21 Holy One, and ye 14 know all things16 .
I have not written unto you because ye know
22 not the truth, but because ye know it, and that no lie is of the truth 19 . Who is
aw liar but he that denieth that Jesus is the Christ?
He18 is antichrist, that
23 denieth the Father and the Son. Whosoever19 denieth the Son, the same hath not
24 the Father99 : [but] he that acknowledgeih the Son hath the Father ahon
Let that
therefore abide in you, which ye have heard from the beginning99.
If that which ye
have heard from the beginning shall remain in you, ye also shall continue in the Son,
25 and in the Father9 . And this is the promise that he14 hath promised us", even eternal
26 life91. These things have I written unto you concerning them that seduce you n .
27 But the anointing which ye have received of him abideth in you99, and ye need not
that any man teach you: but as the same* anointing teacheth you of all things, and
28 is truth99, and is no lie, and even as it hath taught you, ye shall abide in him91 . And
now, little children, abide in him; that when99 he shall appear99, we may have94 confidence, and not be ashamed before him95 at his coming.
,

,

.

Vsne 18. P i 9 x & t it

*B. C. Sin.
* B. C. Sin.

[*
f*

[•

Terse

19.

•» p a—the last Jwur.—M.]
read Srt after qicotfo- tc.

EstUctiodifflcOior.

omit the Article before dprlxP'*™** In Bin* l* to clearly a later addition. It would hardly
hare been omitted, had it been originally there. [Lochm. Tisch. Buttm. reject it.—M.]
German : u Eren now have there come into existence " Lillie : " eren now are there many become."-—M.]

5 « k—whence.— M.]
German : u that there

is

a

last hour.1 *

Lillie

:

" that it is the last hoar."—M.]
: " From ns they went out."—4 6$A0ap, A.B.C.1
jfqAtfovG. K., bnt less common.—M.]

to retain the Greek order with German
Tisch. Buttm. Hnther, Is more authentic than

p Better
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doubt supplied by B. V. is arbitrary and unnecessary.—M.]
PNo
No reason why futur + Kt itrar should be rendered continued," since
**

"abode" makes as good senss
here at other forms of the same verb in other places. Better to render
uniformly sUi*—
M.1
po German : ** but—that they might be made manifest," i. c. nothing is supplied, although the context requires something to be supplied. £. V. supplies "they went out." Beza, following the Byriac "spree**
tunt ex nobis," Wakefield: "this was done," Newcome, M this hath come to pass," Lflbe "it was/ etc
8ee below in Bxeget. and Critical.—M.1
pi German ** that not all are from us " better than the more inferential rendering advocated by Lillis
" that none of them are of us," and the less correct translation of B. V. " that they were not all of us."
"
P* German : "And." There seems to be no necessity for but," although mat may here have slightly at*
rersatire force
M.]
German omits the Article before unction and renders "and ye have unction."—M.]
German omits ** ye f B. omits « a i before o 1 6 a t «. M.]
•*
B. Sin read rdrrit instead of vivr a, August. Ut ipH vobit manifetti tint"
" and that every thing which is lie is not out of the truth," but the rendering of B. V. is ah
6 German
P
inferential translation of the Greek idiom.— M.1
emphatic here and must be retained*—M.]
P7 German : ** who is the liar." The Article is
o w r o * has demonstrative force.—M.]
fr* German : ** This is the antichrist, who."
u
;"
denieth
one
that
qui, Ynlg. Aug. Calv. Bengal, and -' every one that
Every
omtttt
P* German :
field, Allioli. de Wette, Lillie^-M.]
"
the
Father."
Better
render with Rhemith and most foreign versions " neither
also
not
:
Hath
p» German
hath he the Father."—M.1
n A. B. C. 8in. [Qrieeb., 8cholz, Lachm n Tisch. Bnttm. Wordsw. Lillie*—M.] have the final clause: «e eae>
koymv rbv vibv «ai re r war iaa «x«t," »n<* it *• required by the parallel paasage 2 Jnclss
well as by John's fondness of antithesis. [b fiokoy mv however should be rendered ** confesseth " sad
not " acknowledged " as in B. V.—M.]
[** German : ** Ton, that which ye have heard from the beginning, let that abide in yon." In this rendering
oiv\* left out ; but the emphatic yew, in the sense of at for you, is decidedly in favour of the Germsn
rendering ; translate. " you, let that which ye have heard from the beginning, abide in you."—A. B.C.
8lD.Tulg.al. omit • 9 v. M.]
p» German: M If that abide in you which ye have heard from the beginning, ye also shall abide in the son
and in the Father." The three-fold rendering of *iv» in one verse: "abide, revucin, ooatmss,"
adopted in B. T. should by all means be avoided. Lillie calls this sacrificing of the simple besnty sad
M
force of the original to a great number of good English " words an " unprofitable exuberance."—M.J
The reference seems to be to an era!
[** German : "And this is the promise which He Himstfy;" evr 6 1.
promise. M.]
* A. C. Sin. read if p t v. The context warrants the transition to the Plural.
M The eternal life." The supplement in E. T. is hardly necessary, the Article is Indispenssbls
[*» German:
and the order " life eternal " seems preferable; see on the last point E. v. Matth. xxv. 40; Jno.iv.9S;
xvii. 8 ; Rhemlsh version, Wakef. Macknight, Berleburg Bible, and Lillie.—M.1
T*t vhavuvrmv * u a *,** who would deceive you." ** The context (rr. 20. 21. 27) shows that this is a east
l
of the Present de conatu, i. s. an endeavour or purpose* (Buttm. { 187. n. 10), and so it is generally understood." Lillie,—M.]
[** German : "And you—the ointment which ye received from Him, abideth in you."—
» t b a v v o v x P * «*/* * *• tne reading of C. Sin., many versions (Syr. unctio qum e$t aMJ
Deo) and fathers Instead of re aire xpco-pa A. B. G. K. and the Greek fathers.—Cod. Sin. reads really wr«v>e after1 *]!
Breads
B reads x^ptcpo* [But both in point of authority
wards
rds corrected into xp^M«[oi*
gp to* pa [or x'P***
x^p iff pa];
seems to be the right reading. German, following the lei
t b airb xptcfia
and1 in point of sense rb
x P»«"M « eoemetob*
;" B. T. follows re avre xpi<r/«.a.—M.]
Him;"
authentic
hentic reading, renders "but as the ointment of Him
and^ls
true,
better
than
than"
"and
is
is truth" of E.
B. T.—M.]
rt—
and
i<r
iXriBit i<rTt—
f»«ai iXriSit
"* "
'
0. Sin. is on external and internal grounds preferable
prefer
B.
to itspct re [G. K.sL
The reading fiivere A.
M.1
Tisch.
__jch—
-M.]
" A. B. 0. Sin. read I va «* av Instead of t r« ftrar [G. K. Theoph. Oecum. Tisch.—M.J
[» German : " shall be manifested " decidedly preferable both for the sake of uniformity and on deetrtoel
grounds (" the agency and love of the Father in the second as well as the first coming of the Saviour*

u/nir

:

Verse 90.

—

Terse 2L

Terse 22.
Terse

23.

Terse

24.

Terse 26.

Terse 26.

Terse 27.

•

—

S

:

—

i

Teres

28.

Oalvin:

Pud&amutab ejmprwtm
"

'with shame from Him?"
Bloomfield :

•*

shrink from

Him with shame ;"

Peile

" put to confusion of face at being cast away from

:

Him." Wordsworth/ "Driven to shame from Him;"
coming."—M.]

Lillie:

"Shamed away from Him

at

Hb

attempt to annihilate the promise of eternal
life.

BXEQETI0AL AND CRITICAL.
The

connection.

The groundwork on which

this portion of the Epistle rests is contained in
the individualized addresses (v. 12-14), intro-

ducing both warning and consolation against the
lote of the world (t. 16-17), as well as in the
subsequent warning and consolation against
As the former particuantichrist (t. 18-28).
larly connected with the final clause vevucfjKarc
rbv novvp6v whose kingdom is 6 kSojioc, so this
connects with iyv&Kare rov an* apxftt t6v naripa,
vfdv phei. The opening words
6 Myog rov tieoit
kox^rn &pa harlv in the sequel (v. 18) connect also
with 6 Kdoftoc napdyerat (v. 17). This portion
which began (ch. i. 5 sq.) with the Light-Being
of God and the Light-walk of believers, concludes with a warning against the lie which is
directed against the fundamental pillar of eternal
truth, the glory of Christ, and an exposure of its

h

The

address iraidia, v. 18, applies to all ths

readers of the Epistle, and requires us to consider the sequel addressed to the whole Church
(contrary to Ben gel). It is incomprehensible
that Ebrard on account of the peculiarly childlike
character of this section should hold the opinion
that the reference is only to the little ones, to
children.

The

v. 18. This important and
which is liable to many interpretations and has been variously understood, can
only be understood and explained with reference
to the whole tuue loquendi current and the sumtotal of clear views on the subject contained in

last hour/

difficult idea,

the New Testament. It is not sufficient to refer
the reader to Lange on Matth. xxiv., Moll on

Heb.

i.

1,

and Fronmuller on

1

Pet

i.

6.

2a

particularly Riehm, Lehrbegriff da
Hebraerbriefs, pp. 72 sqq. ; 204 sqq., and Dnsterdieck ad he. The representation of two ages
of the world is rooted in the Old Testament idea

Compare

—
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D'Djn ilHnj<3 which

constantly recurs in

prophetical passages, beginning with the blessing
of Jacob (Gen. xlix. 1), especially in Jeremiah,
denotes " the most distant future, beyond which

cannot penetrate " (Hitaig on Mich. iv.
is therefore well rendered by "in the
end of the days." The prophets use it almost
exclusively to denote the Messianic times.
The
LXX. translate it kv kaxdratc i)pipauc (Is* ii. 2),
kax&ruv tuv fjfupctv (Gen. xlix. 1), kw kox^rov
tuv ifiep&v (Numb. xxiv. 14), kif koxdru tuv
$}iepin> (Deut. iv. 80), iaxarov tuv iftepuv fDeut.
xxxi. 29).
Hence comes primarily the talmudithe eye
1),

and

&

cal

the

and rabbinical idea of the

{OH

D/Ij^j

world are the

HTH

D/1j^ and

inside these two ages of the

FV&12T1 filD*

days

the

the Messiah, the Messianic age proper,

which

of

is al-

ternately counted with either age of the world,
and consequently may be either after or be/ore
the end of the days, or the end of the days itself.
The» Lord Himself distinguishes kv tovtu r<p aiuvt
from kv t$ uibXovri (Matth. xii. 80), kv r$ tuiipy
roirru from
r$ aiuvt r£ kpxofthu (Mark x. 80;
Luke xviii. 80) ; and this distinction, as well as
Luke xx. 84, sq. (ol viol tov aiQvoc tovtov yapovotv

h

—ol 6k
rfr

Karagtuf&ivTec rov aluvoc ktceivov rvxelv Kai

avaoraoeuc

rift kit veicpov)

show most plainly

that the earthly

II.

78

18-28.

(Acts ii. 17) and laid the first coming of
Christ en kaxdrov tuv xp&vuv (1 Pet. i. 20 cf. v.
6 : kv Kotpti kax&Ty or tuv ?}fi£pQv f 2 Pet. iii. 8 cf.
Jude 18). So also James: (v. 18: kv kaxdratc
jukpate).
In the Epistle to the Hebrews also
the close of the first age of the world is described
as beginning with the first coming of Christ (ch.
i. 1), but the awrifaia tuv aluvuv denotes the
turning-point of the two ages of the world, ch.
ix. 26, and this turning-point is more particularly described as found in the sacrificial death
of Christ on account of its important consequences (ch. x. 14 ; xi. 89. 40), since that which
is eternal, is now extant (Xpiorbg
apxupevc rov
fuXXdvTov ayaduv ch. ix. 11; cf. v. 14; x. 1. 18;
vi. 5 ; xii. 22).
The beginning of the new time
has set in, but only the ideal and objective beginning ; since the aluv piXXuv as to the dvva/uc
is already extant in the redeemed, but will not
enter into kvipyeia until the second coming of
Christ (ch. xiii. 14), so that the first age of the
world still continues outwardly and that consequently our time is only a transition-period; with
respect to the ethical sense of these ideas we
have here the point of contact between the Epistle to the Hebrews and the views of Paul.—
John's eaxdnj upa kariv must be understood as
lying within the limits of these views. The use
of upa instead of fipkpa, the day which with God
ijukpai

—
—

—

equal to a thousand years (Ps. xc. 4 ; 2 Pet.
8), indicates a peculiar feature, and the absence of the Article leaves it undefined. We
have to think of a period of time belonging to
the last days or last times which exhibits their
character in a concentrated form, and since the
kax^rrj fiuipa in the Gospel adverts particularly
to the KptctCj the reference seems to be to pecuIf now we have to
liarly critical manifestations.
is

iii.

development-period of the kingdom of God preceding the second coming of Christ
in glory, and beginning with the first coming of
Christ in the flesh, belongs to the first age of the
world, and that the future time is the time of the
completed kingdom of God.
According to this
4 iox&Tfi tftipa (Jno. vL 89, 40, 44, 64; xi. 24; translate: "it is the last hour" the reference to
xii. 48) is the day of the resurrection of the
the antichrist and the antichrists is in admidead and the judgment, the last day of the first rable keeping with the announcements of the
age of the world and the transition to the coming of false prophets and teachers for the
second.
The turning-point between both ages purpose of temptation and trial, so that in them
of the world is the time of Christ's return to judg- there already takes place a separation of true
ment (Matth. xiii. 89 sq.; 49; xxiv. 8; xxviii. believers from false believers.
Cf. Matth. xxiv.
Thus Paul also contrasts kv rip aiovi tovtu 24 sqq. ; 1 Tim. iv. 1 sqq. ; 2 Tim. iii. 1 sqq.
20).
with kv tv fUAAovrij and the sufferings rov vw Hence upa is neither=the season of the year, the
Katpov with the ukXXovaa daj-a (Rom. viii. 18),
wintry season of the world (Scholiast II), nor
and describes Christians as living
r<p virv iaxdT7f=xeipiorn (Oecumen., Schottgen: tempora
aiuvt looking for the blessed hope and the glo- periculosa, pessima et abjectissima, Carpxov and
rious appearing of the great God and our Sa- others), which is also forbidden by 2 Tim. iii. 1.
viour Jesus Christ (Tit. ii. 12. 18).
The iaxarat Bengel's explanation that it denotes the last hour
iftipai in which there shall come mipol xatenol
of John's old age (ultima, non respectu omnium
(2 Tim. iii.
and the vorepot Kaipoi (1 Tim. iv. mundi temporum, sed in antitheto puerulorum, ad pa1J,
1), like the aiavec ol kirepx6fi£voi (Eph. ii. 7), detree etjuvenes), is a singular make-shift in order
note the period immediately preceding the to guard John from the error that his prediction
second coming of Christ.
While, according to of the last hour had not been fulfilled. Nor can
Paul, Christians still live outwardly
the first kox&TTi upa designate the time immediately preage of the world, yet are they ethically beyond it ceding the destruction of Jerusalem ( Socinus, Groand the character of this present age of the tiu8), for the, last time is not to be taken with
world is described by him as tainted with immo- such chronological precision. Nor is there any
rality and alienation from God, Rom. xii. 2
1 warrant for the assertion of Huther, that John
Cor. ii. 6. 8
iii. 18 ; 2 Cor. iv. 4
Gal. i. 4 Eph. wrote with a presentiment of the second coming of
ii. 2; 2 Tim. iv 10.
He regarded also the pre- Christ (an assertion based on what is said v. 8
sent age of the world as running on towards its of the OKoria and v. 17 of the tcfopoc, that they
end since the first coming of Christ hence he irap&yerai which simply marks the transitory
speaks of rark^rj rov aluvuv (1 Cor. x. 11) having character inhering in the OKoria and the koouos),
set in.
We have not to inquire here whether he since he writes only under the impression and
regarded the second coming of Christ to be near with a sense of the transitoriness of the powers
at hand.
Peter considers his time as the iaxarai of this first age of the world, and that he indi-
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afterwards to make the Plural designate the
Baumgarten-Crusius, enemies of Christ. We cannot get on purely
Huther).
Ebrard,
Hence
may
we
say philological considerations beyond. the possibility
Qerlach,
with Dusterdieck that " John did not wish to of taking the word in one or the other of said
supply a chronological but only a real definition " senses.
8. We have to hold fast the fact that the word
[that is, one relating simply to the object
M.], which is clearly indicated by k&v Qavep&dy denotes persons. This is required of the Plural
(v. 28), since brav is hardly the true reading avrixpun-oi in v. 19 : k£ $fiCn> k£i}7&av, owe foav k£
" The prophetical substance of the Apos- $m<jv, fiepeviJKeioav fieif fifiov. But if the avrixpwthere.
tolical declaration is true," " the extension of the Tot are persons, then avrixpioroc. must also be a
time from the real beginning (the destruction of person, for this is required by ipxerau Hence
Jerusalem, which does not disconcert John, and BengeVs exposition is incorrect : "Siveidvocabulvm
of the import of which, with reference to the phrasis apostolica, sive sermo fiddium introduxit, Jo*
history and the judgment of the world, his mind hannes errores, qui oriripossent,prsevisurus non md*
" anti Christum, sed etiam antichristos
vultdici; etuH
is fully made up), to the actual end of beings
denotes rather no measure at all than one that is antichristum vel spiritum antichristi vel decepThe first Messianic transition-period torem et antichristum dicit, sub singulari mmero
too short.
inaugurated by the Saviour in the form of a ser- omnes mendaces et veritatis inxmicos innuit. Quernvant, governed by Him and terminating the first admodumque Christus interdum pro christianismo
age of the world is the kox^rrf, during which (where?), sic antichristus pro antichristianismo
men pass through peculiar troubles, perils and sive doctrina et multitudine hominum Christo contraconflicts on to the promised advent of the second ria dicitur. Antichristum jam turn ventre, ita assenIn this transition-period titur Johannes, ut non unum, sed multos, id quod
world-age of glory.
there are however peculiar hours of develop- amplius quiddam et tristius esse censet, antichristos
ment, one of which had come when John wrote factos esse doceat. Ssepe totum genus eorum, qui
The term kax&rn &pa has therefore bonam aliquam out maUm indolem habent, singulari
his Epistle.
to be taken in a prophetical and eschatological numero cum articulo ezprimitur (Matth. xii 85;
Igiiur antichristus sive antisense ; it has moreover an important bearing on xviii. 17. 29.).
the history of Christ's kingdom and constitutes a christianismus ab extrema Johannis estate (see
historical reference to the second coming of Christ above: the last hour=old age!) per omnem ssxuas the commencement of the second world-age, lorum tractum sepropagavit et permanet, donee nagbut not a chronological reference to the time when nus ille adversarius exoritur. This view is adopted
the second coming is to take place. Noteworthy by Lange, Baumgarten-Crusius, Besser and
is Calvin's explanation: ultimum tempus, in quo others.
4. We have here before us a law of historical desic complentur omnia, ut nihil supersit prater ultimam Christi revelationem, and with reference to velopment, a fixed ordinance of the history of the
kingdom. The point in question is the iax&rv.
the absence of the Article also that of Besser
the time before a special revelation of the judi- bpa and the marks by which it may be known
catory glory of Christ prefiguring the last hour the reference is to avrlxptaroc ipx*T<u and to
avrlxptorot yeydvaecv, to that which has happened
before the universal final judgment.
vvv, to that which is still to be looked for and
The Antichrist and the Antichrists, v. 18.
has been announced (^Kovvare) :
1. The word avrixpurroc occurs only here, v.
And as ye have heard (through the an22 ; iv. 8 and 2 Jno. 7. and its meaning has to be
ascertained first philologically and then exegeti- nouncement of the Apostles) that an antichrist cometh, even now have the/e coma
cally.
into existence many antichrists (nu vvv—
2. avrl may mean both hostility and substitution.
In the former case it denotes the antago- yeyovaai). It is by no means allowable to insert
nist of Christ, the antichrist, in the latter the ita est before koOcjc yKovoare (Bengel) : nor most
pretender-Christ or pseudo-Christ. Thus avrlrwroc the Present Ipxerai be put on a line with yeyivaat,
is a Tinroe. set in opposition to another rirrroc, and so that the antichrist now cometh and is present
avriXvrpov a Xbrpov, paid or given for something; even as the others also have appeared ; nor must
so avrl&eoc in Homer, denotes godlike, but other Ipxerai and yeydvaai, made equal in point of time,
be only so distinguished from each other that the
authors use it in the sense of adverse to the gods
one and the same word may then be used in both former comes aliunde, while these have come
senses; but no word can have both meanings in ex nobis ^ Teytvaoi, they are become, they have
one and the same place
hence we must not en- come into existence, denotes the antichrists as a
deavour to combine the ideas of anti-Christ and historical product, on whom the surrounding
pretender-Christ as Huther maintains ("the ene- powers operating in time have operated.
Hence
my of Christ, who, under the lying appearance it is not equal to coeperunt esse (Erasmus) but to
of being the true Christ, endeavours to destroy 4 « they are become, they are existing." Ebrard
the work of Christ"), although it must be con- incorrectly renders ipxerat=is future, although he
ceded that the enemy of Christ appears at the correctly explains it hj=wiU some dag appear.
same time with the pretension of being able to The Future is implied in the idea of coming and
supply His place, of becoming His substitute, and the Present indicates the certainty of the event
that the pretender-Christ does occupy His place [Huther: The Present kpxerai instead of the Fuin hostility to Him.
But the avrlxptoroi mani- ture ; it denotes the future as an event which is
festly cannot be taken in this double sense. And sure to occur.
M.]. Accordingly the avrixp^
still less allowable is it with Sander first to attach
rot exist before the avrixptcro^, who however is
to the word in the Singular the sense of pseudo- sure to follow them, and that which appears in
Christ and mimic of Christ, and then immediately the former, the irpodp6poic, only in an isolated*
cates thereby the nearness of Christ's second

coming

(Liicke, Neander,
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CHAP.
undeveloped and feeble form, is gathered together
by the latter in hie individual person, and deveIn the course of time
loped in a powerful form.
malice will so surely become intensified and opposition to God and Christ will reach such a degree
of development that the existence of many antichrists warrants the certain result of a future concentration and formation of this spirit in one person.
6. The &vrixptoroi come out of the Christian
Church, they have themselves been Christians
before (t$TJ/*uv iftMav v. 19); the antichrist, in
like manner, will of course come forth from the
ranks of the Christians, he will also be a man.
Henoe avrlxpurroc is not Satan himself (Pseudohippolytos, Theodoret) ; the idea of Satan becoming
man is inezecutable, since the Eternal Word only,
the Image of the Father, in which man has been

II.
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phecy of a church-historical fact.
Thus the
Greek expositors, and many others (Augustine,
Luther, Calvin, al.) after them apply it to heretics or heresiarchs, e. g., to Simon Magus, Cerinthus, Ebion, the Gnostics, to Basilides, Valentinus, and others, the Nicolaitancs (Rev. ii. 6),
to Diotrephes (3 John 9.), Hymeneus and Philetus (2 Tim. ii. 17), and Grotius actually applies
it to Barcochba, Calov to Mohammed, Luther
(Art. Schm. tract, de pot. et prim.pap», { 39; cf.
Melanchthon, Apol. Art VII. VIII., § 23; XV. {
18) to the pope, and Roman Catholics to Luther.
All this is purely arbitrary and unwarranted,

and not only depreciates the word of prophecy,
but actually deprives it of the prophetical element,
as if it had ceased to be valid.
Secondly, we
have also to reject the modern exposition (both
that of rationalistic commentators and that of

Liicke, de Wette and Neander) which insists upon
can become man.
The antichrists deny that Jesus is the Christ separating the idea, "that simultaneously with
the development of Christianity, evil also would
(v. 22; iv. 8 ; 2 Jno. 7) ;) that He did not come in
the flesh, that He is not the Son of God, that He gradually increase in intensity, until having
reached its culmination, it would be completely
is not of God (oh. iv. 14 sqq.; v. 6 sqq.; v. 20 sq.).
The doctrine is the denial of the truth, the lie, conquered by the power of Christ," from the
they themselves are liab.8, and according to form as here indicated, and that the form, as the
John viii. 44, the children of the devil, of the fa- mere shell, might be dropped. On the contrary,
The Greeks both the idea and the form have to be held fast,
ther of the lie (ch. iii. 8-10).
strikingly observe: 6 \j/evorffc, hvavrloc bv ry 6faj- for we have here the expression of a law ever recurring in historical manifestations which be(kia, ijroi ry> Xpiorfa 6vrixptor6c eoriv (Theophylact) and 6 ifjeboTijc rb tov diajio'hov ovojia (Scho- longs to the development of the history of the
liast II.).
The antichrist and the antichrists are Kingdom [of God] up to and until the end of
the time of Messiah and the Church, and this exto be taken " as expressly connected with Satan"
(Dusterdieck), and the two words here denote pression is so clearly and distinctly asserted that
not substitution, but hostility to Christ exhibited John feels warranted to draw the emphatic conthe antichrist is clusion "whence we know that there is a
in the form of eminent strength
pre-eminently the instrument and tool of Satan. last hour." By the appearing of many antiHence we have to exclude the exposition of Ire- christs we may know and infer thence (Wtv) as
nans, Hippolytus, Cyrillus and others, that the from a distinct premise, that there is an onward
antichrist was Unions semet ipsum Christum osten- progress in the direction of Christ's coming,
which is preceded by the concentration of the
dere, and mimicking Christ.
antichristian element, thriving and luxuriating
7. The comparison of this passage with 2
Thess. ii. 1 sq. (Hofmann, Heilige Sehrift I., p. of course in different persons according to its
The name different forms of manifestation. [On the differ807 sqq.) requires this explanation.
tmixptoroc used by John corresponds with the ent views of the antichrist see Liinemann on 2
description given by Paul, avTuceiftevoc ml imepai- Thess. ii. 1-12; p. 204 sqq., and Dusterdieck ad lopSpevoc inl ir&vra Xeydftevov tiebv $ otftaopa, to de- cum; also Trench, Synonyms of the If. T. t p.
created,
6.

;

:

note his hostility with reference to his pretended

146 sqq.— M.].

supply the place of God (wore avrbv etc
rbp vabv tov $eov Kadiaai, airodewvbvra iavrbv bn
hriv $e6c\ John contrasts the nvevpa tov avriXpiomv with the irvevfta tov deov, while Paul calls
him 6 hvd pon 0$ rffc dfiapriac, 6 avopoc, 6 vlbc.
ttjs anuXziac.
His appearing also is preceded by
an amoraoia, and he himself is the precursor of
the icapovoia tov icvpiov rjptiv, just as in John.
But we must not overlook a difference belonging
to this agreement.
John speaks in a more general way, and uses less definite terms than Paul,
who gives more distinct prominence to the person and approach of the dreaded and dreadful
one but he also refers to rb Karkxov and 6 warkxw
as a power wielded by a living person, and specifies that for the benefit of the Church his progress
will be arrested and his appearing delayed, thus
pointing, like John, to a historical development.

Relation of the Antichrists
there is noted the fact that,

ability to

;

all these particulars, we have,
of all, to reject those expositions which limit
the application of the subject to a solitary historical fact or a single personage, and regard this
statement of the Apostle in the light of a pro-

—Remembering
first

to the

Church, First

—

Veb. 19. From us they went out. The
most natural and primary meaning of i)u€n> is that
it designates the Apostle and his readers, consequently the Church, which is addressed by
iraidia, and to be understood in tjnovoare.
The
reference is neither to the Jews (Grotius, Rickli),
nor to the Apostles only (Spener, Besser), nor
only to the Church with exclusion of the children
(Ebrard). Apart from the form e^TjSav, which
in this very verb is by no means uncommon in
the New Testament (Winer, pp. 86, 87), the sense

*

various : prodire, exiref egredi, secedere. Two
ideas play into eaoh other: origin and separation,
coming out and going away. The nature of the
avrixptoroi who are engaged in the &irwrraola not
{UfievfiKtiaav pe& $fi€n>, requires us to translate
secesserunt, evaserunt (Augustine, Bede, Erasmus,
Lucke, Dusterdieck, Ebrard, Huther). Prodierunt
(Vulgate, aL) misapprehends the origin of the
antichrists, and denotes origin only.
l^yWat
does not point to their development and origin,
is

t
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but only to their separation, their apostasy, which
i% ifiav requires us to regard as their apostasy
from the Church; yeydvaotv, to be sure, shows that
they are within that Church from which they
have now separated. This is brought out "by
the emphatic position of kfj r}uav before the verb"
in connection with the verb
(Huther), for e£
e^epXeoOai merely denotes the circle, the fellowship from which they hare separated.
"John
does not indicate the extent to which that formal
separation has been carried; still kt-yXffav implies
that they had not only opposed the Apostolical
doctrine (Beza: "ad mutationem non loci, sed doctrinm pcrtinet"), but also those who, by the faith-

^

laced,

thus :

and Huther has rightly arranged them

favepud&Tcv bri ovk elolv k£ jtftov, 2,
Iva favepufty brt ovk elai n6vrte £f juuv. The secession of the antichrists has taken place and constitutes an event that does not take place without
1, h'a

some providential design, an event in which God
the Lord takes an active part both as Ruler and

w

Judge, hence

Iva, to the end that,
order that.
Apostle's design is to mark a purpose and not
a consequence, as Lange and Paulas maintain
without any reason for their view. The purpose \b first, that they shall manifest themselves
as those who do not sustain to us an inward and
ethical relation of kinship and appertainment,
ful preservation of the unadulterated Gospel, had and secondly, that it shall become manifest in gen"
proved themselves to be children of God ( Hut her). eral that not all those who are in the Church
But they were not of vlb.—EIvoi ef juov and outwardly belong to it {ut& juov, in eceUna)
indicates the internal relation.
Here the idea of do also belong to it inwardly (if jour, de ecclesia).
origin combines with that of appertaining and We have to connect oh ir&vrec in the sense of non'Ataa (Winer, pp. 462, 472, aXXa) de- nuUi; for if we were to connect ovk. curb so thai
affinity.
notes the strong opposition of if Jjutiv e^ffWav and the negation would belong to the predicate,
While the former simply betokens John would have written ovk elolv if jfidp ic&mc,
t§ i/iQv fysav.
-external origin and coming out from, the latter and we should be obliged to explain.
"All are
indicates internal relationship; they were the not of us," or "none is of us."
In this case
former, not the latter; the aforesaid fact ex- there would be something predicated of the antipressly denies this internal relation. Both origin christs, they would be the subject in x&vrzc.
(coming from) and relationship (affinity, apper- But this is not allowable on account of the position
taining to) are contained in elvai eic rob narpbc,
of the words. The meaning is rather: " Not all
tov k6ouov (v. 16) and in ifeMelv Ik rob &eob (Jno. are of us, only some, although the majority
viil. 42 ; xvi. 28; while airb &eob, Jno. xiii. 3, and
are of us."
But this cannot be predicated of
napa rob deov, xvi. 27, denote only the former.) the antichrists ; for they are not all true, living
adhuc
curatur
corpus
[Augustine: Quandoquidem
church-members, none of them belongs truly to
Domini nostri Jesu Christi, tt sanitas perfecta non the Church. But their seceding furnishes actual
mortuorum
sic
sunt
in
cornisi
in
resurrections
erit
proof that not all Christians (baptizati, voeati)
;
Quando evo- are and remain real Christians (eUcti, fideles).
pors Christi, quomodo humores rnali.
muntur, tunc revelatur corpus : sic tt rnali quando "While in (fiavepu&CKTtv the seoeders only are conexeunt^ tunc revelatur ecclesia.
Et dicit quando eos sidered as the subject, the conception is enlarged
evomit atque projicit corpus, ex me ezierunt humores in the clause bn %uuv, and the Apostle declares
Quid est, non erant ex met in respect of the former, that in general not all
isti, sed non erant ex me.
Non de earns mea prsscisi sunt, sed pectus mihi pre- who belong outwardly to the Christian Church,
mebant dum inessent" M.]. But John here are really members of the same (Dusterdieck).
sharply contrasts the two and excludes the one It is not allowable to understand ov wavrct with
Socinus in the sense of nulli: the connection is
by the other, adding moreover,
For if they had been of ua, they right, the explanation is wrong. [Wordsworth:
would have abode with ua. Consequently, "They all pretend to-be of us, and the heathen
they had been ueff $u&v, they had belonged to the confound them with us. But their secession/rest
Christians, they had lived among and with the us, and opposition to us, clearly prove that they
Some false teachers [or false
Christians, they were Christians outwardly and are not all of us.
Although they had brethren M.l there are still who propagate hereto be considered as suob.
been utff $uCn>, they were not i£ tuuv, for in that sies in the Church. They are tares in the field,
case they would have abode ut9 $uqv. On the but as long as they are mi the field, it is not easy
very frequent omission of the augment in the to distinguish them from the wheat. They are
Pluperfect see Winer, p. 85. On the dogmatical not of us, but they are not manifested as such by
and ethical import of this passage, see below in going out from us. But the going out of those
who have left us, and who resist us, is a manifest
Doctrinal and Ethical, especially sub. Nos. 4. 5.
that they might be made manifest, token to all men, that they and their associates
that not all are of us. Here is an imper- are not all of us, as they profess to be, and as the
fect and involved construction.
After a\?ui we heathen suppose them to be ; and as even some of
have of course to supply the thought suggested the brethren in the Church imagine that they
by the previous words: but they did not abide are, and are therefore deceived by them. By
with us, that (Huther, Winer, Grammar p. 333. their going out they are manifested in their true
where may be found the corresponding illustra- light; and by their opposition to us Truth is
tions Jno. xiii. 18: k£e%e$aunv, aTJC (ifetegdunv) distinguished from Error and Error from Truth."
Zi*x;—Jno. xv. 25: ueutajjiuunv , aXX (ue/uo^Kaaiv)
Iva
).
In general ykyovc rovro would have to be
Testimony of the gifts of believers, w. 20. 21.
supplied, which would however depend on the
Vek. 20.
you have ointment from
all things.
context for its meaning, as in Jno. i. 8: affl the Holy One and
{fjTSev) Iva
aXX* (but he was born The address vueZq has regard to the readers, to
;
ix. 8:
blind) tva— .
But de Wette has very correctly the Church, from which the antichrists have sepointed out that two sentenoes are here inter- ceded.
They are referred to a gift: Ix*™*

The
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This gift is xptopBt unguentum, not imetio as explained by Vulgate, Augustine, Luther, de Wette,
"AUudti appellatio
It is chrism.
Sander, ml.

OHBisMATis ad aKticheisti nomen " (Bengel)
[They hare the chrism from Christ M.J. Thus
John came to use this word which besides this
In obedience to the
place occurs only in y. 27.
command of God kings (1 Sam. x. 10; xvi. 18,
14; Pa. xIt. 8), priests (Ex. xxix. 7; xxx. 81]
and prophets (Is. lxi. 1) were anointed, ana
ointment is both figuratively, and in the ordered
Thus
act itself, a symbol of the Holy Spirit
Christ is anointed (Acts iv. 27) and that with the
Holy Spirit (Acts x. 88), and thus Christians also
The chrism or ointment will
are anointed.
hare to be understood as the Holy Spirit and
vpeic ix*™ Xptojut reminds the readers of the
great gift which makes them priests, kings and

—

prophets, the ytvoc l/cA«crdV, paff'iXeiov lepdrevfta,
Uho$ aytov, 1 Pet it 9; of. Ex. xix. 6; Is. xliii.
This gift of the Holy Spirit must not be
20. 21.
made the " divinum beneficium cognoscendi ipsa* res
dimnas, quatenus homini est opus" (Sooinus), or
the "auditio evangelii, institutio Christiana" (fepiscopiua, Rosenmuller), or the "docendi auctoritat" (Sauler), or "the true tradition concerning
Christ distinguished by its being primitive, originating with the Apostles and vitally propagated" (Kbstlin, Lehrbegriff, p. 243), or the "farHas gum difunditur in cordibut nostrisper tpiritum
And this having is a
sanctum" (Didymus).
gift

bird

rov

dyiov,

they have received

^—

what

kX&pere.
they have; henoe v. 27: rd XP 10
Christ is called dyvdc ch. ill. 8 and SIkowc ch.
ii. 2;
in Jno. vi. 69 He is called: 6 &ytoc rov
foov, Acts iii. 14 : 6 dytoc koI SUatoc, Rev. iii.

The primary reference
be to Christ who received
measure (Jno. iii. 84), and
baptized with the Holy Ghost (Jno. i. 88) and
sends Him from the Father V( Jno. xv. 26; Acts
it 83) and henoe the idea is that the Xptardc
7: & ayu>e & aXq&tvbc.

therefore seems to
the Spirit without
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word of God (Dusterdieck).
We read simply
"ye have / Thus John reminds his readers of
an important and responsible gift from which they
might derive comfort and enjoyment in opposition
to the antichrists, but which they ought also to
keep, use and show against these adversaries.
Henoe the thought is introduced by koI, as John
is wont to do, without indicating an antithesis
which is contained in the matter itself; his object
being to develop his argument by way of comfort
and exhortation. [It is doubtful whether there
is even an adversative implication in the thought,
for John surely did not want to inform his
readers that because they had the ;rpZ0/«x they
were the opposite of the antichrists. I do not
mean that vpeic is not antithetical, but doubt
whether not is intended to mark an emphatlo antithesis
in which case the Apostle would most
probably have used 6k or dispensed with the particle altogether.
8o Huther. M.].
There is
no reason at all to discover here with Semler a
"captatio benevolentiss," or with a Lapide an apology for the shortness of the Epistle
and still
more objectionable is the view of Lange that "a
certain anxious care is unmistakable which puts

—

;

—

;

forth even rhetorical efforts;" nor is Calvin right
in saying: "modiste excueat apostolus, quod toe
tarn soUicite admonet, ne putent oblique seperstringi,
quasi rudes ignarosque eorum, quaprobe tenere debuerant" The further particular
all things denotes the immediate
gain they derive from this gift Bengel rightly
explains "et inde." Udvra is evidently neuter.
The Syriac translates therefore falsely "omnes"
Although Calvin rightly says of wdvra: "omnia
non universaliter capi, eed ad prsssentis loci circwnstantiam restrmgi debet," we must not restrict it
with Bengel to "ea, qua vos scire opus est: hoc responso repeUendi erant seductores" Still less must
it be applied with Estius to the Church, as knowing all things, whereas individual Christians

And know

know only

implicite if they hold to the Church
[He says: "Habetis episcopos et presbyteros, quorum cura ac studio vestrse ecclesim satis instructm
sunt in Hs qum pertinent ad doctrines christians: veriIt must be remem- tatem."
M.]. The reference, according to v. 21
Ghost (Didymus, Grotius).
bered that nothing is said here of the time when and agreeably to Jno. xvi. 18 rd irvevpa nfr AA7they received this gift nor of the means by which Oeiac Miryfaei vpac h ry dXq&etQ irdoy cf. ch. xiv.
26) is rather to iraaav rrjv aMftciav (so Huther
it was conveyed to them, but we read simply:
Hence there is no warrant for finding and most expositors). The sentence oUare r$v
ixtrt.

makes the ^purrafcf. *Awb rov dyiov consequently
denotes neither God the Father (Socinus, Episcopias, Rickli, Neander, Besser, al.) nor the Holy

—

—

:

here an allusion to baptism (Augustine, Bede,
Oecamenius), and the inference of the ungenuineness of the Epistle from the supposition of an
allusion to a usage connected with baptism introduced at a later period, is wholly unjustifiable
(Baur).
[The argument for an allusion to baptism, rests on the hypothesis that this whole section is addressed to iraidia, pueruli, children,
who received the gifts of the Holy Spirit in their
baptism ; it is then by implication extended to
adults, and the use of ohrism in baptism, a practice which does not belong to the Apostolical Age,
seems to have been occasioned by this passage.
Bengel:
"Earn unctionem spiritualem habent rd

aMfteiav, v. 21 is wholly=oZcare rd ndvra.

Ver. 21. I have not written onto yon,
because ye know not the truth, bat because ye know it.—'EypaYrc refers to the

words immediately preceding v. 19 [that is to
what the Apostle had just said concerning the
antichrists M.], and not to the Gospel, aj
Bbrard arbitrarily asserts.
Not ignorance or
want of knowledge on the part of the Churoh induced the Apostle to write this Epistle, on the
contrary it was their knowledge and ability to
form a right judgment of what was transpiring
among them whioh prompted him to indite this
Epistle, anxious as he was to foster and stimulate
roxSla, pueruli: namque cum baptismo, quern susct- the truth possessed by his Churoh.
Lorinus:
psrunt, confunUum erat donum Spiritus Sancti, cufus "non ut vos htec doceam, sed ut dactos conftrmem.*'
siqnificandi causa ex hoc loco deinceps usu receptum 'AX^em is "the truth as announced by the Aposem videturt ut oleo corpora baptiiatorum ungeren- tles, determining the whole walk in the light of
tur."
M.]. It is more allowable to connect with believers (ch. i. 8; ii. 4), begetting all love,
giving life and founded on Christ (v. 28 sqq.).
v. 24 ef. v. 18, and to refer to the preaching of the

—

—

—
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falls within the compass of this truth
the object of Christian knowledge, all this is
known by believers" (Dusterdieck^.
that every thing which is lie is
not of the truth. Kal bri is not connected
with typaipa: 'and because as if indicating the
motive which prompted the Apostle to write this
Epistle, but the sentence depended on the second
oUare and is an object-sentence coordinated with
and thai
avrijvi ye know it (the truth)
Thus render almost all commentators. Hence
springs the question (v. 22) ris karcv 6 ^eitmfc ;
John assumes that they know who is the liar, as
well as what and whence the lie is. Here elvai
Ik rijg ahrdeiac denotes not only origin but also
appurtenance conditioned and denned by the
origin.
Of course nav ovk must not be explained here as a Hebraism (Grotius and aL)=
ovdbv, since ovk evidently belongs to the predicate, hxxU=evtry lie is not out of the truth, which,
however, amounts to=no lie is out of the truth.
The reference to the antichrists is plain and the
sense manifest: every thing which is lie neither
originates from the truth, nor can it remain
with the truth ; it is not matter of complaint or
of surprise that the antichrists with their lies
and denials are seceding, "ievdoc consequently
is not only error, but the distinct opposite of the
truth, nor is it the abstract put for the concrete,
viz.: the false teachers (Lange). Our Lord Himself tells us whence the lie originates, it is from
the devil fJno. viii. 44). The truth is from God
and full of God, and therefore incompatible with
any and every lie. [[Diversity of origin renders
the truth and the lie incompatibles. Christ is the
truth (Jno. xiv. 6). Lorinus: "Lex vero non nisi
verum aequilur et verum vero consonat." M.l. All
knowledge and ability to form a right judgment
of moral phenomena are founded on the XP'^^h
the Holv Spirit, consequently on a gift, even the
gift which begins with sanctifying the will and
renewing the heart. Sanctification leads to illumination. This points to the powerful exhortation which accompanies the consolation.
The substance of the antichristian lie. vv. 22. 28.
is the liar bnt he that
Vee 22.

Whatsoever
is

And

—

of the Apostle; under this head we may enumerate those of Calvin ("nisi hoc censeatur mendacium, alvud nullum haberi posse"), Socinus ("me*-

quo nihil possit esse maju*"V Grotius
potest esse major impostor t"), Episcopius
"enormitas mendacii "), J. Lange ("mendaz prmcipuus et periculosiorV), deWette ("who deserves
more the name of liar?"}. Huther very justly
dacium

!"Qui*

t

—

says that Baumgarten-Crusius has altogether
missed the Apostle's meaning in his explanation:
" What is an erroneous doctrine, if not etc"—
In the sentence el p% 6 apvoifievoc, the term ei
is=nt#i, except; el ov, si non would be inapplicable (Winer, p. 49») cf. ch. v. 5; Luke xvii. 18;
Rom. xi. 15, etc.
The negative ovk in the sentence: bri 'Iqoovc ovk kartv 6 Xpurfbc might hare
been omitted, since it is preceded by apvobuevos;
but the affirmation of the liar is fully indicated,
although it is couched in the form of a negation;
this is in perfect agreement with the genius of
the Greek language. Similar terms are found
Luke xx. 27; Gal. v. 17; Heb. xii. 19; cf. Kohner, II. p. 410; Winer, p. 532 0.
The essential
feature and the height of the lie of the antichrist
is this: Jesus is not the Christ, the Saviour promised by and come from the Father, the Ao>c
oap£ yevdfievoc; this is the gnostic error which
does not distinguish Jesus from Christ, but tears
them asunder and thus constitutes the strongest
antithesis to the Gospel of Jesus Christ The
reference therefore is neither to the form of Jewish
unbelief that Jesus is not omnium hominum patronus (Semler) nor to the two forms of heresy one
of which denies that Jesus was the Eternal
Word, and the other that the Eternal Word became flesh (Besser following Tertullian), [who
says: de Prstscrtyt. c. 33; Joh. in ep. cos maxim
antichristos vocat, qui Christum negareni
can*
venisse et qui nonputarent Jesum esse Fttivm Dei;
ittud Marcion, hocEbionvindicavit"
Wordsworth,
following Irenaeus and Waterland, refers also to
Cerinthus and his followers, who denied that
Jesus was the Christ, dividing Jesus from Christ;
and they denied the Son, because they did not
acknowledge that Jesus was personally united
with the Word, the Eternal Son of God; nor that
denieth that Jesus is the Christ ? The in- the Word was the only begotten of the Father;
terrogative form marks the vivacity with which and so they disowned the divine Sonship of Jesus
John passes from the general abstract (nav \pevdo$) and Christ; and thus they denied the Father and
to the definite concrete (6 "^evorrjc) as in ch. v. 4. the Son,"
M.]. The reference is only to one
[Huther. 1 There is here surely no reference lie.
6.
Hence Bengel rightly exThis is the antichrist
denieth the
to children (Ebrard).
'0 avrixpusToq here and
plains: 6 vim habet ad abstractum v. 21=quis est Father and the Son.
plains: 6 vim habet ad abstractum 2l=quis est 6 ypevoryg in the preceding clause, are evidently
identical, and for the very reason that the liar
illius mendacii reusV The Article is by all means
to be retained (Luther translates wrongly: who denies Christ [or as Huther puts it: the liar,
M.l) and to be explained who denies the identity of Jesus and Christ, is
is a liar? [also.E. V.
as bringing out with emphatio distinctness the the antichrist.
M.]. John adds "a new particular, exhibiting the wholly fatal consequence of
«• h© ia whom the lie
idea " the liar itaf ht-oxfiv
appears in concrete form=($ avrlxpurmg" (Huther). that antichristian lie," (DUsterdieck) to this name
It must not, however, be restricted to one indivi- in the following clause & apvovfuvos rbv naripc sal
dual besides whom there is none like him, but rbv vlov ; here, to use the terse language of Luther,
rather be taken generically or collectively with John knocks the bottom out of the barrel. The
reference to the genus of antichristians, like 6 antichrist denies also the Father. First he denav iftevdoc of nies Christ and then proceeds to deny that He is
viK&v in ch. v. 5 (DUsterdieck)
oourse concentrates in him, if we exclude lies in the Son of and with the Father untp he reaches
other spheres, e. g. those of the natural sciences, the extreme position of denying the Father HimThe Xpioroc belongs to history, to the ecohistory or jurisprudence; here we have to do self.
with the sphere of religion, with church-life. All nomy of salvation. The idea vide reaches further,
comparative explanations dilute the conception even down to the innermost Being of God; the

—

$

—

—
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denial of the Son violates the very Being of God,
consequently the Father and thus far must it
come with one who denies Christ. In Jesus appeared as Ckri$t f as the Saviour of the world, the
Son of the Father full of grace and truth, the
Eternal Word which is from the beginning, and
in the Son is manifested the Being of the Father,
His Spirit and His Love, so that the knowledge
of the Father is impossible without the knowledge
of the Son.
Hence he who denies Christ is led
lo the point that he has an ideal conception of
Qod of his own making, an eWulhov, as Huther
puts it, but not the true God. [Huther, to whom
Braune is indebted for the thought, puts the logical sequence more lucidly than the latter; he
says: He who denies the identity of Jesus and
Christ, denies first the Son, for the Son is none
other than 'hpovc & Xptordc (neither an Aeon
called Christ who did not become man, nor Jesus
who is not Christ, or according to Jno. i. 14, who
is not the Logos) ; but whoso denies the Son, denies also the Father not only in as far as Father
and Son are logically convertible terms, but because the Being of the Father manifests Itself
only in the Son and because all true knowledge
of the Father is conditioned by the knowledge of
the Son, so that the God of those who deny the
Son is not the true God, but a false creation of
their

—an

own thoughts

Vie. 23.

elduTjov.

—M.].

Every one that denieth the

Bon, hath also not the Father

—

[neither hath he

Father].
Here is the progression from denying (hpveladai) to having (ixeiv), and from the parthe

—

ticular (6 ^evorrK) to the general (irac).
'Apvovpevoc evidently cannot be without an object, so

that we have to connect nag 6 apvov/ievog rbv vlbv,
but not: every one that denieth hath not the Son
also (hath not) the Father; neither 6 apvoifievog
nor the immediately succeeding 6 bfioXoyuv can
be independent subjects, and iraripa joined to
niov cannot be governed by lx€LV as * n 2 J Q0 » &•
'ApvtUr&at rbv vibv signifies to disown the Eternal
Word of the Father, the Logos (not only in Jesus

who without the Logos

18^28.

70

and the Father cannot be received, believed on,
loved, by any man, without the Son, or otherwise
than through the Son, i. e. the Son manifested in
the flesh, the Christ, which is Jesus. So that in
John's development of the argument there are
three essentially connected points : denial of the
Christ, of the Son, of the Father.
The middle
link of the chain, the denial of the Son of God,
shows how the denial of the Father is of necessity
involved in the denial of Christ. And the cogency
of this proof is made yet more stringent by an-

other equally unavoidable process of argument.
The antichristian false doctrine consists mainly
in a negation, in the denial of the fundamental
truth, that Jesus is the Christ.
But in this is
involved the denial of the Essence of the Son as
well as of the Father, and again in this denial is
involved the losing, the virtual not having of the
Son and of the Father. In the sense of John,
we may say, taking the first and last steps of his
argument and leaving out the intervening ones:
He who denieth that Jesus is the Christ, hath not
tlie Father.
And this necessary connection between denying and not having is perfectly clear,
the moment we understand the ethical character,
the living realism of John's way of regarding
the subject.
As (v. 23) we cannot separate the
knowledge and confession of the Christ, the Son,
the Father, from the having, the real possession
of, the practical fellowship with, the actual remaining in the Son and the Father, so conversely,
together with the denial is necessarily given the
not having: together with the loss of the truth of
the knowledge, the loss of the life which consists
in that knowledge (Jno. xvii. 8).
In such a connection, the confession of the truth is as essential
on the one side, as the denial on the other. Each
is the necessary manifestation of the belief or
unbelief bidden in the heart. And this bfioXoyuv
is not to be understood of the " confessio cordis,,
vocis et operis" (Bede), but only as ch. i. 9, of the
confession of the mouth (ordfiati bfioXoyelrai, Rom.
x. 9, see Jno. xii. 42).
It is parallel with fipetv
dtdatf/v, 2 Jno. 7. 10; and indicates the definite
utterance of the doctrine which was made known
by the Apostolic preaching, verse 24." M.].
Paternal exhortation founded on promises, vv. 24.

is not and cannot be the
but absolutely), and as such disowning implies not only mere ignorance or a limited understanding* but also infirmity and impurity of the
heart and the will, it points to a separation of 26.
man from the Son of God, so that it becomes an
Vee. 24. Te, let that which ye have
ot>« Ixttv, and contains and operates an owe l\ eiv
heard from the beginning, abide in yon.
2 Jno. 9.
It is therefore " habere in agnitione et The sentence is anacoluthio. It is well explained
communions (Bengel), a possession in vital fellow- by Theophylact : eitelvoi ftkv ovv ovtuc vptLq 6h &irep
ship (Dusterdieck) " habere in mente etfide, in ore ffKovoare aV apx*fc—$vMTTeTe nap iavroic.
ifielc
ft confessions" (a Lapide), "in faith and in love"
therefore must not be connected with rjKoboare,
de Wette), " in knowledge, faith and confession" as if it were a mere transposition; there would be
Lueke).
False are the expositions of Socinus no reason whatsoever for such a conneotion and
"non habere opinionem, quod Deus tit"), Grotius no reason or necessity for such an emphasis. So
("*>» eognoscere Deum ten qvst tit ejus voluntas erga in v. 27, and frequently. See Winer J. J. 28, 8;
umum genus"), Episoopius and others. Ovtte 64, 2. d. Kiihner II, 166. Hence the explanaemphatically denotes the further loss that one tions of Bengel (•• antitheton est inpronomme; ids*
cannot separate oneself from the Son without adhibetur trajectto"), de Wette ("ifuic is really
giving up the Father.
The Apostle now con- the subject of the relative sentence, placed beeludes affirmatively:
fore"), and others are erroneous. Neither can
He that oonfeaaeth the Son hath the vfieig be the pure Vocative (Ebrard, Paulus), nor
Father also. On bfioTuoyelv see above on ch. it be taken as an absolute Nominative (Myrberg).
9.
It is an act of the inner life and of a more The spurious ovv after ifielc is not improper per s$
intimate fellowship. Cf. Matth. x. 82; Bom. x. 10.
Dusterdieck in opposition to de Wette with whom
[Dusterdieok: "In the denial of the Son is in- ilutber agrees), for it is not an antithesis of what
oWed necessarily the denial of the Father, since goes before, which is also assumed by Theophythe Father cannot be known without the Son, lact, because the preceding sentence closes af26

Christ,

—

—

;

—

—
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firmatively thus: 6 6uofoy&v rbv vibv, teal rbv varhpa ixet; and this is the ground of the present
exhortation.
On 6 qKoboare cf. t. 7. John points
'At* apxfc is
to the apostolical announcement.
more clearly defined by it (ex quo institui ccepistis
religionis
rudimmtis,
Beia, so
in primis christians
also Lifckeand others).
There is no necessity to
think of the prima ecclesim nascentis tempora (Bede).
The substance of d, not A, seems to be simple.

—

But

it

not enough to understand in general

is

evangelium Christi (Calvin), or the truth that Jesus
is the Christ (Huther, Liicke), or &eoXoyovfitvov
rbv xptoTdv (Theophylact), but we had better understand with Bengel (de patre et filio) the theologoumenon of the Father and the Son besides
that fundamental truth (D'dstcrdieck), as indicated in the preceding Terses. 'Ev iplv /win*.
describes ixecv ** a possession that has to be
The preposition must preserve its proper
kept.
meaning; that which has been heard must "be
in dwelling within as something that determines
the life" (Neander). This meaning is also urged
by the parallel passage Jno. xv. 1-10, where
ukveiv appears as a favourite expression of our
Lord. In the sentence immediately following it
is indeed impossible to render ev, with. The same
Hence Theophylaot's irapa and
holds good here.
Luther's with are false. The truth and doctrine
as announced by the Apostles "is really to dwell
in them, as a living power in their hearts" (Diisterdieck), and if that takes place, kav hv vulv

—

apxvc yKoboare,

fieivy b air*

yon —emphatically placed first—abides
that which ye have heard from the beginning, ye also shall abide in the Son and
If in

notes by

—

Bengel well observes: koI:
Diisterdieok hits the mark: "John dethe position of koI before huelc the pro-

in the Father.
vicissim.

mised consequence which will correspond with

speak with Calvin: deum se totum nobis t*
Christo fruendum dedit, not dabit (Dosterdieck).
Besides the principal passage Jno. xv. 1 sqq. the
following places are very similar Jno. vL 56;
xvii. 23; GaL ii. 20; 1 Cor. iii. 16; Eph. iii. 17.
Hence the evaporating and diluting views of Grotius (" conjunct is* imi Patri et filio eritis, summo
eorumfavore et amicitia fruemini") Semler ("«a#
certi, nobis patere omnem hone felicitatem umct
veram") and others, as well as the scholastic, orthodox views of Schmid ( li aratiosa filii si Patrit
inhabitatio ") and J. Lange ("tmio cumdeomyttica,
communio cum eo jam inchoata, communication per
quam omnes regni divini dotes homini in usum sanctum
et beatum contingunt"), are insignificant to bring
out the mind and the thoughts of John in their

living fulness.

And this

is the promise which
us, the life eternal—
Aim? early should be explained here as in eh. ii.
28. v. 11. 14 where the same words occur in the
same position or as in ch. i. 5: koI iortvavni;
the reference is to the words which follow r$v
ro%v tt)v ai&viov.
The substance or object of

Ver.

He

25.

hath promised

—

is qualified here by a Substantive,
while the substance or object of ayyeXia or kvroty
or uaprvpia or irapf>7joia in the other passages is
indicated by a clause connected with bn or tva
according to the context Instead of the Accusative (C«#v), the Nominative (C<")) ought to have
been in apposition with exayyefca, but it was both

inayyeVa

p

attracted as apposition to the relative clause
avrbg emfyyeiXaro rjuiv annexed in the same case
asyv.
See Winer, p. 552 sq. Therefore manert
in filio et patre is not the inayyeXia and £ («$
# al&vtoc not a pure apposition, so that the abiding
itself is described as eternal life (Sander, Bbs8Br), but «• the life eternal is the promise" (so

Huther and most commentators).

The

hcayytXia

the indicated destination while at the same time is promissio, consequently not res promissa (J.
'he makes prominent the fine turn contained in Lange, Estius), as if it were true contrary to the
hulv utivij and vuelc genius and usage of Greek to add #v hnryyeiXaro.
the thoughtful change of
The reciprocal effect of the Avrbg designates Him " who is the centre of this
ifo r<f> vl(j uevelre."
Word abiding in you and of the Church abiding whole section" [Huther), that is Christ, and
neither the Father (Hunnius), nor the Father
•in Christ does not refer to the origin of the relar
rtion of the Church and of her conduct, but only through the Son (Socinus). But # u$ $ oiuwoc,
But the as the substance and object of the eirayye>Ja of
•to the further development of the same.
•expression and its order intimate that the word the Son, is not viewed as a gift remote from and
must first be brought, preached and explained, subsequent to this promise, but as present and
and then be heard, received and kept, and that experienced, acquired and enjoyed wherever the
it must have found in individual Christians an pre-requisite of the promise is complied with,
element in which it is, vitally efficient, even as it namely the abiding of the word in you. Where
the promise applies, it is forthwith fulfilling it.is full of life, in order to enable them to have
ev self.
Therefore it is not said that we should ac,(&X etv ) ana t° ^ V3 * n Christ as their element
ry viy stands naturally before koX ry irarpl because quire the life eternal, but thatat which this promise
the Son is the Mediator of this life-fellowship. is aimed is simply mentioned and connected by
'Hence Theophylaot's exposition, based on Jno. attraction with emryyeitoro. Kal accordingly has
xvii. 2. 21 : koivuvoI avrov loeotie, goes hardly far here its ordinary force as copula, connecting this
enough. The life of believers must really and sentence with the one preceding, adding and exessentially be rooted in God, derive nourishment, plaining something implied, but not yet particugrow and mature to completeness from Him. larly mentioned in the preceding sentence; the
Faith has not only brought news and intelligence reference is to something directly connected with
and become acquainted with God. but has entered abiding in God; koI therefore must not be taken
into personal intercourse with Him and carries alrtoXoyucOg (Oecumenius) or as designating the
away from Him the separate gifts, benefits and further consequence of holding fast the Gospel
Diisterdieok
strikingly observes:
powers. The possession of this life is not left to (Liicke).
the distant future, although the life is an eternal " The present reality of eternal life in believers
annulled
in
more
the
by
fact that it is not yet
respect is no
life, but the object of Christian hope
'
of its perfection and at the same time something perfected in them than that inversely continued
{present and the object of present experience ; to growth, a holy and fruitful development, and the

h

"

—
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II.

final glorious perfection are excluded by its real
1
possession/
Conclusion, with repeated warnings and exhortatt. 26-28.
Ver. 26. These things I have written

*m

yon concerning those who deceive

onto

— Here

ravra connected with bypatya refers
the preceding verses, and the object
*tp\ t&v nXavCnrruv ifiac points back as far as v.
The irfavQvrec vfia<; are the antichrists, and
18.
denotes that they are dangerous per *e, really and
not only unsuccessfully dangerous, as is evident
from v. 19. [It is doubtful whether the reference
to t. 19 warrants the inference of their actual
success in the case of those whom the Apostle is
The deceivers themselves had seaddressing.
ceded ; that is all we can gather from v. 19, and
that they were anxious to deceive others we learn
from this verse, but nothing is said of their
having been successful in their endeavour. M.].
This is also intimated by the Accusative vfids and
[This is
2 Jno. 8; Matth. xxiv. 5, 11, 24.
certainly a singular conclusion, for vp&c indicates
that they, the readers of the Epistle, the Church,
are the object of the deceiver's endeavours.
M.].
The word itself denotes an act, a continuing activity, and therefore more than a "studium, conatw" il seducere conantibus" (Bengel, Huther).
[See Apparat. Critic, v. 26, note 27.
M.]. Hence
the reiterated exhortation to fidelity.

you.
back

to

—

—

—

—

Veb, 27. And yon the ointment which
ye received from Him, abideth in yon,
and ye have no need that any one teach
yon. Thought, expression and construction, as
in w. 20, 21
^v^Trcre=
koi ifielg rd XP LoVLa

—

—

:

fihei kv ifuv.

From

vfiag, v. 26,

the Apostle takes

and contrasting them with ol irhivuvrec,
words emphatically in anteposition,
for they would be too strongly emphasized if we
were to connect them with the relative clause,
cf. v. 24.
v 20, is in
Td XP10!1 * nere as XP 10
the Accusative, but must not be connected with
the relative clause, per irajectionem.
The Article
denotes what is known and what has already
been mentioned. 'TSMfiere distinctly marks their
reception and points to a greater obligation than
teal

vutic,

places said

»

^

-

the previous reference to possession (£r/ere, v. 20).
The gift is not without its task and work, here,
under the Impulse of gratitude. 'A^ avrov of
course designates Him round whom the Apostle's
thoughts revolve as round their centre, the same
who is described in anb rob ayicv, Christ, v. 25.
This verse proves that rob ayiov, v. 20, relates to
Christ (Huther).
While the Future was used in

81
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expressed in v. 20. The construction with Iva
occurs also Jno. ii. 25 xvi. 80. Tot- diddoiceiv,
Heb. v. 12. The Infinitive only, Matth. iii. 14
xiv. 6 : 1 Thess. i. 8 ; iv. 9.
This teaching is
taken here not as a simple consequence, but as
the end and aim because of the condition of the
persons to be taught. Love prompts thereto, for
love deems it its duty and cherishes the intention
Hence the meaning is: "You are not
to teach.
at all in the situation that somebody should or
ought to teach you " (Diisterdieck after Lticke and
against Huther, who takes Iva in a weakened
sense and thinks that it is simply used to indicate the object).
Hence we may think also of

—

;

Apostolical instruction, fraternal encouragement
and (with reference to tic v. 21) friendly teaching, perhaps that of the Apostle nimself (Bengel,
de Wette, Lticke, Diisterdieck). There is no occasion here to think of irtovQv ; so Semler, 8pener, (rif=who asserts a new revelation), Sander,
Gerlach, Besser.
But with reference to ir&vra
irepl itAvtuv we must not restrict Iva
vpag to instruction concerning the false
teachers (as Liicke does), although that is included (Huther). It is important to bear in
mind that this passage does not hold out the least
encouragement, or give support to the vagaries
of fanatics, because the Holy Spirit works on the
basis of the word given and received, and does
not communicate any thing new, but only imparts
to believers clearer perceptions and views of that
which they already have.

v.

20 and

did&oicy

—

But aa the ointment of Him teacheth
yon concerning all things, and is trne and
is not lie, and as it hath taught yon, so
abide' in Him. — As we read rd avrov xptof1 *1
and not rd

airrb xp^ofia, it is only necessary to
observe that Bengel (" idem semper, non aliudatque
aliud, sed sibi constans, et idem apud sanctos omnes)
finds here the unchangeableness, and Diisterdieck
and others the identity of the chrism, which unceasingly teaches believers and which they have
received from Him, the Christ; our reading
brings out this identity and also reiterates its
origin : [See Appar. Grit, v. 27., note 29, where
the other reading is advocated, according to
which wo render "the same ointment," i. e., the

^

—

—

identical XP 10
b kXd^ere.
The structure
M.]
of this sentence presents peculiar difficulties.
'AAAa introduces the antithesis fdvere kv atrr£.

While, on the one hand, the Apostle had assured
them that Ihey have no need of being taught by
any one, because they have the Spirit reminding
them of the words of the Lord and leading them
v. 24 (ueveire), we have here the Present (fikvet) into all truth, he now declares, on the other, and
in order to express the Apostle's certain assu- by way of antithesis, that they have need of
rance (Huther) and to exhort at the same time to abiding faithful with Him. Hence the words in
that which he does expect.
Bengel (" Habet hie
perquam subtilem adhortationem (conferendamad2. Tim. iii. 14) quafideles, a deceptatoribus
sollicitatoe, ita its respondere facit : unctio in nobis
indicativus

manet: non egemus doctors: ilia nos verum docet: in ea doctrina permanebimus.
Vide quam
avutna git transitio ab hoc sermocinationc ad sermo-

nm, directum versa sequenti " Manet in vobis: mane*
bitis in Mo" correlata).
Kal, and because the
Holy Spirit is and abideth in you (Bengel et ideo),
<?> Xpeiav lxeTe
ye have no need whatever thus
is brought out here the avrdpictia tieodiddxTuv, and
we hate here a new particular, which was not

—

:

>

;

parenthesis belong to the first <l>c, although the
vivacity [of the Apostle's diction] which never
repeats without indicating some new feature, has
occasioned various modifications. The exhortation : fUvere kv avry requires fidelity toward and
steadfastness with Christ, as is unmistakable
from the context and v. 28. Erasmus explaining
kv 7<}t xptep *1 erroneously thinks of the Holy
Spirit, and Baumgarten-Crusius of the doctrine
of the Spirit, while Schottgen strikingly observes: "in Christo, quern Johannes semper in mente
habet" The motive for abiding with Christ is:
rd avrov xptofta SiddoKet nepi n&vruv.
Hence the
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context also recommends the well authenticated
abrov [the authorities on Braune's own showing
are all the other wa'jr; they stand thus: airrov
C. Sin (?) against avrd A. B. (?) O. K.— M.] ; it
is the ointment of the Holy Ghost from Him
[ahrovV], Christ, with [ev?] whom they are to
remain ; and this ointment teaches them concerning all things, as we read v. 20: oldare rrdvra.
But not only the extent of that concerning which
they are taught of the Holy Spirit is the motive
for his exhortation that they should abide with
Him. The chief motive is the characteristic
The jpJoyai * 8 called absolutely
not ahfieg toriv.
HXfjO^y implying of course that that also which it
teaches, is true; the .Holy Spirit is the Spirit of
truth (Jno. xiv. 17), therefore He leadeth you
So DUsteralso into all truth (Jno. xvi. 18).
dieck; also Liicke, de Wette, Bruckner, Ebrard.
There is no ground for restricting the reference
to that which the XP1*7*"1 teaches, as do Oecumenius, Theophylact, Luther, Neander, Besser,
Huther. The importance of the true essence
and substance of the XP10 occasions the additional clause which denies all lie : koI ovk eorlv
John eviitevdoc, and lie is not, is not extant.
dently here recurred to the thought expressed in
T. 21 : n&v ijtevdog ik rift akifieiac ovk Iotcv, and that
there is no lie where the Spirit teaches. Now
the Apostle resumes with the fuller form *a0uf
c>cf and morethat which he had begun with
over, by way of reminding them that the Holy
Spirit had taught them for some time: KaOcjg k6iThis Aorist after the preceding Predafev ifx&c.
sent ought not to occasion any difficulty; and
the km before koBoc instead of the aXto before
of is readily accounted for by the one immediately preceding it ; the sentence, thus resumed,
connects with the testimony of the truth of the
Spirit and His teaching; agreeably to which He
has taught and teaches believers. Hence we
should not divide the second clause of this verse
into two parts (with Luther, Calvin, Baumgarten-Crusius, Sander, Bruckner, Besser, Huther, and others), so that AAA' a>f rd avrov XP10
did&OKtt vp&c is the first antecedent, and Kal
aXrfikc kortv koI ovk tortv ^evdoc its consequent,
and again koX KoBhc ididafw vfiag is the second
antecedent, and [there kv avry its consequent.
The explanation given by us is supported by
Oeoumenius, Theophylact, Liicke, de Wette,
Neander, Dusterdieck, Ewald and others. [This
applies only to the structure of the sentence, not
As to the
to the exposition of the passage.
former we cannot but think that the one adopted
by Huther and the many authorities who agree
with him, is preferable to thai of Braune, and on
the following grounds: 1st, it assigns to irepl
iravruv its proper position, whereas in the former
view is no relation whatsoever to jievelre (fievere)
of the consequent; 2d, dJUA indicates that the
Apostle is about to introduce an antithesis to
oh xpefav ixen* a sentence in which the teaching
of the xptop* is to be described as exempting
them from the necessity of another human
teacher, and 8d, because the clause koX ovk iori

^

aM

^

der, Bruckner, Besser, Huther, and many more,
deem it preferable to divide the whole into two
clauses, and to take koX abides fori koi ovk eon

as the consequent of the

yj>ev6oc

—

The conclusion of

Ver.

with

28.

clause.

so

the whole tectum, v. 28.

And now,

[in, ev]

little children, abide

him.

Kal vvv connects the exhortation, repeated on
account of its great importance and already expressed as a hope and in confidence v. 27, with
the preceding verses.
Kal vvv occurs very often
(Jno. xvii. 5; Acts iii. 17 ; iv. 29; vii. 84; x. 5;
xxii. 16 2 Thess. ii. 6), or koX vvv l&ov (Actaxiii.
11 ; xx. 22, 25), or virv ovv (Acts xvi. 36; xxiii.
15), on the other hand 62%a virv (Luke xxii. 86),
vvv di (Jno. viii. 40; ix. 41; xv. 22, 24; xriii.,
86), but always so that out of the originally sentient description of the present there has sprung
a certain logical significance in order to mark
the consequences from a present situation, to
draw an inference or conclusion, to annex the
features involved in a given case or to denote an
;

antithetical relation (Diisterdieck). Hence Panlus errs in rendering: " Even already now—ai
in opposition to the Parthian-magian doctrine,
that union with God cannot take place except in
the future kingdom of light." The seasonable
address reicvla frees the Apostle's earnestness
from all severity, and intensifies his exhortation
as a paternal right, by reminding them of the
fellowship of love as the consequence of his
Apostolical discharge of duty.
"BepetiHo e$t

—

cum blanda appellations, qua pattrnum erga
amorem declaret" (Estius). It is inconceivable
how Socinus applies the tv ovr^ not to Christ,
but to Deus per Christum, and how Semler could
hit upon this doctrine.
Rickli, who explains v.

prsecepti

eoe

27 of abiding in the confession that Jesus is the
Christ, suggests here abiding in righteousness.—
Now follows a reference to the judgment
That if He shall be manifested we may

have confidence and not be shamed
at His coming. Since ifo

—

away from Him

and not brav is the true reading, we have here
not an intimation of the Hme, or the nearness of
the time, but of the reality of the manifestation of
Although the
-Christ (Huther, Dusterdieck).

same word

is applied to our Lord's appearing in
the form of a servant (ch. iii. 5. 8. tyavtp60if) t still it may be applied with equal propriety
to the future manifestation of His glory as in CoL
iii. 4.
That will be manifested which as yet is
hidden.
The Apostle now passes to the first
person Plural : napfaolav ox&pev* He ever places
himself under the laws (ch. i. 6 sqq.; ii. 2 sq.;
iii 16, 18 sqq.) and promises (ch. iii. 1 sqq.; 21
iv. 17; v. 11. 20), applicable to all without being
able to exclude himself from the hope here presented (de Wette, Dusterdieck). Hence it is not
from modesty (S. Schmid), nor because he would
suffer loss if any members of his Church were

flesh, in

away (Sander). Ilapfyoia is literally
frankness, free-spokenness (Acts iv. 13. 29. 31;
xxvi. 26; xxviii. 81 ; 1 Thess. ii. 2) then confident
assurance with respect to all the threats and terrors of the judgment. The Vulgate translates
fiducia, Luther properly freudig (vreidic L e. free),
falling

added to hXrflkc iort raises this thought
above the oharaoter of a mere parenthetical and
secondary observation, and stamps it as the
leading thought.
These are the grounds on
which Luther, Calvin, Baumgarten-Crusius, San- Freudigkeit
iftevdoe

first

" But as the anointing teaches you all things,
it is true and is no lie," etc. (Luther).
M.].

{vreidichcit

t.

e.
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ignorance has turned into joyful (freudig) and
joyfalness (Freudigkeit).
Compare Yilmar Pastoral-theolog. Blatter 1861, Nos. 1. 2; Jutting, Bib-

Worterbuch (1864) a. v.—A Strasburg ediof 1587, indeed, has already Freudigkeit, but

lisches

tion

the original

word

is Freydigkeit

(Nurnberg

ed.

(Wittenberg ed. 1525), Freidig(1630), and in a sermon on Jno. it. 16-21 he

1624), Freydigkeyt
kcit

The
speaks of boldness (Trotz) in the last day.
Greek Scholiasts and Lexicographers explain
the

word by

adeta, ki-oujia,

awoXoyla.
dittxiveoOat (Prov.

4

i™

Toic MucioTotc

The ordinary

antithesis is
6; Phil. i. 20) to be
ashamed, to shame oneself or feel ashamed, so as
to depart from Him the Judge.
The preposition
«rd therefore is note=ford (Socinus), nov=coram
ebroXfiog

xiii.

(Luther, Ewald), nor both together (S. Schmid,
8*nder), but=away from (Calrin, Bexa, de Wette,
Diisterdieck, Huther) ; but it is necessary to retain the Passive 'and not the Middle, because we
do not retire and withdraw ourselves, but are
rejected and driven away.
Cf. Matth. xxv. 41.

impossible to agree with Erasmus, who
Uapovaia
**ut ilium non pudeat nostri."
occurs only here in John's writings, but often
elsewhere (Matth. xxiv. 8, 27, 87, 89; 1 Cor. xv.
2ft; 1 Thess. ii. 19 etc.), corresponds with jave(xtiy, and as favepuBy answers to vapjjujolav txetv
so *apovcla answers to dUrxOveeOau All this, connected with Iva, constitutes a motive for abiding
with Him, walking in the light, in fellowship
It is

—

says:

with Him.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
1.

The unmistakable reference here

to the im-

manent Trinity is theological in the strictest sense
of the word.
According to the final clause of v.
22 and v. 28 we have here a reference to a paternal relation with respect to the Son, and to a filial
relation with respect to the Father existing above
and before the world within the Godhead. The
Son is not only a power or principle before He
became personal in the Christ, but He is personal
in virtue of his Being, the Son of the Father who
is a Person, the Son who as the Image of the
Father is also a Person. But He became a historical Person, a Person belonging to the history
of man in the Christ who did appear in Jesus.
See Exigbtical and Critical.
2. The knowledge of God without the knowledge of Christ is impossible, because the knowledge of God is impossible without fellowship with
God, which is solely the result of confession of
Jesus the Christ.
8. Fellowship with God is not the act of men
but the act of God through Christ. It begins in
the word which is preached and heard, continues
in the communication and reception of the Chris-

ma, the Holy Spirit, and it consists in the truth
and in the constancy of faith and confession.
The Word of Christ and the Spirit given of Him
must first eome to us and do His work and in us
and then we shall be able to abide with Him in
virtue of His power.
4. The question here is as to what constitutes
the difference between esse in ecclesia and esse de
ecclesia.
As surely as these two conditions must
be distinguished from each other, so certain it is
that in point of fact they do coexist alongside

8S

18-28.

each other.
ecclesiat

—

—

So Confess. Aug. Art

8.:

"Quid sit

in hoe vita multi hypocrite et mali ad-

; Apol. IV. de ecclesia {.11: malos nomine
tantum in ecclesia esse, non re, bonos vero re et nor
mine: Hieronymus enim ait: qui ergo peccator est
aliqua sorde maculatus, de ecclesia Christi non potest

mixti

—

appellarinec Christo subjectus did."
"Like tares
they stood in the same field alongside the wheat
(Matth. xiii. 28 sqq.) and had part in the divine
manifestations of grace whereby the whole field
is made fertile and the genuine wheat brought to
ripeness.
But they shewed themselves to be
tares and by their seceding did execute on themselves the divine j udgment. Augustine and Bede,
with whom Luther agrees in his second exposition, also compare the antichrists with the evil
humours of the body. The body of Christ also,
so long as it is undergoing the process of being
cured, that is so long as it has not attained to
perfect health through the resurrection, has such
noxious humours (quandoquidem adhuc curatur
corpus ipsius et sanitas perfecta non erit nisi in resurrectione mortuorum; sic sunt in corpore Christi,
quomodo humoret mali). Their expulsion liberates
the body and enables it to attain unto perfect
health (quando evomuntur, tunc relevatur corpus).
But this does not happen to keep up Bede's
figure, with the providential care of God" (Dusterdieck).
6. The present section cannot be pressed into
the service of predestinarianism.
Augustine,
indeed, says with reference to this passage
(de bon. persev. 11, 8): "non grant ex nobis, quia
non erant secundum propositum vocati, non erant in
Christo electi ante constilutionem mundi non erant
prssdestinati secundum propositum ejus, qui universa
operator."
So Calvin, Inst. III. 24, 7. But although Calvin the theologian [German "DogmatUcer" noU=dogmatist, i. e. % one who is certain
or presumes to say he knows, whether he be mistaken or in the right, but the teacher of a theological dogma M.] cannot be corrected by Calvin the interpreter, yet Augustine the theologian
can be corrected by Augustine the interpreter in
his Tractat. ad A. I., where he says: M Ds voluhtats sua unusquisque aut antichristus, out in
Christo est; qui se in melius commutat, in corpore
membrum est, qui autem in maUtia permanet, humor
malus est." The Apostle distinguishes inward and
true Christian fellowship from that which is only
outward and in appearance ; those who belong
to the former are so thoroughly fettered in their
believing and regenerated mind, that, as Lucke
thinks, they can nevermore separate from that
It is, to use the striking language
fellowship.
of the Oxymoron of Didymus, a voluntaria necessitas, but no contrarictas naturarum, although
in the course of moral development there should
arise a diversitas substantias.
The phrases o'vk.
e£ r}fujv elvot and i£ rjfiiiv elvai used by the
Apostle to denote simply the opposite results
of the ethical life-process, which in the former case leads to Efrb&elv and in the latter to
%
But, as Augustine says, every
fi&vvv fte& iftiCtv.
Christian may become an antichrist, according as his will refuses to be determined to
fdveiv kv X/jiCT^.", which beginning with the hearing of His word and advancing to iciartc eic avr6»,
to childlike and unremitting trust and cleaving

—

—

—

to

Him, develops

itself

by ever determining.
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guiding, strengthening, purifying and confirming the will, is a veritable history of the word
heard with the outward ears and inwardly in
the heart filling and conquering the heart until it
has become wholly believing, but for all that may
and does offer resistance at every point, so
that it often does resist for some length of time
and so undoes all its previous acquirements, that
it often conceals unpardoned sins which may
again draw it down or at least arrest its progress
and bring it to the point that, unless it submit
to being cleansed anew, it will apostatize and
thus a Christian may become an antichrist,
which is however of rare occurrence, because
the eternal powers of the word of Christ and His
Spirit are very strong and mighty and the heart
of man has been created for and with special
adaptation to said powers. Hence the universal
experience that it is difficult to get to Christ
through self-denying and world-renouncing penitence, but that it is even more difficult to get
away from Christ through the denial of the conscience and of faith as well as of the word of
Christ quickened in the conscience by faith,
and the Apostle speaks from this experience.
But in all this there is neither predestination
nor necessity, especially since the Apostle's exhortation to abide leaves room for the possibility
of their apostasy, as to the reality of which the
Apostle confidently entertains no fear in the case
of those who are vital Christians. Nor is it to
be overlooked that John does not throw out the
faintest allusion to the difference between the
elecli and vocati and the donum perseverantim.
In
the passage Heb. vi. 4-6 the Japse of the truly
regenerate (as is evident from their description)
is supposed to be possible, but the re-conversion
of such apostates only is said to be impossible,
[Huther: the
so that we ought to be afraid.
words tl fytav ef fytov, pepevJtKeiaav av pe& $p€n>
contain the idea that he who truly belongs to the
Church will never leave it, but he that leaves it
shows thereby that he did not truly belong to it.
This confidence of the Apostle in the love of the
Lord which keeps and preserves those who are
His, and in the fidelity of those who have been
redeemed by Him, seems to contradict the idea
pre-supposed in Heb. vi. 4-6, that they also who
were once enlightened and had tasted of the heavenly gift and were made partakers of the Holy
But John speaks here, as
Ghost, can fall away.
he does throughout his Epistle, absolutely, without any reference to the state of gradual development, from whence however it does by no means
The one circumfollow that he did not know it.
stance that he exhorts believers, as such to abide
in Christ, is sufficient to show that he does not
wish to deny the possibility of their apostasy, all
he is sure of, and rightly so, is this that he that
does not abide, had never truly entered into fellowship with the Lord with his whole heart, but
although he was touched by His love and felt
somewhat of its power, he had not entirely
abandoned and renounced the world." M.].
6. The Apostle here asserts a double law of
historical development in its definite application
to the development of the kingdom of God.
"Evil by a gradual process of development culminates, then in the conflict between the kingdom of God and evil, the former develops itself,

—

and at length, through a new coming of Christ
in power, the kingdom of Christ is once more
subdued." (Neander). This is the one, and of
the other tne same author speaks thus: "In
this respect also we shall see how the workings of
one uniform law ever appear in the course of the
development of the kingdom of God, that in good
and evil there are certain individual personages
constituting as it were, the centre and appearing especially as representatives of the conflicting
principles, uniting and concentrating in themselves as one great whole, the fragments scattered in many individuals."
"When in the
times before the Reformation the secularized

Church under the secularized papacy, was especially instrumental under the cloak of Christianity to obscure and oppose true Christianity, people might believe that they saw in this the visible
manifestation of antichrist, and Matthias of
Janow, the Bohemian reformer before Huss,
might suppose to have detected the effect of Satan's craft in the circumstance that believers instead of identifying antichrist in the present,
viz., the rule of the secularized Church and the
sway of a superstition even unto the idolizing of
the human, were beguiled into seeking it at some
The increasing revelation of
distant period."
the depths of evil in the' world, runs therefore
parallel to the development of the kingdom of God
even up to its ultimate completion and both pass
through personages in whom the former does
concentrate. See also Dusterdieck : "The development of the Christian principle and that of the
antichristian principle are reciprocally related.
Christian truth cannot be revealed without forthwith exciting the contradiction of the darkness.
The wheat and the tares grow together until they
are ripe. The antichristian spirit works already
in many antichrists; but the one antichrist is
still future, still to come, and is only announced
Although therefore the
by his precursors.
last hour has already come, yet its full close is
still to come, viz., the real, personal advent of
the Lord which will take place immediately after
But
the appearance of the personal antichrist.
John did neither tell us when this antichrist
would come nor give us a chronological clue to
the exact time of the personal advent of Christ.
In both respects he confines himself to the statement that the events are to take place."
7. Athough John in giving prominence to the
marrow and vitalizing centre of Christianity, viz.,
to the belief that Jesus is the Christ and the Son
of God, does not warrant us to undervalue the
articulated confession of faith as a'whole or as to
its component parts, which are only developments
of the pushing germ, he yet attaches, and for this
very reason, the greatest importance to the faitkfulness of abiding, the fides qui creditor, with reference to said centre.
8. His account of the xptep a ftn(* ** 8 gift 8? characteristically and emphatically adverts to the
universal priesthood, indicating its origin and
glory.
The "critical ability" (Dusterdieck) of
9.
Christians founded on the full knowledge of the
truth, like the advancing knowledge of the truth
itself, goes hand in hand with progressive holiness.
The point throughout is not mere knowledge, tidings or information of a life in and of

—
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(from) God, but the actual possession and enjoyment of this life, the life itself and the personal
converse of the human soul with the living and
revealed Qod; and it concerns man's inmost and
most profound being, which is neither the understanding nor the reason, but the will, and the
point in question is not science but conscience.
10. It is only in the way of obedience to the
word and will of God that man is able to keep
and intensify fellowship with Him in order that
he may become a partaker of the divine Being,
It is contrary to the trill of
the divine Nature.
God that man departs from the Being of God until
he is wholly rejected.
11. The decision and the separation will not
take place until the last, the last judgment; consider this.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.
See what time it is in the kingdom of God?
1. Hearken to the word which is preached (vv.
18, 24) ; 2. be led by the Spirit whom thou hast
received (vv. 20, 27) ; 8. take note of the separation* which take place in the Church (w. 19, 22)
4. hold fast to Jesus the Christ, who is the Son
of the Father (vv. 26, 28).—In all the separations in the Church be sure not to forget to decide.
In every separation the sorrow of having
been deceived before is connected with the joy of
In the uncertainty as
greater purity hereafter.
to who are true vital Christians take care lest
thou lose the conviction that the vital Christian
Act as Gideon did who enabides constant.
countering the Midianites numbering 185,000
with an army of 82,000 at the Lord's bidding reduced the same by 22,000 and made a selection of
800 from the remaining 10,000 even as directed by
the Lord, and then gained a glorious victory with
them (Judg. vii.). The source of the anointing is
the Holy Ghost, its pre-requisite regeneration, its
power an assured conviction of the importance
of the truth, its impulse an earnest desire to
bring it home to the hearts of others; it was a
protection from the hierarchism and episcopalianism of the 2d and 3d centuries.
Is. xli. 15
applies to it,
[I should rather say in more strict
agreement with the text that the chrism of the
Holy Ghost from Christ is a sure protection from
any and every form of spiritual secessionism, separatism and individualism.
M.]. Because of
a sorrowful experience in the Church do not give
up the joy of the glory of the Church. Comparison of the ointment as the figure or symbol of
the Holy Spirit: 1, its value; 2, its use in the
anointing of kings, priests and prophets; 8, its
power of strengthening and stimulating the spirit of life; 4, its influence on a life well-pleasing
The
to God; 5, its far-spreading fragrance.
fundamental doctrine of salvation is : Jesus is

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

the Christ.

1,

With

it

into the rich heart of

and in it we find our way
God and bring God into

our poor heart ; 2, in opposition to it we bring
eternal ruin into our heart and ourselves into
eternal ruin. Or, 1, By it you learn the corrupting false teachers ; 2, in it the true and living
Christian shows himself: 8, out of it you pass to
the inheritance of God.
Do not drive Christ and
His word from thy heart, or Christ will drive
thee from His kingdom.
v. 28.
.Confirmation-

—

—

address.

—
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Gregory

"Nisi Spiritus Sanetus intus

:

doceat, doc t oris lingua extus in

vanum

sit

in

qui

laborat."

Augustine: — "Cathedram
docct."
Luther —
dangerous and terrible to
cozlo

habei,

qui

intus

It is

:

be-

lieve something against the uniform testimony,
faith and doctrine of the universal holy Church,
which has now thus held it unanimously in every

place from the beginning these fifteen hundred
years past. Many a man has a paternoster round

—
—

and a rogue in his heart.
Starke: As the betrayer of Christ was one
of His most intimate Apostles, so antichrist did
not arise among Jews or Turks, but in the very
midst of Christendom. The Church remaineth
not without offences of which that is not least

his neck

—

that within her fold there arise men who hold
false doctrine and apostatize from the known
truth ; the tares do not grow by themselves, but
Constancy in good is
in the midst of the wheat.
an infallible sign of a true Christian, just as temporizing and changeableness indicate a false
heart.
Christians are anointed, and their name
should daily remind them of what they owe toGod and their neighbour as spiritual kings,
A teacher ought not to
priests and prophets.
despise his hearers, for they also, if they believe,
are anointed with the Holy Spirit and the knowledge of divine truths, although there may be
differences in the measure of their anointing.
He also denies Christ the Saviour, who does not
prove in deed that He is Bis Saviour who has indeed delivered him from the guilt and punish,
ment of sin. We have need to be especially on
our guard against the denial of Christ which
takes place, not only in words and in doctrine,
but also in our life. The word of God must remain in the whole man, and not only enter his
understanding. A Christian, an anointed one,
that is his name, but also the greatest prerogative to divine wisdom, it opens to him the school
in which the most learned are seated below on
the bench of humility, who follow in the simplicity of their heart, who know all things, and ever
learn what they know, love and do. As is a king
without a kingdom, a ruler without subjects, a
general without soldiers, so is a Christian without the anointing. Because the last coming of
the Lord will be terrible, we should be diligent
to be so well prepared* that we may be found
worthy to stand before the Son of Man. The
day of our Lord's coming may properly be called
the believers' day of honour, for they shall be
manifested, declared righteous, and advanced to
the full enjoyment of heavenly blessing.
Spener: It is a great blessing that God does
not allow the heavenly [?] deceivers to remain in
the Church but overrules it that they are madeknown and we learn to be on our guard against
them, that they must manifest themselves and
make themselves known, whereby the danger islessened and believers rendered more cautious
and prompted to be diligent in prayer and to
work out their own salvation with fear and
trembling. Even those who truly believe and
have made great advances in the faith, may be
deceived, and therefore let those who think that
they stand, take heed lest they fall. None but
those who have the Holy Spirit and the anointing
can be sufficiently on their guard against the lies

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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All other knowledge is too weak
far to be able to withstand temptation and
spiritual conflicts.
Uhlhoen
He only hat God, who has Him at
Let us only begin with what the
the Triune God.
Apostle puts in the middle, He that hath not the
Son, neither hath he the Father, add that with
which he begins, of the Son we can only know
through the Holy Spirit, and conclude the statement in virtue of what the Apostle says, that

of antichrist.

by

:

the anointing cometh from Him who is holy:
The Holy Qhott cometh from the Father and the
Son.
Layatbb : Every one<who is not an evangelical
Christian, does not believe in Jesus Christ, is an

—

atheist.

—A

hostile power, an opposition to
Hkubneb :
Christianity, has stirred from the beginning.
And this is a recommendation of Christianity ; a
proof of the mighty power of Christianity against
The,
evil, which is terrible to the wicked one.
more the good raises itself the more also does

Where God builds a temple,
evil bestir itself.
Satan is sure to build a chapel by the side of it.

—

It serves also to exercise and try the soldiers
of Christ Without an opposing power, the divine drama would be without life or interest.
Unbelief which pretends that the kernel and
characteristics of Christianity are irrational, is a
very important epoch in this history. Who
thought Christianity imperilled by the growth of
antichrist would betray great weakness of heart
and understanding and want of confidence. The
Christian should rejoice at every further manifestation : the end is drawing nearer : the catastrophe in the kingdom of Christ is the point to
which the eyes of Christians are longingly diThe enemies of Christianity draw nourrected.

—

—

ishment from the Church :

it is

in their interest

velation of God which resembles the revelation
in Christ ; if one is not satisfied with this revelation, which revelation will satisfy him T Whether they like or do not like it, neologians are
obliged to assert that true Christianity was unknown before them; for what they now call
Christianity is known to the whole antiquity.—
The true Christian faith is immutable and needs
no perfecting. This faith is of the utmost importance; our eternal salvation depends upon
it ; it is not a useless, subtle question raised by
the schools, but it concerns the promise of eterml
life, and the virtue of this promise depends on the
Person of Jesus; only if He is truly the Son of
God He is able to promise and give eternal life.
This must attach us strongly to the faith, and
those who have felt the power of this faith, live
and die for this faith. Even anointed Christiana
stand in need of warning and admonition, because deceivers are never quiet and because
within us there is not wanting that which meetsthem half-way. Other gifts decrease in the
course of time, the Holy Spirit does not decrease.
Other frames of mind and tendencies of
thought change, the Holy Spirit does not change.
Yield to the promptings of the Spirit and be vigilant lest thou mistake thy own spirit for the
Holy Spirit and be deceived.
Be pure and
meek. Abiding with Christ and in Him is
steadfastness of faith and faithful following Him
is the more honourable, the more fall away from
Him, and it is necessary, because our acceptance
depends on it. If one becomes unfaithful ts
Christ, how can he appear before Him with joyfulness [confidence?]?
That thought has an
overwhelming influence on the heart of a Christian.
How shall unbelievers appear before Him
who to please the world leave Christ, and esteem
the world's honours more highly than the grace
of Christ? How well it would be if all men
would only examine themselves in all their
judging and doing; could you act thus in the
presence of Jesus ? would you dare to say such
and such a thing in the presence of Jesns? would

—

—

—

—

—

not to suffer themselves to be deprived of the
name "Christian;" they would then accomplish
The manifestation
less and be less dangerous.
of all, the good as well as the bad, is the design
of the Kingdom of God. The evil cannot long
conceal or disguise itself or stand back: it only you dare to maintain such an opinion before
waits for the time of coming out. God wills it Him? If you are honest and conscientious acthus.
The appearance of evil tries and purifies cording to your interpretation, so that He may
the Church; It is a refreshing relief to Chris- not even blame you, why have you twisted my
words after your liking?
tians to see the separation of the unclean.
Besser : It it the last hour. But those who
Christian is insured and protected from false
teachers.
He has the Holy Spirit 1. Who in- read the history of the Church wrongly, and conterpenetrates every thing like precious perfume, sider the time of her highest inward beauty and
enters into every thing, and imparts to it fra- manifest power over the world to belong to an
grance and the breath of life to his thinking, earthly future, will be inclined to suspect the
judging, feeling and willing. The Christian is holy Apostle, to have been in error for assuring
thereby clothed with a royal and priestly dignity us to have experienced the beginning of the last
in the Kingdom of God (Rev. i. 6).
The anoint- hour; those, on the other hand, who consider
ing is the signature of the Christian. 2. The that the Sun of the Gospel shone in his brightest
8pirit enables him to try, to identify the spirit splendor, when in the preaching of the Apostles
of error, to judge; to such a Christian no false he came forth as a bridegroom out of his chamber
teacher can be dangerous. The Christian has a and rejoiced as a giant to run his raoe from one
fine sense of discrimination {tagax odoratut) ; he end of the heavens back to .the same end again
quickly perceives the essence and tendency of and that there sounds through the whole history
every doctrine ; hence his Christian severity of of the Church the sigh of the saints "Abide with
judgment and his antipathy to syncretism. Bad us, Lord Jesus, for it is toward evening "—sye,
opinions, seductive principles among Christians, that even her most- glorious victories, like the
The Church of victory of the Reformation, are only like the reoriginate not in Christianity.
Christ must not be charged with the evil that is flection of the setting sun on the darkening
in it.
He that will not know God in Jesus
clouds,
those who see this cease to be surprised
where else will he know God? There is no re- at what the Apostles tell us of the last hour and

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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read the merciful cause of this prolonged duraof the last hour, prolonged for more than
eighteen hundred years, in the words of the
"
Apostle " the Lord is long-suffering to us-ward
tion

—

We must not only be on our
(2 Pet. iii. 9).
guard against one antichrist, one great adversary
and deceiver, but against a multitudinous progeny of the antichristian seed. When somebody
praised the sainted Oettinger shortly before his
death, on account of his great wisdom, he replied
with a smile: "Yes, I have learned many things;
but the most precious knowledge I learned as a
child in Luther's Lesser Catechism, which comprises every thing which I desire to keep and
11
carry away with me to the seeing face to face.
learner of the Catechism, that hath the
Holy Spirit, is able so far to discover all errors
which militate against the Gospel, that he is protected from deception and may immoveably stand
en the foundation of his faith. Neither the Jesus
of the rationalists nor the Christ of the philosophers hurts the kingdom of Satan. The antichrists showed themselves to be antitheists.
Declension begins with men's loathing that which
they have heard from the beginning (Rieger:)—
Every true doctrine the assertion of which is assigned to the church during the time of her
growth, is already contained in the treasury of

—

.

—A

—

—

Holy Scripture.
Johann Tauler had preached many a learned
sermon when Nicolaus of Basle, the Waldensian,
visited and told him: "You are a kind-hearted
man and a great priest, but have not yet tasted
in truth the sweetness of the Holy Spirit"
From that time Tauler sought the true Teacher
in the Scripture and the cross, who teaches us
more in one hour than all earthly teachers can
teach us to the last day.
[Warbueton: The late appearance of antichrist was a doctrine so universally received in the
primitive Church, that it was like a proverbial
saying among them ; and thence St. John takes
occasion to moralise on the doctrine, and warn
his followers against that spirit, which in after
times was to animate " the man of sin." " Little
children," says he, "it is the last time; and as ye
have heard that antichrists shall come, even now
there are many antichrists: whereby ye know

—

1
As much as to say, we
that it is the last time.'
are fallen into the very dregs of time, as appears
from that antichristian spirit, which now so
much pollutes the Churches for you know it is
a common saying, that antichrist is to come in
those wretched days. The Apostlo goes on to
employ the same allusion through the rest of the
Where we
Epistle; v. 22. ch. iv. 8; 2 Jno. 7.
see the appellation "antichrist" is employed to
signify an enemy of God and godliness in general, by the same figure of speech that Eliaa was
designed in those times to signify a prophet, and
Rachel, a daughter of Israel; and that in these
times Judas is used for a traitor, and Nero for a
But as these convertible terms necessatyrant.
rily suppose that they originally belonged to persons of the like characters, who had them in
proper, so does the name "antichrist" transferred by St. John to certain of his impious contemporaries, as necessarily suppose, that there
was one who should arise in the latter times, to
whom the title eminently belonged ; as marked out
;

18-28.

87

in the prophecies

by the proper name of

anti-

christ.— M.].

[Hued's two sermons on 1 Jno. it 18, the one
entitled "Prophecies concerning Antichrist," the
other "Prejudice* against the doctrine of Antichrist,"
are well worth reading, as they embody much of
the literature on the subject.
M.].[Whitbt : To deny the Father here, is not to
deny Him to be the true God, as the heathens
did: but 1. to deny the truth of His testimony,
see ch. v. 10 ; Jno. iii. 88 ; 2. to deny the doctrine
of the Father, or that doctrine which proceedeth
from Him; "for He whom God hath sent, speaketh the words of God," Jno. iii. 84. Whence it
is evident, that he who denieth the Son, cannot
thus retain the true knowledge of the Father;
Jno. i. 18; Matth. xi. 27. By Him alone can we
come acceptably to the Father, so as to have life;
for "He is the Way, and the Truth and the Life,"
Jno. xiv. 6. And by Him alone are we taught
how to "worship, the Father in spirit and in
truth," Jno. i?. 28, 24.
Hence Christ so often
tells the Jews, they therefore wanted the true
knowledge of the Father, because they knew not
Him, Jno. viii. 19; xiv. 7; xvi. 8. M.].
[Abp. Sharp: Abundance of fanaticism, enthusiasm and other mischiefs have been brought
into the Church of Christ, by the misinterpreting
and misapplying of those texts which speak of
the gifts of the Spirit, which some men so understand as to make no distinction between the times
then and the times now. (Joel ii. 28 Acts ii.
17; Jer. xxxi. 84; 1 Jno. ii 27.) Hence they
conclude that in these days, which are the last
days, the Spirit of God is poured upon all flesh,
and that every one hath a right to expect immediate impulses and revelations, as to what he is

—

—

—

—

—

—

;

to believe and to practise : that by this assistance
of the Spirit, every brother may understand the

mysteries of the Holy Scriptures, without the
troublesome way of studying human learning;
nay and may take upon himself the pastoral office,
and become a guide and teacher of others, without any warrant from human authority, merely
upon the impulse of the Spirit of God. These
consequences have been drawn from these and
such texts of Scripture: and so far have they

been promoted and improved by several amongst
us, that reason and prudence and all acquired
learning, are rather accounted by them hinderances to the work of God's Church, than any
ways contributing to it. Nay, they are arrived
to a pitch above the Scriptures themselves, which
they look upon as a dead letter in comparison of
the light within them, the witness, the anointing
which they have received from above, which is
the only measure with them of truth and falsehood,
of good and evil. The colour, which these enthusiasts derive for this their notion from the letter
-of some passages of the Old and New Testament,
would quite vanish, if they would but take care to
distinguish between the effects of the Spirit,
which belonged to the converting of the world,
and those which were to be His constant permanent operations among such as were already
Christians.
There is no one will deny but the
Apostles, and those in their times, had these inspirations, these revelations they speak of: and
the texts, that they produce, are some of them
plain proofs that those promises were made good.
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They did see visions, and were endowed with other, that we shall not be at a loss. And thereextraordinary talents of wisdom and knowledge, fore to pretend to the Spirit in these days, either
without human methods, and might expect parti- for preaching, or praying, or prophesying, or
cular impulses of the Holy Ghost upon occasions, denouncing God's judgments, or for any other
where they wanted either light or direction ; and thing, in such a way as implies immediate inspiall this was indeed little enough for the discharge ration
or to set up a light within us, contrary
of that great work they had upon their hands, to the light of reason, or different from the light
namely, the bringing of the world orer from Ju- of Scripture without us, is the extreme of foil/,
daism and heathenism to Christianity. But that enthusiasm and madness." M.].
being done once, and the Gospel of Christ, and
[The ckrum is 1. a general gift, vouchsafed to all
Christians;
all things pertaining to it, being plainly left in
2. not transient but permanent;
writing by the Apostles or Apostolical men, as
need
8.
leads
them into all truth ;
would
from
henoeforward
no
of
there
be
4. moves them to the practice of
those assistances of the Spirit, so it would be a
all the precepts of Chrirt
Tain thing to expect them. We are not to desire
6. assures them of their Christian
those immediate revelations, nor to expect that
privileges; (children of God,
God should vouchsafe them, if we prayed for
members of Christ and inherithem. God hath declared all His will, that is
tors of the kingdom of heaven);
necessary for us to know, by our Saviour and
6. teaches them in all things; they
His Apostles: and the rules which they have
given us, together with our own natural light and
are therefore disoiples and
learners all the days of their
reason, and the other outward means and helps
life;
of instruction, which are every day at hand
among us, are sufficient, abundantly sufficient, to
7. preserves their fellowship with
the Father and with the Son;
guide and direct us, both as to belief and prac(abide).
tice, through all the cases and emergencies that
can ordinarily happen to us. And in extraordi8. and makes them the Temples
of God.—M.].
nary oases God will take care, some way or
;

—

HI.

PRINCIPAL PART THE SECOND.
Chaptir

II.

29—V.

12.

HE THAT IS BORN AGAIN

(OUT) OF (THE BEING OF) GOD THE RIGHTEOUS (H. 29) IS A
MIRACLE OF HIS LOVE NOW AND HEREAFTER (III. 1-8), IS BOUND BY HIS WILL
(III. 4-lOa), ESPECIALLY TO PRACTISE BROTHERLY LOVE (III. 106-18), IS BLESSED
BEFORE HIM AND IN HIM (III. 19-24), TRYING LIKE GOD THE FALSE SPIRITS (IV.
1-6), HE ENJOYS THE LOVE OF GOD AND EXHIBITS BROTHERLY LOVE (IV. 7-21),
HE TRIUMPHS OVER THE WORLD AND IS SURE OF ETERNAL LIFE (V. 1-12).

1.

The leading thought:

29
is

He

If ye know that he
born of him. 1

Vena 20.

that it born again of

is

righteous, ye

Ood

know

1

the Righteous doeth righteousness. Ch.

ii.

29.

that* every one that doeth righteousness

:
'« If ye know that He la righteous, know ye."
The Imperative is found in the margin of B. T„
Wicl. Tynd. Cranm. Rhemiah, Syriac. Latin (except Pagn. Beza), German. Dutch. Italian and French
versions, and adopted by the authorities cited below jn Ezeytt. and CriL M.]
* /cat after or t and before irat is the reading of A. G. Sin., many cursives and versions. M Ogus
*•
nulla causa erat ; ex Johannit vero utuesL" (TischendorC who omits it in his 7th edition). [If
genuine it serves " to mark the congruity of the inference and the premise," as JSbrard observes.—M.)
u that also every one that doeth the righteousness hath boen born of Him."—
[» German : retaining «c al :

\}

German

—

«*

The

subject of 6inaioc is

not specified.

It

has

to be ascertained either from the connection with
the preceding verses, or from the verse itself.
On this point Sander very justly lays down the
Canon: "If ducaio? designates Christ, c£ avrov
But if the latter is impossible,
refers to Him.

that

is,

if

dixatog also

ceding verses containing reference to Christ; H
the beginning of a new section. Hence this
verse, standing alone, must be explained by itself, and the question of the subject has to be
determined from an examination of the verse itis

BXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

e£ avrov must be referred to God,
must designate God." There is no

formal connection of this verse with the pre-

Hence there is no warrant for an outward
occasion of a reference to Christ, especially since
the oneness of the Father and the Son. of God
and Christ, is everpresent to the mind of John,
so that he frequently and easily passes from the
one to the other without a special indication of
such transition. Nor can we gather from the
self.
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word SUatoc whether the reference is to Christ weighs the former and constrains us to take
To this must still
or to God, for it is applied to God in ch. i. 9 and yivAoicere in the Imperative.
But l£ avrov yeyiwnrai be added the sense of the verb and the verse.
to Christ in oh. ii. 1.
yevvfordai
of
The
verb
The
idea
etc
yivfoiutv denotes an activity ever deepdecides the point.
Xpurrov or riicua Xptarov notwithstanding Spe- ening, quickening and enlarging, the knowing
liii.
zxii.
(eldkvai)
Ps.
ix.
grows
thus into experimental knowing
10;
81
6;
ner's reference to Is.
The truth is the object of all knowex. 3; Matth. ix. 2; Jno. xiii. 88; Heb. ii. 17 {yiv&oKetv).
occurs nowhere. But ytyewnfUvoc kic rov &eov ing, and the Christian shall be led into all truth,
occurs ch.

iii.

9;

v.

18

cf.

w.

1.

4;

ch. iv. 7;

and rixva &tov in the very next Terse ch. iii. 1
consequently: he is born of (out of) God. '* JusWe have therefore
tut justum gignit " (Bengel}.
the valid conclusion God is righteous, he that
is born of (out of) God doeth righteousness.
[Like beget* like,
M.]. Hence Christ is neither
the subject of diitaioc and kjj avrov (a Lapide, Bengel, Rickli, Frommann, al.), nor Christ the subject of 'dlnawc and God the subject of i£ avrov
SStorr, Lucke, Heubner al.); but God is the subect of dUatoc and k% avrov (Neander, Kostlin,
:

—

Dusterdieck, Ebrard, Huther, al.).
that
is rightYsr. 29. If ye
eous. Besides what has been said on dlxatog at
ch. i. 9 ; ii. 1, we have further to add that if God
is ayiog as to His Essence, He is dUatoc as to His

know

—

He

and just because He is ay&irn (oh. iv. 16),
His energizing Will aims at the revelation of His
holiness in laws at once agreeable to the holiness
of His Being and adjusted to the nature and destination of His creatures, for whose benefit they
are enacted, showing how His words are to be
kept and His promises to be fulfilled, and how
those who obey Him are to be rewarded and those
who disobey him are to be punished. Legislation, denunciation and promise, punishment and
reward, redemption and the forgiveness of sins
are the acts and exhibitions of His ducawdvvn,
which is the energy of His holy love directed
outwardly, or the energy of His love conjoined
with His holiness. Accordingly there is no
righteousness whatever outside of God, or separate from God and His energizing, so that He is
not only the prototype and original, but also the
primordial source of all human righteousness.
This is an important object of Christian knowledge, which, whilst it may indubitably be presupposed in the case of all Christians, is not
always and readily found in the desired strength
and purity in individual Christians. Hence tav
sldfjre.
The Apostle appeals to the consciousness
of the Church, desiring not to teach anything
new but to render their knowledge vital and
fruitful.
[Hollaz: "Justitia Dei est attributum
divinum kvepynr ik6v> vi cufus Deus omnia qum
doing,

sum legi sunt conformia, vult et agit; creaconvenient^ leges prssscribit, promissa facta
hominibus implet t bonos remuneratur et impios punit"
M.T.
ye. Since it is grammatically correct
(Runner II., p. 550) that such a supposition may
be followed either by the Imperative or the Indicative of a chief tense, especially of the Future, the prominent use of the Indicative Future, which is very nearly related to the Imperative, renders it highly probable that our ycvteicere
is the Imperative.
Now since we read at ch. v.
16 (referred to by de Wette and Diisterdieok)
lav oldafjLtv
oldafiev, but in the verse immediately
succeeding ch. iii. 1, Idere (to which Huther calls
attention), the latter consideration decidedly outmternse
turis

—

Know

—

that is, he is to know thoroughly, to pass on from
one point which he knows and whereof he has
cognition, to another [and a deeper knowing and
insight M.] even by the aid of the Holy Spirit.
If ye know that He is righteous, ye know riot
yet, but are to know that
Hence we must not
construe here in the Indicative (Beza, Bengel,
Diisterdieok, Ewald, Neander and al.) but in the
Imperative (Vulgate, Grotius, de Wette, Lucke,
Ebrard, Huther and al.).
That also every one who doeth righteousness has been born (out) of Him.—
Kal indicates the relation of appurtenance and
congruity of the second to the first thought. It
does not belong, however, to ytvAoicere, as if only
expressing a logical relation ( Duster dieck) : if ye
know— then ye know also (Neander) ;' but it belongs to the subject, was 6 irotCw, and sets forth

—

f

—

.

the relation of the two truths : God is righteous,
and every one who doeth righteousness, is born
of God. We have here to do with a real relation.
'0 ttoicjv r%v 6ikoioovv7jv is he that has the
diKotoovvri within himself and causes it to be oper-

—

ative in his walk, his works, his words, his conduct and thinking, in his judgment, attitude,
bearing and appearance, to come forth and become perceptible in himself. Doing is here not
a merely outward and isolated act but an activity
continuous and connected, having as much
respect to the inward as to the outward, the
energy of something possessed inwardly, of a
gift received, of a communicated nature and life.
Uoiav is emphatic ; righteousness must be done,
and not only lauded, confessed, preached, known,
felt and believed.
It may be done as yet imperfectly, in weakness, under repeated interruptions, but every Christian must and does do righteousness, nac "omnis et solus" (Bengel). Nor
is it enough to do only some parts of this righteousness, respect must be had to the whole ryv
diKoioavvijv.
As to the nature of this SiKoioavvn
we have to think of the righteousness which comes
from God, passes before Him, is His and His
work. It is, therefore, a righteousness, Divine
as to its kind, an effluence of God's primordial
righteousness, from God Himself. It manifests
itself in obedience to the Divine commandments,
in shunning sin, in striving after holiness, in
love of the brethren, in the life and growth of
faith ; and although much be wanting in its full
exhibition and its perfection lie far remote, still
this is the righteousness here referred to. Com-

pare iroulv

Twy

Gon

Tiyv

-

aHfitiav ch.

xviii -

19

'»

!•

6 and jllT"!!?
Jt t:

i.

lTi - 1

;

Ps xiy 15 -—
-

-

This points to a powerful and specific cause and
condition, without which iroulv r^v dtKatoovvqv is
impossible and inconceivable : k$ avrov yeytwijrai
The Present noiQv, and the Perfect yeyivvfrrai denote the sequence; the first in order of existence
is : to be born of (out of) God, the second, which
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the effect and Result of the former, is: to do
Precisely this order was necessarily implied in the exposition of the substance of iroulv rijv duuuooinnn*. As with regard
to dinauoq the tarns Suuuooivn and nouiv -rift dusm-

the introduction to er the text of the next part
Its fundamental tone is 6utat6c. kern, parallel to
f&c for/, which is a further confirmation of the
presumption that God is the subject It is impossible to restrict the notion dUtuoc by the side ef
ooinnjv ha?e to be taken in a full and living sense, the inference which is here drawn from it, to
The justitia judtiialis. Hence we must not seek er
so likewise the phrase if abrov ycwaodat.
reference is consequently to a beginning life, a find an internal reciprocal relationship between
birth, a coming into existence (becoming) of the judgment, (to which v. 28 is supposed to refer,
something which did not or does not yet exist; but of which nothing is said, the r eference
not only a change or an improvement, but some- being simply to Christ's Advent), and rigkteovtthing altogether new and that out of Qod. The neu; we need not think of the judicial function
sense of the preposition if also, has doubtless to of the Divine righteousness nor of our being
be held fast ; out of Him, that is out of God's able to stand before the righteous Judge only
Self-own Holy Essence.
"Nasci ex Deo est natu- through doing righteousness. But John in conram Dei acquirere* 1 (Luther) or ** constituitur in cluding the first part with the strong consolaquadam participatione supernatural* esse dwtni" (de tion which on the ground of the walk in light,
Lyra), having received a new being or nature adverts with hopeful promise to the blessed desout of God (Spener), perfectly analogous to tination of Christians, passes from the repfad*
ylvqode ticlac Kotvovol floeuc, 2 Pet. i. 4.
Cf. in the Advent to the thought of the Sonship, of
Jno. iii. 8, 6, 6; i. 12, 18; Tit. iii. 6; Eph. iv. the hope, the glory and heritage of the children
There is a of God. This is the connection with what goes
28, 24; Rom. xii. 2; 1 Pet. i. 8, 28.
Divine seed (ch. iii. 9) in those who are born out before. The next main part of the Epistle is anaof God ; they have not become God, deified or lytically divided by the development of this
absorbed in God or God absorbed in them, but idea of a glorious birth out of God.
only partakers of the Divine nature, germ-like,
DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
like new-born babes, so that a beginning has
1. God's attribute of righteousness is not only
been made, but only a beginning, although the
beginning of a life, Divine, coming from and lead- energetically active, but also communicative.
2. The import of regeneration should be laid
ing to God, whose perfection is not wrought magically or by enchantment at one stroke, but is hold of by its indispensable consequence ; vis.:
subject to the law of Divinely appointed growth. iroselv rffv iuuuoobvqv, and even its nature defined
This birth out of God is a translation of man ae a beginning of a new, Divine life.
8. The vital power and root of a truly valid
from death to life (oh. iii. 14), brings him to the
Light of the world and gives him eternal life righteousness in our being and walking, Ik not in
(ch. v. 11, 20), and effects the blessed result that man as he is, but only in God, and out of God
God is in us and we in Him (ch. iv. 15), as the only in man as he has become a Christian.
children of God (ch. iii. 1, 2, 9, 10), out of God
is

the righteousness.

—

—

—

t
'

(ch.

iii.

10).

But

this is

miiller ("Amari a Deo" and u beneflcHs ab eo ornari," or introduce a foreign element, like that

of Hilgenfeld (a destiny and necessity of nature
represented in gnostico-dualistio manner), and
those which misapprehend or reverse the right
order in making the doing of righteousness the
condition of our adoption (Socinus, Episcopius,
Semler, al.); the false relation also of doing
righteousness to standing in the judgment (a Lapide, Emser, Estius) has to be excluded as irrelLiicke (2d ed.) says " properly one ought
evant.
to have expected bri vcac 6 yeyewtyUvoe k£ avrov
noiel rrjv diKotoobvrjv;" this is not correct although
the thought is correct per ae. John makes the
perceptible and cognizable nocelv ri)v duuuoovvqv
a sure token of the hidden life of the inner man,
which began with the birth out of God, of the
adoption, of the life out of which death cannot
destroy and which can glory against the judgment. The relation between yeycwTjaQai in tieoit
and iroulv rrjv 6ikcuoovvtiv is exactly like that between Koivuvtav lxttv //rr^ & £°v an^ neptirarelv fa

—

•

HOMILSTIOAL AND PRACTICAL.

brought about by means

We
of an ethical life-process (ch. iii. 9; v. 1).
become the children of God. But nothing is said
here on this point, or on the mediation of Christ
and faith in Him. We have therefore to set aside
all expositions, which weaken the thought, like
those of Socinus ("Dei similem e**e"j and Rosen-

—

Determine [find out experimentally
M.] what
thou knowest Not only every gift of God is
good and perfect, but both all the good, and all
,

—

perfection are the gifts of Him, the Righteous
one.—God gives and man not only hat but beM.l. God rulei
come* [comes into existence.
over thee and has His work in thee, that thou

—

—

—
may est beoome and remain His child. —Whatever
by
Divine prompts and impels the
which the Divine may be identified. —The
ethical,

is

cause

of regeneration
cal status is its

—

is

the righteous God, and an

mark and

ethi-

sign,

Spkneb
No man has by nature the power to
do right or to work righteousness, but it comes
only from his regeneration, from Christ, who
makes us strong by regeneration and His dwell:

ing in us.

—

Lah ok : The Gospel is careful with the law to
connect the righteousness of faith with the righteousness of life and therein lies a true mark of
a sincere evangelical preacher and a sincere evangelical hearer.

—

Believers are assured by their doing
they have become the children of God
by grace, that consequently they mayjoyfolly
appear before the judgment seat of God knowing
that no Father will suffer his children to be pot
to confusion of face, and in this faith and nndoubting hope they may joyfully take leave of
ry fori in ch. i. 6.
Connection with the preceding, and development in this world.
Bssssb: The Apostle's rejoicing over tat
the sequel.
The rich and independent thought is

—

Starke

:

right, that

—
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present power of the children of God over sin
as it were, a ladder on which he ascends to
the glory that is still reserved for them; and the
hope of this future glory impels him once more
to charge his little children to use with all diligence the Christian virtue already accorded to
them, uninfluenced by the seducers who pretended to be able to see the Lord without holiness.
Those who do God's com[Ezbk. Hopkins
mandments, have a right of heirship and inheritance unto eternal life. For they are born of
God and therefore heaven is their patrimony,
their paternal estate: for the Apostle saith
'< Every one that doeth righteousness is born of
God," and if they are born of God then according
to St Paul's argument Rom. viii. 17 : " If chilis,

:

—

2.

1-8.
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dren, then heirs; heirs of God and joint- heirs
with Christ," who is the "heir of all things."
The trial of thy legitimacy, whether thou art a
true and genuine son of God will lie upon thy
obedience to His commands, for "in this the
children of God are manifest and the children of
the devil; whosoever is born of God does not
commit sin ... and whosoever doeth not righteousness is not of God." 1 Jno. iii. 9. 10. Now
if by our obedience and dutifulness, it appears,
that we are indeed the children of God, our
Father will certainly give us a child's portion;
and that is no less than a kingdom. So saith our
Saviour Luke xii. 82; "Fear not, little flock : for
it is your Father's good pleasure to give you the
kingdom."—M.].
.

The glory of

the Sonthip.

Chaptbb. IIL 1-8.

Behold, what manner of love the Father hath bestowed upon us1 that we should he
God4 therefore the world knoweth us not, because it knew him
Beloved, now are we the sons of God 5 and it doth not yet appear6 what we shall
2 not.
be: but7 we know that when he shall appear8 we shall be like him; for9 we shall see
3 him as he is. And every man that hath this hope in him10 purifieth himself, even as
he is pure 11
1

1

,

called the sons* of

:

,

,

.

Terse 1 iftlftttccr B. 0. Sin ; others, A. G. S6*>k**. [German : " hath given."— M.]
* if ii t ¥ A. C. Bin ; others read vixlv; so B. K. [The latter reading probablj originated in the reference to
the 2 pen. Plural ; I ««r« M.j
[•Greek: riitva 0«o£; German: "children of God ;" the Article is superfluous and unauthorized and
"children" is decidedly preferable to "son*."— MJ
tjcai itrikiv after * Aij0w /* e* is inserted by A. B. G. Sin ; many cursives and versions. Vulg.: ettimut;
others ; et sumut. Erasmus took it to be an addition ; the Recept. omitted it. The false translation of
the Vulgate was a stumbling-block to many, also Luther, and they omitted the words accordingly.
[The German retains xai « <r p 4 r and renders in an Independent clause : " and v>e art (it i. e. God's
children)." Oecumenins explains: i&*>**v "hft-lv rdxva
yvitrBai re *ai KAi)0yra 4 and TheophyUct: yvivBai r« nal Xoy%<rB^vat.. The authorities are decidedly in favour of

—

ohov

—

the genuineness of the addition. MJ
Terse 2 p r i k v a $ e o v ; German : " children of God."—MJ
[•German "and it hath not yet become manifest.^ Lillte: "A Passive verb with or without an adjective,
is employed by Syr.; Dutch, Italian verts a Aug. Beza, Hammond, Pearson, Berleb. Bible, Bengol," and
many others. He himself renders : " and it hath not yet been manifested ;" the German seeks to retain
the Aorlst in preference to the Perfect, but it is difficult to do so in Idiomatic English. M.]
* G. K. insert 6 i after oliapt.tr. [A. B. 0. Sin. al. omit it ; the insertion may be readily accounted for by
the apparent contrast with the preceding. The German omits 8« and begins a new sentence thus:
" Weknmo etc."—M.l
\* + Avtp»9j}, German: " when it shall be manifest ;* Lillie: '• when it shall be manifested" and in para£hrase : " when the mystery of our future being is unveiled, this is what shall be disclosed : * tee shail
s like lft*V whatever of glory and blessedness that involves—
.]
[•German M teea«ss."—M.l
Terse 8 PpGerman u on Him" in lieu of the ambiguous and deceptive u in him n of E. Y. M.]
German: "halloweth himself even as He b holy."—M.]

—

M

—

p

SXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

s

Origin of the adoption.* v. la.
Via. la. Behold 1 John desires to call the
attention of his readers to their filial state,
(Mark xiii. 1 ; Jno. i. 29), not without his own
amazement at its glory, whereof, he himself, as a

—

Would

not be well to coin the word child-ship after
the analogy of son-ship, fellow-ship, friend-ship, etcJ The
word rendered «• adoption " denotes " chddthip* and for the
want of such a word in English the terms M sonship"—
1

it

"adoption " have been used for the

German

« Klndschaft."

child of God, had made experience and therefore
he uses in the sequel r/fuv not vfdv. The former
(noted only by Augustine, Sander and Huther)

should be combined with the latter (to which
Lyra and Grotius call attention), so that the
right view lies not midway between these two
thoughts (Dusterdieck), but in their combinati on.

What manner
given to

—

of love the Father hath

us. Uorairdg, of frequent occurrence
in the New Testament, and (according to Buttmann, Lexioog. 125, 802) probably derived from
tow, irddev, and and (no-an6$) with an inserted 6
(jpro-d-ire, pro-d*ee*e) t and properly ought to be
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written irodairSc, as it used to be written formerly,
denotes literally wherefromf whence t cujasf The
question relates to extraction and race. Descent
So Luke i.
and quality are inquired after.
29: irorarrdc elij 6 aonaop6s\ Matth. viii. 27:
Descent and extraction are
irorax6s iartv ovrog.
wholly lost sight of and there remains nothing
but kind and quality. Luke viL 89; 2 Pet. iii.
In the last passage the word
11 ; Mark xiii. 1.
Hence it
slightly touches the sense of quantus.
is wrong to translate " qualem et quantum amorem**
(Socinus, Episcopius, Estius), what or "how
great love" (Lucke, de Wette, Sander, Ewald)
although we may admit that the signification of
"qualis" plays into that of "quantus" (S.
Schmidt, Dtisterdieck, Huther). Luther renders
very well: " what glorious, sublime love !" The

—

The
quality has, at any rate, to be retained.
however, of its being undeserved is not implied in iroran fp> (Calvin), but rather in jftiv, indignis, inimicis, peccatoribus (a Lapide), just as the
ayairq and its nature involves the idea of its greatness, even as the strength and greatness, the intensiveness and extensiveness of love are concentrated in Jno. iii. 16: oirog pydmfaev 6 defy.
Luther pertinently observes in his Scholia:
"Usus est Johannes tingulari verborum pondere:
non dicity dedisse nobis deum donum aliquod, sed ipsam caritatem etfontem omnium bonorum, cor ipsum,
idque non pro operibus aut studiis nostris, sed gra~
fact,

tuito."

*A.yAn7j

does not

mean

caritatis

munus

(Beza), effeclus, documentum, beneficium, token or
proof of love (Socinus, Episcopius, Grotius, Spener, Neander, al.); this is occasioned by dkdoizv.
"non modo destinavit et contulitf sed
Bengel:

God has not only given in love,
has given love itself, made it our own,
absolutely given it to us so that His love is now
[a Lapide explains ay&irm* in the R. C.
ours,
ttiam exhibuit."

but

He

interest, thus:

"I

«.

charitatem turn activam (ac-

tum amoris Dei quo nos mire amal), turn passivam
Videte
nobisque a Deo communicatam et infusam.
quantum charitatem nobis—prsutitit et exhibuit
Deus, cum charitatem creatam nobis dedit, et infudit,
Calvin's
quia filii Dei nominamur et sumus"

—

—

turn

lies

"Quod

hardly in the Apostle's expression

dicit

datam

esse caritatem, signjficat:

merse esse liberalitatis, quod nos Deus pro
bet."
M.j. The Apostle, writing from

—

filiis

hoc
ha-

a sense
and consciousness of the adoption, says 6 nari)p
and thus points to the sequel.
That we should be called children of
God.— A3 we have not art as in Matth. viii. 27,
not merely to the substance, the
standing fact that we are called God's children
(in opposition to S. Schmidt, Episcopius, al.); as
we have not ottut, as in Jno. xi. 57, the reference
is not purely telic, as maintained by Lange,
Lucke, de Wette, Bruckner, Neander, al., who
are compelled to specify as the gift of love something which is not contained in the text, e. g. that
of God sending the Son in order to indicate the
purpose of our sonship. But being God's children is not a gift shortly to be communicated,
not simply a present fact, but a task and problem,
a fact only in process of becoming, only gradually
accomplishing, not a creation of instantaneous
occurrence or an immediately finished act of
creation, but a work of God passing through different stages of development, and a history of
the reference

is

man, a life wrought by God in man from a beginning to a high end, like the forgiveness of sins.
Hence here, as in ch. i. 9, Xva signines==that wa
should be called. Our adoption by the Father is
the substance and aim of His love. KaXdodai
(Jno. ii. 23 : o*Oof &eov hOJftrj does not denote a
predicate without substance, a name without a
meaning or an empty title, for He that calls us
children is God, and the blessed and glorious
spirits in heaven. Then we are called so by men,
by the brethren in earnest, by the world in
mockery. " Where God gives names, He always
gives also the being [the thing signified by the
name M.]." Besser. We have not the name of
children without the sonship, even as we do act
only call God Father; He if also our Father. Bat
the acknowledgment of this sonship given by
God and exhibited in the life, is here brought
out.
Although Augustine is wrong ( " kic non est
discrimen inter did et esse"), yet is Calvin right
("inanis titulus esse non potest").
Hence the
Greek commentators explain : eidere yap bn idoKtv $fdv riitva avrov yeviodat re xal Ktefirpai. (Oeenmenius), or ko\ XoyioOqvai (Theophyl.). Baumgarten-Crusius and Neander after him, explains
KoXeloOat with reference to Jno. i. 12, by efovoiav
Ixciv yev&otiai, but this is only the presupposition of
KoXeloOat and it is not said that we should have
the right to call ourselves children.
The position riKva tieov indicates the notion of the sonship, the choice of the word ri/cva instead of oof
the beginning, the birth, the dependence, and
the Genitive tieoit instead of avrov the glory and
highness of this sonship. Bengel: "Quidmajut,
quam Deusf quss proprior neccssitudo, quamfitiutt
are! This adjunction, externally
testified and internally required, is neither a
gloss nor governed by tva (Vulgate "et simus")
but an independent sentence 'designed to give
special prominence and testimony to the reality
of the sonship and the essence of the name ; it is
the gladsome expression of the certainty and of
the consciousness founded on experience respecting this gift, although not exactly a triumphant
exclamation over a hostile world. The assumption of Ebrard that Kfafl&pev indicates the relation of God to us and kafihf our relation to God,
the former the fact of His being reconciled, the
latter that of our changed nature and renovation,
is unfounded.
Both, indeed, are implied but not
thus separated and distributed.
Antithesis of the Sonship v. 16.

—

—

—

And we

—

Therefore the world

knoweth us not—

Aid tovto refers back to what goes before: Because we are the children of God, the world
knoweth us not. The Apostle mentions a necessary consequence of our being children of God,
viz.: the world knoweth us noL
He desires
neither to meet an objection of believers (S.
Schmidt), nor to express a ground of consolation
[with respect to tho persecutions to which they
are exposed on the part of the world M.] (Lather,
Grotius, de Wette, Lilcke al.), but to adjoin an
ever-recurring truth of our experience [1 shook!
prefer to say with Huther that the Apostle here
describes the contrast between believers, r«n*
#«w, and the world and the greatness of the love of
the Father who gave them that endearing name.
M.]. 'Hfiac denotes the relation and attitude,
the nature and walk of the children of God, not
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On 6 k6ouoc
external personality or relation.
compare notes on ch. ii. 15, and on yiv6oKetv
notes on ch. ii. 8.
"The essence of the notion 6
tiapoc according to John's manner of thinking is
antagonism to- God ; this, and not the consideration of the numerical strength and influence of
those who were opposed to the few and obscure
Christians, and without being properly godless
were wont to judge every thing by the standard
of worldly wisdom (Episcopius),
is the basis
of the Apostle's argument."
(Diisterdieck).
ya&OKuv signifies a knowing which moves the
whole man, rests on personal experience, voluntary agreement and lively interest, and agrees
with the frame of mind, and the bias of life. The
world does not understand Christians, seeks no
intercourse with them, takes no part with them,
or stands by them, and has no liking for them :
all this is involved in oh yiv&OKCtv and signifies
does not know them [thoroughly or experimentally; the world has no conception of the spiritual nature of Christians.
M.]. Cf. v. 18; Jno.
xvL 88; xv. 20, 21. Hence the explanations of
Grotius "non ag nose it pro *mw," Semler "rejicit,

—

—

—

—

reprobat" Baumgarten-Crusius and others=/u<ra,
This relation subsisting between an
are wrong.
ungodly world and the children of God the
Apostle further explains in the following proposition:

Because it knew Him not. 'On docs not
depend on Sta rovro; John's purpose is to explain
how it happens that the world does not understand the Christians, because they are children
of God, and he observes accordingly that the fault
lies not with the children of God, but it is the
fault of the world itself, because it has not known
God. TivdxjKeiv of course must be taken here in
the same sense as in the former clause and,
neither=cre<fcre in Deum (S. Schmidt), Txor=n6sse
doctrinam, curare divinam legem, jussa Dei obtervare
(Episcopius), but " the whole contrast in mind
and bias, also hatred and persecution" (de
Wette) are embraced in the world's not knowing
God, both with reference to the children of God
and to God Himself. The conclusion is valid:
owe lyvu rbv viotierfoavra (Oecumenius), therefore
oh ytv6oicci r& riicva avrov.
Hence avrov must designate God and not Christ. Because we are born
of God, and have been made partakers of the Divine nature, the world knoweth not us, which did
not know God.
The change of tense in yiv6oicet
and kyvu must not be overlooked. The fact of the
world not knowing the children of God is conditioned by the fact of its not knowing God.
This
U the first, on which depends the second. The
knowledge of God is the ground of the knowledge
of man and the knowledge of the world, which
are not wanting in the children of God; selfknowledge also depends on it.
All these are
wanting where the knowledge of God is wanting;
there is wanting the knowledge and understanding of believers and personal knowledge
with respect to the whole and the general to
which people belong, and with respect to the
particular, even down to their own heart and nature.
They know nothing, not even, what they
do (Luke xxiii. 84).

—

The hope of the Soruhip. v. 2.

Vib.

2.

Beloved.

denotes a relation in

—This

address, ayaizrjrol,
is experienced,

which love

;

1-3.
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and in the present case experience of the love of
God, whose children they are, and of the love of
those with whom they are connected, and accordingly constitutes an antithesis to the preceding clause : We are children of God and therefore the world knoweth us not.
are we children of God. The
former kap&v culminates in riicva &eov and the
preceding particle vvv and is repeated after the

—

Now

parenthetical antithesis pointing first to the fact
that the world does not know the children of
God now, and secondly to the future. The context and position of vvv require it to be taken as
a particle of time (in opposition to de Wette:
now, pursuant to that purpose of love). Thus it
is emphatically asserted, that, notwithstanding
the opposition of the world, we are already the
children of God, although the glory of our sonship is still concealed and imperfect. So Liicko
and Diisterdieck against Huther [who denies a
reference to the preceding verse and considers
vvv used with respect to the future (ovico) to
indicate the present glory of the children of
God; adding that the Apostle before mentioning
the future glory, notices the fact that it is as yet
concealed.
M.].

—

And it
what we

hath not yet been manifested

—

shall be. Antitheses to the preceding are vvv and oviro, ioph> and iodpetia, riicva
tieov and r/, which is further 'answered by bpotot
airy, just as oIkcj e<pavepudq is carried further in
iav tyavepddy and 6L6a/iev continued in o^rf/iedo.
These antitheses, however, are not contraria, but
developments of the present riicva tieov iafiiv, the
development of the adoption into the inheritance.
The argument therefore is properly carried on
by Kal (in opposition to Beza, Grotius, Spener
and others, who construe kol as a Hebraism in
the sense of aXM), and 6k after 6L6apev is rightly
wanting (contrary to S. Schmidt, Liicke, Sander
and others). Qfaro itpaveptthj points to something
actually existing but as yet concealed.
For
(pavepovv means to make manifest, to bring to
light, so as to be open to sight and to be known
not from the word itself, but from the context it
has to be determined whether this manifestation
is to take place factually, by means of historical
development and events, or logically by means
of instruction and teaching; here the former
course is very distinctly marked (so Huther in
opposition to Ebrard) so also ch. ii. 19; Jno. ii.
11; vii. 4; xvii. 6; xxi. 1. The context in like

whom this manifestation is to
not explicitly stated. The prireference is here probably to the world,

manner implies
be made,

mary

to

if it is

the secondary to believers (Diisterdieck).
The
interrogative (rl eodpeOa) presents no difficulty,
and contains nothing to favour Ebrard's opinion,
since not only after verbs of knowing, inquiring
etc., and in direct questions, but also in cases
where classical writers would certainly have
used 5, n, the N. T. writers use the interrogative
pronoun; cf. Winer p. 181; Buttmann p. 216. On
the thought itself compare Col. iii. 8 (jJ £«j) vfiuv
r£ #e£) Rom. viii. 17
Kkupwrrai ovv rift Xptar<j>
tfcov, ovyicXqpov6fUH 6i
(el 6k riicva, Kal KXrjpov6uoi
Xptorov) and v. 18 (owe afui ra iratiqpara rov vvv
Kaipov irpbc ttjv pkXkovoav 66i-av anoKaXwpdfjvm eif
t)udc), also Gal. iv. 1 (ty boov xp6vov 6 K"hjpov6p.oc
vipu6s tori, ovdkv 6ta$ipei 6ov7wv Kvpioc n&vruv Cn>.)

h

—
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remember that what is said is: is ambiguous signifying both "stmUar** and
" it has not yet appeared what we shall be" and " equal." I have retained " like " in the text, but
not, that " we shall be something which as yet we given "similar" in brackets.
M.]. Of Christ
are not" ovttw negatives not the being, but the Paul says to elvai lea dey Phil. ii. 6 and His
having appeared, the being manifested. There is enemies: loov r$ defc Jno. v. 18. Luke calls uoi
It is important to

—

:

:

only one Divine sonship (child-ship) ; non danlur
gradus vidrTjro^ (Calov). But it has its status or
stages, its unfolding and development, the development of the inner being of a child of God and
the unfolding of their manifold privileges and
M The future already exists in the
possessions.
germ and is latent in the present" (Diisterdieck).
Augustine: "Quid est ergo, quod jam expectamus,
si jam filii Dei sumus f quidautemerimus aliud, quam
However different the future state may
/ilii Dcif"
be from the present and although we must distinguish the one from the other, the former is
This is the
not absolutely new [Huther M.].
force of oinu k^avepudij, which only brings out
and opens to sight that which is concealed, and
[Oecumenius:
this is the eopiv become lod/ietia.
r6 yap vvv adrjAov tftavepbv ycvfoerai, iks'ivov 6,iroKakviTTOfiivov.
bfioioi yap ai/Ty ava<pavkvre$ rb rffc
vloOeolag ?xifiirpbv napaarr/ffofiev. ol yap viol w&vreg
bfwiot r<t> narpi.
M.]. But what does that con-

—

—

sist in?

We know that when

fested,

we

shall

be like

it shall be
(similar to)

Oidafiev signifies certainty of

mani-

Him.—

knowing, not only

guess-knowledge ( Jachmann), and knowing par-

by the Apostles (Episcopius),
Christians (Calvin), by all of whom it is
said: rticva deov eopiv. The object of that knowticipated in not only

but by

all

ing is: bn bfioLoi avrQ ioCfieda. The occurrence
of this future condition is indicated by tav <pavt~
As we have tav and not brav the reference
puffy.
is not only to the time when (Socinus and aL),
but to the reality of the matter, cf. notes on ch.
Also Jno. xii. 32 xiv. 3 ; xvi. 7. The Vulii. 28.
gate gives the precise shade of thought : cum ap~
paruerit, bringing out the force of the Fut. exact.
applied in the Subj. Aorist. The subject of ^avepuOfj is t'l hod/ieda, which is clear from the unmistakable reference to k<j>avep6dq rl h6ue6a.
No
expositor has seriously thought of God, but several supply Christ (Augustine, Bede, Calvin,
Calov and others.). QavepovoOai tl hobyxBa coincides with the coming of Christ and quoad rem,
But
it is very possible to think here of Christ.
favtpovv would then have to be explained here of
His appearing in glory, whereas it is used in v.
5 of His appearing in the flesh and expressly
referred to Him by the demonstrative pronoun
kiulvos, and the same verb bad different subjects
in the two sentences immediately succeeding each
other.
We may admit here "the possibility of
that reference, the reality of which" is stated in
v. 6, but have to maintain with the greater number of expositors that the concinnity of the diotion requires us to supply to favepvdy the same
subject which belongs to ifavepASri, namely rl
eedjieda, especially since the latter is explained by
bfioLoi abrQ iodueda; the latter two as well as the
two forms of favepovodai are correlatives. Oecumenius excellently remarks : rd yap vvv adnlov
;

favepbv yevfyreraij hialvov aTroKoXxmroftivov: bpotoi
yap avr$ avafavevreg rb ryg vladeoiag %a/iirpbv
irapaffrfoopev.

ol yb\p viol

ir&vruc buoiot Ty icdrpi.

—

resembling, similar to and not=eqaal
to (Sander); it is not=Zcrof [the English "like"

'Oftovox is

;

—

—

rob deov \aayytkoi but not loot i9c<jj.
Recollect
the controversy of duoovoiov and dfiowbcwv.—
'Ofiotoc signifies similarity in external form and

appearance

Rev. iv. 3; cf. i. 13, 15; ix.
in kind and authority (Jno.
viii. 65 ;
Be v. xiii. 4 ; xviii. 18). It is certain
that "the creature will never become Creator"
(Luther I), and "Non erimus idem, quod Dew,
sed similes erimus Dei" (Luther. Schol.). That
the connection requires us to to apply atrry to
God and not to Christ, is clear and almost uni7, 10, 19),

(dpdeei,

and then

versally acknowledged ; hence Bengel says very
pointedly : "Deo, eujus sumus filii." Now although
the notion of resemblance 10 God is somewhat
vague, the question arises whether the context
does not shed light on the subject. Huther indeed rightly observes that commentators are not
warranted in arbitrarily restricting it, but the attempt of deriving more light from the context
must not be absolutely repudiated. Much will
depend on the right understanding of the adjoined sentence.
shall see
Because
as
is.—
The annexation by bn points to a casual relation
of resemblance to God and seeing God. This is
almost universally acknowledged.
Hence it is

we

Him

He

wrong to take bn=aX?xi koI (Oecumenius), or=
ore koI (Scholiast. II.), or^=e* (Luther, &&>*.),
for this disturbs and negatives the internal relation of the two. Nor does bn describe the " Jfodus hujus transformationis" (Lyra). It is most
natural to take the internal relation of resemblance to God and seeing God, so that the came of
resemblance to God lies in seeing God : we shall
be similar to God, because we shall see Him face
to face. For grammatically and dialectically this
course is pointed out to us. We shall be similar
to Him, because we shall see Him, says the Apostle, and not : brpdpeda avrovf on bfxotot avr$ foduda
(Diisterdieck).
The resemblance to God is the
end of the love of God, and not the seeing God
which is simply the instrument of the former. Cf.
Jno. xvii. 24. As ytvfoiutv conduces to having
(i^tv), so seeing God effects the being, and more
particularly the being similar to Him. Hence
the internal relation of the two is reversed if bn
is supposed to add only a " testimonium out signum similitudmis " (Carpaov), not the oause of it,
or if the seeing God is taken as the effect, from
which is inferred the oause, resemblance of God
(Calvin, Socinus, Episcopius, Rickli).
Nor nay
we infer with Huther that because we shall see
Him, therefore we know now (oldauev) that we
shall be similar to Him; particularly as that
knowledge rests on the sonship, which is a fact,
and the word of promise given to the children of
God. But this seeing must be taken in the full acceptation of the word, a real perfect seeing in the
resurrection-body, and not only a real knowing

The

believer is in the ff&pa irvevuarucdv (1 Cor. xv.
44) and sees face to face (1 Cor. xiii. 12); it is
" maxime practica visio, summi boni aiafrrpis ptemtsima " (J. Lange). The object of this seeing is
God, ko06c iori : "As He is not only in His Image
etc., but in Himself and in His Being, His perfect

—
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Such a seeing of
majesty and glory (Spener).
God is a real ground of resembling God according to Eev. xxii. 4 : koI b^fovrai rb irpbooirov avrov

hallow himself, surrenders that hope in ingratitude.
For nac 6 lx(JV is omnis et solus; " Every
one—and only such an one ; for as this hope (v. 2)
ml rb bvofia avrov kirl rdv per uttov peculiarly and exclusively belongs to* the chilavrov. 2 Cor. iiL 18: ijuelq avaKeKoAvfifiiixp dren of God, they and they only enjoy the power
irpotx6ay rift 66%av icvpiov Karoirrpt£6ftevoi tijv avrt)v of such a hope whether it is to exhibit itself in

—

e'tK&va

fterapopfobfuOa curb 66^rjq elf d6£av> Kaddirep
Hence Bengel: "ex aspeetu

airb xvpiov irvev/iaroq.

timiltiudo."

Spener:

"The

seeing

is

the cause

So likewise de Wette, Neander,
Diisterdieck, Ebrard. The seeing God must react
on him who sees by glorifying him into that which
is the object of his seeing,, making him similar to
Him whom he sees. Thus is fulfilled the promise that we shall be deiaq koivuvoI fbaeoc (2 Pet.
i. 4).
Hence we must not think with Ebrard of
" the light-nature of God," or with de Wette of
"the 66§a of God," and still less with S. Schmidt
of the likeness."

and Diisterdieck only of ch. ii. 29: 6tmU>q hortv,
but rather with the Greek expositors (ovpjiaotXtvaopev km owdogaodfoopev abr<f>) also of our
joint inheritance with Christ, since ch. ii. 28
(cf. Bom. viii. 17;
2 Tim. ii. 12) suggests as
much, and we may say with Luther that we have
become lords of sin, of death and the devil. But
although Calov clearly passes the bounds of exegesis in his dogmatical thought ("rations mentis
sapientia, ratione voluntatis sanctilate etjusttiia, ration* corporis immortalitate, rations utriusque gloria

seterna deo similes erimus"), those who
are held fast in the enlightenment of the understanding by no means do justice to the text ; and
of these men Oertel caps the climax in his philosophical exposition: *'I believe that the reference here is simply to the higher perfection of
the knowledge of the Christian religion and the
sense to be as follows: Some day, after several
el felicitate

sanotification, as here, or to afford patienee and
viii. 14 sqq.; 23 sqq.)" (Diisterdieck), and h? avr$ *• e- & eV denotes " the ful-

joyfulness (Rom.

crum " (Huther), or still better "the real foundation of this hope" (J. Lange), the ground and
soil out of which it grows up, so that S. Schmidt
rightly observes: "Deus gignit spem." Grotius
weakens the thought: "Sicut Deus earn spem vult
concipL" Besides kXm&tv eir* avr^t (God) occurs
Rom. xv. 12 and,
irtovrov adqMrtrri, ahX kv t£
&cy 2 Tim. vi. 17, although txELV eXnlSa
cum
dot., occurs only here .and with etc debv Acts
xxiv. 15.
'0 ix(JV *%» fovM* is not the same as
b €\ir%av t the latter denoting only the act of hope,
but the former describing' hope as a permanent
property, as a fixed possession, so that the aot of

M

M

—

•

is uninterrupted and lasting.
Hence it
neither necessary nor correct to explain i;t«i>,
as holding fast or preserving (Benson, Spener),
or to take here eXiciSa as the object of hope, that
which one is objectively entitled to hope (Ebrard).
T#v eAiri6a tovtqv naturally leads us to think of
This was v. 2 the object and
bfioioi avr$ eadfteOa.
substance of oldapev. Now it is designated by
ixeiv rijv iXirida ravrrjv erf avr$ as the object of a
yearning desire in the power of God, in order' to
bring out the purifying reaction in our earthly
life.
The mere kfari&w would be incongruous
with the ayvlfrtv iavrbv, which is affected and to
be effected. Primarily, however, this hope and
self-sanctification only are here connected (Hof,mann), but the state of having hope and participation in this hope are presupposed in the case
of the acts of snch sanctifying of oneself.
"Qui

hoping

is

generations and centuries, mankind, which as
yet clings overmuch, to the spirit of coarseness,
will be more enlightened, ennobled and happy
and thus by means of the more perfect light that habet hone spem et credit, se essefilium Dei, et exis to rise, attain to a perfect knowledge of the pectat donee fides sua reveletur, is sine dubio ita ocplan of God and the purpose of Jesus.
Ah, John, cendetur spe ilia, ut se purified, nee involvat se sorif thou hadst had a presentiment of the bloody
dibus carnis, sed carnem mortificabit" (Luther^.
Nicaades, Costnitiiades, Dragoonades, edicts, etc. Self-sanctification necessarily combined with

—

and the times when thousands were slaughtered
honour of religion! But—thy presentiment
of the education of mankind in religion, virtue
and philanthropy will yet be perfected by the
Providence of the Almighty Father." [Augustine Tract in Ep. Jno. iv. 5) who however un(
derstands o»ry and avrov of Christ, exclaims:
"Ergo visuri sumus quondam visionemf fratres,

—

in

quam nee oculus vidit, nee auris mudmt, nee in cor
hominis ascendit : visionsm quondam, visionem prmcsUentem omnes pulehritudines terrenas t auri, argenti,

nemorum atque camporum, pulchritudinem maris

et aerisy pulchritudinem soils et lunrn, pulchritudinem
angelorun, omnia superantem, quia ex ipsapulchra
sunt omnia."— M.].

The power of this hope.

And

v. S.

every one that hath this
hope on Him, hailoweth himself.— With
mi which is not—rofo, John annexes the sentence
Via.

8.

Christian hope (de Wette) is its effeetus (Hunnius).
Hope is the mother of sanotification, not the reNor is sanotificaverse, as Grotius maintains.
tion the condition of the fulfilment of this hope
Roman
Catholic
(Liioke and several
comment*^
tors), nor must we find here the combination of
both views (Schlichting, Episcopius). %±yv%liv

from dyv6e=*a#ap6\ (Suidas), Tiilt£ (Numb.
21 ; vi. 2, 8 ; Ps. xi. 7) clean, pure; applied
in the New Testament to wisdom f Ja* iii. 47),
to one fulfilling a vow (Acts xxi. 24, 26; xxiv.
18), to the Christian walk (1 Pet. i. 22; Jas. iv.
8; 2 Cor. vi. 6; 1 Tim. v. 22), and to the ohaste(Tit ii. 6; 2 Tim. iv. 12; v. 2; 2 Cor. xL 2). It
signifies accordingly kfavdepta itavrbe pokvojtov
viii.

aapfcdg koI irvehfiaroe

fPhavorinus), # tQv dpaprif-

Hence it is the*
fidruv atroxn (Clement. Alex.).
opposite of impure, and aytos the opposite of proexpressing "the moral effect of Christian hope" fane, although the latter denotes inward impurity
(ttuther), which although it contains an exhorta- and the former outward profanity [pollution] astion in point of sense, yet formally expresses it a consequence and in a secondary sense.
The
til a fact and that more emphatically, since it inreference to God, who is duuuoc and whom we are
timates in decided terms that he who does not to resemble, necessitates us not to restrict the
26
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meaning of hyvifav to cattificars (Augustine), bat
a wider sense like KaOapifav (ch. i.

to take it in
7,

9A

vitiosis,

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

"Hoc non tantum

inteUigendum

est,

de ilia turpitudine carnis
sed de omnibus passionibus animi

ira, avaritia,

invidia, odio, tuperbia, glorirn

1.

is

a

The

state of our being the children of God
gift of the preeminent love of God ; this is a

point to be insisted upon in opposition to Pelagius
all Pelagian errors.
A chaste exegesis requires us not to go beyond this general character
of
this passage and neither to beat (with Calvin)
ward life. The exhortations of Peter (2 Pet. iii.
18, 14) and Paul (2 Cor. vii. 1) are analogous in with it "the sophists" who postulate the foreseen
future
dignity of those whom God adopts, nor te
point of matter.
The Present denotes uninterrupted self-purification (Beza, Spener, Grotius, find here the Lutheran principle "regenerate
al.), because the Divine life in us constantly en- prseceda fidemj* while the (German) Reformed
counters impurity and unrighteousness and be- hold : "fides prsccedit regenerationem. " Here is
cause these must be done away (Diisterdieck). simply the assertion of the prevenient love of the
But this self-purification does not proceed from Father as the cause of our adoption, as in
our own self in the same manner as it bears upon ch. iv. 10.
But not only from God, but from God only,
2.
it ; hence there is no avrbc by the side of iavr6v.
Augustine pointedly says in this respect: "Quis from God exclusively proceedeth all the divine life,
non castifieat nisi Deus f Sed Deus te nolentem non which passes before him. Our life of faith takes
us back to Him, the Father, whose 'Nature is
castifieat. Ergo quod adfungis voluntalem tuam Deo,
eastificas te ipsum.
Castificat te, non de te, sed de love.
8.
Christianity brings not new information
illo, qui venit, ut habitct in te.
Tamen quia agis
ibiaUquid vohtntate, ideo et tibi aliquid tributum est" but a new life, not a new doctrine but a new
The power, the impulse and initiative of self- nature, which like the natural, bodily birth has
purification do not reside in the liberum arbitrium however its growth and development from the
of man, but in that on which rests the hope hidden, germ-like beginning to the most glorious
perfection.
which impels self-purification. fSee Huther.
4.
The world with all its glory does neither
M.l.
Even as
is holy.
'Ricuvog is Christ, ac- understand the kingdom of God nor the people
cording to the constant use of that word in jux- and history of this kingdom ; here is the ground
taposition with avrbc, in the writings of John. and beginning of all enmity against the Church
Cf. ch. ii. 6. While the context required us to ap- of Jesus and Christian Church-ordinances (Luke
ply avrbc to God, kxelvoc may and must be applied xxiii. 84). Our Lord's prayer : iva b Ktofiocwumivw
Jno. xvii. 21, does not contradict the language
to Christ, as the more remote subject.
We cannot refer both to Christ (Aretius, Estius, Calvin), of John. Christ adverts to the means designed
or both to God (Lyra, Socinus, al.). Christ is to break through the mind and hardness of the
the pattern, and expressly shows us how we may world, while John here bears testimony to the
become similar to God. If the Apostle had said mind and hardness of the world without intending
only: Kadty iiulvoc, we should then have been to exclude that they may and should be counterobliged to supply ayvlfav. This is impossible, acted and that not in vain.
But the first thing the world ought to be
6.
and the Apostle therefore adjoins dyvdckori; purity belongs to Him essentially, He is absolutely helped to get is that it may know God and the
and originally holy and righteous, " in most per- Divine. The knowledge of God, which however
fect harmony with the original righteousness as is only excited under the influence and manifeswell as the original purity of the Father " (Diis- tations of His love, conditions the knowledge of
ierdieek) see vv. 6, 7, ch. ii. 1.
"The dyvoryc is His people and kingdom.
6.
The adoption of God has a history from its
an attribute inhering in Christ" (Lttcke), and
i<m, not: $p, indicates an uninterrupted and per- first beginning to its perfected glorification in the
manent condition (Jno. i. 18). There is no rea- likeness of God, which takes place in consequence
son why Kaduc should be explained by quando- of the perfect vision of God, the seeing God
quidem and the purity of Christ should be con- effecting the transformation into the Image of
strued into a second motive of self-purification God.
(as Ebrard does).
That which one day will become perfect
7.
Even the externally direct
relation to Christ is sufficiently manifest to the in seeing God must begin here on earth in faith,
specifically Christian way of thinking, in virtue and the glorification into the Image of God has
of the position of Christ as our only and eternal its beginning in the sanctification wrought on
Mediator, and indispensable to John's manner of earth.
But this does by no means put the
contemplation; the immutable state of Christ is sanetifieatio in the power of man. For first it does
the perfeot standard of Christians, and not only not go before the justificatio (as is assumed by
an outward example set before us, but a vital Roman Catholics) and secondly it has respect only
power. Cf. i. 1; ii. 1, 6; iii 6, 7, 16; iv. 17; to those who are born of God and takes place only
[that is: the purity of Christ is the immutable by means of the power conveyed and appropriated
and perfect standard and pattern according to in regeneration ; consequently although it takes
which Christians should shape and mould their place with our own power, yet is this power not
whole life, not only outwardly in acta, but in- originally our own but only bestowed by the grace
wardly in the disposition of the heart and the of God and made our own in faith, so that Wolf
is perfectly right in saying : " aUud est duowrr,
-determination of the will M.].
cupididate

etc.

1

*

(Luther).

The

object of this hal-

lowing is iavrbv, that is to say our own self, and
not only particular details of our life or our out-

and

He

—

—
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aUud hyvi&iv,

priusMudin honinem non

eadit,

Compare the quotation
utvero posterity."
Augustine in Exegetical and Critical on v. 3.

—

from

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.
The love of God which
2. The perversedesires to adopt us as children
ne&s of the world which does not know such a
Art thou more astonished at God's loving
Lord.
Two wonderful things

:

97

III. 1-3.

1.

;

—

and amazement, these are they whom we used to
despise and deride.
[Cassiodorus
Let us therefore so live, that
when He shall come again, we may be able to
behold Him, as He is, in all the fulness of His
grace and glory. M.]
Augustine: The whole life of a Christian is
What we long for, we do not
a holy longing.
yet see but by longing thou art enlarging thyself so that when it is visible, thou mayest be
:

—

—
—

;

—

therewith.
It is God alone who purifies
us ; but He does not purify thee, thyself unwilling; thou purifiest thyself, but not of thyself,
it more strange that God treats thee as a child than
that the world does not and will not understand but of Him [de Illo] who comes to dwell in thee.
Luther: If God were strictly to reckon with
thee ? Dost thou not see that it is more natural
and reasonable that the world is against thee than us, He would owe us nothing but hell; but if He
See that thou find thy gives us heaven, it is of grace.
that God is for thee?
Starke: Dost thou bear here the image of
way through all the proofs of the love of God
even to that of His adoption of thee and through the devil and thinkest to become like Christ
there? O, folly! O, deceit
Without the renoall the enmity of the world even to the knowledge
lie vation of the divine Image none can attain to the
of its ignorance and want of understanding
Without purification hope of the
only that does the former is able to do the glory of God.
Think of thy own and thy children's future glory is impossible. The hope of the imlatter.
Our
adoption by God and inquire even in the case of pure is daring, impudence and insolence.
one who is distasteful to thee, whether he is not Christianity is not so much a being pure as a conBelievers purify not
a9 well as thou a child of God, and perhaps better tinuous purifying oneself.
This is only one thing or another, but themselves, wholly,
entitled to be one than thou art thyself.
The main work lies within and
very Important and profitable for one's own dis- body and soul.
cipline, the education of one's children and one's in the soul.
0, the shameful abuse of the Gospel!
Hope for the to be ever appealing to Christ and His merits,
intercourse with and among men.
future, but do not expect to reap hereafter with- and yet never to follow His example
out sowing now ; wouldst thou hereafter see God
Daniel: Christian, whose is the best nobility ?
and become like Him it is necessary for thee to His, who is born of God.
Who is the most honbegin here to purify thyself by strenuous appli- oured man? He whom God regards in grace.
Thy adoption rests on the foundation of missionary in India (Ziegenbalg) is translating
cation.
God's eternal love, reaches even into God's eternal the New Testament with the assistance of a
felicity, but in this temporal present and the native.
Coming to this verse the Hindoo youth
present transitoriness it may be lost and therefore translates: that we may be allowed to kiss his
infirmity
the
thy
all
of
own
must be preserved
feet.
The missionary asks : Why do you render
flesh and all the enmity of the world notwith- thus ?
The Indian replies A child that is too
whose
is
the
man
joy
flows
standing.
Happy
much I too high
That had never entered into a
from the grateful love of God and whose troubles heathen's heart.
him,
hostile
world,
but
woe
to
a
proceed from
Steinhofer: A child of God is always an
whose joy is from beneath and whose troubles enigma to the world.
come from above, who is the friend of the world
Heubner:— The children of God bear the imand the enemy of God, because he will not be
age, the glory of the Father, enjoy his whole
His child. At peace with God and at war with
fatherly love and are destined to own what He
the world is a wholesome foundation for the
owns. All this God bestows upon us, apostates
The and former
alternatives of joy and trouble in thy life.
enemies.
Every one is asked to
import of our adoption by God: 1. Its Origin
become such a child.
The Christians should
an ignorant
the love of God.
2. Its Opposite
have called themselves the children of God?
world without understanding. 3. Its hope blessed
'Twere pitiable indeed, if they did assume this
the zeal of self4. Its power
likeness to God.
title and as it were raise themselves to the divine
Vital questions and answers for
purification.
nobility, and worse than if a fool would presume
the guidance of life.
1. Who is for thee ? God
to call himself baron or count.
We should be
in His eternal love. 2. Who is against thee?
called thus by God and the heavenly children of
The world in its short-sightedness. 8. Whence? God; in the Bible
the name and the thing are
From God. 4. Whither ? To God's glory- 6. How? one; the Bible does not know
empty trifles.
In the work of sanotification.
The sonship is nothing that dazzles the eye, fasClemens Romanus: How blessed and how cinates and attracts in a worldly point of view
Life in immor- it is rather something that is bidden.
wonderful are the gifts of God
The world
tality, splendour in righteousness, truth in joy,
has no eye for it; why ? because it knows not God,
all these
faith in confidence, chastity in holiness
whereas we see in God the highest and most gloare goods present to our mind.
rious good, and deem that only glorious which
Chrysostom: Those who depise and deride comes from God. The Christian is quiet, eahu,
us, know not who we are, citizens of heaven, courageous under all the want of appreciation he
belonging to an eternal fatherland, associates of experiences at the hands of the world ; it neither
the Cherubim ; but they will know it in the day surprises nor disturbs him ; being misunderstood
of judgment when they will exclaim with sighs by the world cannot injure him. Christians are
attitude to the world, or at the world's hateful
attitude to God and His children ? Dost thou think

filled
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the children of a prince, who are obliged to travel
in lowly garb, incognito, and as it were in order
to be tried, through a foreign country before they
take possession of their kingdom. A secret, inward sense of his sonship accompanies the Christian on his journey through the world, through its
busy noise in his heart he walks with God virtue is not to become a display and an ostentation,
therefore the children of God hare neither coat
of arms nor the badge of an order. The future
dignity of Christians cannot be guessed from his
appearance any more than it could be determined
from the appearance of Christ in His mangerThey are not condemned to eternal
cradle.

—

;

—

—

O day beyond compare when God
obscurity.
will call His children, saying; Come forth from
your obscurity, rise from your lowliness!
The promises of Christianity are transcendently
glorious ; Christians are not to be like the
blessed, the perfected saints or the angels, but
like God ; what man could have laid hold of this
daring hope without revelation ? The Christian
should, as it were, keep himself up in a state of
He is terrified at the thought:
excitement.

world's dust, and if any fly into

it, it

contracts

with the keenest sensibility and the Lord
tears of penitence which

Tholuck: —How

wash away

gives

the dust,—

blessed is the lot of a believing
of the Saviour.
Who
1. How blessed such a disciple is even now.
recognizes in mankind, as we see it, who recognises in it a family of Godf The heathen, when
they saw how Christians were so intimately united
in the bonds of so novel a life, exclaimed; "Set,
how they love one another! Blissful joy and astonishment at. one and the same time. A childlike mind cannot understand how and why it was
thought worthy of so much grace and favour.
disciple

—

I

2.

How

you may

blessed he will be hereafter.

call it

a defiance, but

ance, as Luther says:
defiant

heart toward

it is

If you like,
a divine defi-

"That faith gives man a
God and toward all crea-

But what is the centre of all the hope of
tures."
these poor and miserable people ? is it honour,
glory, enjoyment? Certainly.
Rom. ii. 7-10.
8. Whereto that faith and this hope impel him.
It cannot be the centre of Christian longing and
hope in the hour of death that we shall see again
What? Shouldst thou exchange thy heavenly our loved ones, but its centre is rather that we
birthright for the world's mess of pottage ? de- shall see Him again. Does it well forth from a
nounce thy faith and lose thy Christian rank for weakly sense, or from that manly-strong sense, that
the lust of the flesh, mammon or worldly honour ? seeing Him and to be like Him, freedom from sin and
Purify your
Sanctification, though it does not acquire salva- error, are one and the same thing ?
tion (for it is the gift of grace), yet preserves it. faith, steel your hope in the faith and hope of the
Purification continues day by day ; we are often disciple whom you regard only too often as the
preacher of a weakly, morbid love. That resempolluted.
Ebrabd : Our future glory is not an object of blance will not fall to thy share without thy own
Thou must feel within thee the thirst for
curiosity, not an object for inquisitiveness to be will.
exercised about. Not to purify oneself is tanta- it and ask and examine thyself with holy lore,
mount to saying to God : "i do not want the what is still unclean in me ? Compare the notes
jewel which thou holdest up before my eyes as on vv. 4-10.

—

—

—

—

—

—

the most precious jewel and promisest one day
to give me : to be freed from sin I do not esteem
a jewel."
Bissau: Says David as a Christian before
Christ : " I am as a wonder unto many," Ps. lxxi. 7;
much more are Christians after Christ the real
children of wonder. The world, indeed, which
will remain in the Wicked One, sees in the name
of our sonship nothing but an empty, imaginary
Even though rejuvenated to the state of
title.
apostolical power and consecration the Church
would yet have the world although against her,
yet not only outside of her (for bad fish also are
found in the net), and woe to her, if she were
ever to forget in the time of her militant state
that her holiness is not perfected in those who are
sanctified but only in Him who sanctifies them,
and that in the administration of discipline over
her members with which she is solemnly charged,
she must use the sword of the Spirit, which is the
Word of God for the condemnation of sin and
the salvation of sinners, and not the winnowing
shovel for cleaning the threshing-floor. John, in
particular, cherishes the most profound conviction that there is only on* life for the children of
God in time and in eternity, and he knows of no
future happiness but that which, like the rose in
the bud, is already contained germ-like in faith.
As the eye cannot endure the presence of the
smallest particle of dust but sheds tears until it
is clear again, so also the Christian's eye of hope
eagerly looking forward to the coming glory will
not tolerate the presence of a particle of the

—

—

—

—

—

Biarowsky

:

— The

cation of the Triune

God

Holy Communion a glorifi-

God

:

Himself in it ;
thereby the Triune God.
glorifies

1.

2.

in that the Triune
in that we glorify

—

What a gift!
Genzken (Baptismal address)
what a blessed end even for this

what a task

!

child.

[Bubkttt:

— We

shall be like

him: in

holiness

as well as in happiness ; as well in purity as immortality.
M.J
[Secker:—To be "like God" implies in few
words' everything desirable, that ever so many
words oan express. M.l
[Bp. Contbbabb: The state of good men in
the other world will carry with it a resemblance
not in degree, but in kind, to the absolutely perfect Being, in those perfections of which man is
capable : and that these will be produced in us
by " seeing God as He is ;" that is, by a vastly
more distinct and more full sight of Him, than
the present condition of human nature will admit

—

—
—

of.— M.]
[Maokniqht:

—And every

man

that hath

this

hope of seeing Christ, and of being like Him
" purifleth himself." The felicity, which theGospel teacheth us to expect in the world to come, is
not that of a Mohammedan paradise, in which
animal pleasures are the chief enjoyments. The
happiness of the children of God in the kingdom
of their Father will consist in being like Christ,
not only in respect of His immortality, bat in
respect of his transcendent virtues, especially
His boundless benevolence. And the joy, which
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will flow
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from the possession and exercise of vir-

tues similar to Christ's is so great, that no one,
who hopes to become like Christ in virtue and

know Him, as much as He is to be known in
Himself; that is, to know Him as much as He
knows Himself; which is impossible, for no finite
understanding can comprehend an infinite object.
And, yet, our sight and knowledge of God shall
so far surmount those dim and glimmering discoveries which here He makes of Himself to us,
that, comparatively, the Apostle might well call
to

happiness, will indulge himself in the unrestrained
enjoyment of sensual pleasures ; but will purify
himself from the immoderate desire of those pleaParisures, in imitation of the purity of Christ
fieth himself, namely, from the lusts of the flesh
and from every sin. The Apostle, as Beza has it, a seeing Him as He is, and a knowing Him
observed, does not say, " hath purified himself," as we are known by Him.
M.]
[On Chapter III. Manton, T., Thirty-two Serbut " purifieth himself/' to show that it is a good
himself,
because mons. Works, 5, 577.
man's constant study to purify
Ch. 8, 1. Riebontkus, S., The spiritual sonin this life no one can attain unto perfect purity.
by
ch.
ship.
i. 8,
2 Serin. Works, 849.
By this text therefore, as well as
those fanatics are condemned, who imagine they
Vv. 1-8.
Stouohton, John. The dignitie of
God's
children
are able to live without sin.
:
or an exposition of 1 Jno. iii, 1M.]
:
conformity
Would
better
to
plentifully
shewing the comfortable, happie
[Hobslxt
God a
8,
the example of his purity, than actually obtains, and most blessed state of all God's children, and
were to be found in the lives of nominal Chris- also, on the contrarie, the base, fearfull, and
tians! the numbers would be greater, which most woful condition of all other that are not the
might entertain a reasonable hope that they shall children of God. 4to. London. 1010.
be made like to Him when He appeareth.
But
V. 2. Tillot8on, Abp. Of the happiness of
thanks be to God, repentance, in this as in other good men in a future state. 2 Sermons. Senn,
cases, genuine, sincere repentance, shall stand 10, 66.
the sinner in the stead of innocence : the sinner
Saurin, J. Heaven. Sermons 8, 821.
Venn, John. The effect of seeing God as He
is allowed to wash the stains, even of these polluis.
tions, in the Redeemer's blood.
Serm. 1, 210.
M.]
Dwight, T. Adoption. Theol. 8, 167
[Compare also the thoughtful lecture of John
Hamilton, R. W. The heavenly state. ConFostee on 1 Jno. iii. 2 : " Our Ignorance of our
gregat. Lecture, 285.
Future Mode of Existence."— M.]
[Es. Hopkins:
We shall see Him a* He is:
v. 8.
South, R. The hope of future glory,
we must not understand it as if we could ever an excitement to purity of life. Sermons 6, 441
arrive to such a capacity as to see and know God (Epiph. 6).
Hope of resembling Christ. Pitas He is in His Infinite Essence : for God's Es- man, 2d course, L. 206.
Aliord, H.
sence being altogether indivisible, to know God
The pure in heart
Hulsean
Lecture, 1842. 41. M.]
essentially, were to know Him comprehensively

—

—

—

—

—

8.

The way of Qo<Ts children passes through God's Law.

Chapter HI. 4-10a.

4
5
6
7

Whosoever committeth sin transgresseth also the law 1 for sin 1 is the transgression of
And ye know that he was manifested to take away our4 sins ; and in him is no
Whosoever* ahideth in him sinneth not whosoever7 sinneth hath not seen him,
sin 5
neither known him. Little children 8 let no man deceive yon9 he that doeth righteous:

the law*.

:

.

,

:

He that committeth10 sin is of the devil; for
ness is righteous, even as he is righteous.
For this purpose 11 the Son of God was manithe devil sinneth from the beginning.
Whosoever11 is born of God
9 fested, that he might destroy the works of the devil.
doth not commit sin ; for1 * his seed remaineth in him : and he cannot sin, because he
10 is born of God. In this the children of God are manifest, and the children of the
8

devil.
Verse 4

\}

•
[*

Verse 5
Verse 6

Verse 7

Verse 8
Verse 9

German a Erery one that doeth (the) fin, doeth alto (the) lawlessness."—M.]
n itiapria A. B. C. O. K. *]. Sin. The Article is Yery strongly supported and syntactically
German " And (the) sin is the lawlessness."— M.]
:

required.

:

qp»r»

found in G. G. K. Sin. [Also the reading of Syr. Theophyl. Oecum.
Bede, Lachm. Tischend. Quttmann. M.]
[» German : ••That He (that One) was manifested to take away oar das and sin is not in Him."
[• German : ** Every one that."— M.J
[» Same as «.— M.]
itaiiia A. C. al. rtwrta B. Bin. [Undecided which is the true reading. M.j
* German : M Lei no one seduce you."— a.
*> German : M He that doeth tin."—
M.J
ti German : * For this" (c t « r o r o).
No warrant for the additional - purpose " In B. V.—M.]
8ame as note «. German : ** Brery one that it born (out) of God, doeth not sin."—M.]
'}* German : M Because."—
M.j
*

omitted in A. B. Vuljr.

al., is

—

—

^
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is also coefficient, and that the reference, so far
from being to sins of haste or infirmity, is rather
to sin, though only a single act, yet a voluntary

The Apostle having traced the act. Hence the following explanations cannot
up to the power (which it be received that duapria denotes peecatum norerives from hope in God) of working out self- tale (Estius and the Roman Catholics), or " grave,
purification, annexes v 4 with a more general unrepented sins" (Luther, al.), or that jtwo*
Connection.

Slory of the sonship

:

antithesis which, as usual, contains a progression
The positive: "Every one
of the argument.
that bath -this hope purifieth himself;" is contrasted with the negative : -'Every one that doeth
sin,

doeth lawlessness."

He

does not negatively

resume the notion of the subject (" every one
that hath this hope"), but that of tne predicate
However, by this annex(«• purifieth himself").
ation of the notion of the predicate he denies also,
by implication, that such an one is the child and
heir of God, and adds a new point, viz. such an
one not only injures himself and his portion but
he violates also the law and ordinance of God,
at the same time, referring back to the leading
thought in ch. ii. 29, since all doing of sin is repugnant to the righteousness of God revealed in
the law (v. 4) and in Christ (vv. 6-7), and delineates rather the children of the devil (vv. 8-10),
than the children of God, who, abiding in Christ,
do righteousness and not sin (vv. 6, 9, 10).
The nature of tin. v. 4.
Vee. 4. Every one that committeth sin,
oommitteth also lawlessness. "The Apostle
is anxious to show that the truth of the thought is
unexceptionable." (Huther.) The first point to
be determined here is the notion duapria. Suidas derives d/iapria from udpirroto grasp, to seize,
consequently=mis8ing the mark (Rom. xxi. 8,
Oecu802, 811, 28, 62) ; then moral omission.
menius: airorvxelv otorrov, ^ rov ayadov airfaruoic,
on the other hand avo^la=f) irepl rov -derov vduov
irhjuuiXeta (irtyv uiXoc contrary to the melody,
a false note, an error). 'kuapria, of course, is as
much an opposition to the Divine righteousness
{adiicia), as a departure from the Divine law, a
violation of the same (avouia), and this 4 dvouia
is here not only a not having the law (as avopoc
1 Cor. ix. 21 denotes one who has not a law), but
signifies the refractoriness opposed to the law.
Neither duapria nor dvofiia are qualified by anything which would narrow this their meaning,
nor may such a qualification be added from the
Although the Article distinctly takes
context.
sin in the sense of an offence [old English : missing. M.l towards God, and avopia as an opposi-

—

—

—

ri/v dfiaprlav is=peccare contumaciter (Aretius),
contra contcientiam et impcenitenter (Roaenm filler),
or peccato operam dare (Beza), peccare seientem et
volentem (Spener), or the actual moral bias of life

(Bruckner).

It is

equally inadmissible to assume

an intensification of the notion dpapria into dvouia
(Baumgarten-Crusius, Bengel), or that dvouia includes crimes and vices proper, as if duapria were
the principle and source of the dvouia (de Wette).
Paraphrases of iroielv avouiav, such as J)eum ofendere (Grotius) and religioni adversari (Carpiot),
do incorrectly weaken the idea. The two ideas,
although distinguished from each other, are not
convertible.
We have here the general proposition: " whoever doeth sin, of whatever kind it
be, doeth also lawlessness, violates the Divine
rule and order," which is not directed against
Antinomians, but against all those who are loose
on the subject of sin ; the idea of dvouia imparts
a peculiar severity to that of sin.
sin is lawlessness.-We must of course
take duapria here in the same sense, as in the
clause immediately preceding, and in the same
generality.
Hence the first duapria is not sinful
doings, and the second an offence against God
^Kostlin).
The Article also forbids our taking
auapria as the predicate of the subject dvouia, as
in Jno. i. 1. '0 &ebe 1p b teyoc (Kostlin). 'Avofria
also is as general here as in the preceding clause.
Hduoc denotes not only the Mosaic law of the
0. T. but also the law of the N. T. in Christ, and
by Him explained in the word and exhibited in
the life (ii. 16; ii. 7; iv. 21; v. 8. cf Matth. v.
17-19), as the law written in man's heart for hu
special direction ; it embraces the whole complex
of the divine kvrokai. Hence this proposition
contains not so much a definition (Sander), as the
nature of sin viewed from that side on which
its absolute opposition to every Divine fellowship
shows itself in the most decided form (Bruckner);
"the Apostle could not have more sharply drawn
the contrast of the nature of a believer who is a

And

rknvov $£oir and will be buotoc

toy than by declaring
be avojiia." (Huther^ ; or he that
leads an ungodly life, abrogates the Divine rule
tion to the law of God, and removes all indefinite of life to which he is subject as a Christian
Hence Hilgenfeld's exposition disgenerality, yet no qualification within this ethico- ( Hofmann).
But we must not figures the thought : "not every one who deviates
religious sphere is admissible.
attach too much importance to this, since the from the ceremonial laws* but the sinner only
Article is wanting in v. 9 : duapriav ov Troieiv and falls under the category of avouia." Calvin also
goes far beyond the contents of the verse in
iroielv rip dfiapriav and duaprdveiv (vv. 4, 6, 8, 9)
are used promiscue, so that we must not attach affirming the sum and substance of the thought to
To this must be be that the life of those who yield themselves to
too much importance to iroielv.
added that Kal before r%v avouiav conveys the idea sin is hateful and unendurable to God. The Apostle
that the doing of the duapria is as such also as annexes the sentence with nal and not with on,
the doing of the dw/u'a." (Diisterdieck.) «• Quis- because he thereby gives the thought a more inWe cannot agree with Bengel
guis committit peecatum, idem committit intquitatem." dependent form.
(Erasmus.) Kal must neither be taken in a cau- in explaining Kal by imo, as if before there bad
been only conjuncta notio peccati et iniquitatU, but
sal sense, nor changed into " yea" (Bruckner)
but we have to hold with Ebrard that the fuller now eadem ; the identity is already expressed in
[The following definitions
idea, iroielv rfjv duapriav, in the beginning helps the first sentence.
to qualify the other terms, iroielv duapriav, and will shed additional light on this passage. Am" Quid est peecatum nisi prsevaricatio Up*
d/iapr&veiv, and that the antithesis dyvi&iv iavrbv brose
dfiapria

to

—

—

:
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—

Christ came for the purpose of removing sin, of
factum vel dictum vel taking it away from us ; what Christian would
concupitum aliquid contra mternem legem" " Quid then oppose or frustrate the design of Christ!
verum est, niri et Dominum dare prseccpla, etanimas Hence Oecumenius correctly observes that Christ
liberie esse voluntatis, et malum naturam non ease,
came kit' avaipkou rr}e dfiapriac (so also Luther,
" Neque ne- Calvin, Neander, Ebrard, Dusterdieck, Huther,
ted esse aversionem a Dei prssceplisf "
gandum est hoc Deumjubere, ita not infaciendajus- and al.) Bede's remark, "Tollit peccata et dimittendo, quse facta sunt, et adjuvando, ne fiant, et
titia esse debere perfectos, ut nullum habeamus omnino peceatum; nam neque peceatum erit, si quid perducendo ad vitam, ubi fieri omnino nonpossunt,"
is perfectly true, but considerably transcends
erit, si non divinitus fubeatur, ut non sit"
M.J
Ovinse, et ccelestium inobedientia prstceptorum,"

Augustine : " Peceatum

est

—

—

—

—

Aid

against sin. vv. 6. 6.

And ye know that He was
manifested in order that He might take
away oar sin. —Appealing to their own conVbr.

.

-

5.

sciousness, as at ch. ii. 12-14, 20, 27, the Apostle
now refers to the Lord and affirms of Him two
things : First : the purpose of His manifestation
is the redemption from sin.
'EiceZvof denotes
Christ, as in v. 8.
It is wholly untenable to
understand here the Gospel (Socinus, Episcopius,
Grotiu8), concerning which it surely cannot be
said that it roc duapriac alpei, or that this is its
end and aim. 'Kfavepadri the context requires
us to apply to Christ's manifestation in the
flesh. Cf. 1, 2.
It points to Christ's previously
hidden existence in heaven (Huther). The purpose of this manifestation is, Iva roc duapria^
The reading t)u&v is well authentirjfiijv don.
cated and intensifies the appeal to personal experience, without restricting the forgiveness of
sins to those only who "suffer the beneficial
purpose of the incarnation of the Son of God to
be carried out on them in faith" (Dusterdieck),
and to set back the universality of the Divine
purpose of salvation (ch. ii. 2.) ; we would rather
say that paracletic element, which after all is
the main point here (v. 8), comes out more
strongly; the oldare, at least, does not contain
sufficient ground for finding here a specific indication of the doctrinal. Nor is there any necessity for extending fipJjv to all men (Spener).
"The Plural, roc dfiapriac, affords a far more
lucid and forcible view than if we had here, as
in v. 4, ri)v dfiapriav; John does not take sin in
its general character, but he adverts to all the
forms of it." (Dusterdieck). It is wrong to explain it by peccali reatum, dominium, poenam (J.
Lange and others) ; but it signifies : the sins
The aipeiv connected here as at
themselves.
Jno. i. 29, with dfiapria signifies in John's writings (Jno. xi. 48; xv. 2; xvii. 15; xix. 31, 38)
auferre, to carry away, to take away. The dpvdc,
Jno. i. 29, the idea of the sacrificial lamb, implies what is expressed at 1 Pet. ii. 24, with reference to Is. liii. 4 sqq., by the verb dvd<pepeiv:
to take upon oneself by way of atonement, substitution, death and reconciliation, while alpeiv
indicated a taking away by sanctification ; Jno.
i. 29 we have a blending of both meanings, while
Peter adverts to one, the first, and John to the
other, the second work of Christ, the former to
His atonement, the latter to His work of redemption.
John, who discusses the former at
ch. ii 2, dwells here upon the latter, and hence
denies neither; nor does ho separate the one
from the other, as if the first were without this
consequence, and the latter without that cause
(ch. i. 7 ; iv. 9, 11; v. 6).
But the context with
its ethical import, that sin must be avoided and
shunned, suggests the reference to the fact that

the measure of what is contained in this passage.
The same applies to those who combine here said
two references, e. g. Spener, Bengel (explains

indeed " toller et," but refers to his exposition of
Jno. i. 29 : "primum a mundo in se recepit, demde
a se ipso devolvit peccati sarcinam"), LUcke (in his
LUcke (in the later
1st ed.), Sander, Besser.
edition), de Wette and others take aZp£iv=carry;

—

false

Secondly:

And

He

is sinless.

sin is not in

Him.— Kal coordinates

this clause with the former. Oecumenius errs in
his koI avrl tov di&ri as well as in the paraphrase
ko&* bri dfihoxoc fy> dfiapriac.
So also Augus-

tine:

"In quo non est peceatum, ipse venit auferre
nam si tsset et in illo peceatum, auferen-

peceatum ;

dum

esset illi, non ipse auferret, " and a Lapide
"Ideo Christuspotens fuit tollerepeccatum, quia carebat omni peccato, imo po testate peccandi." So also
Sander, Neander and al. 'Ecrri also must be retained and is not to be taken in the sense of rn>
Oecumenius, Grotius : "peceatum in to non erat,
nempe, cum vitam mortalem ageret," and al.) ; the
reference here, as in v. 8, is "to the nature of
Christ in its eternal consistence" [Huther].
Hence we may not say with Winer (p. 283) that
u the sinlessness of Christ' is considered as still
present in faith."
'Ev avrij>, the reference of
which has always to be determined by the context, denotes Christ understood in kiulvoc, it denotes Christ Himself as to His Person and not
(as Calov supposes) totum corpus, the Church, or
as if we ought to explain kv avrv by kv noivwvia
ficr* avrov.
Thus the clause " and sin is not in
Him" coordinated with that preceding it, is the
foundation of the sequel, since the Sinless, Pure
and Righteous One is held up not as an example
or pattern, but as the vital power and element
of life in which the Christian must be and abide.
The immediate consequence.

Vee.

6.

Every one that abideth in

sinneth not.

— By

Him

means retain the full
force of fikvttv kv avrip to be and abide in Him, to
derive nourishment from Him and His life (ch.
i. 3. 6; ii. 6. 6
23 sq. 27 sq.), and do not exchange it for credere in Christum, or weaken it
into Christi discipulum esse (Semler and al.); nor
;

all

;

=

persister e in peccato
be taken as
(Luther), sinere regnare peceatum (Hunnius), sceleratum. esse (Capellus), peccata mortalia committere (Roman Catholicsj, and to be thus enforced.
The Apostle sets fortn " abiding in Christ and!
sinning as irreconcilable opposites ; but he does;
not mean to say that believing Christians entirely
cease to sin or that those, who are yet sinning,
are not yet in Christ (ch. i. 8-10; ii. 1, 2; Hi. 3)"
(Huther). " John is here dealing with realities
and about to give us the signs whereby we may
know whether we love the Lord or not, whether
we are the children of God or of the wicked
is djiaprdvetv to
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one" (Sander).

Henoe

it is

BPIftTLB

rather hazardous

to refer here with de Wette and Diisterdieck to
the Apostle's ideal mode of representation, and a
misapprehension of the fact that the Christian,
though he sins, is jet free from sin, has actually
parted company with it, and k is his properly
Christian and inmost being in decided opposition
to it, so that not sin, but his opposition to it (as
something alien to his being), determines the
conduct of his life, exactly as St. Paul puts it
(Rom. vii. 17) : tlwvl 6k ovKkri eyb KnrepydXouai

h

bXX $

Augustine
olitovaa
kfiol dfiaprla."
infirmUate labitur, peecalo tamen non consentit, quia potius gemendo tuctatur.*'
" In quantum in
ipso manet, in tantum non peccat"
Besser excel•«
lently says :
Christian does not sin, but sufabrb,

" JBtsi

—

A

fers it"

GHNEKAL OF JOHN.
something in common, we

cannot, because ef
circumstance, overlook or underrate the former [the difference] and say with
Diisterdieck that the two notions are essentially
equal and that tyvoietv is simply added in order
to indicate the spiritual import of Htpase*. Of
course it is impossible to interpret (with Locke)
6p$v of outward knowledge in spite of which one
may sin, and yivfoiucv of real, spiritual knowledge.
This connection is analogous to that of
morevecv and ytvtxriutv (ch. iv. 16 ; Jno. vi. 69),
so that 6pa"v and irurrevetv might be combined yet
so as to keep up the difference of morevetvaipp
from ytvAoicetv. The force of these notions is
very shallow in the explanation of Grotins:
this

latter

"Neque

de Christo sic cogilat, ui oporUU nequefeeto

ostendit, se scire, quanti

Every one that sinneth hath not seen
Him, neither known Him. As usual John

—

turns the thought and develops it by an antiThe verb duapravetv has the- same sense
thesis.
as in the preceding clause; actual sinning in
word, or work or in the thought of the heart. Of
such an one he says quite generally ov% i&patcev
avrbv ovdi tyvwcev airrbv. First of all we have to
take obdl disjunctively (Winer, p. 609 sqq.) ; and
although this does not decide the question whjch
of the two verbs 6pgv and ytvAoKecv is the stronger
and more important, yet it does indicate that
they are different from each other. The pronoun avrbv requires us to think in both verbs of
the Person of Christ.
Hence the sentence:
avr$ ovk iartv is not the object otbpQv,
dfiaprla
nor is the sentence : IfavepMhf Iva roc duaprloc
apn the object of yivfoicetv, in order to indicate the
purpose of the whole redemptive work of Christ
(Rickli, Neander).
'Oppv, to seet physically (ch.
i. 1, 8; iv. 20; Jno. i. 18;
vi. 86, 46; viii. 67;
ix. 87; xv. 24), spiritually (8 Jno. 11 ; Jno. iii.
11, 82; vi. 46 ; viii. 88; xiv. 7, 0), and that directly and immediately if used of Christ in heaven, or indirectly and mediately if applied to believers in consequence of their illumination,
denotes consequently in this passage "seeing
Christ," " when we become absolutely conscious
of the glory of Christ so that our spiritual eye
beholds Him as He is in the totality of His Essence" (Huther); ytvtoiceiv means to know as
the result of searching contemplation of His
word, His life, the history of His kingdom, or of
one's own experience in the life around us, or
within ourselves, and indicates here "the right
understanding of Him," brought about by said

h

instrumentality, «« so that we have become fully
conscious both of His Nature and of His relation
to us" (Huther).
This intimates already that
in the case ofjhe former, viz. spiritual intuition
and contemplation, the efficient agency belongs
more to the object which represents itself before
the eye of the spirit, and that in the case of the
latter, viz. knowledge acquired by reflection in the
way of reasoning and inquiry, the efficient agency
belongs more to the subject, which makes it the
object of contemplation (Sander, Huther). Hence
it follows that lopanev is not something less, and
ov&="mueh less" (Sander, Liicke 1st ed. al.),

nor something more than lyvuKev and oi>&=" and
not even" (Socinus, Neander and al.); there is
no reference whatever to a difference in degree.
Although despite all their difference the two have

tas."

—The

sU habenda Chruti

vo/kr-

Perfects, ibpaiuv, tyvuntv are to be

preserved; they point to the past when the beginning of seeing and knowing took place, yet so
that that which had its beginning in the past still
acts and continues in the present, which is especially noticed by Erasmus (eoanitum habet), Liicke,
Bruckner, Diisterdieck and Huther. It is wkolly
unwarranted to take the Perfect in the sense of
the Present (Didymus: "non ridel cum;" Aogustine : " non credit ;" Bede, Grotius, Estine,
who construes the Perfect as a Hebraism for the
Present). John's idea therefore is this: Every
one that sinneth, and that while he is sinning, is
one in whom seeing and knowing Christ is a fact
of the past, but without continuing to act and to
last to the present
Henoe Bengel says not
amiss : " In ipso peocati momtnlo talis fit, at eieum
nullo viderit modo."
Instructive is the reference
to ch. ii. 19 (J. Lange, Sander) and the comparison with Matth. vii 28 : ovdtwort tyvw vpic
(i. e. as mine). The reference is, as the ancients

—

an efficax seientia (Dydimus),
affsctwa el dilectiva (Estius), although Lyra
goes as much beyond the mark with his jd*
rightly observe, to

an

caritate, as Ebrard with his loving knowledge, or 8. G. Lange with his ytvtioKeivxsamar*.
[Ignatius, the disciple of John, says : " No one
who professeth faith, sinneth ; and no one who
hath love, haleth. They, who profess themselTes
Christians, will be manifested by what they do."
(Ignatius, ad Eph. ; also Jerome in Jotin. ii 1,
and contra Pelagianos I. 8). M,]

formata

—

The issue, w. 7, 8, 9.
Vbb. 7. Little children, let no one seduce

yon.

—

This impressive address, (unchanged
whether we read iratdia or rttcvia) introduces an
admonition in respect of the clear ly-perceived and
ruin-fraught danger, unless they avail themselves of the aid provided in their glorious Lord
and Saviour. The Apostle speaks of iavrobf */&v&ftfv, ch. i. 8. Here, however, he adverts not to
self-deception, but refers " in matters affecting
the energizing and outwardly operative exhibition of the Divine life" (Diisterdieck), to deception and seductions coming from without, not
springing from relations and events, but from
men {pydelc), who are more dangerous by far
than relations or events. But there is no reason
why we should think here of distinct forms of
error, say e. g. those of the antinomian Gnostics
[On the other hand
(Diisterdieck, Huther).
Ebrard and Wordsworth see here an unmistakable referenco to the Gnostics. The latter ob-
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the devil.

—

This is the progressive antithesis.
6 iroi&v rijv dpapriav compare note on v. 4.
It is " the more significant and precise " expression for dpaprdvecv v. 6 (Dusterdieck).
Of such
an one John does not say : adtKb\ eari but kn rov
6ta(36Xov harlv and thus states the final cause of
the thought. The phrase kic rov dtafibhov that
must be interpreted after the analogy of
rov
&eov elvat (eft on ch. ii. 16), and this is the more

On

had not their spiritual
gnosis, they themselves had no need to work rightU
eousness, but that they would be saved by grace,
whatever their works might be. *« Liberos agere
qua velint; secundum enim ipsius (Simonis) incumbent upon us because verse 10 specifies
gratiam salvari homines, sed non secundum operas ra riicva rov $eoi> and rd riicva rov diapbXov, and

Hippolytus, the paternal name is actually given to Satan at
I. 20 ed. Qrabe.
175; Theodoret, Boer fab. i. l,who Jno. viii. 44. Still there is wanting an analogy
to ytytwrja^ai
rov &eov (cf. on ch. ii. 29) both
testifies that on the presumption of the indefectifor the adherents of the devil and the k6o/ioc, albility of special grace within themselves, they
M.]. This though we have ck rov k6<7{wv elvai at ch. ii. 16
fell into all Kinds of lasciviousness."
and ol viol rov alCrvoc rovrov at Luke xvi. 8. Hence,
admonition is in point of form like 1 Tim. iv. 12
although in rov diafidlov elvai contains no reference
Tit. ii. 16, in point of sense like jc) irXavaoOe,
as if the devil
1 Cor. vi. 9; 15-83; Luke xxi. 8. But that form to a regeneration from beneath,
had created the sinner, into whom he has only
at the same time exhibits a more lively sense of
infused evil (Russmeyer), so that the Apostle
danger.
He that doeth righteousness is right- adverts simply to corruptio and not to generatio
eous, even as He is righteous. On duuuo- (Bengel), and that consequently the phrase must
be construed ethically and not physically (so that
ovvtjv ttouIv and d'tKaioc, see notes on eh. ii. 29.
The Apostle does not say here irac b iroi&v, but we cannot say riicvov rov 6iap67wv in the same
only 6 Troiov ; the idea of unexceptional univer- sense and with the same right as we say rixvov
&iov, see note on v. 10a),
yet are we obliged to
sality makes room for the importance of the fact.
Instead of the predicate itipaxe avrbv nal fyvoicev think of an origin from the devil and of a
avrbv (v. 6), or frfvei hairr^ (v. 6), or kg ahrov yt- sameness in kind and an intimate union with the
yhvijrat (ch. ii. 29), there follows, as usual with devil as well as of an inheritance of woe in hell
the addition of a new particular, the consequence to be meted out to the devil and his adherents,
thereof, vis.: 6Uai6c iartv, either with reference and to reject the volatilization of the idea by
to bfiotoi abr$ e<?6fte&a (v. 2) or in order to denote perversion into a mere belonging to f de Wette),
It following fSemler}, resembling ana spiritual
the corresponding attitude towards the law.
affinity with the devil (Grotius, Socinus, al.).
is evident that the predicate is not acquired after
that which is affirmed in the subject-sentence Nor does the analogy warrant the assertion that
has taken place; the predicate is immanent in it is not at all necessary to assume John to bethe subject, the nature of the righteous appears lieve the existence of the devil, that this is only
from his doing righteousness, it is already in its a mode of representation current' among heretical
existence and does not only become to, as held by Jewish Christians (Semler), or a Jewish formula
the Roman Catholics (Lyra, Emser, Estius, al.), of teaching without all dogmatical importance,
and the Socinians, Arminians and Rationalists or used only for the purpose of intensifying the
justas" Irenseus
Phttosoph. p.

U

—

—

—

—

—

(Socinus, Grotius, al.) against the Protestants
(Luther, Calvin). " He that doeth not righteous-

idea of sin as hostility to God (BaumgartenCruSius). See no. 4 below in "Doctrinal and

proves thereby that he is not righteous
[Compare the words of Ignatius in
the last note on v. 6. M.]
The additional clause
refers to the righteousness of Christ, as manifesting the righteousness of God and standing
out as a bright pattern.
The Apostle once more
uses kiaivos, although the previous avrbg desig-

JSthicai/

ness,

(Hnther).

9

Because the devil sinneth from the be-

—

The connection by ore specifies the
reason of the sentence, " He that doeth sin is of
the devil;" hence the reference is to man's sinning
and his relation to the devil. For this reason an
apXVS emphatically put first, is to be interpreted
nated Christ, so that he might have put avrbc of the beginning of man's sinning, like Jno. viii.
and
without giving rise to misunderstanding,
44, and the Apostle declares that from that bethus have absolutely removed any and every ginning the devil has been showing himself as the
had
ii.
29
want of clearness, that avrbc in ch.
sinner [the sinning one], he is not only a sinner
reference to Christ. By Him the Christian should in himself, but he did also bring about the first
Baumgarten- sin of man as a seducer, and not the first sin
e?er measure and adjust himself.
Crusius's explanation is altogether irrelevant; only, but he does bring about every sin even until
vix.: "he that is good, follows the example of now (the Present dpaprdvet); sinning is bis work
Christ," or «« he only that hath been righteous from the beginning.
Bengel •« Omnium peccathrough Christ, doeth righteousness." [Huther torum causa est; nunquam satiatur." Hence there
justly observes, that as there is no reference is no reference here to the beginning of the devil's
whatever to justification in this passage, a La- existence from the creation of the world (Bede;
pide's assertion, that the thought of this verse for that would contradict Jno. viii. 44, ovk
contradicts the Protestant Dogma of justification $<7T7jK£v), or to the beginning of the creation of
by faith, is altogether futile. The explanation the earth and the solar system (Estius), or to
of Lorinus also, that "6 rrotvv rift diKouoavvm) is the beginning of the res humanx (Semler), or to
=qui habet in se justitiam, t. e. opus gratise f vide- the beginning of the devil's fall' (Calvin, Calov,
licet virtutem infusam," is manifestly false.
Bengel: "Ex quo diabolus est diabolus; minims
M.].
Vnu 8.
that oommitteth sin, is of diu tenuisse videtur statumprimitivum," Neander,
ginning.

:

He

—
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Nor may we interpret
others.).
dpaprdvet like Bengel : «« Peccat et ad peccandum
The
inducit" but rather compare Rom. vii. 17.
wfluxus, suggestio, inspiratia, direetio, eooperatio
of the devil (Calov) lie not in the verb dpaprdvtt,
but in the whole context: because the devil has
sinned from the beginning and goes on sinning,
every one that is sinning is of the devil; for the
real connection of the person sinning with the
devil or of the devil with the person sinning, is
here evidently presumed, yet so that the first
proposition (describes the state of the sinner as
essentially belonging to the sphere of the devil's
life, and kingdom, while the second proposition,
connected with the former by 6n, marks the
continuing activity of the devil, so that the latter
is the cause of the former.
Sander and

sense of the text,

Eph.

i.

—M.],

8, 19,

viz.,

Averai

the destruction of evil, ad
bXedpoc. zkvtro irdaa udyzxa.

Ver. 9. Every one that is born of God,
doth not commit sin, because his seed
abideth in him. This is the antithesis of v.

—

and

here like there denotes the reason
why the structure of the sentences too is alike,
with the sole difference that by the usual inversion the subjects and predicates have changed
*0 yeyewnftivoc
places.
rov deov opp. : ex. 6ut8a,

bri

;

fidXov hartv,

—duapriav oh«

iroiei opp. : 6 irotZrv ny*
dftapriaVf—bTi ot* aprfc 6 didpoXof dpaprdvti opp.:
bri oizkpjta abrov kv airy fitvei.
Thus John contrasts sinning in its extreme and inmost nature
with the children of God in the possession of
their highest and most glorious gift and an attimanifested tude conformable thereto. Hag denotes the genFor this waa the Son of
might destroy the works of the eral character of the sense. We know from ch.
that
devil. Bengel: "Diabolus peccandi finem non ii. 29; iii. 6, that being born of God, doing rightWith- eousness or not sinning belong together and that
facit; peccatum solvere filii dei opus est"
out using a conjunction the Apostle rapidly and the former is incompatible with the commission
in terse language specifies with sharpness and of sin. Cf. ch. i. 5. Hence dpapriav stands emdistinctness of outline the antithesis: didfhXoc phatically in ante position; the Apostle regards
vlbc Ttw &eov; kKclvoQ would have been too weak sin as devilish, and righteousness as divine; and
and inadequate here, and contrasts the hidden hence righteousness and sin are as absolutely and
seduction of Satan with the manifestation {t$ave- diametrically opposed to each other as are God
and the devil. The clause annexed by bri specip6fhf) of the Son of God for the destruction of
fies the reason why one born of God does not
the works of the devil (Jno. xii. 81 ; zvi. 11
Matth. xii. 29 ; Luke x. 18). He is not only SUawc commit sin, and being parallel to the similar
This is clause in v. 8, sheds a light on the latter in confir(v. 7) but He also destroys sins (Xvon).
the end of His coming, as in v. 5: alpuv rdq dpap- mation of the interpretation given here.
The
The reference of cickppa avrov to $eov is obvious. The
riac is parallel to "kveiv rd Ipya rov SiafidAov.
last expression consequently denotes sins and, seed of God necessarily denotes something thai
with reference to 6t&(hlo$ d/jtaprdvet, as the works proceeds from God, is instinct with vital power
Hence the and full of life, develops itself, blossoms and
of the devil who committeth them.
reference is here to the Ipyn rov diafidXov, sins, bears fruit, and begets the Divine. We cannot
not to the wages of sin affliction, death, condem- see here a reference to the word of God (with
nation (Calov, Spener). For these are rather Clement of Alex., Augustine, Bede, Luther, Calov,
the works of God who is righteous and decrees Spener, Bengel, Besser, Socinus, Grotius and
the penalty, and only by way of consequence the others), notwithstanding Matth. xiii. 8 sqq.; Jas.
object of the redemptive work of Christ, but not i. 18; 1 Pet. L 23; cf. 1 Cor. iv. 15; Gal. iv. 19,
This verb signifies the de- because that simile from the vegetable kingdom
the object of \vttv.
struction of a building (Jno. ii. 19; 2 Pet. iii. 10- does not answer to the reference to begetting and
12), or of a ship (Acts xxvii. 41) and also the birth, and because the Word of God or the GosBengel: pel in other passages is mentioned only as the
loosing of chains (Acts xxii. 30).
("Opera confortissima quse solvere res digna erat instrument of begetting, as a carrier and conductor of the Divine onipfia, but not the ovtppa
filio Dei"), Spener, Besser and others retain the
[Alford, who takes the view impugned
sense of •• loosening, untying,*' as if sins were the itself.
cords or bands of Satan ; but this is manifestly a here, says " But whether we regard the generadeparture from the plain sense of the words and tion of plants, or animal procreation, which Utter
although useful for practical purposes, a rather is more in question here, what words can more
artificial interpretation.
Since nothing is said accurately describe the office of the seed, than
here of the three offices of Christ concurring in these? And what is the word of God but the
this work, or how that concurrence is to take continually abiding and working seed of the new
place, the text neither authorizes us to assume life in the child of God ? Nay, it seems to be
that the ojjicium sacerdotale and the officium regium that exactly of which we are in search : not the
without the officium propheticum will be engaged Holy Spirit, the personal agent ; not the power
in the destruction of the works of the devil and of the new life, the thing begotten ; but just that
to think only of the passion of our Lord, nor to which intervenes between the two, the word, the
dropt into the soul of man,
infer anything for or against that sentence from utterance of God,
" Etiamsi Adam non peccasset, Christus incarnatus taking it up by Divine power into itself, and deessct"
Besides, John adverts only, as he had veloping the new life continually. This is in
written (kfaveptidfj M>ay.) "to what Christ did the most precise and satisfactory sense the arripfta
purpose and achieve by His manifestation in the rov deov ; and in this all Scripture symbolism is
flesh " (DUsterdieck), without intending to de- agreed : cf. 1 Pet. i. 23 ; Jas. i. 18. In fact, the
scribe or even to deny the continuous victory of very passage which is the key to this, is Jno. v.
Christ; he refers to that ch. i. 7; ii. 1, 2, 13, 14; 88, rbv X6yov avrov ovk ixeTe P&ovra iv vjuv. Nor
iv. 4, 14 ; v. 5, but not primarily here.
[Ig- should any exception have been taken by Huther
natius, the disciple of John, uses Xbeiv in the and Dusterdieck to the comparison with the pars-

God

He

—

—

—

:

—

—
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ble of the sower ("wis viele SUere Ausleger mit
ungeschickter Vergleichung von Matth. xiii. 8 sqq."
Dusterdieck), for though the attendant circum-

dieck and most expositors); hence dpaprdvecv
must neither be intensified into " committing
mortal tine" (the Romanists), to tin diabolically

stances of generation are different, the analogy
the same." M.] It follows from this that the
reference is to the Spirit of God, even the Holy
Spirit, who communicates Himself in and of His
own.
Hence oirippa must not be applied to His
whole Person but as the irvevpa radiating from
Him which is at once He Himself and His gift, a
This construcgift from Him and of His Nature.
tion is rendered imperative by k< ro'v •deov in the
final and substantiating clause of this Terse which
runs parallel to onkppa. Just as one who is born
of God is not on that account God and has not
like Christ the fulness of God bodily indwelling,
so aicipua is not the full Person of the Spirit of
God, of the Holy Spirit, but something that
comes forth from His Being, which, while if.
cannot be separated from Him, must be distin-

(Besser), to sin deliberately and intentionally (EJbrard), nor be limited to hating the brethren (Augustine, Bede), nor must ov Sbvarai be weakened
into mgre, dtfficulter est (Grotius, "res alien a est ab
ejus ingenio ;" Paulus, "his whole spiritual nature

—

is

and habit

resist it").

Nor must

it

be chanjjjbd

into ov fiovXerai (the Greek commentators) or
non debet. Nor is this declaration of the Apostle
only a goal and standard far above the reality
of the Christian life on earth, only of relative

importance and without

Bengel: "Res
non potest vinum bibere,
et in varus antipalhisc gencribus."
On the substantiating clause Bengel strikingly observes:
"priora verba ex deer major cm habent in pronunciando accentum; quod ubi observatur, patet, non idem
per idem probari, collato initio versus." Because
guished from Him. Therefore we have to say he is born of God, he that is born of God cannot
with the Greek expositors that airippa is irvevua sin ; the child of God cannot sin, because it is the
Very pertinent also is the note of
viodiotac, rb icvtvpariKibv %dpiopa, the Spiritus child of God.
Sanctus et ejus virtus (Calvin, Beza, Dusterdieck), Luther : "In summa nos Chris tiani nascimur, nee
nativitas spiritualis (Estius), vires regeneration^ (S. fuco quodam aut specie, sed ipsa natura sumus
8chmidt), Divine Ijfe-powers (de Wette, Neander), Christiani, quart non est possibile ut peccemus."
[Wordsworth: " He that hath been born of God,
the irvevpa begotten of the Holy Spirit (Sander),
the germ of the new life, of the new man, Christ im- and liveth as a son of God cannot be a sinner.
It
planted in ut (Ebrard, Lucke, Huther). But it is is inconsistent with the essential condition of his
not eiripua as analogous to tt"ft=r*icvov (Bengel: spiritual birth, by which he is dead to sin. It is
contrary to the nature which he has as a child of
"eemen deiue, qui natus est ex dto "), or il semen Ood. This is well
expressed by Didvmus here,
quasi divinum" (Sender ), the formative principle of
who says, " St. John does not assert that the man
It is
the good (Paulus), or religion (Fritisohe).
who has been born of God will never commit sin;
important to recollect that while pkvu is used of
but he asserts that he does not work sin. Non
tnrippa, pivei is also said of the believer (v. 6),
scriptumestnonpeccabit, sed non peccalum facit, non
and that he is bidden notwithstanding : pcvere= idem est peccare
et peccatum facere; a child of two
On this account, and because the days old, by reason of his
(eh. ii. 28).
natural childhood,
reference is not to a full ear of grain gathered in
cannot sin, but a child of God cannot be a sinner."
the barn, but to oirippa cast into the earth desThis distinction he draws from the difference
tined to grow under the influence of all kinds of
between the Present Infinite and the Aorist Infiweather, we need not suppose, that therefore it
nitive; see Winer j 44, p. 346, 348, 349, who quotes
stuff abide and could neither be lost again nor
from Stallbaum, Plat. Euthyd., p. 140: " AorisNothing is said on this point, it is
perish.
tus (In/in.) quia nullam facit significalionem perpeneither affirmed nor denied, and therefore we are
tuitatis et continuationis, prouti vel initium vel pronot warranted to introduce or assume it here
gressus vel finis actionis verbo expressm spectatur, it a
the subject in question is simply and solely that
solet usurpari, ut dicatur vel de eo, quod statim et e
in the onkppa and its abiding in conformity with
vestigio fit ideoque etiam certo futurum est, vel de re
its nature, the child of God receives the power
semel tantum eveniente, quss diurnitatis et perpetuiof not committing sin. Although we cannot extatis cogitationem aut nonfert aut certe non requirit,
plain brt by ktf boov as if it were=quantum,
vel denique de re brevi et uno veluti temporis ictu
quamdiu, quatenus, it is involved in the thought
peracta."
Thus e. g. irtorevoat is to make a pro(The Greek, B. Catholic and Evangelical comfession of faith, or an act of faith, at a particular
mentators).
time ; but morevetv is to believe, to be a believer;
And he cannot sin, because he is born dovfevoai is to do an act of service, SovXevejv, to be
of God. Now the Apostle adds the most im- a slave; ovSelc ohcirifc 6v vara i 6vol Kvpioie 6ovportant particular, viz., his inability of sinning Xevetv, no servant can be a slave to two masters ; so
on the ground of his having been born of God, dpapreiv is to commit a sin, but dpaprdvecv is much
with which St. John began, as he now concludes more than this, it is to be a sinner."
Ignatius, ad. Eph. 8 says : " Let no one deceive
this section.
With reference to the seed of God
They who are carnal cannot do the things
abiding in the child of God, he now asserts the you.
absolute contrariety of a child of God and sinning which are spiritual; nor can they who are spiritual
in the words ov dbvarai duaprdveiv. Non potest do the things which are carnal.
Faith cannot do
peccare is at all events much stronger and more the works of unbelief, nor can unbelief do the works
xb&n potest non peccare; it declares not the possi- of faith. The works which ye do in the flesh
bility of not sinning, but the impossibility of are spiritual, because ye work all your works in
sinning.
A servant of sin has become a servant Jesus Christ."—-M.].
Conclusion, v. 10a.
of righteousness (Rom. vi. 16-23); in virtue of
Veb. 10a. In this are manifest the chil*
the seed of God abiding in him he only wills and
only can do the Divine, righteousness (Dttster- dren of God and the children of the dereality.

se habet, ut in abstemio f qui

—

—

—
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11.
on

—'Ev

ch.

Tobr<f>

3.

ii.

refers

back to the preceding.

The point under

Cf.

notice is kx tov

&tov and ik tov fiiafidlnv elvai. This is apparent
in the doing of righteousness or in the working of
sin, the sinner entangling himself in sin, as a
child of the deril, while the belierer, as being
born of God, resists it. Being a child of God or
a child of the deril is hidden and manifest in
Hence this clause must not be referred to
doing.
the sequel (Grotius, Spener, Ebrard and others)
as there is not the least occasion for it; de Wette,
Sander, and others leave this point undetermined.
It is not said here to whom rd rkicva rot) &eoi> and
ra riicva rob dtapdXov favepd kortv, but v. 1 (jroo/io?
ov yipfajKEi ifi&s) renders it certain that it is not
manifest to the world but only to the ChrisThat difference is only manifest in the
tian.
light of the divine Kpfoic, the uncritical world
blends together and confounds good and evil,
God and the devil (Lucke, Sander). "To the
children of the devil their own moral nature remains a mystery until they accept the judgment
of the Holy Spirit and through the divine seed
are born of God and become the children of
God." Cf. Matth. vii. 16-21 ; Luke vi. 48-46.—
The phrase rd* riicva tov dtafidbov occurs only here
in the New Testament although we encounter the
following variations : vide diapofov said of Elymas
Bar-Jesus, Acts xiii. 10; 6 vide rift anoXelag said of
Judas, Jno. xvii. 12 ; and viol rfc airetOelac and
rtKva fveet bpyifc, Eph. ii. 8, instead of which
dia(36Xov might have been used, if that
expression had not been studiously avoided in
order to prevent the misunderstanding that we
might as well speak of a birth (out) of the devil
as of a birth (out) of God (see notes on v. 8) and
in order not to give nourishment to the dualistic
notion that their conversion or regeneration is impossible, to intimate, on the contrary, that it is
more probable to see a child of the devil become
a child of God than a child of God become a child
of the devil But it cannot be inferred from these
different expressions that the terms rd riicva tov
tieov and rd rkitva tov 6tafi6Xov denote the two extremes between which other men are found. This
antithesis embraces rather the totality of mankind
just as dfiapr&veiv and ovx duaprdvetv comprise the
whole attitude of men. Socinus is surely right

Hkpov tov

"Ex

apostoli verbis satis aperte colligi potest,

quod

interfiUos dci et filios diaboli nulli sint homines medii."

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
1.

The nature of

sin.

The word

afiapria while

indicating aberration from the right way, the
right goal, the straight direction and order
does not tell us wherefrom said aberration takes
On this account the word avouia is
place.
added. It is evident that sin is in direct antagonism to the v6poc, the divine ordinance.
Hofmann pertinently compares 2 Thes. ii. 7
(Schri/tbeweis I., 487).
The first thing is that
The exsin contradicts the divine ordinance.
tent of avofiia is also that of afiapria ; whatever
does not accord with the divine ordinance of life,
be it little or small or as it please, is afiapria,
which is always to be regarded primarily as an
injury done to God who has appointed the v6fio$.
Hence the notion of guilt adheres at all events to
the notion of sin, although the sinner be not conscious of it at the time or soon after the act; the

sense of guilt is sure to come sooner or later, but
invariably with the knowledge of sin, even
David expresses it: "Against thee only, have I
sinned " (Ps. Ii. 4) and St. Paul WMuooc ry fry
(Rom. iii. 19). The injury done to one's own
soul which lies at the bottom of ayvi&tv tavrbv,
and is declared in njpei avrbv as contrasted (dA/i)
with dftapraveiv is likewise the reason why the
sinner is outside of fellowship with Christ who
is life, gives life and takes away sin.
[Pearson (p. 639) says: "The law of God is
the rule of the actions of men, and any aberration from that rule is sin : the law of God is pure
and whatsoever is contrary to the law is impure.
Whatsoever therefore is done by man, or is ii
man, having any contrariety or opposition to the
law of God, is sin. Every action, every word,
every thought, against the law, is a sin of omission, as it is terminated to an object dissonant
from, and contrary to, the prohibition of the law,
as a negative precept. Every omission of a duty
required of us is a sin, as being contrary to the
commanding part of the law, or an affirmathe
precept Every evil habit contracted in the soul
of man by the actions committed against the law
of God, is a sin constituting a man truly a sinner, even then, when he actually sinneth not
Any corruption and inclination in the soul, to do
that which God forbiddeth, and to omit that
which God commandeth, howsoever such corruption and evil Inclination came into the soul;
whether by an act of his own will, or by the act
of the will of another, is a sin, as being something
dissonant from, and repugnant to the law of God.
And this I concoive sufficient to declare the nature of sin."—M.].
2. The nature of righteousness, as the opposite
of sin, is therefore a conduct consonant with the
v6ftog, a doing regulated by the divine ordinances
of life, from the work of our hands to the act ef
thinking and the power of the will.
8. The corruption of sin is manifest in that it
entangles men in a relation to Satan which at
once defines his attitude and shows itself in it
It comes from Satan and is the act of Satan, so
that living in sin and the working of sin are evidences of the sinner's dependence on the devil,
his appurtenance and similarity of nature to the
Although man's sin is the sin of the sedevil.
duced, in virtue of such seduction he is yet as
much doomed to the power of the kingdom of the
Evil One as he is guilty before God; and he that
ought and might have becomes child of God,
has become a child of the devil. As surely as
fellowship with God and righteousness are gained
in Christ, so surely does sin evidence fellowship
with the devil.
4. Satan is a person, opposed to God, the opposite of God and not only of Christ, who came
to take away sin and to destroy the works of
the devil. Strauss {Dogmatik II. 15) justly observes : " The whole idea of Messiah and His
kingdom is as impossible without its counterpart
of a kingdom of demons with a personal head, as
the north pole of a magnet without the south
pole. If Christ came to destroy the works of the
devil, there was no necessity for His coming if
there was no devil ; if there is a devil, but only

m

'

as the personification of the principle of ejil—
well,

then

we ought

also to
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Christ as an impersonal idea." Besides to deny
the existence and personality of the devil is to
give up the personality of God Himself. God
would be the AbsoluU and not the absolute Personality, if in this Johannean complex of ideas
we are permitted to understand Satan to be only
a principle, though it be the cosmical. But
there are here no data whatsoever for a dualistic
Two things are certain ; First : the
conception.
devil's opposition to God cannot be so construed
as to give the devil the character of the contestant counter-god from all eternity and to divest
him of the attributes of the creature; the text
contains no warranty for either the purpose of
Christ' 8 manifestation and the oircums Lance that
this purpose must be supposed to be fully accomplished and accomplishing in all essential points,
warrant us rather to conclude that said true assumptions, as a perfectly dualistic opposition of
the devil and God, are incompatible with the
fundamental views of the Apostle. Secondly : it
cannot be inferred from this passage that men
are naturally and essentially devilish. For John
plainly declares that not the devil's nature (to
which he does not make the faintest allusion),
but the devil's work shows itself in the sins of
men and that Christ came not to destroy the nature of the devil but to destroy the works of the
Nor must it be overlooked that, as condevil.
trasted with the terms ytyewijfikvo^ kv tov tieov,
$eov eivcu, ck ayry fihuv,
avry,
owipua &eov
rhcvov &eov, the Apostle is very sparing in his
reference to the devil and does not go beyond
saying c/c tov dia(56Xov elvai and rkicvov tov StafidXoVy
opposing the latter term, as it were by constraint,
to the phrase " child of God," so that Augustine
justly refers to an imitari diabolum, observing

—

;

•

h

"Omnes peccatores

U

ex diabolo nali sunt, in

quantum

peccatores. Adam a deo foetus est, sed quando consensu diabolo, ex diabolo natus est, et tales omnes
There is not the faintest in.
genuit qualis erat"

timation for the supposition that man does not
sin of his own will, not voluntaries but naturaliter,
and that the sin whioh he commits is not his
the contrary is
fault, but solely the devil's fault
evident from the exhortation in v. 7 and the paracletical tendency which lies at the bottom of the
Neither dualism nor determinism can be
whole.
But concerning'
deduced from this passage.
subjection and personal transactions reference is
made to cosmical powers in God the Father with
the Son and in the devil, as the ultimate and
chief factors of all personal development.
5. The work of Satan is sin, and sin from the
beginning, t. c. from the beginning of sin on the
part of mankind, which is the only subject under
notice here. Hence he is most truly the sinner, the
original sinner.
As he was actively engaged in
the first sin, so he still is actively engaged in
every sin. But beyond this fact nothing *is said
as to the nature of his activity, as to its concurrence with that of man which is not excluded,
and as to the manner how sin comes to pass.
But it is intimated that contrary to Christ who
was manifested and did appear in order to destroy
the works of the devil, the devil was not manifested but remained and continued to walk in
concealment, and that the children of God and the
children of the devil cannot be identified at once,
even as the world (which knows neither God nor
;
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the children of God (v. 1), nor itself) does not
discover the devil's work in its own sin; for the
reference is to irvevfiaTuca ryg irovypiag (Eph. vi.
It is just the man, who, as. St. James says
12).
(en. i. 14 sq.), is incited and enticed by his own
lust (bird Tij$ idiac. eicidvpiac h^ehtofievo^
koI deXealjdfievog) and commits sin without an in-

ward struggle, without offering any resistance,
in a calm course of development (// eKi&v/iUi
a v XX a (3 ova a tIktu t%v dftafjriav), has the devil
as the father of sin and is himself a child of the
deviL
In sins it becomes manifest that the
anti-divine on earth is intimately and vitally
connected with the kingdom and influence of
the devil and that ultimately the whole matter
resolves itself into a world-combat between God
and the devil, and a world-victory of God in
Christ over the devil (compare Harless, Ethics
***: Nitzsch, System, p. 244. sqq.)
I 28.
6. Redemption from sin is the work of the Sinless
One, the purpose of the manifestation of the Sinless
One, whose aim it is not to bring a new doctrine
but to produce a new life. According to this the
most important thing is, of course, not the exposition of the law marked by the utmost profoundness
of apprehension and lucidity of statement, but the
exhibition of the law to its full extent in a pure
life, which not only evinces its strength in suffering and the assumption of human sin, but also
satisfies and reconciles the Father, so that for
the Son's sake He now once more turns to mankind as hallowed and mankind overcome and
attracted by the Sinless One, parts company with
sin and turns away from it
It is inconceivable
to have known and understood the Sinless One
and yet to continue in sin all the same; to abide
in Christ and to abide in sin are incompatible
opposites ; the one excludes the other. John, to
be sure, has respect only to the principle or the
result, as the issue is a life that terminates not
in a moment but has its historical course and internal development
This is predicated of the
life in Christ (w. 2, 3,) and by analogy we are
constrained to assume it of the life in sin.
t
f
7. Being determines the doing, the doing does not
determine the being, but we know the being from
the doing. The being is the cause, the doing the
effect
Hence he that does not commit sin but

.

worketh righteousness (w. 6, 7, 8, 9) must be
born of God (ch. iL 29; iii. 9, 10) and have seen
and known Cnrist (ch. iii. 6), but he that is of the
devil, commits sin and worketh no righteousness
(v. 8). So Luther (Erlangen ed. 27, 191): "Good,
pious works nevermore make a good, pious man,
but a good pious man will do good, pious works.
Evil works nevermore make an evil man, but an
evil man will do evil works.
Consequently the
person must every ways be good and pious prior to
all good works, and good works must follow and
proceed from the good, pious person (Matth.
vii. 18)." Hence a man must have become righteous by justification, before he can act righteously
in sanctifioation.
This is the truth and the
right of the Lutheran and Reformed confessions
in opposition to Borne ; but on the subject of becoming righteous John confines himself to saying
that it takes place (out) of God in Christ by regeneration and propitiation; hence it simply
indicates the objective ground and not the subjective
accomplishment
On this point no
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other particulars can be inferred from our passage.

While the not-tinning and the impossibility of
tinning on the part of a Christian born of God,
must be held fast as a fact, we must be on our
guard against hasty inferences therefrom, for
which John gives us no warrant. In the first
place this passage (v. 9) must be susceptible of
a construction that does not contradict ch. i. 8
sqq., for John could not hare made both statements, if thej* were incompatible with one an8.

other.
in the

Hence the Roman Catholics are as much
wrong for holding, as de Lyra says, that

quicunque autem tentati fuerint, ostendi cos aqum
tantum et non spiritu baptuatos" that the Christian is not called upon to fight and to labour
"utmajoraprsemia accipiat" but only "nepcrdat
quod accepit," and that he did add *' qui swim baptisma servaverint."
For John neither affirms nor
excludes by an intimation that the work and act
of God to man must be accepted and received by
man, that man with the divinely-given strength
must become self-acting so that he not only do
not resist and thus not resisting, obieem non

—

become sanctified after having been jusbut also that entering into the work and
act of God he exercise himself by his own personal efforts and thus appropriate more and more
and receive into his own nature that which is

ponens,
tified,

the prerogative of the saints, s. e. only individuals in virtue of special grace in regeneration,
not to sin and not being able to sin, as are the Lutherans for contending that all truly regenerated God's, by giving up and sacrificing his self withpersons live without sin; for such an assertion out doing injury to his seity. All these things
is as arrogant as that contained in the sentence
John does not touch upon because he is not comof Seneca, the Stoic (see Diisterdieck II. 148 cerned with subjective execution but solely with
"Fir bonus non potest non the objective ground and foundation. Hence he
from' Wetstein):
facer e y quod faeit ; in omni actu par «ot, jam non says : he that is born of God, as such (as God's
consilio bonus, sed more eo per ductus; ul non tantum child), without any reference to his former conr ecte facer epossit t sed nisi recte facere non possit." dition and its reaction, does not really sin in the
1 Juo. i. 8 sqq. forbids such a construction of ch.
literal acceptation of the term ; sin may still take
iii. 9.
The Gichtelites, who in virtue of Matth. place in him, but he himself, as the child of God,
xxii, 80 used to call themselves the brethren of in the power of regeneration, does not and cannot
the angels and refusing to be considered a sect commit it (cf. Harless Ethics j 26. **). Hence
laid claim to being the invisible Church, and the we cannot see at all why the regenerate, if he
Molinists who were Quietists, claimed with some neglects, in conflicts and collisions which may
Pietists such a state of perfection and being arise, to be on his guard and to hold fast all that
called Perfectists by their adversaries, called God has given to him, done for him and is
them in turn Conatists; the Methodists who main- offering to him, may not by degrees fall entirely
tain that they stand daily and hourly in need of from grace, and such an issue necessitates or
the atoning merits of Christ do not belong to justifies the assumption that God did not serithis category although they hold the sinless per- ously intend, energetically will and efficiently
fection of the regenerate; but this certainly accomplish his regeneration and that lastly the
exposes them like the Roman Catholics to the lapsed was right and God in the wrong, that it is
danger of regarding or treating concupiscence as God's fault that he, though already redeemed from
a matter of indifference. The Synod of Dort, the power of the devil, had again fallen a prey to
moreover, cannot on the strength of this passage the devil. Heb. vi. 4 sqq. which only declares
reject the following proposition (see Niemeyer, that it is impossible to recover those who have
fallen away from such true regeneration has no
p. 719 sub III): "Vert credentes et regenitos non
tantum posse a fide jusliftcante> item gratia et salute connection with this passage (in opposition to
totaliter et finaliter excidere y sed etiam reipsa non raro
Ebrard) t but *e ought rather to take note of
n nor is
ex iis excidere atque in mternum perire f
fitvuv in v. 6., which points to that unexpressed
Calvin warranted to say: "Johannes non solum train of thought. Cf. Rom. vii. 15 sqq. where
docet, quam efficaciter agal semel deus in homine, sed mention is made of the lau avdpunoc. as the oripfta
dare affirmat, spirt turn suam gratiam in nobis ad deov and the e>£> of the regenerate warring
EXT RE MUM USQUE PER8EQUI, UT AD VITJB NOVITA- against the old ego. [Diisterdieck: " The diffeTEM INFLEXIB1LI8 PERSEVERANTIA ACCEDAT," be- rence between the older and more modern expocause the Apostle teaches here not a word on that sitors1 lies in this, that the former are more anxsubject.
He neither says ch. i. 8 sqq. that the ious to moderate the details of the Apostle's senregenerate in reality does not seldom fall from timent, and to tone down his assertion to the acgrace and perish eternally (!), tjut only, that his tual life of Christians, while the moderns recogsinning notwithstanding, his sins would be for- nize the full precision of the text as it stands, but
given him, nor here at ch. iii. 9, that the gift of then remind us that the ideal truth of the prinsonship and regeneration can never be lost again ciple announced by St John continually, so to
or impaired, or that the orrkpua is and must be speak, floats above the actual life of belieTera
brought to perfection in every child of God, or as their rule and aim, and that, in so far, the
that the donu'm perseveranlite is added by God to Apostle's saying finds in such actual life only a
None however of all the exthe gift of His grace, so that the two are inti- relative fulfilment.
mately united and inseparable. A view hitting positors, who in any way has recognized the
the truth may be found already in Jovinian (at the ideal character of St. John's view, has overlooked
end of the fourth century) as stated in the con- the fact, that even in the actual life of all that
troversial writing of his opponent (Hieronymus are born of God there is something which in fall
ado. Jovinianum libri II), if we remember that he verity answers to the ideal words "they cannot
said besides what here follows, viz: "to*, qui sin." The children of God, in whom the Divine
plena fide in baptismate renati sunt, a diabolo non
posse subverti" or **a diabolo non posse tentari;
1. Woke, Bickli, de WotU and Neender.
it is

—

—
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seed of their eternal life abides, have, in reality, not sin ; and so the Papists go ; but these go
a holy privilege, as Steinhofer says, they sin upon an erroneous supposition, that every mortal
not and they cannot sin, just in proportion as the sin, as they call them, makes an intercision of
new Divine life, unconditionally opposed to all justifying grace ; and doth, as it were, annihilsin, and manifesting itself in godlike righteous- ate the new creature.
Others interpret it thus:
Expositors in quantum sumus filii Dei : we cannot sin under
ness, is present and abides in them.
of all these logical tendencies, in all times, e. g. that respect and notion, as we are the children of
Didymus, Oecum., Estius, Sc Mich ting, Luther, God but even so far as we are, the best of us in
Hunnius, Seb. Schmidt, Calov, Bengel, Joaohim the most part, unrenewed though this is a certain
Lange, Rosenmuller, Lficke, Neander, etc. point truth, yet it is but a dilute and waterish exposito this, that the new life of believers, veritably tion of this place; and it amounts to no more
begotten by regeneration from God, is simply than this, that a regenerate man sins not as he
incompatible with sin1 ; the life which essentially is regenerate, that the principle of grace in him
alienates the spirit from all sin,* fills it with an is not that principle from whence sinful actions
irreconcilable hate against every sin, and urges proceed ; and certainly, no man, that considers
the weight of this Scripture expression, will
it to an increasing conflict against all unrightLuther excellently says, that a child think that the Apostle, by such an instance and
eousness.
of God in this conflict receives indeed wounds ingemination, would press so thin a meaning as
daily, but never throws away his arms or makes this is.
The interpretation, therefore, that I
peace with his deadly foe. Sin is ever active, judge to be the most natural and unforced is
of
this: He, that is born of God, doth not commit sin;
bat no longer dominant; the normal direction
that is, he doth not sin in that malignant manlife's energies in the believer is against sin, is an
no-will-to-sin
and
no-powera
absence of sin, a
ner, in which the children of the devil do : he
is
from
that
born
of
God
has
become,
He
doth not make a trade of sin, nor live in the conto-sin.
sin,
righteousness;
of
a
servant
of
servant
stant
and allowed practice of it. Neither can he
being a
according to the Divine seed remaining in him, thus sin, because his seed remaineth in him; that
inner
man*,
Paul
says,
according
to
the
St.
is
either
the energy of the word of God whereby
or, as
he will and he can work only that which is like he is begotten again to a spiritual life, or the
righteousness,
though
the
flesh
not
yet
God,
complexion of the graces of the spirit that are
so that even in as it were the seminary and the seed-plot of
fully mortified, rebels and sins
and by the power of the new life sin must be glory. Nor he cannot sin, because hie seed reever confessed, forgiveness received4, the tempta- maineth in him: this seed remains, and keeps him,
tion of the evil one avoided and overcome1 , and that he cannot sin ; either as apostates do who
self-purification and sanctification carried on." totally forsake the ways of God, or as profane
-M.].
persons do, who never embraced them. There
9. John speaks of being born in order to live,
is a great difference betwixt regenerate and unrePaul of dying in order t#live.
generate persons, in the very sins that they com[Ezek. Hopkins: This place may, perhaps, be mit : ail, indeed, sin ; but a child of God cannot
among the number of those, that had been more sin ; that is, though he doth sin, yet he cannot
I shall sin after such a manner as wicked and unregeneclear, if they had been less expounded.
only give you the genuine native sense of the rate men do: there is a vast difference betwixt
words and then proceed to manage them to my them, even in that wherein they do most of all
Whosoever is born of Qod doth agree : see that place in Deut. xxxii. 6.
present purpose.
Their
not commit sin.
Some from hence have ooncluded spot is not the spot of his children : even deformia possibility, at least, of a sinless state in this ties themselves are characteristic: and a true
life:
others, the infallible certainty of it; not Christ ian may come to know by his sins, that he
only that % child of God might attain to such a is not a sinner.
And, as they differ in the comperfection as is, exclusive of all sin, but that who- mitting of sin, so much more in the opposing of
ever is a child of God cannot upon that very ac- it."— M.].
count be guilty of any sin : so like are errors to
HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.
precipices, that, if a man lose his firm footing,
Thou art wont in other respects to attach imusually he falls headlong ; nor does he stop, till
he dash himself against the bottom and founda- portance to the right name and the right word.
had these men but Well, sin is immorality ; what thou call est a slip,
tion of all religion and piety
seriously pondered what the same Apostle saith an error, an infirmity or a foible, is essentially
Be not concerned as much about
in his first chapter, w. 8, 10 : u If we say that we immorality.
have no tin', we deceive ourselves, and the truth is earthly losses or disgrace before men as about
not in us;" and "If we say that we have not sinned, outraging the Divine majesty, which marks the
we make God a liar, * they would not have enter- nature of sin even more graphically than the
What does it
tained such an over-weening conceit of a spotless outrage done to thy own soul.
perfection of Life here; whereof the greatest part avail thee to be praised of men, even in newsif
papers,
God regards thee as a transgressor?
is no better than sin and the best of it, but too,
too much defiled with it. Others interpret thus: Remember the case of Chrysostom, Bishop of
Constantinople,
who was hateful to the Emperor;
So long as we are the children of God, we canthe courtiers said: "Burn him, confiscate his
him
property,
put
in irons, and have him killed."
1. Didrmui: &k6\ov Oov cat av6>pno<rr ov.
But others replied, saying : " You will not gain
2. Oecamentas: kviv Ittmrov Aj&apWaf rhr vovv

—

;

;
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4.

t,

Horn. viiL 15.
Ch. L 8 Mq.

Y.

18.

anything by all this ; for in exile he would find a
home with his God you deprive the poor, not
him, of property; he kisses his chains; death
;
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opens heaven to him. There is only one way to
render him unhappy; force him to sin; he fears
nothing in (he world but tin."
Dost thou honestly
abide the law of the land, especially the fundalaw
maintain
mental
then
also the law of God's
kingdom, His fundamental law. The sinner does
the very thing which Christ desires to remove
he twines for Him a crown of thorns and crucifies
Him anew. Hold fast the sinlessness and death

—

thought, manner, words or works is sin. Let
every one diligently study the law of God so that
he may learn what is right and wrong and not
do ignoranUy what might have been avoided.—
Sin must be a terrible and horrible thing, becaos
for its sake Christ had to come, to suffer and to
die.
Every thing is in harmony: begone, sin!
It
there is no room for thee with the redeemed
is apostasy from the law, the opposite of the
of Christ.
Why was it necessary for the Sinless Image of Christ, the progeny of Satan, a mark of
One to die if not for the sin of men ? What is he his slaves. Thou sayest : I am a sinful man and
that does not like the Sinless One and does every not a sinful angel ! True; but if thou art truly
thing in his power to put Him out of the way ? a believing Christian, sin must not reign in the*
What is the public opinion which crowned that but thou must reign over sin and not serve sin in
attempt with success?
Of what consequence any particular. Not certain, believers are exmust sin be, if He had to die by and for it? He posed to the danger of being seduced. Appeardid not come for the sake of the doctrine, which ance, propriety of conduct, and observance of the
did not take away sin, that the prophet might externals of worship are not paramount in Chrisbe praised, but He came for the sake of sin, that tianity, but the heart must be changed and thai
It is ill-befitting a
the Lamb of God and the High priest might be takes place in regeneration.
praised together.
He came to acquire for Him- Christian to appeal to and boast of his illustrious
descent, the distinction of his family and conneeself a people that it might live of and by Him
He came not to receive from it what were its pos- tions ; the grace of regeneration, which invests
sessions, but to take away from it, what is its him with the prerogatives of the adoption, trulj
grievance and to grant to it His glory.
A Chris- ennobles him before God and men. The children
tian, as a Christian, never does sin, he only suffers of Satan are often unknown, but more to themit
In and with Christ we lose all pleasure in selves and those like them than to the godly.—
sin and loathe its service.—Sin dailies men and The godly also are often hidden, but more from
prevents their seeing and knowing the glory of the ungodly than- from themselves, for they know
Christ.
To overlook the glory of Christ denotes very well in virtue of the spirit of adoption both
not a low degree of immorality. The illumina- what they have received and what is promised to
There is a difference between the children
tion of our spirit is not without the purification them.
of our heart, without the deliverance of our will of God and the children of the devil ; they may
from the chains of sin. As sin is ever growing and ought to be identified, but the identification
so that thin threads of lust become cords of vanity requires a spiritual discernment, otherwise it
and cart-ropes of unrighteousness (Is. v. 18), the cannot take place. Honest preachers must not
small rent of doubt grows into a shipwreck con- give evangelical consolation to those who are
cerning faith (1 Tim. i. 19) and a little spark openly ungodly, though they say that preachers
causes a great fire (Jas. iii. 6), so in like manner cannot condemn. True; they cannot condemn
the forgiveness of sins in justification grows to but they can denounce the damnable condition,
the annihilation of sin in sanctification, and the reBengbl: "Imquita* horribilnu quiddam, apvd
generate grows into manhood, so that while Ahab, eos prsesertim, qui legem si dei voluntaiem magni/adthough wholly mail-clad, was mortally wounded unU sonat, quam peceatum. Ex lege agmtio peccati
in one place, Paul though bitten by a venomous Lmea eurva eerniiur per se; sed magi*, adregulam
viper, shook off the beast into the fire and re- collata."
Steihhofhe: The children of God in whom
mained unhurt. Christ is the point where men
must choose the way that leadeth to the kingdom the divine seed of their -eternal life is truly abidof darkness, or that which conducts to the king- ing, have really the holy privilege of not being
dom of light Man's way ends in the former able to sin.
Hhubnbxl: Not the hurtfulness of sin is its
kingdom with his belonging to Satan, but it
begins in the latter with his regeneration.
Just nature, fof that is accidental, but its opposition
those who are the devil's know least of him, denv to God. The chief purpose of the manifestation
his existence and personality; those who with of Christ was the cancelling of sin, the atonement
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God resist him, know his nature and power much
better than his servants.
Be not deceived, 1.
Concerning the nature of sin ; 2. Concerning the
glory of Christ ; 8. Concerning the activity of
Satan; 4. Concerning the .power of regeneration.'
Fear sin! 1. It breaks the ordinance of
God ; 2. It is the cause of Christ's sufferings ; 8.
It leads to the slavery of Satan ; 4. It destroys
thy adoption of God.—-Child of God, rejoice ! 1.
God's law is a sure and straight path ; 2. The
merit of Christ affords thee a mighty help ; 8.
The gift of the Spirit will yield thee precious
fruit
Auoustini : The doing of righteousness does

—

—

and sanctification by means of reconHence continuing in sin frustrates the
purpose of Christ and contradicts His holiness.—
Christianity is not gnosis, but an honest mind and

for our sin,
ciliation.

—

Recollect that as long as sinninf
conversation.
thy element, thou art in the devil's sphere and
exposed to his influence. Take note: 1. That
the destruction of the works of the devil is not
something that has been done, finished and perfected once for all but is progressive in its nature,
advancing to perfection to the end of time. 2.
That Christ has laid the foundation by His suffering and death as well as by the establishment
of His Church, that incessant warfare may be
waged against the kingdom of the devil and that
not precede but succeed justification.
Starkb : Whatever is contrary to the law of at the last it shall be entirely destroyed. 8.
God, whether done inwardly or outwardly, in That Christ has enabled all who believe in Him

—

is

—

—

—
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CHAP.
and receive His power to overcome Satan. The
power of Satan is broken in believers. The
works of the devil are being destroyed in proportion as the Gospel spreads intensively and ex4. That the absolute and total detensively.
struction of the kingdom of the devil will take
place at the second coming of Christ.
Then it
At present believers
will be fully consummated.
are only called upon to make war against Satan.
As the seed does oaly push forth th9 fruit it contains, and cannot produce a fruit different in
kind, and as it is peculiar to the nature, even to
the germinating principle in the seed to produce
the right fruit, so it is also with those in whom
is laid the seed of God, the Spirit of God; its
germinating principle prompts godliness of living.
But this does not warrant the assertion of ab-

—

It is not a physically absolute
but a moral impossibility
it is
The indwelling
impossible to the sanctified will.
spirit effects so essential a difference among men,
that it seems as if they were wholly different
But because it is invisible, God causes it
races.

solute sinlessness.

impossibility,

to

—

become manifest in

its persevering fruit.

;

— How

sharply does Uoly Scripture distinguish between
men; they are cither the children of God or the
children of the devil; it knows nothing of halfChristians, of an amphibious race; man can only
be one or the other.
Be not deceived by this
sharp dichotomy, as if it were* unkind and uncharitable thus to judge, #>r it is not taught hore
that we should thus judge and classify others (for
that is the prerogative of God), but that we should

—

judge and range ourselves.
Reinhard: Christ takes away
1. The deception and fraud of sin
by His doctrine.
2. The punishment of sin
by His dwth.
3. The dominion of sin
by His Spirit and example.
Besseb: With God every transgression is a
crime ; the Judge above does not treat sin as a
Every
trifle, a peccadillo (pcccalilio, a little sin).
sin and all sin has the character of treason.
True Christians know that the Saviour was manifested as the enemy and atoner of sin, and they
agree with Him in heart aud mind in pronouncing the same sentence on sin which was passed
upon it in His bitter sufferings and painful death.
Every one that abides in Christ, to whom he
belongs once for all, does not commit sin, but says
no to sin, which belongs to the old man, and
The Christian's will,
resists its foreign power.
his ego resting in and governed by Christ is not
one with sin but one with Christ in whom there
is no sin.
Hatred of sin is the feeling which the
children of God have in common, the love of sin
the universal dowry of the children of the devil.
Just as only those truly love good who know
the Good One, so they only hate evil with perfect hatred who hate the Evil One as actively
engaged in every evil and abhor sin as the work
of the beginner of sin.
The will which worketh
sin. is of the devil and not of God. Out of the new,
divine life-ground laid in the children of God
grows up the pure delight in the good and perfect
will of God, and whatever is displeasing to the
Father (and sin is unrighteousness and wrong) is
equally displeasing to the child.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Tholuck: Do not trifle with sin. 1. Because
our hope it to glorious.
Here the blessed rights
of children, there the splendour and joys of

—

;

III.

HI

4-10.

children; should not he shun sin that hath such
a hope ? Ingratitude is one of the meanest vices
he that does not experience the necessity of gratitude for benefits received is one of the poorest
and most hopeless of men. Christ who burst the
chains and shunned no indignity in order to help
us, should we not bo grateful to Him
by fighting against sin? 2. Because sin is so culpable.
Sin, did it only hurt us, wo might get over it,
but as it hurts God, it becomes a more fearful
thing.
The true child of God ceases to commit
sin and greatly grieves at' the presence of any
and every sin. [A stanza of a German hymn.:
M.] Every, even the smallest sin always hits
the nerve of the law, unlike the eye, where the
skin only and not the ophthalmic nerve needs to
be injured; and the sinful lust is followed by the

—

culpable word and the culpable word by the culpable deed. Misfortune is seldom alone and sin
even more seldom. To become free from sin is
the life-task of the Christian. He knows of no
care greater than that of getting rid of a diseased
conscience.
Repentance outs the nerve away from
the lust of sin.
Gkrok: (on ch. ii. 28 iii. 8). Of the paradise of the divine sonship.
1. of the noble state of
being a child; 2. of the holy duty of a child; 3. of
the blessed children's right of the children of

—

—

God.

—

[V. 7. Burkitt: The Scriptures speak of
doing righteousness in two senses: 1. in a legal
sense, which consists in an exact obedience and
fulfilling of the law; and thus there is u none
righteous, no not one ;" 2. in an evangelical sense,
which means walking uprightly according to the
rules of the Gospel, conscientiously avoiding all
known sin, and performing every commanded
duty, observing a constant course of holy actions
and making it our daily care to please God in all
that we do.
And it is the duty of every Christian, who would not be deceived as to his spiritual condition, to try himself by this infallible
*« He that doeth righteousness is righteous;
whosoever doeth not righteousness is not
of God."—M.].
[V. 8. Bp. Hall:— He that gives himself over
to the commission of sin, and makes it his willing
practice, that man is not of God but of the devil:
for it is and hath been, the trade of that wicked
spirit, even from the beginning, ever since his
fall [?], to sin against God, and to draw others
into sin and condemnation with him.
M.].

mark:

—

[Sboker

—Herein

—

the plain trial of our condition.
If we are destitute of "the fruits of the
spirit," it is bad ; if we find them in our hearts
and lives, we have proof enough of its being good,
and need never disquiet ourselves for want of any
other.
Being able to tell the very moment when
we became pious and virtuous, is not material,
provided we are so now ; and happiest of ail are
they, who remember not themselves ever to have
been otherwise. All feelings are imaginary and
deceitful, unless they be accompanied with that
one, which the Apostle experienced and mentioned : " For our rejoioing is this, the testimony
of our conscience, that in simplicity and godly
sincerity we have had our conversation in the
world." 2 Cor. i. 12.
Our Saviour's rule of
•' knowing every
tree by its fruits " Luke vi. 44,
is

:

the only sure

way

is

to

judge of ourselves as well
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And though we may perhaps be
as of others.
sometimes at a loss how to judge, or inclined,
and even strongly, to fear the worst ; yet if this
arise not from presumptuous sins or habitual
negligence, but merely from excessive humility or
weakness of spirits, a modest diffidence will never
hinder our future happiness, nor will a bold poGood men may be
sitiveness ever forward it.
cast down and bad men elevated without any
reason. The former may see much in themselves

of his

life,

by

his behaviour towards

wards his brethren.

rHAMMOND

—

— M.].

God and

to-

The phrase "born of God" is not
be taken here, as to denote the single transient
act of regeneration; but rather a continued
course, a permanent state, so that a regenerate
man and a child of God are of the same meaning,
and signify him that lives a pious and godly life
and continues to do so. For the phrase "a
child " or " a son " of any kind of father, signito dislike; and yet God may see enough of what fies a resemblance or similitude of inclinations
He approves to accept them: they may experience and actions as a child of the devil, Acts xiiL 10;
sons of Belial, Judges xix. 22 ; children of Abralittle joy in serving Him, and yet " walk " more
completely " worthy of the Lord unto all ham, Gal. iii. 7. And so generally in this Epispleasing," Col. i. 10, for doing it without the tle, he that is "born of God," signifies a ™«"
encouragement of a present reward. The latter, truly pious, an obedient servant of God : and
on the other hand, may build upon groundless such is the subject of this proposition when of such
fancies of their own, mistaking them for Divine an one it is said, that "he cannot sin:" not afcommunications: may be absolutely confident, firming that he cannot cease to be what he is,
wonderfully transported, yet find themselves at cannot fall off from the performance of his duty,
It is not, therefore, by of the possibility of which the many warnings and
last fatally deceived.
their fears, or their hopes, or their raptures, exhortations that are given to pious men are evithat men are to judge of their spiritual condition. dences, see ch. ii. 1; 1 Cor. x. 12; Heb. iii. 12; 2
" Hereby," saith St. John, " do we know that we Pet. iii. 17; but that remaining thus, a pious folknow God, if we keep His commandments," ch. lower, imitator, and so a "child of God," he can" Little children, let no man deceive you: not yield deliberately to any kind of sin. M.].
ii. 8.
[Whitby
He cannot sin. Now that doth not
he that doeth righteousness is righteous ; he that
import a good man cannot be overtaken with a
committeth sin is of the devil." M.]
fault (Gal. vi. 1).
No, even those "little chil[Tucker
As therefore we are well assured, dren"
whose "sins are forgiven," and who have
that repentance will re-instate us, and that obe- "
known the Father," may and will be obnoxious
dience will continue us, in the Divine favour, acstill to some infirmities and wanderings oat of
cording to the gracious terms of the Gospel, so
the way. (ch. ii. 1).
They may "sin not unto
let us likewise remember, that he who wilfully
death," and therefore may still have the spiritual
and habitually committeth sin, whatever evidence
life remaining in them (v. 16-18).
But the true
of his new birth or justification, his adoption or
import of that phrase is this (Ita de Catone Minora
acceptance, he may fancy himself possessed of,
Velleius Paterculus: Homo virtuti similUmu*, si
is actually no other than the servant of sin and
per omnia ingenio diis qtiam hominibus proprior, qvi
the slave of the devil. In short, virtue and vice,
nunquam recte fecit ut facers viderctur, ted quia
holiness and wickedness, Christ and Belial, can
aliter facere nonpoterat.
Hist R. II. 34. OnudIf therefore we
never, never unite together.
bus humanis vitiis immunis. Ibid.): Thst he hath
•design ourselves to be the candidates for heaven,
such an inward frame of heart, such a disposition
we must endeavour to acquire such qualifications of spirit, as renders sin
exceeding odious and
as will render us fit for that holy place. Because
hateful to him
so that he cannot entertain the
unless we really acquire them during the present
thoughts of doing it, or a temptation to commit
state, the alternative is dreadful indeed: for he
it, without the utmost detestation and the greatwho committeth sin is of the devil. How shock- est horror, and so can very
rarely, and only
ing even to repeat; yet much more shocking to through
surprise, or want of due deliberation, or
feel! to feel not only for a time but forever!
through such violent temptations as prevent or
Whereas on the contrary, "he who doeth right- hinder his consideration,
be obnoxious to sin;
eousness is righteous, even as He is righteous;"
and when he comes to consider of such an acrighteous he is, because he will have, not only
tion, is presently condemning himself for it, bithis manifold failings and imperfections all forterly repenting of it, and for the future watching
given, through the mercies of the Gospel-covemost carefully against it Cf. Matth. xii. 34
nant, but even his deliberate sins and offences
xvii. 18; Jno. vii. 7; viii. 43; xii. 39; xiv. 17;
cancelled and blotted out on his sincere repentRom. viii. 7, 8; 1 Cor. ii. 14; Rev. ii. 2.—M.].
.ance: and what is still more than ever could
He that committeth sin is of the devil. It is not
have been thought of, much less petitioned for,
he who committeth one or more sins of infirmity,
he will find himself permitted to appear before
for so did Christ's disciples while they were with
God as "holy, unblameable and unreproveable Him; nor he who
committeth one great sin
in His sight," Col. i. 22.— M.].
through the power of a strong temptation, of
[Vbe. 9. Pylb: Whosoever is born of God, etc. which he bitterly repents, and from which he
As if he bad said: In fine, while a man preserves returns to his obedience ; for thus did David and
his Christian principle, and answers the charac- Peter, who yet were not then the children of the
but Jhey who comply with the lust* of
ter of a true member of God's Church, he can devil;
never be guilty of deliberate and habitual vice. Satan and who will do them. Jno. viii. 44. The
other
interpretations which are given of these
Make it therefore a sure test to whom a man belongs, in whose service he is listed, and from words seem either vain or impertinent, or false
and
dangerous,
and
whom he may expect his wages, whether of God
1. Vain is that sense which some put on these
or of the devil, by the good or wicked practices
:

to

;

—

:

—

:

—

t

;
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"He that is born of God, non debet pen- great or deliberate crime," as Tertiillian, de
ought not to sin," or that it is absurd for pudicitid c. 19.
him to sin ; for the Apostle speaks not of what
3. Dangerous is the exposition of Bernard (In
he ought not to do, but of what he doth not. Septuaq. Serm. 1), that "they who are born of
Such is that also of those fathers, who interpret God sin not, quia etiamsi peccata Ufa neuliquam
this of him who is perfectly born of God by a
imputentur, because their sins will never be imirahyyevecia, or "a resurrection from the dead," puted to them ;" and of those who think it suffor the Apostle doth not speak of what he shall ficient to say, "He sins not without great reiucdo hereafter, but of what he doth not do at tancy, or not willingly, the evil that he doeth
present.
being that which he would not do;" for the
2. False seems to be the sense which Origen,
will of that man, who, after some contest in his
Jerome, and Ambrose put upon the words, that soul, yields to the commission of sin, is more
"he that is born of God sinneth not, quamdiu re- strongly inclined to sin than to the avoiding of
natus est, whilst he is born of God, because he it, and so is not renewed.
Nor doth the Apostle
eeaseth to be a child of God when he sins; for say, he that is born of God sins not willingly,
this is not only confuted by the examples of David
or without reluctance; but absolutely, "He doth
and Peter, whose faith under that great miscar- not commit sin."
riage failed not (Luke xxii. 82), but by the
[I conclude with Gataker : " He that is born of
words of the Apostle, * Little children, if we sin Goa sinneth not," that is: Vitam a peccato imwe have an Advocate with the Father, Jesus muneum quantum potest sibi proponit, nee peccato
Christ the Righteous, and He is the Propitiation unquam sponle dat operam; si aliquando prsster
for our sins'" (Jno. ii. 1), who yet is only the animi proposilum deltquerit, non in eodem persistit,
Advocate for the sons of God. For the same sed error e agnUo, ad tustitutum vita pristinum quamreason I cannot assent to that exposition which primum quanlumquc potest, festinus revertitur."—
stith: "A child of God cannot be guilty of any
ii.].
words:
tart,

4.

Brotherly love

is

the sum-total

Chapter
1

Whosoever doeth not righteousness

13
14
15
16

17

18

106-18.

not of God, neither* he that loveth not his
ye heard from the beginning, that we should
Not as Cain, who was of that wicked one,6 and slew his brother.
love one another.
And wherefore slew he him? Because his own6 works were evil, and' his brother's
Marvel not, my brethren,8 if the world hate* you. We know that we
righteous.
have passed from10 death unto life, because we love the brethren. He that loveth not
Whosoever18 hateth his brother is a murderer 18 and
his brother" abideth in death.
ye know that no murderer 18 hath eternal life abiding in him. Hereby perceive 1 * we
the love of God, because he laid down his life for us: and we ought to lay down 16
our lives, for the brethren. But whoso hath this world's good,18 and seeth his brother
have need, and shutteth up his bowels of compassion 11 from him, 18 how dwelleth the19
My 30 little children, let us not love in word, neither inn tongue;
love of God in him?

106

11 brother.

12

III.

of the Divine law.

For8

is

this is the message* that

:

but in deed and in truth.

—

mit,

tat i— " Every one that." So German. M.]
* a t— " And." So German, and most foreign Torsions. M.J
Verse 11. [•«o t i— " Because." So Qerman. M.j
*dyy«Ala A. B. G. K.; cirayy c At a C. Sin. and a few, unimportant Codd.—The context admits the
sense " promise " only on the artificial interpretation that it is a gift and a happiness to lore.
Verse 12. [• ov Ka0»? Kdlv «* rov wovrjpov ^v. German: "Not as Cain was of the wicked one. "— Lttcke:
u 8omo supply after ov: ayav&pcp, others woiStfitr and the like. But in the first case' there
arises
an irony unsuitable in this connection; and in both cases a second supplement becoraos necessary, to wit,
of 5 * after K * i v, which, as the omission of the relative pronoun is in classic as well as in N. T. Greek
without example, could hardly be justified. Much simpler is it with Grot I as to complete the sentence
thus: o vx &ju«r ix toU vorifpou, xa0M? Kdiv e* rov ir ovqpov $v.
Winer: " Properly, there is nothing to be supplied (6 p e v or ir o i& p e v would not suit ov), but, the comparison
being negligently expressed, the reader easily adjusts the clauses for himself: that we love one another,
not as Qttn was ojthewicked one, etc., shall it or may it be so with us." For further authorities see
.
Lillle.—M.1
[» German : " Because his works were wicked, but his brother's righteous."
It is difficult to determine the
right reading, whether it is a v r o v, avrov or e avrov (B.J Host probably a v t o v.—The cor aspondence between Kd'Cv «« rov novrfpov %v and r* epya avrov wov^pd ^r should by
all means be brought out.— M.]
fT ««—"but," not ''and," as E. V.— M.]
Vane 13. [8 German « Marvel not, brethren," agreeing with Sin. G. K. Reo. al. in omitting /*o v.—M.]
9
German, Wiclif. al. retain the Indicative mood—M.J
[ Hi<r«i.
Verse 106.

—

—

:
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Terse 14. [» German :

"We hate passed oat of death into life."— M.}

'Ayafif

without

rbv a&e\<j>bv, A.

inserted than omitted.

Verse

15.

death."— M.]
n a « o— Every one.

B. Sin.; wtlA it C. G. K., although less authentic, and rather
[German: omits the words, and renders: "He that loveth not abideth in

— M.]

German: " man-murderer," bat better
render, " man-kilter"
P avdp*twQKT6vo<:;
Rhemish
which
from the extenuating
Jno.
suggested by the
to

vers, at

of such words

Terse

16.

H« German:

Terse

17.

f»«

*•

Till. 4t),

is

free

(Lillie following

force

m " homicide " or " man-slatighUr"— M.]

technical

qm

Hereby hare we known."— M.]

$tlvai A. B. C. Sin. al* decidedly preferable to ri&ivat. G. K. al.
German " IJfe-sustecance." Goods might be used in that sense. —M.]
German: "Hi* inwards;'' but ** bowoU " withont the supplement u compassion n should by
:

— M.]

all

mean

be retained.

an'

avrpv

A. B. C. Sin. ; the words are omitted only by several unimportant Codd.

German: "Abideth."— M.]

—
C

rttvia occurs in Rec. after G. K., but is wanting in the best Codd. M.]
Article Tji} before y\utcr<rji U wanting in Rec. Sin., but (bund in A. B.
G. K. and most at the
Codd. verss. and editions. [German: "with the tongue."— M.] ; iv, omitted by K-,is found in almost
all the authoritative Codd., including Sin.

fiov after

The

nean passages like

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.
The transition, v. 106.
Ver. 106. Every one that doeth not
righteousness, is not of God.— Thus the
Apostle compresses the one, positive, formally
taken and described side of the preceding section
and having thus fully, concisely and distinctly
recapitulated, he now quickly adds the essential
characteristic of that righteousness as the leading
theme of what follows, viz

And
Calvin:

—

he that loveth not his brother.
"Hoc membrum vice expositonis additum

It is interesting to compare the progress
of thought in this part with that in the first part:
this section ch. iii. 10-18 is related to ch. ii. 29
and iii. 1-10 like ch. ii. 6-11 to ch. i. 5 and i. 6
ii. 5; ii. 6, 7, 11: ^ evro2.r},
b 7^6yoc, $ ayyeMa
brotherly love, and ch. iii. 11 the ayyeXia, ch. ii.
7 : f/v elxere v. 1 1 : 9p> TjKovaare aif hpxvc as in
ch. iii. 11; the bQstfatv ch. ii. 6 and iii. 16; and
both times after the example of Christ; respectively disclosing our relation to death and life
here fvv. 14, 15) and to light and darkness there
(ch. h. 9-11).
But this section draws more on
est."

—

—

(Cain and Abel v. 12, poverty and benevolence vv. 17, 18) and reaches more into life.
life

Hag

6 izoiuv Autatookvrjv refers

back

to ch.

ii.

adeljpbv avrtnt here, denotes

brotherly love, the love which Christians have
for one another; so al30 in the corresponding
sections ch. ii. 9-11 and iv. 20, 21. 'AMjfa is

consequently notz=rrhj(Tlov Luke x. 86 (Ebrard,
who sees here a contradiction to Mattb. v. 44;
1 Cor. iv. 12, but without sufficient reason; Rickli

and

others).

The commandment of Christ, v. 11.
Ver. 11. Because this la the message
which ye have heard from the beginning,

that

we should love one

another.— He thai

loves the brother must be (out) of God, and brotherly love is the deed of righteousness, betwut
the commandment is from Him. 'AyyeAia is here
==hro?J) ch. ii. 7.
Bengel's remark is only half

true:

" liberalissima

appellat;"

nunquam

legem

but vduoc

never.

appellation

hroty occurs

often,

But the message implies the commandment as indicated by ha.
The reading k7rayyeXia, promise,
cannot be sustained without a forced interpretation: it is the goodness, power and grace of
Qod that we should love one another. The commandment of brotherly love has been given from
thebeginning, since the Gospel has been preached,
since you have been Christians ; it is and remains
indisBOlubly united with the Gospel and Christianity ; TjKobaare aif hpyfjc applies to the first and
to all Christians.
"Iva denotes the purpose, the
work to be done and not only the substance or contents of the hyyiTla (Huther), for the reference is
not only to the substance of a commandment, bat
to a commandment specified by means of the
message, which lies in the message given as a task,

but the omission of the Article renders
the idea more' general and indicates the leading
thought with the self-evident reference to God
and Christ. Thus etc rov deov elvai denotes here
both to be born of God and to be the child of
Ood. Kal before 6 fir} ayan&v rov ade?,<pbv avrov is a work to be done.
epexegetical, and explains dtkatoainrn as ayany;
The opposite in Cain. w. 12, 13.
hence it is neither==protn(2e (Episcopius) nor adds
Ver. 12. Not, as Cain was of the wicked
a new particular, something different (Rickli, one and slew his brother. The sentence is
Socinus, who defines aydnn as Christian virtue imperfect like Jno. vi.
58, and is a bremloqwMfia,
excelling Jewish legality) ; nor is hy&irn a part
of frequent and diversified occurrence in the
or moment of Sucauxjuvrj (Bengel, Spener, Nean- classics ; cf. Winer,
p. 646, who cites in a note »
der, Gerlach), but its "substance and nature"
parallel scntenoe from Demosthenes (Mid. p. 415).

29

;

iii. 7,

—

(Huther* also Dusterdieck). Cf. Rein. xiiL 8-10;
Gal. t. 14; Col. iii. 14; 1 Tim. i. 5; Jno. xiii.
84 sq. ; xiv. 16; xv. 12, 17. "Brotherly love is
the sum-total of all right-doing " (Besser), love is
'
the fulfilling of the law. AXMjXovc, in the Johan-

na Hather in a note [2d ed. p. 163] replies to the objection
of Ebrard and Myrberg that this could only apply to our
love of God and not to our love of the brethren, that in
Johr's opinion Christian love of the brethren ia identical
with the love of Ood, because the Christian loves his brother
as one born of God. He suggests also that ayavrt might be
better defined as the "essential exhibition" of ourauxnJnj

The comparison is left incomplete, as in animated
conversation when there is no room for misunderstanding; there is nothing to be supplied;
the reader or hearer knows from the context
what is meant. In the present case : Not, as
Cain was of the wicked one and slew bis brother,
[See note 5
(shall it or may it be so with us).
in

Apparat

Crit.

—

Hence

it is neither an

M.J.
independent exclamation (Sander) ; nor need we
supply upev ek tcv irovnpoir (Grotius, Lucke), nor
be (Beza, Socinus), nor sitis or the like. *E* rtm
irovqpov refers back to v. 8 as contrasted with U
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Hence the reference is to the the world hates and this expression contains a
The sentence specifies the reason ground of their rejoicing and conveys to them

tov fooD y. 106.

wicked one.

even as

of that action,

v. 8.

notelv rr}v dfiaprlav

are correlates.
[The
wild notion of the Rabbis concerning the diabolical nature of Cain may be interesting to the
student (Zohar in Genes, iv. 1): "Rabbi Eleazar

and 6

Cum projecisset

dixit :

in

dulfioXos duaprdvet

Eoam,eaque Ulam

terpens

ille

immundUiem suam
cum Adam

susctpisset, repique

unum ex latere Mo imAdami; fuitque Cain similis

habuisset, peperii duosfilios,

mundo

unum

et

ex latere

imagine superiorum h. e. angelorum et Abel imagine
inferiorumh. e. hominum, ac propterea divers«fuejBquidem Cain fuit
runt vim istius ab ilUus viis.
films spiritus immundi, qui est serpens malus ; Abel
vero fuit filius Adami; et propterea quod venit de
parts angeli mortis, ideo interfecit fratrem suum."—
The verb a^d^etv denotes eultro jugulum
M.].
aperire ut sanguis effluat, then to kill, in sacrifice,
as the martyrs were slain by the ungodly. Rev.
Hence the word does
t. 6 ; vi. 4, 9 ; xviii. 24.
not warrant the inference that the knife was the
instrument of the murder (Piscator), but rather
denotes that the death of Abel was martyrdom
inflicted by an ungodly hand, or finely intimates
that Cain, in his hatred, offered a sacrifice to his
God, the deril.
The next clause, at all events
gives prominence to the diabolical character of
wherefore
Cain's deed, the eager question

"And

him?" being promptly answered thus:
"Because his works were wioked, but his

alew he

brother's righteous. Td ipya avrov irovtjpd fjv
answers to kit tov novtjpdb fjv, and denotes Cain's
whole manner of life " (8pener), of which the murder of his brother was one form of expression, his
whole manner of life as well as this specific exhibition of it being identical as to cause and

—namely

the sweet consolation of the fellowship of love.

The

particle

el is

and remains=(/7

if it

had

been,

the Apostle's object to describe the hatred of
the world as actually present, he might have used
or*; but he signifies by si that the readers collectively or individuals at the time being, will
not in the end have to endure hatred ; but the
Indicative fuoel denotes that the case will doubtless arise.
So Mark. xv. 44 (Vulgate falsely:
si jam odisset) ; Acts. xxvi. 8 ; Winer, Grammar
Hence Sander, who
p. 807; Kuhner, ii. 480 sq.

makes ei=6rt, S. Schmidt who makes it=etiamsi,
and Ebrard who explains=if ever the case occurs, are in the wrong, for the reference is to a
["El denotes neither a
necessary condition.
doubt nor only a possibility, for it is not only
possible but from the nature of the case necessary,
that the world hates the children of God ; only
the form of the sentence is hypothetical, not the
thought it expresses. Cf. Jno. xv. 18." Huther.
Amplification of
Hatred and Death;

We

the Antitheses:

w.

Love and

Life,

14, 15.

—

Vbr. 14.
Know. In itpelc John includes
himself among those he had just called hdefyol
and expresses their confident assurance, the world
and its hatred notwithstanding, which is and ough^
The
to be a source of strength and consolation.
object affirmed in the sequel shows that the reference Is to the experience of believers, of the children of God, and not to the Apostles only, (Lyra)
or that it is only the conclusion drawn on the
ground of a good conscience, (Estius).

That we have passed over oat of Death
into Life. The Prefect fieTapeprfKajzev signifies
an action of the past or the past of an action still

—

For if the wicked
the devil.
one had not influenced Cain's whole manner of continuing in the present, in the condition that
life and if that had not been wholly wicked, he
has been effected: we are those who have passed
would not and could not have committed this over, Winer, Grammar, p. 288, 299. The Perfect
specific act of fratricide.
The term novr^pbg, as must not be taken per enallagen, for the Future
distinguished from kok6q is very significant, iro- (Schlichting) or the Present (Didymus, Oecumvqpbc, from vcovelv or icdvog, denotes toil or hardenius), or the verb must not be construed ==/«* or
ship (and is opposed to XPWfAc, good, honest, spem habere ad vitam (Grotius, Carpzov). Cf. Jno.
tov {ravdrov etc
useful, friendly, serviceable) and then malignity,
perejU^TjKEV
v. 24 : 6 mcrevuv
nalignus ; kok6$, bad, malus, is the opposite of t%v ^ufjv.
Of course k k tov Ravdrov tig rift $ufy>
Sir.
but
spiritually,
but it
Rev. xvi. 2;
aya$6c, good and valuable.
cannot be taken physically
xxxi. 4; Matth. vii. 11; xii. 35; v. 11; Luke must be taken as a real fact ; it \s=yeyevvrjadai
the
xu. 36; 3 Jno. 10.
£a>#
is
real
evil
nature
ij
life,
The inwardly
kK rod deoi), ch. ii. 29 : for
is kokov, that which is inimical, hurtful and disdivine, eternal life ( ch. i. 1, 2 ; ii. 17, 25),=the
*0 TTovjjpbg is the 0£>£ and the aXifieta (ch. i. 6 ; ii. 21, 22) of which
pleasing to others is irovTjp6v.
most suitable term to describe the nature of Sa- the children of God are partakers; the tidvatan, the enemy of God, His kingdom and His toc is the opposite of this life,=the anoria and
tov
people, as well as the works of the devil's child- the ipevtios, all of which belong to the
ren.
The additional clause ra fc tov adefyoh 6ic$67jov. The Apostle, therefore, does not speak
avrov Sucata the context requires us to refer to of a sentiment (Paulus) or caligo, infelicilas, moU tov &Er>v elvat, as pointing out that the piety ralis (Semler), but of relations and conditions, of
and the walk of the children of God exactly an- regeneration, of the new life of the reconciled
swering to the law of God are loathsome to the child of God. This implies that those who have
r^>
anti-divine world.
That devilishness continues not yet passed over, are still or will be
still Jno. iii. 19;
Hence the davdrv before this transition into life in Christ;
xvii. 14.
vii. 7;
monition
hence there is not the faintest colour for the asVbr. 13.
Marvel not, brethren, if the sertion of Hilgenfeld, that the Apostle did share
world hateth you. The same idea is already the gnostic view of the original metaphyseal
expressed in v. 1 (6ta tovto) ; Cain is tho type of difference of men.
the Kfouog (ch. ii. 16-17).
love the brethren. From
"Magis esset mirabile,
Because
si diligerent eosV (Didymus).
The address afcX- this conduct we may know that relation, from
Ooi in this connection exerts a beneficial inthese acts of brotherly love that state of adopfluence : John expresses his love of those whom tion by God.
Hence the former is the first and
origin

—

U

U

h

—

—

we
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and it is false to consider brotherly
love as the cause of regeneration or even as a
part of justification in order to complete it, and
as conditio graliose a Deo requisita, as do the R.
Catholics (Estius, Lyra) and the Pelagians (EpisBrotherly love is only the condition of
oopius).
the certainty of the knowledge that we are justified and the children of God, and not the con[£w# and ay&irn are
dition of this new life itself.
really one and the same thing with this difference
that £o# is the slate and ay&iry the activity of the
believe;' ; from this blissful, eternal life groweth
love, and love in its turn worketh happiness and
(Huther)
eternal life; hence the Apostle adds
this the second

i. 15) ; the first sin was a falling from
created (out) of God jnto death threat-

death (J as.
the

life

ened as a punishment. Thus Satan became the
murderer of Adam and Eve in the strictest sense
of the word (Wisd. i. 11-18; ii. 28, 24). With
the entrance of sin, moreover, there died in Eve
the love of her husband whom she had seduced,
and in Adam the love of his wife whom he ac-

cused to God and on whom he laid the guilt.
There hatred and death are again together. In
Cain also there was the hatred of his brother
united with the murder of his brother, whereby
he showed that he was £k tov 6iap6fov. Cf. Stier,
Reden Jesu, Vol. IV. 414 sqq.
And ye know that no man-killer hath
Ml.
eternal life abiding in him. This concludes
He that loveth not, abide th in death.
As usual (ch. i. 8, sqq., ii. 22, sqq.), the negative the thought: fir) ayanav rdv ade?jpdv v. 106 led the
[See note Apostle to speak of fir) ayandv v. 14, then of
is added in a concise, pregnant form.
The statement is fitouv rbv adefybv v. 16 and in remembrance of
11 in Appar. Critic.
MJ.
quite general "he that loveth not" without speci- Cain of avQpoiroKrdvoc he first said ovk Icrnv h
fying tne object, vix. the brother. The force of tov &eov v. 106 fitvet iv QdvaTy, but here oi>x lx*
abr<p ftkvovoav.
the present ulvti should be retained. To be in £ot}v altiviov
Before he said, he
death is connected, as something permanent, with is in death, but now, in him is not eternal life,
not loving. They are one in the other, yet not consequently death is in him. The Apostle de*
so that the not loving is the cause of the abiding nies that he " possesses permanently and fully
in death, but, as is manifest from the context, so (Llicke) eternal life and thus denotes the «• perthat we may know the abiding in death from the manent state of death" (Dusterdieck) of him that
not loving.
[The two are identical. Besser, hates and kills his brother. The Present lxei h**
"Where hatred is there is death, where love is respect to this present life ; it is not habebit (a Lepide).
there is life; yes, love is life itself." M.l.
Hence £u$ altivtoc not the future glory (a
Veb. 15. Every one that hateth his bro. Lapide, Bede and others). Mhovcav certainly
ther
a man-killer. 113? denotes the univer- intimates the existence of eternal life, of bapNot loving is tism, etc., out of or in the word of God by means
sal application of this thought.
[Not of Christian instruction and the Christian familydescribed as equal to hating one's brother.
hate.
love=to
indifference
is
discipline; for the Apostle speaks of and to
to
M.]; "pure
impossible to the living spirit of man" (Huther). Christians. But even such gifts of God are conLuther rightly observes Nova sententia coram mun~ sumed by hatred abiding ; hence he loses entirely
do, quod non dUigere tit occidere." Bengel : " Omne the possession of eternal life, so that nothing
odium est conatus contra vitam at vita vitam non in- thereof abideth in him ukvovaav is therefore not
sectatur; qui odit fratrem, aut ilium aut se ipsum vult an intensified to be (Huther), nor must the want
occidere."
Lyra (odissepejus quam non diligere."), of the Article be pressed as if the reference were
Schlichting ("Qui non amat, nee bene vult nee only to powers of the future world (Ebrard).
male; qui veto odit, male vult"), and others are This the Apostle lays down as an undeniable
wrong. Not loving is only the state of quiescence fact of Christian experience and consciousness
exhibited in acts of hatred. According to our (oidare) hence they know it not from the fifth
commandment (S. Schmidt) or from the Old TesLord's exposition of the fi ft h commandment ( Matth
v. 21-26) he is an avdpo7roKr6voc that hateth his tament with its death-penalty in the case of mur-

—

—

—

;

h

—

—

U

—

:

;

;

;

brother.
"Nam quern odimus, vellemus periisse"
(Calvin); hatred is not only a beginning or cause
of murder, but a murder in heart, be it a wish,
a thought or a purpose or only the passion which
afflicts the brother's life without thinking of his
death.
" Latro es, antequam inquines manum"
(Seneca).
Here is evidently a reference to Cain,
v. 12; the case of Cain shows plainly how hatred
The
of one's brother and homicide go together.
word av6pu7roKT6voc, only here and Jno. viii. 44,
in this place applies to Cain who slew Abel, his
brother, in the Gospel to Satan who destroyed,

derers, spiritually interpreted (Grotius, Lucke).
Description of brotherly love, vv. 16—18.
love
Ver. 16. Hereby have
that
laid
His life for us.—S.

we known

He

Schmidt

:

down

"Ne

aliis decipiatur,

quis vel se ipsum decipiat, vel ai
ezponendum etiam erit, qum sit vert

First after the example of
Christiana caritas."
Christ.
rovry cf. on ch. ii. 3 ; on k&ivoc,
On
vv. 3, 7; ii. 6; eyvtonaftev
cognitum habemus.
T#v ayaTrrjv should be taken in a general sense
without any further qualification: love. Bengel:
et

h

=

—

murdered Adam. Notwithstanding this difference, the two passages are conneoted with each

"Amoris natura." In Christ may be known lore,
the being and nature of love.
Hence we must
not supply tov Xpiorov (Carpzov and others), or

other, the one shedding light on the other.

tov deov (Grotius, Calov, Spener, aL);

Cf.

the Vul-

gate (amorem Dei) constrains the Romanists to do
Lange on John viii. 44; VoL IV. p. 244 sq.
The devil, having seduced Eve, and Adam through so. Ebrard's explanation is rather forced: "we
her to sin, to the transgression of the divine law have known love as consisting in this," as if we
had h rovTift ovoav, and this were described in
of which death was the penalty fixed by God.

Sin causing mortality is itself a kind of dying,
the fall or falling into death [German: The fall
of sin, t. e. the fall, a fall of death.
M], and sin,
born of lust, when it is finished, bringeth forth

—

the following brt as the predicate and as if QW"
Kauev had only an introductory and secondary
sense. Both the form (the position of the words)
and the thought (to give His life=love) render
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10-18.

The point is that 10; Phil. iv. 6. [He beholds the brother's need
that exposition untenable.
whereby love is known : t#v tyvxft v riBhai ( Jno. with unmoved eye M.].
shutteth np his bowels [inwards]
xv. 13; of. x. 11, 16, 17, 18; xiii. 87, SS)=vitam
After the analogy of the Hebrew
ponere (Cicero ad Fam. ix. 24) ; this is the highest from Him.
proof of love ; for love imparts her very best, her
<™toyx?a. is=KapSia f Prov. xii. 10 and
most precious goods, irapadowat the Vvt? or
fovroV (Gal. ii. 20; Eph. v. 2); this makes Christ very often in the New Testament. Bengel : "Cum
Asthe object of the Father's love (Jno. x. 17). The visceribus clauditur vel aperitur res familiar is,
context required here irnkp ^fu»v, for our protec- peetus miserorum corda speetatorum illico pulsat vel
The heart ought to open itself in
tion ; literally over us, who had fallen, were etiam apcrit."

And

—

—

Q*Pm,

wounded, in danger of perishing from our wounds compassion and sympathy and move and open
hands of enemies, fighting against the the hand to communicate ; but it is under the
enemies, protecting us, becoming our substitute aggravating circumstances of his having the
and assuming the fight for us: hence it is not means and beholding his brother's need that he
exactly identical with avrl, and yet the two pre- shutteth up his heart and turns away from him
The same pregnancy of thought ocpositions touch each other in thought "in in- (air' avrov).
A similar use of Kpvirreiv dird
dissoluble correlation " (Dtisterdieck) of. ch. ii. 2. curs at ch. ii. 28.
may be seen at Luke xix. 42 K Jno. xii. 86 b.
And we ought to lay down our lives Hence we need neither supply
hiroarpe^Ofuvoc
From the act of Christ's (Carpzov), nor airb=coram (Socinus).
for the brethren.
[This
love for us springs a duty towards our brethren, was the case of Dives.
He saw Lazarus flung at
incumbent on us (b$eifa>pev) the thought is si- his gate, Lazarus desiring to be fed with the
milar to ch. ii. 8, 6. The example of Christ must crumbs which fell from the rich man's table, but
not be without corresponding works on our part he desired m vain; Dives saw him lie in misery;
The essential union of believers the dogs had pity and sympathized with the poor
(ch. iii. 8, 7).
to Christ must exhibit itself in the real moulding man, but Dives, who fared sumptuously every day,
of their life after the pattern of Christ, in the use looked with unpitying eye on his brother's disof the imparted gifts and the solution of the task tress
he saw in him a beggar\ not a brother. See
assigned to us by the bestowal of that gift. Cf. Augustine, Serm. 178, c. 8, and Massillon's beauJno. xiii. 84; xv. 12, 1.8; xxi. 18, 19; Rom. xvi. tiful Lent Sermon on this subject
M.] The
8,4.
negative is emphatically expressed with an imor in the

*

—

;

;

— —

Vbr. 17. Bnt whoso has the world's plied paracletical inferenoe in the interrogative
sentence
goods (sustenance of life).
How abideth the love of God in him ?
By the adversative 6k " John denotes the proconstruction may be seen ch.

from the greater, which is justly insisted
upon, to the less, the non-performance of which,
therefore, appears as a correspondingly greater
(Dtisterviolation of the rule just laid down."
dieck), "Of <T hr makes the sentence quite general.
The proverb quoted by Grotius: "ploc filov
ploc" gives the double
6e6fievoc ovk
sense of life, and the necessaries of life, or the
means of sustaining life. Cf. Mark xii. 44 (Luke
gress

ion

xxi. 4)

;

Luke

viii.

45; xv. 80. Col.

v. 12.

Beza:

"res mundanx" "des biens de ee monde." The
Genitive rot) tcdouov simply points to the sphere
to which the P'toc belongs, and, according to ch.
ii. 17, denotes the profane and worthless character of these goods, as contrasted with the eternal
Bloc rob
love and the eternal life in Christ.
k6ouov is the antithesis of (,ui) altivtoc ; the Christian shares the latter with Christ, the former
with the world. The reference is not to uncommon wealth, but rather to any kind of property
($XV> emphatically in anteposition), though it be
in limited circumstances, a mere mite, or bread
and potatoes. He that hath the means to give

and

Seeth his brother have need.

&eapei

pictorially describes the attitude and activity of
the spectator ; it is not a hasty look, but permanent looking on and into it (Matth. xxvii. 85;

Mark

xv. 40, 47; xii. 41; Luke xxi. 6; xxiii.
85; Jno. ii. 23; vi. 19, S2 vii. 3; ix. 8; x. 12;
xiv. 17 ; xvi. 10, 16) ; he has it before him like a
picture which he contemplates with calmness and
attention, rbv ade'k<pbv avrov xpeiav ^X
On
the expression and the thought cf. Eph. iv. 28
Mark ii. 25- Acts ii. 45; iv. 35; xx. 34; xxviii.
;

^^

A

similar
iv. 20
Jno. iii. 12 ; v. 47. The substance of the question answers to v. 15 : ovk Ixci CWv al&vtov kv
avr$ fdvovaav, where eternal life not abiding and
even not being in him is inferred from the nonexistence of brotherly love, while here the nonexistence of the love of God is inferred from the
same premises. 'Aydrr? roil $eov is our love to
God and indicates the motion of eternal life to its
This love to God does
fountain, as in ch. ii. 5.
not abide, where it does not become operative
and preserve its vitality in the active exhibition
Hence it is neither God's
of brotherly love.
love to us (Calov), nor the love prescribed by Qod
(Socinus, Grotius), nor the love which answers
to that of God and Christ (S. Schmidt).
Final exhortation, v. 18.
Ver. 18. Little ohildren, let us not love
[German: that we do not love"] in word, nor

with the tongue, but in deed and in

—

truth. The affecting address, tIkvui, denotes at
once the geniality and zeal of John bis earnestness is brought out in the rapid, hortatory, allembracing expression: fri) ayatzduev. The four
substantives occur in pairs and as correlates.
;

A6y<t> and ry yfajooy to describe false love
then : kv t£ Ipyv and (kv) akrfieia. It is important
to note that the first pair in the Dative indicate*
only the means by which love is or becomes operative, while the preposition
which by the copula Kol belongs also to c&jrflela denotes the ele-

First :

h

ment wherein

it

moves (Jno.

iv.

24).

The

first

pair simply denotes the outwardness of a lovewhich only makes use of words and the tongue,
while the contrast indicates that it is destitute of
deed and truth, that it is of real activity and in-
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2. Buck stepping forth is indispensable in tbe
ward heartiness which are the characteristics of
true 1ot6. The Apostle accordingly annexes to case of any and every one who desires to became

%6y*C, the word, which possibly might announce a child of God.
8. It is possible to all who are called to be>
or accompany the deed, the emphatic uijdk rij
yX&ooy, the Article serving the purpose "of rtn- come the children of God.
4. The children of God and the children «f
daring the expression more conspicuous " (Lticke)
the tongue, "as the member appointed to utter the the world are perfectly alike in kind and nature
word" (HutherJ; so that love is not simply the before the difference connected with such transiword which might flow from the heart and be tion sets in.
6. Consider that those who are not yet brethChe instrument of its application, but stops with
the tongue, the means end sole instrument of the ren, may and shall become brethren as well, ae
word which does not proceed from the heart. thou. Indeed, it is not said here how it comes
ipyy *nd *$ to pass, but it is plainly stated and may be eeea
Therefore A6yv is contrasted with
yAoertry with
'J&pyov and Myoc fre- at Jno. v. 24, a passage to which the Apostle
aTafieia.
quently connected together, as in take xxiv. 19; unmistakably refers here, and from which may
Acts rii. 22 ; sometimes Myoc and dvvajuc (1 Cor. be inferred what is said here and well expressed
by Scholiast II.: rov X6yov axrov de£apevoL, of
frv. 19, 20), or %6yoc. and 6%vafuc not irvevpa ay/ov
course
rrioret.
But we must not by any mesne
ko.1 iriffpoiopla (1 These, i. 6) are placed in opposition.
Bengel: "Sermone otioso, lingua simu- say with the Roman Catholics that although fcath
lant*."
Lyra says excellently: "Verbo, facto produces the beginning of our justification before
nihil ; lingua fallaci ; hie amor non solum, fietitius God, yet the love to God and to our neighbour imThis love is simply the sign
et tonus, sed etiam proditorius" T$ yMtooy denotes creases the same.
'the hollow nothingness," "the purely outward and mark of recognition that our justification
babble which without inward truth produces has taken place, that we are justified. Augusonly a hypocritical show " (Dusterdieek). Hence tine accordingly saya very correctly: " Redeat
we need not supply povov to teyy (Bede, Socinus, unus quisque ad cor suum; si ibi invenerit caritatem
Sander and others); and Grotius is tlso wrong who fraternam, seeurus sit—Jam in dextera est"
6. The principle affirmed at v. 16 as a duty
chiastically \i e. croeswise
M.] opposes: "Mryv
and kXtfiela, yMooy Ipyv, thus : •« Verbo amat qui (bpeifopev) with reference to the example of
Christ that tee also should lag down our Hvesy is a
prmdieat a se diligi proximum, non autem vere diligit
lingua dUigit qui egenti dat bona verba." Nor is general one. We must not regard it with the
Huther right, who takes r* yXfooy and hXtftta as Koman Catholics as a counsel (oonsilmmV but
epexegetical additions without introducing a dif- view and observe it with Evangelical Christian*
ference to Mytp and ipyp respectlTely, ae if the as a precept (prsseeptum). It applies not only to
two words of each member expressed only one priests or saints, but to all Christians: " Jfmistri
idea [He says, to express the idea mathemati- verbi non debentfugere in periculo pestis" (Luther)
cally, that ioyyi y7&ooy=b ipyy. (M hXqOcla. neither physicians in case of a pestilence, nor
#
Ml. Compare 67-awfv
afyBela 2 Jno. i. ; 8 parents and brothers and sisters, nor the government in seasons of insurrection, nor soldiers in
Jno. 1, and Jas. ii. 16, 16.
war, in the fight, before a battle, nor a mother
when she has to nurse her child, nor a man
DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
when duty calls. This saying, moreover, must
1. All the doings (irotelv rift diKatooinnjv v. 106,
not be treated cosmetically after the manner of
ipya SUaia and kpya irovqpa v. 12) and all the dis- Socinus, who thinks a Christian ought to die for
positions (ayan&v v. 106 and v. 14, 6 fiio&v v. 16) a non-Christian if thereby his soul may be saved,
of men points to a deeper ground, a fellowship or if the preservation of a brother is more neceswith God or with Satan which is not discernible sary to the common weal than his own; or after
per se, neither to others nor to the respectiTe that of Amnion (Sittenlehre 3, 24 sq.) be set aside,
persons themselves, but discernible by their dis- who thinks it right that in common danger of
position and doing.
shipwreck, fire or self-defence, men are justified
2. The grossest transgression, e. g. the fratrito kill others if they cannot save their own life
cide of Cain, is never alone, but exhibits itself as in any other way. Dusterdieek rightly observes:
one of many, as one of a greater complex of mani- 44 Concrete directions respecting the practical apfold transgressions and plainly indicates, that plication of the principle can only be given in
matters must be bad in other respects, because the connection of a complete system of Ethics in
otherwise this would not have happened (v. 12). which especially the duties of Christian self-preservation and the virtues of Christian prudence
8. Like attracts like, unlike repels unlike:

h

h

—

—

h

—

—

h

love and antipathy are reciprocal. The Christian
need not be surprised that the world from which

and simplicity as well as those of Christian selfdenial and Christian courage must be exhibited
not as limitations, but as sacred ordinances of
the fully valid evangelical principle as described

he has separated himself, has turned away and
remains alienated from him, dislikes and hates
him; it is just so with himself, with this dif- by St. John." As St. Paul says 1 Cor. iii. 22:
ference, that the world hates to persecute and iravra vjiuv kariv elre ^<jtj are davaroc and at
destroy, whereas the Christian strives to improve Phil. i. 21 calls: rb axodavelv KfpSoc, so the giving
up of one's own life in the calling and for the
and to overcome.
4. Before it can be said: fiera 3ep//Kafiev U love of Christ is an ojro&avelv to Kvoiy (Rom. xiv.
Cf. Matth. x. 89; xvi. 26.—
rov tiav&Tov (v. 14), we are kv t£ OavaTQ, kit rov 8).
6. The duty of beneficence is universal; it re*
Consequently
Kovffpov.
1. Before such a stepping forth
has taken lates as much to the rich as to the poor; it is immaterial whether a man has much or little of the
place and without it, no one is a child of God.

—

f
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The having much or little deter{Roe rov ictofiov.
mines the giving with or without self-denial, with
or without deprivation, consequently the giving
with ease or with difficulty. But nothing is said
here on that head or on the situation of the necessitous, his greater or lesser need, which may be
very extraordinary; nor is any thing said of the
worthiness or unworthiness of the necessitous.
But the remark of Luther has a very important
bearing on the care of our parochial poor ; he

ira

10-18.

This applies primarily to the servants
brother.
of the Church but it applies also to many others.
Cain did not hate Abel because of his herds,
for he had his fair fields; or because of his
parent's love, for he was his mother's pride; or
because of personal beauty or any outward,, temporal good; but he hated him because of his
piety, on account of the favour he found before
God. Cain [pp a' lance a spear, a weapon.

—

M.], called by Eve in feminine rashness her
weapon, and in maternal vanity favoured and
spoiled by her, made his offering of anything he
found without any particular discrimination as
to its quality, while Abel, disregarded and negthis connection it must be supposed as ranged lected, carefully selected the best of the best and
under th& fifth commandment Its opposite is presented it as an offering to his God. Thou art
Stoicism which includes also compassion among able to take the life of thy brother's body but in
the passions to be left off: eol
bpyijv chat, fSf doing so thou forfeitest thy own immortal life
thou beoomest a man-killer in respect of thy
fdjvcv, fjj) ffflvov, p$ Ibeov.
brother's body, but in respect of thyself, a suicide,
7. We must not think lightly of the word and
its instrument, the tonyue.
But as the mouth- even a suicide of thy soul; depriving thy brother
work of hypoerity is hateful to the Lord (Matth. of his bodily, earthly life, thou dsprivest thyself
i. 6), so the mouth-work of brotherly love is of thy spiritual, eternal life.—Three difficult
equally hateful to John, since neither the word questions: 1. Canst thou hate these whom God
nor the tongue is in the service of the love of loves? 2. Barest thou shorten or waste the term
8. Wilt thou cast
the heart and speaks or is spoken separate from of grace which God accords?
>4he heart and contrary to the life in the heart. from thee the gift of God in thee, eternal life?
The friendly utterance of the mouth must and Threefold exhibition of brotherly love 1 . Laying
ought to be in the ease of Christians the friendly down one's life for the brethren at duty's call. 2.
utterance of the heart.
Otherwise it is only a Communication of one's possessions to the needy
8. Friendly and sincere readiness to
p6p+Q9tC rife cfoepeiac without the dvva/uc (2 Tim. brethren.
in. 5).
For the contrary see, Matth. xii. 84, 85; oblige and aid the brethren.—Three things thou
hast for the benefit of others: Body and life,
Kom. x. 8-10.
goods and property, hand and heart
8. These concrete particulars of the laying
Epistle to DiOQiiiTtrs [cap. vi) :—As the sou)
down of our lives, of communicating the sustenance of life and of the love to our brother in is in the body, so are Christians in the world.
deed and in truth plainly and pathetically indi- The soul dwells in the body but is not of the
cate that regeneration and adoption by God, (oh. body; so Christians also dwell m the world, but
are not of the world. The invisible soul is, as it
H. 29) if it is a reality, penetrates, as the central
fife-power the whole periphery of life, so that we were, keeping guard in the visible body this is
read not only of a evaifieta but of ewriJ3euu 2 Pet. the mark of Christians as long as they remain in
the world: their piety* is invisible.
The flesh
Hi. 11 and even of the tieooipeia 6C ipyov ayadCw
For the diversity of good works hates and wars against the soul, which (the soul)
(1 Tim. ii. 10).
induced by the faith of the heart makes it evident is, however, by no means wronged [aduoofifUvrpsa
ajfecta injuria.
M.] by it because it (the soul)
to others that the Christian sonship is not a show,
bat power and truth; his conduct towards the forbids the indulgence of the lusts of the flesh
brethren revealt his relation to God the Father so the world hates the Christians, although they
by no means wrong it but only resist the lusts of
and this relation produces such conduct.
The soul loves the flesh and the
[The Apostle's declaration that every one that the world.
hateth his brother is a murderer or man-killer members which hate it; so also Christians love
embodies the wetl known ethical principle that their enemies. [Cf. Matth. v. 44.— M.]
Basiliu8
Because the devil's hatred cannot
the moral quality of an action does not belong to
the outward act, nor to the conception of it, nor reach God, he seeks to hurt and destroy man,
to the resolution to carry it into effect, but to the image of God.
Augustine: The Christian lives, but, as it
the intention.
Hatred in St. John's view, is murder committed in intention, and he that cherishes were, in winter the root is alive but the boughs
hatred towards his brother stands convicted of look dry; the living pith and marrow is within,
murder before God and at the bar of his own and within are hidden the leaves and the fruits
but they wait for summer.
conscience.
M.]
Amubosb: "Nemo dicat proprium quod comsays: " VuU not de nottro largiri; non de alien*
out communi, ticut ttulU Anabaptittoe faciunt, qui
toUunt proprietatem rerum, tine qua non pottunt
rtepubUem contittere." Private charity, even pertonal charity, is here distinctly referred to.
In

—

—
$

—

:

;

t

—

:

—

—
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—

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.
The twofold piety of a child of God; 1. Obedience to the Father; 2. Love of the brethren.
Like the elder brother thou mightest stay with
the Father and work in His field, be envious of
and take offence at the friendly reception accorded
to the younger son by the Father in the parable
of the prodigal (Luke xvi).
Cain was the elder

—

—

f

mune est; eturientium pants ett, quern tu dctinet;
nudorum indumentum ett quod tu recludit."
Luther: The world is a den of murderers,
subject to the devil. Would we live on earth we

—

t

ought to be satisfied with being guests therein
and putting up at an inn whose host is a roguish
host, whose house bears the sign and title over
the door: "Murder and lie."
For Christ Himself
did affix such a sign and title to his house right
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over the door by saying that He is a murderer and
a liar. A murderer to destroy the body ; a liar
to seduce the soul.
Stabki : Because God is Love and lores those
who are born of Him, therefore lore of the brethren is also the mark of the regenerate. Art thou
tempted with the thought that thou art without
the grace of God, without the adoption, without salvation: be of good courage! If thou really and
heartily lovest the godly, yea even the wicked and
thy foes, thou mayest be quite sure that all these
blessings are thy own. Good Christian, whenever
thou readest and nearest some portion of Divine
truth, consider well the purpose of God in announcing it and shape thy course accordingly.
Contrary dispositions are not uncommon among
actual brothers; the one may be good, the other
bad, the one may be saved, the other damned.
The power of Satan over those children is so
great that he changes even natural love into
hatred.
Mad features of the ungodly! they
cannot bear that the works of others are good
why? What is it that envy will not do? They
also do not like it because it puts them to shame
and sometimes becomes the means of their punishment Happy state of believers as contrasted
The former truly live,
with that of unbelievers
the latter are dead though their body is alive.
We mourn for the dead how much more ought
we to mourn for the ungodly, for they are spiritually dead, before they die, and if they die, they
God has not only confall into eternal death.
nected the hand but also the mouth and the heart
with the fifth commandment. Hatred is not a
trifling sin of infirmity compatible with a man's
continuing in a state of grace, but so great a sin
as to entail the loss of eternal life, which is irrecoverably lost while hatred lasts. He that hates
is a double murderer, he wants to hurt others
and deprives himself of eternal life. To have
had life does not render us blessed; but he is
blessed with whom eternal life abides. It is one
thing to have this world's goods and another to
covet them : the one is the blessing of God, the
other covetousness. Poverty is no disgrace: a
man may be poor and yet be the child of God, the
brother of Christ and of good Christians. Doing
good to the poor is not only incumbent upon the
rich, possessed of great abundance, but to every
one who has this world's goods and is able to
communicate; even as every one has to work,
also for this purpose, that he may have something to give to the poor. Love is blind in not
having respect to the person of the poor, whether
it be known or unknown, strange or native; but
it is not blind in taking cognizance of the need
it is to relieve.
Do not always wait for a poor
brother's application, begging, supplication and
appeal to thy love ; many are ashamed to disclose
their need; but if thou knowest thy brother's
case, show pity unasked and joyfully.
If unable
to do anything else, thou canst love with the
tongue by words of good counsel and consolation
but see that thy heart be with thy tongue. The
greatness of a benefaction does not determine its
worth before God, nor does its small n ess lessen
it; a great benefaction without sincere love is
small, even nothing before God; but a small
benefaction prompted by sincere and hearty love
great in God's sight.

—

—

—

—
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Niandee: As Cain hated and slew Abel in
consequence of the contrast between a godly and
an ungodly disposition, so the world hates and
slays the children of God in consequence of the
same contrariety of disposition.
Hence the
world and the children of God are ever at war
like love

and

Hence

selfishness.

Christians need

not be surprised, if the world hates them. Thij
is to them the stamp of the divine life, the possession of which renders them the opposite of
the world.
Hbubnbr. Being without love makes men
like Cain, whose kind is not extinct.
The mind
of Cain is to destroy the hated children of God;
literary murder also belongs to this head. As to
its secret, inmost tendency, all hatred aims at
murder. The duplicity of mankind was prefigured in the case of Cain and Abel ; this dichotomy
runs through the whole Bible. Cain is the prototype of the evil and unloving, Abel the prototype
of Christ.
A Christian Nil admirari, Ps. xxxril

—

—

Hatred and enmity is that which disquiets, vexes,
excites and disconcerts the natural man most.
But the Christian is bidden not even to be surprised at

He knows

it!

the world, is aware

of

what he has to expect of it, he is at peace with
God, lives a life of introversion, is so well rooted
and grounded in God, so abundantly satisfied/
with the grace of God, that the world's hatred
does not disturb him. God is his fortress : hot
he must not leave that fortress. Where the
hatred of the world has not yet fully developed,
there is most surely a want of decided Chris-

—

—

tianity.
Love displays its most glorious beauty
under the world's hatred. The Christian lores
while the world has no idea of the existence of
his love.
Formerly this world was extra-Christian, but now there is a world on the soil of the
Christian Church. Is it offensive, hostile, presumptuous to speak of this difference ? then it is

—

the fault of the Bible, of Jesus Christ. We ought
to hold up a mirror to all : you are either this or
that.

But

it

would be presumption

to refer in-

dividuals to the class to which they belong, for
jfrealh is the state
this is the prerogative of God.
of insensibility and impotence with respect to
whatever is good and godly, the conscience is
blunted and without receptivity, the heart is
dead without any emotion, or interest in religion.
Life is activity, emotion, a sense for, an impulse
to and ability for the holy, a work after the will
of God, a state of holiness, of a walk well-pleasing
to God. Brotherly love is mentioned as a criterion,
Think of hatred as the root
as a test of life.
and beginning of murder. Often a bitter grief is
to others more deadly and vitally injurious than
a gross bodily injury. Distinguish between that
which passes with men and that which passes
with God. Never make room for secret anger:
or life, the Holy Ghost will depart from thee,—
The unloving thinks more highly of lifeless,
worthless metal than of the living man created in
the image of God. What can you accomplish
with the metal? Refresh the weary, comfort
Then you
their hearts and dry their tears!

—

—

—

—

transmute stones into bread, earthly

—The word

treasures

only the shadow of
the deed and by no means an equivalent of lore
(Themistius).
or gratitude.
Bbssbr: Where hatred is, there is death;
into hiavenly.

is

—
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is,

there

is life

;

yea, love itself

is

III.

the

—Thus Lather showed that he was willing to
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F. A. Wolf :
The Apostolical refutation of the
principal errors prevailing on the subject of Christian love : 1. The fate of love, 2. The reign of love,
3. The value of love, 4. The origin of love.
Caspari: Of the nature of true love: 1. Its
consolation, 2. Its powers, 8. Its purity.
Kapff: How necessary true brotherly love is, 1.
As a test of our spiritual life ; 2. As a condition
The Law and the Testimony :
(?) of eternal life.
Of Brotherly Love. I. Motives. 1. The contrast
of Cain ; 2. Marks of discipleship and regeneration ; 8. The passing away and perdition of the
hater.
II. Marks.
1. Laying down one's life
2. Communication of one's goods } 3. Love in deed.
The true life in love and certain death in hatred:
1. The ground, fruit and nature of the true life;
2. Certain death in hatred of the brethren, as to
ground and nature.

lay down his life for the brethren when in the
jear 1527 he stayed at Wittenberg with those who
were stricken with the plague. So the ancient
historian Eusebius narrates how a pestilence at
Alexandria brought out the difference between
So Hans Egede
the Christians and the pagans.
laid down his life when for the sake of the poor
Greenlanders he exchanged his comfortable parish
for hunger and cold, for unspeakable toil and
sufferings ; and the coast of Africa, also, lined with
grave-hills with the Seed of the negroes proclaims
the love which is stronger than death.
Would
that it might be said of the Christians of our time
whatTacitus said of the Christians, viz.: that they
are as inflexible concerning their faith, as they
are ready in the exhibition of mercy.
How can
he live on God's compassionating love in whom no
Brotherly love.
1. Who are our brethren?
2.
compassionating love does live ?
How do we love the brethren ? 3. What moves us
On the Epistle for the second Sunday after Trinity, to such love ?
How operative is the love which flows from the
1 Jno. UL '16-18.
Heubnee, during the siege of Wittenberg, in living knowledge of the sacrificing love of Christ!
1813, preached on the hatred of the world to 1. It takes us from death to life; beloved of God
which Christians are exposed, and said, notwith- in Christ, we love. 2. It alone is able to bear
standing the presenoe of the French garrison, the hatred of the world without ceasing to love
when he came to speak of deserved hatred : the (Matth. v. 89-42). 8. It is not only love in
hatred is deserved, which visits the tyrant who words and with the tongue, but in deed and in
sacrifices thousands and the welfare of thousands truth.
We know that we are born of God, for, 1. The
to his lust of rule.
The Christian under the hatred of the world.
world hates us ; 2. We love the brethren ; 3. We
1. How dignified is his demeanour in bearing
hate hatred, but not the hater ; 4. We lay down
it a. with calmness, composure and patience
our life for the brethren.
heart-test of what spirit we are (Luke ix. 66,
(v. 13); b. with the consciousness of his innooenoe,
his love, as known to God ( v. 14) ; c. with the 56; Jer. viii. 6).
1. For the satisfaction of the
hope of being one day justified (v. 2) ; 2. how righteous who in their love grieve over the world's
holily he uses it : a. as a warning against all the hatred ; 2. For the terror of the ungodly who
motions of hatred (v. 15) ; b. as a challenge to hate their neighbour without fear or anxiety;
become more like Christ in love (v. 16) o. as an 3. for the awakening of the hypocrites who love
instrument to reconoile the world to himself by their neighbour only in appearance.
Questions
love (w. 17, 18).
of Confession.
Motives of comfort for Christians under the world's
[Ignatius: (ad Smyrm, 6.) : "Observe those
hatred. 1. (v. 13).
They are unknown and mis- who are heterodox with regard to the grace of
understood; 2. (v. 14); they become conscious of Christ, how contrary they are to the mind of
their life; 3. (v. 16); they are encouraged to God.
They have no regard for love, irepl aydfight against all unlovingness ; 4. (v. 16); they 7T7K oh pfkei abrolc
they do not care for the
resemble Christ; 5. (v. 17); become more and widow, or the orphan, or the hungry or the
more assured of the love of God; 6. (v. 18); they thirsty."—M.].
hope to gain their enemies over.
[Wordswoeth: (on v. 16). "And we ought to
The mind of the Christian and of the world op- lay down our lives for the brethren;" a remarkable
poted to each other in love and hatred.
1. To hate
saying on the duty of Christian martyrdom. It
is natural to the world, to love to the Christian ( w.
was probably suggested by the seductive tenets
13, 14); 2. Hatred destroys, love sacrifices the of the false teachers (oi irtovuvrec mentioned 1
life (w. 15, 16);
3. The world shuts up, the Jno. ii. 26; iii. 7), who courted popularity in
Christian opens the heart (v. 18).
times of persecution ; by alleging that provided
Whither do we come \f the spirit of love leaves us t a man had knowledge of the doctrines of Chris1. Answer : we come from the fellowship of the
tianity as delivered by them, and adopted their
saints to the fellowship of the world (v. 13), from theories, it was not necessary for him to expose
the life of God to spiritual death (v. 14), to vice himself to any danger in the maintenance of the
and shame (v. 15), to forfeiting our salvation and faith, much less to endure martyrdom and to lay
the fruits of the death of Christ (v. 16).— 2. Ap- down his life for the brethren: but that he might
plication : learn the worth of true love (v. 16), freely associate with the heathen in their worship,
fight against every motion of unlovingness (v.
and eat things offered to idols. This was particularly the dootrine of the Simonians (Origen c.
17), practise love in deed and in truth (v. 18).
The strong warnings given to Christians against Cels. VI. p. 282 ; Euseb. II. 13), and of the Nian unloving mind. Love appears most beautiful under eolations (Rev. ii. 15. Irenteus I. 28) and of the
the world's haired.
Tertullian
It is only Cerinthians (Philastr. hser. c. 36).
Love, a sign of life.
by love that a Christian can know whether he is a wrote his book called Scorpiace against these nochild of God or regenerate.
2. The tions and he refers to this passage in proof of the
1. The truth.
laying to heart being reminded of this truth.
duty of martyrdom, c. 12. M.].
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[Mackkight: (yv. 14. 16): According to the his heart against the claims of charity, shutting
Apostle in this place, the surest mark, by which we up his bowels of compassion from him! How
can know our actual state, is to consider whether unlike Him who, though He was rich, yet for our
we possess that characteristic disposition towards sake became poor, that we through His poverty
our brethren, which the Christian religion enjoins. might be rich. May we learn more and more
The high encomiums, passed in this and the fol- that whatever share we enjoy of "this world's
lowing verse on love to mankind, are not to be so good," is in tm 8 ted to us as stewards for God;
understood, as if no virtue but benevolence were and that all pretence of possessing Christian love
necessary to complete the Christian character. is vain, unless we minister freely to the necessiThe virtues have all such a connection with each ties of our brethren what we have so freely reother, that they cannot subsist separately.
And ceived. Hereby alone can we know that we are
therefore, if one really loves his brethren, he will of the truth, and can assure our hearts before
not only be charitable to the poor, but he will be Him."—M.].
just in his dealings, true to his promises, faithful
[Stanhope : The good we would do, but canin all the trusts committed unto him.
In short, not, shall be rewarded ; and the evil, which we
he will carefully abstain from injuring his are disposed to do, though not actually done,
neighbour in any respect, and will perform every shall be punished. Hence, if a man keep malice,
duty he owes to him, from a sincere principle of though but in his heart, if he wish or rejoice at
piety -towards God, whereby his whole conduct the misery or harm of his brother, this man is,
in the eye of God, and of .the Gospel dispensation,
will be rendered uniformly virtuous.
M.].
[Sickbe: If we do. a person no harm, yet if a murderer. If some sudden change befalls my
we with him harm, St. John has here determined neighbour's fortunes, the diminution of his honour
the case, "Whosoever hateth his brother is a or estate, the blemishing his credit and reputamurderer." For indeed, hatred not only leads to tion, and I feel a secret pleasure in such calamimurder, and too often, when indulged, produces ties, can it be charity that ties up my tongue
it unexpectedly ; but it is always, though per- from bitterness or slander, or my hands from
haps for the most part in a lower degree, the invasion and cruelty? No, certainly. He that
very spirit of murder in the heart ; and it is by triumphs in mischief and doth not act it himself;
he that is fond of and cherisheth a scandal, but
our hearts that God will judge us. M.].
[Clarke: (on v. 15). This text has been quoted forbears to raise or spread it; it is not religion,
to prove, that no murderer can be saved.
This is but some other consideration, by which even this
not said in the text ; and there have been many man is restrained. But alas! how few are there,
.instances of persons who have been guilty of in comparison, who think themselves bound to
murder, having had deep and genuine repen- stop here ! How few who, while they hold their
tance; and who, doubtless, found mercy from His hands from action, make no Bcruple to give their
hands who prayed for His murderers, "Father, tongues a liberty of speaking " all words that may
1
forgive them, for they know not what they do. '
It do hurt," and so contribute to the disgrace and
grief of their injured and afflicted brother! and
is, however, an awful text for the consideration
of those who shed human blood on frivolous pre- if they, with these sharp razors, wound and
tences ; or in those wars which have their origin mangle a bleeding reputation, would not the
same malice unsheath their sword and thrust H
in the worst passions of the human heart
(On v. 17). Here is a test of this love: if we into his bowels, if their own safety, the fear of
do not divide our bread with the hungry, we cer- human laws, or some other prudential consideratainly would not lay down our life for him. tion, did not bind their hands, which leaves their
Whatever love we may pretend to mankind, if we tongues and thoughts at liberty?
For, were
are not charitable and benevolent, we give the religion, were the fear and love of God, their
If we have not bowels of check, they would prevent the very beginnings
lie to our profession.
compassion, we have not the love of God in us
of malice.
This tells us that we must be comif we shut up our bowels against the poor, we passionate and kind ; that we must do to every
shut Christ out of our hearts and ourselves out man whatsover we would that he should do unto
us ; that but to meditate or delight in evil is a
of heaven.
(On v. 18). There is a good saying in Talcut sin, and that no instance of goodness should be
Rubeni, p. 145, iv. on this point: " If love consisted wanting which the circumstances of any brother
in word only, then love ceaseth as soon as the word render seasonable for him to receive, and ours
is pronounced.
Such was the love between Balak have put in our power to give; that a design of
and Balaam. But, if love consists not in word, making him uneasy is not one whit less murderous and guilty, because not prosecuted in tenderit cannot be dissolved; such was the love of Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, and the rest of the patriarchs ness to one's self, and not to be effected with impunity.
Thus God interprets it, and by this rule
which were before them." M.].
[Teower : (on v. 17). " What a picturo is here He will proceed with us ; for He declares Himbrought before us, of a Christian possessed of self a trier of the heart, and that in our last great
this world's good, and seeing his brother have reckoning, " every secret thing shall be brought
need ; yet turning away his eyes, and hardening into judgment." M.].
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The glorious consequences of our adoption by God.

Chapter

19-24.

III.

And hereby we know that we are of the truth8 and shall assure4 our hearts before
19
20 him. For6 if our heart condemn us6 God 7 is greater than our heart, and knoweth
21 all things. Beloved, if our heart condemn us not8 then have9 we confidence toward
And whatsoever we ask 10 we receive of11 him, because we keep * his command22 God.
23 ments, and do those* 3 things that aro pleasing in his sight. And this is his commandment, That we should * 15 believe in the name of his Son Jesus Christ, and love
24 one another, as he gave us commandment. And he that keepeth his commandmente dwelleth 16 in him, and he in him. And hereby we know that he abideth in
us, by 17 the Spirit which he hath given us.
1

4

,

,

,

1

,

1

Verse 10.

i

«

K«u, though wanting in A. B., is found in C. G. K. Situ, many cursives and versions.
yvoxrofLt 6* with A. B. O. Sin; yiyv<aaKOfi€v G. K.; another reading is yiv«aa-jcop.e0av, cognosce*
mur. [German We shall know.— M.]
German " Out of the truth."— M.]
German: "And shall persuade, our hearts before Him."—M.]
o Tt, is written by Lachmann on, only after A, which reads on a v. [German " because." M.]
:

p
[*

6

Verse 30.

:

—

:

KaTayivutTKjj Is the reading of the best Cbdd. also of Sinail ; elsewhere Karayivuxricet
5ri before jttei£o>i', B. C. G. K. Sin. ia well authenticated [and adopted in the German which reads:
" Because God is greater etc."
M.J
* #carayii'w<r*g, elsewhere KarayivunrKti.
Sin; *<•», is at all events an error of the pen like
i KnpoaOtv Y.19, e<r<r4>a(iv v. 12
Besides A. omits the first, and B. C. the second ynwv, but
both occur in O. K. Sin; and B. C. testify for the former, A. for tho second.
»
• *Yo/uLep
{Xo/ulcp well supported instead of cy«t
cy«i B, e'^ixo', kabeamus.
P° German : "And whatsoover we may ask." M.]
11 air'
ovtoO A. B.C. Cod. Sin; nap* avrov G. K.
*
T

—

Verse 21.

Verse 22.

—

—

—

,

—

M rn p i « v A. K. Sin. is probably a slip of the pen for r.npovfitv.
M xai ra Apeo-rd k.t.A. "And do Ute things, etc. ;" tho demonstrative pronoun
[
fi

Verse 23.

14

Venie24.

1*

^
i

17

is unnecessary and
not used in most of the versions, the German renders "and do the well-pleasing before Him." M.J
»i<rTei/ff»fitv B. G. K. A. C. Cod. Sin. *r t,<rT<vto fit v
illi.lv after ivroKi\v in Cod. Sin. before or after eiuxo' in tho best authentic Oodd.
German : " abideth " to be retained to preserve the uniformity. M.J
iK rod irvcvffcaro9»of the Spirit; so Gorman. M.J

—

—

—

—

and we ou^ht therefore

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

viol <pcar6g

is

to

compare the term:

Cf. Jno. xviii. 37.

(Jno. xii. 86).

—

It

not covered by kit deov elvai, but should be
combined with it. The truth (out) of God is the
nature of those who love the brethren and a well
of life in them.
Hence we must not explain with
Bede " ex verilaie qua Dens est " (so also Calvin,
is

Transition and first consequence: the assurance
of being of the truth.

—

—

Ver. 19ff. And hereby .we shall know
that we are of the truth. The connection is
by the copula koI; the Future yvioad/ie^a is occa- Rickli and others), or with Calov: "ex verbo
sioned by the hortatory form of v. 18 fit) aya- veritatis" (so also Spener, Bengel, Liicke, de
" If we love
irof&v, the sense being
kpyy koI Wette), and still less understand with Jach" docahj&eig, we shall know thereby that etc." (Hu- mann " the true religion" or with Nosselt
ther); the object of our knowing, bn kit rijc ah}- trina divma" or with Semler
"perfeclior vita."
$dae lojUv, is defined by what is said in v. 18. These definitions do not explain the idea ahfitia.
Thus close is the connection of the Apostle's Nor must we weaken the force of the preposition
argument with the preceding section in which he '«c and explain with Oecumenius: "atefievciv"
" veracem esse, veraciter ambittreated of obedience to the commandments of or with a Lapide
God and more particularly of brotherly love (v. lare" or with Socinus ** vert talem esse, ut quis
10--v. 18).
'Ev tovt^ refers to what precedes, se esse seprofitetur" or with Grotius: "congruere

—

:

:

:

h

:

:

:

:

*s in ch.

ii. 5b., and not to what follows as in
ch. ii. 3.—V. 19 is plainly connected with v.
18,
not with v. 10 (Rickli, de Wette), or v. 14 (Lucke).
The Future has here the same sense as in Jno.
Jji. 17; viii. 81, 82; xiii. 35, denoting the possibility of a case which may justly be expected to
jrise.
Winer, Grammar, p. 294, sq.—'Eie a%qveiac eivat requires to be interpreted like in &eov
«wm, Hkvov deov elvai both on account of the force
of the preposition kit which signifies principium
•«/ ortum, and of the pregnant sense which John
attaches to the word ahfiiia.
It is the truth
Wernal, originating in and springing from God
revealed in Christ, testified to by the Holy Spirit
the Spirit of truth, the real substance of the
Gospel, and designed to be expressed in the life
Of believers; it comes nearest to the idea of jo*,

w

evangelio."

An

Second consequence:
God, w. 196. 20.
Vice. 196.

And we

hearts before Him.

—

assured heart before

shall persuade our
convince

TLeidetv either to

or to persuade; the object itapdiag

jj//«v

points to

a difference within the personality, qualified by
It is an ethiKaraytv&aKti and henoe perceptible.
co-religiou8 difference the accusation and condemnation of our heart against our own person.
The Apostle designates by KapSia the inmost seat
of the emotions (Jno. xiv. 1, 27; xvi. 6, 22), the
source of our actions (ch. xiii. 2), and here also
the judge within; owctdrjuic in John, occurs only
in the spurious passage ch. viii. 9, but is frequently used by Paul (Rom. ii. 15; ix. 1; xiii.
6; 1 Cor. viii. 7; 2 Cor. v. 11; Acts xxiv. 16)
:
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and also at
gen cites t.

1

Pet

iii.

16, 21

;

Heb.

xiii. 18.

Ori-

$

21, plainly either as: "tav
$ oweiSqotc Karaywuxjicy ^pCtv," or as "eav $ oweidTptc
ijfiuv fty KaraytvuoKy.**
The Greeks take icapdia

simply for aweidjjatc. Although Kapdia is more
comprehensive than awddtjatc, yet the latter is
contained in the former, viz., conscience is in the
heart, which we must conceive to be disquieted
and excited by and with the conscience. The
connection requires us to construe neWetv aimed
at the point " ut dtnttant condemnor e " (Bengel),
as at Matth. xxvitf. 14: ireioopev ahrbv, i. e., the
ijyzpbva and dfi np'f/vjve izoi^aofiev the soldiers on
guard who ha*1 fled on the morning of the resurrection.
A cording to the context and conformably to usApi mi6e*v denotes a pacifying persua-

Toe

sion.

—
—

antithesis v. 21:

irappijoiav txopev likewise

eav

pr)

KaraytvuGKy

makes eav itarayivuaKQ

denote to pacify, to quiet as the effect
of persuasion.
Hence Fritsche's explanation:
"fiectemus animoe
ad amorem oetendendum," is
false and wholly repugnant to the context.
The
reference however is not to the last judgment
when the final decision and separation will take
place, but rather to the inward transactions,
which though prophetical of the last judgment,
precede the same during this our earthly life.
Accordingly, lunpootiev avrov is not coram illo in
the last judgment and ireioojiev relates not to eternity (as Socinus, Liicke, de Wette construe), but
only coram illo, in His presence, in His light
As the accusing heart on the ground of the Divine word, and in virtue of the impulse of and
the fellowship with the Holy Spirit is disquieted,
irtioofiev

—

and the voice of God is heard in the conscience,
so the heart muot be quieted before God, on the
ground and in virtue of His word and promise
and in the fellowship with Him, so that the following words: "pei^uw cotXv 6 tiebc koI ytv&oice:
ir&vra " explain Ipnpoadev avrov ; imaginings of our
own spirit and worldly diversions do not promote
such quieting.
Compare DUsterdieck. Hence
we should construe the Future izelaopev in coordination with yvuobpeda and so connected with
Kal that it is also governed by ev robr<t>, although
the latter conneoted zeugmatically with yvua6peda
denotes thereat, with neiaopev, thereby; this is the
tt}c akrfieiac elvat inmore practicable, because
tervenes and completes ev a"Xijdeia ayairgv and
It is therefore
yvoxrdpeda introduces nelaopev.

U

to begin a new sentence with l/inpooBev
(Paulus, Fritzsche, Ebrard).

wrong

ter includes the judicial punishment (Jno. viii
10; Col. iv.), while Karaytv6oKuv denotes only

the verdict found against a person accused to
be followed by the punishment corresponding
thereto. Cf. Deut xxv. 1, 2. The term is therefore very significant with respect to the verdict
found by our own soul against ourself, which ii
more than the mere accusation, because the «xrayiv6aKetv implies also the guilt of the person accused, so that the condemnation to the punishment, the Karaxpiveiv, may justly be expected
(DUsterdieck). In the heart there is not only a
party, but also a judge; the conscience is a
court of justice. Hence it denote* here not only
reprehendere or accuse ( Vulgate, Augustine, Locke,
al.).
Why the heart finds a verdict against ni
the context indicates "in a relative play on the
words " ywjo6pt&a Karaytv6oK$, exactly like Jno.
xv. 2. (DUsterdieck).
Consequently [it finds the
verdict against us M.] that we are not wholly
of the truth, that we do not perfectly, gladly and
uninterruptedly love the brethren ; for these are
correlates of extraordinary difference in degree
up to perfection. The explanation of the Greek
commentators, who think of v. 18, and that of
DUsterdieck, who connects it with v. 19, should be
combined against those of Luther and Kosselt,
who think of every defect except that of brotherly love ; but every other defect would also
show itself with respect to brotherly love, and
render it deficient Of course, the reference cannot be to a complete relapse, to a knowingly and
grossly repeated case of untruthfulness in love or
of unlovingness, since the lying words of love
would have no corresponding deed (Estius, Episcopius, LUcke, al.) though we may and should
think not only of lesser but also of graver offences, seeing that the conscience of Christians is
sufficiently tender and acute to find an advene
verdict also with respect to lesser defects of love.
The repetition of bn before eav and ftei^uv is
not peculiar to this passage but occurs also at
Eph. ii. 11, 12. Liicke cites an example from
51

—
—

Xenophon, Anab.

7, 4, 5 and 5, 6, 19 remarking,
however, that while bn in both places signifies
that, it denotes here "because."
The reason of
the epanalepsis is not the forgetfulness of the
author, but the importance of the thought which
allows and requires such a rhetorical emphasis.
Liicke admits the epanalepsis without hesitation,
Winer, (Grammar p. 604, note 8,) is undecided,

Huther hesitates and decides against

it,

the

Because, if the heart condemn older and many modern commentators (Calvin,
ua, because God is greater than oar heart, Wolf, Sander, DUsterdieck) are for it There is
and knoweth all things. The reading bn hence no reason to read with Bengel, Baumgareav on peifav is so well established that neither ten-Crusius, Lachmann, ed. maj. and others brav
a conjecture like that of Stephanus, who pro- or b rt eav=quicquid like 8 eav in v. 22 instead of
Veil. 20.

—

—

poses to read hi pei£uv, nor the cancelling of the
second bn, as done by Grotius, warrants us to
lessen or remove the difficulties which are also
rather contained in the thought. We have now
the reason specified that we shall quiet our hearts
before Him in case our heart should condemn us
and find a verdict against us. Hence eav with
the Subjunctive is perfectly right Winer, Gram"Karaytv&OKetv stands midmar, pp. 807, 808.
way between Kartiyopelv, to accuse (Rom. ii. 16),

accompanied by an anoXoyelv (Rom.
ii.
15), and KaroKpiveiv, to sentence [in a bad
sense M], condemn (Jno. viii. 10 sq.) ; the lat-

which

is still

—

It cannot be maintained with DUsterdieck
on.
that this is not Greek, and from the circumstance
that be eav or even banc eav never occcurs in the
New Testament without the variant reading av,
while bang av frequently occurs without a variant reading, it cannot be inferred that b n eav

cannot be read here. Cf. Winer, Grammar, p.
Matth. viii. 19 bnov eav occurs without
822, sq.
the variant reading av, and banc, eav is as well

—

authenticated as be eav. But on that account it
is only possible to read here 6 rt eav which is occasioned by the reading av in A; Koraytvucaiv,
which may have its object in the Accusative, also
Digitized by

Google
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But the context forbids

allows that reading.

it;

for it is hardly true that we oan quiet bur heart
at every accusation, and the reason of such quiet-

ing to be connected with izeioopev is too much separated, while the putting and assumption of the
case, as stated in v. 20, and required at v. 21, in
which the heart stands in need of such quieting,
The main difficulty is, that
is" all but wiped out.
in the circumstance of God being greater and
knowing all things must be found, and that it
really contains, a quieting of the heart under its
The word uei$uv is of frequent ocaccusations.
currence in the writings of John ; in a similar
connection at ch. iv. 4; v. 9; in other connections, particularly at Jno. iv. 12; v. 36; viii. 68;
The context
z. 29; xiii. 16; xiv. 28; xv. 20.
invariably supplies the sense in which it is used
here the sentence kqI yiv6aiut tr&vra furnishes the
necessary explanation; He yivocKu, while the
'
heart Karayiv6oK£i. * 'Dulce paregmenon in Orseco
(Bengel). God is here called greater in comparison with our heart; the heart accuses: it is not
that He accuses more than our heart, but that He
judges differently, more justly than our heart;
for He knoweth all things which our heart does
not perceive, know or observe in giving sentence.
Udvra of course points into the heart itself and
to the immediate surroundings; what is that?
The context answers that question: v. 2: obiru
javepAOq ri eobueda, v. 9 : oiripua avrov iv avrip ukvet,
we do not altogether know ourselves, we have
only the beginnings and germs of the life from
Him; Christ, His life, His bearing and taking
away sin (vv. 5, 6), His destroying the works of
the devil (v. 8), objectively completed, but subjectively to be gradually completed from a lifeprinciple of the regeneration (ch. ii. ,29), and

—

—

moreover passing through man's own weakness
and sin (v. 8: dyvifri iavrbv), and through the
hatred of the world

18 : utoel iuac 6 kqouoc).
new life of
man even to the buoiot airry eodueOa (v. 2), while
man knows only the particular, the particular
error of which the heart accuses him; God
knows the power of His gift to man and its preservation in penitence, its growth and development both in the hope and the faith in him.
Therefore God is greater and knoweth all things;
therefore, this greatness of the God who is our
Father is a ground of quieting when the heart
accuses us, and in its vitality and tenderness finds
a verdict against us. So Besser: "Our heart
knows some things and pronounces against us:
God knows all things and pronounces not against
us, but for us, because the seed of the truth out
of which we are born, is not concealed to Him."
He knows, as Sander says, even the smallest
spark of faith in the glimmering wick, or even
"Contcithe hidden germs of true love (Rickli).
(v.

God knows the whole

(irdvra) of the

en'ia pusilla est tt scit aliquid nostri duntaxat, at
est, nooit omnia nostra, prmsentia,

Deus magnus

prmtcrila, futura, et omnium,

et habet jut voluntatemque condonandi" (Bengel). Hence this verse
is, sensu evangelico, to be understood of the love
which forgives and destroys sin (Luther, Spener,
Bengel, Besser, Diisterdieck, Huther and others),
and not sensu legali, of judging righteousness and
omniscience (Calvin, Beza, Socinus, Grotius,
Calov, Lucke, Neander, Ebrard and others).
Ebrard begins a new sentence and explains thus:

—

—

—

—

;
'

:
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19-24.

And

before the face of God we shall convince our
heart, mind, conscience, not the understanding,
that if (already) our (easily deceived smaller)
heart accuses us (that we do not practise love),

God, the Omniscient, is greater than our heart
(and that we so much the less can stand before
Him, have irapjyrjoia). Nor must we construe:
For, if the heart accuses us, because God is
greater than our heart, He also knoweth all
things; so de Wette sensu legali, Bruckner sensu
evangelieo. Rather the importance of the thought

—

justifies the epanalepsis of the 6n.

w.

Third consequence. Filial confidence,

21, 22.

Ver. 21. Beloved, if oar heart oondemn
ns not. 'Ayamrroi as in ch. ii. 7; iii. 2; iv. 1,
7, 11 is here connected with the enjoyment of
the forgiving love of God in order to bring out
a new and other feature.
The recurrence of
the words j} xapSia KarayivoxjKy i^iLiv indicates the
connection with the foregoing (although, as Bengel maintains, napdia, v. 20, Karayivaoicg has the
emphasis), in the same sense, in order to mark a
particular case (kai> with conjunct.), which is
sure to arise, and only the negative //$ marks the
antithesis the word used is fjJj and not fi^tUri,
which would make the supposed case the consequence of what goes before (as Huther supposes).
A similar construction occurs at ch. i. 8, 9.
;

We

have confidence towards God.
The words naptociav npbg rbv debv ixouev denote
the state of the peace of the soul and of undisturbed confidence to God- ward which is opposed
to that described before by iretdetv rag mpdlac
%uwv, like at Rom. viii. 15.
The irapfrrpia ch. ii.
iv. 17 is indeed the child-like free confidence
before the Father in the time of judgment; the
reference here also is to a judgment, in the court
of the conscience, in one's own heart, but not to
the future and final judgment.
Hence Estius explains falsely: fiducia evadendse damnationis in die
judicii.
But the limitation of wapfyijaia to confident prayer and supplication is neither Warranted
by the word itself (2 Cor. vii. 41, the context, nor
the construction with irp6c, which simply indicates the direction and relation as in Rom. v. 1
elpfpnjv
irpbc rbv &e6v, nor by the parallel-passage at oh. v. 14. Here.it denotes joyful confidence to God-ward at every moment of life
(Rickli, Diisterdieck and others), but not fiducia
in nostris necessitatibus recurrendi ad ipsum (Lyra),
or the girdle or mendicant's bag of all manner of
necessaries (Luther), fiducia in rogando (Bengel).
[Alford : " To God-ward, in our aspect as turned

28 ;

—

—

towards and looking to God. It must be remembered that the words are said in the full light of

—

the reality of the Christian State, where the
heart is awakened and enlightened, and the testimony of the Spirit is aotive : where the heart's
own deceit does not come into consideration as a
disturbing element." M.]. But hereby it is
not denied that the specific, yea the most significant feature of this filial confidence (Diisterdieck) is, what follows
Ver. 22.
whatsoever
may {perchance, German : etwa) ask,
receive from
conjunction
koX connects a particuHim. The
lar already contained in irapfaaiA like koI in v.
"0
eav aiTouev is to be taken
106 (Diisterdieck).
quite generally and to be limited only by the
namely
the child of God and bis
subject asking,

—

And

—

we

we
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wants ( Duster dieck, Huther). [The latter beauadds
"The child of God asks for nothing
which is contrary to the will of his Father "
M.].
The same holds good of Tjapfiavopxv air
avrov (tffoi).
The Present must not be taken
for the Future (GrotiusJ; it father denotes the
present, constant intercourse between the child
of God with his God. Cf. Jno. xiv. 18; xvi. 24.
Augustine: "Caritas ipsa novit, caritas ipsa orat,
contra hanc aures claudere non novit, qui Mam dedit
securus eslo, carilas roget, et ibi sunt aures dei; non
fit, quod vis, scdjit, quod tibi expedit."
tifully

:

1

Because we keep His commandments
and do the things which are pleasing in
His sight. — Here is evidently a parallelism:

—

rr/priv and ra apeora Ivutzlov avrov iroieiv,
so that the two together constitute one idea. At
Jno. viii. 20, 'ra apeora airy occurs in a connection similar to the present.
Besides this also in
Acts vi. 2 ; xii. 8. The term evapeordc of frequent occurrence in the Pauline writings (Rom.
xii. 1 ; xiv. 18; 2 Cor. v. 9; Eph. v. 10; Phil,
iv. 18), with the Dative rCt -de<p or r£ Kvpitj) is
used Col. iii. 20 of the fourth commandment, and
the parallel passage Eph. vi. 1, has dinaiov. Cf.
1. Tim. v. 4: arrudnKrov evforciov rob &fov.
Hence
we must also connect ra apeora with the commandments.
But while the first clause of the
parallel sentence specifies the commandments,
the second clause marks that which is pleasing
in His sight and the kind of obedience, because
God requires not a slavish service, but filial obedience, and that an active one (tzolov^v). Hence
we must not explain with the Roman Catholic
expositors IvroXal of prtccepta and apeora of conThe greater difficulty is the
cilia evangelica.
right construction of the connection with on,
which indicates the reason why our prayers are
heard. But the ground is not necessarily eausa
meritoria as the Greek writers think who assume
an avri6i66vai on the part of God; and the Roman Catholics and the Rationalists of course agree
with them. The context, especially with respect
to ch. ii. 29; iii. 6, 9, 23, 24, shows that while
prominence is given to their conduct the reference is to the relation in which they stand, or
with the description of their activity to the
ground on which they move. The relation between God and themselves which conditions and
regulates their conduct is the cause why their
Srayers are heard, because their conduot conitioned by that relation also regulates their
prayers according to the will of God (Kara rb
titfajua avrov ch. v. 14) ; the prayers as tiiey are
made, so they are heard, because we are the
children of God. The expression of Hunnius,
that the particle bri is not causalis but ralionativa,
is beside the mark, although the idea is correct.

kvro?.ar

—

[Huther has mullum in parvo
Cf. Dusterdieck.
"on in close connection with the immediately
preceding lapflavopev indicates the ground of the
Divine exhibition of love in hearing prayer ; this
ground, which must not be taken as causa meritoria, is the filial obedience of the person asking,
whereby God identifies him as His child; the
idea of obedience is expressed in two coordinated
sentences (resembling the Hebrew parallelism)
rdf evToXiig avrov and. ra apeora evCuztov avrov are
synonymous iroieiv marks the obedience as being
active ; the second sentence points to the circum;

JOIIN.

stance that it does not consist in servile subjection to the commandment, but in the filial performance of that which is weUrpleasmg to God."
Aiford, adverting to the Romish misinterpretation, excellently expounds:
"Out of Christ,
there are no good works at all : entrance into
Christ is not won or merited by them. In Christ,
every work done of faith is good and is pleasing
to God.
The doing of such works is the working
of the life of Christ in us ; they are its sign, they
are its fruits : they are not of us, but of it and
of Him. They are the measure of our Christian
life : according to their abundance, so is oar
access to God, so is our reward from God: for
they are the steps of our likeness to God. Whatever is attributed to them as an efficient cause,
is attributed not to us, but to Him whose fruits
they are. Because Christ is thus manifested in
us, God hears our prayers, which He only hears
for Christ's sake: because His Spirit works thus
abundantly in us, He listens to our prayer, which
in that measure has beeome the voice of His
Spirit.
So that no degree of efficacy attributed
to the good works of the child of God need surprise us: it is God reoognizing, God vindicating, God multiplying, God glorifying His own
work in us. So that when e. g. Corn, a Lap.
says, il Congruum est et congrua merces obedimtue
et amicitiss, ui si homo facial voluntatem Dei, Dim*
vicissim facial voluntatem hommis," all we can reply is that such a duality, such a reciprocity,
does not exist for Christians : we are m God,
He in us; and this St, John continually insists
We have no claim ab extra : He works in as
on.
to do of His good pleasure: and the works

which He works, which we work, manifest beHim, and before all, that we are His child-

fore

ren."— M.].
Fourth consequence: Fellowship of the Spirit
with particular reference to the ground of these
consequences, w. 23, 24.
Vkr. 23. And this is His commandment
Ch. x.b'.Kol ioriv avrv. Kal is simply copulative and connecting with roe ivro?Ag avrov specifies the most essential contents of $ evrnty, which
indeed embraces two commandments, faith and
love, but which two commandments, being indis-

—

solubly united, -contain the sum-total of the being

determined by the Divine Will in Christ.
refers

neither to the

first

'EvraAjy

commandment

(J.

Lange), nor must it be construed in a sense U
does not bear (de Wette) ; it is and remains the
expression of the Divine Will (Dusterdieck).
[Oecumenios:
Avrov of course is=rov &eov.
ixovrec evrclfyv, iva r$ irtorei ry ev ry bvdfum rm
Bese:
vlov avrov 'Ino. Xp. ayavuutv aZMjXovg.
Singulari numero mandatum prsemisiL, et duo nbsequentia aajungii mandata, fidem scilicet et dilecH m,
quia nimirum hsee ab tnvkem separari nequamL
Ntque enim sine fide Christi reete nos aUerutrum i**gere, negus vert in nomine Jesu Christi sine dileeUom
possumus credere. M.].
That
should believe on the name of
His Son Jesus Christ and love one another. Here Iva indicates the purpose and net
only the contents of the commandments, as HuUmt
explains [But the strong telic sense of k* can
hardly be pressed here; see ch, iii. 1, 11.—M.].
The Aorist nurrevowuev is not only the best anthentioated and dffitiUor lectio, but also mora

m

we

—

—
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thoughtful than the irurrevufiev formed after the
pattern of ayairouev, and denotes by the side of
the Present ayaK&fiev, that the former precedes the
latter, nUmc as the pro-supposition, not as being
done onee for all (against Diisterdieck), but as a
root of vital strength, and hyamj as the stem, as
in Gal. v. 6 : mtrrig ev ayairy evepyovftivn, or 1
Tim. i. 6: ayamf zk iriareutc. Faith conceived
as an ipyov tieov (Jno. vi. 29) and Jno. xvi. 9
(aftapria, brt oh iziore'vovotv eiq kp&) as the ground
of a holy being, of the whole obedience, is yet
man's work and hence may be required in the
commandment, more especially since the construction irtoreveiv rtvi (Jno. iv. 21 ; v. 24, 46, 47;
viii. 45) denotes the assensus with which man's
agency awakes, while mortveiv rtva describes the
received' notitia, and irunevetv etc Tiva the Godwrought fiducia, which embraces the least, the
noiitia, and also the moment next to it, the
assensus.
The object of faith is rd bvofta rov viov
avrov 'Itjffov Xpunov.
This dvofta is the revelation
of the being of the Son of God, and contains
within' itself and discloses to believers what is
testified of Him and by Himself, and is to be testified ; it includes both the prmdicatio (Rom. x. 14)
as Calvin and Beza explain, and the meritum and
the promissiones Christi et de Christo, as pointed
out by S. Schmidt and others. Doetrina Christiana
(Episcopius), and the dignity of the Messiah (S. G.
Lange), are consequently insufficient.
[Alford
" To believe the Gospel-message concerning Him,
and Him as living in it, in all His fulness." M.].
Conformably to the close connection of faith and
love (Jno. xvi. 4, 7 sqq.) the Apostle now annexes
the Present hyavdfitv to the Aorist by the copulative ical.
The additional clause

—

—

—

As He gave as commandment,

being a

further qualification of love (ch. ii. 7, 8 ; iii. 16
Jno. xiii. 84; xv. 12, 13), belongs to the latter part
of the sentence (Myrberg: non modo amandum
est, ted eliam vere et recte amandum), and not to the
former (vtoTevauutv), as Estius, Bengel, Sander.

Hence Christ, and not God,

is and remains the
subject of this lateral idea.
Christ, on whom,, as
the Son of God, we have to believe, is the origin
and standard of brotherly love.

Vbr. 24. And he that keepeth His oommandments, abideth in Him and He in

Him.

—Passing

over the lateral idea and the
and resuming the kvroXaq Trjpelv, v. 22,
the Apostle now* makes prominent the fourth
consequence, the fellowship of God with us and
our fellowship with God, according to which He
is in us and we are in Him.
Hence avrov, avrfa
avrbc *U three describe God and not Christ
hroXr}, v. 28,

—

—

(Neander, Besser, Sander).

And

hereby we

know

that

He

abideth

in ns, from [out of] the Spirit that He gave
us. God's abiding in ns is the object of knowledge ; and it is important to notice that God's
abiding in us is not specified here as res minus
verisimUis (Soeinus), but as the condition of our
abiding in God ; the two mutually include each
other and must be taken in that sense. And this

—

is known iv ro6r^=eic irvevuarog.
'Ev robry obviously refers to what follows, as ch. ii. 8, and
not to what precedes, as ch. ii. 5. Surprising is
the transition from the formula kv tovt^ placed
at the beginning of this sentence and so current
in John, to
nvevuaroc, but the transition may

U
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be explained by the circumstance that after on
ev Jjfiiv the clearness and beauty of the
structure required substantive proof, and that
this substantive proof occasioned the fine and
thoughtful description of the source and origin of
that knowledge by the preposition ek.
Cf. ch. iv.
6 : ha tovtov yivtioKOpev. The irvevjia is the Holy
Spirit who moves us, the living and powerful
principle of our life from (out of) and in God.
20-*
Here we should remember the ^p/oyuz; cs.
26.
Inadequate is de Wette's explanation, that
nvevfia denotes the Divine appropriated in faith
and life, but that the reference here is to the
right knowledge and doctrine of the person of
Jesus, and even more inadequate is the opinion
of Soeinus, that irvevua is love. In the annexed
relative sentence ov must not be taken as a genii,
partittvus, but as the result of attraction.
Winer,
Part III. J 24.
ucvet

&

—

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
The Christian should

not be or remain in a
of uncertainty whether he really is a child of
God (out) of the truth ; his redemption and the
reconciliation of God to him and his reconciliation to God and his salvation need not be to him
a doubtful or only probable state. But clear and
firm knowledge on this subject he does not acquire at one stroke, over-night; he must learn it
by living and exercising himself in love. The
Christian in process of being [t. e. y in the development of this Christian life—-M.l is in a state of
fermentation, or engaged in single combat, without a survey of the whole field, the battle conducing to victory, although here and there defeats occur, and he is forced to retire even unto
without being able to imperil the ultimate
flight
victory.
Hence he has misgivings which he
can and ought to discard, fearless and full of confidence and reliance on the Lord of hosts and of
the victory.
2. The final cause of such assurance of faith and
blessed certainty of salvation, constantly exposed to the danger of being disturbed by the
accusations and charges of the heart discerning
and reproving the ever-recurring omissions and
imperfections and transgressions in thought,
word and deed, lies not in ourselves, neither in
the mark, in brotherly love and, generally, in obedience to the commandments of God, nor in such,
acts of reproof of an anxious and contrite heart,
but in God Himself, in that which He has premised and imparted to us, and that He abides by
His word and work, also in our hearts, nursing
and furthering the same even nnto completion.
Three things are dearly and distinctly asserted.
a. If the Christian looks at himself, anxiety
and doubts concerning the state of grace
are justified ; Heb. vi. 4-6 ; x. 26-81, ift
1.

state

—

which passages Luther found "a hard
knot," and on which see R. Stier, point
to the possibility of a relapse, as also*
Rom. viii. 13 ; Gal. vi. 7, 8. This is.
contrary to Calvin's assumption of the
donum perseverantim given with regeneration, and which is not taught at Jno. x.
But if the Christian looks up to.
28, 29.
the mercy of God, he acquires confidence
and joyfulness and the Holy Spirit bears*

28
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6.

c

witness of his adoption and Divine lifefellowship (v* 24, Rom. riii. 16-27).
This is contrary to the Roman Catholic
doctrine except by that the Christian,
special revelation, cannot' have any certainty concerning his state of grace.
The point in question is not a mathematical certitudo, an actus intellectus, but only
fiducia as well as confidence in the pureness of a man's disposition,
The certain assurance of standing in
God's grace is not identical with nor to
be confounded with the certainty of
being predestinated.
The Council of
Trent was right, in opposition to the Reformed, to reject this certainty (vi. 15,
16) but wrong in rejecting the former
assurance (vi. 9): "Sicut nemo pius de
Dei misericordia, de Christi merito deque

Sacramentorum

virtute et efficacia dubitare
dum se ipsum suamque

potest, »ic quilibct,

propriam infirmitatem et indispositionem ret'
picit, de sua gratia formidare et timere potest,
quam nuUus scire valeat certitudine fidei, cut
non potest subesse falsum, se gratiam Dei
esse consecutum."
Here, as we may readily perceive, truth and falsehood are
suspiciously mixed up. Cf. Frank, TheoThiersch,
der K. F. 2. 78, 141.
Vorlestmgen uber Proiestantismus undKatholizismus, 2, 149-159.
8. The two cases that conscience finds a verdict
against us and not against us are opposed to each
other, but nevertheless facts belonging to -the
Christian life and perfectly compatible with it,
even as ch. i. 8, 9 and ch. iii. 9 do not cancel
each other. These propositions cannot be classed
among the paradoxes, which may not be without
truth, as stated by Luther, e. g. "Si in fide fieri
posset adulterium peccatumnon esset" and Proposition 82 in Orund und Artikel, which were unjustly
condemned by the Romish bull (1520, Erlangen, 24, 188) : A good work done in the very
Nor dare
.best manner, is 8 till ^a daily sin, etc.
we try to aid the establishment of a morality for
-the people, and another morality for the saints
by drawing with the Roman Catholics a distinction between prmcepta and consilia evangelica, between a selfish amor concupiscentim calculating on
salvation and an amor amicilim surrendering itself in pure fidelity. We may neither separate by
.false distinctions the objectively given commandments with the will of God nor the subjectively
imposed obligations, nor, worse still, men from
•one another.
But we ought to contemplate both
(truths, that our natural disposition which is sin.ful before God ever and again mingles without,
and contrary to the Christian's will with the
works done by the motions of the 8pirit from
above and in faith, and that the Christian born
of God has before his eyes and in his heart the
•one will of God, as revealed in the Law and in
•Christ, which aims not at a higher or a lower molality [but at one morality M.], and that his
•obedience is well-pleasing to God, not because of
his own doings or nature, but solely for the sake
of Christ.
Our life here on earth is made up of
alternate joy and grief, of rising and falling, of
forgiveness of sina and cancelling and the commission of sin. Sin, moreover, is more sinful in
logize

—

—

the children of

God than

dition, /or they

have a more profound and

in the servants of perlively

sense of the slightest stirrings of the wrath of

God, because and though their falling is not yet
a falling from grace, as at GaL v. 4 (nfc x&ot*K
kfrnkoaTt).
Not every falling involves the lost
ofr grace.
But obedience and patience in good
works remain marks of the state of grace. Cf.
C. A. 6, 20, f. C. 4, 5, 6, Frank 1, 1; 2, 177 sq.;
181 sq.; 189 sqq.; 869 sqq.
4. Filial confidence which does not begin with
the entrance upon our inheritance [but here on
earth M.], has a napfrrjcui not only in the day
of judgment, but already here on earth, and it
evidences itself both by tealous efforts. toward*
self-sanctification based on the assurance of the

—

of sins, and by confident prayer.
as essential to man as his oonseienee,
because the conscience, in proportion to its clearness and vitality, necessarily passes into prayer n
(Lober, Lehre vom Gebet p. 1.). If the oonseienee
is pacified, prayer will be sure of being beard.
If man is so circumstanced that he lives and
moves in God's word, bis word in prayer to God
will also prevail with God, in whose being (as we
may learn from the case of the praying God-man),
as well as in man's being prayer has its ultimate
reason.
Harless, therefore, has not veryjodiciously classed prayer among the subjective means
of Christian virtue (Ethik J. 88).
A limitation
of prayer that may be heard beyond the patternprayer of the Lord's Prayer is not permitted;
you may in the state of grace pray for every
thing assured of being heard, but equally assured
that nothing is said of the time when and the

forgiveness

" Prayer

is

—

manner how your prayers
hears whatever

we

will be heard. God
ask, but not exactly ai we

ask.
6. Faith in God, who is Love, and fin virtne
of our belief in the love of God) love of the breth
ren are intimately connected, the reference being
to " faith as the transition from darkness to
light and love as the walk in the light " (Hofinann,
Schriftbtwds XL, 2, 837, cf. v. 14).
6. It follows from the testimony of the Holy
Spirit within thee (cf. No. 2 above), that thou
art a temple of God (I Cor. iii. 16), or a tabernaeU
of God among men (Rev. xxL 8).

HOMILBTICAL AND PRACTICAL.
Much depends on knowledge, more on knowledge of the truth, most on the knowledge whether
we are ourselves of the truth, He is to be pronounced happy in whom the difficult self-knowledge was acquired and carried out as the knowledge of sin, but more happy he in whom the
knowledge of God forees itself through the knowledge of himself. Four marks of our adoption
or four evidences of our being of the truth 1.
Peace of the soul under the accusations of eonscience (w. 19, 20); 2. Filial trust under the
wants and deprivations of life (w. 21, 22); &
Assurance and decision under the manifold and

—

—

:

different requirements (x. 28); 4.
ship in solitude or desertion.

Joy of fellow-

— How can yon

pacify your heart disquieted by the accusings of
1. Know what God has hitherto
conscience?
done for you not in vain : He desires to save yon;
2. Feel how in such a judgment the holiness of
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CHAP. in.
God is working in you He desires to purify you
Hope that He will gloriously accomplish it,
as He has promised: He is the Master and your
Prayer and
life will be a masterpiece at the last.
:

8.

—

commandment are essentially related to each
other; thy word addressed to God in prayer will
surely be heard, if God's word addressed to thee

God will not
in the commandment is observed.
be (uked in vain by those who suffer themselves
The hearing of prayer
to be commanded by Hint.
is not affected by the conduct of man fixed by his
relation to God, but by this relation which prodaces in man ohildlikeness, childlike obedience,
childlike trust, childlike disposition and childlike
ways, even as it affords paternal fidelity and pa-

With faith in the name of His Son
ternal aid.
Jesus Christ thou hast the love of God above all
things, or the fulfilment of the commandments
of the first table; and from faith in the paternal
love of God revealed in Christ flows Christian
brotherly love, or the fulfilment of the command-

—

;
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with forged letters and testimonials !

ward witness
condemns.

if the inof the conscience contradicts and

Conscience

is

more than a thousand

witnesses.
How false is the charge that Christianity causes melancholy and gloominess !
Sorrow may indeed be found among Christians but
without any fault of Christianity or of God, and
moreover with them true knowledge is followed
by their sorrow being turned into joy. A heart
rejoicing before God is a great treasure ; 0, the'
happiness of being permitted to appear before
God in His majesty with joyfulness; therefore
let us pray : Lord, give us a cheerful heart !—
The spirit of joyfulness is also a spirit of prayer.
Believers will receive what they ask of God in
the manner which He has promised and at the
time He thinks proper.
Nothing can be required
of a Christian beyond faith and love : believers
will not be taken captive by statutes, but they
stand in liberty. Be ashamed to say or order
anything without the commandment of God, and

—

—

—

He is in us, this is again be ashamed to do anything in opposition to
ments of the second table.
To live a good life
ever the first and most important thing; His the commandment of God.
commandments are before our obedience to them requires us to abide good; it is not enough to have
But
if
not
we do
come into God, one must also abide in Him. The
and He is with and in them.
value His commandments we do not value our- believer is a great miracle, seeing that the infinite
desert
desert.
In
and immeasurable God wholly dwells and walks
selves, we become ruins and a
ruins He does not dwell ; we must be builded up, in him.
tabernacles.
into
Hbubnkr: Is here perchance taught workif not into temples, at least
He builds—even the tabernacle into the temple, confidence ? No faith remains the ground of jusand instead of cares of the soul in indigence of tification but we may hope that the genuineness
The
the Good and the Eternal Good, jubilant hymns and purity of our faith will follow love.
of praise for the inheritance of the saints swell Christian's prayer is never unheard; for God
Without gives us that which is- good although not always
in majestic fulness %nd strength.
Christ, the Son of God, God is not thy Father that to which we gave utterance, not that whioh
bat without the Spirit of the Father and the Son, we intended ; the Christian ever desires the Good
thou hast neither God the Father nor the and the Good only, and the better we grow, the
more do all our desires coincide with the will of
Saviour.
Luther: Although our conscience make us God. Only those are able to ask who are in a
afraid and represent to us God as angry, yet God state of grace a serious, pious, honest mind is the
Conscience is but a condition of prayer ; a braggart cannot pray.
is greater than our heart.
single drop, but the reconciled God an ocean of The presence and continued operation of the
When a man is rebuked and con- Spirit in keeping us in the right discipline, warnconsolation.
demned by his conscience, he grows terrified; ing, moving, strengthening and comforting us, is
bat against this darkness of the heart we may the sign that we belong to Christ, if He leaves us
Conscience is al- we are separated from Christ.
say, God knoweth all things.
Adapted from Ziel {Gesetz and Zeugniss, 4):
ways fearful and shuts the eyes; but God is
1. They
deeper and higher than thy heart and searches How happy they who are of the truth
may pacify their heart before Him. 2. They
its inmost state most thoroughly.
Stark* : We believers do not indulge in idle have a joyful confidence toward God ; 8. They
imaginings and suppositions, but have sure, firm, are they that will receive from Him whatsoever
Compare here hymns like Paul Gerirrefragable grounds ano> testimonies, wrought they ask.
by the Holy Ghost Himself that we are of the hard's : " Ist GoU fur mich, so trete (If God is for
A man may have a great me, etc.).
truth and born of God.
temptation and yet be a child of God. Away

—

—

—

!

—

—

—

;

—

!

—

—

—

8em

—

His Spirit cheers my spirit
With words of comfort sweet
That they God's help inherit
Who rest with Him do seek.
And that He has upbuilded
A oity fair and new,

Geist spricht meinem Geute
susses Trostwort zu ;

Maneh
Wie

GoU dem

Bulfe

leiste,

Der bei Ihm tuchet Rah ;
Und ttrie Er hab' erbauet,
EuC idle neue Stadt
Da Aug' und Htric tchauet,
Woe es geglaubet hat.
Da ist mein Theil und Erbe
Mir prachtig zugericfWt ;
Wenn ich gleiehfaU und sterbe,
FdUt dock mein Himmel nichU (v.

Where eyes and heart forever
What they believed shall view.
For there

in glory lying
in store

My lot is held
9.)

With all my falls, and dying,
My heaven falls nevermore*
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Also

Erdmawn Niumbibter's

:

Jesus nimmt die Sunder em (Jesus, sinners does receive)

;

espe-

cially t. 7.

Mein Qewi&ten quSlt mich

My conscience now is purified,

nicht,

Moses is denied,
acquitteth me to-day
Who all sin did take away;
Nothing can condemn or grieve
Jesus sinners does receive.

Motet darf mich nickt verklagen ;
Der mich/rei und ledig epricht,
Hat die Sunden abgetragen (1 Jno. iii. 5),
Date mich Nichtt vcrdammen kann ;
Jetut nimmt die Sunder an.

—

[Ptle : w. 19-21. This will show us to be
Christians indeed ; and while the impartial testimony and inward sense of our own consciences
assure us of the sincere performance of our own
duty, we may safely conclude that God, the
Searcher of hearts and Standard of all truth,
will approve of and reward us.
And on the
contrary, whoever by the clear conviction of his
own mind knows and feels himself to be a hypocritical transgressor of his moral duty, must be
assured that God, who knows him better than he
does himself, cannot fail to be his more severe
judge and avenger. M.].
[Bull : v. 20. If a man be conscious to himself of his own wickedness, yea, the very secret
wickedness and hypocrisy of his heart, sure
God Himself, who set up in every man this
"candle" of conscience, as Solomon calls it,
Prov. xx. 27, cannot be ignorant of it ; He being
the fountain of all knowledge, and all knowledge
in the creature derivative from Him, and so
knowing all things that are knowable by any
creature, and infinitely more.
M.].
[Macknight : v. 22. This general declaration
must be limited by the conditions, which in other
passages of Scripture are made necessary to our
petitions being granted by God ; such as, that
we ask things agreeable to His Will, ch. v. 14,
15 ; and that we ask them in faith, Jas. i. 6
that is, in the full persuasion of the Divine wisdom and goodness, and with sincerity and resignation.
Such prayers, they who keep the
commandments of God, may hope will be heard,
because they keep His commandments by habitually doing the things which are well-pleasing
to Him.— M.].
[Ptli : w. 23, 24. These verses may be thus
paraphrased : In short, true faith in the doctrine of Christ, and true charity to mankind,
especially to our Christian brethren, is the sumtotal of our duty.
And you, that have already

—

—

—

—

—

it, have a sufficient pledge and
earnest of your acceptance with God, as true
disciples of Christ, by the gifts and graces of
His Holy Spirit conferred upon you. M.].
[Ridley : v. 24. The way of the Spirit is not
to do traced ; the working of God is not to be
perceived. The Divine Author and His operation are hidden from us, but His work is manifest.
And though we cannot see God at any
time, or feel the motion of the Spirit in our
hearts, yet is there certain evidence whether we
are brought on by Him or not St John gives
us an infallible rule, that we may know that God,
by His Spirit, dwelleth in us, if we keep His
commandments. M.].

duly performed

—

—

—

[Ezbkikl Hopkins:

—A

clear conscience

gives

Guilt abashes the
soul, and makes it both ashamed and afraid to
appear in the presence of God : and therefore
Adam, as soon as he had sinned against his

ut boldness of actttt unto God.

All plea to

He

Maker, presently hides himself from Him. We
observe in ourselves, what a slavish deject-

may

when we come to God in duty,
we have wronged Him by any known sin

edness seizeth us
after

we come to Him suspiciously ; and with such a
misgiving fear, as if we would not have God take
notice that we are before Him ; and are still in
pain, till the duty be over. But, when our consciences are clear, oh, with what delight do we
haste to God, and with what content do we stay
with Him How doth the soul dilate and spread
itself under the smiles of God, beating full upon
" So,
it
Lord, here is a heart that I labour to
make and keep void of offence ; do thou fill it
with thy promised grace and Spirit It i? not,
indeed, a mansion pure enough for the pure and
holy God ; yet it is such, as thou wilt accept, and
in which thou wilt dwell.
There are still many
hidden corruptions in it, but do thou search them
out; and thou, who hast kept thy servant from
presumptuous sins, do thou also cleanse me from
secret faults."
Thus a clear conscience, with a
holy and reverend boldness, addresseth itself to
God; and sweetly closeth up every duty and
every prayer, with full assurance of obtaining
mercy from God. So the Apostle (Heb. ix. 22)
" Let us draw near .... in fall assurance of
faith:" how may we gain this full assurance,
when we draw near to God ? By " having our
hearts sprinkled from an evil conscience:" get
but a pure and clear conscience, and that will
enable you to draw near to God in full assurance
J : "Beloved,
of faith, and so here (1 Jno. iii.
21
if our heart condemn us not, then nave we con:"
if conscience be not evil
fidence towards God
to accuse us, then have we confidence towards
God : when the face of man's conscience looks
cheerful, and hath not a frown or a wrinkle
upon it, this makes us joyfully to apprehend thai
God's face towards us is serene also, and that we
shall be welcome at all times into our Father's
presence : this conscience suggests to us, and
makes us come with a holy, yet with an awful
boldness unto God. M.].
[Barrow
No man can otherwise found any
assurance of God's special love to him, than upon
a good conscience : testifying that he doth sincerely love God, and endeavour faithfully to obey
His commandments. If we desire to judge reasonably about ourselves, or to know our true
state, the only way is to compare our hearts and
lives with the law of God, judging ourselves by
that rule according to which God will judge us.
If we find in our hearts the love of God and goodness (sincere although imperfect) ; if we perceive
ourselves disposed to keep God's commandments
(to live piously, righteously and soberly in this
world) ; then may we have a satisfactory hope
concerning our state ; then " we may (as St John
saith) have confidence toward God, because we htep
Hit commandment* and do those things that art fit**!

!

:

—

—

—
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IV. i-e.

to Sim :" but if we do not find that mind in
and that practice, we, in conceiting well of
ourselves upon any other grounds, do but flatter
and impose upon ourselves; if all the world
should account us good, and take us to be in a

ered from each other

mg

the one inward, percepimmediate inner consciousness, the
other belonging to the outward life, but presupposing the former, of which it is at Once the
outward expression and the condition of its con;

tible to the

as,

The first is-Participation in the Spirit
by Christ; the seoond, Obedience
to His commandments, which is the fruit of that
Spirit's agency, and in which such participation
makes itself apparent. This being the Spirit's

good case, we should not at all believe them, or
mind them for let no man deceive us, he that doeth
righteousness, he (and he alone) is righteous, is the
most faithful advice and unquestionable sentence
It is therefore (that by resting on
of St. John.
such false bottoms we be not abused, and drawn
thence to neglect the amendment of our hearts
and ways, in order to our final account) a duty
incumbent upon us thus to search our hearts and
try our ways, and accordingly to judge ourselves
the doing which with care and conscience would
dispose us to prepare for the judgment we speak
of; for, If (saith St. Paul) we would judge ourselves, we should not be judged, or not condemned.

tinuance.

—promised

;

-it].
[N bandbr

181

work,

is also, as the evidence of this work, the
condition of its continuance; all Divine gifts
being conditioned upon the faithful use of what
" is bestowed, according to the words of Christ:
Whoso hath, to him shall be given." M.].
[On vv. 19, 2Q see De eorde condemnante, Critici
Sacri Thes. Nov. 2, 991.

—

.

v. 20.

A Sermon by Robert South, D.D.
Sermon Themes

:

God

greater

than our heart.

—

:
(Christ), when about, to part from
His disciples, no more to be with them in His
personal bodily presence, promised that He
would be invisibly near and present among them,
no less truly than during His earthly manifestation.
The proof of this, His actual presence
among them, should be the communication to
them of His Spirit. This should be the medium
between believers and their Saviour, until vision
takes the place of faith ; till that immediate view
of Christ, enjoyed by His disciples in the familiar
intercourse of his earthly life, is restored in
heightened glory to believers. It is to this inward
experience that the Apostle makes his appeal with
these Churches and to it the inward experience
of believers in all ages bears witness.
Here,
then, are conjoined two characteristic marks of
fellowship with Christ which cannot be discov-

Conscience an earnest of the last
judgment.
Use to be made of the misgivings of
conscience.

w.

Charges Simeon, A good and evil
Works 20, p. 454.

conscience,

R. South, The nature and measures of conscience, 2 Sermons,
v. 28. Andrew Gray, The mystery of
faith opened up, 6 Sermpns.
ISAAC Williams, The Gospel a
feast of Love, Serm. 2, 67.
v. 24. John Flavel, The Spirits in-

v. 21.

Works, 2, 828.
Ba8Nage, L' union de V&me
avec Jesus-Christ, Serm. 2, 601.

dwelling,
J.

—M.].

Warning and Exhortation with

6.

20, 21.

Chapter

reference to the false teachers.

IV. 1-0.

Beloved, believe not every spirit, but try the spirits whether they are of 1 God : be2 cause many false prophets are gone out into the world.
Hereby know ye* the Spirit of
God : Every spirit that confesseth that Jesus Christ is come8 in the flesh is of God
3 And every spirit that confesseth not that Jesus4 Christ is come in the flesh is not of 1
God : and this is that spirit of antichrist, whereof ye have heard that it should come
4 and even now already is it in the world. 5 Ye are of 1 God, little children, and have
5 overcome them : because greater is he that is in you, than he that is in the world. They
6 are of 1 the world therefore speak they of 1 the world, and the world heareth them.
are of God he that knoweth God heareth us ; he that is not of 1 God heareth not us.*
Hereby 7 know we the spirit of truth, and the spirit of error.

We

:

:

German: "out of."—M.I
v&
Kuffxin A. B. C. O. al. Cod. Sin. has in the text yivmffKOntr, bnt corrected ytpwo-xcre.
7*Ai)Av04ra A. C. Sinait.— B. reads i\y\v64vat; Vulgate
venitse conforming to the' usage of Latin.
[German " Brery spirit which confesseth Jesus Christ come in the flesh."— M.]
Versed. * Instead of the reading of A. B. rbv I ij <r o v v O. K. and Sin. have Xpiarbr «r <rap«i iAi)Av06>a,
but O. has also the Article and Sin. reads kv ptov instead of X p t <r t b v. Both readings, the shorter t b v
v and the longer agreeing with v. 2, are well authenticated, and either may pass for the ori'I ij 9 o

Verse

**
erse

1. \}
" «*
2.

*«,

:

:

y

y

ginal reading, it being equally probable that the longer reading was abbreviated into the shorter, and
that the shorter was changed into the longer; the testimony for both renders the decision very difficult;
but the shorter form seems to be the lectio dijJiciUor. By the side of the reading h pi) ouoAoysi

—
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Xvn

the Church Fathers bare the variation ft
rev lqo-av>, among the Latins
Tertullian (fupanfes—«i sofoefuW, adr. Marc. 5, 16), Augustine qui solvit Jetum et negat in came venisse)
also the two conjoined. It is repeatedly asserted, that the heretics suppressed Avctr (Socrates A. £
Beogei well ohserrea: Aav
7, 32; Fulhert and Hincmar: Eraserunt, in Tischendorf 1869 editio major).
manam poiiut artem, quam apostolicam redolet (A v< t) sapientiam. It is a dogmatical terminus technical* to denote the Nestorianism which dissolres the union of the Godhead and the humanity in Jesus,

rov 'Inrovv,

Christ

rrevM

H. E. VII. 82: vtfypaa-ra iv rote vaAatoir art iyp& + oit firt tar
6 Avsi ri» 'I * 9 Or, avo rov 0iov ova ienv. Irenasus (III, 8, p. 611 ed. Stiaren):
Jgitur omnet extra dispositionem sunt, qui $ub obtentu agnitionx* aUerum quidem Jetum inteUigunt, aUerum autem Christum, et aUerum Unigenitum, et aUerum Salvatorem . . . Sententia enim earum homicidaUt, Deo* quidem pUtres conjtngens et Patres multo* simulant. Cbmminuent autem etper multa divides
FUiumDei; quo* et Domvnus nobis caver* prsedixit. et discitndus ejus Joanne* inprmdlcta epistola fugert
eo* prtseepit dtcens : "Multi tcductore* exierunt in nunc mundum, qui non confitcntur Jetum Christum in
came venisse. Hie est seductar tt Antiehristus. Vidett eo*, neperaatis quod operaU estis." Et rurtut in
Epistola ait: M Muttipseudo-prophetec exierunt de sssculo. In hoe cognoscUe Spiritvm DeL Omnis spiritus
qui confitetur Jetum Christum in came venisse. ex Deo est. Et omnis Spiritus qui solvit Jetum,
est ex
Deo, tea de antichristo est." Hex autem similta sunt illi quod in Evangelio dictum est, quo/dam u Verbum
caro factum est, et habitant in wotoi."—Origen on Matth. xxv. 14 (Vol. IV. 869-361 ed. Lommat.): Secundum hone divinUatis sum naturam non peregrinatur, ted peregrinatur secundum dispensationem corporis

[Socrates,

mm

quod suscepit . <—Haec autem iicentes non solvimus suscepti corporis hominem, cum sit scriptum apud
Jbannem " Omnis tpirtiu* qui solvit Jetum non est ex Deo: n ted unicuique tubstantim proprietatem tervahum. Si enim omnis homo fdelit " qui conjungitur Domino unus spiritus est:" quanto magis homo We
quern secun dum dispensatumem carnis Christus suscepit non est solvendus oo eo, nee otter est dicendut ab
tot Et vide quomoao ait: "Sicut homo peregrefuturw" quoniam nancrat homo,sed sicut ho
homo perfgrinabitur, qui erat ubique secundum divinitalis naturam." While thus Irensaos and Origen
clearly had the reading 6 k v < i before them, Polycarp, on the other band, seems to quote, though
loosely, the received text (Ep. ad. Phllipp. cap. 7) : Has -yap or e\v u^ o/toAoyy "Iij<rovr
XpiffrOr ir erapxl i \i)Av$ ivni, *VTi\pipr6% cert, itai'btj&r pq ojtoAoyi] ve
a a I 6 f av uedottvn t a A oitaprv'pior rov erravpov i « rov &iaB6kov iorC.
.*
..
_/
V _ - A _ I *
l_.il....'
V J
7i
fit as
ivttfv/ti'a?
cat» **Y»
ip #***
yia
vpit
rev nvpiov
«
MV'e avicraa
a p 4 9 v el vat, o e r o f
*6t icrri rov Sarara. [A J ford J. Huther: Very singular
6 A v < i originated oculorum vitio ; the reading may probably be accounted
is'the opinion of Semler that't
for from the polemics against Gnosticism (Grotius, Lttcke, de Wette, Huther), and this supposition is
(
borne out by the scholion in Matthtti p. 226 s-powftcvo-ar yap avrov(rov trrixptrro v)ai
nruv
r«*r xai
teal vr«vptar«*v
Ste\ ^rsvfioa
hv xapacript^niiy
^revfiovpof
peAif
aipioete,p, 4»v
xapaxr<p(<rT(«b v re tt4
ror 'IijaovK «V tm fill buokoytiv avrbv iv aapict cAaAv^Svau M.J»
Jesus
is
not
God."—
wAicA
not
M.l
does
confess
of
Slerman *'^«d every «J»^»<
"
erman M ^nd (Au « (Ae Isplrit] of antichrist, of which ye have heard that « cometh, and new it it in Ok
world already » So Alford.—M.J.
• be ova icrw in rov 0*ov. ova aaotfet ifM&r is wanting in A. G. (perhaps by mistake?)
' ia tovtov B.G. K. Slnait; important on account of ch. iii. 24; ia rov rrivptret.
[German: a JVom «Ai»."—M.]
'
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Verse

6.

not an affection of their mind, but the Divtsi

EXEGETIOAL AND CRITICAL.

Power, different from their own individuality,
which animates and influences them (dvvafuc
irtyiorovy the synonyme of irvevfia aywv, Luke i. 85.).
tary, T. 1.
:
with
The Apostle begins
This irvev ft a speaks by the prophet, entering
Vkb. 1. Beloved
in into his irvevfia and communicating to him the
ayawnrol as oh. iii. 21 [of. v. 7. ch. iii. 2.
MJ,
the
common
blessings truth to be revealed and thus the irvevfia of the
the joyful consciousness of
of the Divine adoption, and earnestly solicitous prophet becomes a irvevua he rov tieov. But ainoe
of inciting and exhorting those to the exhibition every prophet has his own irvevfia, there is, although the irvevua ayiov is One, a plurality of
of brotherly love who are loved of God.
The same relation takes
Believe not every spirit. Here, as in ch. prophetical spirits.
place in an opposite direction, in the case of the
ii. 18-28, the Apostle adverts to the false teachers.
Those who are to believe on the name of pseudo-prophets. They also are under the influthe Son of God (ch. iii. 28) in the power of the ence of one spiritual being, to wit, under that of
Holy Ghost (ch. iii. 24 J given to them and bear- the irvevfia that Ik tov v}eov ovk tori, the wvevfta
The

difference

of ike

tpirite renders the trial necet-

—

—

;

—

t

ing witness to their spirit that they are the children of God (cf. Rom. viii. 16), must not believe
every spirit. The reference is to a plurality, a
multitude of spirits (navrt, irvebfiart), not to a
Dual but to a Plural. Hence, we must understand the expression of the spirits of men to whom
Every human spirit has
the spirit bears witness.

irMvrfc ; this spirit also is one, but since it penetrates with its lie the irvevfiara of the pseudo-prophets and makes them like itself, we may say of the

rr/f

of each individual prophet that is not of
it is not a irvevua rye ahfOeia^ but a
irvevua rye irXdvijc."
The rationalistic interpretation of Socinus ("sensus hommis aliquo rnodo
its peculiarity, its special gifts and views, its inspiratus") and Episcopius ("doctrww"), and
mode of expression, which the animating, the figurative construction of the word irvevfta=x
moving Spirit does not change or render uni- XaXovvrer kv irvevfiari of Liicke, de Weite and
form. Many a spirit might secure our approba- Calvin ("pro eo qui spiritus dono se prxditum esse
tion, sympathy and attention, which is not jactal ad obeundum prophetim munus "J, are equally
Hence the irrelevant. M.].
influenced by the Spirit of God.
But try the spirits whether they are of
warning, to which, because of its great importGod. John evidently speaks of a plurality of
ance, there is forthwith annexed the exhortation
** But try
Instead of a receiring
the spirits whether they are of God." spirits (rd irvevuara).
[Huther: The idea irvevpa is closely oonnected surrender to and of agreeing with them, of the
with ifjevtioirpxfifjrai. The true prophets spoke, as assensus (iriarevecv) John requires a doxifiAZetv, a
we read 1 Pet. i. 21, inrb nvthfiaroq ayiov Qep6- cautious criticism before the narixetv (l These, v.
fievoi ; the source of the revelations whose utter21), and he requires it of all like Paul, Rom. xiL
era (irpdfTjjit) they are, is the irvev fia ayiov or 2; Phil. i. 20; Eph. v. 10; I Cor. x. 15; xl 13,
the irevpa to if #eov, whereby is described, although some may have a special gift in discern
itvevfia

God, that

—

—

—

—
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CHAP.
ing the spirits (1 Cor. xii. 10 : dtoKpioetc TcvevpdTuv
Calvin: "alloquitur singulos fideles," as opposed
to Lorinus: "Non omnium est probare; unum
oportet in ecclesia tummum judicem qussstionum defide

—

moribusque; id est tine dubio Pontifex Mazimus."
[This may be conclusive reasoning to Romanists,
but will be utterly repudiated by Protestants, as
an arbitrary dictum repugnant to Holy Writ
M.]. The falsity of this exposition is evident
both from the object of this text which everv man
ought to know ; el ek tov &eov koriv, whether they
are of, originate in or proceed from God the
confession of Jesus Christ come in the flesh (v.
2), and from the danger, urging such a test, to
which every one is exposed and which necessitates the decision [the Apostle proceeds to
specify the reason why this trial is necessary.
:

Because many

false

out into the world.

prophets are gone

—These

IV. 1-6.
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they oome from, proceed, go out from him that
makes them prophets. Cf. Jno. viii. 42 ; xiii. 8
xvi. 27, etc. cf. oh. xvii. 18 ; Matth. xiii. 49.
It
is therefore neilhQr=in publicum pro dire, as Matth.
viii. 11 ; Acts viL
xiii. 8; xxvi. 65; Mark i. 85
;

7 (Grotius, Calov, Liicke, al.J, nor=« apostolit
et eorum ecelesia, as in ch. ii. 19 (S. Schmidt),
nor=s*z sedibus suis 2 Jno. 7. (Bengei). On etc
tov Kdafjtov cf. Jno. vi. 14; x. 86. They come into
the world, which Christ was sent to redeem,
which belongs to Him, in order to destroy it with
their alpioeig anutelac. (2 Pet. ii. 1)?
The standard of the trial, vv. 2, 8.

—

know ye the Spirit of
here evidently points to the
following sentence and ytvfoKsre is not Indicative, but like iriarevere, Soiapd^ere v. 1, the Imperative [on the other hand Alford, on account of
the very frequent tv tovtq ytvAcKopev, would let
analogy prevail and take it as Indicative
but
Huther, de Wette, Liicke and most commentators
take it as Imperative. M.l. That rb rcvevpa tov
$eoit denotes the Holy Spirit is evident both from
the expression itself and from the antithesis rb
Veb.

God.

2.

—*Ev

In this
Tobrif)

anMatth. vii.
16 ; xxiv. 1 1, 24 (where also if>ew6xpi<rroi are specified), 2 Pet. ii. 1 (where ifjevdodi&aotcaloi are paralleled with the iftevdcnrpofirrat of the Old TestaThe idea of predicting something future tov avTixpiorov v. 8 ; the reference therefore is
ment).
is not any more the prominent point here than it
not to a loquens de spiritualibus ex inspiration diviconstitutes in general the leading characteristic na (Lyra).
But the sequel shows that we have
of the prophet; he derives his name from to think of the Divine Spirit working in the
*p6$q/Uj because he has, as it were, behind him spirit of the prophets, to wit:
the Spirit that inspires him, whose thoughts he
Every spirit which confesseth Jesus
speaks out and makes known. The true pro- Christ oome in the flesh, is of God. <OfioXophet must be clearly distinguished from the hid- yelv is the oral confession of a doctrinal truth
den irvev/xa influencing him, the true prophet is (cf. 2 Jno. 10.), like ch. ii. 23 (Diisterdieck,
imb irvsvfi&Tog dyiov fepdpevoc. (2 Pet. i. 21) ; this Huther and ai.) confession with a walk agreeThe point at ing with a Christian is not indicated here (Greek
ipvevfia dvvafuc inffiarov (Luke i. 85).
which He unites with the prophet, is the prophet's comm., Augustine, Bede), even though only a
irvevfia, which as an organ to be influenced, must
oonfession with the mouth emanating from the
be clearly distinguished from the irvevpa ayiov faith of the heart under the influence of the inwho operates through it;«for the irvevfia ayiov is dwelling Spirit of God can be meant here, as in
the Source and Principle of the revelation, en- Rom. x. 9, 10 ; cf. ch. v. 11 sq.; ii. 22 sq.—The
ters into the prophet's nvevpa, moves and imparts object of the confession: 'Itjgovv Xptarbv kv captd
to the prophet, animates and prompts him, and khjXvddTa.
The form is that of a substantival obthus the prophet's irvevpa becomes a irvevua ek jective-sentence
hence the participial form
tov deov, yet so that thereby the characteristics of should be retained, and the rendering avoided
the prophet's spirit are neither obliterated nor which would make it an Infinitive thus : that Jeannulled, neither as to his temperament, nor as sus Christ is or has come in the flesh ; it is not a
to his mode of utterance, nor as to qualification predicative sentence, but ev oapid khfXvddra is
for specific relations of the spiritual or material added attributively ; that which is known is added
worlds.
Hence there are as many irveipara as in the Accusative. The names are taken in their
there are irpofqrat, notwithstanding the unity of literal sense at ch. ii. 22 ; here they stand, as in
the efficient principle which influences them. ch. i. 8, in juxtaposition and must not be sepaBut alongside this irvevpa ayiov, irvevpa ttjc afaj- rated according to ch. ii. 22, as if they imported

swer to the

avTtxp'urrotg (ch.

ii.

ipevdoirpniprjTai

18).

Cf.

;

—

—

—

;

;

tov avrixpiorov (v. 3), Jesus the Christ who is come in the flesh; somakes the tyevdoirpotpyrac Luther renders wrongly in his Scholia, and
and whose spirit must not be believed.
The Huther inclines in that direction. In like manwevfia and irvevfiara designate not absolutely ner tv captd must be held fast and not be madeiievtioirpofqrai
(Calvin, Liicke, de Wette and equivalent to elc o&pica, as maintained by Augusothers), nor the sensus hominis aliquo modo inspira- tine, Luther, Calvin, Piscator, Sander and al.;
tut (Socinus), nor doetrina (Episcopius), nor the h captd denotes the mode of existence, in which
superhuman principle animating man (Greek He appeared and came nor is there any ground
Comment., Augustine, Luther, Spener, Bengei here to assume here a pregnancy common among
(spiritui, quo doctor aliquis agitur), Neander, Diisthe Greeks who conjoin h with verbs of motion
terdieck and others).
Cf. Huther [whose note I in order to describe the result, the rest (cf. Winer,
have translated above, under "Believe not every p. 440), to wit, that He had come into the flesh
spirit."
M.]. With kgetyMQaoiv etc rov kSojiov in order to remain and work in the flesh so S.
Diisterdieck appropriately compares yeydvaotv Schmidt and others.
Jesus Christ came in the

Qeiac,
rife

there

a

is

irMvqc (v.

irvevfia

6), that

;

—

—

;

—

ii. 18.
After c/c tov deob we ought to supply flesh from the time of His birth after He oap£
a reference to the sending forth, the missionary kykvero and koK^vuoev
Jjuiv (Jno. i. 14) cf. ch.
activity which in the case of the false prophets i. 1. sqq.
The conversatio in came, inter homines, in
is an aping of the Apostles and the prophets
vera natura humana, nor the incarnatio, which is

ch.

—

h
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pre-supposed as the transition, is meant hers
is here a limiting reference to innumera mala
ipsa cruenta mors, as maintained by Socinus,
who erroneously refers to Heb. ii. 14 ; t. 7, and
Grotius who adverts to a Hebraism. 'EpxeoOai
indeed is often used to designate the appearance
of teachers, bat then it either occurs with a qualrp Muari, Matth. xxiv. 5, or kv
ifying

nor
and

M

r£

bv6uart, Jno. t. 48, or tig uaprvplav, Jno. i 7,
or with an indication of the subject as kunaliaai,
2 Pet. iii. 3, or an addition like km ravrriv r^v

2 Jno. 10, or as in Matth. xi. 18,
of John, fjJjre ko&iuv fiijTE nivuv or as in Matth.
xvii. 11 of Elias not airoKaraorqcei ndvra, so that
the context invariably marks either the appearance of the teacher, or distinctly states that he is
not exclusively referred to as a teacher, namely
in his vocation of teacher.
Here also the reference seems not to be exclusively to the office of
a teacher or a prophet, which is by no means indicated by kv vapid. But it is important to notice
here the tense ; for while we have in this place
the part, per/ecti ktyXvOSra, ch. v. 6 gives thenar*.
mor. 6 iTJdliv and 2 Jno. 7 the part. pros, kpx^uevov;
the Present denotes the fact which is not a single
act, in a moment, like birth, but has a longer
duration which may be seen and represents this
in a timeless form ; the Aorist denotes an act as
purely historical, the Perfect an act which,
though historically completed, has present continuance (Winer, Part III. \ 40). Thus this confession contains the fundamental truth of the
Gospel ; Xpiorbc. and kv oapid k"krfKvB6ra indicate
the dignity and existence of the Son of God and
emphatically assert His humanity as a reality
6i6axfr> ov Qkpei,

and a historical fact for all time. Bengel excellently remarks: "In came, est ergo Ipse aliquid
prseter earnem;
hsereses
verUatem carnis Jesu
Christi negantes prsesupponunt et eo ipso confirmant
DKITatem ejus, quippe cum qua nohpoterant conciliate earnem, tanquam ea dignam."

the

morrow

—M.], while here the Genitive alone

would have been sufficient

'JuajKdart refers not
18 where we have already ftKovcare, but to the previous oral instruction they had received.
The last clause koI vvv
kv rif) Kdc/Kf) eoriv i/dy, which emphatically asserts
that the spirit of antichrist is already now, at the
present time, working in the antichrists, is not governed by aKjjKdare but coordinated with tad rovrt

to the written

word

ch.

ii.

eoriv rb tov avrixpicrov.
Cf. ch. ii. 18.
Comfortable strengthening and assurance against
the false prophets, vv. 4-6.

Veb. 4. Ye are of God, little children.—
The Apostle moved, and affectionately confident
(TiKvia) that they all stand in the fundamental
truth and are the children of God (ch. iii. 1, 2,
13, 14), urgently represents to them (vueif emphatically placed first as in ch. ii. 24, 27), what
given to them : ck tov &eov hark, agreeing with
the. leading thought ch. ii. 29 and the context
the trial to be made is el in tov &eov kariv (v. 1)
and he that confesseth Jesus is ex tov -dtov cart*
(v. 8) and he that confesseth not Jesus kx tov
veov ovk ioriv.
is

And have overcome

them.

—Avrot?

are

the tyevdoTrpoffjTac (v. 1), in whom the yevevua tov
avTixpurrov is operative and connected with their
wevua. Hence not anlichristum et mundum (Erasmus); the Vulgate renders falsely earn, which
Lyra interprets : mundum, devincendo concupiscentiam, and other Roman Catholics: antichristum or
:

—

spiritum antichrisli in aniichristis.
The Perfect
yevuefoare as at ch. ii. 18, 14, where rbv\ vovqpfo
is the person overcome.
The victory referred to
there is inward in their hearts, here it is a victory not only in their hearts but also outward,
visible in the life, in the sphere of their churchlife, the Church ; in the former place the victory
is over Satan himself, here over his false prophets.
But it is a victory actually achieved, and

moreover a victory of continuous duration notVbb. 8. And every spirit which con- withstanding a succession of conflicts; through
feeses not Jeans, is not of God.— Tbv 'Irjao'w these very struggles and conflicts runs the victory
eomprehends what was said in v. 2, viz.; Xpurrbv already achieved and decisive, ye have overcome I
oapid tfa}Xvd6ra, it is just the historical Christ ye have it
by your fidelity they with their seand none other. "0 ui} 6uoXoyeJ=if he does not ductive arts and temptations have been confounded
confess, while 5 ovx Suohoyel would be=who does (Ebrard).
Cf. Jno. xvi. 33.
Nevao/wire is the
not confess.
From this it is evident that John Perfect not propter futuritionis certitudinem (Episcontemplates not so much distinct persons, as copius),=j?ote«{i4 superare (Rosenmiiller). Calvin
only distinct doctrines.
Winer, part III. $ 55. renders not very accurately: "In media pugna Jam
[Huther observes that ui) denotes the contradiction extra periculum sunt, quia futuri sunt superiores.' 9
of the true confession, while ov would express The ground of their victory and overcoming lies

h

—

!

—

only a simple denial. M.].
this is the (spirit) of antiohrist, of

And

Because He (that is) in yon is greater
cometh, and than he (that is) in the world. '0 kv ifuv is
in the world already. Tovro re- He of (out of) whom they are, who abideth in

which ye have heard that

now

it is

indeed in them, yet nevertheless above them.

—

it

fers to Kvev/ia, not to duofoyeiv, and to tov avrixptetov is the (irvevua) of antichrist; for rb pre-supposes a substantive or constitutes a substantival
idea ; were it, as Valla, Episcopius, Huther and
al. render, proprium antichristi, matter of antichrist, rovro would not refer to irvevua but to
buoTwyeiv ; this would be rather an artificial construction and rb before rob avrixpiprov would be
superfluous.
The passages adduced, viz. Matth.
xxi. 21; 1 Cor. x. 24; 2 Pet. ii. 22; Jas. iv. 14,
are somewhat different, for they import one and
all a substantival idea, rb rijc ovKJjg, rb iavrov, rb
rtjc Trapoiutac, rb tt}q avpvov [that of the fig tree,
that of himself, that of the proverb, the event of

them (ch. iii. 24; iv. 1, 2), that is 6 #ebc (Greek
Comm., Calvin, Bengel, de Wette, Sander, Diisterdieck, Huther)

;

this is also clear

from the an-

of Christ by Augustine,
—understood
r£ k6ou<p=&
whose

tithesis; it is

Grotius, etc.
didpoXog,
'0 kv
children (rkicva) the antichrists are, ch. iii. 10a
God is not only greater than our heart (ch. iii.
20), but also greater than Satan, than ail things
(Jno. x. 29; 2 Cor. ii. 14); all things belong to
Him (1 Cor. xv. 57 ; iii. 28).— [Huther : "Instead
of the more specific kv avrolg the Apostle .uses kv
intimate that the former, though
T<f> Kfouy to
having been for some time in the Church, belong
to the k6ouoq, which is expressly declared in the
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words following. Soeirius: "Qumnvia Johannes, the state of grace of God's children, and their
non deeo, qui sit in foists prophetis, sed de so, qui understanding of and conduct towards the word
of God as preached to them. But nothing is said
tit in mundo, verba faciat, tamen necesse est, ut tnundi
appellation* falsos istos Prophetas comprehendat, here concerning the manner how they did come
velpotius plane inteUigat, quod satis aperte declarant into this state, nor is here any reference to
predetermination (Hilgenfeld) or predestination
sequsntia verba."-* M.J.
Van. -5. The antithesis as to essence, work and (Calvin) ; we know also from ch. ii. 2, iv. 14 ; of.
Jno. iii. 16: i. 10 sqq. 29, that all are desired
success:
They are of the world. 'Ek tov Kdepov, and may enter into the s'onship. [Alford:
(Calrin),
princeps
hence
Here we must remember carefully what the
quatenus Satanas est ejus
Cf. Jno. viii. 23, 44.
context is and what its purpose. The Apostle is
not ef tfwv (oh. ii. 19).
The reference is not only to worldly lusts and giving a text to distinguish, not the children of
carnal desires but to the ground and souroe of God from those who are not children of God, but
their life determining the exhibition of their life the spirit of truth from the spirit of error, as is
clear from the words following. And this he
(dta Tofrro).
Therefore they speak of the world and does by saying that in the case of the teachers of
the world heareth them. The substance of the truth, they are heard and received by those
what they speak and their success with the world who apprehend God, but refused by those who
are not of God. It is evident then that these two
are conditioned by their being of [out of, from
rov terms here, 6 ytv6aicuv rov dedv, and be ovk hmv
as to origin
M.] the world. This XaXelv
kAouov also is deep-reaching : ex tnundi vita ac sensu he rov ireov represent two patent matters of fact,
Huther capi- two classes open and patent to all : one of them
sermones suos promere (Ben gel).
rov n&apov from £ic identical with the ndopac above : the other contally distinguishes XaXelv
nfc yfc XaXelv (Jno. iii. 81) by the remark that sisting of those of whom it is said above, kyvAKart
notion like 6 icfoftoe. Al- rov vrartpa .... kyv&Kare rov hi? apxfa oh. ii.
tf yfj is not an ethical
though the separate points made by Oeoumenius 18, 14. How these two classes are what they
(card rdc oapKwaq kwdJvuiac), the Scholiasts (Ik rfc are, it is not the purpose of this passage to set
irovqpac avruv yvtifUR), Luther (ea qum mundus inteU forth, nor need we here inquire; we have elseU§U ac probat), Grotius (mtmm affectibus congruen- where tests to distinguish them, oh. iii. 9, 10 . .
tia\ and others, are correct, yet they shed light
.
.
we have a striking parallel, in fact the key
;
only en particular points and not on the whole. to these words, in the saying of our Lord to Pilate,
The approval and agreement of the world consti- John xvili. 37.—-M.].
the Spirit of truth
tute a proof against them on the principle r£ yap
From this
Cf. Jno. viii. 37, 48, and the spirit of error (deception).
'B*
6uohf> to bftowv wpooTpix***
[The false prophets left the rovTov refers to hearing, but since the matter in
47; xriii. 87.
Church and went out into the world to which they hand relates to the trial of the spirits that teach,
stood in inward affinity, and proclaimed to it a the reference is to hearing the false prophets and
wisdom that originated in it; therefore the world to hearing the Apostles and the ministers of the
heard them, £ e. approved and assented to their Divine word [*. e. to the reception given to both
word; TQydpdftalQ cr.i (Oecumenius) ; whereas classes. M.]. Hence we must not think here of
the believers were hated and persecuted by the criterion specified in w. 2, 8, as maintained
the world, Huther.
M.]. Airruv axovei denotes by the Roman Catholio Comm., Calvin, Hunnius,
hearing attentively with inward delight, while Calov and Neander.
hsovetv rtva signifies hearing in general without
In ytvAcKOftev John includes the Apostles and
the Church.
On to irvevpa rfc aXtfitlag, cf.
determining the sympathy of the hearer.
Inference and conclusion, v. 6.
Jno. xiv. 17; xv. 26; xvi. 18; from which pas*
Yin. 6.
are of God. A quickly added sages it is evident that the Genitive indicates
After that which the Spirit gives, testifies, whereto He
contrast of the false prospects without 6L
what precedes there are here implied the two helpeth and whither He guide th and leadeth ; He
thoughts which are not expressed : Sid roirro Ik is that Spirit that proceedeth from God and teachIn like manner, rb irvevpa
rov tieoit XaXovpev koI vftelc Jifiuv oKobere, although eth the truth to men.
the latter is indicated by 6 ytv&OKuv rov Oebv nfc nX6vTfc is the spirit proceeding from the devil,
okovci fy&v.
Hence the Apostle understands by deceiving and seducing men (ch. i. 8 ii. 26 2
tuelc himself with the Apostles am} the teachers Jno. 8; 1 Tim. iv. 1; 1 Thess. ii. 8; 2 These,
in the Church (and not himself and the Church ii. 11.)
The latter is certainly in him whom the
world hears, the former in Him to whom the chilfytflf), as opposed to avrol (v. 6) and the ifm>do*porfrai (v. 1 ). This is the view of most commen- dren of God give ear.
tators in opposition to Calvin, Spener, Liicke and

—

—

—

U

U

we know

—

—

—

We

—

;

al.

He that knoweth God, heareth us he
who in not of God doth not hear us.—The

;

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

;

antithesis 6 ytvfajKuv rov &ebv and fie ovk Iotlv
rob {reov requires, as is well known, that we

U

should understand in the former clause etc rov
Qeov elvai and supply in the second ytvfoicetv rov
Qebv as the consequence. Hence kic rov &eov elvai
must not be taken here differently from vv. 1-4
and according to the contrast in v. 5. It is consequently not a general drawing and impulse towards Ood (as held by Lttcke and Neander), but

1. AoKifi&frtv is used here as by St Paul, (see
notes on v. 1, in Exegetical and Critical) and as
the Lord Himself bids His Church do, Matth.
The Roman Catholic proposition:
vii. 15, 16.
"
^EccUsia in suis prmlatis est judex controversiarum
is not true ; they limit to the ecclesia reprccsentans
and to the [visible] head of that, what the Lord
of the Church and his Apostles say to all believers.
However it is important to remember that the
Apostle restricts this right and duty of trial
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simply to the question whether the teachers are
of God, and that he does not mean questions
affecting the learning, wisdom or eloquence of
teachers, or questions of secondary importance
and on controversial points; he only refers to
that which is necessary to the salvation of onr
souls.
On this head every Christian ought and
may, if necessary, apply the test.
2. The believing Confession of One Jesus Christ
uniting in Himself the Godhead and the Manhood,
even the confession of the historical Christ is
necessary to salvation and essentially Christian.
John, of course, understands 6fio7joyciv as engaging the powers of the whole Christian and not
only the oral confession without the heart ; for he
adverts to the nvebfiara, specifies the antithesis
pr) 6uoXoyelv and proceeds throughout in a contemplative manner. If this were not so, the true
disciples of Jesus would have the same confession
as the demons as their distinguishing mark (Luke
41 Matth. viii. 29) ; hence the contents of the
confession are not decisive per se. Cf. Earless,
Ethik J 89** p. 174.— But Estius has no warranty for limiting St. John's direction to the
apostolical age and for considering the confession
of the Lord's Supper as the criterion now ; on
the former confession depends also the latter, for
the doctrine of the Lord's Supper reflects of course
the Christology, since the fellowship with Christ
is accomplished in the most pregnant manner in
the Sacrament of the Lord's Supper. Nothing
is truly Christian, without the living Christ
8. According to the Johannean mode of expression the contrast brought out here is to be
conceived as an error wholly gnostic, spiritualising and misinterpreting the historic and directed more against the corporealness, t. e. the
manhood of Christ than against his Godhead, an
error rather Docetical than Ebionite. For o6p£
does not denote merely the human body apart
from the human tyoxf}, the human vovc, the human
will or self-consciousness, whioh could not be
done by the preposition fa, but it signifies the
human nature, the manhood; and this is conceived in the precise manner in which He appeared in the world. Cf. Hofmann, Schriftbeweis
iv.

;

1. p. 76, sq.

ii.

4.
,

John does not predicate of man independence,

self-glory and perfect freedom in the sphere of
his spiritual life ; either .the Spirit of God or the
spirit of Satan determines the spirit of man and
conditions his views, inclinations, knowledge,

words and deeds.
stands

the

Behind the

directing,

of man
operating

irvevjia

determining,

which through the former
and
and united with it, works on the world and on men.
5. But any disposition of the human spirit for
the Spirit of God or the spirit of Satan is no
more taken for granted here than that the Spirit
of God and the spirit of Satan are or might be
fulfilling irvevpa,

supposed to be in a state of coordination. Rather,
should say, does this victory, of which the
Apostle discourses in such lofty strains (v. 4, cf.

we

6. The Apostle contemplates the reality and
the possession of the Divine sonship (rivai h.
tov $eov=yeytvv?ioOat ck tov deov), which is evident
from his specification of the marks whereby the
existence of this relation may be determined;
the reference, therefore, is not to the origin, the
beginning of one's being of God, to the manner
how it is attained. The same remark applies to
Jno. xviii. 86, 87 and also to ch. viii. 48-47, as
is manifest from v. 80: irolXol briorevaav sic avrbw
and v. 31 : iav fieh^re fa t£ ^oyp t£ e/t£. The
sonship or state of grace of faith in Jno. viii. is
however quite young and only begun, while the
case before Pilate and in the passage under notice
respects the believing people in His Kingdom and
under His Rule. According to the Johannean
conception we have to view the sonship or state
of grace of believers as complete from the beginning although ever progressing towards perfection
and consummation and to the inheritance itself.
A young babe or a suckling is surely a perfect man,
a rational creature, though only as to the germ,
and not yet a man, not yet fully developed in all
the powers and gifts wherewith it is endowed.
[7. As supplemental to the exegetical notes on
v. 8, and No. 8, above, it may be profitable to put
together some of the interpretations of this difficult passage.
1. The/SbcmiVw.—Socinus: "Jesmm Christum,
i. e. Jesvm qui dicitur Christus, non m*sh
mortalem hominemfuisse, sed etiam vmumeris
malts et denique ipsieruentm mortiobnoxnanJ"
Grotius: "Non cum regia pompa et exer*
dtibus, sed in statu hurntli, abjecto, msdHsque malts ae postremum cruci obnozio."
But it has been shown that fa oops* cannot
be construed in this sense.
2. Those assertive and not only implicative
of our Lord's Incarnation. The commentators, most of them orthodox, who pre
this interpretation, either confound iv
capid with etc adpxa (Augustine, Luther,
Calvin, Piscator, Sander andal.),or waTer

between fa and

etc, e.

g.

Hunnius: "Tunc

Jesus Christus quando
"h&yoc ex sua velut arcana sedeprodiens as*
sumta visibili earns se in terris manifestat.
Here we must also name the exposition
of Augustine, who introduces in the train
of the Incarnation the death and redeeming love of Christ, and makes the confession denial depend on " carUatem habere"
(Alford); saying: " thus erat et in corns
venit : Deus snim tnori non poterat, caro
mori poterat: ideo ergo venit in came ut
Quemadmodum autem
moreretur pro nobis.
mortuus est pro nobis f Majorem hoc carUatem nemo habet, quam ut animam suam ponat
pro amicis suis. Caritas ergo ilium adduxit
ad crucem. Quisquis ergo non habet carit*To
tem, negat Christum in carne venisse."
put the question in his own words: "Arius
venire in

came

dicitur

.

—

18, 14; v. 4, 6), assert the superiority of
the Divine Spirit to Satan and denote both the

and Eunomius, and Macedonius and Nestorius own that Jesus Christ came in the
flesh, are not they therefore of God ?" and

monarchy of God and the enmity of Satan, at
the same time intimating however, that, though
men may suffer themselves to be controlled either
by God or Satan, all men ought to be and might
become God's.

then replies that those hierarchs did not
in fact confess Christ to have come in the
flesh, because whatever they might do by
words, they in their works denied Him
(Tit. i. 16). " They have not cAsrt^," he

ch.

ii.
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CHAP.
says "because they have not unity, and
therefore all their other gifts are of no
avail."
(1 Cor. xiii. 1-8].— But the
Apostle says here nothing of charity, or
unity, or of the love of Christ, but he
simply asserts the true Manhood of our
Lord, and this brings us
8. To the true interpretation which takes
iv in its proper meaning and applies the
passage to the case of the Doeetm who
maintained that our Lord had only an
apparent and not a real body. See also
the extracts from Irenaeus and Origen
above in Appar. Crit. note 4. M.].

—

HOMILETIOAL AND PRACTICAL.
The command: Try! 1. The occasion (v. 1:
false prophets) ; 2. The importance (v. 1:
whether they are of God) ; 8. The difficulty (v. 1:
the spirits) ; 4. The rignt (v. 4 : ye are of God)
6. The standard (vv. 1, 8: the confession and
Be not afraid of
the contradiction, cf. v. 6.).
the majority of votes, but fear the majesty of the
truth of (out of) God ; take oare that thou do not
violate it; the former cannot and must not have
any influence in matters of eternal truth and of
Not from the masses comes the
eternal life.
truth, but from One, with whom you ought to vote
and to whom you ought to assent ; but though it
comes only from One it is nevertheless designed
for all and should be brought to and diffused
among the masses by means of preaching, testimony and confession. You ought to regard as a
Christian and a brother whoever clings to Christ
in faith, no matter how heretical the sect to
which he may belong. Communities and Christians grow more and more imperfect, the former
into sects and the latter illiberal in proportion as they strive to give undue prominence to
any one point of the truth except that of a beTou may
lieving and vital confession of Christ
not even push into the background the sphere of
creation with its appointments before redemption
and its glory, for Christ is also the Creator of
the world.
The question is the pursuit of victory
in order to secure and preserve unimpaired

many

—

—

—

—

—

The fundamental
eternal peace for eternity.
truth is simple and ever plain to the simplicity
of the heart
That with which you are familiar
you understand and love; what you cling to,
cleaves to you ; that in which you live, lives in
you ; that, for and of which you speak, speaks
out of you.
Either a prophet of God or a false

—

prophet, either of God or of the world, moved
either by the Spirit of God or by the spirit of
antichrist, by the Spirit of truth or the spirit of
error ; a middle way and a third course are not
provided.
Neither you nor any of your acquaintance may be able clearly to perceive your point
of gravity, but it is there, and One, now a Saviour,
but hereafter the Judge, knows where and what
it is and will make it manifest in preliminary
judgments here, but in the final judgment there.
Stark* : Trust, believe, whom ! It concerns
not riches and possessions, but your soul and
salvation.
It is amazing that most men are

—

—

concerned about false wares, whereby they incur certain and eternal loss. The prudent will
make inquiries and not join in with an inconsiderate credit
Lying spirit, that sayest that

—

IV. 1-6.
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the Christian religion Is founded on credulity
Gross lies ! it requires faith, but rejects' credulity.
We ought to believe sincere, experienced and
honest teachers, yet so that we look only and
solely to God and rest in Him as the author
of the wisdom which they proclaim. Teachers
should willingly subject their teaching to the
trial of others, even to the trial of their own
hearers, and consequently not only not deter
them from it but also to urge them to it and
direct them away from themselves to God and
His Spirit; otherwise they will not make honest
Christians but render themselves suspicious.
The government alone has not the power of appointing teachers at its option regardless of the
views and wishes of the whole Church (or congregation), whose wishes should be duly consulted, for God has clothed it also with the power
and ability to try the spirits. [Such a caution,
however relevant on the Continent of Europe, is
of course unnecessary in the U. S.
M.]. Whatever obscures and lessens in word or deed the
person, office, doctrine and glory of Christ, is
heretical.
Be of good courage! though the
world and the devil rage, thou hast a strong support, for God, who is with, by and in thee, is
greater than all. Whenever we are victorious,
we ought to ascribe the glory of our victory not
to ourselves but to God ; otherwise if we take
the least credit to ourselves, we rouse a new
enemy, spiritual pride, most dangerous in this
that it enables Satan easily to overcome us.
LikejBeeks like; the world loves its own but hates
those who have gone out from the world.
Hbubnkr: The Christian spirit of trial is intimately connected with faith.
Faith is not
credulity.
This trying Is a duty which belongs
to every age and especially in our age when so
many teach against the Scripture and still set up
the pretension that they have the Spirit and
consider themselves full of spirit and others
spiritless.
It is the duty of all Christians; consequently, also the duty of the laity. The conditions of this trial are simplicity of heart, a firm
faith, and prayer to the Lord for clearness of
perception (to open our eyes).
The deceived
have indeed excuses to offer; but there would
not be so many of the deceived, if they had a
pure mind and would try. Try the more frequently and carefully, the more the spirit of
deceivers flatters thee and thy vanity, and the
greater the number of these spirits grow.
Everything which lays irreverent hands on the
Person of Christ from any side, is decidedly unShould John have given us a false
christian.
criterion ?
Maintaining this is already the sign
of a bad cause. Whatever is anti-christian shows
its true character by its contradicting the AposThe superiority of the Spirit of Christ to
tles.
the error-spirit of the world gives to the Christian the preponderance; he need not fear any
assaults of unbelief. John foretells certain vicAll the shouts of victory on the part of
tory.
unbelievers are nothing but false alarm.
All
antichristianity panders to the spirit of the
world ; it flatters, if not the loose morality, yet
the vanity and conceit of the world which finds
it burdensome and confounding to believe in the
The false apostles prove the digCrucified One.
nity of the true Apostles.

—
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—

—
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—

—
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Bbssbb: Any pupil in * catechism-class, in Matto. xxvi. 89; Luke xxii. 42; Jno. r. 80;
order to be on his guard against the false pro- Matth. xxi. 18; Jno. iv. 6, 7), with several apphet*, may determine whether the teaching of petites, of meat, of drink, of sleep and rest (for
a prophet has the grape-taste of Christ's Tine we read that He was hungry, that He thirsted,
or the sloe-taste of the thorn of the flesh and that He was weary), yea with various passions
reason. It is not because of the parts of the and affections (fvouca Hal adt&pforra iMtj, I mean,
truth they hold in common with the Church, but that is, natural and irreprehensible passions),
because of the error wherewith they contradict and these of the most troublesome and afflictive
the confession of the Church, because of the sort, such as zeal, pity and sorrow; the which
broken branch on the tree of truth, because of were sometimes declared by very pathetical sigthe cancer in the body of truth, that the sects nifications and are expressed in high terms; as
upon occasion of His friend Lazarus's death it is
are congregated as separate communities.
Kbumkaohbb t The frontier of Christianity. 1 said, He groaned in Spirit and was troubled; He
In which way is it decided? Are the cumbersome then and upon other occasions, out of pity and
trinity, God, virtue and immortality, or birth with- sorrow, did weep; and ye know what excesses of
in the pale of Christendom, individual interpre- sorrow, what anxieties and agonies, what tributation, the opinion of the majority of one's con- lations, disturbances and amazements, the Evan2.
temporaries to determine Christianncss ?
Selists, using those very terms, describe Him to
ave undergone at His passion ; so that, as the
The final infallible decision, over against the skepApostle to the Hebrews speaketh, " We have not am
tics, those who are at variance with the confessions, those who only seek for the word of God highpriest that could not compassionate (or sympain the Scriptures but do not receive the Scrip- thize with) our infirmities, but who was in all points
tures as the word of God, is given by the funda- tempted (or exercised and proved) as we are, yet
mental fact of the supernatural revelation in Christ, without sin.' 9 M.l.
[Neakder:—nHere is no other test of true
the necessity of regeneration, the personal preZxfaith, no other law for Christian union, than
istenee of Christ or of the Godhead.
Feonm'ullbb: Of the trial of the Spirits. 1. steadfast adherence to that one fundamental fact
Why it is necessary f Many false spirits have of the appearing of the Divine-human Redeemer.
gone out into the world, the spirit of antichrist In all wnich proceeds from this belief, the influin the Church, in ences of the Divine Spirit should be acknowlis already now in the world
the school, in the family, in private life, in the edged. Hence it follows, that provided faith in
great and in the small. 2. Which is its end and this one fundamental fact be the soul of the
aim? Whether they are of God or not. 8. Christian life, no minor difference of creed should
be allowed to disturb Christian unity ; that misWhich is its rule? The confession.
[Bubkitt: v. 1. Believe not every spirit, etc. takes and alloys of Christian truth, which trench
That is, every teacher who pretends to be in- not on this one fundamental fact, should not hinspired, and every doctrine that lays claim to the der us from recognizing the Divine Stamp in him
authority of Divine revelation : " but try the spir- whose faith ana profession have their root
that the bonds of Christian fellowship
its," that is, examine their doctrine by the rule therein,
of the word of God, and try from whom they should not thereby be sundered or loosened.
come, whether from the Spirit of God or from Steadfast adherence to this one foundation is the
mark of being from God, of the 8pirit derived
Satan.— M.].
[Bp. Hall : v. 2.—Every one who confesseth from God.
Truth and error have each their peculiar hisJesus Christ to have been God from all eternity,
and in the fulness of time to have taken our na- tory of development. As in the continued develture upon Him, and to be come in the flesh, to opment of Christian truth, the Holy Spirit is
accomplish the perfect work of man's redemp- ever revealing Himself in the inward conscioustion, is of God and speaks from God.
And so by ness of believers, that Anointing spoken of by St,
John; so does error, proceeding side by side with
the contraries v. 3.
M.].
[Barrow: He was not only (as the Gnostics this revelation, mingle therewith its own disana some other heretics have conceited) in shape turbing and adulterating influence, rending
and outward appearance (as a spectre, deluding single truths from their connection with the
men's sight and fancy), but in most real truth, a whole system of truth and giving them the stamp
very perfect man; having a real body, figured of error. These are the two currents, proceedand circumscribed like ours, compacted of flesh ing from the ever operative Spirit of Christ and
and blood, visible and tangible which was nour- from the spirit of the world; the latter mingling
ished and did grow, which needed and received with the revelations of the former its own dissustenance, which was tender and sensible, frail turbing element and imitating them with a deand passible, which was bruised with stripes, ceptive outward seeming. M.J.
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—
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;

—

torn with scourges, pricked with thorns, pierced
with nails, transfixed with a spear; which was
mortal and underwent death by expiring its
breath, and being disjoined from the soul that
enlivened it. He had also a soul, endued with
the same faculties as ours; .with an understanding, capable of learning and improvement (for
He was a man, ignorant of some things which

He might know and He grew

wisdom and in
stature), with a will, subject and submissive to
the Divine Will (see Mark xiii. 82; Luke ii 62;
;
:

in
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Serm.

each other on the ground of Christ's advent.

Chapter IV. 7-21.
Beloved, let us love one another: for1 love is of God; and every one that loveth8 is
7
He that loveth not, knoweth8 not God;4* for God is
8 born of God, and knoweth God.
9 love. In this was manifested the love of God toward45 us, because5 that God sent his
10 only begotten Son* into the world, that we might live through him. Herein7 is8 love,
not that we loved God, but that he* loved us, and sent10 his Son to be the propitiation
11 for our sins. 11
Beloved, if God so loved us, we ought also to love one another.
12 No man hath seen God at any time. 12 If we love one another, God dwelleth18 in us,
13 and his love is perfected in us." Hereby 15 know we that we dwell" in him, and he in
14 us, because" he hath given us of his Spirit. And we have seen and do testify that
15 the Father sent the Son to be the Saviour of the world. 11 Whosoever18 shall confess19
16 that Jesus10 is the Son of God, God dwelleth" in him, and he in God.
And we have
known and believed the love that God hath to21 us. God is love; and he that dwell17 eth 18 in love dwelleth" in God, and God in him." Herein18 is our love" made perfect, 25 that we may have boldness in the day of judgment: because as he is, so" are we
18 in this world. There is no fear in love; 27 but perfect love casteth out fear: because
19 fear hath torment. 28 He that feareth is not made perfect in love. 28 We love him, 80
20 because he first loved us. If a man say, 81 1 love God, and hateth his brother, he is a
liar: for he that loveth not his brother whom he hath seen, how82 can he love God
21 whom he hath not seen? And this commandment have we from him, That he who
loveth God love his brother also. 88
T«ne 7.

[*

German : « The lore."—M .]

**«t
Verse

8.

kc

Verse

9.

without rev 9<bv, B.C. Sin. al.—A. adds rhv dtov.

i

(from

. 7).

iyvumv

—

A.

ft i»
r—German : " in us " (an urn) " In regard to us." Alford.—M.]
8t , not " because " but u thatr» so German, Alford, LIHie.—M.]
* German : " His Son, the only begotten."—
M.
**»» tout*; render " In this " as in t. 9. instead of the unnecessary variation " herein " of B.
* German : " exists " Wordsworth " consists."—M.I
•avT&ff, the most authentic reading; A has i*t ivov.

*

Verse 10.

*y**»v

6

;" A 1 ford : " hath never known God ;" Lttcke " hath never learned to know Him
: " Knew not God
at all." The force of the Aorlst that he hath not once known God should be brought out. M.]
iyairiv
ov*
*»o nr\
fyptt rhv 9tb¥ It wanting In Cod- Sin., but adds
instead of ytrti*-

P Gorman

nm

w Instead of * lrtvrti Kt r, God. Sin. reads intrraXicir

V<—M.]

at In rv. 0,14.

P1 German "And tent Hit Son at propitiation for our sins." More correctly: "And tent Hit Son a propitiation for our sins." No need for the supplement to be in E. V.—M.]
:

Terme 12

u God hath no one over seen.** Alford : " God hath no one over beheld.**
:
matically : " No on* has ever beheld God."— M.]
pifttfret, ptfroper, etc., had better be rendered uniformly M abide."—M.]
[tt

German

But render more
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Is a great variation in the readings of the final words : i r qp.lv before rer«Ac twper* ivriw
A.Yulg; iv ^pivafter r*r«Aciwp4ri} icriv Q?K.and manj Tersions ; «p 9p.tr between re re JL
and I a t i r Cod. Sin. B. [Alford The love of Him is perfected in a^—M.J
Terse 13. P*iv tovtw— "Inthte." See note 7 above.—M.l
s that."—
[»• German
M.]
Verse 14. [« German : "As Saviour of the world." So Alford, Lillle. No need for the supplement to be In B. Y*—MJ
w
1 nstead of & c * »t B. reads 4 a v.
Terse 16.
" confesseth ;** so A4ford who Justly objects to all Futures M shall oenfoes,** and F^ttttri txmeU
\}* German
44
shall have confessed " and recommends the English Present with an exegesis,—vis-, " that this Present
betokens not a repeated act and habit, but a great act once for all introducing the man into a state of
6 p o A o y % <r « u"—Jl.]

i*

Ther*

:

:

:

Terse

19.

Terse

17.

«>B. adds XpKTTdt after 1ijo*ovf.
n
n
a
hfilr. German: ** an un*"llterall y "at or on us to which "concerning us or in regard to as
come nearest. M.l
» B. G. K. Cod. 8in. add iiitm, which owing to the same conclusion of the preceding verse was more likely
to be omitted than added.
[» u In this." See note 7 above^M.]
•* Cod. Sin. adds iv qpir after jac? A pwr, probably an error (with reference to v. 12) as iv iyi.wmj
is plainly a slip of the pen.
riff
" In this love with us is perfected ;" Alford : M In this is love perfected with us." The i
P* German
ing "our" of £. T. is almost solitary and should be changed. See below in Exegrt. and Critical. M.]
[** German : *• Because as He is, we also are in this world."
8o Alford and Lillle, who transpose, however:
"Are we alsp, etc"— M.l
" German " Fear is not in love." Alford : " Fear existeth not, etc."— M.l
» German: "Punishment;" so Lillle, see note In Extget. and Critical.— .1
'*•
German : «• Is not perfected in love." Alford : " Hath not been perfected in [His] love."—M.]
» Cod. Sin. reads t or #tor after ayawMjicK; G. K. «vror [A. B. omit either.—M.] A inserts o*r
after ruttls.
[German : u We love God."—M.]
p* German : M If one says . . . hateth . . ." Translate :" If any say . . . hate . . ."—M.
« w it *, A. [K. L. al. Tischend. Alford—M.]; o v, B. Cod. Sin. [Lach. Buttm. al.—M.] The true reading cannot be determined by the analogy with ch. 111. 17 (Dttsterdieck), or by the consideration that the interrogative is more expressive than the negative (Huther).
[German : " How can he love God (or cannot love God) whom he hath not seen?"—M.]
[» German : "Also love his brother." Doddridge—" Love also his brother " Alford, LUUc—M.]

[*Wr

—

Kpiw*
:

Terse

18.

Terse

19.

Terse

20.

Terse

21.

—

:

M

:

Omnis amor ex Deo est fBengel),
Deo (Calov). This thought especstrengthened by Ijc, must not be weakened

axiom of truth :

EXEOETICAL AND CRITICAL.

originem habei a
ially

The whole

w.

7-21 insists
upon the exhibition of brotherly love, because
love is the very Essence of God (w. 8, 16), as is
evident from the sending and revelation of His
Son (w. 8, 10, 11, 14, 16), from our past and present experience of the love of God (w. 10, 11,
16), from the experience of our confidence towards Him without fear (w. 17, 18), and because
as the children of God, we ought in grateful
obedience, prove our enjoyment of such love by
the love of our brethren, His children (vv. 19-21).
Based on the ytyvrfifpHu tic rov &eov (v. 7), this
exhortation belongs under the great leading
thought oh. ii. 29, and connects with the warning
against the false teachers, because faith in Jesus,
in whom the love of the Father has been manifested and brought near to us, and the fellowship of the Holy Spirit (v. 18), the Spirit of truth
and the Witness of God's love in us, must evidence and manifest their truth and vitality in
brotherly love.
Exhortation to brotherly looe founded on the
Being of God. vv. 7, 8.
Van. 7. Beloved, let us love one another.
*Ayavnroi % ayanufiev, a very emphatic expression; being loved we must love; being in the
enjoyment of love we are and dare not be with out
love; tho exhortation, as a%Xf/Xovf shows, must
be restricted to brotherly [Christian M.] love
and not be extended to general love of man.
[But the ground, on which this exortation is
based, viz. that God is Love (v. 8) and that He
sent His Son elr rbv icdofiov (v. 9), snows that the
love of man in general is not excluded here. Cf.
ch. iii. 13; so Ebrard.— M.].
Connection.

section

—

—

into : caritas re* divma

maxime taudabUis (Socinua,
Episcopius), Deo maxime placet (Grotias), lore is
Divine as to its nature (de Wette), Deus earitatis
auctor est, quatenus nobis mutuss carilaUs causes
abunde ruppediiat (Schlichting).
Neither must
we add with A. rbv tfedv, nor supply "the brother"
with S. Schmidt, Lucke and al. [Didymus singularly understood ayarHj here of Christ, £tcm
ovk bXfojv elvat, vofucrriov tj rbv fiovoyevij, Cxrxep &td*

—

in deov, oirro koX ayairtjv

kl-

ayamfc bvra:

—and Au-

gustine fitting together "Dilectio eel ex Deo" and
"DUectio est Deus " infers that "DiUctw est Dems

Deo" which comparing

with Bom. t. 6, he

infers that love is the Holy SpiritVTract vii. 6).
Alford M.]. Now since love ana life are and

—

—

spring from God, a man that is born of God
proves that he is born of God by loving ; for he
must have part of that which is in God and comes
from Him. The Perfect also alongside the Present
shows that here again being born of God is regarded as the antecedent fact, as the cause of
love, and love as a consequence warrants and
necessitates the back-inference of the truth and
reality of being born of God.
Cf. ch. ii. 29.
Every one that is born of God knows aiao in his
belonging to God, in his fellowship with God,
God as the Source of love, and love as the Essence
of God, and hence he must irisist upon love and
practise love, so that thereby he may prove his
knowledge of and familiarity with God; to love
and to know God are correlates, because love is
Hence Grotius (ostendit st Deumnosss
of God.
sicut oportet) errs less than Calvin (vera Dei «y-

amorem Dei necessario in nobis generat).
Veb. 8. He that loveth not hath never
known God. Consequently: he that lacks
love in general, has not known God, has never
knoweth God. "Ore indicates the ground on learnt to know Him at all (Lucke), has never
which the preceding exhortation is made to rest. made even the beginning of the knowledge of God
The demonstration is conducted on a general (Dusterdieck) ; this rendering is required by the

Because the love is of God, and every
one, that loveth, is born of God and

nitio

—
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^

ayairuv.
The reason of love which is God's, in God, as in ch. i. 2 ; iii.
Aorist iyvo joined to 6
given in the following
5 ; 1 Tim. iit 10 ; there is no reference whatproposition which ever to subjective knowledge.
is love.
[Huther : " The
Because
in the negative formula, according to the well- Apostle does not want to say that the love of God
known manner of the Apostle, still further de- has been known by us through the sending* of His
fines the former assertion that "love is of God." Son; of. v. 16, but that therein it stepped forth
This relation of the two propositions and of their from its concealment, and did in reality manifest
M.]. 'Ev $/uv defines either the sphere
contents requires us to give to or* a causal con- itself."
struction ; hence it indicates the reason and not in which, or the object at which [with regard to
this is

—A

God

the contents of tyvu (Tirinus: non novit, Deum
esse earitatem) ; in that case 6 $edg also ought to
be wanting and ii would be : ovk kyvo rbv &e6v,
Winer, p. 469.
bri aydmj eariv. Cf. Acts xiv. 18.
'0 #ed? ay&irn koriv=Deus nihil est quam mera
cariiae (Lather), Deinatura nihil aUudest, quam caritaSy quam bonitas, quam summum bonum, aui ipsius

— —
which — M.] the

manifestation took place; it
should be connected with the verb and rendered,
either among us, with us, or at [in, with regard
to] us.
But the context does not introduce us
merely as spectators but as receivers of the Divine love (Iva ^rjODfiev) and this love is not only
to us an object of contemplation, which would be
eemmunicotivum ( Hunnius). The Being of Qod is expressed by the Dative ^filv without the prepLove; therefore love springs from God. The word osition; but we ourselves are objects of this
love, every one of us believers has experienced
is to be taken essentialiter with most Catholic
[Anglican M.] and Lutheran Commentators, it ; hence we ought not to leave the matter undeand not k vepyTyrucuc with Calvin- and Beza : Dei cided (Lticke), but must decide for the rendering
natura est homines diUgere ; for this construction at [in, with regard to
M.] us (Dusterdieck),
makes God's Love-Essence give place to God's according to the manifest analogy of Jno. ix. 8,
must be thus construed and explained
manifestation of love and adds the limitation of its where
application to men, whereas angels and even the hence we may not connect it with ay&Kfj tov $eov
Trinitarian God are objects of the love of God. (Huther and al.) ; for it was not the love of God
in believers which was manifested, as if the beStill farther removed from the depth of this saying, even to shallowness, are the expositions of lievers existed before the manifestation of God's
Socinus (caritas est Dei ipsiusque voluntas effeetus love in Christ, but the love of God appeared in
Christ and was manifested not to, but at [in] the
et is quidem tmaxme proprius), Grotius (Dens est
In believers. On this account Bengel's explanation
plenus caritate), Rosenmuller (benignissimus).
"Amor Dei, qui nunc in nobis est" is equally unthis, that God is love as to His essential Being,
tenable.
Still less admissible is it to make ev
lies the reason, why he that is born of God, must
also have love and live in love and why the love yfuv=selc r/fiag, as is done by Luther, Spener and
of God must be allied with the love of the breth- al.
Cf. Winer, pp. 231, 436.— 'Epavepwtfy is exren who are also born of God. [Equally shallow plained by what follows
are the explanations of Benson: "God is the
That Ood hath sent His son, the onlymost benevolent of all beings full of love to all begotten, into the world.
His creatures," Whitby : " The Apostle intends
This is the fact of the manifestation.
The
not to express what God is in His Essence
.
but designation rbv povoyevij the only child (Luke viL
what He is demonstrative, hepryriTiKac, showing 12; viii. 42; ix. 38; Heb. xi. 17; Jno. i. 14, 18;
great philanthropy to men," and Hammond " God iii. 18), ad auxesin valet (Calvin)
what love, that
is made up of love and kindness to mankind."
He eent His only son (Huther)
It is therefore
Alford reviewing these quotations says that in not=dya7n7roV, omnium creaturarum longe carissithem the whole force of the axiom as it stands in mus t sin dilectissimus (S. G. Lange, Socinus, Grothe Apostle's argument is lost; "unless he is tius).
John thus marks the exaltation of the
speaking of the Essential Being of God, quorsum Son, just as the term airtoTaXicev eif rbv icdopov
pertinent, to say that he that loveth not never denotes His pre-existence (Jno. iii. 17
x. 86)
knew God, because " God is love ? " Put for these to be sent, to be sent into the world can only be
last words, "God is loving," and we get at onoe true of one already born, not of one who is only
a fallacy of an undistributed middle: He that born in the world, but one existing above and
loveth not never knew what love is : God is lov- before the world, 1 Jno. i. 1.
ing: but what would follow ? that in as fares
That we might live through Him.—Thus
God is loving, he never knew Him : but he may ev iiyXv is explained. This indication of the pur;

—

—

h

;

.

;

!

;

have

known Him

ful

But take 6 defy ay&mf

as far as

He

is just

or power-

kariv of God's essential Being,
as a strict definition of God, and
the argumentation will be strict : He that loveth

—

not never knew love : God is love [the terms
are eo-essential and co-extensive] : therefore he
who loveth not never knew God." M.J.
Revelation of the love of Qod through Christ, w.
9,10.

—

Van. 9. In this was manifested the love
of God in (on) us, " We hear the lovely, the
living echo of Christ, Jno. iii. 16."
(Heubner).
T5» rofay points to the sequel.
'JfyavepAQq as
contrasted with the hidden Being of the invisible
God, annexes the objective, actual appearing
and manifestation of the ay&irn tov Oeoir, of the

—

pose, Iva, points as much to the life-fulness in
Christ as to our poverty.
Cf. ch. iii. 16, 17.

rBaumgarten-Cru8ius : Movoyevfc and Srjaofiev are
the two emphatic words : The most exalted One
for our salvation!
M.].

—

—

—

Vbr. 10. In this exists love. [German like
Greek "the love," t. e. love in the abstract M.l.
'A/dm? is to be taken quite general, as at ch. iii.

—

16 (Neander, Dusterdieok, Huther), without the
supplement of tov &eov (Spener, Liicke, Sander,
de Wette, Bruckner and al. ), as at Rom. v. 5.

Not
loved

that

—

we

loved Qod, bnt that

He

ns. The simplest construction is to supply ev tovtQ to ovx and bXKk. Thus preparation
is made for the comprehensive term irpwrof v. 19;
the initiation of loving is with God; the beginning
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and origin of love is in God (U tov &eov) ijuslc
and avrbc are here emphatically contrasted like
rbv $e6v amari dignisshnum, and $uac, indignissimos (Bengel), the self-existence, independence,
of the Divine love are intimated by theprevenienoe
of that love absolutely unconditioned by any
merit on the part of men the former is what is
;

;

;

really said here (Huther), the other, as we may
justly infer from what follows, (IXaaubv) and from
what precedes (Iva fyouuev), is implied (Dusterdieck). Hence there is no reason whatsoever for
"
rendering otl once * because " and then ** that
(Baumgarten-Crusius), or for translating both
times "because" but only as protases, thus: not
4

because we loved Him but because He loved us, did
He send His Son (Lachmann), or for a transposition
of the words as if we did read : bri ovk (Grotius),
or for taking the first proposition as a dependent
olause=^/iuy fir) ayaKqo&vTcjv (Meyer: that although we have not loved God before, yet did He
love us), a Lapide erroneously assigns to the implication the first place saying: "Hie caritatem Dei
ponderat et exaggerat ex eo % quod Dew nulla dileo
tione, nullo obsequio nostro provocating imo multis
injuriis et sceleribus nostris offensus, prior dilexit nos."

And

sent His

for our sins.

—This

Son

(as)

a propitiation

the proof in fact of avrbs
The Aorist ankareiXev, like fiyan^(jyanrioev rfuac.
aaun/y nyaKrpev, simply narrates, while the Perfect aTrtaraTjccv v. 9 absolutely presentiates
'kntoTeifa
Christ's having been sent (Liicke).
stands emphatically in ante-position in order to
set the act of God in relief; IXaoubv irepl tuv
duapriav jjuuv has an explanatory and substanCf.
tiating reference to Zfoouev dY avrov v. 9.
Insufficient: testatum fecit, se
ch. ii. 2; iii. 16.
velle oondonare (Rosenmuller).
Brotherly love inferred, v. 11. [from w. 9, 10,
is

—

brother whom God loves, and to this compels ni
the love with which we ourselves are loved.
Hence the Apostle uses the word 6*e£Uyia> Hot
only because there is extant for it an objectively
given commandment and example, but also a subjective preparation for it ; as God's children, bora
out of Him who is Love, born out of His LoveBeing, we must love one another.
There is no fellowship with God without brotherly
love.

w.

Yea.

12, 18.

12.

No one

hath ever beheld God.—

Of. Jno. i. 18: kLpaasv.
The Perfects there, like
rtd karat here are on account of irtixore to be em-

phatically referred to the past with respect to its
separate course and periods, and must not be
construed according to a Hebraism, as carrying
present force (Estius), or as comprehending the
past and the present (LuckeJ. The word rtdcarat
denotes calm, continued looting at and contemplation of a thing, but it is real seeing [in the
literal sense of the word as distinguished from
spiritual beholding, inward vision
M.] ; this is
the view of the Greek Commentators, (Augustine,
Spener, Liicke and aLJ, as in v. 14 and=&pacnr
also v. 20. The sense is : God is invisible (I Tim.

—

Passages like Exod. xxxiii. 20, and
xvii. 1 etc., are not contradictory,
;
since where God did appear, it was not His foee,
but some assumed form that became visible.
Consequently the passage must not be interpreted
in a spiritual sense, as if it imported spiritual
seeing and that God cannot be known and apprehended by man's own, natural powers (Piscator),
or immediately (Rickli), or as He is (Estiusi,
that He is consequently inscrutable (Neander).
vi.

16).

Gen.

xii.

7

The explanation of this axiom follows from,
If we love one another, God abideth
in us and His love is perfected in us.—
The proposition debv ovSelc irfrrore redioTat, ob-

:
and substantiating the exhortation v. 7. M.]
Vke. 11. Beloved ayamrrot has a peculiar viously refers not to the proposition ayaxfa
emphasis and distinct meaning, t. e. it designates aAAfjXovc. which contains a presupposition and a
those who stand in the enjoyment of the expe- condition, but to the leading thought: 6 fee;

rience of the love of God.
If God so loved us. Because el with the
Indicative introduces the aforesaid fact, it is described as an indubitable ground for an inference
to be built upon it. [Alford calls attention to the
difficulty of rendering this el with an Indicative
in English, which is neither any expression of
uncertainty, nor=*mce, or seeing that; he describes it as " a certainty put in the shape of a
doubt, that the hearer's mind may grasp the oertainty for itself, not take it from the speaker."
If (it be true that) . .
is perhaps the nearest
filling up of the sense."
M.]. Ovroc denotes the
preceding description of love ; it is here=sAoe rations, prevenient without any merit on our part,
in the sending of His Son for the propitiation of
our sins ; but it is. not=tonla earitaU, as in Jno.
Store requires such a coniii. 16 (where oItoq
struction, as Diisterdieck rightly observes). There
is no warrant for the interpretation : nullo hominuin ckscrimine (Grotius).

—

—
—

—

The Apostle is wholly concerned
with the inward life-fellowship, with the inward
relation between God and man which is to be
kv fjutv fiiveu

carried on to perfection and which manifests itself in brotherly love
hence brotherly love is
only the presupposition and condition of the
assertion and assumption of suoh life-fellowship
with God, but not of that relation itself (contrary to Frommann). So especially Dusterdieok,
Huther. The invisibility of God surely does not
exclude our love to- God (v. 20. cf. 1 Pet. i. 8);
nor is the invisibility of God used here to direct
us to brotherly love, as if we should show to the
brethren what we cannot show to Him (Lucks
and al.); in that case $ebv ovk Oeda&ai and not
ayairfv aHJfaovQ would have been introduced with
kav.
'Ay&Tn? tieov denotes His love, the love of
God, even the love peculiar to and inhering in
Him, which
in us, if He kv $ulv ukvei. In this
;

k

life-fellowship with

Him we

participate in His

has become perfected
also ought to love one another. In [i. e. has reaohed its full completion and maiarity.
M.l. This love has its history of growth
the first place we have to take notice of 4uslc
a?*Mj\ovc.: we, first the object of the glorious lore and completion in us and corresponds pari passu
of God (%uac) must now also regard and treat with brotherly love : where the one is, there is
every Christian as an object of Divine love and also the other ; they mutually oonditionate each
consequently become the subjects of such expe- other; it is loving with God, (out) of God, fa
rienced Divine love ; to this necessitates us the God, which with Him is in us as His Being; da-

We

——

love,

which

is rtreTutuiubnj,

—
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loving (bQeiXopev v. 11) is natural in beHence the reference is not to God's love
Calov, Spener, Beza, Sander
to us (Hunnius,
and al.), for the predicate would not suit such a
construction; nor to our love to God (Luther,
Calvin, Grotius, Liicke, Neander, Diisterdieck
and others), nor to ea dileclio quam Deut prtucriptit (Socinus), nor to the mutual relation of love
tifal

lievers.

between God and us (Ebrard).
abide
Yer. 13. In this
that
in us, that
hath given
in Him and
as of His Spirit. The mark of recognition of
the life-fellowship of God with us, and among
ourselves with God, agrees exactly with the description at ch. iii. 24, as does also the reference
tot
to the gift of the Spirit (kv Tovry): on
Neither ov ch. iii.
KvtbpaTos avrov didoicev ^piv.
24, nor the preposition kx here, has partitive
force; it rather answers to and *ov irvtvparoq,
Actsii. 17; Joel iii. 1 (lxx.), while the Vulgate
in conformity to the original text renders tpiritum
meum effundam, and denotes the origin and source
of the Spirit in us, although we, as distinguished
from Jesus who has the Spirit ovk
ukrpov ( Jno.
iii 84), have only part in Him ; the coarse notion
of a divisibility or dismemberment of the Spirit
most be strenuously excluded. The Spirit Himself is given to us; nothing is said here of His
gifts ; there is no reference to the diatpiotc rdv
(in opposition to
Xaptefia-uv, 1 Cor. xii. 4, 11
Estius).
His Spirit (rd irvevpa avrov, the LoveSpirit of God) answers to dydrrtf avrov and confirms the explanation of v. 12, as given above,
and supplements the fact that His Spirit mediates
in us His love and its perfections.
Evidence of thit inward Uft-feUowthip at a certain

we

we know

He

He

—

U

U

—

148

nected with the life-fellowship with God, and an
ungodly conversation surely will not belie the
confession God in Christ Jesus will have appropriated salvation to the believer.
;

Vbr. 16. And we have
believed. The beginning nal
in v. 14.
But kyvimapev and

—

known and
Jjuelc

exactly as

neiTiarevKapev is

matter of the disciples of Jesus without any exception whatsoever (Estius, Calov, Spener, Liioke,
de Wette, Diiaterdieck, Ebrard, Huther), not of
the Apostles only, as in reBedpeOa koI paprvpovpev
(in opposition to Episcopius, Rickli and al.). Cf.
Jno. vi. 69: ireiuerevKapev ical kyv6Kauev; cf.
Lange in this Commentary, Vol. IV., p. 166, Ger-

man edition. " True faith is, according to John,
a faith of knowledge and experience: true knowledge of faith " (Liicke); both are in one another;
each conditions and promotes the other. Hence
it is really immaterial which of the two is put
first; the moral act of faith and the intellectual
act of knowing are ultimately not without the
working of God in His Spirit on our spirit. For
the reception of the word of truth in faith is a
receiving from the Lord of the word, just as the
shining of this bright word into the heart and the

luminous rise of the truth of the word in the
heart, come also from Him.
The two constitute
Henoe the
the foundation of man's confession.
Perfects which continue to operate in the present

The

confession.

object follows, viz.:

The love whioh God hath

in

ns.—Ct

Iva aydirrjv Ixi** kv a%?Jj?Loig.
The
Present is emphatically placed first after the
preceding Perfects; kv is used here as in v. 9. It
is, as in Jno. vi. 69 (brc av el 6 dytog tov tieov)*
something objective, God's love on us, namely in

Jno.

xiii.

35

:

Christ Jesus, wherefore Bede says: "Quia videvv. 14, 16, 16.
Vir. 14.
have beheld and tes- licet cum haberet filium unicum, noluit Ulum tut
tify.—Antithesis to v. 12: No one has ever unum, ted utfratres haberet, adoptavit Hit, aui cum
beheld God, but we have seen the Son of the illo possiderent vitam seternam."
Henoe neither
Father.
'H/itZ? designates the Apostles and their the subjective love of God erga not (Estius,
associates, and this reference is confirmed by Luther, Socinus, Grotius, Rickli and at), nor
reSedueHa xal paprvpovpev, which verbs point to an the love of God indwelling in us (Wilke, J7erimmediate, personal beholding as contrasted meneutik det Neuen Tettamenit, 11, 64,), nor our
with the knowledge mediated by others (ch. i. 1, love, kindled in us by God's love (Ebrard).
Now
2; Jno. i. 14), to their eye- and ear-witness (Jno. follows the concluding summary,
I 34). What they have beheld, that they testify
God is love and he that abideth in love,
also; both verbs have the same object:
abideth in God and God abideth in him.
That the Father hath sent the Son as
A combination of w. 8 and 15. *Ev ry hydrrg
Saviour of the world.— In Jesus, the Sent denotes Love absolute, as the element of those who
One from God, they have beheld 66f-av avrov, are born of God, and neither brotherly love
dafav oc povoytvovc icapa irarpbg, nMjprjg x6ptT°C (Liicke and al.), nor God's love to us (Ebrard);
mi ahfieiac (Jno. i. 14), and therefore they beheld it occurs here without any qualifying addition.
Him as the Sent One of God. Tot) icfopov (cf. ch. Mkvwv, however, denotes the love of man in
ii. 2; Jno. iii. 16;
iv. 42), implies that He is which he abides and which dwells in him.
sent for every man, not only for the electi in omnifearletsnett. vv. 17, 18.
Perfecting of love
butpopulit (Piscator) ; the universality of salvaVie. 17. In this, love is perfected with
y
tion is also confirmed by the sequel
as.
Ay6mf is again absolute as in vv. 16, 18,
Yin. 15. Whosoever oonfeaseth that and must neither be construed as God's love etc
Jeans is the Son of God.— This 6pofoyeiv is* r/fiac, nor as our love etc aTJJfluovc (Socinus), nor
the consequence of the reception of the uaprvptlv to God (Lange), but simultaneously as the disof the Apostles.
Cf. ch. ii. 2, 23. The referenoe position and activity of love (Huther), as at ch.
here is neither to the confession in the fact of iii. 18; and pt& fyuv must receive its full force
brotherly love (Bede), nor to the testimony of a of among, between, with us see Winer, p. 886
holy life accompanying the confession with the sq.
Were it not parallel with
iipiv v. 12 we
mouth (Augustine, Grotius) ; but the faith of the might think of fellowship, ecclesiastical fellowheart, whioh receives the Apostolical paprvpia is ship, the Christian Church, within which love
taken for granted. Cf. v. 16.
has been perfected ; the context also points to the
fact.

And we

—

—

m

—

;

—

God abideth in Him and He in God.— individual
The confession, therefore, is to be taken as con- not to the

h

life

life

and perfection of Christian* and
and perfection of the Christian
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Church as such. Its most natural construction is
with the verb TereXeluTai (Liicke, de Wette, Duslerdieck and al.), not with aydwrj, of which it
cannot be the object, since it is not=u? tf/«ic, as
supposed by Luther, Calvin, Spener, Bengel,
Sander, Besser and al.
The position of the
words is not more decisive for the connection
with aydnrj here than at v. 9 (in opposition to
Huther); fxeff ifiuv denotes the plaoe where love
was perfected. Hence ijuutv must not be resolved
into Ood and we (Rickli) and construed as the

mutual love of God and Christians, which
would be wholly inadmissible and repugnant to
the spirit of the Gospel. TereXeiurai should be
construed like rtrtkuu^ivrj kariv, v. 12, and reXeia
and TertTxiuTcu in v. 18, this ayd-xij in and on us
is

something

to

be perfected, and this perfection

not ready and accomplished at once; it
has its stages and degrees. This is inconceivable
and unpredicable of the love of God. But wherein
is it primarily perfected ? kv rovT<t>—iva Kapfaaiav Ixupev:
itself is

That we have oonfidenee in the day of
judgment. On napfocia see Notes on ch. ii.

—

28 in Exegetical and

'Iva, which follows
Jno. xvii. 8 and also kv
Tobrv, Jno. xv. 8, gives the purpose of God in the
perfecting of love with us we shall have confidence. *Ev ro{rr<i> therefore must neither be referred to what goes before v. 16 (Spener), nor,
with the assumption of a trajecta anticipation connected with bn (Grotius, Beza and al.), nor must
Iva be construed in the sense of bare (Episoopius,
Bengel and al.). The ip&pa rft KpUreug is brav
javepuOTj ch. ii. 28.
Of course kv has its usual
sense and must not be explained=se<f ; for the reference here is not to the confidence of expectation, the desire of its drawing near (Augustine,
Calvin), where men are liable to deceive themselves.
Of course, he that may and will have
confidence in the judgment, will also have confidence before it takes place ; however, it is to be
borne in mind that even believers, notwithstanding their activity of love, will be surprised in the
judgment (Matth. xxv. 81 sqq.); the reference is
solely to confidence in the judgment, not to confidence beforehand.
It is incorrect to combine
the two with Rickli, Huther and al.; nor must
TereXeiorat be taken as ifuturum ezactum.
[It is
•doubtful whether Braune's exegesis will carry
-conviction to the mind of the reader.
It seems
do be rather contradictory, for while he condemns
the interpretation of Rickli and Huther, he seems
4o adopt it when he says that " of course he that
may and will have confidence in the judgment,
will also have confidence before it takes place."
On the whole, Huther's explanation, which is
substantially that of Alford, seems to be the most
natural.
He says : " The difficulty that something future (our attitude in the day of judgment),
is to be valid as a mark of perfect love in the present, vanishes by the assumption that kv involves
hoth the nappnaia of believers in the day of judgment, and their present napprjoia in anticipation
of thai day ; this combination was natural to the
Apostle who thought of the day of judgment not
as very remote but as already dawning (ch. ii.
In his love this future irapfrqola is to him
18).
already present." M.].
abrtj,

ch.

iii.

11,

Critical.

23;

;

—

because as He

is,

we

also are in this

—

world. "Or* annexes the reason of our confidence
in the day of judgment. 'Exslvos is Jesus and not
God (Augustine, Calvin and al.). The Present
karl
tius,

must not be construed=#v (a Lapide, GroRickli and al.), nor must the words kv rp

be referred to Christ. The comparison must be gathered from the context: it is
very strict, *a0«f koL The point in hand is the

ufo/Hf) roirrtf)

which pkvetv perfects love even
confidence in the day of judgment (so
Huther who cites Lorinus, "reddti not canto
Chrieto eimiles et conform** imagini JUU Dei*').
Hence not likeness in suffering (Luther) or temptability (Rickli), not likeness in that, though we
are in the world, we are not of the world (Sander); for nothing is said on these points; neither
is here any reference to the adoption (Lucke), nor
to Sucaioo'uvjj (Diisterdieok).
Love is the eternal
Being of Christ, cf. ch. iii. 7 (Huther). [The last
named author lays stress on kerlv and compares
in the passage cited the words: xaflu? baiva;
61kolo\ tar i v.
Alford adopts the explanation
of Diisterdieok, who thus develops his view : 8t
John does not say that Love is perfected in confidence in us, because we resemble Christ in
Love ; but he refers to the fundamental truth on
which our Love itself rests and says : because we
are absolutely like Christ, because we are in
Christ Himself, because He lives in us, for without this there cannot be likeness to Him ; in a
word, because we are, in that communion with
Christ which we are assured of by our likeness
to Him in righteousness, children of God, therefore our love brings with it also full confidence.
Essentially, the reason here rendered for oar
confidence in the day of judgment is the same as
that given, ch. iii 21 sq., for another kind of confidence, viz., that we keep His commandments.
This also betokens the duunaovvy, of which Christ
is the essential exemplar and which is a necessary
attribute of those who through Christ are children
of God.
M.]. 'Ev Tt/> kootq rovfUf) applied to
kapJv, denotes the place of abode, the earthly
sphere of life, whereas Christ is in heaven, and
is not an ethical idea, though we should supply
with Bengel : amorit txperle judicium timente.

fikvetv kv Ti) ay&iry,

unto

filial

—

—

Vee, 18. Pear is not in love.— Antithesis
Quite gen*/>**«*•
of napfaaia kv rp ifJtkp?
eral : In love is not fear ; fear is not a part of
love, it is something wholly foreign to it, which
According to the
is only outside of it (Huther).
well known phrase : oderint, dum metuant, hatred
and fear are congruous, but love and fear are
wholly incongruous. There is nothing said of
the, fear of God which is the beginning or wisdom (Ps. cxi. 10), nor of love; hence neither our
love to God, nor brotherly love (Lucke), and

^

still

less God's love to us (Calvin, Calov, Spener).

But perfect love oasteth oat

fear.—

TeXeia is more than sincera^ opponla simulatwm
(Bexa), and l$u is not out of itself (Lucke), as if
** Love not
it were in it, but out of the heart.
only does not oontain fear, but it also does not
suffer it alongside of itsefr ; the love which whofly
drives away fear is not love in its first beginning,
love as yet weak, but love in its perfection."
[Alford says of ated that it is not
(Huther).
here the mere adversative after a negative clause,
in which case it would refer to something in
which fear it, a, g. fC/Jof owe iariv kv rf «>«>&
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the stronger ad-

For the majority of authorities favour the addi-

"nay, far otherwise:" " tanttm abest ut .
.
ut;" and renders: Fear
existeth not in love, nay y perfect lore casteth out
fear, eto.
M.]. Where suoh love fills the heart,
there is no room for fear,
Beoauae fear hath punishment—This is
the reason why love does not suffer fear alongside
itself.
KdXaotc often used in the lxz., [Ex. xiv.

tion of the object, even the obv of A. implies as
[Alford, who is on the same side, fixes
the connection thus: "He that fearcih is not perfect in love.
Our love (abstract, not specified

aXK

(hartv) hv

ry

uiotl

but

:

it is

versative, implying,
.

—

.

—

xviii. 80; xUv. 12, of. Wisd. xi. 14; xvi.
24; xix. 4.— M.], as in Matth. xxv. 46 in the
sense of punishment, pain of punishment (Besser)
under the menace of the Kpiotc. Bengel: " tormentum habet; nam diffidit, omnia inimica et adversa
sibi fingit at proponit, fug it, odit."
Hence it is
not consciousness of punishment (Liioke), for the
punishment has not yet set in ; nor condemnation
pronounced in the final judgment on him who
does not stand in the fellowship of love (Duster*0 ^/3of is neither pro concrete : he that
dieck).
fears (de Wette, Dusterdieck), nor is £;r«=reeeives ; and least of all : fear nolds fast to, Unci,
thinks of punishment, knows nothing of clemency
and love (Baumgarten-Crusius). ["The pain
felt in expectation of the punishment of Him
who is feared" (Huther); « 4 Fear by anticipating
punishment has it even now" (Alford). M.].
But he that feareth is not perfected in
love. Negative connected with the main proposition : 4f TtXeia ayfartj i£u fi&Xlit rbv <p6fiov, and
application to the beginning: tSfioc ovk iortv kv
rj aydwj.
Hence 61 is by all means to be retained, and neither to be cancelled, nor to be
construedso&v or koX [6k is strictly adversative.
M.]. It is accordingly both owing to a want of
perfection in the individual and to a want of perfection of love (TtreKeiurrat kv rij ay&ny
# rtktia
ay&irif), if fear is present, fear, as in Bom. viii. 15:
ovk eMpere irvevua SovXelac ir&Juv etc $6pov.
Unnecessary [and diluting M.] are the conjectures
of Grotius, who proposes to read kAaovoiv (mutilationem) instead of n&Xaatv (metus amorcm mutilat atque infringit, aut prohibit, ne se exserat), and
KolXovduevoc instead of fofiobfievoc (qui mutilatur
aut impoditur in dUectione), and of Lamb. Bos who
reads tUSkvotv instead of icdXaotv.
[Oecumenius
say 8 that there are two kinds of godly fear, (frifa
xpoKarapKrutdc, which afflicts men with a sense of
their evil deeds and dread of God's anger, and
which is not abiding ; and 0o7?o? reketuriKdc, of
which it is said, "The fear of the Lord is clean
and endureth forever." Ps. xix., and which deovg
3, 4, 7;

2,

—

—

—

—

—

—

rotoirrov airffiXanrai.

—M

.

Ths love of Ghd it necessarily united with brotherly
vv. 19, 20, 21.
19. "We love God.
Qofiobntvoc is contrasted with iifulc ayaTTopev Mov, without an address, like hyawirroly v. 7.
There is nothing here
to indicate the Conjunctive or an exhortation.

Van.

—

emphatically placed first, who are born
of God, His children, rather notes the fact, the
Indicative (Calvin, Beza, Aretius^ Sooinus, Spener, S. Schmidt, Bengel, Rickli, Neander, Ebrard,

—

Erdmann, Huther, Hofmann,

Schrifibeweie II. 2.

corresponds, like the whole verse 19,
with ovx oti jueic tfyarr^aauev rbv #eov. Neither
the comparison with v. 7, nor the ground and
the further development in vv. 20, 21, can warrant the interpretation that we must assume here
an imperative Conjunctive (as Dttsterdieck does).
888);

it

whether

to Qod or our brother) is brought about
by, conditioned by, depends upon His love to us
first; it is only a sense of that which can bring
about our love: and if so, then from the very
nature of things it is void of terror, and full of
confidence, as springing out of a sense of His
love to us. Nor only so: our being new begotten in love is not only the effect of a sense of His
past love, but is the effect of that love itself."
if.].
In the ground
Beoauae
first loved us, irp&roc is emphatic, and this seems to suggest a primary reference to our love to God, cf. vv. 9, 10. From
our most natural love to Qod, grounded on our
experience of the love of Qod, the Apostle now

He

passes on to brotherly love.
Veb. 20. If any say, I love Qod, and
hate his brother, he is a liar. 'Eav tic tZn-y,
cf. oh. i. 6 ; on before ay and rbv #«$v frequently
introduces direct speech. This progress confirms
the assumption of the Indicative in v. 19. Here
the Apostle resolves the communicate form of
speech into the singular form as a conclusion
and proof. Mioy answers to the next following
"To hate is the
6 fir) ayairuv.
Cf. ch. iii. 14, 15.
(Huther). Cf.
positive form of not to love."
Luke xiv. 26. Col. Matth. x. 87. Every defect of]
Hence iftevoTyg early
love makes room to hatred.
as in ch. i. 6. The reason

—

For he that loveth not his brother
he hath seen, how can he love
Qod (or oannot love God) whom he hath

whom

not seen ?

—The main

esis bv kdooKKv

stress lies in the antithThe Perfect
tupaKev.

and bv ovx'

denotes sight continuing in

its effect

(de Welte,

Dtisterdieck, Huther); Liicke: &jpcuc£v<u=to have
before one's eyes; a Lapide: vidit et assidue videt.
Socinus goes too far in emphasizing the Perfect
so as to make it also intimate that it is enough
to have seen and become acquainted with one,
and that it is not necessary to have him still be-

fore one's eyes.
The saying of Gregory: ocuU
sunt in amort duces, and the remark of Oecumenius: tyeTjcooTuuw bpaaic tobc aydnqv, supply
what is understood in the inference. Love to God,
the Invisible, is difficult; also 1 Pet i. 8: bv ovk
elddrec ayatrdre express

both joy and amazement.

therefore who performs the more difficult task
of loving God whom he does not see, must also
perform the easier work of loving his brother
whom he does see. The Apostle's object, conseour
quently, is not to lead us from the love
brother to the love of God, but only to verify the
latter by the former; love to God ever remains
the first, the deepest and highest work, which
must, however, evidence itself in brotherly love.
The interrogative form is as strong and authentic
as the simple negation ; but the anteposition of
the object rbv $ebv bv ovx ibpoKsv greatly intensifies the thought
Hwf or oh dvvarat ayangv presupposes k6v rtc dirn and denotes the supposition
of the assertion of loving God [under the circumstances. M.l to be impossible, and the asThe Apostle's argummtum
sertion itself a lie.
ad hominem applies only to the liar (Dusterdieek).

He

]

love.

*H/*fI#,

much.

U

—
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Bengel: Sermo modalis; impossibile

est,

ut talis

sit

not love

Him

that loveth, for love

is

not

where

Hence the reference to nothing is loved) hence he could, according to
the imago Dei, which Augustine (apostolus hie pro Rom. v. 6, understand in our passage (v. 7 ) by
eonfesso sumit, Deus se nobis m kominibus offerre, hy&trn the Holy Ghost, while Didymus explained
qui inseriptam gerunt ejus imaginem; Johannes nil aydrrq of Christ.
In the middle ages Augustine
aliud voluit, quam fallaeem esse jaetantiam, si quit was particularly followed by Richard of 8t- Vicimaginem,
gum
mystic
Deum se amare dieat, et ejus
ante tor, the
scholastic, or the scholastic mysoculos est, negligat), Sander, Ebrard (who suggests tic (cf. Liebner, Hugo von St. Victor p. 82 sqq.),
that it is not easier to love one who is visible be- in his work De Trinitate, especially III. 14 and
fore us, but has hurt us) and al., find here iB by in modern times, first of all, by Sartorius: Die
no means warranted, nor that of Grotius who heilige Liebe, Part I. p. 1 sqq., and Liebner:
amans Dei,

in prsesenti.

;

—

4

man opus Dei pulcherrimum. De Wette also
erroneously maintains that God, the ideal, intisible object could only be loved in reality in our
brother, the visible, empirical object of love.

Christologie I (in many places).
See alsoNitxsch
on the Essential Trinity of God in the Studien
und Kritiken, 1841, pp. 295 846, especially p.
887 sqq.

this commandment we
Kal simply adds a new reason: the reference is to a specific commandment.
This is a firmius argumentum (Calvin): for quomodo diltgts turn, eujus odisti prssceptumt (Augustine).
'Air* avrov refers to God (Liicke, de Wette,
Dusterdieck and al.), not to Christ (Calvin), Sander, Huther and al. ). The fact that vebv is used afterwards does not militate against the application
of avrov to debv, since Jesus in His intercessory
prayer Jno. xvii, 8 mentions His own name instead
of saying kfik.
The analogy of ch. i. 6 ; ii. 25
can not upset the context and ch. iii. 28. 24, and
only indicate that avrbf also may designate Christ,
and that not kmuvoc only does designate Him.
The tvroWj is and remains a commandment, and

2. Retrospectively, traces of this truth may be
found in the History of the Revelation of Ood in
Ex. xxxiv. 6; Ps. ciii. 8-18; lxxxvi. 5, 15; Dent,

Calls

Ver.

21.

And

have from Him.

—

xxxii. 6; Is. lxiii. 16: Jer. xxxL 9.
But John
treats in the most comprehensive manner, with
perfect ease and certainty this most profound

this commandment is nowhere
found; not even at Matth xxii. 89. But the
Apostle justly puts in the form of a definite Divine command the essential principle of Christian
Ethics, whioh really and fundamentally carries
everything which here (v. 7 sqq. iii. 10. 19. cf.
Jno. xiii. 84, etc.) is told of the inviolable duty
of brotherly love to those who are born of
God and in filial love united to their Father
(Dusterdieck); Xva denotes also here the* end and

thought which would never have occurred to any
thinker out of his own strength and reason ! The
heavens declare the glory and majesty of God
only, (Ps. xix.) His word alone declares His grace.
In nature we meet His handiwork, His Power and
Wisdom, in His word alone do we encounter His
Love and Mercy. The axioms " God is a Spirit n
(Jno. iv. 24), and "God is Love" set forth the
most vital truths concerning the Nature and
Being of God. " Spirit is His Nature, Love His
Life " (Schoberlein), or Spirit is the Substance
and Nature, Love the character of God and not
only in His attitude.
8. Prospectively this Johannean saying point*
to the life of knowledge and of demeanour.
Sartorins in his " Heilige Liebe " has based on this
saying the whole of his Ethics. Cf. also KShler,
'< Oott der allein Outs " (God the Only Good One)
in Studien und Kritiken 1866, p, 426 sqq. "Pnscticam definitionem Dei proponit 1 Jon. iv. 8 : Dems
caritas est.
Ex caritate omnia Dei opera protedunt,
et Spiritus Sanctus a Poire et PiUo ab seterno pro-

aim and not only the substance of the oommand,
as Huther supposes.

cedens est substantialis amor Patris el IU&.
In
tempore Deus ex caritate omnia creavit, tz •earitate

tiot=ayye\la, doctrine (Carpzov).

That he
ther also.

who loveth

—But

Ood, love his bro-

misit Fitium

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

ad opus redemtioms: prmstandum, tx
Sanctum, qui similes motu*

caritate dat Spiritum

—

Ood is Love a sentence, whioh "is the
summary and most simple expression of what the
1.

—

Scripture, the whole Scripture teaches throughOut" (Hoftnann, Schrtftbeweis I. p. 71), and has
an important bearing retrospectively and pro-

m

m

credenHum aetendit, ex caritaU
efts
seterna a facie adfaciem beaHs eese intnendmn pt
slabit.
Omnia in caritate et ex caritate agit (Joh.
cordibus

—

w

spectively.

Gerhard Exeg. ii. p. 71). But we must guard
against straightway identifying Love, which is
the Nature of God, with the Personality of God
which is the logical presupposition of the former
(against Liebner, i. 1, 111), and to take care not

ria, inieUigentia, voluntas) in

to combine Love with Truth and Righteousness
(as does Nitzsch, System $ 68. 1), for communication of self is implied in the nature of Lots,
but not in the nature of truth and holiness, and
what becomes of the difference between irat&tim
and Mnoic, of the anti-scriptural conception of
hiroKardaraaig rtjv rrdvrav and the wrathtess God
in Origen and Schleiermacher ? Cf. Thomenns,
ChrisHWerk und Person, i. p. 127 sqq. ; PhiHppi,
Olaubenslehre, ii. p. 79 sqq.
4. The love of God was revealed in the smiting
of Hie only begotten Son. w. 2, 9, 10, 12, 14,
Hence He is called fjun*yevfe=u6pos ytvritmme.
(Jno. i. 14, 18; iii. 16, 18), and not irpwrdrwaor
(Rom. viii. 29; Col L 15, 18; Hobr. i. 6; Her

Retrospectively it bears even on the
Being of Ood and on the history of Gotfs revelaIf the Being of God is Love
tion in Christ Jesus.
it must also be personal and cannot be substance
only in the pantheistic sense. Tea, it points to
the Trinity or God's vitality and fulness of life;
Him that loves, who is yet not without Him that
is lovid, and reciprocal Love, as Augustine tried
also this purely ethical construction of the Trinity alongside the psychological analogy (memo-

De TrmUate

(VI. 6

and therefore there are not more than three One
who loves Him who is of Him, and One who
loves Him of whom He is, and Love Itself. If
If it is not
this is nothing, how is God Love?
:

Substance, how is God Substance? XI. 2: If I
love something there are three, I, what I love,
mad Love itself. For I do not love Lore, if I do

—
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CHAP.
i.

The greatness of the Sent One and the

6).

objeet of His Mission are designed to mark the
The reference to
love of Him that sent Him.
the first-born would mark the success of the

Mission and the work of the Sent One. There is
no other proof of the love of the Father, equal to
this : Christ, the Son of God by His appearing
and message compensates us for the want of
seeing the Invisible God (v. 12. Jno. xiv.*9).

Hofmann,

To

Schriftbeweis,

i.

71.

know, believe on, confess and testify of Jesus the Son of God on the part of the
Apostles, to hear, know, believe and confess on
the part of the Church, is indispensable to the
life-fellowship of God with us, and of us with
God, since, through and through ethical, it can
only be acquired and preserved by an ethical
process.
With the new birth out of God, spirit5.

ual

see,

regeneration, begins

sanotifieation.

the

life-process

of

To remain untouched, unmoved

presence of Jesus, or only to be turned to
Him outwardly, or even to turn away from Him,
to deny Him in doubt or decided unbelief, is imin the

morality.

The nature of

this life-fellowship, begun
with our regeneration, is mutuality in continuous
reciprocity of action; He to and in us, we in
6.

Him, believingly knowing and confessing Him,
living
in His
to

and

loving,
t

we

full

of confidence,

He

ever prevenient grace and work of grace

and in us.

The degrees of development are given by
Bengel thus: "Sine timore et amore, cum timort
sine amorc, cum timore et amore, sine timore cum
And Augustine: "Timor quasi locum
amore."
pneparat earitati. Si autem nultus timor*non eat,
qua utfret caritas.
Timor Dei sic vulneratpquo medki ferramentum. Timor medicamentum, caritas sanitat.
Timor servus eat eoritatia. Timor eat cuatoa
7.

donee venial caritas." Though
man in his sin begin with servile fear before God,
in the presence of God's Nature of Love and
attitude of Love he will progress in filial fear
even unto fearlessness and confidence in all
humility.
8. Brotherly love is and remains the measure
of our life from God, from whom comes all love
he that abides in God, oannot be without love,
and he that is without love oannot be in God,
nor can God abide in him. He, who is Love, has
thus ordained it Himself; it is His Will, His
explicit commandment, even as it is in conformity
et

pedagogue

legis,

wr

IV. 7-21.

He will require an equivalent for the
debt, is to represent the God of meroy as a rigorous exactor, and to believe that He required such
a price for our pardon, as the blood of His own
beloved Son, and that He exposed Him who is
perfectly innocent, to the death of the cross for our
sakes, at the hands of wicked men, is to charge
God with cruelty, injustice and weakness; and
to suppose Him to be angry with us, at the same
time that we say that "He loved us," and gave
His only Son to die for us (1 Jno. iii. 16; iv. 10),
is, it is alleged, to involve ourselves in inconsistency, and to misrepresent God, as if He were
affected by human passions.
And lastly, to say
that Christ shed His blood as a ransom to deliver
us from the captivity of Satan, is, it is argued, to
make the Son of God tributary to the Evil One.
Such are the objections made by Sooinians and
others, to the doctrine of the Atonement.
These
objections rest on fallacious grounds. They proceed on the supposition that as sinners we are
only debtors to God. But in His relation to us,
allege, that

—

God

is

He is our Lawand Lord; and He is

not only a Creditor, but

giver and Judge, our King
perfectly just and holy.

Besides, as St. John teaches (ch. iii. 4), the
essence of sin is, that it is a violation of God's
Law, and all are sinners (ch. i. 10). And God
represents Himself in Scripture as a Moral Governor, infinite in justice, and when we contemplate Htm as He is represented by Himself in
His own Word, and when we regard sin as it is
in His sight, and as it is described in the Holy
Scriptures, we must conclude that He is grievously offended by sin ; and He has declared in
His word that He is angry with it and will punish
The wrath of God is revealed against all unit.
godliness (Rom. i. 18). The wages of sin is death
(Rom. vi. 28). But this proposition is not at
variance, as nas been alleged, with St. John's
declaration, that God loved us, and sent His own
Son, the only begotten, that we might live through
Him; and that herein consists Love, not that we
loved God, but that He loved us, and sent His Son
a propitiation for our sins.
That which God loved in us was not our sin,

—

but our nature. It was that nature which God
Himself had made in His own likeness, and
which we had marred, and which He desired to
repair.
And because He hates sin, and knows
its consequences, even death eternal, and because
He loved our nature which was exposed by it to
everlasting perdition; and because being infiwith His Nature.
"A statement of nitely just. He must punish sin, which He, who is
9. [Wordsworth on v. 10:
the doctrine of the Atonement, and a statement infinitely pure, must hate, and which He who is
the more remarkable, because it anticipates the infinitely true, has declared that He will punish
objections that have been made to it in later and because the sins of the whole world are so
times.
These objections have taken the follow- heinous, and because they demand a satisfaction
ing form.
God, it is said, ia Love (1 Jno. iv. 8). infinite in value, and because without shedding of
He loves us, and He loves His only-begotten Son. blood there is no remission (Heb. ix. 22) ; therefore,
We are sinners ; and as long as we are sinners, in His immense love for our nature, which He
and without pardon from God, we have no hope had made and which we had marred by sin, He
of heaven.
As sinners we owe an infinite debt to Bent His own Son, God of God, to take that NoGod, which we can never pay. But God is infinite ture, the Nature of us all, in order to be the substiin Love; He willeth not that any should perish (2 tute of all, and Saviour of all, and to become our
Pet iii. 9), but that all should be saved (1 Tim. ii. Emmanuel, God with us (Matth. i. 28), God matiiHe can forgive us the debt. He can do this fest in the flesh (1 Tim. iii. 16), partaking of oar
4).
freely.
To suppose that He cannot do so, is to flesh and blood and to be the Lord our Righteousness
To imagine that (Jer. xxiii. 6; xxxiii. 16), and to suffer death,
set limits to His Omnipotence.
He will not do so, is to disparage His Love. To the wages of sin, in our nature, as our Proxy

—
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and Representative, and to appease God's wrath
by an adequate propitiation, and to take away our
guilt, and to redeem us from bondage and death
by the priceless ransom of His own blood, and to
deliver us by His death from him who had the
power of it, even the devil, and to reconcile us
to God, and to restore us to His favour, and to
effect our atonement with Him, and to purchase

for us the heavenly inheritance of everlasting
See Heb. ii. 14, 17. As Origen says (in
Matth. xvi.): "Homo quidem non potest dare aliquam commutationem pro anima sua (Ps. xlix. 9;

—

life.

Matth. xvi. 26) ; Deus autem pro animabus omdedit commutationem, pretiosum sanguinem
"Si non fuisset peccatum,
Filii sui (1 Pet. i. 18)."
non necesse fuerat Filium Dei Agnum fieri ; nee opus
fuerat Hum in earns positum jugulari ; sedmansisset
Verum,
hoe, quod in principio erat, Deus Verbum.
quoniam introiit peccatum in hunc mundum, peccati
autem necessitas propiiiationem requirit, et propvtiatio non fit nisi per hostiam, necessarium fuit provideri hostiam pro peccato." (ibid. horn. 4 in Num.)
If it be said that according to this statement
the just suffer for the unjust, and that the beloved
Son of God was delivered to death for the offences
of those who did not love Him, but were at enmity with Him, this is perfectly true; it is the

nium

assertion of God Himself in Holy Scripture, see
1 Pet. iii. 18; 2 Cor. v. 21; 1 Pet. i 19.—The
Just suffered for the unjust. Yes, suffered for a
time.
But this is not at variance with daily experience. Parents suffer for children ; brethren
for brethren ; friends for friends ; subjects for
sovereigns, and sovereigns for subjects. And if
we are to reject the doctrine of the Atonement
on the plea that vicarious sufferings are not
reconcilable with justice, we cannot stop short
of Deism or even of Atheism. Cf. Bp. Butler's

Doubtless, in His human
He shrank from the cup of agony and from
the anguish of the cross. But even in the glorious hour of His transfiguration He had talked
with Moses and Elias of His death (Luke ix. 31).
His Divine eye pierced through the clouds of suffering, and saw the visions of glory to which it
would lead, a victory over Satan, a world rescued
from his grasp, God's justice satisfied, His wrath
appeased, His love glorified; and so the cross
became a triumphal chariot, in which the Conqueror rode in victory (Col. ii. 14^, and mounted
to heaven, and bore mankind with Him through
the gates of the heavenly palace of the everlasting capital and was greeted by the song of the
angels, "Lift up your heads," etc.
Ps. xxiv. 7.
It has been alleged that if by sin we were prisoners to Satan, therefore the price of Christ's
blood which He paid upon the cross for our liberation from Satan was paid to Satan.
But this we
deny. See Greg. Naxianzen, Orat. 45, p. 862, ed.
Paris, 1778.
It might as well be said that the
ransom paid for the delivery of prisoners from a
king's prison, is paid to the gaoler in whose custody they are. We, by our sins, had made ourselves slaves of Satan ; and as a just punishment
for our sins, we were made prisoners of Satan.
Satan was God's executioner against us. He was
our gaoler. Tophet is ordained of old (la xxx.
J, as one of God's instruments of death (Pa viL
satisfied (Is. liii. 11).

flesh

83

But Christ, by dying for us, delivered us
14).
from death. He rescued us from the hands of
Satan, and paid the price of our ransom, not to
Satan, but to God. He delivered us from Satan
by offering Himself to God. (Cf. Bom. iii. 28-26).

They who contravene the doctrine of the Atonement often claim the credit of exercising their
Reason, and deny that unbelief of the doctrine of
the Atonement rests on the foundation of reason.
Analogy of Religion. Part II. ch. v.
If any victim was to take away sin, that vic- But a right use of reason leads to a firm belief in
tim must be innocent. In order to take away the doctrine of the Atonement and a denial of
infinite guilt, it must be Infinitely innocent. The it proceeds from an abuse of reason.
The doctrine of the Atonement cannot be c£iprice paid for Infinite Justice must be infinite in
In order to suffer for men the victim covered by reason. No but we can prove by reavalue.
must be human and in order to satisfy God, it son that the Holy Scriptures are from God, and
must be Divine. Be it remembered also that the that the doctrine of the Atonement is clearly reSon of God suffered willingly. He gave Himself vealed in the Holy Scriptures. And thus this
a ransom for all (1 Tim. ii. 6). The Good Shep- doctrine rests on the foundation of reason. Be;

;

;

herd

giveth

His

life for

Cf. Matth. xx. 28;

Gal.

the sheep (John x. 11).
14; ii. 20; Eph. v. 2;

—

ing a portion of supernatural truth revealed by
God in Scripture to the world, it is not to be discovered by reason, or fully comprehended by reason,
but it is to be heartily embraced and surely held
fast by faith, which implies a right use of reason.
And reason teaches us, that it would be very unreasonable to expect, that what is contained in a
revelation from such a Being as God to so frail a
creature as man, in his present state on earth,
should be fully comprehended by reason; and
that, if reason could understand everything, there

They also for whom He
ii. 14; Heb. ix. 14.
gave Himself are His own flesh and blood. He
They are one
is their Head, they His members.
with Him. Still further. By His meritorious
sufferings in that human nature, which He has
taken, and joined forever in His own Person to
the Nature of God, He has delivered that nature
from sin and death, and has exalted it to the
right hand of God. Therefore He suffered joyTo do evil is indeed evil and to suffer would be no use in revelation, and no place for
fully.
Right reason itself teaches us that to deny
evil in eternity is dreadful; but to suffer evil tit faith.
the Lord who bought us (2 Pet. ii. 1), because we
time, in order that others by our means may be
happy in eternity, is not evil, but glorious. cannot understand, why God allowed sin to preEarthly oonquerors die with joy in the hour of vail, which required the sacrifice of the death of
Much more Christ. He knew that suf- His own ever-blessed Son, would be to renew the
victory.
fering was His path to glory.
He knew that be- indignities of the crucifixion, and to smite our
cause he was obedient to death, even to the death of Redeemer with a reed, the reed of our nnregenerate reason, when we ought to fall down and
the cross, therefore God would highly exalt Him,
and give Him a Name above every name (Phil. ii. 8, worship in faith. Reason itself teaches us that
He saw of the travail of His soul and was it is very reasonable to expect mysteries in reve9).
Tit.

—

—

;

,
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and that they are our moral discipline, and
exercise our humility, patience, faith and hope,
and teach us to look forward to that blessed time,
when we, who now see through a glass darkly
(1 Cor. xiii. 12), shall behold the clouds removed,
Thus reason leads us to the door of the
etc.
Holy of Holies; and then we pass within the veil
by faith ; and there we stand, and with the eye
of faith, we behold God enthroned upon the
Mercy Seat, sprinkled by the blood of Christ.
Further, as reasonable men, looking at the cross
of Christ, we see there the most cogent reasons
for presenting ourselves, our souls and bodies a
living Sacrifice, holy and acceptable to Ood, which is
our reasonable service (Rom. xii. 1).
This doctrine of the Atonement is the root of
Christian practice, and they, who impugn that
doctrine, are not only undermining the foundations of Christian faith, but also of Christian
This was clearly evinced even in the
morality.
Apostolic age, by the licentiousness and profligacy, engendered by heretical doctrines, against
which St. John contends in his Epistles, concerning the Incarnation and Death of Christ.
We cannot adequately estimate the moral heinousneas of sin, without considering the sacrifice
which it cost to redeem us from its power and
guilt
cannot duly understand the obligations of love and obedience, under which we lie
to Christ, and the motives which constrain us to
holiness, without remembering that we are not
our own, but have been bought with a price the
blood of Christ and are therefore bound to glorify Him in our bodies which are His.
See 1
Cor. vi. 20.
Accordingly, St. John, having stated the doctrine of the Atonement, proceeds and continues
to the end of the Epistle, to enforce the moral
lation ;

We

—

—

consequent on this doctrine. "Beloved, if
to, we also ought to love one another."
He teaches us to contend earnestly for the doctrine of the Atonement, as the groundwork of
Christian duty to God and man.
Cf. Pearson on
the Creed, art, x. pp. 670-688.—M.].
duties

God so loved

HOM1LETI0AL AND PRACTICAL.
In love,

even in God's glorious Love thou
well, let love live also in thee!
the primal
fount of the Love in God streams round thee, and
onward to thee, also through thy heart; wilt
thou enjoy it without having part thereof?
Out
of thee must shine forth that which has been

livest

—

—

manifested to thee, even the love and kindness of
God thy Saviour, which seeks that which is lost.

must grow warm in

Brotherly love

filial

love

which has been kindled at the Father's heart.
In thy child people recognize a member of thy
family, thy race; and ought not our heavenly
Father to be recognized in thee?
Therefore
exorcise thyself in love of the brethren !— Dost
thou boast of thy knowledge of God, of understanding the Holy Scripture? prove it in thy
brotherly love
In nature thou seest His handiwork, the traces of His Omnipotence, in Christ
the love-purpose of His heart, His peace-thoughts
respecting thee (cf. Doctrinal and Ethical No. 2).
He takes care that thy sins be atoned for, that
thou beoome not estranged from Him, or keep
remote from His life; do not build anew at the
!

—

;
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wall of partition between Him and thee
such
building destroys thy life and thy salvation.
The anticipating offices of friendship are gratifying and humiliating; realize and receive the
prevenient grace of God. As He took the initiative in creation, so He had to take it also in
redemption, whioh is also a creation ; and how
Though without thee He could
has He done it
create thee, yet Ho neither can nor will save thee
without thee. Above thee rules thy Father, for
thee the Son is sent, in thee works His Spirit
do not hinder the work of God for and in thee
do not in unkind ness to thyself and thy brethren
arrest the perfecting of His work of love.
Do
not reject the testimony of eye- and ear- witnesses;
surrender to it, receive it in faith, hold it fast in
confession; exercise thyself in the love which
thou beliovest and knowest. For to be unloving
is to be ungodly, and to be ungodly, is to be unloving.
If thou art disposed to disparage confession, recollect that like love it radiates from
faith confession is the love of the mouth, love
is the confession of the deed, and both come from
the heart. Behind the judgments in the world's
history and in the history of thy life, there is a
judgment, to stand in which is salvation and
bliss.
The unloving must be undone in the
judgment of Him who is Love, before the Judge
who desired to become the Saviour. That cannot be our desire in life which does not give us
confidence in the last judgment Fear, which
does not strengthen but expels love, is worthless; so
is also that love, which is unable to overoome fear
Brotherly love,
(cf. Doctrinal and Ethical, No. 7).
in comparison with the love of God, is as inferior as
is rendering unto Ceesar the things that are
;

—

!

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

—

Caesar's, in

comparison with rendering unto God,

the things that are God's ; but on that account both
must not be undervalued, for both are enjoined
upon us. Still it is certain that when the less
is wanting, the greater has no room and cannot
Behold of brotherly
find the ability to practise it.
8. The
2. The measure.
love : 1. The origin.
power. 4. The growth. 6. The prize and vicOnly in obedience to the will of God thou
tory.
growest in the nature of God and art changing
from a creature into a child, from a servant into
an heir of God. The glory of love : 1. Whence

—

—

—

it?

is

2.

Where was

it

manifested?

8.

What

Whither does it lead?— The
on earth with reference to the

doesit effect?

4.

power of love 1.
brethren, even to hostile ones; 2. in heaven, in
the judgment, before God and Jesus Christ, the
The perfecting of love to the
Holy One.
brethren is 1. difficult, 2. appointed, 8. sure, 4.

—

glorious.

—

Bernard : God is Love : what then is more
precious than love ? And he that abides in love,
abides in God; what then is more sure than*
love?
Augustine :
Thou beholdest the Trinity
when thou beholdest Love, for there are three
he that loveth, he that is loved, and reciprocal

—

love.

,.

—

For what shall one say much of
If one says in a lengthy way, that it is a
lofty, noble qualitas in the soul and the most precious and perfect of virtues, as the philosophers
and work-teachers discourse of it; all this is
nothing in comparison with this word which he

Luther:

it ?
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pours forth in overflowing eloquence that "God Divine Nature, if we are heavenly-minded and
Love" and that His Being and Nature is lead a heavenly life? It is infallible. As muck
wholly Love. If any one would paint and pro- true love, so much resemblanoe to God. He is a
duce a likeness of tiod, he must produce a pic- wise teacher who grounds his exhortations more
The power and
ture which is wholly love ; as if the Divine Na- on the Gospel than on the Law.
ture were nothing else than an oven and fire of efficacy of encouragements are in proportion to
And again, if their friendliness and lovingness. You say mack
love, filling heaven and earth.
Love could be painted and portrayed, it ought to concerning God, but lack the best thing. Yom
be a picture that is neither real and human, nor know Him in words, but deny Him in works.
See You do not know Him at all and will not be
angelic and heavenly, but God Himself
thus the Apostle understands to paint here, that known of Him. In order that one, provoked to
he represents God and Love as identical, in order anger, may not be overcome by the temptation
that by such a noble, precious and lovely pic- and succumb, he should forthwith remember
ture He may draw and attract us more to Him- that "God is Love." That will be a good mediNone can attain
self and to make us strive to have love among cine to him and preserve him.
ourselves and to beware of envy, hatred and dis- the life of glory without having first experienced
For as Love is a picture of God, neither a here on earth the life of grace in Christ Holy
cord.
dead picture nor painted on paper, but a living Scripture does not expatiate in multiplied phrases
Being of Divine Nature, burning and overflowing which mean the same thing; but what it does
with whatever is good, so hatred and envy are a repeat, is peculiarly emphatic, and intended to
Nothing can be more
veritable picture of the devil, not human or be carefully remembered.
devilish only, but the devil himself, who is nothing sweet, agreeable and delightful to^ns poor men
in his nature but an eternal burning of hatred in the vale of misery of this world, than to hear
and envy of God and all His works, both man and and to receive the assurance that God loves us.
all creatures ; so that that would be the best pic- The love of God is the cause and rule of our
ture of the devil whioh would represent all love. Love is not the cause of our union with
hatred and envy. As there are also among us •God, but it assures, cements, confirms, and preserves it. Beloved, though sometimes you do
still many who hear and teach .the Gospel with
us, use the same sacraments and affect the man- not feel any thing of the grace of the union of
ners of genuine Christians but they are among God and your heart, if you love cordially and
us like chaff among the wheat ; if the battle ap- abide in love, you have sufficient evidence that
proaches it becomes manifest whose they are and you are nevertheless united with God. None is
whither they belong. For there is nothing but able to commend love to others with a good conpride, vanity, envy, contempt and the devil him- science, joy fulness and success, who does aot
It is not a great art to begin a Christian himself walk in love. Preachers, more especially,
self.
ought to remembe* that when they exhort others
life and love; but it is an art and a task to abide
therein and perseveringly to continue therein to love, they themselves should copy the example
temptation
and
op- of Christ and practise love. God is willing, if
especially in the presence of
Although there still are many rough, we do not hinder Him, to make His love more fafl
position.
fall
spontaneously
off
like and to increase its efficacy ; and then all the
coarse people that
rotten worm-eaten apples or pears, and proceed powers of the inner man do also grow in us, sad
pride,
envy,
avarice,
etc.,
their
they
among their number, the love of our neighbour.—
drowned in
are spoiled, useless fruit, wholly unprofitable, Of what avaU are the best testimonials if conthat shall and can not remain. But we refer to science contradicts them ? A heart, full of love,
those who are blown off or struck down by wind is the best witness of friendship with God that
and weather, that is, those who suffer themselves endures also in the fire of temptation. Thou art
to be changed by temptations and thoughts like pleased when a loved friend comes to see thee,
these: Why should I abide by the doctrine? I and is thy guest for a few days. Rejoice ! God,
well perceive, that it yields no other returns thy best friend, dwells in thee, abides with thee,
than those of being burdened with the disfavour, and possesses thee altogether, but thou art His
contempt, enmity, rage and fury of all the world, property and possession. With God thou hast all
The love of God manifested in Jesus
that I must risk my body and life, and must ever things.
take the lead against the devil, the world and Christ, is the most excellent object of our faith
The more we study it, the
the flesh, etc. Who can come up to this and and knowledge.
persevere, if that is all he is to get ? But it is greater is our taste of its sweetness.
A glorious
not to be so; the true course is rather to tear mark of the Christian religion as the only Divine
through all opposition, to proceed without heed- religion, viz.: it effects so great a* union between
ing obstacles, whether we meet with the sour or man and God, that God is in man and man in
the sweet, however it fare with us, be it friend God. 0, wicked man, how canst thou be joyrol
Beware
in anticipation of the judgment-day?
or enemy, or the devil himself and ever to think
I have not entered upon this work in order that that thou do deceive thyself with a false security
the people should give, love or reward me ; and instead of joyfulncss! Good Christian, whenever
therefore no desisting from it though I receive thou art about to do or to omit a thing, ask thyIt self: did my Saviour also do or omit this? It
the reward of ingratitude, envy and hatred.
(the world) shall not be so ill to me, as to over- will be of great benefit to thee and happily
come me with its ill: I will the rather, in oppo- further thee in thy Christian course. Be not
sition to it, continue to do good, regardless of afraid if thou art summoned before an earthly
thee or any one else, but for the sake of my court of justice; if thou lookest joyfully forward
to the great judgment of the world, why shouldest
Lord Christ, even as He did and still doeth.
Stabkk: Have we become partakers of the thou not be equally joyful in respect of a little
it
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human judgment day? Wherever a Christian and the door to all deception and delusion.
may be, he should always suffer himself to be Historical knowledge and personal spiritual lifeseen without fear or diBmay.

—

uan hymn. M.].
A. H. F&anckk

:

[Verse of old Ger-

—One droplet of faith

is

more

than a whole ocean of science, even
though it be the historical science of the Divine

glorious

word.

—

Hbtjbnee: Love has illuminating power,
The more you
while hatred darkens the soul.
Iotc, the greater the brightness of your knowledge; the more you love, the less it is possible
Want of love is a token
for you to be deceived.
All knowof want of real knowledge of God.
ledge, all theology must be rooted in love. Theology without the love of God is deception and
show. What dry metaphysics have often been
called religion and philosophy of religion, withGod who is
out containing a breath of love!
Love can only be known epraxi, ex urn; as long
as I have not made personal experience of the infinite Love of God, I can at the most only repeat
what others say of God. Lauding the love of
God from what is seen of Him in nature, is not
the shadow of the love of God in Christ.
Proud
philosophy could assert virtue and morality without the love of God and even go as far as to
maintain that virtue without religion is even
stronger and purer [than virtue with religion
M.]. Want of love to God is the most telling
proof of the fall.
For in the statu integro our
first sign of life ought to be love to God, even as
a babe is naturally drawn to its mother's breast.
It is true that our love to God proceeds from a
sense of shame, from conviction [of sin and ingratitude
M.] ; but that cannot now be altered
and he that would deny it ought first to turn the
whole world round. And who will most readily
own it? They who have begun to love God: they
ire painfully aware how little they love God !
If there had been no apostasy, no breach, what
necessity would there be for reconciliation ?
If
reconciliation could have been effected without
the Son, by our own efforts, by our own improve-

—

—

—

—

—

ment and amending, what purpose would have
been served by the sending of the Son ? This is
the miracle of love in God, that He kept immovable in His Love and continued to love His creature now as ever, sough tr the creature although
the creature had rebelled in enmity against Him.
The love of God, therefore is eternal, unchangeable and having its cause in Himself, without
having ever been greater or less than it is. This
miracle of love no man can know before he has
become aware of his misery, has had his eyes
opened and seen with tearful eyes how loving
the Lord is.
God has loved us; He has also
deemed my neighbour worthy of His love: if

—

—

God loves him, am

refuse loving him?
A knowledge of the love of God that has remained unfruitful, is not yet perfected. There
is sympathy or antipathy between the plants of
God's planting and of those of his enemy's
planting.
The children of God are sensible of
the spirit of affinity or antipathy in others.
So
it is said of Coccejus, who beyond all other things
strove after a pure heart, that he frequently
knew men at the first encounter. He that underrates historical evidence, overthrows the whole
foundation of Christianity and opens the gate
I

to

—

—

experience together constitute true Christianity.
is through and through Love, His whole
Essence, His real Nature is Love, t. e. is essentially His property to communicate Himself, to
impart Himself, to cause His glory and felicity
to stream forth on others [i. e. His creatures
M.], as it is the essential property of the sun to
shine.
It is true that the love of God, like the
heat of the sun, manifests itself to men only by
way of gradation. God is Love to all who stand
in love and turn to His Love, but He is a consuming fire to those who stand outside of love.
Love spurned brings torment : evil men, because
of their own guilt, experience a sense of
wrath. Every thing depends upon the attitude
of men towards God. -The Bible is, as it were,
the trumpet of the love of God, not nature^ by a
long way; it is only to beUeving Christians
that nature becomes the trumpet of the love of
God. The first tones of the love of God may be
heard in Gen. i. and iii.; but they sound loudest
in the New Testament.
Man is not lost as long
as he believes in love ; but he is lost, when he
loses that belief.
Chrysostom says that the
devil would be saved if he could believe in the
love of God.
Love changes God the Judge into
God the Father. He that cannot confide in love,
is unable to endure the look of the Most Loving.
Who but those who have pure and indefatigable
love are in this world like God and representaWhere we experience fear, a setives of God ?
cret dread, aversion to and distrust of God, love
fear is the first discipline of
is not yet perfected
v. 19.
The whole wonderful structure of
boys.
the Christian system; the one half is morality:
to love God with every thing implied therein
the other half the doctrine of faith, the conditioning ground : the love of God to us sinners in
The ground must be before the superChrist.
structure.
Love is most touching where it prevents the unworthy. We can only exhibit our
love to God the Unseen in His children that are
Christianity indissolubly unites the love
seen.
of God and the love of the brethren ; its charac-

God

—

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

teristic is that in it religion

and virtue commin-

gle in the Spirit of love.

Gerok
law of

(1 Jno. iv. 7-12): Love the fundamental
the world: 1. As written in heaven: for

GoU is Love. 2. As written on the cross: for
Christ is Love. 8. As written in our hearts: for
Christianity is Love.
Leonhabdi (1 Jno. iv. 9) : The manifestation of
It shines
the love of God to us in holy Christmas.
forth : 1. from the Divine Christmas-gift^ and 2.
from its blessed destination for us. It was manifested

1.

in

God sending His only-begotten Son into

the world, 2. in that we should live through Him.
Clauss : The sending of Christ is the greatest
proof of Divine Love. 1. Christ is the Only Begotten.
2. He brings life to the world
The same (on 1 Jno. iv. 12-16): The mystery
of the Divine Essence. 1. In which sense does It
always remain concealed ? 2. In what form has
It been revealed ? 8. With what eye only are we
able to recognize It ?
Wilhelm -.—The Church of the Lord. 1. The
good it has 2. The confession it makes : the
;

signs

whereby

it is

known.
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Leonhardi: Whereon it bated our Trinity-re1.
joicing f
know that the Father sent the
Son to be the Saviour of the world (vv. 14, 16)

We

we have learned

in the

Son the love which the

Father has in regard to us (vr. 15, 16) ; we
know from our love to one another, that He has
given us of His Spirit.
Luthardt (1 Jno. iv. 9, Advent-Sermon):
The love of Ood in Christ it our life. I. The love
of God ; 2. The sending of his Son; 8. Our life.
Real love viewed
Spurgeon (1 Jno. iv. 19)
1. as to its origin, 2. as to its maintenance, 3. as

Ranks : Life in love it the noblest life! let thai
be our conviction; toe will abide in this love! lei
that be our resolve; then Ood will abide with us,
let that be our blessing.
Love, the Essence of the Christian
J. MtJLLER:
1. The Christian life begins with love to
life.
God through Christ; 2. it develops into love to
our neighbour; 8. it perfects itself in the perfection of this twofold love.

— Who knows and

Harlbss:
who is Lovet

loves the living

God

He who

instead of deifying his
own love, knows and loves God in His love-manifestation in Christ; 2. he who, instead of loving
to its progress.
Ahlfbld (Marriage address on 1 Jno. iv. 19, God without fear, in his love fears God without
and Sermon on 1 Jno. iv. 9-16) : With threefold torment; 8. he who, instead of calling in such
1. In the love love all the world his brethren, loves every one,
bondt are tee tied to the Triune God.
among one another God abides in us; <2. In the but after the manner of God in Christ
Spitta: The word of the Holy Apostle John
Holy Ghost we abide in God and God in us; 8.
word of doctrine, wherein
In the confession of the Son of God, God abides in concerning love. 1.
word of exhortation,
he teaches us love ; 2.
us and we in God.
On the Spittle forjhe firtt Sunday after Trinity, wherein he exhorts us to practice love.
Claus Harms: Let us love Ood! Consider 1.
1 Jno. iv. 16-21.
Hkubner: The belief that Ood it Love, our The ground of the love of God, 2. its power and
manifestation inwardly, 8. its power and manifes1. Why is it thus?
only consolation in evil timet.
2. How do we become capable of this consolation? tation outwardly.
Bobb : God is love! 1. A confession of gratiThe Divine nature of love. 1. Proof (w. 16-18)
2. Inferences (vv. 19-21).— Ood it Love.— I. Ex- tude (v. 8) ; 2. a voice of comfort (w. 17, 18) ; 3.
a rule of life (w. 19, 20).
planation.
2. Proof (also Defence); 8. Duties,
Floret : The hallowing power of love on the heart
arising therefrom, incumbent upon us.
Belief in
1. Description of what it is, and
the love of Ood.
of man. 1. It unites the heart of man separated
whereon it is founded ; 2. The power of this be- from God (v. 16) ; 2. it calms the anxious hea*i
lief; 8. Inferences (resistance to attacks on that (w. 17, 18) ; 8. it warms—the cold heart (t. 19) ; 4.
the impure and sinful heart (v. 20)
belief; its animation by 'the imitation of Christ). it purifies
C. J. Nitzsoh (1818 during the siege of Wit- it animates and fructifiet the dead heart (v. 21 j.
Genzken (Confession-address): What do yet
tenberg, inaugural Sermon on the Epistle for 1st
Sunday after Trinity, 1 Jno. iv. 16-21):— The lack of true Chrittianity t 1. Its beginning is that
value of true love under the fear of exciting protpeett we know the love which Qod hat to ut. 2. Its proof the future. Love exalts us above the whole of gress, that we abide in this love; 8. Its full measure,
our earthly future. Her pains are deep, her that the experience of its hallowing power expels the
complainings sincere; yes, she looks so much fear of death and the judgment; 4. The test of all
the more sadly out into the future, because she this is brotherly love.
[Pearson: v. 9. Our belief in Christ, as the
can never suffer for herself alone, but true love
can nevermore cease to confide or despair of eternal Son of God, is necessary to raise us unto
deliverance.
To all true love is accorded the a thankful acknowledgment of the infinite loxe
privilege of overcoming the world and to soar of God, appearing in the sending of His onlybeyond time in the strength of true faith. She begotten Son into the world to die for sinners.
casts the brightest looks Into tho shadow of the This love of God is frequently extolled and adSee Jno. ill. 16 ; Rom.
future. She is not blind through fear, and knows mired by the Apostles.
that every time will have its own salvation, its viii. 5; viii. 82. If we look upon all this as
own footprints of Divine Love, from the ruins of nothing else but that God should cause a man to
the old there will spring up the new and the be born after another manner than other men,
better, in the school of distress there will mature and when he was so born after a peculiar manand prosper a nobler liberty and wisdom of the ner, yet a mortal man, should deliver him to die
nations, our children and the grandchildren of for the sins of the world ; I see no such great
our race in a rejuvenated world will think with expression of His love in this way of redemption
emotion and edification of their fathers, and we more than would have appeared, if He had reourselves shall never fall short of the assistance deemed us in any other way. It is true indeed,
and comfort which we need in our weakness. that the reparation of lapsed nian is no act of
And bright-eyed love has also an indefatigable absolute necessity in respect of God, but that he
arm ; it makes the best provision for whatever hath as freely designed our redemption as our
creation : considering the misery from which we
may be in store.
Sohleiermacher : Perfection of love. 1. The are redeemed, and the happiness to which we are
token, indicated by the Apostle, of the perfec- invited, we cannot but acknowledge the singular
love of God, even in the act of redemption itself;
2. That that, whereof he treats,
tion of love.
but yet the Apostles have raised that consideracan only be achieved by the perfection of love.
Kapff; God it Love, and love only makes ut tion higher, and placed the choicest mark of the
love of God in choosing such means, and performone with Ood.
Gerok: Another love termon. 1. The eternal ing in that manner our reparation, by sending
fountain of love. 2. The holy duty of love. 8. The His Only-begotten into the world ; by not sparing
true test of love. 4. The blissful happiness of love. His own Son, by giving and delivering Him up
:

1.

—

A

A

—

—

—

—

—

—

I

—

—
—
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to be scourged and crucified for us, and the estimation of this act of God's love must necessarily
increase proportionally to the dignity of the Son
thus sent into the world; because the more
worthy the Person of Christ before He suffered,
the greater His condescension unto such a suffering condition ; and the nearer His relation to the
Father, the greater His love to us, for whose
sakes He sent Him to suffer. Wherefore to derogate any way from the Person and Nature of our
Saviour before He suffered, is so far to undervalue the love of Qod, and consequently to come
short of that acknowledgment and thanksgiving
which is due unto Him for it. If then the sending of Christ into the world were the highest act
of the love of God which could be expressed ; if
we be obliged to a return of thankfulness some
way correspondent to such infinite love if such
a return can never be made without a true sense
of that infinity, and a sense of that infinity of love
cannot consist without an apprehension of an
infinite dignity of nature in the Person sent;
then it is absolutely necessary to believe, that
Christ is so the Only-begotten Son of the Father,
as to be of the same substance with Him, of glory
equal, of majesty ooeternal.
M.}.
[Barrow: (on v. 9). How indeed possibly
could God have demonstrated a greater excess of
kindness to us, than by thus, for our sake and
good, sending His dearest Son out of His bosom
into this sordid and servile state, subjecting Him
to all the infirmities of our frail nature, exposing
Him to the worst inconveniences of our low condition ? What expressions can signify, what comparisons can set out, the stupendous vastness of this
kindness? If we should imagine that a great
prince should put his only son (a son most lovely,
and worthily most beloved) into rags, should dismiss him from his court, should yield him up to
the hardest slavery, merely to the intent that he
hereby might redeem from captivity the meanest
and basest of his subjects, how faint a resemblance would this be of that immense goodness,
of that incomparable mercy, which in this instance the King of all the world hath declared
toward us His poor vassals, His indeed unworthy
And what greater reason of joy can
rebels ?
there be, than such an assurance of His love,
on whose love all our good dependeth, in whose
love all our felicity consisteth?
What can be
more delightful than to view the face of our Almighty Lord so graciously smiling upon us ? M. ].
[Bernard, de Nativ. Serm. 1. Apparuerat ante
potentia in rerum creations, apparebat Sapientia in
tarum gubernatione ; sed benignitas misericordia
nunc mazime apparuU in humanitate.
P. Leo M., de Nativ. Serm. 1. Semper quidem
;

—

—

—

—

dtversis

modis,

multisque mensuris

bonitas divina consuluit,

munera omnibus

et

humano

generi

plurima providentim

suse

retro seculis clementer impertiit; sed

omnem abundantiam solitm
quando in Christo ipsa ad pec-

in novissimis temporibus
benignitatis excessit;

catores muericordia, ipsa

ad mortuos

ad

vita descendit, etc.

—

errantes Veritas, ipsa

—M.].

[Secker: (on v. 18). For want of cultivating
the love of God, the thoughts of Him are dreadful
to the generality of men. Too many are tempted
to wish in their hearts, if they durst, that He
were not, or had no regard to human oonduct;
and if any of them can but persuade themselves

IV. 7-21. v
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for a while on the strength of some poor cavil,
to hope what they wish, they triumph in the

imagined discovery, that sets them so much at
ease.
From the same default, humbler and
righter minds consider Him very often in no better light, than as a rigid lawgiver arbitrarily exacting a number of almost impracticable duties,
and enforcing them with the dread of insupportable punishments: whenoe they are ready to
sink under the terrors of religion, even while
they are conscientiously fulfilling its precepts.
Looking on God as the object of love would rectify these mistaken conceptions entirely.
We
should all see and feel, that a Being of infinite
goodness, directed by infinite wisdom, is the
highest blessing: and the want of such an one
would be the greatest calamity that is possiblo
we should be satisfied that the strictest of His
laws, and the severest of their sanctions, are
means which He knows to be needful for our
good ; that His mercy will forgive on repentance
our past transgressions of them ; that His grace
will strengthen us to keep them better; and that
He will never reject a soul affectionately devoted
to Him.
In proportion then as we are so, all
terrifying apprehensions will vanish from us.
"There is no fear in love" saith the Apostle;
"but perfect love casteth out fear: because fear
hath torment." M.].
[Jortin: The love of God differs so much
from the love of sensible objects, and from our
other passions, that it can hardly be called a
passion in the same sense in which they are so
called.
It differs in this, that it is at first raised,
and afterwards kept up, by reason. It is therefore a religious habit and virtue, which no other
passion is, unless it hath God and morality and
religion for its objects.
In this also it differs
from them, that being both produced and preserved by reason, it is a sober and moderate affection, accompanied with no blind impetuosity,
no restless uneasiness, no violent commotion of
mind, like other passions; and as it riseth not to
the same height with them, so neither does it
sink as low at other times, but shews itself in an
uniform and sedate love of righteousness, of
every thing that God approves. Some persons,
not duly considering this, sincerely desire to
please God, and carefully endeavour to lead a
good life ; and yet sometimes are afraid that they
have no love for God, because they experience
not in themselves that warmth of affection, to
which others pretend, and which is expressed
and required in some books of devotion. They
may learn from the Scriptures, that where there
is obedience there is always love; and that whoever delights in holiness, and justice, and goodness, and mercy, and truth, may reasonably conclude that his heart is right towards God.
Others looking upon the love of God as upon a
mere passion, a disposition of mind producing
devotion and ending there, have excited in themselves a high ieal and affection for God, and a
firm persuasion, that they were His favourites
and, having done this, have thought themselves
arrived at Christian* perfection ; whilst at the
same time they have perhaps been under the dominion of evil habits, and addicted to wrath,
malice, covetousness, censoriousness, injustice,
pride, ambition, sensuality.
This strange mix*
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—
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tare of hypocrisy, vice and enthusiasm, hath
been common in all ages, and ever will be so.
There are always those, whose religion and devotion is, to use the words of St. Paul, "sounding brass," or clamour and confidence; whilst
true goodness is modest and unaffected, and
teaches men to make less noise, to live more honestly.
To preserve us from such delusions,
Christ hath told us, that we should either keep
His commandments, or not pretend to love Him
and that it signifies nothing to say to Him, "Lord,
Lord," and not to do what He requires. Other
love towards God than this the Scriptures know
not : they never recommend that spiritual fever,

and joy triumphs in possession. Thus religion
fixes the heart on its treasure, in faith without
wavering, and resignation without reserve: it
draws the affections upwards towards heaven, at
the sun does the exhalations of the earth, to
return in fruitful showers, and bless the world.
M.;.
[Sermon* and Sermon Thanes.
v. 8.

—

nevolence of God, as exhib-

warm transports, and

by

ited

that bold familiarity,
which some zealots affect ; nor that cold, refined,
mysterious, and disinterested devotion, which
another sort of fanatics require: for, first, the
love of God is sober reason, and not blind passion ; reverence, and not presumption : secondly,
it is gratitude ; and we " love Him, because He

those

Lxland, John, The goodness of God.
4. Serm.
Disc. I. p. 225.
Dwiqht, T., Benevolence of God ii
proved by the works of creation and providence.—Be-

logy

Scott, T.,

I.

God

revelation.

—Theo-

pp. 119, 139.
is Love.
Works,

4,

69.
v. 9.

Tillotson, Abp., The love of God to

men

which

in the incarnation of
Christ. Serm. 6, 8.
9, 10. Simeon, C, The love of God in giving
His Son for us. Worki 20,
479.

How

t. 10.

loved us."—M.].
[Hobkb (on v. 21).—Observe the firm basis on

first

w.

:

is forever fixed the morality of the GospeL
clear in its principles! how powerful in its
" We love God, because He first loved
motives!
us;" "and sent His Son to be the propitiation for
our sins. If God so loved us, we ought also to
love one another."
For "he who loveth Him
that begat, loveth Him also that is begotten of
Him." The head of the most unlearned cannot
but comprehend the meaning of these few words
and the heart of the most learned must feel the
force of them. Such is the ground of that charity, which performeth every duty of social life,
and fulfilleth the law. To inculcate and produce
in us this heavenly disposition, is the end of the
Gospel and all its doctrines. It is deduoed in
Scripture even from those that may seem to be
of the most mysterious and speculative nature:
the unity of the Divine Persons ; the Divinity
and the satisfaction of Christ ; doctrines, which
cannot therefore be denied or degraded, without
removing or proportionably lessening the most
endearing and affecting incitements to the Chris-*
Indeed the happy temper of a Christian life.
tian is the natural and kindly effect of the great
-evangelical truths, when treasured up in the
mind, and made the subjects of frequent meditaThe ideas of a reconciled God ; a Saviour
tion.
and Intercessor on high ; a gracious Spirit, informing our ignorance, purifying our hearts, relieving our necessities, alleviating our cares, and
comforting our Borrows: such ideas as these
enable us to bridle the appetites of the body, and
to calm the emotions of the mind ; to bear with
patience and cheerfulness the calamities of life
they sweeten the tempers, and harmonize the
affections, resolving them all into one, diversified
according to the different situation of its proper
object ; of which grief laments the absence, and
fear apprehends the loss ; desire pursues it ; hope
has it in view ; anger rises against obstruction,

Hbhbt, Phil., Christ is our Propitiation.
M. Henry's Works.
Appendix, 40.

w.

10, 11.

The unpurchased

love of God in the

redemption of the world by
Jesus Christ, a great argu-

ment for Christian

benevo-

lence,
v. 11.

Hobhi,Bp., Charity recommended en
true motive.
441.

its

Disc

5,

t. 18. Saubix, La tranquillity qui natt do
Serm.
la parfaite charitl.

w.

6.488.
18-21. M'Chbtwb, R. M., The perfect love
of God to us. Remains, 868.
t. 19.

Ebskihb, R., Preventing love; or
God's love the cause of our
love to Him. Works, 2, 1.
Wahdlaw, R., On the question how
far disinterestedness is an
essential quality in legitimate
Christum
love to God.
Ethics, 278.
Chalmbbs, T., Gratitude, not a sor-

did affection. Works, 8, 221
love of God and
our brother, considered in
Seventeen Sermons. Works,
6,1.
Williams, Isaac, Love the mark of
God's children. Serm. 2, 61.
v. 21. Smaleidge, Bp., The necessary connection between the love of
God and our brother. Ser-

v. 20.

Hows, John, The

mons

810.

8., The love of the
Sermons on sevbrethren.
eral occasions. 78. M.].

Wilbbrfobcb,

—
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CHAP. V.

The power offaith (w. 1-6),

8.

it*

testimony (yv. 6-10),

Chaptbb V.

Whosoever 4 believeth that Jesus
2

3

4
5

166

1-12.

is

and substance

(yv. 11. 12).

1-12.

the Christ'

is

born of

God and
:

every one that

him that begat loveth him also* that is begotten of him. By this4 we know
that we love the children of God, when we love God, and keep his commandments. 6
For this is the love of God, that we keep his commandments: and his commandments
loveth

6
7
are not grievous. For whatsoever is born of God overcometh the world: and this is the
8
10
is he
that overcometh the
victory that overcometh the world, even our* faith.

Who

he that believeth that Jesus is the Son of God ? This is he that came by
13
14
water and blood," even Jesus Christ ; not by water only, but by water and blood. 1*
17
16
witness,
the
Spirit
is truth.
that
beareth
because
Spirit
the
For there are
it
is
And
7
18
three that bear record in heaven, the Father, the Word, and the Holy Ghost: and these
8 three are one. And there are three that bear witness in earth, the spirit, and the water,
If we receive the witness of men, the
9 and the blood : and these three agree in one.*
witness of God is greater: for" this is the witness of God which* he hath testified of
He that believeth on the Son of God hath the witness" in himself: he that
10 his Son.
1
believeth not God * hath made him a liar; because he believeth not the record that
26
And this is the record, that God hath given to us eternal
11 God gave of his Son.
4
is
in his Son.*
He that hath the Son 66 hath life; and he that
life
this*
12 life, and
7
hath not the Son of God hath not life.*
6

world, but11

Vane L P German " Every one that believeth," and ao
p German "That Jeans is Christ."—M.]
:

E. V. In second clause.—1L]

:

»Kai

minuse.
: " loveth also

-

German

[

Verse

2.

Vent 4.

5.

Versed.

Him

that

is
is

the reading of A. Sin. (which has to instead of ror)

and several

begotten of Him."—M.]

[*'Er rovTy, in this, hereby.—M.]
»TTjo«/t«»S cannot be consldered^to be supported by A. which omits the following words avr^ y*>
iarir ij tydwif rod 0cov, Iva r&« ivroA&f avrov, so that riypwfi<v there might come
from v. 8, although the omission of said words is more easily accounted for, even if we read r^pM/icr
and not w o t » p « * (B. and al.) v. 2 ; bat Sin. G. K. al. abundantly sustain the reading in question.
" because " so Alford.—M.]
German : " all that ;" so Alford.—M.]
rtxir i KtKif?a<ra to? xlo-po?; German: "the victory which hath overcome the world;" Alford:
conquered."
**has
M.]
tJlfiHK; so A. B. G. K. 81n.; vpwi', only in unimportant Codd.

[•

German :

bwavrb;
[*

Verse

before y * yevvrtfiivo v

ij

—

reeds 8 i after rlt, B. K. have Si after rii i<rrtv\ others read yap; e.^Syriao*, others prefix
sal, while A. and al. [G. Vulg., Lachrn^ Tischend., Alt—M.1 have no conjunction at all. [German:
M Bat who is it, that etc."—
M.J
pi German ; M If not he ;" Alt "except he."—M.]
Uic«l vpstfpaToe after atfi«TO«, though found in A. Sin- several minuscules and versions, is
evidently an Interpretation, like the still less authentio k*\ 4r ry s'rctfpart after e> ry
*> Sin.

atftari,
» The Article « before xpt<rr<J« found in B., is omitted by A. G. Sin. al.
[M German; M not in the water only " so Alford.—M.1
German: u but in the water and in the blood."—M J
p* German: MAnd the 8pirit is ft that testifleth."—M.J
"The reading xpi<rT6<, instead of to a-rcvpa before ^ aAiftcta

P

is only very feebly supported.
firm foundation are several readings in this verse which do not even touch the
<cal,aAij0«ta without the Article.
Verse 7. p8 German : ** For they are three that bear witness :" Alford " For those who bear witness are three." Gar*
man : M And the three are one." Alford : "And the three concur in one."—M.]

Squally devoid of

sense, e.g.

Terse

9.

all

s^e, AM*

[» German : " because."—M.]

» 5ti

Is the reading of A. B. Sin. al. instead of ft v, Rec. [K. L. al. German : " because that is the testimony
of God, that He hath testified of His Son." Alford : ^The testimony of God is this, that He hath borne
testimony concerning His Son."—M.]
Verse 10. « The addition of rov 0cov after naprvptar in A, Is wanting In B. Sin. al.
B « * in B. G. 8tn. Is more authentic than t y v J y of A. and in better agreement with the context.
p» German : " He that believeth in the Son of God, hath the testimony in himself; he that believeth not God,
bath made Him a liar, because He hath not believed in the testimony, which God hath given concerning
His Son." The last clause Is more correctly rendered thus : M which God hath testified concerning His
Son." The variation " record " in this verse in B. V. should by all means be avoided.—M.]

*ry

Wnk

Verse 11. •Wo»th», generally at the end of the verse; in A. between a^ra and
[» Oerman : "And this is the life in His Son."—M.]
Verse IS. "rov 0<oi after the first rer »t br, as Lather reads, is too feebly supported;

It is

wanting In the best

Codd., also in Sin.
[ff

German : "hath not the

•For particulars concerning

life."—M.]

this passage see Critical

NoU on yv. 7. &—M.
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CRITICAL NOTE ON VERSES 7
After

AND

8.

uaprvpovvrec in v. 7, folovpavfr, 6 narfjp % 6 7u6yoc not rb aytov
ovrot ol rpelc b> elatv v. 8, koX rpelc

brt rpelc elalv ol

lows : iv r$
irvcvfia.

km

—

Thus Cod. 173,
iv ry y%'
not however in the original Cod. of the 11th century, but only in a copy of it made in the 16th
century; Codd. 84 and 162, belonging to the
same period, viz. the 15th and 16th centuries,
omit the words nal ol rpeic rb iv elatv, and the
Articles before iraryp, teyoc and aytov irvevpa,
which shows the mechanical translation from the
Vulgate. Said words are wanting in all the
Greek Codicbs, also in the Codex Sihaiticus,
in ALMOST ALL TH1 AHOIBHT VERSIONS, INCLUDING
the Latin, as late as the 8th century, and since
that time they are found in three variations.
Notwithstanding the trinitarian controversies,
they are not referred to by a single Greek
Father, or bt ant or the older Latin Church
Fathers. For the allusions of Tertullian (adv.
Parafilio et filii
Prax. 25. connexus Patris
cleto, tres efficit cohssrenles alierum ex altero; qui
tres unum sunt), and of Cyprian (ep. ad Jubaianum: cum tres unum sunt) are to Jno. z. 80;
xvi. 6 ; and if the latter says in De Unitate Eccle"Dicit Dominus: ego et Paier unum
siffi p. 79.
eumue; et iterum de Patre et Filio et Spiritu
Sancto Scriptum eel : et hi tres unum sunt, the
elalv ol uaprvpovvrec

m

^

m

reference in iterum is clearly to this place, but to v.
8, to wit, according to the symbolical interpretation [of the words rb wvevfia, to v6op and rd aifia
of the Trinity, as given in the Schoi. by Matthaei
ol rpelc <te einev apaevtK&c, ori otfipofai ravra rife
rptddoc, and in the Schol.: rovrkari to irvevpa rb
ayiov koI 6 iraritp ko2 avrbc iavrov, and on tv elatv:
rovriart ula &e6nx, e\c #r<$c], as Facundus of Hermiane in the 6th century understood Cyprian, in
Pro defcns. trium eapitum 1, 3 [tree eunt qui testimonium dant (in terra t). Spiritus, aqua et sanguis, hi
tree unum sunt .... quod Joannie apoetoli testbnonium Cyprianue . . . de Patre, Filio et Spiritu Sancto
intelligit.
M.], who was not unacquainted with
and free from mystical interpretations (the seamless coat, a type of Church unity, etc. ). The aforecited Greek scholia contain unmistakable traces of
the allegorical interpretation.. The reading may
gradually have originated in them and the passages from Cyprian, whose interpretation of the
Persons of the Trinity was placed in juxtapoeition
with the text on which it was based. These
words were mentioned first in a work which is to
be ascribed to Vigilius^of Thapsus, at the close
of the 6th century ; they occur more frequently
afterwards and are found in most Latin translationfs [also in several German translations made
from the Vulgate M.]. After a Greek translation of the transactions of the Lateran Council
of 1215 they were first inserted in Greek in the

—

.

found in any Greek Manuscript. Learning that
they were found in said Codex Britannicus, he
inserted them in the 8rd edition of 1522 and
added the note: liEx hoc igilur Codice Britanmn
reposuimus, quod in noetrie dicebarur detsse: need
sit

ansa calumniandi.

Tametsi suspicor

—

codkm

il-

ium adnostros esse correctum." M.]. Then Robert Stephanus received them 1646-1569, Ben
1565-1576 and the Text. Recept. sanctioned the
citiienship of this reading.
Luther never translated these words, but commented upon them in
his second commentary on this Epistle, although
he had pronounced them spurious in his first
commentary. They are omitted in all German
Wittenberg Bibles from 1522-1545; they are first
inserted in Lehmann's Quarto Wittenberg edition
of 1596, although they are still wanting ia
later editions and in the Quarto edition of
1620. They appear first in the Zurich edition
of 1529 the next edition of 1581 has this passage
;

in smaller type, the later editions insert

it

in

brackets, which were not abandoned until 1597.
The Basle edition of 1552 gives it already without brackets.
Of the Frankfort editions, the
Quarto of 1582 was the first in which this passage is inserted, although it is omitted in the
Octavo edition of the same year. It was of no
avail that Luther considered these words as a
clumsy addition directed against the Arians
which was wanting in the Greek Bibles, and
that Bugenhagen. on the appearance in 1549, of a
lectionary, containing these words, *at Wittenberg, gave this warning: "Obsecro chalcograpkos
et eruditos viros, ut illam additionem omittant et restituant grmca

veritatem."

sum priori mtegritati etpuritati propter

—The genuineness of

this passage was
attempted to be defended in the 17th century. Lastly Bengel still upheld it [but with the
arbitrary assumption, that the text read originally thus : 4 *6t* rpelc elatv ol uaprvpovvrec evrjyi.
Td nvevua k. r. "X. etc rb iv eiatv. v. 8. Koi rpelc

still

uaprvpovvrec iv r(f> wpavQ, 6 frari)p, 6 Aoyof
rb aytov irvevaa- koI ovtoi ol rpe'tc kv elatv. Apparat. CriL
M.], who was followed by v. Meyer,
elatv ol
ical

—

Sander, Besser and
bach's diatribe ad h.

Mayer.

—Compare

in ed\

Gries-

1806; Rickli
;
Tischendorf tdttio major 1859,
torn. 2. p. 225-228.—This critical, external evidence is fully sustained by internal evidence,
viz. the exegeticai reasons against these words.
The idea of a witness tv ry obpavy cannot be
carried out.
Henoe certain commentators, e. $.
a Lapide, change the testari in ccelo into a testari
de coelo, or find in it a description of the nature
of the testimony (8. Schmidt, Spener), or of the
witnesses (Bengel). Moreover the collocation of
the words 6 irarfyp and 6 Tuoyoc is altogether contrary to John's diction, which gives only 6 oVor
and 6 Myoc or 6 narjjp and 6 vide in juxtaposition
(Jno. i. 1 sqq. ; v. 21 sqq. ; xiv. 9 sqq.] Again
Complutensian edition (of 1602 to 1514). Eras- rb iv can only be interpreted of unity of essence
mus, who did not insert them in his editions of and the context affords no ground for such an
The advocates of the passage
the Greek New Testament of 1516 and 1518, re- interpretation.
ceived them in the version of 1521, and the third have also recourse to arbitrary expedients, e. g.
edition of 1522, yielding to the pressure of the Bengel who places v. 8 before v. 7 [see above
Church (pium est, nostrum tensum semper eccleeim M.]. Lastly we cannot consider them to have
judido submittere), and with reference to the Codex been inserted by orthodox Christians against the
Britannicus (=codex 84), in order to justify Arians (as Luther thinks), the reference being
himself before the learned.
[Erasmus had com- to a testimony on earth. The fact is that they
mitted himself to their insertion if they were cannot be used without arbitrariness grammatiI.

a.

on this passage

—
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CHAP. V.
cally, dialectically

or logically.

Cf.

Huther 2d

—

228 sq. [Huther: Luther remarks
on this passage : ** It seems that this verse was
inserted by the orthodox with reference to the
Arians, which insertion however was not congruous,
because he does not discourse of the witnesses in
heaven, but of the witnesses on earth, here and
This is the opinion of most modern exthere."
If we
positors, excepting Besser and Sander.
edition, p.

157

1-12.

—

I subjoin here also Sir Isaac
Newton's Paraphrastic Exposition : " Who is he

of the testimony,

that overcometh the world, but he that believeth that
is the Son of Ood, that Son spoken of in the
Psalms, where He saith, 'Thou art
Son, this

Jesus

my

day have I begotten thee.' This is He that, after
the Jews had long expected Him, came, first in a
mortal body, by baptism of water, and then in an
immortal one by shedding His blood upon the
look at the contents of the whole Epistle, it is in- cross, and rising again from the dead; not by
deed not difficult to harmonize the thought of the water only, but by water and blood, being the Son of
three witnesses in heaven with scattered sayings God, as well as by His supernatural birth of the
but it does not follow from this Virgin (Luke i. 35). And it is the Spirit also, that
in this Epistle
that it is appropriate or even necessary at the together with the water and the blood, beareth
On the contrary this is witness of the truth of His coming; because the
place where it occurs.
manifestly not the case, since neither the verses Spirit is truth, and so a fit and unexceptionable
immediately following or preceding, with which witness. For there are three that bear record of
v. 7 is intimately connected by or*, contain any
His coming; the Spirit, which He promised to
reference whatsoever to such a trinitarian testi- send, and which was since sent forth upon us in
mony in heaven. The specification of the three the form of cloven tongues, and of various gifts;
witnesses: nvevfia, vdup, al/m, is clearly and the baptism of water, wherein Qod testified, 4 this
and the shedding of His
plainly substantiated by what precedes, but this is my beloved Son;
blood, accompanied with the resurrection, whereis not the case with respect to that of the three
witnesses: 6 ttarrjp, 6 )*6yoc, rb Trvevpa ayiov; this by He became the most faithful martyr or witAnd these three, the Spirit, the
trinity is introduced abruptly, without any prep- ness of the truth.
aration but the sequel also militates against it, baptism, and passion of Christ, agree in witnessespecially since it is altogether uncertain which ing one and the same thing (namely, that the Son
and therefore their evidence
testimony is meant by the fjtaprvpla rov &eov% v. 9, of God is come)
that of the three in heaven, or that of the three is strong for the Law requires but two consentTo this must be added that these ing witnesses, and here we have three, and if we
on earth.
;

1

;

;

:

—

two different testimonies are placed in juxtaposition without being connected together; it is
said, indeed, that the two three witnesses agree
together, but nothing is said of the relation of
the two threes to one another.
The thought per
se, moreover, lacks clearness ;
for what are we
to understand by a testimony in heaven?
Bengel (with whom Sander agrees) says indeed:

of men, the threefold witness of
Ood, which He bare of His Son, by declaring at
His baptism This is my beloved Son,' by raising
Him from the dead, and by pouring out His
Spirit upon us, is greater; and therefore ought to
be more readily received." "This," Sir Isaac
Newton observes, "is the sense plain and natural,
and the argument full and strong; but if you
"Nonfertur testimonium in coslo, sed in terra: qui insert the testimony of the three in heaven, you
auUm testantur, sunt in terra, sunt in ecelo ; i. e. illi interrupt and spoil it ; for the whole design of
sunt naturae terrestris et humonm, hi autem naturse the Apostle being here to prove to men by witdivina et gloriosse." But the untenableness of this ness the truth of Christ's coming, I would ask
proposition is evident, on the one hand, from the how the testimony of the three in heaven' makes
circumstance that iv r£ ovpavQ does not belong to this purpose ? If their testimony be not given
to eloiv, but to fiaprvpovvrec, that consequently to men, how does it prove to them the truth of
the text absolutely says nothing of a being in Christ's coming? If it be (given), how is the
heaven, but asserts a testifying in heaven, and on testimony in heaven distinguished from that on
the other, from the consideration that the irvevpa earth ? It is the same Spirit which witnesses in
which is afterwards connected with vSup and heaven and in earth. If in both cases it witnesses
difia is to be conceived as something earthly and
to us men, wherein lies the difference between its
human. Add to this the non-johannean character witnessing in heaven and its witnessing in earth ?
of the diction, for though in John we meet the collo- If in the first case it does not witness to them to
cations 6 $c6g and 6 7j6yoc, and 6 naHjp and 6 whom does it witness ? And to what purpose ?
vl6c, we never encounter that of 6 irarfjp and 6 2.6And how does its witnessing make to the design
yoc; Sander, to be sure, has recourse to the of St John's discourse? Let them make good
rather easy expedient of assuming here an anal- sense of it who are able. For my part, 1 can
Xeydfievov, but that assumption cannot be admitted make none.
If it be said, that we are not to dehere, because those words are of constant occur- termine what is Scripture, and what not, by our
rence in John and the collocation is not acci- private judgments, I confess it in places not condental, but founded on the nature of the case. troverted, but in disputable places, I love to take
The interpolator evidently wrote Myoc. because what I can best understand." M.].
he thought that term to be purely Johannean,
not reflecting however that its connection with
wariip was un-johannean.
EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.
Lastly, koX ovtoi ol
rpeif tv euu, is also surprising. Bengel explains
receive the witness

•

—

—

'

—

—

—

Unum sunt essentia, nolitia, voluntate, aiqut adeo
consensu testimonii; and properly begins with the
unity of essence, for that is indicated by said

—

words but this unity of essence is irrelevant
here, where the reference is rather to the unity

Connection,
That which in the preceding verses
had been repeatedly noticed as a proof of the

love of God, the appearing of Jesus Christ (vr.
9, 10, 14, 19), and as the immediate consequence
of it, had been indicated as the exhibition of our
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—
knowledge and = whensoever; there may be fluctuations,
16), the Apostle places with turbances, pauses, or ebbs in our love
God;
—
emphatic prominence at the end of this section but when
in
brotherly love surely

life-fellowship with God,

confession

faith,

dis-

(vv. 15,

to

us,

it is

is alto

with a primary reference to brotherly love ( v. 1), in us. Hence John annexes to ayairupev tov defa,
then with respect to the love of God ana obe- toc tvTohac avrov rijp&fiev in order to designate
dience to His commandment (vv. 2, 8), with ref- the living love to God by an obedience rooted in
erence to the victory over the world (v. 4), vix. faith the love of God, so that brotherly love should be
in Jesus the Christ (v. la), the Son of God (v. 5), considered as one of the commandments of God,
who is confirmed as such by God Himself (vv. and, at the same time, as the necessary conse6-9), and in His work or gift, eternal life (vv. quence of our love to God, as of the necessary
10-1*2). Bcngel: "Concinne Apostolus in hac trac- ground.* [Huther: He that loves God, basin
tationis parte mentionem a maris iia collocat ut fidts this his love a testimony that he also loves bis
tanquam prora ctpuppis totius tractalionis, in extremo brethren, even as riicva tov &cov because broth-

—

spectetur."

w. 1-6.
Every one that belie veth that
Christ, is born of God. The only

Efficacy of faith in Christ,

Veb.

1.

Jesus is
limitation

—

of the universality (irac) is believing (TTtare vuv) and the object of faith (on 'Iqoovc
ioTiv 6 xprtror); the faith may be weak and imperfect, provided that it be sincere (subjective)
and right (objective), and consequently true.
This believing involves knowledge, inclination,
yielding and trust and genders susceptibility for
It is clear from v. 6 that 6 ^pwrrdf
receiving.
refers to the inward nature of Him that has been
manifested, =6 'vloc tov tieov, although these ideas
are not identical and may occur in juxtaposition
the Divine Sonship makes the Man Jesus
(iii. 23)

theChrist=Saviour. Cf. ch. iv. 16 and ii. 22.
the Present rciorevuv and the Perfect
yeykvvrirai denote the regeneration, the birth out
of God as the ground, and faith, which is a Divine
work (Eph. ii. 8), as the consequence; only a
child of God believes in Jesus the Son of God.
tenses,

And every one that loveth Him that
begot him, loveth also him that is begotten of Him. Mac b ayaTT&v is a parallel of nac
and gives prominence

to

what was

given along with and received in faith. Hence
there is no need of an ellipsis to be filled up, like
that specified by Huther: "he that is born of
God loveth God." The object (ynrvfoavra) is evidently God, and hence cf avTov=^eov t and rbv
ytyewtiii&vov eg avrov denotes the believer (v. 2:
ra rkicva tov &eoi>). Argumentum ex communi natune ordine sumtum (Calvin), or a propensione naturaliy qua cernitur in hominibus (Estius).
Cf.
Eph. v. 28-80. The reference therefore is not
to Christ as maintained by Augustine, Hilary
and others. The Present aya-rtg by the side of
6 ayarruv denotes the interconnection of brotherly
love and the love of God [i. e. our love of our
brother and of God M.I, the simultaneousness
and duration of the relation of both. The Apostle lays it down as a fact, not as something which
he requires ; he shall love.

—

Veb.

2.

—

God to be ascertained from our keeping
The commandments and loving our brethren, u e.

:

6 irtareiuv,

erly love is the necessary consequence of the love
of God; but the converse is also true, that be
who loves the brethren, has in this his love a
testimony that he also loves God, because bis
love to God is the necessary around of his love to
the brethren. Alford: And indeed so inseparable are the two, that as before iv. 20, our love to
our brethren was made a sign and necessary
condition of our love to God, bo conversely, our
love to God, ascertained by our keeping His commandments, is itself the measure of our love to
the children of God. Either of the two being
found to be present, the presence of the other
folio ws.
M.J. While John elsewhere (ch. ii. 3;
iv. 20, 21) makes the knowledge of God and love

In this

we know,

the children of God,

that we love
love God

when we

and keep His commandments. — It

is

clear

is to something which
every one may and must know from his ovm experience and not from that of others. Again it
is clear that this something is brotherly love,
even the love to our brethren, who are rkicva
Lastly it is clear that the token and sign
&eov.
of it is our love to God and our keeping His commandments. For brav followed by the Indicative
ayairopev (Winer, p. 326), is a conditional particle, although it is qualified by the idea of time,

that the reference here

to

His
the

ground from the consequence, so he conversely
makes us ascertain the consequence from the
ground, which, considering the unity of the Divine life, is the less surprising, since the former
references point to the truth and purity of oar
disposition, while here the concluding reference
is to the consolation which we need in the discharge of an important and difficult duty. Hence
it is wrong and unnecessary, to assume here, with
Grotius following Oecumenius, a trajection, or to
construe, with de Wette, the sentence tov fadr
ayairopev as simply accompanying the sentence
immediately following, so that obedience is to be
considered only as emanating from the love to
God, or still worse, to alter the text, as some of
the ancient versions (the Ethiopic and Arabic),
and several unimportant expositors, have dared
[Calvin also gives a wrong turn to the
to do.
thought in the remark: "Nunc docet, rede et ordine amari homines, quum Dsus priores obtmet; mU
sk mutuam coH inter nos caritaiem, ut Deus, pre*-

feratur."—M.].

Ver.

3.

For this

is

the love of God, that

we keep His commandments.—The

con-

nection of our love to God with our keeping
His commandments doubtless occasioned this saying, in order to take in its unity that which bad
been treated as simply coordinate [vix. the ideas
expressed in the two preceding clauses. M.].
Huther. Avrn 2vo, as in ch. i. 9; iv. 17, denotes the requirement and tendency of love;
eoriv describes its nature, notc==it implies, it includes the effort (de Wette). The context (v. 2)
shows that the love of God here is our love to

—

—

God.

And His commandments are

not griev-

this clause is added by John "encouragingly in the full and joyous consciousness of his
Divine sonship," (Dusterdieck). Cf. Matin, xi.

ous;

80: foprhov iAafpdv;

Luke
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CHAP.
The connection requires us to apply this
only to regenerate Christians, to whom is given
the ability to keep the commandments of God.
So most Commentators. Cf. Doctrinal and Ethi[Oxford Catena: el
cal on this section below.
tic npooO&iiv avralg /u) bv del rpdnov TJyet avrag
4>i7uov yap
papciac, r^v iavrov acOivetav JTidaarorole ayav airofldXXovotv taxpv fiap&a voui&adai koi
Spener: "The referto icavb k\a$pa koX nofya.
ence is to the difficulty of a burden so oppressive as
Calov : "Dicil
to be insupportable and painful."
ta non esse gravia, quia non aggravant, out in* tar
tokto.

—

molts onerosst

—
premunt renatum." —Huther:

"The

commandments of God as the requirements of
man created after His Image, cannot be difficult

man ; bat if they are, the reason is, that man
has left his original relation to God ; they are
not difficult to the believer, because, as the child
of God, he has returned to the original relation
Alford: "This declaration,
of love to God."
that His commandments are not grievous, has, as
did ch. iii. 9, furnished some of the Roman Catholic Commentators with an opportunity of
characterizing very severely the Protestant position that none Can keep God's commandments.
But here as there the reply is obvious and easy.
The course of the Apostle's argument here, as introduced in the next verse by bri, substantiates
this paauai owe eiofr by showing that all who are
born of God are standing in and upon the victory
which their faith has obtained over the world.
In this victorious state, and in as far as they have
advanced into it, in other words in proportion as
the Divine life is developed and dominant in
them, do they find those commandments not
grievous.
If this state, in its ideality, were realized in them, there would be no difficulty for
them in God's commandments; it is because, and
in so far as sin is still reigning in their mortal
bodies and their wills are unsubdued to God's
will, that any (3dpo^ remains in keeping those
commandments." The reader is also reminded
of Augustine's saying, "Da quod jubes et Jube
quod vis" (Confess. 10, 29), and referred to Ausonius (ad. Theodos. 13), "Juvat qui Jubet," and
Bp. Sanderson, Serm 3. p. 316.— M.].
Veil 4. Because all that is born of
overoometh the world. Now follows (on)
the reason why the commandments of God are
not grievous.
Hence way rb ytyrwnpkvov as in
Jno. iii. 6, 37, 39 ; xvii. 2 (nav avroic, like here
nav r/uuv), denotes universality. See notes on
ch. L 1, Winer, p. 191, 5=tfrdi/rer ol yeyewnukvoi.
The reference is to persons, not to disposition,
virtuUs and charismata (Oecumenius, Paulus), or
to the dignity of the Divine sonship (BaumgartenCrusius).
Kbouoc is here taken collectively, as
the opposite of the kingdom of God, as whatever
opposes its progress, estranged from and hostile
to God and the Divine, within and without men
(Calvin [jquicquid adversum est Dei spirituu
Ita
naturm nostra pravitas pars mundi est, omnes
concupiscentiK, omnes Satanse actus, quicquid denique nos a Deo abstrahil.—M..], Beza, Spener,
Lucke, Dusterdieck, Huther, and al.); hence not
merehr inwardly the love of the world and of self
(de Wette), or outwardly homines virtute et pietate
adversantes, their machinationes, even to the persecutions* (Grotius), nor merely eccletia judaica et
judaismus (Schottgen).
[Alford: "The argu30
to

—

God

—

—

— —

—

—

H9

T. 1-12.

ment then is this: The commandments of God
are not grievous : for, although in keeping them
there is ever a conflict, yet that conflict issues in
universal victory: the whole mass of the born of
God conquer the world: therefore none of us
need contemplate failure, or^faint under his
Btruggle as a hard one."
HI.].
The Present
vuc? denotes the constant victory in the conflict
to be endured; "the children of God light with
the world only as conquerors" (Dusterdieck), cf.
ch. ii. 13, 14 ; iv. 4.
But vucpv must not be diluted

—

—

into " keeping oneself, unseduced" (BaumgartenCrusius).
this ia the victory which hath overcome the world: our faith. Avrn v'uu] refers
to iriariQ, iffiCtv is not explained here but in the
next verse.
N//07, being further qualified by
viKfjaaoa, does not denote the action which con-*
quers the world (Ebrard), but victoria parto, the
fact of the victory, the faith, not the cause of, but
the participation in the viotory and the reception
of the power of continuing, maintaining and consummating the victory.
Lorinus: " Victoria
proprie non vincit, sed comparatur vincendo, sed energiam continet ea formula, denotans in quo sUa sit
vincendi ratio, unde victoria parta. 71
Huther:
" Faith is here intended to be extolled not as the
result of a conflict, but as the combatant who has
gained the victory." Hence faith itself is not
yet the victory (Baumgarten-Crusius, Neander),

And

nor must the Aorist be explained -to former,
departed Christians (Socinus). Cf. ch. ii. 13, 14,
23; iv. 4; v. 12.

Veb. 5. Bat who la it that overcome th
the world, if not he that believeth that
Jesus is the Son of God. While v. 4 brought

—

in yuctv nicric, this verse gives emphatic prominence to the contents of the faith qualified by
r)uLiv in a triumphant question well suited to this
section of the victory over the world. Bengel:
Credens omni* el solus vincit. Episcopius : Lustrate
universum mundum et ostendite rnihi vel wmm, de quo
vere affirmaripossU, quod mundum vincat, quichrutianus et fide hoc prsedilus non sit. The Apostle, in
this question, appeals to the experience of his
Church. The Present 6 vikuv, which, with respect
to the fact : $ vucn vtxffaaaa (v. 4), denotes the
person conquering in the conflict, indicates the
existing and present attitude and relation of the
believer.
But by the variation: on 6 vibe tov
deou instead of 6 xp^ T <k v. 1, the Apostle refers
to the essential glory of Jesus, and also to the
fact that believers, as partakers of His glory and
as the children of God, of course conquer with
Him and participate in His victory. The be-,
liever, who is Christ's and whose is Christ the
Son of God, is a conqueror in his character of
being a child of God. If only faith is true, and
the believer born again, born of God, which may
be ascertained from love to the brethren and love
to God and a hearty obedience to the commandments of God, the victory over the world also is
indubitable. And with this the Apostle is here
particularly concerned.
Jesus is really confirmed as the Son of God. w.
6-9.
Veb. 6. This is
that came by water and
blood, Jesus Christ. Ovroc refers to the Person Jesus, whose dignity is proved and confirmed.
*0 eMbv must be taken substantively as at ch. L

—

He
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6; Jno. i. 15, 88 ; iii. 18, 81 ; the Article requires
this and forbids the connection of the Participle

with the preceding iartv, as if it were—this one
came; for we read not iartv iT&uv, but iartv 6
iM6v. But we must here hold fast the usual
form of the Partic. Aoristi, which simply narrates
that which has happened, and does not denote
present events or past events continuing in the
present ; this would require ipxdpevoc or ityXviv. 2).
How He came is stated in the
words d£ vdaroc koI alfiaroc, vii. by means of, by
water and blood did denotes the medium immediately afterwards we have fa vdart, which
indicates surrounding or accompaniment. There
must therefore be facts, and facts at once historical and external, by which He came, and which
are important and efficacious to demonstrate
Him, who He is. Moreover the connection of
the two requires us to understand acts equal in
kind and relation. Hence we must explain 6V
hdaroc koI alfiaroc of the baptism, which He- received of John in Jordan and which by its im-

KtC fch.

;

;

matically unwarranted to explain Wup of ml*
puritnma (Grot ins), doctrina pura (Socinua), regenerate et fides (Clemens Alex.), of tears, and
alfia of the blood shed at the circumcision, expiatio (Cameron), redemptio (Bullinger), cognith
(Clemens Alex.). Compare particularly Huther
on this passage. [Huther, who has changed his
view expressed in the first ed. of his commentary,
says in the 2d ed. p. 221. "There are two points
in the life of Jesus which answer to the terms
vdup and di/ia, to wit, Bis Baptism at the beginning
of His Messianic career, and His bloody death at
the end of the same ; by Baptism Jesus entered
upon His office, which is the office of reconciliation ; it constitutes the initiatio (Erdmann, Myrberg) of it ; this initiation, however, did not take
place only by that which occurred during His
Baptism, but by the act of the Baptism itself;
since thereby Christ consecrated Himself to
death, which was symbolised by the act of immersion; by His death He effected reconciliation
in cancelling with His Blood the debt of the world

mersion pointed to death, while the voice of the of sinners, for x<*pk alfiareicxvoiac oil yiverm ideFather uttered over Him pointed out His filial ate (Heb. ix. 22). The Apostle therefore rightly
dignity, and of His death upon the cross with its designates Christ as the Reconciler, aa Him that
atoning sacrificial virtue in both facts He proved came 6i' Idaroc koX diftaroc. The view that vdup
His obedience to the will of the Father, while His and aipa are to be explained of the Sacraments
obedience proved Him to be the Son of God, the instituted by Christ is confuted not only by the
Holy and Innocent One. Now the apposition circumstance that they are only the means of ap'Inaovc==ovroc, xpterrbc^ab e%B6v oY vdaroc koI alfia- propriating the reconciliation effected by Him,
roc, comprises what is here said into one whole as whereas we are here concerned with the accomthe result. A similar turn may be seen in Rom. i. 8, plishment of the reconciliation itself but also by the
4. Consequently we must not, contrary to the gram- use of the Aorist iTSuv, instead of which in the
mar and the dialectics of the text, refer ovro$ to former case we ought to have the Present, and
the Predicate 6 vibe rov #eov v. 6 (with Knapp, by the fact that the term aipa, used alone, is in
Huther let ed.), but to the Subject (Llicke), or the New Testament not once applied to the Lord's
to the Subject qualified by the Predicate (Huther Supper; in 1 Cor. xii. 13 also kiroric&qoav does
j2d ed.); we must and cannot explain contrary to not allude to the Lord's Supper, but to the comgrammatical usage (Matth. xi. 8; Luke vii. 19 munication of the Spirit in Baptism. The opinion
_sq.; Jno. xi. 27), 6 iXduv of the Messiah, like 6 that though alfta denotes the death which Christ
kpxdptvoc, and connect iartv with dt vdaroc ko\ suffered, vdup does not signify the Baptism He
alfwroc (Hofmann, Schrtflbeweis ii. 1, p. 469), or received is opposed by the following consideratake iartv eWcjv as a circumlocution of the verbum tions: 1. The close connection of the two words
Jtnitum the Article notwithstanding, and thus (did not being repeated before alftaroc) is only
overlooking the force of the Aorist, explain it as fitting if the ideas correspond the one to the
a Present: He comes (Luther and al.), or as a other, which they do not if cV idaroc is referred
Perfect : He has come and comes (do Wette, San- to an institution of Christ, and alftaroc to the
The simple term
2.
der and al.). There is no reference here to the blood shed by Christ.
water and blood which flowed from His side idup is ill-suited to designate Christian baptism
pierced on the cross (Jno. xix. 34, Augustine and (for Christian Baptism is distinguished from
aL), because the passage in John has a)pa before John's Baptism in that the former is essentially
hdap, and because that does not constitute a not vdup like the latter; even as John the Baptist
Shase of His life, but is something which, after distinguishing himself from Christ said: iyu
eath had set in, took place in His bodv, so that pa*ri$u iv idart Jno. i. 26, while Jesus had
concerning it we cannot predicate 6 zJfiuv did. been indicated to him as 6 fiairrtZuv if
8. Since the
The symbolical reference of this passage to the icvevpari dyiu, Jno. i. 83.
>wo Sacraments, Baptism and the Lord's Supper, institution of Baptism took place after the death
is inadmissible (Luther I, S. Schmid, Bengel,
of Christ and necessarily presupposed that death,
Sander, Besser and al.), since the term ktyTivdox; John, had he understood by teup Christian Bapis not used here, and aipa is not used to describe tism, would surely have put Idaroc not before but
the Lord's Supper but since the two ideas are after alftaroc. Hilgenfeld and Neander have justly
parallel, vdop cannot be referred to the Sacra- maintained that if ipxtaSai <fc* aluaroc denotes
ment of Baptism (vdup moreover cannot be made something relating to the Messiah personally,
The relato designate Baptism Jno. i. 26, 83), as instituted IpxnBai di vdaroc must do so likewise.
by Christ, nor alfta to the death He suffered (de tion must be the same in both terms. If aipa
Wette, Rickli, Dlisterdieck, Ebrard and al.), nor signifies the death to which Christ submitted,
both together to Baptism only (Luther I), since vdup also can only signify the Baptism to which
Baptism was administered into the death of He in like manner submitted."—Passing to that
Christ the double reference is, by all means, to class of commentators who substantially admit
be held fast. It is either historically or gram- the views expressed by Huther, but superadd a
;

—

—

;

;
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secondary or implied sacramental reference, we
give the language of Alford who says that "vdop
represents the Baptism of water which the Lord
Himself underwent and instituted for His followers, alfia, the Baptism of blood which He
Himself underwent and instituted for His folIt is equally impossible to sever ....
lowers.
from these words the historical accompaniments
and associations which arise on their mention.
The Lord's Baptism, of itself, was indeed rather
a result than a proof of His Messiahship : but in
it, taking St. John's account only, a testimony to
His Divine Sonship is given, by which the Baptist knew Him to be the Son of God: iyu k&poKa
k. ftepaprbpijKa brt ovroc iariv 6 vlbg tov &eov, are
his words, Jno. i. 84; and when that blood was
poured from His "riven side," he that saw it
again uses the same formula 6 iopatcog ueuaprvpTjue.
It cannot be that the word fiaprvp'ta
being thus referred to two definite points of our
Lord's life, should not apply to these two, connected as they are with vSup and aifia here mentioned, and associated by St. John Himself with)
the remarkable preterite fiefiaprvpnKev, of an
But these past
abiding fiaprvpla in both cases.
facts in the Lord's life are this abiding testimony
to us, by virtue of the permanent application to
us of their cleansing and atoning power."
Wordsworth, as usual, adopts the Patristic and
symbolical interpretation, and as the views of
other classes of commentators have been given at
considerable length,, we add as a curiosum his
exposition of this passage in a condensed form.
"Jesus Christ came, as the Messiah and Son of
God, in various ways.
1. 'He came in all the purifications that were
nade by water and blood under the Old Law,
which was dedicated with blood and water. Heb.
(x. 22 ; because all (hose purifications were typical
of, and preparatory to, His sacrifice on the Cross,
ind derived all their efficacy from it
and by
2. * He came by water in His Baptism
blood in His circumcision, and especially in His
;

agony and bloody sweat in Gethsemane, and by
the blood shed in His scourging before His passion, and in the crown of thorns, and the piercing
of His hands at the crucifixion
8. 'He came both by water and blood at once, in
a special manner, on Calvary after His death.
'Thus St. John in his Gospel prepares us to understand the words of this Epistle and in his
Epistle also he elucidates what had been recorded
in his Gospel.
His words therefore may be thus
paraphrased: 'This is He who came that is,
proTed Himself to be what Ho was pre-announced
to be by the types and prophecies of the Old Testament, and what He proclaimed Himself to be in
"The Comer"
the New—the "Coming One,'
(6 epx6fievoe), the Messiah, the true Paschal Lamb,
and Very Man, a true Sacrifice for Sin; and yet
Very God, the Everlasting Jehovah, of whom the
prophet Zechariah spoke (Zech. xii. 10), when he
prophesied of His being pierced at His death.
•He came by blood and water. He proved
thereby the reality of His humanity and of His
death; and thus He has given a practical refutation
which St. John saw with his own eyes to
.

.

;

—

1

—

—

the heretical notions of those in the Apostolical
age, such as Simon Magus and the Docetae, who
alleged that Christ had not a real human body,
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but was merely a spectral phantasm, crucified in
show ; and therefore Irenasus in the next age after St. John, infers this fact of the piercing of
the side and the flowing out of the blood and water, recorded by St. John, as conclusive against
their heresy.

.

.

.

"not by water only," there
seems also to be a reference to another heresy of
'In the words,

the Apostolic age, that of Cerinthus, who said
that Christ came in the water of baptism, and descended into the Man Jesus and afterwards departed from Him, when He shed His blood on the
cross.
In opposition to this notion St. John says,
"This is He who came by water and blood; not
by water only, but by water and blood.**
4. ' Further it is to be observed that in this
passage of his Epistle St. John is speaking of
Christ's generation, and of our regeneration.
Every one who believeth that Jesus is the Christ,
hath been born, and is born, of God; i. e., is regenerate; and every one who loveth Him that begat,
loveth Him also that is begotten of Him; i. e., whosoever loveth God the Father, loveth Him who by
generation is the only-begotten Son of God; and
every thing that is born of God (t*. «., is regenerate)
overcometh the world ; and who is he that overcometh the world, but he that believeth that Jesus the. Very Man Jesus is also the Son of
;

—

—

—

Godt
St. John then proceeds to describe the means
by which our regeneration, or New Birth, is communicated to us from God, through His Son Christ
Jesus, Very Man and Very God, and how the new
'

m

us.
He
life, so communicated, is sustained
does this by saying, This is Be who came came
to us
by water and blood, Jesus Christ; not by
water only, but by water and blood.
The natural life which was imparted to Eve
the Mother of all living, the type of the Church,
the Spouse of the Second Adam, Jesus Christ
was derived from the first Adam's side, opened
when he was asleep in Paradise. In like manner,
the spiritual life is given to the spiritual Eve, the
Church, and to all her faithful members, from the
side of the second Adam, Jesus Christ, sleeping

—

—

*

on the cross; and it is communicated
through His death by means of the water and
blood of the two sacraments, which derive their
quickening, cleansing and invigorating virtue
from the Divinity, Incarnation and Death of our
crucified Lord and Saviour, and by which the benefit of that death is applied to our regeneration
and revivification and which were visibly exhibited in the water and blood flowing from His
precious side, pierced on the cross.
.
[See
Augustine, Serm. V.-r-M.].
He came by water, which is our Tjovrpbv, and
by blood, which is our Xvrpov. His Baptism of
blood is our Tivrpov, or ransom from death and
His Baptism by water is our Xovrpov, or laver of
in death

;

.

.

'

;

birth.
And the water of the Xovrpbv derives its
efficacy from the blood of the Avrpdv, shed on the
cross, which works in and by the water of baptism.
He has washed us from our sins in His

own

blood (Rev. i. 15).
His blood cleanseth us
from all sin (1 Jno. i. 7). In baptism we pass
through the Red Sea of His blood, and are delivered from our enemies thereby." For further

—

particulars connected with the symbolical interpretation, the reader is referred to Wordsworth
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himself, and for a good account of all tho inter,
pretations, to Huther 8 Commentary, 2d edition,

pp.

217-219.— M.]«

Not in the water

—

and

only, but in the water

in the blood. The preposition kv should
be connected with eWuv, and, as compared with
<fcd, signifying the medium through which, introduces anew shade of thought, viz., the surrounding, accompaniment and sphere [or " element in
which " M.J a similar change occurf at Heb.
Articulus
ix. 12, 25 (Delitzsch, pp. 390, 43 1}.
habet vimrelativam (Bengel) to what nas just been
specified, which must be taken in the same sense
as before. MoVov after iSan renders the latter
very emphatic, and is not followed by alba koj.
because it is not connected with ov. Consequently
not only in the Baptism received at the hands of
John the Baptist has Jesus been proved to be the
Christ, the Son of God, but in both. This refutes

—

;

the opinion of those heretics who alleged that the
Son of God was with Jesus at His Baptism, but
not at His death upon the cross, that He left Him
before His death (Hut her [t. e. t the heresy of
Cerinthus.
M.]). the distinction of Jesus from
the Baptist, who baptized with water only, is out
of the question, the reference being not to Jesus'
baptizing, but to His being baptized (against
Liicke, Dusterdieck, Ebrard and others).

—

And it is

promise, sent to His Church on the Day of Pentecost, and who is a permanent witness of the
Divine Sonship of Jesus. M.].

—

Because the Spirit

is the truth.—This
clause does not contain the substance of the testimony, which is determined by the context (viz.,
that Jesus, the Son of God, is the Christ), bat
the reason of the testimony, as being a reliable
one; brt is=bccause, not=that (Luther, Besser,
al.). 'H aTJfieia designates the Truth revealed is
the word of God, and received in faith, in its
perfect fulness, which Truth is the nature of the
Spirit who is the Spirit of the Truth into which
He leadeth (Jno. xiv. 17; xv. 26; xvi. 13).
Christ, who has the Spirit without measure (Jno.
ill. 34 sq.), and who with the Father sends Him
(Jno. xv. 26; xvi. 7), is of course in the same
sense the Truth according to His nature (Jno.
iv. 6).
We must not construe ^ a)JjdaG=a)j/t)i<;y
as Grotius does.
[Estius: "Testimonium ejus

haudquaquam rej'ici potest, quoniam Sptritus est Verquam sit Deus, ideoque nee falli potest, nec/al-

itas,

fcre."—

Vv.

M.J.

8. For three are the witnesses,
water and blood. [Grotius "Joks*-

7,

Spirit,
hie

causam

,

:

mm

reddit,

m

the Spirit that testifieth.— Kal
superadds a further and third particular, an ad- numerus in
ditional witness {tartv rb uaprvpovv cf. 6 kTJduv).
The Article before the Participle compels us to
understand rb nvevpa as the absolute, objective
Spirit, as the Holy Spirit, and the Present de-

—

cur locutus fMerit
ds fyiritu tantum, cujus prmcipua in hoc negotio est auetoritas, verum etiam de aqua et sanguine, quia
UUs
etiam non exigua est testimonii fides, et ternarm
ties

formula

testibus est perfectissimus."

— M.].

Tail

precisely like that of the precediag
verse (v. 6). 01 paprvpovvreg of course must be
construed substantively and in the same sense as
V. 6, nor must be supplied another object of the
notes the continuance of the office of witnessing testimony ; in like manner rb irvevua koI rb wtyi
(Jno. xv. 26) wherein He leads into all truth, Kal rb alua bear exactly the same meaning here
mediates fellowship with Christ, and secures as in v. 6. The historical facts, previously speTb irvtvpa must not be explained of cified merely as evidencing the Divine Sonship
eternal life.
the spirit of believers, of the spiritual life of Jesus, are now introduced in the Masculine
Wrought in believers by the Holy Spirit (Episco- Gender, in order to designate them as concrete
pius, Sander and others) ; this is forbidden by witnesses, like persons (Liicke and aL); but of
the context, and the grammatical usage of the course so, that they are subordinated to the
New Testament disallows such a construction Spirit, who is the principal, and alone absolute
Nor is \i=6 Witness, employing and making use of the facts
without any further qualification
The verb denotes the activfrvevuariKSc, u e., the Apostle John himself (Zieg- in the life of Jesus.
ler,8troth), nor a third sacrament of absolution(Au- ity of the testifying, with reference to the condirustine), nor the word, the ministry of the word tion of being ft&prvp, and the Present signifies
(Luther, Piscator, al.). [In order to complete the the permanent character of that activity, wherecatalogue of curious and fantastic views begun in fore it is not necessary to think here of objects
the text, we mention those of Oecumenius and at present existing, e. g., the sacraments, but we
Knapp, who regard rb irvevua=6 $e6c did. 61 rov have only to hold fast that these facta in the hisirveftuaroc., bre &c Bebc aviary tK venpuv Oeov yip rovro tory of the life of Jesus, like that history itself
advov XoittSv, rb avtarfv iavrov. r$ <W rob irveit/iaroc. are fixed in the Gospels, and that these facts,
*cjy$ enffiaivrrat 6 tfeo? : thus making the threefold even without such written fixedness, continue to
witness to the vlodeala of Jesus, rb panriafia^ 6 orav- be permanently operative during the years of salvation £i. e., the dispensation of grace.
p6c., 4 6v6ataaic; of Socinus, Schlichting, Grotius,
M.] with
Whitby and al. who understand the Divine power world-historical import [i. e., exerting a permaby which Christ wrought His miracles : * id est, 1 nent influence on the world's history during the
•ays Grotius, 'per usrorwuiav, admiranda ejus opera, dispensation of grace. M.J.— Tpelg, with refera virtute divina manifesto procedentia,* of Bede, who ence to Deut. xvii. 6; xix. 16; Matth. xviii. 16; 2
understands the Spirit which descended on the Cor. xiii. 1 ; Heb. x. 28, 29, denotes the assurance
Lord at His Baptism, and of Wetstein, who con- of the perfectness of the testimony. This sensiders rb irvevua to signify the psychical element tence is annexed with or*=for, in order to repwhich, along with bdop and alua the physical ele- resent now in a compressed form the testimony,
particularized in v. 6, as a weighty confirmation
ments, constituted the human nature of Christ.
The interpretation given by Branne is that of and substantiation of the truth, that Jesus, the
Scholiast I., Estius, Corn. a-Lapide, Tirinus, Cal- Son of God, is the Christ.
the three are one. The Article ol
vin, Calov, Liicke, Rickli, de Wette, Huther, NeanIt is rpelg denotes here, as also previously, the witder, Dusterdieck, Alford and Wordsworth.
the Holy Spirit, whom Christ in fulfilment of His nesses already designated and well known, and
is

—

—

—

—

And
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likewise in etc rb h> the one Truth in question, general [The particular is specified in the sequel.
Supply in the argument : much more must we reBif,
the object of the testimony (ch. v. 1, 6).
M.l. Af
like elf tv in Jno. xi. 62; xvii. 28, denotes .ceive the testimony of God (Winer).
unum consentire. Henoe we need neither as- the testimony of God it is greater than that of
sume with de Wette, an ellipsis between vv. 6 men and requires so much the more its reception
and 7, 8, nor take bri in the sense of jam vero and validity.
(Grotius), consequently, therefore (BaumgartenBecause this is the testimony of God.
Crusius, Meyer), nor understand rpetc ol papro- Now folio ws the definite testimony of God, which
powrec, with Bengel, of three different classes of must be received as the testimony of God. Here
men (prophetas, baptistas, apostolos), or of symbols is evidently an ellipsis, viz.: but a Divine testiLastly we must not interpret the mony is really extant, namely this .... (Dusof the Trinity.
being one, with Luther, as a being together, a terdieck).
being joined together. [ Alford renders " and the
The
hath testified of His
That
three concur in one " and explains, that they conclause beginning with bri depends on axmf, and
tribute to one and the same result: vis., the
notes the testimony as a historical fact, pepaprvtruth that Jesus is the Christ, and that we have
pnKB, which has been given, but must be underWordsworth explains the passage
life in Him.
stood to be continuous and permanent in its
of the Trinity and the sacraments and paraoperation, namely the threefold testimony speciphrases: these three (Persons) who are bearing
Henoe brt cannot be rendered
fied in w. 7, 8.
witness are joined into one (cv one substance, neu" because," which would especially designate the
ter).
He collects, as usual, many Patristic and
author of the testimony, in which case avrbc
Anglican notices and gives in his exegesis the
could hardly be wanting before pepaprvpnite ; nor
following :
* The Spirit, who begins the work of
is here any reference to internal testimony (Dusregeneration by applying all quickening grace to
terdieck) introduced afterwards, and still less to

—

—

«

He

Son.—

—

—The

Water: the symbol and instrument
birth derived from God the Father,
who is the original Well-spring and Fountain of
all life and grace to man.
The natural heavens
and the earth were formed out of the Water,
There was their origin (2 Pet. iii. 6). So it is
with the spiritual life; it is formed from out of
water.
Water therefore is a proper symbol of
the Paternity of God.—The Blood, symbolizing
the Incarnation and Passion of God, the Son through
whom all grace descends from the Father, by the
Holy Spirit, 2 Cor. xiii. 18.—These three Persons are joined consubstantially into one Godhead;
and their Witness is the witness of God,
(Andrews: "Water notes Creation; Blood notes ReChrist
demption by
the Spirit notes Unction, to
;
complete all"). There is an image of the Trinity
in the Christian sacraments.
There is baptismus
runtnris, the baptism of water, the work of Creation by the Father; there is baptismus sanguinis,
the baptism of blood, the work of Redemption by
the Son; but these are not enough, unless there be
also the baptismus flaminis, the Baptism of the
Spirit.
Thus the work of the Ever-Blessed
Trinity is done in the soul.'
In addition to the
notes on the spurious passage given above, the
reader is referred to a sketch on this subject in
Home's Introduction, vol. IV. pp. 355-888.—M].
Vbb. 9. If
receive the testimony of
men. E2 denotes an undoubted fact; hence the
Indicative, but the fact is put down as the premise of a conclusion. [It is an argumentum a minori ad majus.
M.]. Winer p. 807 sq. [also ibid,
p. 642.
M.]. In tijv paprvpiav rCn> av0p6xuv.
the Article opposes the human testimony to the
Divine, without in any way specifying one qualified by its substance (Bruckner).
The reference
therefore is neither to the prophecy of Christ
(Bede), nor to John the Baptist, to eye- and earwitnesses (Wetstein, Stier), nor to prophets,
baptists and Apostles (Bengel).
Grotius takes
hip 3dvtiv=judieio approbare, and Dusterdieck understands any human testimony, provided that it
possess the necessary requirements.
man.

of the

new

—

—

—

we

—

f

The testimony
ipaprvpia rov &cov

of
is

God

is

greater.— Here

not particular, but quite

the testimony vouchsafed to John the Baptist
(Jno. i. 88), as maintained by Ebrard.

The possession of eternal Itfe in the faith on Jesus
Son of God, is the inward confirmation of the

the

Divine testimony vv. 10-12.

Veb. 10. He that believeth in the Son
of God, hath the testimony in himself.

—The

result as well as the purport of the Divine
is faith in Jesus as the Son of God
hence we now have 6 irtorevov elf rbv vlbv rov 0eoi>.
Such an one i%ei
paprvpiav
iavrQ.
The
addition rov Geov is unnecessary; the context

testimony

h

*&

precludes any other testimony than that of God
the Article designates that which has been specified

and

is

known.

" The outward has become

to him something inward" (Huther). ["The object of the Divine testimony being, to produce
faith in Christ, the Apostle takes him in whom it
has wrought this its effect, one who habitually
believes in the Son of God, and says of such an
one, that he possesses the testimony in himself.
What it is, he does not plainly say till below, v.
But easily enough here we can syntheti11.

and conjecture of what test!
that he is speaking: the Spirit by
whom we are born again to eternal Life, the
water of baptism by which the new birth is
brought to pass in us by the power of the Holy
Ghost (Jno. iii. 6 ; Tit. iii. 5), the Blood of Jesus,
by which we have reconciliation with God, and
purification from our sins (ch. i. 7 ; ii. 2), and
eternal life (Jno. vi. 68 sqq.), these three all
contribute to and make up our faith in Christ,
and so compose that testimony, which the Apostle designates in v. 11
by the shorter term
which comprehends them all." Alford following
Diisterdieck.
M.]. 'Exetv bears the same sense
'Ev iavr$
here as in. v. 12 ; ch. iii. 8 ; ii. 28.
might be wanting, but John specifies besides the
having, the possession of the sphere, the believer's
own inward testimony for it. It is wrong to
render, to have with him (Luther), more wrong,
recipit in se (Grotius), nor is \t=njpei (Baumgarten-Crusius), nor=he not only receives it, but is
also firmly convinced of it (Liicke), nor=A# has
cally put together

mony

it is

—

—
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it in and with himself fde Wette).—As
usual, the Apostle continues in tne negative.

received

He that believeth not God, hath made
Rim a liar.—The Dative refers not to the object
of faith, but to the witness; hence the reading
rp vl$ is not in agreement with the text, as is
t£ de$ t£ fiefmprvptfK&ri (Huther); this is confirmed by avrbv, which must be referred to God,
but would have to be connected with viy, if that
were the reading. The Perfect neiroujKev indicates
the still continuing and operating animus of the
disbeliever: he has told and ever tells God to the
face

:

thou Heat (Luther).

The reason

follows:

Because he hath not believed in the
testimony, whioh God hath given concerning His Son. Ov ireirurrevKev and not ui),
because John refers to him, whom he had supposed not to believe

(6 fit) irurrevw), as a definite
in point of fact, objectively, has
not become believing. Jno. iii. 18: 6 61 pi) ntoreixjv fjdrf KUpirai, brt fir} irenlorevKevy because there
the reference is to the judgment of the judge,
and not simply to a fact per ee. See Winer, p.
495 sq. The Perfects denote continuing and per-

individual,

manent
Vsb.

of Christ

And

faith testified
:

by the

Spirit, the

and the having

the

^

i

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
I.

1.

Concerning the Person or Christ.
In Christ, as the Son of God is the

—

—

life

eternal, so that it is as well said: God has given
us the eternal life (v. 11), as: He gave His only
begotten Son (Jno. iii. 16) ; and he that hath the
Son, hath the life, the eternal (v. 11). Beside

the testimony is this, that
as [better gaveue M.] eternal life. John now annexes by koI what fol- Him there is no salvation (Acts iv. 12).
lows, and this is the substance, the testimony
2. The essential nature of the Son was
11.

God hath given

life is

the actually possessing it, not indeed in its most
glorious development, but in all its reality and
vitality."— M.]. '0 rf l%w points to a supposition: if one has not; which implies that he
might have, but only through faiUi w. 10, 11.
[Diisterdieck has remarked that the use of 6
fgw, not 6 ovk lx<w (cf. ol owe yXeriphot, 1 Pet ii.
10) shows that the Apostle is contemplating, at
all events primarily, rather a possible contingency
than an actual fact: and thus is, primarily again,
confirming his saying to those to whom the
Divine testimony has come. To them, according
as they receive or do not receive it, according as
they are ol ixovreg or ol fit) ixovreg rdv vtbv too
&eov, it is a savour of life unto life, or of death
unto death."— M.].

who

facts.

by

water and the blood

unmis-

takably exhibited in His obedience to the will of
the Father, both at the commencement of His
ministry by the baptism in Jordan, and at the
close of it in His death upon the cross (v. 6).
Neander, Huther). The testimony of God is in
8. The testimony of the Holy Spirit for the
himself eternal life, which at the Baptism of Divine Sonship of Christ must not be separated
Jesus, at His death, in the Holy Spirit, makes from the historical facts of His life, even as these
itself felt and perceptible, and testifies for the cannot become witnesses without the Holy Spirit,
Son of God. Hence 6r<»that, and tduicev, like who has the office of testifying (w. 6-8); tne
history on earth must not be severed from the
fiefiapThptitcev points to a giving, with a present
continuing of that past giving; it cannot be Spirit of God. One might almost find here the
dare decrevit, promisit (Socinus, Carpxov), any principle of the Lutheran Church that thefinitom
al&vtoc. is vita mterna in tpe (Bede),
more than
may become infiniti eapax, in opposition to the
to be given only in heaven in re. 'Hidv designates [German] Reformed principle: finitum infiniHnon
the ol ireKiorevK&rec. To the principal idea, ftn) eapax.
aitivioc* placed first, the Apostle now adds
4. The Father hath so definitely appointed all
that is the life in His Son, (or: and things, that He who does not believe in the Dithis life ie in lite Son).
This clause is co-ordinate vine Sonship of Jesus, refuses to believe God (v.
with the one preceding and not dependent on brt. 10), as in Jno. xiv. 1.
Av tti $ (,ut) is $ aiuvwg, and this is in Jesus the
II. Concerning tub acquisition or salvaSon of God;
is not per (Grotius), or in comtion.
munion with Him, nor iariv=contingit.
1. Hie origin of faith: Regenerate prsecedit fiThe
eternal life is ovotodus (Jno. i. 4; xi. 25; xiv. 6), dem (v. 1).
aufiariKug (Col. ii. 9), IvepyTjrtKt^ (2 Tim. i. 10)
2. The nature offaith : it is essentially an ethical
in Christ.
It became manifest in Him, because act laying hold of the merit of Christ, of the love of
it really was in Him, and the believer particithe Father in the Son, so that it has (£*«) that on
pates in the eternal life, because he has part in which it believes (w. 12, 10, 11): it includes
the Son of God. Hence the conclusion.
therefore love, and is not to be joined only to it,
Vbb. 12.
that hath the Son hath the as set forth in the Roman Catholic representation
life; he that hath not the Son of God. of the fides formata. Nor does John allow faith to
hath not the life (or : the life he hath not).
be described as the second condition, nor even as
Very fine and pointed is Bengel's note " Habet the first condition by the side of love and moraliversus duo cola; in priore no a additur Dei, nam ty (v. 1 ), as de Wette holds and expresses it
fidelesnorunt/Y/jum; in altero additur, utdemum
8. The virtues of faith: a. with reference to
sciant infideles, quanti sit, non habere.
Priore men it makes all believers brethren, because it
hemistich io cum emphasi pronunciandum est makes them the children of God (v. 2) ; b. with
habet; in altero vitam."
This is also indicated reference to the commandments of God it makes
by the arrangement of the words (Diisterdieck). us strong and cheerful in obedience (v. 3), so
'Exet ri)v C<^#v is not=habct jus certum ad vitam that Bengel rightly observes: in se sunt tuavia;
mternam (Grotius). Cf. i. 3: ii. 23; Jno. xvii. 3. sed rb non gravia contradicit et occurrit tw, quigrth
[Alford: "The having the Son is the possession via esseputant; c. with reference to the world—
consists in this (avrn eorlv $ fiaprvpia); the reference is not to intenlio, finis of the same (Lyra),
nor to its use, fruit and blessing (Colov, Spener),
nor to its exhibition, test, experience (Liicke,
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it imparts courage for the conflict and power for
is only enjoined to be good, but the other is enThis it works with refer- abled to be good. Obedience to the Divine comthe victory (yy. 4, 6).
ence to men, at the same time changing them, mandments notes the recovery of the Spirit, distransforming children of men into children of obedience notes its deoay.
Nothing is more
God, and causing such change to be perceived natural, nothing more adapted to human nature
and received ; with reference to the law of God created by God after His own Image, than the
and the world, it only changes believers by first Will of God, consistent with His Nature and exgiving to them the powers of the eternal life, and pressed in the lovingly ordained Law for the
afterwards clear perception and a deeper under- benefit of His Kingdom, which was given, not
standing of the justice and blessing of the law against man, but for man, not against man, but
against sin.
and the transitoriness of the world.
Learn from John how to contend
with error! With all his resoluteness and deci4. The necessity of faith: without it one has
neither Christ, nor God the Father, nor the Holy sion, he is so objective and calm, and reasons so
joyfully on the foundation of truth, that we are
Spirit, nor the eternal life; consequently, without it and beside it there is no justification, no not even induced to make a personal application
forgiveness of sins, no sanctification, no salva- of his reasoning to others, but rather influenced
tion (v. 12).
to make it the test of our own standing.
Augustinb : Qui habet in memoria et servat in
5. The liberty of faith: all men are to believe
according to the will of God, but coercion of vita, qui habet in sermonibus et servat in moribus,
faith is not ordained ; every man has the power qui habet audiendo et servat faeiendo f aut qui habet
of resistance (6 fit) lxuv T0^ v& v T°v &eov=s6 ft% faciendo, el servat perseverando, ipse est, qui diligit
Deum. Opere est demons tranda dilectio ne sit inKtorevov, w. 10, 12).
6. The immorality of unbelief follows from v. 1,
fruetuosa nominis appellatio. Ton adore the Head,
and especially v. 10: not to believe God, to con- and offend the members. He loves His Body.
sider Him a liar, is like misbelief and despair, a Just as if somebody would desire to kiss your
shameful thing, and, as Luther says in the Cate- head, and at the same time trample with nailed
chism, a vice.
shoes on your feet. Would you not decline the

—

—

—

CONCIENINQ THB LAW.

III.
1.

It

should be considered as a fact of the reve-

lation of love, of paternal discipline.
2.

It

answers

to the originally God-ordained
sin has corrupted and

human nature, which

grace has healed; the burden and grievousness
of it to men proves their state of sin, joy in it
and obedience to it, their state of grace.
8. Of his own strength man cannot fulfil a single
commandment; in this the Evangelical Church
is

right.

HOMILBTICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Do

not separate faith and love ! This is forbidden, 1. by the origin of faith in the regeneration

from God who

Love, and 2. by its object, Jesus
the Christ, in whom the love of God was manifested, and 8. by its task, to conquer the world
through love. Do not fail to distinguish between
faith and love in the work of regeneration which
is secured by the former, not by the latter, bat
do not sever them in the sphere of sanctification,
where faith is the root of love, and love the
many-branched crown of faith. You may ascertain whether you have faith and are born again
from 1. your love to God the Father, 2. from
your love of the brethren, 8. from your obedience
to the Divine commandments, 4. from your fight
with the world in and around you. Dr. Christian Friedrich Richter, physician at the Orphan
House of Halle, in Franke's time, was the author
of the Christian song: Es koetet viel ein Christ zu
* It costeth much to be a Christian and
urn, etc.
to live conformably to the mind of the pure Spirit,
for nature finds it very hard, ever to be reconciled to the death of Christ, 1 and the companion verse: 'It is not difficult to be a Christian
and to live conformably to the mind of the pure
8pirit, for though nature finds it very hard, etc'
Both are true and good. For the law is only a
burden to man enfeebled by sin, but not to the
Christian strengthened by grace, the one, indeed,
is

—

—

—

proffered demonstration of honour and exclaim
What are you about ? You tread on my feet ?
The head would cry more for the trodden members than make account of being honoured.
Spener : The meaning is not, that the keeping of the Divine commandments does not require
considerable pains, labour and diligence, for
that would contradict Luke xiii. 24 ; 2 Tim. iv.
7.
The difficulty applies to a burden so oppressive and painful as to be unbearable.
Spiritual
life is, as to its nature, an eternal life, and consists as well in the grace of God which forgives
sin and imparts new Divine strength, as also in
the enjoyment of eternal felicity and glory.
Starkb: Christianity is not a sham, but a
true and honest thing which has its foundation,
its coat of arms and tokens, its works and fruits,
its profit and happiness.
If thou hast a sense
of shame and honour, thou wilt surely not hurt
the saintly children of a saintly father; look, believers are the children of thy heavenly Father;
if instead of loving, thou hate them, thou art
truly an enemy of God, their Father, and Ho, in
His turn, thy enemy. If thoughtful' preachers
stop long at one matter, and perhaps repeat it
several times, and with changed phraseology
make it more clear, be not impatient of it, but
take note of their zeal and of the importance and
necessity of the matter treated of.
0, how much
pain, burden, difficulty and anxiety attend the
children of the world in their sins and iniquities*
of which the children of God are free and delivered! Thus many a child of Satan has moretrouble to find hell, than a child of God to find
heaven. Qgnan, do not persuade thyself and donot suffer thyself to be persuaded, that the world
cannot be overcome. This is the infallible sign,
of true and false faith: viz., whether thou conquerest the world, or sufferest the world to conquer thee. The children of God are soldiers and
knights. The crown must be fought for ; faith

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Wretched man, if conquest and
is victorious.
the crowning do not attend thy course ! World,
.
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begone beneath my feet We will trample wider offence against the Majesty of Sod, a denial of
and ripen. Come hither, sword of the the holy miracles in the moral world, which Chid
Lord! The blessed state of a righteous man in has wrought.—

foot lions

Head 1 He does not fortify the walls
V. 1. L. in Gesets und Zeugniss, 1869:— mis*
of houses and cities, bat the empire of Satan doe* thefeaet of the Nativity become to us the birth day
and the walls of Jericho in his heart. The of a new Ufel When its glad tidings excite in ms
stronger thy faith, the greater thy rietory over anew 1. the undoubting faith that Jeans is the
The Christ; but also 2. grateful love to God, and to
sin, the world, death, the devil and hell.
Bible surpasses, and should be preferred to, all all those who are our brethren in Christ.
On v. 4. Srunoxov:— great victory, a great
books; all other good books are conducted like
Christ is not only the birth, a great grace.
rirulets from this river.
Danheil:— The Christian 1* warfare. 1. The
foundation, but also the true centre and chief
work of our faith, at which alone the believer warrior (born of God); 2. The enemy (the world)'
under the practice of self-denial, is ever aiming, 8. The victory (faith).
Gbxthi, on the tercentenary AnntverBary,
and into which he does, as it were, ground himself.
As there is nothing more excellent than I860, Baptismal Address. How Melomchihem confaith, so is nothing more dishonourable than un- quered the world in the strength offaith; 1. The
Faith honours God, and is the mother of temptation of the world ; 2. The opposition of the
belief.
all virtues ; unbelief dishonours God, and is the world; 8. The /tar of the world.
V. 5. Sohlbibxmachbb:—Our Christmas-Joy h
mother of all vices. Man must not seek the
true life any where except in Christ ; nor cher- closely connected with the fact that the faith, that
ish any hope of life beside Him. As long as he Jesus is the Son of God, is the victory which conis without Christ, he has no life; whereas the quert the world.
1. The object of the festal joy,
degree to which he is in Christ and partaker of that in Jesus is born the Son of God, surpasses
all similar events in our family and social life,
His Being, is also the measure of his life.
true Christian is a veritable Christophorus, who for through Him we are made weli-pleasing to
life
in God.
2. The world is destined to be conquered,
carries Christ in his heart, and leads his
judged, and destroyed as to its transitory and
Him.—
must
thou
corruptible
art
conqueror,
side, but to become more and more
Bxssibi If thou
a
have thy spoils to show. The lust of the flesh, blessed as to its Divine side, and this has been
the lust of the ej9* and the pride of life are the done in Christ and through Christ im believers,
chief trophies, of whioh the soldiers of Christ so that it is one and the same thing to say: the
divest the conquered world, and which they sus- the Son of God conquers the world through our
faith, and our faith conquers the world through
pend from the victorious banner of the cross.
Hxubnsb: Without prejudice to the general Him.
Vv. 9-12. F. A. Wolf:— Ohriet the Author and
love of man, a Christian must be especially
Qiver of a living religion. 1. Explain and prove
attracted to those who are of one mind with him
be must value the true children of God infinitely that this is true of Christ as a Witness, an Em*
mere than the unconverted.—The genuineness sample, and a Surety.
2.
The inferences:
and holiness of human love betokened by its a. Christianity has nothing to fear from allreligious character.—All love is worthless with- changing time, from false love of novelty, and
out religion, a mere natural impulse, or masked from true seal for improvement; b. test the genselfishness.
True love is allied to strict conscien- uineness of your own Christianity by the vitality
tiousness; love must net render* us languid or of the faith that is in yon.
Vv. 1-18. Pxtei:— The Easter-faith, that Jesm
indulgent in respect of duty. If the love to God
requires obedience, the true love of man also is the Christ. 1. That we become anew oonsciossi
must consist in obedience, fidelity and conscien- of the wholesome virtues of this faith ; 2. and
tiousness.
Struggle for this strength (v. 8) ; to edify ourselves on this our most holy faith.
On the Epistle for Dom. Quoximodogeniti [First
be ever complaining is a bad sign. 1. The light
of faith conquers the errors, illusions and Sunday after Easter— M.] w. 4-10.
Heubnxs:— The great value of faith in Jesm*
delusions of false wisdom, it sees through them,
How it manifests itself: a. in its
1.
perceives their nothingness and masters them; Christ
the word of Christ is the eternal, unchangeable power it makes us the children of God and contruth faith the pole-star, that we do not swerve quers the world (vv. 4, 5); b. in its certainty: it
from the truth. 2. Faith conquers the allnrings is supported by the testimony of God (vv. 6-8)
and fascinations of the world which we encounter 2. The duties it enjoins upon us : a. it warns us
in its lusts, its riches and honours ; it conquers against contempt of faith (v. 9), and b. it lays us
them by the love of Christ, by the heavenly riohes under the obligation to receive the testimony of
and the eternal glory, which it discloses. 8. It God (v. 10).
Faith in Christ the good part ofyounger Christian*
conquers the threatening of the world, the ob1. Proof: this
stacles which it raises, its persecutions; the call (Candidates for Confirmation).
of Christ to us is too mighty, and Sjse crown of faith makes them the children of God ; preserves
Vionour offered to us causes us to despise the them from the world. 2. How do they acquire
contempt of the world. This (vis. the conquest this faith ? By diligent consideration of the testiof the world) is an idea peculiar to Christianity, monies for Jesus, and by ready obedience.
Continued provision for grown-up children, 1. In
because it only teaches the contrast of the kingdom of God and the world. A lofty thought, to what it consists ; 2. What makes it our bounden
face the whole world and to conquer it! This is a duty.
What John means by conquering the
R. Stub:
greater task than that of the world-conquerors;
they are servants of the world. Unbelief is an world t Our faith must conquer 1. The unbelief
Christ, his
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CHAP.
2. The em and seduction of the
world ; 8. The enmity of the world.
What sort of faith does conquer the worldt
1. Faith in Him, who also was not of the world,
bat the eternal brightness of the glory of the
Father, and the express image of His Person
2. Faith in Jesus, the Conqueror of the world.
Kapff: The Confirmation of regeneration.
L How the regeneration of mankind is confirmed
in Christ; 2. How it is confirmed in individual

of the world;

—

hearts; 3.

What

influence in that direction out-

ward confirmation has.
Build yourselves up on faith by
Giwskbn
1. This is needful for the regenthe Holy Ghost
erate, as feeble newly-born persons (v. 4) 2. But
:

—

;

which i$ laid, standi firm like a
rock (v. 6); and the Prince of life erermore joins
us in the Holy Communion (t. 6) ; 3. The Holy
Spirit bears testimony concerning the truth of His
word, and the power of His life (w. 6, 8-11).
F. W. KanoiAOHiE:—The threefold testimony
for Jesus the Messiah and Saviour of the world
1. in the water; 2. in the blood; 3. in the Holy
the foundation,

Spirit
(in Gesets und Zeugniss for 1862):—
of faith! 1. Dost thou know the victory ,

Bbybk

A

lest

whereby faith verifies itself T 2. The fountain,
whence it daily draws fresh nourishment? 8. The
testimony which gives it assurance?—
The testimony of God concerning Hie Son, 1. to
us; 2. in us; 8. by us.
The victorious power offaith, 1. against the sin
of the world, 2. against the lie of the world.
Our faith is the victory which conquers the world.
1. What sortef faith is U? 2. How is it obtained?
8. How dees it conquer the world ?
[Vbb. 2. Maceiiobt: The intention of the
Apostle was to show, how we may know when
we love the children of God in a right manner.
New this was necessary to be shown, since men
may love the children of God because they are
their relations, or because they are engaged in
the same pursuits with themselves, or because
they are mutually united by some common bond
of friendship.
But love proceeding from these
considerations is not the love of the ohildren of
God which He requires. By what mark then
can we know, that our love to the children of God
is of the right sort? "By this," saiththe Apostle,
" we may know that we love the children of God "
in a right manner, "when we love God and"
from that excellent principle, "keep His commandments," especially His commandment to
love His children, because they bear His Image.
True Christian love therefore is that which proceeds from love to God, from a regard to £is
will, and which leadeth us to obey all His com-

—

—

mandments. M. ]
[Vbb. 8. Pu8BT: "For nothing is grievous or
burdensome to him who loves. They are not
grievous, because love makes them light; they

—

are not grievous, because Christ gives strength
to bear them.
Wings are no weight to the bird,
which they lift up in the air until it is lost in
the sky above us, and we see it no more, an£
hear only its note of thanks. God's commands
are no weight to the soul, which, through His
Spirit, He upbears to Himself; nay, rather, the
soul, through them, the more soars aloft and
loses itself in the love of God."
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Van.

4.

"'They are not grievous, because
is born of God overcometh the

every tiling which

He saith not only whosoever, but
'every thing which,' showing the largeness of
* Every thing,'
of every sex or age
the gifts.
time or clime, 'which is born of God, overcometh the world,' and that not of themselves, but
of the gift of God; not they, but the power,
through their new birth, in-born in them, faith,
love, grace, from God, unto God, and they, as
wieldjng in them a power not their own, overcome the world. 'The commandments of God
are not grievous,' because we have a power implanted in us mightier than all which would
dispute the sway of God's commandments and
God's love, a power which would lift us above all
hindrances, carry us over all temptations, impel
our listlessnees, sweep with it whatever opposes
it, sweep with it even the dulness or sluggishness of our own wills, the Almighty power of the
grace of God."
" This is the victory, by which the martyr*
overcame, by which the weak became strong,
and, in Divine strength, mastered the strong; the
strength of endurance wearied out the brutal
might of affliction ; children overcame their op*
pressor ; the ignorant took captive the learning of
the world ; fishermen and the tent-maker subdued
the world; the dying conquered the living; the
blood of martyrs became the harvest-seed of the
church. By faith, St. Paul says, ' they subdued
kingdoms;' by faith St. Peter bids us resist the
evil one.
For faith knits us to Christ; faith
obtains for us the power of Christ; faith prevails
with Him who is Almighty, and overcomes the
world, for it has power with Him who has power
over the world."
" Faith binds us to Him, who is Almighty; but
faith, too, opens our own eyes to things invisible.
It imparts to us of the power of the AllPowerful, of the wisdom of the All-Wise. It
gives us to see the nothingness of ail things
which are but for a time. It opens our eyes to
the majesty and beauty of things eternal. What
to us are things which perish in the grasp?
What to us are things of time and sense, sate as
they speak of that which lives when time shall
cease to be, or as they shall themselves live on,
purified but indestructible? One only is above
All we see is below us.
us, He who made us.
His friends we may be, His we have been made,
who is Lord of the world. The world itself, and
all which is in the world, is for our use, subject
All things beautiful to
to us, as we to God.
sight, sweet to taste, transporting in sound, pleaworld.'

—

sant to smell, and thrilling to touch, all things
are ours and for us, if used in obedience to their
and our Maker. But we are above them. They
were made for us, not we for them ; they are
made to serve us, not we to be slaves to them.
Faith shows us Him who is above all things, but
in all things immortal, invisible, incomprehensible, in light unapproachable, yet who willeth to
come unto us, and make His abode in us. God
made us, because He willed to impart Himself
to us.
He made us, not that He needed us, but
He has made us for Himto show us His love.
self, He willed not to make us apart from Himself.
He willed to join us to Himself. He who
hath and is all things, of whjch we have the
;
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shadow here below, 'the true riches of wisdom, Father. The same may be said of the blessed
and spiritual delight, rojal glory, eternal peaoe, Spirit, through whom we are in Christ: 'If any
a kingdom incorruptible, eternal joy, overflowing man, says St. Paul, 'have not the Spirit of
peace, true bliss, certain knowledge* (Lauren- Christ, he is none of His.' Our blessed Lord
1

pleasure for evermore, He wUleth to give
thee ail which is His, and much more, He wiUeth
Why shall we not trust
to give thee Himself.
Him with the things of time, or with ourselves,
who must trust Him with our eternity ? Why not
trust that, for these few days and years, He will
provide for us, whom He has made for His love,
if He will not have it, in those countless ages
which time measures not?" M.].
[Skckee:— Presumption in our strength is
destructive to our virtue ; confidence of our own
merit is injurious to our Maker; but a deep
sense of human unworthiness and of Divine grace
will inspire us with that lowliness of heart, which
God will accept, and that vigilance of conduct,
which He will bless. "This," therefore, "is the
victory that overcometh the world, even our
tius),

has Himself told

us, that « this is life eternal,
that we may know the only true God, and Jesus
Christ whom He hath sent'
M.].
[Sermons, etc.
v. 1. Hows, John, On Regeneration.
Works,

"—

v. 8.

—

faith."— M.J.
[Vbr. 6. Ptlb :— "Nor are the effects and influences of this great truth more excellont and noble
than is the ground and foundation of it strong
and certain. The testimonies given Him at His
baptism, when God by a voice from heaven declared Him to be His beloved Son, the Saviour of
mankind: the miracles at His crucifixion, when
at the shedding of His innocent blood, we saw
both water and blood come out of His side; the
sun was darkened; the earth trembled, and the
vail of the temple was rent; the signs and wonders done by Him, and by others in His name
these three, respectively denoted by 'the water/
the blood/ and 'the Spirit, are all testimonies of the authority of His Person and mission, most unexceptionable, as being evidences of
that Holy Spirit that cannot deceive us."
M.J.
[Via. 12. Sherlock :— " If we reflect upon the
holiness of God, and His hatred of sin and iniquity, and begin to fear that He can never be
reconciled to sinners; let us take courage; the
work is difficult, but the Son of God has undertaken it and how great soever the distance between God and us is, yet through the Son we
have acoess to Him. If we still fear for ourselves, that all may again be lost through our
own weakness and inability to do good; even
here help is at hand, the Spirit of God is our
support, He is the pledge and earnest of our
redemption. These being the necessary means
1

—

Obtbbwald,

it

was necessary

ii.

v. 4.

44.

Allbinb, R.,'The world conqueror.

8vo.

1676.

Harb, J C, The victory of faith.
Faith the victory that overcometh
the world. Faith a practical principle.
Office and province of faith.—
Power of faith in man's natural life.
Power of faith among the heathen and
among the Jews.
Ptlb, P., The Christian's victory over
the world. Sermons, iv. 503.
rv. 7, 8. Among the controversial writers on
these verses the following have supported their genuineness: Dr. Mill,
T. Smith, Kettner, David Marti*,
Calamt, Calmbt, Slo88, Travis,
Hbt, Butlbb, Middlbton, Nolai,
Hales, Alber, Bp. Burgess, Job*
Jones, Card. Wiseman ; the following assert their spuriousness : Simox,

—

—

Emltn, Sir Isaac Newton, Bbsson, Porson, Marsh, Gribsbacb,
Jowbtt, Tubtoh,
A. Clabkb,
Ormb, Scholx, Hornb and the
authors named above in Extgetkd
Our limits do not
and Critical.
allow us to give the titles of the
books in this controversy, which is

a library in
v. 10.

to reveal to the

world the doctrines concerning the Son and the
Holy Spirit and the belief of these doctrines is
:

necessary to every Christian, as far as the right
use of the means depends on the right faith and
' He that hath the Son,'
belief of the doctrines.
saith St. John, 'hath life; and he that hath not
the Son of God hath not life ;' and again : < whosoever denieth the Son, the same hath not the
For since we can only come to the
Father. 1
Father through the Son, to deny the Son is to
cut off all communication between us and the

J. F., Qu'il est necessaire et

de garder les commandements de
Dieu. Sermons, 79.
Wardlaw, R., On the identity of morality
and religion. Christian Ethics, 240.
Sherlook, W., Obedience the best evidence of our. love to God. Sermons,
facile

;

of salvation

8,484.
Tillotson, Abp., The Precepts of Christianity not grievous.
Serm. i. 162.

w.

itself,

Baxtbb, W., Christ's witness within us,

advantage
believer's
special
the
against temptations to infidelity.
Works, xx. 129.
Watts, I., The inward witness to Christianity.
8 Serm. Works, i. 1.
Melvill, Hbnrt, The witness in oneself
Lecture 58.
11, 12. Stedm an, Rowland, The mystical
union of believers with Christ;
or a treatise wherein that great

mystery and privilege of the
saints' union with the Son of

God is opened.
1668.—M.].
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13

14
15
16

17
18
19
20

These things have I written1 unto yon that believe on the name of the Son of God;
that ye may know that ye have eternal life, and that ye may believe* on the name of
And this is the confidence that we have in him*, that, if we ask any
the Son of God.
thing4 according to his will, he heareth us: And if we know that he hear1 us, whatT
6
If any
soever we ask , we know that we have the petitions that we desired of him.
8
which
is
unto
death,
he
shall
a
sin
not
ask,
sin
and
brother
he shall give
his
man see
him life for them that sin not unto death. There is a sin unto death : I do not say
9
All unrighteousness is sin : and there is a sin not10 unto
that he shall pray for it
whosoever
is born of God sinneth not; but he that is begotthat
We know
death.
And we know
ten11 of God keepeth himself, and that" wicked one toucheth him not
13
And 14 we know that
that we are of God, and the whole world lieth in wickedness
14
the Son of God is come, and hath given us an understanding , that we may know 16 him
17
11
even in his Son Jesus Christ. This is
that is true ; and we are in him that is true
18
19
Little children, keep yourselves from idols. Amen 36.
the true God, and eternal life
.

.

,

21

.

Varse 18.

German " These things wrote I."—M.l
troit wtvrtvovvtv B. Cod. Sin.; ot

[»

:

witnesses and because

it

a-to-rstf

orr««

A.; this reading if preferable

on account of the

vpi v, "rott wtvritovvtv «tt
ciwvior, "Irt ricrr<ilir« tir ro

UdifllciUor.—Text. Bee. Inserts after

rb or op a tow vtov tow moO," and continues

after

irofioL «. r. A.;" bnt this reading is not sufficiently authenticated, and probably not without dependence on Jno. zx. 81. [The Codd. A. B. Sin. al. Vulgate, Syriac, Coptic, Aethiopic, Armenian, Cassiod.,
Bode, al. are all against the reading of Bee.—But the reading oi s-to-rciforr*?, though found In A.
and many Versions, is not clearly established; it seems to have been the basis of the reading of Text.
Bee—AtMKior before «x«t« Sin. O. K. al. Theoph., Oecum^ after ix* r * A. B. al. Vuig. Syr. Bee.
Cassiod*, Bede. The most probable reading is : bp.lv, I vm. «td$r« 5rt £miir iy«r« aiwrtoK,
roc* rtffrctJovvir «cs to iro/ia rov vtod rov 0<ov. Huther, Alford.—M.]
[German: "Those things wrote I unto you, that ye may know, that ye hate eternal life, ye that beliere
In the name of the Son of God."—M.]
Verse M. [» German : M towards Him."—M.j
Srt ilv rt B. Sin.; i rt Iv A. [German: M If we ask something."—M.]
Verse 16. *«al Jar otftajtsr, (rt ««oti«t 4p»>% omitted in A. and 81a, but added by a later hand. [German : "And if we know, that He heareth us."—M.]
• % iiv Sin. B. G. al.; o A? A. K. al. The Codd. are undecided here, and in the beginning after xal,
between ii.v and a v. [German: " whatsoeTer we may ask."— M.J
»«»' avrov B.8in^ wap* avrov A.G. K. [German: " which we hare asked from Him;" Iillie,AlfonL—M.l
Verse 16. [* German : •* if any man see his brother commit a sin not unto death;" Alford, Lillie : "sinning a sin."—M.]
It German : " Concerning that I do not say, that he shall pray."
Similarly Alford, UUto, al.—M.l
Verse 17. *°©virpb* 04 par or is well authenticated; Vuig. Aeth. omit ov; u$ is too feebly sustained.
n» German : ** Born of God " as in the beginning of the Terse; the variation is unnecessary.—M.]
P* German : "And the wicked one." M.J
Verse 19. P* German : "And the whole world lieth in the wicked one," So AUbrd, Lillie, following Syriac, Vuig. and
many others. M.]
18.
Verse 20. M Ho/i«v 64 B. K. Sin.— A. al. ««i otta^ev.—G. al. omit ii and «al, as in the beginning of
[German: "But we know," so Lillie; Alford "Moreover, etc."—M.J
German
: " a sense."—
f»
J
* ytrde KOfitr A. B.* G.
Sin.; yieiitritufio, B.** K. al.
W After rbv &\ri$t.v6v A^, several rainusc, versions, al. insert 9t6v\ Sin. had originally t o, but corrected Into re r. [German : M The true One," so Lillie. Alford, following many translators.—11]
Mfwi) aiwriot, without the Article, is well authenticated; some ralnuso., add it. John nowhere makes
useof $ Cmy ait* pi o?, but Cmy aiwviot, or i| titivtot (»)t °* 4 (<*1 * atwvtov.
Verse 21. M Javvovt is better authenticated than «avra.
» dp h v G. K. aL; [it is omitted in A. B. Sin. al.—M.]—The subscription : IOANNOY A, Sin. and al.
•

—

—

—

.

M

mony of

the eye- and ear-witnesses of the teyoc
C«W» hence ravra typaipa answers to ravra
yp&fopey oh. i. 4 (Ben gel), the certainty of the
The
possession of eternal life being the ground and
I.
Tavra typa^a, like ravra typaifKi ch. ii. 26, strength of the joy, which John has, and to which
might be referred to the verses immediately pre- he adverts. The words to*c irtorevovotv etc rd
ceding, if the words annexed permitted such a bvofta rov vlov rov deov, annexed to v/Ov, primarily
construction
refer back to ch. iii. 28, but find their last restThat ye may know, that ye have eter- ing-place in the xotvuvia *} jperipa fterci rov irarpb$
nal life, ye that believe in the name of the koI /lerU rov vlov avrov, ch. i. 8.
Hence ravra
Son of God. Quite similar to the closing must be referred neither to vy. 6-12 (Huther),
verse of the Gospel, ch. xx. 81. The purpose of nor to w. 1-12 (8. Schmid), but to the whole
the writing Ira tldyre bri £«#v l^ere aidviov corre- Epistle (Luther, Bengel, Lttoke, Dusterdieck and
sponds with the xaP& ftt the beginning of the al), though the inducement to the choice of this
Epistle, which x<*p6 was to be filled by the testi- expression lies in verses immediately preceding..

EXEQETIOAL AND CRITICAL.
Conclusion, v. 18. These things wrote

rfc

—
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17*

—

and preparing the concluding portion of the mit a sin, not unto death. Here is supposed a
Epistle, and there still follow sererai verses specific case, in which the confident petition bewhich constitute that concluding portion. Note- comes an intercession for the purpose of keeping
worthy is the difference between the closing Terse an erring brother, after the example of Christ
of the Gospel, ch. xx. 31, which adverts to the (ch. ii. 1; of. Luke xxii. 81, 82; Jno. xviL
future believing and obtaining eternal life of the 9; Heb. vii. 26), with his Saviour and salvareaders, while our passage asserts their present tion, in fellowship with the Redeemer and in the
[Alfoid participation of eternal life.
belief and possession of eternal life.
Addttur catm
sees here with Dusterdieck something like an an- omnium maximus; ut possis orare etiam pro altera
ticipatory close of the Epistle. Huther maintains, m re gravissima (Bengel).
'Etfv tuq £09 supposes
that this verse still belongs to the second main an objective possibility; it is not said that some
part of the Epistle beginning with ch. iii 28, on one does see, but it may be, the event will shew
the ground that £w)v al6vwv goes back to the it consequently If any one should see it Winer,
verses immediately preceding, and that niareiecv p. 806, sq. The reference is to am event which
may be seen, to a fact susceptible of observation,
etc rd bvoua tov vlov tov deov, refers back to ch.
as in ch. iii. 17.
Top adzTjfiv avrov, denotes a
iii. 28.—M.1.
member of the Christian Church, and rtc requires
The confidence that prayer is heard, w. 14, 15.
\bb. 14. And this is the oonfidenoe to be taken in the same sense. The reference is
whioh we have towards Him. Kai con- consequently to intimate converse, and to what
nects with what goes before, i. c, it connects happens and becomes manifest there. This the

—
—

;

:

—

irapfaola

fjv

i^ofiev

with

$cnfr Ixere aluviov.

confidence consists in this

This

That if we ask any thing according to
His will, He heareth as. It is consequently

—

the confidence in God, which has the intercourse
of prayer with Him ; this confidence rests on the
ru$ attmoc, springs from it, points back to it, and
reacts also on it, strengthening and confirming
it.
Cf. ch. iii. 21, 22.— Upbq avrbv and rb Mtyfta
avrov must be referred to God the Father, because the idea of possessing the (ui) aluvcoc involves the idea of the Divine Sonship, and the
While kav rt
irapfrrjoia is connected with both.
leaves the object of the prayer quite general and
indefinite, Kara rb &ifafua limits it, so that it is a
conditio ssquissima, lalissime patens (Bengel), as we
may see from the fourth and seventh petitions of
the Lord's Prayer, in connection with the others.
{Qt Doctrinal and Ethical Ho. 1.)
'AKDveiju&v
denotes an attentive, sympathetic hearing, while
juac would signify a mere hearing. This is an

—

undoubted
Vbr. 15.

fact:

And if we know that He hearwe may ask. — Hence

eth as whatsoever

idv with the Indicative oldauev. Winer, p. 310,
'0 kav alrAueda denotes the general characsq.
ter of the object of prayer.
It follows that:

We know

that

we have

the petitions

which we have asked from Him.—'Exopev,
emphatic, placed

By

the side of okovu
ijuuv, we must distinguish Ixoutv ra air^fiara
(Lorinus: respetitm), although the two belong
together; God hearing our prayers and our
having go hand-in-hand. The additional clause:
*L frfjKafiev aV avrov
indicates that the having is
the consequence of prayer preceding it, so that
the having in point of time does not coincide
with the prayer, as does the believer's prayer
with God's hearing ; but our having is secured
Ixofiev is not=Aafip&vofiev (Lachmann and al.),
nor must it be construed like a Future (Grotius
statim exaudit, at non statim dat).
'An** avrov, as
in Matth. xx. 20, belongs to ^r^«z/iev, not to
ixofiev ; trap' avrov, as in Acts iii. 2, (see Appar.
Crit., No. 7,), could not, at any rate, denote
prayers as deposits made with God, as Ebrard
maintains.
Intercession for a brother tinning not unto death.
first.

—

Yv. 16, 17.
Veb. 16. If

Apostle brings out emphatically in the participial
dfiapr&rovTa duaprlav : the sinning brother
stands, as it were, before our eyes. Here we have
f*) irpbc tidvarov, not as in v. 17: ov -xpibc ^avaran,
because the reference is to the subjective judgment of the observer, not to an objectively valid
principle, not to the establishment of a dogmatically real idea. Winer, p. 496.
'AdcXfbc is therefore noi=proximu3 quicungue (Calov) ; non-christians are excluded (against Ebrard), although
the reference may not be exactly to " a regenerate person" (Dusterdieck).

form

:

any one see

his brother

com-

:

—

He shall ask and give him life. The
Future alrijaei denotes that the intercession may
be confidently expected, since Kai 66aet neither
warrants us to construe the Future, in the decisive language of the legislation of the Old and
New Testament (Matth. v. 21, 27, etc.,) as an
Imperative, nor gives an occasion to assume a
purely ethical possibility, as Luke xxii. 49:
Bom. x. 14: iruc ovv cfl-uuriiaovrai ; shall we smite ? how shall they, how can
they call? See Winer, pp. 294, 295, 831. Hence
it is noi=dicebit peters (8. Schmidt). The subject
is the intercession, riq, not the Church (Ncander),
or the saints (Meyer). The same subject, otruv,
belongs also to <U>cet; it is neither=dabilur (variation of the Vulgate, approved by Bede and
others), nor to be derived from the idea of prayer,
aiTovftevoQ, rogatus Deus (Bexa, Bengel, Lucks,
Winer, p. 558, and al.). [The JEthiopic version
Kvpie, el irardj-ofiev;

brings out the right meaning: rogans vivificabit;
1. e. the asker shall be instrumental in bestowing
life on the erring brother for whom he intercedes.
M.]. The grammatical requirements of
oui passage are fully borne out by the cycle of
thoughts current in the New Testament (Acts iii.
6; Jas. v. 15, 20). John here simply contemplates the result as a fact, without adverting to
the instrumentality, its ways and stages within
the brother's heart, which was the object of intercession ; repentance and faith, moreover, are
not excluded, and the interceding brother is not
viewed as the Saviour, or the representative of
the Bedcemer. Neither may we think of an aet
monitio et correptio fratema (Matth. xviii. 15 ; S.
Schmid), nor of the proper demeanour of the
asker towards his erring brother, as the result
of his intercessory prayer (Bickli). The final
effect of intercession is £u$ (altivtoc), which is

—
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" Qui sit peecaior non ad mortem,
rightly observes
weakened and disturbed by every sin [ Alford
This bestowal of life by intercessory prayer, is seiri non potest nisi per divinam revelationem /" npb$
Hot to be minutely inquired into, whether it is Vdvarov cannot be rendered " usque ad mortem.*
Nor is the reference to the physically sick, Jas. v.
to be accompanied with " correptio fraterna,"
whether it consists in the giving to the sinner a 14 (Steinhofer)
nor to definite, gross crimes,
repentant heart (Grotius, al.), but taken, as put peccatum gravissimum, quod viz remittitur (Amby the Apostle, in all its simplicity and breadth. brose), moechia port baptismum commissa (TertulNor is here
Life, viz.: the restoration of that Divine life from lian), peccatum invidentise (Bede).
which by any act of sin he was indeed in peril, any description of a condition, "Talis animx staand indeed in process of falling, but this sin was tus, in quo fides et amor et spes, in summa, vita nova
exstincta est; si quis sciens volensque mortem amplecnot an actual falL M.]«
To them that sin not unto death. The titur, non ex iUecebris carnis, sed ex amore peccati,
Plural roZ? duaprdvcwri belongs to avry, which sub rations peccati ; repudium gratisz proxreticum"
:

9

—

;

—

—

generaliier positum est (Erasmus); the Plural takes
the supposed case from the sphere of singularity;
See Winer, p. 553. It
rtc has collective force.
is forced and un grammatical to refer avr$ to him
that asks, understanding -&eb$ as the subject, and
taking rolg duaprdvowri as Dativ. commodi: "God
will give him life for the persons sinning," as
Bornemann (Biblieche Studien der Sticks. Oeistlichen
I. p. 71,) does.
M# irpbs ddvarov qualifies dftaprdvetv duapriav, or dfiaprdvecv, and has consequently adverbial force, ddvaros, only, if taken
in the sense of spiritual death, corresponds with
the context, via., with the napfrrioia of prayer
being heard on the ground of our possession of
the Can) altivioc, for (,u>rj in the intercession on behalf of the erring brother, and the preposition
irpdf, &* denoting the aim towards which something is directed (Winer, p. 423), require us to
think of a sinning, which in the conviction of the
person interceding, must not terminate in ddvaroc,
the emptying of all £w# alkvioq, and accordingly
must not absolutely annul fellowship with Christ,
faith in Him.
This is brought out more dearly
in the next clause.
There Is a aln unto death. Thus the
Apostle circumscribes the domain of sinning not
unto death : it is not infinite. This is directed
against any possible laxity in the judgment of
the Church on the sins of believers, Updc Odvarov
has the same meaning here, as in the preceding
clause. The reference is accordingly to a specific
sin, to a simple act perceptible (ISn) in the
brother, within the limits of Christian fellowship
(rbv adefyov airrov), not to a particular, outwardly
narked category of sins, but to a sinning, and
committing of sin, which renders it clear to the
careful observer, that the fellowship of faith with
Christ, the fountain of eternal life, has been cut
eff, that consequently the ethical life-form appears to be inwardly decayed and dying, that
the moral status of that brother shows itself to
be in a state of hopeless dissolution, so that it is
of no avail to pray for such an one, and that
therefore intercession is not proper. Hence it is
wrong to transfer to this passage the Old Testa-

—

—

(Bengel). Augustine thought first of invidentise
facts post agnitionem Dei, and added afterwards
si in hoc perversitatt finierii vitam, and then: fidem
deserere usque ad mortem.
Lastly the reference is
neither to a purely inward act, like obduracy
(Ebrard). apostasy (de Wette, Lucke), nor to sin,
perceptible in the walk of men, like the antichristian denial expressed in words (DUsterdieck), nor to the sin against the Holy Ghost
(Calvin, Sander and al.
The reference is simply
J.
to sinning, from which it may be perceived either,
that no inward absolute severance from the faith
and denial of Christ may or can be assumed, or
that the latter is either recognizable or highly
probable. To the latter case apply the words

Concerning that I do not say that he
shall pray. The simple negation is, that the
the Apostle says (oh Uyu), that prayer should
be made for him who sins unto death. He only
makes prominent the circumstance that he confines himself to saying that intercession should
be made for the person not sinning unto death.
Hence those commentators are right, who do not
see here a prohibition (Socinus, Grotius, Neander, Lucke, Huther and al.). But it is certainly
not said that we ought, or only are permitted, to
pray for him (Neander). It is important to note

—

—

the difference of the words employed by the
Apostle, for whereas before he made use of the
word alrfym, he now uses kpurfan: eporgv is=
rogare, and implies equality on the part of the
asker with him from whom the favour is sought;
Jesus designates His praying by that term (Jno.
xiv. 16; xvi. 26; xvii. 9, 15, 20); on .the other
hand atrelv \Bm=petere, and implies inferiority
(Diisterdieck), while Bengel regards alrelv as
This
species humUior under the genus ipurgv.
word epwfv denotes the confident petition of the
child, praying inquiringly and expecting the
gift.
Hence, due regard being had to the force
of the term employed, we may discover here the
sanction of intercession for a brother sinning
unto death, yet without any assurance of success
or that the intercession will prevail. But since
the Apostle advocates this very napfacia and
Deus non vult, ut pUfrustra orent (Bengel), it is
Mint idea of
Qavarrt- probably locutio morula et atlica for a prohibition.
KDTT>
Dent iii. 26. This is also suggested by Iva ; in the
*»>of (Numb, xviii. 22), and to refer to capital present instance he does not wish to excite and
crimes, e. g. idolatry, adultery, murder, incest, promote the purpose of praying.
(Cf. Doctrinal
which are punishable with death under the secu- and Ethical No. 4).
lar or Mosaio law (Moras, al.), or to the sins
Van. 17. All nnrighteonaneaa ia sin.—
ecclesiastically punishable with excommunication, The subject naoa adtxta reminds us of the predi** if intercession had to conform to the secular cate 4 dvoula ch. iii. 4. 'Avouia is in contradiction
code of punishment ; nor is the reference to with the objectively given law of God, aducfa is
waning unto the end of man's earthly existence the contradiction and negation of the ducatooi'vn
(Bede and aL), in which connection de Lyra and is concerned with the subjective disposition,

f^Q^

«W*«
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though it be wrought from above and subject to
And this harmonises with the fact
the law.
that we are concerned with the moral status of
the sinner in this sinning unto death, and sinning
not unto death. John manifestly desires to guard
against any aduda being too lightly dealt with,
being not considered as duapria, though it be pf)
The Roman Catholics, thereirpbc rbv d&varov.
fore, have no warrant for determining from the sin
itself, whether it is peccatum mortale or veniaU.
there is a sin not onto death.
Kal simply connects the sequel ; it is note=«l quidem, and the sense : quodUbet nefas est peccatum
non ad mortem (Ben gel) ; Bengal' 8 clause : *sedne
quisquam id Utnus interpretetur,prsBmUtit: at peccatum* is only a moral reaction against the perversion
of the Johannean thought: all unrighteousness
The sequel, because of the intercession
is sin.
recommended, is added by way of emphasis. Ov
irpbc Mvarov implies the objectively real fact, the
actual occurrence of such sin; it defines dpaprUt,
not iariv, as Luther supposes.
[There are one or two questions, in connection
with this section, which require to be treated
somewhat more fully. First, v. 17, involves a
Srohibition, or what is equivalent to it. But this
"Or
as been denied by many commentators.
si velis, ted tub dubio impetrandi" (Corn, a Lapide); Neander supposes that the offering of
prayer is permitted, though the obtaining of it
will be difficult, and arbitrarily imagines the
prayer in question to be the collective prayer of
the Church, and that one who sins irpbc Vdvarov
should not be included in the common prayer of
the Church, lest he might be confirmed in his
sin ; Huther finds in ov Tdkyu not more than a
denial of the Apostle that the case of one sinning
unto death came within the purview of his command.
Lyra qualifies the prohibition, though
"non eat orandum pro damnatis" yet we may pray,
11
ut minus peecaret, et per consequent minus damnaretur in inferno."—^Calvin recognizes the prohibition, but limits it to extreme cases, adding: "Scd
quia rarissime hoc accidit, et Deus, immensas gratim
sum divitia* eommendans, not suo exemplo misericor-

And

—

Mosaic law (Schottgen), or by sickness inflicted
by God, as Whitby and Benson; or of which
there will be no end till the death of the sinner
(thought possible by Bede, and adopted by Lyra).
This last is evidently absurd, for how is a man
to know, whether this will be so or not?
"The Second canon will be, that this sin unto
death being thus a sin leading to eternal death,
being no further explained to the readers here,
must be presumed as meant to be understood by
what the Evangelist has elsewhere laid down, concerning the possession of life and death. Now

we have from him a
ceding

definition immediately prekx(JV rov vibv lxet 1*7* M*"

this, in v. 12, 6

&*^
fit) ixw rbv vlbv rov tfew H)v Cu#v ovk lx u
we may safely say that the words irpbc #a*arw
here are to be understood as meaning, " involving
the loss of this life which men have only by the union
with the Son of God." And this meaning they must
have, not by implication only, which would be
the case, if any obstinate and determined am
were meant, which would be a sign of the fact of
severance from the life which is in Christ (see
ch. iii. 14, 15, where the inference is of this
kind), but directly and essentially, i. e. in respect
of that very sin which is pointed at by them.
Now against this canon are all those interpretations, far too numerous to mention, which make
6

-

any atrocious and obstinate sin to be that inIt is obvious that our limits are thus
tended.
confined to abnegation of Christ, not as inferred
by its fruits otherwise shown, but as the act
of sin itself. And so, with various shades of
difference, as

to

the putting forth

in

detail,

most of the best commentators, both ancient
and modern: e. g., Aretius, Luther, Calvin,
Beza, Piscator, Corn, a Lapide, Tirinus, Beum-

garten-Crusius, LUcke, Huther, Dusterdieck.
"The Thibd canon will help us to decide, within the above limits, what especial sin is intended. And it is, that by the very analogy of
the context, it must be not a state of sin, but em
appreciable act of sin, seeing that which is opthe same kind, as being not unto
posed to it
death, is described by k&v tic I6n duaprdvovra. 8o
des esse jubet : non temere in quemquam ferendum that all interpretations which make it to be a
est mortis stternm judicium, potius nos caritas ad bene state of apostacy, all such as, e. g. t Bengel's (see
sperandum fiectat. Quod si desperata quorundam above), do not reach the matter of detail which
impietas non secus nobis apparet, ac sic Dominus earn is before the Apostle's mind.
" In enquiring what this is, we must be guided
digito monstraret, non est quod certemus cum justo
Deijudicio, vel clementiores eo esse appetamus."
Al- by the analogy of what St. John says elsewhere.
ford sums up: "Certainly this seems, reserving Our state being that of life in Jesus Christ, there
the question as to the nature of the sin, the right are those who hate gone out from us, not being
view of the ov teyu. By an express command in the of us, ch. ii. 19, who are called dvrixpierrot, who
other case, and then as express an exclusion of not only "have not" Christ, but are Christ's
this case from that command, nothing short of enemies, denying the Father and the Son (oh. ii
an implied prohibition oan be conveyed."
22), whom we are not even to receive into oar
Secondly, the question: What is (he sin unto death? houses nor to greet (2 John 10, 11 ). These seem
The canons of interpretation for its solution, and to be the persons pointed at here, and this is the
some of the principal divergences, chiefly from Dii- sin : viz. the denial that Jesus is the Christ, the
This alone of all sins
sterdieck, collected by Alford, are here produced. incarnate Son of God.
"The First canon of interpretation of the bears upon it the stamp of severance from Bhn
duapria irpbc tidvarov and ov irpbc tidvarov is this: who is the Life itself. As the confession of
that the ddvaroc and C,(Jj of the passage must corres- Christ, with the mouth and in the heart, is salvapond. The former cannot be bodily death, while tion unto life (Rom. x. 9), so the denial of Christ,
the latter is eternal and spiritual life.
This with the mouth and in the heart, is sin unto
clears away at once all those commentators who death.
This alone of all the proposed solutions
understand the sin unto death to be one for which seems to satisfy all the canons above laid down.
bodily death is the punishment, either by human For in it the life cast away and the death inlaw generally, as Moms and G. Lange, or by the curred strictly correspond: it strictly corre-
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CHAP. V.
•ponds to what St John has elsewhere said
concerning life and death, and derives its explanation from those other passages, especially from
the foregoing v. 12: and it is an appreciable act
of sin, one against which the readers have been
before repeatedly cautioned (ch. ii. 18 sqq. ; It. L
And further, it is in exact
sqq.; v. 6, 11, 12).
accordance with other passages of Scripture
which seem to point at a sin similarly distinguished above others: Matth. xii. 81 sqq., and
so far as the circumstances there dealt with allow
common ground, with the more ethical passages,
Heb. vi. 4 sqq., x. 25 sqq. In the former case,
the Scribes and Pharisees were resisting the
Holy Ghost (Acts vii. 61), who was manifesting
Qod in the flesh in the person and. work of Christ.
For them the Lord Himself does not pray (Luke
xxiii. 84): they knew what they did: they went
out from God's people and were not of them : receiving and repudiating the testimony of the
Holy Ghost to the Messiahship of Jesus." M.].
Assurance of redemption, vv. 18, 20.
that every one
Veil 18.

—

We

ia

born

(out)

who

know

of Qod, sinneth not.-—Each

three concluding verses begins with
Bengel: anaphora. The Evangelist reeldtjre v. 18, and thus describes the proper

of these
cidauev;
fers to

consciousness of the Christian in his attitude to
sin (v. 18), the world (v. 19), and the Redeemer
(v. 20).
Ildc ytyewrjutvoe eit rov &eov signifies
every one who is, and abides, born of God; the
power of regeneration, of the life given and received in regeneration, operates from the past
into the present; as such ovx dpaprdvet, as such
sin is foreign to him, Rom. vii. 20; cf. ch. iii. 9.
It is unnecessary to supply wpbc tidvarov (Bede,
Beza and al.), and arbitrary to understand an
abiding in sin, or a falling from grace (Calvin),
or the not frequent occurrence of the sin unto
death an4 sin in general (deWette).

—

Bat he that hath been born of Qod,
keepeth himself, and the wicked one
doth not touch him. The. opposite (aXXa)

—

f

refers not only to the predicate, but, since the
subject is particularly specified, to the whole
clause, and the two clauses (oidapev bri
and b
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one, as in ch. iii. 9, where the same is imported
abrQ pkvti, koI ov dbvarai
by bri rb oirippa avrov
dfiaprdveiv, bri kit rov dew yeytwrirai. The ration-

h

commentators insist on rrjpel i avrbv, as
showing, as Socinus, "aliquid prsestare turn atque
efficere, qui per Christum regenerate fuerit;" and
the orthodox commentators have but a lame
apology to offer. DUsterdieck compares ayvifri
alistic

But the reference there is
a gradual and earnest
striving after an ideal model; whereas here the
rnpelaBai must be, by the very nature of the case,
iavr6vf ch.

iii.

8.

—

wholly different

viz. to

so far complete that the wicked one cannot approach and whose self-guarding can ensure this
even for a day?
Cf. Jno. xvii. 15, Iva rqpfoK
:

—

avrovg kx rov irovqpov, which is decisive."
M.j.
The clause annexed by kol notes the difficult but
successful conflict. The enemy, 6 irovnpbe, ch. iii.
12, is Satan, ovx airrerai avrov, though he would
fain do it, hostile attacks, Satanic assaults, temptations are not wanting (1 Pet. v. 8); but the
point of complication between Satan and the regenerate is notreaohed, the wrestling is wanting;
the regenerate keeps Satan at a distance, wards
him off; Bengel: malignus appropinquate ut musca
ad lychnum, sed non nocet, ne tangit quidem. m ** In
the iravoirMa rov Oeov he is guarded against all
the fiedodeuu rov dtapdbov Eph. vi. 11 sqq." (HuLuther and Calvin also refer to the arther).
mour of God, so that, as in John xvii. 11, 12, 15;
Rev. iii. 10, God is the Preserver [Calvin: " Utut

malignus renatum ad peccatum solicited tela tamen
illius irrita cadunt,quoniamrenatus scuto fidei munitus ea repeUit et diabolo per fidem resistit."
M.].
But here the Apostle contemplates* only the reAdditions such as
sult, and not the way to it.
letaliter (Calvin), finaliter (E. Schmid), are unnecessary. But 6 irovijpbe ovx dirretrai avrov depends of course on the careful rrjpe'iv iavrbv (Dus[Alford : " As the Prince of
terdieck, Huther).
this world had nothing in our blessed Lord, even
so on His faithful ones who live by His life, the
Tempter has no point d'appui, by virtue of that
their ylwifoig by which they are as He is."
M.].

—

We know

—

19.

—

that

we

—

are (out) of
God. The second oldauev repeats by way of inytwrfielq k. r. A.) are independently coordinated. troduction and in pregnant abbreviation (U rov
TkeAorist indicates the historical fact; th&t kalh $eov hfitv), and with application to himself and
been born again (in opposition to Sander who dis- his church, the believer's consciousness of his
There is no occasion whatever
covers this in the Perfect, and\ Bengel, "prseleri- Divine sonship.
tum grandius quiddam sonat, quam aoristus; non to understand here the peculiar revelation vouchmoJo qui magnum in regeneratione gradum assecutus safed to the Apostles, or to explain elvai ix rov
ssd quiUbet, qui regenitus est, servat *«.")
Tqpei &eov=a Deo pendere illique adkserere (Socinus).
avrbv indicates moral effort and self-exertion ov The principal sentence is the independent clause,
fbaet elf avapaprtjoiav irpoBatvei (Oecumenius) sin annexed like vv. 18, 20, by icai, viz.
occurs, approaches, but he sustains the conflict,
And the whole world lieth in the
guarding himself in his peculiar nature and the wicked one. For the world is the territory
Divine gift of eternal life, which hinders, spoils and domain of Satan, on which account, and beand drives away sin. Thus -sin destroys man cause b iropypbc occurs in v. 18, and we have here
himself; it is in virtue of his self-guarding that an antithesis to 6 $ebg r$ novrjp<j> is masculine,
the arripfia rov &eov abides in him (ch. iii. 9) ; we and not neuter (Lyra, Socinus, Grotius, who
must neither supply dyvdv (1 Tim. v. 22), nor however allows an allusion to Satan, Spener,
doviXov (Jas. i. 27. Carpzov, Lticke, al.), nor Rickli and al.). 'Ev r$ irovr?p$ Kclrai denotes like
take njptlaBm in the sense of being on one's guard hv ry ovyKXrrry icetrai (Polyb. VI. 14, 6), both the
(Ebrard). Cf. ch. iii. 3.
[Alford justly objects competency of Satan and dependence on him as
to this and similar expositions, and retaining the the controlling power; in (ev) him lies the world,
reading avrbv A. B. Vulg. Jer., renders "it fit is circumscribed by him and in his power
keepeth him," viz. the Divine birth, adding, " it M.I icelrai denotes the passiveness of the state,
is this, and not the fact of his own watchfulness,
of the situation; he airrerai rov nbapov continually
which preserves him from the touch of the wicked in the most powerful and destructive manner

Ver.

y

;

;

—

t

;
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ethical medium of sin is not expressed here,
only the result is indicated. Referring here,
with Spener and Steinhofer, -to Is. xlvi. 8, and
explaining it in analogy with regeneration, as if
the world were lying in the wicked one like a
child in its mother's womb, is false per se and not
Warranted by that passage wrongly rendered by
Luther. '0 Kdopoc bloc refers to all the unregenerate; God's children do not belong to the
world, though iv t<jj koV//^, yet are they not tic tov
Kfofiov (Jno. xvii. 11, 16), not Ik tov 6ui[36?j3v (ch.
iii. 8).
Bengel well observes: " Totus mundus,

The

—

isque universus, eruditos, honestos, dliotve complectens

omnes, exceptis dunioxat, qui

non modo non

Deo

se et Christo vin-

plane jacet
(remains lying), per idololatriam, cmcitalem, fraudem, vim, lasciviam, impietatem, maliiiam omnem,
dicarunt,

tangitur, sed

Deo et
Brew hae summa

in malo, erpers et vitse ex

10; xi. 32).
tur horribilis statue mundt.

diavoiac (1 Cor. v.
vividissime denota-

Commentarti loco

est

mundanorvm hominum actiones, sermonts, contractus, Utes, sodalitia." Hence our pasipse

mundus

et

omnibus discernat (Calvin), in contrast wits
every Deus ficiitxus. Bengel refers to the See
without any warrant for doing so.
And we are in the true One, in His Son
Jesus Christ. Another independent proposilis

—

tion

annexed by

koX, as in r. 19.
'Eojiev fr r$
designates, as before, God, which is also
evident from the pronoun in ev r£ vty amok.
This is the extreme antithesis of taetrai
if
KovTjpfa the climax of elvai tK rob &eov.
The
words
T<j viy airrov 'Iqoov Xptffry fully denotes
the Mediator, the ground and stay both of the
knowledge and of the position of the believing
child of God, and it denotes this by ev, not by
<5i&, in, not per, in order to mark the permanent
character of this life-fellowship ; mserinmr »
aATjdivCi,

h

h

Christum et unum efficimur cum Deo. Cf. ch. ii
8-6; iii. 2. It is therefore no opposition, as
seems to be assumed by the Vulgate (which connects by et simus with the clause beginning with
Iva), Lyra, Erasmus and al.

This

is

the true

God and

eternal life.—

sage does not contradict ch. ii. 2; iv. 14. God
aims at the redemption of the whole world

Ovroc like iKelvoc, does not refer, as it were, in t
merely mechanical manner, to the literally or lothrough Christ and He is enough for the whole cally nearest or more remote noun, bnt also to
world; but Satan also, as the antagonist of God, the noun, psychologically nearer or more remote.
aims %t the whole world. The world is to be Winer, p. 176. Thus in
16, kiceivn did not refer
taken as the territory which embraces all, not to the grammatically and locally distant iftaprk
as the sum-total produced by the adding together pi) irpbc tidvarov, but to the immediately pre[Alford : " Had not Christ be- ceding duapria irpbc rov tiavarov. So here the
of all individuals.
come a propitiation for the sins of the whole world, mediating Son is not in point of sense the nearwere He not the Saviour of the whole world, none est, but 6 aZqdivdc. Under the influence of the
could ever come out of the world and believe on christological conflicts it may have been natural,
Him; but as it is, they who believe on Him, come with reference to the Arian heresy which was
out and are separated from the world ; so that joined by the more modern antitrinitarians, (a
our proposition here remains strictly true: the refer ovroc to the Son; but the discipline of
itfofwc is the negation of faith in Him, and as such grammar and language requires us to refer it to
the Father (this has been done by moat commenlies in the wicked one, His adversary."
M.].
Veb. 20. Bat
know, that the Son of tators, also by Hofmann, Schriftbeweis 1. 146,
God is oome. The third olSapev whose object: down to Sander, Ebrard, Beaser, SUer [ai Jno.
bri 6 vide tov deov yicei, t. e. t has come; he condi- xvii 8. Vol. 5, p. 892] of our time), though the
tions the elvai Ik tov $eoi> which continues in elvai arrangement, the reference taken locally, might
iv r£ #e£; had He not come, we should still lie induoe us to think of Christ, yet this is not the
like 6 xfofioc kv r£ novnpy. Hence it is=i^avep69n case, if the internal structure of the thought,—
ch. iii. 8 and not adest (Bengel referring to in which God the Father is the chief, and the
Mark viii. 8). ["& closes off and sums up all: Son simply the Mediator, is attentively considty
ered.
But what does ovroc refer to ? To
cf. 1 Thess. v. 23; 2 Thess. iii. 16; Hebr. xiii.
22 aL This not being seen, it has been altered dXrfiiv^ That would make: ovroc (6 dXsfiw6c)=^
to mi, as there appeared to be no contrast with 6 afafiivdc tiedg, but that would be weak and shallow. But if we take ovroc, dtiKruuJc, of Christ,
the preceding." Alford.
M.].
it is a terse and strong conclusion of the Epishath given us a sense that
the true One. The subject of diSuictv tle, and a powerful motive for the concluding
The words : koX {«# aitivwe belong
is 6 vide tov tieov, not as Bengel Dens, as the Send- exhortation.
er, ordaining the coming of Jesus.
For Jesus to ovroc. Grammatically it is not singular
( Winer, p. 144), still less in point of thought:
is also the Mediator of the truth and of knowledge [•'. e y He bestows to us the truth and this ror God is essentially £«#> and so is Christ (Jno.
knowledge M.], (Dusterdieck). Ai&voia is the xiv. 6), even £u$ atfnuoc. In like manner He it
faculty or sense of knowing, not insight or called ouc (ch. i. 6), aydm? (oh. iv. 8, 16), wvess*
knowledge (Lucke, de Wette), nor the activity (Jno. iv. 24). Bengel, on vita seterna, has the
"
of thinking out all the points in contrast with a subtle note : il milium epistolss et fines conv mhm t
faith void of thought (Paulus), 2 Pet. iii 1; Eph. It is therefore wrong to contend, that ovroc hens
6 afafiivbc tithe Kal £c*% aitivioc ought to be referred
iv. 18 ; i. 18 (<xpda7.fiol rfjc Kapdiac or rye diavoiac),
or mind (Matth. xxii. 87; Luke i. 51 ; Eph. ii. to the Son, as if His Divinity rested on this pas3; Col. i. 21; 1 Pet. i. 13; Hebr. viiL 10; x. sage, and at the same time to overlook, that is
16), sen sue cognoscendi (Lyra), sensus et gustus re- r£ afydtvp denotes primarily God the Father,
rum divinqrum (a Lapide), the spiritual sense (1 nor is it right to overlook here the tautology
Cor. ii. 12, 14), whose aim (Iva), but not whose (this One, the true One, is the true God), and to
substance is yiv&OKeiv rov ahfitvov. Cf. ch. ii. 8, apprehend an identification of the Father and
The object of this cognition is the Son, which would be un-johannean, if the
4; Jno. xvii. 8.
evidently God, qui re vera Deus est, ut eum ab itfo- clause were referred to the Son. Now John clir

.

—

we

—

—

—

—
—

And
know

we

—

—
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CHAP. V.
tinguishes between the Father and the Son, but
In the Son from
not between God and not-God.
the Father we have the Father, eternal life, and
all that which is the Father's, and only in Him
hence this turn to the Son and the warning
against all idols; the Son is the living Image,
the Christian is in no point idolatrous 1 [Alford:
"The grounds on which the application to Christ
is rested are mainly the following: 1. that ovtqc,
most naturally refers to the last mentioned substantive: 2. that £u$ alAvtoe, as a predicate, more
naturally belongs to the Son than to the Father
8. that the sentence, if understood of God the
Father, would be aimless, and tautological. But
to these it has been well and decisively answered
by Lucke and D lister dieck : 1. that ovroc more
than once in St. John belongs not to the nearest
substantive, but to the principal one in the foregoing sentence, e. g. t in ch. ii. 22 and in 2 Jno.
7: and that the subject of the whole here has
been the Father, who is the 6 ahfitv6c of the last
verse, and the Son is. referred back to Him as 6
utof avrovy thereby keeping JJim, as the primary subject, before the mind; 2. that as little
can tut) alAvioc be an actual predicate of Christ,
He is indeed 4
as of the Father.
ch* i. 2,
but not # £«# ai&vioq. Such an expression,
used predicatively, leads us to look for some expression of our Lord' 8, or for some meaning which
does not appear on the surface to guide us. And
such an expression leading to such a meaning
we have in Jno. xvii. 8, afrnj 6h kartv $ ai&vtoc {ofi,
Iva ytv6oKuaiv ai rbv fidvov ahfitvbv &e6vt aal bv
MoretXac 'Iqoovv Xpunov. He is eternal life in
Himself, as being the fount and origin of it: He
is it to us, seeing that to know Him is to possess
it.
I own I cannot see, after this saying of our
Lord with ei rbv fiavov a?ufltvbv &c6vf how any one
can imagine that the same Apostle can have had
in these word's any other reference than that
which is given in those; 8. this charge is altogether inaccurate.
As referred to the Father,
there is in it no tautology and no aimlessness.
It seems to identify the 6 dhfitv6c mentioned before, in a solemn manner, and leads on to the
concluding warning against false gods. As in
another place the Apostle intensifies the nonpossession of the Son by including in it the alienation from the Father also, so here at the close
of all, the aTafiivbc tfedf, the fount of £u$ akfoior,
is put before us as the ultimate aim and end, to
be approached ev tq vi$ avrov, but Himself the
One Father both of Him and of us who live

M
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Life, denote the manufacture of the creature;
the decisive point, or the thing decided here is
not whether they are made with hands for the

grossest forms of heathenism, or in imagination
its more subtle forms ; the real
point is that they are self-made, untrue, unliving,
and strictly speaking, nothing. 1 These, i. 9 ; 1
Cor. x. 19; xii. 2. Dusterdieok, therefore, is wrong
in following here an Etymologicum inedttum in Biel,
sub voce (rd uh> eidwXov ovtieuiav im6oTaotvkx*h T0 <W
6/toiopa rtvuv koriv ivSaXfm), and making ddaXov
tritons or centaurs, and ipoUtfta, constellations,
men and beasts ; the Diana of the Ephesians, for-

and thought for

sooth,

was

also

an

eldi&ov.

Cf.

Rom.

i.

28, 25.

We

are fully warranted to refer here, with Tertullian, Oecumenius, Dusterdieok and others, to
idols proper, but equally warranted to refer also
(with Bede, Rickli, Sander and others) to the
self-made representations and ideas of the false
teachers and their dupes, which, like the truth,
they require to be received and submitted to.
We may even see, with Ebrard, a reference to
images of God or gods or saints in reality * or in
imagination, for whom heathenish worship is required.
The elduXa are so dangerous because
they are the objects of eidofoXarpeta. As this applied then to the church-frontier in contact with
heathenism, so it applies at this time to the
Mariolatry in the Church of Christ, and to the
worship of genius, to Schiller- worship, etc., in
His Church. [The literal and figurative reference
in this closing charge, seems to be required by
the context, and, in fact, by the whole tenor of
the Epistle ; the reference being both to literal
idols, and to spiritual idolatry.
M.].

—

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
The assurance that our prayers will be
heard rests upon the life-fellowship with God
1.

the Father through faith in Christ, and forbids
its being circumscribed, as to the substance of
our prayers, within limits narrower than those
given by the Lord Himself (Matth. vi. 9-18), but
neither pursues any other course than that indicated in Matth. vi. 88, sq., vis., it expresses in the
way of ethical effort what life really stands in
need of. So St. Paul in Rom. viii. 14-17. Absolutely exaudible * is the prayer for the Holy
Spirit

and

spiritual gifts

(Luke xi.

18), relatively

exaudible are our prayers for temporal gifts
quantum non est impediment ad salutem (Matth.

xxvi. 89).
2. Intercession is very potent (v. 16); it is a
through Him."— M.].
work of love, an act of kindness.
Final request, v. 21 : Little children, keep
8. Every sin is, properly speaking, unto death,
yourselTOB from idols. Tewia indicates the which is the wages of sin ; there is no sin, which
affectionate warmth and depth of the Apostle. is not per se unto death, unto condemnation.
In
The exhortation fvX&j-ere iavrobc reminds them of this respect, the maxim of the Stoics and Jovianus
great danger, against which they must be cour- holds good, that omnia'peccata porta, no matter
ageously on the alert; they themselves are ex- how different they may be ; and there is only one
posed to great corruption. Bengel: "EUgantia way towards the forgiveness and cancelling of
activi verbi cum pronomine reeiproco plus elicit, quam:
sin, vis., Christ and His high-priestly work, and
custodiminu
Custodite vos ipsos, me absente,
neque the fellowship of faith with the Sinless One.
solum ab eorum ctdtu, sed etiam ab omni eorum com- Consequently it is not the species or greatness
munions et communionis specie." 'Atto r&v etdAXuv of sin,- per se, which constitutes it a sin unto
denotes, that believers must withdraw from the death, but rather the effect of sin on the sinner's
idols, surrounding and in immediate proximity relation to the Redeemer, or the nature of the
to them, in order to be guarded against them.
disturbance of this relation, as evidenced by sin.
The dSuXa are figures of imaginary deities, and
* [I coin this word, which signifies u that which may be
as contrasted with the true God, who is Eternal heard or granted," for want of a better term.—
M.].
81
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The sin which indicates a permanent falling spirit, does not sin, though the flesh
away from Christ, is sin unto death. The Ro- anon causes him to faE.
mish distinction of peeeatum mortal* and peeeatum
6. The sins of the regenerate are
vemale and the restriction of the former to seven,
is wrong ; for there is always the danger that
the sin assumed to be peeeatum venial* and received in excuse of it, may turn into peeeatum
mortal*, and that that which from a lower standpoint appears as peeeatum veniaU, is afterwards
in its further progress peeeatum mortale.
4. Intercession for those who sin unto death is improper, because such intercession is inexaudible,
because such sin cannot be forgiven. Cf. Riehm,
Lehrbegriffdet Hebraerbriefi, II., pp. 768-776. The
words aSfoorov ir&Xcv avaKotvl&tv etc firrdvoi
av (Heb. vi. 4-6), as well as ovk afcOfoerai avry
oVre fa Toirry r£ aluvi o\nt fa r£ fiiAXoim (Matth.
xii. 82) distinctly indicate the reason why the
Apostle neither requires, nor advises us to make
intercession for those sinning unto death. Cf.
Hofmann, Schriftbeweis, II., p. 840, sqq. Intercession for suicides must, at all events, be judged
from this stand-point. [Jeremy Taylor : " Every
Christian is in some degree in the state of grace,
so long as he is invited to repentance, and so
long as he is capable of the prayers of the Church.
This we learn from those words of St. John:'
'All unrighteousness is sin, and there is a sin not
unto death/ that is, some sorts of sin are so incident to the condition of men, and their state
of imperfection, that the man who hath committed them is still within the method of pardon,
and hath not forfeited his title to the promises
and covenant of repentance; but * there is a sin
unto death ;' that is, some men proceed beyond
the, measures and economy of the Gospel, and the
usual methods and probabilities of repentance,
by obstinacy, and preserving a sin, by a wilful,
spitefUl resisting, or despising the offers of
grace and the means of pardon ; for such a man
St. John does not encourage us to pray ; if he be
such a person as St. John described, our prayers
will do bim no good; but because no man can
tell the last minute or period of pardon, nor
just when a man is gone beyond the limit, and
because the limit itself can be enlarged, and
God's mercies stay for some longer than for
others, therefore St. John left us under the indefinite restraint and caution; which was derogatory enough to represent that sad state of
things in which the refractory and impenitent
have immerged themselves, and yet so indefinite
and cautious, that we may not be too forward in
applying it to particulars, nor in prescribing
measures to the Divine mercy, nor in passing final
sentenoes upon our brother, before we have
heard our Judge Himself speak. 'Sinning a sin
not unto death,' is sn expression fully signifying
that there are some sins which though they be committed and displeased God, and must be repented
of, and need many and mighty prayers for their
pardon, yet the man is in the state, of grace and
pardon, that is, he is within the covenant of
meroy ; he may be admitted, if he will return to
his duty: so that being in a state of grace is
having a title to God's loving-kindness, a not
being rejected of God, but a being beloved of
Him to certain purposes of mercy, and that hath
these measures and degrees." M.].
6. The regenerate, as such, according to the
,

—

—

—

—

ever aid

not unto
death, because forgiveness and atonement are
sought and found in Christ.
7. None but believing Christians, born of
God, are not subject to the world-power of Satan; those who are subject to it, are least
sensible of it; the Christian, who has become
free, perceives and feels it in its hostility to
him and his resistance to it.
8. Vital piety finds rest only in God, from

whom

it

comes.

Although the

9.

absolute

and immoveably

fixed assurance (certitudo\ of salvation, such as
the Methodists and Baptists suppose to possess,
is neither possible nor biblically established,
yet we may attain unto a sure confidence (fidueia), and maintain it in
opposition to the
Romish decrees, which not only reject the impossibility of final apostasy, but also deny this
confidence of the Christian (Cone. Trid. Sett, tl
9, 16, sq.).

10.

The Reformed are

fully justified in their

rejection of altars, images and similar vutrumatia
tvperttitionum with respect to the abuses of the
Roman Catholics, and even down to the present
time with their extreme Mariolatry, but they
err in confounding the abuse of the several objects with the objects themselves and in changing
the one into the other, in lodging complaints
against the natural sphere of art instead of pressing it into the higher service [of religion .].
The liberty of the Lutheran Church cannot be
over-estimated.
Images of God will always remain hazardous, not only in the Zwinghan or
Puritan sense.

—

—

HOMILSTICAL AND PRACTICAL.
Care for thy friends, that they may be and remain assured of the possession of eternal life,
despite the temptations and troubles on earth.—
Thou hast confidence in the purity of mind of
some loved man, how much more shouldest thou

—

God? If distrust is disgraceand fraught with much unhappiness in oar
intercourse with men, how much more disgraceful and productive of unhappiness is distrust of
confide in the true
ful

the glorious God?— Seeing the light of the world
in regeneration is no warrant that this Sun wul
always smile in His brightest light, unclouded
and without stormy days, on the firmament of
the soul; but we know, without the gift of prophecy, as the children of God, as Christiana,
that it is dsy. Pray for everything, but be
urgent unto intercession for thy erring brother.
Prefer to speak of an erring brother to God than
Dismal is the high-mindedness
to other men.
which fancies that it can never fail with God,
but equally dismal is the pusillanimity, whkh
afraid that all is to no purpose, conducts to despair.
As a Christian be not a minor, but volunSin violates not
teer also to act as guardian.
only the Divine command before us, and the
Majesty of God above us, but also the Image of
God in us! Every sin may become a sin unto
death, as long as it remains unforgivenu Every
sin checks and disturbs the eternal life in thee;
the greatest danger, however, is not the corn-

—

—

—

—

—

—
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mission of, but consenting unto sin, and this is
the more dangerous, as your sensibility has become more acute and your will more resolute

—
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under the growth of sanctification. Beware of
genius-worship I
Luthxb : Thou must learn to cry and not sit
down by thyself; or lie on a bench, with drooping
head, or shaking it, and lacerate or consume thyself with thy anxious thoughts, caring and
fretting how to get free, and regarding nothing
except thy own misery and ill-fortune, and
wretchedness. But come, idler that thou art,
fall down on thy knees, lift up thy hands and
eyes to heaven, sing a psalm or say the Lord's
prayer, and lay thy trouble before God, and with
streaming eyes pour forth thy supplications and
make known thy wants. Prayer, the opening of
our grief, the lifting up of our hands, are the
sacrifices which are most acceptable to God.
He Himself desires thee to acquaint Him with
thy distress, instead of burdening and oppressing,
of torturing and lacerating thyself with it, and
thus multiplying one calamity into ten or a
hundred. He wants thee to be too weak to carry
and OYercome suoh a load, that thou mayest learn
to grow strong in Him, and that He may be
Behold
glorified in thee through His strength.
the opposite course makes people who are caUed
Christians, but nothing else than yain babblers
and praters, who Bee much of faith and the
Spirit, but know not what it is, or what they

in a state of regeneration, is proof against all
the assaults of Satan. Fine threads are often
more dangerous than ooarse chains. Faith in the
Son of Ood. I. A holy, blissful, assured faith:a. as to its substance: in the Image of God, in
the Saviour of love; b. as to its ground: in the
testimony of God; e. as to its effects: eternal
life.
IL It is a faith possible unto all: a. provided they diligently read and lay to heart what
is written, in order to attain unto faith; b. provided they pray God with child-like trust, to give
unto them the true faith.
Bbssib: A singular saying! They believe,
and he writes that they may believe. What need
is there of an exhortation to believe, if we believe
already? (Luther). It is not possible to have
to-day's life through yesterday's faith.
Here no
stand-still is allowed; he that believes, let him
go on believing. After every prayer of a child
of God, the Father hears the expressed or unexpressed petition: Thy will be done. I have read
of a pious Christian who was in the habit of
keeping a record of his daily prayers and intercessions that he invariably concluded his daily
record with the passage 1 Jno. v. 16. Sin is to
the children of God like a robber, against whom
they defend themselves all their life long. As a
sentry stands before a king's palace, so there
stands a sentry with shield and sword before the
habitation of God in the heart of His children.—
The Epistle of St John itself is such a preserva-

see.

tive.

—

—

—

—

Stabkb: Holy Scripture is our Epistle of
God to us, in which He reveals to us His gracious
will, as it were, in His own handwriting, and
His purpose to give us eternal life. Faith is
never too strong, it may and must grow stronger.
Where is confidence of faith, there is joyfulness.
The more faith gets filled with the riches

—

of God, the more jubilant is its -rejoicing in the
abundance of its satisfaction : it is heaven on
earth!
The prayer of the lip must be joined to
the desire of the heart.
Wouldest thou pray bo
that thy prayers shall be heard, thou must be
full of faith, holy, and a child of God, otherwise
thou art abominable. Prayer is not only a
Christian duty, but a glorious benefit. Simplicity
is not ignorance.
The former befits the Christian, but not the latter.
Christians must know.
Ignorant Christians are unchristian. Learned
but ungodly men are unlearned; the regenerate
are truly learned, as those who through the
knowledge of Christ have been made apt for the
kingdom of heaven and eternal salvation.
Subtle idolatry is not better than gross idolatry,
Bbxobl: The lamentable state of the world
is most aptly described in the brief summary:
" The whole world lieth in the wicked one," and the
world itself, the doings «nd workings of the
children of the world, their sayings, their dealings, their society, etc, are the best exposition of
this passage.
It is not so much matter of surprise that they are so wicked, as that they are
not more wicked.
HsuBirsn: A sin is not excusable, because it
is not yet a sin unto death.
A pardonable sin
may become a sin unto death; therefore we
should abhor every sin. The wicked one will
not touch him: 1. The power of Satan is not
irresistible; 2. The Christian, while he continues

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

[Ennsx Hopkins :—God's will, in bestowing
a desired mercy upon us, is best known by the
promises that He hath made to us. Which promises are of two kinds: some refer to temporal
blessings, and others refer to grace and glory.
1.. Grace and glory are promised absolutely.
It is that, which we are commanded, all of us, to
seek after: and, therefore, here we cannot mistake, while we beg these; for there is no doubt
while we pray for grace and glory, but that wedo it acoording to the will of God. Here, wemay be earnest and importunate, that God would
sanctify and save our souls: and, while we ask
this, and make this the matter of our requests, we>
are under an impossibility of asking amiss; yea„
and the more violent we are, and the more reso^
lute to take no denial at the hands of God, the
more pleasing is this holy force, since it shows a,
perfect conformity and concurrence in oar wills
to His will, who hath told us, It is His will,
"wen," our 'UanotificaUoni" 1 These, iv.8. Thia
was one part of that violence which ons Saviour,
saith the kingdom of heaven suffered in, the day a
of John the Baptist* It is an invasion that is
aooeptable to God, when we storm heaven by
prayers and supplications, with strong cries and
tears: when we plant against it unutterable
sighs and groans, this is such a battery, that
those eternal ramparts cannot hold out long
against it.
2. Though we may pray thus absolutely and
with a holy boldness, for grace and glory, saying
to God as Jacob to the angel that wrestled with
him, I will not let thee go, until thou hast blessed
me with spiritual blessings, in heavenly things,
in Jesus Christ: yet, secondly, for the degrees of
grace and for the comforts of the Holy Ghost, we
must pray conditionally i if the Lord wilL Eon
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these things are not absolutely necessary, neither
are they absolutely promised to us by God. Neither any degree of grace, nor any consolation of
the Spirit is absolutely promised to us. But,
however, our prayers ought to be so much ihe
more feryent and importunate for these things,
than for outward, temporal things; by how
much more these are of far greater concern than
the other.
8. To pray for outward and worldly blessings
is not contrary to the will of God, for He hath
promised to bestow them. But then, as His promise is conditional, if it is consistent with our

—

by the illumination of the Holy Spirit, and pro.
fessed the belief thereof, shall in a devilish malice
wilfully blaspheme and persecute that known
truth."—M.].
" What makes sin exceedingly sin.
and most provoking, is a determined insolent*
and an obstinate impenitency, a guilt without remorse, and without relenting, without shame sad
without fear. This is what appears most odious
and offensive in the sight of God, as also in the
sight of man ; and to this incorrigible temper,
and abandoned behaviour, indignation and wrtth
are denounced by Him, who will by no means soquit those that are guilty
this way. " There is
a sin unto death," saith St. John, " and there is
a sin not unto death." The sin unto death, of
which the Apostle speaks, was in some manner
peculiar to those times. It was an apostasy from
Christianity, and these apostates were persons
who had seen the miraculous proofs of its troth,
and had themselves been partakers of some extra-

JJobti*:

—

m

must our prayers be conditional,
them to us, if it is consistent
with His will and with our good. Whatsoever
we thus ask, we do it according to the will of
God ; and we are sure of speeding in our request,
either by obtaining our desires, or by being
blessed with a denial. For, alas, we are blind
and ignorant creatures, and cannot look into the
designs and drift of Providence, and see how God ordinary sifts. When such persons renounced
hath laid in order good and evil in His own pur- Christ, and fell away from the Church, it was
pose: oftentimes, we mistake evil for good, be- plain that nothing more could be done to amend
cause of the present appearance of good that it and reclaim them. And even now it is possible,
hath ; yea, so short-sighted are we, that we can that sinners may offend so long and so heinously
look no farther than outward and present appear- as at last to provoke God, either to take them out
ance. But God, who sees the whole series and of the world by a secret judgment, and so it is s
connection of his own counsels, knows, many, sin unto temporal death ; or to give them up to
times, that those things, whioh we account and their own hard hearts, and so it becomes a sin
desire as good, are really evil: and therefore it unto spiritual death. But let an observation be
is our wisdom, to resign all our desires to His added, which may be necessary to quiet melsadisposal, and to say, " Lord, though suoh tempo- choly and desponding minds; and it is this: If
ral enjoyments may seem good and desirable to any one be afraid that he is in such a condition,
me at present, yet Thou art infinitely wise, and this very fear shows that in all probability ho is
Thou knowest what the consequence and issue of not in such a condition ; because it is usual for
them will be : I beg them, if they may stand with such sinners to have no consideration, no shame,
Thy will and if Thou seest they will be as really no remorse, and no fear at all." If.}.
[Ezxkxbl Hop kins
" Beware therefore, then,
good to me, as I suppose them now to be. If
they be not so, I beg the favour of a denial." that you do not entertain any slight thought of
This is the right frame* in whioh a Christian's sin : nor think, with the Papists, that there are
heart should be when he oomes to beg tem- some sorts of sins, that do not deserve death;
poral mercies of God; and, whilst he thus asks whioh they call venial sins, in opposition to other
.any worldly comforts, he cannot ask amiss. more gross and heinous sins, which they allow to
It was an excellent saying of the Satirist, " We be mortal. Believe it, the least prick at the heart
ask those things of God which please our present is deadly; and so is the least sin to thssouL
humors and desires : but God gives those things And, indeed, it is a contradiction, to oaH any sin
which are best and fittest for us: for we are venial in their sense, who hold it is not worthy
dearer to Him," saith the heathen, "than we are of damnation, for the wage* of tin it demtk; if it be
•to ourselves."
"And," says another, very well, not, how is it venial r—M.].
[RiEQim : on v. 21 :— " Those who were called to
"It is mercy in God, not to hear us, when we ask
things that are evil:" and when He refuseth us the light of God, readily knew that an idol is nothing in the world, and that idolatry and idol•in such requests, it is that He might not oiroumBut there were at
-vent us in our own prayers ; for, indeed, whilst worship are abominable.
we ask rashly and intemperately, whatever we that time temptations which did not render suThey
foolishly set our hearts upon, God need take no perfluous this concluding admonition.
fOther course to plague and punish us, than by might be invited to idol-saerifioes and thus be
shearing and answering us." M.].
drawn into a sort of communion with idols, Rev.
[Br. Hall : v. 16 :
Sometimes, in order to
" If any man see his bro- ii. 20; 2 Cor. vL 16.
ither fall into and continue in such a sin as may escape bitter persecution, Christians might venYes, notwithstanding idols
4sc capable of forgiveness, let him earnestly sue ture to go too far.
atnto God for pardon of that offender : and God, have at this present time sunk into still greater
.arho is great and infinite in mercy, shall gra- contempt, there yet arises always something
ciously incline His ear unto his prayers, and give whioh injuriously affects the knowledge of 6ed
There is in- in Christ Jesus, or the worship of God in spirit
•remission and life to suoh an one.
4eed a sin unto death, for whioh there is no for- and in truth, which tries to find out some other
giveness with God, because there is no capacity way to God than by Christ, and to seek accept^of repentance for it in the committer of it; I ance with God In another service than in His
mean the Sin against the Holy Ghost; when a Son. It becomes therefore every one who is of
having received the knowledge of the Gospel the truth to sigh, O God, keep me in the mind,
good:

that

so, truly,

God would

give

;

:

—

—

—

—

i
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which Thou hast given me of Thy Son, and in
which thou hast strengthened me by this testimony of St John t Amen." M].
[Sermon* and Sermon Theme*.
Ver. 13. If we must aim at assurance, what
should they do who are not able to discern their
own spiritual condition? Thomas Doolittu.
Morn. Exero. I. 262.

—

179

Ver. 16. Liohttoot, Jomr. A sin unto death.
Sermons; Works, 6, 881.
Chalmibs, T. The nature of the sin unto
death. Sermon: Works, 9, 226.
Wer. 16, 17. Benson, G. Concerning a sin
unto death, and a sin not unto death.
A Paraphrase, etc.

2,

647.—M.].
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THE
SECOND AND THIRD EPISTLES GENERAL OF JOHN.

INTRODUCTION.
CONTENTS OP THE EPISTLES.

{ 1.

The

Second Epistle, after the Address and Salutation (w. 1-3), expresses the Apostle's
joy on finding the children of the icvpia walk in the truth of the Gospel (v. 4), a monition of the
commandment of brotherly love (w. 5, 6), not without a solemn warning against the, doctrine
of the false teachers, who confess not the coming of Jesus Christ in the flesh (w. 7-9), and
1.

them (w.

against fellowship with

10, 11).

Disinclined to write,

and in the hope of

early onl

intercourse, the Epistle concludes with greetings of the sister's children (vv. 12, 13).
2.

The Third

Epistle, addressed to Cains (v. 1), after

a salutation, importing his wish

the prosperity of Cains, expresses the Apostle's joy over his walking in the truth

commends

his hospitality to missionary brethren

(w.

5-8), deplores the opposition

for

(w. 2-4),

they hare to

encounter at the hands of the ambitious Diotrephes, notwithstanding his Epistle of commendation,

and the readiness of the Church to comply therewith, with an intimation of

his intention to

take a personal stand against him (yy. 9, 10), warns against his example and commendi
Demetrius, the probable bearer of the Epistle (vv. 11, 12). Disinclined to write, and in tke
hope of a speedy meeting, the Epistle concludes with greetings from the Apostle and friends
to friends

(w.

13-15).

{ 2.

CHARACTER OP THE EPISTLE&

is made to a similar Epistle, which has
two instructive monuments of the Apostle's mode of dealing with individuals.
Ewald justly observes that these Epistles lack the rich flow and fusion of language
found in a similar Epistle addressed by Paul to Philemon, but unmistakeably evince a loftier
assurance, and with all their gentleness and affability, a brevity and earnestness which point to
an Apostle little disposed to write much, and greatly preferring oral dealings and instruction.
2. While the Second Epistle exhibits in forcible energy the most lively joy in his converts'
walking in the truth coupled with the most tender solicitude for them with respect to the false
teachers, and warns them in the most decided terms against intimate intercourse with them, the
Third Epistle exhibits the same joy, coupled with a reference to the aiding sympathy with missionary brethren as the inviolable duty of individuals and the Church, and censures, threatens
1.

These two brief Epistles, besides which reference

been lost (3 Jno.

and

9), are

entreats with great power.
3.

The two

Epistles exhibit

a remarkable

like that of 3 Jno. 1 (6 irpeopOrepoc—ayawti
ticularly the conclusion

2 Jno. 12

(»roAAd

—

l^uv

The beginning of 2 Jno. 1 is precisely
2 Jno. 4 and 3 John 3 (ix&(W Mn>); par-

similarity.

h &hfie£g);
oi/*

hpovMfliiv

6icL

x&prov

teal

/iiXavoc

—hXte

—

IXxifa

—ordpa crpdf ot6/m Tuak^oai), and 8 Jno. 18, 14 {noTJJl tlxov ov &l\a 6th /t&avoc khX KaX&pc*h-iX*%o
«W—ct6jm npbc ar6fta XaXfaojuv).—rThese Epistles, which resemble each other like twin
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(Dusterdieck after Hieronyraus, Ep. 85), must have been written by one and the same «author.
is the opinion of those who ascribe their authorship to the Apostle St. John, of Ebrard, who

This

ascribes

them

to the Presbyter John,

and of Baur, who regards them as writings of Montanistio

origin.

OCCASION AND SCOPE OF THE EPISTLES.

} 3.

Although similar in plan and form, they are different as to their objects and tendency.
From his acquaintance with some of the children of the icvpla, who were stanch Christians, the
1.

author of the Second Epistle took occasion to express his joy to their mother, who, as Dusterdieck,

had been known and endeared to him for some time, and to
sympathy and encouragement, coupled, in particular, with a
warning against false teachers and fellowship with them, who might prove especially dangerous
to a Christian lady, for the purpose that her joy might be full (v. 12) and remain undisturbed;
the announcement of his visit does not seem to belong to the real scope of the Epistle, (DiisterThe Author of the Third Epistle has been informed by missionary brethren that owing
dieck).
to the ambitious and domineering attitude of Diotrephes, who had also maligned the author
of the Epistle for his interest on behalf of said missionaries, these had not been permanently received in the Church, with which Cains was connected, and had been compelled to
move on, notwithstanding the hospitality of Caius and several other church-members similarly
and probably

correctly, supposes,

make known

to her his paternal

—

disposed.

On

this account the author of the Epistle gives notice of his

coming in a short time,

with a view to removing such disunion and disorder and to encouraging Caius to fearless care of
the brethren.

In view of these simple, unequivocal relations, Baur, the head of the Tubingen School,
a truly marvellous manner, with shocking arbitrariness.
On the
ground of the passage from Clement of Alexandria, cited below in { 5, Baur maintains that iidxtcrfj
is the Church, which is holy, and that the Montanists portray the eoctesia or Sponsa Christi vera,
pudica, sancta; that the allegorical term Babylonia refers to Rome, as in 1 Peter v. 13; that
opinions were divided in respect of Montanism; that one party Jed by Diotrephes, had denied
church-fellowship to the Church with which the author of the Epistle was connected, but that
the other party was on terms of amity and union with said Church, that this second Epistle was
addressed to the Montanistic party of the Church at Home; that Diotrephes is not a real name,
but a symbolical designation of the Roman bishop, yet not of Victor (193-202), as assumed by
Schwegler (Montanism p. 284), because Irenseus and Clement of Alexandria were already
2.

describes the situation in

acquainted with these Epistles, but perhaps of Anicetus (157-168), Soter or Eleutheros (to 193)
that due consideration should be -given to the partisan spirit of the author of the Epistle, which

made him designate the

followers of Diotrephes as heathens (3 Jno. 7)

that the Second Epistle

;

was addressed to the Church to which Caius belonged, and that the Epistle, alluded to at 3 Jno.
Baur bases all this on the notice of Clement of Alexandria that the
9, was written to Caius.
8econd Epistle was written by the Apostle St. John, and Diotrephes (Aurrpeffc), one nourished and
brought up by Jews, is said to be the symbolical designation of an orthodox bishop at Rome.
A Montanist is named as the author of these Epistles, which contain no Montanistic views and
are not even referred to by Tertullian, the Montanist I— Hilgenfeld regards the Second Epistle as
an excommunicatory writing, designed to be the official expression of an Apostolical sentence
of- repudiation directed against fellowship with the Gnostic false teachers, and the Third Epistle
as an briorofy avorariKfj emanating from the Church of John, for the purpose of vindicating the
right of that Church to issue such Epistles of commendation, which the Jewish Christians considered to be the prerogative of their venerated James, the author of the Epistle having recognized the utility of such an ordered passport-system during the Gnostic storms and commo-

—

tions;

'

ct Huther, p. 253, sqq.

} 4.

On

READERS OF THE EPISTLES.

and on Caius, notes on 3 Jno. 1 in Exegetical and Critiwho supposes that the two Epistles were sent to one
Church, namely, the Second Epistle addressed to the elect glorious one, to the Church; but because
cal.

the tvpia see notes on 2 Jno.

—Very curious

is

1,

the view of Ewald,
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^

*

it

might be feared that Diotrephes the

prevent

elder,

through whoee hands the Epistle had to pass, would

being publicly read at Church, the Third Epistle was on that account addressed

its

to

same Church. The poor support which this view
derives from 3 Jno. 9 is evident and shown in the Exegesis on that passage. He further alleges
that the great stress of the times induced John to omit the name of the Church, which must have

another well-disposed

elder, viz., Cains, of the

been one of considerable importance, because three of
mentioned.

trius, are

Diotrephes, Cains, Deme-

THE. AUTHOR OP THE EPISTLES.
'Who is the author of these Epistles T

J 5.
I.

its elders, viz.,

Pure conjectures!

History answers the question,

in the following par-

Canon of the New
Testament which was composed until about A. D. 170 (as stated in the Introduction to the first
Epistle 2 3, 1. p. 4.), and makes mention of the First and Second .Epistles. From the excellent
essay of Wieseler, referred to there, we have still to supply an observation on the Pauline EpisIn said Canon we read (p. 828): Verum ad PhtUmonem
tles to Philemon, Titus and Timothy.
una, et ad Timotheum du» pro affectn et dilectione, in honofem tamen ecclesim caihoHca,
ora\nation* ecclesiastics disciplines sanctijicatoz sunt. "The Epistle to Philemon probably followed
immediately after the Epistles addressed to Churches, because it was addressed not only to Philemon, but also to Apphia and Archippus and to the Church in Philemon's house (v. 2), and because the Apostolical salutation and benediction had also reference to them (w. 3, 25). It constituted, therefore, a sort of transition to the Epistles addressed to individuals only, viz., to those
Yet the circumstance, that such a distinction was really drawn in the
to Titus and Timothy.
Christian Church between Epistles addressed to individuals, and Epistles addressed to whole
Churches, and that our author deemed it necessary, in the words beginning with pro ajfectu et
dilectione, to justify the grounds on which the Epistles to Titus and Timothy were notwithstanding received into the Ecclesiastical Canon, has a most important bearing on the history
of the Canon." (Wieseler, 1. c. p. 839). Hence it can neither be thought singular, nor subject to
doubt, that, while the Second Epistle, because of its more instructive character and because the
term xvpia was supposed to refer to a Church and not to an individual person, was received along
with the First Epistle into the Canon, the Third Epistle, addressed to an unknown personage and
without the intrinsic weight of the Pauline Pastoral Epistles, was not received into the Canon;
but this of course does not deny its Johannean origin, still this is the way how it came to be
reckoned among the Antilegomena. The additional clause: "ut sapientia ab amicu Salomons
in honorem ipsius scripta" does not belong to the words preceding them which refer to the
Epistle of John, but to those following: "apocalypsis etiam Johannie" The latter, therefore,

ticulars

The

:

oldest testimony for these Epistles is that of the Muratorian

m

—

—

have been composed by the friend of John, not by himself but

is said to

this is

not asserted

con-

cerning the Epistles, as many, because of the false connection with the words preceding said
clause,

torian
spect.

would like
Canon (II.

to maintain (Wieseler,
p.

464

and

sq.),

1.

c.

p.

846

sq.).

also Huther's (p.

248

Hence Dusterdieck's use of the Murasq.),

require to be rectified in this

re-

—Clement of Alexandria, the successor of Pan tonus A. D. 190-220:
qua ad

epistola,

vtrgines

scripta

Babyloniam Electam nomine,
Potter

p.

1011).

Origen,

who

est,

significat

simpHcissima

scripta

est;

autem electionem

"Secunda Johanna
vero est ad quandam

ecclesim

(Opp.

sanctos."

says in his eighth homily on Joshua:

"addit

et

ed.

Joannes

tuba canere per epistolas suas" knew several Epistles; but he says according to Euseb.
Hist. Eccl, VI. 25: ov n&vreq <j>aal yvrpiovs elvat Tabrac. Dionysius of Alexander, the disciple and
successor of Origen A. D. 233, from A. D. 248 bishop, for the purpose of illustrating the Johan-

—

nean diction makes use
appellation

:

also of the

6 trpeopirrepoc,

and

Second and Third Epistles, takes accordingly no offence in the
Second and Third Epistles ^epofUmj 'lo&tnnv, designated

calling the

them as generally received as Johannean, by

tradition.

—

Irenaeus, the disciple of Polycarp and

Papias, f A. D. 202, cites 2 Jno. 7 mistakenly, as Guericke says (p. 478), owing to an error of
memory, as forming part of the First Epistle (adv. Hoer. III. 16. 8), but still as from the Epistles

of John; he cites, however, correctly 2 Jno. 11 (adv. Hser.

('lodwrx

6e,

6r6v Kvpiov

not translated in the

futthrrtK.)

earliest

—

1.

163), as from the Epistle of John

It is of course natural, that these

two private

Epistles were

age of the Church, and consequently not inserted in the
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Ephrem the Syfrom them are more rare occurrences, so that TerAlthough Cyprian did not cite them in his
tullian and Cyprian do not make mention of them.
own writings, he still says in relating (De Bmr. bapt.) the opinions of the various bishops in the
council of Carthage: "Aurelius a ChuUabi dixit: Joannes Apostolus in epistola sua posuit
2 Jno. 10; [thus clearly showing that this Epistle was redicene, si qui* ad vos venU," etc.
which

oontaiiifl

only three Catholic Epistles (James, 1 Peter, 1 John), although

knew both

rian

Epistles,

—and that

citations

•

—

and Canonical in the North African Church. M.]. On that account Eusetwo Epistles among the antilegomena of the first class
{still Eusebius's own opinion may be gathered from his Demonstratio Evangelica, III. 5, where
he says of St. John b> fth rate hnioroXals avrov ovde prffajv n?C ohtetac irpoorjyoplac irouhxu, y xpeoftirrtpov iavrbv bvofid^et, avdafiov de hnocr6Xov cvde cvayytXioHn', whence it would appear that he reM.]. Jerome {de vir. illustr. c. 9) "Scripceived the two smaller Epistles as genuine." Alford.
sit autem Johannes el unam eptstokan—qum ab universis ecelesiasticis et eruditis Vtris proba*
But
tur: reiiqua autem darn quorum principium Seniob Johannis Presbyteri asseruntur"
he calk (cap. 18) this view "opinio, quam a plcrisque retulimus Uraditam" and Oecumenius
and Bede decidedly reject this view. The Epistles, after having been regarded without any
doubt as Johannean in the Middle Ages, were first referred to the authorship of John the Presbyter by Erasmus, who was followed by Grotius, J. D. Beck (observ. crit. exeget. specim. I.),
Fritzsche (Observations on the Epistles of John in Henke's Museum, voL 8, 1), Ammon (Life
of Jesus L p. 45 sq.), and especially Ebrard. Almost all the modern commentators (Locke, de
Wette, Bruckner, Dttsterdieck, Huther) receive them as Johannean Epistles. The Tubingen
school disputes their Apostolical origin and considers them, according to the opinion of its leader,
as writings of MontanisUe origin; but Hilgenfeld, at least, makes them originate in the subapoeceived as Apostolical

bius (Hist. Eccles. III. 25) reckons the

—

:

—

tolic

age (c£ J

3).

*

The result of the examination of the most ancient documents respecting the author of
these two Epistles, which requires us to regard them as the writings of the Apostle St. John, is
oonfirmed by the writings themselves. The first point to be considered here is the term 6 irpw2.

pbrtpoc.

Here the author observes an incognito

who knew,

who

to all persons except those to

whom he wrote,

was not his intention to write
anonymously, because he addresses private individuals in clear and definite terms, and apprizes
them of his coming to see them. The expression in question describes a superior position in
general terms and in language reflecting a friendly and affectionate disposition. This is precisely
St John's manner both in the First Epistle and in the Gospel; he thus describes himself, that
only those whom it concerns, may recognize him. Bede and Oecumenius leave it undecided
and

of course,

this presbyter was.

It surely

whether the Apostle called himself 6 irpeopbrepoc on account of his age or on account of his office;
had he used said appellation on account of his advanced years, be ought to have put either
b npeoftonx, or 6 yipuv.
Hence Piscator, Er., Schmidt, Wolf, Carpzov, Sander and al., [who take

view—M.],

The

sense of that appellation is advocated by N. de Lyra,
Asim primus), a Lapide, Beza, Lucke, Huther, Dusterdieck and others.
Of. 1 Pet. v. 1: ovfiirpeffptrrepoc, and Eusebius, Hist. EccL, IIL, 39, where the
Apostles are called icpeopimpoi. John might have called himself 6 awdaroXoc, 6 er&ncwrof but he
prefers thus to moderate his privileged'position.
Ewald assumes that it was also on account of
the stress of the times that he omitted to give his own name, as well as that of the Church to
which he sent the second Epistle (see above in } 4). Dusterdieck combines the official reference
this

are mistaken.

BartholomaBus Petrus (^Episcopus,

official

tortus

;

of this appellation with a reference to age, the then advanced years of the Apostle presupposing
the years during which he had held converse with the Lord Himself; so also Aretius, Guericke,

(QesammtgeschicJUe des Neuen Testaments, 1854, p. 485, sq.), Benson and others. But seeing
that there did exist, according to the testimony of Papias in Eusebius, JERsL J5o&, III., 39, a
person different from the Apostle, called John the Presbyter,

who was

called 6 ftaBvrifc rov Kvptovt

has been thought, especially on the above-cited testimony of Irenaus, that this latter was the
author of these Epistles. This opinion is strenuously advocated by Ebrard. But in that case

it

the

name ought not

contend; for

it

to be wanting, as Lucke, Dusterdieck and Huther, rightly and emphatically
cannot be proved that said personage bore that name tar* i£ox%vt especially since
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of

Johannean diction and thought

2 Jno.

1

:

tyvoK6rec r#v hXffieiav, v. 2

6 : Jvrotyp—*Mwf,
ijiootoaTc in*

ical

8, 4,

h

fyf

Apxfct

h (rapid (1 Jno.
vtov

left

•

dxppxv

Air*

7: trXdvoi

It. 1, 2),

:

:

itpxfc (1 Jno.

k&jMov

(1 Jno.

6 : afon—lva (1 Jno. iii 11, 23 ;

ii.

7), t.

ii.

18, sq.), ol

6 &vrlxptaroc, v. 9: fihuv

ftij

t. 8),

oft?

6fto\oryowrec Irpovv xptarbv cpxtuzpo*

h ry didarft Gebv

ovk 1%U (1 Jno. it 28),

rbf

teal

h

rbv iraripa i&it v. 12 : tvaj/ x°P^ iti&p V irevtypopivrr (1 Jno. i. 4), 8 Jno. 1 :
ahfid^ ?.
bfafitlq, irepurareic, v. 11 > Uroto Gtoit herb, obx i&patav rbv &ebv (1 Jno. iii. 6, 10; it. 8).

The connection

of thesis and antithesis, without simple antithesis, leading to a progression in the

thought, occurs at 2 Jno. 9; 8 Jno. 11.
hXtftlg, wal

by the

—

The second point relates to the impress
on our Epistles. Compare only the following expressions:
phetv h, v. 8 h ahfidp koX bydirg, v. 4: mptxaruv h, i.

the diction of the Epistles clearly points to the Apostle.

and then

ty^ry,

w.

hpx^fuvov kv oaptd (2 Jno. 7),

(1 Jno. y. 6),

and

How

freely is carried

out the theme of 2 Jno.

bis free, easy handling of his subject.

This independence

is

first,

h

and then by the napd

following, instead of

recognizable in the

by the

salutation, perfectly analogous to that in the pastoral Epistles of Paul,

being placed

3:

Do we

not identify the independent position of the author
as oompared with the Perfect (1 Jno. iv. 2), and the Aorist

4-11.

which Paul uses

Amu \u» v^uv

Aird (see note on

by Paul. On this, as well as on the severity,
on lovelessness in 2 Jno. 10, compare the notes below, in Exegetical and
CriticaL-—After what has been said, we can neither refer, with de Wette, to d rtc (2 Jno. 10)

the passage), and the omission of ipfo, supplied
alleged to be bordering

instead of kfo

tic,

difajfiv fipeiv (ibid.),

Ttpvmxtb* nark

(v. 6), Kotvuveto (v. 11), /iet£6repoc (8 Jno. 4),

rd nuAv, rd hyadb»> as proofs against the Johannean origin of the Epistle, nor characterize, with

the same intent, with Fritzsohe, as Pauline the following expressions: tytalm*, evoModat{l
Jno. 2\ wp<mifi**a> *£&* ntf *eov

(v. 8),

ftXoirpunhuv (v. 9), +Xvapeii>

(r. 10), especially since the

expressions used in 8 Jno. 6, 9, 10, are not found either in the writings of

Paul

It

is

moreover

rather hazardous to prove such things from single and isolated words, especially here, since the

matters introduced in the Third Epistle are altogether

specific,

and do not bear the

faintest

resemblance to the circumstances, relations and subjects discussed in the First Epistle; such a
disparity, of course, involves the use of different expressions.

Ebrard's attempt also, to prove

that the Third Epistle, as being most unlike the First, and the Second Epistle nearly related to

the Third, were not written by the Apostle St. John, but by John the Presbyter,

He

is

a

failure.

and actually citations,
and acknowledges the Author's independence neither in the passages given above, nor "in the
striking circumstance " that he uses at 2 Jno. 10, d t*c instead of kd* «c, and that "at 3 Jno. 11
he reproduces Johannean forms of thought, in wholly unjohannean language*' Even Ebrard is
compelled to admit the similarity of the Sefcond Epistle to the First, both as to the identity of the
doctrine taught, and the form of its expression. Under these circumstances it seems impossible
to deny the Apostolic and Johannean origin of these Epistles. They were both written by one
and the same author, by an independent man, and the Second Epistle necessitates us to go back
to the author of the First, while there is at least nothing in the Third to prevent such a mode of
discovers in the passages used, allusions, intentional reminiscences,

—

procedure.

{ 6.

DATE OF THE EPISTLES.

two Epistles were written at about the same time. It cannot be
inferred from the affinity of the Second Epistle with the First, that the former was composed after
the latter, as Ebrard alleges, since only the identity of the Authors is established, but not
the use of the First in the Second. Nor can any inferences be drawn from the First Epistle not
being mentioned (S. O. Lange), from the more vigorous spirit of the Second Epistle (Eichhorn),
from the youthful fire in the rigoristie saying at 2 Jno. 10, 11. (Knauer). But they were probably written about the same time as the First, since the circumstances of the times are probably

One thing is

clear: the

—

identical in all three Epistles.

} 7.

PLACE WHERE THEY WERE WRITTEN.

Probability points to Ephesus, as the place where they were written, before

a tour of visita-

tion (Eusebius, Hist. EccL, III., 23; Lucke, Huther, Dusterdieck).
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COMMENTARY.
THE SECOND EPISTLE GENERAL OF JOHN THE

APOSTLE.

Qlatdwoo 0. B. Cod. Sin. Several codices add tnurcoXij, and others httffroXrj zaerqlhuc;, G: too tylov &xo<rc6Xov—*od
Several have after '/ekbwou: too

M

GoXtxrj.

(koXfyou).

L THE ADDRESS

(tt. 1-8).

The elder unto the elect lady and her children, whom I love in the truth;1 and*
not I only, but also all they that have known the truth; for the truth's sake,
which dwelleth in us,* and shall be with us for ever. Grace be4 with you,* mercy,
and peace from God the Father, and from* the Lord Jesus Christ, the Son of the
Father, in truth and love.
Terse

1.

Tenet

P German "Whom I lore in truth."

:
So Alford, LMie.—M.l.
^B.Oo<LSin.:«al e*« iym; A.; ©vie iyfr S<; Q: ««i ©*« ivmtl
arisen from a desire to mark the antithesis more strongly.—M.J

[The reading of A.

may haie

tptfrevo'erts the reading of B. Sin. and most and the bestoodd. A.
evihat
" an interpretation. [Qe
[German: « which ahideth In us."—M.]
dently
[* German : " There ahall be with yon."—M.l
• A.omitsfrr«i n«r vp»»—evidently by a mistake, occasioned by the oondnslon of t. 8. B.G.Sla.
read ^ M<*r which is also occasioned by t.8.
*G. K. Bin. insert before 'I* o-ev the word avplev; this addition, as well as the exchange of the preposition *«p A for a * e are probably transcribed from the beginnings of the Pauline Eptstloe.
,

"

Yerae

&

XXEGETIOAL AND CRITICAL.

difficulty is even greater in treating
as a proper name, as is done by de Lyra,
Cappellus, Wetstein, Grotius and al. For the

But the
kkXeicH?

The address proper. V. 1. The elder, 6 irpeo(Nmpoc; the definite Article notes a person, the sister, v. 18, is also oalled £xtacr£. But how are
word without the Artiole would give prominence we to take the elect ladyl The context requires
to his official position.
That John the Apostle us to think of an individual the tyb of the writer
is meant we hive endeaTOured to prove in the answers to the ait of the person addressed (tt. 1,
Introduction J 5. Thus Peter also calls himself, 4sq.); she as a mother with her children is
in an exhortation addressed to presbyters, ovp- mentioned (tt. 8, 6, 8, 10, 12) ; her sister and
Kpeaf}(rrepoc. (1 Pet. t. 1).
her sister's children salute her (v. 18). Epictetus
To the eleot lady, ixXeicry xvpla; these words (cap. 62) obserres that: al ywaltcef cvfcc a**
haTe been very differently explained. Gram- TeacapeoKaldeica hrw ford raw avdp&v Kvplat koXowmatically they present a perfect analogy to 1 rau Huther is wrong in saying that the term
Pet L 1 : i/oUVroic irapemdtpotc, to elect strang- icvpla does not answer to the German Frau [=the
ers; Kvpia therefore cannot well be taken as a English Mistress, the word used to address marproper name, which would require as at t. 18, ried ladies M.], but to the German Herri* [=»
and 8 Jno. 1 : Taty tq ayamrrQ, tsvpla t$ iicXe/cry the English Mistress or lady of the house— BL];
Cf. Phil. i. 2.
Bom. xtL 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 18 etc. for Frau is the feminine of fro, the Master,
To what purpose is it that icvpla was a female (Frohndienst, FrohnvesU, Fronleicknam), and Ira*
proper name, as may be seen in Oruteri inscript. =tHerrin (see Jutting, BibUsches WbYlerbuch 1864,
p. 1127. N. xi., and that this was maintained s. t. Frauennmmer p. 61 and s. t. Frohmogt p.
by Athanasius, and later by Benson, fleumann, 65) ; nor need that author designate xvpia only
Bengel, Krigele (de icvpla Joannis, Lips. 1768). as a polite form of address, nor Dusterdieck proS. G. Lange, CarpioTius, Paulus, de Wette, nounoe it a title only suited to worldly politeness.
Briiokner, Liioke, Diisterdieok and others ? Diister- It may just as well be taken as the standing dedieck and Lttoke notice a certain irregularity signation of an esteemed woman, and it is neither
and inconsequence, which is not explained by unworthy of a Christian, nor of an Apostle to call
but consists in the adjective preceding the noun, a church-member, according to a prevailing
as long as Kvpia is treated as a nomen proprium. usage, "Frau" (lady or mistress) =Kvpla, so

—

:

—

—
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Lather,

Piscator,

Bexa, Heidegger, Rittmeier,

domma, Helmet 1706), Wolf, Baumgarten-Crusius, Sander and al.; a Lapide reports her to have been called Drusia or DrusCarpiovius supposes that Martha, the
iana.
Bister of Lazarus, is the person addressed; Knauer
(Studien und Kritiken, 1888, pp. 462-468), suggests Mary, the mother of the Lord—-but all
de electa
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it might be called icvpta.
Alter all that has
been said, the choice lies between Kvpia as a
nomen proprwm, or Kupla=\&dy. [Among recent
English commentators, Alford takes the former

that

view, while Wordsworth elaborates the interpretation, according to

which

mopia is

a Church.—*

M.].

And

her children

{rote riKvotc) should be
a family is always an important
But if Kvpla is construed as a

these views are wholly untenable. It is true,
that unfortunately the name of the person addressed is not given in the address, so that one
might almost feel inclined to take Kvpla as a proper name. But the name of the person addressed
might be wanting just as well as that of the

taken

the messenger may and probably did
But the circumfor such omission.
stance thatthis"note"(flatidWttet-Augusti)found
its way among the Catholic Epistles, should not
occasion any difficulty. Just as well as the third
Epistle to Caius ; it is no more unworthy of the
Canon than St. Paul's Epistle to Philemon the
individual, also a woman, is worthy of due regard and consideration; I confine myself to
making mention of Priscilla (Acts xviii. 2, sq.;
It is far more haz26, sq.; Bom. xvi. 8, sq,).
ardous to understand mpia to signify the Christian Church in general, or some particular congregation ; the former is recommended by Jerome, the latter by the Scholiast I.; they are
followed by Calov, Hofmann (Weissagung und
Erfullung II., p. 321 ; SchriftbeweU, I., p. 226, sq.),
Serrarius guessed
Hilgenfeld, Huther and ai.
Corinth, Whiston argued for Philadelphia, Whitby for Jerusalem, the mother of all Churches,
and Augusti for Jerusalem, because founded by
the Lord Himself, though such a "note" would
certainly be less suited to a Church than to an
individual church-member. Hammond has the
curious notion that Kvpia i9=curia1 ecclesia,
and Michealis, that it designates the Church asBut wholly unsembled on the Lord's day.
founded, and devoid of all possibility of proof
is the hypothesis of Besser and ai., that Kvpia is
the hiuChjfjia to which 3 Jno. 9, was written, and
that the 2d Epistle of John is the one there referred to. Hofmann adverts to the Church being
called vhfjuprj and ywij in the Apocalypse, to

ports Bons, but does not exclude, daughters, the
tcvpia had sons and daughters, but more sons than

writer;

—

make up

;

—

JVSTIB' and ffb/tjK and

to 4

h

BapvMvi

literally

circle of

men

;
!

Church, the children

designate

Church-mem-

bers.

Further particulars,

w.

1, 2.

Whom I love in truth. —08? after rkicva im-

daughters ; hence it would have been improper to •
say rote viols, as Huther maintains, who, if xupia
designates a Church, refers to Qal. iv. 9 (rexvla
pov ofic), Matth. xxviii. 19 (rd l&vti—avrobg),
passages which fully justify the given explanation, and prove that rlicva need not be sons only
(de Wette and al.) ; nor does ovq refer to Kvpla
and her children (Beza, Bengel, Sander [al.]).
'Ey6 emphatically asserts the Apostle's personal

—

,

relations

to

that

family-congregation;

that

which makes that family-congregation the object
of the Apostle's lore and of that of all believers,
implies the reason of this Epistle and its importance.
Though h ahfitia along with ayairb
should be construed adverbially, yet it signifies

more than: "insincerity," for it denotes also
Christian love. Bengel : "Amor non modo verus
amor, sed veritate evangelica nititur. n
LUcke:
"It designates genuine Christian love."
Ebrard: "I love thee with that love which is
love in truth," cf. L Jno. ill. 18, 19. The additional clause has respect to objective truth (Dttsterdieck,

Huther 2d

ed.).

And not I only, bat also all who have
known the truth. —Bengel pointedly observes
"communio sanctorum. 9 ' He assumes in his own
case, as well as in the ayaxgv
aXrfitia, the
kyvuKtvat r$v atydeiav. The term irdvref must not
be restricted to Ephesus and its environs, the
supposed place of writing (Grotins, de Wette
and al.), but only to those who were acquainted
with the Kvpla and her children (LUcke), yet so
that those, who afterwards might get acquainted
with her, are included. The restriction lies not
in the word itself, but in the situation (Ebrard).
It is not necessary to think here of only one
Church (Huther). The reason of this love is
stated in

h

Huther also rightly
opposition to Ebrard, that the
Church, which in respect of Christ is an obedient
handmaid, may be considered both in her suborYsn. 2. For the truth's sake, which
dinate relation to Christ and in her superior relation to individual members, and as such be abideth in as.
'H/uv designates the persons
described as Kvpla by the side of icvptoc ; but that loving and beloved, (Huther) ; it must not be altogether construed in a general sense or applied, as
v. 12 requires us to understand a single congregation and not "all orthodox Christendom" (Hil- if by implication, to the persons specified in v.
genfeld), and that our Epistle is not an Bncyoli- 1 (Bede, Diisterdieck and al).
This is also the
caL But in that case the address ought to have ground of the definition of ayawgv
aXifitiy and
given the name of that congregation. Nor would of believers as ol kywMt&res r#v aTJfieuw (v. 1),
tKktKrfj exactly suit Kvpia=£iu(%qcla ; for i}
Bapv not as Huther maintains, in irX&vot (v. 7). The
tovi aw&Ckacrii is somewhat different, and, in common life-sphere is just j hMflzia, and moreover
juxtaposition with and as distinguished from 6 not only that which is objectively sure, but also
MdpKog, can hardly designate the Church in that that which subjectively is securely kept
In
place' (see Fronmuller on 1 Pet. v. 18, in this order to note the former point, the Apostle adds
Commentary). The relation indicated at Gal.
shall be with as forever.—The reaiv. 26: friz hariv pfrryp $p£n>, can hardly have son why the Participle, instead of being followed
been applied here to a single congregation, so by a further participial sentence, is here followed
awttsXetcri} (1 Pet. v. 18).

observes

in

—

—

h

h

And
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Verb, finit., is the writer's intention to give i. 4; Rom. i. 7; 1 Cor. i. 8; 2 Cor. L 2; GaL i.
greater prominence to this thought. Winer, p. 8; Eph. i. 2; PhiLi. 2; Col. i. 2; lThess.i.1;
The Future is not the expression of a wish, 2 Thess. L 2. But it is just xdpfC which is omit600.
as Grotius, Liicke, Ebrard and others suppose, ted in Jude 2 (iXeog vjuv ical tipfyvrj not aydrq
but the confident assertion of certain duration. irXtflwdein), since these two, with respect to
Hence etc rbv a'l&va must not be restricted to the elpipnj, belong together. But the order is estabduration of the life of the persons interested lished. Bengel observes very well: "Gratia
Benson and others). Meff $fuw denotes the ob- tollit culpam, missbiookdia miseriam, pax dicit
Sectivity of Divine truth as well as our subjec- permansionem in gratia est mtiericordia." [Alford:
tively developed activity. Of. Jno. xiv. 16 ; 1 Jno. " Elpfpij is the whole sum and substance of the
Hence possession and enjoyment of God's grace and
ii. 20, 27 ; especially Matth. xxviii. 20.
and fura must not be taken as substantially mercy; of. Luke ii. 14; Rom, v. 1; x. 15; Jno.
notes the xiv. 27; xvi. 83."—M.].
equivalent (Winer, p. 430), since
From God the Father, and from Jeans
subjective side, and uerb also the objective side.
The greeting, v. 8. There shall be with Christ the Bon of the Father.—The emyon. Singular, and proof that we have not to ployment of napa instead of the anb commonly
deal here with the imitation of a forger ; who used in the Pauline writings, points to the indewould have adhered to usual and current forms pendence of our author ; and so does the circumaXrfieia koI stance that the pronoun 1)\tfn> is omitted after
of expression, like the addition
aydiry, here Future ; it is qualified by the pre- narp6Q.
Thus, in this connection, God is to be
ceding words with which it is connected. It is taken primarily as the Father of Jesus Christ,
not=l(TTu, but votum cum qfirmalione (Bengei).; especially since the words tov vlov tov irarp6c are
the certainty of the expectation excels the wish annexed, and the Sonship is rendered peculiarly
prominent, also since the preposition napd, is reof the greeting.
Grace, meroy, peace.—1. Tim. i. 2 ; 2 Tim. peated, as denoting the Divine nature and charXd/Mf is free acter of the object desired by the Apostle, wherei. 21 have also xtyb ^«V> &P*Mgrace, which, without any merit on the part of as anb denotes only their procession from God;
man, lovingly condescends to men and denotes napd. designates them as the gifts of Qoa\ a*6 as
the thoughts of peace in the paternal heart of Divine gifts. Cf. Winer, 882 sq. Note should
also be taken here of the independence of the
God, the mind of Him who is Love (Rom. iii. 24
Eph. ii. 4-10) ; IXeoc describes the mercy which Son by the side of the Father, as importing their
energetically lays hold of, and enters into the equality.
misery of man (Luke x. 80-87), and denotes the
In troth and love. Also a peculiar addiact of love ; elpljvn is the gift of love, the effect of tion; it belongs to karat fuff vp&v, the preposition
[Trench, Synonyms of the New
denoting the two life-elements (Huther) of
X&ptC and IXeoc
Testament, p. 225: " X&ptc has reference to the believers, in which the Divine exhibitions of
God's x^P^y grace, mercy and peace have to be received and
sins of men, Ifeof to their misery.
His free grace and gift, is extended to men, as enjoyed (Dusterdieck) ; these words contain also
they are guilty, His tteoc is extended to them, as a reference to the contents of the Epistle (Benthev are miserable. The lower creation may be, ffel, Ebrard).
Hence it is wrong to join
and is, the object of God's iXeoc, inasmuch as the bfofleia teal aydirg with tov vlov tov irarpbc, as if it
burden of man's curse has redounded also upon were==£/w verissimo et dUecHssimo (Earth. Petrus),
it (Job. xxxviii. 41 ; Ps. cxlvii. 9; Jonah iv. 11),
or to explain ut perseveretis vel tU crescatis (a Lebut of His x&Pl C man ftlone ; he only needs, he pide), or like Grotius : per cognitionem veri et dSeeonly is capable of receiving it In the Divine tionem mutuant, nam per haee in nos Dei benefieU
mind, and in the order of our salvation as con- provocamus, conservamus, augemus; fore* is notes
ceited therein, the l?xo$ precedes the x&Pl C* Ood per, and our conduct is not the reason of the
so loved the world with a pitying love (herein was X&pic etc. (Huther).
the £Aeo?) that He gave His only-begotten Son
(herein the x^P^) tnat *&* world through Him
DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
might be saved : cf. Eph. ii. 14 ; Luke L 78, 79.
1. God is primarily the Father of Jesus Christ,
But in the order of the manifestation of God's
and Christ the Son of God, and it is not until we
purposes of salvation the grace must go before
are in Christ} that he is our Father, and we are
the mercy, the x&Pl C must make way for the Ifeo?.
His children.
It is true, that the same persons are the subjects
2. By the side of the Personality of the Father
of both, being at once the guilty and the miserathe Personality of the Son is a fundamental
ble, yet the righteousness of God, which it is just
view.
as necessary should be maintained as His Love,
8. The grace of God is the ground of our
demands that the guilt should be done away, be- peace.
fore the misery can be assuaged ; only the for4. Oar peace is the end and aim of .the Divine
given can, or indeed may, be made happy;
grace and mercy.
whom He has pardoned, He heals ; men are jus5. All true love rests upon the truth of revelaThus in each tion.
tified before they are sanctified.
of the Apostolic salutations it is first xfyiC and
0. Love with its all-embracing power is cothen IXeoq, which the Apostle desires for the
extensive with truth.
faithful (Rom. i. 7 ; 1 Cor. i. 8 ; 2 Cor. i. 2 ; Gal
i. 3; Eph. i. 2; Phil. i. 2, etc.); nor could the
HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.
order of the words be reversed." M.j. This
might bo wanting soonest, since the x^PV of the
Love is truth, and truth is love! Truth and
Almighty, of course, cannot remain idle; Bee Tit J love are the fundamental elements of the Chris-

by the
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tian

Peace

life.

ifl

really nothing but the health

of the soul.

Stabkk : In Christ there is neither male nor
female. Caution is needed, not to call any man
elect, of whose true and firm faith we are not
The abuse of titles should
sufficiently convinced.
be abolished ; but their right use should be pre-

—

—

—

What
served ; honour to whom honour is due
each and every person are not to be allowed to
read the Holy Scriptures? and yet the Holy
Spirit caused a special Epistle to be written to a
pious matron and her children! Preachers
ought to pasture sheep and lambs, to teach great
and email, in various ways, the ways of the Lord.
It is a rare example to meet a whole family of
pious people.—=A hireling loves the sheep for the
sake of their fleece; but a true shepherd only for
the truth's sake, because of God and with selfTruth is beautiful as such but it is undenial.
profitable, if it is not, and does not remain, in
Truth holds out longest. Truth is founded
us.
on God, it has consequently an eternal root and
The greeting of Christians
will never perish.
None does truly receive
is a part of prayer.
!

I

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

2. Exhortation to

4-11.

peace, unless he have received the grace of God;
hence that peace, which is not .the daughter of
grace, is the offspring of corrupt nature^and a
carnal security. God deems none worthy of
peace or grace, who do not deem themselves unworthy of either or both, well knowing, that in
virtue of his greatest misery he does not merit
any thing, but that he stands in need of mercy.
The grace of God is not with us, unless it be
also in us, and be worthily received by us.

—

—

Heubner: Love towards a .Christian presupposes the knowledge of the truth, and the love
of it. But Christ is the truth. For the truth's
sake the shepherd should love his flock. All
greetings ought to have a Christian foundation.
Besseb: Every pastor is a successor to the
office of the Apostles, and according to the Divine
right, there is no difference between bishops,
and pastors, and parsons. [On this# point I beg
leave to differ Vith the Author, although this is
not the place to discuss so important a question.
M.]. Grace, which removes our guilt, mercy,
which delivers us from misery, peace, into which
grace and mercy translate us.

—

—

walk in truth and

w.

189

love.

4-11.

I rejoiced greatly that I found 1 of thy children walking in truth, as we have re5 oeived a commandment from the Father.* And now I beseech thee, lady, not as
though I wrote* a new commandment unto thee, but that which4 we had from the
6 beginning, that we love one another. And this is love, that we walk after his commandments. This is the commandment,5 That, as ye have heard from the. beginning,
7 ye should walk in it.6 For many deceivers are entered7 into the world, who confess
not that Jesus Christ is come in the flesh. 8 This is a deceiver and an antichrist.1
8 Look to yourselves, that we lose10 not those things which we have wrought, 10 but that
9 we receive a full reward. 10 Whosoever transgresseth,11 and abideth not in the doc-

4

trine of Christ, hath not God.
He that abideth in the doctrine1 * of Christ, he hath
10 both the Father and the Son. 1* If there come any unto you, and bring not this doc11 trine, receive him not into your house, neither bid him God speed: 14 For16 he that
biddeth him 10 God speed is partaker of his evil deeds."
Terse

4.

Verse

ft.

p German "That I hare

found." So Alford, LHlie<—M.l
:
* Instead of 4A£Sop«r Ood. Sin. reads, cA«0or, evidently a writing error; A. and others have Aaro,
instead of vap&i B. omits to v.
* A.B. G. K. Sin. yp£+my; elsewhere yp4A». The arrangement of A. Sin. is: crroA^r jcatr)}»
<roi Kaiv^v. Might the former haTe been coryp4A»Kf that of B., al.: ivrok^v ypd +
rected from 1 Jno. ii. 7? [German: "Not as if I write," better M not as writing," AJlbrd, LUlie.—M.]
* Cod. Sin. inserts ivrok^v before $r.

mv

Verse

6.

* G.
[•

Verse 7.

B.D.K, «vtij ) ipToKj
Ood. Sin.: «5ti| ieriv $ ivrokj;
«....--i<rrty.
"*
" *
*
walk in it." go Lnilo and Alford, who sup: "As ye heard from the beginning, that ye should
1
m before **
*» as
Heard, etc."—
however "even "
ye heard,
etc. '— M.j
M.I
wei
out," Alford: "went forth."
*A0«r; O.K. «i?*A0oi'. [German: Mu went
3A0or;

German

plies
©lies
» B. Bin.

—M.]if"

"

A. if

German: "who did not confess Jesus Christ, who cometh in the flesh;" w who confess not Jesus Christ
coming in (the) flesh" (Alford), so Ltllie, who omits the definite Article before flesh.—M.]
[» German : "This is the deceiver and the antichrist."
So Alford, LllUos-M.]
Verse8. »G. K.: awokia-niv—ctpyao-lj&cffa—a voA4S»pc p; Ood. Sin.: a*-oA*<r0c (with the correction: a»oA^<rijT«)—«ipyi<ra<r0ai («)—<t»oAa/3>j7«; thus also A.; bntB^ a*oAtf<rifr«
«ipy«<ra>c0a—4woA*j3i|rf ; this is decidedly preferable asthefectfo d&lcWor and materU*
tt**ucA. Bengel, on very slender grounds, recommends: aa-oAtfe-are, «ip y&*m,v$t—As-oAat
[•

—

,*)

» ft « y.

{German : "Look to yourselves, thAt ve do not lose, what things we have wrought, but that ye receive
full reward.**—Alford: "
that ye lose not the things which we wrought but receive reward in
full."—Lfllie: - . . but receive a tail reward."—M.J
.
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u

A. B. Cod. Sin.: vpodymv; O.K.: vapapm.lv
The former reeding ie supported by the t<
with the Twietlone : prmxtdUy proomdit.
" Kverj one that progreeseth ;*» Alford : " goeth before yon,
:
" A. B. Cod. Sin. omit to v Xp ktto 0, which are perhaps repeated from the former half of the T«ne
[German : M He that abideth in the doctrine ;" so Alford.—11]
U B. Cod. 8Jn4 *al rbr war 4pm. cal rbr vier; A^ *ai rbv vier ««l rbv ttr^t.
Terse 10. [" German : "And do not bid him welcome ;" Alford : "Do not bid him good speed ? Ullie : " neitlser bid
him hail." The introduction of the Divine name both In this Terse and the next, is avoided by almost
all the versions,- M.
Terse U. » A. B. Cod. Sin.: 4 \4ymv y*>j G. K. 4 yap Kiymr. The former reading is preferable because of
the weight of authority by which it is supported, and also because of its singularity.
*• A. B. G. Cod. Sin.; svry; avrbv is probably an error ; there is not sufficient reason for its omission.
V The Tulgate (ed. Sixttn.) concludes thus : Booty prmdixi voftit, ne in diem dontad condemnemud (mi As
diem wen oomfmtdamim). The words are found in Greek in the Lectfones Tekaian. (Ttochendorf >.
They are interpolated.

Terse

9.

[German

-

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.
Vbr,

4.

Joy

m

—M.]

[the lady's children

walk-

I rejoiced greatly.— The
Aorist kx*pv> answers to the Perfect eiprfxa and
notes the time, when he did make the discovery,
hence it is not=I rejoice (Luther). The Pauline
Epistles begin with similar expressions of joy in
the Christian standing of Churches; we have
here, however, not an imitation but only the expression of the same Christian mode of viewing
things.
Cf. Bom. i. 8 sqq.; 1 Cor. i. 4 sqq.; 2
Cor. i. 8 sqq.; Eph. i. 8 sqq.; Phil. i. 8 sqq.;
Col. i. 8 sqq.
That I have found of thy children walking in truth. The first reference here is
to iv ahfitla v. 8. [Alford : " not only in honesty
and uprightness, but in that truth which is deing in the truth.

—

rived from and is part of the truth of God in
M.]. 'E* rov reicvov aov is nota=*rd
Christ."
-rticva oov, but should be taken in a partitive
sense, though there is no need of supplying
rlvac (Beza), as in I Jno. iv. 18; Jno. xvi. 17;
Matth. xxiii. 84. The omission of the Article
before neptTrarowTac does not import that her
hTafida, Ebrard's
other children did not walk
remark " It is a delicate way, how the presbyter
conceals the censure he has to express in a mere
is overfine, for it cannot
limitation of praise"
be maintained that the same praise of walking in
Evpr/xa
truth could not be accorded to all.
simply states that the Apostle had found them,
but there is here no intimstion how he found
them, whether accidentally, or in consequence
But irepuraTowTae deof inquiries to that effect.
notes eona, whom the Apostle was more likely to
encounter on his missionary journeys than
daughters; hence the reference seems to be
rather to an accidental meeting. LUcke, not
without some ground (v. 12), thinks that he met
the children without their mother, elsewhere
than in the family. Bengel : Hoe Uberot in domo
But
materterm eorum invenerat Johannes, v. 18.
this uncertainty does not favour, as Huther
thinks, the hypothesis of a Church, but [rather]
afapela, dethat of a lady. On ireptirareTv
noting not only the Christian state, but true, vital Christianity, see 1 Jno. i. 6,7; iL 6; of. 8
Jno. 8, 4 Jno. viii. 12.

—

—

h

—

—

—

h

;

Aocording as we received commandment from the Father. The clause intro-

—

duced by ko66c expressly refers to objective Divine truth, as the ground of Christian walking.
Ebrard falsely understands kooV&c in the sense of
" even as we," and turns the thought " even as
we have (indeed) a command from the Father

(that we should walk Sn the truth)."
Bui the
elause in question should not be taken srgumeatatively, but as an apposition and explanation.
'Bvrotyv does not refer to the commandment of
brother!j love (Lucke), but denotes the ireptrorelv kv aXrfiela taken as hroty (de Wette, Huther,
Dusterdieck). On irapa tov irarpde see t. 8. The
interpretation of Oeoumenius that Christ is here
referred to as the Father of believers cannot be
upheld by Is. viii. 18; Hebr. ii. 13. But the
mediation of Christ is to be supplied [Huther—

—

M.].
Reference to

h hy&irq (v.

8). ty. 6, 6.

Veb. 5. And now I beseech thee, lady.
Kai vvv as in 1 Jno. ii. 28. The connection is
not temporal but logical, and moreover with the
whole of v. 4, not with the subordinate clause
beginning with koBuc only (as Dusterdieck
thinks) nor does it belong to tpuro in order to
;

the point of time. On kpurCt Schlichting
says: *' blandior qustdam admonendi ratio;" Dusterdieck calls it an entreaty with a reference to
the inviolable authority of the Divine law of lore.
Hence the Apostle adds

mark

Not as writing to thee a new commandment, bat that which we had from the
beginning.— Cf. 1 Jno. ii. 7 that we should
love one another. *Iva ayairajtev tiMfjkovtt as
:

the object of eporo, indicates its end and aim.
Hence it does not describe or specify the substance of bnoTJ) (Baumgarten-Crusius).
Veb. 6.
this is love, that
should

we

And

walk according

to His commandments.
*Aydmf is left undefined and nothing is said beyond its being exhibited in our walking according to the commandments of God ; so that the

reference is neither to love to the brethren
(Benson), nor to love to God (GrotiuB, Carpsov.,
and al.), but to love in general, as in 1 Jno. iv.
This is the view of most and the beat
7, 16 sqq.
commentators. The end of all the commandments of God regulating the conduct of men, is
love ; hence ivo, as at 1 Jno. v. 8.
Hence also
Kara raq hvToXiiQ avToiy is here followed by broXi}
in the Singular, as denoting their unitj.
The commandment is this,—ct 1 Jno. iii.
22, 28 ; it is further desoribed as to its contents.
As ye heard from the beginning, as in r.
It is not a secondary aim of the command5.
ment, as such (de Wette, Locke).
That ye should walk in it. 'Ivo denotes
airy refers to ayfarg)
the aim and scope;
whieh should be supplied ; for
hrotywept**relv does not occur, and would be an mtsfterable
tautology (against Sander). Thus the Apostle
describes the identity ef love, especially of brotherly love, and of obedience to God; both stand

—

—

h

and

h

fall together.
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VERSES
Description of the false teachers: v. 7.

For many deoeivers.

'On grounds the rea-

son of this exhortation to brotherly love on the
Apostle's fear of its being marred by the influence of false teachers (Huther). But bri is not
governed by kpurd at (Llicke, Ewald), nor should
there be mentally repeated ipwo at (de Wette),
nor should any thought be supplied, e. g. " see-

ing that ye have the true Christianity, I have to
warn you, for" (Heumann), or "hoc non tenure
1
( Beza ); nor does hi introduce a protadixi, nam*
sis, followed by v. 8 as apodosis (Grotius, Carpsov), wholly unlike the Johannean diction.
Bengel's remark also is wrong : " ratio curjubeat
reiinere audita a principio." The love required ( w.
5, 6) rests on the truth (v. 7), and the hroTJi (v.
6) embraces also the truth (v. 7, Dusterdieck).
Cf. w. 1-8, and 1 Jno. iii. 23, 16.
The false
teachers are called irMvoi on account of their
influence and effect on believers.
1 Jno. ii. 26
1 Tim. iv. 1.

Went
iv.

1

;

—

oat into the world. 1 Jno. ii. 19
not confess) Jesus Christ

Who do

— $

coming in flesh. 02
Sfwhryovvrtc denotes
that whereby, or how these are ttX&vol.
Winer,
But Winer (p. 405) errs in assuming a
p. 146.
genus on account of fjJj : all those who do not
confess, quicunque non profitentur.
If we had ovx
it would be equal to : ol apvohfievoc
But the reference here is not to simple, open denial, but to
a contradicting, which by various turnings and
twistings, evades and endangers the definite confession.
Cf. 1 Jno. iv. 2, 3. - 'Epx6fievov
aapia
is different both from thfXvddra (1 Jno. iv. 2),
and from 6 kW6v (1 Jno. v. 6). The Present
denotes the thought/?«r se " without any reference
to time" 1 Cor. xv. 85 (Dusterdieck), " separate
from all consideration of time" (Huther); so also
Lucke, de Wette, Sander and al. This may intimate that the false teachers denied the possibility
of the Incarnation (Lucke). Bengel (qui veniebat)
is beside the mark, for 8 Jno. 3, where the Participle Imperfect is clearly indicated by exdpnv f
is not apposite here
and so is Oecumenius, who
per enaUagcn temporis suggests the second advent

h

—

;

of Christ.

the deceiver and the antichrist.
fir) dpoXoyowrec, and expresses

This

is
—Qvroc refers
tool

plurality (noXXol irXdvoi) in unity: iartv 6 xX&vof ;
a transition from the Plural to the distributive Singular ; Winer, pp. 186, 654.
The words
koI 6 avTixpiaroc give prominence to a further
characteristic of nMvoc (Huther); we must not
say, however, that the itMvqc. is in reality only in
it is

many that have the rrvtv/ia irX&vtft (Lucke,
Huther); but he is personally behind the maoy,
who are his forerunners. Cf. 1 Jno. ii. 18, 22.
the

Warning against

Vbb.
iovrofcf.

the false teachers, vv. 8, 9.

Look

yourselves, pUntre
what would be
entailed upon themselves by being

8.

They are

to

to consider

the loss
deceived, vis., the loss of fellowship with the
Father and the Son, the loss of truth and love.
Bengel's explanatory clauses " me absents " would
be in point, if we had here : pXintrt ifteic iavroifc,
as in Mark xiii. 9.
Moreover they themselves
had to look to themselves, even though the Apostles were present.
That ye do not lose. Ivarf denotes the end
and aim of their precaution. Matth. xii. 16 ; xxvi.
32

4-11.

—
191

6 ; Luke xviii. 5 ; John vii. 28 : 1 Cor. xvi. 10.
The object is to avoid a loss, even a loss on the
part of the readers. But of what ?

What

we

things

have wrought.

—The

Apostles of Jesus Christ had done, wrought and
accomplished something by their labours and
preaching, even a possession of truth and love
with their fruits (& elpyao&fieOa), which possession
will be lost, if they give ear to false teachers
(Dusterdieck, Huther). This a bold self-testimony
h Jno. i. 3 ; iv. 6). It is unnecessary to add tv
vpuv, as Lucke thinks, for the context supplies it
The first person does not require us* to understand that the Apostle must have converted the
children of the Kvpia\ he only includes himself in
the number of the Apostles and genuine witnesses
of Christ, whom he opposes to the recipients of
their preaching, without determining through
whose instrumentality the children of the icvpia
were converted ; but the teachers and their hearers are not taken together.
But that ye receive full reward. MiodSe
denotes the blessing of truth and love in one's
own heart, in life with its joys and sorrows, and
in eternity ; pta&bv ir%f/pq is the full reward, uncurtailed, as it fails to the lot of perfect fidelity
(Huther, Dusterdieck); it is not=7roAw (Carpzov), nor is it said that they had only received it
in part, and that they were to receive it fully in
eternity (Grotius, Ebrard), for this fulness is
relative ; there is even here on earth a full reward,
a full peace, a full irap/njoia, etc., in conformity to
the relations of this present time. But Bengel
rightly observes: "nulla merces dimidia est, out
tota amiuitur, aut plena accipilur" but his next

remark is irrelevant, viz., " consider anda diversitas
graduumin gloria;
for the blessed have their
But airoMprrrt
full reward on the lowest grade.
designates the receiving as a gift, a present (Col.
Taking all the
iii. 24; Gal iv. 2; Luke x*i. 25).
verbs in the first person, weakens the thought as
much as taking them all in the second person
7

*

Apparatus Crit. Note 10); in the former case
teachers and hearers are taken together, in
latter the teachers are wholly excluded, and
delicate touches, the Apostle's right of warnthem, and the weight of the Apostolical
warning are all lost.
(see

the
the
the
ing

Vie.

9.

Every one that progresseth and

abideth not in the doctrine of Christ.
This describes him who does not receive the full

whom

they are warned, whereby they;
'0 rrpodyuv aud /t% fUvuv desig,nate the same persons, positively and negatively..
Upodyeiv denotes a progression, a going before,,
which in the opinion of the wpodyuv is the reaching of a higher degree of knowledge, a decided
progress, but in reality is a departure from the
truth, ev didaxv rov xP taT0^* ft go* n E beyond thelimits of Christian doctrine. Huther errs in seeing here an ironical allusion (Dusterdieck); it is
a bitter truth of the actual fact. On irpodyeiv ofMatth. xxi. 9; I Tim. i. 18; v. 24. On the characteristics of those who know and learn without
knowledge, see 2 Tim. iii. 7. The lectio rec. napafialvav, passing by, ri)v didaxfiv (according to>
Matth. xv. 3), or
rfc St&axw (Acts i. 26), and
the exposition : •« air&yuv iavrfo" (Oecumenius),
are clearly untenable ; and in the variation of the*
Vulgate rscedit instead of prtccea% it is more pro-

reward, of

lose the reward.

U
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bable that the former arose from the latter, than tian, fraternal greeting, in its deeper import
that the latter arose from the former.
(Oecumenius, Calov, Bengel, LQcke, de Wette,
St. Paul
also insists upon the piveiv, 2 Tim. iii. 14 ; i. 18
Huther, Diisterdieck and al). This xvlp***
9.
Tit. i.
'H 6cdax% rob ^ttrrofc signifies that Ikytre must therefore not be limited to the salutaPaul calls the hyiaivovrec teyoi (2 Tim. i. 18); the tio as a conventional form of politeness (Clemens
Genitive is subjective (Diisterdieck, Huther al.). Alex.), or as an expression of friendship (GroAgreeably to constant usage (Matth. vii. 28 ; xvi. tius), or be taken quite generally: velui he Jo12; xxii. 83; Mark i. 22; iv. 2; xii. 88; Acts annes omne colloquium, omne consortium, omne comii. 42 ; v. 28),
it cannot be the Genitive of the
mercium cum hsereticis fa Lapide), or applied to exobject (Bengel, LQcke, Sander, al.).
Cf. Jno. communication (Vitrmga, de syn. vet. p. 759);
viii. 81 : fielvtjre iv r£ Aoyp r<p kfiq}.
It is the nor must it be referred to the xplotc which was
doctrine which Christ Himself brought and taught necessary only at that time (LQcke), nor must it
and caused to be propagated by His Apostles. be construed, according to the now prevailing
But, of course, the principal part of its contents, loftier view that man, all his errors notwithstandis Christology.
ing, remains man and an object of esteem and
Hath not Qod.—cf. 1 Jno. ii. 28 ; v. 12.
love, as an act of intolerance which may have
Truth, life and God are inseparable.
been justifiable at that time (de Wette), or be
that abideth in the doctrine hath charged to the fiery temperament of the Apostle,
both the Father and the Bon. The same according to the notices contained in Luke ix. 54
thought, not only repeated positively, but com- and Kuseb. Hist. EccL III. 28; IV. 14. The referpleted by the addition of km top vlbv, as in 1 Jno. ence is simply to the cultivation of personal acit 28.
[Alford: "The order in the text is the quaintance and fraternal intercourse with the
theological one, the Father being mentioned false teachers ; this is, and continues to be, forfirst, then the Son.
That in A. etc. is the logi- bidden; brotherly love in its depth, truth and
cal and contextual one, seeing that the test is, blessedness has its limits.
Hofmann, Sckrifltbeabiding in the doctrine of Christ. Thus he has weis II. 2, p. 889.
Christ, and through Him, the Father which of the
Van. 11. For he that biddeth him weltwo is original, it is impossible to decide." M.]. come, partaketh in his deeds, the evil
Warning against fellowship with the false teachers. ones. rap gives the reason of the injunction
in the words 6 TJkyuv airy x^-P*™ the Apostle
w. 10, 11.
Van. 10. If any cometh to you.— EZ ng gives prominence to the one point which is closely
IpXtrai shows that the case supposed actually ex- connected with the other avrbv e\c oudav Xafifiaisted. Winer, p. 807. 'Eav with the subjunctive vetv.
The clause xotvuvel rdig ipyotf avrov shows
denotes a possibility. There is hence no occasion that we have here not simply an outward convenfor surprise, as if this were unjohannean (de tional form of politeness, but an " inward relation
Wette, Ebrard), since it cannot be unjohannean of communion " ( Huther), which is fostered. The
to suppose a case as actually existing.
Ttpbs ipya ra irovrjpd are primarily acts of communicaifiacf as in 2 Tim. iii. 6, refers to the forwardness ting false doctrine, but secondarily also the whole
of the false teachers and their calculating on the ethical conduct connected with it, which injures
greater receptivity and mouldableness of women. God, Christ, the Church, the truth, individual
bxingeth not this doctrine.— Kal communities, believers and their souls.
adds the capacity and character in which such
person's come, not as soliciting aid, as necessitous
DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
persons, but as false teachers (Bengel: quasi
1. The knowledge of the truth from God is acThe use of oh Qipei, instead of
doctor autfrater).
quired in the way of obedience to the will of God
pfj, also shows that the case mentioned is actually
true, and imports the simple denial of qkptcv. (v. 4).
2. The law of God should only be viewed as
8imilar is fipetv Karnyopiav, Jno. xviii. 29 (Acts
xxv. 7). It is unnecessary to supply here that the revelation of His love, and as it originates in
the contrary doctrine is brought (de Lyra), and love, so H impels to love (vv. 6, 6).
8. The acme and ground of all error is the dethat the true doctrine is disputed (Tirinus) ; this
is self-evident from 1 John iv. 2, 8.
Tavrqv r#v nial of the Incarnation of Christ (v. 7). He
Non de tw, qui that breaks with Christ come in the flesh and as
<5idaxfa> is t#v didaxfiv rob j/wotov.
aUeni semper fuerunt ab ecclesia (1 Cor. v. 10), sed the Son of man ever the Coming One, breaks
de Hs qui volunt fratres haberi et doctrinam evertunt brotherhood with believers and forces them to
break brotherhood with him. Besser truly says:
Receive him not into (your) house.—On " The doctrine of Christ is through and through
the above supposition the point in question is not from Christ. 'It is 1/ is the fundamental theme
of the Gospel, preached by Himself and the holy
an act of ftXotievia (Heb. xiii. 2; Rom. xii. 18)
for the reference is not to the necessitous. The Apostles, from beginning to end." Believing
injunction simply bears upon the false teachers Catholics, Lutherans, Reformed, United, are
not being received into the house (avrbv etc oiKiav brethren and remain brethren, because they are
living Christians, the children of God and coAaup6veu>), on account of the danger per se.
do not bid him welcome, which was heirs with Christ But he ought hardly to have
used this passage for the purpose of warning
unavoidable if they were received into the house
against the union nor to have said : " Yes, peothe two circumstances should be taken together
for while the former would be dangerous, the ple reverse the meaning of John and are perlatter would be untrue ; xdpeiv, joy, good speed, chance afraid to hold private intercourse with
manifest blasphemers and revilera of the Divine
prosperity, cannot be said to the false teacher
.only to 6fiorp6notc and hfumtoToic is due the Chris- truth, perhaps to take coffee with them, but-

&

—

He

—

:

—

—

:

And

And
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alas ! out table has become more holy to us than
God's table." For these things occur, inside the
same communion, every where and at ail times,
if instead of putting blasphemers, he had said:
hypocrites or adulterers.
4. False teachers corrupt not only the ohristologioal truth, but also the work of the Church
and the salvation of individual church-members
(tv. 7, 8;.
6.

The promised reward

is

4-11.

198

faithful ministers, if they see in their hearers the
fruit of their labour arranged according to the
mind of Christ. The less regard a minister pays
to the temporal reward in his office, the more is
he faithful, and the greater will be the reward
which he shall receive from Christ, the Great

—

Shepherd.

—What can a man lack who has God,

and what can a man possess who has not God ?
If none may receive into their houses wicked and
not a merit of good false teachers, how much the more ought they not

works, but a consequence of Divine appointment,
and a communicated gift (v. 8).
6. True progress is only possible in the maintenance ana on the foundation of Christian truth
(v. 9).
For men come short not so much in the
aesire to be furthered, as in the judgment as to

what constitutes true progress, and what is the
true mode of progressing. A striving forward
with a good conscience will always be a diligent
faithful road-maker bridging over the chasm
between himself and signal successes, by the
most faithful and scrupulous discharge of duty.
7. In the converse among Christians love must
not be practised at the expense of truth and
truthfulness (vv. 10, 11), nor must the truth be
spoken at the expense of love!

and

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

be introduced into the sheepfold of Christ,
which would be like taking wolves among sheep I
It is injurious to have fellowship with false people, but still more injurious to open to them the
door of our heart where the first is done, the
latter is wont not to be wanting.
Who enters
into a pest-house ?
Do we not flee a bedfellow
affected with a venomous disease ? Why not likewise a deceiver, a servant of Satan? The opposite takes place in the world: be friendly to
everybody except to Christ in His members !—
The greetings of Christians should not be merely
conventional, but spring from the ground of
truth and love. A Christian should be on his
guard not only against his own sins, but also
against those of others, of which he may easily
and in various ways become partaker.
The children of the same family
Heubnbe
are not always of one mind a godly mother may
have unbelieving children. Christian mothers,
Christian families are a blessing to. the world.—
Those also who run already in the Christian
course need stirring up. A Christian's treasure
is liable to be lost as long as he continues to live
among deceivers and enemies hence the necessity of foresight, courage and fidelity of vigilance
over himself and in respect of temptation : the
to

;

—

—

:

—

;

Compare Doctrinal and Ethical.
Starki: Preachers should rejoice most when
they see that young children are well trained,
grow in grace and make the beginning of their
wisdom in the fear of the Lord. --Christians have

—

also their joy in the world, though not of the
world. Godly ohildren are their parents' joy,
the ornament of the Church and the joy of all
godly people.
Young plants of righteousness
look more beautiful in the garden of the Lord,
than old trees on the point of decaying. Truth
is not only to be investigated and meditated
upon, but it must be practised, and men should
walk in it. A preacher should not always use
severity and earnestness, but also lenity and gentleness, not command but entreat his people to
become godly. Whenever thou lackest the mind
to follow, thou art wont to cry : it is a novelty!
Thou utterest a falsehood ! Hear what St. John
says : To love, which contains all the commandments, has been from the beginning.—Christianity needs no new commandments, but it requires
the constantly renewed inculcation of the old
commandments. It is not enough that the truth
be preached, falsehood must also be denounced.
The heresies, persecutions and abuses in the
Church of God must not cause us to waver, and
doubt the truth of the Christian religion, but
rather strengthen and confirm us while we are
exposed to their danger. Alas, by nature we all
have an antichristian mind and antichrist in our
hearts ; he who does not know and expel him,
will nevermore know or avoid the outward antichrist.
Te that are wise overmuch and are anxious about unnecessary things, ye that judge and
censure every thing, hear what St. John says
"Look to yourselves." Delightful reward of

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

;

more carefully
slowly acquired, but
may be lost at once. The number of those who
once had grace and then lost it, will one day appear very great John teaches us what we
should ask of every one that comes to us, to wit:
do you bring Christ with you or not ? Reception
was denied to a false teacher, because it would
have been a token of brotherly acknowledgment
but this was so much the more to be denied, beoause such reception took place in the name of
the Church, and henoe would have been a declaration that the whole Church did receive him as
a brother. But on that account we need not in
a case of emergency deny to such an one our
bounden private love. Love should never be
prejudicial to the confession of our faith. Love
at the expense of faith, to its injury or with its
denial is no love. This commandment was falsely
applied in the case of John a Lasco, who having
been expelled from England in the reign of Mary,
A. D., 1658, was denied reception in Denmark,
both he and his congregation (Salig, HuU Cortf.
more precious the
should

it

treasure, the

be guarded.

It is

—

—

Aug.

II.,

1090).

is an idle speeon that Christians
and antichristians have one and the same God.
" We are believers in one God" is sung in truth
by those onlv who continue " We also believe
in Jesus Christ, His Son and our Lord."
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THE CONCLUSION.
tt. 12, 18.

Having many things

12
13

to write unto von, I

trust to come* unto you,

dren of thy elect

sister greet thee.

6

would not

vrritd with paper

to face,4 that our6 joy

may be

and ink; but1 1

The

full.

chil-

Amen.T

.—

Vtwt 12. Q German

^AAA.

and speak fece

unite "write" supplied in B.
M.]
A »i Cm li the reading of the beet and of moat Codices, also of Ood. Bin. A.

€

al.

read

ikv££*

r>P:

•a-aet *jt«f y«r<a»«» i* the moat authentic reading; JASttr feet res. supported ay G. K4 Coptic
Terslon has liitc v p it according to 8 Jno. 14.
u month to month
[« German :
f Alford, Ullle.—M.l
• Cod. Sin. O.K.: X*pA *ji»r; A. B. »»iir. The former, on account of 1 Jno. 1. 4 is leetfe dtfteOfer.
_
Tarsals. [•German: ** There greet thee the children of thy sister, the elect one." Alford; « These greet thee thachil
dren of thine elect toter."— M.]
at the conclusion, is wanting.

''Am^,

Cod.8in.A.B^

iMlrrov

£*•

Others add ivio-reA^, others

reS ScoAlyov, and stfll others aafoAtK^.
presence of the Apostle (Bengel], but the full
communication of the truth in oral intercourse.
The greetings, v. 1$.

1XBGBTICAL AMD CEITIOAL.
Breaking of.

Via.

12.

yon.

—His

rery

little

.

Van.

thy

v. 12.

Having many things to write to

heart is full ; he had only written
of what he had in his heart. Hence
unwarrantable to see, with Ebrard, in most
of these verses, simply citations from the First

it is

Epistle.

I would not [write them] with paper and
ink. The Infinitive from the preceding clause
voZXa lx fytfv yptyttv should, of course, be sup-

—

w

plied here. Aid xfyrw *&* iifoavog denotes the
written character of his communication; tye
more oommon phrase is : 61a iii\avof-—Kal koAA/wv ,
8 Jno. 18. '0 x&pnR is the Egyptian papyrus,
probably the so-called Augustan or Claudian, for
letters; rd fikXoat, also 2 Cor. iii. 8, ink made of
soot, water and gum ; 6 ttdXafioc, the writing reed,
probably split (fieooexrifct fteff^roftoc). Cf. Liioke
on this passage. The Aorist ovk kpovMflrp, from
the standpoint of the readers on receiving the

—

Epistle, because he
personally, orally.

But

I

wished to communicate

it

hope to oome to yon and to speak

[say it] month to month.—The antithesis of
yp6fetv 61& xtyrov koX piXavoc is trpbf */*df ytviaSai
waX erdfta irpoV crd/ia XaTJfaai

;

because he hopes

for the latter, he has broken off the former ; but
this does not import that he did reserve part of
the doctrine necessary to salvation for oral tradition (Berth. Petrus) ; for he surely spoke only
what he had written in the first Epistle. On
ykveofku wpbc fyto?see Jno. vi. 21, 26 ; Acts xx. 16
xxi. 17; xxv. 16; 1 Cor. xvi. 10; Jno. x. 86;

18=to turn towards a person or

Aots x.

On <rr6fta wpfy
Xenoph. Mem.

Numb.

ar6fm XaXQcai,
II., 6,

nfl"7$

fifi,

xii. 8.

That our Joy may be

—The aim
ers' joy,

1 Jno.

cf.

82; and

place.
1 Cor. xiiL 12;

i.

(Iva) is to

fill

fulfilled [filled fuUI.

up his own and the read-

ana then that of the hearers. Cf. notes on
4.
The object of joy is not the personal

18.

There greet thee the children of

—

the elect one. To explain tt&
adeXffc of a Church, and ritcva of church-members
is not warranted by any thing found here ; the
reason why the sister herself does not send greetings, may be death, or absence, but "can neither
be ascertained, nor is it a proper question"
(Dusterdieck venue Huther). Bengel : ^Suaviseima eommunitae I Comitae apottoli, minorum verbit
ealutem nunciantis."
sister,

HOMILETIOAL AND PRACTICAL.
Stark* : Both what the Apostles wrote and
what they spoke is the word of God, and we

—

—

A true reader is
with the written Epistle or
the printer's work on paper, suffers the Holy
Spirit to write in his heart and thus becomes himIt is a blessing
self an Epistle of the living God.
of God if we have the opportunity given to us of
conferring with friends on matters of importance
and of enjoying the benefit of their counsel. The
children of the world imagine that the life of the
godly consists in nothing but dejected looks and
oonstant sorrowing ; but here applies that saying:
He is the
as sorrowful, yet always rejoicing.
servant of his belly, but not the servant of Christ,
who seeks in his office other joy than the salvation of his hearers.-^-It is and ever will be a beautiful custom to interchange cordial greetings with
friends in Epistles and in other ways, and thus
to desire for them all temporal and spiritual prosperity.
Happy are those sisters and brothers
who besides being united by the ties of nature,
are also firmly united by the tie of Divine grace.
For it is eternal grace only, which works alliances
of eternal friendship.
Hbubnbe: With us it is often the opposite;
we have much to write and little to speak, when
we do meet When those who are one in faith,
meet and converse together of the grace of God,
of which they have made experience, they haves
foretaste of heavenly joy.
do well to bear
he,

who not

this in mind.

satisfied

—

—

—

—

—
—
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Qla&nou y

in B.

and Cod.

Sinait.

L

0. adds ImaroX^, G. rob tylou &xo<rc6Xou.)

TheAddrea.
v. 1.

The

elder nnto the well beloved Gains,

V«mL pOerauai:

whom

I love in the truth1 .

The presbyter to tbe beloted Gales, whom I lore in truth*—MJ

8 of this Epistle that Gaius was a presbyto the address the term r£
ayannnVt 80 he also addresses him as Avawwrf in
w. 8, 6, 11,- and superadds as in 2 John 1, the
wor/ls: bv kyh ayairu kv bXrfkia (Oecumenius: 6
Kara nhpwv aymx&v Mta&toy 6/6 nw).

SX10STI0AL AND OBITIOAL.
On & trpeapbrepoc see Introduction

Tift. 1.

{ 1.
It can hardly be determined whether this Gains
is one of the two or three persons of that name,
who are mentioned as friends and companions of
Paul in Acts six. 29; xx. 4; Bom. xvi. 28;
1 Cor. i. 14.
Lucke thinks that our Gains is
identical with Gains of Derbe mentioned Acts xx.
4, Wolf, in his Cunt ad. k. l. f that the Gains mentioned 1 Cor. L 14 is meant here. Others suppose that the Gains, mentioned Constit. Ap. 7,
46, and appointed by John Bishop of Pergamus,

from

v.

ter.

A& John adds

HOMILETIOAL A1TD PRACTICAL.
Stabkb: Those who wish to be loved of men,
must be lovable and worthy of love ; this is done,
if they give np the love of the world, and love
God only. Truth and love are precious jewels
of Christians, which must be linked together and
are more ornamental than golden chains. The

—

one cannot exist without the other; truth without love is dead, and loVe without truth is blind.

one referred to here (Whiston) ; but this is
also purely hypothetical. Nor can it be inferred

is the

The Apottlf* Joy* and torrowt.

w.
2
3

4

2-11.

Beloved, I wish above all things1 that thon mayest prosper and be in health, even
as thy soul prospereth.
For1 1 rejoiced greatly when the9 brethren came and testified
of the truth that is in thee/ even as thon* walkest in the truth.6 I have no greater

my

children walk in truth. 8
Beloved, thou doest faithfully*
and u to strangers; Which have borne witness of thy charity before the church": whom if thou bring forward on their journey
7 after a godly sort, thou shalt do well: 18 Because that for his name's sake 14 they
8 went forth, taking nothing of the Gentiles. 15
therefore ought to receive 16 such,
9 that we might be fellow helpers to the truth". I wrote unto the church": but Qio-

5 joy than7 to hear that

6 whatsoever thon doest10

to the brethren,

We
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who loveth to have the preeminence among them, 19 reeeiyeth us not. WhereI come, I will remember" his deeds which he doeth, prating against us with
11
malicious words : and not content therewith, neither doth he himself receive the
brethren, and tt forbiddeth them that would, and casteth them out of the church.
11 Beloved, follow not that which is evil, but that which is good. He that doeth good
12 is of God : but*4 he that doeth evil hath not seen God. Demetrius hath good report
of all men, and of the truth itself15 : yea, and we also bear record; and ye know* that
our record*1 is true.
10

trephes,
fore, if

T«n 2.
Vena 8.

P German: "In all

things"

So

Lillie.

"Concerning

all things."

AlfonL—M.]

Cod. Sin. and several minute, omit y ao after iva-py*.
" When brethren came." Lillie.
M.J
N German ; M And testified to thy truth ;" so Alford, Lillie.—M.]
• *i> is emphatic, omitted in A., bat inserted Id B. 0. G. K. Cod. 8in.
P German: "In troth," without the Article; so Alford, LUlie.—M.]

—

P German:

tovtwk; ravrift found only in minusc and Torsions, is doubtleas a correcx*P iV instead of xapar. [German: "Greater than this I bare no joy, that;"
"Greater Joy than this I hare none, to hear;" Alford: M I hare no greater joy than this,
that."—M.]
'A.B.4V tj *A«r«{«; 0. Cod. 8in. al. omit the Article.
Vane 6. p German : " Beloved, thou actest faithfully." 8o LUlie.—M.]
*> B 0. G. K. Cod. Sin. al. read JeyeVn, so that the ipyt
of A cannot stand.
n A. B. 0. God. Sin. al. have xal rovro, Instead of *«t «is rods, ofG. K. [German: M And that strangers." So Alford.—M.]
Vane fi. [** German: " Who hero testified to thy lore before the Church ;" so Little and Alford, who renders however:
44
in the presenoe of the Church."—M.]
p* German : ** Whom thou shalt do well to conduct (forward) worthily of God." Alford: M Whom thou wflt
do well if thou forward on their way, worthily of God;*' Lillie: " Whom thou shalt do well to forward
their way, in a manner worthy of God."—M.]
Vane 7. P* German: "For they went out on behalf of the name;" Lillie: "For in behalf of the name they went
M On behalf of."—M.l
forth." Alford:
UA.B.0. Cod. Sin. al. read iBrticmv, instead of i0vmv, the reading of G. K. [German: "Receiving
nothing from the heathens."—M.]
Verse 8. u A. B. 0. Cod. Sin. al. : va-oAapfiircir: G.IL:*iroAap0«>f tr.
»Tj iAijfleie; Cod. Bitu rjj «««A>j<rt», with the emendation r§ *A«0«l«. [The latter reading,
without the emendation, occurs also In A.—M.]
Cod. Sin. read vi; a hand has added av in Cod. Sin. [German: "I wrote somewhat to the
Verse 9. "A.B.
Church ; " so Alford.—M.l
p* German : " But he who loveth to be the first of them, Diotrephes, does not receive us ;" LUlie: " But he
who loreth to be foremost among them, Diotrephes, doth not admit us;" Alford: "Howbett, Diotrephes, who loreth preeminence over them, receiveth us not."—M.] *
Verse 10. [*> German: " Therefore, If I come, I will bring to remembrance ; " so LUlie; Alford :** Bring to mind."—M.1
Verse 4.

T

The best

authorities read

—Some read

tion.
Lillie:

£

a

["German: "Wicked words."—WL1
pi German u And not oontented with

*

:

would do
Verse

it,

tills, neither does he himself receive the brethren, but
he hindereth, and casteth out of the Church."—M.J

u Imitate not evil, but good ;" so Alford.—M.1
11. [•» German :
•* e tcaKovoiitv is best authenticated [A. B. C.
M.] ; a i\_ xa a e v., te*L reft, Is
ported. [German : M
that doeth evil," omits the u but" of B. V^ so Alford.—

K.—

>

12.

i

u]

He

Verse

also, those

who

only feebly sup-

Instead of «Aij0«t«« A. probably reads
Tiff JaaAifo-lac cal before r$« aAqlclac.
JKKAq^Ut. [A. corrected, B.G. K. read a A«0cl«c. German : " Unto Demetrius testimony hath
been borne by all, and by the truth itself." M.j
[» German "And thou knowest; A. B. 0. al. Vulg.: of &«« ; altars 1. r. according to the G. K. aL several

»0. Inserts

—

:

versions, etc*— M.]
[t7

German

:

"That our testimony

is

true."—M.]

ther than giving it that construction, we may
connect irepl ndvruv with evodovodai (Bengel, Hu-

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.
ther, al.), which connection is affected neither
With for the prosperity of Oaiut. w. 2-4.
by the rhetorical emphasis of the position of
Van. 2. Beloved :—-Joy in and care for Gaius irepl ndvruv (Liicke), nor by the circumstance
account for the accumulation of terms of endearment.
In all things I wish that thou mayeat
prosper. Ilepi ndvruv is simply idiomatic: with
respect to all things: irepl, with the idea of including, encireling, shutting in, both in connection with substantives and absolutely, is found
at the head of whole sentences in the sense of
adtinet ad; 1 Cor. xvi. 1.
Cf. Winer, p. 890, sq.
Connected with elxoftai, which signifies "to
wish," but carries here also the force of intercession (of. Jas. v. 15), the most natural sense is
"praying for, concerning all things," without
any necessity for recurring to the Homeric usage
of the preposition, viz. prae=tibove all things, as
alleged by Schott, Dusterdieck and others.
Ba-

—

—

that it cannot belong to iytalvetv.
The prosperity
referred to (evodovodai) is general, in re familiari
( Bengel), in all outward relations of life.
Euodovvy to make, lead a good way (evodia) is transitive, while evodelv to have a good way, is intransitive; hence the Passive, which carries the
same force as the intransitive verb. Cf. Rom. L
10; 1 Cor. xvi. 2; Liicke, Dusterdieck and al—
Kal hyiaivetv singles out a particular point. Possibly Gaius had been sick (Dusterdieck), or was
in delicate health; but this cannot be inferred
with certainty as a fact, for health per
is important enough, if outward prosperity is the
matter referred to.

u

Even
ius

:

h

rij/

as thy aonl prospereth.

—Oeeumen-

vara rb evayyihov nohreia^ consequently
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fined merely to brethren personally known to
him. On the importance of ftldjevia, cf.Heb. xiii.
2; Rom.xii.18; lTim.iii.2; Tit.i.8; lPet.iv.6.
Veb. 6.
have testified to thy love
before the Church. Ot kuapripfjaav are the
strange brethren ; not only some of their number
singled out (de Wette). 'Ev6mov rf)c IkkXt^cIoc
denotes the Church where the Apostle was at the
time of writing (Grotius, Huther, Dusterdieck
al.), before which they gave an account of their
experience [on their missionary journey M.],
like in Acts xiv. 27, and made mention of the
love of Gaius.
Bengel's tlpublice commemorabantur exempla ad hortandum " goes too far.

in that it has the truth, and that he walks in it
(v. 8); the words koBuc eiodovral gov tj tyxfi contain
a high enoomium on Gaius and the object of the
Apostle's particular rejoioing.

Who

—

For I rejoiced

greatly. On kx&pw
These words give the reason of the encomium, as of a well authenticated

Via.

yilp

8.

Mav see 2 Jno.

m

2-12.

4.

fact.

'When brethren came and

—

testified to
truth. The connection with the Aorist
ix&pip> requires us to continue the Participles
kpxofthfuv Kai paprvpovvTuv as Imperfects, as in
Luke xvii. 12 (Liicke, Huther, Dusterdieck aL);
the Dative aov ry aXqdeia governed by uaprvpeiv
(as in w. 6, 12; Jno. v. 88; xviii. 87; iii. 26)
'Whom thou shalt do well to oonduot
denotes the truth become subjective in Gains; (forward) worthily of
God. The reading:
hence not=uinceritae (a Lapide, Beza and al.),
ofy koXoc irotfaetc TrpoiripxfMic is established ; the
but inward, Christian life, born of the truth, and Future with the part. aor. is difficult. The Future
itself truth (Liicke, Huther, DUsterdieck and
is simple and dear ; Gaius will do well ; we must
al.); the restriction to UberaUtas (Lorinus), is innot construe it, with Huther, as Futur. exactum.
admissible.
For at Mark xiii. 18, the being saved (piJMioerai)
As thou walkest in truth. This clause does not take place until after the enduring is
contains the testimony of the brethren, hence it
accomplished (6 imousivac etc rkTuoc ). Cf. Winer,
is an indireot clause recording the Christianity
p. 80(5, where only tne part. aor. oarries the force
of Gaius as evidenced by his walk on that ac- of the
But the aotion of Gaius is not
futur. exact.
count we have also okovq in v. 4, so that it is not finished until he has accomplished the providing
the testimony of the Apostle added to that of the
and speeding forward of the brethren; this is
brethren (Besser). So Bruckner, Huther, DUs- the
sense of the part. aor. In such a connection
terdieck, and al.
The express and emphatic crv the Future indicates a certain expectation, not
denotes that the testimony of the brethren had without
the direction softened by the Future,
been different with reference to others, for in- even as the tyeiXopev, v.
8, is morata formula Aorstance in the case of Diotrephes vv. 9, 10.
tandi (Bengel).
It is more allowable to see here
Vbb. 4. I have no greater joy than this. with Luther, a vagueness of expression than to
Here the Apostle expresses his mind in general. venture with Ebrard on the correction iiroitpac.
On ftet^oripay, a double comparative, like Eph. As koXuc qualifies irouiv (Acts x. 83 ; Phil. iv. 14),
iii 8, see Winer, p. 81.
Grotius: "Est adintenso agioe tov &ew qualifies irpoirfpiretv, to fit out
dendam significationem comparathms e comparatwo for
a journey (Tit. iii. 18; 1 Cor. xvi. 11); in a
foetus." The Genitive tovtuv is not=ravryct the
manner worthy of God [whose messengers they
neuter Plural, carrying a general reference, is
are—M.], with all care and love (Liicke); the
restricted by the following Xva to one idea. Winer,
viaticum (Grotius), commeatus (Bengel), will not
p. 176 oompares ty die and av6'uv a)so/*crd rairra
be wanting ; but this is not all. Cf. 1 Thess. ii.
and KdlTttbra idque, Heb. xi. 12, and cites Jno. i. 61. 12; Col. i. 10.

—

thy

—

—

—
;

'

—

y

That I hear

—

my children are walking in

the truth. On Iva see Jno. xv. 18. It signifies
the Apostle's desire to hear this; this is his
whole aim. Td iua rixva are the Christians committed to John ; the members of the Churches
confided to his care and placed under his paternal direction (Huther).
Praise and necessity of hospitality, w. 6-8.
Vbb.

6.

Beloved,

Thou

as in v. 2.

—

aotest faithfully. wurrbv irotsic; Oecumenius: a£tov morov avdpSc. Bengel: "Fact*
quiddam quod facile a tepolUcebar mihi etfidelibus;"
this explanation is too narrow, the reference to
the wlcTtc which lays hold of the atefieia and carries out in love being too definite.
But it is not
on that account==7r/oTn> iroulodai (Ebrard).

Whatsoever thou doest

—"0 eav

for the breth-

(av)=quodeunque denotes that this
activity had various modes of expression and

ren.

made

itself felt in different directions.

Zeodai

etc, cf.

And

On

epyd-

Matth. xxvi. 10.

that strangers.— Kai

tovto, as in 1 Cor.
6; Eph. ii. 8; Phil. J. 28, is not different in
point of sense from nal etg rove £$vovc • an& that=
this too for (towards) strangers.
This additional
particular shows that the brethren were unknown
and strangers, and acknowledges and praises the
hospitality of Gaius as more liberal and not convi.

Via. 7. For they went forth on behalf of
the name.
'Bi-tfMav; the reason why they
went forth is intimated by imlp tov bvS/iaroc, as
in Acts v. 41, on behalf of the name of Christ, cf.

—

Jas. ii. 7, even for the purpose of preaching it,
as in Rom. i. 6, so that they went forth as missionaries, as in Acts xv. 40 (Liicke, Huther, DUsterdieck and others). Hence the reference is
neither to the name of God, which would require
avrov, and then to be referred back to tov &eov,
v. 6, nor only to the Christian religion, and least
of all to the name of the brethren who were
The connection of
called missionaries (Paulus).
HjijMav with curb ritv IdvudJv is untenable (Bezs>
Bengel, al.), which belongs to Tuafi^avovrtc.

—

Receiving nothing from the heathens.
Pari. Prsss. with fiydev denotes the maxim of

The

the missionaries not to receive any support from*
the heathens (Huther, Dusterdieck), agreeably to*
Matth. x. 8. The Mathematical astrologers and
thaumaturgs did, on the contrary, make a business of religious affairs. But compare also the
practice of St. Paul (1 Cor. ix. 18 ; 2 Cor. xi. 7,
sqq.; xii. 16, sqq., 1 Thess. ii. 0, sqq.), although he
might not take any thing from the youngerChurches. On the construction of laufiaveiv dird,
cf. Matth. xvii. 25, and Winer, p. 888, note 1.
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Via.

We

8.

snoh persons.

EPISTLfe

therefore ought to reoeiTe

—In contrast

to rCn> b&vuujv the

Apostle begins with : Ifttett ovv [obv because they
receive nothing from the heathens, therefore we,
etc.
M.]. The communicative Plural denotes
the general Christian doty to take part in missions ; hence bfeiXouev. There is a fine play on

—

the word imokafipiveiv after pqdh Aafi/Mvcwrec;
elegant antanacUuu (Carpxov).
According to
Strata's definition : ol cinropoi tov( kvSeelc irrcoXa/ifidvovot, this word implies both the irpoicififrttv (v. 6), and the Xafifldvctv tie ohuav (2 Jno. 10).

:

GENERAL OF JOHN.
Van. 10. Therefore, if Z coma, X will
bring to remembrance the works 'which
he doeth. With did tovto the Apostle bases his
coming and censure on the refractory conduct of
Diotrephes. On tov ikdo see 1 Jno. ii. 28. That
it would take place soon is indicated by evftfer,
v. 14.
It is not necessary to supply t&rbv (Hu-

—

ther), or hmChjolav (Paulus) after vrrofjtvfou; the
Accusative of the person which is added in Jno.

26 ; Tit

iii. 1 is also wanting in 2 Tim. ii.
Was the Apostle's intention to censure
not only Diotrephes, who was not singular in his
That we may become fellow-workers reprehensible conduct, but had a friendly party
(for) the truth.
The purpose (tva) is a noble backing him. Bede : " In omnium notiUam nmone, vix. to serve the truth and work for it. The feetiue arguendo producam." Although the conDative ry dfafreia denotes the object to which the nection requires us to understand the feature of
work of the missionaries is devoted we should censure (de Lyra: puniam, Bengel: notabo, ut
become the assistants and fellow-workers of the eentiat, animadvertam), the idea of an instructive
missionaries
aw also refers back to Totobrov?, calling to mind is by all means to be retained;
not to rp dfoj&eia as Luther, Bengel and Besser the censure lies in the matter being mentioned
allege.
Our view is also held by Bruckner, Hu- and that publicly. Airrov rd ipya, & note* are the
ther, Dusterdieck.
Cf. Col. iv. 11: owepyol etc object of {mo/ufivf/OKtiv, and these consist in the

xiv.
14.

—

It

—

;

;

rijv

paaiXetav rov 6eov ; 1 Thess. iii. 2 ; owepybv
2 Cor. viii. 28: eif ipdf.

h t$ ebayyeMv;

Complaint of a

hostile person,

w.

9; 10.

sequel, vix.

Prating against na with wicked words.

—On Xoyoig novqpdic

see 2 Jno. 11

;

1

Jno.

iii.

12*

They were slanderous words calculated to lower
and detract from the Apostle's influence, but idle,

I wrote somewhat to the Church.
'Rypenffa designates a lost Epistle
n does not worthless tattle, untenable falsehood*; hence
imply that the writing was specially important, fXvapov, " opposite calumniae Diotrephu vocal garbut brief, he wrote somewhat (Liicke, Huther, ritum " (a Lapide) ; the intransitive verb has
a
Dusterdieck), the writing was not particularly transitive reference to
ifr/tac taken from the Myuc
valuable [nothing is said one way or another, Trovfjpoi^ a similar construction may be seen
in
n leaves the matter quite indefinite and merely {uifhrreiu,; Matth. zzviii. 19; Vptaftpebt*, CoL ii
imports that he had written somewhat M.f. 16 (properly nugari, cf. i. Tim. v.
13.)
The reference here cannot be to the first Epistle,
And not contented with this. 'Apcsfe-

Via.

—

9.

;

—

—

(Wolf, Stier al.), or to the second, for they con-" 6\u with the Dative only, occurs at
Luke iii. 14;
tain not the remotest allusion to the relations
Heb. xiii. 6 instead of brl roirrotc; pi) dpnobptvoe
here specified. Diotrephes might have withheld it with
fXvapelv against the Apostles, he wrongs
from the Church (Huther).-— The Church to the missionary brethren in two ways, vis.
which he had written (rfr lutknola), is that of
Neither doth he himself receive the
which Gaius was a member, who was to correct brethren. Ofrre followed by km is of frequent
and repair the injuries done by Diotrephes (w. occurence, see Winer p. 516, 7. Avroc answers
5-8, 11
Hence it is wrong to hold with Ben- to ffovXofievoiX' *BirtSix^o^ai signifies literally to
J.
gel ("illiut loci, ex quo exierunt.
Occupatio: ne receive, to entertain hospitably, 2 Jno. 10.
The
Cajue dicat, our itur ad noet"), with whom Besser reference is to the ddefyoi mentioned v. 7.
agrees, that the reference here is to the Churoh
Bnt also, those
would do it, he
from which the missionaries went forth.
hindereth. There was consequently no lack

—

But he

—

who

among them,
ceive us. — We

loveth to be foremost of well-disposed Church-members; but he wuMm
Diotrephes, doth not re- by force, imperiousness, cunning tricks and

have no particulars concerning
diotrephes ; it neither may be affirmed nor denied that he was a presbyter or deacon of the
Church. But QtXoirpurebuv renders it more improbable than probable. It is a pure conjecture
to describe him as an opponent of the Jewish
Christians (Grotius), or as a gnostic or judtfistio
false teacher; he was ambitioeue; this is known.
Schol. I. defines QiXoirporeixiv thus : 6 tyapnd$wv
td irporeta.
Avrav is taken from kia^jjoia, [the
collective noun
M.], and designates the members of the Church who, as Huther supposes,
were wont to meet at his house. 'Emdix^o^ai
jfids signifies to receive us ; hence not : to acknowledge our Epistles and exhortations (de
Lyra, Grotius, Liicke, de Wette and al.). Huther
1st ed. [corrected in the 2d M.l.
In not complying with the directions given in the Apostle's
Epistle, Diotrephes virtually delined to receive
the Apostle himself (v. 10).

—

who

—

—

—

speeches.

And

casteth ont of the Churoh.

'E*pdl-

Xetv £k rife kiachjoiaiQ may signify : to excommunicate, but according to the context also to turn
out of the locsl congregation. In the latter case

nuXiet and kKJidXket would have the same object;
but in the former adeXfoi would be the object
with avTobs understood. The former, adopted
by Dusterdieck on account of the meaning of the
word and the construction, seems to be improbable, because excommunication in a case which
had no reference to false doctrine or immorality
of life, would be immoderate and unheard o^
and hardly conceivable at that time. Bnt ii
might be possible that Diotrephes was wont to
hold, or caused to be held, the meetings of the
Church in his own house, and refused admittance
to those who were opposed to him ; but that
would not be an excommunication. Huther, who
maintains the other view, seems to enter more
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VERSES
fblly into the circumstances hinted at, and to
avoid untenable conjectures.
Exhortation and -Corfimmdation. tt. 11, 12.
Via. 11 Beloved ; peculiarly emphatic as
following what goes before. Y Jno. iv. 1, 7, 11.
Imitate not e^ll bttt good.—On tf fuftov
aee Hebr. xiii. 7; 2 Thess. iii. 7, 9; Eph. v. 1.
Td kok&v in Ihotrephe, Td hyadfo in Demztrio
fBengel). De Wette erroneously asserts that the
diction here is "Hnjohannem" for we have ra
ipya w&vtfpd, and dUcata in 1 Jno. iii. 12 ; rd kok6v
in Jno. xrlii. 28 ; rd hyadd and rd ^avta in Jno.
V. 29: the diction iB generally biblical, 1 Pet iii.
10, 11.
that doeth good, to (out) of Ood.—Cf.
1 Jno. iii. 10. '0 aya&oirotw is general, as before (1 Pet ii. 14; xv. 20; iii. 6, 17); a Lapide,
Grotius, Panlus and al. erroneously apply and
restrict this expression to benevolence and hos.

He

is an image of the truth, whioh is per.
sonified in him, in his walk and nature.
It is
not sufficient to think here only of the rt* ipta, or
ret ipsx, the reality (a Lapide, Grotius, Beauso-

him; he

bre); the Divine Truth is the Witness here.
[Alford reproducing, and, as so often, improving
on Diisterdieok: " The objective Truth of God,
which is the Divine rule of the walk of all believers, gives a good testimony to him, who really
walks in the truth. This witness lies in the accordance of his walk with the requirement of
God's Truth. It was the mirror in which the
walk of Demetrius was reflected ; and his form,
thus seen in the mirror of God's Truth, in whioh
the perfect form of Christ is held up to us (1 Jno.
iii. 8, 16), appeared in the likeness of
ii. 6;
Christ : so that the mirror itself seemed to place
in a clear light his Christian virtue and uprightnew, and thus to bear witness to him." M.J.

But

pitality.

He that doeth evil, hath not seen Ood.—
It is inconceivable how Luoke and de Wette oan
call this expression " uniohannean," considering

that

U

U deob

tcrriv

with the constantly recurring

o>«o& tlwu (1 Jno. iv. 2, 8, 4, 6; iii. 10; v. 19)
is manifestly "joharmean," and that we read at 1

8 : w% t&pa&v airrbv notwithstanding the
addition there of ovte tyvtuuv airrbv, and at 1 Jno.

Jno.

iii.

Iv. 8: ofac tyvu rev #edv, 1 Jno.

ii.

8: iyvAKOftev

avrbv.

Van.

12.

TJnto Demetrius testimony hath

been borne by all, and by the truth

—Demetrius was

itself.

probably the bearer of this
Epistle (Locke, Diisterdieok, Huther), and John
commends him to Gains. Hence he cannot be
one of the /fouMpevoi, whom Diotrephes is said to
have hindered and excommunicated (Ebrard) ; in
that case he would have been a member of the
congregation to which Gains belonged, and
known to him. The Perfect fupaprhprjrat denotes
a testimony which has been given and oontinues
to be valid ; used absolutely, without any further
qualification, it always denotes a good testimony
(Acts vi. 8 ; x. 22; xvi. 2, etc.). In .frrd irdvrw
the reference is to Christians ; for the matter in
question bears on the Christian excellence of Demetrius (Lftcke); the restriction to those who
knew him, is self-evident, and hence otherwise
than in 2 Jno. 1. Limiting it to the brethren
w. 6, 7, 10 (Ebrard), or extending it to Jews and
Gentiles (Oeoumenius), cannot be done ; there is
nothing to warrant either construction;
the
former would require a further qualification, the
latter is limited to his congregation by the context Kal to* airrifc rife aXq&eiaf imports a personified and independent testimony running parallel with that of the irdvrec, equal to it, real, and
the truth* itself giving that testimony. Hence
we cannot agree with the explanation of Huther
who thinks that the Apostle wanted to give
prominence to the circumstance that the good
testimony of all was not founded on their human
judgment, in the testimony of the atydeia dwelling
in them, and refers to Jno. xv. 26, 27. There the
truth does not bear testimony concurrent with,
and outside of the n&vres, but in them and out of
themselves.
We ought rather to think with
Diisterdieok of the walk and conversation of Demetrius, in whioh the hXffitta dwelling in him,
shows itself as vital and bearing testimony to

199

2-12.

we also

now his own

bear testimony.

—
—John

adds

testimony, as a third [and independ-

—

ent testimony M.1 ; real j^ieif di makes this testimony of the Apostle very emphatic Cf. notes on
1 Jno. i. 8.

And thou knowest

—

that our testimony

is true. The referenoe is only to the personal
testimony of the Apostle; Grotius explains erroneously: "alii, qui Epheri tunt" Cf. Jno. xix.
85; xxi. 24. Gains knows and values it as a
true and reliable testimony ; not however because
of the episcopal, apostolical and canonioal dignity
of John (a Lapide), but because of his personal
truthfulness.

1.

ETHICAL.
Outward prosperity, and more

especially

physical health, are of sufficient value to become
the objects of a Christian wish in the form of intercession, but must always be subordinated to
the health, or rather by Divine grace to the recovery of the soul walking in the truth of God.
parallel passage is 2 Cor. xii. 7 (<tk6\o$ r$ sapid)
(apitti cot 4 x&P*C H00* V Y&P MvafUf iv
cf. v. 9

A

aoOevela TeXeirai).

The greatest joy of the servants of Christ
not to labour in vain in their congregations,
though they labour for nothing (v. 4).
8. Participation in the work of missions is the
sacred duty of individuals (w. 6 8) as well as
of Churches (v. 10), and a life-token of the truth
in them (vv. 8, 11).
Missionaries are objects of
Christian love.
4. Ambition destroys the efficiency and position of men, so that they not only work evil
themselves, but also hinder good.
6. Churoh-visitation is an official work, derived from the Apostolical Church.
6. We should look to and imitate in our walk
and conversation those who have a good testimony in truth, not those who err and commit
2.

is,

—

sin.
i

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.
Compare

human

Ethical.

—Health
A

is

the foundation of

man

cannot even
think healthily. Men would be surprised, if they
were able to take suoh a survey, to find how many
of the things whioh have filled the world with
feuds and laden with errors, may be traced back
all

activity.

sickly
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Who would go to sea
to a disordered stomach.
in a leaky vessel?
Stabkk: Christians should bless and greet
one another, wish one another good, pray for one
another, so that all of us may be benefited.
There is none so weak but that he may be of use
to others ; though it be done only by wishing and
praying, yet it is a great service. A faithful
teacher may be known by this token, that he rejoices over the spiritual growth of his hearers and
The evangelical
others, and thanks God for it.
truth is not still, it walks and causes those to
walk who have it. The natural life is not con
eluded with one step ; sure, the spiritual life is a
constant progression unto death. Preachers
have anxiety and toil in their ministry, they meet
with hatred and envy, opposition and persecution,
mockery and derision, but their joy in the fruits
of their labour overcomes all the rest Would
that all evangelical ministers might become zealous and imitators of the holy men of God, who
have faithfully performed the work of the Lord.
Let every one be of good oheer and courage in
the discharge of his duty and he will be exalted
He who seeks only
to their society in heaven.
temporal and transitory things in the ministry is
an antichrist and brings shame on the name of
Christ.
It is very injurious to the course of the
Gospel, if its servants seek only their own advantage; this makes more atheists than Christians.
—Those who while exhorting others to the practice of godliness, include themselves, not only set
a higher value on their exhortation, but also ren-

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

der it more telling and

efficacious.

—Those who re-

ceive the servants of Christ, receive Himself.
Should we then not eagerly long to receive Him
in His members? He will richly pay for His
entertainment He that is of the truth and loves
the truth must seek to further it in every possible way ; this is the mark of a true one.
Be not
surprised if thou findest no room with the clear
truth among false teachers and prophets; for
Christ Himself and His Apostles did not find it.
When loose talkers have exhausted words and
proofs, they forthwith have recourse to detracDevilish malice not to
tion, slander and abuse.
do good yourself and actually to hinder others
who would do good. False teachers are opposed
to the children of God and avoid their company;
but this very course shows plainly that they are
not the children of God. Heretics and false
teachers foster not only errors of the understanding, but these are also allied to perversity and a
malicious will. The knowledge of the letter [of
the Scriptures], is vastly remote from illumina-

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

— He

who

does not Bee God by faith here,
in glory hereafter.
Benefits
which have been shown to us, should be publicly
acknowledged.
Heubnir: Here we are reminded of the double
health.
How rarely do we ask after the health
of the soul : it is thought unbecoming, and yet it
is the most important matter.
Let the sick in
body be specially anxious for the health of the
soul (2 Cor. iv. 16).
Spiritual paternal joys may
compensate us for the want of bodily ones (2
Cor. i. 14; 1 Thess. ii. 19).—Where do we now
find a congregation interested in the spiritual
condition of another congregation ? The exhibition of love to the messengers of the Gospel, is a
duty we owe to the Gospel itself. Such love
exalts the praise of Christianity and of the
Church. Diotrephes probably turned them away
as vagabonds. There were of course those who
went begging in the name of the Gospel, idle
begging brothers [Grussbruder], like the ft^rpaybprai among the heathen went begging in the
name of Mother Cybele. The hatred of strange,
calling and visiting Christians which is also
found among clergymen, proceeds from a secret,
wicked malioe; they do not want strangers to
become acquainted with the condition of their
congregation, or to bring the Gospel which they
themselves do 'lack; they are afraid of being
eclipsed and of having their credit impaired (1
Thess. ii. 16). Demetrius is so faithful and
simple that tne truth itself oommends him in
speaking forth from him. This is the beet commendation, which we can haye through ourselves
and through faith (2 Cor. L 12). You cannot
give a testimonial to others, unless you have out
of themselves [i. «., from their life and conversation.
M.] a testimony of the truth.
Bessir: Hospitality was a conspicuous virtue
of the nrst Christians, and St Paul enumerates
it among the qualities of an unblamable bishop
Every parsonage, yea,
(1 Tim. iii. 8; Tit i. 8).
every Christian house was a home to travellers,
where expelled brethren, or brethren travelling
as evangelists met with hospitable welcome.
Instead of causing his name (Diotrephes one
nursed by Jupiter, the great mythological god
of the heathen) to be mistaken and of becoming
a Theotrephety one nursed by God, he continued
in the captivity of the love of the world.
The
elder would not have admonished a confirmed
obdurate man. When a Diotrephes desired to be
highly esteemed, a John had to be little esteemed.
Where it is impossible to obey the law of God,
there we ought not to be possible.
tion.

will not see

—

Him

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

'

—

—

THE CONCLUSION,
w.

18,14.

13
I had many things to write, but I will" not with ink and pen write* unto thee:4
14 But I trust I shall shortly see thee, and we shall speak face to face.* Peace be Co
thee.
Our friends6 salute thee. Greet the friends7 by name.8
1

Versa

18.

l

A. B.

* B. C.

C

Cod. Sin. read: yp<££ai <rot.
Cod. Sin.: o v 04A«>. The reading o it «

ov« j}0cAop formed after

{AovA^fa r .in

A. originated

ftm2 Jno, 12, and Uk»

it.
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* B. 0. Cod. 8\n~

Terte

14.

<r

oi

ypd+nvf

—

18, 14.

A: yp£ + €ir

201

<rot.

M I should bare much to write unto thee, but I wUl not write unto thee with ink and pen."—
M.]
u Bat I hope soon to see thee, and we shall speak mouth to mouth."—M.]
• B.0.Q.K.0od. Sin. read: + <Aot; A. i*cA + oi. [German :•* The flrfends salute thee."—M.]
• SeTeral unimportant Oodd. read *6«A+o4« instead of +i A ov«.
• G. inserts au.jv. A. B. Ood. flin. hare the subscription: 'I«4ppo» y. The usual additions occur
here and there, but are not sumdentlj authenticated.

p German
p German

:

:

—

IXEGETIOAL AND 0RIT10AL.
Cloee of the Epistle,

Vbb, 18. I should

—

w. 18, 14.
have mnoh to write to

thee. IIoAAd, emphatic, placed first. The Imperfect elxcv without avt is idiomatic Greek and
most be rendered in the Subjunctive in German.
See Winer p. 288 sqq. ; [The objeotion to the
"
rendering of E. V. "I had many things to write
is that the Apostle does not advert to the past
but to the present. So Huther 2d ed. "I should
have much to write" brings out this shade of
thought in English.— M.].

Bat I will not write unto thee with ink
and pen.

—

Cf. 2 Jno. 12.
Van. 14. Bat I hope, soon to see thee.—
The oontrast to writing, for which the Apostle
has no further inclination (DUsterdieck), is oral
intercourse whioh he hopes soon to realise.
shall speak month to month.
And
The Future XaTJjcofuv denotes the assurance of

a purely private Epistle, written on purely personal relations (LUoke). Bede : "Amid* gratiam
paeit mandat tt ealuiie et per hme Diotrephen ceterosque veritatis inimieoe a ealute et pace veetra
monttrat extraneos." Among the adefyol, which
are generally saluted (PhiL iv. 21 ; 1 Cor. xvi.
20; Eph. vi. 23}, John, according to 2 Jno. 9-11,
probably included Diotrephes, because he acted
only as an ambitioeue, but does not seem to have
been wrong and erred in the doctrine of Christ's
incarnation; but he and his party were not
flXoi to the Apostle, like Gaius and Demetrius.
Cf. Jno. xi. 11; Acts xxvii. 8.
Greet the friends by name. Ear* 5vofia=
bvopaori (Jno. x. 8); Bengel: "Non eeeut ae ti
nomna eorum prtucripta ettent" The greetings,
and especially those by name, have so deep an
import and so great a value, that Paul fills a
whole chapter of his Epistle to the Romans (ch.
xvi 1-24) with them, and often adds a series.

—

we

hope.

The

objeot is irotAa v. 18,

and the par-

ticulars indicated in the Epistle.

Greeting* v. 14.

Van, 14

Peaoe be to thee.—The

greeting
at the
beginning of the Epistle the simple xa LV i» not
sufficient for the fulness of the Christian greeting, so at the close the oommon Ipfaoo (Acts
xxiii. 80; xv. 29) is displaced by richer and
deeper forms. There the wish of peace is most
appropriate (Gal. vi. 16; Eph. vi. 28; 1 Pet v.
14; 2 Thess. iii. 16; Rom. xv. 88 and al.), because peace may be regarded as the sum-total of
the Divine gifts of grace in Christ (Luke. ii. 4;
Jno. xiv. 27) as N. de Lyra correctly explains it:
of the Apostle to the beloved Gaius.

As

^

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

—

Btabjcs: It is not advisable to oonfide every
thing to the pen ; many things may be better
and more effectively stated orally than in
writing.
It is not a small benefit, if the children of God may visit each other and delight in
friendly conversation. We are in the company
of the holy men of God whenever we hear or

—

—

read their writings.

—

Hiubnbb : We see, how even letters of friendship are hallowed by faith. Everything should
have the impress of our evangelioal frame of
mind. A mind wholly penetrated by the spirit
of- Christianity will not deny itself even in unimportant letters of friendship. Examples may
be seen in Bailer's Christian letters of every
century, in the letters of Luther, Tersteegen and
John Newton. The children of peace receive

"Pax interna contcientiss, pax fraterna amicitim,
pax svptrna glorim" (Dusterdieck).
[Alford:
"Remember our Lord's legacy, Jno. xiv. 27;
and His greeting after the resurrection, elpfjvrj peace (Luke x. 6, 6).
Joy moreover is health
ifdv, Jno. xx. 19, 26."].
Bksssb :—John greets the friends by name; he
of the soul.
carries them all in his heart, and every one in
The friends salute thee.—Bengel : "Rara particular. This is presbyter-fidelity.
in N. T. appeilatio, abtorpta majori fraternitatis.
The good pastor imitates
[Wordsworth:
Errant philotophi, qui putant amieitiam nan in- that Good Shepherd, who "calleth His sheep by
rtnd a fide." Jno. xv. 16. The expression suits name." Jno. x. 8.—M.].

—

—

—
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THE EPISTLE GENERAL OF JUDE.

INTRODUCTION.
} 1.

CONTENTS AND ARRANGEMENT.

The salutation and prayer
design of the Epistle, v. 3.

of blessing in w.

The author's

1.

2 is followed by a statement of tbe occasion and

object is to exhort his readers to contend for the faith

Pabt I., v. 5-16. The
deceivers, v. 4.
mind the punitive justice of God, as illustrated by three leading examples,
the first in the judgment on Israel (v. 5), the second in that on fallen angels (v. 6), and the third
in that on the Gentiles in Sodom and Gomorrah (v. 7).
The second section (v. 8-16) gives a
more particular account of the deceivers and evil-doers referred to in general terms in v. 4; they
exhibit the following characteristics: a. they defile the flesh 6. despise dominions; c. and blaspheme the majesties with fearful daring and blindness, vv. 8-10; they are compared to Gain,
Balaam and Korah, and a woe is uttered on them, v. 11; their traits, one ever exceeding the
delivered
first

unto them, against the daring perversions of

section calls to

;

other in detestableness, are then enumerated,

w.

with a parenthetical application to
Their voluptuousness, sensuality, selfishness, discontent, flattery, their spirit of murmuring and pride, their separating from
the faith of'the Church, and their gross carnality are described in the next place.
Part II.,
12. 16. 19,

them of Enoch's ancient prophecy of the judgment,

from v. 17, contains exhortations:

a. to

appearance of such deceivers and

scoffers,

in the

w.

14. 15.

mindfulness of the words of the Apostles foretelling the

w.

17. 18; b. to

a firm foundation and continuance

love of God, with constant prayer, and confident hope of the coming of Christ, vv. 20. 21;

c. to loving compassion on the deceived, yet with hatred of
a doxology to God, which includes a strong consolation.

2 2.

evil,

vv. 22. 23; and concludes with

THE AUTHOR OF THE

1. As to ancient testimony,

EPISTLE.
we find that the Epistle had been received into the Canon of Scrip-

Jerome acknowledges its genuineness, but observes that in consequence of a quotation from the apocryphal book of Enoch, it was rejected by most their rejecture in the fourth century.

—

tion of it

was consequently not on

objective, historical grounds.

[The words of Jerome in

Oatal.,

Judas are: "Judas, frater Jacobi, parvam quidam, qua se septem catholicis est, epistolam
reUquit.
Et quia de Enocho, qui apocryphus est, in ea assumit testimonium, a plerisque rejicitur; tamen auctoritatem vetustate etjam usu meruit, et inter sanctas scripturas computatur."
M.] Eusebius classes it with the Antilegomena, and adds that although many of the ancients
did not mention it, it was nevertheless publicly used in most Churches. Origen refers to it in
respectful terms [Comm. in Matt. xiii. 55. 56, t. x., { 17, " Jude wrote an Epistle of but few
verses, yet fitted with vigorous words of heavenly grace"
M. J quotes it repeatedly, and only in
s.

v.

—

—
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THE EPISTLE GENERAL OF JUDE.
one place implies doubts as to its genuineness. [Cbmm. in Matt. xxii. 23. t. xiii., { 30, "if indeed the Epistle of Jade be received." M.] It is mentioned in the old Maratorian fragment

—

A. D. 170, which reads: " Epistola sane Judce et swperscripti Johannis dace in CaUhoUcd
(Bunsen, Anal. Ante-Nic., I., 152, reads " CaOvoUcu") habentwr." M.]. Clement of Alexandria commented on it, and expressly ascribed it to Jnde. Tertullian says: "Enoch possesses a
[circa

—

calls him an Apostle in two places.
Guerike,
wanting in the old Syriac Peshito (but not in the MS. in the
Bodleian Library at Oxford), Hnther, p. 189. The testimony of the Fathers does not go further
back. [" It is also quoted by Ephrem Syrus as Apostolic (Opp. Syr., I., p. 136) by Malchian, a
presbyter of Antioch, in a letter to the bishops of Alexandria and Borne (Ens., 2£ K, vii. 30),
and by Palladius, the friend of Chrysostom (Chrys., Opp., xiii., Dial., cc. 18. 20), and is contained
in the Laodicene (A D. 363), Carthaginian (397), and so-called Apostolic Catalogues, as well as
in those emanating from the Churches of the East and West, with the exception of the synopsis
of Chrysostom, and those of Cassiodorus and Ebed Jesu." Yenables, in Smith's Dictionary of
the Bible, article, Ep. of Jude.
M.] The reason may lie in the shortness of the Epistle, in its
affinity with 2 Peter, and as we shall convince ourselves, in its non-Apostolic origin. [To this must,
be added the quotation from an apocryphal book, which it contains; M.] Summing up the testi-

testimony in Jnde the Apostle;" and Origen also
Neutest. Isagogik, p. 454.

It is

;

—

—

mony, we

find that it preponderates in favour of the genuineness of the Epistle.

2. As to the internal grounds, the critics have been unable to establish any tenable objections.
De Wette remarks that the authorship of Jude is neither affected by the use of the book of

Enoch, nor by his probable acquaintance with the Epistle to the Romans, nor by his harsh dicwhich, nevertheless, betrays familiarity with the Greek language. Huther justly meets

tion,

Schwegler's superficial assumption that

w.

17.

18 assign to the Epistle a post- Apostolic date, by

saying that those verses by no means point to post-Apostolic times, for they rather suppose the
readers of the Epistle to have heard the preaching of the Apostles, and that if; as Schwegler farther assumes, the Epistle was designed to serve the interests of Judaism against Pauliniszn, it
ought certainly to appear somehow in the Epistle; a forger, moreover, would hardly have ascribed his writing to a man of such little prominence as this Jude. Although we must not attach undue importance to the arguments drawn from the silence of the Epistle, the circumstance,
brought forward by Bertholdt, Guerike, Stier and al, that the author of the Epistle does not refer to the destruction of Jerusalem, is certainly worthy of great consideration; "if," says Stier,
"the Epistle had not been written before the destruction of Jerusalem, this last, and next to the
flood (which is only alluded to) most terrible of all the judgments and punitive examples of God,

The objections of Hofmann and Huther to this inmuch; more important would be the objection that a forger who did
make mention of the judgment passed on Jerusalem, would not have been an adept at his trade.
The former reason, in conjunction with other reasons, is at all events of considerable weight
The Epistle breathes forth a strictly moral spirit, it glows with zeal against error and vice, with
loving care for the salvation of souls, and a profound reverence of God and His word. It is,
therefore, every way worthy to have originated with a primitive Christian man, who stood so
nearly related to the Lord. C£ Herzog's Real Encyd., art. Judae.—[Alford, Greek Test, IV., 447,
well characterizes the main body of the Epistle as an impassioned invective, in the impetuous
could not have been passed over in silence."

ference do not

amount

to

whirlwind of which, the writer is hurried along, collecting example after example of Divine vengeance on the ungodly, heaping epithet upon epithet, and piling image upon image, and, as it
were, labouring for words and images strong enough to depict the polluted character of the licentious apostates against
subject, as

though

all

whom

he

is

warning the Church; returning again and again to the

language were insufficient to give an adequate idea of their profligacy,

—

and to express his burning hatred of their perversion of the doctrines of the Gospel. M.].—We
must not suffer our judgment to be affected by the use of the apocryphal book of Enoch, of the
tradition of Enoch and the ascenrio Mom, seeing that Paul also names the Egyptian magicians
Jannes and Jambres, although nothing is said of them in the historical books of the Old Testa*
ment, 2 Tim. iii. 8; but rather admire the reserve with which the author of our Epistle uses the
book of Enoch, which contains so much that is fantastic, and recognize in that reserve a leading
of the Divine Spirit.

Besides

its

decided dependence on the Second Epistle of Peter, the Epistle
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i 2.

of

Jade contains many

THE AUTHOR OF THE EPISTLE.

original traits, striking comparisons,

originality, it

must be mentioned that the twenty-five verses

eighteen aira{ Xtydpeva,

w.

w. 12.
w. 20-23.

e. g.,

eation in few words, v. 19, wise and thoughtful exhortations,

13, characteristic delin-

In proof of the author's

of this Epistle contain not less than

The author

3. 4. 7. 10. 11. 12. 13. 15. 17. 19. 23.

—

calls himself, v. 1,

the servant of Jesus Christ and brother of James. Jude, as was shown in the Introduction to
the Second Epistle of Peter, makes use of Peter's Epistle and acknowledges his entire dependence
on him, c£ Jude 18. While Peter describes himself twice as an Apostle of Jesus Christ, and
strengthens the weight of his exhortations by his Apostolic authority, Jude confines himself to

While Peter writes, "be mindful of the comLord and Saviour" (2 Pet. iii. 2), Jude says: "remember
the words which were spoken before of the Apostles of our Lord Jesus Christ," Jude 17. This
affords striking proof that we must not look among the Apostles for the author of our Epistle.*
He is, therefore, not Judas Lebbaeus or Thaddaus, who is mentioned Jno. xiv. 22; Matt. x. 3;
the simple expression, "a servant of Jesus Christ."

mandment

of us, the Apostles of the

Mk.

and

iii.

18,

is called

twice Judas Jacobi, Lke.

vi.

16; Acts

i.

13; Lebbceus, from

Thaddceus, *)ft=breast, are identical in meaning, and a comparison of the

lists

3/

>

and

of the Apostles

shows that Judas Jacobi is identical with Judas Lebbwus or Thaddceus. Although grammatically Judas Jacobi may also signify Judas, brother of James (Winer, pp. 218, 667), that construction

is

inadmissible in this connection, because in the Genitives used in the lists of the Apostles,

we have invariably

to supply son, not brother.

James, while our Jude was not an Apostle, and

Jude, the Apostle, was consequently a son of
calls

himself the brother of James.

cannot well be taken here in another sense, there being no occasion whatever to render

But who

'Adetyrf?
it

cousin.

two brothers Jude and James? James, the Apostle, the brother of John,
cannot be meant here, for he was early martyred (Acts xii. 2), and probably had no brother besides John (Matt. iv. 21; xx. 20; xxvi. 37; xxvii. 56; Mk. i. xix. 20); nor can it be James the
son of Alphaeus, called the Little, of whose person and work we have no certain data, cf. Mk.
xv. 40. He must be a well-known individual, doublless the much revered head of the Church
at Jerusalem, besides whom history knows no other distinguished man of that name. According
to Hegesippus (2d century), in Eusebius (H. E., 3, 19. 20), the emperor Domitian persecuted
two grandsons of Jude, who was called a brother of Jesus according to the flesh, and had a
brother named James. The same author mentions (Euseb., 2, 23) a James, a brother of the liord,
who along with the Apostles was the head of the Church at Jerusalem, and bore the surname
"the Just," cf. ch. i. 12; ii. 1. The passage ch. iv. 22 is exegetically difficult, and perhaps to be
interpreted by ch. ii. 23. Josephus informs us that the high-priest Ananus caused James, a
brother of the so-called Christ, to be stoned (A. D. 62) and describes him as an altogether just
man. The Fathers call him straightway bishop of Jerusalem; so Eusebius, Jerome, Nicephorus.
See Winer, p. 525. The ancient Church, therefore, considered the Jude and the James here referred to, to have been the brothers of the Lord according to the flesh.
How does this agree with
the New Testament? Paul, in Gal. i. 19, introduces James, the Lord's brother, and evidently
distinguishes him by that designation from the Apostle James the Less, and describes him as an
Apostle in a under sense,
2 Cor. viii. 23; Horn. xvi. 7; Phil. ii. 25; Acts xiv, 14. Hence we
need not be surprised that some of the Fathers, e. g., Jerome, Epiphanius and Augustine, call him
also an Apostle.
But may not <Wetydf here bear the sense of cousin, and relate to James, the
are these

d

•Not© of Dr. Lange:—Having presented the opposite view in Comin. on Matthew, p. 265 (American edition), in the
Hcrzog's Real-Encydoprndxt, and in the work ApostoL ZtitaUar, I p. 189, we take here oocaaion to observe that we consider differences of this kind in historical questions unavoidable in a Protestant Commentary on the Bible, and quite compatible with the unity in spirit and the unity on essential questions of faith, which is assumed to belong
to the respective contributors to this work. Without giving rise to dogmatical scruples, such differences have the tendency
of more strongly confirming even the more practical theologian in his opinion. We rejoice that the highly esteemed author of this section of the Commentary, besides the general blessed vocation of a beloved co-labourer, has throughout exhibited a desirable ezegetical tact on many questions of this kind, c g^ on Christ's preaching among the dead, in the
First Epistle of Peter, on the fall of angels in the Second Epistle of Peter, ch. il. and in this Epistle and we are aware that
he has recently found powerful support of his views in Rlggenbach's Leben Jesu, and In our dear friend Tan Oosterxee's
Cbmm. on Luke, without shaking the firmness with which we hold a conviction, for which the reasons are given on the rearticle, Jacobus, in

,

,

;

spective passages.

83
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Winer justly remarks that he could not, without confusion, have been called
had a brother according to the flesh of the same name. For the brothers
and sisters of the Lord are introduced in Malt. xiii. 55; Mk. vi 3. The names of the former
were James, Joses, Simon and Jude, cf 1 Cor. ix. 5; Matt xii. 48 Jno. ii. 12; Acts L 14. They
are mentioned in connection with the mother of Jesus and Joseph* and are doubtless His actual
son of Alphaeus?

o&tyrfc, because Jesus

;

brothers.

For toztys in forty-nine passages of the New Testament signifies actual brother, while

the sense cousin cannot be proved in a single passage.

the Messiah, Jno.

we

find

vii. 5,

but

them forming part

At first they

and

Among

of the circle of believers, Acts L 14.

Him ss
Mnmmm,

did not believe in

after the resurrection of Jesus, 1 Cor. zv. 7,

after the

the brothers of the

Lord, after they had become believers, James soon occupied a prominent position.

He is intro-

duced as the representative of the Jewish Christian tendency in the Mother Church, Acta xii 17.
His near bodily relation to the Lord, his pious life and austere habits soon raised him to Apostolical dignity.

At

proved

Acts xv. 13.

decisive,

the Apostolical Council on the obligatoriness of the law, his judgment

the pillars of the Church, he

The

is

council of elders gathered round him, ch. xxi. 18.

mentioned

first (Gal.

He is probably the author of

the Apostles.

ii.

9),

while otherwise Peter

is

Among

the Prince of

the Epistle of James in the Canon; for the princi-

ples contained therein are in exact keeping with the notices of his

life,

reported

by the

Fathers,

and he, like Jude, describes himself, not as an Apostle, but only as a servant of God and of the
Lord Jesus Christ (Jas. i. 1). If it be objected that Luke does not clearly distinguish the nonApostolic James from the Apostle James, who is mentioned in Acts L 13, we may answer with
Huther that the then familiarity with all the circumstances of the case did not require such a
distinction to be specially marked, and that the same holds good in the case of the two Philips,
Acts i. 13; viii. 5. Wieseler's assertion that the Church at Jerusalem would not have recognized
as its head any other than an Apostle, cannot be substantiated by any reasona Our Jude was
then the brother of that revered head at Jerusalem, and with him sustained the same family relation to the Lord.
His not describing himself as the Lord's brother, like James in his Epistle,
may have been the effect of modesty, or his sense of the spiritual relation in which he stood to
Christ may have predominated over that of his physical relation, even as it, was the case with
our Lord Himself, Matt. xii. 48-50. Winer, Stier, Neander and aL hold that Jesus had actual
brothers; for the opposite view, see Lange, in Herzog's Real-Encychp&die, Article Jacobus.—

We have no reliable data concerning

the

life

He

and work of Jude.

has generally been con-

founded with Judas Lebbaeus, as James the Just with James, the son of Alphaeus, c£ Cave, Lives,
Acts and Martyrdoms of the Holy Apostles, p. 600, etc. [See note in Introduction to the Epistle
of James, at the close of J

1,

the Introduction to James and Jude in Alford's Greek Testament,

Prolegomena, pp. 87, 188, and on the whole subject, my article, " Are James, the Son of Alphaeus, and
James, the Brother of the Lord, identical ?" in the Princeton Review for January, 1865.—MJ

2 3.

READERS AND DATE OF THE EPISTLE.

It is singular that the readers are referred to only in very general terms, as the called who are
sanctified in

God the Father and preserved

ticular account of the readers is given.

ond of Peter

No

no country, no

par-

Considering the dependence of this Epistle on the

Sec-

for

Jesus Christ.

residence,

2d Ep. of Peter), it is probable that it was addressed to the same
readers in Asia Minor, with a view to support and strengthen the exhortations and warnings of
Peter.
Others suppose that it was addressed to readers in Palestine, on account of the examples, comparisons and allusions used by our author; so Credner, Augusta, Arnaud.
The adversaries whom Jude opposes are identical with those mentioned in 2 Peter; they are daring intruders, who abused the liberty of the Gospel to a fearful extent, and indulged in enormous excesses.

(see Introd. to

De Wette

4. 8, scoffers,

supposes them to have been, not false teachers, but practical unbelievers,

threatening to destroy the Church, on the one hand,

by

sensuality

and

w.

dissolute-

and separatism, w. 11. 16. 19.
by which they sought to excuse
their false, immoral principles (vv. 4. 12), which rendered them so much the more dangerous.
Dorner rightly observes that "the adversaries of Jude are not only practical perverts, but also

ness, vv. 8. 10. 12,

But

and on the

other,

by

discontent, opposition

the Epistle contains certain intimations of false doctrines
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This

false teachers."

is also

4.

UTB&ATXTBS.

the view of Huther,

who

—

says that

w.

4. 8. 18.

19 intimate that

they held Gnostico-antinomian views. Thiersch: "Peter warns his readers against deceivers
that should come; Jude, writing not long after Peter, warns his readers against the same de-

had come, with a distinct reference to the warnings and predictions of the
must not be overlooked that Clement of Alexandria (Strom., 3, p. 431) supposes
Jude in his Epistle to have prophetically referred to the Carpooratians and similar sects; see
Guerike, p. 455. The beginnings of such a demoniac Gnosis, which sanctioned pagan licentiousness, stirred during the second half of the first century in the Churches of Ephesus, Pergamos
and Thyatira. See Thiersch, p. 289.
As to the date of this Epistle, it must have been written during the interval between the
death of Peter, who wrote his second Epistle, which was used by Jude, shortly before his death,
and the destruction of Jerusalem, because it contains no reference to that event (see above).
Jude saw the impudent libertinism, the appearance of which had been foretold by Peter, in its
ceivers, after they

Apostles.

1

'

It

—

full development.

"It

is

not credible," says Huther, "that Jude sheuld have referred to the

preaching of the Apostles, as past,

The

if

these were

still

in the prime of their Apostolical activity."

was written cannot be determined.
The closer we draw to the last times of the Church, the more we ought to lay to heart this
Epistle, which, as Meyer says, is a key-stone and an admonition of the most dangerous sins of
the Church, and which, like the 2d Ep. of Peter, furnishes us with important disclosures relating
to judgment and eternity. Capital applications of it to our own time are contained in Stier's
place where the Epistle

Exposition.

J

4.
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Bbun, Introd. crU. a VEp. de Jude, Strasb., 1842, and

L. A.
P.

[J 5.

SYNOPSIS OF PARALLEL PASSAGES IN THE SECOND EP. OF PETER AND
THE EPISTLE OF JUDE.
2 PBTNL

JT7D*.
8.

al—M.]

iraaav OKovdffv irotob/tevoc.

4. ira

p

e

laidvoav y&p

I.

rives, ol ir&Xai

irpoyeypapfUvoi eic'rovro rb Kplpa, hcifiiU;,

T^vrdvOeov

jfitov xfycv ficraridtvTec **C
aoilyciav, teal rbv p6vov dsairdrifv
Kal Kitpiov ifiov Iqaovv Xpiorbv

H.

6. iriiaav (rrrov&r)v irapetaevtyKOvrec, of.
1.

16.

i.

irapciodfovoiv alpieetc diruXeiac, koX
rdv hyopdeavra avrobc 6eair6r^v

Apvovpevot

.

.

.

KoLnoXhol IgaxoXov*

&at2.yeiaic ..
rd Kptpa ixiraXai ovu&pyil.

-irfoovotv ovtgjv raig
©if

.

•

apvoifievoi.
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byy&Xovc rotof ft% njpfaavrec

6.

Xrfr

.

.

.

.

fiolf hWioic
7.

B.

irrrb

IL

4.

6Qcbc6yy£A(jvdfiapT7p6%rr<jvovK£$ewaro,

6Xk& oeipaXs £6$ovTCLpTap&oasnapkduKev

£6jov rer^pifKev.

Xdtiopa Katrdfiofrfxi

icai

ti^Kpiaiv rypov/iivovc.

al wepl avrdf ir6-

Xetc

.... aireXOovaai

Kbg

iripac irpd&tvrai Seiypa.

Kvpidryra

t^v iavr&v &p-

e«f Kploivfiey&foK-fjfitpasdeo-

bit loo

cap-

ft

IL

10.

Kptvdfievoc

bpx&YY&oQi

duteytro

&™ TQ dia/Mty

irept

fielXtnrruw

robe

*

TL11. AyyeXoi

6ia-

tov Muaioc a6fta-

.

KM

^

o»

fik&o-

fr?fiov tpfocv.

IL

12. dAoya (6a.

Jude 11 with 2 Pet. ii. 15.
" 12. 13 with 2 Pet. ii. 13-17.
"

16

"

"

ii.

"

17.18

«

"

iii.

[J 6.

book

Kvpip

elim>t 'Hirtrijtfaai oot

10. bXcfya^uaicr. A.
also,

bxiau

.

iax^t kox dw&ftei /ul£ovec

ftpovoiKa? avrCnurapa

tr6Xfiiioe Kpiaiv eireveyicelv

pXaofij plac,
Kipcoc.

As

....

ob rptfiovei pXaofijftmnrrec.

9. 6 <W Mt£<z$/l 6

Compare

koX Tofrifrfac Ktrrcurrpo*

virdSeiyfia

oapubc h im&vftlp mpevofttvovc.
Kvpidrifroc Kara+povoivrac
. 66ga{

fiovau

rof ovk

2o64 fiov

Kariicpcvev,

iurefklv Tt&euc6c

66£ac di pXaoftj-

hdtrovot,

II.6-10. nrftaf

18.

1-3.—M.]

THE BOOK OP ENOCH.

generally supposed to be referred to in v. 14, a brief account of

it, compiled
from Westcott's article in Smith's Dictionary of the Bible, and notices of Volkmar's article in the
" Zeitsschrift der Deutschen Morgenl&ndischen Qcsellscfiaft" for 1860, will be found useful to the

this

is

readers of this Commentary.

—

The Book was known to Justin Martyr, Irenaeus,
1. The history of the Book of Enoch.
Anatolius, Clement of Alexandria and Origen; numerous references to it are found in the "Tes-

—

taments of the XII. Patriarchs." Tertullian quotes it as "not received by some, nor admitted
into the Jewish canon ("in armarium Judaicum"), but defends it on account of its reference to
Christ (" legimus omnem scriptwram ariificationi habilem divinitus inspvrari'). Augustine and an

whose work is printed with Jerome's, were acquainted with it; but from their
letters, it was known in the Western Church only by the quotations in
Jude, in the Eastern Church, some centuries later; considerable fragments of it are preserved in
the Chronographia of Georgius Syncellus (circa, 792 A. D.); meanwhile, a report was current
that the entire book was preserved in Abyssinia in 1773, the traveller Bruce, on his return from

anonymous

writer,

time until the revival of

;

Egypt, brought with him the complete iEthiopic translation of the entire book, the first detailed
notice of which was not given until 1800, by Silvestre de Sacy, and the book itself was not pub-

and in 1838 in JEthiopic, by Archbishop Lawrence, whose translaeditions of Hoffmann (1833-38), and Gfroerer (1840) gave a
Latin translation constructed from those of Lawrence and Hoffmann; but all these editions have

lished until 1821 in English,

tion formed the basis of the

German

of. Dillmann, who edited the JSthiopio text from five MSS. (Liber
Henoch, ^Jthiopice, Lipsi®, 1851), and afterwards gave a German translation of the book, with
a good introduction and commentary (Das Bitch Henoch .... von Dr. A. Dillmann, Leipzig, 1853), which has called forth a number of Essays, the most important of which are those of
Ewald and Hilgenfeld.
2. The iEthiopic translation is supposed to have been made from the Greek, as, with the exception of one passage quoted by Syncellus, it agrees in the main with the patristic quotations.
But it is doubtful whether the Greek text was original, or itself a translation from the Hebrew.
A Hebrew book of Enoch was known and used by Jewish writers till the thirteenth century,
and the names of angels and winds are derived from Aramaic roots.

been superseded by those

3.

The book,

in its present shape, consists of

a

series of revelations,

supposed to have been

given to Enoch and Noah, which extended to the most varied aspects of nature and

life,

and are

designed to offer a comprehensive vindication of the action of Providence.
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4.

"In

doctrine the book of

THE BOOK OF ENOCH.

Enoch

exhibits a great advance of thought within the limits of

The teaching on nature is a curious attempt to reduce the scattered images of the 0. T. to a physical system. The view of society and
man, of the temporary triumph and final discomfiture of the oppressors of God's people, carries
out into elaborate detail the pregnant images of Daniel. The figure of the Messiah is invested
with the majestic dignity as "the Son of God," "whose name was named before the sun was
made/' and "who existed aforetime in the presence of God." And at the same time His human
attributes as "the Son of man," "the Son of woman," "the Elect One/ "the Righteous One,"
"the Anointed," are brought into conspicuous notice. The mysteries of the spiritual world, the
connection of angels and men, the classes and the ministries of the hosts of heaven, the power
of Satan and the legions of darkness, the doctrines of resurrection, retribution and eternal punishment are dwelt upon with growing earnestness, as the horizon of speculation was extended
by intercourse with Greece. But the message of the book is emphatically one of "faith and
truth," and while the writer combines and repeats the thoughts of Scripture, he adds no new
revelation in each of the great divisions of knowledge.

element to the teaching of the prophets.

His errors spring from an undisciplined attempt to exFor the great characteristic
by which the book is distinguished from the later Apocalypse of Esdras (2d book), is the tone of
triumphant expectation by which it is pervaded. It seems to repeat in every form, the great
principle that the world, natural, moral and spiritual, is under the immediate government of
God. Hence it follows that there is a terrible retribution reserved for sinners, and a glorious
kingdom prepared for the righteous, and Messiah is regarded as the Divine Mediator of this
double issue. Nor is it without a striking fitness that a patriarch, translated from earth, and
admitted to look upon the Divine Majesty, is chosen as "the herald of wisdom, righteousness
and judgment to a people who, even in suffering, saw in their tyrants only the victims of a com-

plain their words, and from a proud exultation in present success.

ing vengeance."

(Westcott,

1.

a).

On the date of the Book the most conflicting views prevail.

Lawrence, Hoffmann, Gfroerhave been completed in the reign of Herod the Great
Lficke distinguishes two great parts, an older, written early in the time of the Maccabees, and a
Dillmann maintains the unity of the book,
later, composed in the time of Herod the Great.
and assigns the chief part of it to an Aramaean writer of the time of John Hyrcanus (circa, 110
B. C).
Hilgenfeld places the original book about the beginning of the first century before Christ,
which he supposes to have passed through the hands of a Christian writer, who lived between
the times "of Saturninus and Marcion," who added the chief remaining portions, including the
great Messianic section (cc. 37-71). Volkmar (1. c.) tries to prove that the book is a production
of the time of the seditionjof Barchochebas (A. D. circa 132), and to have been written by one
In that case, the book of
of the followers of Rabbi Akiba, the great upholder of that impostor.
Enoch was not only of Jewish, but of distinctly antichristian origin; which point, however, is
not yet fully established. (See Alford, Prolegg., p. 196). Westcott (1. c.) reaches the conclusion
that, as a whole, the book "may be regarded as descrioing an important phase of Jewish opinion
5.

er,

Wieseler and Gieseler suppose

it

to

—

shortly before the coming of Christ."
6.

The apocryphal character

of the

Book has never been doubted

lian alone maintains its authority; Origen
4),

and Jerome

(c. Gels.,

in the Church; Tertul-

V. 54), Augustine (de

(Catalog. Script. Eccl, 4) describe it as apocryphal,

the apocryphal books in the Apostolical Constitutions (VI., 16).

and

Oivitaie Dei,
it is

XV.,

reckoned

23,

among

—M.]
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[•Lachm. has Ap»v after Kotri}*; Syr. Vulg. v/amp; Sin. icotr.
hoaravici$ri<rxo r—" I had need/'> or " I felt constrained."—M.]

pataf stronger than onc<,-=°*cirul

^pur

0-«*rit#taf

xal £m$*—4f.]

timul, $emel pro semper, i. «., once for all. See Lexica*—M.1
[Translate :—Beloved, when I gave all diligence to write unto yon concerning onr common salvation, I
felt constrained to write unto yon, exhorting yon to contend earnestly for the faith that was once foe
all delivered unto the saint*.—M.]
Terse 4. [** Sin. insorts xai before vdkai. »poyp <£<£««- to write before, to declare, describe beforehand; ordained
adopted by B. V. from Geneva V M is a very dubious rendering, and should be replaced by a less objectionable word ; either of the above have the merit of literal translations of the Greek. If.]
R* «c p i p a, condemnation, in the sense of punishment.—M.]
« Lach., Tisch. read xapiro, which is the poetic Accusative.
Grieeb. and al., following the best authorities, omit © «er, which is doubtless a gloss, and found its way
into the text because 6 *<rv6r if* is need of the Father in all passages except 2 Pet. ii. 1; cf. Lke.iL
29 ; Acts iv. 24 ; Rev. vi. 10. fi 6 v o «, moreover, did not seem to suit Christ.
P*M A. B. C, Sin. omit %*bv. Agreeing with this omission, translate: "For certain men have crept in
privily, who have been long ago described beforehand (in the Holy Scriptures) for this condemnation,
ungodly, perverting the grace of our God into lasciviousness, and denying our only Vaster, and Lord
el

—

Jesus Christ."—M.
[German :—" For some have crept in

stealthily, who long since have been designated beforehand for this
judgment, ungodly, who pervert the grace of our God into lasciviousness, and deny the only Master,
God and the Lord Jesus Christ."—M.]

Divine calling out of the world has already beefficient, 1 Pet. i. 16; ii. 9. 21; iii. 9; v.
10; 2 Pet i. 8-10; called saints, 1 Cor. L 2. 24;

come

KXEQETICAL AND CRITICAL.
Vie.

1.

Jude (from
PPflfP
v
v

»

ITT*

tt

:

,
'

i. 6. 7; GaL
'Uyiaeuivotc ev.

the Rom.

praised, the confessor), different from Judas Iscariot and Judas Lebbseus, or Thadd&us.
See
Introduction.
servant of Jesus Christ. SovXor ; used
in a restricted sense of persons intrusted with
an office in the Church, cf. 2 Pet. i. 1. Paul

A

calls himself so,

and James
call

Rom.

i.

1

;

Tit.

i.

1

;

Phil.

i.

1

Paul and Peter superadd their
to the Apostolate; Jude and James omit
i. 1.

i.

6.

To

those who, in 'communion
with God the Father, have been acquitted from
the guilt and punishment of sins, and made a
1
beginning in the sanctiflcation of the Spirit,

d

Pet.

i.

Huther: — "The

2.

'L70W X/wot£ rerripfjfitvotc.
Perf. simply denotes that which had taken
place up to the time when the Epistle was written, but this condition must be conceived continuing according to the force of the Perfect tense."
Cf. Winer, p. 286, sq.—So Stier:— "Jude conceives his readers as having been preserved until
then." They are preserved from seduction and
apostasy for Jesus Christ so that they are His
possession, the reward of His sufferings, His
glory and crown, enabling Him to say of them,
"Thine they were and thou gavest them me; and
they have kept thy word," Jno. xvii. 6. 12; 1

Part

The simple reason of this omission
they were no Apostles. This omission is
the more remarkable in the case of Jude, because, as has been shewn in the Introduction to
2 Peter, during the composition of this Epistle,
he had before him the 2d Ep. of Peter, and especially also its introductory sentences.
If the
author of this Epistle and Judas Thaddseus, the
Apostle, were identical, the silence he observes Pet i. 6.
concerning his Apostleship would be unaccount[Wordsworth ; " The evil angels are preserved
able.
or kept for judgment (2 Pet ii. 4); the heavens
Brother of James. Of that James, who are preserved or kept for fire; but ye are prewas a brother of the Lord according to the flesh, served or kept for Jesus Christ, as a peculiar
and author of the Epistle that bears his name. people (1 Pet ii. 9), and there is an everlasting
See Introduction.
Both are silent concerning inheritance preserved or kept in heaven for you."
their fraternal relation to the Lord.
Why? -M.]
Both may have remembered His words: "Who
Vee. 2. Meroy unto you—multiplied.—
is my mother and who are my brethren?" Matt
Instead of it, 1 Pet i. 2; 2 Pet. i. 2 have
tteof.
xii. 49.
A servant of Christ is really a nearer X&w, while iteor occurs in GaL vL 16; 2 Tim. i
relation than a mere brother after the flesh, cf. 2 16, and in connection with *4/wc 1 Tim. i. 2 ; 2
Cor. t. 16. It is commonly said that modesty Tim. 1. 2; 2 Jno. 8; cf. 1 Pet 18. It is the
prompted Jude to call himself a brother of James grace of God and Christ condescending to the
and not a brother of the Lord (Ben gel, Stier)
"We learn from
Stier
helpless and miserable.
but we ought not to forget that the recollection the conclusion, v. 21, that Jude refers here parof that fraternal relation must have been very ticularly to the mercy or grace of our Lord Jesus
humiliating to him, for, although so nearly re- Christ, for he connects therewith the love of God,
lated to the Lord, he did not believe in Him for and appropriately assigns to the peace of the
a long time, Jno. vii. 8-6. According to Huther, Holy Ghost the place of a living centre." De
the words "brother of James" are not only in- Wette also explains ay&Tn; as the love of God to
tended to designate the individuality of the au- Christians, deeming the verb whf&w&ebi to be
thor (cf. Jno. xiv. 22), but also to justify his better suited to such an interpretation.
On
writing; they possibly intimate that this Epistle icXo&w&eht, cf. 1 Pet L 2.
Bengal's note is: "a
was destined for the readers of that of James, testimony of the Holy Trinity."
seeing they are not described in more particular
Vie. 8.*
I gave all diligence, etc—
terms. See Introduction.
n&aav oirovtyv kouXoBol To use all diligence, to
airdarofog.
is that

—

—

:

—

When

To the oalled— Jesus

Christ. — fo

the

caXUd, sc, greeting; Khfrol which is she principal
word of the whole clause, signifies not only persons invited or bidden, but those in whom the

be earnest in something either inwardly in mind
and purpose, or outwardly in the execution of an
Peter has owovdfiv fcaoav vapeiafipcnf, 2
action.
Peter i. 6, and <nrowWf«v, oh. i. 16. Here it de-
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irapeto&vvetv, to enter by the Bide of, to creep
notes inward purpose. The Part, Pres., as de
Wette observes, expresses the author's action at in stealthily by a side-door. Those deceivers
the time he had occasion to write (cf. Winer, p. passed the right door, John x. 7, and like thieves
406), but he seems to be wrong in supposing his and robbers entered by some other way into
writing to be already an action on the point of the fold of the Church, John x. 1. De Wette
being executed. His opinion is, that Jude had says rightly, that " it is not said that these men
been engaged on the composition of a longer and did creep in from without, but only, that their
more comprehensiTe Epistle, (the loss of which sentiments and habits were foreign to those of
we have to lament), when he was for the time the Christian community, and that they ought
Qimilar are the expressions
called away from that work in order to write not to belong to it."
this present Epistle.
His reference to Sherlock irapEioftpetv alpioeic, 2 Peter ii. 1, irapetakpxtadat
Cf 1 John ii. 19; 2
is inaccurate, for he only adverts to Jude's in- and irapeiooKTOs, Gal. ii. 4.
Tim. iii. 6.
tention of writing more fully.
["Xc mot rtvec « quelque chose de miprisant, comConcerning our common salvation.
He had desired to write concerning its acquisi- me dans Oal. ii. 12." Arnaud. M.]
The Article is used empha'Ot irpoeypapfihot.
tion, enjoyment and preservation.
This exhibits
a contrast to the hortatory Epistle which circum- tically with the Participle, if the participial chastances (the appearance of antinomians or some racter is to be made especially prominent, cf.
other cause unknown to us) constrained him to Winer, p. 120. They are unknown, insignificant
men, but they have long since been described in
indite.
the word of God. 7cpoypa$etvt to write beforeI felt the necessity, etc. '"Eaxov avdyicm>t I
hand of one, to predict by the word and by types.
had with me, I felt within me the necessity, I
The pregnant term denotes,
Cf. Rom. xv. 4.
saw myself inwardly constrained, cf. Luke xiv.
1. That they were described beforehand, e. g.,
18; xxiii. 17; 1 Cor. vii. 87; fieb. vii. 27; irapaPs. xxxv. 16; x. 4; xxxvi. 2; lviii. 4; Prov. xiii.
koX&v denotes the character and tone, as well as
25, and typified in the people who lived at the
the scope and matter of the Epistle.
time of the flood, in the people of Sodom, in the
'EirayuviZeoOaij to fight concerning and for a
wicked persecutors of David.
thing [metaphorically in the sense of earnestly
2. They were beforehand appointed for judgcontending for a thing. M.]. Bengel: "There
ment, not by an absolute predestination, but beis a twofold duty, strenuously to fight for the
cause of their wickedness, which God foresaw in
faith against enemies, and to edify oneself in
the light of His omniscience. Isa. iv. 8; renfaith, v. 20; cf. Neh. iv. 16, etc."
['eirayav%eo6at,
dered by the LXX. ol ypaftvres etc £g>#v, might be
supercertaret is to fight, standing upon a thing
compared with this passage and applied to the
which is assaulted and which the adversary deeternal purpose of God, compared with a book,
sires to take away, and it is to fight so as to deas Calvin does, but Huther rightly observes that
fend it, and to retain it. M.]
ic&\at t long since, from of old, forbids such an
For the faith, v'torti, here the faith that is interpretation. It is this very word which renbelieved, objectively, the Gospel as v. 20; Gal. ders all reference to the Epistles of Paul and Peter
Hi. 26; Rora. i. 5.
We have here a reference to inadmissible, as Grotius sees here a particular
2 Peter i. 1, whence it follows that irkrrtc there allusion to 2 Peter ii. ; it is doubtful whether, as
also most be taken objectively.
Bengel maintains, there is here a reference to the
Once, not=at one time, formerly, but once for Book of Enoch in the sense that Enoch predicted
aUy so that it continues thus forever, that it is long before what afterwards became fixed in
liable to no changes, and that no new revelation writing.
[Alford thinks that the reference is to
is to be looked for.
[Casaubon: "To contend the Book of Enoch, cf. v. 17, but deems it pToearnestly for the faith once for all delivered to the bable that the warnings contained in the historisaints.
Divine words, few in number, but rich cal facts mentioned below, may also be meant.
in meaning.
If rightly* understood and duly M.l
obeyed, these words would put an end to all
For this condemnation, of which the Aposmodern controversies, and restore peace to the tle
[?] treats in the sequel, seeing it, as it were,
Church. Do we desire to know what the true already present. Kpi/ict, here a judgment of confaith is?
St. Jude here tells us
that which woe demnation.
The corresponding passage in Peter
oncty and once for all delivered to the saints.
Every is, "whose judgment now of a long time lingereth
doctrine which can be shown to be posterior to not, and their damnation slumbereth not," 2
that faith, is new; and every doctrine that is new Peter ii. 8.
[Wordsworth: "The doom which
\s false."— M.].
"No other faith will be given." they would incur, had been irpoeypajifihnv, writBengel.
ten public beforehand in the prophecy of Enoch
Delivered (communicated) not immediately (v. 14), and visibly displayed in the punishment
by God, as Bengel interprets, but by the Apostles, of the Israelites fv. 6), and in that of the rebel
cf. 2 Pet. ii. 21 ; 1 Cor. xt 2. 28; xv. 8; Luke i. 2.
angels (v. 6), ana had been graven indelibly in
To the saints.—Cf. 1 Peter ii. 9; iii. 6; 2 letters of fire on the soil of Sodom and Gomorrah
Peter i. 21; iii. 2; Col. i. 2. 12; iii. 12; Philem.
(• 7 -)
6. 7; Heb. iii. 1; vi. 10; Epb. i. 1. 16. 18; ii. 19;
Since God is unchangeably just and holy, all
iii. 8. 18.
[Bengel : Sanctis omnibus ex fide sane- who sin after the manner of those thus punished,
.

—

—

—

—

—

20.—M.]
Vsb. 4. For oertain

—

must look for like punishment to theirs. They
have been publicly designated beforehand for it,
This verse supplies the reason of that necessity by the punishment of those whom they imitateand of the contest which the readers are bound in sin. Therefore, these false teachers cannot

tissuna, v.

—
to

men—condemnation.

plead ignorance of the consequences of their sin-
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and you
ceived

The

will

be without excuse,

if

you are de- but with foreign lords, who rule over and in them,

by them.

Isa. xxvi. 18.

false teachers

here specially noted, were

the Simonians, Nicolaitans and Ebionites."

Ungodly—laaciviousneea,

i.

e.,

—M.]

according

to Stier's explanation, those who refuse to know
any thing of fear, submission and adoration.
Men who, haying torn themselTes loose from
God, the root of our life, show this in their life,
of. 1 Peter It. 18; 2 Peter ii. 6; lit 7; Jnde 16;
Rom. iv. 6; t. 6; 1 Tim. i. 9. Their ungodliness
is described by two exhibitions : a. They turn the
grace of Ood into la$curioueneee; xaP4Pt nofc=evangelical doctrine, Christian religion (Calov, al.),
norasaequired life of grace (de Wette, who compares Gal. v. 4; 1 Peter t. 12), for the description which follows Tenders H highly improbable,
that these men had received (although only in
part, as Stier thinks) the first-fruits of the Spirit
in conscious regeneration. But it is the grace
offered to them in baptism, in calling, in the
preaching of the word, in Holy Scripture, aoauired for them by Christ and now ready for
leir acceptance.
They take hold of it, but put
it in the wrong place, to., there where the law
ought to be, this is the force of fierartdtvcu; instead of using it as an incentive to holiness, they
employ it as a cloak of malioiousness, 1 Peter ii.
16, as a passport of unrighteousness, Rom. vi. 1.
2; 2 Peter it 19; GaL v. 18. They draw the
daring conclusion: Because God Is so merciful,
because Christ has redeemed us from sin, beoause
this and that sin have been passed unpunished,
therefore we need not be so particular concernt

ing sin, cf. Sir. v. 8, sq. ; Heb. vii. 12. Of course
they thereby do not change the nature of grace,
but only deprive themselves of its salutary effects.
[They change the state of grace and
Christian liberty into a state of moral lioence
and wantonness; so Alford. Bede: "Hone ejue
jratiam traneferunt in luxuriam, qui nunc tatdo lieentiut et Uberiue peccant, quanta minus ee vident «peritate legie de admueit faednoribus ezmminmri."

This view of the passage

is

not

affected by ftovoc, which is generally attributed
to the Father, and tcbptog retains its ordinary and

usual meaning. Huther, on the other hand, understands deon&njv of the Father, and cites Enoch
xlviii. 11: "They denied the Lord of the spirits
and His Messiah," cf. 1 John ii. 22 ; but this quotation is fully counterbalanced by that of 2 Peter
ii.

1.

[Alford applies dcoir6n?p to the Father, and argues:
1. That in every other place dawrorgt is used
of God, of. Luke ii 29; Acts iv. 24; Rev. vL 10;
Jer. iv. 10.
2. That the addition /rime
meaning to it here.
8.

law

Mems

to hind tide

That the denial of God by disobeying His
the epexegetie resumption of the last

is

clause.
4. deaw&nn* xal icbptev are hardly distinguishable if both applied to Christ On these grounds
he agroee with Huther in regarding the rejected
Qc6v as having been, although a gloss, yet a true
one; and would remind the reader, once for all,
that the reference of any term in the pa rallel
place of 2 Peter, is no guide for us here, seeing
that it belongs to the extremely curious relation
of the two passages to each other, that many eemmon terms are used in different senses. If.]
Deny, see 2 Pet ii. 1. The reference here is
according to the description of those deceivers,
more especially to their practical denying (so de
Wette and Huther). Even the book of Enoch
(lxvii. 8. 10 ; xci. 7) connects in the oase of the
ungodly the denial of the Lord of the spirits with
voluptuousness.

—

[DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.]

" The faith is that system of truths revealed in the Holy Scriptures concerning the
dispensations of the God, whom we adore, and
into whose name we were baptized, the Father,
Tor Oeov jfi&v. Huther : "An expression of the the Son, and the Holy Spirit three Persons, one
sense of adoption," not exactly, as Bengel main- God. These truths are proposed to us as the
tains, in opposition to the ungodly.
ground of our hope, our comfort and our joy
EV hakXyttav, cf. 1 Pet iv. 8: 2 Pet. ii. 7. 18. as the principles on which the conduct of life is
deny the only Master, Ood and to be framed, accepted and rewarded. We rethe Lord Jesus Christ.—povov Setnrornv Qe6v. ceive the revelation, which contains the truths,
[See note 14 in App. Crit M.]. If Qt6v were upon that plenary and satisfactory evidence
a genuine reading, the most natural construction vouchsafed us of its authenticity, and we receive
would be this: They deny the Father and the the truths, which it contains, on the authority of
Son (although even in this case the sole reference the Revealer.
The different articles of our
to Christ would be possible), for the want of the belief, dispersed in the Scriptures, were very
Article would be no objection to it, because it early collected into summaries styled creeds, remight be omitted on account of tptiv, of. Winer, cited at baptism, and constituting thenceforward
By a
pp. 141. 142. Even without the probably false the badge and test of a man's profession.
reading GeoV, 6ecn6rqc may be applied to the Fa- formulary of this kind the catechumen himself
H
ther, jcfyxof to the Son, like in Titus ii. 18, ac- was instructed; "the faith once delivered was
cording to the doctrine of Paul, fifyac Oe©Y relates transmitted down to posterity; the members of
to the Father, ourfjp to the Son; but the compari- the spiritual society were kept together; the
son of 2 Peter ii. 1, whioh Jude had before him, doctrines, by them believed and taught, were
shows that the two predicates are to be under- made known to the world, and distinguished from
stood of Christ. While Peter declares Christ to a multitude of heterogeneous and erroneous
be the Lord that bought even these deceivers opinions, by them disclaimed; a connection with
with His own blood, Jude infers therefrom that the maintainors of which would Justly have
He is their only legitimate Lord, not as con- brought discredit on themselves and their cause.
trasted with the other persons of the Godhead, For these reasons the use of creeds appears to
[Van.

8.

—

And

—
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6-15.

been introduced and since con- tinguished from it His lies always spring up
under some borrowed raj of truth.

Home—M.]

—

Stub : In the accredited, sealed word of the
Scriptures we have the authentic deposit of the
precious jewel of the first testimony of faith,
The calling of God the beginning of all His which deposit is to be preserved and necessarily
exhibitions of grace. General and particular becomes the permanent rule of faith. The, faith
Man's relation thereto. Believers the delivered to Christendom is the treasure for the
calling.
possession, the spoil, the crown and reward of unimpaired possession and enjoyment of. which
the Lord Jesus. The Christian life a state of we must fight against hostile powers. God has
constant warfare. The great danger of abusing a holy purpose of justice in that He gives up to
grace. The manifold denial of the Lord that the deception of powerful error all those who
would not believe in the truth with all their heart,
bought us.
Starke : Every Christian should be an hon- as they ought, 2 Thess. ii. S-12.—Those who will
est Judas; u *., a confessor, confessing Christ not obey Christ, to the Christ whom they ought
before the world according to the belief of his and must know as the Lord, have also no God in
heart in word and life, that Christ may confess heaven, no gods (Ps. lxxxii. ; Exod. xxii. 28^ on
him before His Father. Mtt. x. 82.—Would that earth, and become through and through rebels
all Jews were such, or would soon become such. and insurrectionists.
TBabkow: Some vehemency (some smartness
Bom. x.l. It is not enough for a man's salvation that he receive the call of grace, he must and sharpness) of speech may sometimes be used
accept it, become holy and persevere in grace, in defence of truth, and impugning errors of bad
when it concerneth the
Is. lv. 8: Rev. ii. ft); 1 Cor. xv. 1. 2.—Chris- consequence ; especially
tianity is never at a stand-still, but ever interests of truth that the reputation and authorgrowing and progressing, 1 These. Hi. 12 ; iv. 1. ity of its adversaries should somewhat be abased
We must fight for our faith against our lusts, or abated. If by a partial opinion or reverence
the world and Satan; otherwise we shall not toward them, however begotten in the minds of
receive the end of faith, the salvation of our men, they strive to overbear or discountenance
souls, 1 Pet. i. 9.
God has prepared His grace a good cause, their cause, so far as truth permitand disfor the penitent that are of a broken heart, teth, and need requireth, may be detected
For this cause particularly may we
Is. lxi. 1, and namely for their consolation and played.
amendment. This truth ungodly men reverse in presume our Lord (otherwise so meek in His
that they accord grace to the impenitent, not for temper, and mild in his carriage toward all men)
their amendment, but for their security.
The did characterise the Jewish scribes in such terms,
more secret an enemy, the more dangerous, Ps. that their authority (being then so prevalent
truth,
lxiv. 6. 7.
Sinning in reliance upon grace is the with the people) might not prejudice the
is
poison which corrupts and kills the greatest and hinder the efficacy of His doctrine. This
number of souls. The Gospel is to them a savour part of that kwayovlSeoOai r$ nlorti, the duty of
incumof death unto death. Those who deny Christ contending earnestly for the faith, which is
that bought them with His blood, are the servants bent upon us. M.]
of the devil, 1 Jno. iii. 8.
Sermon-Theme*:
K. H. Rikoxk: Even evil times should neither
Ver. 1. Spiritual fellowship with Christ
make us evil and harsh, nor cause us to fall from
Vbb, 8. The rule of faith. Zeal for the cause
our first love. Whatever remains to be done, of Christianity. The ftdth once delivered to the
must be done by love, 1 Thess. ii. 7. Contend- saints, a depositum or trust, committed to the
ing without one's own edification would amount oare of the Church. Civil government and reto quarrelling.
Edification without contending ligion.
is indifference which does not sufficiently conCf. on v. 4. Claoit, Nicholas: The abuse
sider what edifying is. Cf. v. 20. The devil in- of God's grace, discovered in the kinds, causes,
troduces his children of malice among the chil- punishments, symptoms, cures, differences, caudren of the kingdom, even as tares creep in tions, and other practical improvements thereof.
among good wheat and at first cannot be dis- 4to., Oxford, 1659.—M.]
HOMTLETIOAL AND PRACTICAL:

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

VERSES

5-15.

—Three examplea of the pimfttve Joatfce of God, typical of the judgment awaiting thcae deceivers, introduced
es a warning, tv. 6-S ; more particular description of their aine. An exclamation of woe, v. 11, followed by additional
details of their character, and an application to them of a prophecy of Bnooh.

5

6

4
I will * therefore l put you in remembrance, though ye* once knew this, how that
• them
destroyed
afterward
the Lord,* having saved the people out of the land of Egypt,
that believed not.
And the angels * which kept not their first estate, but left their
own habitation, he hath reserved 9 in everlasting chains* under darkness unto the
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7 judgment of the great day. Even as Sodom and Gomorrah, and the cities about them
13
flesh,
in like manner," giving themselves over to fornication, and going after strange
8 are set forth for an example, suffering the vengeance of eternal fire. Likewise 1S also
these filthy dreamers defile " the flesh, despise dominion, and speak evil of dignities. 1*
9 "Yet Michael the archangel, when contending with the devil he disputed about the
body of Moses, durst n not bring against him a railing accusation, but said, The Lord
10 rebuke thee. But these speak evil of those things " which they know not but what they
:

11

know 19

13
14
15

Woe unto

have gone in the way of Cain, and ran greedily after the error of Balaam for reward, 10 and perished in the gainsaying of Gore. These are spots in your
11
feasts of charity, when they feast with you, feeding themselves without fear: clouds
of winds; trees whose fruit withereth,9 withthey are without water, carried about
out fruit, twice dead, plucked up by the roots; Raging waves of the sea, foaming out
their own shame; wandering stars, to whom is reserved the blackness of darkness for
And Enoch, also, the seventh from Adam, prophesied * of these, saying, Behold
ever.
98
the Lord 15 cometh with ten thousand of his saints, To execute judgment upon all,
8
n
them
of all their ungodly deeds which
ungodly
among
that
are*
and to convince all
they have ungodly committed, and of all their hard speeches which ungodly sinners
have spoken against him.

them

12

naturally, as brute beasts, in those things they corrupt themselves.

Verse

!

6.

for they

[*£), not—therefore^ but—«but.
Ktthner : "* 4 most generally has an adrereatire force, and hence can express ererr kind of contra*.
In respect to it* signification, it ranks like the Latin antes*, between the copulatire connectires (re*.
mat) and the adrereatire (dAAa, etc.), since it contains both a copulatire and adTersatire force, and
hence either opposes one thought to another, (adrereatire), or merely contrasts it (copulative). Hence
The new thought being different
it is rery frequently used in Greek, where the English uses and.
from the preceding is placed in contrast with it."
Winer (pp. 472. 473) : " & 4 if xra means therefore, then ; not for, nor does it erer scire as a mere copula or
particle of transition."—M.]
[* 0o W Aom« i, to wish, to desire.
Its force ought to be brought out in a stronger form than the ambiguous
"I will."—M.]
.
the
second
vp
The
force
vpac is lost in B. V.; it is emphatic, and the emphasis ought to bs
of
at
P
brought out. " But I wish to remind you, you who . . ."—M.]
[* « i 6 6 r « t has a Present sense.
They know it once for all, certainly, fully. This thorough knowledge of
theirs is the motire of Judo's reminding them. They know it note; not that they knew it once and hare

now

forgotten it.— M.]

'Lachm., Tisch. read«i6er«f St«( rirra, art e *I«ro9f. So Vulgate. 8tier says, that this would
be unexampled, unintelligible, remarkable ; that the dark Epistle had been much corrected and glossed.
De Wette agrees with Lachinann, following A. B. C. and other authorities, bat not in respect of
*Iq<rovf. [Tho reading w«kt a is also sustained by Cod. 81n., sereral Cursires, Copt. Syrtac It is on

many accounts preferable torovro.
'I* rove instead of K v p i e f is the reading of A. E, sereral Cursires, Vulg., Oopt, Sahldfc, Athlopic and
Armenian rerss. ; also of Didymus, Cyril, Jerome, Cassian, and receired by Griesb, and Lachmann. In
point of doctrine, it agrees with that of Paul. Cf. 1 Oor. x. 1-11 ; Heb. iii. 7-19 ; ir. 1. 2.—BL]
r*6cv'r«0or l the second time, again not afterward*, as in E. V. TheArst thing was delirerance, the second destruction. So EngL Annot., Stier, Pelle, Uuther, Wordsw., Ullie.—M.J
[German : " But I will remind you, you that hare known this once, that the Lord, baring sared the people
out of the land of Egypt, for the second time destroyed those who bettered not."
Translate : ** But I wish to remind you, you who know all things once for all, that the Lord, baring sared
Terse

6.

[feyWAowt. The

omission of toe Article here contrasts angels with men, of whom Jude has spoken in
the prerious rerse. r o w t p ^ a. r. A. specifies the particular class of angels in question. M.j
Abl. instr. " With srerlastlng bonds." MB. V, 18 times out of 20 (the other exception being Mk. rii. SS, string) has bonds or bonds." Lillle. Calvin: " Quocunqus pergam\ ssemm
trahunt sua vineula si suit tenehris obvoluti manent. Interea in magnum diem extremum eorum no>
pUetum <K*V<nr." Milton, Par. Lost. IV., 76 : ** Which waylftyisheU ; myself am J*eO."—M.]
[•"rsrifpe,* • *, says Huther, stands in sharp opposition to ***. r«*^tvT«(.n Hence the same won!
onght to be used in order to bring ont the opposition.
[German :—" And the angels that kept not their first estate, but left their own habitation, he hath kept for
the Judgment of the great day with ererlastlng bonds under darkness."
[Translate :—u And angels that kept not their first estate, but left their own habitation, he hath kept with
ererlastlng bonds under darkness for the lodgment of the great day." M.I
[»e>t connected with vro a r^o-e^rix.: «* I wish to remind you .... how Sodom and Gomorrah, etc"—
M.]
JUrer &>oior regret*
in like manner as these men.—M.]
|» i r 4 p a 9. M Nowhere else does B. V. translate c r c p o », which occurs 98 times, by strange." IAUe.—M.I
[German :—" How Sodom and Gomorrah, and the cities around them, harlng whored themselres out la Uks
manner as these, and gone alter strange flesh, are set forth for an example, suffering the rengeance of

—

piswuolf aiSton,

—

Terse

7.

r^ror-

Verse

8,

eternal fire."
[Translate :—.... haring giren themselres orer to fornication in like manner as these men, and gone
after other flesh, are set forth, etc.— M.]
P* uirr ot, omitted in E. V., has adrereatire force, and should be rendered by some such word as yet;
ever, etc.—M.]
[Mpcr . ... 6c, on th© one hand, on the other. Oalrln :— Notanda autem est antithesis, quum oSefT em
cabjtim ooifTAsmiAaa: hoe est, quod minus prssstantim hahet\ dehonestare: st tamen spsmtrs quasi ate
brosum, quod in gensrs humano maxims eaosBtff."— •M.]
Cod.
Sin. has « v p 1 6 r n r a
M.]
f»
[German :— "Now In like manner these dreamers also defile the flesh, and thus (da bit— th erew ith, at ths
same time) reject the dominion and rerile the majesties."
[Translate :—" In like manner, howerer, these dreamers also on the one hand defile the flesh, an the othsi
reject lordship and speak eril of dignities."—M.]
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5t« Iftx*^* 6 ipx«Yy«Ao? t<t« t$ 6ta£tfAy; but we prefer, with Stier, the
common reeding.
ovk ir6\fj.rj<re, did not dart, or dared not, better then durst not of B. V. The former ii LUnVs rendering, the letter that of German version.— II.]
Terse 10. [M So- a has distributive force, and is rarioasly rendered qusecunque (Vulg.), quotquot (Lanrm.), qum et quanta
(Wordsw.), omnia qum (Bengel), whatsoever things (Kenr., Lillie).
state an antithesis, which should be brought oat.-—M.]
ova iiir .... ova

Tene9.

:

\}i

H

p*}wi<rTavrai.
the latter,

is

stronger than olftae-t of the

first clause, cf.

Mk. xi v. 68: the former

is to

understand.

to fawns.

[German :—** These, on the contrary,

revile those things which they know not; but those things which
they understand naturally, as the brute beasts, even therein do they ruin themselves.'!
[Translate : " These, however, on the one hand, speak evil of whatsoever things they kfow not, on tho
other, whatsoever things they understand naturally, as the brute beasts, in those they corrupt them-

—

selves."—M.]

rij »Aarp tow BaAad/t Mt<r0ov; the construction of this difficult clause, which has the most
weighty authorities, is that which takes t» w A «* v n as a Dative of the direction in which (Dodd., Mack.
Thorn., Scott, 8tler, Peile, Wahl, Robins., Wordsw., Lillie), and pt<r0ov—fvc* a ptvffov, or Oca's
Ktfpftovf yrfptr; (so Wic., Tynd., Cran., Reims, vss.; Grot., Beng., Bloomf., Stier, Winer, Robins.,
Wordsw., LUlle. al.). See Winer, p. 219, f 80, 10. e.—M.]
[German : "Woe unto them, for they have walked in the way of Cain, and the error of Balaam with hie
hire has drawn them along, and in the gainsaying of Korah they have perished."
This can hardly be called a translation ; it is a paraphrase, which takes considerable liberty with the
grammar of the original. Translate : " Woe unto them, for in the way of Gain they walked, and in
the error of Balaam they rushed headlong (Beng.: ' effiusi sunt, ut torrens tint aggert; ' Green, Lillie as
here), and in the gainsaying of Core they perisned.'*--M.J
Terse 12. ** Lachm. reads avruv instead of v/xir, and supplies oi before iv rait. Stier also prefers on internal
grounds the reading " in their love-feasts." d » <£ t a i * ii less authentic here than in 2 Pet.
[o i i v t a t «, A. B., Cod. Sin., G., Syr., Lachm., Tlsch.
Cod. Sin. has the reading o Jtoi *ivi¥ yoyyvorai pcp^rlpvpot ««(•*« ar a) rAa ivtBvft.Cm.o'
avTwK vopcvefic^oi, which Tischendorf characterises thus: * + {mprob. yoyy. usque wo p.—M.]
** Tisch., al. read wapa<t>*f>6ti€vat, driven met.
The sense is not essentially different [». e~ from
w < p 1 4 «p 6> c v a c, which is certainly an unauthentic reading. A. B. C, Sin-, Griesb., Schols, Lech.,
Tisch., Words., Alford, Lillie are all in favour of the former. Cod. Sin. has warri *>*/*?

YsMeU.[*>Kat

—

—

wapaQ*

—

p6 it * rat. M.]
jtBivovrnpiKdior QOivoirmpird.—M.]
P*
[German :—" These are spots in your love-feasts, carousing together without fear, feeding themselves, clouds
Sin.,

without water, driven fast by winds, late-autumnal trees, unfruitful, twice dead, uprooted."
[Translate : " These are rocks in your love-feasts, carousing together without fear, feeding themselves,
clouds without water, borne along by winds, late-autumnal trees, unfruitful, twice dead, uprooted."
For reasons see below in ExqjtLical and Critical.— M.]
Tersel4.[**s-po4ijrev0-c 81 ical roiSrotf (Sin., vpocirpo^^reve'e). "But for these also prophesied Enoch,''
better than "But of these" (German), and B. V^-M.]

—

Terse 16.

[*8in.,o itvpiof.—M.1
PJ Sin., dyt'wK ayy«k*r. German inserts between brackets after myriads (of angels).—M.l
» Lachm., Tisch. read simply i\4y(an [following A. B., Ood. Sin., which latter has the variation : i A 4 y £ a t
w&oav ^vy)|K; and omits afterwards a <re£etaf avrwv. M.1
* a v t » ¥ restored by Tischend. in his last edition, after A. B. G. K., while Lachmann omits it.
[German : " To give judgment against all, and to convict all ungodly ones of all their ungodly deeds,
wherein they have shown themselves ungodly, and of all the hard speeches, which the ungodly sinners
have spoken against Him."
'< To exercise judgment upon all. and to convict all the ungodly among them of all their un[Translate
godly deeds, wherein they were ungodly (Lillie), and of all the hard speeches which sinners spake
:

—

—
:

against

—

Him."-M.]

and while affirming of his readers that
all the knowledge necessary to their
salvation (1 Jno. ii. 20), put them on their guard
Vee. 5. But I will remind you believed against the pretended superiority of knowledge
not. This connects with 2 Pet. i. 12, although of the Gnostics. See Wordsworth tn loc. M.J.
Huther says on the reading 6 Ijjoovg that it
there the reference is not to historical facts, but
to doctrines.
In like manner the words, "you unfolds the same view as 1 Cor. x. 4, and that
who know all things once for all" revert to that the name of Jesus in this connection may be acpassage as well as to itpoyivCxjKovreq, 2 Pet. iii. counted for by the popular character of a paren17.
rd Seirrepov neither=afterward, nor
anal; tovto (cf. Appar. Crit., N. 6).
It is etic Epistle.
inadmissible to connect awag with imofwrjaat^ or =on the contrary (Grotius). Forced is also the
to take it in the sense of once, formerly, from explanation of Winer, pp. 642, 648: "The Lord,
the beginning; it rather has here its usual mean- after having delivered them, did, on a tecond ocing, you have heard it once for all and stamped casion (when they were in need of His helping
grace), refuse them His delivering grace and deit on your memory ; you need not any new instruction on that head but it is matter of urgent stroy them." Equally unnatural is that of Hunecessity for you to be reminded of it, earnestly ther: "God did reveal Himself to His people in
to deliberate upon it, and to apply what has tak- two ways, the first time as a Deliverer, the secen place to events as they occur. It is not re- ond time as Judge, that is in the latter instance
lated to the following rb debrepov.
If we adopt as Judge of the unbelieving who did not trustthe reading ir&vra, all that is necessary is to con- fully and obediently rely upon His promise."
nect it with the sequel, to the historical facts, Similarly Stier: "After God's deliverance and
and hence not to take it as at 1 Jno. ii. 20. pardoning there is also a second time surely fol[eUoYaf ir&vra. Remembering that Jude wrote lowing in the case of the unworthy." No, it is
against the Gnostics (the men of knowledge), who said, He destroyed them the second time, and
laid claim to superior knowledge, and on that should be referred to two judgments of destructithesis,

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

they had

—

—

—

—

—

;

pretence beguiled their hearers into corrupt doctrines and licentious practices (2 Pet. i. 2. 8), the
words etd&rac icdvra seem to have an implied an-

when the people, with the exception
of a few, perished in the wilderness, and again
to the Babylonish captivity, Numb. xiv. 28; 2

tion, once,
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Chron. xxxvi. 16, etc. The corresponding passage in 2 Peter (ii. 2) specifies the example of
the Hood ; Jade wished to select a still stronger
example, exhibiting a two-fold destruction of the
Notwithstanding the former
chosen people.
wonderful deliverance, the people were twice deHad this Epistle been written after the
stroyed.
destruction of Jerusalem, Jude might hare added
a to rpirov. T Notwithstanding Pronmliller's emphatic assertion to the contrary, we feel constrained to advocate the view recommended in
Appar. Crit.,note 6. It is more telling in point
of fact and more congruous in point of doctrine
it is perfectly sound in point of grammar, and
the charge of its being forced and unnatural is
arbitrary and unsupported by reasons. M.]

—

To the two examples taken from the past history of
and the invisible world, Jude, again agree-

Israel

ing with Peter, adds a new example, taken from
the heathen world, of a punitive judgment the
consequences of which still remain.
The cities around them, an addition to 2
Pet. ii. 6. Admah and Zeboim. Deut xxix. 28;
Hos. xi. 8.
In like manner as these men, rotax? may
be connected with Sodom and Gomorrah, that is,
the inhabitants of those cities; as the sin of those
cities is generally known, it cannot be thought
strange that it is indirectly adverted to. It Is
less known of the other two cities, hence the selection of this word.
Bengel refers robrotc to the

but he thereby anticipates
the thought of v. 8. The majority of modern
allusion in 2 Pet. ii. 4 is here more fully ex- expositors believe the reference to be to the fallen
plained.
If it could be proved that Jude had angels, who, aocording to the book of Enoch,
before him the book of Enoch, which repeatedly sinned in like manneT. See on 2 Pet. iL 6. We
adverts to the coming down of the angels in order cannot believe that Jude or Peter considered
to contaminate themselves with women, we fables of apocryphal books, like those contained
should not be warranted to think here of the first in the book of Enoch and the Gospel of the
fall in the world of spirits.
But this presump- Twelve Patriarchs, and which cannot be substantiated by Gen. vi. to be true, (see Evangel. Kirtion is not certain.
See note on 2 Pet. ii. 4.
Their first estate. Huther explains hpxh of chenxeitung, 1858, p. 85, sq.), although Jude rethe dominion, originally assigned to them ; others fers to them and confirms some of their statements. [Bengel's construction, which is also
(«. ff., Calvin, Grotius) of their original condition,
estate, of. Jno. viii. 44.
Both ideas may be that of Wordsworth and others, seems to be more
combined as Stier [and others] do. [In that natural and less artificial than that recommended
case we have primam dignitatem, Carps, al. M.] by Fronmuller. The anticipation of the thought
Their
habitation, not heaven in gen- of v. 8, is no valid objection. Jude first points
eral, but their own dwelling of light assigned to out the analogy in general terms and then develthem by the Creator. Their fall and guUt seem ops it. The very sins of Sodom and Gomorrah
to have been the consequence of their leaving were those of some of the Gnostic sects.
8ee the
that habitation and arbitrarily going beyond the description of the Kicolaitans in Iron. L 20;
sphere allotted to them. There is no explicit Theodoret haer.fab., 1. Epiphan. hair. 25. M.]
reference to Satan, but /d) rrjptlv, which points to
kKKopvcbctVy although not used elsewhere in the
incitement from without, may allude to him. New Testament, is of frequent occurrence in the
Delitzsoh: "They made themselves at home on LXX., where it is generally applied to spiritual
earth and exchanged the power belonging to their whoredom, but also to physical in Gen. xxxviiL
vocation in heaven with an earthly exhibition
24 for tlSt .
is intensive, and denotes extravaof power usurped for the sake of selfish senTT
sual indulgence.
gant lust. The idea " transcending the limits of
For the Judgment of the great day, u e., nature " belongs to what follows.
for the last judgment at the end of the world
Gone after strange flesh, a*e%£o6ow
an amplification of 2 Pet. ii. 4; of. Acts ii. 20; bnlou oapicbc hipac ; airtpxeo&at on'too, to go after,
Rev. vi. 17; xvi. 14.
literally, Mk.i. 20; then tropically.
Peter uses
With everlasting bonds.—Peter has only the term iropeieo&at brrfou, 2 Pet. ii. 10. See
"chains (bands) of darkness," cf v. 7. The book note there. It is evident that this term cannot
of Enoch has this variation: "Bind them for apply to angels, who have no flesh.
seventy generations under the earth until the
Are set forth, etc. ; irpdtaanm [literally : lie
day of judgment, then shall they be removed to before the eyes, ante (oculos) jacent. M.] The
the lowest depths of fire."
parallel passage, 2 Pet. ii. 6, has a different turn,

Via.

6.

And the angels—darkness. —The

false teachers, v. 4,

—

own

—

—

U

—

—

Under darkness.—Be Wette : "In the depth 41 having made [set, instituted M.] them an exof the under- world, in the abyss." Rev. xx. 2. ample." There we have vteddetyfia, here Setypa.
At the same time the reference to the in- The Dead Sea is to this day a testimony of that
8.
ward, spiritual darkness of the love of evil, must catastrophe; ruins of the sunken cities were pernot be overlooked. See 2 Pet. ii. 4. [Clement of haps still visible in the days of Jude at lowAlex, says, "that the chains in which the evil water; but this is not the case now, although
angels are now confined, are the air near this such a myth of travellers is occasionally circuearth of ours, ("viciniu terris locus, caliginotu* lated. See Zeller BibL Worterbuch, p. 510.
aer) t and that they may well be said to be chained,
Jlvpbc aiwviov Bhould be construed with dexsv,
because they are restrained from recovering the fde Wette), not with dely/uu Stier: "They sofglory and happiness they have lost"
ter a punishment intended to serve as an examWordsworth: "This passage is cited by ple and type of eternal fire." Cf. Wisdom x. 7
Origen in Mtt. torn., XV., p. 693, and in Rom. [On the construction with 6'uajv, Wordsworth
lib. 8., vol. IV., p. 510, where he calls this Episoffers the following exposition : " As Sodom and
tle Scriptura divina," ibid, lib., V., p. 549.— M.]
Gomorrah suffer the vengeance of a firt that conVia. 7.
and Gomorrah, etc.— sumed them finally, so that they will never be

How Sodom
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restored, as long as the world lasts, so the bodies
will suffer, as long as
they are eapable of suffering, which, sinoe they
are immortal, will, as Tertullian says: "be/orever," "erimus Udem, qui nunc, nee alH post resur-

and souls of the wicked

-

reeHonem: Dei quidem cultores, apudDeum simpbb,
profam verb mpeenam ague* jugis iokis habentes
est ipst natura ejus, divma scilicet, submsnistrationem mooBEUPTiBiLiTATis." Apol. 48. M]. De
Wette says that " subterraneous fire is presumed
to be beneath the sea that covers the cities."
May this not be a false presumption? imixeev,
2 Mace. iv. 48; 2 These, i. 9. [On the Eternity
of future punishment, see Bp. Taylor's Sermon on
Christ's advent to judgment, part ILL, 2* 6.

—

Van, 8. How in like manner, etc.—pivnw
has at once illative and adversative force. Now,
in like manner, however i. «., without taking
warning from those Divine judgments.
These dreamers alao, refers back to v. 4.
'Ewicvtatdpevot, on account of uev and 6k should be
construed both with piaivovai and a&erovai. This
sets aside various false interpretations, which

make

reference to voluptuous dreams, nooturnal
As hvirvun* differs from bvetpog in

pollutions, etc.

that the former denotes a confused state of soul, an
abnormal influence of the imagination on the bodily
organs, whereas the latter designates a clear and
sometimes most significant dream, so kwwta£6pevoi is designed to portray that state of the soul
in which the Ego is controlled and held captive
by the power of ungodly, sensual impulses.
Stier: "Their inner man is benumbed, blinded,
absorbed by gloomy visions, dreamy and holden
with sleep. Cf. Is. xxix. 10.
[Bengel: "Una verba ivwrvta^6(jxvoi haminum
mere naturalium indoles graphice admodum deseripta
est.
Somnians multa videre, audke, etc., sibi vtdetur ; eoncupiseentia agitatur, gaudio, angore, thnore,
reL At nescit imperare sibi in ieto statu : sed quaUs
est imago in somnio ex imagine orta, talis hominum

iUorum conditio.

Bine, omnibus

licet rationis

nervis

adhibitis, concipere nequeunt, fiUos lucis vera libertate,

in luci ezpergefactos, perfruL"
Hornejus: " Tarn insipientes sunt, ut quasi
lethargo quodam sopiti non tantum impure vivant,
sed etiam qua non norunt tarn audaciter vituperent"
Arnaud: " Cependant ceux-d, comme dee gens
qui agissent sans savoir ce qu'Us font, comme s'ils

—

" M.]
pour ainsi dire
Defile the flesh, u e., their own and strange
flesh.
The idea has a turn somewhat different
from 2 Peter ii. 10, to which Jude here alludes.
Peter speaks of the lust, Jude of its gratification.
In the sequel also Jude goes farther than Peter,
a circumstance noteworthy with regard to their
relation to each other.
'Aderdv stronger than
KarafpoveZv; see on 2 Pet ii. 10. 11. In like manner v. 9 contains an expansion of and deviation
from 2 Pet. ii 11. The attempt of interpreting
that passage by the verse under notice leads to
confusion and forced meanings.
Van, 9. But Michael, the archangel, etc.
comparison showing the daring and criminality of their blaspheming.
They dare to do
something against the lordship and the glories
(see on them note on 2 Peter ii. 11), which even
Michael, the archangel, did not venture to do
against Satan. The Hebrew Michael signifies,
rSvaient,

—A

—

—

:

6-16.

"Who is like God," and denotes the humility and
greatness of this Prince of angels, as well as the
standard of all his actions, of. Ex, xv. 11 ; Ps.
Ixxxix. 7. 8. He is called one of the chief
Princes, Dan. x. 18; the great Prince standing
up and fighting for the children of the people of
God, ch. xii. 1; cf. Rev. xii. 7; 1 These, iv. Id.
In the book of Enoch, where however the incident mentioned is not recorded, we read of him
(as cited by Huther): "Who (set) over human
virtue, governs the nations."
Jude supposes his
readers familiar with this incident. The Jews
had from ancient times various traditions of the
burial of Moses, of a contest about his soul.
According to Oecumenius, the tradition ran that
God had charged Michael the archangel with the
burial of Moses; that Satan opposed him, bringing an aocusation against him relating to the murder of the Egyptian in consequence of which he
was unworthy of suoh honourable burial. Jude,
like Paul, 2 Tim. iii. 8, probably drew from this
tradition, the Spirit of God directing him to extract the truth from those traditions.
It is therefore not necessary to assume here a special revelation vouchsafed to Jude.
Origen, Epiphanius
and others refer to a book called "The Ascension
or Removal of Moses," but that book is doubtless
of a later origin, and it is more probable that
Jude made use of oral tradition rather than of
that book.
Contending with the devil. £uatptv$uevoc
dteteyero; dtaKpiveoOat, to get into dispute, to separate and disagree, particularly to carry on a
dispute in law. The words dtaXtyero ore r$ dta(ttiy show that it was a verbal altercation. Stier
"The powers of heaven and hell contended consequently for the body of the man of God after
•
his death."
Dared not, etc. Huther: "From fear of the
original glory of the devil."
Better, "from profound dread of the majesty of God." TLpiotv bttfipetv, cf. Acts xxv. 18, to give a sentence of
condemnation against one. B%aoyquiac===pX&affiuov, 2 Peter ii. 11* words of insult, anger, or
words of satire and mockery. Stier remarks,
that even Father Luther did occasionally transgress in this respect and speak far too defiantly
against the enemy.
The Lord rebuke thee. The Angel of the
Covenant addresses these words to Satan in Zech.
;

—

—

The
2; cf. Acts xxiii. 8; 2 Tim. iv. 14.
enemy himself has betrayed the secret that he
may be overcome by the words, "The Most MerBengel: "Modesty is an
ciful rebuke thee."
iii.

angelic virtue."

Vie.

10.

These, however,

etc.

—Jude now

passes from the particular expression of that
daring disposition to the general They speak
evil, in general, of all things which they know
not For baa is not=d, but=qusecunque. The
reference is to the whole sphere of things invisibleand heavenly, including the 66§au They areheld by the delusion of materialism, that only
that is real which may be seen with the eyes and
touched by the hands, cf. Col. ii. 18.

Bat those things which they understand.
oidaat,

'Eicioravrai,
is

apparently stronger than

an ironical expression.

The

things-

they thoroughly understand, viz., the objects
and means of sensual enjoyment, they use for
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velops with fearful velocity into the act of murder."
Huther: "In comparing these false teach era
Naturally, as the brute beasts; fveuc&c A? with Cain, Jude intends to describe them as retcl iXoya C«5a, go together.
Their understanding sisting God from envy of the grace shown to bedoes not go beyond that which the instincts of lievers." But this is not the description of those
nature, the instinctive desire of food and pro- deceivers.
[Wordsworth: "Specially applicable
creation, teach brute beasts.
But they sink to some classes of the Gnostics, who dared imeven beneath them because of their own free piously to affirm that 'Cain was made by a
will and deliberation, they prostitute in carnal power superior to that of the Creator ; and who
indulgence those powers of the soul which ought acknowledged Esau, Koran and the Sodomites,
to introduce them to Qod and heavenly things. and all such, as their own kindred. ' 8ee Iran. 1,
The parallel passage, 2 Peter ii. 12, reads : " They 81. (Stierenj, 1, 85, p. 118 (Grabe). Cf. TertulL,
speak evil of the things that they understand Prtaer. c. 47 ; Clem. Alexandr., Strom, 7, p. 649
not," with this difference, however, that Peter Hippolyt., Phil. p. 188; Epiph., Hter. 88; Theonot only states the additional particular of the doret, Hmet.fab. c 16 ; Philostr. c. 2 ; TiUemont,
destiny of the brute creation, but connects also II., p. 21. These false teachers destroy like
fwtica with £&a, whereas here it goes with hrfo- Cain; they love lucre and allure to sin like BaIt is evident that Jude made free use of laam; they make divisions in the Church of
tooOoi.
Christ like Koran. Catena, p. 164, and of. Beds
the passage in Peter.
Therein do they ruin themselves, cf. 2 on 1 John L 6."—M.]
Peter ii. 12; Ps. xlix. 18. 21.
in the error of Balaam, etc. Peter
Vie. 11.
unto them, etc. An utter- has, "They went astray, following the way of
ance of woe, of frequent occurrence in the Balaam, the son of Bosor, who loved the wages
speeches of our Lord, expressive of pain end in- of unrighteousness." Jude gives this in a condignation, and conveying the threat of punish- tracted form. See 2 Peter ii. 16. 16. uvUvt, cf.
ment, cf. Matt. xi. 21; xviii. 7; xxiii. 18; xxiv. 2 Peter ii. 18; James v. 20; Ezek. xxxiii. 16,
19; xxvi. 24; Mark xiv. 21;'xiii. 17; Luke vi. LXX. Huther: "Vicious life averted from the
24. 26 ; xi. 42 ; xvii. 1.
Bengel : " The only pas- truth." Nots=etf irXdvtp, but the Dative of direcsage where this Apostle alone utters a woe for tion in which, like tij 66$ and with i^axoXovdeiv, 2
three reasons." Paul says, 1 Cor. ix. 16 : "Woe is Peter ii. 16 ; in the direction of erring.
unto me, if I preach not the gospel." The expresHas drawn them along [they rushed headsion occurs repeatedly in the book of Revelation, long, see Appar. Crit, note 20. M.] ; ccxtiofac.
ch. viii. 18; ix. 12; xi. 14; xii. 12; xviii. 10. 16. Middle, to stream forth like a torrent without a
2 Peter ii. 14, has " cursed children," lit. dam (BengelJ, to suffer oneself to be carried away
19.
" children of malediction." Jude paraphrases it like the Latin effundi in vcnrrem, in UbidbuM. At
by, " woe unto them," which threatens them with the same time we may think of the meaning of
the curse. Jude, in addition to the example of
HdtS' , to slip and fall, Ps. lxxiii. 2. [The force
Balaam, which we have in 2 Peter, produces the
examples of Cain and the company of Core as of the Greek verb is rather "to pour oneself out
types of the mind and judgment of those persons. in a torrent." See Loesner, p. 688. M.]. *E£eHe adverts rather to the order of the matter than xMhpav fuaOcnr The explanation, "They threw
themselves into the error of Balaam for hire (=
to the order of time.
They walked.—De Wette : " Their career is awl or tvtKa}" is false; so is that of Schneckenregarded as already completed, the author pro- burger: "Tney threw themselves into the error
phetically foreseeing their end." This contains of Balaam in expectat ion of reward. " De Wette's
a hint in favour of the genuineness of the Epistle. rendering also is very forced: "Through the seof Cain ; r$ 66fa cf. Acts xiv. 16
duction of Balaam's reward they poured themThe
ix. 81 ; the Dative of the direction in which [see selves out in vice."
In that case we ought to
above App. Crit., note 20. M.], cf. 1 Sam. xv. have tov uwBov BaXa&fi. Hiadov should rather be
20; LXX., Tob. iv. 5. It is not difficult to find taken in apposition with BaXadfL, a brief allusion,
the point of comparison.
It is acting upon mere which is easily explained on the supposition that
natural instincts, on the selfish impulses of nature Jude had before him 2 Peter ii. 16. The point
(cf. fvotKcjc, v. 10), in contempt of the warnings
of comparison lies first in selfishness and avarice,
of God in the conscience and in His word.
De then in seduction to unchastity.
Wette stops at the idea that Cain is here menIn the gainaaying of Core they perished.
tioned as the archetype of all bad men. Too gedvrtXh/eiv, to contradict, to quarrel, to offer
neral.
Calov and others understand it of spiritresistance, used in LXX. for
, cf. Jno.
ual murder by deceiving the brethren, or of fiery
persecution, so Lyra. Arbitrary.
Schnecken- xix. 12; Heb. vi.,26; vii. 7; xii. 8. Kopi, cf.
burger refers to the moral skepticism of the de- Numb. xvi. 82; xxvi. 10. It was an insurrecceivers, since in the later writings of the Jews, tion against the Lord and His representatives
Cain is represented to have said : " There is no under the cover of right and religion. Huther:
Judge, no other world, no reward for the righ- "They lost themselves in the gainsaying of
teous, no punishment for the wicked."
Far- Core." He thinks that both the parallelism of
fetched.
Stier: " Selfish, hateful envy of the the three clauses and the Preterite of the verb
pious brother, because his piety was pleasing to favour such a construction.
The last reason
God, consequently to God and man at one and proves nothing (see above), and the first is counthe same time, the resistance of an evil conscience terbalanced by the circumstance that atroXicBat
which is defiant instead of humbling itself, the is not used in the sense of losing oneself into a
root of the Cainite sin from which full hatred de- thing, of entangling outsell Matt. x. 6 is not a
their destruction, and really understand nothing
of their nature and effects.

—

—

Woe

—

And

—

—

way

—

—

—

fTi^D
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VER.
parallel passage.

,

Grammatical usage permits no

other explanation than this: "they perished in
the gainsaying of Core, by offering like resistance to God and His holy ordinances." Stier
sees a gradation in the words way, error and
gainsaying.
"The end and the beginning of the
whole way is illustrated at the very commencement of history in the case of Cain, the rushing
progress in the way of error is especially exhibited in the case of Balaam, the final insurrection and provocation of judgment is typified in
Korah." Uuther calls to mind that opposition
to God sprung, in the case of Cain, from envy,
in that of Balaam, from covetousness, in that of
Korah from pride; v. 12 gives a further delineation of these deceivers, similar to 2 Pet. ii. 13.
17.
[Irenseus, IV., 43, cd. Grabe: "The doom
of those who rise against the true faith,* and excite others against the Church of God, is to be
swallowed up by the earth and to remain in the
gulf below, with Korah, Dathan and Abiram."
f

Ver. 12.

These are spots in your love-

kv rale dydiracc vii&v, in your loveLuther renders, in your alms, the
exhibitions of love.
The early degeneracy of
the love-feasts connected with the Lord's Supper

feasts, etc.

feasts, not, as

evident from

Cor. xi. 20, etc.
[Hippolytus,
172, states that the Simonians
said that their promiscuous pi&ic were rzXeiav
aydnqv and fiaKapi^ovrac iavroix Znl ry fitgei.
M.].
2:rttAdee ; o~t?Ac or ott&jiS really denotes
a rock or a cliff, from oniog, while <rm?.oc, the
word used by Peter, means both a cliff and a
spot.
De Wettc and Huther favour the literal
sense: "It is these who are cliffs in your lovefeasts, t. e. y on which these feasts split, or good
morals suffer shipwreck (cf. 1 Tim. i. 19)." It is
more simple to understand it of the seductive,
dangerous power of these men. But we agree
with Stier in preferring the sense of stain, spot,
because, as he remarks, grammatical usage might
easily change in words of such near affinity;
these words having a common root might be used
more or less loosely, and the parallel in 2 Peter
is

1

Ref. Hsercs., p.

—

—

—

6-16.
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where Antony

is called a scopulus; and
248, <f>dpayya, Kal Xdpv/36tv
dpnayf/c, and Anthol., 2, 15. 1, etc doTuovc, where
treacherous persons are compared to v<pa2oi ni-

4,

9,

Aristoph.

Equites,

Uorat, Ep.

Tpai.

I.,

15. 81,

Fernicies et tempestas barathrumque macdU,
Quicquid qtuuieral ventri donabut avaro. M.]

—

owevoxovfievot.
De Wette objects to supplying
and translates "carousing together without
so Stier.
But since 2 Pet. ii. 13 has
vplv, and a<p6fiu>c thus gets a better sense, moreover since otherwise ai<v would be superfluous,
it is perhaps better to render: "They carouse
with you, push themselves to your love-feasts."
It is singular, however, that they not only would
do so with impunity, but that Jude does not insist
upon separation. The same objection, however,
arises at 2 Peter ii. 13, and is not so very difficult to be met.
[It is to be regretted that Fronfiller has withheld the solution of the difficulty.
The only one we are able to supply is that these
false teachers abused the well-known liberal hospitality of the early Christians by clandestinely
appearing at their love-feasts. The insertion of
ifiiv is against the weight of MSS. evidence, and
discountenanced by the majority of versions and
reliable exegetes.
M.]
Without fear. The most natural construction is to take cupdfioc. with awevuxovpevoi, not
vp.lv,

fear;"

m

—
—

with notfiaivovrec (Stier), which would isolate the
former too much. They are so insolent as to
dread neither correction nor expulsion, and still
less the monitions of their own conscience.
Bengel misses the sense by rendering, "To feast
together is not wrong per se, therefore, iupdjiuc
ought to be connected with this verb (Troipaiv.)."
Feeding themselves. Jude refers to Ezek.
xxxiv. 2. 8, "Woe be to the shepherds of Israel
that do feed themselves," cf. Is. lvi. 11.
Tft%
learn from this circumstance that those deceivers

—

up as guides and leaders of the flock, and
that they sought the wool of the sheep, not the
sheep themselves, cf. 1 Pet. v. 2. [Alford:
44
Using the dyd~ai not for their legitimate purfavouring it.
PossiMy both (Peter and Jude) pose, the realization of the unity of Christians
alluded to Dcut. xxxii. 6.
[Arctius:
"(nrftac by social union, but for their own purposes, the
non solum est glarea % hoc est, ferrm species qcjj enjoyment of their lusts and the furtherance of
Macclas facile REL1XQUIT, scd est etiam eoncavum their schemes." M.]. The remark of Huther,
saxum in littorc maris, seu lacuum ac fiuminum, in that there is no other hint of said adversaries
QUAM COXCAVITATEM TANQUAM IN COMMUNE RE- having filled the ecclesiastical office, is perfectly
CEPTACULUM 80RDES AQUARUM CONFLUUNT." true, but that does not exclude their setting up
Mack. (Scott, Bloomf.): "The word cm?.dSec as teachers and leaders. The true point of view
properly signifies rocks in the sea, which, when they is displaced if noifialvovrce is restricted to the
rise above its surface, appear like spots."
Oecumen., agapaa and expounded (as de Wette does),
TheophyL (v<faXot nhpat), Lightoot, Wctstein, "They take their fill while they suffer the poor
Whitby, Meyer, de Wette, Schleusner, Huther, (the majority, the flock) to want" 1 Cor. xi. 21.
Peile, Lillie, Alford, Wordsworth, al., all agree 7rotfiaivetv, in that sense, would be an inapproin rendering "rocks."
The sequel also docs not relate to
It is the only sense in priate term.
which it occurs in ancient authors ; it is, more- the agopio.
over, in better unison with the other metaphors
Clouds without water, driven fast by
by which Jude describes the false teachers winds. [Alford:
"Driven out of course by
(clouds, trees, waves, wandering stars) than winds;" he reads irapa6ep6ftevoi (with A. B. C.
spots.
On these grounds we prefer "rocks" to R., al.), borne out of their course, hither and
"spots." Wordsworth:
"These cird&dec may thither. M.]. In 2 Pet. ii. 17 another figure,
be well said to be iv rale dydxaic, where the vii.: " wells without water," precedes the paralChurch looks only for peace and safety, as in a lel to this, while here one is added which is wantdeep and placid harbor. The words scopulus, ing there, vix.: "dead trees." De Wette, who
+&pav£, Charybdis, Euripus barathrum* etc., are applies the figure to the agap», is certainly wrong
thus applied frequently to persons. See Florus, in saying that these men added largely to the
set

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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agapro, without sharing their contributions with
the poor. No, the reference is rather to the
promise and boasting of great and profound
knowledge, but it is idle show and vapour, cf.
Prov. xxv. 14. They are carried about by every
wind of doctrine, and cannot satisfy the wants
Huther:
of those, who thirst for the truth.
"The figure delineates the inward spiritual emptiness of those men, who on. that account are unable to do good, but it seems also to intimate their
deceptive ostentation, which has been pointed
out by Calvin." The reference to doing good,
however, belongs not to this, but to the next
figure.
noifiaivovTec and ve$t?ju point unmistakably to their arrogated teaching and leading.
Hepi<j>ep6[i£vai, driven about, fitfully driven to and
[See above Appar. Crit., note 22. M.]
fro.
Peter has e?Mw6uevai.
Qdivonopivd,
Late autumnal trees, etc.
from $&iv<j and oirLpa ; oTtupa signifies the hottest
season of the year; when that is over (f&ivct),
the <p^iv6rrupov } late autumn, the beginning of
winter, sets in; the adjective denotes, therefore,
"late-autumnal," not "fruit spoiling," as 8tier
renders, contrary to grammatical usage.
[The
best account of this word is that given by Lillie
loco, which is here transcribed: "According

—

m

(as translated by Liddell and Scott),
'the part of the year between the
rising of Siriu* and of Arcturus
not so
much .... autumn as our dog days, or at most
the end of summer ' and then, because this was
the season of fruit, it stands, 2, for • the fruit itand hence also the verb
self esp. tree-fruit;
oirutpifa is to gather fruits,
fdivo, again is used,
1, intransitively, to decay, wither, and, 2, transitively, to corrupt, destroy.
Joining the two
words, each in its first signification, we have
to

Passow

b-rthpa is, 1,

....

—

which they explain to mean autumnal.
But in the passage referred to—Pyth., 5, 161,

Trupiv6c,

162, ftiivoiruptc avkuuv £f</itpta Karairvod—fdcvodoes not mean that, but rather
the blighting influence of these wintry blasts, and
so it is explained by the best commentators of
Pindar.
Heyne translates thus: 'fbuctibps
bxitiali8 ventorum hibbrbus flatus ; * and the
most recent editor, Prof. Schneidewin, has the
iruplc evidently

following note : 'birApa, Itpa auctumus, annus dicuntur pro Hs qua giguntur iis temporibus. Jam
sensus : Valeas viribus et consilio etiam in posterum,
ne ventus brumalis tibi pbrdat temporis FRrcTCs/
If it be said that the common version requires
the noun to be taken in its second signification
and the verb in its first, it may be replied, 1, that
this acknowledged secondary meaning of the
noun is its meaning in the only place where it is

found in the

—

New

Testament,

vix.:

Rev.

xviii.;

that the intransitive use of the verb is
by far the more frequent; and, 3, that the verb
retains this intransitive sense in other analogous
cases of composition ; e. g., f&tv6Kapnoc, applied
by Pindar, Pyth., 4, 471, to an oak from which
the limbs had been lopped ; and fticvdjoufoe, with
wasting limbs (L. and S.). While, therefore, our
present form $$tvoirupiv6c may not, in the one or
two instances where it is found elsewhere, bear
the meaning here ascribed to it, I concur nevertheless in the remark of Grotius: * Si usum vocis
respicias, dicit arbores auctumnales.
Sed magis respicitur ervuotoyia vocis, ut dicat eos similes esse «r1
boribus, quorum fructus peril illieo.
This sense,
moreover, is more in harmony with the design
of the writer, which is to describe the characteristic and inward spiritual desolation of these
it lays a firmer basis
.
wicked men .
, and
for the dreadful climax whereby he effects that
object, cf. Matt xiii. 22; Lke. viii. 14, etc."— M.l
14;

2,

—

.

.

more commonly, senescens
hyemem vergens (Steph. Soap.), They stand there, like late-autumnal trees, which
They deceive
late autumn, the fall of the year (L. and S.); and have no fruit but only dry leaves.
j$tvonopiv6c, belonging to that season
which are our expectations, as the baren fig-tree, Matt. xxi.
the only meanings of those compounds which the 19; Lke. xiii. 6, and are therefore ripe for the
lexicons recognize as classical. In that sense, curse and woodman's axe. As we expect the
fdivdnupov, autumn, or

auctumnus

et

in

—

accordingly, is the Adjective taken here, in connection with anapna, by Wicl. (harvest-trees without fruit), Tynd., Cranm., (without fr. at gathering
.time), Casta!., (autumnales infructuosm), Thorn.,
(auclumnal trees without fruit), Dav., (aut. trees
stripped of their fruit) ; and apart from that connection, by Rhemish; Vulg., and its followers
generally, Dutch, French, Swiss, margin; Engl.,
Ann., Hamm.; Cooc; Beausobre and L' Enfant,
margin; Bengel, Moldenh; Hsenlein (erroneously cited by Huther), Meyer, Gerlach, Barn.;
de W.; Peile, (trees on the wane "fallen into the
-sere

and yellow

—
leaf"), Huther; — Wahl,

Robin-

son, Green, (autumnal, sere, bare), SchirL
The
same interpretation is allowed also by Zeg.,
Wits., Gill, Laurm., Rosenm., Trol., ('without
leaves,* [which is also Wesley's version], 'as trees
1
are in autumn ), Bloomf.;
Schleusn. The second significations of <p&iw and bn&pa, however,
appear combined in the use, according to Phavor., of <p&ii>6Kupov to denote v6ooc 6&ivovaa bn&pac
(hence Claike: galled or diseased trees; an etymology and sense allowed also by Wits., Laurm.,
Trol., cankered;
Schleus.), and in Pindar's use
of fdivoirapie.
Liddell and Scott do, indeed,
mark this last word as a <pecuL fern/ of *#<vo-

—

—

clouds to yield water, so we expect the trees to
yield fruit.
The former relates to their teaching, the latter to their life.
Bengel : " Trees,
as they appear at the end of autumn, without
fruit and leaves," cf. Is. i. 80.
Jude thinks of
persons, who year after year are like late-autumThis is not a weak, but a very striknal trees.
ing description, whereas, if we follow the etymology, the addition of iucapiroc would be super-

—

fluous.

—

Unfruitful. Not "whose fruit has been taken
de Wette, but without fruit [or better,

off," as

incapable of yielding

—

fruit.
M.]
dead, not=wholly dead, which is arbitrary, for the figure is taken from trees which
have at different times suffered fatal injury by
Stier: "By nature we are
frost or from insects.
through the fall altogether dead trees; now these

Twice

persons, having received the grace of regeneration, have died a second time (2 Peter ii. 20).
This is the second death in guilt and punishment" Others (like Grotius) erroneously interpret these words of the first (earthly) and the
second (post -terrene) death, seeing death had
[Wordsnot yet affected them in either respect.
worth : " So these men are trees, which died twice,
Digitized by

Google

—

—

VER.
because these men haying been once dead in trespasses and sins, and raised to life in baptism,
have relapsed and apostatized into the death of
sin, and so have died twice; and because by their
sins they have incurred the second death. See Rev.
11; xx. 6. 14; xxi. 8, where it is said that the
second death is the penalty of the unbelieving,
abominable, and fornicators." Oecumenius: "to.
f&tvon&piva 6h6pa Sic airofivftOKOvTa, &v re ry
rov Kopirov avruv airoftoXy, ical kv ry ruv <pb?JXuv
airop})oy."
De Wette illustrates by "bis dat qui
cito dat" and Horace's "pro quo bis potior mori."
Alford refers to the double death in a tree, which
is not only as it seems to the eye in common with
other trees, in the apparent death of winter, but
really dead: dead to appearance and dead in
ii.

reality.

—M.l

Uprooted, not

trees dug out and thus eradicated, but such as still remain in the earth,
shaken loose by their roots, and thus incapable
of shedding leaves and bearing fruit Figurative
description of men torn loose from this vital
foundation and the communion of the Church, no
longer moved by the Holy Spirit, having ceased
to do good works, and doomed to the penalty of
the obdurate, cf. John xv. 6; Matt. iii. 10.
[Arnaud : "Tons ces mots sont des mtlophores energiques
pour thontrer le nSant de ces impures, la IcgeretS de
leur conduitCy la steriliti de leur foi et V absence de
leurs bonnes moeurs."
M.]

—

Vee. 13. Raging waves of the sea [German, "wild waves," better than raging, so Alford.
M.]. The Apostle probably thought of

—

;

5-15.
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Church, cf. Rev. i. 20; Dan. xii. 3; Phil. ii. 15.
So Oecumenius. We must not think of authorized
teachers, but remember that men, in order to gain
distinction in those Churches, had to render themselves prominent by the light of knowledge ; de
Wette interprets the metaphor of the outward
splendour of the luxury and perhaps also of the
authority of those men; Huther applies the metaphor to unstable men, driven hither and thither
by their carnal appetites, whose life presents the
strongest contrast to the calm, well-ordered life
of Christians.
But this does not explain the
term aarepec. Bengel observes : "It has recently
been discovered that planets are opaque bodies
that shine with borrowed light.
Jude was enabled to intimate this in virtue of Divine illumination."
But the reference is neither to planetB

—

nor their opacity.

—

To whom [better, for whom. M.] the
blackness of darkness is reserved forever.

—

Cf. the parallel passage, 2 Peter

ii.

17,

and the

Stier: "The comets, as unstable, disrupted ruins, may be hastening forward to a final darkness among the slags of the
last process of reconstruction."

commentary on

it.

—

Veb. 14. But of [for. M.] these also prophesied Enoch, the seventh from Adam.

—

Now follows a prophecy of Enoch
ToirrotCi

of these people.
with reference to them ; see Winer, p.

cf. Luke xviii. 81.
koI should be connected
with npoftiTEvoe, not with roirroic. As other prophets, so Enoch also, the most ancient of pro-

244,

phets.

"But the wicked are like the
The seventh from Adam, cf. Gen. v. 18.
troubled sea, when it cannot rest, whose waters There are really only five patriarchs between
cast up mire and dirt," cf. Wisd. xiv. 1.
ayptoc Enoch and Adam, viz., Seth, Enos, Cainan, MaIsa.

lvii.

20:

is elsewhere used of wild beasts.
The figure describes their passionate conduct, their rushing
against divinely-ordered barriers, their inward
impurity and hurtfulness, cf. Ps. xlvi. 4. The
figurative expression of Isaiah has a literal application in the Epistle.
'Enappi&tv, properly to foam over, cover with
foam, foam out. alax^vac, an emphatic Plural,
as 1 Peter iv. 3, all kinds of shame proceeding
from the evil treasure of the heart. Huther:
"Shameful lusts, which they exhibit in their
wild, immoral life."
Wandering stars, etc. aarkpec irTMvrjrai,

wandering
11; 2 Tim.

stars,

from

ir?uivgv, nTuavaoBat, cf. v.

[Alford: "Comets, which
astonish the world for awhile and then pass away
into darkness.
Those professing Christians, by
their profession of being lights in the world, instead of letting that light shine on more and more
into the perfect day, are drifting about in strange
errors of doctrine and practice, until it will be
utterly extinguished in eternal darkness." M.].
It is difficult to see why the reference to comets,
which were known to the people in ancient times,
should be pronounced arbitrary (Huther). "That
have no regular course, and depart from the sun
(of righteousness)." Meyer. So also de Wette and
otier ; the latter says : " If a star loses or deviates
from its place or course/it either falls forthwith
down dark, or, and that is the sense here, it
roves awhile with deceitful light until it reaches
the point and catastrophe, which God has appointed." The word aarkpec again contains a
reference to men, that set up for lights of the
iii.

13.

—

—

and Jared, but Adam is included as the
This designation, although omitted by
commentators, occurs repeatedly in the book of
Enoch; e. g., we read, ch. xciii. 8 : "I, as the seventh, am born in the first week, while judgment
and justice were delayed;" cf. ch. lx. 8: "In the
seventh week there shall arise an apostate generation;" ch. xxxvii. 1, traces back the genealogy
of Enoch to Adam, not for the sake of embellishment, but in order to remove all doubt as to his personal identity." The epithet " the seventh " cannot
be without meaning; Calvin thinks that it is intended to denote the great age of this prophecy
others see in it a secret, mystical meaning. Bengel: "Every seventh is the most esteemed." Stier:
"The seventh from Adam is personally a type of
the sanctified of the seventh age of the world (of
the seventh millennium, of the great earth-sabbath), therefore he prophesies for this time." Menken "The number seven was esteemed in the ancient world as an important signature pointing to
The fact that after sin
the sacred and mystery.
and death had freely exerted their unhappy power
during the first six generations, in the seventh
generation mankind appeared in the person of
one man (who had led a godly life, and was taken
by God to God without seeing death) in a state
of high completeness and blessed freedom from
death, has a kind of prophetico-symbolical signihalaleel
first.

:

and intimates that mankind in general,
after having duly completed its course and fought
its battle under the oppression of sin and death
through six long world-periods, shall appear in
the seventh world-period in a state of higher

ficance,
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completeness, in ft more Divine life and more
blessed freedom from death. The seventh worldperiod is the Kingdom of Ood on earth. To
Adam, the first, was revealed and promised the
appearance and advent of the Lord, as a Helper
and Saviour; to Enoch, the seventh from Adam,
was revealed the last advent of the same Lord,
Helper and Saviour, as a Judge and Avenger,
and he was the first prophet, who spoke and

taught this among men/' ["The number seven
sacred above all; Enoch is seventh from Adam
and walks with God ; Moses is seventh from Abraham ; Phineas is seventh from Jacob our father,
as Enoch was seventh from Adam. And they correspond to the seventh day, which is the Sabbath,
the day of rest. Every seventh age is in the
1
highest esteem.'
Wetstein, citing Rabbinical
is

writings, p. 737. Wordsworth deems it worthy
of remark, that Enoch lived as many years as
there are days in a solar year, viz., 865, and was
then translated (Gen. v. 24.) M.]. The words
which follow are found almost literally in the
above-mentioned apocryphal book of Enoch,

—

which was formerly known only by fragments
and notices of the early fathers, but has recently
been discovered in an JEthiopic translation and
translated from the JSthiopic into German.
It
became known in Europe about the close of the
Winer, Dorner and others ascribe
last century.
its authorship to a Jew of the first century of the
Christian era; Ewald places its date at the end
of the second century before Christ. A new edition and translation of this book was published
by D. Dillmann in 1853, who pronounces it to
have been written about B.C. 110. The book
consists, according to the careful investigation
of the last-named scholar, of three parts: 1. The
proper and original book of Enoch, which constitutes the greatest part of this apocryphal work.
2. Of historical additions for the elucidation of
several doctrines and ideas from the pen of another author, who wrote not long afterwards. 8.
Of so-called Noachian additions connected with
other interpolations made by a third author, belonging at least to the end of the first century
B.C. The passage in question is rendered by
Dillmann thus: "And behold, He comes with
myriads of saints to execute judgment on them,
and He will destroy the ungodly and judge all
flesh in all things which the sinners and the ungodly have committed and done against Him,"
oh. i. 9.
Considering that the variations between
the Epistle and the book of Enoch are not inconsiderable, and that the book of Enoch is not expressly cited, there is still room to doubt whether
Judo* knew that book. But the tradition of
Enoch's prophecy he must at all events have
known and considered true as to its kernel.
[There is an English translation by Archbishop
Lawrence, with an introduction and notes, which
passed through three editions, 1821, 1833, 1838,
but has been completely superseded by that of
Dillmann, with an introduction and commentary,
published at Leipxig in 1863. See Introduction

|

7.-M.]

Behold the Lord came with His holy
Now follows the substance of the pro-

myriads.

—

?

phecy.— HA0«, the Aorist, because Enoch speaks
Jn a vision, in which the future appears to him
sa present [really a prophetic past. M.], as in

—

Isa. ix,

6;

liii

The JEthiopic

4.

Enoch seems

text of the

book

have the Present.
With His holy myriads ; ev. In them, £ ;.,
to be glorified in them, as 2 Thess. i. 10, and with
them. Myriads, literally ten thousands, then
of

to

absolutely, many thousands.
The book of
Enoch in other similar passages with reference
to Dan. vii., uses the terms thousand times
thousand, and ten thousand times ten thousand;
so ch. xl. 1 ; lxxi. 10.
In Deut. xxxiiL 2, Jehovah is represented as revealing Himself from
Sinai, shining forth from among many thousands
of saints. According to Zech. xiv. 5, He will

come

judgment with all His saints, cf. Matt,
Rev. v. 11. The term denotes not only
angels, but also the elect from among men of.
to

xxv. 81

;

;

Heb.

xii.

22;

They belong

1

Cor.

vi.

2.— With

Hi*, avrob.

Him, stand before His throne, and
wait for His commands.
Ver, 15. To give Judgment, etc. Kpleo
nouiv. John v. 27; cf. Gen. xviii. 25; to execute
it in fact.
[The term here and in the references
to

seems rather to denote the functions of the Judge,
than those of the executor. M.]

—

To conviot all the ungodly

;

£|c2i>f<m, the

composite form intensifies the idea, which is their
thorough and absolute conviction, not their punishment; the reference is to inward conviction in
the conscience.
[I doubt whether this interpretation is exhaustive; the conviction of course begins with the conscience, but the intensive nature
of the composite seems to imply a conviction that
shall bring the convicted to judgment, and entail
the execution of the judicial sentence.
M.]
Wherein they were ungodly ; aaepeiv used
transitively, cf. 2 Peter ii. 6.
Winer, p. 236.
The guilt of ungodliness is here made very prominent, the same word being used four times, cf.
Zeph. Hi. 11.

—

Of aU the hard speeches ; ovtfjypoY, hard,
dry, rough, indigestible [? M.], used figuratively of daring, impious blasphemy; cf. 1 Sam.
ii. 3; Mai. iii. 13; Numb. xvi. 26.
Differently,
John vi. 60. This involves even greater guilt
than the works which were the result of their
ungodly disposition ; hence they are named first.
In the above-cited passage from the book of
Enoch, nothing is said of such hard speeches;
but soon after we read: "Ye have reviled His
greatness with arrogant, blasphemous speeches
of your unclean mouth; ye hard-hearted, ye shall
find no peace," ch. v. 4; cf. ch. xlvi. 7.
Against Him. "Although they did not believe that all their ungodly speeches were aimed

—

—

at

Him."

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
Those who know the book of Enoch, with
its absurd fancies and its coane notions of the
heavenly world, must revere more strongly than
ever the chasteness and truth of our canonical
writings, and be grateful to the Church for rejecting such clumsy fabrications. In that book
we read, e. g., of the giants or tyrants mentioned
in Gen. vi., that "the women with whom the angels had intercourse, conceived and brought forth
great giants 6000 feet [German: 3000 EUc*.—
M.] in height. These ate up all the produoe of
1.
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6-15,

men were unable to sustain them any observe the externals of religion and its exercise,
Then the giants turned upon the men to but are at mortal enmity with whatever aims at
devour them," etc. The book is full of the the spirit and the truth, and thus end with being
coarsest materialism, stating as irrefragable facts driven away from the face of God.
Stabke
It often happens that the more good
that there are in heaven particular receptacles
for the winds, for hail, snow and rain, for thun- God does to man, the more man wanders away from
der and lightning, that there is a literal corner- God, Deut. xxxii. 15. But if men resist the goodstone of the earth, and that the sky is supported ness of God, He has recourse to severity and
Unbelief is cerby columns. Here is something to learn for the justice, Rom. ii. 4; xi. 22.
tainly the greatest sin, and the source of all
modern friends of an extreme realism.
Heaven is a many-maneJoned house,
2. The guilt of the heavenly spirits that apos- other vices.
tatized from God is the more aggravated, because Jno. xiv. 2. Thank God that through Christ we
in their case there was no temptation from with- may once more return to our first home, whereas
the devils have left their habitation forever, 2
out, as in that of men.
The life of heaven is a state ef
8. Those deceivers confirm the old, but in most Cor. v. 1. 2.
men,

until

longer.

:

—

—

—

—

instances not sufficiently acknowledged truth,
that the decisions of the will are not so much the
result of thinking and perceiving, as, on the contrary, thinking and perceiving the result of the
decisions of the wilL Demosthenes ( (Hynth., II.,
82) already declared " that persons accustomed
to do mean and bad acts cannot understand a
great and powerful thought, and that the thoughts
and intentions of men are the reflections of their

manner-of

life."

In reading the account of corruption given
in this Epistle, we have to apply the rule belonging to the prophecies of the Old Testament, that
the events described in them take place at different times and stages of development before they
meet their final and highest fulfilment
5. "The whole development of evil, as well as
of good, grows like a tree, the very beginnings
of which contain the same kind in the germ, and
foretell the end ; but the Spirit of God has, with
prophetic vision, described to us the events and
delineated the persons for the future." Stier.
4.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.
Our curiosity should not lead us to seek to penetrate the mysterious incidents of the apostasy
of angels; we should rather take warning from
The necessity of conso much of it as is clear.
tinuing in grace, lest somebody spoil us of our
crown. Whoso rejects the light here and does
not walk in the light now, will hereafter dwell in
eternal darkness. Whatever is spoken or written against the servants of God, the Eternal
Judge will consider as spoken or written against

—

—

—

Himself.

—

It is an old experience of conH. Rikger
stant and multiform repetition, that the most
licentious men are generally also the most impatient of all checks emanating from human sources,
that they decry all government and authority as
an invention of the devil, and abuse the liberty
:

[Senof the Gospel as a cloak of maliciousness.
M.]
suality and lawlessness go together.
Those who walk in the way of Cain hypocritically

—

—

and peace ; the life of hell is a state
of confinement, darkness and perpetual fear of
more punishment. Sins that cannot be named in
decency, or on account of ignorance, are yet to
common among Christians that a preacher does
not know whether he ought to speak of them, or
be silent, Ex. viii. 8. 9.—-O ! the mad blindness
of men, that will not grow wise by other people's
injury, but will persist in their daring even to
the extent of being made examples of the Divine
judgment, 2 Chron. xxx. 8 ; Lke. xiii. 4. 6. Although some governments are not what they ought
to be, men ought to honour in them the image of
God, Ex. xxii. 88. True seal, be it never so
mat, is always humble and modest, whereas
liberty, light

—

—

—

false seal is defiant

and passionate, Bom.

x. 2.

Jesus uttered His woes on none more than on
false teachers and hypocrites, Matt xxiii. 18.
They have the heart of a Cain, a Balaam and a
Eorah. Gold and honours are two hooks with
which the devil fishes and catches many thousand
souls for his kingdom, Jno. xiii. 2 ; 1 Chron. xxii.
1.
All the feasts of Christians ought by rights
to be love-feasts, Neh. viii. 10.
Can there be
anything more unhappy than being rooted out
and separated from the communion of the life of
Christ? Col. ii. 7.— Think ye that the pagans
were allowed to revile their gods, as God is, without let or punishment, blasphemed among Christians? But have patience, Jesus will summon
those mighty blasphemers to His bar, and avenge
the insult that has been heaped upon Him.
[Literature on v. 9
Hecht, Joannes, Dieputatio inauguralis de cer~
(amine Michaelie cum Diabolo de eorpore Mosit, 4to.,
Jen»., 1853.

—

—

—

.•

Nieuembero, N., Exercitatio exegetico-polemica
de Angelica super eorpore Mosis ducrepatione, 4to.,
Ratisbona, 1682.
Bachmann, I. G., Be certamine circa corpus
Mom, Crit. Sac, Thes., 2, 794.
Hensel, M. Z., De certamine ArchangeU Michailis cum Diabolo de eorpore Moeis, Crit. Sac,
Thes., 2, 797.
Calmet, A., La Mort et la Sepulture de Moyte,
Dissertations, Commentaire, 8, 753.
M.]

—
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Comu n :—Further description of the pcnonf who ware the subject! of the Apostles' prophecies, t. 16-19;
t

exhortation to edification om the foundation of faith, end to proper treatment of the deceived with
vation, tt.

followed by an

a view

to their sal-

90-0.

' These are m armorers, complainers, walking after their own lusts ; and their month
speaketh great swelling wore/*, having men's persons in admiration * because of adyantage.* But/ beloved, remember ye the words which were spoken * before of the apostles
17
of* our Lord Jesus Christ; How' that they told you there should • be mockers in the
18
19
9
These be they who seplast time, who should walk after their own ungodly lusts.
19
11
11
But ye, beloved, building up
arated themselves, sensual, having not the Spirit.
20
1S
yourselves on your most holy faith, praying in the Holy Ghost, Keep yourselves in
21
14
the love of God, looking for the mercy of our Lord Jesus Christ unto eternal Kfe.
16
making a difference: 1* And others save with n
compassion,
have
some
of
And
28
22
18
them out of the fire; hating even the garment spotted by the flesh. 1*
fear, pulling

16

u These aro they, murmurers, discontented with God and the world." The italicized words are
:
paraphrase and comment, rather than translation, yeyyvrrai, mwrsusrers, describes their views of
complainers, denotes their discontent with their lot.—M.]
peptt'peipot,
God,
p German :—** Flatterers to the face " is too free, better, "admiring persons," which adheres more closely
wp6<rmwm~ M.]
Greek
avulforrcc
the
to
p German :—" For profit's sake."—M.J
German,
all
the old English and foreign versions, except the Dutch.—M.l
ye.
So
bnt
»
*
«
«u
Verse 17. \* * * »
n too free, better retain the rendering
[» » German :— the words which were foretold you by the Apostles;
of
M which were spoken before," but substituting " fry " v v e, for u o/."—M.l
I. V.;
M
p The German omits " how,** which is superfluous ; render, that they told you, etc>—M.]
[•Jrorrat, shall be; so German. Vulgate, Reims, si.—M.J
• Lecbm. and Tischend. read lv' 1<tx*t6v to* yd. Uttlverrab Stier considers this reading an imiUtlon of 2 Pet. lii. 8. [It is the reading of A. B. 0. and Sin.; but B. C. omit rov before x •**•«• *>
Meyer and Hu ther. ikt^vovrailn marked * * in Cod. 8in. by Tischendorf. M.]
[W German :—** who walk after their own lusts in ungodlinesses." While it is better to retain the participial
construction, with Vulg., Syr., it is also better to bring out the grammatical relation of iwi$vp.imt
and <L <r e « i i r, and to translate the whole verse " that they told yon that in the last time there shall
be scoffers, walking according to their own lusts in ungodliness."— M.]
iavro
v», B. C, Vulg., Grieeb., al4 A n 8in.,<Tischend., Lachm., al. omit it. LII lie suggests "sepcrafc"
["
a.
Verse 19.
without the Pronoun ; the sense is hardly affected by the omission, for a *- o 6 1 ep t fo ft « f may be taken
with the reflexive force which transitive verba sometimes do bear (Winer, p. 266), and signifies "separatists," both in doctrine and Church-fellowship.
M.j
German " Scditche ; " the English "animal?* on account of its connection with the Latin
(6. ^ v x * « o
anima, the French «W, respectively answering to the Greek ^vyij. has something to recommend it, but
is not as expressive and correct as "psychical ** or " soulish."
M.]
\}*vv<i>na fx'ij f'xocrff. German: "That have no spirit," or retaining the Partidpal construction
" having no spirit." M.]
Verse 20. "C. reads ynitv for vjawy. [Sin. observes the following order: iwoiKoSofiovrr** javrovt tj
aytwrarn Vfiiiv w i <r T « t. M.]
[German :**.... build yourselves further up on your most holy faith in the Holy Ghost with prayer."
better render with closer adherence to the Greek: "building up yourselves on your most holy 'faith
praying in the Holy Ghost."— M.l
,r
Verse 21. P*irpoo'4exo>€i'oi, " waiting for (German) better than " looking for".— M.l
Verse 22. \M "ot>s p4v et o$% 6* rite sibi invicem opponuntur." Laurmann. The opposition should be marked, and I
adopt accordingly Lillie's rendering: "On some, indeed, have compassion''— M.]
1*C. reads; o&t fiiv JA^yyirt ttaKfuropdvovx i o$* 6i v*a£*r* i k irvpbtap*-a£orr«ftr
Ao/3?. A. B., followed by Lachmann and Tischendorf, have three members. 1. «Aeyx cTC (*•
«<c wvpbt Apva^orret ; 3. (Acarc iv ^6/3y nivovvrt*. De
(Atari); 2. <rw£crc
Wette ascribes the last iAearc to a gloss, or the mistake of a transcriber. Vulgate: "hosquidem

Verse

16. C1

German

—

—

:

:

*'?

—

—

—

—

—

arguiU judicata*."
«A«are hi aicpivo )xivov<; On the different interpretations of this difficult verse see below in
Exkoetical and Critical, where the whole subject is discussed. M.]
[W tr
reads: "... e-wfere tK
wvpht «p*-«for4>6p<f "in fear", not "with fear" as E. V. Sin.
T<t oCs Si (Atar« iv <f>6fi<f>" See more below in Exioxtical Aim Ceitical.—M.j
" Snatch " or "pluck " better than " pull."— M.]
» The whole verse according to the Sinai tic reading would run thus : ** But others save, plucking them oat
t»
of the fire; and on others have compassion in fear." So substantially Lac h m ann, Tischendorf, Wordsworth, Alford.—M.J

[Sin.,

Verse 23.

.

—

,

EXEGET1CAL AND CRITICAL.
Veb.

16.

These

lifted finger, points

—

Jude, as with uponce more to these ungodly

are, etc.

men, of whom Enoch prophesied.
armorers. &ira£ Xeydfievov from yoyybfa,

M

—

murmur

or mutter, as well as fiefiil'ifioipoi, to
The object
is nearly related.
of their murmuring is not mentioned. Ver. 15
Seems to intimate that it was their discontent

to

which the former*

—

—

with the appointments and dispensations of Divine Providence, opposition to their superiors,
especially in the Church, like the company of
Korah murmured against Moses and Aaron, and
like Diotrephes. 8 Jno. 9.
Complainers. [German: Discontented with
God and the world. Alford following the German
versions: "Dissatisfied with their lot.**
M.].
fiEfiy\)lfioipo^ properly, fault-finders with ProviFrom a
dence, and the lot apportioned to them.
passage in Theophrast, cited by de Wette, it

—

—
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VER.
would seem to be used of censoriousness and
discontent in general. Bengel explains it of discontent with God. This word denotes the oatward, the former the inward. [Cf. Theophrast,
ohar. XVII. *cpl ftejiifrtftoiplac. and contrast this
character with St. Paul's spirit and language in
Phil. if. 11. 12; 1 Tim. vi. 6-8; Heb. xiii. 6.
Wordsw., Philo, Vit. Jfo*., p. 109, 29, says of
the Jews, koX n&Tuv ijp^nvro ptft^ifioioelv; Luoian,
Sacrif., I.,

'Aprifudoc tufiiftfiaipoixnx, brt fii]
and rov Qiviuc . Hesyexplains fUfnfnfiotp6c thus: fUfiipdfievoc rd
rijc

icapetXJftdq irpdc rip Qvciav

chiu8

—

ayatkrv y fdeyKfyftw, % jtXairtoc. M.]
Walking after their
lusts.— The
same expression occurs 2 Pet. iii. 3 ; cf. ch. ii.
10 ; 1 Pet iv. 8. Calvin gives the right connection with the preceding thus: "Those who
yield themselves to their evil lusts, are also murmuring and discontented, so that one can never
do things right for them."

own

And their mouth
ing things.

speaketh great swell-

—Boastful,

impudent words. Cf.
notes on 2 Pet. ii. 18. The book of Enoch contains frequent references to such vaunting
speeches directed against God and His appointments; it has the peculiar expression
"and
these are they that control the stars and lift up
their hands against the Most High." J as. iii. 6;
:

Dan.

vii. 8. 20.

Admiring persons.— (German:

"Flatterer*

face"); literally, "admiring the faces."
The former is to be taken as a parenthesis. Cf.
Gen. xix. 21 ; Lev. xix. 16 ; Deut x. 17, rento the

dered

by

O0£),

LXX.

0avu6^eiv

npdoxmov

to favour one, to prefer,

= KCiO

honour and

So Stier, de Wette, Huther.
and third parallel passages, however,
are inapplicable, the reference in them being to
God's dealings with man, and the second relates
to partiality, as in Sir. vii. 29. But as it is not
said here whose person they regard, while in
other places we have always some qualification,
such as the person of the great or poor, it seems
more fitting to emphasize itptovna and to explain

highly esteem.
.

The

first

with reference to sensuality, the leading chardeceivers, thus: they flatter
lust, extol their beauty and
themselves in order to use
purposes, not excluding pecuniary advantage.
Cf. 2 Pet. ii. 14, where
sensuality and covet ousness are intimately connected.
Ltykeiac x&P lv should be closely connected with Bavfid^ovrec. ["Calvin: " Magniloguentiam taxat, quod ee ipso* faetuoee jactent : eed

it

acteristics of those
the objects of their
thus lure them to
them for their own

—

interea ostendit iUiberali eeeeingenio, quia terviliter se

—

ftd^avrec

Fronmfiller's interpretation of -Bavirpdcuma is very far-fetched.
The

phrase

a Hebraism and signifies to

dimittant."
is

respect the

perton in a good or bad sense, to be partial, as a
judge unjustly partial or corrupted by bribes
cf. Hebrew and LXX. of Lev. xix. 15: Job xxxii.
21; xxxiv. 19; Ps. lxxxii. 2; Prov. xviii. 6;
Deut. x. 17; 2 Chron. xix. 7; Job xiii. 10; Mai.

9 where it is used in a bad sense. There is
no need for the reference to sensuality, for the
meaning that they favoured the rich and influential by accommodating their teaching to
their prejudices and vicious practices is in perii.

;
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keeping with the character of those false
teachers in particular, and all time-servers in
general.
M.]
fect

—

But ye, beloved, remember the
words which were spoken before by the
Vkr.

17.

Apostles of our Lord Jesus Christ.

—As

necessary to remind his readers
of the Apostolical word in order to protect them
from deceivers, 2 Pet iii. 2. 15. 16, so Jude feels
prompted to adopt the same course. Besides the
second Epistle of Peter, Jude may here refer to
passages like Acts xx. 29, 80; 2 Tim. iii. 1, etc.
The primary reference is to their warnings
against deceivers, the secondary to their exhortations to 8tedfa8tness and perseverance in
the faith.
By the Apostles. The unprejudiced reader
of these words can hardly resist the conviotion
that this Epistle is not that of an Apostle, even
as the author does not call himself an Apostle im
v. 1.
Sepp's opinion that he distinguishes himself from the other Apostles by the designation
"the Lord's brother" is sophistical. [I fully concur with Alford that this text is not decisive as
to whether St Jude was, or was not, an Apostle.
He might use the expression, being himself an

Peter thought

it

—

Apostle,

and he

is

certainly

more

likely to

have

not being an Apostle. St. Peter, on the
authority A. B. C. K. L., al., at 2 Pet iii. 3 uses
the same expression without the ificw "and
whichever view is taken as to the genuineness or
otherwise of 2 Peter, there could be no intention
by such an expression to exclude either the real
or the pretended St. Peter from the number of
The contrast of Peter's
the Apostles." M.l.
Jude's
language (2 Pet. iii. 2) is remarkable.
using in the next verse vfdv and not t)p2v does
not prove anything.
[For while it is not certain that he included himself among the Apostles,
it is very uncertain whether he intended to exclude himself from their number. So Alford.
M.]. The principal reason why the reference is
not to the Lord's self-own words is stated by
Stier, who says that we have the account of the
words and works of Jesus from the lips of the
Apostles, or on the testimony confirmed by the

used

it,

—

—

—

Apostles.

8poken before. —The term includes both the

priority of their testimony

and

its

prophetical

[This is the reason why the rendercharacter.
ing of E. V. is preferable to the German_translation.

See above

in

Appar.

Crit. v.

17. 4.

"There seems

also to be reference
here to the description of the last days in St.
Paul's last Epistle, 2 Tim. iii. 1-6, £v koxbratc
There is a.
ijfitpaie laovrai avOpwnot Q&mvtoi k. r. X.
special propriety in this admonitory reference in

Wordsworth

:

Epistle—one of the last of the Catholic Episthe last warning in the Epistles, of the
Apostles of the Circumcision and of the Gentiles,.
Cf. Oecumcn. on v. 1.
St. Peter and St. Paul.
Cf. the admonition in Hebrews xiii. 7: "Remember your rulers, who spoke to you the word
of God," where St Paul appears to be exhorting
the Hebrews to remember especially St. James,
the Bishop of Jerusalem; and St. Jude, thebrother of St. James, here appears to be ex-

this
tles

— to

horting his readers to remember St Peter

and

Paul."— M.]
Veb. 18. In the last time there shall

be

St.
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—

scoffers, etc. Jade here evidently has an express reference to the second Epistle of Peter:
for the words which he cites, are almost literally
found at 2 Pet. iii. 8, the only variation being,
first: that Peter says, "there shall come", while
Jude has "there shall be." [See above, Appar.
Grit. v. 18, 9.
M.]. Bat the latter expression
oocors also in 2 Pet. ii. 1. The second variation
is Jude's addition of tup aaepei&v, it being, as we
have already seen, (v. 15), his aim to give special prominence to the ungodliness of those men.
This verse supplies one of the chief proofs of the
priority of the second Epistle of Peter. Even de
Wette has to admit that such a prophecy cannot

—

be found any where except in 2 Pet. iii. 8.
Huther*8 statement that these words need not be
considered as a literally exact quotation, but
that they may be a compression of the various
predictions of the Apostles concerning this subject, is an untenable make-shift. Consider, t. y, 9
the peculiar word kuwalKrai, which occurs only

here and 2 Pet iii. 8.
In the last time;
notes on 2 Peter iii. 8,

9.—M.]
In ungodyness.

18.

h
[of.

hax&ru XP^V- See
Appar. Crit, verse

—

Literally: "After their
lusts turned to ungodliness;" so de Wette: "Lusts
of ungodliness" (Stier), because the ground of
every lust is nothing but some special ungodliness, denying, mocking
opposed to that lust.

Via.

t

—

19.

and rejecting the divine

These axe they

who

he would not have confined himself to the use of
one word; but others, with their idea of the fitness of things, will think that he selected this
one word on account of its expressiveness. The
fact- is, that he did use only one word, ol aicoosopi£ovnc, and since the Definite Article with the
Participle Present denotes

a

habit

and

state, the

or the verbal form "they who
separate," seem to be in exact agreement with
the Greek, while the omission of iavrobc, supported by high authority, leaves us free to limit
the meaning of axodtopi^ovrtc to the men themselves, to extend it to others, or to apply it to
both. We incline to do the last, and are supported by Oecumen., Clement of Alexandr., Erasmus, Estius ("Potest absolute smu, Skpakabtss,
id est, qui separaUonem fachtnt torn in catiibu*, qmam

Noun

separatists,

Bloom f., Words w., Lillie and othThe ancient Catena expounds this words
"Making schisms and rending the members of
the Church," and Hooker (Serm. V. 11 ) specifies
three kinds of separations: "Men do separata
themselves either by heresy, schism, or apostasy.
If they loose the bond of faith, which then they
are justly supposed to do, when they frowardly
expugn any principal point of Christian doctrine,
this is to separate themselves by heresy.
If they
break the bond of unity, whereby the body of the
Church is coupled and knit in one, as they de
which wilfully forsake all external communion
with saints in holy exercises purely and orderly
in doctrwa."),
ers.

separate established

Final description of these men
rthemselves].
1*
fcy a third, "These are.
Who separate [themselves]. 'Airodtopifrcv, to
set off by drawing a boundary, to separate.
Lachmann and Tischendorf omit iavrobc ; in that
case we have to translate, " who cause separaSo de Wette, Luther.
tions, make factions."
Huther, on the other hand, justly remarks, that
had Jude intended to express that idea, he would
hardly have satisfied himself with this one word.
He considers iavrobc genuine, and expounds:
"They who separate themselves from the Church."
But this hardly suits the description of those
men, v. 12, who boldly pressed forward to the
The correct explanalove-feasts of the faithful.
tion follows from the next verse: They tear loose
from the faith of the Church, and separate themselves from the Church inwardly, although they
cannot be separated- outwardly by Church-discipline, and indeed all the circumstances of the
case point to the impossibility of such discipline
being at that time administered in those Churches.
[The different readings have been considered in
Appar. Crit., v. 1 9, note 11. The interpretation of
Iluther is based on an argument, by no means
uncommon among commentators, but most objecI
tionable wherever and whenever advanced.
refer to the supposed intention of the sacred
writers, with which these commentators seem to
be fully acquainted, although 1 am at a loss to
conjecture how or whence they get that knowledge, and suspect, that an appeal to the intention of the sacred writers is a convenient way of
enforcing a peculiar view, or of evading a difficulty.
Moreover, every thing depends on the
fitness of things, as it appears to each particular
mind. Huther and Fronmiiller think that if
Jude had intended to express the general idea,

in the Church, this is to separate
themselves by schism. If they willingly cast off
and utterly forsake both profession of Christ and
communion with Christians, taking their leave
of all religion, this is to separate themselves by

plain apostasy."

—M.]

Psychical (German

"Seelische"); fvxtMoi, cf
Cor. ii. 14. 15; xv. 44. 46. Persons in whom,
the earthly life of the soul rules, and the life of
the Spirit with its higher powers is subjugated.
Paul describes them as "fulfilling the desires of
the flesh and of the mind," Eph. ii. 3. They
either live in open sin, or content themselves with
outward propriety, while inwardly they are the
slaves of pride, avarice; sensuality or other vices.
[Alford: "Sensual. We have no English word
1

for ifrxt*6s ; end our biblical
this defect, entirely at fault.

psychology

The

is,

by

in?xf? is the

centre of the personal being, the *I* of each inIt is in each man bound to the spirit,
man's higher part, and to the body, man's lower
part; drawn upwards by the one, downwards by
tho other.
He who gives himself up to the lower
appetites, is aapKiKdc: he who by communion of his
irvevua with God's Spirit is employed in the higher
aims of his being, is irvevuaTucdc. He who rests
midway, thinking only of self and self's interests,
whether animal or intellectual, is the ^n^uuSf, the
selfish man in whom the spirit is sunk and degraded into subordination to the subordinate
In the lack of any adequate word, I have
fvxr/.
retained the 'sensual' of the E. V., though tho
impression which it gives is a wrong one; 'selfish' would be as bad, for the in*xt*6c may be sn
amiable and generous man: * animal 9 would be
worse: intellectual,' worse still. If the word
were not so ill-looking in our language, 'psychic'
would be a great gain." 'Animal' has some
merit on account of its connection with anima;

dividual.
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VER.
I have rensee Appar. Crit, v. 19, note 11 ft.
dered "Seelieche" rftvxufoi, by "psychical," which
sounds and looks better than "psychic" or the
Saxon "soulish." Irenaeus I., 6. 2-4, reports
certain Gnostics of the sub- Apostolic age to have
said, "that animal men (fvxiKot) are conversant
onlj with animal things (^tmcq), and have not
perfect Churns: and they describe us who are of
the Church, as such ; and they say that as toe are
only such, he must do good works, in order to be
saved ; but, they assert, that they themselves will
be saved, not by practice, but because they are
spiritual (nvtvparutoi) by nature: and that as gold,
though mingled with fire, does not lose its beauty,
so they themselves, though wallowing in the mire
of carnal works, do not lose their own spiritual
essence, and therefore, though they eat things
offered to idols, and are the first to resort to the
banquets which the heathen celebrate in honour
of their false gods, and abstain from nothing that
is foul in the eyes of 0od or man, they say that
they cannot contract any defilement from these
impure abominations; and they scoff at us who
fear God, as silly dotards ( cf. v. 10), and hugely
exalt themselves, calling Uiemselves perfect, and
the elect seed; and they even make lust a virtue,
and call us mere animal men (ifvxtioovc), and say
that we stand in need of temperance, in order to
come to the pleroma, but that they themselves,
who are spiritual and perfect, have no need

—

thereof."—M.]

—

16-28.
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in any worthy sense: it is degraded beneath
and under the power of the "fyvxh, the personal
life, so as to have no real vitality of its own.
See
it

Delitzsch, BibUsche Psychologic, J 2, "Das neue
GeistesUhen ;" and Beck, "Umriss der bibUschm
Seelenlehre, p. 85, sqq."—M.]
'

As contrasted with those men who had wandered so far from the true faith, Jude now exhorts
the readers of his Epistle to give the more heed
to building themselves up upon their most holy
faith (v. 20).
The principal exhortation, contained in

God,"

v. 21,

"Keep yourselves

in the love of

surrounded by three participial sentences, two of which at all events are coordinated, vis., hroucoSofiovvTec and irpoadex^fievot.
They indicate the manner how that keeping is to
is

take place.

The

central Participle npooevxtjievoi
the preceding
irvebjiari
dyty and subordinated to tiroixoSofiovvrec, or be
connected with the sequel. Against the former
connection de Wette advances three reasons with
which we agree: a. The propriety of the thought
per se; b. The antithesis to the separatist! c lusts
of those men abandoned by the Holy Spirit (and
their own rational spirit) ;*c. The trinitarian arrangement of the language: to which we add, d.
The infrequency of the expression " to pray in
the Holy Spirit," which Huther explains as a
praying in which the Holy Spirit is the moving
and leading power, and in support of which Bengel cites Eph. vi. 18; Zech. xii. 10; John iv. 24.
Should it be thought that this construction lessens the force of irpoaevx6pevot, its central posi-

h

may either be joined to

Hairing no spirit. De Wette says the re*
ference lies to the Holy Spirit, although the Article is wanting.
Huther understands the ex- tion admits of its being joined not only to the
Sreesion of higher soul-life wrought by the Spirit. sequel, but also to the preceding words, provided
tat in either case we should have a most stale it be not connected with kv irvtvpan dyty, which
summing-up of the characteristics of those ani- would be something different than praying in the
mal-minded men. Surely it is self-evident that Spirit
Vbr. 20. Building np yourselves, etc.
persons like those here described, cannot have
the Spirit of God and the new life and nature of (German: "Continue to build up yourselves with
regeneration. The negative //#, moreover; is de- prayer on your most holy faith.")
cidedly opposed to such a supposition. Had
irloric here, as in v. 8 and 2 Pet. i» 1, denotes
Jude intended to convey that idea, he necessarily objective faith, the truths of faith considered as a
ought to have used ov; for the writers of the New whole. This follows from the predicate and the
Testament are more precise in this respect than verb, by which faith is qualified. The primary
Winer, p. 494, sqq. fit) reference in most holy faith is antithetical to those
is generally supposed.
means: I might say that they have no spirit at unholy scoffers and deceivers, the secondary reall.
We might altogether deny their possessing ference is general, and points to its origin, object
a rational spirit. This is the meaning of irvevpa, and end. "Jude thus addresses the saints just
which, besides body and soul, is one of the con- because it is a faith of the sanctified in the thrice
stituents of our nature.
Hence we may not con- Holy One, in whom they a£ and become holy."
clude from this passage, with Bengel, that " the Stier.
spirit is no essential part of man."
On the
eiroiKodofiovvTec, to build upon it, and to build
contrary, it is that which essentially distinguishes again, cf. o'luodofifj, 1 Cor. iii. 9.
Faith in God
man from an animal, a breath from (out of) God, and Christ is the foundation on which we must
the noblest part of our nature; but as, in the case build ourselves up, ever more firmly in all direcof all natural men, it lies concealed since the fall tions, and into which we must ever root ourselves
in carnal and animal life, it may be so effectually deeper and deeper.
The term implies both
sunk and buried under the flesh by continual strengthening and growth, cf. Heb. xii. 28; CoL
"
sins, as if it were no longer extant.
Conscience ii. 6. 7; 2 Pet. i. 6; iii. 18; 1 Pet. ii. 5.
at last becomes blunted, almost to annihilation;
eavrobg not=aAWj%ovc, although that is not exthe mind is dried up and killed, the higher con- cluded. Bengel:
"Who first defends himself,
sciousness lowered to a state of mere animal may also save others."
dreaming, the faculty of cognition ceases to exIn the Holy Spirit. In His communion
ist." Stier.
This state of induration was the and power, not in reliance on their own wisdom
condition of those animal men without spirit; and strength.
[We can hardly agree with the
they had almost reached the level of brutes, cf. construction advocated in the text, and see really
t. 10.
[Alford: These men have not indeed no valid objection to irpoaevxtuevoi being joined
ceased to have irvevfta, as a part of their own tri- with kv irvei'fiari dyly.
Fronmuller's artifipartite nature: but they have ceased to possess cial arrangement strikes us as unnecessary

—

—

—
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and a distinction without a difference. "To
pray in the Holy Spirit" i§ a clear idea, fully
borne out by Bengel's references, and in perfect
keeping with the rest of the sentence. The three
participles seem to be coordinated, building,
praying and waiting being necessary to keeping
ourselves in the lore of God; the parallelism,
moreover,

r% dyiurdrn irtoru brot-

is perfect, 1,

Ko6ofiovvreqy 2, kv icvevfiari dyty n-poaevx^fuvot, 8,
irpoodex6fievoi rb ifaoc k. t. A.
In this trinitarian

we have an express reference to the Father, the Son and the Holy
Spirit, and faith, love and hope grouped round
"prayer in the Holy Spirit." M.]
Via. 21. Waiting for the mercy of our
arrangement, moreover,

—

Lord Jeans Christ unto eternal

life.

—The

positive expression of the concluding caution of
the second Epistle of Peter, "Beware lest ye fall
from your own stedfastness." Compare here
the repeated exhortations of our Lord to abiding
in His love, Jno. xv. 4. 9.
While it is true that

nothing but the power of God can preserve us
unto salvation, cf. 1 Pet L 6; 2 Tness. iii. 8;
Jno. xvii. 6, it is equally true that we must do
our part in this great work of God, and make
faithful and good use of our gifts and graces for
eur eanotifieation. Hence John. says (1 Jno. v.
18), "He that is begotten of God keepeth himself, and that wicked one toucheth him not."
" Man also, by exercising himself in the word of
God, may strengthen his love to God, and thereby
more riohly enjoy the love which God has to us."

John

Rieger.

xiv. 21.

In the love of God.
subjecti,

—This

is

which God has

in the love

the gtnitwus

to us, in

which

we

are through faith. This explanation agrees
best with the verb "keep," and the reference to
the mercy of Christ which follows it. Our love
to God is kindled by His love to us.
Rieger and
Richter connect the two ideas.

—

For the mercy of our Lord. Cf. Tit. ii.
Since irpoodex6jievoi points to the future, the
18.
allusion is to the mercy by which Christ will glorify Himself in His saints in His great day, cf. 2
Pet.

iii.

12-15; Heb.

ix.

28; 1 Thess.

we

i.

10; Jas.

Its opposite is the fire (v. 23), into
belong according to our natural state.

18.

ii.

which

Even

the most advanced Christians confess "We ask
for time and for eternity nothing but mercy."
Unto eternal life. This may be connected
with IXeog, the saving mercy of Christ conducing
to eternal life (de Wette), but the connection with
"keep yourselves " seems more natural (Huther).
[Hardly as natural as the connection with npoooextptvoi (Bengel).
M.l—The prominence given
here to the Trinity, "Holy Spirit, God, Jesus
Christ," should not be overlooked.
:

—

—

Vkr. 22.

And on

oompaaaion,

etc.

aome, indeed, have

—Now follows a direction for

the proper treatment of the weak and deceived
among the body of believers. The textual criticism of this passage is difficult [see above Appar. Crit., v. 22. 16.
M.]. Adhering to the common reading, the first question relates to the
meaning of diaKptvd/ievot, which signifies in the
Middle, to contend or dispute with one. Acts xi. 2
Jude 9, but also to be at variance with oneself Mtt.
xxi. 21; Rom. iv. 20; xiv. 23; Jas. i. 6; in Active sometimes to prefer; distinguish, 1 Cor. iv. 7;
then to cause to differ, to discern, Acts xv. 9 ; 1 Cor.

—

t

xi. 29 ; and lastly, to judge, 1 Cor. xi. 81.
The
passage under notice admits only the sense to

distinguish, discern, or separate, which it also
bears in classical Greek. The meaning would
then be clear, as given in the translation, "Separating them from others," i. e., if you find in
some only a spark of the love of Christ, have
compassion on them and separate them in your
judgment and conduct from others. Slier: "Oa
some have compassion, making a difference, L e. v
treating some mildly, others severely."
or fsh
and or 6i are often used for 6 ukv and 6 &. Winer, p. 117.
If we adopt, however, the mora
authentic reading: otic pkv kXtyx*™ titaxpamphooc,
duucpiveoOat cannot be taken in the sense of the
Vulgate, but either in that of separation (Oecnrnenius), or better in that of contention. Oeeumeaius paraphrases: "If they separate themselves
from you, before all things reveal their ungodliness." But it is more correct to render: "when
they contend with you, convict them, hold up to
them their wrong and perverseneas." De Wette
and Bengel make 6uucpivofi£vovc=tQ doubt, to hesitate between fidelity to ecclesiastical order and
apostasy, and explain the word of the deceived,
not the deceivers. Although this distinction is
not indicated here, it is evident that the reference
cannot be to false teachers, who were described
as incorrigible in v. 12, but to weak, contention*
and deceived members of the body of believers.
Jude from v. 20 onwards, ceases to deal with the
false teachers, and refers only to believers.
[The New Testament use of the word 6tcncpba/tm
in Middle seems to preponderate in favour of
"to doubt," Acts x. 20; xi. 12; Rom. xiv. 23;
Jas. i. 6; the note of Bengel on w. 22. 28 is as
follows: **7ria genera enumerat apostolus eormm,
quorum saluti consulere sancti debeant, ac prinum
quidem genua intelUctu laborot; secundum affect*,
vehementer; tertiam affectu, minus vehementer. Itaque I. SLEN0HU8 sive demonstratio boni et maU debet

—

qui cum dubitationibus confliciantur, et in medio
II. Quos ignis jam propecorripuit, ii rapida vi, quacumque parte prehensi, sbrvari debent. III. Mibebicobditeb et Uniter tractandi sunt ii, que metu solo, et benigna pericuU demonstratione, in viam reduci possunt."
M.]
Ver. 23. But others aave in fear, etc.—iv
<pdp(f> is opposed to kXeelv ; attack them strongly,
influence them by motives of fear and terror;
delineate heaven and hell to them. Huther thinks
of the fear of the persons engaged in saving
them : take heed, lest in the attempt to convert
them, ye be drawn over to their side, and fall a
prey to their ruin. This yields a good sense, but
the former explanation is preferable, the same
precaution being necessary in the case of the
[Doubtful whether
first class of the deceived.
the explanation commended by Fronmuller is
tenable; the word /<?or seems hardly to describe
the disposition of bold assailants, courage would
be more apposite. Then the appeal to the fears
of the deceived would require did rather than h;
we prefer, therefore, the interpretation of de
Wette: "with conscientious solicitude for the
Church's salvation and your own," and Lillie's
briefer rendering: "In a spirit of fear." PriC82U8 in Crit. Sacri : " Festmantes et trepidantes:
eorum ritu qui illiquid ex fiamma rapiunt, sahaU
eos: Barrov, ut loquitur Artemidorus."
M.]

its,

antipitique hterent.

—

—
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VEB.

Plucking them out of the

fire.

—Huther

understands rvp of the rain in which they already find themselves. But this nee of fire is
not scriptural. Jude had spoken of eternal fire,
t. 7, as had Peter in 2 Pet. iii. 7.
To that he
refers back. Cf. Is. 1. 11. "Behold, all ye that
kindle a fire, that compass yonrselres about with
sparks : walk in the light of your fire and in the
•parks that ye hare kindled." ipira^etv denotes,
as Huther rightly observes, hasty, almost violent
snatching away, and indicates that they were already in extreme peril of perdition. So Joshua,
the high-priest, is called "a brand plucked out
of the fire." Zech. iii. 2. Cf. Amos iv. 11: "Ye
were as a firebrand, plucked out of the burning."
8tier refers to wavering Lot, when the angels
took him by the hand, and led him away, half by
force, from the burning.
{Terence, Andr. 1. 1.
" Qum U46
ignem projicere voluit, prohibui, tervavi."
M.]. The other reading is: IXeQre (for
&etfre, see Winer, p. 97) b> fdffy iuoovvtcc,
where kXean is to be joined to kv +6foy and the
latter to be understood of the caution to be exerted by those engaged in saving. Bengel distinguishes the three classes as given above under
v. 22, although, as Stier remarks, they cannot
be well distinguished.

m

—

—

Hating even the garment spotted by
the flesh. Their compassion and saving activi-

—

ty must go hand in hand with sincere hatred of
evil and every thing that is even outwardly connected with it "Let not the saving love to the
sinner do detriment to the hatred of sin. 1 ' Stier.
Is. Iii. 11.

here in the sense of even. Hence v. Meyer
flee even every outward moral impurity
and its infection, not only the inward, the flesh
itself, but also the seemingly innocent trace of
1
sin. '
Bengel: "Hate the contamination which
may pass from the flesh of those unclean persons to your outward and consequently also to
your inward conversation.
[Oecumenius : r£ kXku r€> npbc avrovc owenta$o rd ulaoc to np&C Ta fuapa avruv ipya, fuoobvrw
vfiuv koI pfcAXvoaofiivw, ical rbv anb iifc aapicbc
avruv koTrtfojutvov, fyrot fiefuaapivov avr&v xiT&va,
oc rfj irpbc rijv avrCw adpxa Trpoa^abaeif koI ovtov
teal,

" Hate,

—

pSeXvpov xpVfMTlZovTos. M.]
Xit&v, the tunic or inner robe, worn next to
the skin; sometimes, however, it denotes also
the outer garb. Here the figure of whatever belongs to the outward appearance of men, their
mode of life, habits and manner of speech. [But
the inner robe, nearest to the person is soiled by
the stains of the flesh, that, therefore, ye must
"Animm videlicet tunica maculahate (Wordsw.).
ta est sptritue

concupUcentm pollutus carnalibus."

The expression of Jude is rather
hyperbolical than proverbial.
Pricaeus: "It

Clem. Alex.

APULEIUB, FOBMIDANS, AO PROCUL PEBH0BRE8CBN8
btiam ipsam domum sjus: oc ti diceret, non tanturn abhorrent conmvium ad quod vocabaturt »ed et
aedes ipsa* in quibue, illud convivium faciendum
cratS'—M.]
airiX6o>;

cf.

Jas.

iii.

6.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
[1. Flattery, pride and partiality mark the
hireling; sincerity, humility and impartiality the

.

16-28.

II

true pastor (v. 16, cf. Jno. x. 1-17.) " Omni* qui
adulatur9 out propter avaritunm vel gloriam adulator."
2. The cure of souls, like the practice of
medicine, requires a skilful diagnosis of every
spiritual disease and judicious treatment.
Medicine must be given with reference to the nature
of the disease and the constitution of the patient,
but the means used must in every case be adjusted to the end, vis. : the salvation of the patient.
Seneca: "Aliter cum alio agendum est."
Cassiodorus: "Aegrit non una causa salutis est:

alter cibut reficitur, alter per abetinentia beneficia
tenuatur ; . hie lavacra moliia, tile ferrum qumrit ad

vulnera."— M.]

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.
The knowledge "that thus

it

must be" (Mtt

xxvi. 54 ; Jno. xvi. 1) is an admirable support of
faith in affliction.
The spirit of scoffing is here
represented as rooted not in the understanding,
but in the heart sold to sin. The increase of
sooffers belongs to the forerunners of the antichristian time.
"By scoffing men completely
break off the sting from God's truth, which may
interfere with their life according to their own

—

—

—

Rieoeb: "It is only by standing fast
in the faith resting on Apostolical testimony that
we are secure against the stormy flood of the unbelief, scoffing and ungodliness of the last times.
The hard struggles of Christians at the close of
the Apostolical age with the fearful power of unbelief and scoffing are typical of similar conflicts
Edifying
in the last days before the judgment.
oneself and others is one of the chief duties of
Christianity; complaining and disclosing hurts
lusts."

—

— —

[" Qui tibi jam coneuluit, consulat
art.
Bengel. M.]. The way of separation
One of the
is displeasing to God, Prov. xviii. 1.
seals of the truth of our religion is its insisting
everywhere on holiness. The evangelical Church
is built upon the immovable foundation of the
Apostles and Prophets, and not on the quicksand of human tradition. The edifice of Christianity must not only have a firm foundation, but
ever be raised higher and firmer. The only true
progress going to meet eternal life. Those whe
want first to do good works and conduct themselves well, and afterwards to believe in God and
put their trust in Him, turn the house upsido
down and put the roof on the floor. If our
building is to prosper, it must not be done in our
own spirit and strength, but in the Holy Spirit
with unceasing prayer. Prayer the surest and
most necessary means for the building of ChrisIf we have had any experience of the
tianity.
sweetness of the love of God, the monition " Keep
a poor
aUie."

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

yourselves in the love of

God"

is

addressed to us.

done by opening our hearts to God, by
musing on His great Love to us unworthy men,
This

is

carefully noting every thing that may hinder
or further us in love, and by waiting for the
mercy of Christ. The beginning and the end of
evangelical Christianity are alike; every thing
from first to last is the result of mercy and grace.
Christianity is an unfathomable sea of the
mercies of Jesus Christ. Those who trust themselves to it in penitence and faith will surely
reach the haven of eternity. Suffer yourselves

by

—

—

—
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THE EPISTLE GENERAL OF JUDE.
not to be deprived of tout part in this life, bat
wait for eternal life where tbe treasure* of the
mercy of God will be fully opened to you. If
we hare found salvation in Christ, we are also
seized by the desire of saving others; but we
should take hold of every man according to his
own peculiar wants. Take heed lest in saving
["Bat I keep under
others thou burn thyself!
my body, and bring it into subjection: lest that
by any means, when I have preached to others,
1 Cor. ix. 27.
I myself should be a cast-away."
M.]. Divide the word rightly, classify your
hearers, although some may not like it Our
life should be nothing but a constant waiting for
and desire of the life to come.
Starke :
0, the miserableness of the walk
after one's own lusts ! and yet many, alas !
perhaps thyself also, reader walk after their
own lusts, 1 Tim. vt 9. A teacher should deal
with his hearers fairly, and, as far as possible, in
love, for love often achieves more than the greatBut if the rod gentleness canest punishment.
not effect any thing, then it is lawful to use the
rod woe, Zech. xi. 7 ; 1 Cor. iv. 21 ; 2 Tim. ii.
24; iv. 2. Scoffingis a most fearful sin, for it
makes of God and His word pastime and mockery ; it will rarely be seen that such scoffers attain to conversion, but in most instances they will
be seen to come to a fearful end. Would that there
were not so many, even of the clergy, of whom we
are constrained to say that they are carnal and have
no spirit, and cannot please God, Rom. viii. 8. 9.
[A sad reflection on the status of the German
clergy in Starke's time ; thank God, things look
much better there now, and it is one of the greatest blessings of this country that its clergy are
conspicuous for godliness of living. M.]. Living stones must move of their own sccord to the
Their architect is God,
building, 1 Pet. ii. 5.
their level His word, their task-master the Holy
GhoFt, who dwelleth in them. Fair building,
proof against fire and war! Rom. xiv. 19.
Hedinoer: Where faith is the foundation of
the Christian edifice, prayer as the fruit of hope,
raises it to heaven, and love is its pinnacle and
perfection, 1 Cor. xiii. 18.
If the offering of incense is to waft a sweet and grateful odour to God,
it must be kindled by heaven-descended fire, Acts
ii. 2. 4; Lev. ix. 24; 2 Chron. vii. 1.
Time and
people must be distinguished. The same medicine, be it never so good, does not suit every disWould that all sick Christian souls were
ease.
treated according to their several wants ! Let
every one in his vocation of love do what he is
able to God's eternal praise and glory, 2 Tim. ii.
15.
In the conversion of the ungodly and erring
we require special wisdom, that different minds
may be treated according to their kind, 1 Cor.
Fire must be removed by fire; although
iii. 1.
man with all his denunciations is not likely to
accomplish much unless God clothe His word with
power to strike men with fear and terror, Jer.
Sparing and waiting will not do; he
xxiii. 29.
that eaves a soul is like an angel that plucks it

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

from the hell-fire of Sodom, Jas. v. 20. Those
who would convert others should hate and shun
sin.
Therefore always begin at home in thy efforts to reprove and improve others, 1 Cor. ix.
27.
How few are ashamed to walk in the eyes

—

of

God and His

saints in the

garb of the old

Adam and of sin! Shame! Lord Jesus, clothe
Thou me with the robe of Thy innocence and
righteousness.

—

[Hooker: Vbr. 20. As in a chain, which it
made of many links, if you pull the first, yon
draw the rest; and as in a ladder of many staves,
if you take away the lowest, all hope of ascending to the highest will be removed; so because
all the precepts and promises in the law and the
Gospel do hang upon this, Believe ; and because
the last of the graces of God doth not follow the
first, that He slorifieth none but whom He hath
justified, nor justifieth any but whom He hath
called to a true, effectual and lively faith in Christ
Jesus, therefore St Jude exhorting us to bmld
ourselves, mentioneth here expressly only faith, as
the thing wherein we must be edified ; for that
faith is the ground and the glory of all the welfare of this building.
The strength of every
building which is of God, standeth not in any
man's arms or legs ; it is only in our faith, as
the valour of Samson lay only in his hair. This
is the reason why we are so earnestly called upon
to edify ourselves t* faith.
Not as if this bare action of our minds, whereby we believe the Gospel of Christ, were able in itself, as of itself, to

—

make us unconquerable and
stones,

invincible,

like

which abide in the building forever, and

it is not the worthiness of our
the virtue of Him in whom we beby which we stand sure, as houses tfcat are
built upon a rock.
He is a wise man which hath
builded his house upon a rock ; for he hath chosen
a good foundation, and no doubt his house
will stand.
But how will it stand T Verily, by
the strength of the rock which beareth it, and by

fall

not out.

believing,

No,

it is

lieve,

nothing

else.

—M.]
—

Sermon Themes:
Vv. 17. 18. Reason, not raillery, the proper
The extreme folly
test of religion. (Shorev).
and impiety of mocking at religion. (Warrri).
Vv. 20. 21. The spiritual building. (J. Taylor). The principles and prospects of a servant
of Christ (A. Fuller).
Vv. 20-23. Religious errors arising from the
abuse of ordinances, f Johk Miller).
Vv. 22. 23. Growth in sin, or the several states
and degrees of sinners, with the manner how
they are to be treated. (Jeremy Taylor).
Very valuable are R. Hooker's two sermons

—

—

upon part of St Jude's Epistle, vv. 17-21,
an analysis of which may prove suggestive to the

He treats of the following subjects:
Imperfection of Human Language; Respect of
God's Word, the Test of Love to Him ; Neutrality in Religion Intolerable; Ridicule of Holy
things a Token of Unbelief; Three Ways by
which Men separate from Christ; Our Conduct'
shows whether we are of the Body ; The Papists
Charge us with Apostasy Comparison of Popery
with the System of Jeroboam ; How the Gospel
Spiritualizes our Natural Instincts; Extravagant
Building; Edification must begin from Faith;
Case of Israel a Warning to the Gentiles; Foolishness of the Roman Doctrine of Merit ; Edification depends much on Good Pastors; etc., etc
reader.

;

-M.]
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VER.

24, 25.

VERSES

24,25.

Coktxkts :—Conclusion and Doxology.

24
25

Now 1

unto him that is able to keep you* from falling, and to present 8 you faultless
before the presence of his glory with exceeding joy, To the only wise 4 God our SaAmen.
viour,6 be glory and* majesty, dominion and power, 7 both now and ever. 8
Ytrse

than now ; 6* 4 here introduces an important thought, and it tantamount to : u False teachers may seek for glory elsewhere, but you will ascribe it all to God through Christ." Wordsworth. M.J
* Tischendorf reads avrovt applying to the deceived. Do Wette says that this difficult reading ought to
be preferred. He thinks that the author, soaring in devotion, turns, as it were, away from the readers,
and yet means them. Untenable. Ifavro^cia genuine, it would confirm the view that vt. 22. 23 refer to deceived believers, [w fi a « is the reading of C. G., Bee., £lz., Lachm., Yulg., Syr., Arab., J&thl-

24. [* 5 e, tod, better

—

op, al.— M.]

P v r n c a German

**
: sltllen. to sot.
The only Instance, out of 19, in which a transitive form of I o* t ij /x i
i,
translated prt$mt in E. V." Lillie.— M.]
<rd>y, omitted in A. B. 0. Sin M and rejected by Griesb., Schols., Lachm., Tischend., al.; it has probably
crept in from 1 Tim. i. 17; Rom. xvi. 27. [Gcrmau retains it. M.J
• Grieubach and other reliable authorities add: 6iA 'Iijo-ow Xptcrrov rod Kvplov ri[i£>v. So Tischendorf. [It is found in A. B. C, Sin., G M al n and is therefore the authentic reading, M.J
(• k a I after 8 o $ a cancelled by Lachm ^ Tischend., Meyer, Peyle, Wordsworth, af.
It is wauting in Cod. Sin.

is

Verse

25.

*

—

—

TGriesbach and others add after c£ov<r to, wpb warro? tov ai*vo*. Comprehensive description «of
eternity. Tischendorf pronounces the reading well-authenticated. [It is found in A. B. C. Cod. Sin.,0.,
received by Scholz, Lachm., Tischend., Alford, Wordsworth, al^ but not adopted by Fronmiiller; it is the
roost authentic reading
M.J
[•ei* wdvrat rovt a t « v a *, literally, ** unto all the ages," Germ.: " nnto all eternities." The Italian,
tutti i secoli, and the French, ' tout let siicUt* are the most literal versions.
u
[German of both verses :
But to Him that is able to keep you inoffensively, and to set you before the
face of His glorious majesty unblamable with exceeding joy, to the only wise God be glory and highness, strength and power both now and In all eternities. Amen.'*
[Translate :—" But to Him that is able to keep you from falling and to set you in the presence of Ills
glory faultless with exceeding joy, to the only God our Saviour through Jesus Christ our Lord, be glory,
majesty, strength and authority, before all eternity, and now and unto all the ages. Amen." M.J

—

—
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Glory (and) majesty. [See Appar. Crit., acknowledge Him as the Giver of all grace from
6.— M.], c» 2 Peter iii. 18; Rom. xi. 36; God;" the second as "asserting the eternal prexvi. 27 Rev. i. C peyaXuouvri, cf. Deut xxxii. 8, existence of Christ against the false teachers."

t. 26,

;

LXX.

-«ni

ful greatness, as

.

Heb.

He

1.

His wonder-

is called in

Scripture the

i.

8; Tiil

(Wordsworth): from the latter, says Lillie, may
be derived the liturgical formula: "As it wtu in
the beginning."

—M.]

Highest and Most High.

(German: power), strength. According
HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.
immovable strength of the
Divine Being, which fainteth not, neither grows
"That which is impossible with men,
Ribger
weary (Isa. xl. 28).
is possible with God, who gladly uses His Divine
k£ovoia [German: might), authority.
His sove- power both in the first wakening of faith, Eph. i.
reignty, lordship and rule of all things.
66£a 19, and in keeping us to the end, John x. 28."
and Kp&To$ are also found close together, 1 Peter "For the good wrought in and by the accomiv. 11; v. 11; Rev. i. 6; v. 13.
Each of these plishment of His purpose of grace, honour and
attributes occurs in connection with one related majesty are due to Him; for the evil conquered
to it.
Stier defines the sense as follows: "The in and by the same power and might be ascribed
glorious majesty and the greatness of the love of to Him. Faith ascribes this doxology now, and
God is praised for the good out of His fulness hope is assured thai there will be abundant cause
given, restored and preserved to His own; His for it throughout eternity."
mighty power is praised for the conquest of evil
God can do all things by His grace;
St arsjb
unto the victory of salvation attending the for- this is the consolation of His elect and servants,
mer." We have probably to supply iaro, as 1 Phil. iv. 13. 0, eagerly-desired sight of the
Peter iv. 11.
Moses desired to see it in this
glory of Christ
Amen, similar to the conclusion of other doxo- life, and I cherish the same desire but a sinful,
logies, Rom. i. 25; 2 Peter iii. 18; so it is; it is guilty, mortal man may not see it, but in eterassuredly true.
nity I shall see it and not another, 1 John iii 2;
[The clauses 6t<L Irjoov Xpurrov rov Kvplov f/fiav Ps. xlii. 8, [cf. Job xix. 27.— M.].—All the doand rcpd ravrof rov aiCwoc have an important bear- ings of men are evil, if they aim not at the spread
ing, the first being "directed against heretics of the honour and glory of God, 1 Cor. x. 81.
who separated Jesus from Christ, and did not
Kpdroc

to Roos, the essential,

:

—

:

—
—

!
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